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Comparative Tables showing seriatim the Volumes

and Pages of all Indian Law Journals and Reports

for the period specified at the top of each table, with
1

the corresponding Volumes and Pages of Indian

40 I. L. R., ALLAHABAD Series, for September- October, 1918^

\
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Page.

470

487
497
605

507
612
615
-517

518
522

525
636

641
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48
47
46

213
207
548

494
837
373
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156
186

462
46 893
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printed.

Names of Parties.

46
45
46
46

551

653

555
558
563
565
569
572

575

v.

• • •

t •

• i«

• • •

• • •

• • «

• • •

800

Rajindra Bahadur Singh v. Raghu-
bans Kunwar

Kanhai Lai v. Brij Lai
Kalyan Das v. Maqbul Ahmad
Anandi Kunwar v. Ram Niranjan
Das ••

Emperor v. Harkeah
Deokinandan v. Gapua
Gauri Sahai v. A. C. Bahree
Emperor v. Maturwa
Gumanan v. Jahangira
Kunj Behari Lai v. The Bhargava
Commercial Bank .Tubbulpore...

Chaturi Singh v. Rania
Musleha Bibi v. Ram Narain
Sahu

Parbati Kunwar v. Deputy Com-
missioner of Kheri ...

|
47 394 . _

16 ALLAHABAD LAW JOURNAL, for October 25, 1918.

Imambandi v. Sheikh Haji Mut- 817 I Lai Sripat Singh v. Lai Basant

I Singh
825 Kanhai Lai v. Brij Lai

42 I. L. R., BOMBAY Series, for September-October, 1918.

577
579
582
684
590

Muhammad Iltifat Husain
Alim-un-nissa Bibi

Muhammad Iltifat Husain
Alim-un-nissa Bibi

Suraj Bhan v. Hashmi Begam
Radhe Shiam v. Behari Lai

Emperor v. Ram Das
Emperor v. Karim-ud-Din
Emperor v. Amir Hasan Khan
Chabraj Singh v. Mahesh Narain

Singh •••

Naulakhi Kunwar v. Jai Kishen

Singh
Emperor v. Sahdeo Bai

Sajjadi Begam v. Dilawar Husain

Mohni r. Baij Nath
Gobardhan v. Munna Lai

Hingu Singh v. Jhuri Singh

fcC 0) tn
C bOoJ
«Jn

M •

O ^ T3A 0 fl
oj M

<D •
Li

£ © Oo b>o

47 562

47
47
48

47
46

561
903
478
302
867
150

• •

• • •

46 976

46 905
46 522
47 4
46 391
46 559

46 390

saddi • • • 47 5’

3

• • •

• • •

47 424
47 207

373

360
391
396
400
403

411

420

438

444

454
462

« • •

• * •

. Bhagwandas Parasram v. Burjorji

Ruttonji Bomanji
Rehmatunnissa Begum v. Price ..

Emperor v. Haribhai Dada
Emperor v. Abas Mirza
Hubert Crawford, In re

Emperor v. Amirsaheb Balamiya
Patil

Narsinhbhat bin Chintamanbhat
v. Bando Krishna Kulkarni ...

Janardan Govind v. Narayan
Krishnaji

Yenkatesh Appashet v. Khoja
Abdul Kadir

Manju Mahadev Shetti v. Shiv-

appa Manju Shetti
Emperor v. Nagindas Chhabildas
Abdul Rahim Mahomed Narma v.

Municipal Commissioner for

City of Bombay

44

45
45

284
663
606
609
61

1

473

499

504
512

45 514 522

46 113 529

46 56 535

740 647

• • •

• • •

122
503

553

Marshal and Co. v. Naginchand
Fulohand

Abdul Razak Abdul Gafoor v.

Mahomed Hussein Dalvi

Chunilal Harilal v. Bai Mani
Ganu walad Ramji Patil v. Bhau

toalad Bapuji Patil

Dhondiram Chatrabhuj Marwadi

v. Sadasnk Savatram Marwadi

Himatlal Maganlal Shah v. Bhika-

bhai Amritlal Shah
Raoji Bhikaji Kondkar v. Anant

Laxman Kondkar ••

Advi bin Fakirappa Chalwadi v.

Fakirappa Adiveppa Chalwadi

Nilkanth Laxman Joshi v. Raghu
bin Mahadu Parab

37 641

63

771

46 745

46 662

46 174

45 422

46 750

46 644

653
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INDIAN CASES.
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•20 BOMBAY LAW REPORTER, for Septe m be k-Oc tober, ^.918.—

^

826

830

8?6

839
851

856

864

872

887

895

J09
114

110

118

119

121

123

666

685

691

697

702

720

727
733

Vishnu Jngannath Joslu v. \ asudeo

Raghunath Oka

Gopnl Jnyvant SliirRaenkm- v.

Shriniwas Vitlml P“> "

Bharma Shidappn Bhr.ro ' . Bala-

ram Sakharam uujar •••

Monic P. W.v. Ucv. Kobert bcott

Raj Kumar Jagaimath I rash ad

Singh v. Syed Abdullah

Raja Joy t i Prashad Singh D<->

Bahadur v. Kuininl Nath ( hat.

LateKalyau Das v Shaikh Maq-

bul Ahmad .

”*

Hargovind Fulohand v. Naja Sura

Dadoo Bhaoo r. Diukar Vishnu

Aphale .

***

Niialingappa Nijappa Halagatti v.

Chanabasawa Sataviroppa

Neeari

47 629

47 635

47
47

6o9
642

45 770

45 827

46 548

47 726

47 745

f02

906

9 1

1

918

925

929

937

947

954

Vatsalabai Vishnu Suklitankar r.

Sambhaji Pandurang Nabar ...

Laxmibai . Badhabni ...

Govind Ramsji Ganjalo r. SaYitn

Rama Thosar

Laxman Ganesh Rajendra r.

Keshar Govind Deshpande

Shirbui Babya Swami v. Yeau

Cheoo Nayakin
Moru Narsu Gujar . Hasan Fatte-

khan Jummal
Abdul Rahim Mahomed

.

Narnia v.

Municipal Commissioner for

City of Bombay
Rama Santa Randir©

Naru Randiv#
Hansiaj Lnddashet >

Padmanabh Bhatt

• • •

v. Daji

• • •

Anant

47 757

47 762

47 883

48 467

48 iro

48 135

48 63

48 125

48 514

... 47 751

11 BURMA LAW TIMES, for

Balthazar v. Patail

C. M. R. M. A. R. Perianon Chetty

v Maung Ba Thaw
Curpen Chetty v. Ana Mahalingam

E. N. M. K. Chetty v. Chartered

Bank of India, Australia and

China
Hla Gyaw v. Aung Pyu
Krishnasami Panikondar v. Rama-

eami Chettiar

Maung San Bn v. Mung Luii Bye

126

49 458 127

43 9

6

128

42 ICO 130
132

13 t

48 182 135

42 121 136
138

43 493 140

42 74 144

May-Junb, 1918.

Mawohi Mines, In re

Offloial Assign©* r. Hajee Mahom-
ed Hsdy

Phaung Tha Rhi v. Mi M© Baw ...

Santa v. Battersby

Tagappa Chetty v K. Y. Mahomed
Emperor v. Nga PoMya
Emperor v Nga Tun Kaing
Gnanakannu v Vceravagu
Noor Mahomed v. King-Emperor
Nga San Nyein v. Emperor
Tambi v King-Emperor

• • • 48 187

48
41
42
40
42
42

152
689
90
858
176
176

49 ?42

42 786
41
44

150

848

45 I. L. R., CALCUTTA Series, for Skptemrer-Ootobkr, 1918.

748Mctharam Ramrakhiomal y. Bewa-

chand Ramrakhiomal
Mehdi Hossein v. Umesh Chandra

Mcokerjee
Serafat Ali v. Issan Ali

Balakeshwnri Dcbi v. Jnanananda
Banerjee

Satish Ranjan Das v. Mercantile

Bank of India Ld
Akhoy Kumar Mookerjee v. Em-

peror
Manhari Chowdhuri v. Emperor...

Rndhakant Lai v. Nazma Begum

44 269

41
42

964
:0
o

750

765

41 610 769

48 322 774

45 999 780

43 014 785

45 800

Ganga Porshad Singh v. Jshri

Pershad Singh
Bhushan Chandra Glioso v. Sri*

kanta Banerjee

Brojondra Lai Dns v. Dob Naraiu
Tewari*

Jadu Nath Manna v. Prankrishna
Das

Fanindra Narain Roy r Kaohe*
man Bibi

Abdul Rahman r. Amin Sharif V..

Nagendra Lai Chowdhury r. Fani
Bhusan Das

201 Azimuddin Marnlol v. Tara Snnknr 219

Ghose 47 638

203 Chowdhury Jadavendra Nandar. 220
Das Mfthapatra v. Gajendra
Narain Das Mahapatra 47 650 222

205 ProBunno Kumar Baidya v. Ram 223
Chandra D© 47 677

209 Tnrak Dqs Moitra r. King-Em- 249
peror 37 -160

211 Fakir Mullick r. Emperor 47 671 250
213 Mohesh Chandra Chaudhury r.

'King-Em peror 47 871 254
216 Kedar Nath Mondnl v. Mohesh

Chandra Khan 46 787

Girish Chandra Mitra v. Giribala

Dobi
Brojo Nath Sarnia v. Mnhoswar
Gohani

Baliram Koor v. Sobha Sheikh ...

Shib Chandra Rai Chowdhury .
lfarendra Lai Rai Chowdhury

Jafaruddin Saha r. Kumar Jnmini
Bullav Sen

Srimati Ishani Daai r. Ganesh
Chandra Rakshit

Srimati Kumini Sundari Chowdhn.
rani v. Abdul Habin Moulvi • • •

45 1

33 157

41 894

46 455

41 673
44 229

44

•

265

45 937

46 100

44 516

47 315

46
\

841

48
1

303

47 420
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28 CALCUTTA LAW JOURNAL, from September to Novbmibr, 1918.—oon«ld.

256

261
262
264

266
268

271

275

278

28L

283

285

Kebati Mohan Das v. Nadiabashi

Dey _
A slam Mea v. King-Emperor

Sukhu Kulwar v. King- Emperor...

Kedar Nath Maona . Jogendra

Nath Das
Eaaarali Mahaldar v. Poroo Mian

Monmohan Panday v. Bidhu

Bhusan Pay Chowdhury
Sankar Nath Mukherji v. Biddut

lata Debi •;*

Purna Chandra Haidar v. Kunja

Behari Haidar
Mohammad Reajuddin Ahmad v.

Basuda Sungari Dasi

Satis Chandra Bandopadhya v.

Natabar Dome
Purna Chandra Laha v. Souda-

mini Baisnabi

Lakshmi Narain Roy v. Secretary

of-State for India in Council ...

44 521

46 528
47 657

41 815

48 300

48 ?G9

48 295

46 477

48 330

48 362

89

299

301

304

306

370
394
403

409

48 335 .
428

44 497

Narendra Nath Mitter r. Rai

Radha Charan Pal Bahadur ...

Sheikh Golam Khaliq v. Tasadduk
Ali Khan

Sailaja Nath Roy Chaudhury v.

thandi Charan Laha
Superintendent and Remem-

brancer of Legal Affairs, Bengal

v. Mozam Molla
Mariam Bibee r. Shaikh Muham-
mad. Ibrahim

Srilal Chamaria v. King-Emperor

Lala Kanhai Lalv Lala Brij Lai

Sri Madana Mohana Ananga Bhee-

ma Deo v. Sri Purushothama
Ananga Bheema Deo

Imambandi v. Sheikh Haji Mut-
saddi

Sri Rajah Rama Rao r. Sri Rajah

Surya Rao

48 314

46 890

48 552

48 687

48 561

48 817

47 207

46 481

47 513

47 354

985

990
994

996

997

999

1001

1006
1009

22 CALCUTTA WEEKLY NOTES, for Septbmbbr, 1918.

Lai Sripat Singh r. Lai Basant

Singh
P. J Delanney v Pran Hari Guha

Narasingha Bana Goswami v.

Prolhadman Teoari •••

Munshi Sahed Buksh v. Golam

Nabi Khandkar

.

Sib Chanira Banerjee v. Surendra

Chandra Mondal
#

”•

Madhnsudan Mallik r. Jamiruddm

Sheikh w
Sergeant R. Milton t. Mr. and Mrs.

Sherman
Golam Hossain v. Emperor ...

Raja loyti Prashad Singh Deo

Bahadur v. Kumud Nath Chat-

terji

,
1018

47 424
45 879 I 1021

47 25

47 117

41 759

41 767

1025
1027

1028

1033
1036

E. D. Murray . East Bengal

Mahajan Flotilla Co., Ld
Shaikh Hakim v. Adwaita Chandra

Das Dalai

Ashraf Ali v. Karam Ali

Brojendra Kishore Roy Chow-
dhury v Dil Mahmud Sarkar...

Emperor v Chanoo Lai Bania

• t •

• • •

• « i

• » i

46 701 1042

49 343 I
1045
1062

45 827
'

Het Ram Shadi Ram
Hazarimull Shohanlal v. Satis

Chandra Ghosh
Roop Chand Jankidas v. National

Bank of India, Ld.

Srilal Chamaria v. King-Emperor
Bibhuti Bhusan Biswas v. Bhuban

Ram

41 I. L. R., MADRAS 7 Series, for Septemier-October, 1918.

778
787

792
813

815

824

840

849

Rama Rao v. Rajah of Pittapur ...

Kompella Anantharamayya v.

Chikatla Tukkadu
Koti Reddi v. P. Subbiah

Lakshmanan Chetty v. P. P. V.

Palaniappa Chetty
.

•••

Palaniappa Chettiar . Shanmu-
gam Chettiar

Official Assignee of Madras t.

Palaniappa Chetty
Venkata Lashminarasamma v.

,

Secretary of State for India in

Council
Yarlagadda Mallikharjuna Praaada

Nayudu r. Matiapalli Virayya ...

47 354 . 855

861

871

147

46 86

45

49

49 220
886

904

47 606 I
923

47 1000

Madana Mohana Ranga Bheema

Deo y. Pnrushotthama Ranga

Bheemjfc Deo .
**:

Sivanarasa Reddi r. Doraisami

Madras and Southern Mahratt

a

Railway Company, Limited r.

Haridoss Banmalidose •••

Annaya Tantri t. Ammakka
Hengsu *"

Alagappa Chettiar r. Chockaling-

am Chettiar

Ramasami Naidu r. Muthusami

Pillai
• M

48 622

49 63
46 927

44 604
To be

prinled.

45 798

48 966

48 975
48 817

47 287

46 481

463

49 69

47 1
J41

48 203

56



INDIAN CASES. [1918
IV

35 MADRAS LAW JOURNAL, from July to Octokbr, 1918.

1 Het Ram v. Sharli Ram 45 798 !

ft Basudeo Roy v. Mohant Jugal

Kish war Das 45 8 1

8

1

1

Kamulammal Avorgal v. Athikari
|•

Sangali Subba i'illai 48 615

23 Messrs Rost A C<> ,
Ltd. v. Collector

of Madras 48 790

27 Kannusami Pillai v. Jagathambal 46 2C5

35 Madras and Southern Mahratta

Railway Company Ltd. v. Hari-

doss Banmali Doss 49 C9

46 Kajkumar Jagannath Prasbad

Singh v. Sycd Abdullah 45 770

51 Rayarappan Nambiur v. Koyotan

Clialilo Veetil Kamaran 45 489

57 Challagundla Varatnma v. Madala i

Gopaladasayya 46 •202

83 Deputy Collector Madura Division

v Muthirula Aludali 48 6o
87 Vanamati Sattiraju v. Balla-

pragada 47 640

90 Palaniappa Chettiar v. Shanmu-
gam Chettiar 49 23

t'6 Puzhakkal Edom v. Mahadeva
(

Pattar 47 778

99 Radha Kant Lai v. Musammal
Nazma Begum 45 806

110 ManavikramanTirumalapad v. Col-

lector of the Nilgiris 49 27

120 Kodi Sankara Bhatta v. Moidin ... 49 147

124 Venkataramayya v. Lanka Ram-
|

1

brahman ... . 47 924

127 Divakar Singh v. Ramamurthi '

1 Naidu 47 273

129 Rama Aiyangar v. Gurusami
Chetti 46 62

138 Sri Madana Mohana Deo Kesari v.

Sri Puru8hottaina Ananga
Bheema Deo 46 4S1

144 Bobba Padmanabhudu v Bobba |

i

Buchamma 47 702

150 Thiraviyam Pillai v. Lakshmana
Pillai 47 538

153 Adhikari Vishnumurtliiayya v.

1 Authaiya 47 533
167 Public Prosecutor v. Maddila

Mutyalu 47 865
159

j

Sri Rajah Venkata Lakshmi

j

Narasarama v. Secrotary of

State for India in Council .. 47 600
169 !

Lala Kalyan Das v. Sheikh Maqbul
Ahmad 46 548

177
;

Sundaram Iyengar v. Raumswaini
Iyengar 47 692

180 Peer Mahomed Rowther v. Daloo- 1

i

ram Jayanarayun 47 555
184 J. H. Elliot and Co Ltd. of

1

| Birmingham v. Abdul Sahib ... <9 196
189 Maistry Kajabhai Narain v. Haji

Karim Mamood 47 738
194 Ramaswami Rcddi v. Sokkappa

Reddi ...
j

48 732
19G Annaya Tantri v. Ammakka

Hengsu 47 341

214 Debendra Nath Dus v. Pibu-

46 4iidhendra Mansingh Bharmarbar

219 Kunnath Madampil Kunjunni v.

48 92ftMannarghat Ramanunni
229 Thangathamnm r. Arunnchallam

48 76Chettiar

231 Varlagadda MallikharjunaPrusada

Naidu v. Matlapalli Virayya 47 1000

236 Alagnppa Chettiar v. Chockaliu-

gam Chet ty 48 203

251 Krishnaswami Iyer, In re 48 128

253 Soinu Pathar v. ltengaswami To be

Reddiar printed.

256
|

Ripon Press and Sugar Mill Com-
i

|

pany I td. Bellury v. Venkata-
rama Cliettv

% 48 903
258 Aiuba v. Shrinivasa Kamthi 47 646
259 Sessions Judge of Tunjore, In rc... To be

262 Rehmat-un-nissa Begum v. Price
printed.

45 56 $

272 Sivauarasa Rcddi v. Doraiswnmi 1

Reddi 45 463
281 Thavasi Animal v. Salai Animal... 43 643
284 Maharajah of Jeypore v. Sri

Lakshmi Narasimha 45 729
287 Aga Muhammadftlly Beg v. Ven-

katappayy a 48 S79
294 Ponnusami Pillai v. Chidambaram

I’illai 44 849
296 Sankaranarayana Aiyar v. Alagiri

Aiyar 49 283
304 Krishnaswami Aiyangar v. Sub-

ramania Ganapatigal 44 523
309 Papala Chakrapani Chetti v.

|

Latchmi Achi ...
' 45 769

312
I

Mallidi Dorayya v. Sntti Veorayya 44 4
313 Govindan Nair v. Cheruvamina ... 43 126
315 Palikandi Katapurath Mam mad v.

Matancheri Mammad 43 28
317 Vitta Tnyaramma v. Chatakondu

Sivayva 48 50
335 Machi Raju Venkataratnam v.

347

Rajah Vadrevu Rauganaya-
kanima

i • •

j

48 270
Rajah Joti Piashad Singh Deo

355

Bahadur v. Kumud Nath Chat-
torji 45 827

Ramah Iyor v. Gopala Iyer 49 20
861 Cunniah Mudalv v. Rangasivami

Mudali
• • • 48 7

364 Ranga Rao v. Ranganayaki Ammal 47 678
368 Krishnaswami Aiyangar, In rc ... 47 981
3 / 2 Nagappa v. Siddalingappa 47 6893"5 Kanakasundaram Pillai v. Soma-

sundaram Pillai
• • • 48 71

877 Subramania Aiyar v. Namasivaya

b80
A sari

• • • 45 ll
Mankoottil Chathukutti Nair v.

382
Komappan Nair

Badagala Jogi Naidu v. Bondnlam
44 572

%

r i h
Papiah Naidu 48 2S9

ob i Rudravaram \ entatasubbiuh v.

392
h’udravaram Vontaku Seshaiya 48 232

Sri Rajah Rama Rao v. Rajah of— Pittapur
1

, . . _ in 3cc$1
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401
402
405
407
410

414
422

441

442

443

450

451

454

459
467
468

473

35 MADRAS LAW JOURNAL, from Jcly to October, 1918.— conoid

• • •

181
182
183
197

205
207
207

£09

212

214
216

227

281

236

Ambalam Ibfahi, In re

Raghavacharyulu v. Govindasari

Abdula Koya v. Eackaran Nair ...

Gaspari Louis v. Gonsalves

Secretary of State for India in

Council v. Sami Chettiar

Narain Bao v. Shiva Kao
lmambandi v. Sheikh Haji Mut-

saddi
Kasi Yiswanatham Chettiar v.

Ramaswami Nadar
Public Prosecutor v. Settigiri

Narayana Reddi
Panangipalii Suranna v. Sree Raja

Datta Venkata Suryanarayana
Jagapathiraju Bahadur Garu

Sreeram Narasiah v. Bommireddi

Yenkataramiah
Kilaru Kotayya v. Polavarapu

Durgayya
Arunachallam Pillai v. Ponnu-

swainy
Lala Kanhai Lai v. Lala Brij Lai...

Rama Rao v. Mandaohalugai
Abi Dhunimsa Bibi Aramal v.

Muhammad Fattu XJddfh Sahib

Official Assignee of Madras v. Pala-

niappa Chetty

47 873 489

48 198

47 945 507

47 941
509

49 120

49 123 512

47 513 518
525

48 123
531

48 161
533

48 794 541

47 976 !

1

• 547

47 192 552

48 878 555

47 207 559

47 682 565

44 293 571

49 220 575
570

v.

i * »

it*

• • •

i « <

Meenakshisundara Mudaliar
Ratknasami Pillai

Subbarayalu Nayudu v. Sundara
raja Nayudu

Manikkath Ammini Animal v.

Manikkath Padmanabha Menon
Cliinnaswami Pillai v. Appaswami

Pillai

Mellor v. Muthiah Chetty
Rani Parbati Runwar v. Deputy
Commissioner of Kkeri
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Jairam v. Gopikisan
Mritunjoy Praharaj v. Jagannath Jeu
Braja Sundar Deb v. Swarna Manjeri Dei
Bhattu Ram v. Ganga Prasad Gope
Ganga Ram v. Dewa Singh
Narayan Ramrao v. Debidas Narsingh
Krupasindhu Roy v. Balbhadra Das
Bipradas Pal v. Monorama Debi
Keshobati Kumari y. Satya Narayan Sinha
Charu Chandra Bhattacharjee v. / Hem Chandra
Mookerjee

Emperor v. Rajendra Roy
Kaniz Amina v. Emperor
Ganpati v. Emperor
Sadhu Charan Ray v. Balei Swain
Jaguji Rai v. Emperor
Phatali Singh v. Emperor
Darrell, L. S. y. Knmud Kanta Chakrabarty
Ganpat Singh y. Emperor
Emperor v. Dhantua Lodhi
Soukhi Chand v. Emperor
Bapajee v. Emperor
Ram Bhagwan v. Emperor
Manohar v. Emperor
Bimal Chandra Banerjee y. Tez Chandra Banerjee

Godhan Ahir y. Emperor
Martand Rao v. Emperor
Prafallanath Tagore y. Shital Khan
Har Lai v. Basanfc Singh
Shanker Singh v. Hukum Chand

22 C W N 439; (1918) M W N 305; 28 C L J 1;

23MLT 382; 20 Bom L R 712 P. C.
Calcutta High Court.

149 P W R 1918.

16 A L J 625; 40 A 579.

Calcutta High Court.

151 P W R 19.18.

Calcutta High Court.

Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court.

Calcutta High Court.

150 P W R 1918.

23 C WN 133

16 AL J630.
35 P LR 1918; 91 P W R 1918.

Calcutta High Court.

Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court.

22 C W N 994.

3 P L J 355
Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court.

6 P L W 185.

14 N L R 125.

3 PL J 351. ^ -
22 C W N 433; (1918) M W N 313 P. C.
3 P L J 358.

38 P L R 1918; 92 P W R 1918.

Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court.

3 P L J 367.

22 C W N 396; 45 C 574.

5 P L W 167; (1918) Pat 294.

Calcutta High Court.

27 C L J 311 22 C W N 596; 19 Cr L J 868.

3 PL J 243 4 P L W 354; 19 Cr L J 869.

19 Cr L J 871.

3 P L J 346; 19 Cr L J 874.

16 A L J 567; 19 Cr L J 876.

5 P L W 157; (1918) Pat 288; 19 Cr L J 877

22 C W N 575; 19 Cr L J 878.

3 P L J 287; 4 P L W 357; 19 Cr L J 880.

19 Cr L J 881.

3 P L J 354; 19 Cr L J 884.

19 Cr L J 885.

19 Cr L J 886.

16 A L J 614; 19 Cr L J 895.

19 Cr L J 896.

19 Cr L J 899.

19 Cr L J 900.

22 0 W N 788.

75 P W R 1918; 76 P L R 1918.

14NL R 117.
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109
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115
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117

121
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125

129

132

133

134

137

138

139
141

143

145

147

148
152

153

151

157
158

159
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164

166

169

171

173

174

177

179
189
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192

194

197

198

200 I

202

204 !

206 :

207 ;

5 Nandakishore .Tagati v. Nidlii Behara
» .Tallin)! Haquc v. Sadar Ali

i Lhvarka Prasad v. Prithipal Singh
i Mabaraj Pahadnr Singh v. Jadab Chandra Ghose ...

Ghulam Mowlali v. Ali Hafiz

* Ramndhin v. Jokhan
Shahed Baksli v. Gholam Nabi Khondokar

I Tu I la Sobharam Tandya v. Collector of Kaira

|

Kya Zan v. Tun Gyaw
Deutsch Asiatische Bank v. Uiralal Burdhan &
Somi

Ram Adliin v. Ram Lot
Upondra Narain Roy v. Janaki Nath Roy
Mukhram Singh v. Sadasi Koer
Shwe Lon v. Ilia Gy we
Pran Krishna Nath v. Mohe.sh Chandra Chowdhury
Rameshwar Daval v. Gur Sahai
Samir v. Syed Ali

San Pe v. Ma Shwe Zin ...

Tejn Blmgat v. Dcoki Nandan Prosad
Syam Chand Maiti v. Paikuntha Nath Mandal
5 ithal Dhonddev Raikar v. Alibag Municipality
Wahid Ali Bhuya v. Mahamad Ansar Ali
Kyin Wet v. Ma Gyok
Banomali Dutta v. Lalit Mohan Ghosal
Malkarjun Mahadev Bclurc v. Amrita Tukaram
Dambare

• • •

Ritu Kuer v. Alakhdeo Narain Singlia
Saiad Sha Maidal v. Sridhar Dulcy
Lakh])at Sahai v. Tikaram
Biindaban Chandra De v. Krishna Mohan Dc
Prag v. Mohan Lai •

Murari Mahan Das v. Tofel Sha
Secretary of State v. Hirunand Ojlia !!!

Lakshmi Kanta Do v. Chairman of the Naihati
Municipality

Behari Lai v. Khan Chand
Har Kumar Sen v. Raj Kumar Haidar
Bhagirthi v. Ghisa Singh

’’’

Haidar Mirza v. Kailasli Narain Dar
Keshobati Kumari v. Satya Niranjai, Cbakrabertv".'
Hussain Bakhsli v. l»ala Singh
Rajani Kanta Pal v. Kedar Nath Biswas
Kilaru Kotayya v. Polavarapu Durgavva
Bisliunath Singh v. Baldco Singh
Narendra Lai Khan v. Manmotha Ranjun Pal ! !

V 'Shveshwar VighucHhwar Shastri v. Maliabalcshvar
Suoba Bhatta

Sham shad Ali Khan v. Mohammad Ali KhanKumud Kamim Dasi v. Khudumani D:*si
Suba Raut v. Mania Rautain
Lallu Ram v. Jot Singh
Kanhai Lai v. Brij Lai

212
214

222

224

225

273

274
275

277

286

Gadadhar Ramanuj Das v. Ghana Shy«,n DiwHar Nath Kuar v. Indra Bahadur Singh
Ganga v. Kanhai Lai

6

Basawan Singh v. Gangaphal Kai

S£d
W“ NatU Si“Kh V

' ^.nmiesione,

Divakar Singh v. Ram'anmrthi Naidn
Mahomed Zainiruddin v. Emperor
iapanncssa y. Emperor "

Kripasindhu Naiko v. Emperor
Jia Lai v. l’liogo Mai

? p L J 438; (19)8) Pat 261; 5PMV 194.

Calcutta High Court.

5 O L J 27 1

.

Calcutta High Court.

28 C L J 4.

5 O L J 248.

22 C W N 996.

20 Bom L R 748.

9 L B R 169.

t-

Calcutta High Court.

5 O L .1 252.

22 C W N 611; 45 C 305.

Patna High Court.

9 L B It 172.

Calcutta High Court.
5 O L J 259.

Calcutta nigh Court.

9 L B R 176.

Patna High Court.

Calcutta High Court.
20 Bom L R 756.

Calcutta High Court.

9 L B It 179.

Calcutta High Court.

20 Bom L R 762.

(1918) Pat 265; 5 P L W 208.

Calcutta High Court.
*Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court.
Calcutta High Court.
5 O L J 263.

Calcutta High Court.
Patna High Court.

Calcutta High Court,
154 P W R 1918.

•Calcutta High Court.
Punjab Chief Court.
21 OC 161; 5 O L J 48?.
(1918) Pat 305.

153 P W R 1916.

Calcuttu High Court.
35 M L J 45L
21 () C 165.

Calcutta High Court.

20 Bom L R 767.
21 O C 172.

Calcutta High Court.
Patna High Court.
2j o q
22

T

C
T
V
.r^

i)lJ; 8 L w 21 -i 24 M L T 23(5' 35 ML J 4oflj 16 A L J 825; (1918) M \V N Vilo oa
C L J 394; 5 P L W 29.1 40 A 487 1

‘
,R 1048 P. C.

* A -° 1Jo"> ^
3 1* L J 633.
5 O L J 277.

Allahabad High Court.
Patna High Court.

5 O L J 294.

VT ni
7ilnCrLjn01.

1 9 Cr L J 902; 3 P L J 632
19 Cr L J 903.

*

•W 09, S) MWN 761
-Jr.K

1918 Cr
; ,9 Cl L j 9Ul 34 P IV K ,91$
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287
289
290
296
297
298

298
299
30 L

306

308
311

313

315

330

332
334
337
340
341

351

353
354

Bhutan Kam v. Biblmti Bhusan Biswas

Marie Penheiro v. Jotmdra Mohan Sen

Nathe Pujari v. Radba Binodo Natk

Muthiah Chetty v. Alagappa Chetty

TTdov Narain Jana v Secretary of Stato

Official Assignee of Madras v. Mangayar Karasu

Animal
Raiani Kanta Ghose v. Lala Rout

Khub Chand, In the matter of

Sankaran Nambudnpadv. Ramasa.mi l}

^
Rakhal Chandra De v. Chairman of tho Sun Muni

Maddipoti Peramma v Gandrapu Knshnayva

lthand
a
”lotkhan

P
d
ra

Gu.jav v. Dhond Laxuman

SMb Chandra Roy Cliowdhury v. Harendra Lai Ra.

Chandra Baswantrao Desai v. Bhima Dassappa

PrionathBose v. Kusum Knniari Dassi

Pazar All Mistri v. Amir Buksh Mian

TTiinrlnn Lai v. Begam-un-N isa

Indra Narain Das v. Badan Chandra Das

Annaya Tantri v. Ammaka Hengsu
• * *

Mangia Bam v- Ganesh Das

Shib Lai v. Sham Das
PiHanur

Gangadhara Rama Rao v. Rajah of Pittapur

22 C W N 1062; 19 Cr L J 915.

i 2 -i C L J 141. _ r T oV_

(1918) Pat 217; 4 P L W 283; 3 P L J 327-

(1918) M VV N 5 :0; 24 M L T 179.

1

22 C W N 823.

40 M 1173 (foot-note).

Calcutta High Court.

16 A L J49; 40 A 128 F. B.

41 M 691; 8 L W 12; 2 3 M L T 345; 34MLJ416.

*Calcutta High Court.

(1918) M W in 479; 8 L W 136; 24 M L T 106.

16 A L J 81.

20 Bom L R 773.

22 C W N721; 28 C L J 223.

P. c.

359
S59
364
365
367

371
373
374
376
393
392
394

• • •

• • •

• • •

398

400
402
411

412
415
416
418
420

422
422
424

Lehna Singh v. Bliagat Singh
Mandal

Abhoy Sankar Mozumdar v. Rajam Manual

Natha Singh v. Chuni Lai

Felu Sarkar v. Hemanta Kumai i Deb} a

Ghulam Dastgir v. Teja Singh
.

Sasi Sekhareswar Roy V. Hajirannessa B.bi

SKta-iSiSS. V. Srimanta Sil

sss
SSSSSi Commissioner of Kheri

Deutsche Asiatesche Bank v. Hira Lall Burdhan

& Sons
Anchal v. Dalip Singh

.

Ambalika Dasi v. Arpana Dasi

Kaman v. Umra
. p

Rash Mohan Saha v Kristo Das Roy

Ghulam Haidar v. Rhagan

Karim Baksha v. Abdul Jabbar Miaji

Muhammad Mir v. Faizul Hassan

Kamini Sundari Chowdhuram v.

Moulavi . ~
Bridges & Co. v. Shamas Dm * Co.

Suklal Banikya v. Bidhu Mmdhu
Lai Sripat Singh v. Lai Basant Singl

• ••

• • •

I I *

• • •

• • «

• • •

. • 1

Abdul Halim
i • •

Ml

• I I

Ml

428 Mahammad Shahkul Haq v. Knsnna Gobinda Dut

433 Emperor v. Nur Muhammad

433 j Gajjn . Emperor _

20 Pom L R 779.

Calcutta High Court.

Calcutta High Court.

22 OWN 937; 8 L W 233

Calcutta High Court.
/I01Ql

35 M L J 196: 8 L W 301 24 RL L J? 163; (1918)

M W N 569; 41 M 886 F. B.

161 P W R 1918.
ol p p 1918' 162 P W R 1918.

oe iir r j 399. 24 M L T 276; 16 A L J 833; 41 M
3

778; 28 C L J 428; 5 P L W 267; 20 Bom L R

1056 P«
6S P R 1918; 158 P W R 1918.

22 C W N 904.

69 P R 1918; 112 P W R 1918.

Calcutta High Court.

73 P R 1918; 159 P W R 1918.

82 P R
J

1918; 160 P W R 1918.

Calcutta High Court.

Lower Burma Chief Court.

Calcutta High Court
oo o t n 1Q18* 6 ? P R 1918 F

•

K
2
n
P
T

L
T

I

433
1

24 M L T 292; 35 M L J 525: 16 A
5
? T B H LVY586 6 P L W 302; 28 CLJ

449; 41 A 541; (1918) M W N 880; 23 OWN
125; 20 Bom L R 1095 P. C.

23 C W N 157.

45 C 835;^3 OWN 160.

76 P R 1918; 156 P W R 1918.

22 C W N 982.

77 P R 1918; 157 P W R 1918.

S5f?t

78 P R 1918; 155 P w R 1918.

434: 20 Bom L R 1101 P«

HP R^lSCr 26 PWR 1918 Cr; 19 Cr LJ

ci7- 91 P LR 1918.

14
&

N L R 1 37; 19 Cr L J 917.
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440
|

Bahadur Singh v. Emperor

441 Azizur Rahman v. Hansa

442 Suraj Bhan r. Emperor

443
j

Mangalchand v. Mohan
444 Sohan Singh r. Emperor
445 Sava raj ul u Nayudu, In re

447
|

Raj Bahadur v. Emperor

• • •

I M

449
502
505

606
608
610
511

612

613

• • •

• •

• * <

• • •

• • •

624

528

529

533
635
636
638

640
641

642

543

644
648

650
652
655

655

568

561

661

662

663

675

677
678

581

689
592

594
694

595
696

597
699

606

610

611

I

Surajmal v. Horniman
Secretary of State v. Shib Xarain Hazra

Balasundara Pandiam Pillai v. Authimulam
Chettiai

Thandamoyee Dasi v. Goonamani Dasi

Rajada v. Ghulla

Cox v. Cox
Girdhari Lai v. Attar

Bejoy Krishna Nandy v. Dharendra Krishna Deb
Imambandi v. Mutsaddi

• • •

* • •

• • 1

Ml

Ml

IM

IM

• • •

• • •

• • •

• •

•M
• • •

• ft

• • •

• • •

• t •

• • •

• • •

Gangadhar Nanda v. Janakimoni Dasi

Nazar Ali v. Ashraf Ali
• • •

Bank of Upper India v. Administrator-General of
Bengal

Adhikari Vishnumurthiayya v. Authaiya
Nistarini Dasi v. Mohendra Nath Kar
Adam Khan v, Dattaram
Thiraviyam Pillai v. Lakshmana Pillai

Dindayal Sheodutta v. Sukha
Arracan Coy., Ltd. v. Hamadanee <5: Co.
Shriram v. Raghuram
Godavarthy Sundaramraa v. Godavarthy Man
gamma

Consterdine v. Smaino
Yegnarama Dikshadar v. Gopala Pattar
Bhaosingh v. Mahipat
Subba Heddi v. Alagammal
Official Assignee v. Mahomed Hady
Peer Mahamad Rowther v. Dalooram Jayanarayan

Basti Begam v. Sajjad Mirza
Raeburn and Co., In re

Mohammad Iltifafc Husain v. Alim-un-nisa
Mohammad Iltifat Husain v. Alim-un-nisa
Pnaapati Venkatapathiraju Garu v. Vatsavaya Von'.'kata Subhadrayyamma J

Giribala Dasi v. Kudrutulla Pramanik
Mohammad Zaki v. Municipal Board of Mainpuri

’*

Rauga Row v. Ranganayaki Ammal
*

Sr*** r"ui ’•

Nagappa v. Siddalingappa
Dalipa v. Labhu Ram
Boksawmy T. Venkatadri Appa Ba.
Ata Ullah Khan v Umar Din
Kizhekke Manjambrath Avullah v Hanna v,
Hargopal v. Hartoh Chandar

”a Kurup -

JKMsrc ;„«! p
J

“,r :::

Makhan Lai Parsottam Das v Chunm* t«i d ..

Muthukriehna Naicken v. Bamaclmndra Naioken
^

• • •

• • I

• ••

• • f

• • •

• • •

•f •

26 P R 1918 Cr ; 19 Cr L J 924; 35 P W B 1918
Cr.

16 A L J 715; 19 Cr L J 925.

24 P R 1918 Cr; 19 Cr L J 926; 36PWR 1918
Cr

14NLR 131; 19 Cr L J 927.

27 P R 1918 Cr; 19Cr L J 928; 37 P W R 1918 Cr
19 Cr L J 929.

28PWR 1918 Cr; 23 P R 1918 Cr; 19 Cr L J
931

20 Bom L R 185.?

22 C W N 802.

Madras High Court.
Calcutta High Court.
164 PWR 1918.

45 C 626.

66PWR 1918.

Caloutta High Court.
35 M L J 422; 16 A L J 800; 24 M L T 33D* 28
C L J 409; 23 C W N 50; 5 P L W 276*’ 20
Bom L R 1022 P. C.

22 C VV N 8 1 7; 28 C L J|636. N
Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court,

22CWN 793; 45 C 653.
35 M L J 153.

28 C L J 158.

Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court.
41 M 616; 35 M L J 150; ( 1918) M W N 524.
Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court
11 Bur L T 63.

Nagpur Judioial Commissioner’s Court.

34 M L J 558; 8 L W 88.
11 Bur L T 69.

(1918) M W N 695; 8LW 357.
Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court
34 M L J 596; 8 L W 84.
1 1 Bur L T 97.

35 M L J 180; 8 L W 192; 24 M L T 227- (19’8*M W N 658.
*'

21 O C 188.

1 1 Bur L T 87.

16 A L J 438; 40 A 553
16 A L J 437; 40 A 551.

Madras nigh Court.
Calcutta High Court.
16 A L J 440.
35 M L J 364; 8 L \V 455; (1918) M \Y N 739,

20 Bom L R 802 F. B.
35 M L J 372.
65 PLR 1918; 166 P W R loiQ
Madras High Court.

*

IV’w i62
19l8s 171 p w R l91s -

66PLU 1918; 169 PWR 101S

Wl?Sf ™ S* *1.

?6AL
J

,S.
(,UI8)M 'VN66^^ 840F.

•Madras High Court.

B
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645
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649
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654
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655
657
657
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659
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669

670
671

672
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674
676

677
679
681

683
685

687

691

692
694
697

70

1

702
705

708

710
713

716
719

Karbasappa Goolappa Naregal v. Kallava Goolappa
Naregal

Ramalingam Ayyar v. Subbaier
Hardit Singh v. Gurmukh Singli

Meda Chinnasubamma v. Papireddi Gari Chinnayya
Vishnu Jagannath Joshi v. Vasudeo Raghunath
Oka

Kuttiventi Venkataramanamurthi v. Macherla Sun-
dara Ramiah

Sakina Bai y. Kaniz Fatima Begum ...

Bharat Singh v. Binda Charan
Gopal Jayvant Shirgaonkar v. Shriniwas Vithal

Pai
Azimuddin Mancal v. Tara Sankar Ghose
Iqbal Narain v. Jaskaran
Bharma Shidappa Bhore v. Ballaram Sakharam
Gujar

Vanamatti Satteraju y. Bolapragada Pallamraju
Monie v. Robert Scott
Ghirrao v. Karam Singh
Amba Padmanati y. Srinivasa Kampthi
Apa Pandurang y. Damdia
Ram Sewak v. Baldoo Bakhsh Singh
Jadayendra Nandau Das Mahapatra v. Gajendra
Narain Das Mahapatra

Nadir Singh y. Indar Sen Singh
Balobrao Apparao y. Anad Rao
Makru Rai v. Sarjug Pershad Miuser
Lachhmi Narain v. Daya Shankar
Srinivasa Thathachariar, In re
Sukhn Kalwar v. Emperor
Sundaram Ayyar v. Emperor
Surendra Nath Mukerjee v. Emperor
Emperor v. Lai Bage
Ram Byas Rai v. Emperor
Marappa Goundan, In re

Ganpat v. Emperor
Fakir Mullick v. Emperor
Emperor v. Varadachariar
Abbas Bandi Bibi v. Abdul Ghani
Maung Myo v. Maung Kywet E
Brij Indra Bahadur Singh v. Deputy Commissioner,
Kheri

Prosunno Komar v. Ram Chandra De
Manna Lai v. Bhagwandin
Maung Pwe v, U Inguya
Ram Dayal v. Lalta Prasad
Gobind Misser v. Behari Gope
Saiyed-un.Nisa v. Maikn Lai
Ma On Bwin v. Ma Shwe Mi
Sundaram Ayyangar v. Kamaswami Ayyangar
Sajjad Mirza v. Nanhi Khanam
Ram Sumran Prosad v. Shyam Kumari
Ajodhia Bank, Ltd., Fyzabad v. Abdul Ghani
Tadmanabjuda v. Buchamma
Ilanuman Baksh v. Tikait Ganesh Narayan Saha
Deo

Rajabhai Narain of Cutch v. Karim Mahomed of
Bombay

Rama Singh v. Harakhdhari Singfr
Manayam Mahalakshamamma Garu v. Muchika
Appalaraju

Venkata Reddi v. Kuppa Reddi
Braja Bhusan Trigunait v. Sris Chandra Tewari ... I

20 Bom L R 823.
8 L W 256; 24 M L T 214
58PWR 1918; 64 PR 1918; 24 MLT

28 C L J 437; 20 Bom L R 1064 P C
41 M 467.

'

20 Bom L R 826.

23 M L T 355.
(19i8> M W N 384; 22 C W N 577 p r
6 O L J 398.

20 Bom L R 830.
28 C L J 201.
5 O L J 414.

20 Bom L R 836.
35 M L J 87; 8 L VV 583; 41 M 939
20 Bom L R 839.
5 O L J 453.

35 M L J 258; 24 M L T 207; 8 L W 466
14 N L R 149.

*

5 O L J 442.

28 C L J 203.

5 O L J 426.

Nagpur Judicial Commissioner’s Court
Patna High Court.
5 O L J 419.

19 Cr L J 933.

22CWN 936; 28 C L J 262; 19 Cr L J 933
41 M 633; 19 Cr L J 934.
16 A L J 478; 19 Cr L J 935.
41 M 465; 19 Cr L J 943.
19 Cr L J 943.

(1918) M W N 486; 24MLT 82; 35 M L J 66*
19 Cr L J 945; 41 M 982.

73 P L R 1918; 19 Cr L J946; 38PWR iqi«P».
28 C L J 21 1; 19 Cr L J 947.

18Cr*

24 M L T 180; 8 L W 581; 19 Cr L J 948
5 O L J 450.

3 U B R (1918) 88.

5 O L J 430.

28 C L J 205.

5 O L J 447.

3 U B R (1918) 91.

5 O L J 416.

Patna High Court.

6 O L J 39i.

Lower Burma Chief Court.
24 M L T207; 35 M L J 177; 8 L W289; 41 M 955Oudh Judicial Commissioner’s Court.
Patna High Court.

Oudh Judicial Commissioner’s Court8LW 335; 35 M L J 144.

(1918) Pat 318.

35 M L J 189; (1918)
2o9.

Patna High Court.

M W N 521; 24 M L T

34 M L J 473.

8 L W 400; ( 1918) M W N 680.

(1918) Pat 337.
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831
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834
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845

847
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852
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856
858
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• • •

• • •

• •
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• • •

Krishna Ivor v. Swamma.ha Iver

\bdul H.ique v. Muhammad 5 uhya Khan

Ilaro’oviml Fulchand v Najn .Sura
••

Miflnaporc Zomindnri Company, Ltd. r. Malaynndi

Appavasami iSaieker

Dadoo Bhaoo v. Dinkar Vishnu Aphale
>

Seetharama Ayyar v. Narayanaswami Film

Notandas v. Kishnibai

Nijahngappa Nijuppa Halagatti v. Chanabasaua

Satavirappa Ncsari

Nagendrabala Dassy v. Amrita Lai Cbattopadhya...

Ram Rup Singh v. Debi Porshad Singh
^

-
Vatsalabai Vishnu Sukhtankar v. Sambliaji landu

rang Nabar
Komandur Srinivasa Seshacharlu v. Koraamlur

Seshamma
Laxmibai v. Radhabai •••
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Afpeal from the Calcetta Huh Court.

October 16, 1917.

Frisent Lord Parker of Waddington, .

Lord Wrenbuiy, Sir John Edge and

' Mr. Ameer Ali.

Bhaiya RAJ KISHORE DEO— Appellant

versus

BANI MAHTO and others—
Respondents.

Evidence Act (I of 187 2J, *. 35—Official, document,

admissibility of—Register of minhaidan villages.

A register of Minhaidari villages is an official

document and is admissible in evidence under

section 35 of the Evidence Act, If, however, it can

be shown that a particular part of the register is m
excess of the official duty by reason of which it

came into existence, that part would be inadmissible.

Appeal from a judgment of the Calcutta

High Court (Mr. Justice -Chittjr and Mr.

Justice Teunon), dated the 29th April 1912.

FACTS.—The point raised in the case

was as to the admissibility of a certain

register of Minhaidari villages which

was made in 1866. It would appear from

this document that a survey of the ^vhole

Tappah Utari was made and a number of

particulars were recorded regarding the

villages and the tenants. It was argued

before the High Court that there was no

necessity for the Revenue Officer to record

particulars of the various tenancies in the

villages. The High .Court wrote in their

judgment on this matter as follows : As

to that it is impossible to say anything

definitely without knowing more about the

’ object and purpose for which this survey

waa. made. But as we find in all the

entries which have ‘been put before us

that the tenancies are mentioned and par-

tioulars of the tenancies given, we may

. 1 l

’easonably infer that that was one cf the

objects for which th^ enquiry was con-

luoted by the Revenue Officer.”

Messrs. L. Be Gruyther,
K. 0., and /. M.

Parekh
,
for the Appellant.

JUDGMENT.
Lord Parker op Waddington.—In this case

the question is as to the nature of the respond-

ents’ holding. It is admitted that the docu-

ment under which their predecessor-in title

originally held, and which created the

holding, is lost, and the only question

that their Lordships have to decide is

whether another document consisting of a

register, as evidence of the contents, was

or was not properly admitted. Now clearly

this register is an official document, and

therefore it is admissible in evidence under

section 35 of the Indian Evidence Act.

It may be possible that in the case of

suoh a document, if it could be shown

that any particular part was in excess of

the official duty by reason of which it

dame into existence, that part might not

be admissible, but no attempt has been

made to show this in the present case.

The document has been admitted by both

Courts below as
,
proper evidence in the

case, and their Lordships see no reason to

reverse or to vary that decision.

The appeal, therefore, should, in their

Lordships’ opinion, be dismissed. The

respondents not having appeared, there is

no question of costs. Their Lordships

wifi humbly advise His Majesty accord

-

* ^
^

^ Appeal dismissed .

Solicitors for the Appellant; Messrs. T. L .

Wilson S,‘ Go .

/

%
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HAKA NARAlN BBRA V. SklDHAK PaNDI.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2974

of 1916.

June 12, 1918.

F<esent:— Mr. Justice Fletoher and Justice

Sir Syed Slmrasul Hada, Kt.

HARA NARAIN BERA—Defendant-
Appellant

versus

SR1DHAR PANDE and others— Plaintiffs

Respondents.
Kes judicata

—

Mutter nt derided by Court—Suit

for declaration of title by survivorship, dismissal 0 /
—

Subsequent suit for declaration that certain aliena-

tions shall not fatal reversion
, maintainability of—

Causes of action— Limitation Act (IX-of 190HJ, Sch. I,

Arts 93,95, 1 : 0—Suit for decimation that document
shall not bind reversion— Limitation.

A decision cannot operate as res judicata on u
question which the ( oiirt deliberately abstained
from deciding [p. 3, col. I.]

The dismissal of a suit based on the allegation
that the plaintiff took a certain property by survivor-
ship on the death of a certain person, cannot operate
as res judicata on the claim of the plaintiff, put for-

ward in a subsequent suit, for a declaration that a
kot kobafa executed by the deceased and a compro-
mise decree entered into in a suit to enforce it are
not binding on the inheritance when it comes to
the hands of the plaintiff as a reversioner [p f col. i.]

A rticlcs 93 and 95 of the Limitation Act have no ap-
plication to a suit by a reversioner fora deeLration
that a lot kobo l

a

executed by the last owner and a
compromise decree made in a suit to enforce the
kot kobala arc not binding on the inheritance. 'I he
Article that applies to such a suit is Article 120 and
whero the plaintiff is in possession, limitation does
not begin to run until some act is done on the docu-
ments sought to be declared not binding on the
inheritance, [p. 3, col.

Appeal against the decree of the Distri
Judge, Midnapur, dated the 4
September 1916, affirming that of the Su
ordinate Judge, 3rd Court of that Distric
dated the 27th July 1914,

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Babu Jogesh Chandra Iky (with him Hal

Sarada Charon Maity), for the Appellanl;-
This appeal is on behalf of the defends:
No. 1 and it arises out of a suit brougf
by the reversioner for a declaration fchi

a certain A ot kobala and a oompromif
deoree made in a suit to enforce the
kobala are not binding on him.
My first point is that the present s

is barred by tile doctrine of res judica
After the death of Khetra Mohan the plaint
had brought a suit against Khetra Mohai
widow for declaration of his right

]

urvivorsbip in which he failed. J 2, tb

suit ho could have and should have made
the claim which he is now making.
Refers to section II of the Civil Procedure

Code. Further, the question of the genuine-

ness of the document, sought to be got

rid of, should not have been allowed to

be raised in this suit.

The next point is that the present suit

is barred by the three years’ rule of

limitation. Refers to Articles 93 and 95
of the Limitation Act. Both the ~~ Courts
have set aside the compromise deoree on
the ground of fraud. The present suit is

not merely a suit for a declaration that the
solenama decree in the previous suit is

not binding on the plaintiff but also is

one for setting aside a fraudulent decree,
and therefore the three years’ rule of

limitation applies to it. Refers to Parekh
Ranchor v. Bai Vakhat (t).

The last point is that the declaration
sought for in the suit, viz., that the
plaintiff is the heir and reversioner after
the death of Khettro Mohan’s widow, ought
not to have been given as nobody knows
now who will be the reversioner at the
death of the widow.

Babu Bh ttjanga Bhutan Mulcerjee for
Babu Mohini Mohan Ghatterjee

, for the
Respondents, not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Flk'ichsr, J.—This is an appeal by the

defendant No. 1 against the decision of
the learned District Judge cf Midrapore,
dated the 4th September 1916, affirming
the deoision of the Subordinate Judge of
the same place. The suit was brought
by a Hindu reversioner for a declaration
that a kot kobala said to have been
executed by one Khetra Mohan Pande in
tie year 1302 and the solenama deoree
which was entered into in the suit to
enforce the kot kobala wore not bindiug
on tho reversioner The facts found are
all clearly in favour of the plaintiff.
What has been urged in this appeal
and which was urged also in the Courts
elow is this. The present plaintiff brought

a former suit against the widow of Khetra
Mohan. In- that suit, he alleged that the

was part of the
joint family property and that the family
being governed by the Mitaksbara school

U) li 3. liy. 6 hub Poo. (n. y.) 79,
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of Hindu Daw. on ~tbe death of Khetra

Mohan he took the property by survivor-

ship. That suit failed, and the first argu-

ment that has been raised in this appeal

is that the present suit is barred by the

doctrine of re* judicata, on the ground

that the plaintiff could have included the

present cause of action in the former

suit which he brought. It is quite olear

that a person having two separate and

independent causes of action is not bound

to include them both in the same suit.

He may bring a suit for each separate

and independent oause of aotion. It is

quite dear that a suit based on the

allegation that Jhe plaintiff took the

property by survivorship on the death ot

Khetra Mohan is essentially different

from a suit for a declaration that a certain

alienation made and the compromise decree

entered into by the widow are not biuding

on "the inheritance when it comes to the

hands of the reversioner."

The next point urged in the- appeal

was that the question whether the kot

kobala was a genuine dooument or not

was not capable of being agitated in the

present suit as " that matter had been

determined in the former suit brought by

the plaintiff. The judgment of the

Appellate Court in the former suit stated

expressly that the Judge did not decide

the question as to whether or not the

lot kobala was genuine. The Court having

deliberately abstained from diciding the

question, it is difficult to see how that

matter is res judicata.

The next point urged was that the suit

was barred by limitation. It is said that

Articles 93 and 95 of the First Schedule

to the Indian Limitation Act apply to a

suit of. this nature. Articles 93 and 95

have nothing, to do with a suit, of this

nature. The Article that applies is Article

120. In any case, it is obvious that the

present appellant entered into possession

of the property within six years prior to

the institution of the suit. In that view,

it is quite clear that the plaintiff was

not bound to bring his suit until some

act was done on the document which it

was sought to declare not binding on

the inheritance. The learned Judge was,

therefore, quite right in holding that t e

suit was not barred by limitation.

The last point was that the declaration

made by the learned Judge was wrong.

The declaration, so far as regards the

nlaintiff, is obviously right, the declaration

being that the plaintiff when he succeeds

to the property will not be bound by

this transaction. The only matter that

may be urged against the form of the

decree passed by the learned Judge

i 3 that it ought to have been drawn

in more wide terms so as to include not

only the plaintiff but also any other

reversioner who may succeed to the

property on the death of Khetra Mohan s

widow. The appellant before us lias dearly

no ground to complain in regard to the

form in which the learned Judge has

drawn uo the decree. There is nothing

in this point.
„ ^

The present appall, therefore, fails and

must be dismissed with costs.

Shamsul Hcda, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed .

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
MlSCiSLLkNSOCS SfiC3ND C 1V 1 L APPEAL No. 1010

of 1918.

June 6, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Martineau.

NANAK AND OTHERS—DEFENDANTS—
Appellants

versus

BHAGWAN SINGH and another—

Plaintiffs, PRABHU —Defendant-
Respondents.

Punjab Tenancy Act .(XVI of WV, *. 4 (»)-

“ landlord", meaning of-Pre-emption -Sale of oecu-

vanru rights to mortgagee with possession of proprietary

rights -Vendors co' lateral ,
whether can pre-empt.

The term ‘landlord’ as defined m section 4 '6! of

the Tenancy Act includes a mortgagee in possession.

CP
Whe

C

ro, therefore, plaintiff sued for possession by

ore emption of certain land sold by defendant Wo. 1,

an occupancy tenant, to the mortgagees with possessio.

°f
fl;r°that1h7plat«ff was not entitled to succeed,

inasmuch as the
P
sale must be held to hare bee.

made in favour of the landlord^ [P
g

4,
col. 1

Akbar H'issain v Ah Ahmad ,
38 lna •

116 P- R . 19 :6 ,
followed.
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Miscellaneous second appeal from the

order of the District Judge, Hoshiarpur,

dated the 10th January 1916, reversing

that of the Muusif, 2nd class, Hoshiarpur,

dated the Jst November 191 7, and remand-

ing the. case under Order XLI, rule 23,

Civil Procedure Code.

Mr. Kanwar Narain, for the Appellants.

Bakhsbi Tek Chand , for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—Prabhu, defendant No. 1,

an oocupancy tenant under section 6 of the

Tenancy Act, has sold bis occupancy

rights to defendants Nos. 2 to 6, who are

mortgagees, with possession, of the pro-

prietary rights. The plaintiff sues for pre-

emption on the ground that he is a

collateral of the vendor.

The first Court dismissed the suit, holding

that the mortgagees of the proprietary

rights were the landlords, and that in

accordance with the ruling of Akbar Hussain

v. Ali Ahmad (1) the plaintiff had no right

of pre-emption as against them.
On appeal the lower Appellate Court has

remanded the case, being of opinion that
tbe term “landlord” in the ruling qaoted
was used in the sense of “ proprietor ” and
was not meant to include a mortgagee.
The defendants have filed a second appeal

in this Court. It has been held in certain
cases that the term “ landlord ” as defined
in .section 4 (6) of the Tenancy Act in-
cludes a mortgagee in possession. The
learned District Judge admits this, but
thinks that in Abbar Hussain v. Ali
Ahmad (l), the word should be taken as
used in the restricted sense of “proprietor.”
I do not agree with this view. The case
of 1916 decides that there is no right of
pre-emption in respeot of a sale by an
occupancy tenant of his occupancy rights
to the landlord, under whatever section of
the Act he holds his tenancy. The decision
is based on the rights given to the land-
lord by the provisions of the Tenaucy Act
and consequently the word " landlord ”

in the ruling must have the moaning which
it bears in the Act itself and therefore
includes a mortgagee in possession. [ oan
see no warrant for the contrary conclusion
and I hold that the ruling cf 1916 applies
to the present case and the suit must fail.

I accept the appeal, set aside the order

(1) 33 fed Uas. 71?
; llti [\ ]{. '9IG.

of the lower Appellate Court, and restore

thflt of the first Court dismissing the suit.

The plaintiff-respondent will pay the ap-

pellant’s costs throughout.

Appeal accepted .

ALuAnADaU mUrt ULMJ xti.

Civil. Rewsjon No. 186 of 1917.

April 25, 1918,

Present :—Sir Henry Richards, Kt., Chief

Justice, and Justice Sir P. C. Batierji, Kt.
SAJJAD1 BEG AM—Plaintiff

—

Applicant

versus

DIUWVAR HUSAIN and others— '

Defendants—Oppose Party.
Deere' conditional on payment of money within certain

period, whether can he altered—Jurisdiction of Court
Discretion, exercise of—High Court, poorer of interference

of.

Once certain terms arc embodied in a decree the
Court itself which passed (he decree, evon^f it so
desires, has no jurisdiction to alter it save on an
application for review of judgment

. [p 5, col. 1.]
Where, therefore, a Court made a decree in plaint-

ill s favour conditional upon his paving an extra Court-
foe within a certain time and directed that the
suit would stand dismissed in the ease of non-
compliance with the condition:

Held, that the Court had no jurisdiction to interfere
with the decree by extending the time for payment
ot the extra <\mrt-fco. [p. 5, col. 1.]

Civil revision from an order of the
Additional Subordinate Judge, Moradabad.

Mr. Iqbal Ahmad for Mr. Muhammad Yusuf,

for tbe Applicant.
Mr. S. A. llaidat

, for the Opposite
Party.

JUDGMENT.—Tbe facts connected with
t ns and the connected application are

?
101

/
as follows:—A suit was brought

y i6 plaintiff for dower and also to
set aside certain deeds executed by her
deceased husband. A question as to the
sufficiency of Court-fees arose, and even-

f- 4?
8

r

CoUrt mR(ie u decree in the
plaintiffs favour conditional upon her
paying an extra Court fee of Rs. 20 within

DaidTth’n

f HS 6Xfcpa Coart “ fee was not

What w f
WllS t0 Stand dismissed.

hat wo have just now stated was all
wbodied in a„d was part of the decree
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itself. Unfortunately (it is said through

the negligence of the plaintiff s Plea er

she did not get proper information with

the result that she deposited Rs. 10 only

within the time allowed. The defendants

then made an application for execution

of the decree on the ground that the

decree was now in their favour, the

deposit of Rs. 20 not having been made

as provided in the decree. The plaintiff

sought in vain to be allowed to W «
the extra R,s. 10. The Court doubted

that it had jurisdiction to extend time

and rejected the application for extension

of time. The plaintiff comes here in

revision and contends that the Court had

jurisdiction and it ought to have exercised

it- This Court always feels great diffi-

culty in interfering with the discretion

of the Courts below on matters of dis-

cretion. But there seems to be a more

formidable objection tothe present application,

namely, that once the term about depositing

the Rs. 20 was embodied in the decree the

Court itself, even if it desired, had no jurisdic-

tion to alter its own deoree save on an ap-

plication for review of judgmert under sec-

tion 1U read with Order XLYII, rule 1. The

oase cxf Naik Bam v. Bhagwan Ohahd (1) is

cited. This was a decision of a single Judge

apd the judgment oonsists of a single line.

The circumstances were no doubt in prin-

ciple the same as in the present ease

The judgment ,of the Court is: The

x Court had undoubtedly jurisdiction to extend

the time.” It has been over and over held in

pre-emption suits, where the decree itself pro-

vides that the pre-emptor is to have possession

conditional upon bis paying the pre-emption

money into Court within a specified time

and that upon his failure to do so the

suit shall stand dismissed, that the Court

Vas no jurisdiction to extend the time. The

ground for these decisions has always been

that the Court .has no jurisdiction to interfere

with its own decree save in the manner we

have mentioned above. There is no distinction

between a pre-empticn decree and any other

decree which ' embodies certain conditions

*nd provides for the suit being dismissed

if those conditions are not complied with.

The only exception is that of a mortgage

decree— time can be extended in mortgage

decrees by virtue of the provisions of Order

3 XXIV. We reject the application but under

the circumstances we make no order as to

We may here mention that we thinK

that it would have been better had t e

Court, after determining that the extra fee

was payable, ordered the fee to be pai

within a certain time, and delayed passing

its deoree until that time had expired..

Application rejected .

(1) 42 ltd. Cm. 613; 15 a! T . J. 511.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2361

of 1916.

June 12, 1918.

present :—Justice Sir Charles Chitty,

Kt., and Mr. Justioe Walmsley.

The ITon’ule Babd BROJENDRA KISHORE
ROY CHOWDHURY

—

Defendant No. 7~ Appellant

Raja JUGENDRA KISHORE ROT
CIIOWDHURY

—

Plaintiff and others—
Defendants Respondents.

Bengal Tenancy Act (VJll B.C.of 1885,), s. 106--

Becord of Bights ,
entry in, correction of—Plaintiff and

defendant recorded as joint landlords—Partition-

Burden of proof.

In a proceeding under section 10C of tlie Bengal

Tenancy Act for the correction of an entry in. the

Becord of Bights, in which the names of thfeplaintiff

and his co-sharer defendant No. 7 were entered as

ioint landlords, it was found that there had been a

partition between them long before the Record of

Rights and that the plaintiff had been in sole pos-

session since the partition:

Held
,
that although there was nothing to show

what was the precise result of the partition, still in

the absence of any
.

evidence on the part
#

of

defendant No 7 to show that the plaintiff s possession

was as a co-sharer on his behalf, the plaintiff should

be recorded as the sole landload. lP* 7, col. l._

Appeal against the decree cf the Special

Judge, Uymensingb, dated the 15th July

1916, reversing that of the Assistant bettie*

ment Officer, Mymensingb, dated the 8th May

1915.
, . , ,

PACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Mohendra Math Roy (with him Babu

Cham Ohandra Bhattacharjya)

,

for the Appel-

lant.—The appeal arises opt of a spit under

I
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section 10b of the Bengal Tenancy Act.

Plaintilf and defendant No. 7 are pro-

prietors of Moura Goalpara in equal shares.

A holding was recorded under the plaintiff

and defendant No. 7 jointly. Plaintiff

brings this suit under section 100 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act to have the holding
recorded in his name alone and not join tly

in the name of the plaintiff and defend-
ant No. 7. The first Court, dismissed the
puil; the lower Appellate Court has
decreed it.

The finding is that the plaintiff is in

possession hut his possession is also on my
behalf. The plaintiff has failed to prove
his exclusive tdle. In the petition plaint-
iff rets up partition and says that, the
property is in his possession, but that is not
proved.

When the question of title arises he-
tween owners of two separate estates, the
Revenue Officer must confine himself to the
question of possession and should not go into
the question of title. Referred to Mohunt
Padmnlnv Ramanuja Dot v. Lukmi
Rani (1), Koli Sundari v. Girija Sankar (2)
and Ram Chandra Bhanj Pen y. Nanda
Nondav.ananda Deb ($).

These are oases of rival proprietors. As to the
oo- sharers there is no reported case. Jngendra
Nath Roy v. RrUhna Fromoda Dassi (4) says
that no suit lies exoept a suit under seotion
106 or seotion 105.

(Chitty, J.-That easfi 1ms been dissenfed
from in subsequent oases.]

The Judge amends the entry upon pos-
session only, though he finds that plaintiff has
not proved exclusive title. Therefore the
entry should not have been made in plaint
iff s name alone. The entry i s the entry
of the name of the landlord of each te,ant
therefore the question of title should he
gone into. The Judge says that he would
decide the question upon possession only
under the authorities, hut there is no
authority. He^inds that the plaintiff has
not got exclusive title and corrects the entrv
in plaintiff’s nam? alone.

Babn Sarot Chandra Roy Chowd/mry
(with him Babu Bir Bhusan Dut()

t for

(1) J2C. W. X. 8.

(2) >1 Ind. Pns 184; 15 0. W. N. 974

aJ
3, 20 ,n(l Us ' 19 C. L. J. J97.-1S c. w. N.

(41 12 C. W. N. 1032; 8 C. L. J, 322; 86 0. 1013

li e Respond? rfs.— There is no distinction in

principle betwfen co-sharers and rival pro-

priefors. The rame of the lardlord of the

teranls is to be entered. In the cases

cited between iworivnl proprietors, the Settle-

ment Officer hes to decide who is iu actual

possession.

[Chitty, J.— As between co sharers, pos-

session of one may be possession of the

other, but between rival proprietors no such

presumpfirn arises.]

The position here is the same as that

of fival proprietors because partition is ad-

mitted

[Oh tty, .T —The allotment is not known
and not proved.]

If the Judge finds that the plaintiff was
in possession and getting rent, the ques-
tion of • title should not have been gone
into.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal by de-
fendant No. 7 arising out of proceedings
under section 106 of the Bengal Tenancy
Act. Plaintiff brought the suit for cor-
rection of the entry in the Record of Rights
in which the names of the plaintiff and
defendant No. 7 were entered as the land-
lords. Plaint'ff’s case was that there had
been a partition of the estate between the
co-sharers, that this particular part of the
estate had fallen to his share and that he
was the sole landlord of the tenants whose
names were reoorded in i h is Record of
Rights. No evidence appears to have been
given with regard to the partition, but we
find from the judgment, of the Special
Judge that it was admitted by ti e Pleaders
rn both sides that there was a rartitiop,

to he a private partition, that some
Innds were still held imoli and some ex-
o usively. There was, however, no evidence
before the Special Judge to show in
defarl what lards were so held, aid how

,

of partition this land was
jfated The Special Judge then went into
e evidence of possession and, acting upon

he authority cf ti e cases which say where
. f

,s a question between rival pro-
Pnetrrs the question rf possession is fher "*1 question for consider n!iV„U ffW plaintiff had from 1304or w Rids flowed as tl e sole landlord of
f

e

Q

A*
1

*,
° f iYe PSf0t° ,bBt bad letcut the land to the tenants and had been

. was po
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M«* «» '7”a

,

sS‘mSS
iny right to 'the p«nee»ion °f 11,1,1

J“,"_

uerty either by letting out the land,

th»5o„, thtUlh. pi

recorded as the landlord of ft.

“ ?iSi rl^.to

r of rival ?«"""'li«“a

f“‘;„i

" W^V.™ i.’
tbi.'Tw.otion that

S t. S».r there ... he ~ «.»;

,io. of joint poeeeaeio. or
r h

one being the possession of the otne

the case of oo-sharers t ere
, might

'hility, that the possession of on® ?

be regarded as the possession o the.other

though exercised in the m
Bnt we think that, m

. , » wa9
Of this case, the learned Special Suit ^
inatified in the conclusion at wmci

tSS We. .tart with the °

there -was a partition.
he

there is nothing to show what «M

precise result of that Ptar^ bar0 , 8 .

lands were allotted to the severa.
.

That partition must have taken P
hft|

.

1304. We find that from that da ,

!. to .ay. f« twenty
of

P*

h
“
J U„S

' plaintiff has been in possession of

and treating it as if be were m e pos

session so far as his oas &rer*
eV;denne

oerned. In the absence of an:y <

e

on the part of -the defendant No.J ^
that that is possession on his

’
is

think that the learned Special 8

justified in saying that

correct and that the plaintiff shoul h

been recorded as the sole \^A\orA^

®

particular case That, of o-rse^doe

^

oonolnde the question of
The

be determined in other Procf£
n
£mis*ed

result is that the appeal must be

with C0-St8
' Appeal dismissed.

PUNJAB CHIEF rOURT.

MISCELLANEOUS Second OlVIL APrtat No. 28

OF 191o.

June 18, 1918.

resent:—Mr. Justice Broadway.

SI BANDAR SHAH-Defendant—
" Appelant

versus

GHULAM NABl SHAH-PtAisTiM-

,
S 12—Decision on

Court Fees Act (VII f nonrt-fee incidental to

rS on t^tCnoi'Z^Sor eposes of junction

-sjftSS
he valued for purposes of

h defendant that

at Rs 7H4-'-a On an ob^etion
appoint .

the suit had been und
fixed the value at

ed a Local 1 omnussio
d accept this

B.. 94*. but tkc.^uu^rcfused

valuation and bavin co
over Rs i/oO

the land was worth
entJtion to the proper

returned the plain P
# u(w held that the

s»«,R5f t^&rszszs.
sssai “- chM

Court:
,

. • a valuation of the

Held, Ml th
.f n

”?
v

a
looked at the question from

land the Munsi )
Q v d jurisdiction and al-

the point of view
value for purposes of Court-

though he decided the vtduefor V.J^ to his

fee. this decision* J o{ th
' value for purposes

decision on the qu
. 12 of the r ourt Fees Act

of juiisdiction an s
to the case: [p. 8, col. » .]

was not, therefore^o^twceB the appeal to

decided, [p. col. Lj

£s *bthjf i”’tur?E
that llf l e

. Moeteomery. dated the 3rd

IprS’ Kit th* pW"‘ “

Ceegar „d **-«<“• Kur.M.

HZtsM fa -• t- ><

SiSssa- «... - t/’S
•h^r perpe... -
jurisdiction at K4.

. had been
'raised an objection that “rt

0oBrt. fce#

undervalued for ^P^P^
Mung

.

f of Pak-
whereupon the

j Commissioner who
pat(an appointed learned

w «..p* «•
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valuation and came to the conclusion that

the land was worth considerably over

Ra 1 000. He accordingly returned the

plaint for presentation fc) the proper Court,

as the value he fixed on the property

rendered the suit beyond his pecuniary

jurisdiction. Against this order returning

the plaint the plaintiff preferred an appeal

to the learned District Judge, who held

that the learned Munsif had wrongly dis-

regarded the Local Commissioner’s valuation,

and, fixing the value of the suit at Rs. 913,

returned the oa.se to the Munsif s Court

for disposal. Against this order the defend-

ant has preferred an appeal to this Court

and has contended that the appeal to the

learned District Judge was barred by

section 12 of the Court Fees Act. Mr.

Cooper who appeared on behalf of the

appellant contented himself with reading

section 12 and urged that the words of

that section were perfectly clear and that,

therefore, the appeal to the learned Dis-

trict Judge was bad. I am, however, un-

able to agree in this view. The learned

Munsif in arriving at a valuation of the

laud clearly only looked at the question

from the point of view of his own pecu

•

niary juris liction, and although, inasmuch
as the values for purposes of Court fee and
that of jurisdiction were identical, he decid-

ed the value for purposes of Court fee,

this decision was merely incidental to his

decision on the question of the value for
purposes of jurisdiction. In these circum-
stances I am of opinion that the appeal
to the learned District Judge was compe-
tent and has been rightly decided by him.
The appeal fails and is dismissed with

costs.

Appeal dismissed.

to l<r valid and ,'ffective—Subsequent suit to challenge

valid it ij of kahuliyat, maintainability of.

The question whether the decision in a rent suit

can operate as res judicata on matters other than

the relationship of landlord and tenant, depends upon

what were the issues raised and decided between the

pat ties in the rent suit [p •*, col 1]

Wherein a rent suit, a kahuliyat has been held,

on a judicial determination, to be valid and effective

as against the tenant and to have been properly

executed, a subsequent suit by the tenant for a

declaration that the kabnliyat is null and void is

barred by t ho rule of res judicata, [p. 0, col. 1]

Appeals against the decrees of the District

Judge, Bard wan, dated the 29th October

1914. affirming those of the Additional Munsif

at Kalna, dated the 5th September 1913.

B'ACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Jatindra Nath Sen
,

for the Appel-

lants: - Defendant No. 1 is the patnidar

of a mehnl. Plaintiff’s father executed a

kahuliyat in favour of the pitnidar of the

mehnl. Plaintiff brings this suit to set

aside the kahuliyat and to set aside a rent

decree which defendant obtained under

the kahuliyat. In the rent suit against the

plaintiff, the plaintiff put in objections

that he was not in possession of the land

and that the jama was a fictitious one.

The Court overruled the objections and

decided the rent suit in favour of

defendant No. 1 and against the present

plaintiff.

Two points are taken now: (l) The
suit is barred by limitation, being brought

after 3 years, i.e. % 3 years from the

filing of the written statement in the

rent suit, when the existence of the kahuliyat

became known to the plaintiff, (2) the

suit is barred by res judicata. In the rent

suit the same point was taken between

the same parties.

1 rely on Sreenath Dutt v. Kaser Sheikh

(1).

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeals f.co.i Appellate Deckers No\ 190

and 2987 ok 19 5.

May 2, 1918.
Present:—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Mr.

Justioe Smither.
BENI MADHABCHACKRABUTTY

and others—Appellants
V6TSUS

BHOLA NATH MAJ1LA and others— Respondents
Kos judicata—Rent suit, finding m-Kabuliyat held

Bibu Satish Chandra Mttker'ee (with him
Babu Rhupendra Kumar Chose), for the

R3spondent«, was called upon to argue
on the point of res judicata.—In the rent

suit there were several parties, relief was
also claimed against other parties. The
plaintiff here not only prays for the

cancellation of the kahuliyat but also prays
for a decree for possession. In the rent

suit the q’lesti n was not directly and
substantially in issue but was incidentally

(1) 20 I ml. Cns. 3-M; ISO. W. N. 110.
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Raised, which cannot operate as res judi-

cata. The question .in the rent suit was as

to the existence of the relationship of landlord

and tenant.

[Fletcher, J.—You could have raised any

defence in the rent suit, no matter whether

it was a rent suit only. The kabuliyat has

been found to be genuine and effective.]

Babu Jatindra Nath Sen was heard in reply.

JUDGMENT.
No. 190 of 1915.

This is an appeal by the defendant No. 1

against the decision of the learned District

Judge of Bardwan, dated the 29th October

• 1914, affirming the decision of the Munsif of

Kalna. The plaintiff sought in this case for

a declaration that a kabuliyat,
dated the 26th

Sraban 1308 filed by the defendant No. 1 in

rent suit No. 7 of 1909, and the rent decree

passed thereon are null and void and inopera-

tive and that the annual jama of Re. 17

created by the said kabuliyat or the decree

is false and fictitious, and further that the

plaintiff is not bound to pay any rent to

the defendant No. 1 in respect of the
t

said annual jama of Rs. 17. Before us

the case has been argued on two grounds:

First of all limitation and secondly ,
res

judicata . Taking the second point first

it appears that the present appellant, the

defendant No. 1, brought a suit against

the plaintiff in this cise to recover rent

on the basis of the kabuliyat ,
and it is

quite clear from the findings in that case

• that the kabuliyat was held on a judicial

determination to be effective and valid

and to have been properly -executed; and

• the matters referred to by the plaintiff

• in this suit could have been made the

grounds of attack in the rent suit. It is

said that there is some rule that in a

rent suit no matter is res judicata except-

ing whether the relationship of landlord

'and tenant exists. It depends ou what

>were the issues raised between the parties

j-and decided in the rent suit. It is quite

clear that in a case of this nature

exactly the same points as have, been

- adjudicated on in the rent suit arise, and

it is not competent to maintain the

present suit as against the defendant No.. 1.

In that respeot, we may cite the decision

of Sir Laurence Jenkins, reported as

Sreenath Dutt v. Kaser Sheikh (0. It is

quite dear that the relief granted by the

lower Courts to the plaintiff against the

defendant No. I cannot be supported.

The question of limitation, we need not

enter into.

The appeal of the defendant No. 1 must

accordingly be allowed and the decree,

passed against him by the lower Courts,

set aside and the suit dismissed against

him. The plaintiff will pay to the defend-

ant No. 1 his costs in this appeal.

No. 2987 of 1915.

This appeal will be governed • by the

judgment in Second Appeal No. 190 of

) 915 just now disposed of.* It is accord-

' ingly deoreed in the terms of the said

judgment.
,

Appeals allowed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 751 of 1914.

May 12, 1916.

Present: —Mr. Bitten, A. J. C.

Seth JOHANNA LAL— Plaintiff

— Appellant

versus

SHAMBHU—Defendant—Respondent.
Evidence Act (L of 1872), s 70 —Execution, admitted

— Attestation ,
whether to be proved—Mortgage executed

by two persons—Admission ofexecution by one
,
effect of.

Where there are two executants of a mortgage-

deed, attestation may be according to law in respect

of one of them and not in respect of the other. l_P- 1 ‘ •

Where execution is admitted and due attestation

not denied, the question of attestation docs not arise

or if it does arise, the maxim omnia prxsumuntur

rite esse acta comes in, unless there is evidence that

attestation is not according to law. [p. 11, col. 1 J

Balkishan v. Narainsha, 42 Ind. Cas. 293; 13 N. U
R. 121

,
followed, [p 11, col. 1.] ....

Appeal from the decree of the Divisional

Judge, Hoshangabad, dated the 8th June

1914, in Civil Appeal No. 51 of 1914.

Mr. P. S. Kotical, for the Appellant.

Sir Bipin K. Bose, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—In this case the appellant-

plaintiff sues on two mortgage-deeds, dated

the 22nd March 1900, purporting to be

executed by Dowla and Shambhu sons of

Bhika. One mortgage is for Rs. 665-8-0 and

the other for Rs. 500. Dowla is dead and

his son is defendant No. 1, Shambhu is the

respondent-defendant No. 2, the third dq-
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fendant Govind is the brother of Diwla

and Shambhu, and (he fourth, fifth and

sixth defendants are the sons and grandsons

of another brother Khnman. The plaintiff’s

case is that Dowla and Shambhu were

managers of the joint family and incurred

the debts for (he benefit of the joint

family. All the defendants exoept Shambhu

denied execution, considerati n, valid attes-

tation and valid registration of both mort-

gages. Shambhu admi ted execution but

denied receipt of consideration and made

other pleas. Among other issues were

issues as to whether Dowla executed with

Shambhu for consideration, whether the

deeds were validly attested and whether

Dowla and Shambhu were managers.

Neither of the lower Courts has described

the signatures to the d^eds quite accu-

rately. The deed for Rs. G6 • 8 0 purports to

be signed by the ma'ks of Shambhu and

Dowla. Then came the following entries:—
(1) Saksi (witness) Tikamdas at the

request of Shambhu.

(2) Saksi Mukundram at the request

and in the presense r.f Shambhu.

(3) By the pen of Gopalrao at the request

of Shambhu.
Then comes a bit of paper gammed on

possibly another signature. The deed for

Rs. 500 purports to be signed by marks
of Shambhu ard Dowla. Then comes (be

word ‘Gowai” and then

(1) Saksi Tik amdas at the request of

Shambhu.

(2) Saksi Mukundram at the request
of, and in presence of, Shambhu.

(3) By the pen of Mukundram
(4) Saksi Shambhu at the request of Dowla

and Sarabhu.

This Shambhu is Shambhu Patel, not the
second defendant; be is dead bat the other,
two attesting witnesses Tikamdas and Mu/
kundram are alive.

The only witness oalled on the question
of execution and attestation is Motiram,
P. W No. 1. He has been extremely badly
examined. He says (hat the deed for
Rs. 665 8 0 was written by Gopalrao whose
signa(ure appears on it and that the signature
of Shambhu Patel is in Shambhu Patel’s
writing; though I do not find Shambhu Patel’s
name in this deed. His signature is pro-
bably covered by the paper used for re-

pairing the deed. He says the - deed

was written in his presence. He says

that he himself wrote the deed for

Rs. 500 and that Shambhu signed in

bis presence, and Tikamdas and Makund-

ram attested in his presence. He does

not remember whether Shambhu attested in

his presence. He describes the sequence

of events as follows: I had been sent

for by the father of the plaintiff to write

the other deed (for Rs. 500). He came for

me. When I arrived about 2 or 3 lines of the

deed for Rs. 665-8 0 had been written and I

proceeded with the other deed without

waiting for this to 'oe finished. Gopal and

I were asking the mortgagors and mortgagee
about the details of the deed and writing

according to instructions I know
Do win; he is Sharubhu’s elder brother. He
was not present when the deed written by

Gopal had been executed and attested.

He oame after those attesting witnesses

had left, and after Shambhu had signed the

deed which I had written and after the

witnesses had attested it. 1 waited for

him and signed after he had put his mark in

my presence”.

The evidence of this witness proves that

the attesting witnesses did not see Dowla sign

the deed. He does not remember whether he
saw Shambhu Patel attest. He was not asked
whether the other two attesting witnesses saw
Shambhu sign the deed. Neither side asked
him any questions about tin’s. He certainly
does not prove that tho attesting witnesses
did not see Shambhu execute.

After the examination of this witness the
plaintiff gave up Mukundram and Tikamdas
whom he had oited as witnesses. He evidently
considered it useless to call them in the face of
Motiram’s evidence that they were not present
when Dowla signed.

It is dear to me from the way in which
Motiram was examined by both sides that
it was not considered necessary to prove the
attestation in respect of Shambhu, who had
admitted execution, and that the issue as
to execution and attestation was considered
as referring only to Dowla. As against
Dowla, the plaintiff was bound to call an
attesting witness to prove execution, and
he was also bound to prove attestation
according to law. As against Shambhu be
did not have to prove due attestation un-
less the pleadings called for such proofs.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal fkom Appellate Decree No. 1993

of 1916.

May 9, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Fletoher and

Mr .lustioe Smither.

My views on the scope of section 70 of the

Evidence Act are given in full in First Appeal

No. 95 of 1914 [ Balkishan v. Naramsha

(1)], judgment delivered this day. It is

evident that when there are two executants

of a mortgage-deed, attestation may he

according to law in respect of one of them

and not in respect of the other. In this

case the execution and due attestation was

not put in issue as regards Shambhu. Ibe

deeds of mortgage on the face of them

purport to have bpeu duly attested as re-

gards Sbamhbu, and there is no evidence

which indicates that as regards Shambhu

the attestation was not according to law.

The plaintiff did not consider he was called

upon to prove it, and the defendants did

not cross examine the witness on the point.

The case of Shambhu must, therefore, be con-

sidered as entirely separate from that of

Dowla. I have held that when exeouMon

is admitted and due attestation not denied,

the question of attestation does not^ arise

or that if ir. arises, the maxim on.ma

pr&sumuntur rite esse act>” comes in un-

less there is evidence that the attestation

was not according to law. I, therefore,

hold that the suit as against Shambhu

cannot be dismfcsed on the ground that his

execution of the deed was not attested

according to law. The Divisional .'udge,

besides bolding that attestation was not

according to law in respect of both execu-

tants, also held that it was not proved

that Dowla and Shambhu were managers

or that the debts had been contracted tor

the benefit of the family.

In appeal to the Divisional Judge, Shambhu,

as in this Court, was the sole respondent

and in that Court, as in this, the sole

prayer was that the mortgage deeds should

be enforced as against Shambhu and his share

of the property.
' With reference to the above remarks L

remard the suit for further trial by the

Divisional Judge (1st Court) with reference

to the liability of Shambhu and his share,

the only point decided in this Court being

that the deeds are not inoperative against

Shambhu because of absence of legal attes*

tation. Refund certificate
.

will issue; other

costs will be costs in the suit.

Case demanded,

(1) 42 Imd. Cm. 299; 13 N. L. E. 121.

AJJ. * * *

Bibi KACHHIRANNKSiA CHOWDHU-
R^Nl—Plaintiff— Appellant

versus

HEM CHARAN KASYA -Defendant-—
Respondent.

Mortgage—Interest, heavy rate of—Proviso for

capitalising arrears of interest— Undue influence—
Presumption—Civil Procedure Code (Act V oj P-O*),

0. VI, r. 4

—

Pleadings—Failure to give particulars
,

In a suit on a mortgage bond the Court should not

presume th»t undue influence has been exercised

upon the mortgagor, from the mere fact that the

rate of interest stipulated for is heavy and there is

a proviso in the bond for capitalising the interest

in arrear. [p. 12, col. 1 ]

The Court should not go into the question of

undue influence at all where the defendant denies

the execution of the mortgage and no particulars of

the alleged undue influence are given as required by

Oder VI, rule 4 of the Civil Procedure Code. [p. 12,

col 1 ]

Appeal against the decree of the Dis-

triot Judge, Dinajpur, dated the 2-lth

June 1916, affirming that of the Munsif,

1st Court at that plaoe, dated the 7th

June 1915.

F ACTS appear from the judgment.

Dr. Jadunath hanjilal (with him Babu

Jitendranath Dis Oup‘o), for the Appel-

ant- The appellanr.is the mortgagee and

advanced Rs. 49 to the father of the

respondent on a mortgage seourity with

interest at the rate of 8 pioe per rupee

per month with annual rests. The simple

interest oomes to 56 per oent. Both Courts

allowed me 56 per cent tbut disallowed

the compound interest on the ground of

undue inflienoe. I submit the Courts ought

not to have disallowed compound interest.

The respondent denied the mortgage

and did not give any partioilars of the

alleged undae irflaence. The denial of

mortgage and the plea of undue influence are

inconsistent and oannofc both be pleaded

in defence in. a mortgage suit. If you

deny the mortgage, if you say you did

not execute the mortgage bond, how can you

say that the proviso for compound interest

was obtained bv undue inflienoe? Referred to

Mahomed B<ksh Khan v Hos*nni Bibi ( 1 ).

MJ 15 C. 684; ;5 I A HI: 12 Ind. Jur. 291; 5 M»r.

P. C. J. 175; 7 Ind. Dec. (n. S.) 1040 (P. C.).
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f Smitfie r, .T.—The father executed the

mortgage. The defendant know it and
ought net to have denied.]

There was no issue of undue influence

and the particulars of the alleged undue
influence were not given. If there had been
an issue of undue influence, my client

would have proved that there was no
undue influence or at any rate woild have
asked the defendant to state the particulars
of the alleged undue influence.

JUDGMENT —This is an appeal against
the decision of the learned District .fudge of
Dinajpur, dated the 24th June 1 916, affirming
the decision of the Munsif of the same place.
The suit was brought to enforce a mortgage
security. The mortgage was one that secured
an advance of Rs. 49 with interest at the
rate of three pice per rupee per month.
There was a proviso in the mortgage
bond for capitalizing the interest in arrear
with annual rests. It may be admitted
that the interest is heavy. The view that
the learned Judges of the Courts below
have taken is this : That the proviso for
capitalizing the interest in arrear was
obtained by undue influence. There are
many reasons why suoh a point should
not have been decided. First of all, the
mortgagor or the representative of the
mortgagor denied the mortgage. Secondly,
no particulars of the alleged undue influence
were stated as required by Order VI
ru\e 4 Civil Procedure Code, and, if
tnat had been pleaded and the particulars
given, the plaintiff might have produced
evidence showing that the parties were atarm s length and had separate and inde-
pendent advice. Whether that is so or

tT ; Z C
,° know. It is quite clear

that tbe Court, because it does not like aproviso for capitalizing the interest when
in arrear, oaunot say that when suoh aproviso appears in the mortgage there is

xSmpt
;VU U "due influence wasexercised. The present appeal must beallowed and the deorees of the Courtsbelow varied by permitting the mortgagee

to charge interest i n accordance with th econtract contained in the mortgage Afresh period of six months is allowed forredemp ,on The appellant must

p
fro™ Hje respondent both in thisCourt and in the Courts below.

Appeal allowed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 226 of 1915.

June I, 1 9 1 S. ^

Fresent:—Mr. Justice Soott-Smith and
Mr. Justice Broadway.

RATNA— Plaintiff— Appellant
VP YSMS

IIARNAM SINGH and another

—

Defendants—Respondents.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908J, 0. XU, >\ 27,

scope <>j Document submitted with memorandum of
appeal, whether admissible— Findings based on such
document

. whether binding in second appeal.
Tho provisions of Order XLJ, rule 27, Civil Pro.

eedure Code, are mandatory and an Appellate Court
is not entitled to admit and consider additional
documentary evidence in contravention of those
provisions, [p. col ].]

Where an appellant attached certain documents
to his memorandum of appeal and the Appellate
Court passed an order that they should remain on
the record:

Held, that the Appellate Court had contravened
the provisions of Order XU, rule 27, Civil Procedure
Code, in admitting and considering this ovidenco
and that a* its findings had been vitiated by tho
fact that they were based on evidence wrongly
admitted, they were liable to ho sot aside [p. 13, cols.
1 »v 2.1

Krssouji Issur v. Great Indian Peninsula Railway Co3UL 3H1. 9 Hom. L. R. 071; 11 0. W. N. 721; 6 C. L.
•T. 5; 4 A. L, .1 461; 17 M. Jj. J. 347; 34 I. A 115-2M L T 435 (P.C.), followed.

’

Jaga ninth Pershad v. Haninnan Pershad
,
3 Ind.

J?

a* C - 13 C. W. N. 830: 10 C, L. J. 74;

I v «2i ip r'
U 19 M L - J

' ^ 3fi
1 • - v - “*'* l 1 • L-. », distlllguisluul.

Second appeal from the decree of the Dia-
triot .ludgo (new), Ludhiana, dated the 24th
Oofoher 1914, reversing that of tho Addi-
tional District Judge (old), Ludhiana, dated
1 ic bOth April 1 lj., deorceing the claim on
payment of Rs. 1,:

J 90.

Rhagat 0wind ZW, for the Appellant.
>r. Nand Lai, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.— The facts of this case are
as follows:- On the 26th of July 1894
Sawan Singh and his brother Mihan Singh
exeouted a deed of sale in favour of Bir

,
.

,n* h and others, under which they sold 89
Inahns T bi S ,ras lcham of land for Rs 1,500.On the nth of January 1914 the plaintiff,
appellant Ratna instituted the present suit

t,

' nV°V deolaration tc> tlle ^ect thatns alienation was made without eon-
- -feratmn or necessity and would not affectIm reversmnary rights after the death

PLaded that

e

R f

aWft" Sin(fh - T1,e lieneespleaded that Ratna was not the son of Sawan
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Singh, that in any case he was not born

before the sale was effected and that in

any event the alienation was for valid

necessity and consideration. The trial

Court held* that Ratna was the son of

Sawan Singh and was born prior to the

alienation which, however, was not justi-

fied, but that Rs. 1,393 out of the Rs. 1,500

had been shown to have been for

valid necessity and the plaintiff was ac-

cordingly granted a decree to the effect

that the sale would not be binding on him
except to the extent of the mortgage

charge of Rs. 1,390. The alienees preferred

an appeal to the District Judge, who ac-

cepted the appeal and dismissed the plaint-

iff’s suit with costs. The plaintiff had

also preferred ~an appeal in the District

Court, which was dismissed by the same

order. Against this appellate decree Ratna

has preferred this second appeal through

Bhagat Govind Das and we have heard

Dr. Nand Lai at oonsiderabe length on

behalf of the respondents. The judgment
of the learned District Judge is unsatisfac-

tory. He quite correctly commences by

saying that the questions for determination

Were:

(1) Whether or not the plaintiff is the

son of Sawan Singh, vendor? and

(2) Was the full consideration paid for

valid necessity ?

He, however, comes to no clear finding

on either of these two points. With re-

gard to 'the first, he has been _ unduly

influenced by certain documentary evidence

whioh was placed on the record in the

Appellate Court. These documents were

attached to the memorandum of appeal

and an order was passed on the 26th October

1914 to the effect that they should re-

main on the record, whereas the judgment

itself was pronounced on the 24th of Octo-

her 1914. It is clear .that in admitting and

considering this documentary evidence, the

learned District Judge has contravened

the provisions of Order A LI, rule 27, Civil

Procedure Code, which are mandatory, vide

Kessowji Issur v. Great Indim Peninsula

R'rilway Co . (1). Dr. Nand Lil referred us

to Gopal Singh v. Jhakri Rai (2) and Jagar -

N

»1) 31 B. 381; 9 Bom. L. R. 67J; 11 C. W. X. 721;

6 0. L. .T. 5: 4 A. L. J. 461; 17 M. L. J. 347; 34 I. A.
D5; 2 M. L. T. 435 (P. C,).

W 12 0. 37; 6 Ind. Dec. (». e.) 25.
‘

nath Pershad v. Hanuman Pershad (3). The
former ruling is of no force against
Kessowji Issur v. Great Indian Peninsula

Railway Co. (1), and in Jagarnath Pershad

v. Hanuman Pershad (3) additional evidence

had been ta!ien with the consent of the

parties. Having regard to the manner in

which this documentary evidence was placed

on the record, it is not surprising that

the plaintiff-appellant was unable to ex-

plain the said documents. Although the
learned District Judge does not come to a

definite finding as to whether the plaintiff

was the son of Sawan Singh or not, he has
held that the plaintiff had failed to prove
that he was in existence when the sale

took place. This finding, however, is

vitiated by the fact that to some extent
at least it must have been based on the
evidence wrongly admitted. As to the se-

cond point, i. e. t that of necessity, the
learned District Judge has come to no
real finding, although in dealing with the
first point be appears to have considered
that the sale had been effected for in-

adequate consideration. Again be has assumed
that at the date of the alienation there

were no reversioners in existence other
than the vendees themselves who could

object to the alienation, although there
had been no adequate enquiry on this

point.

In these circumstances, we accept this

appeal and, setting aside the order of the

learned District Judge, remand the case

to the lower Appellate Coart under Order
XLI, rule 23, Civil Procedure Co^e, for

definite findings on the points raised. The
learned District Judge will, of course, be

entitled to remand the case for further

enquiry as to whether there were any
other reversioners in existence at, the date

of the sale, should he think that coarse,

necessary, and if he does, it follows that

both sides will be entitled to lead evidence

on the point.

Dr. Nand Lai contended before us that

the suit was barred by limitation and
referred to Inayat Khan v. SJiabu (4).

(3)

3 Ind. Cas. 465; 36 C. 833; 13 C. W. N. 630; 10

C. L. J. 74; 6 M. L. T. 7; 11 Bom. L. R, 861; 19 M. L,

J. 435; 36 I. A. 221 (P. C.).

(4J 108 P. R. 1907.
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The learned District Judge will also dispose

of this point, if raided before him. Stamps

on the appeal to this Coart will be refunded

*,nd other costs will follow the event.

Appeal accepted
;
Case remanded.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal prom Appellate Decree No. 3 of

1&17.

June 4, 191 b>.

Present :—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syed Sharasul Huda, Kt.

KASISWAR GOSVVA MI— Defendant

—

Appellant

versus

AMIRUDDIN alias ZUKKA GAZI—
Plaintiff— Respondent.

Pro i« 1 —Decree obtained by false evidence, whether

can be set aside.

The more fact that a decree lias been obtained by
false evidence is not a sufficient ground for setting

it aside, [p. 16, col. 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the Officiating

Sub-Judge, Tipperah, dated the 9th Sep-

tember 1916, reversing that of the Mansif
of Comrailla, dated the 29th November 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Baba Bam D iyal Ley, for the Appellant.

—

The defendant-appellant obtained an er parte

decree for rent against the plaintiff- respond-
ent and his brother on 22nd August 1911,
and had the said deoree executed against
the plaintiff, who thereupon applied under
Order IX, rule 13, Civil Procedure Code,
for setting aside the same. His application
was, however, rejected on the ground that the
summons was duly served in his presence,
he having declined to sign a receipt in

acknowledgment of the service. The plaint-
iff then brought the present suit for setting
aside the safe! cm parte deoree as fraudulent.
The fraud alleged was that there was no
relationship of landlord and tenant between
the plaintiff and the defendant, that the
olaim was false and that the summons was
fraudulently suppressed. The Muosif dis-
missed the suit, bolding that the previous
adjudication as to due r-ervice of summons
was res judicata, that the tenancy of the
plaiutiff and his brother under the defendant

[1918

was proved and that the defendant’s suit

was not a false one. On appeal, the Sub-

ordinate Judge, while agreeing with the

Munsif that the question as to the service

of summons was res udicata
,
held that the

said tenancy was n t proved and that the

defendant had managed to get the ex- parte

decree by placing a false case before the

Court, and he accordingly decreed the 9uit

and set aside the ex parte rent deoree.

I submit that the substantial point for

determination in this appeal is whether the

plaintiff, having received summons in the

prior suit and not having contested it, can

now bring this suit on the same ground of

fraud which might and ought to have

been his ground of defence in that suit,

the other fraud alleged by him as regards

suppression of summons being found against

him. Refers to section 11, Explanation IV,/

and Order VIII, rule 2, of the Civil Proce-

dure Code. Fraud must be pleaded specifi-

cally in defence, otherwise it is res judicata

under Explanation IV. The rules of con-

structive res .judicata preclude the plaintiff

from re-agitating the same matter by merely

changing the forum. See Morufal Huq v.

Surendra Nath Boy (.1).

[Fletcher, J., referred to Kedar Nath

Das v. Hemanta Kumari Dan (2).]

In some oases it has been held that the

plaintiff in such a case must prove not

only that there was fraud but that he

was prevented by fraud from placing his

case before the Court. See Abdul Haqm v.

Abdul Hofez (3), Mahomed Gulab v. Mahomed
Sullimnu (4). A different view has also

been taken in some other cases. But it is

perhaps sufficient to prove that there was
fraud and that the plaintiff was prevented
by unavoidable oirouni stances from placing
his case before the Court, as was the
case in the case of Lakshmi Charan
Shaha v. Nur Ali (o). In such oases the
rule of res judicata does not apply and a
fresh suit is maintainable. In this view
all the reported oases can be reconciled.

(I) 15 I nd. Cm. 893; 10 C. \\\ N. 1(KV».
2) n I ml. Oils 700; 18 C. W. N. 417.
I-Dolai. Cas.UlS; Lie. W. N. 695;

(4)21 C. 612; 10 I,h1. Doc. ( x, s.)
(r>) 11 Ind. Ons. 026; 15 C. W

930 .

1033.

N\ 1010;

L. J.

3S 0.
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[Flbtcbeb, J., referred to Rhagendra Nath
Mahata v. tran N<4h Roy (6).]

: That ease is not against me, There the

substituted service effected by the peon, in

the absence of the defendant in the prior

snit who could not be found, was held to

be legally sufficient, and accordingly the

application under section 108; of the old

Civil Procedure Code was dismissed. That
was consistent with the defendant’s haviug

no knowledge of the suit and being pre-

vented from defending it. In fact the other

party had him declared a lunatic in a

collusive suit. There the Privy Council

did. not hold that the decision under

section 108 of the old Code, so far as it

went, was not res judicata but that it did

not bar a fresh suit. It was not and
could not be urged in that suit on behalf

of the appellant before the Privy Council

that the prior ex parte decree sought to be

set aside was res judicata.

[Fletcher, J.—In the case of Lakshmi
Charan Shaha v. Nur Alt (5) the prior

ex parte decree was set aside and the case

which was restored was again decided rx

parte.}

Yes. In that oase summons was at first

served on a person falsely personating the

defendant. At the time of the re-hearing

the defendant was prevented by illness

from attending the Court and his applica-

tion by wire for adjournment was rejected.

If on the authority of the oase reported

as Dharanidhar Aditya v.Hemanga Chandia
Jana (7) the ex parte decree be 6et aside, in

this case the original suit will have to be

restored and tried again on the merits.

Thus two different Courts will be given the

chance of comiDg possibly to opposite con-

elusions on the same facts constituting

the merits of both the case&. There-

fore the essentials in a suit to set

aside a decree on the ground of' fraud

should be, firsts that the claim must be

alleged' to be false, otherwise why should

the decree be set aside ;
secondly,

fraud,

other than mere falsity of claim in pro-

curing judgment
; and thirdly,

plaintiff

having had no opportunity of defending the

j
\ I \ 9

(6) 29 C. 395; 29 I. A. 99; 6 C. W. N.. 473; 4 Bom.
- I. B. 363: 8 Sar P C. J. i66 (P. C.).
~ l7) 41 Ind. Cas. 956; 21 0. W. N. 1087; 27 0. b. J.

69?.
‘

OASES.

prior suit. In the first case perjury is

inevitable and need not be separately

mentioned, in the second and third cases

fraud must be proved. Refers to the

observation of Lord Jastioe Brett in Abouloff

v. Oppenheimer (8) quoted with approval in

the case of Lakshmi Charan Shaha v. A'nr

Ali (5): “Fraud, of a party is anextrinsio

and collateral act which will vitiate a

judgment, that is, something other than

that going to the merits of the prior suit,

which can be gone into only accidentally

in the fresh suit.”

Moulvi Wahid Hussain, for the Respond-
ent.—The contention of my learned friend

that the present suit is barred by the

doctrine of constructive res judicata has no

substance. Explanation IY to section 11 of

the Code of Civil Procedure does not apply

to this case. Refers to the case of

Khagendra Nath Mahata v. Fran Nath
Roy (6). In the present suit it has

been found that the previous suit for rent,

in which the present defendant obtained

an ex parte decree against the plaintiff in

this suit, was false and fraudulent from

start to finish. The cases in which it has

been held that a fresh suit to set aside

an fx parte decree on the ground of fraud

is maintainable may be divided into two

classes. In the first class may be included

cases in which there was service of

summons but the defendant had no know-

ledge of that. In the secpnd class of oases

may be included those in which the sum-

mons was served to the knowledge of the

defendant As regards the second class

see Khagendra Nath Mahata v. Pran Nath

Roy (b), L'lkshiri Charan Shaha v. Nur
All (5), Pran Nath hoy v. Mohesh Chandra

Moitra (9) and Dwarka Prasad v. Lachhoman

Das (10).

Only in Lakshmi Charan Shaha v. Nur

Ali (5) the plaintiff seeking to set aside

the ex parte decree appear^ to have had

knowledge of the prior suit but there the

circumstances were peculiar.

In thia case there should at least be some

finding as to whether or not the plaintiff

was prevented by sufficient cause from

oontestine the prior suit.

(8) (l v83> 10 Q. B. D. 295 at p. 307; o2 L. J. Q. li,

1; 47 L. T. 325; 3j VV. R. 57.

(9 2tO 646; 12 Ind Dec. (n. s.) 1032.

(10 21A.*289; A. W. N. (1899) 67; 9 lad. Dec.

(jf. s.) 893.
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Baba Ham Dnynl Idey, in reply.— t rom the

finding arrived a* by the learned Subordinate

.Judge it is not clear what is the kind of

fraud which was committed by the present

defendant in obtaining the ex parte decree

in the prior suit.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.—This is an appeal by the

defendant against the decision of the learned

Officiating Subordinate Judge of Tipperah,

dated the 9th September 1916, reversing

the decision of the Munsif of Commillab.

The suit was brought by the plaintiff to

set aside a decree on the ground that, it

was obtained by fraud. It is not quite

clear from the conclusion arrived at by the

learned Judge what exactly he intended to

find with regard to the fraud that is

alleged to have been committed in the

former suit. First of all, as far as I oan

gather, the learned Judge seems to have

held that there was actual service of the

summons in the former suit on the plaintiff.

The learned Judge has not found whether,

if it was so served, the present plaintiff

was prevented by any sufficient cause from

appearing when the former suit was brought

on for hearing. Jf he was so prevented,

the fact that he had been served with the

notice would be considerably discounted,

as ha6 been held in some cases notably in

the Privy Council case of Khagemlra Noth
Mahata v Fran Nath Boy (6), where it was
found that, although the plaintiff had been
served in the earlier ‘’suit, steps had been

taken to have him declared a lunatic so

that possibly he could not attend the Court.
That is a matter that must be enquired
into by the learned Judge.

The next matter is that it is not quite
clear whether the learned Judge intended
to find that the former suit itself was a
fraud or whether he meant to say that
having served the present plaintiff in the
former suit, what the present defendant
did was to obtain a deoree merely by sup-
porting the case by false or perjured
evidence; for the mere fact that the deoree
was obtained by false evidence would not
be sufficient by itself to have the deoree
set aside, theca ; e itself mu 9 t be found to
be a fraudulent one. In our opinion, the
more satisfactory way would be to send the
case back to the lower Appollato Court to

have it ru beaied and a moro definite con-

clusion of fact arrived at by tbs learnei

Judge. Coits will abide tbs remit of the

re hearing by the learned Judge of the lower

Appellate Court.

SimisUL Hud*, J.—I agree.

Case remand'd.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Ex scums FiRiT Arpeal No. 11 of 1918.

June 7, 1918.

Present.—Justice Sir P. C. Banerji, Kf..and

Mr. Justice Ryves.

NUR (JU DIN KHAN—JoDOJiENT-DEr.roR—

Appellant

tersus

PRAN KISHAN CHAKARVARTY
AND ANOTHER— De< tEE-HOLDE R3

—

Respondents.
i'ivil Procedure Code (Act V of 190Vi XLIU, ri

1 ( a )— Orilcr returning memorandum oj appeal for

presentation to proper Court, whether appealable—
Plaint

,
whether includes memorandum of appeal—

P.vccution of decree— l>uty bf ccecut ing Court.

A memorandum *>f appeal is not a plaint, [p. 17,

col. 1.]

No appeal lies against an order of an Appellate

Court directing a memorandum of appeal to bo

returned for presentation to the proper Court, [p. 17,

col. 1.]

A Court executing a decree is hound to give effect

to it as it stands
I p. 1 7, col. l.J

Execution first appeal from a decree of

the District Judge, Cawnpore.
Dr. S M Sulahnan

,
for the Appellant.

Mr. Peary Lai Banerji, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT,—This appeal has been

preferred under the following circumstance.

A suit was brought by the appellant for

dissolution of partnership and for the

taking of partnership accounts. The matter
was referred to arbitration, and an award
was made which was accepted by the

Court and in accordance with which a decree
was passed. Under the award the defend*
ants were found entitled to Its. 6,000 and
odd from the plaintiff, and the award
directed that they should realise the said

amount by sale of the partnership assets.

The defendants, who are respondents here,

mado an application to the Court for exe-
cution of the decree which, we may men*
lion, has become final. The application
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was resisted on the ground that under the
terms of the decree the applicants for

execution were not entitled to take out
execution. This objection was overruled by
the Court of first instance and the appel-
lant subsequently paid the amount of the
decree abd under the terms of the award
he obtained possession of the property,
namely, partnership buildings and stock-in-

trade, etc. The plaintiff preferred an appeal
to the District Judge. The District Judge
held that the decree was capable of execu-
tion but he was of opinion that no appeal
lay to him, and he directed the memorandum
of appeal to ’be returned to the appellant for

presentation to ihe proper Court. In his

opinion the value of the suit exceeded
Rs. 5,000. From this order returning the
memorandum of appeal the present appeal
was preferred. In the alternative it was
prayed that the application might be treated
a3 one for revision if no appeal lay.

In our opinion no appeal could be preferred
to this Court from the order directing the
memorandum of appeal to be returned for

presentation to the proper Court. Under
Order XLIII, rule 1, an appeal lies from an
order returning a "plaint;” but a “memo-
randum of appeal” is not a “plaint” and there-
fore that Order has no application to the pre-
sent case. It may be an omission on the part of
the Legislature, but under the law as it stands
we are unable to hold that the word “plaint”
includes the memorandum of appeal”.
This Court in the case of Nazar Husain v.

Kesri Mai (1) held >hat no appeal lay from
an order returning a memorandum of appeal.
We see no reason to differ from the view
taken in that case. We accordingly bold
that this appeal as an appeal is not maintain-
able. Looking at the case a3 an application
for revision we are of opinion thar- there
are no merits in it, inasmuch as the decree
made by the Court awards to the defend-
ants the amount whioh they sought to
recover by execution and whioh has been
paid to them by the applicant. Whether

at decree is a right decree or a wrong
eoree it iar now too late to consider. A
ourfc executing, a decree is bound to give

® eot to it as it stands, and the decree in this

-
°*8e does award the amount claimed to the

.(*• 8)Ui6
581

l A. W. N. (1890) 203; 6 Ind. Deo.

3

defendants. Therefore the case is without
merit and we see no reason lo exercise our
discretionary powers under the revisional
seotion. We accordingly dismiss the appeal,
and decline to take action in revision. The
respondents will get their costs.

Appeal dismissed ,

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 2250 of 1916,

April 17, 1918.

Present: — Mr. Justice Soott-Smith.

Musammat RAM K AURand others—

-

Defendants—Appellants
versus

ACHHRU and others —Plaintiffs

—

Respondents.
Custom Alienation—Ancestral property—‘Burden- of

•proof—Presumption - Adoption- Reversion of pro.

perty, principle of, applicability of.

The burden of proving that a particular property

is ancestral lies on the person who claims it as

such, and the burden is not discharged by showing
that it is not unlikely that the common ancestor

acquired the property, [p. 18, col. 2.J

Where in 1*5 three brothers were in joint

possession of certain land:

Held, that it was not unreasonable to presume

that they got the land from their father, but that

it could not be presumed further that the latter

got it from hits father, [p. 18, col.

The principle of re< ersion to the heirs of a donor

or appointor is limited to property over which he

had not «n unrestricted power of disposal, so that

the reversionary heirs of an appointor cannot

succeed to the land of the appointed heir on the

latter's death without descendants, where the land is

not ancestral qua themselves, LP* col. 1 ]

Second appeal from the decree of the

District Judge, Jullundur, dated the 15th

May 1916, reversing that of the Munsif,

1st Class, Jullundur, dated the 3rd Deoember

1915, dismissing the claim.

The Hou’ble Rai Bahadur Pundit Sheo

Narain, for the Appellants.

Bakhsbi Tek Chand,
for the Respondents.

|

JUDGMENT.—Civil Appeals Nos. 2250
,

and 2251 of 1916 may conveniently be

disposed of together. The defendants-appel-

lants in these two appeals are Musammat

Ram Kaur and certain persons with whom

phe has made exchanges of certain plots

of land of which she ia in possession ae
,
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the widow of Banna. The oonneotion

between Banna and the plaintiffs-respondeDts

appears from the pedigree-table set forth

below :

—

NATHU,
I

Rajada,

r

'

1

Bakhta,
i

Gola. Ram Ditta.

Nikka,
ft

'

^

r

"

”i i

Daughter, Jassa Khiwan Ruldu

d. a. p. d. s. p. adopted,

Banna
d. s. p. Banna=

Musammat Ram Kaur.

The first Court dismissed the suit, holding

that it was not proved that the land was

the ancestral property of the plaintiffs. The

lower Appellate Court on the other hand

held that the land was proved to be the

ancestral property of the plaintiffs, and

that it was necessary to go into the question

whether the exchanges were advantageous

or not, as widows could not be trusted to

manage the land in whioh they have a

life-interest only. The Court accordingly

aooepted the appeal and gave plaintiffs the

decree asked for. The defendants have
come up to this Court on second appeal,

and the first point urged on their behalf

is that the land is not proved to be ancestral

qua the plaintiffs. The lower Appellate Court
has disposed of the question whether the land
is ancestral in rather a summary manner.
The part of its judgment whioh concerns this

point is as follows :

—

In my opinion the land is clearly
ancestral. Theoretically the Courts de-
mand 8 triofc proof uf ancestral nature of
land. Practically they are ordinarily
satisfied with the absenoe of proof to the
contrary.”

In my opinion this view of the law is

erroneous. Their Lordships of the Privy
Council in the case reported as Atar Singh v.
Thakar Singh (1) have laid it down in clear
terms that The onus of proving that the pro-
perty alienated was not self acquired in

(1)

6 Ind. Cas. 721; 42 P. R. 1910; 12 C W N
1049, 35 C. 1039; 36 I. A. 206; 8 C. L. J. 359, 18 M.’
k* T 379; 128 P. W. R. 1908j 4 M. L. T. 207; 10 Bom.
u% Ki (oQ,

[i9ig

the hands of the last male owner was

on the plaintiff who could not under the

circumstances derive any assistance from

conjectures, however reasonable, in place

of positive proof.” This Court has enunoiat-

ed the same rule in many judgments, two

of which are reported as Muhammad Umar

y. Nawab Din (2) and Ala Singh v. Khark

Singh (3); in the latter it was laid down

that the burden of proving that a particular

property was ancestral lies on the person who

claims it as such.

The burden is not discharged by showing

that it is not unlikely the common ancestor

aoquired it himself. In the first Settlement

of 1851 the three sons of Nikka, Jassa,

Khiwan and Ruldu, were in joint posses-

sion of all the land whioh subse-

quently came to Banna. In these circum-

stances it is rot unreasonable to presume

that they got the land from their father

Nikka, but this presumption cannot be

extended so as to hold that Nikka acquired

the land from his father Bakhta and that

Bakhta acquired it from his father Rajada,

who is common ancestor of Nikka and of

the plaintiffs. The history of the village

shews that persons of the Dhaudora got along

with the representatives of three other tribes

purchased the whole of the village for Rs. 500

from the original proprietors. One of the

Dhandoras was Nathu who had four sous,

one of them boing Rajada. Mr Tek Chand
on behalf of the respondents urges that

the/e is no evidence to show that any

of the land was acquired by purohase or

gift and the presumption should be that

it was either aoquired by Nathu or brokeu

up by his descendants out of the waste

lands attached to the village. He asks

me to presume, therefore, that the land

must have come down from Nathu
and his son Rajada. I am unable to draw
this presumption. There is nothing to

shew how much land Nathu or his son

Rajada broke up. The land that Nathu
cultivated may have descended to his sous

other than Rajada and the laud of whioh
Rajada was in possession may have descend-
ed to Bhola and Ram Ditta, the anoestors

(2) 24 Ind. Cas. 678; 217 l\ L. U. 191-1; 127 P. W.
R. 1914.

(3) 17 Ind. Cas. 392; 257 P. L. R. 1912; 253 P. W.
R. 1912.
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of the plaintiffs, and the land which Nibka
left may have been acquired in the first

instance by him or by his father. There

is certainly no presumption that Nikka’s land

came down to him from his grandfather. I,

therefore, differ from the lower Appellate

Court and hold that the onus lay heavily upon

the plaintiffs to prove that the land vas their

ancestral property, and that they have not

discharged this onus.

Prior to 1894 Banna was in possession

of 2/3rds of the land left by Nikka and

Kesar was in possession of the other

l/drd. When Kesar died in 1894, mutation

of his sharb was effected in favour of

Banna whj claimed to be an heir, on

the ground that he was the adopted son

of Ruldu. No one came forward to object

to his claim and the land was duly

mutated in his name. Mr. Sheo Narain

oites Bhagat Singh v- Sher Singh (4) as

authority for the proposition that the princi-

ple of reversion to the heirs of a donor or

appointor is limited to property over which

he had not an unrestricted power of

disposal, and consequently they cannot

suooeed to the land of the appointed heir

on the latter’s death without a male

descendant, where such land is not ancestral

qua themselves. In accordance with this

authority he urges that the land of Banna
will not revert to the plaintiffs after the

death of the widow and that consequently

they cannot control her dealing with

the property. Mr. Tek Chand does not

dispute the authority of this ruling, but

urges that the fact that Banna was allowed

' to suooeed to Kesar’s share shews that he

must have been the formally adopted son

of Ruldu and not merely an heir appointed

according to custom. His argument is

that Banna, being the formally adopted
son cf Ruldu, must be regarded just as

if h6 were his natural son, and that this

being so the plaintiffs are his heirs, whe-
ther the property was ancestral qua them
or not. It was, however, never urged in

the Courts below that Banna was anything
niore than an appointed heir of Ruldu and
I do not see how the point can be raised
now for the first time. The parties are
Jats and governed by Customary Law, and

24 Imd. Gas. 212; 29 P. 19;4j 156 P. L. R.

there is no reason to suppose that Banna
was anything more than an heir appointed

according to usual custom. Article 43 of

Rattigan’s Digest shews that the appointed

heir does not acquire the right to suooeed

to the collateral relatives of the person

who appoints him, where no formal adoption

has taken place. But the exception under

that Article shews that among certain

tribes an appointed heir does suooeed

collaterally. The mere fact that Banna

was allowed to suooeed to Kesar’s share

does not, in my opinion, shew that he was

the formally adopted son of Ruldu, Banna

was in possession of the whole of Nikka’s

property as the appoipted heir of Ruldu,

the property was not ancestral qua the

plaintiffs, and they have, therefore, no

locus standi to control the alienations effected

by Banna’s widow.

I accordingly accept the appeal and

setting aside the orders of the lower Ap-

pellate Court restore the order of the first

Court dismissing the plaintiffs’ suit with costs

in all the Courts.
Appeal accepted .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal prom Appellate Decree No. 2011

op 1916.

June 5, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

MONINDRA NATH CHOWDHURI and

another—Defendants Nos. 2 and 3

—Appellants

versus

RADHA PROSANNO GON and another—

Plaintiffs—Responde nts.

Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882^, s. 106 Land-

lord and tenant—Lease providing for re-entry on

certain conditions—Notice to quit
,
whether necessary.

The provisions for serving a notice to quit on a

lessee were inserted in the Transfer of. Property

A.ct to provide for oases where the parties to the

lease are not regulated by their contract. |_P*

2.1

Where a lease itself provides that the landlord

,y at any moment resume possession of the land

payment of full compensation to the leasee for

i buildings he may have erected thereon, there

no necessity for giving a notice to quit under

jtion 106 of the Transfer of Property Aot in order
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t'» OTitir t i,.- b, milord fo g« r back poHses«ion
of t ho land.

[
|*. •><>, C‘<1. ‘J j

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, 2nd Court, Burdwan, dated
the TPh July 1916, affirming that of the

Munsif, 1st Court at that place, dated the
26< h June 19 15.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Bahu IU>a Lai Sanyal, for the Appellants.

— This appeal is on behalf of the defend
ants and it arises out of a suit frr khas
possession of a piece of land lying within
the Burdwan Municipality. The tenancy
is from year to year. The question for
determinat ion is whether the plaintiffs are
entitled to get khas possession without the
service of a notioe under section 106 of
the Transfer of Property Act. Without
a proper notice to quit as required by sec
tion > 06 the defendant}? cannot be ejected.
See Mahanamla Roy v . Surat Maui Debt ' 1<,
Narayan Dasnppi v . AH Suibi (2), Madu'r
Sahel) v Sannnbnwa GujranshaJi ( ), pu ra-
vieshr

i

v. Vittoppa Shanbiga (4) and Setrapal
Sivgh v. Kalyan Dm (by

[ B Lt i 'JHKR, J., refers to Bus itat AH Khan

the

of

no

v. Manirulla (6).
'

One of the terms of the lease is: “The
lessor will have right to take khas pos-
session whenever lie will require that”.

[B lktchek, J.-On the terms of
contract section 104 of the Transfei
Property Act does not apply, and no
notice to quit is necessary.]

The provisions for resumption in leases
are not uncommon, and such terms as men-
tioned iu the lea^e are often found in
almost all contracts, and in spite of that
reasonable notice to quit is always given.
Refers to Kishori Mohun Roy ChowJhry V 1wund Kumar (Jhosal *7).

Dr. Jadunath Kanjilal
,
for the Respondents

not called upon.
*

JUDGMENT.
Fmtchbr J. This is an a Ppea l by Hl0

defendants Nns. 2 and 3 against the judg.
men of the learned Subordinate Jadge of
Burdwan, dated the 4th July f affirm-

49.

C) 10 1ml. Cas. 374; 14 c. L J.f>85.
(2- S I». l)OX; 9 J 7.d Dec. in. s i OH.
(3) 2 B. 10A at j> I »«{ 1

1

Jml. Drc.t N s ) 13*
O) 2fi M. Ifi 7 . 12 M. I. J. 1S9.

’ 13“-

if>) 28 A 400; A \V\ N ( iwftfl. (50- 3 A. I, J. i<w;
W) 2 Jml. Cas. JIG, 30 C. 745 at p. 749 . 10 C. L. J

O) 24 0. 720; 12 I ml. Dee. (x. *.) Uto.

ing the decision of t ho Munsif of the same
place. The suit was brought fnr ejectment.

The defendants are the original tenant and

the two transferees. No notice to quit

was served on the defendants Nos. 2 and

3 under the provisions of section 106 of

the Transfer of Property Act. The learned

Judge considered that the covenant restrict-

ing alienation in the lease was binding

and, therefore, the defendants Nos. 2 and
3 were trespassers and had no interest. Jt

is not necessary for us to go into that

question. The case is a perfectly s : mple
one on the terms of the lease. It was a

lea^e to the defendant No. 1 for the purpose
of building a purca house on the land.

The lease provided that, if the landlord
desired to resume possession of the land,

he could do so provided he paid for the
value of the buildings; that means the
build ings that were to he erected in

accordance with the prior provision in the
lease. There are no buildings on the land
within the meaning of the prior provision
of the lease, because they were all swept
away by Hood. The present buildings are
huts and walls not coining within the
meaning of the purpose for which the lease
was granted. The landlord can, therefore,
take possession of the land at any time
upon paying compensation, if any. It is

said that ho cannot take possession without
giving notice. That is absurd. The parties
must stick to the bargain made and if the
defendant No. 1 thought it worth his
while to take lease c-f a piece of land
within the limits of the Municipality of
Burdwan at a rent of 12 annas a year
subject to the provision that the landlord
might at any moment re take possession on
payment of full compensation for the build-
ings, then he must stand strictly to that
bargain however inconvenient that may
be. There are no provisions in the Transfer
of Property Act requiring notice to be given
in such a case Thoso provisions for notice
were inserted there to provide for oases
where the parties are not regulated by
their contracts. It is quite clear that the
landlord in this ease is entitled to resume
possession. The suggested hardship on the
defendants in having to deliver possesion
at any moment is considerably discounted
w len the fact is takon into consideration
that for four years by resisting tho plaint-
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iffs’ just claim the defendants have ma-

naged to maintain possession of this land

in the town of Bard wan at a rent of 12

annas per annum oontrary to the terms of

the lease. I am not disposed, a9 at present

advised, to disagree with the reasons given

by the learned Subordinate Judge in his

judgment, and I agree with the conclusion

arrived at by him. The present appeal,

therefore, fails and must be dismissed with

costs.

Shamscl Hcda, J — I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
- COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 105 of 1912.

September 17, 19

Present:— Mr. Batten, A. J. C., and Mr.

^ Mittra, A. J. C.

Pandit MUKA.ND RAM SUKUL
AND ANOTHER— Pl.\* STIFFS— APPELLANTS

versus

SHEO NARA1N and others—
JJefknd-.nt*—-Respondents.

Civil Procedure Code(Act V of 1 'OS), s 1
' Res judi-

cata, essentials of—Concurrent jurisdiction in pecuniary

limits andsubject-m ittcr
,

iohethcr necessary ~ Accounts ,

whether can be adjudicated where no further leUef can

be granted—Mortgage, usufructuary -Mortgagee, faUuic

of, to keep accounts—Presumption

In order to constitute res judicata the two Courts

must be of “concurrent” jurisdiction a-< regards the

peouniary limits as well as the subject matter ot

the suit. LP- 22, col 2- p. 2*, col 1 ]

Apart from any special statutory provision,

aocouuts cannot bo adjudicated upon by a Court

when no further relief cm be granted Ordi larily-

a, suit for accounts upon a mortgage cannot bo main-

tained by the mortgagor unless he aUo asks for

redemotion [p 23, col. p 24, col. I J
. e

An adjudication which cannot be the basis ot

any relief is not binding on the parties, [p 24, col. l.J

Where on taking the accounts of a usufructuary

mortgage it appears that the mortgagee has kept no

regular accounts, every reasonable presumption

should be made against him. [p. 25, col. 1 J

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge Hoshangabad, in Civil Sait No. 24

of 1910, dated -the 2 1st July 1912.

Dr. H. S. Oour, for the Appellants.

Messrs. F, W. Dillon and P. S. KoltvJ,

for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal front

the decree of the District

Hoshangabad, dismissing a suit for tore-

olomre, based on a mortgage deed dated

the 13th January 1870. executed by the

first defendant Ganpat. This defendant

died since the filing of this appeal, and

his legal representatives have been brought

on the reoord, on their own applioation,

though they do not seem to have any

interest left in the mortgaged property,

which was purohased at an auction sale

in execution of a decree aaainst Ganpat

by the 2nd defendant. The document

in suit is in part a usufructuary mortgage

and in part a deed of conditional sale.

The mortgage is not redeemable within

twenty-three years, except ' on terms ota

highly penal character therein laid down.

In 1^70, the mortgagees brought a suit

for possession in the Court of the Depu y

Commissioner and obtained a decree on

the 13th Ootober 18i0, and they have

been in possession ever since.

The main questions involved in this

appeal are whether on a right interpret-

tion of the dooument, the mortgagees in

possession are bound to credit more than

Rs 751 per annum, as stated therein, and

if so, what, is the state of aooount between

the parties. The parties rely on certain

previous legation as deciding finally the

first and to some extent the «econd part

of the question with which we are con-

earned. There are some minor points for

decision in this appeal which need not

be noticed at this stage, though they will

have to be dealt with in deciding the

grounds of appeal.

It appears to us to be necessary to give

an outline of the various former suits

which are relied on by the parties, as

having the foroe of res judicita. Before

proceeding to do so, it is necessary to

mention, what is admitted by Counsel on

both sides, that suits above the value -of

Rs. 5,000 could not be entertained either

by an Assistant Commissioner, or by an

Extra Assistant Commissioner. Such suits

were exclusively cognisable by the Deputy

Commissioner who was in these Provinces

what is called a Z Ua Judge in the old

Bengal Regulations and in later enactment

a District Judge,
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We now proceed to refer to the various

suits to which the parties have called our
attention in this appeal, as having a

material bearing nn the case. In lb77 the
mortgagor filed a suit in the Court of

Mr. Sultan Ali (Suit No. 267 of 1877),
an Extra Assistant Commissioner. The
plaint in that suit has been eliminated
but from the judgment of the Court of

the Judicial Commissioner, in Second Appeal
No. 89 of 1879 (Exhibit D-28), it ap-
pears that the suit was one for Vendition
of accounts of receipts and disbursements
on aooount of Mouza Dhamni,” the mort-
gaged village. This judgment of Mr. Grant
(afterwards Sir Charles Grant) was follow-
ed by a deoree directing that “the defend-
ants shall render to the plaintiff a true
statement of the charges and receipts of
Mouza Dhamni up to the close of Sambat
1983. In execution of this decree, Mr.
Vasudeo Ballal Kher, an Extra Assistant
Commissioner, held an inquiry by appoint-
ing a Commissioner and the result of that
inquiry was stated in the final order
(Exhibit D-30) to be that “Rs. 13,041 should
be credited to the Gaopatsing for seven
years 1927 to 1933 both inclusive.” It
seems an attempt was made by the
mortgagor to realise by exeoution Rs. 13.041
from the mortgagees but this attempt failed
In Exhihit P-5 Col. Rioketts, Additional’
Commissioner, notes as follows: “The peti-
turner is entitled to the bene6t of that
oredit in the aooounts between him and
Makundram Tulsiram but he oannot take
out exeoution for the amount.” No seo nd
appeal appears to have been filed from
the appellate order of Col. Rioketts. In
the meanwhile the mortgagor filed in 1881
a seoond suit for “rendition of aooounts”
in the Court of Mr. Priest, an Extra Assistant
Commissioner^ The oIaim was deoreed
(Exhibit D-29) following the previous
deoree of air Charles Grant in 1878. Mr
Priest s deoree was for rendition of aooounts
for the Sambat years 1934 to 1937, itwas flowed up by exeoution proceedings
before Mr - Wi hams, Extra Assistant Com-
missioner (Exhibit D.1C). The oertified oopy
of these exeoution proceedings is some-
what imperfect, as the original is torn
many plaoes. Proceedings against the
mortgagees by way of attaohment had taken
plaoe, treating them as persons guilty of a

in

oontempt. Some aooounts were filed on be-

half of the mortgagees, wbiob, as far as

can be made out, were meant to show a

loss. Objections were taken but Mr.
Williams, wbo apparently understood the

deoree as one for explaining accounts,” did
not eventually reoord any findings of his

own. In 1885 the mortgagor filed a suit

(Suit No. 42 of 1885) for redemption and
for Rs. 30,958, alleged to have been re-

covered by the mortgagees in excess of the
mortgage-money. A deoree for redemption
was passed, conditionally on the mortgagor
paying Rs. 32,529-13-6. The judgment in

this suit is Exhibit P-4. It was passed
by Mr. Vithal Ramohandra, Extra Assistant
Commissioner, who was by notification No.
4467, dated the 9th September 1884, in-
vested with the powers of a Deputy Com-
missioner, under seotion 16 of Act XIY
of 1865, Central Provinces Courts Act.

This judgment was reversed on appeal
by Col. Rioketts, who dismissed the suit
(Exhibit D-26). The main ground for
dismissing the suit was that the mortgage
money had not been paid off out of the
usufruct. The Appellate Court also re-
marked that it was not necessary to go
deeply into the defendants’ aooount. The
result was that the state of aooounts
between the parties was left open for
future decision. Although the appellants
in their fifth ground of appeal suggested
that the litigation of 1885 had the effect
of res judicata

, this was abandoned at
the hearing by their learned Counsel, and,
in cur opinion, the fifth ground of appeai
is untenable.

I he first point for consideration is whe-
tber the mortgagees’ liability to aooount
for the usufruot is res judicata. Sir
Charles Grant’s decision was on seoond
appeal from the Court of Air. Sultan Ali
who in 1S77 had powers up to
Rs, 1,000 as would appear from a
register kept in this Court. In 1SS1
Air. Priest also had power to try suits
up to the same value. We oannot agree
with the Counsel for the appellants that
the question of the mortgagees’ liability
to aooount for more than Rs. 751
year was not directly and substantially in
,sa "e tlle twn former suits, lint in
order to constitute res judicata the two
Courts must be of "concurrent jurisdiction
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as regards the pecuniary limits as well as

the subject-matter,” as laid down by their

Lordships of the Privy Counoil in the oase

of Misir Ragb.ohard.ial v. Sheo Baksh Singh

(1) In 1877 there was no suit for a

foreclosure known in these Provinces. By

the Central Provinces Laws Aot (Aot A
of 1875), all Bengal Regulations were

repealed except oertain Regulations declar-

ed therein to be in force. These included

Regulation II of 1798 and Regulation

XVII of 1806, as they stood with the

later amendments made up to 1»7 o. A

mortgagee, desirous of taking foreoiosnre

proceedings, bad to apply to 0
.

Judge, that is, the Deputy Commissioner,

and this after the year of grace had to

he followed up, where necessary, by a suit

for possession. In our opinion we ave

to test the competency of the Court, with

reference to the analogue of a sui or

foreclosure in those days. Neither r.

Sultan Ali nor Mr. Priest could have tried

a suit for possession of the mortgaged

property, the principal amount secured

by which alone is Rs. 14,000. Nor

could these officers have entertained

the application under Regulation XV II o

1806. Ev6n if a suit for foreclosure could

have been brought in those days, neither

of these Courts could have tried it, having

regard to the pecuniary limits of their

jurisdiction. We have, therefore, come to

the conclusion that the question of the

mortgagees’- liability is not res judicata by

reason of the two previous suits.

We have, therefore, to determine this

question upon an interpretation of the

mortgage deed. The 'document makes an

estimate of the income on the basis

of the jamdbandi8 of ’ the previous year,

allows for oertain expenditure including

Government revenue, and the balance of

Rs. 751 is agreed to be oredited every

year towards the mortgage debt. It

will he observed that Rs. 751 is less

than the interest payable under the docu-

ment. It is not expressly stated that the

exoess interest will be personally paid by

the mortgagor. As pointed out by the

Judioial Commissioner in the former suit,

\

(1) 9 C. 439; 12 C. L. R. 520; 9 I. A. 197; 7 Rid-

107; 4 Sar. P. C. J. ^95; Rafique & Jackson 3 P-

C. No. 70; 4 lad. Dec. (n. s.) 941 (P. C.),

there is no express oovenant entitling the

mortgagees to appropriate anything above

this figure, if actually realised, except

where the excess is due to >“Pr°ve“ent

^
made by them. The parties must be taken

to have known that the assets will increase

within the period of twenty-three years,

during which the mortgage was practically

irredeemable. In our opinion the one-sided

bargain pleaded by the mortgagees cannot be

presumed but must be made out by clear and

unambiguous stipulations in the de^-
pecially as the mortgagees were dealing

with an illiterate rustic. We *>°13

that the mortgagees are accountable tor tne

usufruct actually realised.

We have now to consider L bv
finding arrived at ,n Exhibit D-30 by

Mr. Vasudeo Ballal Kher (an offioer with

powers up to Rs. 5,000) is final and finding

on the parties. Tbe lower Court has mistaken

Mr. Kher for Mr. Vithalrao, in par ; of

judgment. Mr. Kher in execution of ^Charles

Grant’s decree found that Rs. I3
.
0* 1

be credited to Ganpatsingh for the first

seven years’ profits. The defendant No. 2 has

filed a statement which would go to show that

on this finding, even if credit is

later years for Rs. 751 only, the mortgage

debt has been satisfied. We havej
tested this statement, as we have come to

the conclusion that the finding is ultra-
mu*

and is also not res judicata. We are inch

^
ed to think that the decree of this Court

did not authorise an adjudication by tne

Court of first instanoe. What was pro-

bably meant was that the mortgagees

should explain their aooounts by bUng

extracts from their books. The judgment

of this Court (Exhibit D 28) recognises

that the suit was not ‘ one for aooounts,

in the sense of one for money due after ex-

amination of aooounts. It was simply for-

an account as suoh and without any fur-

ther relief”. Apart from a speoial Statute,

suoh as the Dekkhan Agriculturists’

Relief Aot (Act XVII of 1879), it does

not appear that aooounts oan be adjudicated

upon by a Court, when no further relief

oan be granted. The Bengal Regulations,

as introduced here by Aot XX of 1875,

did not authorise suoh a suit. In Harz

v. Lakshman (2) Westropp, C. J., says,

(2) 5 B. 614 at p. 610; 3 Ind, Pec. (n. s.) 405.
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ordinal ily a suit for an aoconnt npon a
mortgage cannot bo maintained by the
mortgagor unless he a«ks also for redemp.
tmn ft seems to ns that an adjudication
which cannot be the basis of any relief is
not binding on the parties. A declaratory
decree declaring Rs. 13,041 as the credit
would be one beyond the pecuniary limits
of Mr. Kher. For reasons given in para-
graph 5 of our judgment, wo hold that
tins finding 13 not res judicata.
We may notice a ruling of this Court

to which no reference has been made at
he Bar. In the ease i f haloorom v. Ram-

ki,l,en (3) Stevens, J. 0., held that in
a suit for accounts the Court trying (ha
suit does not lose its jurisdiction merely'
because the amount found due after erquiry
happens to exceed the limit of the juris-
die ion of the Court. [Of. Olpherts v.
ArjwuJas (4).] We think this decision can-
not be extended to the case where ordy a
mere declaration, if anything, can be grant-
ed by way of relief. If the plaintiff
chooses to bnrg his suit in a Court with
limited powers, all that can be declared-
even if it were proper to make snob a
declaration— is that at least Rs. 1,000
or Rs. 5,000, as the case may be, should
bo credited to the plaintiff. More than
th&t amount is not in that Court's power to
declare.

We can find no admission by the plain-
tiffs that they actually realised Rs. ld,04l
in the first seven years. These plaintiffs
no doubt start tbeir accounts with the
findings of Mr. Vithalrao in 18S5 (Exhibit
P 4). This finding is based on the find-
ing of Mr. Kher in Exhibit D-30. Practi-
cally the plaintiffs adopt it with certain
variations. Jf the plaintiffs are not entitl-

ed to introduce their own variation, they
ought not to he held hound by the find-

ing of Mr. Kher, by reason of their hav-
ing pari ially adopted it as the basis of

the suit.

The lower Court has held that under the
terras of the niortgago the plaintiffs can
only foreclose in respect of the principal,

the interest not being a d arge on the
property (accoi ding to the lower Court).
r

f bis cendiiMon is deduced from the follow-

U#18

ing passages in the mortgage-deed: *‘10

case I fail to repay the balance at the
stipulated time, the whole of tho Mooza
together with the nr land will stand as
sold to you on Jliti Jaith Badi Punwa
1949 in lieu of the principal amount of
the bond. You should then consider this
mortgage deed a3 an absolute sale-deed.
The amount of compound interest which
will remain due by me will be paid separately.’*
It appears to us that tho parties were not
contemplating foreclosure proceedings at all.

They had in their mind the contingency of
a deed of conditioi al sale executing itself
and becoming ab>olute. In 1870 it would
have been somewhat difficult to say whe-
ther a right of redemption was left to the
mortgagor after the stipulated period. It
would have been not easy to say whether
the Bengal Regulations cr the spirit of
those Regulations applied to the Central
Provinces. It was in 1873 that their
Lordships of the Privy Council in QokuU
doss v. Kriparam (5) decided the question
in favour of the mortgagor. We note that
it is nobody’s case that the conditional
sale became absolute in Sambat 1949.

Tho clause then on which the District Judge
relies is void, on the ground that not with,
standing the contract a right of redemption
remained in view of the fact that either
tie Bengal Regulations were in force or
the spirit of the Regulations was being given
effeot to by the Courts in the Central
Provinces. The document is silent as to

what should be the amount for whioh fore-

closure is to take pace. But the docu-

ment clearly says that if the mortgagor
redeemed he must pay the principal and
interest. The interest, therefore, is a charge
on the property and the plaintiffs are

entitled to foreclose the whole of the

mortgage debt, including interest.

There are certain judgments filed in the

case where tie first plaintiff was sued by

the predecessors-in-title of the 2nd and

3rd plaintiffs for t lie profits of their share.

Tho findings arrived at in these suits are

not bindii g on the defendants being res

iijftr alias. Kor want of mutuality the

di fondants cannot rely on them as against

the plaii tiffs. Nor can the admissions

Cl) 8 C. l\ L K. 80.

(-1, ‘20 lad, Cns, 91>
?
9 tf. L, l\. 112.

(f>) 13 \l. L, It. 205; 3 Sar. P. C. J, 279 (P. C.) f
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made by one set of plaintiffs in such a

suit against the others be said to be

admissions by tbe mortgagees as such. In

our opinion, these judgments must be

excluded from our consideration.

The lower Court seem9 to think

that tbe plaintiffs are responsible for the

extinction of sir rights. Under the

mortgage-deed, the mortgagees were not

bound to cultivate them. They were at

liberty to lease them out to tenants. By Act

XVII of 1889 which received the Governor

-

General’s assent on the 29th October 1889

and came into force at once, sir rights

were extinguished if the sir land was

unoccupied by the proprietor on the 29fch

October 1889 and the land had been

leased to tenants for the previous six years

“without an express preservation of his

sir rights.” The mortgagees could not

anticipate this legislation and they were

entitled to lease out the sir land.

We have now to determine the amount

due to tbe plaintiffs. The plaintiffs have either

kept no aooounts or are suppressing them.

We are inolined to agree with the

District Judge that tbe latter is the more

probable hypothesis. In two previous suits

they were directed to render aooounts.

Assuming that the plaintiffs did not

at first know that it was their duty to

v keep accounts, we consider that they

should have started keeping them after the

judgment of the Judicial Commissioner in

1878. No explanation has been offered as

to why aooounts in later years were not

kept, or having been kept not produced.

The assets in later years must have been

very large compared with the estimate

made in 1870. It is not possible for the

defendants to give evidence regarding the

usufruct. The village papers only give the

rental demand. Misoellaneom sources of

legitimate inoome are not shown in them.

Oral evidenoe on such matters can scarcely be

satisfactory. We think in these circumstances

every reasonable presumption should be

made against tbe plaintiffs. Following the

decision q£ Sir Richard Couch in Baboo Kullyan

Bass v. Baboo Sheo Nundun Pershad Singh (6),

we set off interest against profits and hold that

the plaintiffs are not entitled to anything

more than the principal amount of

Rs 14,COO. There will be tbe usual

foreclosure decree givingsix months’ time for

payment. Each party should bear bis costs

in both Courts.

Before dosing this judgment, we would

notice that Ganpat’s son Dattu appeared

in person before us and suggested that his

father was eocentrio. It is not possible

to entertain such a plea now. One of tbe

appellants is dead and no application baa

yet been made to bring his legal re-

presentatives on the record. The case is

anal >gou9 to that provided for by Order XLI,

rule 4. The decree of the lower Court

will be reversed as against all the plaint-

iffs, though the decree of this Court will

be in the name of the two surviving

plaintiffs.

Let the decree be drawn up on the lines

indicated in this judgment.

' i 1,
Decree ft versed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal prom Appell\te Decree No. 2405

of 1916.

June 12, 1918.

Present:—Justice Sir Charles Chifcty, Kt.,

and Mr. Justice Walrasley.

NARASINGH A BANA GOSWAMI
—Dependant Apiellant

versus

PROLSODMAN TEV A RI—Plaintiff

—

Respondent.

Limitation Act (IX of 1 90 s), s . 3, Sch. I, Avis. 1*20,

j32 Appeal, second Limitation
,
question of,

whethei

can be raised for first time—Turn of worship at temple
,

whether immoveable property -Mortgage of turn of

worship, sud to enforce—Limitation

A turn of worship at a temple is not an interest

in immoveable property. Therefore, a suit to enforce

a mortgage of a turn of worship is not governed by

Article 1H2 of the l imitation Act but by Article 120.

fp. 27, col. .j . . . ,

A question of limitation can be raised in second

appeal even where it has not been set up a, a

defence in any of the lower Courts [p. 26, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge, Dacca, dated the 2nd June : 916,

affirming that of the Subordinate Judge,

1st Court of that District, dated the 15th

September 1915,
(6) 18 W. R. 65.
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FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Qunoda Chiran Sen (with him Baba
Khitish Chandra Neogy)

t
for the Appellant.

— The appeal arises out of a suit to en-

force a mortgage of a pala or turn of

worship. The mortgage-bond wai exeoated

on 29th October 1902; the due date men-
tioned in the bond for payment is 30th
April 1903. Rs. 25 was paid as interest

on 12th October 1905. The present suit

was brought on 15th April 1915, i.e.
% 10

years after the payment of the interest.

The pala or turn of worship is not an
immoveable property, therefore, 12 years’
limitation would not apply but 6 years’
limitation would apply. Therefore the suit

is barred by time. In the lower Court
the question of limitation was not argued,
though an issue was raised on it. I can
raise the question of limitation now on the
authorities of this Court.

[Chitty, J.— You have to show that 6
years’ limitation would apply and Article 132,
Limitation Act, does not cover it.]

It would oome under Article 120, where
no other Article applies.

Pala is moveable property. See Jato Kar
v. Makund Deb (1).

The next point is that a pala is not trans-
ferable, and even if it is transferable, an im-
memorial oustom of transferability of these
palas should be proved. I rely on Mahamay

a

Debi v. Haridas Haidar (2).

Dr. Sarat Chandra Bysack ' (with him
Babu Surjya Kumar Quha)

t
for the Respon-

dent.—The suit would come under Artiole
132. Undpr authorities extending over 30
years the shebaiti right has been held to be
immoveable property.

[Chitty, J.—The case in Jato Kar v.
Makund Deb (1) is against you.]

In both the lower Courts the case pro-
ceeded upon the assumption that 12 years’
limitation would apply and the oase was
tried on that footing, and the faots were,
therefore, not investigated. There may not
have been any payment after 1905 but there
may have been acknowledgments. What
was aotually mortgaged was the shebaiti
right and the shebaiti right is immoveable
property.

(1)11 Ind, Cas. 884; 39 C. 227 at p. 230 16 C W
N. 129; 14 C. L. J. 3G9.

’ ° V *

t?) 27 Ind. Caa. 400; 20 C. L. J. 183 at ». 187-4 > C
465; 19 C. W. N. 203.

1 '' U

[Chitty, J.—The shebaiti right may be
immoveable property, but here the turn of

worship was mortgaged ]

In Jato Kar v. Makund Deb (l) there was
no question of limitation at all.

[Chitty, J.— Eshan Chnnder Roy v. 4fon-

mnhini Dassi (3) is against you.]

Babu Gnnoda Charon Sen was not heard In

reply.

JUDGMENT.—This was a suit brought
by the plaintiff to enforoe a mortgage of

a pala or turn of worship owned and held
by the defendant at the temple of the deity
Dhaneswari in a 2| anna share. The
mortgage was dated 29th October 1902, the
due date for payment being 30th April
1903. The plaintiff in his plaint alleged
that Rs. 25 had been paid as interest on
12th October 1905, The suit was filed on
15th April 1915. The question of payment
of interest was not gone into by the first

Court inasmuch as 13th and 14th April
1915 were holidays. The suit was, therefore,
within time if the period of limitation be
taken as 12 years. It seems to have been
assumed in both the Courts below that the
period of limitation would be 12 years, so
that in the District Judge’s Court the
question of limitation was not touohed
upon. In the grounds of appeal, however,
to this Court which have been filed by the
defendant this question was distinctly
raised. The seventh ground is that the suit is
barred by limitation upon the pleadings,
inasmuoh as the turn of worship is not
immoveable property. With regard to the
objection that this point was not raised
in the Courts below we need only refer
to the provisions of seotion 3 of the Limi-
tation Aot, which requires the Court to take
notice of a question of limitation even
though it has not been set np as a de-
fence. The question of limitation depends
on whether a turn of worship is to be
regarded as immoveable or moveable pro-
perty. On this point the authorities of
this Court are clear, and there cannot be

,0T F

J

d0Ubt Upon In the case of
JUhan thunder Roy v. Monmohini Dassi (3) it
was held that a suit to enforoe the right
to the worship of an idol was governed
by Artiole lib of Aot IX of 1871 (the
Limitation Aot then in foroe) and that not

(3) 4 C. 033; 2 Ind. Dec. (n, s.) 434.
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having been preferred within 6 years it

was barred by lapse of time. In the case

of Jato Kar v. Makund Deb (I) the poinij

was not one of limitation but of attestation

of a usufructuary mortgage bond of a

turn of worship under section 59 of the

Transfer of Property Act. It was there

held that a turn of worship is not an in-

terest in immoveable property. That being

so, it follows that this suit is not governed

by Article 132 of the First Schedule to the

Limitation Act but by Article 120. The

suit having been filed long after 6 years

had expired, even if the period be taken

as running from the payment of interest in

October 1905, it is out of time. The appeal

must be allowed and the plaintiff’s suit

dismissed, but, under the oiroamstanoes,

without costs.

Appeal allowed.

\

PATNA HIGH COURT.
[ Civil Revision No«. 209 and 210 op 1917.

February 14, 1918.

t resent:—Mr. Justice Roe and Mr. Justice

Jwala Prasad.

LALJi-SAHU—Plaintiff— Applicant

versus

LACHMI NARAIN SINGH—Opposite

Party,
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of ^ 90S), 0. IX, rr.

8 ,
9—Appearance, what amounts to - Plaintiff present-

in Court hut not prosecuting case—Dismissal for default

Restoration, application for.

A party may appear in two ways, either by per-

son or by Pleader. If he is not appearing in person,

the mere fact that he is standing in Court does not

amount to an appearance within the real meaning of

the word. [p. 27, col. 2
; p. 28, col. 1 .]

On a case being called on, the parties appeared

in Court but the plaintiff did not prosecute the case.

The Court dismissed the suit for the plaintiff’s

default. The plaintiff then applied for restoration

of the suit, but the Court now held that the suit

was not dismissed for default and that, therefore, it

had no jurisdiction to restore it:

Held, that the order dismissing the suit was an

order made under Order IX, rule 8
,

of the Civil

Procedure Code, and that the Court was required ^to

deal with the matter under Order IX, rule 9. [p. 28,

col. 1 .]

Civil revision ?. gainst an order of the

Munsif of Jamui, dated the 16th June 1917.
/ S

OASES. 27

Mr.' Kailaspati ,
for the Petitioner.

Mr. Ganesh Dutt Singh
,

for the Opposite

Party.

JUDGMENT.—The facts of this oase

are as follows:— # # .

The applicant before us was a plaintiff

in a suit for a declaration that an entry

in a Record of Rights was incorrect. The

oase was instituted on the 28th of January

1916. On the 26th February 1917 an order

was recorded in th 8 order-sheet: —
“The plaintiff appears on oall but does

not prosecute the case. Defendant is ready.

Ordered that the suit be dismissed for plaint-

iff’s default with costs to defendant.”

On the 24th March 1 9 i 7 an application

was made for restoration of the case under

Order IX, rule 9. The learned Munsif,

who had himself recorded that the oase

was dismissed for the plaintiff’s default

on the 26th February 1917, reoorded on

the 16th June 1917 that it was not

dismissed for default and that, therefore,

he had no jurisdiction to make any order

restoring it. The plaintiff, therefore, ap-

plies to this Court in revision asking us

to set aside the order made on the 16th June

1917.

It is contended on his behalf that the

plaintiff’s appearance and refusal to pro-

secute amounted to a non-appearance, and

that the learned Munsif on that date

rightly reoorded fSe matter as a oase of

default, and that, therefore, the learned

Munsif was bound by law to take up,

on the plaintiff’s application, the

question whether under Order IX, rule 9,

it should be restored. By the opposite

party it is contended that Order IX, rule

9, being appealable, this Court has no

power to interfere in revision. It is obvious

that there is no order under Order IX,

rule 9, againot which an appeal would lie.

What the Munsif has actually done is to

refuse to t zeroise jurisdiction in the matter

at all. We are. therefore, only concerned

with the question whether in fact the

order made on the 26th of February was

an order under Order IX, rule 8. We
are of opinion that the view taken in the

oase of Gopala Row v. Maria Susaya Pillai,

(1) is correct. A party may appear in

(1 ) 30 M. 274; 17 M. L. J. 225.
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two ways, either by person or by Pleader.

If he is not appearing in person, the

mere fact that he i standing in Court
does not amonnt to an appearance within
the real meaning of the word It could

not be suggested for instance that if

when a case was called on, a litigant stood
up at the back of the Court and applied
for a few minutes’ time to bring his Pleader
he would be appearing in the true mean-
ing of the word. We are aware that, a
different view was taken in Esmcnl Ebrahim
v Haji Jan Mahomed Haji Mahomed t‘2), but
are of opinion that the Madras decision
should be followed. The Calcutta cases
seem to have gone still further, that even
when both plaintiff and his Pleader are pro
sent in Court, if the Pleader declines
to proceed with the case there is in fact
no appearance. It is sufficient for us to
say that where the plaintiff is not appear-
ing in person, and his Pleader is absent,
the presence of the plaintiff in Court is

not an appearance. We hold that the order
of the 26th February 1917 was an order
made under Order IX, rule 8, and that
the learned Munsif was required to deal
with the matter under Order JX, rule 9.
He will now proceed to do so.

Case sent back

.

(2) 3 Ind. Cas. 092; 33 B. 475; 10 Horn. L. R. 1172.

n

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civii, Appeal No. 91 op 1916.
Maroh 19, 19 7.

Present Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.
SHAMRAO— Defend nt— Appellant

versus

Musammat SATYA BHAWU BAI
Pl, INTIFF— K ESPONDKNT

(!. P. Tenancy Act (XI of IKHRj, ^5 r 4 > n ,_Tenant r.ght
, whether can be vnlled „,my '0u3,„

of true tenant by dev,see—Suit by tenant to recover

f®'"" /;
-Surrender, implied—Payment

of / CAt on In half of tcudixi

S a^tnrer „f a vilhw ^ a ,
of the ordinary tenant nVl.t of hi., (i ,Ma

of pf'
v0-‘,

}\*
ror

’
for ««* years. A .urnof Ea, 1,490 was paid in advance by way of rent

for the period of the lea.*o. R. died leaving a
Will, by which ho beque ithod all his proporty to

his mother A . on whoso d ,jnth R's widow brought
a suit for possession of t he holding on the
ground that her hnsband had no right to will

away the holding and that notwithstanding the
bequest she remained the ordinary tenant of the
holding:

llehi, 1) that R had no right to will away the
tenant rigid; [p 29, col. 1.]

*2/ that section 9t of the (J P, Tenancy Act
was not applicable to the case as the ouster, if

any, of the pin ntiff from the holding was not at
the ins mice of the landlord; [p 29, col, I

]

( ) that there had been no imi lied surrender
under section i.

r
> 4

• of the C. P Tenancy Act, inas-
much as the payment of rent in advance must be
taken to have boon on I'olmlf of the true tenant,
[p. 2 col. .j

A mere non-cultivation of a holding by or on
behalf of a tenant is not in itself sufficient to con-
stitute an implied surrender, [p. 29, col. .]

Appeal from the decree of the District
Judge, Wardha, in Civil Appeal No. 276
of 19 5, dated the 26 Ootober 1915.

Mr. M. /?. Dixit, for the Appellant.
Mr.Gharpure, for the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—Certain sir land held by

one Sharnrao, who was a co-sharer in the
village of Babulgaon, was leased for 149
years to another co-sharer Ramrao. This
was on the 4th April 1903 .It is clear
that the lease was not a proprietary lease
but a lease of the ordinary tenant right.
Pararao died in 1907, leaving a Will by
which he purported to bequeath all his
property to his mother Musammat Ahalyabai.
She, it would seem, was recorded as the
ordinary tenant of the holding. She died
in 1913 and the plaintiff, who is the widow
of Ramrao, brings a suit for possession
of the holding, on the ground that her
deceased husband had no power to will
away the ordinary tenant right and that
notwithstanding the bequest to her
mother in law, she remained in law the
ordinary tenant of the Held in dispute.
The facts of the case are practically
admitted and the c illy question that
remains for decision ia whether lapso of
time stands in her way. It is urged in
the Hrst, place that. Ahalyabai by reason
of her adverse possession became a fresh
stock of descent and that the plaintiff is
not necessarily heir to her mother in-
law\s tiridhan property. As, however,
A hnly h bai hh only in possession from
lt/07 to 1913, she could not acquire by
the ordinary law of prescription a strullum
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title to tbe property. It may, however,

he noticed that as she left no issue, the

heir to tbe stridhan property would be

her husband’s sapinda and admittedly

Ahalyabai was the heir of her husband.

Thi9 disposes of the first two grounds of

appeal.

It is urged again that Ahalyabai was

recognised by the proprietary body as the

ordinary tenant of these fields. She

thereby became an ordinary tenant from

whom -descent is again to be traced.

It is not altogether clear how tbe proprietary

body recognised Ahalyabai as tenant. Luder

the terms of the patta executed in 1; 03 a sum

of Rs. 1,490 was paid in advance for the

rent of 149 years.- So there was no receipt of

rent to be granted by the landlord, nor

is it indicated in the argument at the

Bar in what other manner Ahalyabai

was recognised as a tenant to the ex-

clusion of the present plaintiff who was

living in the same house with her mother-

iu-law. -

The ouster, if any, by Ahalyabai was

admittedly not at the instance of tbe land-

lord. Therefore section 94 of the Tenancy Act

will not apply. There remains the question

whether section 35, clause 4, of the Tenancy

Act is inapplicable to the case. I think

it woulcT have been applicable but for the

facte that the rent is paid in advance for

149 years. This must be regarded as a

payment on behalf of the person legally

entitled to the ordinary tenant right.

It is settled law in these Provinces

that a tenant right cannot be willed

a^ay. Therefore, lent paid in advance

must be deemed in law to be a payment

on behalf of the true tenant, that is, the

present plaintiff. One condition essential

for the application of the rule of implied

surrender laid down under section 35,

clause (4/, is wanting in this case, i* * t

there has been a payment on behalf of the

real tenant. A mere non cultivation by or

on behalf of the tenant is not in itself

sufficient to constitute an implied surrender.

Tbe appeal fails and is dismissed with

cost8, I allow full Pleader’s fee in this

Court.

Appeal dismissed .

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Civil Miscellaneous Apee-aL No. IoJof 1917.

June 1.2, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Roe and Mr. Justice

Jwala Prasad.

BOCHAI MAHTON—JUuQMEiNT-DEBTOR

— Appellant
•

versus

ISRT JAJI— Decree- M'LD2R— Respondent.

Execution Attachment by content, effect of—Estoppel

—Judgment-debtor, whether can object to salc—Oraer

directing occupancy holding to be sold—Appeal, whether

l ics.

The primary object of an attachment is that

pending the sale the right of the judgment-debtor

in the property shall bo kept inract for the benefit

of any possible purchaser lP 'I, col 2.]

l onsent to attachment means only that the owner

of the property attached accepts the limitation put

upon his right to alienate the property pending the

attachment, [p. 3*, col 2.]
.

Plaintiff obtained an e* parte money decree against

the defendant. The latter applied for a re-hearing

of tho case and pending the re-hearing consented

to the attachment of an occupancy holding belonging

to him The case was again decreed against the

defendant and the plaintiff applied to have the

decree executed by sale of the attached holding.

The defendant objected that the holding was not

transferable and that he had no saleable interest

therein The Munsif held (hat the holding could not

be sold but that the right, title and interest of the

iud^ment-debtor could be sold On appeal the Dis-

trict Judge held that the defendant having con-

sented to the attachment was estopped from object-

ing to the sale:

Held, (1) that tho Munsif s order was appeal-

able. rp- i i
coi. -j . ,

(2* that it was idle for the Munsif to put up to

sale the ri^ht, title and interest of the judgment-

debtor when the whole question before him was

whether the judgment-debtor had any right, title or

interest in the boldit g at all; [p. cols. & d.j

3 that the defendant was not estopped from

objecting to the sale by the fact that he had con-

sented to the attachment [p 31, col. 2.J

Second appeal against an order of the

Distriot Judge, Darbhanga, dated the 9th

June 1917, affirming that of the

Additional Munsif, Darbhanga, dated the

]4rh March 19i7.
r

FACTS. Respondent obtained an ex parte

decree for money against the appellant.

Appellant thereafter applied to set aside

the ex parte deoree. Respondent consented

to re-hearing being allowed .f appellant s

occupancy holding was attached before

• a This was consented to by ap-

pjf.nl, .hereupon the Court made no order

ZSZ to"£ 3*5 Appellant,
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however, again defaulted and ex parte decree

was again passed against him. In execution

of this deoree respondent advertised the

holding for sale. The appellant objected

to the sale, on the ground that the holding

was not saleable beoause there was no

custom in the village of transferability

of occupancy holdings without the consent

of the landlord. On the 14th of March
1917 the learned Munsif made the follow-

ing ord«r: ‘The defendant consented to the

kasht land in question to be attached in

this very suit. There is no evidence of

transferability of occupancy holdings. So the

holding itself cannot be sold. But the

right, title and interest of judgment-debtor
will be sold Let the sale take place ac-

cordingly.” That very day the sale was held.

On the 5th of April 1917 the appellant
applied to the learned Munsif to set aside

the sale under Order XXI, rule 90, and sec-

tion 47, Civil Procedure Code. He also

appealed to the District Judge against the
order of ihe Munsif ordering the sale.

On the 9tb June 1917 the District Judge
dismissed the appeal, holding that the
appellant’s consent to attachment estopped
him from objecting to the sale. Op the
JOth of June 1917 the Munsif dismissed
the application under Order XXI, rule 90, and
section 47, Civil Procedure Code, for default.

On the 3rd of July 1917 the present appeal
was filed in the High Court against the order
of the District Judge passed on appeal. Du-
ring the pendenoy of the High Court appeal
the sale was confirmed on the 7th of
July 1917. On the 9th July 1917 appellant
applied under Order IX, rule 9, Civil Proce-
dure Code, to have the order of the Munsif

: dismissing his application under Order XXJ,
rule 90, and section 47, Civil Procedure Code]
set aside.

^

This was also rejected. Thereafter
appellant s application to have delivery of
possession to the respondent stayed pending
the disposal of this appeal was rejected by
Mulliok and Roe, JJ., on the 17th of August

I
1917.

I
Mr. Hasan Jan, for the Respondent, raised

|

preliminary objections to the hearing of the
appeal. -The order appealed from is only
preliminary order dismissing the appellant’s
objection to the transferability of the
holding. It is not a “deoree” within the
definition of the term in the Code. The
present second appeal is, therefore, incow-

potent. Moreover, the very day the order

appealed from was passed, the sale was
held. After the sale the appellant applied

to set aside the sale under Order XXI,
rule 90, and section 47, Civil Procedure
Code, and in his application stated that

as there was no custom of transferability

the sale was illegal. That application was
dismissed for default and the sale was
confirmed. Thereafter the appellant applied

to have the order dismissing his application

under Order XXI, rule 90, and section 47,

Civil Procedure Code, set aside under
Order IX, rule 9, Civil Procedure Code.
This application was also dismissed. No
appeal has been filed against the sale or
against the subsequent orders dismissing
the applications under Order XXI, rule 90,
seotion 47, and Order IX, rule 9,
Civil Procedure Code. The sale has, there-
fore, beoome final and any order that may
be passed in this appeal cannot affect it.

The present appeal is, therefore, infruotuous
and untenable.

[Their Lordships intimated that they would
hear the appeal on the merits before deciding
the preliminary objections.]

Mr. Sivanarain Bose (for Mr. Shuroshi
Charan Mitra), for the Appellant, contended
that the consent to the attachment could not
operate as estoppel.

^

Mr, Hasan Jan, for the Respondent.

—

Consent to attachment implied that the
property was saleable. There was no object
in having the attachment if the respondent
did not wish to sell the holding in pur-
suance of that attachment. The appellant
must have been aware of this intention on
the respondent’s part. Inspite of this the
appellant agreed to the attachment. The
appellant must, therefore, be taken to have
waived his objection to the intended sale.
Moreover, the act of the appellant in
agreeing to the attachment induoed in the
mind of the respondent a belief that the
holding was saleable and that belief in-
duoed the respondent to agree to have the

parte decree set aside : he thought he
had sufficient security for the realisation
of his dues. The appellant was benefited
thereby, the ex parte deoree having beeu
set aside. The appellant is, therefore, es-
topped from contending that the holding is
not transferable.

i
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JUDGMENT.
Roe, J .— (January 9th

, 1918).— In this oase

the respondent before us held a money decree

obtained ex parte against the appellant. The
appellant had applied for a re-hearing of his

oase and consented pending the re-hearing to

an attachment of an occupancy holding which,

it is now alleged, was not transferable by
custom. On the oase being again decreed

against the appellant, the respondent applied

to have the decree executed by sale of

the attached holding. The appellant object-

ed on the ground that he had no sale-

able interest in the holding; The learned

Munsif dealt with this objection in the

following words :— The defendant consent-

ed to the' kasht land in question to be

attached in this very suit. There is no

evidence of transferability of ocoupanoy
holding. So the holding itself cannot be

sold. But the right, title and interest of

the judgment-debtor will be sold.” On
appeal to the District Court the learned

Judge found in effect that the appellant

having consented to the attachment* was
estopped from objecting to the sale. He,
.therefore, directed that the holding be put
up to sale. The date of his order being
the 30th June 1 9 i 7, an appeal was filed

to this Court on the 3rd July 1917. It

appears that pending the appeal to the

Distriot Judge the property was actually

sold on the 14th March 1917. On the

30th June 1917 an order was made by
the learned Munsif refusing a further

objection to the sale that the valuation
had been wrongly made and on the 7th
July the sale was confirmed.
The judgment-debtor now appeals to this

Court. It is contended, firstly,
that the

order of the Munsif is not appealable.
This, so far as the Calcutta Court was con-
cerned, was definitely decided in Majed
Hossein v. Baghubur Ghowdhry (1), Gahar
Khalipa Bxpari v. Kasi Muddi Jamadar (2);
and in Wahidunnissa v. Dip Narain Pershad
\3) it was assumed that an appeal would lie

against an order such as the one before

Cpon the merits of the case we are
°* opinion that it was idle for the Court

f 9 \
187

» Hlad. Bee. (n. s.) 124.

274
27 °‘ 416j 4 °* W* 557j 14 Ind * De0 * ^N *
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Ind * Cas * 873; IP* L. J. 406; 20 C. W.N.

1 P. L. W. 13 (P. B.).

of the Munsif to put up to sale the
right, title and interest of the judgment-
debtor when the whole issue before him
was—Has the judgment-debtor any right,

title and interest at all P It was merely
an unnecessary postponement of a certain

.

litigation to allow the property to go up
for sale with the question undecided, and
in regard to the order made by the learned

Judge we cannot conceive how consent to

attachment can amount to estoppel of the

objection to sale. Consent to attachment
means only that the owner of the pro-

perty attached accepts the limitation put

upon his right to alienate the property

pending the attachment. The learned Vakil

for the respondent argues that the only

possible object of attaching the property

was that it might ultimately be sold.

But in this suggestion he has omitted to

note the fact that the primary object of

an attachment is that pending the sale the

right of the judgment debtor therein shall

be maintained intact for the benefit of

any possible purchaser. We cannot see

that any estoppel has arisen in the oase.

It is necessary that the question whether

the judgment-debtor had aDy right, title

and interest in the property should be

investigated before the sale takes place.

We, therefore, remand the oase for a

decision upon this issue—Is there in the

village in which this holding is situate

any custom whereby such a holding is

transferable F The record should be re-

turned with the finding of this issue before

the first Maroh. It is contended as a last

resort by the respondent that any order

we may pass upon this appeal will be

infructuous inasmuch as the sale has

already been effected. On analogy with

the oase of Wahidunnissa vd Dip Narain

Pershad (3) we are not at present inclined

to take that view. The matter will, how-

ever, be considered when the issue returns

from the Court below.

On remand the learned District Judge

found that “there is a custom in the locality

according to which holdings are transferred

without reference to the landlords, the

purchasers subsequently obtaining recognition

from the landlords by paying a salami.

The appeal was then heard by Roe and

Jwala Prasad, JJ., on 12th of June 1918.
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Mr. Skaroshi Charan Mil/a, for the

Appellant.—The finding submitted by
the learned District Judge is in my
favour inasmuch as it has been found
that a calami is paid by the purchaser
for recognition of the purchase by the land-
lord. It had been held in a series of oases
that payment of salami implied that the
landlord's oonsrnt was necessary.

No custom has been made out in this

case.

[Rue, J.—The question is whether the
salami is merely a fee levied by the
landlord for substituting the names of
the purchasers in his registers or paid
for obtaining the landlord’s sanction to

the validity of the sale. If it is merely
a mutation-fee, payment of it cannot show
that there is no custom].

I submit it is paid for obtaining the
landlord’s consent to the sale.

[Mr. Ilosan Jan
,

for the Respondent.

—

The evidence is that the salami is a fixed
sum of Re. 1 for sale deed. The amount
of the salami is wholly immaterial if tho
landlord has reserved it as the price of
his recognition of the purchase.]
Tho respondent was not called upon.
JUDGMENT.— {June 12th

9 1918;.—On the
facts found by the learned District Judge wo
have no doubt that there does exist a custom
of transfer in this village, the salami paid
in each case being merely a mutation-fee.
The appeal is dismissed with costs both
of this hearing and of the hearing upon
which the case was remanded.

Appeal dismissed.

NAGPUR JUDICAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 2-8 ok 1d17.
January 31, 191tf.

Present:— Mr. Batten, A. J. C.
JAIRAM AND OTrlEKS— DdFE .DaNTS

Appellants
t ersus

GO! 1KISAN and oiiiER-)—

P

laintiffs— Respondents.
O'. P. Tenancy Act (XI of IHUSJ, ss. *5,

4 V—Surrentier of occupancy holding for consider.

at ion —Heir of tenant placed in possession —F lilnrc oj
consideration -L ml lord, whether can recover money
pai l by him— Provision restraining heir from making
claim, validity of—Contract Act (IX of ss. 23,
65.

Section 36 of the C. P. Tenancy Act is only
exhaustive as to what the claimant is liable to
pay and does not deal with any remedy the landlord
in ty have against the tenant who surrenders his
h'tlding for valuable consideration, and certainly
does nut say that he has no remedy, [p 34, col. 2.]
When an occupancy tenant surrenders his bold-

ing for consideration under section 35 of the k). P.
1 e nancy Act and his nearest heir is put
in possession of tho holding by a Rovcnuc Officer
acting under section 3»> (I of the Act, the
landlord can recover from the surrendering tenant
the consideration he has paid less the amount lie

has received under sub-section iD of section <6.

1_P-
'2 col 'I: p. 3», col. I'.]

A surrender of an occupancy holding for a con-
sideration is not a transfer in ‘ contravention of the
provisions of section -16 of the C. P. Tenancy
Act. [p 34, cols, i X 2.]

A deed of surrender of nil occupancy holding
provided that if any one set up a maim to tho fields
surrendered, the tenants would be responsible for
costs incurred by the landlord in defe ding (ho fields
against such claims The surrender was set aside at
the instance of the heirs of the tenants:

Held, that the heirs were legally entitled to make
Mie claim, and the agreement to prevent them
making a claim was of such nature that, if permitted,
it would defeat tho provisions of tho 0. P.
Tenancy Act and was, therefore, unlawful under
section 23 of the Contract Act and that the land-
lord could not, therefore, recover the costs incurred
by him in the revenue proceedings in defending the
surrender against tho heirs, [p. 33, col. 2; p. 34,
COL l.J

Appeal from the decree of tho Divisional
Judge, Nagpur, in Civil Appeal No. 59 of
19 0, dated the 30th Maioli 1917.

Mr. I) N. [{hare, R. li for the Appellants.
Mr W. 1 . Chary ure, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.— The main question that
arises in this ease is one which does not
appear to have oome before this Court
before. It is this. When an occupancy
tenant surrenders his holding for consideration
under section o5 of the C. P. Tenancy Act
and his nearest heir is placed in posses-
sion of the holding by a Revenue Officer
under section 3G (1) of the Act, can the
landlord reoover from tho surrendering
tenant the consideration he has paid less
the amount paid to the landlord under
sub section (1) of section 30 ? j n this ease
the defendants wero tho occur ancy tenants
of an uooupaney li dding and the plaintiffs
are the landlords. The defendants surrou-
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dered the holding to the landlords in 1911

by a deed of surrender Ex libit P*l f°r

a consideration of Rs. 1,500. Of this amount

Rs. 9C0 were stated to be received in cash

and Rs. 600 were stated to be due on bonds and

for grain debt. The deed of surrender

recites that the land was in bad condition

and that the tenants oonld not get suffijient

profits from it to pay the rent without

incurring expenditure for improvements

beyond their means. It was also stated

that the tenants had other lands for which

the whole of their plough bullocks were

required. The 1st defendant Jairam was

the recorded tenant and the other two

defendants are his sons. After the surrender

the wives of Jairam applied under section 36

(1) of the Tenancy Act for possession of the

holding. The Deputy Commissioner rejected

the application, on the ground that it was

really that of the surrendering tenant as

the three applicants were his wives. Oa

appeal the Commissioner ordered as fol-

lows :—_ ..

“The Deputy Commissioner has summarily

dismissed their claim on the ground that

the application is that of the surrendering

tenant. I have little doubt that they hava

baen pu-. up by the original tenant, their

husband, but as seotion 36 (U now stands,

they are undoubtedly parsons who wouil

be entitled to inherit his right in the

holding in tha event of hi i daath without

nearer heirs. The order of the lower

Court must, ' therefore, be set aside and

the appellants will ba alio we 1 to have ‘he

transfer set aside on payment of arrears of

rent and expenses of cultivation. What that

payment shonli be has not beeu decided.

The case is, therefore, remanded to the lower

— Court for the disposal of this point.

The landlords made a second appeal to

the Financial Commissioner, whose order runs

as follows
# , ,

•

'

“The only point to be decided is whether

a widow can succeed to the holding of an

' occupancy tenant on his death under seotion

46 of the C. P. Tenancy Act, failing other

heirs. It is admitted that she does, and

if so, she can apply to set aside a sur-

render under seotion 36 of the Act. If wo

nearer heirs apply, all such heir3 are assumed

to he dead, and the widow can take the

boiling back. This is always the interpreta-

tion placed on the section and I am not

3

prepared to depart from it. The appeal

will, therefore, be dismissed.”

The meaning and effect of sub-section

(4) of section 33 of the Tenancy Act

has bsen fully discussed by the Financial

Commissioner in his order, dated the 22nd

August 1916, in the case of Shankar

v. h amlal, published at page 239 of Volume

1 of the C. P. Revenue Manual. With the

views expressed by the learned Financial

Commissioner I respectfully conour. It

appears from his order that it had been

previously considered that the fact that

consideration had passed was conclusive

evidence that the surrender was not bonu

fide and was made with the object of evading

the provisions of seotion 46. The learned

Financial Commissioner ruled that this was

not a correct view, and the instructions

to Revenue Offisers have been modified in

accordance with the ruling of the Financial

Commissioner. The order of the h insnoial

Commissioner rejecting the present plain

ifis’ appeal was passed in 1914 and the

right of the tenants’ heirs to be put m
possession was evidently treated as one

to whioh they were entitled as a matter

of course because there had been considera-

tion for the surrender. It -appears to me

extremely probabls that if the case had

been decided after the above cited ruling

of the B’inanoial Commissioner, the decision

would have been different.
_ .

The deed of surrender contained provisions

that the defendants and their heirs would

refrain from setting up olaims to these

fields and that if any one set up a olaim,

the defendants would ba responsible for

costs incurred in defending the fields

against such claims: The plaintiffs, the

landlords, sued for the return of the

purchase- money, less the Rs. i51 paid to

them under section 36 (l) of the Tenancy

Act together with the costs incurred by

them in resisting the 1st defendant’s wives’

olaim. They have been given a deoree for both

purcha\>. money and interest, and the costs

^"in^my opinion the appeal of the defend-

ants must succeed so far as it relates to

costs incurred by the plaintiffs m the

Revenue Courts. It has bsen found to be

a fact that the defendants did instigate

Jairam’s wives to olaim possession But

the wives as heirs were legally entitled t
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make Ibe claim, and the agreement to

prevent the wives making a legal olaim

was of 3uch a nature that, if permitted,

it would defeat the provisions of the

Tenancy Act, and was unlawful under

section 23 of the Contract Act. The

claim for repayment of the purchase-

money is on a different footing. The

surrender for consideration was made in

circumstances in which both parties knew
there might be a failure of consideration

by reason of the heirs making a successful

claim under section 36 of the Tenanoy Act.

Under the principles embodied in seotion

05 of the Contract Act where there is a

failure of consideration, the party who
has received advantage must make com-

pensation, measured in this case by the

amount of the purchase-money, less the

deduction mentioned above. It is argued

for the appellants that the Revenue
Authorities have decided that the surrender

was a transfer made with the object of

evading the provisions of section *46 of the

Tenancy Act within the meaning of seotion

36 (4), that the contract of transfer was,

therefore, against public policy, being made
to defeat the provisions of the law, and the

decision of the Revenue Authorities is final

under seotion 95. Rut all that is really

meant by seotion 86 (4) is that a surrender

whioh is not illegal cannot be remedied if

it would be against the provisions of seotion

46, if it were not a surrender but a trans-

fer. The Financial Commissioner in the

ruling cited says:

The first point to be noticed is that the

fact that there has been some consideration
for a surrender does not alter the nature
of the transaction, whioh remains still

a surrender and does not thereby become
a transfer.

r

Ih’s has been deoided both
by the Judicial Commissioner in civil

appeals aud by the Chief Commissioner
and the Financial Commissioner in revenue
cases.”

He goes on to say that a surrender
should not be considered as bona fide for
the purposes of seotion 36 (5) if its intention
was to deprive the heirs of their rights
aud if its effeots would thus be the same,
as regards the heirs, as a transfer in

contravention of seotion 46 (3). In view
of this ruling, with whioh I have already
said I respectfully concur, it cannot be said

1 1918

that a surrender to the landlord can ever

be in actual contravention of the law, though

in certain oiroumstances it may be remedied

just as a transfer in oontravention of seotion

46 may be avoided. If the heirs make no

application under seotion 36 the surrender

remains good. I am for these reasons of

opinion that there has been no deoision

that the surrender was such as would

defeat the law, and the parties are in a position

where the consideration offered by one

of them has failed. The plaintiffs are thus

entitled to get back their purchase-money,

less the aforesaid deduction. The above

remarks dispose of the first four grounds

of appeal.

The 5th ground is to the effect that the

Civil Court has no jurisdiction to try the

suP, and that seotion 36 of the Tenancy

Act must b) looked to for any remedy

that the plaintiffs may have. As to this

section 36 is only exhaustive as to what

the claimant is liable to pay and does not

deal with any remedy the landlord may have

against a tenant who surrenders for valuable

consideration, and oertainly does not say

he has no such remedy.

The 6th ground relates to interest. Tbeie

was no agreement for interest, no demand
for the refund of the purchase- money is

proved and at the time of the surrender both

parties were aware that the surrender

might bo defeated by the heirs. Jn these

oiroumstances I disallow the olaim for interest.

Tim result is that the amount decreed is

reduced to Rs. 1,346. Costs in proportion in

all Courts,

Decree modified,

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Cuttack Circuit.

Appeal from Remand Order No. 11

of 1917.

December 7, 1917.

Present:—Mr. Justice Mulliok and
Mr. Justioe Atkinson.

MRITUNJOY PRAHARAJ

—

Plaintiff

—

Appellant

versus

Srce JAGANNATH JKU—Dsfkndant—
Respondrnt.

Orissa Tenancy Act (1ID. 0, of 1918J, is. 31, 250
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(cj—Transfer of occupancy holding--Registration fee ,

payment of, whether obligatory—Suit to recover fee ,

maintainability of— Appeal, second
,
whether lies.

.

The word “registration” in section 31 of the Onssa

Tenancy Act means nothing more than that the

landlord Bhould signify his consent to the transfer;

and his consent may be either verbal, written oi in

any way that he thinks proper, [p. 35, col. 2.J

Under section 31 of the Orissa Tenancy Act it is

the duty of the transferee of an occupancy holding

to apply to the landlord for his consent; and once

the landlord gives his consent, the transferee becomes

liable to pay the fee prescribed by the Act. If the

transferee refuses to pay the fee a suit wou ie

to recover it, and in that suit a second appea o

the High Court would be competent, [p. ?5, col. 2.J

Appeal from an order of the District.

Judge, Cuttack, dated the 15th June 1917,

setting aside a decision of the Deputy Collector

of Rhurda, dated the 29th January 191 /,

and remanding the oase for trial on other

iSSUCS.
„ . 1

Mr. Baikuntha Nath Dutta, for the Appel-

^Mr. Bichitrananda Das, for the Eespond-

ent.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiff sues the

defendant, who is his tenant, as transferee

of an oooupanoy holding, for recovery o e

registration fee which the plaintiff alleges

is payable to him under seotion 31 of the

Orissa Tenanoy Act. The defence put for-

ward by the defendant is that there is no

obligation upon a tenant as transferee to

register his transfer or to pay the fee

prescribed hy seotion 31 of the Orissa

Tenancy Act.
. . , , .

The learned Deputy Collector yielded to

the argument put forward by the defendant

and held that there was no obligation

upon the defendant to pay any registration

fee —to the plaintiff; and consequently that

the plaintiff’s suit was not maintainable.

The. learned Judge on appeal took a

different view and held that seotion 31 of

the Orissa Tenanoy Act created a mandatory

duty upon the tenant by way of transfer

to apply to the landlord for registration of

his transfer within one year from the date

of the transfer; and that thereupon the

tenant was liable to pay to the landlord

a fee equivalent to 25 per cent, of the con-

sideration money or six 4imes the annual

rent of the holding. Accordingly the learned

Judge reversed the order of the Deputy

- Collector and remanded the case for hearing

.
on the merits.

The case now comes before us in second

appeal, and we have satisfied ourselves that

a second appeal lies under this particular

Statute. We have listened to a lengthy

argument on the construction of seotion 31.

The fee sued for is recoverable under the

provisions of section 250 of the Orissa

Tenancy Act in the same way as if it

were arrears of rent. Clause (e) of seotion

250 enacts that the provisions of the Act

applicable to arrears of rent and suits and

proceedings in respect thereof shall apply

to anything payable or deliverable in respect

of ary registration fees prescribed under

sections 14, 15, 16 and 31. Seotion 31 *uns

as follows:

—

“When any oooupanoy holding* or portion

of a holding is transferred... the transferee

or his successor-in-interest shall within two

years from the date of the commencement

of this Act or within one year from the

date of the transfer, whichever is later, apply

to the landlord to whom the rent of the

holding or portion is payable for registra-

tion... The maximum fee payable on such

registration shall be a sum equal to 25

per cent, of the consideration money or to six

times the annual rent of the holding or por-

tion thereof, whichever is greater.”

This seotion clearly creates a duty upon

the tenant to apply for registration. Now
“registration” would seem to be an in-

appropriate term unless some form or pro-

cedure is prescribed as the method by which

registration is to be effected. However,

this difficulty' is got over, inasmuch as it

is admitted by the learned Yakil appearing

for the appellants before us that registra-

tion means in this seotion nothing more

than that the landlord should signify his

consent to the transfer; and that his con-

sent may be either verbal, written, or in

any way that the landlord thinks proper.

It is the duty of the tenant to apply to

the landlord for his consent; and once the

landlord gives his consent the tenant is

clearly liable to pay the fee prescribed by

the Act. In this oase the landlord has

voluntarily consented to a transfer of the

tenanoy to the defendant and once he has

done this, his right to sue arises even

though the tenant may not have expressly

applied for registration. If the tenant fails

to apply for registration within the time

prescribed, and the landlord does not con.
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sent to the transfer, the tenant loses the

proteotion afforded to a transferee of an oc-

cupancy holding by the provisions of the

Orissa Tenancy Act.

This construction of sub-seotion (l) of

section 34 is fort i tied by sub-sections (2)

and (3) of the same section. Sub section

(2) says that ‘‘if in any case, the lanilord

accepts the fee authorised by sub section (
• ),

his consent to the transfer and to any

distribution of the rent thereby rendered

necessary shall be deemed to have been

given”. Sub section (3) provides that if

the landlord refuses to accept the requisite

fee tho transferee or his successor may
deposit such fee with the Collector, where-

upon the landlord shall he deemed to have
consented and the transfer to have been

registered.

We have no doubt whatsoever that this

action is maintainable and that the learned

Judge was right in setting asido the order

of the learned Deputy Collector and order-

ing a remand. This appeal accordingly fails

and is dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed,

PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeals f. » m the Cai UVi a H.uh Court.

October 29, 19 1 7.

Present: — Lord Buokmaster, Sir John
Edge, Sir Walter Pnillimore, But., and

Hr Lawrence Jenkins.

Raja BRAJA SUN DA R DEB -Appellant
versus

Srimoti SWARNA MANJERI DEI
AND OTI EhS—

R

e.- PON DENTS.
Hindu Law - Custom - Maintenance, unit tor, by

widow— Widow bound to reside in appointed resilience

—Absence due to just and reasonable cause, whether
disentitles widow.

Jn defence to a suit for maintenance by a Hindu
widow, it was alleged tlmt by a special family custom
the widow was hound to reside in a residence
appointed by the head of the family and that, by
reason of her absence from such residence she lmd
forfeited her right to maintenance:

Held, that the custom, even if it were assumed to
bo established, did not apply to a case of absence
from the appointed residence due to just and
reasonable causes, ‘ p. 37, col. J.j

Appeals from two decrees and a judg.

rnent of the Calcutta High Court, (Mr Justice

Teunon and Mr. Justice Mulliek), dated the

23i d March J Hi 4.

Messrs L. De Gruyth r, K. G. y
and B.

Dube , for the Appellant.

Messrs. A. M. Dunne, K. G. y
and Sir W.

Giiith
,
for the Rp'-pondept.

JUDGMENT.
Lord Buck master.—The question that is

raised in those appeals is whether Swarna
Manjari Dei, the respondent in the first

appeal, and her daughter, the respondent in

the second appea ,
are entitled to maintenance

as of right from the appellant, who is

the brother-in-law of the first named re-

spondent.

On the 7th February 1905, Swarna
Manjari Dei married Pitambar Deo, the
Raja of Aul, who died on the 214 March
of the same year, the appellant being his

successor in the Raj. At the date of her
husband’s death Swarna Manjari Dei was
encientf

, and she was ultimately delivered
of a child on the 23rd November 1905,
who is i lie respondent in the second
appeal. In May 1905, the widow ceased
to reside in the appellant’s Nahar at Aul
Rajbar i and she claims that she is,

notwithstanding this fact, entitled to be
maintained by him. In order to establish
that right, she instituted the first of the two
actions which have given rise to this appeal.

4 he second suit was brought by her
infant daughter seeking similar relief.

These actions were tried together, and
the Subordinate Judge who heard tin

m

made two decrees granting maintenance
in each ease. The High Court on appeal
affirmed this judgment in principle, but by
two decrees varied the amounts of main-
tenance allowed by the Subordinate Judge.
From eaoh of these decrees the appellant
l as appealed, his appeals boing consolidated
by order of the Board.

Iho real defence to the actions and the
point argued in the appeal is this : that
Kilhi A nl is an impartible Raj, succession
to which is regulated by the Law of the
Mitakshara as modified by special family
customs which have the force of law, and
it is said that the special family custom
applicable is of such a character that
unless the widow resides, after the death
of her husband, where she is directed to
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reside by the Riia. she forfeits her right

to maintenance. Tha- contention is based

upon certain answers that were g.v

to questions that were put in 18U to the

Rajas and Chiefs of the Regulation and

Tributary Mahals of Orissa by the Super-

intendent. These questions and

are embodied in a treatise called Pachis

Sawar or “25 questions.” The answer

upon which the appellant relies »sa.n

answer to a question which runs

form :
“After the demise of a R*l* arid

his son succeeding him, w a
^ ;

sources from which the es Ra,as Rams

and brothers and also brothers of the

new Rija derive their maintenance an

are their respective rights and the posi i

they hole?” The answer to that is.

“They receive food and clothing, an

remain in subordination to the Raja. T y

have no rights.” , r

It ia the contention on the P

the appellant that the meaning of tins

is that the reoeipt of food

clothing is dependent and oonsequen upon

subordination to the Raia, and .refusing

to live at the residence which he appoints

S an act of insubordination which forfeits

the right to maintenance. Their Lordships

are not prepared to determine. eQa“®®

they think it is unnecessary, what the true

meaning of that answer may be, beoause

“ on assuming that it bears the mterpre a-

tion for which the appellant contends,

that does not, in their opinion, determine

this appeal in his favour, because both/

Courts have found that the refus- of

Swarna Manjari Dei to reside is a refusal

wb ch was based cn reasonable grounds

Tfc is unnecessary to d*fi.e wha

err innds are, and unnecessary to examui

the evidence which was brought forward

in their support, ft is sufficient that she

has been supported by the concurrent

finding i of both Courts in her refusal to reside

what the appellant asserts lfc to ° 9 ’

S„d reasonable
™

.custom ceases to aop-y,
,

Law applies unmodified, and by

Mjtakshara Law the widow an er

ter are entitled to maintenance. That

maintenance has been assessed by the

High Court, and Counsel for the appel-

lant rightly apprehends that the fixing o

that maintenance, which is a pure ques-

tion of discretion, is a matter with which

the Board would not interfere. It may,

however, be pointed out, lest it be thought

that residence away from the palace might

throw an unfair burden upon the person

upon whom the duty of maintenance was

oast that the question of determining tho

amount of maintenance » always a ques ‘

tion for the discretion of the Court, at)d

such discretion will be exercised having

regard to all the circumstances affecting the

04

These appeals must, therefore, fail and

their Lordships will humbly advise H»

Majesty that they be dismissed with

008 ^8
‘ Appeals dismissed.

Solicitors for the Appellant: Messrs. Barrow,

Rogers and Nevill.
, . Messrs

Solicitors for the Rsspondents. Messrs.

Morgan ,
Price Go.

PATNA HIGH COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 40o8 of 1913.

February 27, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Roe and Justice

Sir Ali Imam, Kt.

BHATTU RAM— Defendant—Appellant

V' rsu8

GANGA PRASAD GOPE—Plaintiff

RgSPON' ENT.

Vendor a*d purchaser— Vendor, drty of,
to protect

purchaser's title—Caveat emptor, doctrine of,
apyli-

Where a purchaser’s title is impeached in a

suir. to which the vendor is a p *rty and the latter

makes an admission which renders a decision

adverse to the purchaser inevitable, and the pur-

chaser thereupon allows the suit to go against

him the vendor cannot subsequently, m a suit

bv the purchaser to recover the pnrehase-money

from him, turn round and say that the abandon-

ment of the defence by the purchaser which was

brought about by his own admission was impro

vident. In such a case there is a failure of the

consideration for the contract of sale without a iy

fault on the part of the purchaser, and toa

vendor is, therefore, liable to refund the purchase.

money, [p. 3S, col. 3; p. 3d, coi. i.)
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Appeal from a decision of the Subordinate
Judge of Bbagalpur, dated the 18th Septem-
ber 1913, reversing that of the
Mansif of Bhagalpur, dated the 15th August
1912.

Mr. S. N. Dutt (for Mr. Ram Lai Dutt ),

for the Appellant.

Mr. P. K. Sen (with him Mr. Haribkusan
Mukherji ), for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Ron, J. The facts of this case being

somewhat peculiar need to be set forth in
full.

A holding of about sixteen bighas belong-
ed to one Karu Ram who died leaving a
widow and a mother named Sampat

;
he

had also a kept woman of the name of
Beohni. The widow, as is common in the
caste to which Karu Ram belonged, married

with the result
that her title to the property as Karu’s
heir was extinguished. That title passed
tn sampat the mother. Sampat had a
daughter who was married to the defendant
Bhattu Ram. Bhattu Ram purohased the
property in dispute from Sampat for Rs. 300.
He sold it to the plaintiff for Rs. 935
and delivered possession of the property
to him Beohni was brought forward throe
years later and instituted a suit for re-
covery of the property on the allegation
that she was lawfully married to Karu
In his written statement Bhattu Ram urged
that this was entirely untrue and that she was
a kept woman When the parties actually
came to trial Bhattu Ram, as the judg.
ment of the learned Subordinate Judge
shows, admitted in Court that Beohni was
the lawfully married wife of Karu. 0 „
this admission being made, the plaintiff felt
that it was impossible to go on with the
oase He, therefore, allowed a deoree to be
passed against him for restoration of the

ITS R
e0hni ' The Plaintiff thensued Bhattu Ram to recover the amount

of the^Purchase money. The learned Munsifdeeded that this being a case in whichthe doctrine of caveat emptor applied, the
plaintiff should have been more careful inhis mvestigat.on as to title. He also heldthat the suit was barred by limitation in

aTr'iaKlitv
6

't
°n Whl'° h "-toants liability would run would be thedate of the passing of the consideration

In appeal tb 9 learned Subordinate Judge

held that though the decree in the title
suit was not res judicata

, it was certainly
a weighty pieoe of evidence against the
defendant and “besides it served no useful
purpose to adduce any evidence to prove
that Musammat Beohni was not the widow of
Karu Ram”. He held further that as the
consideration had failed, the oontraot was
void and that the plaintiff was entitled
to recover all his money, provided that
he brought a suit within three years from
the date of the failure of the considera-
tion, whioh might be said to be the date
of the deoree by whioh he was ousted from
possession. The oase came on appeal before
a Divisional Bench of this Court and an
order was made that there being no finding of
fact as to Beohni’s title, lit was necessary
to remand the oase for an investigation
of that title. A finding of fact has been
returned to this Court that Beohni wasm faot a concubine and not the wife of
Karu Ram and that the suit by which the
plaintiff lost possession was wrongly deoid-
ad. On this finding of fact it is contend-

!?. °.
n b®h

.
al * ° f 'he defendant-appellant

that he had done all that was necessary
or him to do. He had put the plaintiff
nto possession of the property, and that

if thereafter the plaintiff had been so foolishm to lose that possession by allowing a
’'7

,

t0
. .

be
f

Screed against him on an
absolutely false olaim that was no business
of the defendant, and the plaintiff could not
reoover.

This is not the point of view from whioh
he ease should bo regarded. There hasbeen a failure of the consideration for (hecontract and that without any fault on

noss'l^L f
the purolmser

- The only

for h f 1 r°
a 0laira f0r imagesfor this failure of consideration would bethat the vendor had no notice of the claim° f

,

Ueol,
"I

° r of t( ' e intention to admit itand could have, had he known of “Liebetter terras than the purchaser Th!

if

"8

wRh
° f

r
he Tkr be °nraeS '‘“Possible

,

W,th nntloe of the adverse claim hedeclines or fails to remove or contest ithimself. As Mookerjee, J„ said in JWbat- Das v. Nishibala Debi ( 1 ) f»^ sisa.=
(1) 8 Ind.Cn 3.fli. 15 o. \V, N. 065,
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vendor was a party to the suit and not

only jointly acquiesced in the adverse dem-

sion by the original Court but even made

in the original Court the admission which

rendered that decision inevitable. He

cannot successfully now turn round and

say that the abandonment of the defenoe,

which took place in his presence in the

original Court, was improvident. 1 was

party to the remand of the case for a

finding on the issue whether the title set

up by Beohni was a good title, but on

farther consideration am of opinion

the suit might have been decreed on the

pleadings without the taking of any evidence

^ I would dismiss the appeal with oosts.

Imam, J.—I am in complete agreement

with the decision given by my learned

brother. The defendant-appellant oonveyed

the property to the plaintiff-respondent

with assurances of good title. He represen
_

ed himself to be the exclusive owner and

declared it to be pah saf, "h,oh ,B a

common expression in vernacular convey-

ancing meaning the title to be flawless

His change of front in Beohni su

clearly shows his collusion with her. In-

stead of defending the title which he had

oonveyed to his vendee, he did all t

was in his power to destroy .it. It will

be against the equities of the case to allow

him to take advantage of his own frau .

In the oircumstances this appeal should

b9 dismissed with oosts.
. ,

Appeal dismissed.

In deciding the question of legal necessity for an

alienation the Court should take into cons,deration

the circumstances of the alienor, [p. 40, cols. IS

Second appeal from the decree of the

Additional Judge, Gurdaspur, dated the

ICth November 1916, reversing that of the

Subordinate Judge, 2nd olass, Hoshiarpnr,

dated the 8th March 1916, decrteing the

°1

‘Mr. Munkand Lai Puri, for the Appel-

Mr. Fakir Ghand, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—In this suit the plaintiff

claims that the sale of 7 kanaL and lb

marlas effeoted by Ghasita on 12th June

1915 shall not affeot his reversionary rights.

The only question is, whether thei sale was

for consideration and necessity.
_

The details

of the sale price, as given in the sale-

deed> ar6:~
Rs. a. p.

(o) to pay off prior mortgagee... 700 0 0

( b

)

due on bond, dated 20th

June 1912, for Rs. 100, in

favour of vendee ••• U U

(c) on bond, dated 4th Sawan

1970 (19fch July 1913), for

Rs. 80, in favour of Aohru

Mai ••• 97 8 0

(d ) on bond, dated 15th July

1913, for Rs. 100, in favour

of Abdulla Khan ... 123 0 0

(*) for oosts of conveyance ... 24 8 0

(f) due to Dost Mohammad
Khan •••

(g) cash paid to vendor ... 319 0 U

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
* Second Civil Appeal No. 2092 op 1917.

April 18, 1918.

Present: — Mr. Justice Chevis.

GA.NGARAM—Plaintiff -Appellant

versus

DEWA SINGH and another—Defendants

Respondents.

Appeal
,
second—Finding of fact not based on evidence

Custom—Alienation—Necessity, proof of.

Where the finding of a lower Appellate Court on a

question of fact is not based on evidence or proceeds

on a wrong principle, it is open to question m
second appeal, [pu 40, col. 1 ]

About item (a) there is no dispute.

The land was already mortgaged with

possession for Rs. 700. So it is, as

the District Judge points out, a oase

of sale of the equity of redemption for

Rs. 800.

The first Court, after going oare-

fully through eaoh item in turn, held that

the only items for which necessity could

be held to exist were items (a) and id)

and gave plaintiff a deoree aooordingly.

Even as regards item (d) the first Court

seems to hesitate, but says taking a

lenient view of things the item oari be con-

sidered a just antecedent debt, und

allowed.”
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The plaintiff did Dot appeal, but
tbe vendee appealed to the District Judge
wbo has held tbo alienation to be valid
,n its entirety and has dismissed the
suit.

The plaintiff appeals to this Court.
For the vendee-respondent it is urged

that the question whether the sale is for
necessity is one of fact, and not open t 0
attack m second appeal. Hut if the District
Judges findings are not based on evidence,
or prooecd on wrong principles, then I hold
that a second appeal does lie.

u
1

9i o
' 11

,
•

lr

f
t oonsido1, item of

its. SI.
>, which was paid before the Sub.

Registrar. This sum is spoken of in the
sale.deed as wanted for bullocks and house-
hold expenses The vendor has no land
of his own left, so it is hard to see why he

ha°h!nks

nV6 R°ld ° ff ll,S kSt bit ° f 1,,nd t0 buy

Rut the learned District Judge says
he might well want bullocks in order to
oultivate land as a tenant, and eo the
vendee was perfectly justified in advancing
such a sum fiat if this alone is to betaken as earth,ent proof of consideration,
then it h enough for any man to buy landfrom an agriculturist and, when called on
to prove that the latter had any necessity
to sell, to point to the entry i„ thesale-deed for purchase of bullocks ” The
facts of each ease should be duly con-

thaTa™ hV"i
n° l ahVayS nepes *ary *« showthat any bullocks were actually bought, but.at least. 1 think, there should be something

to support the idea that the vendee hadome reason to suppose that bullocks werereally needed. In the present case so farfr°m
,

t

,

her
,

e beln ff anything of the sort

a7 to" his ^t
^ VeMd

r-
Wh- «-«*ion5

to buv a r. T y S(mka of wantingto buy a she- buffalo. The vsndeo t

%

she'h ff

6

,

V6nd
v°

r 9a,d 1,8 —ted to imy
’

she- buffalo. Now a she buffalo would notco4 anything like Rs. 3h> \y hat
6

household expenses were, or what !°
vendor was going to do with the sbuffalo had he bought one is not „ ,

ed - IJs could hardly do much cult*
P
r"'

? hi':;;::

::
'•*

" 4 r,,on b ss r,iana/jer for a ]an/

owner. As to the household expenses it

is not shown that the vendor had wife,
ohild or any one to keep but himself. He
had his salary to live on. It is suggest-
ed that Dost Mohammad Khan may not
have paid him his salary regularly; this,
however, has never been stated, and other
parts of the defence evidence aredireoted
to show that, far from Dost Mohammad
Khan owing money to the vendor, the vendor
owed money to Dost Mohammad Khan. 1 am
Quite unable to hold that the mere entry
in the sale-deed of * bullocks and house-
bold expenses” is any sufficient ground for
rega ding this item as tanen for necessity.
i note that the sale having taken place
as recently as 1915 the vendor and vendee
should have remembered more about the
matter had the money really been wanted
[or purchase of bullocks and should not
have come out with a silly talk about a she-
buffalo.

Next as to the item of Rs. 136.
Jhis was due on a bond for Rs. 10u in
favour of the vendee. The learned District
Judge, noting that the bond speaks of
the Rs. 100 as having been taken for per-
sonal necessities, passes tbe item, simply
remarking that all of the vendor’s land was
mori gaged and bo had not! ing to live upon
except what he oould earn in Dost Mohammad
v.an s servoe. Ilut was not Rs. 12 enough
o keep hin.b It would not beep him in
uxuiy no doubt, but a man oannot alien-

ee bis ancestral land to live in luxury.

,
-

has
,

apparently been able to support
limself by Ins own exertions of late, nnd it is
not sl,„wn that he could net do so when thebond was executed in June 19.2. I cannot
iPffaid the mere entry in the bond as any
proof of necessity. It is debt due to Hie
vendee lnmself, and it is for the vendee to

i

' n 'V * lat tbe de bt was for necessity, and
I can t,„d nothing which 1 reg,rd as evidence
that any such necessity exited.

be next item is Rs. 97-3-0 due on abond for Rs. b0, dated 19th July 1913
h favour of Achru Mai. Here the bond

he Z faV0U1' of ‘be vendee himself but

Achru M l

Hl"'ety a "d haa si,,P0 Paid off

toll n '

S sa,d S “ 1 am unable
* b:u tin* really rank* on any higher

Xlnii
1

:?
if (ho ^ y

hi„2 •;

* Ullnl> 11 is for hup to prove the
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necessity. Here again we have nothing but

the bare entry in the bond that the money

wanted for purchase of a buffalo; nothing to

show that such a buffalo wae either really

deeded or purchased.

The next item of Erf. 123 was allowed by

the first Court, so it must stand.

The item of Rs. 100 is said to have been

borrowed to pay off Dost Mohammad Khan.

Here the only evidence is that of V «

Mohammad Khan, who says he waa °w
?

Rs. 150 and was offered Rs. ICO by

the vendor but refused to accept it.

This seems to me to be a very improbable

version. L see that in another sale-deed

executed by the vendor on the same date

there is an item of Rs. i 00 taken to pay o

Dost Mohammad than and for March khangi.

If the vendor had really borrowed two Kerns

of Rs. 100 each for this purpose, why

should he, owing Rs. 150 to Dost Midiamma

Khan, go to him with Rs. 100 only? 1

if the learned Dis riot Judge bad come to

a clear finding that the vendor did owe

Rs, 100 to Dost Mohammad Khan, that

would be a finding of fact with which L

could not interfere in second appeal.

But all that the Distriot Judge says

that it is probable that the vendor owed

money to Dost Mohammad Khan seeing

he was his age**, and that the vendee

was justified in advancing the sum ou

vendor’s representing that he owe m

to Dost Mohamtnad Khan. Had the
J
en

made bona fide enquiries and come ° ‘

conclusion tnat the money was>
° e

’ R ,

no doubt be would have been justified,

it is not shown that any snob er
^,

ulr

weie made, and I am not at a 8a
J* •’

merely from Dost Mohamme*

statement, that any such sum wa9 ue.

* in addition to getting Rs. 12 per mens

wage* the vendor nad re illy hai &*•
,

j

Dost Mohammad K^an, it may we
*

from
what need he had to borrow Rs.

the vendee in June 19l2, an \
from Achru Mai and

n;<»friot
Abdulla Koan in July l 913 The '

Judge spe ks of the vendor as a ma

had been gradually drifting in o 6
*

9
so far L agree with him, but when

he can find m evidence of extravag

on tl»e vendor’s part 1 can only J®®** . .

cap Fee no leason apparent for his dri 1D&

AM other than extravagance, and I think

i..M
of extravagance.

As to the item of Rs. 42-8-0 for regis-

tration expenses the whole sale seems

eo have been, with the exception of one

sity, so this item cannot be allowed.

1 accept this anpeH «nd reversing the

decree vi the District Judge d,*m ls8.ng

the suit I restore the decree of the first

Court. Costs in
vendee will

°p

r

a

d

;
r

plaintiff’s costs in this and in the District

Judge’s Court.
AppeaZ aceepted.

NAGPUR JUDIOJAL^COMMISSIONER’S

S,C»M 0.m " l913 '

August, 22, 1914

present :— Mr ,'tanyon, A. J. C.

NARAYAN RAMRAO Plaintiff

APPELLAC*T

versus

DEBIDAS NARSINGH and others-

I1kKEND' nt^ RFfPONDKNTS.
#

Hindu Zo-^doption-Authari'y to adept given to

during which a Hindu
I here 13 n° lim

anth ri y given to her to

widow may «t »P£.
[p «, col 2 ]

adopt a son
_ whether natural or adopted,

Where a Hindi
>

f his deceased father,

having inheritedl the P^wfor any other pe son as

dies leaving a sou,
widow of b ;8 father, any

his heir Other h
father’s widow comes to

power to sdoptheM^^e
doeg ^ Rpply where the

ton
6
dies leaving no heir other than his fathers

"Tp„»r *.
‘f.

, APP
T„dge Akola, in Civil Appeal No. dl

tr."
0 ., d

’

ated the 30th June 1913,
°f

.

l9
^
3
’out of Civil Suit No. 3s0 of 1911,

decide! by the Munsif, Buldana, on the 2nd

Jauuary 19*3.

Mr. G. P. Diet, for th8 Appellants.

Mr. /. 0- Ghosh, for the Respondents.
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JUDGMENT.— The following genea-

logical tree will help to make this judgment

intelligible ;

—

Kksheo

Ramrao Dancsli.

married

Musammat Kashibai

who adopted

I

Nnrayan
(plaintiff).

The family is governed by the Bombay
School of Hindu Law. Ramrao and Ganeah
were members of a joint family. They
never divided. Ramrao died of plague on

the 29th January 1910 and was followed

by Ganeah, a childless widower, on the

20th January 1910. Thus Kashibai was
left as the sole survivor of the family and
she inherited the estate as the heir of

Ganeah, who had become sole owner by
right of survivorship on the death of his

brother 24 hours before his own demise.

On the 1st September 1910, or seven

months after the death of her husband,

Kaahibai adopted the plaintiff Narayan,
It is alleged that authority to adopt was
expressly given to her by her husband
and assented to by Ganesh. These
allegations have been controverted and
have not yet been tried and decided, the
plaintiff’s suit having been dismissed on the
ground that assuming that such authority

and assent, existed the adoption is nevertheless

invalid, and the plaintiff has no title.

The defendants are persons to whom
the estate would go by reversion on the
death of Kashibai if the adoption of the
plaintiff did not intervene; and upon the
ground that they dispute the fact and
validity of that adoption, the plaintiff
instituted the present suit for a declaration
that he is the adopted son of Ramrao,
and entitled to the estate of Ramrao and
Ganesh whioh is in his possession. The
Courts below have concurred in dismissing
the suit on the ground that the power
of Kashibai to adopt had come to an end
and beoome incapable of execution on the
date when the adoption was made. In
coming to this conclusion the Courts have
been guided by the rulings of the Bombay

High Court in Ramkrishna v. Shamruo (1) and
Datto Govind v. Pandurang Vinayak (2). The
plaintiff has made the present appeal. I

have no doubt, after a careful consideration

of the law and the arguments made before

me, and of the available authorities, that

the appeal must sucoeed, and the case

must go back for a decision on the merits.

It seems expedient to go somewhat fully

into the law and authorities bearing on
the question at issue. It is not neoessary
to cite any texts of the Hindu Law. It is

sufficient to say that it appears to be
settled that there is no limit of time
during whioh a Hindu widow may aot
upon the authority given to adopt a son
to her deceased husband. Adoptions made
fifteen, twenty, twenty. five, fifty-two, and
even seventy. one years after the death of
the husband have been supported: Mayne’s
Hindu Law, 8th Edition, page 151. Nor
do the texts contain any express restric-
tions on the power of adoption in favour
of third persons. The Hindu Lawgivers
appear to have laid down that a man is

as free to adopt a son as to beget one
in the ordinary oourse of nature, provided
the process is sanctioned by law. And
an adoption by a widow, duly authorized,
is recognized as equal in validity with
the birth of a posthumous son for all
purpose*, spiritual and secular, including the
irheritance of estate.

But the Privy Council have reoognised
the necessity of plaoing a limit upon what
may be described as posthumous adoption.
Nature plaoes a time limit upon the coming
into existence of a posthumous natural son:
and the Judicial Committee have introduced
a limit to posthumous adoption, in order
to avoid the anomaly and injustice and
difficulty whioh would ensue if a devolution
of estate were upset by a belated adoption
made to a long deceased ancestor. But
so far only one set of oiroumstanoes has
been provided for, and it is not permissible
to apply the rule to any oase whioh is r.ot
necessarily within the purview thereof.

1 he first oase in whioh the point arose,
was that of Musammat Bhoobtni Moyel
Delia v. Ram Kishore Acharj Chowdliry (2).

(1) 26 B. 626; 4 Bom. L. R. 315.
(2) 32 B. 499; 10 Bom. L. U. 69 i.

(3) 10 M. I. A. 279; 3 W. R. 1\ C.
C. J. 671; 2 Sjir. P. 0. ,T. lj l; 19 R. R.

Suth.
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In that case one Gour Kishore died

leaving a natural son, Bhowanee, and a

widow, Chundrabullee, to the latter of whom

authority was given to adopt one or more

sons in oase Bhowanee died. Not long

after his father, Bhowanee died also, leaving

a widow, in whom the estate vested as

his heir. In oourse of time the mother-in-law

and daughter-in law fell out, and then

Chandrabullee adopted Ram Kishore. I he

Judicial Committee held the adoption to be

invalid as made after the power to adopt

had come to an end. Lord Kingsdown

(who delivered the judgment of the Board!,

in discussing the deed of permission to

adopt, said :

—

“ It must be admitted that it

does not in express terms assign any

limits to the .
period within which the

adoption may be made. But it is plain

that some limits must be assigned, it

might well have been that Bhowanee had

left a son, natural born or adopted, and

that such son had died himself, leaving a

Bon, and . that such son had attained his

majority in the lifetime of Chundrabullee

Debia. It could hardly have been intended

that after the lapse of several successive

heirs a son should be adopted to the great-

grandfather of the last taker, when all

the spiritual purposes of a son, according

to the largest construction of them, would

have been satisfied.”

Later on, with reference to the extent of

Gour Kishore’s power to authorize the adop-

tion, Lord Kingsdown observed:—

“The question is, whether the estate of his

son being unlimited, and that son having

married and left a widow his heir, and

that heir having acquired a vested estate

in her husband’s property as widow, a

new heir can be substituted by adoption

who is to defeat that estate, and take as

an adopted son what a legitimate son of Gour

Kishore would not have taken.

“This seems contrary to all reason and to

all the principles of Hindu Law, as far as

we oan oolleot them.”

It so happened that after the above

decision Chundrabullee and Bhowanee s

widow bjth died, and Chandrabullee’s

adoptee, RamkLbore, got into possession erf

A

the estate. He was sued for its recovery

by a more distant relation, who claimed

as the reversionary heir of Bhowannee. It

was admitted that if Ramkishore’s adoption

by Chandrabullee was valid he could not

be dispossessed. The Calcutta High Court

decided in his favour, interpreting the deci-

sion in Musam treat Bhoobun Moyee Delta v.

Ram Kishore Acharj Chowdhry (3) to be

that though the adoption could not be

used to divest Bhowanee’s widow of her estate

of inheritance it was valid for all other pur-

poses: Puddo Kumaree Debee v. Juggut Kishore

Acharjee (4). This erroneous interpretation

was corrected by the Judicial Committee

'on appeal: Padmakumari Debi Chowdhrani

v. Court of Wards (5). Their Lordships,

construing their own decision in Musammat.

Bhoobun Moyee Debia v. Ram Kishore Acharj

Chowdhry (3) remarked:—
“The substitution of a new heir for the

widow was, no doubt, the question to be

decided, and such substitution might have

been disallowed, the adoption being held

valid for all other purposes, which is the

view that the lower Courts have taken of

the judgment, but their Lordships do not

think that this was intended. They con-

sider the deoision to be that, upon the vest-

ing of the estate in the widow of Bho-

wanee, the power of adoption was at an

end, and incapable of execution. And if

the question had oome before them

without any previous deoision upon it,

they would have been of that opinion.

The adoption intended by the deed of

permission was for the succession to the

Zemindari and otter property, as well as

the performance of religious services and

the vesting of the estate in the widow if

nut in Bhowanee himself, as the son and

heir of his father, was a proper limit to the

exercise of the power.

Both the above oases were again consider-

ed and followed in a subsequent oase from

Madras, whete the facts were exactly

similar, except that the widow acted upon

an authority from her husband’s sapindas

given after the death of the natural born

son but during the lifetime of the son’s

(4) 5 0. 616; 2 Shome L. E. 229; 2 Ind. Dec,

(N
(S)

)

8
9
X.

9
A. 229: 8 0. 302; 4 Sar. P. C. J. 285; 6 Ind.

Jur, 148; 4 Ind. Dec, (n. b ) 193 (?, (7.).
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widow: Thoynmrn'd v. Venkatnrama (6L This

ca^e in it.** turn wa^ folliwed in Tarachurn

Chatt-rji v Suroshchunder Vukerji (7). There

has bpen a rigid adherence i;. this country to

the rnle laid down by the Supreme Tribunal

in the above cases, as will be apparent from

a perusal of the numerous decisions which

have since been published, am <ng which

I may mention Krishnarav Trimbik Has ibnis v.

Shan karma \ inayah Hasnb >is (8), Ramkr s l>t.a

v. Shamrao ( l ), Ma ikyannla Rose v. Sonia
Kumar Bnse (9/ and A tin N

’u yiprp-aknsj v.

Sidamarty Gangaraju (10), in most of which

the earlier authorities will be found collated

The point is not dealt with in any published

ruling of this Court

It w 11 be observed that the doctrine

laid down by the Privy Council, in cases

where the widow derived hei authority to

adopt from express sanotion given by her

husband or by his sipindas
,

has equally

been applied to a widew in Bombay whose
authority is usually independent of any such
sanction, and though the Calcutta High
Court refused to apply it to a Jain widow
in Manik Chnnd Go)echo v. Ja>jut Settmni
Pran Kumari Pibi (il) upon the ground that

her power of adoption was independent of

permission from her husband, the soundness
of that decision is open tn question ( ide

Mayne’s Hindu L iw, 8th Edition, page 148)
and with du9 respect, I am unable to

assent to it. In A mulya Charan Seal v.

Kali D is ^en ( 2) the widow of an adopted son
has been placed in the same position as
the widow of a natural born son. 0 i the
vesting in her of her husband’s estate any
power of adoption by the widow of his

adoptive father comes to an end.
It may then be take i as settled that

where a Hindu son, whether natural or
adopted, having inherited the property of his
deceased father, dies leaving a son or widow
or any other person as his heir other thin
the widow of his father, any power to
adopt held by his father’s widow comes

(<P 14 I. A 67; 10 At. *or,
;

ll la,]. J., r 271; 5 Sir.
P. C. J. 10; 3 r rid Doc (n s ) ft *5 P. 0.)

17) 17 O. 122. o [. A U\6. 13 Ind. lur 289-5
Sar. P. C. J. 379; 8 Tnd Deo. n.b. 6 !l i P. 0 ).

(*) 17 B 164 9 Ind. Doc x. 5 ' 107.
(9) <3 c 30

; 4 c. Ij .1 3 >7: «

1

0. W >J 12

(10)

4 Ind (Jaa :m;; 33 M. 228; 7 M. T 23G*
(19U) ,\1. IV N. -51.

(11) 17 G. 6 1 ht p. 536; s Ind. Doc. (x. a.; 885
(12) 82 G. 861; 1 0. L. J. 270.

V
to an end. But it is also settled that

this rule does not apply where the son
dies leaving no heir other thau his father’s

widow. In Musammat Bhonbun Moyee Debia

v. Ram Kishore Acharj C/iowdhry (3)
Lord Kingsdown said;—

If Bnowanee Kishore had died unmarri-
ed, his mother, Chundraballee Debia, would
have been bis heir and the question of

adoption would have stood on quite different

grounds. By exercising the power of
adaption, she would have divested no estate
but her own, and this would have brought
the case within the ordinary rule.”

Tnis dictum, even if it be taken as obiter
,

has never been dissented from. On the
contrary it has been expressly adopted
as a binding decision: Rim Soondur Singh
v. Surbineo D wee (13), Vellanki Venkata
Krishna Ran v Venkata Rama L ikshmi ( 14 ),

Verahhai A/ubhai v. Bai Hiraba (15),
Gtvdippi v. Qirimallappa (16), Venkappa
Bapu v. Jivaji Krishna (17).

It is clear from a consideration of all the
Privy Council cases that no rule has been
laid down to this effect that the mere
vesting of the ostate of a deceased Hindu
in some heir, other than his widow, puts
an en 1 to his widow’s power to adopt.
That is clear from the repeatedly declared
validity of an adoption made to replace
a deoeased son who has died unmarried
afeer inheriting his father’s ostate. It would
hs dilll uilfc, if not impossible, to distinguish
thit cue and the one of a son who diet a
o i i Id le ss widower, leaving as bis only heir
a m >ther possessed of a piwar to adopt. In
sun* of the Indian judgments an I in
pirricnlir tlut in Payappi dfcjfcipa Patel
v. Appinna (1*0 this ciso of an adaption
bv a m )ther who has inherited to her son has
baen reg ir led as a mere exceotim to a
general rule I aid down by the Privy Ciumil.
Wioh due respect l am unible fci agree
with this treatment of the suhjest. It
seeing to me dear, not only from a

03) 22 W U. 121.

1 1 A“ at P- 1 M ’74: 1 Ind Jur.63: 'V, W R.

f

'

! * 3 S»t.h. P. C. J. 363; I I,„l. Deo.

('> l'f. V ->U >7 II Hi: 7 0. W. X
B »»«. b II. , u

; 8 Sar. P 0 J 5 *6 (P 0.).
( d IU [{ til* l) (nd Di‘0 (X s ) 1

07) 25 n 3)6 2 B„ n L R not.
(18) 23 B. 3 {7; 12 Ind Dec (X. $.) 217.
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oonsHeration of the whole matter, bat

from the words of Lord Hingsdown himself,

that the oase is one within ~the ordinary

rule of Hindu Law to whioh the speoial

restriction introduced by the Privy Council

does not apply- There is no oa>e in which

the vesting of the estate in the hair o

the husband has been held, tp«o fnc.ro, to

disable his widow from making an adoption

to him. It is only where the estate has

moved for the seoond time, so as to

vest in some one who is not the widow

herself, that the rule has been applied,

e. g., where it has vested first in a son and

thereafter in his son, or his widow or

heir other than his father’s widow. 1 he

Full Bench decision of the Bombay High

Court in Ramkrishna v. Shnmrao (1) was

in a oase where the hfipband of the adopting

widow predeceased his father, who on his

death was succeeded by the son s son

who died leaving a widow and son. Tne

adoption was made after the death of. all

these, when there had been three devolutions

of the estate. The oase was obviously

within the Privy Counoil restriction.

In Datto Oovind v. Pandurang Vitayak (2),

whioh has been followed by tho Courts

below, the following was the genealogical

tree:

—

Father,

r
Antaji.

1
Sadashiv
married

Musammat Parvati,

I

Two daughters.

Antaji and S*dashiv were joint^ in food

and estate. Sadashiv died in 1S76 leaving

his widow and two daughters. Antaji died

in 1877 a childless widower. Parvati

succeeded to the estate, and held it till

her death in 1899. A few days before

she died she adopted one Pandurang. It

was held that the adoption was invalid.

The rule was laid down that a Hindu

widow who succeeds to an estate not her

husband’s but as a goirajn sapinda of the last

male holder under the rule established by

Lallutihai Bapubhai v. Cassibai (19) and

(19) 7 L A. 212; 5 B. 110; 4 Sar. P, 0. -T. 16*; 3

Suth. P; O'. J. 795. 4 Ind. -lur. 633; 3 Shorae L. R.

243; 7 0. L. R. 415; 3 Ind. Deo. (n> s. j 75 *P. 0.).

in consequence pf the absence of nearer

heirs, cannot make a valid adoption. The

learned Judges claim to find authority

for this decision in the Privy Council oases

and in Ram Krishna v. bhamrao (0 and

they felt compelled to doubt Amava v.

Methodgauda (20) and Payappa Akkapa I atel

V. Apponna (It).

The decision undoubtedly supports the view'

taken by the lower Courts in the present

ca&e. Except that Parvati had no authority

fiom her husband, and consent by Antaji

to her adoption of a son, and that she

had two daughters, the facts were precisely

similar to the facts of the present case

(assuming for the sake of argument only

that Kashibai did receive permission from her

husband and the assent of his joint brother).

But with due respect, I am unable to find any

authority in any of the earlier oases for the

very wide rule laid down in DoU • Oovind

v. Pandurang Vinayak (2). There had been

no vesting of the estate in any heir of the

widow’s husband’s heir to whioh alone the

Privy Council dictum s has been applied. It

has not been laid down that a widow’s

power to adopt i9 only capable of execution

when she inherits as the heir of her

husband and in no other case. It is not the

nature of her estate but the rights

of other persons which constituted the

latio decidendi in the Privy Council case.

It was neither the exisiet ce of Bhowanee,

nor ihe fact of his marriage, bnt the

vesting of his estate in his widow after

his death which deprived Cbandrabullee

of the power to adopt in Musommat
Bhoobun Mopte Delia v. Ram Kihhere Acharj

Chowdhry (3). If Bhowanee’s widow had

predeceased him leaving Chundrabullee as

his heir, it is difficult to see how her

adoption could have been taken cut of

the ordinary rule applicable to it in case

of Bhowanee’s death unmarried. Similarly

if a Hindu died leaving no son but

only a grandson as his heir and

such grandson died unmarried or a

childless widower, there seems to be no

authority for the view that an adoption

made by his widow to replace the deceased

grandson would be valid. The Privy Conn-

-oil dootrine of limitation of the power to

adopt turns upon a seoond vesting of the

\ •

(20) 22 B. 416; 11 Ind. Deo. (n. s.> 860,
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the estate and upon nothing else: and where

such second vesting is in the widow her-

self, her power to adopt will not be ex-

tinguished.

In the Bombay case last cited the

decision was in accordance with Bombay

precedents upon another ground altogether,

namely this, that the widow was the widow

of an undivided co-parcener, and had adopted

without the sanction of her husband or of his

surviving brother, it was so held by a Full

Bench in Dinkar Sitaram v. Ganesh Shivram

Prahhu (21) and there is no decision of the

Bombay High Court in conflict with that rule.

But so far as it seeks to extend the doctrine

in Bhoobun Moyee's care (3) so as to apply

it to a widow who has inherited property

as a sapinda ,
I am unable to aooept it as

correct. If it is correot then no widow of

an undivided co-paroener can ever make

an adoption, even with the consent of the

surviving co parceners. In the Bombay case

Sidashiv could clearly have made an

adoption in his lifetime, even though ho

was joint with Antaji. It is also clear that

what he could have done himself he could

have got his widow to do for him, namely, to

adopt a son in the lifetime of Antaji. How
could that power be affected by the death

of Antaji unless Antaji left some heir,

other than Parvati, in whom the estate

vested on his death. A mother who
inherits to her son does so as a sapinda,

at least in Bombay. As a sapinda different

only in degree she inherits to her husband’s

brother. There is no reason or authority

for distinguishing between the two oases

with reference to her power to adopt. In

the present oase Ganesh having died a

childless widower, his only ohanoe of

spiritual benefit lay in the adoption of a son

to Ramrao. It is entirely opposed to the

letter and spirit of the Hindu law that

Ramrao should be deprived • of the spiritual

benefit which the adoption of a son would
confer on him because his undivided brother

died on the day after him. I need not

labour the argument. That, the Judicial

Committee will not extend the dootrine in

Bhoobun Moyee's case (3) by any analogy

seems clear from the very recent decision

in Bachoc; Hurkisondas v. Mankorebai (22).

(21) 6 B. 505; 3 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 792 (F. B.).

(22) 34 I. A. 107; 31 B. 373; 9 Bom. L. It. 640; 1

1

C W. N. 769; 6 C. L. J. 1; 17 M. L, J. 343; 2 M. L. T.

295 (P. C.).

In that case two Hindu brothers H. and

h. constituted a joint family, governed by

the Mitakshara haw as in force in Bombay,

and as such they held large ancestral

property. In September 1900 H. died

without male issue, but leaving his widow

pregnant. In November 1900 B. made a

Will by which, inter alia ,
he directed his

widow to adopt a son. B. died in December

1900, and the day after his death H.'s

widow gave birth to a son, Baohoo, who

became the sole owner of the joint estate.

In February 1901 the widow of B. adopted

one Nagurdas as son to her deceased

husband. It will be observed that on the

death of H. his brother B. b«oame sole

o*ner of the estate by the law of sur-

vivorship. On B.’s death his widow became

owner for a few hours, until disinherited

by the birth of Baohoo in whom the

estate vested, still by the law of sur-

vivorship, because he was already in esse

when his father died. The principal ques-

tion before their Lordships of the Privy

Council was whether the adoption made
by B 's widow after Baohoo’s birth was
valid. They held that it was valid and

that it divested Baohoo of half the estate;

or rather that Nagurdas became, by virtue

of the adoption, jointly entitled with Baohoo

to the family property. All the oases from
Musamm at Bhoobun Moyee Debia v. Ram Kishore

Acharj Choiodhry (3) downwards werequoted to

support the argument that the vesting of the

estato in Baohoo, and the fact that H. and
B. were joint in property, went to invalidate

the adoption. But their Lordships held the

matter to be concluded by the decision in

Sri Virada Pratapa Raghunada Deo v. Sri

Brozo Kishore Patta Deo (23).

It cannot be disputed that if the pre-

sent plaintiff had been naturally born as

a posthumous son of Ramrao on the 1st

September 1910, he would have become tho

sole owner of the once joint estate of

Ramrao Ganesh, and Kashibai would have
been divested thereof. Under Hindu Law a

valid adoption gives the adoptee all the avail-

able rights of a natural born son. By making
such adoption Kashibai divested no estate

but her own: and previous to the devolution
thereof on her it had not vested in any
person so as to put an end to her power of

(23)3 1. A. 154; I M. 69; 11 Mad. Jur. 188; 25 W.
U. 291; 3 Sar. P. 0. J. 683; 3 Suth. P. C. J. 263; 1 Ind,
Deo. (n. s.) 45( P. C.).
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adoption under the limitation introduced

by the Privy Council. It had vested only

in Ganesh, if succession by survivorship

can be called a vesting of estate. That

such succession did not terminate the

power of adoption is clear from the

admission made before me that Kashibai,

qua widow, could have made a valid

adoption in the lifetime of Ganesh. The

death of Ganesh could not destroy that

power since its only effect was to vest the

estate in Kashibai herself. The learned

District Judge falls into
^
an elementary

error in calling it a ‘ life-estate” and

“only a ^temporary obstacle between the

expired full estate of Ganesh and the

coming full estate of his reversioners”.

It has been pointed out repeatedly that a

widow is full owner subject to a restricted

power of alienation over immoveable pro

psrty. The learned District Judge held

that Kashibai had no power by making an

adoption “to jeopardize the estate of

Ganesh’a reversioners”. I am not sure that

I quite understand what this means, but

it has to be observed that every .valid

adoption made by a widow extinguishes a

reversionary expectancy. There is no

dictum of the Privy Council which modi-

6es the Hindu Law of adoption so far as

the adoption in the present case is con-

cerned, and if that adoption is valid

under that law the plaintiff muBt succeed.

This appeal is, therefore, allowed. The

decrees of the Courts
,

below are reversed,

and the case will be sent down for a

trial and decision on the merits. The

appellant will be given the usual refund

certificate. Other costs here and hitherto

will abide the result.

Appeal allowed
;

Case remanded . .

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Cottack Circuit,

Appeal from Original Order No. 8 of

1917.

December 7, 1917.

Present :—Mr. Justice Mullick and Mr.

Justice Atkinson.

KRUPASINDHU ROY— Appellant

versus

Mahanta BALBHADRA DAS

—

Respondent.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908J, 88. 141, 144,

0. II, r. 2—Limitation Act (IX of 1908), 8ch. I, Art.

188—Restitution, application for
,
nature of—Restoration

of possession—Application, subsequent, for mesne profits,

maintainability of—Limitation.

An application for restitution under section 144

of the Civil Procedure Code is neither a suit nor

an execution proceeding; it is a miscellaneous pro-

ceeding to -which the rules applicable to execution

proceedings do in substance apply. Section 141 of

the Civil Procedure Code does not apply to an

application for restitution, and such an application

is not, therefore, subject to the provisions of Order

IT, rule 2, of the Code. [p. 48, col. 2 ]

Article 181 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act

prescribes that the period of limitation for making

an application for restitution shall be three years

from the date when the right to apply accrued.

But the Article does not in any way control the

period during which mesne profits shall be allowed

to accumulate, and whatever the number of years

during which the opposite party has been in posses-

sion, the applicant is entitled to be compensated in

respect of the whole of that period, provided he

applies within three years of the date on which the

right to relief accrues, [p. 49, col. 2.]

On the 22nd March 1909 plaintiffs got a decree

for recovery of possession of some immoveable pro-

perty. Tn pursuance of that decree they took

possession on the 24th September 1910. The
defendant appealed against

-

that decree to the

High Court and succeeded in getting it reversed on

the 4tK June 1913. 'ihe defendant then took

possession of the property on the 4th of December
1913. On the 2nd of June 1916 the defendant

applied, under section 144 of the Civil Procedure

Code, for restitution of mesne profits hi respect of

the property for the period during which the plaint-

iffs were in possession, namely, from the 24th

September 1910 till the 4th December 1913:

Held, (l) that the defendant was not debarred

from claiming mesne profits by reason of the

provisions of Order II, rule 2, of the Civil Procedure

Code; [p. 48, col. 1.]

(2) that the right to apply having accrued to the

defendant on the date of the High Court’s judgment

viz., 4th June 1913, the application was within time

and the defendant was, therefore, entitled to mesne

profits for the whole of the period from 4thSeptem-

ber 1910 to 4th December 1913/ [p. 49, cols. 1 A 2.]

Appeal from an order of the Sub*Judge,

Cuttack, dated the 7th March 1917,
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krupasindhu hoy t*. balrra:ra das.

Mr. Suboih Chandra Ghatterjee ,
fir the

Appellant.

Messrs Sorat (Jh mdra Mu’cheijee and J.N.

Bose, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Mdilick, J.—On the 22 id March 1900,

plaintiffs got a decree for recovery of

possession «*f some immoveable property.

In pursuance of that decree they took

possession on the 2tth Septebmer 1 D 1 0.

The defendant appealed against thatdeoree

to the High Court and succeeded in getting

it reversed on the 4 h June 1914. Tne
defendant then took possession of the pro-

perty on the 4th cf December ll*13. On
the 2nd of June 19l'i the defendant

applied, under section 144 of the Civil

Procedure Code, for restitution of mesne
profits in respect of the property for the

period during which the plaintiffs were in

possession, namely, from the 24th Septem-
ber 1910 till the 4r.h December 1913.

The learned Subordinate Judge has held

that inasmuoh as the defendant in applying
for restitution of the property did not

apply for restitution of mesne profits, he
is now debarred from claiming mesne
profits by reason of the provisions of

Order II, rule 2, of the Civil Procedure
Code. His view is that when the defendant
took possession on the 4th December 1913,
he should have insisted upon his right to

restitution of mesne profits aiso and having
declined to claim that relief at that time
he is, according to the principles of o in-

structive res judicata, no longer competent
to claim it by a subsequent proceeding
under section 14 k The learned Subordinate
Judge has accordingly dismissed the defend-
ant’s application and against that order,
which is a decree under the definition of

decree contained in section 2 of the Civil
Procedure Code, the defendant prefers the
present appeal before us.

In our opinion the learned Subordinate
Judge’s order oannot be maintained. It is

conceded by the learned Vakil, who appears
on behalf of plaintiffs before us, that a
proceeding, under seotion 144 of the Civil
Procedure Code, is not a proceeding in
execution. This must clearly be so, because
the relief which the defendant claims in

the present proceeding is not a relief founded
upon any decree giving him such relhf.

It is a relief wbioh used to be granted

previous to 1859 under the inherent powers

of the Court and which in the subsequent

Civil Procedure Codes has been recognised

by express statutory provision. The Code

of l?fc2 prescribes it in section 583 and

the present Code of 1908 reproduces sub-

stantially the provisions of that seotion in

seotion 144. The proceeding in which the

relief is claimed is neither a suit nor an

execution proceeding, it 1*9 a miscellaneous

proceeding to which the rules applicable

to execution proceedings do in substance

apply. In this connection it is to be noticed

that seotion 5b3 of the Code of 18-2

contains words expressly prescribing that

the Court in proceeding to grant relief

under that section is to proceed according

to the rules prescribed for the execution

of decrees in suits. That Code nowhere
stated that the proceeding was an execution

proceeding, nor does the present Code
prescribe anything to this effect. Although
the words above referred to have been omitted

from section 14 1 of the preseut Code, the

law in this respect is still substantially

the same. Therefore the question arises

whether seotion J41 of the present Code
requires that ail the provisions of the Civil

Procedure Code and therefore also of Order
II, rule 2, should be applied to the mis-

cellaneous proceeding before us.

In ray opinion the answer is iu the

negative. It has been hold in Hari Charon
Ghosh v. Xfanmatha Nath Sen (l J, following

a decision of their Lordship* of the Privy
Council in Thnknr Prasad v. Fakir-ullah (2),

that section 1 il is not applicable to an
execution proceeding. And if it is not

applicable to an execution proceeding, 1

fa.l to see why it should be made appli-

cable to a proceeding which is only of the
nature of an execution proceeding.

The learned Vakil for the respondents
has strenuously contended that though the
proceeding is miscellaneous it is in the
nature of an original suit. In my opinion
this argument, fails, for a suit must always
be based on a cause of action. Here the
defendant petitioner has no cause of action
on which he can claim relief from the
plaintiff*. If it is urged I hat the cause
of action is a trespass, then the reply is

(1 ) Ml fuel. Cas.fisR; 41 C 1; 18 C \V. N 343.
(2* 17 A 10 ; f> M. L. J. 2 1 I. A. 44; 6 Sar. P. C

J. 52ii; S lud. Dec. in. s ) 393.
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that the plaintiffs were put in possession

by a deoree of Court and were not tres*

passers. Nor does the deoree of the

Appellate Court per se constitute a cause

of action. In my opinion the defendant

had no cause of action on which he could

have based a suit against the plaintiffs,

even if the law had not expressly forbidden

him to proceed by suit. His only remedy
was to apply to the Court to proceed

against the plaintiffs in exercise of its special

powers, Therefore the rule applicable to

several reliefs arising out of the same
cause of action cannot be applied here.

Finally, even if we were to accede to the

learned Vakil’s argument that this proceed-

ing is a suit, in my opinion the olaiin for

mesne profits cannot be said to arise

from the same cause of action as a claim

for recovery cf possession and, therefore,

Order II, rule 2, is no bar.

We are fortified in the view we take by
Somasundaram Pillai v. Chohkalinga Pillai

(3). In that case their Lordships of the
Madras High Court, following a previous

deoision of their own, expressly held that

Order II, rule 2, of the present Civil

Procedure Code does not cover restitution

applications.

Therefore, the result is that tfceleirned

Subordinate Judge’s order holding that the

defendant’s application was barred by reason

of Order II, rule 2, must be set aside.

The learned Vakil for the respondents

has taken another ground before us, namely,

limitation. The learned Subordinate Judge
has not gone into this point, but as it

has been taken by the learned Vakil and
argued, we will proceed to give our deci-

sion on it, whioh will be binding on the

parties.

The learned Vakil contends that the

Article applicable to this case is Article 181
of the Limitation Act of 1908, Schedule 1, and
that as the defendant made his application

for restitution on the 2nd June 1916,
be can only obtain as memo profits that
amount whioh . became due within three
years from that date. In that case* the
defendant would be entitled only to me9ne
profits from the 3rd June 1913 to the
4th December 1913. Now Article 181,
which is admittedly the Article applicable

(3) 38 led, Ca«. 806; 40 M. 780; 6 L, W, 267.

4

to the present proceeding, prescribes that

the period of limitation for making an

application for restitution shall be three

years from the date when the right to

apply accrued. Here the right to apply

accrued on the date of the High Court

judgment, namely, 4th June 1913, and

the applioition for restitution, having been

made on the 2nd June 1916, was within three

years of that date and, therefore, was within

time. JBnt Article 181 does notin anyway
control the period during whioh the mesne
profits shall be allowed to accumulate and
whatever the number of years during whioh

the plaintiffs were in possession, the defend-

ant was entitled to be compensated in

respeot of the whole of that period provid-

ed he applied within three years of the

date on whioh the right to relief

accrued. Here the defendant will be en-

titled to such mesne profits as the Subor-

dinate Judge may find to be due for the

period from the 4th September 1910 to

the 4th December 19 3. The result is

that the case will go back to the learned

Subordinate Judge in order that it may
be decided according to law. The appeal is

allowed with costs.

Atkinson, J.

—

I agree.

Appeal allowed .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Letters Patent Appeals Nos, 68, 69 and 70

of 1914.

August 28, 1917.

Present :—Justice Sir Asufcosh Mookerjee,

Kt., and Mr. Justice Walmsley.
BIPRADAS PAL CHOUDHURY

AND ON BIS DEATH HIS HEIRS AND LEGAL
representatives, MANMATHA NATH
PAL CHOWDHURI and others

—

Defendants—Appellants in all

versus

In No. 68 of 1914
MONORAMA DEBI widow of BRAJENDRA
NATH SEN

—

Plaintiff—Respondent.
In No. 69 of 1914

CHARU CHANDRA MDKHOPADHYAYA
—Plaintiff—Respondent.

In No. 70 of 1914

GO BIND A LAL MUKHERJEE and others

—Plaintiffs Nos. 2,3 and 4

—

Respondents.
Evidence,

admissibility of—Parganah Registers
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Knnonqo Registers, General and Mouzawan
_

Re
JJ*

ters under Bengal Land Registration Act All of >8<b)

-lhak map
,
probative value of -Omission of entries oj

Lakheraj, effect of— Bengal Tenancy Act (Mil B. L. of

J88&), s. K>3 A-- Presumption, rebuttal of— Long posses-

sion without payment of rent, presumption arising from.

Whore in ike Record of Rights an entry was

made in respect of a land that no rent was actually

paM tor it but that the occupant was not entitled

to IHd without payment of rent:

Held, that proof of long possession free from pay-

ment of rent was sufficient to rebut the presumption

arising under section 103A of the Bengal Tenancy

Act that (he land was liable to be assessed to rent. Lp.

64, col. I.]
,

. , .

Held, also, that the more fact that the land in

question, which did not exceed 60 bighas in area, was

uot shown as Lakheraj in the Parganah Registei,

prepared under sections l and 3 of Bengal Regulation

VI 1 1 of 1800, or in the Kanongo Register or account

k°pt. under the provisions of Bengal Regulation I of

1819, read with section 7 of Bengal Regulation V of

1816, or in the General and Mou/.awari Register kopf

under tho Bengal Land Registration Act or in the

Thak maps and statements of (852, was not sufficient

to prove that the land was tho mnl land of the Zennn-

dari and as such liable to bo assessed to rent. [p. o3

col. 2 ]

Appeals against the deorees of Mr. Justice

Teunon, dated the 1st of June 1911, in

Appeals from Appellate Deorees Nos. 620, 622

and 722 of 1912, reversing those of the Dis-

trict Judge of Nadia, dated the 29th of

March 1911.

FACTS of the oase appear from the follow-

ing judgment of

Teonon, J.—These four appeals arise out

of proceedings under section 106 of the

Bengal Tenanoy Act.

It appears that on the 2nd October

1S99 the defendant-respondent, Mr. Bipra-

das Pal Ohowdhuri, beoame the purchaser

of a Patni Taluq comprising the 33

mouzas of Taraf Santipur, a permanently

settled estate bearing No. 474 on the

Revenue Roll of the Nadia Oolluotorate.

The purchase was made at a sale held

under the provisions of the Bengal Tenanoy

Act for arrears of rent and after the

purohase proceedings were taken under

Chapter X of that Act. In respect of the

mouzas with whioh we are now concerned,

the Record of Rights was finally published

on the 19th April 1909.

In this reoord the entry in respeot of

the lands in question is that no rent is

actually paid but that the occupants, i,e.
t

the plaintiffs-appellants, are not entitled to

bold without payment of rent.

The plaintiffs thereupon instituted these

several suits under section 106 of the Act

to have it declared that the lands in

question are their rent free Brahmattar

and that the entries in so far as they

state that the lands are liable to. be

assessed to rent, are incorrect
.

The decision

of the Settlement Officer in their favour has

been reversed on appeal by the Special Judge

and the plaintiffs now appeal to this Court.

In each suit the case of the plaintiffs

was that the lands in question had been

granted to their predeoessorin-tille by

Maharaja Krishna Chandra Roy of Nadia

to he held exempt from the payment of

revenue, that the grant, being non Badshahi

grant in each case of a date prior to

the )2ch of August 1765, had been duly

registered in the manner provided
_

in

sections 22 to 25 of Regulation AlX of

1793, and that from the dates of the

grants they and their predecessors had been

in continuous possession without payment, of

rent or revenue and that the lands in question

were therefore no part of the vial assests of

the zemindar

i

and so did not appertain to the

Patni purchased by the defendant.

It may be here observed that owing to

the recusancy of the Maharaja of Nadia,

Taraf Santipur was not permanently settled

until the year 1207/1799 or 1800, when

it was settled with Maharaja Tej Chandra

Roy Bahadur of Burdwan, who created the

Patni tomiro in or about 1214/1807.

From the Periodical Register or tho

draft thereof prepared apparently in the year

1202/1795 to 1796 under section 29 of

Regulation XIX of 1793, and spoken of

in these proceedings as the Taidad

Register”, the plaintiffs have in each case

produced the extracts referring to the grant

on which they rely.

In Appeal No. 6-0, whioh relates to plot

No. 234 of the Survey and Settlement

Papers of monza Malipota measuring 1

bigha, 12 cottahs
,

1 chittack the entry or

Taidad No. is 7248, being the record of

a grant of 2 bighas "Bastu” iu Malipota

and of 50 bighas in 3 other villages.

In Appeal No. 621, in which we are concern-

ed with plot No. 2/464 of the Reoord of

Rights, measuring 1 bigha t 3 ccttahs
,

9

chittacks
t
the Taided No. is 318, being

tho entry of a grant of 5 bighas
, 5 ccttahs

in Malipota and of 4 bighas
,

18 cottahs

in an adjoining village Satpukhuria,
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In Appeal No. 622, the area in question,

13 cottahs ,
5 chittacks ,

has been shown in

the Record of Rights of Malipota as plot

No. 228/451 and the Taidad relied on is

No. 5932, which purports to comprise 150

bighas, 16 cuttahs in five (5) villages, 28

bighas, 16 cottahs being in Malipota.

Appeal No. 722 relates to plot No. 310 of

the Record of Rights of mouza Pumulia,

a village adjoining Malipota on the south,

and the Taidad is No 2247, the entry of

a grant comprising 35 bighas in Pumulia,

18 bighas in Malipota, and 34 bighas in

two other villages.

The learned District Judge has found

that the plaintiffs have failed to identify

the lands in suit with the lands comprised

in the Taidads on which they rely, and

that they have also failed to show a

continuous line of descent (by inheritance or

purchase) from the original grantees of

the sanads and that they have therefore

failed to rebut the presumption arising

* against them under section 103B (3) of

the Bengal Tenancy Act.

He has further found that inasmuch

as the lands or tenures in question are

not shown as Lakheraj in (1) the Perganah
Register prepared under sections 2 and

3 of Regulation VIII of 1800, (2) the

Kanungo Register or aooount kept under

the provisions of Regulation I of 1819

read with section 7 of Regulation V of

1816, (3) the General and Mouzawar
Register kept under the Land Registration

Act (Bengal Act VII of 1876) and (4) the

Thak maps and statements of the mouzas

.in question, which have been produced by

the defendant, the defendant has succeeded

in showing affirmatively that the lands in

suit are the mat lands of the zemivdari

and of the defendants’ Patni.

The contentions of the appellants then

a<re (1) that the District Judge has

wholly misconceived the probative effect

or value of the registers and maps to which he

refers, and (2) that he has wholly overlooked

the presumption arising from long and un-

interrupted possession.

We may consider the several registers

one by one.

For translations of extracts from Part

II of the Parganah Register I have

been referred by the parties to pages

hi

25 to 28 of the paper book in Second

AppealsNos. 1717 and 1719— 21 of 1909.

No doubt the intention of Regulation

VIII of 1800 (vide Section 2) was that the

Perganah Register should be exhaustive

in both its parts (Malguzari and Lakheraj).

But the preamble and also sections 18

and 19 of the Regulation show

plainly that the provisions of Regulation

XIX of 1793, and of the corresponding

Regulation XXXVII of 1793, applicable

to Badshahi grants had not been duly

observed, and that the preparation of the

Periodical Registers therein prescribed was

in arrears. There is no reason to suppose

that the work of preparing the Perganah

Register which was to supersede the

Periodical Register was more punctiliously

carried out, and that the Perganah Registers

were in fact incomplete is recognised in

the Land Registration Aot of 1876, see,

for instance, the preamble and section 20.

Moreover, the 4th clause, of section 3 of

Regulation VIII of 1800 provides that

the entries in the Register or Registers

prepared under sections 29 and 30 of

Regulation XIX of 1793 or the essential

portions of such entries should be repeated

in the Perganah Register. The Register

itself shows that this was not done, and

the only entries in the Lakheraj part

appear to be entries of land released as

valid Lakheraj as the result of resump-

tion proceedings taken at the instance of

Government in or about the years 1840

—

1843; of the omission of other “Taidads”,

for instance, the Taidad relied on in the

present proceedings, we have no explanation

and there is no suggestion in the

evidence that any proceedings to have

these Taidads declared invalid or for the

resumption of the lands comprised therein

were at any time taken either by Govern-

ment, the Zemindar, or the Patnidar.

It follows that the Lakheraj portion of

the Perganah Register was never duly

prepared, and that the omission from it

of the lands or tenures now in question is

of no evidentiary value.

The next Register is the so-oalled

Kanongo Register, apparently of the year

1825/1232, and for a translation of this

Register I have been referred to the same

paper-book, pages 4 to 18. By Regu-

lation V of 1816, applicable to the
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District of Cuttack, and some portion of tho

District of Hidjli, Kanongoes were to be

appointed in every Perganah and by the

2nd olau^e of section 7, the Kanongoes

were required to keep an account of all

lands held under rent f- ee tenures, and to

rep rt to the Collector all escheats of such

lands to Government.”

By Regulation I of 1819 the provisions of

Regulation V of 1810 were extended to the

Province of Bengal in general, and it would

seem that under this Regulation a Kanongo
wa> appointed for Perganah Taraf Santi-

pur or for the whole district of Nadia,

but as to the manner in which he per-

formed the duties laid upon him by the

2nd clause of seotion 7 of Regulation V we
have no information, it is by no means
clear that the word ‘account” implies a

register or that the section requires tho

Kanongo to prepare and maintain a

oomplete register of rent-free tenures.

The appointment was intended primarily

to facilitate the collection of the public

revenue and in the case of lands held

rent or revenue free not exceeding 100
highas in area (vide Regulation XtX of

1793, section 6) the revenue could be bene-

fited only when from failure of heirs or

otherwise the tenures escboated or were
forfeited to Government. It was snllicient

then that the Kanongo should report any
such occurrence. To enable him to do
this, copies of the register kept at Head-
quarters would be more appropriate than
an independent register. Moreover, the
oolumn in tho Kanongo’s “account” or
register headed ’name of Lakherajdar as
entered in the Sherista of the Zemindar”,
though this column appears to be blank,
possibly suggests that he took notice only
of such tenures as the Zemindar had
chosen or been induced formally to recog-
nise. It is iu any case quite clear that
from his “register” or ‘‘account” he omit-
ted the great bulk of the grants registered in
the Periodical or Taidad Register, and in the
absence of any evidence of resumption
proceedings, whether from records or from
the Intermediate Registers prepared, if

they wore prepared, under Regulation XIX
of 1793, section 33, or Regulation VlU
of 1800, section 5, these omissions remain
unexplained. In this state of things it

appears clear that tho omission of the

ti$i8

lauds or tenures in question from the

Kanongo’s account is also of no value to the

defendant.

We have next the registers of revenue-

free lands maintained under Bengal Act

VII of 1 fc 76, and with regard to these

registers it is. sufficient to say that the

District. Judge has wholly misapprehended

the provisions of sections 10, 33 and 89

of the said Act. It is not suggested

that the grants or tenures in question have

ever been up to now the subject of judicial

proceedings or of any report to the Board

of Revenue nr declared valid by competent

authority. Obviously, therefore, they could

not f'«nd a place in the register of revenue-

free lands and their omission, therefore, is

of no significance.

We then come to the Thak map of 1852
and the statements endorsed thereon.

In this connection l have been referred

to the “Thakbusf and Khasreh Rules”, issued

by the Board of Revenue to Commissioners
with their Miscellaneous No. 829 of 8th

October 1850 and reproduced in Appendix
X to James Henry Young’s Revenue Hand-
book published in the year 1855 and ajso

reproduced in part in Appendix B at page
8 1 of Captain Hirst’s Notes on the “Old
Revenue Surveys of Bengal.” The 10th
Rule (vide Young’s Handbook) requires

that in future the Thakbust is to embrace
not merely the village boundaries but also

the demarcation of the boundaries of eaoh
independent Mahal in tho village. Rule 11

then provides that the independent Mahals
• entitled to distinct ontry outlie Thakbust
map are infer alia 4th, confirmed Lakheraj
tenures, i.e

,
tenures confirmed on trial and

tenures not subjected to trial, the title

being considered good” and “6th, Blooks
of land relinquished under the orders
not to assess holdings under 50 biyhas.”

it may be boro observed that except in

Appeal No. 622, tho Taidads or grants relied

on comprise each an area not exceeding
100 bighas

,
and that in each case the area

within Malipota (or Pomulia) is less than
50 biyhas. Under the Regulations (vide sec-
tion^ 6, 7, 10 and 11 of Regulation XIX
of i 7 93 and sections 3 and 30 of Regu-
lation 1 1 of 1819), the right to resume and
recover the revenue assessod on grants not
exceeding 100 biyhas was with the Zemindar
(or Putnidar) and not with Government.
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Moreover, the orders of Government, dated

26th January and 28th April 1:41 (vide

Young’s Handbook, page 67), directing

the "^isoontinuance of resumption proceed-

ings in the case of grants of less than 50

bighas
,
extended also to grants exceeding

in the aggregate 50 bighas, but made op of

parcels of land each of which was less than

50 bighas.

It was never intended that the Thak-

bust authorities should enter into questions

between Zemindars and tenants, and Govern-

ment could not impose upon Zamindars its

opinion as to title or its orders as to grants

of small areas.

It is then important to observe how

rule 11 of the *Thakbust Rales was under*

stood and acted upon by the Thak bust

Officers. From the Thak statement we

find <hat a number of questions were put

to the agents of the Zemindars and Putni-

dars, and of these the. 2nd runs thas :•

—

‘To which Perganah does the above-men-

tioned village appertain Besides these

(a) are there within these boundaries (i e.,

the village boundaries) any Bajyapti (i.e.
t

resumed) lands either char or Lakheraj

which have not been included in (any)

Toozi up to this date, or < b 1 are there

any lands of the above description (i e. t

char or Lakheraj) which have been released

from the claim of G>vernment for rent

(revenue) or (c) i9 there any Lakheraj land

in the village which has been exempted

from the payment of Government revenue

and the time of resumption and settlement

because it is less than 50 bighas
,

if there

be any what is the number of the suit,

and date and year -of the decree; (d ) be-

sides these within these boundar es are

there* any Lakheraj lands covered by a

sanad and measuring more than 100 bighas

against which no claim by Government has

been preferred up to this date

Of this question or series of questions

the portion which I have marked (a ) refers

tff the 3rd class of rule 11, ie. t
resumed

tenures; the 2nd marked (b), to the tenures

confirmed on trial in the 4th class; the

3rd marked (c) ! to the 6th class, i.e., blocks

of land relinquished under the orders not

to assess holdings under 50 bighas and the

4th marked (d), apparently to the tenures

in the olass ‘*not subjected to trial, the

title being considered good.'

”

It will be observed that Id each case the

question refeis to Government demands and

to lands which had been or (in the case

of the 4th) might appropriately have been

the subject of litigation with Government.

Moreover, where area is considered, the

question is as to the area within the vil-

lage. In the result in the map of Malipota,

a plot of land measuring 8 bighas
, 8 cottahs

released in Suit No. 447 by the order of the

special (i.e. t
resumption) Deputy Collector,

dated 2L,h December 18 10, was measured

as Lakheraj and delineated in Cbak No. 1,

and as to the rest the Zemindar’s or

Patnidar’s amla said, as they might be ex-

pected to say, that there was no other

Lakhera j
in the village. No reference was

made to the Taidad Register, though there

is no suggestion in the evidenoe that lands

comprised in the Taidads had been at any

time resumed, and the representatives of the

original grantees were not treated as con-

cerned or caHed upon to sign the Thak-

bust (vide xaile 24) or state their objec-

tions. In other words, any lands held as

Lakheraj or rent-free which the Zemindar

might possibly seek to resume, even those

shown in the Kanungo’s * account”, were in-

cluded within the limits of the estate.

It follows that in the determination of

the questions arising in these present pro-

ceedings the omission from the Thakb r st

maps of any indication of Lakheraj lands

(other than lands which had been the

subject of litigation) is also of no evidentiary

vilue.

It follows that the District Judge’s

finding that the defendant ha9 succeeded

in proving affirmatively that the lands in

question are the mal lands of his Patni is

based on no evidence.

The defendant is then left with the

presumption arising in his favour from

seorion 103 B t3) of the Bengal Tenancy
Act and the fact that the lands are within

the ambit of his Patni and of the superior

estate.

The 2nd question that arises in these

appeals then is whether the plaintiffs have

succeeded in rebutting the presumption

created by section 103 B of the Bdngal

Teoanoy Act.

The learned District Judge has _found

that the plaintiffs have failed to show that

the lands in question are comprised yyithin
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the several grants or Taidads on which the

plaintiffs rely. He has also found that

they have also failed to trace their descent

or suooession-in- interest from the orignal

donees. But being apparently under the

impression that a Lakheraj title could be

established only by production and proof

of a grant or title-deed, he has omitted to

consider or discuss the evidence of possession

and come to any finding as to the duration

in eaoh case of the possession of the

plaintiffs free from payment of rent. To
avoid the necessity of a remand, with the

assent of the parties, I, therefore, decided to

proceed under seotion 103 of the Code of

Civil Procedure, and to determine in this

Court the necessary issue of faot. For this

purpose the whole evidence as to pos-

session in eaoh case has been placed be-

fore me.

In Appeal No. 6‘20 two witnesses, one a

man of 53 and one a man of 82, were examin-

ed, though in a very cursory manner, for the

plaintiffs. From their evidence it appears

that the plaintiff and her father before her

have been in possession at lea9t from 1891,

when the plot was purchased in the name
of one Pramanik as the Brahmattar pro-

perty of certain Mnkherjees. Moreover the

witnesses prove that the homestead plot in

question is known as “Lakhi Kanta’s home-
stead” and the Taidad (7248) shows the

2 btghas in Malipota as “Bastu” anu one
Lakhi Kanta Banerjee as the person in

possession at the time (1790-92) when the
grant was registered (1795 96).

In Appeal No. 621 the only oral evi-

dence is that of a youngman of 24. Two
kabuliyats produced refer to a different

and not adjoining village named Fulia. In
the deed of sale exhibited, the year 1227
in words and figures has been obviously
altered from 1225, yet the stamped paper
on which the document is written was sold
in 1820 (=1227). Moreover, the first 3
lines are in one ink; the remainder in a
different ink; the original 1225 is in the
first ink; the altered “seven” and “7”

i n
the latter ink. Clearly this dooument is a
forgery.

In Appeal No. 622 we have 3 witnesses,
namely, Dinanath Mukherjee aged 52, Moti
Lai Roy aged 75, and Panohu Chamar, a
man of 30. All these witnesses speak of
the possession by the plaintiff and his

ancestors of this Lakheraj homestead for

the period to which the memory of eaoh

witness extends, in the case of Moti Lai

Roy, 50 years. Moreover, the 1st two wit-

nesses prove the desoent of the plaintiff

from Bhabasankar, one of the persons named

in the Taidad (5932) as in possession when

the grant was registered. In this case

therefore the observation of the District

.Tudge that “there i9 a total absence of

evidence to establish the complete chain

from the donees to the present holders”

is wholly erroneous.

In Appeal No. 722 Dinanath Mukherjee, 52

years of age, and one of the plaintiffs

Gobinda Lai Mukherjee, a man of 41, have

been examined. The plaintiff produces a

sale certificate (Exhibit I), by whioh in

1835 his grandfather Badan Chandra pur-

ohased in execution of a decree against

one Ram Prasad Bhattaoharjee (the original

grantee in Taidad 2247 being Ram Kanai

Tarkabagis, z.e., Bhattaoharjee). He next

produces a sub-lease of the year 127 y/ 1 872

(Exhibit 2), identifies the garden or orohard

now in question with the Lakheraj garden

referred to in the sale- certificate and in

the sub-lease, and says that it ha9 been in

the hands of his family from the year 1S35
to the present day. In these statements

ho is corroborated by the witness Dinanath

Mukherjee who speaks of a period of 40

years

In none of the appeals has the defendant

adduoed any oral evidence.

On the evidence thus reviewed, I find that

the plaintiffs have succeeded in proving

possession free from payment of rent, in

Appeal No. 722 from the year 1835, in Appeal
No. 622 for a period of 50 years before suit,

and in Appeal No. 620 from the year lb91.

In Appeal No. 621 no evidence of possession

for any definite period has been given, and
in this appeal, therefore, it cannot be said

that the presumption arising under seotion

103B of the Bengal Tonanoy Act has been
rebutted. In the other appeals the proved
possession free from payment of rent is in

my opinion sufficient to rebut the presump-
tion arising from the second portion of the
entry in the Record of Rights to the effect

that the lands are liable to be assessed to

rent.

It is then for the defendant to give
evidence that the lands in question were
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at one time mal, As pointed out in the

ease of Hurryhur Mookhopadhya v. *adub

Ohunder Baboo (1), he may do this by

proving by documentary or other evidence

that the lands in question formed part of

the mal assets of the estate at the Decennia

Settlement or at the time when the estate

was permanently settled (in this case 1800)

or by proving payment of rent at some

time since that date. By the production

of registers and Thak maps disoussed in

the first part of the judgment, he has

attempted to prove that the lands in ques-

tion were in 1799-1800 part of the mal

assets of the estate. In this attempt, in

my opinion, he has failed. He has made

no attempt to prove payment of rent at

any time. It is said that he could make

no such attempt because he is an auction-

purchaser. But he has examined no one

to explain his difficulties, if any, or even

to tell us who the defaulting Patnidars

or their predeoessors-in-interest were. Prom

the written statements in faot it would

Beem that the defendant accepted the posi-

tion that owing to the laches of the pre-

vious Patnidars rents in respect of the lands

in suit had never been realised. In any

case from the positive evidence that the

lands in /question are and have been held

free from payment of rent, and the failure

on the part of the defendant to make any

attempt to prove payment of rent at any

time, we may safely conclude that in res-

pect of the lands in question in the 3 appeals

with which I am now dealing no rent

has ever been paid either to Zemindar or

Patnidar.
.

I, therefore, hold that the lands in suit in

Appeals Nos. 620, 622 and 722 are Lakheraj

and no part of the mal assets of the Zemindar

or of the defendant’s Patni.

I have lastly to notice an objection taken

by the respondent in Appeal No. 722. It

appears that the appeal was filed within

time on the 10th July 1911. On the 1st

March 1912 the officer of the Court re-

ported that the Court- fee paid was in-

sufficient, and thereupon, for payment of

the deficit, on the 13th day of March 2

days* time was allowed. The deficit was

in 'fact not paid till the 16th, that is one day

(1) 14 M. I. A. 152; 8 B. L. R. 566; 20 W. C. 459;

? Suth. P. C, J. 484; 2 Sar. P. O, J. 713; 20 E. R. 743.

too late. It is, therefore, contended that

the appeal is barred by limitation, but it

is open to the Court to enlarge the period

and accordingly granting the necessary ex-

tension, I accept the payment of the 16th

March 1912 as within time.

In the result Appeal No. 621 is dis-

missed with oosts. In Appeals Nos. 620,

622 and 722 the plaintiffs will have in

each oase a declaration that the lands

in suit are rent-free Brahmattar and that

the entry to the contrary in the Record of

Rights is inoorreot. These appeals are ac-

cordingly decreed with oosts.

Babus Mahendra Nath Bay and Amarendra

Nath Bose ,
for the Appellants.

Babu Bupendra Kumar Milter,
for the

Respondents.
JUDGMENT.—We see no reason to diner

from Mr. Justice Teunon in the view that'

he has taken of the rights of the parties in

these oases. The appeals are, therefore, dis-

missed with oosts.

Appeals dismissed.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Original Decree No. 38

of 1916.

July 9, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Roe and Mr. Justice

Coutts.

Rani KESHOBATI KUMARI—
Defendant No. 1—Appellant

versus

Kumar SATYA NARAYAN SINHA—
Plaintiff and GAJADHAR SINGH and

another— Defendants Nos. 2 and 3

—Respondents.

Hindu Law- -Adoption by widow—Agreement

between adoptive mother and natural parents of adopt-

ed child
,
whether binding on minor—Minor, benefit of.

A minor c&n only act through a guardian, and

contracts entered into by a guardian on behalf of the

minor are binding on the minor, provided they have

been properly entered into and are for his benefit.

[p. S8, col. 2.3 . ,

Where a Hindu widow adopts a minor son to her

deceased husband and an agreement is entered into

between her and the parents of the adopted child

acting on the latter’s behalf, whereby a life-interest

in the estate of her deceased husband is reserved to

the widow the agreement is binding on the minor,

nrovided at the time it was entered into it was a

fair and reasonable agreement which to any reasop.

s
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"»b!c man would have appeared for the benefit of the

minor, [p. 59, col. 1.1

Appeal from a decision of the Subordi-

nate Judge, Bhagalpur, dated the 6th

October 19] 5.

Messrs. Pugh
, S. A7* Snhay , Naresh Chandra

Sinha
,
Dwarhanath Chackerhatty and Rajendra

Prasad, for the Appellants.

Messrs. Hasan Imam
, $. P. Sen, Surat

Chandra Mukherjee, Surendra Mohan Das, Oafish

Chandra Rai
, Raribhuskan Mnkherji and Ij. IC,

Jha, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Coutts, J.—This was a suit brought by

the guardian of a minor Kumar Satya

Narain Singh for a declaration that he in

the adopted son of Udit Narain Singh,

called by courtesy Raja, the last male

holder of a large estato about GOO -square

miles in area known as the Handwa
Estate, and for immediate possession of

the property. The suit was brought against

the Raja’s widow Rani Keshobati Jvumari,

who olaims a life-interest in the property

and who has been in possession since the

Raja’s death.

This extract from the genealogy of the

family is necessary to show the relation-

ship of the parties:

—

f 7“
Raja Porandnr Singh,

Girdhari Singh
fdierl childless

in father’s lifetime'.

Tejan Singh alias Kesar Singh,

!____

i

Raja Jhahan Singh,

Raja Ma< ho Singh,

i

Raja Udit Narain Singh.

Died on 10th April 1896
leaving his widow the defendant

Keshobati.

r

r

(iobind Singh. Ralbhadoor Singh,

f
Ram Charan Singh, (I urn Charan Singh,

Gnjadhar, defendant.

r
TTari Prasad Singh

(Plaintiff).

Moti Singh,

'

l
Mnhaprasnd Singh (alive)

1
Biswa Nath Singh.

The material facts of the ca6e are
shortly a9 follows

:

Raja Udit Narain Singh executed a Will
on the 7th April 189G and died threo
days later. Shortly after his death Ram
Charan Singh, father of the defendant
No. 2 and head of what is known as the
Barkope branch of the family, claimed the
succession and on the 23rd April 1S97
he filed a suit in which he attacked the
Will of the Raja as not genuine and
claimed the property as the eldest male
member of the family, asserting that as
the family was governed by the Mithila
Law, the Rani had no right to succeed.
About a year after the suit had been
instituted, a compromise was arranged be-

tween the parties. Under the Will of the
Raja his widow had been given the power
of adoption and also a certain interest in
the property had been reserved to her.
It will bo neoessary to discuss later what
this interest was, but in order to effeofc
the compromise it was arranged that the
widow should adopt the plaintiff, the
grandson of Ram Charan’s younger brother
Guru Charan who was then dead

; anc. it
was further arranged that the Rani was
to retain a life-interest, in the property,
1 he contest in regard to the genuineness
of the Will was dropped and the Rani
took out Probate.

On the 8th March 1$9S the plaintiff
was actually adopted and the two deeds were
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drawn up embodying the agreement. To one

of these deeds Ram Cbaran Singh, the Rani,

the plaintiff’s father Hari Prasad, Maha

Prasad, the only surviving brother of Ram
CharaD, and Biswa Nath Singh, the brother

of Hari Prasad were parties. The parties

to the other deed were the plaintiff’s

father and mother, Ram Charan and the

Rani. In December 1900 the settlement

proceedings, which had been going on for

some time in the Handwa Estate, were

completed, and, after consideration of the

Will and the agreement which had been

entered into,, Mr. McPherson, the Settle-

ment Officer, recorded the Rani as pro-

prietor. Meanwhile the management of

the estate was unsatisfactory, several

managers and Receivers were appointed and

dismissed by the Rani, and finally in 1 909

the Court of Wards took charge. They

were only in charge for a short time, how-

ever, and in 1910 the estate was released.

After this there were disputes between the

Rani and the plaintiff and an attempt

was made to settle these by giving the

management to the plaintiff. This arrange-

ment, however, was not a success
;

the

disputes went on and this efiit was

eventually brought in 1912 on behalf of,

the plaintiff, who was then a minor, by his

guardian.

In the plaint he alleged that by his

adoption he had become vested with all

the rights of a son born of Raja Udit

Narain Singh, that he was entitled to

immediate possession and was not bound

by the agreement of the Sfch March 1898.

He also alleged that the tenure was a

Ghatwali tenure and that he as the

adopted son took the property in his own
right. There was an allegation that even

if the Rani had a life interest in the

estate, she was liable to be removed for

waste and mismanagement. The suit was

contested by the Rani, who pleaded that

she had been recorded as proprietor in the

Record of Rights
;

that the suit was not

maintainable ; that under the terras of

the Will she had a life interest, and that

even apart from the Will under the agree-

ment of the 8th March 1898 she was

entitled to a life- interest. She also con-

tended that the plaintiff had no right as

an adopted son, as the adoption was * not

yalid. In regard to the ol%im GhatwaJ

she contended that if the tenure were a

Gbatwali tenure, the property had been vested

in her as a Gbatwal on the death of her hus-

band and that having become possessed of the

property in that right she could not be

ousted by the plaintiff. The suit went to

trial on the following issues :

—

1. Does the plaint disclose any cause

of action and is the suit maintainable ?

2. Is the suit barred under the special

law of limitation provided in Regulation III

of 1872?
3. Is it open to the defendant No 1 to

plead that she adopted the plaintiff without

power from her husband and is she estopped

by her aot9 and oonduot from denying that

the plaintiff i^ the duly adopted son of Raja

Udit Narain Singh ?

4. If the defendant No. I be not estopped

as above, is the plaintiff’s adoption by her

invalid on the ground of want of authority

from her husband ?

5. Wa9 Udit Narain Singh competent to

dispose of or to give any valid directions to

the future management of the Ghatwali pro-

perties, mentioned as properties Nos. 1, 2

and 3 of the Schedule A annexed to the

plaint, by his Will ?

6. What are the respective rights of the

plaintiff and the defendant No. 1 in the pro-

perty in suit upon a true construction of the

Will of Udit Narain Singh, dated the 7th

April 1896 ?

7. Whether the plaintiff's succession to

the aforesaid Ghatwali properties immedi-

ately on his adoption could be defeated by

an agreement between his natural father and
mother and defendant No. i?

8. Are the agreements dated the 8th

March 189 5 binding on the plaintiff, in,so far

. as they purport to curtail his rights in any
of the properties in suit?

9. Was the defendant No. 1 divested of

all right to possession of the estate of her

deceased husband either as a Hindu widow
or as a legatee under her hasband’s Will im-

mediately upon the adoption of the plaintiff

by the said defendant No. 1, Ram Keshobati

Kumari ?

10. What are the properties, moveable

and immoveable, belonging to the estate left

by the said U lit Narain Singh, iuolnding sub-

sequent acquisitions P

11. Is the defendant No. 1 wasting and

iqismanaging the said estate ;
if so, whether
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such wasting and mismanaging are sufficient

in law to render her liable to removal from

its management even if the plaintiff s right be

subject to her life interest in it?

12. Is the defendant No. 1 liable to render

accounts to the plaintiff of her management of

the said estate from the 8th March 1 S98 ?

What sum of money, if any, is due by the

defendant No. 1, or any of the defendants

upon the taking of suoh accounts r

13. Ia the plaintiff entitled to a decree for

possession of the said estate by ousting the

defendant No. 1 ?

14. Is the plaintiff entitled to the appoint-

ment of a Receiver or to a permanent injunc-

tion as prayed for by him ?

15. To what relief or reliefs, if any, is the

plaintiff entitled P

The learned Subordinate Judge has found

all the issues in favour of the plaintiff and has

decreed the suit. The Rxni Ins appealed.

0A8E8. [1918

the term of her natural life in suoh manner

and exeroise such powers over the same

as the Benares School of the Hindu Law
entitled a Hindu widow in the possession

of her husband’s moveable property to do...

That during the lifetime of the said

Srimati Rani Keshobati Koeri the said

Babu Dwarka Nath Singh shall not, nor

shall his male issue, have any sort of

title or interest in the estate of the said

Raja Udit Narain Singh, except a vested

interest in the remainder subject to a life-

es‘ate therein of the said Srimati Rani

Keshobati Koeri,”

I may note here that the name of the

plaintiff before adoption was Dwarka Nath

Singh. By this agreement then the Rani

was given a life-interest in the pro-

perty. The question is whether the agree-

ment is binding on the plaintiff. It was

entered into on behalf of the plaintiff,

The first point argued before us is that

under the agreement of the Sth March 1898

the Rani was given a life-interest in the property

and that the plaintiff is not entitled to resile

from that agreement. The portions of the

agreement which relate to the matter of life-

interest are as follows :
—

“And whereas the said Srimati Rani

Keshobati Koeri has applied to the parties

hereto of the first party to give her their

said 4*on Babu Dwarka Nath Singh to be

adopted by her in the dattaka form as

a son unto the said Raja Udit Narain

Singh and herself, but on condition that

she the said Srimati Rani Keshobati Koeri

shall remain in the possession of the

whole of the said property, moveable and
immoveable, with all their appurtenances

of which the said Raja Udit Narain Singh
died possessed as aforesaid and enjoy the

rents, issues and profits thereof during the

term of her natural life in accordance with
the true meaning of the said Will, where-
by as the said parties hereto of the first

and seoond parts believe and admit the
said Raja Udit Narain Singh intended to

give her suoh life-estate, but whether he
so intended or not the said Srimati Rani
Keshobati Koeri shall in any case be
entitled to remain in possession and to

enjoy the rents, issues and profits of the
said immoveable property during the term
of her natural life she shall remain in

possession and enjoyment thereof during

who was then an infant, by his father as

his guardian. A minor can only act through

a guardian, and contracts entered into by
a guardian are binding on a minor, provided

they have been properly entered into and
are for his benefit. Now it has been

frankly admitted by Mr. Hasan Imam
that at the time the agreement was entered

into the arrangement must have appeared
to the father a most attractive one, and
that in entering into the agreement be

honestly thought that he was doing the

best possible for his son, aod it cannot he

doubted that any reasonable man would
have thought the same, because from
being a co-sharer in a minor branch of

the family the boy became entitled to this

very large estate. It is contended, however,
that the arrangement has not in faot turned
out to be as advantageous for the minor
as it at first sight must have appeared. Mr.
Hasan Imam says that there is in the
agreement no proper arrangement for

maintenance allowance for the minor and
that if he had remained ir. his own family,
he could have demanded a partition and
would have had an income of about
R*. 5,000 a year. It is exceedingly problem-
atical whether the plaintiff would have
got Rs. 5,000 a year because oven assum-
ing that the income from the Barkope
estate was as much as it is said to have
been, there was, as the evidence shows,
an encumbrance of 3j lacs upon the pro-
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perfcy. As it is, the plaintiff is entitled

by the agreement to an estate worth over

3 lacs a year subject) to the life interest

of the Rani. Moreover in the agreement

it is provided that the said Dwarka

Nath Singh shall henceforth live with and

under the guardianship of the said Srimati

. Rani Keshobati Koeri as his mother and

be supported, maintained, educated .and

trained in every vray befitting hi9 position

as the dattaka putra or adopted son of the

said Raja Udit Narain Singh and of

herself”. There is, therefore, no force in

the argument that no proper arrangement

was made for the maintenance of the

minor and there is every reason to believe

that even now the plaintiff is in a better

position than he would have been if he

had been in his own family. This, how-

ever, is not the question. The question is,

whether at the time the agreement was

entered into it was a fair and reasonable

agreement which, to any reasonable man,

would have appeared for the benefit of

the minor, and that it was such an agree-

ment is -not only certain but is practically

admitted. Nor was this agreement entered

into without legal advice, for it was sub-

mitted to Mr. W. C. Bonnerjee in Calcutta,

and it is certainly binding on the plaintiff

unless it is contrary to Hindu Law that

such an arrangement should be entered

into or for some other reason. Now an

adoption once made cannot be unmade,

and the question of the binding foroe of

such agreements has often been before the

Courts in India. In Bombay such agree-

ments have been held to be binding,

Bavji Vinay >krav Jaggannath Shankar Sett v.

Lakshmibai (1) and Pirsab Kasimsab Itagi v.

' Ourappa Basappa Kadigi (2), which is the

last case in Bombay on this point. In the

oase reported as Bhaxya Rabidat Singh v.

Indar Kwnwar (3), however, Lord Mao-

naghten said: It is difficult to understand
/ how a declaration by Guman Singh or an

agreement by him, if it was an agreement,

could prejudice or affeot the rights of his

son which could only arise when his

(1) 11 B. 381; 6 Ind. Dec. (n. a.) 260. __

(2) 24 Ind. Cas. 716; 38 B. 227; 16 Bom. L. R. Ill,

(3) 16 C. 566; 16 I. A. 5*; 13 Ind. Jur. 98; 5 Sar.

P. 0. J. 505; Rafiqne & Jackson’s P. U, No. 110; 8

Ind. Dec. (N. a.) 367 (P. 0.),
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parental control and authority were determin-

ed. The ceremonies of adoption are un-

impeaohed, the deed of adoption is open

to no objection, and the second deed is

admittedly inoperative. No conditions,

therefore, were attached to the adoption.

Had it been otherwise, the analogy, such as

is presented by the doctrines of the

Court of Equity in this country relating

to the execution of powers of appoint-

ment, to which* Mr. Arathoon appealed,

would rather suggest that even in that

case the adoption would have been valid

and the condition void”. In that oase,

however, the agreement was previous to the

adoption and was not embodied in the

adoption deed or referred to at the time

of the adoption, and the suit was not to

enforce the agreement but to annul the

adoption. This oase was referred to in the

Full Bench case reported as Visalakshi

Ammal v. Sivaraviien (4), where the whole

matter was very fully discussed. In the

judgment of Mr. Justice Benson he said:

“Then the question in each oase would be

whether the agreement so made by the

natural father should or should not be

upheld, and this I take it would depend

on whether the agreement in regard to

the property was in itself a fair and

reasonable one and one which, taken as

part of the contract for the adoption, -was

for the minor’s benefit as being a condi-

tion on which alone the adoption would

be made”. Again he says “But it would

seem that a fair and reasonable disposition-

of the property is not essentially repugnant

to Hindu Law, or the purposes for

which the adoption is allowed and is no-

where forbidden by that law. Such dis-

positions are commonly made and are up-

held by the authority of the caste and

the consciousness of the people. In these

circumstances I think that the Courts

ought not to refuse to recognise them

as binding on the minor, for whose bene-

fit the adoption coupled with the agree-

ment as to the disposition of the pro-

perty was really made. It may be assum-

ed that the natural father would not have

agreed to the adoption coupled with the

disposition of the property, unless it was

for the benefit of his son to do so: nor

*

(4) 27 M. 577; 14 M. L. J. 310 (F. B.),

INDIAN 0ASE8.
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would the adoptive father have taken the

son in adoption except on the condition

agreed to. The adoption, of course, cannot

he set aside and to set aside the condi-

tion which was coupled with the adoption,

while maintaining the adoption, would require

the justification of strong grounds of legal

necessity or publio policy”. This, in spite

of the donht expressed by their Lordships

of the Privy Council in the case of Bhniya

Ribidot Singh v Indat Kunw 7 (3) which

is clearly distinguishable from the other

oases referred to, would appear to be the

correct v ew of the law, and in this

view the agreement in the present case is

binding on the plaintiff. It is contended,

however, by Mr. Hasan Imam that the

agreement, in so far as it gives a life-

interest to the Ran», is in contravention of

the terms of the Will and that this being

so, it is not binding on the plaintiff. It

is necessary to consider the question in

some detail. The portion of the Will which
deals with the life-interest of the Rani is as
follows:

—

‘Mngar ta hin hayat Rani mansufa
hakiat mokarrari istimrari tea kul mal
mankula v'a ghair mankula >ra asasulbait
iv'igairah ha intizam wa ikhtiyar kuHi hasil
rahega'\

As I understand it the nearest transla-

tion of this is as follows :
—

“But as long as the said Rani is alive
she shall enjoy the management and she
shall have absolute right in the mdiki
istimrari right and in all moveable and
immoveable properties and goods, eto.”

On the one hand it is contended by
Mr. Dwarka Nath Chakraba-ty that this
is to be interpreted as giving a life- interest
to the Rani. On the other hand it is
argued by Mr. Hasan Imam that these
words give nothing more than a perpetuil
power of management. My view of the
meaning of the clause is that it gives the
Rani a life-interest in the property, but I
do not propose to elaborate the point
because in ray opinion whether this be so
or not, the plaintiff is hound by the terms
of the agreement.

In the Will there are two portions which
are open to different c instructions. One
of these is this clause which I have quoted,

* »

and the other is that portion in whioh
power is given to the Rani to ‘adopt a
son, that, is, a kartaputra according to her
own decision and liking.’ I deal with this

latter clause first. According to the strict

interpretation of the word kartaputra^

the adoption whioh the Rani was allowed
by the Will was an adoption in the
kritrima form. This is an adoption to
herself. It is clear, however, from the rest
of the Will that the intention of the Raja
was not that the Rani should adopt to

herself but that she should adopt to him,
for in the preamble to the Will he says
that his object in making it is “to preserve
the property and for preservation of the
Raj Gaddi . Mr

bat he intended then was
certainly not an adoption in the kritrima
form but an adoption in the da ttaka form.
Hand wa is situated in the Santal Parganas
in a very backward part of the country,
and we find from the evidence that, neither
the Raja nor his priests knew the difference
between a kartaputra and a dattahipntra

,

thus in the agreement kartaputra was very
properly interpreted as meaning dattakaputia.
This interpretation was given after con-
sultation with Counsel in Calcutta and the
words of the agreement are: “And whereas
the said Raja CJdit Narain Singh lived nnder
and was governed by the Benares School
of the Hindu Law and the power of
adoption hereinbefore mentioned was, as the
parties to these presents believe, intended by
him to be carried out in the <1attaka form, the
word kartaputra used in the said Will
meaning in the propular acceptance of that
term in that part of the country the
dnttafoiputra". On this construction the
adoption was actually made in the dattaka
form.

At the same time and by the same
Counsel the meaning of the clause in the
Will whioh gave an interest to the Raniwas oensideied and in the agreement wennd the following words

But on ooudition that she the saidKam Keshobati Koeri shall remain in the
possession of the whole of the said pro-
perty moveable and immoveable with all
he appurtenances of whioh the said Raja
U'l.t Narain Singh died possessed as
aforesaid and enjoy the rents, issues and
probts thereof during the term of her

It*
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natural life in accordance with the true

meaning of the said Will, whereby as the

said parties hereto of the fir and second

parts believe and admit the said Raja Udifc

Narain Singb intended to give her such life-

estate, but whether he so intended or not

the said Srimati Rani Keshobati Koen

shall in any case be eutitled to remain in

possession and to enjoy the rents, issues

and profits of the said immoveable proper-

ties during the term of her natural

life.” .
r

.n
It was on this construction of the >V 1 1

1

that the agreement was made and the

plaintiff adopted in the d>dtaka form. Mr.

Hasan Imam contends that this construc-

tion is wrong. Even assuming that this

is so aDd putting the case in its most

fovourable light for the plaintiff, it has to be

admitted that there was, at least at the

time of the execution of the agreement, a

bona fide doubt as to the meaning of

these olauses of the Will. The Will was

construed by competent legal authority in

Calcutta as giving a life-interest to the

Rani, and this interpretation was accepted

as a condition of the adoption and was

incorporated in the agreement which

was drawn up. It is not, in my opinidn,

now open to the plaintiff to contend that

this construction was wrong. We have

been told that parties cannot he allowed

to read into a Will a wrong construction

whioh happens to suit themselves, and we

are asked to interpret the Will without re-

ference to the agreement. I agree that parlies

cannot be allowed to import into a solemn

document, such as a Will, a construction

which it cannot bear, but I am not pre-

pared to agree that the construction which

was put on the Will was wrong, and in any

case where there has been a doubt as to

the proper construction and where the parties

have endeavoared to the best of their

ability to discover the proper construction

and have entered into an agreement of whioh

this construction is the very basis, it is

not open to either of them afterwards to

repudiate this construction and ask that

the agreement be set aside. Wbat the

plaintiff in fact wishes to do in this case

is to be allowed to approbate that .part

of the agreement whioh construes the Will

in his favour and to reprobate that portion

which construes the Will as giving the Rani

a life-interest. He cannot be allowed to do'

this and he is, in my opinion, bound by

the agreement. This being so, it is hardly

necessary to consider the other pleas of

the plaintiff. I need only remark that so

far as the claim as Ghatwal is concerned,

if thi^ is a Ghatwali tenure and if

Raja Udit Narain Singh was a Ghatwal,

his interest as a Ghatwal became vested

in his widow when she took possession of

the property and she is not competent to

divest herself of this status. It is unnecessary

to discuss the question of limitation, though

on this ground also the plaintiff’s suit for

possession must fail.

The only question which remains to be

considered is the 1 1th issue: Is the de-

fendant No. 1 wasting and mismanaging

the said estate? If so, whether such wasting

and mismanaging are sufficient in law to

render her liable to removal from its

management, even if the plaintiff s right be

subject to her life-interest in it”. This

issue is loosely worded and it is not quite

clear whether the Subordinate Judge means

legal waste, Dor is it very clear what his

finding as to waste is. He finds that the

Rani has given dar mokarrari leases, has

made rent-free Brahmotiar grants and that

she has caused an area of 309 bighas of

khas kamnt lands to be converted into

raiyuti lands. He also finds that she has

contracted debts. None of these come into

the category of legal waste. As to the

first two the leases and grants are not

binding on th9 reversioner, as to the

conversion of the khas k frniat lands into

raiyuti lands there is nothing to show

that this is waste as rent will presumably

be got from these lands; and in so far as

the debts are concerned they are all personal.

The learned Subordinate Judge, however, has

clearly shown that she has mismanaged the

property, and this is in fact not denied.

She is a pardanashin lady evidently in the

hands of dishonest servants and if the

estate is to be preserved, a Receiver must

be appointed. To this extent only, there-

fore, I would uphold the Subordinate Judge’s

decree. In other respects, the suit should

be dismissed; each party should bear its

own costs.

Roe, J.—I agree that the plaintiff is bound

by tbe agreement which settled the dispute
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between the Rani and the Birkope branch

of the Handwa family. The position was

that if the Will was valid, the Rani might

have adopted any Kshetari boy and barred

the Barkope succession for ever. In the

Santbal Parganas the praotioe of the seoular

law is discouraged and the priests, in their

cross examination in the case before us,

betray universal and complete ignorance of

the scriptural law. The result of this

was a Will by which a son was to be

adopted in a form which would defeat the

testator’s own intention and an interest

reserved to the adopting mother by a condi-

tion, of which the exact interpretation gives

rise to a difference of opinion between my
learned brother and myself. It was clearly

to the interest of the Handwa family as

a whole that the Will should be ami-

cably interpreted. In Volume XIV of

Halsbury’s Laws of England, section 1223,

are quoted many oases of good family

settlements of disputes arising on the con-

struction of ill-made Wills. The dispute in

this case was one between the Lagwan
and the Barkope branches of the Handwa
family. The plaintiff was before his adop-

tion and is still a member of the Handwa
family. He cannot challenge the Handwa
family settlement without showing that it

was against his interest. Mr. Hasan Imam
concedes that the terras of the settlement

offered at the time most attractive pros-

pects. Apart from any consideration of

the Hindu Law of adoption, this concession

ends in my view the question of the posi-

tion of the plaintiff.

I also agree with the order proposed
in regard to the appointment of a Receiver.

We are happily relieved of the task of

entering in detail into the question of the
plaintiff’s right to the relief asked for

in paragaph 27 (g) of the plaint. Mr.
Dwarka Nath Chaokerbatty oonsents to the
granting of this relief. I would, therefore,
make a deoree for the appointment of a
Receiver for the preservationand management
of the Handwa Estate and custody and
oontrol of the documents and moveable pro-
perties of that Estate, I would also direct
that the Receiver be appointed under the
deoree of this Court, not under the deoree
of the Subordinate Judge, and that the
Receiver be direotly under the oontrol of
this Court. This Divisional Bench will

consider in Cbambsrs the question who shall

be appointed as the Court’s Reoeiver. In
conclusion I would direct that in view of

the substantial causes of doubt as to the
rights of the parties, the costs both of

the Rani and of the Kumar be met from
the estate in the hands of the Receiver.

I would further order that notioe be
issued to the Courts of the Santbal Parganas
and Bhagalpnr that the Handwa Estate is

in the hands of a Receiver to be appointed
by this Court, and that no attachment of

any asset of the estate be made without
the sanction of this Court.

Decree modified.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Civil Rule No. 219 of 1918.

June 24, 1918.
Present* —Mr. Justice Teunon and Mr.

Justice Newbould.
CHARU CHANDRA BHATTACHARJEE

—Appellant—Pkittioner

HEM CHANDRA MOOKERJEE and
another—Respondents—OppositePartt.
Provincial Insolvency Act (III of 1907), «. 22—

“Aggrieved” meaning of—Application umUr Section-
Limitation.

Where a Rocoivor in insolvency at the iustauco
of a creditor attaches and takes possession of a
property as the property of the insolvent, a third
person claiming to be the owner of the property
becoinos “aggrieved” within the moaning of section 22
of tho Provincial Insolvency Act; so that an applica-
turn by him under thatseetion should bo made within
21 days from the d ito of tho act. of tho Reoeiver
in taking possession, [p. 03, col. 2.]

Rule against the order of the Distriot
Judge of the 21 Pergannahs, in Appeal
No. 16 of 1 9 1 S.

PACTS appear from the judgment.
Babu Dhirendra Nath Mukerjeo, for the

Petitioner. Tho ouly question iuvolved is one
of limitation. The lower Court held that un-
der the proviso to seotion 22 of the Pro-
vinoial Insolvenoy Aot the applioation is
barred by limitation.
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Under seotion 22 of the Provincial Insol-

vency Act the aggrieved party can brmg

the suit within 21 days from the date of

the order of decision of the Court or He-

oiever. Therefore the 21 days will be

counted from the date of the report of the

Reoeiver, and hence I am within time. The

question is whether 21 days will be counted

from the date of the report or of the aot of

the Receiver, viz., the actual seizure of my

client’s property, the boats.
.

The only Calcutta case in point is

Hanseswar Ghosh v. Rakhal Das Ghose (1).

The definition of aggrieved person is given

in Lalji Sahay Singh v. Abdul Gam (2),

which has been followed in Hanseswar

Ghosh v. Rakhal Das Ghose (1).

[Teunon, J.— Lalji Sahay Singh v. Abdul

Gani (2) is not under seotion 22 of the

Insolvency Aot.l

Time will be counted Dot from the aot ot

the Receiver but from the deoree or order

of the Receiver, hut here there is no order of

the Receiver. ,

Babus Karunamoy Rose and Bankim

Chandra Mukherjee, for the Opposite

Pari y

.

Thakur Prasad v. Funno Lai (6)

is the case in point and is ' followed in

McolChand v. Murari L-iI (4). The lower

Court, relyiDg upon the oase reported as

Thakur Prasad v. Tunno Lai (3), is right

in holding that the application is barred

by limitation. .

Babu Dhirendra Nath Mukherjee in reply.

JUDGMENT.—The present Rule is one

issued under the provisions of the proviso

to section 46(1) of the Provincial Insol-

vency Act, 1907. It appears, and it has

been found, that at the instance erf one ot

the creditors and after the taking o

evidence on the 27th of November 191/

the Reoeiver appointed in certain insolvency

proceedings took possession of certain boats

as. the property of the insolvent. It has

further been found that the attachment

and the taking of possession were to the

knowledge of the petitioner. Thereafter on

the 19th Deoember the petitioner before us

(1) 20 Ind. Cas. 683; 18 C. L.J. 359; 18 C. W. N.

36Q»

(.2) 7 Ind. Ca*. 765; 12 C. L.J. 452(15 0. W. N.

253 *

(3) 20 Ind. Cas 673; 36 A. 410; 11 A. L. J. 603.

14) 21 Ind. Cas. 702; 36 A. 8; 11 A- L. J. 979.

made an application to the Court of the

Subordinate Judge having jurisdiction in

the insolvency proceedings in question, and

therein prayed that the Court should

reverse the aot or order of the Receiver

and return the boats to him as being his

property. The Subordinate Judge held that

under the terms of the proviso to seotion

22 the application was barred by limitation.

On appeal the District Judge confirmed

that order.

The argument of the petitioner before

us is that limitation should run not from

the date of the aot of the Reoeiver in

taking possession but from the date, namely,

the 14th Deoember, on whioh he reported

his action to the Court. On the facts found

in this partioular oase we are uDable to

aooede to that contention. It is quite dear

that the attachment by the Receiver and

his taking of possession are acts by whioh,

within the meaning of seotion 22 of the

Provincial Insolvency Act, a third person

claiming to be the owner was, if the real

owner, aggrieved. He should, therefore, have

made his application under section 22 with-

in 21 days from that date,

In support of his contention before us

the petitioner refers us to the oase deoided

by this Court and reported as Hanseswar

Ghosh v. Rakhal Das Ghose (1). But that

decision may, we think, be distinguished, as

it is quite dear that by the act of the

Reoeiver in the present case the applicant
y

if the true owner was deprived of the pos-

session of his property. In support of the

view we take we may further refer to the

decision of the Allahabad High Court re-

ported as Thakur Prasad v. Punno Lai

and a subsequent decision reported as

Mool Chand v. Murari Lai (4).

For these reasons we discharge this Rule

with costs, one gold mohur, to be paid to the

oreditor who has appeared and one gold

mohur to be paid to the Reoeiver.

Rule discharged.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Reference No. 46 ok 1917,

January 9, I9i8.

Present :
- Justice Sir Charles Chifcty, Kr.,

and Mr. Justine Smither.

EMPEROR — P^OsECJToR
versus

RAJENDRA ROY— Acjcsed.
Criminal Procedure Code Ad 1' of I8'»S', vs. 23-t,

23i

—

MiS/oin leroj charges Criminal mis •ppropriatiou
— Retrial -Penal Code Act XL I" of i >-03

t
SH 20), 210.

Where to three charges of criminal misappropria-
tion. alleged to have been committed by the accused
within a year, was added unttlia* rli&rg* of an
offence under section 210 of the Penal ~Co:le not
co nmitted witjiin (he same year:

Held, that there was a misjoinder of charges, as
the last o(lenee charged did not form one transaction
with the other three offences,

Criminal Reference made by the Additional
Sessions Judge, Hooghiy, dated the 18th
October 1917.

Babus Manmathinath Alukher \e*, Nircndra
Kum ir Bose and Jatindra Nath Sen, for the
Accused

.

Mr. Urr, for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.—This case comes before us
on a reference by the Additional Sessions
Judge of Hooghiy under section 307, Criminal
Procedure Code. On 2Ird July 1917 the
accused Rajendra Roy was committed for
trial in the Court of Session on three charges
of oriminal misappropriation committed on
different dates in the year 1915. In the
Sessions Court on 1st October 19i7, an
additional charge was added of an offence
under section 210, Indian Penal Code, in
respect of a sum which was connected
with the first of the three charges
of oriminal misappropriation. At the
trial the Jury disagreed, a majority of
three being in favour of an acquittal. Dis-

1 1 * 1*.., ^
ity and thinking

their vo (diet to be perverse, the Additional
basaions Judgo lias referred the nnttor to
this Coart. On reading the letter of re-
ference it appears to us that there was in this
oase a misjoinder of charges. In that view
it is unnecessary to go into the merits of the
oase, as the only fair course will bo todireot a
retrial of the accused on charges properly
framed and properly joined. The three
charges of oriminal misappropiation related
to three separate sums. The accused was
th0 manager appointed by the District Judge
of Hooghiy of an idol, Brindaban Ohaudra

£i9i6

Thakur, of Gupti parti; and was as such
manager entrutsed with the funds belonging

to the idol. It is of portions of these funds

that the alleged misappropriations took place.

The first item was one of Rs. 1 ,44? » -9*3

said to be costs of the High Court decree

in Regular Appeal No. 290 of 1909, to which
the idol was a party. The second item was
of a sum of Rs. 135 said to have been impro-
pe ly retained by the accused on the 23rd
July 1915. The third was one of Rs. 5- 12 3
also misappropriated by the accused as

such manager between ltth December 1915
and 8th January 1916. These three charges
could, no doubt, have been properly tried

together in one trial. The added charge
was that the accused, ou or about iGth De-
cember 1914, fraudulently obtained an order
from the District Judge of Hooghiy for a
sum of Rs. 1,841-9 3, which sura was not
due to him or which was larger than was
due to him from the estate of the idol.

The date of this offence, it will he seen, was
not within the year within which the three
alleged offences of criminal misappropria-
tion fell. We are of opinion that tiie aooused
could not legally he tried on this fourth
charge along with the three charges of oriminal
misappropriation. It was not an act formiug
one transaction with them. It had some
relation to one of the three charges of crimi-
nal misappropriation but not to the other
two; and, in part, it referred to matters not
included in any of those three charges,
because it appears from the letter of re-
ference that (he accused was said to have com-
mitted criminal misappropriation of a farther
sum of Rs. 200 out of the Rs. 1,841 9*3.
This being so, wo think that the case
must go hack to (ho Court of Session
for a rotnal of the aooused. We need not
here specify exactly on what charges he
should be tried. That will be for the prose-
oution to consider and the Court to decide.
We need only say that they must he charges
which can be properly dealt with in one
trial. The accused will remain on the bail
at present subsisting.

Retrial ordered .
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PATNA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 5: op 1913.

March 1, 193 8,

Present:—Mr. Justice Roe and Justice Sir

Ali Imam, Kt.
Musammat KANIZ AMINA and otbers

—

Petitioners

versus

EMPEROR—Respondent.
Criminal Procedure Code < Act T' of 1898b ss. 144,

145, scope of—Proceedings under s. 145, when should be

instituted.

The provisions of section 145 of the Criminal
Procedure Code were enacted with the specific

intention of definitely settling a quarrel after a fair

hearing of each side, and proceedings under section
144 of the Code should not be substituted for

proceedings under section 145 in order to evade the
provisions of law which require an inquiry into the
question of possession with reference to the evidence
adduced by the parties, [p 66, col. 1.1

The use of section 144 of the Criminal Frocedurc
Codo is a suitable method of avoiding a breach of

the peace only if it is clear, upon a reading of the
Police reports, that the claim of the party creating
the disturbance is not a claim made in good faith.

Where, however, the facts on the record clearly indi-

cate that a proceeding under section 145 is neces-
sary, the Magistrate has no jurisdiction to take
action under section 144. [p. 66, col. 2.]

Criminal revision against an order cf the

Sub- Divisional Magistrate, Gaya, dated the
13th January 1918.
Mr. M. A. Huda

,
for the Petitioners.

Mr. Sultan Ahmad (Government Advocate),
for the Crown.
JUDGMENT.—We are asked in this case

to set aside proceedings under section 144
and to direct tl^at the Deputy Magistrate
take proceedings under section 145 of

the Criminal Procedure Code. The learned

Government Advocate has put before us
the facts of the case and the case-law

bearing thereon. The facts are that the

Police received information that there was
a likelihood of a breach of the peace
with regard to possession of standing orops

in two villages and also with regard to

the Mokarrari rights over a considerable

area in those villages. A head constable

of Polioe * made a report on the 1 9th

December 1917 to his superior officer

recommending that orders under section

141 be issued upon both parties. Upon
this the Inspector reported that proceed-
ings under section 144 alone were not

sufficient in such a case and that action

under section 145 should be taken. In

the meantime one of the parties had ap-

pearDd before the Court and had reported

to the Magistrate that the enquiry before

the Polioe was going on and had urged

that it was advisable that an officer superior

to the head constable should be deputed

to superintend the investigation and also

that suitable action should be taken to

prevent a breach of the peace. Upon
these reports the learned Magistrate passed

orders, purporting to be under section 144,

ex parte against both parties, at the same
time intimating that he would consider on

the date fixed whether proceedings under

section 145 should be taken. The' question

whether proceedings under section 145

should be taken was not further considered.

On the date fixed the parties appeared

and filed written statements and a mass

of documents. Upon a consideration of the

written statements and one document on

each side out of the mass filed, the learn-

ed Magistrate made absolute the order

under section 144 against one party and

cancelled the order as against the other

There is authority in the case of

Parkar Mah ton v. Ram Khelwan (1) for

the proposition that the Magistrate had

no jurisdiction to act under section 144

where the facts on the record clearly

indicated that procedure under section 145

was necessary. It was held that the words

of the latter section left no other course

open to the Magistrate than to take pro-

ceedings under section 145, when he had

information that a dispute existed regard-

ing land within his jurisdiction likely to

re 3ult in a breach of the peace. The

whole oase-Dw bearing on the distinction

between proceedings under section. 107

and section 145 was clearly set forth in

the order of reference to a Full Bench

made by Caspersz, J., and Ryves, J. in

the case of Emperor v. Abbas (2).

The Full Bench were not prepared

to lay down any hard and fast rule

on the subject. All that was said

was that there was no conflict between

section 107 and section 145 of the Crimi-

nal Procedure Code, but that the question

whether after proceedings under section

107 had been taken it would be proper

m II C. W. N. 271; 5 Cr. L. J. 76.

(2) 12 Ind. Cas. 833; 39 C. 150; 16 0. VV. N. 83; U
C. L. J. 429; 12 Cr. L. J. 669.

5
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for the Magistrate to aot under section

145, must depend on the oircnmstanoes of

each case as it arises. It might be that

after an order under seotion 107 no likeli-

hood of a breach of the peace would

continue. There was no question in this

case, nor in the decisions quoted in the

order of reference, of the Magistrate’s

powers under section 144, but the decision

seems to have been since regarded as jus-

tifying Magistrates in declining to take

aolion under section 145 until it has been

ascertained that proceedings under t-eotion

144 have been insufficient to allay the

dispute. Had the matter rested there we
should see no reason to interfere. But it

has gone further and, as we think, too far.

In order to avoid the taking of evidenoe

and the making of a definite order under
section 14o a summary procedure under
seotion 144 has been substituted in very
many oases in which without possible doubt
proceedings under section 145 should have
been taken. We have noticed the practice

growing in this province. After a series

of such oases in Darbhanga, we ascertain-
ed that the then Magistrate of that Dis-
trict had issued a circular order to the
officers subordinate to him directing them
to refuse to take action under section 145 on
the ground that the procedure therein involved
was tedious and unprofitable. We now find
something of the same sort happening in Gaya.
One such case from Gaya was recently before
the Court in Criminal Revision No. 352 of
1917 [Band Singh v. Emperor (3)J. This oase
oomes from Gaya and there is another
oase from Gaya pending. The matter
seems to ns to be one of great importance.
The provisions of seotion 145 were enaoted
with the speeitio intention of detinitely
settling a quarrel after a fair hearing of
each side. In order that the settlement
of the quarrel might be without doubt
permanent, it was further enaoted that if
the decision under seotion 145 be not con-
tested in the Civil Courts within three
years the party declared to be in posses-
sion shall remain in possession for ever.
The substitution of proceedings under
seotion 144 for proceedings under seotion
145 appears to us to have no logical object
whatever, save to avoid the labour of taking

(3) 43 Ind. Cas. 401, 3 p. L. W. 353; 19 Cr. L. J.

oral evidence of possession. The learned

Government Advocate accepts as incontro-

vertible the following propositions : - firstly,

that the Magistrate is not required to take

proceedings under seotion 145 if he is

satisfied that by other methods he can

avoid a breach of the peace: secondly
,

that the use of section 144 is a suitable

method of avoiding a breach of the peaoe

only if it is clear, upon a rending of the

Police reports, that the olaim of the party

oreating the disturbance is not a olaim

made in good faith. This is certainly the

view taken iu Mahadeo Kunwar v. Bisu (4)

and Emperor v. Ram Baran Singh (5).

There can b? no doubt but that in the

case before us the dispute between the

parties is a genuine dispute, and, as

we understand the decision of the Full

Bench in Calcutta already quoted, not one

which could be settled by an order under

section 107 or seotion 144. In spite of

the proceedings under seotion 144 the

dispute still subsists. The Magistrate was

required by law in the first instance, and is

still required by law, to settle the dispute by

an order under seotion 145 or seotion 146.

,lt is suggested by Mr. Khurshed Husnain

for the opposite party that our power of

superintendence does not extend to a direction

to a Magistrate to take action which it is

within his discretion to refuse to take. In

this connection the oase of Permessar Singh v,

Kailaspati (6) is quoted. Chamier, C. J., in

that oase said, at page 340*: “A High Court

can and will interfere where there has

been a material irregularity whioh amounts
to a refusal to exercise or an usurpation

of jurisdiction.” We may refer also to

the quotation made at page 348* from
Blaokstone’s Commentaries: * it is the

peculiar business of the Court to superintend
all inferior Tribunals and therein to enforoe

the due exercise of their judicial and
ministerial powers with whioh the Crown
or Legislature have invested them, aud
this not only by restraining their excesses,

but also by quiokening their negligenoe
and obviating their denial of justice,” and
from Bacon’s Abridgment: "The superior

(4) 25 A. 537; A. W. N. (1903) 102.
(•>' 28 A. 408; A. W. N. (1906) 61; 3 Cr. L. J. 323.

(6) 35 Ind. Cfts. 801; 17 Or. L. J. 369; 1 P. L. Yf.

95; (1917) Tat. 1; 1 P. L. J. 336.

#Pnges of 1 P. L. J.—Ed,
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Courts having a superintendence over all

inferior Courts may in all oases of innovation
award a prohibition.”

When we come to examine the proceedings
now before us, it is obvious that they
are in reality proceedings under Chapter
XI I. The notices issued to the parties
state that there is a dispute between them
regarding land, the boundaries of that
land are given, and the parties are given
an opportunity to make a statement before
the Court on a date fixed. They are
ordered not to go near the land meanwhile.
The notices are in effect the notices
contemplated in the last clauses of
seotion -145 (1) and (4). In response to
the notices the parties appeared and filed

written statements and documentary evidence
Precisely in the manner indicated by
seotion 145 (1). But under the pretence
that the proceedings were under seotion
144, the Magistrate did not proceed under
the first clause of seotion 145 (4) but
decided, upon summary inspection of the
documents before him, that one of the
parties should remain in undisturbed
possession for two months. It would have
been but little less ridiculous to issue a
notice in the form required by seotion
488 of the Code, and deal with it under
seotion 144 on the ground that prompt
payment of a maintenance would tend to
prevent danger by starvation to human
life. In the exercise of our power of

superintendence we are required to prohibit
this innovation, and by quickening the
negligence of the inferior Court to obviate

? denial of justioe. The Magistrate has
issued an order which, having regard to
he action taken by the parties upon it,

was an effective order under seotion 145,
clause (l),read with the third part of
olause (4), He will now proceed to com*
P ete the proceedings instituted by tin9
aotion. Written statements and documentary
evidence have been filed. All that is

required to be done is to' hear such oral
evidence as the parties may adduce and
make an order under seotion 145 (6) or
tJoder seotion 146, in accordance with his
naing upon the question, which of the

^Tii
08 Was *n possession upon the date

o the notices issued, that is, the 29th
December 1917.

Qase sent bach,

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Criminal Revision No. 261 of 1915.

January 26, 1916.

Present :—Sir Henry Drake Brockman
Kt., J. C.

GANPATIand others—Accused—Applicant
versus

EMPEROR

—

Respondent,
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898J, ss. 110

(f), 117 (3)

—

Security proceedings—Evidence of

general repute, admissibility of.

The provision in section 117 (3) of the Criminal
Procedure Code must be strictly construed and is,

therefore, inapplicable where the charge is under
clause {f) of section 110 of the Code, [p 68, col. 2.]

Clause (/) of section 110 of the Criminal Pro-

cedure Code is one of highly special character: evi-

dence of general repute is not sufficient to bring a
case within it, but specific acts showing that the ac-

cused recklessly disregards the safety of the persons

or the property of his neighbours and actually causes

danger thereto must be proved, [p. 68, col. 2.]

Criminal applioatihta for revision against

the order of the Sub Divisional Magistrate,

Wardha.
Mr. S . K. Barlingay

,
for the Applicants.

Mr. G. P. Vicky for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.—This is an application for

revision of an order made by the Sub-

Divisional Magistrate, Wardha, binding each

of the applicants Ganpati, Jagannath and

Udaji down to be of good behaviour for

one year in a sum of Rs. 500 with one

surety in like sum, on the ground that they

are so desperate and dangerous as to

render their being at large without security

hazardous to the community. Their joint ap-

peal to the Distriot Magistrate was dismissed.

The early history of the case is given in my
order of the 20th January 1915 in Miscel-

laneous Petition No. I of 1915, which was an

application by Jagannath for transfer of the

case from the Court of Mr. G. B. Lothey, the

Magistrate who eventually passed the order

now sought to-be revised. In the con-

cluding paragraph of that order I drew the

District Magistrate’s special attention to the

representation made by the Proseouting

Inspector to the effect that the Polioe were

not prepared to make out a oase under

seotion 110 (/), Criminal Procedure Code,

and praying that aotion under section 107

ibid, be substituted. I pointed out that

more harm than good might result from

a preliminary order demanding proof which

the Polioe were unable to support by ade-
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quate evidence. No notice appears to have

been taken of that remark. On the con-

trary in his final order the Sab- Divisional

Magistrate gave his reasons for taking

action under section 110 (/), rather than

under section 107, Criminal Procedure Code,

and these were endorsed by the District

Magistrate in appeal.

The first point raised by the Iiule issued

to the District Magistrate is that neither

' the allegations summarised in the Sub-

Divisional Magistrate’s preliminary order

under section 1 12, Criminal Procedure Code,

nor those of Sub- Inspector Roshan A 1 i or.

whose deposition the said order is based,

suffice as foundation for a case under

section 110 (f) of the Code. In this

connection it is necessary to consider the

grounds assigned by the Sub- Divisional

Magistrate in his final order and by the

District Magistrate in appeal. The Sub-
Divisional Magistrate refers to an oral

inquiry made b/ himself at Sonegaon Rai

in the absence of the applicant Jagannath
between the 25th and 28th November
1914, on the latter of which days Roshan
Ali’s deposition was recorded. He then
prooeeds thus :

—
“My oral iuqiiry had led me to form

an opinion that the party of the tenants
was the party of violence and that party
had driven the Malgnzar into the necessity

of appointing 2 pardeshis at least for the

proteo ion of person and property. It is

on this opinion that I took action under
section 110 against the 3 accused. Preference
was shown to section 110, Criminal Procedure
Code

;
over 107. 1 think that section 110,

Criminal Procedure Codo, was best suited
to the facts of the oas9, as petty orimes of

mischief and assault had already b?en com-
mitted several times in the village. Habitual
mischief is mentioned in 110 (d)
and assaults on men and women are offences
involving breach of peioe and fall under
section 110 (c). Clause {j

)

is a general
olause. It includes all other olau.sos (a)
to (e\ which are special illustrations or
rather specifications of clause (f) and I

preferred the general clause (/) in framing my
order under section 112 read with section 1 10,
Criminal Procedure Code.”

The learned Standing Counsel for the
Crown candidly confesses his inability to
support this view of clause (/). As a

matter of fact, olause (fi is a re-enaotment

of part of seotions 505 and 506 in the Criminal

Procedure Code of 1872, omitted from the

Code of 1882 on aocount of its vagueness

whioh caused inconvenience in practice.

The old section 505 enabled a Magistrate

to require seourity from a person who from

evidence of his general character appeared

tn be by repute “of notouriously bad

livelihood” or to be “a dangerous character.”

Section 506 was yet more similar in

terms to olause (/) of section 110 in the

present Code. In section 117 (3) of the

present Code it is provided that the faot

that a person is an habitual offender may be

proved by evidence of general repute or

o herwise, but it may be taken as settled

by authority that this provision must be

strictly construed and so is inapplicable

where the charge is under clause (/) of

section 110; see Kalai Haidar v. Emperor (1),

Emrero) v. Bulkya Pali (2), Wahid Ali Khan
v. Emperor (3) and Muth'i Pillai

,
In re (4).

Clause (/) in fact is one of a highly

special character : Kvidenee of general

repute is not sufficient to bring a oase

within it, but specific acts showing that the

accused recklessly disregards the safety of the

persons or the property of his neighbours
and actually causes danger thereto must be

provod In Akhoy Kumar Chatterjee v.

Queen- Empress (5) it was held that persons
who habitually annoyed fellow-villagers by
knocking at their doors at night, throwing
brick-bats on their roofs and insulting the

modesty of respectable women did not

come within the clause, and in Emperor v.

Kalin (6) section 107 was pronounced to

bo more appropriate than section 110 where
violence against a particular individual or
his partisans was, as in the present oase,

apprehended.

Turning to the reasons given by the
District Magistrate I observe, to begin
with, that ho goes considerably further
than tho Sub Di visional Magistrate in

attributing to tho applicants certain fires

which took place in Sonegaon Bai early in

(1) 2!) (’.770.
~~~

(2) 25 A. 273; A. W. N. (U)03) 33.
(3) 11 C.W. N. 780; 0 Or. U J. 1.

(1) S I ml. Cas. -M3; 34 M. 255; 21 M. L. .!. ASS; 8
M. h. T. 317; (1011) 1 M. \Y. N\ 34; ll Cr. L. J. 603.
00 C. W. N. 2 n.
(6)27 A. 02; 1 A L. J. 4*5; A. W. X. (IdUl) i 1)5;

1 Cr. I. J. 710.
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1912. As to these ho writes in paragraph 4

of his appellate judgment :
—

,

M
I cannot regard the fires as pure

aooidents : they were too numerous and

followed too closely on nets regarded as

hostile to the appellants to b6 regarded

as mere coincidences.”

The first took place on the night of the 11th

March 1912 at the threshing floor of the Mal-

guz&r Yado Rao (P. W. No. 1), the applicant s

principal opponent, and destoyed wheat worth

some Rs. 2,509 according to the report

(Exhibit P-7) taken to the Police by the

kotwar on the 13th idem. The Sub-Divisional

Magistrate found that the applicants as

well as Yado Rao were attending a marri-

age at Narsala, a distant village, when the

fire oocurred, but assumed it to have been

the work of an incendiary because the

threshing floor i 3 remote from the basti

and agriculturists taka all possible precau-

tions to avoid accidental fires and because

Yado Rao had sued Udaii in the preced-

ing January. In this connection Yado

Rao’s own evidence is important. He

deposed that on his way back to Sonegaon

Bai from Narsala he was met by a man

bringing news of .the fire:

“He told me that a heap of wheat

was on fire; it was being extinguished

but it wa9 not extinguished. I asked him

the oause of fire but he could not ex-

plain the cause. He did not suggest the

way in which fire took place. He said

it was inexplicable to him. There were

two heaps of wheat. But one only was

burnt as the wind was in another direc-

tion.”

And in cross-examination he said:—
I had not mentioned the names of

ftny one in reporting the fire of my wheat.

I did not tell Police that possibly my
servants had negligently caused fire. None

told that accused set fire to ray wheat

bit our suspicions go to accused’s party.

Now there i3 no sort of evidence to

establish beyond reasonable doubt that the.

hre was the work of an incendiary at

*11* The fact that the applicants wore far

at the time is manifestly a strong

point in favour of their innocence, and

it must, also be borne in mind that the

suit against Udaji was not decided till

December 1912. The precautions taken

by a well-to-do Malguzar like Yado Rao

would doubtless include the posting of a

strong guard over the threshing floor and on

the 11th March 1912 there was a half moon.

The probabilities then are to my
mind against incendiarism.

As to the other fires, which took place inside

the basti , the Sub-Divisional Magistrate in his

paragraph V (5) evidently meant to find

that they may quite well have been due

to accident. On the 16th March 1912 a

single house was burnt and on the next

day 13 houses, 11 kothas
: 5 bangals and

a shrine. On the last motioned occasion

a house and kothas belonging to the appli-

cant Udaji were destroyed, a circumstance

which cannot but be regarded as telling

strongly against the theory that he had

any hand in bringing about the conflagra-

tion. All the applicants had houses in the

basti and, as substantial persons, must know

perfectly well that as the District Magis-

trate has pointei out an entire village

may easily be burnt to the ground if a

fire starts in dry weather and a high

wind. That there was a high wind on

the 17th March 1912 is stated by Yado Rao

Apart from the fires, the aots attributed

the applicants or their adherents are

jtinotly trivial in nature and could not

ssibly be treated with any show of reason

indicating the doers to be desperate and

ngerous to the community.
.

For the Crown the Standing Counsel has

needed the impossibility of applying

rase U) of section 110. His contention

that clause (e) is applicable and that in

y case the order to furnish security should

maintained as one under section 107. The

here relied on are those described in

b-p"..r.”b.<l3).(ie),(17).(20).na0!4)

paragraph V in the Snh.p.via.anal Mag..-

ite’s final order. The first three incidents are

| of a petty nature and any violence alleged

said to have been used by Ganpati alone

oh isspoken to by one witness only and m 2

least the real oause of quarrel may havs

,en independent of the split between the -

otions inthe village. Of the two assaults

laanlt had no sort of connection With Song-
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faon Bai, having taken plaoe on the road bet-

ween Kapsi and Ambora, the latter being

the village where Dajiba lives. Sakha, P. W.
No. 13’s affair is an extremely stale one and
she expressly stated that she was never

molested by either Udaji or Ganpati. The
Crown is nnable to point out any evidenoe

establishing the employment by the appli-

cants of pardeshU for the purpose of doing
yiolenoe to Yado ttao and his partisans.

Bahena Warthi(D. W. No. 23\ who figures as

the actual assailant in several of the inci-

dents reported to the Police as stated by
Sub Inspector Roshan Ali, does not appear

am of opinion that even if the approprj*

ate course of proceeding under section

107, Criminal Procedure Code, bad been
taken, any bond whiob might have been
exacted from them would probably have
ceased by this time to operate. The
order under section 110 (/) oannot be
maintained; it is aooordingly set aside.

The bonds executed will be cancelled and
the parties thereto discharged.

Order set aside .

to be a pardeshi at all and at any rate
denied siding with either of the opposing
parties.

I have read the evidence and consider
it quite insufficient to establish against any
of the applicants habitual commission, at-

tempt at commission or abetment of com-
mission of offences involving a breaoh of
the peace. The ISub-Divisional Magis-
trate’s deoision is evidently based to a con-
siderable extent on what bo heard in the
village before he recorded Sub Inspector
Roshan All’s deposition, though there is

no express indication of this in his preli-
minary order, and his final order shows
that be started the inquiry proper with a
persuasion that the applicants were respon-
sible for the disturbed state of the village
and were generally dangerous and desperate,
apart from their relations with Yado Rao.
As I have said, the recorded evidenoe is
far from establishing the soundness of that
preconceived opinion.

The applicants’ bonds have already been
in foroe nearly 8 months. Jagannath and
Ganpati have left Sonegaon and the risk
of collision between them and Yado Rao
has, therefore, been greatly diminished. As
to Jagannath’s departure the Sub-Divisional
Magistrate writes:

—

“The leaving of the village was a tactical
move. It was to oreate an artificial agitation
against theMalguzar and his party.”

.

Th
1

e!’e aPPearfl to be no evidenoe justify,
ing this suggestion, and it seems to me at
least equally probable that Jagannath’s
motive waa that of preventing the occurrence
of disputes as far as in him lay. A
period of 14 months has elapsed since

in response to
the preliminary order, and altogether I

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Cuttack Circuit.

Criminal Revision No. 30 or 1917.
December 5, 1917.

Present:— Mr. Justice Mulliok and
Mr. Justice Atkinson.

SADHU CHARAN RAY— Petitioner
versus

BALEI SWAIN—Opposite Party.
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V oj 189SJ, $*. 4

(li), 200, 203, 437— Petition of objection
,
whether com

•

plaint— Dismissal, irregular — Revisional jurisdiction
of Magistrate, whether can be exercised.
A charged B with house-breaking, and B lodged

an information against A for theft of his gun. The
Police reported B s case to ho false, and B filed

asking the Magistrate tc
make an investigation and to summou the accused.
B, in the meantime, was tried on the charge of
house-breaking and acquitted, and the Magistrate
passed tho^ following order on his petition of ob-
joction: Judgment of counter-case, record and
Lolico report gone through. Kntor false.” Against
this order B made an application to the District
Magistrate, who, acting under section 437, Criminal
I roceduro Codo, held that it was premature to call
the theft caso false, and sent tho case baok to the
Magistrate:

Held, (1) that the petition of objection filed by E

mS

nf
ft

M
CO,

n
l> nfc

:
v
,i

fchin th0 of section 4
°f

f

10 'Cnmina! Procedure Code
; [p 71, col 2.}

(2) that the order of tho Magistrate entering tho
Ca^ttS

/
al

f°»
was m ^bstanoe an order under

section 203 of the Criminal Procedure Code dis-missing tho complaint; [p. 71 f
001. 2.1

(3) that where the tiual order is in fact oneumior section 203 of tho Criminal Procedure Code,
t o revisional jurisdiction of tho District Magistratecan bo oxeroised eveu though there may have beensome irregularity on tho part of the officer taking

20o'ofTV "i r ,,
l’ lai,,t under section200 of the Criminal Procedure Code. fp. 72

,
0 ,,|. jj
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Section 437 of the Criminal Procedure Code con-

templates that where a complaint has in fact been

dismissed under section 203 of the Criminal Pro-

cedure Code, the revisional jurisdiction of the Dis-

trict Magistrate can be invoked irrespective of the

consideration whether the dismissal is legal or

illegal, [p. 72, col. 1 ]

It is absurd to hold that a Magistrate is com-

petent to revise the dismissal of a complaint legally

dismissed but that he is not so competent to revise

in the case of a complaint illegally dismissed, [p. 72,

ool. 1.]

Criminal revision against an order of the

District Magistrate, Pari, dated the 17th

October 1917.

Messrs. Biswa Nath Sinha and 5?. N . Gupta ,

for the petitioner.

Mr. Brajraj Ghoudhury ,
for the Opposite

Party.

JUDGMENT.
Mullick, J. —One Amareswar Biswal laid

an information before the Police charging

one Balei with house-breaking. He alleged

that Balei had been caught on the premises

with a gun. Balei was put upon his trial

upon that charge and was acquitted. His

defence in that trial was that he did not

go ^to the ' katcheri in which Amareswar
was living on the night of the occurrence,

but that the gun had been forcibly snatohed

from him by Amareswar as he was passing

the katcheri on his way to shoot a crocodile.

After the acquittal of Balei the Sadr
Sub Divisional Magistrate of Puri, who had

taken cognisance of the information lodged

by Balei before the Police, passed the fol-

lowing order: **Judgment of counter- case,

record and Police report gone through. Enter

false under section 379, Indian Penal Code.

No prosecution.”

Against that order Balei made an applica-

tion for revision on the same day, namely,
the 17th of October 1917, to the Distriot

Magistrate, who acting under section 437,

Criminal Procedure Code, passed the follow-

ing judgment:—
I have heard the judgment in the

oounter-oase. This makes it clearly pre-

mature to describe as false the present

case. Let* a charge sheet be called. To
Sub-Divisional Officer for orders.”
Amareswar now comes before us in revision

and prays that the order of the Distriot Ma-
gistrate may be set aside.
"The first contention urged by the learned
Vakil for the petitioner is that the Distriot

Magistrate had no jurisdiction to set aside

the order of the Deputy Magistrate of the

17th October 1917. It is urged that the

only way in which the District Magistrate

could have interfered was to transfer the

case to his own file under section 528,

Criminal Procedure Code.

Now it appears that after the Police

reported Balei’s case to be false, Balei filed

a petition of objection before the Sub-

Divisional Magistrate asking that an in-

vestigation might be made and that the

offenders might be summoned.

It is clear upon the authorities that this

petition was a oomplaint within the mean-

ing of the Criminal Procedure Code, and

it is also clear upon the authorities that

the order of the Sub- Divisional Magistrate

declining to put the accused upon, their

trial and directing that the case might be

entered false under section 379 of the

Indian Penal Code was in substance an

order under seotion 203 of the Criminal

Procedure Code, dismissing the oomplaint.

The learned Vakil, however, contends that

the Sub-Divisional Magistrate not haying

examined Balei when he made his petition

of objection on oath in accordance with the

terms of seotion 2C0, Criminal Procedure

Code, the order was not an order of dismissal

under section 203 of the Criminal. Pro-

cedure Code. He contends that if it had

been a legal dismissal in accordance with

the terms of the Criminal Procedure Code,

then the Distriot Magistrate would have

been competent to interfere under sections 435

and 437 of the Code of Criminal Procedure,

but in the case of an illegal dismissal or

a dismissal without conforming to the pro-

visions of the Code, the Magistrate has

n0 power to exercise his revisional jurisdic-

tion. Reliance is placed upon the case of

Lokenath Tatra v. Sanyasi Gharan Manna (1).

That case, however, is not exactly in point.

There the Magistrate ordered the prosecu-

tion of a complainant under section 211 of

the Indian Penal Code, without dismissing

his oomplaint under section 203 of the

Criminal Procedure Code. The Court held

that in order to justify a proseoution under

.• n 211 of the Indian Penal Code, it

section 211 or
* ^ dismi8sal nnder

Wa
tion

e

2

e

03 of the Criminal Procedure Code

T„”d b,a legal di.mi.~l- That, however,

(I) 30 G. 923; 7 C. W. N. 525.
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i 9 not the case before us. Here we have to

consider whether the revision*ljonsd.otion

of the District Magistrate onuld have been

exercised in a c lSe where in respect of a

complaint lodged under section -00 of the

Criminal Procedure Code, there had been

some irregularity on the part of the officer

taking cognisance, but where the fina

order was in fact one under section -03 of

the Criminal Procedure Code. As I lead

section 437, it contemplates that where a

complaint has in fact been dismissed under

section 203 of the Criminal Procedure Code

irrespective of the ojnvderatbn whether the

dismissal was legal or illegal, the revis.onal

jurisdiction of the Magistrate can be invoked.

To held other .vise would lead to the

that whereas the Magistrate is

to revise the dismissal of a

legally dismissed, he is not so

to revise in the case of a com-

plaint illegally dismissed The learned

Vakil has also relied upon Moul Singh v.

Mahabir Singh (2). In that case after a

number of aocused persons had been con-

victed, an application was made by the

prosecutor to summon the remaining accused,

including three against whom warrants bad

already been issued by the Sub-Divisional

Magistrate. The High Court of Calcutta

in revision held that the District Magistrate

in exercise of his revisional jurisdiction was

competent to revi ce the order of the Sub-

Divisional Magistrate refusing to summon

those aocused in respect of whom warrants

had been issued, but that he was not so

competent in respect of those against whom
no warrants had been issued. It appears

from the judgments of their Lordships

that there were facts in that oase leading

to the inference that the Sub Divisional

Magistrate, in refusing to summon the

aocused against whom no warrants had been

issued, had not passed any final order of dis-

missal or discharge.

In the present case, upon the facts be-

fore u a
,

it is quite clear that a final order

of dismissal had been passed and, therefore,

in our opinion, the learned District Magis-
trate had full jurisdiction to revise that

order in exercise of his powers undor sec-

tion 437.

On the merits, too, we think it is desir-

(2) \ r\ W. N, ‘3 1-.

able that the oharge made by Balei shoald

bo investigated now that he has succeeded

in defeating the oharge made by Amareswar

against him in the counter-case. It is true

the learned District Magistrate has not given

any detailed reasons, but from the fact that the

judgment in the counter-case was in favour

of Balei it is desirable that Balei’s 00 's plaint

should now be investigated.

The application is rejected.

Atkinson, J.— I agree.

Application rejected .

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 154 of 1918.

May 9, 1918.

Present :— Justice Sir George Knox, Kt.

JAGUJI RAI and another—Applicants
versus

EMPEROR—Opposite Party
Criminal Procedure Code (Act Y of IS98J, 88, 107,

1 12—Notice under >•. M2, content* of—Jurisdiction of

Magistrate to proceed under s. 107.

Section 112 of the Criminal Procoduro Code

should ho read along with section 107 of the Codo.

[p. 73, col. 1.]

Where n Magistrate of the first class is informed

that a person is likely to disturb the public

tranquillity without any information being given

as to his intent to do wrongful acts and the Magis-

trate considers the information to have come from

a reliable source, he has jurisdiction to make an

order under section 112 of the Criminal Procoduro

Code. In such a case it is not necessary to specify

in the order any definite acts which the person

intends to commit, [p. 73, cols. 1 2.]

Criminal revision from an order of the

Magistrate, First Clasp, Azamgarh.
Mr. IT. 1Vallach, for the Applicants.

Mr R. Malcomson (Assistant Government
Advocate), for the Crown.
JUDGMENT.—Jagnii Rai and Inderjit

Rai have been bound over to keep the

peace for a year. They are to furnish each

of them a reliable surety for Rs. 100 and to

execute a personal bond in the same amount
for this purpose. They were bound over by

a Magistrate of the first class of Azsmgarh.
They do not. appear to have gone to the

Distriot Magistrate and asked him to oancel

this bond, as they might haye dope undgp
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section 125 of the Code of Oriminal Pro-

cedure. When a person bound over to keep

the peace does not adopt this procedure, I

always have considerable doubt as to his

general reputation in the district, and it

is open to the applicants at any time

hereafter to satisfy the District Magistrate

that there is no necessity any longer for

this bond being kept in existence. They

have come to this Court with the conten-

tion (1) that the evidence on the record

does not justify an order under section 107 of

the Code of Criminal Procedure, (2) that if

they had committed a substantive offence

as alleged by some of the witnesses for the

prosecution, the proper procedure against

them would be to proceed against them for the

said offences and not to proceed under section

107 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The

learned Counsel for the applicants took

exception to the notice which had been

issued to them under section 112 of the

Code. Now section 112 has to be read

along with section 107. Section 107 lays

down that whenever a Magistrate of the

first class is informed that any person is

likely to commit a breach of the peace or

to disturb the public^tranquillity, or to do

any wrongful act which may occasion a

breach of the peaoe, dr disturb the publio

tranquillity, he may require that person

to show cause why he should not be

ordered to execute a bond. As 1 read this

section, there may be cases in which a Magis-

trate of the first
,

class is merely informed

that a person is likely to disturb the publio

tranquillity without apy information being

given as to his intent to do wrongful acts.

The Magistrate is responsible for the peaoe

of the district. He acts upon this information

and he is required to set forth in writing

the substance of the information received;

In this' case we .are not told that the

Magistrate has received any information of

definite acts intended Apparently from

the information he received he was satisfied

that the persons concerning whom the

information had been given were likely

to commit some act which might occasion

a brqaoh of the peaoe. The reason given

for this probability was that they were on

terras of enmity with each other.

Where the Magistrate can go into further

particular^ he shoal.] certainly go into them,

put it may well be that all the informa-

tion he reoeives is that there will be a
breach of the publio peaoe, and if he
considers that information to come from
a reliable source, he has jurisdiction to
make the order required by section 112.
Anyhow in the present case the matter has
gone far b9yond the stage of the order
under section 112. Certain information was
given. The order calling upon the appli-
cants to show cause was duly communicated
to them. They questioned the reliability

of the information. Evidenoe was offered
and reoorded at considerable leDgfch. Some
of it is hearsay evidenoe. Some of it is

evidenoe of actual acts, not of a peaceful
nature, committed in the past. Some of
it is words or expressions which, if true,
point to the fact that a breach of the
peaoe would be a probable result unless
some strong hand was put upon the persons
in question. The evidenoe of the two
Chaukidars, Sheoraj Abir and Chiraghan,
was read to me at full length, and I have
glanced at the other evidenoe given' in

the oi9e. A' perusal of that evidenoe
certainly leaves an impression upon my
mind that an idea prevailed in Deohatta
that a breach of the peace would take
place. I have also glanced through the
evidenoe given * to rebut the evidenoe for
the proseoution. It is of a very vague
description and some of the witnesses in
cross-examination had to admit that they
very seldom oame to Deohatta, and one
who said that no quarrel had taken place
had also to confess that he had not been in
the village for the last two years. It is

not said that the terms are too severe. 1 see
no reason for interfering and dismiss the
application.

Application dismissed.

PATNA HTGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 20S op 1918.

June 20, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Mulliok and Mr. Justice
Thornhill.

PHATALI SINGH and others

—

Petitioners

versus

EMPEROR

—

Respondent.
Criminal trial—Complainant*s story disbelieved in

essential details— Conviction bated on part of story
%

propriety of.
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Where a pai tv comes int-o Court with a story which

ram.ot ho helie veil ns to its essential details, it

impossible to rely on a part of the story for the

purpose of convict in" the accused.

Application against the order of the Sessions

dodge, Monghyr, dated the 27th April

1918, affirming that of the 1st olass Deputy

Magistrate, Monghyr, dated the 25th

March 1918.
.

Mr Sushil Madhah Mullick ,
for the Peti-

tioners,
.

Mr. Manohar Lai (Assistant (Government

Advocate), for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.
Mullick, J.— '

The oase for the prosecution

was that on the evening of the 5th Sep-

tember last the petitioners Chottoo Singh

and Phatali Singh oarae to the house of

one Somar and demanded some milk.

Somar refused and thereupon the two peti-

tioners, accompanied by the third petitioner

Udho Singh, returned about 9 P. M. and

assaulted Somar, his son Borham and his

daugther Jagia with lathis. It is also

alleged that they snatched away a hasuli

which Jagia was wearing and thenoarried

off seven buffaloes belonging to Somar to a

pound in a distant village. Somar and

Borham both had a number of injuries,

which are said to have been caused by

lathis ,
and the evidence in regard to the

fracture on the left arm of Somar is that

it might have been caused either by a lathi or

by a fall.

On the side of the petitioners, Chottoo

had a soratoh on the left shoulder, which

might have been oaused by a lathi, and

which is said to have been in a region

which is pronounced to be dangerous by the

Medical Officer.

The Deputy Magistrate, who tried the

case, disbelieved the whole story as to the

visit to Somar’s house early in the evening

and the subsequent return of the petitioners

for the purpose of assaulting Somar. He
found that the story told by the defence

was true, namely, that the occurrence took

plaoe on the 6th September when Chottoo

was driving some buffaloes to the pound,

which had trespassed into Chottoo’s field. He
also found that the three petitioners exceeded

the right of private defence in assaulting

Somar, Borham and Jagia so severely,

although they were in the wrong in attempt-

ing to rescue the cattle.

The leaned Sessions Judge in appeal

has written a very unsatisfactory judgment.

He does not come to any finding as to

which version is true, and he has affirmed the

oonviotions merely because the complainant

and his companions were severely beaten.

In my opinion upon the findings of the

trial Court, the oonviotion cannot be sus-

tained. The complainant comes into Court

with a story whioh is disbelieved in its

most essential details, and it is impossible

to rely merely upon the injuries inflicted

upon Somar and his party to say that the

petitioners have committed the offenoe

with which they are charged. The learned

Deputy Magistrate seems to think that

the petitioners must have exceeded the right

of private defence, but he does not say upon
what evidence he comes to this conclusion.

It may well be that if the story as to the

attempted rescue is oorreot, then the resist-

ance offered by the oomplainant and
hia party was such that it was neoessary

to inflict those injuries in order to secure

the retention of the cattle. In any event,

it is a recognised principle that where a

psrty comes into Court with a story whioh
cannot be believed as to its essential details,

it is impossible to rely on a part of the story

for the purpose of convicting the accused.

The oonviotions and sentences will be set

aside and the accused will be released.

The fines, if paid, will he refunded.

Thornhill, J.— I agree.

Convictions set aside.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 193 ok 1917.

Deoember 7, 1917.
Present:—Mr. Justice Chitty
and Mr. Justice Smither.

L. S, DURRELL—Complainant—Applicant

KUMUD KANTA CHAKRABARTY
Accused - Opposite Party.

Railways Act {IX oj 1890), >\ 122— Unlawful entnt

upon Railway premises—Offence, essence of.

The essence of the offence under both the clause*
°f section 122 of the Railways Act is unlawful entry
Mere unlawful entry makes the offender liable to\i
fine ot Rs. JO but if after the unlawful entry !u

1 * IV 1
^ * on being requested to d<

so, ins offence becomes aggravated and lie render
himself liable to r fine of R a . 60. fp. 76. col. \.

}
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.. If the original entry is lawful, a subsequent refusal

to leave on being requested to do so would not make

the* original entry unlawful or bring it under clause

(2) of section 122 of the Railways Act, which is but an

aggravated form of the offence under clause (1). IP*

75, col. 2.]

Reference made by the 2nd Additional

Sessions Judge, Mymensingh, dated the 30th

October 1917, under section 4° 8, Criminal

Procedure Code.

FACTS of the case appear from the follow-

ing extraots from the report of the 2nd Addi-

tional Sessions Judge, Mymensingh, dated the

31st October 1917:
—“The petitioner is a Plea-

der of the Courts here. He was prosecuted for

trespass under section 447, Indian Penal Code,

and section 122, Railways Act, at the instance

of Mr. Bagley, Chief Engineer and Agent

of the M. B. Railway. The case for the

prosecution was that on the afternoon of

July 15th, the petitioner had unlawfully

entered upon the Railway and persisted

to remain there inspite of being asked to

leave. The defence was that the petitioner

was not a trespasser as he was going to

see Mr. Mukher.ii, the confidential clerk

of Mr^ Bagley, who had opened a Business

School in the Railway premises with the

permission of Mr. Bagley, to consult him

regarding the admission of a relation of

his into the said Business School. The

Deputy Magistrate has oonvioted the peti-

tioner under seotion 122 of the Railways Aot

and has sentenced him to pay a fine of

A -fc # ^
4. annas.*

“in my opinion the conviction is wrong.

The petitioner has been oonvioted under

seotion 122 of the Railways Aot, which

runs as follows:—
(1) If a person unlawfully enters upon a

Railway he shall be punished, etc.

(2) If a person so entering refuses to leave

the Railway on being requested to do so by any

Railway servant, etc., he shall be punished, etc.

The essence of the offence under both

the clauses of this seotion is unlawful

entry. Mere unlawful entranoe makes the

offender liable to a fine of Rs. 20. The

entranoe being unlawful, if the offender

refuses to leave on being requested to do

so, his offence becomes aggravated and he

renders himself liable to a fine of

Rs. 50. Tbe word “unlawful^has not been

defined in the Act. It has its ordinary

meaning, which in the present case is entering

against the will or without the per-

mission of the owner. There is no find-

ing that, the accused had entered unlaw-

fully. The Deputy Magistrate seems to

think that though the entry was lawful,

it became unlawful when he refused to

leave. The use of the word ‘so’ in clause 2

makes suoh a conclusion untenable. It is

unlike criminal trespass as defined in sec-

tion 441, Indian Penal Code. There if a person

having lawfully entered unlawfully remains

with intent to intimidate, insult cr annoy

or to commit an offence, he is guilty of

oriminal trespass.”

Here under the Railways Act oriminal

intent has no place. The unlawful entry

constitutes the basis of the offence under

both the clauses. If the entry was lawful,

his refusal to leave on being desired to

do so would not make his original entry

unlawful nor would make him guilty under

clause (2', which is but an aggravated form of

the offence urder clause (1).

Even conceding that the word unlawful

means, as the Deputy Magistrate thinks,

“remaining on being asked to leave,” tbe

facts as disclosed by the evidence adduoed

do not justify the conviction. It is clear

from Mr. Mukherji’s evidence that the

petitioner was coming to see him about the

admission of his nephew in the Business

School which Mr. Mukherji had started in

the Railway premises with the permission

of Mr. Bagley the Agent. So a person

going to see Mr. Mukherji on business

in connection with his school must have

express or implied permission of Mr.

Bagley to come upon the Railway. So

tbe petitioner’s going there oannot be said

to be unlawful. He was, as he alleges,

assaulted on the way by one Mr. Bignold.

He was complaining of this to Mr. Novis,

an Assistant Engineer of tb6 Railway.

Mr. Novis brought to his notice that he

was a trespasser and showed him the

notice board. The petitioner said that he

was not a trespasser and was arguing the

matter with Mr. Novis, when he; the latter,

peremptorily wanted to know whether he

would leave or not. The petitioner accord-

ingly went away (vide Novis’ deposition).

This does not show that he refused -to

desist from the trespass, if he had com-

mitted any. The conviction is, therefore,

wrong in law and is further not borne

out by the facts admitted by the pro-
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seoution. I would, therefore, reoommend
that the conviction and sentence be set

.aside.

The Deputy Magistrate said that he had

nothing to add to the remarks ho had

made in his judgment.”

Babus Dasarnthi Sartyal
,
dobindi Chnnder

Dey Roy and Birendra Kumar Dpi/, for the

Accused.

JUDGMENT.— In this case we think

that the Second Additional Sessions Judge
is clearly right and that the conviction and
sentence on the accused Kuraud Kanta
Chakrabarty were wrong. We accordingly

accept the reference and set aside the con-

viction and the sentence passed on the

aooused. The fine, if paid, will be re-

funded.

Conviction set aside.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 50 ok 1918,

March 8, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Roe and Justice

8ir Ali Imam, Kt.

GANPAT SINGH

—

Applicant
versus

EM PE ROR— Respondents.
Criminal Procedure Co<le (Act V of 1898J, u. 144

(4)— District Magistrate, power of, to niter order
made by Magistrate subordinate to him

,
extent of.

Clause (4) of section 144 of the Criminal Procedure
Code contemplates only a change in the nature of
the order made, and not a change in the party
against whom it is mad?. A District Magistrate
lias, therefore, no power under this clause to set
aside an order made by a Magistrate against one.

party and to substitute therefor a similar order
against the other party, [p. 77, col. 1.]

Criminal revision against an order of
the District Magistrate, Gaya, dated the
1 Itb January 1918, reversing that of the
Sub-Divisional Magistrate, Jahanabad, dated
the 4th December 1917.

Mr. Jalgorinu Prasad Singh
, for the Appli-

cant.

Mr. Sultan Ahmad (Government Advooate),
for the Crown.
JUDGMENT.—The facts of this case are

as follows:—

-

On the 17th November 1917, the Sub.
Divisional Magistrate of Jehanabad aoting
upon a Police report issued notices upon

Aotar Singh and his party, only requiring

them “not to put obstruction with regard

to the said Jcasht land in any way; if you

have any objection to make you can do

so in this Court on 4th Deoember 1917.”

The boundaries of the land were then

given. On the 4th Deoember 1917, Aotar

Singh and his party apneared in Court

and the learned Subordinate Magistrate in

some fifteen line9 disposed of his claims to

the land as being a mere pretence, and
recorded :

“1 make the notice under section

144, Criminal Procedure Code, absolute

against the second party.”

Aotar Singh being dissatisfied with

this decision took it to the District

Magistrate under the 4th clause of section

144. The learned Magistrate, after examin-
ing the claims of the parties, came to the

conclusion that the claim of Aoiar Singh’s

party was not a mere pretence but wa9
the real truth and that Ganpat Singh had
no claim to cut the crop which was in

dispute. He, therefore, cancelled the order

made by the Sub- Divisional Magistrate, and
substituted an order of his own, forbidding

Ganpat Singh’s party to out the crop.

The proceedings of the learned Sub-Divi-
sional Officer were not, in our opinion, ultra

vires. As we said in the case of Kaniz Amina
v. Emperor (1) if it is clear upon a perusal of

the Police papers that the claim of the dis-

turber of the peace is a mere pretence,
a breach of the peace may often be avoid-
ed by making it clear to him that the
Court will not permit the disturbance whioh
lie has wantonly created. In such ciroum-
stances it is not expedient that the party
entitled to peaceful possession he harassed by
proceedings under section 145. In that
sense the case as dealt with by the Sub-
Divisional Magistrate is distinguishable from
that of Kaniz Amina's case (1), but the sub-
sequent proceedings of the District Magistrate
appear to ns to he an oven greater
innovation than that which we set ourselves
to prohibit in the case of Kaniz Amina v.
Emperor (l). An order has been made estab-
lishing the claim of Aotar Singh’s party
which had boon stigmatised by the Sub-
Divisional Magistrate as a mere pretence,
and keeping Ganpat Singh, who had been
hel l to have a gonuine claim, out of posses-
sion for two months. The learned Govern-

/IV « N | l /-I
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meDt Advooate has not been able to find

any case upon this point, and indee ,
we

imagine, it would be' impossible to find

any precedent upon which the proceedings

of the District Magistrate could be support-

ed. Clearly clause 4 of section 144 contemp-

lates only a change in the nature of the

order made, and not a change in the party

against whom it is made. The learned

Magistrate’s views on this point, as express-

ed in his letter to the Assistant Registrar

dated the 22nd February, conveniently

ignore the existence of Chapter XI L of

the Code of Criminal Procedure. We set

aside the order of the District Magistrate

against Ganpat’s party, as being without

jurisdiction. We do not think it necessary

to interfere with his order setting aside the

Sab-Divisional Officers order against Aotar

Singh’s party, for the reason that it was

clearly within the Magistrate’s jurisdiction to

set aside that order if he thought that

it was unnecessary or unjust. The position

will, therefor*, be that both orders are set

aslde

We note that on the papers, coming

back to the Sub Divisional Magistrate he,

on the 20bh December, issued notices against

both parties restraining them from cutting

the disputed crops. On the 3rd January,

on it being represented to him by both par-

ties that the paddy had been cut and

removed, he was of opinion that no action

was called for and the notices issued were

cancelled. Had they not been cancelled, we

should have been obliged to say that the

notices issued on the 20th December 1917

- were in no degree distinguishable from no-

tices under section 145, clauses (1) an

(4), but inasmuch as the Magistrate

has taken action cancelling the proceedings

on the ground that no further dispute

exists, we may say that the proceedings

taken on the 20th December by the tub-

Divisional Magistrate have been ended by

an order which might have been made

under section 145, clause (5), and that it

is not necessary for usfto re-open that part

of the case. * , , .

,

Order set aside.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Criminal Revision No. 180 of 1915.

September 29, 19i5.

Present :—Mr. Sfcanyon, A, J. C.

EMPEROR—Applicant

versus

mr A NT 17A LODHI— Accused—Respondent

Penal Cocle , Act XLV o/ 1800;, «. 417,497, oil-

Criminal procedure Code ( Act \ oj lS9o^, *. 199

Criminal trespass with intent to commit adultery-

Complaint by husband, whether necessary-Intent and

attempt, distinctiou between.
.

Where the object of a trespass is to commit an

offence, such offence must be possible on the part of

the person to be convicted of the trespass. Lp. lb, col.

1,]

An intent to commit an offence punishable with

imprisonment is not the same thing as an attempt

to commit such offence, it exists before the attempt

is begun. A mere intent is not by Use It an offence;

therefore, where it it used as essential to bring a

particular act within the category of criminal

offences, and proof ha« been given that such an

act accompauied by such an intent has been corn-

mitted, the offence is complete, even though the

further act intended may net have been committed

or even attempted, [p. 7y »
co1

-
.

Where an offender enters the premises of his

neighbour on his way to the private apartmen s

occupied -by that neighbours wife with intent to

commit adultery, the offence ot criminal trespass

is complete long before the stage of an attempt

to commit the adultery is reached, [p. («, col.

Therefore, the complaint of the husband is not

necessary for proceedings in respect of house-trespass

to commit adultery [p. 79,
cols. 1 & AJ

.

bo t hp District Magistrate,

Damoh.
ORDER.—This case has been reported

by the District Magistrate ot Damoh. The

complainant Sarjoo Ferehad is a Malguzar

residing in a village in the Damoh Distriot.

He is a Kurmi by caste and years old.

His wife Ganeshi (P. W. No. 2) is probably

younger, though in the record her age is

also put down as 25 years. The accused

Dhantua is a Lodhi, 20 years old, wh0

was in the service of Sarjoo Pershad as a

ploughman when this case occurred.

On the 2nd September 1915 the com-

plainant went out after supper to attend a

r6Qclin£ &t the bouse of ft neighbour,

leaving at home his wife, his brother and

sister-in-law. The two latter slept on the

ground 3oor, and Musammat Ganeshi upstairs.

The accused, as an attendant, had his

bed in the front verandah. After the

household had retired but before Sarjoo

Perahad came home, his brother raised an
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outcry of thief, which brought Sarjoo
Pershad home in time to sea the accused
running away from the house. The fcurbin

of the accused was with his bedding in the
verandah, and having obtained possession
of it Sarjoo Pershad tied some silver

ornaments in one ! corner of it, reported
the case to the Police as one of lurking
house trespass with intent to oommit
theft, and after the Police had refused
to take oogniz ince, filed a complaint to

the same effeot before a Magistrate. The
only witnesses examined for the prosecution
were Sarjoo Pershad and Musammat Ganeshi.
The former said that attracted by the cries

at his house he hurried there and saw the
aocused running away, and that he sub-
sequently found the turban of the accused
with the ornaments tied in it. Musimmat
Ganeshi said that while she slept upstairs
she was awakened by a oill from her brother-
in-law that there was some one in the
house, but saw no one herself. She
asserted that she had no illicit intimacy
with the accused and had not invited him
to her room.

The defence of the accused was that he
had carried on an intrigue with Ganeshi
for two years that on the night in question
he slept as usual on his master’s premises
in the^ front verandah downstairs— that
after Sarjoo Pershad went out and the
household retired to rest, he joined Ganeshi
in response to her invitation—that he was
detected in the act of sexual intercourse
with her by Sarjoo Pershad’s brother and
sister-in-law, who raised an outcry in
consequence of which he ran away -that
his turban and other things were at his
sleeping place, and the turban was used
to bolster up a false charge of theft
against him.

The oomplainant made no attempt to sup.
port his story of the turban and ornaments by
oilling his brother and sister in-law or any of
the persons who, aeoording to his testimony
had assembled at the house before he found
the bundle, and the Magistrate held that
story to be false and the version given by
the accused to be true. The accused
pleaded guilty to a charge of house-trespass
with intent to oommit adultery, an offenoe
punishable with imprisonment, and the
Magistrate oonvioted him under section 451,
Indian Penal Code, aud seutenoed him to

undergo rigorous imprisonment for one week

and to pay a fine of one rupee or in default

to undergo simple imprisonment for another

week. This was an absurd sentence, and

the learned District Magistrate has properly

brought the case to the notice of this Court,

with the remark that either the Magistrate

should have refused to oonviot the accused

at all for want of a complaint of adultery

from Ganeshi’s husband, or he should have

inflicted a heavier sentence.

First as to the legality of the conviction.

Section 199 of the Criminal Procedure Code,

1898, enacts that no Court shall take cogni-

zance of an offence punishable under seotion

497 or 498 of the Indian Penal Code except

upon a complaint made by the husband
of the woman, or, in his absence,

by some person who bad charge of such

woman on his behalf at the time when
such offence was committed. Accordingly

it has been held that a complaint of rape

made by the husband of the woman
concerned does not give jurisdiction to try

a charge of adultery: Empress of India v.

Rallu (1), Chemon Haro v. Emperor (2),

Bangaru Asari v. Emperor (3). In Emperor
v. Ehushal Singh (4) at page 106* I wrote:

A husband who brings a oharge under
seotion 363, Indian Penal Code, in order

to oommit which offenoe, force or deceit is

necessary, does not thereby sanction the

imputation upon the conduct of his wife

whioh necessarily attaches to a charge
under seotion 498, Indian Penal Code.”

It is thus clear that the accused Dhantua
could not be tried and convicted for adultery
on the complaint made by Sarjoo Pershad
m the present oase. It is also unquestion-
able that his trespass inside the house of
barjoo Pershad is only a criminal offenoe
if it was committed with any of the
intents specified in seotion 441 of the
Indian Penal Code. The intent in the
present oase was adultery and nothing
else. The husband has oleoted not to
empower the Magistrate to punish the
aocused for adultery, and I think it stands
to reason that a oharge of an attempt to
oommit adultery would also be governed

° 233
i
A. W. N. (1883) 1; 3 Iud. Deo. (N. s.)

^ *io; o u. w. N. G77

?!
2 Woir 23r>; 1 Or. b. J. 281.

(4) 17 C. P. L. R. 105; 1 Cr. L. J. 763.
*Pago of 17 C. P. Li. R.—Ed.
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by section 199 of the Criminal Procedure
Code, 1898. Therefore, the question whether
the Magistrate could use an uncomplained
of adultery or attempted adultery as an
essential of the offence of criminal trespass

is one that is not altogether free from
difficulty. I think, however, that it is

correct to say that the complaint
of the husband is not - neoessary for

proceedings in respect of house-trespass to

oommit adultery. It must be remembered
that an intent to oommit an offence

punishable with imprisonment is not the
same thing as an attempt to commit such
offence. It exists before the attempt is

begun. A mere intent is not by itself

an offence: therefore where it is used as

essential to bring a particular act within
the category of criminial offences and proof
has been given that such an act accompanied
by such an intent has been committed
the offence is complete, even though the
further act intended may not have been com-
mitted or even attempted. No doubt, where
the object of a trespass is to oommit an
offence, such offence must be possible on
the part; of the person to be convicted of
the trespass. In Brij Basi v. Queen-Empress
(5) it was held that if the prospective
offenoe is adultery, it must be -shown that
there wa% no consent or connivance on
the part of the husband of the woman
in question; and in Grown v. Sheikh Mungli

(6)

, where the trespass was for adultery
on the invitation of the wife, it was held
that she could not be legally convicted
of abetment of the trespass because she
was legally incompetent to abet the adul-
tery as an offenoe. But in this same case
it was rightly held that the trespass and
adultery were distinct offences separately
punishable; and though, under earlier Codes
of Criminal Procedure, a different view at
one time prevailed where the intent of

trespass was theft, e. g., Queen v.

"onaokoch (7), it is now aooepted that tres-
pass with intent to commit theft, and a
theft committed in pursuance of the intent,
*re distinct offences: Queen-Empress v.
oakharam Bhau (8) and Queen-Empress

'A lo
k - 74; A - W. N. (1896) 178, 9 Ind

(«) 6 p.a, 1871 Cr

l
1 W. R. Or. 63.W 10 B. 493: 5 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 717.

v. Zur Singh (9). It is dear that where
an offender enters the premises of his
neighbour on his way to the private apart-
ments occupied by that neighbour’s wife
with intent to commit adultery, the offence
of criminal trespass is complete long be-
fore the stage of an attempt to oommit
the adultery is reached. It would strain
the law considerably to hold that a mere
entry by an invited lover into a private
part of the house oooupied by an adulter-
ously inolined wife would amount to an
attempt to commit adultery; but allowing that
to be the case, it could not under any
circumstances be claimed that the entry
through the front gate or into an outer
verandah in prosecution of an adulterous
intrigue, though a completed trespass,

is punishable under sestions 511 and 497,
Indian Penal Code.

In a case reported as High Court Proceed-

ingsy 1st June 1868, No. 795A (10) it was held

that the complaint of the husband is not neces-

sary for proceedings in respeot of the

offence of house-trespass to commit adul-

tery. In another case, reported as High
Court ProceedingSy 16th November 1869 (11), it

was held that the Magistrate had rightly

refused, in the absence of a complaint by
the husband, to convict for a trespass

found to have been committed for the

purpose of adultery only. In Crown v.

Subz Ali (12) two out of three Judges

ruled that a charge of house-trespass with

intent to oommit adultery can be entertain-

ed without a complaint by the husband

or the person having the care of the

woman. In a case reported as High Court

ProceedingSy 26th February 1875 (13), where a

prisoner had been convicted of house- break-

ing, his object being to have sexual

intercourse with the complainant’s wife, it

was held that the oonviotion was valid.

For the above reasons I hold that the

oonviotion of the accused in this case was

valid, even though the Magistrate had no

jurisdiction to try the accused for ‘the

prospective offenoe with intent to oommit

(9) 10 A. 146; A. W. N. (1888) 6; 6 Ind. Dec. (if. 0 .)

98.

(10) 2 Weir 235.

(11) 6 M. H. C. R. App. v.

(12)

2 P. R. 1877 Or.

(13) 8 M. H. C. R. App. vi.
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which he admittedly entered the bed room of

the complainant.

I agree with the learned District Magis-

trate that the sentance was inadequate. It

was open to the Magistrate, as soon as he

found that the offence alleged by the com-

plainant, namely, lurking house-trespass

with intent to commit theft was not

proved, to have discharged the accused;

and that would have been the most proper

course to follow, as was pointed out in

High Court Proceedings
,
loth November 1869

(11). But the law allowed the Magistrate to

frame a charge based on the admissions

of the accused, and his procedure to that

end must be accepted as valid. I have

considered whether 1 should interfere with

the sentence. In the Madras oase last

referred to the High Court remarked: ‘the

Magistrate was right under the circumstances

in refusing to convict on a charge which the

husband refused to make.”

In the Punjab oase Plowden, J., wrote:

“in my opinion a purely nominal sentence

ought to be pissed when, as in this case,

the only intent is to commit adultery, and

the husband is not prosecuting for adul-

tery.” With due respect I am not able to

agree with this view wholly, and the dis-

sentient view of Lindsay, J., on this point,

who observed that in such cases ‘it, is not

only the interests and feelings of the in-

jured husband that are involved but the

welfare of the community at large”, seem
to me to be a more correct appreciation

of the matter. Nevertheless the circum-

stances (1) that the husband made a wilfully

false charge of theft in consequence of which
the accused might have been discharged; (2)

that, except for the admission of the accused,

there is unreliable evidence of any trespass

whatever, his presence in the outer part of

the premises being lawful; and (3) that

he is still liable to prosecution for adultery,

have decided me not to interfere. I, thero

fore, return the papers and direot that
execution of the sentence, if stayed, be
completed.

Interference refused.

[idig

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 32> ok 1917.

December 17, 1917.

Present :—Mr. Justice Roe and Justice Sir

A 1 i Imam, Kt.

SOU Kill CHAND SAO— Petitioner

C

EMPEROR— Respondent.
Venn] Code (Act XfjVof 1«60>, s. 380 -Theft from

railway godown — Criminal Procedure Code (Act Vo

1

1 NUN ) ,
s. ISO—/tension— Con fiction under wrong

section— High Com t, power of interference of.

Tlio accused went to a railway godown with a
carter. The latter removed a hag from the godown and
the accused accompanied the carter to his house and
there took delivery of the bag. The bag consisted of
pilfvrings from a number of bags consigned to
different persons:

Held, that the bag being in the possession of
the railway as bailee until it left the godown, the
actually taking it out of the godown was theft and
that the accused and the cart man were jointly guilty
of theft fp. 81, col 1.1

If is for the Courts below to liud the facts and if

they convict under a wrong section in a case in
which no charge is framed, it isopen to the High
Court, if necessary, to revise the section under
which the conviction lias been rccouled without any
further proceedings, [p. 8), col. 1.]

Criminal revision against an order of the
Sessions Judge of Mongbyr, dated the 20th
July 1917, rejecting an application for a
reference to the High Court of an order
of the Sub- Divisional Magistrate of Jarnui,
dated the 30th June 1917.

Mr. (four Chandra Pal, for the Peti-
tioner.

Mr. Muhammad Fakhruddin (Government
Pleader), for the Crown.
JUDGMENT — The facts found in this

case are that the petitioner Soukhi Chand
went with a carter to a railway godown,
that the carter removed a bag from the
godown and that Soukhi Chand accompanied
the bag to his house and there took de-
livery of it. The bag was not goods that
had been consigned to Soukhi Chand but
consisted of pilferings from a number of
bags consigned to others. On these facts
ooukhi Chand and the oartman have been con-
victed under section 411. The oartman is not
before us. Soukhi Chand applies that this
conviction and sentence be revised on the
ground, firstly

,
that the manner in which the

bag was made up was a pure surmise on the
part of the Court below and, secondly

, that
the property, not having been identilied as
stolen from a particular person, oanuot be
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held in law to be stolen property. On
these two points we can see no reason for

interfering with the conviction. The property

was in the possession of the railway as bailees

until it left the godown. The actually taking

it but of the godown was theft, and it is

clear that Soakhi Chand and the cartman
Were jointly guilty of theft. The learned

Vakil suggests that this was not a case

made against him in the Court below and
that he is, therefore, entitled to a retrial.

We are of opinion that it is for the

Courts below to find the facts and if they

-convict under a wrong section in a case in

which no charge is framed, it is open to

the High Court, if necessary, to revise

the section under which the conviction has

been reoorded without any further proceed-

ings. We, therefore, alter the conviction of

Soukhi Chand to a conviction under section

380 and direct that the sentence of three

months’ rigorous imprisonment be maintained.

Thb petitioner will, therefore, surrender to his

bail ^nd serve out the remainder ' of the

sentence.

Conviction altered.

/

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Criminal Revision No. 101- B of 1017.

November 22, 1917.

Present;—Mr. Mittra, A. J.‘ C.

BAFUJEE—Applicant

versus s

EMPEROR— Respondent.
Criminal Procedure Cods (Act V of 1898^, s. 110

—

Habitually bringing false cises in Civil Courts —
Evidence of general repute

,
admissibility of.

Section IIO of the Criminal Procedure Code doi’3
,

not Apply/ to a person who has the reputation
°f habitually bringing false claims in Civil Courts,
Such a parson may be punishable under section

j-09 of the Indian Penal Code, but ho does not
hy so doing commit the offence either, if he suo-
«2ed«, of extortion or, if he fails, of attempting

• to commit extortion.
Ganeshi v. Empress

,
25 P. R. 1834 Cr

,
followed.

y1 proceedings against such a person, although
ovidenoe of general repute is admissible, it cannot

J®
allowed to override the findings arrived at by

tuo Civil Courts aftor trial.

Revision of the order of the District

Magistrate in Criminal Appeal No. 29 of

1917 decided on 17th July 1917.

The Hon’ble Mr. M. R. Dixit
, for the Appli-

cant.

The Hon’ble Mr. G. P . Dick
,
for the Crown.

ORDER.—This is an application for

revision of an order passed under section

110 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

There were various charges against the

applicant, but the trying Magistrate with

extreme fairness has disbelieved most of these

allegations. His finding may be summed
up in his own language: “The man
appears to be a gambler in civil litigation,

he has the reputation in his village of

being a perjurer, a forger and is notorious

for instituting suits .against poor illiterate

people on false claims.”

There is some reference to a criminal oaee

but sufficient details have not been brought

out. There is a reference to an applioa-

on to the Police by P. W. No. 5 which,

owever, is explained in the deposition

l p, W. No. 8, from which it appears that

le accused was merely the writer of the

ppli:ation at the instance of other people,

he curious feature of the case is that

ie accused has been successful in most

l his olaims, and, these olaims are held to

3 false olaims upon the opinion of villagers,

i such proceedings, although evidence of

gneral repute is admissible, it caDnot

5 allowed to override the findings arrived

; by Civil L ourts after a trial. As pointed out

|
Ganeshi v. Empress (i), section 110 of the

rirainal Procedure Code does not apply to

, accused person who has the reputation of

ibitually bringing false claims in. Civil

DUrts Such a person may be punishable

3der section i09 of the Indian Penal

3de but he does not by so dome commit

l8 offence either, if be succeeds of

Portion or, if he fails, of attempting

commit extortion. ...

Although the period for which the

inlicant has been bound over has expired,

,

P
j9 entitled to have the order set aside

ld I accordingly eet aside the order of

e Sub Divisional Magistrate, dated the

tb May 1917, and direct the bond for good

v nmimir to he cancelled.

(1 )
25 V. K. 1331 Cr.
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PATNA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Appeal No. 45 of 1918.

Hay 27, 1918.

Prdiiat : -Mr. Justice Mulliok and Mr. Justice

Thornhill.

itAM BHAGW 4lN and others—Accosed
—Appellants

versus

EMPEROR—Respondent.
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of iS'JHJ, s. 298

—

Trial by Jury—Judge's charge—Duty oj Judge—Mis-

direction and non-direction — Document admitted with-

out objection— Execution, proof oJ t
whether necessary

— Failure to draw attention of Jury to presumption
arising under Statute—High Court, power oj, to weigh
evidence after exclusion of inadmissible mutter.

Where a document, which is not per sc inadmis-
sible, is admitted by the court in a criminal tiial

without formal proof of execution, and the accused
having sufficient opportunity at the trial to call

for formal proof omits to take any objection, lie

cannot afterwards, in appeal, impeach the verdict
of the Jury on the ground that t lie document had
been admitted without formal proof, [p. bll, col. 2;

p. 90, col. 2,\

A parcha slip granted in the course of survey
proceedings is not a public document and is not in

any way recognised by law. it i3, therefore, inadmis-
sible iu evidence to prove title or possession. In a
criminal trial, however, the Judge is competent to
draw the attention of the Jury to tho fact that the
parcha slip was granted to a particular person as
a fact relevant to the question of possession. |_p. b3,
col. 2.J

The omission to draw tho attention of the Jury to
the provisions of section io3-B of the Bengal Tenancy
Act and the presumption arising theretro in docs not
constitute a serious error on the part of tho judge,
where the poiut has been thoroughly discussed by
Counsel and the Jury are under no misconception
regarding it. [p. «*, col. 1; p. y], col. l.j

Where there is no evidence of a particular matter,
it would be an error on the part of tho Judge to
lay down the law to the Jury on that matter, which
is not a matter legally and properly before the
Jury. Lp.80, col. 2.J
The ability of tho Counsel engaged in (he defen

does not roiievo the Judge of his task, which t
law imposes upon him, of fully and fairly chatgii
the Jury. At tuo same tiino it is reasonable th
the Judge should take into account the oiuborati
and the skill of Counsel, [p. by, col. i.J

Per Thornhill
,
J .— If in a criminal triul ovidon

has been admitted which should have boon rojuoto
it is competent to the High Court to oonsid
whether, after excluding the evidonce wronc
admitted, tho rest of the ovidonoc is sufficient
sustain the verdict, [p. 9i, col. I.J

Appeal from a decision of the Sessions
Judge of Patna, dated the 28th February
1918.

9

Messrs. Hasan Imam
,
P. 0. Manuk and hidu

Bhutan Biswas
, for the Appellants.

The Government Advocate, for the Crown

JUDGMENT.
Mdllick, J.—The appellants have been con-

victed under sections 148, 326 and 149, Indian

Penal Code, for committing a riot with deadly

weapons in Mauza Kbairatoli, in prosecution

of the common object of which*, namely, to

assault the prosecutor Jauhar Ali and to

foroibly carry away his paddy, severe in-

juries were caused to Jauhar Ali and one

Makdum Bux, who oame to his assistance,

was killed on the held in dispute, which

is said to be plot No. 35 and to be situated

to the west of the village and to measure

16 CAittalis.

The evidence is that Jauhar Ali, having

out part of the paddy on this plot on

Thursday, the 8th November last, and on

the morning of the 9th November and

stored the same in the house of Makdum
Bux, returned to the field about 3 p. M. of

that day with four labourers
;
that after

cutting had been resumed the appellants,

with a mob numbering 50 or 60 headed

by one India Dewan and Ram Bhagwan
and armed with spears, swords and - lathis,

came and objected to the cutting on_ the

ground that lndra Dewan had purchased

the plot; that they attaoked th6 prosecutor’s

moil and that after killing Makdum Bux
out and carried away the remainder of the

paddy.

A telegram announcing the riot reached

the Sub- 1 nspector of Phulwari Thana at

11 r. at.

Meanwhile in consequence of information

given by Runeswar, one of the Chaukidars

of the village, at 6 30 P. M. at the Phulwaii

Police Station, Sub- Inspector Ali Hosaiu

had deputed Sub- Inspector Kuldip Narain

Singh and some constables to proceed to

the spot. This Sub- J nspeotor arrived at

the p'aoe at 10 r. and at 11-45 P. M.

recorded the information given by Jauhar Ali.

Sub inspector Ali Hosain took up the
x

investigation on the following day with the

result that lndra Dewan, his Gomastha
Rim Bhagwan and Raliq, from whose father

Jauhar claims to have bought plot

No. 35, and 13 others were sent up for

trial.

In the Sessions Court the aooused, who
were defended by Mr. Hasan Imam, declined

to give any explanation for the injuries

to Jauhar Ali and Makdum Bux, but

suggestions were made in cross-examinatiou
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that the occurrence took place on plot No.

Ill, which is to the norbh.of the village and

in respect of which there is a dispute

between Jauhar and Salim on the one

side as owners and Indra Dewan on the

other who claims as Ijaradar. In support^

of this reliance was placed on the informa-

tion given by Rameswar Chaukidar at 6-30

p M. and by Dalsinger Chaukidar at 7 p. M.

The case of the prosecution was that these

informations were lodged after the riot in

order-to make a case for the defence.

The Jury appear to have accepted the

case put forward by the prosecution and

while acquitting Indra Dewan and seven

others, found the appellants before us

guilty.

The present appeal is preferred by ihe

appellants on the ground of improper

admission of evidenoe and non-direction

and misdirection on the part of the Sessions

Jadge in his charge to the Jury.

The complaint on the ground of improper

admission of evidenoe relates to a sale-deed

alleged to have been exeouted on the 27th

March 1906 by Amanat Ali, the father

of the accused Rafiq, in favour of Jauhar

^Ali’s 3on Sadrul Huq in respect of plots

Nos. 35 and 40. It does not appear that

the document was formally proved. It is

alleged to have been tendered by the

prosecution on the 13th of February in the

Sessions Court and marked by the presiding

»fcdge on the 19bh. It was referred to

by the learned Judge in his charge to the

Jury on the 23th of February, on the footing

that there was no objection to its admission.

It is contended by Mr. Hasan Imam,
who appears for all the appellants before

us except Ram Bhagwan, that the document

was marked by the Court without his

knowledge and consent and that though

present at the time of the delivery of the

charge to the Jury, he did not notice

that the learned Judge was referring to this

document. The list of the exhibits

oontains an entry to the effect that the

dooument was admitted without objection, and

it is asserted by the learned Govern-

ment Advocate who appears on behalf of

the Crown that formal proof was waived
by the defence. In my opinion it was the

duty of the defence to, discover between
the 18th and the 28th Eebruary that the

Court had admitted this dooument and

marked it as an exhibit although it had

not been formally proved, and the omission

to make any objection appears to me to

support the allegation that the defence did

not oonsider it worthwhile to demand legal

proof. It is unfortunate that during the

delivery of the charge, while the Judge was

referring to this dooument for the purpose of

drawing an inference as to the possession

of Jauhar Ali, no one on behalf of the

defence considered it necessary to make
any protest. In my opinion the circum-

stances under which the . document was

admitted by the Court establish that the

aooused had sufficient . opportunity at the

trial to call for formal proof and that

having omitted to raise. any objection then

it is not open to them now, the dooument

not being per se inadmissible, to impeach the

verdict of the Jury on the ground of any

formal defect.

The second error of law complained of

is that as the Record of Rights shows the

name of Amanat as the tenant of the

plots Nos. 35 and 40, the Sessions Judge

should have drawn the Jury’s special atten-

tion to the provisions of the Bengal

Tenanoy Aot, which require that the Court

shall presume the entry to be correct until

the contrary is shown.

It appears that a parcha slip was given

to Jauhar Ali /showing an entry in his

favour, but for some reason or other the

finally* published Record of Rights was in

Amanat’s favour. The learned Judge drew

the attention of the Jury to the parcha

slip and in regard to the Record of Rights

the only observation he made was that

no evidenoe of possession of Rafiq had been

given except the finally published record”.

Now the parcha slip was clearly inad-

missible in evidenoe in proof of the title

and possession of Jauhar Ali. It is not

a public dooument and is not in any way

recognised by law, but what the learned

Sessions Judge appears to have done was

to draw the attention of the Jury to the

fact that the parcha slip was granted to

Jauhar Ali. This he had every right to

do. It was a fact relevant to the question

of* possession. It does not seem that the

slip was admitted by the learned J^dge

as a document of title.

As regards the finally published record,

namely, the khatian ,
it is true that tb$
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learned Sessions Judge did not in terms

tell the Jury of the presumption raised by

the law, but we have been told by the

learned Government Advocate that the law

was in faot fully explained to the Jury

and that the Jury were under no miscon-

ception on this point. The case of Bri)

Behari Singh v. Sheo Sankar Jha (1) was

fully discussed by the prosecution in the

course of the trial. The judgment of the

High Court in that case in clear terms

lays down the proposition that a Record of

Rights, though not creating or extinguish-

ing any title, is good evidence of posses-

sion, which requires to be rebutted and

I observe from the cross-examination of

Jauhar Ali by Mr. Hasan Imam that

Jauhar Ali understood that legal position

in this sense. Having regard to the

constitution of the Jury, which consist-

ed of the Principal of the Law College

at Patna, a non-practising Vakil and three

other educated gentlemen, 1 am satislied

that the omission to draw the attention

of the Jury to the provisions of section

103 of the Bengal Tenancy Act did not

in this case constitute a serious error on the

part of the Judge.

The third error as regards the document-
ary evidence is said to lie in the Judge’s

not drawing the attention of the Jury to

Exhibit 11, which was a decree obtained by
Musa, the superior landlord, against Arnanat
for rent.

It is urged that the Judge should have
also drawn attention to the faot that Jauhar
had- produced no rent receipts, although
he had said in his ovidonce that he had
receipts at home. Ft is also urged that
the Judge was wrong in telling the Jury that
there was no evidence of Rafiq’s possession

except the Record of Rights.

Now' with regard to Exhibit 11, the docu-
ment was before the Jury and they were at

liberty to draw any inference they liked from
it. Jauhar Ali had in bis cross-examination
said that the decree was a collusive decree
between Musa and Arnanat and that he had
been throughout in possession for 11 years
and bad been paying rent to Musa. The Jury
were awaro also that Jauhar Ali had pro-

duced no documentary evidonce to support

(1) 3D Jnd.Ca*. S5
;
2 l\ J. ll’l; 1 1>. I,. \\\

(i017; Tat IUS.

[1918

his possessivUi except Exhibit 9, the deed

of sale. Having . regard to the fact that

the case was in the hands of so able an

Advocate as Mr. Hasan Imam, it does not

seem to me that the omissions complained

of were of prime importance.

As 1 o the omission to tell the Jury

that Ranieshwar Chaukidar had in his evi-

dence stated that Arnanat Ali’s field had

come into RRiq’s possession, it appears

that Rimesh war Chaukidar’s information

was based upon hearsay and the learned

Judge was right in not treating it as a

a piece of evidence in fovourof the defence

With regard to the occurrence itself

various grounds of non-direction and mis-

direction have been taken, with which I will

now proceed to deal.

Grounds Nos. b, 13 and 14 relate to the

cutting of the paddy which is alleged to

have been standing on plot No. 35 on the

day of occurrence. The ease for the defence

as suggested in the cross-examination is

that there was no paddy on plot No. 35

and that there was paddy on plot No. Ill

and that the occurrence took place ou au

'attempt by Jauhar Ali to out the latter.

It is urged that the learned Judge should
have brought to the attention of the Jury
the evidence of Rameshwar Chaukidar,
prosecution witness No. 19, to the effect

that the paddy of plot No. 35 was out
4 or 5 days previously. In my opinion
the omission was not material. Ramesh-
war was a thoroughly unreliable witness.
Ho was declared hostile by the prosecution
and his evidonce in regard to the informa-
tion laid before the Police was discussed'
by the Sessions Judge at page 15of his charge
in t ho paper book.

The learned Sessions Judge also put
before the Jury the evidence of prosecution
witness No. 21, and dismissed tli£ question
whether from the appearance of the field
it was possible to state with any degree
of certainty whether the crop was cat within
2, 3 or 4 days, and he left them to draw their
own conclusions.

A similar objection is taken in regard
to the Judge’s omission to tell the Jury
that no paddy was found on the way by
which the rioters wore alleged to have
relprued. This is also a minor matter.
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It is next urged that the Judge should

not have told the Jury that the occurrence

took place at 4-30 e. m. It seems that what

the Judge did tell the Jury was that

according to the prosecution story the riot

took place at 4-30 p. m. (see page 12 of the

oharge)A He also refers to the fact that in the

first information the riot is entered by the

Police as having taken plaoe at 4-30 P. M. The
learned Judge told the Jury that Jauhar Ali

and his labourers arrived at 3 p. M. and that

according to Jauhar Ali the assault took

plaoe at 4-30 P. m. He asked the Jury to

consider whether or not the cutting of the

paddy toek place during the interval. In my
opinion there was no non-direction or mis-

direction in regard. to this point.

Grounds Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18

25 and 26 relate to the plaoe of occurrence.

It is contended by Mr. Hasan Imam
that the Sub- Inspector Kuldip Narain

Singh has' been guilty of tampering with

the diaries and that when he set out from

Pbulwari at ’7 p. M. on the 9fch November,
be made an entry in his diary to the

effect that thd occurrence had taken place

in a field on the north side of Khairatoli,

but that at 11*45 after recording Jauhar

Ali’s-statement he made an interpolation

by adding the jyords ‘in Gahua Khanda.”
The -- Sub Inspector states that what the

Chaukid&r told him was that the place

of occurrence - was on the
7
north side of

Khairatoli in Gahua Khanda. As plot

No. Ill is not and plot No. 35 is in Gahua
Khanda the interpolation, if it was an

interpolation, would to some extent favour

the
• prosecution. In this connection it is

not quite clear what the defence is. Is

It suggested that the Sub-Inspector went
on that night to plot No. Ill, and that

it was there that he found Jauhar Ali

and Makdnm Bux’s corpse and that the

Sub-InBpector ' caused a oa9e to be manu-
factured on plot No. 35 after removing -

Jauhar Ali and tho corpse of. Makdum
Bux to v that plot? Or is it suggested that

the Sub*Inspector did not go to plot No.
Hi at- all but that a false case had been

fl&auufaofcured before tho Sub-Inspector
Drived and that he was taken to plot

35 immediately upon his arrival?" In my
, opinion, the whole eviden33 was before the

* ^*7 and the learned Judge seems to have
discussed it in connection with the two

^ • - • • • f * 0 *

t •

informations given by the two Chaukidars
and in connection with the suggestion that

the riot took place on plot No. 111 . The
omission to draw the Jury’s special atten-

tion to the evidenoe given by Kuldip
> •

Narain with regard to the entry in his

diary does not appear to me to be serious.

The same may be said with regard to

the point that the Jury’s attention was

not called to the fact that in the map
prepared for the purpose of this case no

mention is made of the fact that blood was

found on plot No. 35. The evidence in the

case is that there were copious marks of

blood on this plot and the condition of the

ground was such as to be consistent with the

theory put forward by the prosecution. The
omission of any entry in the map as to the

place where blood was found does not seem to

me to be very material.

Then as regards the fact that there was

paddy on plot No. Ill, it was unnecessary

to tell the Jury this, but it is contended

that the learned Judge should have asked

;he Jury to consider why the paddy of

plot No. 35 should have been stored, in

Mukdum Bux’s house. The explanation

?iven by Jauhar Ali was that this was

lone beciuae Jauhar Aii’s house had fallen

iown. In my opinion it wa9 not neces-

sary to draw the Jury’s special attention

bo this explanation ;
or to the fact that

cnly 16 bundles ware found in Mukdum’s

house. The explanation may have been

false, but it was open to the Jary to believe

it or not as they liked.

Then it is contended that the learned

Judge in drawing attention to the fact

that Mukdum Box though dead was found

lying on a khatia with a pillow under his head

should have suggested the inference that

the whole case for the prosecution was false.

It is suggested that the placing of a

pillow under the head of a dead man is

a clear sign of a oonoooted case. Atten-

tion was dra *n to this point in cross-

examination and the Jury were in full

possession of the facts. The evidence »

that two pillows were brought, one fd

Jauhar Ali and the other for Makdnm

Bux, and the person who brought tho

pillow for Muidum says that it h*i had

krto^n that Makdum was dead be would

not have brought it. In toy opinion the

learned Judge was not guilty of any error
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in leaving the evidence to the Jury and

in omitting to suggest the inference that

the ooourrenoe took plaoe on plot No. 111.

I find he did make mention of the oircum-

stance about the pillow and there was

sufficient compliance with the law in leaving

the Jury to draw their own conclusion in

these circumstances.

Ground No. 12, whioh is to the effect

that there was an omission in not telling

the Jury that the foot prints on plot No.

35 might have been caused by the reapers,

ground No. 15, whioh relates to an incident

connected with a man called Surju Saran,

who told the Police during the enquiry

that be was inspecting plot No. Ill,

beoause that was the plaoe of occurrence,

and ground No. 26, whioh relates to the

delay of the Police in inspecting the plaoe

of ooourrenoe, have not been pressed before us.

In my opinion, therefore, so far as the

above grounds are concerned, the learned

Judge has not been guilty of any serious

error either of non-direction or misdirec-

tion,

fr But it has been very strongly urged by

Mr. Hasan Imam that the learned Judge
should have told the Jury in dear terms

what the consequences would be of a find-

ing that the occurrence took plaoe not

upon plot No. 35, but upon plot No. 111.

It is suggested that the Jury may have
thought that althoogh the occurrence took

place on plot No. Ill, still as one man
had been killed and another had leen

severely injured it was immaterial where
the ooourrenoe took place. It is contended
that the right of private defence would
have arisen in regard to plot No. Ill, as-

suming that Indra Dewan was in possession,

and therefore the charge that the acoused
were members of an unlawful assembly could
not have been supported.

Now the reply to this is that the case for

the prosecution was clear and simple. It was
that the occurrence took plaoe on pint No. 35,
that Jauhar Ali was in possession and that the
appellants in trying to take forcible posses-
sion of that plot committed the various
offences with whioh they were oharged.
The accused at no stage of the case raised
the explioit defence that a fight took place
on plot No. Ill, or that there was a right
of private defence. The case for the prose*
pution was that if the Jury refused lo believe

that the occurrence took place on plot No.

35, then the accused were entitled lo an
acquittal. There was no alternative e?fe.

that even if the occurrence was found to

have taken place on plot No. Ill, the ac-

cused would be guilty of one or other of

the offences oharged. In this connection it

is only neoespary to draw attention to the

case of Emperor v. Upewdra Nath Dos -

(2)

,
where their Lordships held that where

there was no evidence of a particular matter,

it would be an error on the part of the

Judge to lay down the law to the Jury on
that matter, whioh was not a matter legal-

ly and properly before the Jury, and their

Lordships cited with approval the follow-

ing observations in Jamsheer sirdar's case

(3)

:

‘ No accused person can at the same
time deny committing an aot and justify it.

The law does not admit of justification

by putting forward hypothetical oases.

It must be by proof of actual facts.
n

Therefore in this case if there was no direct
and legal evidence of the occurrence hav-
ing taken place on plot No. Ill, and in my
opinion there was not, the learned Judge
was perfectly right in omitting to disouss
the consequences of the ocourrfinoe having
taken place in connection with that plot. In
my opinion the Jury were fully aware of

the fact that if they found that the occur-
rence took place in the latter plot, then tie
accused would be entitled to an acquittal.
It becomes immaterial, therefore, to consider
Mr. Hasan Imam’s further objection tl at
the learned Judge should have discussed
in greater detail the contents of Exhibit
D, whioh was a plaint lodged by one Chota
Jabbar in respect of plot No. Ill against
one Fasiuddin and others. This document
was admissible for the purpose of showing
that there was a dispute with regard to plot
No. Ill, but asamatter of fact the learned
Sessions Judge has clearly drawn the at-
tention of the Jury to the unsatisfactory
evidence given by Jauhar Ali in connection
with this plot. In some places Jauhar Ali
has claimed the plot and in others he has
not, and the learned Judge has been guilty
of no error in respect of this part of the
case. The Jnry were in full possession of

(2) 30 Iml. fas. 1 18; 19 C. W. N. 058- 21
377; lflOr.L. J. fifll (F. R)

( 3i 1 0. L. R 02

C. L. J,
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the unsatisfactory natnre of Jauhar Ali’s testi-

mony with regard to his claims in this matter.

- It remains to consider grounds Nos. 19,

20, 21, 22 and 23, whioh relate to the alibi

set up on behalf of Indra Dewan and Ram
Bhagwan.- A Vakil named Bimala Oharan
Sinha deposed that on the 10th November
1917, he appeared for Indra Dewan in a

civil suit before the fourth Munsif of Banki-

pur, that on the previous day both Indra

Dewan and Ram Bhagwan came to him at

5 or 5*15 P. M. to consult him about the

case* and remained with him till 6-30 p. M.

and that he made a note to that effect in

his" diary of the ^th. Indra Dewan also

furnished evidence tending to show that he

was in his class at the Bibar National

College up to 2-30 p. m. The Jury believed

this evidence and acquitted him.

Ram Bhagwan called the Head Comparing
Clerk' of the Patna District Judge’s Court
to prove that he must have been present at

the Civil Court from 2 to 2-30 and then again

at 3-30 P. M. fof the purpose of receiving

from the Court the copies of two docu-

ments for whioh he had made applications

on 'the 1st November. The evidence in tbia

case showed that both Indra Dewan and

Ram Bhagwan were in the habit of riding

bicycles, and in his charge the learned Ses-

sions Judge told the Jury after they had
themselves visited the scene of occurrence
K * t •

and were able to judge the distance that

it was' possible to walk from Bankipur to

the place of occurrence in 40 minutes. The
Jury disbelieved the evidence given on behalf

' of Ram Bhagwan and found him guilty.

Now the first point that has been made
by Mr, Manuk is that the learned Judge

~ shonld not have treated the evidence of

Jung Bahadur Singh, the Head Comparing
Cleric, so lightly and he should have dis-

oussed it in greater detail and told the Jury
that there was no reason for disbelieving

this witness. The matter turned upon the

,two applications for copy filed on the 1st

November. It is alleged that a counterfoil
' is usually given to the applicant with a

direction to call on a certain day and that
in this case Ram Bhagwan presented his

counterfoil to the Head Comparing Clerk
on the 9th November between 2 and 2-30

It is said that the copies were ready
Ott.^he 7th and 8th and that Ram Bhagwan
PWne hijpself bptyreep 2 and 2-30 and gave

a receipt upon the counterfoil for the copies,

which he took away with him between

3-30 and 4 30 p. m. In cross examination

the Head Comparing Clerk admitted that

if an applicant presented his counterfoil on

the 9th July receipted under that date

and then went home and did not return

till the 20th November and then demanded

his copies, the date “9th November” would

still remain upon the receipt and also in

the endorsement at the back of the copies,

which contains a oolumn -showing the da'e

on whioh the copy is delivered to the appli-

cant. The Head Comparing Clerk adds, how-

ever, that such a 6ase has never occurred, and

Mr. Manuk’s complaint is that this

qualiBoation should have been specially

brought to the notice of the Jury. The

learned .Judge was evidently under

the impression that the whole of the evi-

dence of the witness was inconclusive and

that it did not establish definitely and beyond

doubt that Ram Bhagwan was actually pre-

sent at the Civil Court up to 3-30 p, m.

I share in that opinion, and I think that

^having regard to the faot that the witness

was examined on the 26th of February and

the argument of Counsel was heard on the

28th of February, the somewhat meagre

discussion of the witness’ evidence did

not * in the circumstance amount to

a misdreotion or lead to a miscarriage

of justice. Moreover, accepting every word

of the Head Comparing Clerk’s evidence, it

would still be open to Rim Bhagwan to have

been at the place of occurrence at 4-30 P. m. on

the day in question. It was open to the Jury

to believe the witnesses who dep°ged in

favour of Indra' Dewan and disbelieve those

who deposed in favour of Ram Bhagwan. Mr.

Manuk has characterised the finding of the

Jury in this respect as Perve™e. When there

was evidence which they could have believed

T to the guilt of Ram Bhagwan and

when it was open to them to disbelieve

the evidence, offered by the accused in his

defence, I oannot see that the charge

nerversity oan be supported.

Then our attention has been drawn to a

nassage In the learned Sessions Judges

charge In whioh he refers to the o.reum-

” Rimola Oharan Sinha had“
cfd S:r

e

ĥe

in

oharg
P
e

P
a°9

rt

/stands

IS correction pTV iJ March states
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that the witness had produced documents,

but Mr. Manuk says that what the learned

•fudge told the .fury was that the witness

had produced no documents and that the

.fudge had made this a point of attack

against the credibility of the witness. J

think we must take tho charge as it

stands and in the absence of any evidence

to the contrary, we must hold that the

Judge told the Jury that there were

documents to support the alibi
t
probably

referring to the records produced in the

Civil Court on the 10th November.

Mr. Manuk then draws attention to the

fact that in the course of his address the

Public Prosecutor drew attention to the

fact that the Vakil had not produced

his personal diary of the 9th in which he said

he had entered the hour of Ram Bhagwan’s

visit. Mr. Manuk strongly characterises

the conduct of the prosecution as unfair

in not asking the witness immediately to

go to his hous-e and to bring the book,

and he submits that no conclusion adverse

to the defence ^should be drawn from the

non-production of this piece of documentary
evidence. In ray opinion it was open to

the prosecution to make the suggestion

that they did, and the defenoe could even
at that late stage have asked the permission of

the Court to adduce the evidence in ques-

tion. The Jury had the evidence of the

witnesses before them and they were com-
petent to draw what inferences they liked

upon the faots. I do not think it was
the duty of the prosecution to stop the
trial in order to give the witress an
opportunity of producing the diary.

Mr. Manuk next criticizes the charge
on the ground that the learned Judge
should have brought to the notice of the
Jury the faot that in connection with tie
Salarpur murder case Jauhar Ali had im-
plicated ' Ram Bhagwan.
Now the history of that case is this.

A Muhammadan named Nc/'rudnin dis-

appeared about a month before the riot

at Khairatoli. Ho was not in any way
connected either with Khairatoli, or with
Jauhar Ali, but four or live days after

his disappearance his father Wan'd
lodged an infoimntion at the Bankipnr
Police Station saying that Bikara Pargash
(father of Ram Bhagwan) and Shankar
lad f if tally murdered him. While the

Police investigation was going on he met

Jauhar Ali, who was a stranger to him,

in a broad shop in the Civil Court com-

pound at Bankipur and Jauhar Ali on

hearing him talk about the disappearance

of his son said that be had seen Nazirud-

din being thrown into a canal by some

Hindus. It does not appear from the evidence

of Abdul Wajid that in this bread shop

Jauhar Ali named Ram Bhagwan as one

of the murderers, but Abdul Wajid states

that he went off at once to the Polioe

Station and told the Sub-Inspeotor what

Jauhar Ali had told him. Mr. Manuk
states that the learned Jndge should have

told the Jury that Janhar Ali had named
Ram Bhagwan in the baker’s shop. This

does not appear to be the case from Abdul
Wajid’s evidence, nor does it appear from

the evidence of the Sub-Inspeotor Kuldip

Narain, who was in charge of the oase.

At page 39 of his deposition in this trial

Jauhar Ali says that Pragash and others

were the accused. At psge 49 he says

that he does not think that Ram Bhagwan’s
name was mentioned in the baker’s shop

and that it wa9 Abdul Wajid who gave

the name of Pragash. At page 47, however,

he states that he reoognised Pragash and
Ram Bhagwan among the murderers, and
Mr. Manuk insists that it was the duty

of the loarned Judge to bring this state-

ment prominently to the nolioe of the Jury.

The learned Government Advocate on

the other hand suggests that this inclusion

of Ram Bhagwan’s name was unintentional,

that Jauhar Ali was giving his evidenoe
in great pain while lying on a charpo

y

in Court and that he did not in faot im-
plicate Ram Bhagwan at any previous stage

of the investigation in the Salarpur murder
oase.

It is admitted that the Polioe fonod no
ovidenee against any one in that case and
refused to prosecute. The learned Judge ap-
pears to have discussed Jauhar Ali’s evidenoe
fully (see charge at page 14). At page IS
he asks the Jury to treat the evidence with
caution. At page lb he draws attention
to the hostility between the parties as
evidenced by the Salarpur murder oase, and
tho only omission of which he can be
found guilty is bis failure, while telling
the Jury that there was hostility with
Pragash, also to add that there was hostility
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with Ram Bhagwan, the son of Pragasb. In

my opinion the omission to inform the

Jury that in one solitary passage in his

testimony Jauhar Ali had added the

name of Ram Bhagwan does not seem to

me to have been an omission of such

prime importance as to vitiate the verdict.

This disposes of all the points so ably

and forcibly argued before us by Mr. Hasau

Imam and by Mr. Manuk.

It is true that the ability of Counsel

engaged in the defence does not relieve

the Judge of the task which the law

imposes upon him of fully and fairly

charging the Jury. At the same time it

is reasonable that the Judge should take

into account the elaboration and the skill

of Counsel. On this point a number of

authorities have been cited to us in the

course of the argument, but it is not

necessary to discusathem all. I desire, how-

ever, to dra’to attention to Queen v. Am Chand

Moolcerfee (4), in which their Lordships of

the Calcutta High Court so far back as 1873

made the following observations :

—

“What a Judge says to a Jury on the

law is an absolute and binding direction

upon them. What he addresses to them upon

the facts are only Buch observations as lie

thinks it necessary and proper to make

in assisting them to arrive at a

conclusion Upon the evidence, which it is

wholly in their proviDoe to deal with

as they think proper, and the observations

\yhioh a 'Judge would make to a Jury

upon the facts would be determined by

circumstances which must vary, one may

almost say, in every case and in every

^tribunal in the country. They would vary

in a very great degree according to the

intelligence of the Jury whom the Judge

was addressing; they would also vary

very much, according as the case had

or had not been, fully discussed both for

and against the prisoners by Counsel prior

to his addressing them. Had there been

no discussion of a case by Counsel, it

wotfld undoubtedly be necessary for the

Judge to point out many things
.

which,

after the case had been fully discussed

. on both sides, both for the Crown and

for the prisoner, might well seem to him

unnecessary. And on the other hand a

Judge has very often to caution a Jury against

accepting without very careful consideration

some of the suggestions that are made to

them. When we are called upon to say

whether or not the Judge has done his

duty in addressing the Jury on the facts,

we must look to his summing up as a

whole, and see that the case has been

fairly laid before them.”

In the case cf Emperor v. Malgowda (5),

upon which Counsel in the present case have

relied, their Lordships of the Bombay High

Court do not disapprove of the above

principles, but they make the reservation

that the Judge should not omit matters of

prime importance merely beoause they have

been discussed by the Advocate.

In my opinion taking the charge as a

whole, it is not open to the imputation of

partiality to the Crown. Jfc was impossible

for the learned Judge not to make allowance

for the ability with which the defence was

conducted before him and not to leave to the

Jury, who were a body of unusually intelli-

gent men, much that he would not have

left to them if they had been less educated

or less experienced. The omissions of

which the learned Judge has been guilty

were not omissions of prime import-

ance in the circumstances of this case

and to interfere with the verdiot on the

grounds urged would be to convert a

trial with the aid of a Jury into a trial with

the aid of assessors. If the institution of

trial by Jury is to be maintained at

all and is to flourish in this country,

the superior Courts must be jealous to

see that nothing is ' done to weaken the

Jury’s sense of responsibility in matters

of fact, and unless there is clear and

unmistakable evidence that the Jury were

misled by the Judge into a miscarriage,

I think we should decline to interfere.

The appeal will be dismissed.

TbOdNHiLL, J. - I have had the Advantage of

reading the judgment of my learned brother

with which I fully agree. It, therefore, appears

unnecessary for me to disouss in detail the

various grounds of objection set out in the

appellants’ petition. They are mostly based

on non-direction by the learned Sessions

Judge. It must be remembered that 25

witnesses were examined for the proseou-

(5) 27 B. 644 at p. 6 1*; 4 Bot*. L. H. 633.

(4) 20 W. H. Or, 4L
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tion and cross-examined at considerable

length. It appears to be assumed that

the headings of the charge to the Jury

made under section 3d 7, Civil Procedure

Code, contain a verbatim account

of the Judge’s summing up, and

it would appear further that the present

grounds are made out by comparison of

the recorded evidence with the headings

of obarge and where any evidence

might be construed in favour of the

acoused and mention of it is omitted from,

or is not fully referred to in, the headings

of obarge, objection is taken. The remarks

of their Lordships of the Privy Council in

Charming Arnold v. Emperor (6) would appear

most appropriate: A oharge to a Jury must

be read as a whole. If there are salient

propositions of law in it, these will, of

course, be the subjeot of separate analysis.

But in a protracted narrative of faot, the

determination of which is ultimately left

to the Jury, it must needs be that the

view of the Judge may not coincide with

the views of others who look upon the

whole proceedings in black type. It would,

however, not be in accordance either with

usual or with good practice to treat such
cases as oases of misdirection, if, upon the

general view taken, the case has been
fairly left within the Jury’s province.”

It is clear from the cross-examination
of the proseoution witnesses and from
some of the written statements that a

good deal of attention of the defenoe was
concentrated upon showing that the riot

did rot take place in field No. 3.5, but
may have taken plaoe in Held No. Ill, or
elsewhere. In this respect two grounds of
objection relating respectively to the
admission of a sale-deed and the presump,
tion arising under section 103B of the
Bengal Tenanoy Act demand special atten-
tion. The proseoution case was that field

No. 35 was in possession of the oomplainant
Jauhar Ali, while on behalf of the
aoouserl it was sought to show that Kafiq,
son of A manat Ali, was in possession. The
following extracts relating thereto and

(H) 23 Inch Cns. 661; 41 C. 1023 at p. 1062- 18 0 \V
N. 785; 26 M. L. J. 621; 15 Cr. L. J. 309; 1 L. w W
7 Pur. L. T. 167; (1914) M. \V. N.506; -6 M L T 79
12 A. L. J. 1042; 20 C. I.. J. 161; 16 Bum. L. R. 541
8 L. B. R. 16; 41 I. A. 149; 83 h. J. p. C. 299. (191 n
A. C. 644; 111 L. T. 324; 30 T. I, R. 462 (P. C. .

'
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taken from one of the headings of the
oharge have been severely attacked:—

‘As to the title to and possession of
plot No. 35 the proseoution have produoed
a sale-deed, Exhibit 9, executed by Amanat
Ali in favour of Janhar Ali on 27th Maroh
1906. Janhar Ali was granted the area slip

and paicha but in the finally published
Record of Rights his name did not appear
but the name of Amanat Ali is shown.”

No evidence of
possession of RaSq has been given, exoept
in the finally published Record of Rights.”

1 he sale-deed, Exhibit 9, above referred
to was produced on the ISth of February
and banded over to the officers in charge of

Exhibits. It was marked on the 19th.
No objection was in faot made to its

admission in the Sessions Court. But the
learned Counsel who appeared for the
accused in that Court states that he was
unaware it had ever been made an Exhibit
and that he certainly intended ,to object
to it. It is a document \yhioh Jauhar Ali
produoed when he alleged possession for the
last 10 or 12 years. The objection made
is that its execution has not been formally
proved and that the Judge in performing
the duties prescribed by section 298,
Criminal Procedure Code, should have
rejected it whether it was or was
not objeoted to by the parties. In my
opinion there is a considerable difference*
between evidence which is inadmissible on'
acoount of its inherent nature and evidence,
suoli as the document complained bf, which
would he admissible on formal proof of
its execution. Here the document was in-
nocently admitted on the supposition that
formal proof of it wa9 waived. Even assum-
ing that it was wrongly admitted though
not objeoted to, it. seems clear from the
authorities that it is not the admission of
every inadmissible evidence which vitiates
trial by Jury and that it is the duty of

e Appellate Court Hrst to oonsider whether
the evidence improperly admitted is material
an such as is likely to have exercised a
prejudicial ii fluence on the minds of the
Jury.

Now the sale deed of 1906 could not
have proved present possession, and it
does not appear to me that, had it been

th!t° ^ 1

t0

^
ftnd rejected on the ground

that it had not been proved, the case for
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the defence would have been advanced in

faQe of the abundant evidence of possession

given by the witnesses mentioned in the

Judge’s charge. There is authority to show

that _ i£ evidence has been admitted, which

should have been rejected, it is competent

to the High Court to consider whether,

after excluding the evidence wrongly

admitted, the rest of the evidence is suffi-

oiefit to sustain the verdict, Emperor v.

Warnan (7). Cases also have been cited

indicating where a verdict is vitiated owing

to misdirection, the Appellate Court should

not go into the facts and substitute it3

own deoision for the verdict of the Jury.

In my opinion, the accused have not been

prejudiced by the admission of the docu-

ment in question and the circumstances

and Tact of its admission do not constitute

any material misdirection or error demand-
ing a retrial. It is also urged that not-

withstanding how strongly Counsel for the

accused may have relied on and explained

the entry in the Record of Rights shewing
the name of Amanat Ali, father of Rafiq,

to have been recorded, it was the bounden
duty of the Judge to have drawn the

attention of the Jury to the presumption
of correctness attached to the entry arising

under section 103B of the Bengal Tenancy
Act. It would appear to me, -where this

presumption was never denied and where no
question was raised which the Court was called

upon to decide (see seotion 298, Criminal

Procedure Code), it was not incumbent
upon the Judge to dwell upon a matter
such as this, arising during the course of

the trial, unless there was some indication

that- the Jury misunderstood it or were

ignorant as to its effect. The Jury was
an unusually intelligent one. They had
heard Jauhar Ali oross examined as to the

importance of the Reoord of Rights and
his admissions relating thereto. The Jury
ha(f likewise the benefit of being address-

ed by the learned Counsel for the accused

on the subject. The tone of the Judge’s

remarks in his headings of charge seems

to me to indicate that he was dealing

with a matter, namely, the Reoord of

Rights, the presumption under whioh was

thoroughly x appreciated by the Jury he was

addressing. To my mind the fact that

- (7) 27 B. 626; 5 Bom L. K. 599.

the learned Judge did not pointedly call

the attention of the Jury to the provisions

of section 103B did not influence their

finding in the least. Mr. Manuk on behalf

of Ram Bhagwan, while relying on the

joint grounds put forward by all the

appellants, further raised objection to the

way in which the evidence relating to the

alibi pleaded by his client was presented

to the Jury. My learned brother has

likewise dealt in detail with this. No
doubt the Judge might have presented the

evidence of the Comparing Clerk in a more
amplified form, but considering this witness

was one of the last examined and his

evidence was, therefore, frekh in the minds
of the Jury, I do not think the fact of

the Judge exercising his discretion in

dealing concisely with his evidence is a

good ground for oomplaint.

In conclusion I would remark that while

mindful of the interesting and able argu-

ments of Mr. Hasan Imam and Mr.
Manuk on behalf of their clients, a oareful

examination of the evidence and the head-

ings of the learned Judge’s summing up
has led me to the opinion that he has

well fulfilled the requirements of law and

discharged his duty to the Jury. He
appears to me to have dealt with all the

important and salient features of the case

and to have presented them fairly and

honestly to the Jury. J, therefore, agree

with my learned brother that this appeal

should be dismissed.

Appeal dismissed.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No 222 of 1918.

May 23, 1918.

Present :—Justioe Sir P. C. Banerji, Kt.

MANOILAR—Applicant

versus

EMPEROR

—

Respondent.

Penal Cqde (Act XLV of I860), 5. 182, applicability

of—Petition to District Magistrate to unlock house

containing false allegations,
whetherfalls within scope of

°Sectionl82, clause {a), of the Penal Code applies

to a case in which it is intended that a public servant
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phould do or omit to do something which ho ought

ro do or omit to do if he knew the true facts, that

i«, which he would be legally justified in doing or

omitting to do if he knew the true facts.

Asking a Magistrate to do an act which would bo

an illegal act even if true facts were stated to him,

would not come within the purview of the section.

Accused petitioned the District Magistrate praying

that ascertain tenants occupying his houses had

absconded leaving the houses locked up, the houses

mi<dit he unlocked t<» enable him to execute the

necessary repairs. His application was sent for

compliance and report to the Police, who reported

that the allegations contained in the petition were

untrue, upon which the District Magistrate sanctioned

his prosecution under section 82 of the Penal Code:

held, that the section was inapplicable to the

circumstances of the present case.

Criminal revision from an order of the

Sessions Judge, Jhansi.

Mr. Satya Chandra Milker ii ,
for the Appli-

cant.

Mr R. Malcomson (Assistant Government

Advocate), for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.— The applicant, Manohar,

has been convicted under section 182 of

the Indian Penal Code, under the following

oircumstanoes. He submitted a petition to the

District Magistrate in which he stated that

oertain tenants occupying his houses had
absconded, leaving the houses looked up, and
he prayed that the houses might he unlooked

and opened to enable him to execute re-

pairs, as otherwise the houses would fall

down when the rains began. The applica-

tion was sent to the Polioe for compliance
and report. The Sub-Inspeotor reported that
the allegations in the petition were untrue.
Thereupon the District Magistrate sanction-

ed the prosecution of the accused under
section 182 of the Indian Penal Code, and
he was tried and convicted The question
is whether the oonviotion is legal. Under
section 182 a person who gives to a publio
servant any information which he knows
or believes to ho false, intending thereby to

cause, or knowing it to he likely that he
will thereby cause, such publio servant to

do any of the things mentioned in olause (a)

or olanse ( b ) of the section, would be liable

to punishment. In this case it is not alleged
that clause (f>) i9 applicable. The question
is whether clause ( at applies. Under that
olause the false information must have been
given with the intention or the knowledge
hat the publio servant would do or omit

any hing which he ought not to do or omit if

the true faots were known to him. In the

present case if the tiue state of faots were
known to the District Magistrate, he would
not be legally competent to issue the order

which he issued or which was asked for.

It is equally oloar that he would not be

competent to make the order if the infor-

mation given to him was untrne. It seems
to me that clause (a) of section 182 applies

to a casein whioh it is intended that a publio

servant should do or omit to do something
which he ought to do or omit to do if he knew
the true facts, that is, whioh he would be
legally justified in doing or omitting to do
if ho knew the true facts. Asking a Magis-
trate to do an aot which would be an illegal

act even if true faot9 were stated to him
would not, it seems to me, oome within the

purview of the section. The information

must be information regarding a fact which
would induce the Magistrate to do something
which he would he legally competent to do
if he had been cognizant of the true faots.

As I have already stated, if the true faots

were before the Magistrate he could not have
issued the order whioh he issued to the Polioe.

By reason of the true faots not being stated
he issued an order whioh he could in no
oase have issued. Therefore it seems to me
that the present oase is not a case to

which the section applies. 1 allow the
application, set aside the oonviotion and
sentence, and direct that the fine imposed
on the applicant, if paid, be refunded.

Application allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Ckijiinal Revision No. 210 1918.

May 23, 1*18.
Present :— Justice Sir Charles Chitty, Kt.,

and Mr. Justice Ileaohoroft.
B1MAL CHANDRA BANHRJEE—

PfcTlTlONER

versus

T E/i CHANDRA BANERJEE

—

Opposite
Pai-TY.

Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of ls98) 3 . lfil m— Penal Code (Act XLV of 1800J, * 40W ’

Criminal
breach oj trust by servant Jurisdiction of truina
Magistrate-Revision—Interference by High Court
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/ The accused, a Tahsildar, realised a largo sum* of

money from the tenants of liis master at a place

M., and being bound to render accounts at a place

B. presented there a false account with false entries

in his papers, shewing that a much lesser sum
than what he had realised was due from him:

Held, that it was doubtful whether the Court at B.

would have jurisdiction to try the olfence of criminal

breach of trust against the accused, [p. 9*, col. .]

Section 631, Criminal Procedure Code, is impera-

tive and the Courtis required to see iu every case, in

which it is asked to set aside a conviction on the

ground that the trying Magistrate had no jurisdic-

tion to try the case, whether there has in fact been

a failure of justice, [p. 94, col. Z.J

Rule against the order of the District

Magistrate, Alipore.
’ FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Manmatha Nath Mukherjee (with him
Babu Satindra ,Wath Mukherjee) ,

for the

Petitioner.—The epiestion is whether the

Alipore Court had jurisdiction * to try the

ease. The charge does not specify the

plaoe where the alleged misappropriation

took plaoe. The whole .complaint is that

the accused did not disclose that he had
received the 'sum of Rs. £00 from the

tenants of Mr. B. Chakerbarty at Magura
in the District of Jessore. The petition of

complaint further states that having received

tbe money the petitioner went home, resigned

the service, and then on the complaints of

thefc tenants be was written to. He then

came down and gave a false account, show-
ing that only four annas and two pies were
due by him to the complainant. Refers to

the provisions of section 181 (2) of the Crimi-

nal Procedure Code. Giving of a false account

ioes not . show fchatjthe money is retained

and that does not confer jurisdiction on the

Alipore Court to try the case. The Alipore

Court should not have tried the case, when
the petitioner stated before it that he would be

seriously prejudiced in his defence if the trial

\ went on at Alipore instead of at Magura.
In fact it was not possible for him to

produce all the evidence in support of his

oase at Alipore which he could produce at

Magura. Refers to Simhachalam v. Rati

Kanta Laha (1).
Mr. Orr

, Deputy Legal Remembrancer,
for the Crown (with him Babus Atulya

Charon Bose and Amarendra Nath Bose), for

the Opposite Party.—The offence was con-

cluded at Bbawanipur within the jurisdiction

(l) 41 Fnd. Cas. 138; 21 C. W. N. 573; 25 C, L. J.

~ *>1.1 4.4 C. 912; 18 Cr. b- J. 762.

of the Alipore Court. Tbe only defect

in the charge is that it does not

specify the plaoe where the money was

retained. 1 rely on the provisions of sections

531 and 537, Criminal Procedure Code, which

would cure tbe defect of jurisdiction, if

any. Barring a mere statement there is

nothing on the record to show that tbe

accused has been in any way prejudiced by

the trial having taken place at Alipore.

The acoused cannot get relief merely on

the ground that the Alipore Court had no

jurisdiction to take cognizance of the oase

unless he shows to the satisfaction of the

Court that he was really prejudiced in his

defence Refers to Kangali Sardar v. Rama

Charan (4).
,

Babu Manmatha Nath Mukherjee ,
in reply.—

Both the Courts below proceeded upon the

erroneous assumption that the loss ensued at

Bhawanipur. Once it is shown that the

Court has got no jurisdiction to try tbe

oase it is the duty of the prosecution to

show that section 531, Criminal Procedure

Code, would apply. See also section dob,

Criminal Procedure Cede.

JUDGMENT.—In this case a Rule was

issued at the instance of the petitioner,

Bitual Chandra Banerjee, calling on the

District Magistrate to show cause why the

oonviction and sentence upon him (the

petitioner) should not be set aside on the

ground that the Alipore Court had no

jurisdiction to try the case. The petitioner

was a Tabsildar in the employment of Mr.

Beyomkesh Chakerbertty with reference to

Mr. Cbakerbertty’s Jessore estates The

complaint against him «
misappropriated a sum of Rs. 8U0 wtno

he had received by way of selami from

tenants on three dates between January

March 1917. The charges, which are

identical terms, mutatis mutandis were

at tbe petitioner at “Gangralia Cntohery,

jlioe Station Magura, District Jeas°re ’
6 ‘

g
servant in the employment of Mr B.

hakerbertty, in such capacity being entrus

l with -«^
h trQst with reSpect to the

'•demount by originally misappropriating
,id smou°‘ y

,b b committed an offence

°de
’b Tng

b
Tried

y
by

0

an
D

Ho
a

norary Magistrate
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with first class powers at Alipore. Pro-

ceedings had been commenced against the

petitioner before in the Alipore Court on

the same charge and he was discharged

under section 203 on the ground that that

Court had no jurisdiction. The District

Magistrate, however, on application by the

complainant was of a different opinion and
directed the present trial. The charges

may be objected to on the ground that

they are not clear and precise; for instance,

if the entrustment and criminal misappro-

priation took place at Gangralia as alleged

in the charge, it is difficult to see how they
could fall within t lie cognizance cf the

Magistrate at Alipore unless some other

words were added as to the place of mis-

appropriation. Section 181 (2), Criminal Pro-

cedure Code, provides: “The offenoe of

criminal misappropriation or of criminal

breaoh of trust may be enquired into or

tried by a Court within the looal limits

of whose jurisdiction any part of the pro-

perty which is the subject of the offence

was received or retained by the accused
person or the offence was committed.”
It has been argued here for the Crown
that although the moneys were undoubt-
edly received at Magura, still the accused
was bound to aooouut to the complainant
at the Sudder Cutohery at Bhawanipore
and that he was actually so called upon
to account in the month of May 1917. In
presenting his acoount at that time he is

said to have made certain entries in the
rokar

,
and to bave urged on the strength

of those entries that only a small sum of 4
annas 2 pies was due by him to the com-
plainant. It may be doubtful whether this
would bring the case within the jurisdic-
tion of the Alipore Court— whether it could
be said that the offence was committed
within the limits of that Court's junsdio-
diction. It is not, however, in our opinion,
necessary to disouss that point, beoause it

appears that the oase may be decided on
the provisions of seotion 531, Criminal Proce-
dure Code. That seotion provides:
No finding, sentence or order of any

Criminal Court shall be set aside merely
on the ground that the enquiry, trial or
other proceeding in the course of which
it was arrived at or passed, took place in
a wrong Sessions division, district, sub-
division or other local area, unless it

appears that such error has in fact oc-

casioned a failure of justice.’ That seotion

is imperative and the Court is required to

see in every such oase whether there has

in fact, been a failure of justice.
1 Now in

this case the acoused^ undoubtedly demurred

at the first opportunity to the jurisdiction

of the Alipore Court. He again presented

a petition just before the trial before the

Honirary Magistrate commenced, in which

he stated that he would be seriously pre-

judiced in his defence if the trial
.
went

on at Alipore instead of at Magura andL

that it would be almost impossible for him
to produce all the necessary papers and
witnesses from Magura.' That was his ap-

prehension when the oase was about to

commence But we do not find in his

petition here a single statement to show
that those apprehensions have been realized

in any way whatever. So far as can be

seen from the order-sheet, he made no re-

quest to the trying Magistrate to summon
any witnesses on his behalf from Magura or

elsewhere, or to give him facilities for pro-

ducing papers or documents. He does not

appear to have intimated that he wished
to call evidenoe in his defence. In his

petition before this Court he does not

allege that he did anything of the kind,

or that it was refused or that he was in

any way prejudiced by the trial having taken
place at Alipore. He merely stated that

he desired relief from this Court on the

ground that the Magistrate of Alipore had
no jurisdiction to take cognizance of the
oomplaint. In those circumstances, we do
not think that we should interfere. It

does not appear that the petitioner has been
prejudioted in the slightest degree. The
Rule is accordingly discharged. The peti-

tioner must surrender to his bail and
servo out the remainder of his sentence.

Rule discharged .
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PATNA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 259 of 1918.

July 25, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Mullick and
> - Mr. Justice Thornhill.

GODHAN AHIR and others

— Petitioners

versus

EMPEROR— Respondent.
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V oj 1898,), ss 110,

190 (c)

—

Proceedings under s 110

—

Local inspection
hy Magistrate before instituting proceedings

, effect of.

Although section 190 (c

)

of the Criminal Pro-
cedure Code in terms applies only to offences, the
principle of that section must apply t& oases of a
miscellaneous character, e. g.,' to proceedings under
section 110 of the Code. [p. 95, cols. 1 & 2.]
Where a Magistrate was influenced by hi&*pre-

liminary local investigation in coming to a finding
as to the guilt of an accused person under section 110
of the Criminal Procedure Code:

Held, that the conviction was bad inasmuch as the
Magistrate should not, under the^circumstances, have
tried the case himself, [p. 95^col. 2.]

Criminal revision from an order of the
Distriot Magistrate, Motihari.

Messrs. Hasan Imam
, G. G . Pal and

Ambica Prasad. Upadhya, for the Petitioners.
The Government Pleader, for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.
Mullick, J.—The petitioners before us

have, been ordered by the Sub Divisional
Magistrate of Bettiah to execute each a
bond on tbeir own recognizances for Rs. 100
with two sureties of Rs. 50 each to be
°f gooi_ behaviour for one year. There
was an appeal to the District Magistrate,
without success.

It appears that proceedings were ir

stituted by the Sub Divisional Magistral
after inspection of a certain locality durin
bl8 winter tour, in consequence of nuraerou
complaints to the effect that the petitioner
Were in the habit of committing misobi<
y letting loose their cattle upon th

Hinds of their neighbours and of usin
violence if resisted. Now although h
recorded a proceeding purporting to t
ased upon information received froi

a complainant named Jotil Ahir, it

?- ar ^at he was considerably influence
y his own inquiry before he drew u

proceedings and that he was really in tl
position of a prosecutor.^ He ought n'

?, rave» therefore, tried the case himsel
Although section 190 (c), Criminal Pr<
® ure Code, applies only to offences,

think the principle of that section must
apply to oases of a miscellaneous character.
The principle was applied by a Division
Bench of this Court to a proceeding under
section 147, Criminal Procedure Code, in
the case of Ram Asis Singh v. Abdus
Samad Barahil

t Criminal Revision No. 401
of 1916, and by their Lordships of the
Calcutta High Court in a case under
section 110, Criminal Procedure Code, in

Alin\uddin Howaldar v. Emperor (1).

Mr. Lewis, the trying Magistrate, has
very candidly observed in his judgment
that it was impossible for him to re-

move from his mind the impression which
was produced upon seeing large tracts of

land completely devastated by ravages of

cattle, and he also states in his explana-
tion that in addition to the 28 witnesses
who had deposed before him some 150
others were present and made oral com-
plaints to him. It is clear, therefore, that

his finding as to the guilt of the accused

was affected by the preliminary local in-

vestigation. . The order, therefore, calling

upon the petitioners to execute bonds must
be set aside, but we think that as there

was evidence to justify the proceedings

there must be a re-trial.

It has been strongly contended that

there is no evidence of habitual mischief

to bring the petitioners within the opera-

tion of section 110 (a), Criminal Procedure

Code, nor of any association such as would

justify a joint trial, nor any speoifio

finding as to the part which each of the

accused took in the acts which have been

held to constitute habitual mischief. These

are matters, however, which must be the

subject of the new trial, which we now

direct the Magistrate to hold. The Magis-

trate, of course, will bear in mind that

a joint trial is not permissible unless there

is evidence of something in the nature

of conspiracy or of concert in respect of

the various acts of habitual mischief to which

the witnesses have deposed. He must

also bear in mind that he cannot use

entries in the station diaries or Police

reports without legal evidence of the acts

alleged. There must also be an investiga-

tion as to whether each of the petitioners

who have been bound down has taken part

(1) 29 C. 392; 6 0. W. N. 695.
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in the various acts or otherwise acted in

concert.

The learned Government Pleader has

contended that the local inquiry made by

Mr. Lewis was merely made for the pur

pose of testing the evidence of witnesses.

But that does not appear to be the case.

His inquiry was made not with the object

of testing the evidence of witnesses who

had already deposed before him, but for

the purpose of finding out whether or not

any proceedings were to bo instituted

against the accused. That being so, the

principle that a Court is free to make a local

inquiry for the purpose of understanding

the evidence which has been given before

him, does not justify the proceedings in this

caBO.

We direot that the order of the Court

below be set aside and that the case be

re-tried by a Magistrate other than the

Magistrate upon whoso inquiry the proceed-

ings were started.

If having regard to the faot that the

petitioners have already been in jail for

sometime, the trying Magistrate is of

opiuiou that no further proceedings are

necessary, it will be competent to him to

drop the proceedings and to disoharge the

petitioners. Pending the trial of the peti-

tioners, they will be released on their own

recognizances in such sums as the District

Magistrate may deem proper.

Thornhill, J.— I agree.

Order set aside.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Criminal Revision 85 of 1918.

June 18, 1918.

Present :—Mr Kotwal, Offg. A. J. C.

MARTAND RAO —Applicant

versus

EMPEROR— Respondent.
Criminal J*racedarc Code (Acl I <<j ISU8J, .vs. 107, 1 25,

£3 *—Order requiring/ security for yood behaviour

— District Muyistratc, putter of, la set aside order—
— Hia] C'Mtrt, W/tvf ’ Ur.

An order icquiring security for good behaviour

under section 107 of the Criminal Procedure dodo

can be cancelled by the District Magistrate under

section 125 of the Code on the ground that there

i- no proof of any likelihood of a breach of tlio

peace, and the High ( our t will refuse to interfere

with < he order on this ground in revision, unless

the District Magistrate has been moved under

section 1 25.

The Hitfh Court will on its rcvisional side lmter-

f, iv onlv as n. Court of last resort under
%

exceptional circumstances

Criminal revision against the order of the

Magistrate, First Class, Bhandara, in Miscel-

laneous Criminal Case No. 51 of 191/, dated

the 14th February 1918.

Mr. M. Bhawani Shankar Niycgi ,
for the

Applicant.

ORDER.—This is an application asking

this Court to interfere in revision and

set aside the order of the bub-Divisional

Magistrate, Bhandara, passed under section

107, Criminal Procedure Code, ordering the

applicant to execute a bond for keeping

the peaoe for one year on the grounds

that there is no proof of any likelihood

of a broach of the peace and that the

materials on the record do not justify the

order.

Uifdor section 125, Criminal Procedure

Code, the District Magistrate has the power

to oancel the bond on the grounds stated

above: Emperor v. Abdar Rahim (1) and Em*
peror v. Ealli (2). The ftpplieant bas not

applied to the District Magistrate under

the above section, and following the

Allahabad ruling cited above 1 decline to

interfere in revision till this has beeu done.

This Court will on its revisional side in-

terfere only as a Court of last resort under

very exceptional circumstances; Emperor

v. JIussain Shah (3). No sutlioient grounds

are disclosed for not resorting to the Dis-

trict Magistrate in the first instance. The
application is rejected.

Applicalion rejected .

(1) A. W. N. (1905) UN; 2 Ci. L. J. 335.

(2) 29 1ml. Cas. S27. 11 N. L. K. 98; 16 Cr. L. J.

555.

(3) 17 C. I\ L. U. 107.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeals from Appellate Decrees Nos. 1353

axd 1378 to 1339 wcra Rolss No-.. 951 -

to 100 1 of 1915.

February 25, 1918.

Present :— Justice Sir Charles Chitty, Kt.,

and Mr. Justice Smither.

PRAFULL A NATH TAGORE and others—

Plaintiffs—Appellants

versus

SHITAL KHAN and others—
Defendants—Respondents.

. Bengal Tenant'g Act (VIII B C. of »885J, 167

Annulment of incumbrances—Procedu re -Rent-decree

in respect of divided tenure— Sale in execution of

decree
,
whether sale under Bengal Tenancy Act —Notice,

service oj, proof of - Entry in order sheet, value of.

Where in execution of a decree obtained in a

suit for the rent of a tenure which has long

before the suit been divided into separate taluks, ihc

• tenure is sold, the sale is not one under the Bengal

Tenancy Act. To have the benefits of a sale for

arrears of rent under the Bengal Tenancy Act

there should be a' separate suit in respect of each

of the separate taluks, [p. 98, col. 1.]

The destruction of valuable incumbrances is a

very severe measure, which the law allows only

if a certain procedure is strictly followed, and
when a party wishes to enforce that severe"

measure lie must show that he has strictly follow-

ed the procedure laid down and there must be

good proof of his strict compliance with the pro-

cedure [p. 98, col. 1.3

An entry in an order sheet that -a certain

notice has been served is not sufficient proof of

the service, [p. 97, col. 2.]

Appeals against the decrees of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, 2nd Court, Bmkergunge,
dated the 12th March 1915, affirming those

of the Munsif, 4th Court at Barisal, dated

the 15th August 1914.

Babus Divarka Nath Ghakravarty ,
Broja

Lai Chakra-tarty and Hira Lil Ghahajarly,

for the Appellants.

Babus Gunada Charan Sen ,
Sarat Chandra

Dutta and Biraj Mohan Mojumdar
,

for the

Respondents.

N JUDGMENT.
No. 1353 of 1915. ,

The plaintiffs-appellants, who may be

referred to as the Tagore Estate, claim

to have purchased at sales in execution

of decrees for rent, under the Bengal

Tenancy Aot, a Jamma and a Patni

Taluq, and to have taken all necessary

steps to set aside encumbrances and to

have obtained kabuliyais from the culti-

vating ryots, and on these grounds to be

entitled to reufc from those ryots.

CASES.

These claims are opposed by what^ may

be referred to as Gobinda Babu s Estate,

and the contentions set up against them

are, so far as we are now concerned, (l)

that the sale of the Jamma was not a sale

for arrears of rent, so as to affect incum-

brances, (2) that necessary steps were not

taken to set aside incumbrances within the

Pattai Taluq, and (3) that for various

reasons the kabuliyc ts are not binding. As

to (1) ; —The decree in execution of which

the sale was held was a decree in a suit

brought for rent for the Jamma as h.-

tenure covering twelve annas of the Mouza.

Originally there was such a tenure, but

the lower Appellate Court found that long

before the suit it had been divided and

separate Taluqs had been create! out of it.

This finding has been attacked in argument

before us on two grounds. The first ground

is, that it is based partly on a document,

Exhibit X, which is not evidence.

As to this, all that the judgment says is

that this document, which is a judgment

dated 24th March 1859 (not 1858), men-

tions that two of the shares comprised in

the 12 annas were settled separately. Other,

and much stronger, reasons, based on other

materials, were given for the decision. But

we also notice that this document was

admitted without objection in the trial

Court, and was not objected to in the

lower Appellate Court, or in the grounds

of appeal in this Court. On the contrary

the question raised in the grounds of

appeal in this Court is as to how the docu-

ment should be construed, a question which

arises only if the document is evidence.

Had objection been taken to the admission

of this document in good time, the party

producing it might have given other tvi-

dence. As the objection was not taken

until arguments were heard in this Court,

over three years after the appeal was laid

here, it should not be allowed.

The second ground on which this finding

wa9 attacked before us was, that in the

absence of a finding that the landlord gave

his consent in writing to the division of

the original tenure, the finding that it

was divided cannot stand. The finding is,

that it was divided, and that separate

estates were created out of it. A principal

reason given for this findiug is, that even

after th39e separate Taluqs had all become
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vested in the same persons, the Dasbmina

family, the Zemindars, in suing for rents,

treated them as separate Talnqs. It is

true that a Zemindar may collect rents

separately from the several different co-

sharers who hold a Taluq, without con-

senting to the splitting up of the Talnq

into several different Taluqs. But a Zemin-

dar w ould hardly bring several separate

suits, for rent of several shares of a sub-

ordinate Taluq, against the holder of the

whole of that Taluq. Having regard to

all the facts found and relied upon, we

think the finding that separate Taluqs were

created is sufficient.

To have the benefits of a sale for arrears of

rent under the Bengal Tenancy Act,

there should have been a separate suit

in respect of each of the separate Taluqs.

The destruction of \aluable incumbrances

is a very severe measure, which the law

allows only if a certain procedure is strictly

followed, and when a party wishes to en-

force that severe measure he must show

that he has strictly followed the procedure

laid down.

As to the Pattai Taluq the lower Appel-

late Court has held that it has not been

proved that notice was served on Aditya

Chakravarty, who had purchased a share

in it. The question is one solely of fact,

but the finding has been assailed on the

ground that an entry in the order sheet is

sufficient prima facie proof of service of that

notice. The lower Appellate Court has

given authority for holding that it is not

sufficient proof, see Radhuy Kicr v. Ajodhya

Das (1). There is no other evidence, and

as pointed out already, there must be strict

compliance, and good proof of compliance,

with the procedure required by tl e law,

before the severe consequence which
the appellants seek to infer can follow.

As to the labuliyats there are rent

suits, in some of which the appellants are

plaintiffs as Z j mindars, while in the others,

the Gobinda Babu’s Estate is plaintiff, as

holder of the incumbrance which the Zemin-
dar claims to have set aside. The suits

were tried together, that justice might be

done between all concerned. The ryots

cannot be ordered, now that all parties

are before the Court, to pay rent both to

the Zemindar and to the holder of tie

subordinate tenures. It may also be noticed

that the ryots were in posFession before

they executed the kabuliyats. They were

not admitted to possession by the Zemin-

dar. This appeal is dismissed with costs.

This judgment will govern Appeals Nos.

1378 to 1389 of 1915, which are also dis-

missed with coats.

The Rules granted in connection with the

suits by the Gobinda Babu’s Estate are dis-

charged with costs, in each case one gold

mohtir.

Appeals dismissed
;

Rules discharged,

PUNJAB CH1EE COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1273 op 1916.

April 17, 1918.

Present

:

— Mr. Justice Soott-Smith.

HAR LAL

—

Plaintiff— Appellant

tersus

BASANT SINGH and others—
Defendants— Respondents.

Evidence Act (1 of 1872,), s. 1 \tS—Estoppcl %
requisites

of— Suit in Revenue Court to establish occupancy rights

—-Subsequent suit in Civil Court for possession as

owner
,
maintainability of.

A piece of land, which was originally shamilat
,

fell on partition to the share of the defendant, who
caused a notice of ejectment to bo served on tho

plaintiff who was in possession of tho land. Tho
plaintiff brought a suit in the Kevenue Court to

contest the notice of ejectment, on the ground
that he was a tenant with rights of occupancy

in the land. The Revenue Court held that ho was
not an oceupany tenant, and ho was conse-

quently ejected lie then brought a suit for pos-

session us owner of the 1 md in the Civil. Court:

llchly that inasmuch as the defendant was
not caused to shift his position in consoqucneo of

anything represented to him by the plaintiff, the

requisites necessary to constitute estoppel as dotinod

in section li&oftho Evidence Act did not oxist

and the plaintiff was not, therefore, estopped
from establishing that ho was the owner of the

land in dispute, [p. 99, cols. I & 2.J
In order to bring a case within section 115 of tho

Evidence Act there must have been, (1) a repre-
sentation which amounts to an intention of causing
or permitting to believe in another; (2) beliof on
the part of that other; and CU an notion arising out
of that, belief, [p. 99, col. 1.]

Second appeal from the decree Of the
Additional District Judge, Kama! at Ambala,(1) 7 C. 1. J. 262.
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dated the 24fch of January 1916, affirming

that of the M^insif, 2nd Class, Kaithal,

District Karnal, dated the 29th of June 1915,

dismissing the suit.

Mr. Nihal Ghand Mehra
t

for the Appel-

lant.

Mr. Tribchan Das Khanna
,
for the Re-

spondents.

JUDGMENT.—The facts of the case

out of— which the present appeal arises

are briefly as fQllows. Plaintiff-appellant

sues for possession as owner of the land

in suit. It was originally shamilat deh and •

on partition fell to the share of the de*

fendants-respondents. The latter caused

notice of ejectment to be served on the

plaintiff under the provisions of the Punjab

Tenancy Act. Plaintiff then brought a

suit in the Revenue Court jto oontest the

notice of ejectment, on the ground that he

was a tenant with rights of occupancy

in the land. The Revenue Court held that

plaintiff was not an occupancy tenant and

he wa9 subsequently ejected from the land.

The lower Courts have dismissed the pre-

sent suit, on the ground that plaintiff

having pleaded in the Revenue Court that

he was an occupancy tenant cannot now
allege that he has proprietary rights.

Plaintiff has filed a second appeal

to this Court, and it is urged that plaintiff

was not estopped from alleging that he

had acquired proprietary rights in the land

in suit. It is pointed out that the requi-

sites necessary for an estoppel as defined

in section 115 of the Indian Evidence Act

do not exist. Three things are generally

necessary for bringing a case within the

scope of section 115, Evidence Act:—
(0 there must have been a ' representa-

tion which amounts to an intention of

oausing or permitting to believe in another;

(it) there must have been belief on the

part of that other
;

(iii) there must have been an action

- arising out of that belief.

Now, Counsel for the respondents

: admits that there has been no action on
the part of his clients on account of

plaintiff’s representation that he was a

tenant with rights of occupancy. Defend-
ants have not been ciused to shift their

position- in consequence of anything re-

presented to them by the plaintiff. It

appears to me, therefore, that there is no

estoppel. No authorities have been cited

by the lower Appellate Court. Three
authorities have been cited by the first

Court, Abdullah Khan v. Ghulgm Jan (1),

Kamal Krishna Kundu v. Kedar Nath
Kundu (2) and Ramckandra Shivjiram v.

Tama Ragho Manglya (3). The first and
last of these rulings are clearly distinguish-

able and the second ruling cited appears

to be a misquotation.

I accept the appeal and setting

aside the orders of the lower Courts re-

mand the case for decision on the merits

to the Court of first instance. Stamp in

this and in the lower Appellate Court
will be refunded and other costs will be

costs in the case.

Appeal accepted,

(1) 16 Ind. Cas. 886; 155 P. W. R. 1912; 186 P. L.

R. 1912.

(2) 3 Ind. Cas. 34; 10 C. h. J. 517 at p. 519.

(3) 15 Ind. Cas. 830; 36 B. 500; 14 Bom. L. R. 390.

O

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 178 of 1915 ,

July 13, 1916.
Present :— Mr. Mittra, Offg. A. J. C.
SHANKER SINGH

—

Plaintiff
—Appellant

versus

HUKUMCHAND and another
— Defendants—Respondents.

Transfer of Properly Act {IV of 1882),'#. 91

—

Mort-
gage—Redemption— Interest in mortgaged property

,

what is—Perpetual lessee
,
whether can redeem.

The interest which entitles a person to redeem
must be derived directly or indirectly from the
mortgagor since the making of the mortgage. In
other words, a person may redeem only if he is

affected by the mortgage; if he is not affected by it,

there is no occasion for his redeeming and he can-
not be permitted to do so. [p. 101, col. 1.]

A mortgagor in possession may make a lease
conformable to usage in the ordinary course of
management; but it is not competent to him to
grant a lease on unusual terms or to alter the
character of the land or to authorise its use in a
manner or for a purpose different from the mode
in which he himself had used it before he created
the mortgage, [p. 101, col. 2.]

The owner of certain malik mdkbuza plots mort-
gaged them to the defendant and subsequently
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a i^rpetuul 1 '*«sk; ro ila* plaintiff,

defendant obtained a pal* 1 dorr^o upon tdn-

mnrt ,ra'-v, w it hour making tin; plaintirt a party to

t lie ~uft, and liimsrlf purchased the mortgaged

propertv in the oxocnt ion sale The plaintiff tliei**-

ii non Wrought a suit to redeem the mortgage:

11 , 1 , 1
' t* that the plaint itls lease "'as eontrary

1 1

1

usage and was. therefor-', not hinding on the

defendant; [p. 10 ,
col 2

(2) that the foreclosure and sale in pursuance "»

the mortgage prejudiced the plaintiffs interest in

the mortgaged property and he was, therefore,

entitled to redeem it. Ip. 101, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge, Nimar, in Civil Appeal No. 79 of 1 9 I f,

dated the 26th November 1911.

The Hon’ble Mr. M. Ii. Dixit (with him

Mr. V. R. Pandit
,
R. 13.', for the Appellant.

Mr. //. Mitra, R. B„ for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.— One Karim Khan was

the owner of a half share of certain

malik makbuia plots. On the 4th May

1900 be executed a mortgage in favour

of the defendants’ predecessor. On the

22nd February 1902 he executed a lease

(Exhibit P-1) in favour of the plaintiff.

On the 9th February 1909 be executed

a document exiled intkalnama (Exhibit P 2)

also in favour of the plaintiff. The de-

fendants obtained a sale decree upon their

mortgage in Suit No. 296 of 1911, with-

out making the plaintiff a party, and

themselves purchased the property mortgaged

\ in the execution sale. The present suit

is for redemption of the mortgage on the

basis of the lease and the intkalnama.

Tr.e first Court held that the plaintiff

was entitled to redeem and decreed his

claim. The lower Appellate Court has

dismissed the suit mainly on the ground

that the plaintiff has no right to redeem,

under either of the two documents. The
plaintiff has, therefore, tiled this second

appeal.

The lease (Exhibit P-1) is an ordinary

agricultural lease, under which the plaintiff

is entitled to hold the land, so long as

he pa>s the rtnt. It is a perpetual lease.

In the subsequent document, the parties

described the status of the plaintiff as

that of an occupancy tenant. The plaintiff,

before 1S69, would have been an occupancy

tenant in Nimar. Under the present law,

he is a sub-tenant, and section 60 of the

Central Provinces Tenancy Act provides

that a sub tenant shall hold on such terms

38 13ay bo agreed betweeu him and his

[1918

landlord. Under section 85 of the Tenancy

Act, be may be ejected in execution of a

decree for an arrear of rent. It is clear
f

therefore, that the plaintiff, though a per-

manent sub-tenant, is liable to eviction for

non payment of rent.

The intkalnama recites that a sum of

Rs. 100 has been received in advance from s

the plaintiff and describes the transferor

as having malik mikbuza rights. It then

proceeds to say: “You have already acquir-

ed occupanoy rights in respect of my share

of the aforesaid fields. I have, therefore,

been recovering from you Rs. 12*1 0 every

year on account of the rent of the afore-

said fields of my share. In lieu of the

aforesaid amount I have transferred to

you for 9 years, that is, from Chaith

Saru vat 1966 to the end of Saravat 1974,

whatever right I possess in the said land

of recovering rent. Now I will not set

up any claim against yox in respeot of

any rent of the aforesaid fields, until the

expiry of the above mentioned term.
* * * l am responsible for ray

share of the land revenue during the

above-mentioned period, and you shall have

no concern whatever with the same.’’

The appellant’s contention is that by

the intkalnama he has been made ft

lessee of the malik makbhnza rights for

9 years. The respondents contend that,

under the document, the rent is remitted

in consideration of the advance of Rs. 100

and the plaintiff is merely a rent-free sub-

tenant for the period. 1 think the con-

tention of the respondents is sound. The
appellant has not made himself responsible

to the Government for land revenue. If

it were intended to give him proprietary

rights for the time being, there would
have been an agreement for mutation of

names, in accordance with the provisions

of section 12 i of the Land Revenue Act,

l>" 8 l. No such mutation has taken place

in tho appellant’s favour, nor has he made
himself liable to the penalties prescribed

by section 94 for recovery of an arrear
of land revenue. For example, he cannot
bo arrested and imprisoned in a civil

jail, nor can his other property be at-

tached and soli to satisfy such arrear.

1 am of opinion tint the parties did not

oontooiplito tin ereitiou of any proprietary
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interest in favour of the plaintiff by either

of the two documents.

The question now for decision is whe-

ther, under these circumstances, the plaintiff

has a right to. redeem. His learned

Counsel relies upon section 91, clause (a)

of the Transfer of Property Act, which

runs as follows:
—

“Besides the mortgagor,

any of the following persons may redeem,

or institute a suit for redemption of, the

mortgaged propei ty ;

—

(a) Any person (other

than the mortgagee of the interest sought to be

redeemed) having any interest in or charge

upon the property.”

Now if the plaintiff had a proprietary

interest in the property he would un-

doubtedly be * entitled to redeem, but 1

have held that he is a perpetual sub-tenant

within the meaning of the Central Pro-

vinces Tenancy Act: “Has he any interest

in the property? The true test has

been Jaid down in Dr. Ghosh’s learned

treatise on the Law of Mortgages, 4th

Edition, page 23*5, as follows:
—
“The in-

terest which entitles a person to redeem
must be derived directly or indirectly

from the mortgagor since the making of

the mortgage. In other words, a person -

may redeehi only if he is affeoted by the

mortgage
;

if he is not affeoted by it,

there is no occasion for his redeeming
and he is not permitted to do so.” Jn
support of this, the learned Doctor cites

the case of Girish Ch under Ley v. Juramoni
Be (1), where Rampini and Sale, JJ. f

field

that a ryot has no such intenest.

The mortgage sought to be redeemed
shows that the land was ordinarily let to

tenants and was in their occupation at the

date of the mortgage. Now, but for the
passing of Act XVII of 1889, the plaint-

iff would have been an occupancy tenant
in Nimar, and an ordinary tenant else-

where, and this even if his lease had
been for one year. Such fixity of tenure,
being the creation of a Statute, and not
the result of a contract, would have been
binding upon the mortgagees. The occupancy
or ordinary tenant in such a case would
not, have been affected by the sale or
foreclosure of the malik mnkbuza rights,
and the tenant would, therefore, not have
been entitled to redeem. But here since

(I)5C, W. N. 83.

the passing of Act XVII of 1£~9 we

have a permanent right as sub-tenant

oreated by contract clearly binding on the

mortgagor. The right of a mortgagor

in possession to create a lease bindiug

on the mortgagee has been dis-

cussed in Madan Mohan Singh v. Raj

Kishori Kumar

i

(2). At page 388*, Mooker-

jee, J., says:
—“The true position thus is that

the mortgagor in possession may make

a lease conformable to usage in the ordinary

course of management, for instance, he

may create a tenancy from year to year

in the case of agricultural lands or from

month to month in the case of houses.

But it is not competent to the mortgagor

to grant a lease on unusual terms, or to

alter the character of the land, or to

authorize its use in a manner or for a

purpose different from the mode in which

he himself had used it before he granted

the mortgage.” The plaintiff’s lease in

perpetuity was dearly not in conformity

with usage, and will, therefore, not be

binding upon the mortgagees, and they

have already repudiated it by dispossessing

the plaintiff. The foreclosure or sale in

pursuance of the mortgage will in this

oise prejudice the plaintiff’s interests,

and I think he is, therefore, entitled to

redeem.

One of the arguments used by Cotton,

L. J., in Tarn v. Turner (3) is, that a lessee,

whose lease has not been consented to by

the mortgagee and is, therefore, not binding

on him, may be prejudiced by the action

Of the v mortgagee insisting on his rights

as a legal owner of the property. Lopes,

L. J., at page 470 says: “The position

of the plaintiff (the lessee) is this, that

unless he is allowed to redeem, he may be

evicted by the defendant (the mortgagee).

In these oiroumstances, has he a

right to redeem? I think he has. Fry,

L. J., however, in general terms says that a

person who claims as lessee under a mort-

gagor after a mortgage and thereby derives

his interest in the equity of redemption, has

a right to redeem. In this oountry we have

to interpret the words used in the Transfer

of Property Act. Can a person be said to

1
‘2 j 17 Ind. Cas. I; 17 C. L. J. 3S4

(3) ( i883> 39 Ch. D. at p. 404; 57 h. J. y«.

1

0

85; 59 L. T. 742 ; 37 276.

*Pago of 17 C. L. J. Ed. '
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have any interest in the property unless he

can be prejudiced by a foreclosure of the

mortgage or a sale in pursuance of iti' 1

think not.

In the oaseof Raghunanaan Prasad v. Ambika
Singh (4) the perpetual lessee who was allow-

ed to redeem would have been prejudiced if he

were not so allowed. In Payj Matathil Appu
v. Kovamel Amina (5) Shephard and Best,

JJ., say:— In our opinion the word interest’

is not necessarily oonfined to right of

ownership, but is sufficiently large to inolude

any minor interest such as that of a tenant

or a person having a charge.” Although
the words used are very general, they should

be read with reference to the facts of the

case. The tenant there was entitled to pos-

session and oould not obtain possession which
was with the mortgagee, and under these

circumstances, for giving effect to the rights

of the tenant, it was necessary that he should
be allowed to redeem the prior mortgage. I

need not notice the cases where Patnidars
in Bengal have been allowed to redeem,
for they have substantial proprietorial

interests,” as pointed out by Pon:ifex, J., in

Kasumunnissa Bibee v. Nilratna Bose (d).

The lower Appellate Court lays stress upon
the fact t' at the plaintiff oan be ejeoted
for nonpayment of rent. But 1 am unable
to attach much importance to this, as most
leases provide for re entry by the lessor
upon default in payment of rent I hold,
therefore, that the plaintiff has a right to
redeem.

The lower Appellate Court is entirely
wrong in thinking there was an estoppel or
res judicata in the oase. The defendants had
brought Suit No. 938 of 1905 for possession
as mortgagees. In this suit the present
plaintiff was joined as a party. The lower
Appellate Court thinks that the plaintiff did
not, in that suit, set up his rights under
the lease of 1902. There is nothing to
show that he did not. Moreover the judg-
ment in that suit (Exhibit D 1) shows that
the plaintiff's claim was for constructive
possession and not khas possession. By this
I understand it was a suit for propreitary
possession and even if the defendant did

(4) 29 A. 679; A. W. N. (1907) 227- 4 A L J 7m

81

19 “• WI; « M. L. J. 279; 6 Ind . Do0 (I 'j

J1
'

’

c
i.>

l- "• «• »*<*-

not set up his lease by way of defence,

he was not bound to do so as this would be

no answer to the suit, as framed. There

is also no foundation for a oase of estoppel

and no estoppel was pleaded. There was

no obligation on the part of the plaintiff

to inform the defendants of his exact rights

under the lease of 1902, before the latter

instituted Suit No. 296 of 1911.

The deoree of the lower Appellate Court

is set aside and the decree of the first Court

is restored. The respondents will pay the

plaintiff’s costs throughout.

Appeal accepted .

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Cottcak Circuit.

Appeals from Appellate Decrees Nos. 65

and 66 ok 1917.

April 17, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Chapman and Mr.

Justice Roe.

NANDAKISHORE JAGAT1 and others—
Appellants

versus

NIDHI BIHARA AND OTHERS—
Respondents.

Bengal Alluvion and Dil avion Regulation (XI oj

1825), nn 4,5— Accretion —Reformation in sitil
—

‘Small
and shallow river,' meaning of.

Primarily where a party ran show that char land

is in fart a re-formation in situ of land identifiable

as his own, In* is entitled to that land even though
it may have been for a period submerged, [p. 103,

col. I
. )

Section 4 of the Bengal Alluvion and DHution
Regulation of 1825 as a whole was not intended to

apply to lands which had been previously in existence

and the property of individuals. Section 6 of the

Regulation was intended to apply to such lands.

[]>. 1 04, col. 1.]

The expression ‘‘small and shallow river’’ in clause

(4? of section 4 of the Bengal Alluvion and Diluvion
Regulation is used in contra-distinction to the expres-
sion “largo and navigable” used in clause (3) of the
same section, [p. 10 1, col. 2.]

The hod of a large and navigable river would not
bo settled with a private owner, [p. 104, col. 2.]

Appeal from a decision of the District

Judge, Cuttack, dated the 19th June 1917,
reversing that of the Munsif, Kendraparn,
dated the 15th December 1916.

Mr. *>. 0. Bose, for the Appellants.
Mr. B. A7

. Sniha
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Roe, J.—The plaintiffs in this case, on the

strength of a claim that they were proprietors
of the bed of a river and of one bank thereof,
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asked for a deoree for possession of land

which had accreted, under the further bank to

the occupancy holdings of the defendants.

The learned Munsif, after an enquiry through

a Commissioner, was of opinion that the

plaintiffs had proved their proprietary right

in the lands in suit and, accordingly, gave

them a deoree for khas possession. The

learned Judge was of opinion that, under olanse

(1)

of section 4 of Regulation XI of 1825,

the defendants had a better claim than the

plaintiffs, on the ground that the lands claimed

were gradual accretions to the holdings of the

defendants. Had we been convinced from the

pleadings and the evidence given that the par-

ties thoroughly understood what was required to

be proved to establish a claim to alluvial land

by gradual accretions, we should have accepted

this finding as a finding of fact. We are not

so satisfied and are of opinion that the case

must be re-tried. The defendants did not in

their written statement allege a gradual accre-

tion They said only that the land had been

“thrown up as char No issue was framed on

the manner of the re formation, and the

point was not touohed in the judgment of

« the trial Court.
#

The case law from the earliest days of the

Weekly Reporter to the present day is, that

primarily, where a party can show that chat

, land is in fact a re formation in situ of land

identifiable as his own, he is entitled to

that land even though it may have been for

a period submerged. In order that in this

re-trial the true points for decision may

be understood, we would refer in the first

instance to the following passage in the

oase of Lopez v. Muddun Mohua Thakoor (1) :

ii

In truth, when the whole words are looked

at, not merely of that olause, but of the

whole Regulation, it is quite obvious that

what the then legislative authority was

dealing with was the gain which an in-

dividual proprietor might make in this way

from that whioh was part of the public

territory, the public domain not usable in the

ordinary sense, that is to say, the sea be-

longing to the State,
^
a public river be-

longing to the State ;
this was a gift to an

individual whose estate lay upon the river or

(1) 13 M. I. A. 467; 14 W. R. P. 0. 1^; 5 B. L R.

621; 2 Suth. P. C. J. 336; 2 Sar. P, C J. 594; 20 E. R

625.

lay upon the sea, a gift to him of that whioh,

by accretion, b 3oame valuable and usable out

of that which was in a state of nature

neither valuable nor usable.

”

Their Lordships refer with approval,

in the course of their judgment, to

the case of Musammat Imam Bandi v. Hur-

govind Chose (2). The following passages

in the judgment in the latter case are

most significant: “The Judges mistook the

nature of the question whioh they had to

try. They conceived that the question

was as to alluvial land, in the sense of

land gradually gained from the river and

which, having no other owner ,
would belong

by way of accretion to the lands of the

adjoining proprietor. Wherea3 the ownership

of the adjoining lands, though essential in

the consideration of a title founded on

accretion, was of little, or no value, in the

issue actually joined between these par-

ties.

“The laud in dispute was inundated ... ...

became partially dry. ..and was again in-

undated and again re-appeared.

“The question then, is, to whom did this

land belong before the inundation. Whoever

was the owner then remained the owner

while it was covered with water and after

it became dry.’’

The doctrine in Lopez's cose (1) is stated

in the following terms in the oase of Radha

Proshad ingh v. Ram Oommar Singh (3):

—

“The doctrine in Lopez's case ( l) was doubt-

less in favour of the defendants in bith

suits; and if they had in no way lost

their rights, would give them a title to

the land re-formed upon sites identified by

the thakbust proceedings of 1S6 4 as within

the boundaries of their original Mouzas, which

would prima facie override a tide founded

on the principle of the acquisition of that

land by the proprietor of the northern

bank of the Ganges by means of gradual

accretion .

The Judicial Committee again in Ritraj

Kunwar v. Sarfaraz Kunwar (4) pointed out

(2) 4 M. I. A. 403; 7 W. R. P. C. 67; l Suth. P. C.

J. 208; 1 Sar. P. C. J. 371; 18 E. R. 753.

(3)

3 C. 796; 1 C. L. R. 259; 3 Sar. P.C. J. 776;

3 Suth. P. C. J. 486; 2 Jnd. Jur. 147; 1 Iud. Dec.

(n. s. 1091.

, 4i 27 A. 655 at p. 669; 2 A. L. T. 623; 2 O. L. J.

185; 9 C. vV N. 889; 8 O. C. 293; 15 M. L. J. 349; 7

Bom. L. R- 872; 32 I. A. 105; 8 Sar. P, C. J, 87?;

IP. o.).
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that the provisions of the seoond olause of

section 4 are in accordance with the
English Law, which may be stated to be as

follows :
—

All the authorities, ancient and modern,
are uniform to the effect that if, by the
irruption of the waters of a tidal river, a

new channel is formed in the land of a
subject, ...the right to the soil remains in

the owner, so that if at any time there-
after the water shall recede, and the river
again change its course leaving the new
channel dry, the soil becomes again the
exclusive property of the owner.”

If the whole Regulation lie read in the
light of these decisions, the scope of
sections 4 and 5 becomes at once apparent.
The first clause of section 4 deals with
lands gained by gradual accretion from the
public domain of the river or the sna.
The second clause deals with ohanges made
by sudden or violent action of a river. The
third clause deals with chars or islands formed
in the public domain of the river or the sea.
The fourth clause deals with ohanges made by
the action of a river of which both the bed and
the water are private property. Seotion 5 deals
with all other changes, and in particular oases
of gain by alluvion and dereliction as opposed
to gain by gradual accretion. Seotion 4
as a whole was not intended to apply to
lands which had been previously in exist-
ence and the property of individuals.
Section 5 was intended to apply to such
lands.

Assuming that the land in suit falls
within the plaintiffs’ boundaries, the first
issue for determination in a case such as
this must be : Is the accretion a true
aocretion of land not previously in existence
or a re formation of land which can he
identified as the property of the plaintiffs?
It is not sufficient that the plaintiff
can show that the accretion is in situ

°\ *
,

river
(1

bfid whioh has been settled
wUh him. it is necessary that he should show
that the land had previous existence andwas re-formed.

The next issne will be : does property
.n the land still vest in the plaintiffs ?[Lopez v. Mudthin Mohun Ttiakoor (1)1 “re
may well be that it may have been socompletely abandoned as to merge again
like any other derelict land, into the public
domain, as part of the sea or river of the

State, and so liable to the written law as

to accretion ar.d annexation.”

It will be open to the defendants, the
burden of proof being upon them, if these
issues are deoided in the plaintiffs’ favour, to

prove a right to the land under the
Knglisli rules of equity, in accordance
with section •> of the Regulation, fh a
slow, gradual and imperceptible aooretion
[Ritrnj Kumvar v. Sarfarnz Kumear
(4), Attorney- General for Nigeria y.

Holt (5 ), BaUeo Thakurai v. Vgra Nath
Misra (6) and Bhagwan Rai v. Gopi Rat
(7)].

If either the first or the seoond issue
is decided against the plaintiffs, the Court
will consider whether clause (4) of seotion
4 of Regulation XI is applicable, and I
would remark here that the faot that this
river is one of the biggest in Orissa is

not conclusive that it would not have been
regarded as a small and shallow river by the
framers of the Regulation. The terms ‘‘small
and shallow” are used in distinction to the
terms “large and navigable” used in the third
clause. I should myself assumeCas the framers
of the Regulation seem to assume) that where
a river is large and navigable its bed would
not be settled with a private owner.
These issues need not be regarded as

exhaustive. The whole suit should, in my
view, be re tried in the Mursii's Court and
it will he open to the parties to frame such
is5ues as they please within the law
as explained in this judgment, and to adduce
evidence afresh on the issues framed. And
whereas the proprietary rights in the lards
are to be determined on precisely the
same considerations as the subordinate rights
it is expedient that the landlord of the
defendants he impleaded and a fresh bound-
ary commission, if he so desires, executed
in his presence. I would, therefore, direct
that the landloid of Amatpnr he joined as
a defendant and the whole suit re-tried, and
would make no order as to the costs of this
Court or of the Courts below incurred up to
date. The judgments and decrees of the
Courts below are set aside in these terms.

Chapman, ,1.—

1

agree.

Re- trial ordered.

}!!*
A ' f!U) P-GISi s l 1. J. P. C.

(b, I ml. e as. 27$.
(7) 10 I iid. Cns. 311.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal prom Appellate Decree No. 269 of

1917.

June 12, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syed Shamsul Huda Kt.

JAHIRAL HAQUE and another

—

' Plaintiffs—Appellants

x versus

' SADAR ALT and another— Defendants

—

Respondents.
Bengal Tenancy Act (Vllt of 1885), >•. 153

—

Rent
,

suit for—Appeal
,
second

,
whether lies.

In a suit for rent where the amount claimed does

not exceed Rs 1 00, no special appeal lies to the

High Court where the only question decided in the,

suit is whether the relation of landlord and tenant

exists between the parties, [p. 106, col. 1.]

Appeal
-

against the decree of the Sub-

Judge, Chittagong, dated the 9fch Novem-
ber 1916, reversing that of the Munsif,

Hathazari, dated the 4th January 1916.

FACTS material to this report will

appear from the following extract from
the judgment of the lower Appellate

Court:

—

This appeal has been preferred by the

defendants Nos. 1 and 2 against the decree

for rent passed against them and others,

and the point for determination is whether
the relationship of landlord and- tenant
subsisted between the appellants and the

plain tiffs-reepondents.

“The Record of Rights (Exhibit 6)

.shows that within Taraf Sambhu Ram and

under the proprietors Rahamatali and

others, the defendant No. I and the father

of defendant No. 2 and some other persons

were recorded as tenants. There is no

reliable evidence to prove that the rent

lands appertained to Hissas Nos. 3 and 4

and that Rahamatali alone was entitled to

get rent for the same from the appellants

and others. The oral evid^hoe which consists

of the deposition of the plaintiffs’ father

cannot be relied upon, and there is no

other evidence to corroborate him on the

above points. In the Reoord of Rights,

Rihamatali and others were mentioned as

proprietors and I do not see how the ex-

pression can be construed as meaning
Rahamatali and his brother and not Girish

and others, who admittedly had shares in

the Taraf. That rent was realized from
the defendants Nos. 1 and 2 by or on

behalf of the plaintiffs and th$ir alleged

predecessor Rahamatali is not proved by
reliable evidence. The statement of the
plaintiffs’ father, who is interested in the
result of the suit, cannot be believed with-
out corroboration. There are no collection
papers to support his deposition. Non-
produotion of the alleged collection papers
is not sufficiently accounted for. The plaint-
iffs father says that there are witnesses
to prove realization of paddy by him from
the defendants but none of them has been
examined. It is not necessary to decide in
the renff suit whether the wakfnama

,

under which the plaintiffs are alleged to
have got the right of Rahamatali, is valid
and whether it was acted upon. That
Rahamatali alone was the landlord in res-
peot of the rent lands is not proved by
reliable evidence. The plaintiffs claim rent
as Mutwallis but their names do not appear
to have been registered as suoh.
“The defendant No. 1 and others pur-

chased the shares of Girish and Nanda
Lsl in the Taraf under a registered Kobala
(hixbibit B). The C. S. plots, comprising
the. lands of the rent sued for, are covered
by the above Kobala. It was not likely
that the defendant No. 1 paid rent to the
plaintiffs for the above lands when he
himself was one of the purchasers under
the Kobala.

“For the above reasons I 6nd that relation-
ship of landlord and tenant between the
plaintiffs-respondents and defendants-appel-
lants is not proved by reliable evidence ”

The plaintiffs appealed to the High Court
Babu Chain Chander Sen, for the Respond"

ents. —I raise a preliminary objection that
this second appeal is not competent under
section 153 of the Bengal Tenancy Act.
The suit was for reoovery of arrears of rent"
and the finding of the lower Appellate
Court is. I find that the relationship of
landlord and tenant between the plaintiffs
respondents and the defendants-appellants
is not .proved by reliable evidence.” See
Gangadhar Karmakar v. Shekhar Basini
Vasya ( D, Shilabati Deli v. Boderigues (2)
Bhagabati Bewa v. Nund, Kumar Chucker.
butty (3). The determination of a question
of relationship of landlord and tenant is a

0)31 Ind. Cas. 8 1 2; 23 O. L. J. 235

(2)

12 C. W. N. 448; 35 C. 547,

(3) 12 C. W ?
N. 835,
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finding of facf. See Ram hanai Pass v.

Fakir Chund Pass (4-).

Baba Phirendra Lai Ruslan- (with him Baba

Tarakesivarnuth Miller), for the Appellants.

—

The second appeal is competent. The Sub-

ordinate .Judge has decided a question of

title, as will appear from the facts stated

in the judgment in appeal. The defendants

Nos 1 and 2 claimed a title to the rent

lands in themselves as purchasers from a

co-sharer of the plaintiffs and the Subordi-

nate Judge has given effect to it. Refers

to Site Nach Pal v. R artiek Qharmi (5).

JUDGMENT.— This appeal must be dis-

missed. No special appeal lies to this

Court having regard to the provisions of

section ltd of the Bengal Tanancy Act.

The only question decided in the suit is,

whether the relationship of landlord and

tenant exists. The appeal is accordingly

dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

(4) 8 C. \V. N. 438 at p. 412.

(5) 8 C. W. N. 431.

OOPFI JUDICIAL COMMISSIONERS
COURT.

Second Cmr. Appeal No. 1*5] ok 1‘ 17.

January Iff, 1918.

Present :— Mr. Lindsay, J. C.

DWARKA PRASAD— Plaintiff—
Appellant

versus

PRITHIPAL SINGH and another— Defend-
a n ts— Res pon de nts .

Hindu Law— Alienation by widow— Necessity, nature
of— Lender, duty of, to make enquiry— Interest, hiyh
rate of, whether can be recovered—Reasonable rate.

Where a loan is advanced to a Hindu widow for
legal necessity, the lender is not bound to ascertain
how the necessity for the loan was brought about.
Lven if it is iound that the necessity arose' owing
to the mismanagement of the estate * by the widow
the lender is entitled to recover the loan, unless it

is shown that lie acted mala fids. [j> 107, col. 2.]
W here the necessity for the loan is apparent, the

lender is not required to make any particular enquiry
about it. [p. 10s, Col. I.]

A creditor who advances money to a Hindu widow
lor legal necessity at a high rate of interest is nut
entitled to recover interest at that rate, unless lie

explains why that rate was fixed In <ueh eases

the creditor should be allowed a reasonable rate of

interest, fp. 10^, col. 2; p. 109, col. I,]
N

Appeal from the decree of the District

Sitapnr, Tahsil Biswan, dated the lfc'th

December 1916.

Mr. A. P. Sen, for the Appellant.

The HoiTble Pandit Qokaran Nath Misra
,

for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—The suit out of whioh this

appeal has arisen was brought by the

plaintiff-appellant Dwarka Prasad to enforce

a mortgage executed in bis favour by a

lady, named Musammat Kailas Kuar. This

lady was the widow of one Ham Bakhsh

deceased. She has died and Ram Bakhsh’s

property has descended to the two defendants

Prithipal Singh and Jadu Nath Singh, who
were the reversioners. The mortgage was

executed on the 9th of March 1911 in favour

of the plaintiff to secure a loan of Rs. iOO.

The plaintiff claimed that this mortgage

debt was a charge upon the property in the

hands of the defendants and that

the defendants were hound to satisfy the

same.

Various defences were raised. It was

alleged that the deed had not been executed

by Musammat Kailas Kuar. It was also

pleaded that even if it had been executed

by her she did not understand the purport-

of the deed; and lastly it was pleaded that

in any case tbero was no legal necessity

for the loan advanced to Musammat Kailas

Kuar.

We are no longer concerned with any
question of the execution of the deed. It

has been proved, and is now admitted,

that Musammat Kailas Kuar did exeoute

the deed in the plaintiff’s favour and it

has also been found, and the finding is not

disputed, that Kailas Kuar, when she

executed the deed of mortgage, knew what
she was about. The only question whioh
1 have to determine is whether in the

circumstances disclosed the plaintiff was en-

titled to recover.

The Court of first instance found that

the reed lad been executed for legal

necessity and tl at t he plaintiff was entitled

to a decree. This dt cisiun has been revere*

ed in appeal by tl»o v Ltriot. Judge. Ti e

view taken by i J.o Itaimd Judge was that
there was really no nect>>ify lor Musii?N*

Judge, Sitapur, dated the 26th March 1917,

reversing the order of the Subordinate Judge,
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mat Kailas Kuar to borrow this money
from the plaintiff. According to the Judge

Musammat Kailas Kuar h ui been left in

possession of a comfortable estate which

brought in a considerable income, that there

was no excuse for her incurring the debt

and that consequently the defendants, who
are the reversioners, were not responsible

for any money which Musammat Kailas

Kuar had borrowed from the plaintiff.

In order to determine this question

of legal necessity we have to look to the

facts as disclosed by the evidence and

there is no difficulty whatever in ascertaining

the purpose for which the money was

borrowed. It is admitted that the first

defendant in this case Prithipal Singh was the

lambardar of the whole of the property

in which Kailas Kuar’s husband had a

share. It is proved that at or about the

time when this money was borrowed
Prithipal Singh was temporarily cf unsound
mind and that his wife Musammat Raj

Kuar had been appointed his guardian. It

is admitted that prior to the execution of

the deed Musammat Raj Kuar had obtained

a deoree against Musammat Kailas Kuar
for arrears of revenue and that this decree

was outstanding at the time the money
was borrowed from the plaintiff. It is

further admitted that at the date of the

deed further arrears of revenue were owing
from Musammat Kailas Kuar and that for

the purpose of realising these arrears

Musammat Raj Kuaf, as the guardian of

her husband the lambardar
,
had applied to

the Deputy Commissioner for attachment
of Musammat Kalias Kuar’s property in

order that the' demand for the arrears of

revenue might be satisfied. It is proved

that after the execution of this deed the

plaintiff himself deposited in Court the

money whioh was required to satisfy the

deoree. It is also proved that he de
posited in the Court of the Djputy- Com-
missioner the other sum which was owing
for revenue and in respect of which Musam-
mat Kailas Kuar’s share in the property

had been attached. As a result of these

payments the deoree was discharged and
- Kailas Kuar’s property was released. In

these circumstances there can, I think, be

no doubt that the plaintiff has succeeded
in establishing that at the time this money
wfts advanced to Musammat Kailas Kuar

It 7

there was a legal necessity for the loan.

The observations of the learned Judge in

his judgment regarding the circumstances

in whioh Musammat Kailas Kuar appears

to have been extravagant and to have

mismanaged the estate of her husband all

appear to me to be beside the mark in

dealing with the present claim. The plaint'

iff is a person who has lent money to a

widow in possession of her husband’s

estate; and in these circumstances, unless it

is shown that he acted mala fide ,
he cannot

be affected by any mismanagement on the

part of the widow, although it may be

possible to say that with better manage-
ment the estate might have been kept

free of debt. It is not suggested in any

way that the plaintiff here encouraged

Musammat Kailas Kuar in her extravaganoe,

if she was guilty of any. Indeed there

is nothing at all to show that the plaintiff

had any reason to suppose that Musammat
Kailas Kuar had been living beyond her

means. It seems to me, therefore, that the

decision of the learned Judge is wrong.

Whether it be the case or not that

Musammat Kailas Kuar was living beyond

ber means, that is not a circumstance

whioh can, in my opinion, affect the rights

cf the plaintiff. In order to entitle the

plaintiff to recover it was for him to show
that he had inquired into the necessity for

the loan and had satisfied himself, as well

as he could, that the lady was acting in the

particular instance for the benefit of the estate,

or at least that he was led on reasonable

grounds^io believe that there was necessity

for the alienation. It has been pointed

out on behalf of the respondents here

that the plaintiff did not go into the

witness box and that there is no direct

evidence that he made such inquiry as

the law demands. That is true. On the

other hand there is some evidence to show
that, representations were made to the

plaintiff by the lady’s brother who was
acting as her general attorney. This man
admits that he negotiated the loan on

behalf of the lady; and it is idle to suppose

that the money was advanced without some
inquiry being made. After all it is difficult

to see what necessity there could have
been for any particular inquiry in the matter,

for there can be no doubt that an unsatisfied

decree was in existence at the time and that
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there can equally he no doubt that the

plaintiff must have been made aware of the

fact that the estate in the hands of the

widow had been or was about to be attached

by the Deputy Commissioner for arrears

of revenue. The necessity for the loan was

apparent and indeed the defendants here are

hardly in a position to raise the question

at all, when we find that one of them was

the Inmbnrdar and that it was his action in

enforcing his claim to rfoover arrears of re-

venue which was the immediate cause of

the loan being taken. The defendants can

certainly not be heard to sny that they did

not receive these moneys direct from the

plaintiff and that the sums were not due on

account of arrears of revenue for which

Musammnt Kailas Kuar’s estate was

liable. It certainly is not the law that

the lender is hound to ascertain how the

necessity for the loan was brought about;

and in the absence of any allegation

or proof of bad faith on the part of the

plaintiff it seems to me that, on the law as

laid down in the well-known case of Il/niomnan-

pprsnnd Pnndny* %
the plaintiff was entitled to

recover. According to the judgment of

the learned Subordinate Judge out of the

sum of Rs. 900 mentioned in the dfed

Rs. 86 1-7-3 were actually paid by the

plaintiff himself to the lambardar or his

representative on account of arrears. The
other small sum of Rs. 35 odd seems to have
been absorbed principally in the costs of

the execution and registration of the deed.

As the learned Judge observes, this small

sum is negligible for the purpose of this

claim. I hold, therefore, that the plaintiff

is entitled to recover this sum of Rs. 900.

There only remains for consideration

another point, namely, the rate of interest

to be awarded to the plaintiff. Jt was
pleaded in the written statement that the
rate of interest was exorbitant and should

in any case be reduced. Tho learned
Subordinate Judge overiuled this objection

and held that the plaintiff was entitled to

recover interest at the stipulated rate. The
learned Judge in view of his other findings

did not touch this question. He merely
remarks that it was admitted by, the
plaintiff, who was the respondent before

him, that the high rate of interest was partly

djie^o fami ne conditions and partly also to the
•See 6 M I. A. 393.— A’./.

faot that the loan to the widow was a

risky proceeding. The plaintiff himself did

not go into the witness-box to explain the

circumstances in whioh the rate of interest

was fixed at 24 per cent, per annum,

eompoundable with yearly rests. No doubt

the law on the subject of reducing the

interest provided by a contract has been

laid down in a long series of authorities.

The general principle is that unless it

can he shown that the plaintiff exercised

undue "influence within tie meaning of

that expression as defined in section 16 of

the Contract Act, interest can be recovered

at the full rate. It seems to me, however,

that this general proposition is subject to

certain exceptions, and my attention has been

drawn to a i uling of their Lordships of the

Privy Council which is to be found reported

as Hnrro .Va th R<ii Chuvdhri v. Rcindhir Sir.gh

( i ). That was also a case in whioh a oreditor

brought a suit against the reversioners to

recover a sum whioh had been advanoed by

him to a Hindu widow while in possession.

The bonds in the case before their Lordships

stipulated for interest at the rate of

IS per cent. per annum. The learned

Judges of the High Court held that

the plaintiff was not entitled to this high

rate of interest, which they reduced to 12

per cent. Ilefore their Lordships the

objection was taken that the High Court

ought not to have reduced the rate. As to

this the observations of their Lordships are

to be found at page 315 of the report. They
are as follows :

—
4

Then comes the question—Was 12 per

cent, a sufficient rate of interest? The
widow was borrowing in a case of necessity.

It was for the plaintiff to see whether

there was really and fairly a ground of

necessity. Was there a necessity to borrow

at tlie rate of IS per cent Y That is ft

question to which be ought to have applied

his mind and if it were unreasonable to

suppose that the widow could not borrow
the money at a less amount than IS per

cent, he ought not to have charged her at

that rate.”

It seems to me, therefore, that in view
of these observations of their Lordships it

was for the plaintiff to explain why he
had fixed the rate at 24 per cent per
U) IS C. 311; IS 1. A. 1; 15 1ml Jur. 34; 5 Snr. Y.

0. .Mil’; n Inti I Vo. (n. s.) 207.
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annum compound interest. As the plaintiff

did not go into the witness box to give

his reasons why this rate was 6xed, t

consider myself entitled, in accordance with

what is laid down in this judgment,

to reduce the rate to the rate allowed

by their Lordships, namely, 12 per cent.

The result is that I allow the appeal

and give the plaintiff a decree of Rs. ^ 00

with simple interest at the rate of 12 per

cent. The usual sale decree will be prepared

and the period allowed for payment will

be six months from the date of this Court’s

decree. The plaintiff is entitled to his

costs both here and in the Court below.

Appeal party allowed.

"

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 1

1

1

6

of 1916.

May 13, 191S.

Present Mr. Justice Teunon and
/ Mr. Justice Richardson.

MAHARAJ BAHADUR SINGH—
Principal Defendant—Appellant

vert us

JADAB CHANDRA GHOSE HAZRA
and otheks—Plaintiffs— Rpuponi ents.

Construction of documents—Company's Sicca rupees,

whether mean rupees in. current coin.

Where in a kabuliyat of 16^0 by which a patni

taluk was'ereated, the rent reserved was stated to be

“Company’s Sicca rupees 96’’:

Held, that as the Calcutta Sicca rupee, though

coined by the Compauy, had never become known
aatho “t ompany’s Sicca rupee’

1

the expression “Com-
pany’s Sicca rupees” used in the kabuliyat must be

regarded as ambiguous; so that the intention of the

parties must be re-ascertained, having regard , to the

surrounding circumstances, sucli as the conduct of

the parties, the date of the document, the stamp
duty paid on the document, and a reference to current

coin in a portion of the kabuliyat. [p. 110, col. 2.]

The history and origin of the term ‘Sicca rupee’

discussed, [p. 110, cols. 1 & 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the Dis-

trict Judge, Murahidabad, dated Hie 5th

April 1916, affirming that of the Munsif
of .Lalbag, dated the 29fch September 1915.

PACTS. The suit was for recovery^. of

arrears of Patni rent. The Patni Taluk wascre-

ated or confirmed by a Kabuliyat dated 12th

Asar 1257, corresponding to 6th July H50.
The .rent was stated to be “Company’s Sicca

Rs. 96”. The stamp in the Kabuliyat was of

Rs. 3, and it was stated in the body of the

Kabuliyat that a stamp of R9 . 1 was paid for

the Kabuliyat and a stamp of Rs. 2 for the

Nazar. The plaintiffs and their predecessors

had been realising rent at the rate of

Rs. 96 in current coin. The plaintiffs now
sued for Rs. 102 odd, the equivalent of

Rs. 96 in Calcutta Sicca coin.

Babu Bipin Behary Ohosh (with him Babu
Urukram Das Ohackravarti ), for the Appel-

lant.—The question is whether the plaintiff

should get rent at Rs. 96 in current coin

or Rs. 102, the equivalent of Rb. 96 in

Sicca 'coin.

The Kabuliyat was executed in 1850 and
Sicca coin ceased to be legal tender from

1st January 1838. The word Company’s
Sicca rupees ” is ambiguous. There was
no such thing as “Company’s Sicca rupee”
ever current. It must be either Company
rupees” or * Sicca rupees ”. From the

date of the Kabuliyat (

«

850 >
, which was

long after the Sicca rupee ceased to be

legal tender, it must be assumed that

what was meant by ‘ Company’s Sicca

rupees ” was current coin and not Sicca

coin. The stamp attached to the Kabuliyat

makes it clear that what was meant was
current coin, and not Sicca coin. A stamp
of Rs. 3 (Re. 1 for the Kabuliyat and Rs. 2

for the i'azar, the amount of which was
R*. 120) was attached to the Kabuliyat.

If it was intended that rent should be
paid in Sicca coin (the equivalent of Rs. 96
in Sicca coin beirfe Rs. 102), the stamp
payable would be R^. 4 under Regulation

X of 1829, the stamp law then in force.

In the body of the Kabuliyat it is written

that a stamp of Rs. 3 is attached, Re. I

for the Kabuliyat and Rs. 2 for the Nazar
and there Rs. 3, the amount is written

in current coin and there is no. mention

of Sicca 6oin.

The acceptance of rent from the defend-

ant and his predecessors
t
by the plaintiffs

and their predecessors in current coin of

Rs. 96 for a very long time shows that

what was meant by the term ‘ Company’s

Sicca rupees ” in the Kabuliyat was cur-

rent coin and not Sicca coin. Moreover,

the plaintiffs and their predecessors having

accepted rent at the rate of Rs. 96 in
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current coin, they are not entitled to claim

rent at an enhanced rent-

The oases reported as Ram Susan Sing

v. Cyan Sing (l), Ram Khelwan Singh v.

Kumar Rai (2), Rameshar Koer v. (lobar •

dhan Lai (3), Mil Tapurah Hussein v. Gapi

Xarayan (4) and Kamaltshwari Vershad v.

Kanni Singh (5j do not apply in the present

case.

Bibu Saj mi Kanta Sinha (with him 13a bu

D N. Bagchi ), for the Respondents. — Though

the Kabuliyat is dated 8th July IrftO, it

appears from the Kabuliyat that the Patni

Taluk was created long before that and

Sicca coin ceased to be legal tender only

in 1838. The plaintiffs were not in pos-

session of the Kabuliyat and through mis-

take were realising rent at the rate of

Us 90 in current coin, but they are entitled

to claim rent at the rate given by the

Kabuliyat converting the Sieoa coin into

current coin.

When Regulation X of 1829 was passed,

the Sicca coin was legal tender. The stamp

of Hi. 3 v'as attached to the Kabuliyat

because it was not a new Kabuliyat but

only replaced the old Kabuliyat, which was

executed long ago and which was lost.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out of

a suit to reoover arrears of Patni rent. The
taluk was created or confirmed by a

Kabuliyat dated 25th Assar 1257, correspond-

ing with the 8th July 1850. The rent

reserved is therein stated to be Company’s
Sicca Rs. 9j ” and the question in contro-

versy is whether the plaintiffs- landlords are

entitled to Rs. 96 in current coin or the

equivalent in current coin of 96 Sicca

rupees.

The word Sikka or Siooa, meaning origi-

nally, it would seem, a die or stamp, came
next to mean a stamped coin and more
particularly the silver coinage of the Kings
of Delhi. Lastly Sicca rupiya’ became
the name specifically given to the rupee
coined by the East India Company from
the year 1773 and bearing inscriptions
denoting that it had been struck by King
Shah Alam at Murshidabad in the 19th
year of his reign. From Acts XVII of

(1) 6 C. L. J. 637.

(2) 6 C. L. J. 667.

(3) 7 C. L J. 202.

(4) 7 C. L. J. 251.

(5) 20 I nd. Gas. 171; 10 0. L. J. 318; 17 G. W. N.
1169.

1 S3 5 and XIII of 1836 it appears that

this rupee being latterly coined only at the

mint in Calcutta became known as the

Calcutta Sicca rupee. I he 1st of the afore-

said Acts prohibited the further coinage

of the Sicca rupee and introduced the coin

to be denominated and thereafter known

as “the Company’s rupee.” Under the second

Act Siooa rupee ceased to be legal tender

from the 1st of January 1838.

The question then is whether the rupee

mentioned in this document of 1850 is the

“Calcutta Sicca rupee” or the Company’s

rupee exclusively ourrent after the year

1837. In the course of the argument we

have been referred to the cases reported as

Rum Baran Sing v. Cyan Sing (1),

Ram Khelwan Singh v. Kumar Rai (2),

hamrshar Koer v. Gobardhan LR (3),

Mir Tapurah Ilnssein v. Gopi Narayan (4)

and Kamaleshwari Rershad v. Kauai Singh (5),

but these cases do not help us. They

merely determine that when the rent is

fixed in Sicca rupees, the difference in

value between the Sicca rupee and the

Company’s or current rupee is realisable

as part of the rent and is not to be re-

garded as an Abwab. Here the question

is which of the two coins was intended,

\

and the difficulty is caused by the collo-

cation of the two terms ‘ Company ’ and

Sicca’. It does not appear that the Siooa’

rupee though coined by the Company ever

became known as the “Company’s Sicca”

and the ' Company’s ’ rupee has always

borne the special signification given to it

by Act XVII of 1835.

The words “Company’s Sicca” rupees must,

therefore, be regarded as at best ambiguous

and to ascertain the true intention of the

parties we must look to the surrounding

circumstances.

Of the earlier document referred to in

the Kabuliyat wo have no information and

its date has not been ascertained. By the

year 1850 Sicca rupee had long ceased to

be legal tender. The stamp on the

Kabuliyat is Rs. 3, Now if by Rs. 96 had

been intended the equivalent of 11s. 96

Sicca in ourrent coin, that is Rs. 102 6-8,

then under Regulauon X of 1829, (the

Stamp Law then in force) Schedule A, Arti-

cles 28 to 31, the duty payable was Rs. 4.

The reference, therefore, in the penultimate

sentence of the Kabuliyat is clearly to
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Rs. 96 in current coin. Lastly the principal

plaintiff deposes that he succeeded to the

property some 25 years before suit, and

throughout that period realised Rs. 96 in

current ooin as the rent annually payable.

He further admits that his predecessor also

accepted rent at that rate. This course of

conduct, the date of the document, the

stamp duty paid, and the reference to cur-

rent ooin in the sentence referring to the

Stamp Act lead ' us to the conclusion that

in this case the rent annually payable is

not the equivalent of 96 Sicca rupees, but

is Rs. 96 in current coin.

To the extent thus indicated we
decree this appeal and modify the decrees

of the Courts below. Parties will have

proportionate costs throughout. Interest

on costs at 6 per cent.

Appeal partly allowed .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
f* Appeal from Original Civil_ No 60

of 1915.

December 15, 1915.

Present

:

—Sir Lancelot Sanderson, Kt.,

Chief Justice, Justice Sir John
Woodroffe, Kt., and Justice Sir Asutosh

Mookerjee, Kt.

Munshi GHOLAM MOWLAH—
Defendant No. 2—Appellant

- ~ versus

Mollah ALI HAFIZ and otheks

—

Plaintiffs— Respondents.
Civil Procedure Code ( Act V of 1908), s. 92, 0. 7,

rr. 10 (2)

—

Suit to eject third person from trust

properties
,
whether can be brought under s. 92—Trans-

feree oj trust properties, whether can be made party to

suit.

A claim for the recovery of possession of trust

property from a trespasser or from a transferee from
a trustee is not within the scope of section 92 of

the Civil Procedure Code, and a Court trying a
suit under that section is not competent to bring
before it under rule 3 or rule 10 (2) of Order I of

the Code any person who is in possession of trust

roperty either as a trespasser or as a transferee,

p. 1 12, col. 2; p. 114, col. 1; p. 115, col. 1.]

Appeal against the decision of Mr. Justice

Greaves, dated the 26th March 1915, sitting

on the Original Side, removing defendant
No. 1 from the position of Mutwalli and
declaring the alienation to defendant No. 2

to be invalid and further declaring the latter

to be trustee till the appointment of a new
Mntwalli.

Ill

Messrs. S. U. Das and A. Rasul
,
for the Ap-

pellant.

Messrs. Asghar and P. N. Ghatterjee
,
for the

Plaintiffs- Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Sanderson, C. J.—In this case the action

was brought by four plaintiffs whose names

appear upon the record: the second and

third are two sons of Abdur Rahman,
who is the first defendant, and the first

and the fourth are relations of Abdur
Rahman, and the second defendant was

a man called Gholam Mowlah, who was a

purchaser of certain property from the

first defendant. The purchase was effected

by a deed which is dated the 12th June

1910; I need not read the deed in detail

because it has been fully commented upon

by Mr, Asghar, the learned Counsel for

the plaintiffs, this morniiig:—It refers to

certain property in Calcutta on a part

of which stands a mosque; and Abdur
Rahman, the vendor, in the conveyance

refers to the fact that this property was
hia hereditary property, that his father

and he himself have, generation after

generation, in succession without any-

body’s. objection all along for more
than twelve years, been enjoying and
possessing the proprietary rights thereof

one after another and that no one else has

any sort of right or claim thereto. Then he

refers to the fact that he has got into necessit-

ous circumstances and must sell. He says,

“consequently, there is no other means left

but to sell my aforesaid Calcutta properties,

subject to the duties and responsibilities of
•

the said mosque, and 1 oaonot sell the same
to any other purchaser thaD a religious

Musalman of the Sunni sect. You (i.e,
9

defendant No. 2 ) are a religious Musalman
of the Sunni sec\ and believing all my
aforesaid statements you became desirous

of purchasing the aforesaid property as

proposed by me, and having fixed the

value thereof at Rs. 3,000 i received from
you yesterday,” and so on, and he sells the

property subject to all the aforesaid

conditions, and says, you, being malik in

all mjr aforesaid rights ,-and titles, shall

continue all along to enjoy and possess the

same, and shall exercise all sorts of proprietary

rights. You shall maintain the mosque accord-

ing to the oustom prevailing and look after the

same and shall perform all the aots and
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observe the festivals that are necessary for the

Musalmans of the Sunni sect in connection

therewith:” and, he refers to the different

prayers, and then to the properties and

says, “all these belong to me personally;

no one else has any sort of right or claim

thereto; you believing all these statements of

mine and other statements mentioned above

relating to my title agreed to and purchased

should any one else purchase the

aforesaid property from you, lie shall also

have to carry out the aforesaid conditions

in respect of the mosQue and you shall

not be entitled to sell the aforesaid pro-

perty to any one else who is not a Musalmai:

of the Sunni sect.”

Now, it is said that this was a trust

property held by the first defendant Abdur

Rahman as trustee, and that he had no

right to sell the property in the way he

did. The action was brought by the

plaiutiffs against these two defendants.

The first defendant did not appear; two

of the plaintiffs, as 1 have said, are bis

sons; the other two plaintiffs are bis

relations. It was apparently proved in

evidenoe that they had very little con-

nection with this mosque, that they

did not live in Calcutta; one of them did not

live there for fifteen years: and, without

saying more, I agree with what the learned

Counsel for the second defendant argued

yesterday that there is ground for saying

that their claim ought to be looked upon

with great care. I do not want to say

more than that, because I lave not

heard what Mr. Asghar might have said

with regard to that matter in full detail,

but there are certain facts, which, if 1

had been a Judge in the first instance,

would have led me to investigate the bona

fidcs of this claim with great care.

Now, the second defendant, it lias been

found by the learned Judge, was a bona file

purchaser: He made certain enquiries

whioh were detailed to us yesterday by

Mr. Das and l am not going to repeat

them. The learned Judge said that if

the defendant had made certain further

enquiries he would, in all probability, have

found that this was trust property, and

the learned Judge has, therefore, come to

the conclusion that the second defendant

had what is called in law constructive

potioe, meaning thereby that if ho had

made these further enquiries to whioh the

learned Judge refers, which, in his opinion,

were reasonable enquiries, he would have

found that there was a trust, and inasmuoh

as he did not make those reasonable

enquiries, lie must be taken to have been

affected with notice. This is what was

meant by the words ‘constructive notice.’

Therefore, that is the position of the

parties.

Then, the claim is made and it is ad-

mittedly under section 92 of the Civil

Procedure Code. Now, the nature of the

claim was this: As far as the first defendant

Abdur Rahman was concerned, it ia

alleged that he had committed a breach

'

of the trust by spiling the property to the

second defendant. It is asked that he should

be removed from the position of trustee and

that a new trustee should be appointed in his

place. 1 think there were other prayers,

but those were the main prayers as far

as the lirst defendant was concerned.

As regards the second defendant, the

essence of the claim against him was that

he was a trespasser and that the

property of which he was in possession

under this purchase should be handed over

to the new trustee who was to be appoint-

ed by the Court. It was in essence, as

regaids the seoond defendant, an action in

ejectment of the second defendant from that

property. It has been admitted by Mr.
Asghar, (he learned Counsel for the re-

spondents, in the stress of argument that

such a claim cannot be made in a suit

which is instituted under section 92 of the

Civil Procedure Code, and, therefore, as

far as the claim for that relief is concerned,
he cannot substantiate the part of tho

decree which carries out that claim. But
he says that the second defendant is

really in tho position of a trustee, and
beoauso he is in the position of a trustee,

the plaintiffs were entitled to have him
kept before the Court as a party to the
proceeding, in order that lie may hear the
decreo which the learned Judge would
make against tho firs’t defendant and in

such a way that the seoond defendant
might be bound by that decree. His
argument i*. lirst of all, that this is a
trust for two reasons: First, the seoond defend-
ant had a constructive notice of the trust.
Tho learned Judge has found that he had
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constructive notice of this particular trust,

and for the purpose of my judgment I will

assume that this is a correct finding. Then

he goes on to say that in addition to that

the second defendant performed the duties,

which the trustee of that trust would have

to perform, and consequently he was a trustee

de facto .

Now, I do not agree with the argument

upon that point, beoause it is clear that any

duties which he may have performed in

connection with the mosque must be attribut-

ed to the covenant which he had made in

the deed of conveyance of the 12th of

June 19 10. It is perfectly true that it is

found that he had a constructive notice

of the trust,—and it is so found beoause he

did not make certain enquiries—but it is

also true, as the learned Judge has found

as a fact, that he was a bona fide purchaser

and he did not in fact know that such a

trust existed. Therefore, when we find in

the deed that he personally undertook a

covenant to the vendor that he would

perform certain duties, because, as the

vendor says: *‘1 have been looking after

and keeping supervision over the same
(mosque) and doing all other aots in con-

nection therewith at my own expense. ..

and 1 cannot sell the property to anybody

else than a person who is a religious Musal-

man of the Sunni sect, ...and l would not

sell it to you unless you undertake to perform

the same kind of duties as I have been per-

forming”—meaning thereby, not as a trustee,

but, as he says, ‘out of my own pocket

and out of my own money,’— it is clear

td me that such duties as may have been

performed by the defendant No. 2 mu3t be

attributed to that personal covenant which^

he made in that deed, and not to the

position of a trustee of this particular

trust. Therefore, I do not think that he

must he taken as acting as a trustee de facto.

The argument- which was put forward by

Mr. Asghar on this point, therefore, fails.

Tnen his argument is that if he does

not succeed there, he is pntitled to bring

to his aid Order I, rule 3, of the Oivil

Procedure Code, which runs as follow 5
:

“All persons may be joined as defendants

against whom any right to relief in respect

of or arising out of the same act or transac-

tion or series of aots or transactions is

alleged to exist, whether jointly, severally

8

or in the alternative, where, if separate suits

were brought against such persons, any

oommin question of law or fact would

arise:” and, the learned Counsel says that

under that rule, he is entitled to keep the

second defendant before the Court, in order,

as I have said before, that he might hear

the declaration which would be mad9 by

the Court against the first defendant. 1

think the answer to that argument is the

one which was given by Mr. Das yesterday,

and it is this: inasmuch as the essence of

the relief which was claimed by the plaintiff

against the second defendant was ejectment,

or, to be striotly accurate, recovery of pos-

session of property, and inasmuch as it is

admitted that this claim could not be

brought under section 92, I fail to under-

stand how Order I, rule 3, can be applied

ia aid, because it is only applicable for

the purpose of preventing multiplicity of

suits: and one way of testing it is this—the

concluding words point to it; they are:—
“Wtiere if separate suits were brought against

such persons, any common question- of law

or fact would arise,” 0 ace it is decided

that the claim against the seconi defendant

could not be instituted under section 92,

it is clear to ray mind that it is outside

the power of the Judge to make use of

Order I, rule 3, f or joining the second de-

fcrodant as a party to the proceedings under

that section.

For these reasons, I think that this

decree, so far as it affects the second de-

fendant, must be set aside and the appeal,

so far as that defen iant is oono3rne 1, ra ist

be allowed with costs b)th of the Oourt

of first instance and of this appeal. Against

the first defendant the decree will stand and
will be available to the plaintiffs for what
it is worth.

WjJDaOFFdi, J.— tn my opinion the case

is covered by the decisions in Buires D is

Mu'cim v. Ckomi Lit Johurry ii) and

Bulk iingh Dulkurii v. Niradbxran Roy

(2*. It has doubtless been held in Sajsiur

Riia Cfiowlhuri v. Gour Mohni D is Baisinav

(2) that where there is a* claim for ad-

ministration of a trust which falls within the

9 e 3 tion, a claim to eject an alienee may

(1) 33 0.73.}; 10 C. W. S.oSl.

(2) 2 0. U .1. 43L.

(3) 24 0. -4* IS; 12 lod Dec. (s. 8.) 043.
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be joined with it. Bat, in my opinion, that

olaim does not come within the scope of

the section and it is open to the charge of

misjoinder. That decision has been dissented

from in the oases to which I have referred.

The deoision in Sajedur Raja Chowdhuri v.

Gotir Mohun Das Baishnav (3), not being a de-

cision under the present Code, is not adecision

which is binding upon ns. I, therefore, agree

that the appeal should he decreed.

Mookekjee, -J.— I agree that this appeal

must be allowed and the decree discharged

in so far as it affeots the appellant.

The suit was, in essenoe, of a composite

nature. As against the first defendant,

the alleged trustee, it was framed
as one under section 92 of the Civil Procedure

Code and appropriate reliefs were claimed

against him. As against the second defend-

ant, the transferee from the first defendant,

the suit was in substance one for ejectment.

In my judgment in the case of Budh Singh
Dudhuria v. Niradbaran Roy (2) I held—
on grounds which were fully stated

then aod need not be repeated now— that

suits for recovery of possession of trust

properties from third parties, for instance,

from trespassers and from transferees from
the trustees, were not within the scope of

section 539 of the Code of Civil Proce-
dure of 1382, which has been subsequently
replaced by section 92 of the Code of 1908.
If I may say so without impropriety, I

have heard nothing urged in the oourse of the
elaborate and careful argument addressed to

us on behalf of the respondents which has in

any way shaken my opinion. That view
is in conformity with a long line of deci-
sions in all the Indian High Courts.
Amongst the cases in this Court reference
may be made to Mohiuddin v. Sayidnddin (4),
Budree Das Mukim v. Ghooni Lai Johurry
(0 , Ayatannessa Bibi v. Kulpcr Khalija (5).
Amongst the cases in the Bombay High
Court may be mentioned those of Laksliman-
das v. Ganpatrav (6), Vishvanath v. Rambhat
(7), Kazi Hossan v. Sagun Balkrishna (8),

(4) 20 C. 810; 10 Ind. Doc. (n. s.) 545.
(6) 22 Ind. ('as. 677; 41 O. 749; 19 (\ \V. N. 234.
(6.) 8 B. 365; 8 Ind. Jur. 686; 4 Ind. Dec. (n. s.)

6 1 0 #

(7) 15 B. 148; 8 Ind. Doc. (n. s.) 99.

,

l70
>

1 Bom. B. It. 649; 12 Ind. Dec
(n. e.) 60I.

Ghelabhai v. Uderom (9), Malhar Bhagvant

Rulkarni v. Narsinh Krishna Majli (10) and

Gullector of I'oona v. Bai Ghanchalbai

(11 ). In the Allahabad High Court there is a

distinct preponderance of judicial opinion

in support of the same view, as is indicated

by the decisions in Muhammad Abdullah

Khan v. Kallu (12), Ghazoffar Husain

Khan v. Yawar Husain (13), Jamaluddin

v. Mnjlaba Husain (14) and Dasondhay v,

Mohammad Abu Nasar (15). In the High

Court of Madras the same view has been taken

since 1880, as is clear from the decisions in

Strinivasa Ayyaugar v. Strinivasa Swami (16),

Neti Rama Jogiah v. Venkatacharulu (17),

Chettikulam Prasanna Venkatachala Reddiar v.

Collector oj 'Trichinopoly (18), Asam Ragho •

vnlu Setty v. I ellat i bitamma (19) and

Rangayya Naidu v. Ohinnasamy Iyer (20).

The cases if) this Court, which support

the contention of the respondents, are, so

far as I have been able to investigate,

only two, namely, Lutijunnissa Bibi v.

Nazirun Bibi (2l) and Sajedur Raja

Chowdhuri v. Gour Mohun Das Baishyiav

(3); from these I respectfully dissent
;
they do

not, in my opinion, give a oorreot exposition

of the true intention of the Legislature

in framing section 539 of the Code of

1882 and seotion 92 of the Code of 1908.

1 do not feel pressed by the argument
based on Order 1, rule 3, and rule 10,

sub rule 2, mentioned in the judgment of

Seshagiri Aiyar, J., in Jsam Raghavalu

Setty v. t'ellati Sitamina (19), as they

aro of no real assistance to the respond-

ents. Once it is held, as l think it

must be held, that a suit for ejectment
of a trespavSser or of a transferee from

(9; 12 lml. Cas 577; 36 B. 29; 13 Bom. L. K. 989.

(10) 17 lml. Cas. G'i;
; 37 J» 95; 14 Bom. L. R. 941.

(11) 12 lml. Cas. 30; 35 U. 470; 13 Bom. L. R. 690.

(12) 21 A. 187; A. W. N. (1899) 18; 9 Ind. Deo.
(n. s ) 828.

(13) 28 A. 112; 2 A. L. J. 591; A. W. N. (1905) 208.
(14) 25 A. 631; A. W. N. (1903) 120.

(15) 11 lml. Cas. 36; 33 A. 660; 8 A. L. J. 710.

(16) 16 M. 31; 2 Jl. L. J. 139; 6 Ind. Deo. (n. s.)

729.

(17) 26 M. 150.

(18) 24 lml. Cas. 369; 26 M. L. J, 537; (1914) 11. W.
N, 58 1

.

I 19) 2f> I ml. Cas. 7il4; 27 M. L. J. 206; 1C M. L. T.
178; (1014) M.W. N. 692.

(.-0) 28 lml. Cas. 81)8; 28 M. L,. J. 326; 17 M. L,
T. 191.

(21) 14 C. 33, & lml. Dee. (n. s.) 770.
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a trustee is not within the scope of sec-

tion 92, it follows as a necessary corollary

that the Court is not competent to bring

before th« foram any such person under

either of the two rules mentioned.

I am also unable to accept the conten-

tion of the respondents that the appellant

was in the position of a constructive trustee.

No doubt, he undertook to maintain the

worship in the mosque
;
but this was not

in furtherance of the trust which the plaint-

iffs seek to enforce against the first defend-

ant ;
it was rather, as the Chief Justice

has pointed out, in pursuance of the

covenant contained in the conveyance from

the first defendant to the second defend-

ant.

In my opinon, the decree as against the

second defendant cannot possibly be sup-

ported and must accordingly be discharged.

Appeal allowed.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 287 of 1917.

May 14, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Lindsay, J. C.

RAMADHIN and another—Defendants

—

Appellants
versus

JOKHAN

—

Plaintiff and JANKI—
Defendant—Respondents.

Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), ss. 52, 60 —
Mortgage—Redemption

,
suit for, by some of several

mortgagors—Acquisition of portion of equity of redemp-

tion by mortgagee pending suit, effect o/—Lis pendens,

doctrine of, applicability of —Plaintiff, whether can

redeem whole property.

Where a mortgagee acquires a portion of the

mortgaged property, the right of the owner of the

other portion of the property to redeem the whole is

not absolute. In such a case the right of redemption
depends upon the will of the mortgagee. He can
insist upon the mortgagor’s seeking redemption of

the entire mortgage; but if ho acquires any portion

of the mortgaged estate, he can in that case insist

that the plaintiff shall not be allowed to redeem
more than his own share of the mortgaged estate,

[p. 116, col. 1.]
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Where a mortgagee acquires a portion of the

mortgaged property, pending a suit for redemption

by some of several mortgagors, it cannot be said

that by taking such a transfer he affects the rights

of the plaintiffs under the decree or order whicli

may be made in the suit. Section 52 of the Transfer

of Property Act has, therefore, no application to

such a case, and the mortgagee can insist upon his

right to confine the plaintiffs to a suit for redemp-

tion of their share of the mortgaged property

only. [p. 116, col. 1.]

Appeal from the decree of the First

Subordinate Judge, Bahraioh, dated the 23rd

April 1917, reversing that of the Munsif,

Kaisarganj, dated the 6th February 1917.

The Hon’ble Pandit Gokaran Nath Misra
,

for the Appellants.

Jdabu Aditya Prasad
,
for Respondent No. 1.

JUDGMENT.—This is a defendant’s

appeal arising out of a suit for redemption

brought by the plaintiff-respondent Jokhan.

In my opinion the decision of the lower

Appellate Court is wrong and must be

reversed.

The facts are very simple. On the 4th of

November 1894 one Debi Din mortgaged

a 4-annas share in certain immoveable
property to one Har Bhajan. The mortgage

was a mortgage by conditional sale. The mort-

gage money was Rs. 50 and the period of the

mortgage was ten years. The mortgagee was
put in possession, with a stipulation that he

was to be allowed to enjoy the fruits of the

trees in the groves which were mortgaged
and was also to be allowed to appropriate dry
timber. It was further agreed that interest

on the mortgage money should accrue at

the rate of 9 per cent, per annum. Debi
Din died about the year 1900 and was
succeeded by his two sons, Jokhan and Janki.

Jokhan is the plaintiff in the present suit while

Janki was impleaded as the defendant No.

3. The mortgagee has alsof died and is

now represented by his son and grandson,

the defendants Nos. 1 and 2, who are the

appellants before me.

Jokhan sued for redemption of the entire

mortgage. While the suit was pending the

mortgagee-defendants took from Janki a con-

veyance of his 2-annas share in the mortga red

property and consequently it was urged 4n the

lower Appellate Court that the plaintiff was

only entitled to redeem his own share.

The Subordinate Judge who heard the

appeal applied the provisions of section 52

of the Transfer of Property Act to the

and/ held that the transfer made bycase
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Janki in favour of the 1st and 2nd

defendants was, ash© put it, null and void under

this section and could not operate to pre*

vent Jokhan claiming redemption of the

entire property. Accordingly the Subordinate

Judge allowed redemption of the entire dr-

annas share upon payment of the principal

sura of Rs. 50 plus Rs. 45 by way of interest.

He refused to allow any post diem interest.

In appeal here two points are taken on

behalf of the mortgagee appellants It is

said in the first place that the Subordinate

Judge ought only to have allowed redemp-

tion of a 2-annas share and further that

post diem interest ought to have been allowed.

So far as section 52 of the Transfer of

Property Aot is concerned, I think the

Court was wrong in applying it in the present

case. By the last clause of section 60 of the

Transfer of Property Act it is provided

that “nothing in the section shall entitle a

person interested in a share only of the mort-

gaged property to redeem his own share only

on payment of a proportionate part of the

amount remaining dus on the mirtgig-*, ex-

cept where a mortgagee, or if there are

more mortgagees than, one, all such mort-

gagees, has or have aoqaired, in whole or in

part, the share of the mortgagor.”

It is clear that in a case like the present the

right of the owner of a portion of the mort-

gaged property to redeem the whole is not

absolute. The right of redemption depends
upon the will of the mortgagee. He can
insist upon the mortgagor’s seeking redemp-
tion of the entire mortgage, but if he
acquires any portion of the mortgaged estate,

he can in that ca*e insist that the plaintiff

shall not be allowed to red-em mare than
his own share of the mortgaged estate.

Consequently, although, as in the present
case, the mortgagee may acquire a portion of

the equity of redemption pending the suit, it

cannot be said that by taking a transfer lie

affects the right of the plaintiff under the
deoree or order whioh may be mule in the
suit. In other words, the right of the plaintiff

not being absolute no case of prejudice
can arise and I can see no reason why the
mortgagee should not. he allowed to take a

transfer of a portion of the mortgagod proper-
ty during the suit, and thou insist upon his

right to confine the plaintiff to a suit for

redemption of his share of tho mortgaged
property only. If the decree of tho lower

Appellate Court be allowed to stand, the

only result will be that the mortgagee will

now be driven to bring a suit for redemp-

tion against the plaintiff-respondent for

the purpose of obtaining possession of a 2-

annas share of the mortgaged property. If

the rights of the parties can be finally set-

tled in one suit, there is no point in driving

either of them to a second suit.

As for the question of interest the decision

of the Subordinate Judge is certainly wrong.

There is nothing in the language of the deed

to show that it was the intention of the

parties that interest should cease to run

as soon as the period of the mortgage had

expired. On the contrary, the reasonable

and proper construction is that both parties

intended that interest should continue to

accrue up to the time of redemption. The
Subordinate Judge seems to think that

the mortgagee was not entitled to olaim

post diem interest, because, if he were,

he would gain an advantage by making
delay in bringing his suit for foreclosure.

The answer to this is that no matter how
long the bringing of the foreclosure suit

is delayed, all that the mortgagee can get

in the event of foreclosure taking plaoe

is the property itself, whatever may be

the amount of the mortgage debt. On
the other hand the plaintiff could easily

have stopped the running of interest by

bringing his suit immediately after the ex-

piration of the period of the mortgage.

The case-law on the subjeot is very dear
and is laid down in a decision of their

Lordships of the Privy Council in Mathura
l)os v. Ra n Natiudar Bahadur (i).

The result is that I allow the appeal.

A fresh deoree will be prepared declaring

the right of the plaintiff Jokhan to redeem
2 annas share of the property upon pay-

ment of one half of the mortgage debt.

Interest at tho contract rate will be allowed

no till the date fixed for payment. The
ollioe will prepare a redemption deoree iu

accordance with t- e terms of Order XXXIV,
rule 7, and a period of six months will be

allowed to the plaintiff for redemption.
In case redemption is not made, the deoree
will order that the plaintiff’s right to redeem
will be barred. As regards costa the
plaintiff will be allowed proportionate costs

(1) 10 A. 30s 23 I A. 1?8; 1 C. W. N. 52i 6
M. L. J. 2U; 7 Snr. 1\ C. J. S3; 0 lad. Doc, (x. c.) 253.
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in the first Court, and defendants N09 . 1 and

2 will have their costs from the plaintiff.

both here and in the Court below.

App al allowed.

CALCUTTA H!Gtf COURT.
Appeals from Appellate Decrees Nos. 775

a**d 623 of 1916.

April 4, 1918

Present:—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

SirSyed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

In No. 775 of i 910.

Moonshi SHAHED BAK.SH Plaintiff

, — Appellant

v> rsus

GOLAM NABI KHONDOKAR and oraEtts

u—

D

efendants—Respondents.

In No. 823 of 1916

Moonshi SHAHED BAKSH— Defendant

— Appellant

versus

GOLAM NABI KHONDOFC^R-
—Respondent

Muhammadan Law —Religious office ,

validity of—Public policu-

A religious office such as that of a

mutwalli is not capable of bsing mortgaged The

transfer of such an office is opposed not only to the

Muhammadan Law but also to public pol ; cy.

Appeals against the decrees of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, 1st Court, Burdwan, dated

the 23rd of December 1915, affirming those

of the Munsif, Additional Court at Kilna,

dated the 23rd of December 1914.

Mr. K. Ahmel and Babu Sarat Caandra

Mukherjee ,
for the Appellant.

Babu Bhudhor Haidar
,
for the Respond-

ents.

JUDGMENT.
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Mnbamraadan shrine dedicated to a certain

Peer to which the Muhammadans of the Dis-

trict are accustoms! to resort for religious

purpose?; and, for the purposes of the up-

keep of what is called the asthana and

for the suitable performance of the necessary

ceremonies and observances that take place

in the shrine, persons are required to be

employed and their remunerations for the

dunes they perform are met by the persons

who resort to the place, and apparently

the way in which these various khadims

or mutwillis are remunerated is. by allowing

them to appropriate the offerings received

during a particular number of days. An

office like this is not capable of being

mortgaged, whether it is in the Muhammadan

religion, or in any other religion. For the

performance of these public duties, the

officers are remunerated by salaries or other

suitable forms of remuneration and these

offices are not capable of being mortgaged.

In addition to this, in the present case,

there is another difficulty, if the office oiu

be sold or brought t) sale either by voluntary

'deed of sale or uoen biokruptcy or

insolvency, the persen who would take charge

of this shrine mig it not belong to the

Muhammadan religion and might be a person

professing some other religim altogether.

Tnat obviously is opposed not only to the

Muhammadan religion but also to public

policy. I think the learned Judge was

quite right, when he came to the conclusion

that this office was incapable of being trans-

ferred. Tne present appeals, therefore, fail

and must be dismissed with costs.

SiIamsol Huda, J.—I agree.

Appeals dismissed .

Plaintiff

transfer of,

khidim or

FletcjER, J.— These two aopeals are pre-

ferred against the judgment of the learned

Subordinate Judge of Burdwan, dated the

23rd December 1915, affirming the decision

of the Munsif at Kalna. Tne two oases

are these :—In the suit out of which Second

Appeal No. 823 arises, the plaintiff sued for a

declaration that a religious office along with

the endowment that went therewith was

not liable to be mortgaged by the person

who had at the time been holding the

office, and, -in the other case, namely, the

suit outof which Second Appeal No. 775 arises,

the plaintiff sought to enforce a mirtgage

that had bean granted by a former holder

of the office, It appears that there is a

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
First Civil Appe »l No. 237 of 1915.

February 15, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Beaman and

Mr Justice Hevton.

TULLA SOBHARAM PANDYA
— Pliintiff— Appellant

versus

Ttfe COLLE 3 L'OR of KAIRA—
DsFE JDtNC — Rs SPO VDENT.

mhiu Livl Rwenu? G>te (Act V of 1S7

;*3 )—A.^ti'h neat of village for non-pigment of

x — liOiramnt, wink:? ciu levy anessnt ;nt from

-fre * qrintee. '

...

Villas vvas sattled by the Geverameit w.th
« « i j
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the village. Subsequently, the village was attached

under section 144- of the Bombay Land Revenue

Code for non-payment of th e jama and an assess-

ment was levied under section 160 of the Code.

The plaintiffs, who held lands rent-free under the

taluhlar, contended that (hey were not liable to pay

the assessment:

Held, that the fact that the plaintiffs held lands

reut-freo from the taluhlar did not affect the right

of Government to assess the lands, inasmuch as the

talukdar had no power to free any lands from liability

to pav assessment to the Government, [p. 120, col. 1;

p. 121, col. 1.]

First appeal from the decision of the

District Judge, Ahmedabad, in Suit No.

64 of 1914.

The appeal was heard on the 14th Decem-

ber 1916 by Sir Basil Scott, Kt., Chief Justice,

and Mr. Justice Heaton, when their Lord-

ships remanded oertain issues to the trial

Court by the following

JUDGMENT.—The question raised in

this and the cogn\te suits are of con-

siderable importance, and they have been

disposed of by the learned Judge without

any evidenoe being reoorded, although the

pleadings indicate that the parties are

at issue on various questions of faot. We
are of opinion that it is essential to the

right deoision of the suit up the merits

that certain issues of faot should be gone
into after evidenoe has been reoorded. We,
therefore, frame with the assistanoe of the

Pleaders of the parties the following issues

and refer the same for trial to the lower

Court, directing that suoh additional evi-

denoe as may be required be taken, and
that the Court should try the issues and
return the evidenoe to this Court with its

findings and reasons before the commence-
ment of the summer vacation ;

—
(L) By whom was the attachment levied,

and under what section or sections of the
Land Revenue Code p

(2) Is the Talukdari Settlement Officer a
duly appointed agent of the Collector withiu
the meaning of sections 144, 159 and 160 of

the Land Revenue Code P

(3) Whether the attachment was levied
on the whole of the village, including the
lands in suit, or on a share of it ? [f

the latter, on what share ?

(4) Whether the Udhad Jama was fixed
on the whole of the village, including the
lands in suit, or on a share of it p If the
latter, on what share?

(51 Whether ihe plaintiffs or their pre-
decessors were not merely grantees of the

lands in suit from the present .Talukdar of

Badalpur or his predecessors ?

(6) If the plaintiffs or their predecessors

were grantees from the Talukdar, whether
the grants to them were prior or subsequent

to the fixing of the lump assessment ?

(7) If the plaintiffs were proved to be

suoh grantees, whether the defendant was
entitled to levy a rate on the lands held

by them sufficient to make up the defioit

in Government revenue as olaimed ?

(8) Whether the plaintiffs were entitled

to any, and if so, what relief ?

The stay order to continue.

After the finding of the District Judge
the appeal was again heard by Beaman and
Heaton, JJ.

Mr. G. N. Thakor, for the Appellants.

Mr. N. K. Mehta
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Heaton, J.—The plaintiffs are land-holders

in the village of Badalpur in the Kaira
District and they sued for an injunction

to restrain the Collector from aoting as he
proposes to do by way of levying assess-

ment from them. The Talukdari Settlement
Office'* gave them notice to this effect

dated the 20th May 1913. Their case is

that they hold their lands rent-free. The
defendant, who originally was the Talukdari
Settlement Officer and who has now been
replaced by the Collector, maintained that

the village of Badalpur had been attaohed
under the powers conferred by section 144
of the Bombay Land Revenue Code and
that in virtue of section 160 of that Code
he had power to levy assessment on the
lands of the plaintiffs. The District Court
deoided the case in favour of the defendant
and the plaintiffs appealed to this Court.
The evidenoe at that stage was so extreme-
ly scanty that eventually this Court found
itself unable to decide the appeal and
remanded eight issues to be determined by
the District Judge. Those issues have been
found on in a stnse adverse to the plaintiffs,

who again appear as appellants in this Court.
The first thing we have to determine

is the nature of the agreement or settle-

ment for this village of Badalpur. It must
have been made in the early part Qf the
last century but there is no document
relating to it, and there are no KahuliyaLs
signed by the Talukdars of the village,
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We have not even an extraot from the

register of Talukdars. There is mention

made of the Mehwasi villages, of whioh

Badalpur is «one, in Government official cor-

respondence, from which extracts are filed;

of the years 1821 (Exhibits 37-S); 1822

(Exhibit 39); and 1823 (Exhibit 40).

Then we have~an extraot from a Jamabandi

statement of 1821-22 (Exhibit 41) and

Kalambandi of 1828 (Exhibit 18). We
have also general historical knowledge to

go by. We know that the settlements or

agreements for Mehwasi villages were made

with the Mehwasi Chiefs or Heads of the

villages and were usually made _Jor the

village as a whole in each case and were

not made for any particular lands. The

payment due for each village was annual,

was a fixed lump sum or substantially fixed

in amount (there may be small variations *

from year to year) and was regarded as

jama or land revenue, though based on

the amount of tribute whioh the Chief

formerly paid and not on an estimate of

assessable lands.

The evidence in the case indicates, so

far as it goes, that the settlement or agree-

ment for Badalpur was of the normal kind:

that it was for the whole village and for

a fixed annual payment for whioh the

Mehwasi Chief of the village was respon-

sible. Were it otherwise, there would be

definite evidence of it forthcoming, as is to

be expected where there is a variation from

the normal.

The learned Pleader for the plaintiff-

appellant challenged this conclusion, but the

only evidence or circumstance in the case

on whioh he could base any argument of

value is the Kalambandi, Exhibit 18.

This is a statistical statement pre-

pared by the village authorities in reply

_ to a set of questions sent them by some

Government offioer: the kind of thing that

is usual in a newly acquired territory, where

the Government desires to inform itself of the

condition and resources of the country. It

shows amongst other things that only about

one-sixth part of the land in the village

paid either vaje or veto to the Chief or

* Talukdar; the other five- sixths paid nothing.

This information, though it may be of

great value to the plaintiffs in resisting any

demand the Talukdars might make on

them, has no bearing on the nature of the

settlement or agreement between the Govern-

ment and the Talukdars. The Government

recognised the existing or traditional posi-

tion of the Mehwasi Chiefs provided

they paid the annual jama; it was no part of

the understanding or of the policy of fhe

Government to concern themselves with the

internal arrangements or economy of the

Mehwasi villages. This Kalambandi, there-

fore, is found on examination to be of no value

to the plaintiffs, for it does not give any indi-

cation of a state of affairs in any way incom-

patible with the ordinary type of settlement

or agreement.

The plaintiffs have also argued that they

were the original owners of the village

and certain witnesses depose that the^p is

a tradition in the village to that effect.

It may be that there is such a tradition,

but that it is well founded there is no

reason to suppose and that it has any

bearing on the case is not apparent.

Again, the plaintiff argues that he holds

and always has held his lands rent-free.

That again may be conceded and so

long a.^ the management of the village

remainea with the Talukdar, the plaintiff

could not be called on to pay anything.

But unfortunately the payment of the

jama by the Talukdar became irregular and
the village was attaohed by order of the

Collector made under seotion 144 of the

Bombay Land Revenue Code (Exhibit 49).

Thereafter, seotion 160 of that Code
became applicable. This appears to be

beyond question. Now, section 160 when ap-
plied to a Talukdari village (see. section 33 of

Bombay Act VI of 1888), runs as follows:

“The lands of any village or share of a village

so attaohed shall be unaffected by the acts

of the superior' holder or of any of the

sharers, or by any charges or liabilities

subsisting against such lands, or against

such superior holders or sharers as are

interested therein, so far as 4 the public

revenue is concerned, but without prejudice

in other respects to the rights of individuals;

and the Collector or the agent so appointed

shall be entitled to manage the lands

attaohed, and to receive all rents and

profits accruing therefrom Jo the exclu-

sion of the superior holder or any of

the sharers thereof; until the Collector

restores the said superior holder to the

management thereof.” This leaves it open
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to Government to levy the jama from all

the lands of the village Their powers

uro ample, for section 45 of the Code
expressly recognises the right of Government
to levy assessment on all lands which are

not excepted under the provisions of any
special contract with Government or any
law for the lime being, in force Thero
is neither a special contract nor a l»w
which prohibits (T)vernment in the circurn-

stances of this case from levying an
assessment on the plaintiffs’ lands. This
supplies the answer to a further argument
urged on behalf of the plaintiffs, whioh
is i bat they held their lands absolutely

rent-free, and no one, not even the G )vern-

ment, can lawfully demand assessment from
them. They do not so hold them from
the Government: that is clear, for if they
did, there would be some Sanad or some
record of the maiter. If they hold them
rent-free from the Talukdar, that does not
affect the right of Government to assess
the lands; for the Talukdar has no power to

free any lands from liability to pay assessment
to the Government; only the Government
can do that. •

The same conclusion, that it is lawful
for Government to demand assessment from
the plaintiffs, can be reached by a con-
sideration of section 21 of Bombay Act
VI of 1S3S.

In reality there is no great hardship
involved to the plaintiffs. The Government
will only gather in the agreed jama

, which
must apparently be light if it is distributed
over the village as a whole.

It is unnecessary after this to state in
detail the findings on the issues which
were sent down. That whioh is the most
important is No. 4: “Whether the Udhad
Jama was fixed on the whole of the village
including the lands in suit, or on a share
of it i If the latter, on what share p” t
find that the Udhad Jama wa* fixed on
the whole of the village and as I have
said, it follows from the operation of seotions

14j and 160 of the Bombay Land Revenue
Lode that the Government have the ri^ht
to levy assessment on the lands of the
plaintiffs in this village. Therefore I think that
the decree of the District Judge dismissing
the plaintiffs suit should be maintained
and ttutt this appeal nboald be dismissed

Bbahi.n, J.— I have asked my learned

brother to deliver the judgment of the

Court in this case, because he was

a party to the remand order aud folly

acquainted with the litigation in all its

earlier stages. I have only to add in

agieement with what has just been said

that, in my opinion, there can be no doubt

but that the settlement made in the earlier

part of the nineteenth century was made
with a Rithor Rsjput, whom I will call

the Talukdar, on behalf of the whole village.

Such was the nature generally of all these

settlements. Their object was to maintain

to some extent at any rate the seignorial

rights and privileges of the petty Chieftains

and to recognise them as proprietors of their

respective villages subject only to the

payment of the Udhad Jama. In such

circumstances the Government had no

concern with the internal economy of the

village. Provided that the Talukdar
duly paid the stipulated Udhad Jama, he

might, as far as Government was con-

cerned, gratify his pride or generosity

by granting as rouoh of village land

as be chose rent-free, or upon any
other terms that pleased him, to inferior

holder.-; but such grants could never be

taken ns superseding the paramount obliga-

tion of the village as a whole to pav through
the reoognised Chieftain the jama due
to the Government. That is a pripaary

charge, and, in my opinion, it cannot, upon
any known theory, be found to have been
settled with the Talukdar upon this or

that pieoe of land in the village; but it

is settled with the Talukdar upon the village

as a whole; the pri‘*s, that is to say, at which
he is to be recognised by the Government
as a Chieftain and proprietor of the village.

It is possible that at the time that such
settlements were made the recognised
Talukdar or his predecessor may already
have given away much of the village land
rent-free to privileged classes, such as

Brahmins, Bhats and Charans. That,
however, in my opinion, does not affect

the principle upon which this oase has to

bo decide i. That principle is that, apart
from all other consi lerations and private &
arran .rennets wiihin the village itself, the
village must contribute the agreed jam i to

Government. Otherwise we might have
U)e extreme ease put by the learned Judge
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below of the Government, consenting to

recognise a Chieftain as proprietor of a

village upon p<yment of an annual jama

and the Chieftain then giving away every

inoh of land in the village rent free and

declining to pay Government one rnpee of

the agreed jama. In such a case it is not

to be supposed that Government ought to

or would recognise such alienations. The

Government would then, in ray opinion, be

entitled to say that since the Talukdar

had repudiated his obligations, the village

as a whole, failing anyone coming forward

to represent it, must certainly be made to

pay the Government yama. And that is

in effect what has occurred in the present

case. The Jama has not been paid, and

according <o the K ilambandi a very large

proportion of the village lands have already

been given away and were not in the

Talukdar’s own estimate liable to con-

tribute to tbe lama. That, however, was

a matter with which Government, as

far as I ' can see, had nothing to do.

As soon ss tbe Talukdar declared himself

unable to keep his treaty obligations, the

Government, in my opinion, bad a perfect

right to put in force the provisions of

sections 144 and ItO of the Bombay
Land Revenue Code for the single

purpose of obtaining from the village the

amount of 'jama which was due from it.

Such a mode of contribution would not

press nearly a9 heavily upon these inferior

holders of rent-free Ipnde as would the

resumption of the village and the levy of

assessment after /making revenue survey,

and it is quite clear that one or the other

of these modes would have to be adopted. It

cannot be seriously, I tbii.k, argued that

Government intended to make free presents

of these villages to anyone to whom the

Talnkdais in a fit of generosity might grant

the whole of their lands rent-free. It i9 upon

this principle, I think, that this and all cog-

nate cases must be decided.

I am in entire concurrence with .the

judgment of my learned brother and the

decree he proposes to make.

We treat this and the other six appeals, viz..

First Appeals Nos. 233, 234, 235, 233, 238

and 2 59 of 1915, as consolidated for the pur-

pose of costs, and dismiss them with costs, one

8§t of oqsts payable by all the appellants.

Appeal dismissed..

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
Seconu Civil Appeal No. Ill of 1916.

1 ecember 17, 191 7.

Present :—Sir Daniel Twomey, Kt
,
Chief

Judge, and Mr. Justice Ormond.

KYA ZAN—Appellant
versus

TUN GYAW anp O'ikpps- Rfspondfnts.

Mortgage— Money- decree for mortgage amount

against heirs of mortgagor paid off by one heir, effect of

— Charge, redemption of.

A money-decree for the amount of a mortgage,

debt obtained against the heirs of the tnoitgagor

was paid off by one of the heirs, the first defendant,

who-remained in possession of the mortgaged p»o-

perty with the consent, of tho other heirs Subse-

quently hi- creditors obtained decrees against him

and attached this property and sold it in execution.

One of the other heiis of the mortgagor then sued to

redeem the property impleading hie co-heirs and

the auction-pu 1 chasers as parties to the suit:

Held, (
1* that the transaction between the first

defendant and his co-heirs amounted to a joint

charge given by the latter to the former on their

joint undivided share of the property in respect of

the amount of their share in the debt, and that the

plaintiff being one of the co-heiis on whose behalf

flie joint chaige was made was entiiled to redeem it;

[p .122, col. \] . . .

y t that the charge was not an interest in the

land, and that, therefore, all that the auction-pur-

chasers obtained by their
|
urchasc was the share of

the 1st defendant in tho mortgaged property, [p. 122,

col l.j

Mr. Naidu, for the Appellant.

Mr. Halhar, for the Respondents, /
JUDGMENT.— The plaintiff sues to re-

deem certainjand on payment of Bs. 5C0.

Tie plaintiff and the defendants No. 4, 5 and

6 are the surviving heirs of their deceas-

ed widowed mother Ma Si Li, who- had

mortgaged tbe land to one Maung Te.

Maung Te obtained a money decree against

Ma Si Li’s heirs for the amount of the

mortgage debt. The 1st defendant. Tun
Gyaw, paid off that debt and with the

consent of the heirs remained in possession

of the lard. Subsequently Tun Gyaw’s

creditors obtained decreed against him and

attached this land and sold it in execution.

Maung Myo, 2nd defendant, is the auction-

purchaser ar.d the 3rd defendant is appa-

rently purchaser from Maung Myo. The

Divisional Judge dismissed the suit on tbe

ground that the plaintiff bad not shown

that R*. 550 was the amount of the charge.

Mr. Naidu for the plaintiff appellant con-

te; ds that if Tun Gyaw was not a mortgagee

he had a charge on the land which the

plaintiff is eptitled tp redeem. Tun Gyaw
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wfiq the son in-law of Ma Si Li and at that

time was apparently entitled to a share

a, a coheir through his deceased wife.

Tun Gyaw was clearly not a mortgagee.

Th e transaction between Tun Gyaw and

the co-heirs was oral and amounted to a

joint charge given by the other co-heirs

to him on their joint m divided share of

the land in respect of the amount of their

share in the debt. The charge would not

be an interest in the land and, therefore,

did not pass to the 2nd defendant, who

bought 1st defendant’s interest in the land.

All that the 2nd and 3rd defendants

obtained by their respective purchases would

be the share of Tun Gyaw, if any, in

the land and such sharp was not subject

to the charge. The plaintiff being one of

the co-heirs, on whose behalf the joint

charge was made, is entitled to redeem

it he having made the other co heirs

parties to the suit. The plaintiff in his

plaint asks to redeem by a payment of

Rs. 550: he states that Tun Gyaw paid

off the mortgage debt by a payment of

Rs. 550; but he does not admit in his

plaint that Tun Gyaw was in the position

of a co-heir. If Tun Gyaw was entitled

(through his wife) to a share in Ma Si

Li’s estate, he would be liable for a cor-

responding share of the mortgage-debt; and

the charge be would then have would he

the amount he advanced for the benefit

of the other co-heirs when paying o IT the

mortgage debt, i. e., Rs. 550 less his own
share. It must first he ascertained what

share (if any) Tun Gyaw had in this

land, in order to ascertain what the re-

mainder was which formed the subject-

matter of the charge. If Tun Gyaw was

not entitled to any share in Ma Si Li’s

estate, he would have only a charge on

the land (Rs. 550), and the 2nd and 3rd

defendants would have bought nothing. If

Tun Gyaw was entitled to (say) a l/5th

share in Ma Si Li’s estate, the charge

would be Rs. 440 on an undivided 4/otlis

share in the land; and the 2nd and 3rd

defendants would have bought an undivided

1 /5th share in the land. I would set aside

the decree of the Divi ioiml Court and
remand the case under Order X L I, rule 23
to the Distr ct Court to try the foil >\vu,g

is.-ues and to determine the ca^e acccrd-

ingly;

—

(1) What share (if any) had Tun Gyawin

this land?
#

'

(•>) What was the joint share or the oo-

heirs of Ma Si Li, other than Tun Gyaw, in

this land?

(;3) What was the amount of the charge

given to Tun Gyaw by such co-heirs on their

joint share in this land?

The answers to the 2nd and 3rd is.<ues

will depend upon the decision of the 1st

issue.

Upon paying off the amount of the charge

(to be ascertained under issue S), the plaint-

iff will be entitled to a decree for posses-

sion of the undivided share to be ascer-

tained under issue 2. The share to be

ascertained under issue 1 will be the interest

which i he 2nd defendant bought.

Under Order 3XA1V, rule 15, the decree

should direct possession to be given to the

plaintiff of the undivided share (to be

ascertained under 2nd issue) upon his pay-

ing into Court the amount of the charge

(to be ascertained under the 3rd issue), which

amount Tun Gyaw will be at liberty to with-

draw.

Costs throughout will abide tbe final

result, i.e.
t

the plaintiff will receive as

against tbe first three defendants a share

of his oosts in all Courts proportioned to

tbe share of the land of which possession

is ultimately decreed to him.

Pecree set aside
;
Case sent back .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Original Cmt Scit No. 591 of 1918.

July 22, 1918

Present: — Justice Sir A a u tosh Cbaudhnri, Kt.

DEUTSCH AS! ATISC11E BANK—
Plaintiff

versus

HIRALAL lUJRDHAN SONS—
Drfkn hants.

Limitation Act {IX of U 0S\ ss. 9, 15— "Disability"

and “inability" nir>thiinj.< of— Alien n.emv, vifht of,

suspension oj, whether disability—Applicability of s. 9

to alien enemies pi evented Irani saint]— S. 15, inter*
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<prelation of—Royal proclamation
,

effect of— Inter-

pretation of Statutes—Statutes of Limitation.

Section 9 of the Limitation Act applies to, and

makes no exception in favour of, alien enemies who

are prevented from suing in consequence of a

declaration of war [p. 124, col. 1.]

The suspension of an alien enemy’s right to sue is

a “disability” within the meaning of the section.

[p. 123, col. ?.] . .

The word “disability” in section 9 of the Limita-

tion Act means want of legal ability. It is different

from “inability” to sue. [p. 123, col. 2.]

Statutes of Limitation are in their nature strict

and inflexible and are not susceptible of equitable

construction, [p. 124, col. 1.]

The Official Liquidator of a Bank cannot be

looked upon as an agent of the Bank. He is an

officer of the Crown whose rights depend upon the

terms of his appointment, [p .124, col. 2; p 125, col. 1 J

• Section 15 of the Limitation Act relates to

injunctions or orders of Court, and not to royal pro-

clamations which prevent the institution of suits by

alien enemies, [p. 125, col. h]

JUDGMENT.—This is a suit which has

been instituted by the Official Liquidator

on behalf of the plaintiff Bank. The

Bank, whioh is a German Bank, was closed

on or about the 4th August 1914 immedi-

ately upon the declaration of War between

England and Germany. This Liquidator

was appointed on the 22nd December 1914,

but the terms of appointment did not give

him express power to sue. He was Vy

that order authorised “to liquidate the assets ,

which can hardly be said to include the

right to sue, but by an order made on the

1st November 1915 express power was given

to him to sue and this suit was instituted

,
on 9th May 1918. It is based on four

on-demand promissory notes, one dated

4th June 1914, another dated 11th June 1914

and two notes dated 30ih June 1914, and

would, therefore, be barred if the ordinary

rule of 'limitation applied. It is argued

on behalf of the defendant that time began

to run against the plaintiff Bank from

the dates of promissory notes* and that

under seotion 9 of the Limitation Act the

timeliaving onoe begun to run the subsequent

disability or inability of the plaintiff to sue

did not stop it. It is claimed, however,

on behalf of the plaintiff Bank that

inasmuch as the Bank could not sue after

the declaration of war, and also inasmuch
" as the Official Liquidator could not sue

until express power was given to him on

the* 1st November 1915, the period between

4th August 1914 and 1st November 1915

Ought to be allowed tp the plaintiff and

should be exoluded. This raises a novel

point so far as this Court is concerned.

If seotion 9 of the Limitation Act is

applicable to this case, there can be no

question that the suit is barred. The
question is, was there a subsequent dis-

ability” or “inability”, so far as the plaint-

iffs were concerned, to sue ? The expres-

sion “inability” does not occur in the

Limitation Act except in this seotion,

and so far a9 “disability” is concerned

seotion 6 gives certain cases of disability,

but there is no definition of the term.

“Disability” means want of legal ability.

It is different from “inability” to sue,

and I think I ought to accept the inter-

pretation which has been put upon these

terms in Foot no Chunder Ghose v. Sassooyi

(1) and Jivraj v. Babaji (2). It is argued,

however, that an alien’s right to sue is

suspended in consequence of the war and

revives on the restoration of peace, and,

therefore, it cannot be construed as “dis-

ability.” I have very carefully considered

the matter and find on reference to various

oases that the suspension of such right is

looked upon as a “disability”. In the case

of Bobinson Sf Go, v. Mannheim Insurance

Co. (3) the learned Judge refers to the “dis-

ability of an alien enemy to sue” (page 1(50).*

I also find in Torttr v. Rreudenberg • (4)

that the expression “disability” is used in

connection with an alien enemy’s right to

sue. In De Wahl v. Braune (5) Martin,

B. speaks of an alien enemy being under

“disabilities.” In some other oases the

expression personal disability to sue is

used. It, therefore, appears to me that

the suspension of the right comes within the

meaning of the expression disability”. In.

Janson v. Briefontein Consolidated Mines

Ltd. (6) Lord L)avey speaks of the plainfc-

jff’g “inability” to sue, but it makes no

difference whether it is disability” or

“inability” as seotion 9 covers both. If

(1) 25 C. 4Q6; 2 C. W. N. 269; 13 Tnd. Dec. (n. s.)

329 (F. B ).

(2) 29 B. 68.
‘

(3) (1915) 1 K. B. 155; 84 L. J. K. B. 238.

(4) (1915) 1 K. B. 873; 84 L. J. K. B. 1001.

(5) (1856) 25 L. J. Ex. 343; 1 H. & N. 178; 108 R.

r 508- 156 E.R. H66.

(6) 1902) A. C. 484; 71 L. J. K. B. 857, 87 L. T.

372; 51 W. R. 142; 7 Com. Cas. 268; 18 T. L. R 796.

*Pa«-e of (1915) 1 K. B.—Ed.
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cheated upon the ground that the Courtsthat is so, I am eon-trained to hold that

section 9 does apply to a case of this

character. Statutes of Limitation are in

their nature strict and ii flexible and as

early as Lhchiuee Bukt-h Ray v - Rnnje.et

Ram Panday (7) the Privy Council held

that, it was not susceptible, of equitable

construction. In the case of Mohnmmud
Buhadoor Khan v. Collector of Bareilly (8)

a question came up relating to Act IX

of 1859 in respect of limitation afTec'ing

claims against the property of rebels for-

feited to the Crown. The Privy Council

held that the Limitation Act could not be

construed as implying any saving with

regard to persons under disabilities. It

was argued that a saving with regard to

persons under disabilities must be taken

to be by equitable construction implied

in the clause which came up for c instruc-

tion. Their Lordships thought it impos-

sible that any Court could add to the

Staiute that which the Legislature had

not done. It was also argued in that

ea c e that the disabilities referred to in

the General Limitation Aot XIV of 1859

ought to be understood as being incor-

porated in Act IX of 1859, but their

Lordships also held against such contention.

The result is that section 9 must be

construed according to its plain meaning
and I cannot either add to it or substitute

anything for it. The section, when it was
enacted, did not apparently contemplate a

case of this character. If it is a case of

omission I cannot supply it, it is for the

Legislature. 1 can only construe the Statute

as it stands. It makes no exception in the

case of alie* enemies. In America, how-
ever, in some of the State Courts and
in the United States Courts an important
exception to the rule appears to have
been adopted, which although not
within the letter is said to be within the
spirit of the Statutes of the several States

and their saving clauses, namely, that the
Statute of Limitations does not run during
a period of oivil war as to matters in

controversy between citizens of the oppos-
ing belligerents. This exception is pre-

(?) 20 W. R. 375; 13 B L. It. 177; 2 8nth. P. C.
J m.

(8) 21 W. It 318; 13 B. L. It 392; 1 I. A.. 1(37; 3
Bar. P. C. J. 363,

are not opau to belligerents. In some

cases cited in Wood on Limitation a dis-

ability” happening by inevitable necessity

appears to have been recognised as con-

stituting an exception to the^Statate of

Limitations though not specified therein,

but it also appears that the rule is not

allowed to extend beyond necessity arising

from war or death (Wood on Limitation,

Vol. II, page 1136, 4th Edition, note to section

242). In the case of De Wahl v. Braune (5)

[(1856) 25 L. J. Excb. 343] Lord Bramwell
was of opinion that the Statute would run

even when there was disability on account of

war in the case of an alien enemy. No doubt

the observation is obiter and in another

report of the same case l II. A N. 178 (5)

the passage does not appear, but there ia

no reason to doubt the correctness of the

report which contains the passage, and al-

though a great many years have elapsed since

then, no different view appears to lave

been taken by any Court in England.

Some text-writers have adopted that view
and some others have taken a different

view but it is unnecessary to refer to

them. My attention was also called to

an article in the Law Quarterly Review,
Vol. XX, page lo8169, based upon some
American cases which I have not had the

opportunity of considering, in Bedford
v. I Wide (9) it was held that though the

Court was shut up in time of war so

that no original causes could be sued out,

the S'atute of Limitations continued to run.

I find that case was cited by the Madras
Court in support of its decision in Kam •

bm yani Javaji Subbarajuln Nnyant'varu v.

Uddtghiri Venkataraya Chetty (lUL Even
before Beckford v. Wade (9* the same was
held. Seo Frideon.r v. ITcMer (11) aDd
Bynions case (1667) cited in Hall v. Wybourn
(12). 1 come to the conclusion that the
time sought to be excluded cannot be
allowed under the Aot as it at- present
stands, and, therefore, the suit must be held
barred.

The Ollioial Liquidator cannot be looked
upon as an agent of the plaintiff Bauk.

(91 0*95) 17 Vos. Jnn. 87; 84 K. R.34; 11 R. R.
20

(
1 0 • 2 M II 0. R. VOS.

(11) (Ititil. I lev 3:. S3 K R. 282.
(12) (1689) 2 Salk- 420; 91 K. i\. 36$,
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He is an officer of the Crown whose rights

depend upon the terms of his appointment.

His right to sue is not derived from the

Bank. No explanation has been given

why the suit could not have been institut-

ed within time. He was appointed long

before the suit was barred. There is no

explanation of the extraordinary delay. I

think the suit must be dismissed with

costa as of a motion including the defendant’s

oosts of entering appearance.

Section 15 of the Limitation Act was

mentioned as saving limitation in this

case, but it did not appear to me to be

strongly, relied upon. It relates to injunc-

tions or orders of Court., not royal pro-

clamations. No doubt declaration of war

prevented commercial intercourse between

the parties but it can hardly be treated

as oovered by the section. Possession of

the plaintiff Bank was taken by the Gov-

ernment. The remedy of the Bank is

suspended but as it will revive when the

-war will end, I think the Statute of

Limitations should provide for such

oases.

Suit dismissed

,

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Execution of Decree Appeal No. 41 op 1917.

April 22, 1918.

Present'.—Mr. Lind ; ay, J. C.

RAM ADHIN—Decree-Holdek
—Appellant

i versus

RAM LOT and another—Judgment-Debtors

HV l
,
that the only decree which could be executed

was the decree ot* the original Court and that limi-

tation for execution of the decree must be taken to

have b^gun to ran from the date of the original

decree, and not from the date of the order dismissing

the appeal from that decree for default. L p. 1<28,

col. 2.j

Appe a l against the order of the District

Judge, Fyzabid, dated the 22nd November

191 7, reversing that of the Subordinate

Judge, Fyzibid, dated the 3rd July I9i7.

The Hin’ble Pandit Gokara • Nath Misra

and Babu Basudei Lai, for the Appellant.

The Hon’ble Syed Wazir Hasan and

Mr. A P. Sen ,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal against

an appellate order of the District Judge

of Fyzabad dismissing an application for

executi >n of decree made by Ram Adhin,

the appellant, on the ground that it was

barred by limitation under the provisions

of section 43 of the Code of Civil Pro-

oedure. It appears that the decree-holder

obtained this decree on the 27th of Sep-

tember 1904 against Matadin, who is now,

represented by the respondents t> this

appeal.
Matadin went in appeal to the Court

of the District Judge. A date was fixed

for hearing of the appeal but the hearing

was adjourned till the 29th of March 1905.

On that date Matadin himself did not appear

in Court. He was, however, represented by a

Pleader. This gentleman informed the Court

that he had received no instructions from

his olieLt and was not in a position to

argue the case on his behalf. The result

was that an order was passed by the

learned District Judge dismissing the

appeal for default. A formal order was

prepared" in the shape of a decree. No

costs were, however, awarded to the respond-

ent in consequence of the dismissal. After

this applications for execution were made

from time to time by the decree holder

and finally we have a fresh application

which was made on the bth of March

—Respondents.
Civil Procedure Code ( Act XIV of 1882), * 2—:

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1S0S», s. 48—'‘Decree,

meaning of—Order dismissing appeal for default ,

whether decree “-Execution of decree— Limitation ,

meaning of. .

- An order dismissing an appeal for default is not

a decree within the meaning of the definition of

that word contained in the C^vil Procedure Code
of 1882. [p. 127, col. 2.]

Where an appeal was dismissed for default under

tfye Civil Procedure Code of 1882;
• - • • «

» •

’ho Court of first insfanoe held that

,

application was within time as the

Inrl of 12 years’ limitation provided

section 48 of the Code of Civil Pro-

ure ran from the 29th of Marob 1905, the

e upon which the iudsrment. debtor’s appeal

| been dismissed for default by the

itriot Judge.
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This order has been reversed in appeal

by the present District Judge* He has

held that limitation ran from the date

of the original decree, namely, the 27th

of Septemher 1904. He has held that

the order of the District Judge dated the

29th of March 1905 was not a deoree;

and that consequently it could not be

contended that limitation ran from that

date on the principle that the deoree of

the Appellate Court is the decree which

has to be executed. The learned Judge

has pointed out quite correctly that under

the definition of the term deoree” con-

tained in the present Code of Civil Pro

oedure an order of dismissal for default

is not a deoree. The question, therefore,

which he had to consider was whether or

not under the language of the former

Code (Act XIV of 1 8S 2 ) the order of the

29th Maroh 1905 was or was not a decree.

He held that it was nol; and in coming to

this conclusion he relied upon the ruling of

their Lordships of the Privy Council reported

in 12 A. Tj. J. Reports at page 024 [ Abdul
Majid v. Jawohir Lal{l)]. This oase is also

reported in Indian Law Reports 36 Allahabad
350.

The case for the decree-holder appellant

here is that the decision of the Court
below is wrong and that the learned Judge
was in error in relying upon the judg-

ment to which 1 have just referred. It is

pointed out that in that oase their Lordships
were dealing with an order passed in ac-

cordance with the Rules of Praotice of the

Privy Council, and it is contended, and
I think rightly, that the judgment in ques-
tion cannot, be deemed to apply directly

to oases which are decided in Courts in

India under a totally different procedure. In
connection with this argument I may refer to

another judgment of their Lordships to bo
found at page 284 of the same volume of the
Allahabad Series [Batuk Nath v. Musammat
Munni Dei (2)]. With regard to the later oase
to which the learned Judge refers, 1 adjourned
the hearing of this appeal for the purpose of

(1) 23 Ind. Cas. G44 ;

K. 395; 18 C. \V. N. 963;

17; (19141 M. W. N. 48;

483; 36 A. 350 (T. C.).

12 A L. J. 624; 16 Horn
19 C. L. J. 6 16; 27 M. U

>; 16 M. L. T. 41; 1 | 4 .

L.

J.

W.

(2)

23 Ind. Cas. 644; 36 A. 284; 18 C. \V. X. 741
12 A. J. J. 596; 19 C. L. J. 574; 16 Bom. b. It. 36i
27M. L. J. 1; 16 M. L. T. 1; 1 I,. W. 729; (1914) M w
N. 437; 41 I. A. 104 (P. C.).

obtaining a certified copy of the order which

was passed by their Lordships of the

Privy Council. It seems clear the judg-

ment in Abdul Majid ~v. Jawahir Lai (l)

was delivered with reference to the special

rules of procedure contained in an Order

of Council dated the 26th of June 1873.

Similarly in an earlier oase reported at

page 284 of the same volume [Batuk Nath

v Musammat Munni Dei (2)] the order

which their Lordships were interpreting

had been passed under another Ordel* in

Council dated the 15th of June 1853.

It seems, therefore, that these judgments

of their Lordships cannot be treated as

direct authority for the proposition that

an order dismissing an appeal for default

under th6 provisions of the old Code of

Civil Procedure (Aot XIV of 1882) is

not a deoree, for, as I have already observed,

their Lordships were not in either of those

cases discussing the provisions of that Code.

It was admitted in the course of argu-

ments that under the provisions of the

old law there was a conflict of decisions

as to whether an order of dismissal for

default was a decree, and I have been

referred by the learned Counsel for the ap-

pellant to a number of decisions on the

point. The learned Counsel for the appel-

lant was not able to refer me to any
authority of this Court which is directly

in point. He cited two oases, namely,
Mohammad Itusain v. Muhammad Yusuf (3)

and liaghunath v. Farkhund Ali (4). In the

former oaso the judgment deals with the

effect of an order passed in a oase where
an appeal was withdrawn. It certainly

was not deoided in that case that such
an order was a decree. On the contrary,

the point under consideration was one of

limitation and the Article of the Schedule
which was being considered wa9 an Article

dealing with a period of limitation running
from the date of a "decree or order.*’

it was observed in the judgment that if

the^ order of the Appellate Oouit was not
a decree”, it was certainly an “order”
finally disposing of the appeal. Similarly
in liaghunath v. Farkliund Ali (4) the
matter for decision was a question of

limitation with reference to the provisions
of Article 179 of the Limitation Aot.

(3) 3 O, U. oO.

(4) 6 O. 0. 143.
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There again it was not decided whether

the order in question was a decree or

merely an order, indeed it was not neces-

sary for the Court to decide * this point.

1 have examined the other cases to whioh

the learned Counsel for the appellant has

referred me. It is obvious that a great

many of them cannot He regarded as

authority for the proposition that under

the Code of 1882 an order dismissing an

appeal for default was a decree. .For

example in the case reported as Beni Rai

v. Ram Lakhan Rat (5) it seems to have
been assumed that an order of an Appellate

Court dismissing an appeal for want of

prosecution was a decree. But the question

whioh was before the Court in that case

was, whether or not the order which the

Appellate Court had passed amounted to

an affirmation of the decree of the Court
of first instance. The discussion arose in

oonneotion with an application for leave

to appeal to His Majesty; and having
regard to the provisior s of the Code of

Civil Procedure relating to this right of

appeal it is clear that an appeal may lie

either from a decree or order. It was
not neoessary, therefore, for the Judges to

decide whether or' not the order they had
before them in that case was a decree. It

certainly was an order. Similarly in another
oase of the Allahabad Court reported as

Muhammad Razi v. Karbalai Bibi (6) it

was assumed that an order declaring an
appeal to have abated was in effect an

- affirmation of the decree of the Court below.
There the question was one of limitation,
and clearly

#the period of limitation ran from
the date of the “order or decree.” It seems
to have been assumed that the order
declaring the appeal to have abated was a
decree.- Oathe other hand the decision of the
Allahabad Court in Pohkar Singh v. Gopal
Singh (7) seems to have assumed that an order
dismissing an appeal for default was not
a decree.

. In the oase reported as

Ramchandra Pandurang tfaik v. Madhav
Pum&hottam Naik (8> it was held by
°ne of the learned Judges that the order
°f an appellate Cour( dismissing an appeal

- f
^5)w A,367

i A. W. N. (1898) 77; 9 Ind. Dec.
v«. 8.; 695,

?
kd. Cas. 473; 32 A. 136; 7 A. L. J. 58.

361; A. W. N. (1892) 30; 7 Iud. Deo.
IN. e.) 599,

(8) 18 B. 23, 8 Ind. Deo. (s. 8.) 493.

in
Cl

for default was a decree under section 2

of Act XIV of 1882. The learned Judge who

delivered this opinion held that such an

order was an adjudication adverse to the

appellant’s right to have his appeal

heard, and decided the appeal. The other

learned Judge who was a party .to the

judgment declined to express any opinion

on this point. This opinion seems to have

been followed in a Full Bench decision of

the Caloutta High Court reported as Radha

Nath Singh v. Gh^ndi Gharan Singh (9).

There being no authority of this Court to

bind me in dealing with this question, I

feel myself at liberty to decide the matter

for myself ’ with reference to the language

whioh , the definition of the term

decree” was expressed in the Code of

1882. That definition read as follows :

—

“Decree means the formal expression, of

an adjudication upon any right claimed or

defence set up in a Civil Court when

suoh adjudication so far as regards the

Court expressing it decides the suit or

appeal.” After much consideration 1 have

come to the conclusion that an order passed

under the former Code by whioh an appeal

was dismissed for default was not a decree

within the meaning of the Code, and in

coming to this conclusion I am fortified by

the opinion of a Bench of the Caloutta

High Court to be found in a recent

judgment reported as Syam Mandat v. Sati

Nath Banerjee (10). At pages 959* and 960*

of the report the learned Judges who delivered

the judgment of the Bench observe as

follows :— . . . ,

“It is indisputable that the original decree

i 3 merged in the appellate decree whether

the latter confirms, amends, or reverses the

original decree, and it is the appellate deoree

alone whioh can be executed; see the author-

ities collected in Abdul Rahiman v.

Maidin Saiba (11) and Chandra Kanta

Bhattacharjee v. Lakshman
.

Ghandra

Ghakravarty (12). But.this doctrine cannot be

Applied where the appeal is dismissed m
default; in suih a case, the appeal fails

for non- prosecution and it cannot appro-

fOl S') C 609 - 7 C. W. 4S6 (F. B.).

[Si/ 38 ind. Cas. 493; 44 C. 954; 24 C L. J. 523; 21

^ B 599 at p. 506; 11 lad. Dec. (n. s.) 915.N.

{Hi 36 Iud Gas.460; 24 G. L. J. 517; 2,1 0. W.

430. ——
*Pago of 44 G.-~Ed,
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would be no

ment of Hie

judgment to

priately bo said that the Court of Appeal

adopts the decree of the primary Court,

This was recognised by hir Barnes Peacock,

C. .1. when in his judgment in the bull

Bench case of Sipr,. Dis G ‘ISS"‘ , ' ~7
Chuniler Seekur hhnttachariee (Id) he

observed that if in the case of an appeal, a

new .judgment of affirmance of the former

decree should be given, then anew lodgment

would have to be executed, but if the

appeal were dismissed for default, there

new judgment, and the judg-

lower Court would b 3 the

be enforced. This view was

adopted by a Full Bench of the Madras

High Court in Virasamy Mndah v. Manom.

many Ammal (14> and has now been accepted

bv the Legislature in the definition of the

terra ‘decree’ in section 2(2) of the Code

of Civil Procedure of 1908. which expressly

provides that any order of dismissal for

default is not a decree In our opinion

it is fairly clear that when an appeal

against an original decree has been dismissed

for default, the order of dismissal is not

a decree, that there is consequently neither

in form nor ir. substance an appellate

decree wherein the original decree may

be deemed to become merged and that the

original decree is thus the decree to be

executed, notwithstanding the dismissal of

the appeal for default.

The reasoning of the the learned Judge

appears to me to he unanswerable and it

is supported by the observations of their

Lordships of the Privy Council in the case

to which the learned Judge of the Court

below has referred. At page 353 of the

report (I. L. R. 36 All 350) (1) we

have the following observations which the

lower Appellate Court has reproduced in

its judgment: -“The order dismissing the

appeal for want of prosecution did not

deal judicially with the matter of the

suit and could in no sense he regarded as

an order adopting or confirming the decision

appealed from.”

These observations are very pertinent to

the case in hand, and although 1 have

recorded my opinion that this judgment

of their Lordships is no direct authority

(13) 7 W. R. 5*1; li. L. R. Sup. Vol. 7 16, 2 Imt.

Jur. (N. s ) 24S.

(14) 4 M. II. C. R. 32 at p. 30.

tl9l8

on the interpretation of the language of

Ac f XIV of 1862, the remarks I have

just referred to are of great importance, inas- •

much as they lay down a definite principle

upon the basis of which it is possible to de-

termine whether a particular order amounts

or does not amount to a deoree. It seems to

me, in view of this language, that the Jeoision

of one of the Judges of the Bombay Court

referred to in Rarnrhandra f'andurang N >ik

\. Madhav FurushtMam Naik (8) and the

opinion expressed by the Judges of the

Calcutta Court in RaJha Nath Singh v.

Chundi Charan Singh (9) can no longer be •

regarded as setting forth a correct exposition

of the law.

I hold, therefore, that in the present

case the order of the Appellate Court dated

the 29th of March 1905 did .not amount

to a decree, and that consequently the

only deoree which was capable of execution

was the decree of the Court of first

instance passed on the 27th of September

190 L Consequently the fresh application

for execution, which was made on the 6th

of March 1917, was beyond the period of

12 years allowed by section IS of the Code

of Civil Procedure.

The learned Advocate for the appellant

invited me, in case 1 decide against his

contention upon this question of law, to

send the case back to the Court below for

the decision of an issue as to whether the

judgment debtor had b*en guilty of force

or fraud in the matter of resisting the

previous proceedings taken iu execution of

deoree. I am unable to yield to this

invitation, the fact being that the decree-

holder never set up any plea either of

force or fraud for the purpose of having

the period of limitation extended, lie took

his stand upon the view that limitation for his

application began to run from the date of the

order in appeal. Having failed in that

contention l cannot now allow him to fall

back upon a ground which was never raised

before.

The remit is that the appeal fails and is

dismissed with costs,

Appeal dism issed.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Original Civil No. 28 of 1917.

July 4,1917.
Present :— Sir Lancelot Sanderson, Kt.,

Chief Justice, and Justice Sir John
Woodroffe, Kt.

UPBNDRA NARAIN ROY—Defendant
No. 1—Appellant

versus

JANAK1 NATH ROY and others

Plaintiffs—Respondents.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of

'
908J, O. If, r. 2,

0. VI, r. 17—Amendment of plaint
,
when to he allowed

—Relinquishment of claim
,

what amounts to—

•

Letters Patent (Cal.), cl. 15

—

Order granting or

refusing amendment, whether judgment— Costs—Dis-

cretion of Couit—Appellate Court
,
interference by.

On an application for amendment of a plaint

the trial Court, without deciding anything, made
the order f<*r amendment subject to any contentions

which the defendants might raifee in answer to the

claim as amended:
Held, that ft would have been better and more

regular if the question of the right to amend had
been determined before the order was made or, if

this would.have involved a lengthy enquiry covering
the same ground as the evidence in the suit, if the

hearing of the application to amend had been
adjourned to the hearing of the suit and determined
on the evidence then taken, [p. 130, col. 1.]

Order II, rule 2, Civil Procedure Code, refers to a
case where there has been a suit in which there has
been an omission to sue in respect of a portion of

a claim, and a decree has been made in that suit.

Tn such a case a second suit in respect of the portion
so omitted is barred. But the rule does not apply to

the amendment of a plaint by the addition of a
claim which has been omitted in the plaint as

originally filed, [p. 130, col. 2; p. 131, col. 1.]

Where a person knowing of the facts before the
institution of a suit omits to make a particular
claim by an oversight and the suit is carried to
a decision without any amendment, Order II, rule 2,

Code of Civil Procedure, prevents him from suing
subsequently in respect of the claim so omitted, and
it is no answer on his part to say that such omission
was due to a mere mistake and was not actuated by
any fraudulent or dishonest motive. But these
principles do not apply where he makes an applica-
tion for amendment before decree for the purpose
°f including the claim which was omitted through
0V

SJ
aight

- Cp- 131, col. 1.]
6 ^our^ being desirous of getting at the true facts

T. .

aH°w an amendment subject to three general con-
ditions; (a) Bona fide

s

on the part of the applicant;
V ) possibility of amendment without such prejudice
0 t'k® other party as cannot be compensated by

costs; (c) where the amendment is not such as to
arn a Buit of one character into a suit of another
GWacter. [p. 131, col. 2/]
An order for costs made by a Court within its

ouevetion ought not to be interfered with by the
Appellate Court, [p. 132, col. 2.]

here the trial Court made the costs of an appli-

—r amendment costs in the cause:
Utld, that as the amendment was opposed by the

: 9

opposite [party, the trial Court was not wrong in

making the order and that it ought not to be inter-

fered with by the Appellate Court, [p- 132, col. 2.1

Ordinarily an order granting or refusing an

amendment would not be a “judgment” within the

meaning of clause 15 of the Letters Patent, [p. 130,

col. 2.]

Appeal from the order of Mr. Justice

(Jhitty, dated 9th March 1917.

Mr. Jackson (with him Mr. I, B. Sen), for

the Appellant.

Mr. C . R. Das (with him Mr. N. Sircar),

for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Woodroffe, J.—The respondents instituted

:his suit on the 9th December 1916 against

;he defendants for recovery of money due to

them by the first defendant on the mortgage

Df the 1st April 1915. There were a pre-

vious mortgage and a further charge, dated

7th January 1914 and 11th December 1914,

Bxecuted by the same defendant. But these

were not included in the suit. On the 26th

February 1917, the plaintiffs gave notice of

an application for amendment of the plaint.

The affidavit, which is verified by the plaint-

iffs’ attorney, states that they did not inolude

their claims under the previous mortgage

and charge under the bona fide and errone-

ous impression that this Court had no

jurisdiction to entertain any suit in respeot

of the mortgage and charge as they com-

prised properties outside the local limits

of our jurisdiction. They say they over-

looked one of the provisions of the mort-

gage of the 1st April 1915. It is said

that the defendant, taking advantage of the

omission to inolude these previous claims,

filed a suit in the Court of the Subordinate

Judge at Pabna, praying for a declaration

that the mortgage-debts secured by the

previous mortgage and charge were, unen-

•rcible. The ground there taken is that

obtained under Order II,

Civil Procedure Code; that

in that suit intentionally

in respect of these sums

R,. 1,50,000 and Rs. 90,000, and that

5 plaintiff in that suit was entitled to

declaration that the defendant’s mortgage

>n for these two sums was unenforceable m

The plaintiffs’ application for amendment

this suit is supported by an affidav

.rifled by their attorney, Mr. P. U liar,

the other hand, there is an affidavit of

leave was

lie 2
,

of the

i 6 defendant

nitted to sue
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Kedarnath Sirkar, a gomashfa and law agent

of the defendant. He alleges that the prior

mortgage and charge were not included design-

edly and with dishonest motives and not under

error as alleged. His affidavit is supported by

his master. These allegations are denied

in the affidavit of Rai Bahadur Janaki

Nath Roy, who explains how these claims

were omitted.

The matter oame before Chitty, J,

who thought it was not possible or con-

venient to decide the issue of fact

raised at that stage. He, however, without

deciding anything, made the amendment

subject to any contention which the several

defendants might raise in answer to tho

claim as amended. The learned Judge

said that he did not see how the defend-

ants would be prejudiced by the amend-

ment being allowed instead of having a

lengthy enquiry and a practical decision

of the suit in a chamber application. I

think it would have been better and more

regular that the question of the right to

amendment should have been determined

before tbe order was made, or, if this

would have involved a lengthy enquiry

covering the same ground as the evidence

in the suit, that the hearing of the appli-

cation to amend should have been adjourn-

ed to the hearing of the suit and deter-

mined on the evidence then taken. Objec-

tion has accordingly been taken by Mr.

Jaokson for the appellant on the ground

that an order should not have been made
without first determining the plaintiffs’

right to it. How, he asks, can the Court
make an order for amendment subject to

the right of tbe party to object that it

ought to have been allowed? The respond-

ents’ Counsel also states that he was
desirous of and asked the Court to hear
the application on the faots. In support,
however, of the course whioh the learned

Judge took, it must be noted that the
Court minutes show that Mr. Chakravarti,
who appeared for the appellant in the
lower Court, said that as long as his

rights were safeguarded and it was under-
stood that his contention was that the
omission to sue was not a mistake but
was done advisedly, be had no objection.
The matter is, however, not of import-

ance, as I have oome to the oonolusion

00 the facts that the order made was

justified.

It has been obieoted in tbe first instance

that no appeal lies. No case has been

cited in support of tbe appeal. Ordinarily

an order granting or refusing amendment
would not be a judgment.” Such an

order does not determine the rights of the

parties but only a matter of procedure,

namely, whether a right may be put for-

ward for determination. Here the Court has

held that it may. If the Court were wrong,

the order would be subject to appeal in tbe

appeal against tbe final decree. But here tbe

question is complicated by tbe faot of the

Pabna suit. It is contended for the appellant

that tbe order made dees not reserve the

alleged right of the appellant in that

Pabna suit and that the rights of the

appellant in that suit are affected, and, to

use the words of Counsel, ‘ his basis in tbe

Pabna suit i9 gone.” It is argued that

when that suit was instituted, the respond-

ents had not inoluded their previous

mortgage and charge in tbe plaint in this

Court and that if the matters had continued

as they originally were, the appellant would

have got the declaration he sought. These
chances of success, it is said, are

now spoiled because the respondents have
been allowed to amend in this Court so

a9 to include claims, the omission of which
was made the basis of the Pabna suit.

It is also suggested that the hearing of

tbe Pabna suit might be affected. This
is not possible because tbe Pabna suit was
instituted before the amendment, and if

there were any difficulty in tbe two suits

being concurrently beard (on tbe assump-
tion that they covered the same ground),
it would be tbe Calcutta suit as amended,
and not tbe Pabna suit, which might be

affected. As regards the other point it

has more ingenuity than substanoe. It

proceeds on tbe erroneous assumption that

the amendment was prohibited by Order
II, rule 2. This rule does not touch tbe
matter before us. It refers to a case where
there has been a suit in which there has been
an omission to sue in respect of portion
of a claim, and a decree has been made
in that suit. In that case a second suit

in respect of tbe portion so omitted is

barred. That is not the case here. In tbe
present case tbe suit has not been heard
hut. a claim has been omitted by, it is
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said, inadvertence. To hold that in such

case an amendment should not be allowed

wonld be to hold something which the

rule does not say and which would be

absurd. The rule says: “he shall not after-

wards sue,” that is, it assumes that there

has been a suit carried to a decision,

and a subsequent suit. It does not apply

to amendment* where there has been only

one suit. As the plaintiff had in law a

right to apply for an amendment before

the conclusion of his suit, it cannot be

said that any rights of the appellant in

the Pabna suit are affected. Such a con-

tention is based on the erroneous assump-

tion that nothing could be done by way
of amendment of the Calcutta suit to

remove the objection that the claims on the

previous mortgage or charge were not sus-

tainable. A case would fall within Order

IT, rule 2, only if a plaintiff fails to apply

for amendment r

before decree, and then

brings another suit. The plaintiffs are not

doing that but asking for amendment in

t the one and only suit they have brought.

This is, therefore,, not a case in which the

-amendment either affeots rights accrued to

the other party, or otherwise prejudices Kim.

It ,bas 'doubtless been held that where

a person knows of the facts before the

institution of the suit and omits to make
a particular olaim by an nversight, it is

no answer to say that such omission was
due to. mere mistake, and was not actuat-

ed by any fraudulent or dishonest motive.

If the words of a law are dear and posi-

tive, they cannot be controlled by any con-

sideration of the motives of the party to

whom it is to be applied, nor limited by
what the Judges who apply it may suppose
to have been the reasons for enacting .it :

Moonshee Buzloor Ruheem v. Shumsonnissa
Begum (1), Buhvunt Singh v. Chittan Singh

(2), Ganes Chandra Ghowdhry v. Rom
Kumar Ghowdhry (3) and Sped Abdulla

v. Burkishen Singh (4). But these obser-

vations apply only where there has
been a suit and a decree and a subsequent
suit in whioh such mistake is pleaded, and
not to such a case as is before us. It

has been argued that the bar under Order

...
W 11 M. I. A. 651 at p. 605: 8 W. R P- c - 3 ?

2

J* 69
i 2 Bar. P. C. J. 259; 20 E. R. 208.

(2) 3 N. W. P. H. C. R. 27.
3

I
1 ' R * A * C *

°65
l 12 W, R * 79 ’W 2 0. L. J. 490.

II, rule 2, exists not because a point has

been decided but because it should and

would hav6 been decided if the plaintiff

had put it forward. This is quite true,

but is not to the point. The observation

assumes that there has been a suit and

a decree in which the point omitted might

have been considered and determined. In

fhe present case we are now in only a

preliminary stage of a suit in whioh no

decree has been made and there has been

no anterior suit.

As regards the power of amendment,

the Code says:—“The Court may at any

stage of the proceedings allow either party

to alter or amend his pleadings in such

manner and on such terms as may be just,

and all such amendments shall be made

as may be necessary for the purpose of

determining the real questions in controversy

between the parties.”

The Court being desirous of getting at

the true facts will allow an amendment

subject to three general conditions : Bona

fides on the part of the applicant ;
pos-

sibility of amendment without such pre-

judice to the other party as cannot be

compensated by costs (such as prejudice

to rights accrued), and subject to this that

the amendment is not such as to
.

turn

a suit of one character into a suit of

another character. This statement is not

made as being exhaustive but as embody*

ing what are perhaps the three chief con-

ditions on which amendment may be allow-

ed So it has been held that :—Where a

party who has an honest case has, either

through ignorance [see Mukhoda Soondury

Dasi v Rom Churn Knrmokar (5) and Krisk-

nan v. Wamnaji (6)], bona fide mistake

or some misapprehension, not placed the

real facts before the Court [see Bhyro

J)utt v. Musammat Lekhranee Kooer (7) and

Lakshmibai v. Sari (8)1, or bag

misoonoeived his cause of action and form

of suit [Bagho Parashram v. Ttthnu Gomnd

(9), Shyam Chand Koondoo v. Land Mort-

gage Bank of India, Ld. (10), and Knsknaji

(51 8 C. 871 at p. 875; 11 C. L. E. 194; 7 Ind. Jur.

32; 4 Ind Dec. tN. s.) 562.

(6) 18 B. 144; 9 Ind. Doc. (n. s.) 604.

(7) 16W. R. 123.

(8) 9 B. H. 0. R- 1*

12 0. L. E. 440, 4 Ind. Dec.

(H. s.) 1112.
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Tj tkfhman Rajvadc v. Sitaram Murarrav

Jakhi (11)] he should be allowed to amend,

where this may be done without injustice

to the defendant, and in appeal, parti-

cularly where the objection that the

suit was net maintainable was not

taken in the tirst Court [ Ragho

Parashram v. Vishnu Govind 00 ]. Where,
however, there is reason to think

that an omission to claim was deliberate,

it would, it has been said, generally not

be proper to allow amendment [ Lukhee

Kant Doss Chmvdhry v. Sumeernoddi Tustar

(12)]. In short, the object of a trial

being to get at the rights of the parties,

any amendment which may be required

for that purpose should, subject to well-

known general principles governing this

matter, be allowed, it has been held that

apart from the question of limitation, it is

unjust to a plaintiff to put him to the
great expense of a new suit when a

reasonable amendment, not inconsistent

with his case as it originally stood, might
equally well answer his purpose as

the new suit [Modhe v. Dongre 03)].
Here there is not merely a question
of expense, for if the amendment were
refused it might be that the plaintiffs would
be altogether debarred of their remedy in

respect of the previous mortgage and
further charge, the factum of which is not
denied.

Assuming then but not deciding in favour
of the appellant that there is an appeal,
the grounds put forward to show that the
order appealed fiom is erroneous are in

themselves without substance. The appellant
has asked ns to deal with the faots and
we do so It .may be a matter of doubt
whether there is an appeal or not, hut,
assuming this in favour of the appellant,
his case fails on the faots.

In my opinion there is no sutboient
ground for disbelieving the affidavit verified
by the Attorney that the claims were omitted
by inadvertence. The evidence before ua
does not justify the conclusion that the
omission was deliberate and dishonest, aa
alleged. I may here record the faot that
Mr. Jackson contended that it was not

(11) 5 B. 406; 3 Iiid. Doc. (n. s ) 327
(12) 21 W. R. 20V

; 13 B L. R. 243.

(
,3) 5 l! 100 af !>!• C13

.
(il

»i
3 Ind. D.o, (n, s.) 401.

nesessary that be should establish his

olient’s case on this point, and that apart

from it the law prohibited amendment.
In my opinion, and on a full consideration

of the facts and law, l am of opinion

that the amendment made was justiBed.

The appol, therefore, fails and is dismissed

with costs

We have been asked to vary Mr. Justice

Chitty’s order in the tirst Court as regards

costs. He made the costs of the applica-

tion for amendment costs in the cause.

This matter, of oourse, was one within

bis discretion, with which I think we
ought not to interfere unless it is shown
that he was dearly wrong. This was
not a case in which the party seeking the

amendment alleged an error on hie part

which was admitted by the other aide

and in which no opposition wa9 made to

the amsndment, in which oase an order

might have been that the party seeking

the amendment should pay costs. In this

oase the opposite party opposed this

application for amendment on the grounds
which have been mentioned in my judg-

ment: and it is not unlikely that for this

reason the learned Judge did not

determine the facts on this point and ordered
the oost3 to he oosts in the cause.

The learned Judge’s order as regards
ensts will stand, and, as I have said, the ap-

peal is dismissed with oosts.

Sanderson, C. J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Appeal ekom Appellate Decree No. 451

of 1917.

July 17, 191S,
Present:—Mr. Justice Hoe and Mr.

Justice Coutts.

MUKHRAM SINGH - Apj kllant
versus

Musammat SADASI KOER—
Respondent.

Limllonl and tenant— Occupancy holding, transfer
of, in favour of znrpcshgidar—La ndlord, right of »y.
entry of—Ejectment.
Where a non-transferable holding is sold to a

zarpeshtndar of the holding, the landlord has
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a right of re-entry even where the zarpeshgi right

of the purchaser had been recognized by the landlord

prior to the sale.

Appeal from a decision of the Subordinate

Judge, Chapra.
Messrs. Nirsu Narain Sinha

,
Harnarain

Pershad
,
Bajender Pershad and Rai Tribhuban

Nath Sahay% for the Appellant.

Messrs. Fakhruddin and Sambhu Saran ,
for

the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Coutts, J.—This was a suit for ejectment

by the landlords in respect of a certain

holding consisting of two plots measuring one

bigha
% and seven kathas respectively. The

original holder mortgaged the one bigha

plot to the defendants, who have since

been in possession. In 1911 the plaintiff

brought a suit for possession of this one

bigha plot, on the allegation that the

original holder bad left no heir and that

consequently the holding had reverted to

him as landlord. It was found in that case,

however, that the plaintiff had no right of

re-entry in that he had recognised the

zarpeshgi right of the defendants by accept-

ing rent from them and from the zarpeshgidars .

The suit was, therefore, dismissed. Sub-

sequently the defendants purchased the

entire holding from the original holder and
the plaintiff brought this suit for possession

of the holding, on the allegation that the

original holder had abandoned it and that
the plaintiff was entitled to possession. It

is not now denied that there is no custom cf

transferability, Prima facic%
therefore, the

plaintiff has a right of re-entry.
It is contended, however, that the defend-

ants can rely on their original zarpeshgi as

preventing the plaintiff getting possession of

the one bigha plot. This contention, however

,

has no force. What was originally mortgaged
was Ybe tenants’ interest. It has now been
found, however, that the tenants’ interest

18 gone, consequently the mortgage of that

interest is also gone. This is the view which
appears to have been taken by the learned

Subordinate Judge and agreeing with that
view I would dismiss this appeal with costs.

Ros, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed .

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 211 of 1916.

January 7, 1 91S.

Present:— Sir Daniel Twomey,KT.,Chief Judge,

and Mr. Justice Ormond.
SHWE LON AND ANOTHER PLAINTIFF?

— Appellants
versus

HLA GYWE AND ANOTHER DEFENDANTS

—

Respondents.
Transfer of Property Act ( IV of 1882), ss. 54, 59

Contract Act (IX of I872J, s. 202—Mortgage by deposit

of title-deeds—Possession transferred to mortgagee—
Registration ,

whether necessary—Mortgagee,
whether

can be ejected without payment of mortgage debt.

In consideration of a loan advanced by the defend-

ants to the plaintiffs the latter made over certain

lands to the former together with their title-deeds,

the arrangement being that the defendants should

remain in possession of the lands and take the rents

and profits thereof in lieu of interest. Subsequently

the plaintiffs sued for possession of the lands on tho

around that no interest in the lands had passed to

the defendants in the absence of a registered docu-

Ueld , (1) that there was nothing in the Transfer

of Property Act or the Registration Act to require

a registered document for such a transfer of posses-

sion
0

as was effected in this case, inasmuch as

the transaction Avas not ouo of sale or mortgage

requiring such an instrument under sections 54 and

59 of the Transfer of Property Act; LP- 13*» coi *

(2) that the defendants had a charge on the land

and were entitled to retain possession thereof until

the charge was paid off, and in tha meantime to

take the rents and profits in lieu of interest as

arranged at the time when they were put into

^tat'from'another point of view the defendants

mierht be regarded as having received authority from

the plaintiffs to manage the lands and to receive the

rents and profits in lieu of interest, and as such

authority was given to them in consideration of the

loan to ^the plaintiffs, the authority could not bo

terminated under section 202, Indian Contract Act,

until the loan was repaid. |_p. 134, col. z.j

Mr. N. N. Burjcrii,
for the Appellants.

Mr. Higinbctham, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiffs claim to

recover certain paddy lands of winch they

are the original owners and which are now

in the possession of the defendants. I

_laint alleges that ‘ the defendants purport-

ed to claim the said paddy lands by reason

of fraudulent transfer on the 24th Maroh

1909 from the plaintiffs, whwh

the plaintiffs’ knowledge on the 31st May

1915 ” The plaintiffs, admit that they mor -

gaged these lands to a Chetty by deposit-

ing the title-deeds with the Chetty in

1905 and that they afterwards made over

Jhe lands to the Cbetty, agreeing that b«
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should work the lands and pay the land
revenue and keep any surplus of the

produce of the lands. The defendants’
case was that they had paid off

the debt to the Chetty at the plaintiffs’

request, that the promissory notes in favour
of the Chetty were thereupon made over
to the defendants, that the title-deeds of

the lands in suit had also been transfer-

red to the defendants and that the lands
were made over to the defendants with
the plaintiffs’ consent, the arrangement
being that the defendants in succession to
the Chetty should take the rents and profits
of the lands in lieu of interest.

The Distriot Court found that the plaint-
iff had failed to make out his case and
acoepted the defendants’ account of the
manner in which they had become possessed
of the lands. Fhe Divisional Court concur-
red in the findings of the District Court.
It is not suggested that these findings of
fact should be disturbed in second appeal.
The argument of the learned Counsel for
the plaintiff-appellant has been directed only
to the question whether the defendants, being
equitable mortgagees who are in possession
of the mortgaged property with the consent
of the mortgagors, can resist the plaintiffs’ suit
for possession on the ground that no interest
in the lands has passed to the defendants
in the absence of a registered document.

Assuming that a mortgagee by deposit
of title-deeds is not entitled to possession,
it does not follow that when such a mort-
gagee has been put into possession of the
mortgaged property by or with the consent
of the mortgagor he can be required to
give it up before the mortgage-debt is
satisfied. The defendants have a charge
on the land, and are entitled to retain
possession thereof until the charge is paid
off and in the meantime to take the rents

as arranged
at the time when they were put into
possession, This undoubtedly was the in
I.ntion of th.

, f i Zl " !
ting of the defendants into possession in
saoh oiroumstanoes does not give them the
right to retain possession until payment
here must have been an implied promise’

that the plaintiffs would exeoute the legal
documents necessary to give effect to such
intention The defendants would still have
the right to sue for specific performance

of that agreement, and, therefore, under
the authority of the Calcutta case Akbar
Fakir v. Intail Sayal (I), the plaintiffs

would not be entitled to recover posses-

sion

From another point of view the defend-

ants »n\y be regirded as having rejeivei

authority from the plaintiffs to manage
the lands arid to receive the rents and pro-

fits in lieu of interest and as suoh authority

was given to them in consideration of the

loan to the plaintiffs, the authority could

terminated under section 202,

Contract Act, until the loan is

not be

Indian

repaid.

It may be added

in the Transfer of

Registration Aot to

document for such a

that there is nothing

Property Act or the

require a registered

transfer of possession

as was effected in this case, for the trans-

action was not one of sale or mortgage
requiring suoh an instrument under sections

51- and 59 of the Transfer of Property
Act. As the plaintiffs did not sue to re-

deem their mortgage and even denied the

existence of any mortgage to the defendants,
thoy are not entitled to a decree for re-

demption in this suit. On the grounds
stated above, we deoide that the plaintiffs

are not entitled to recover possession of the
lands The appoal is, therefore, dismissed
with costs.

Appeal dismissed,
(1) 20 l ml. Cas. 707.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2851

of 1916.

May 17, 191S.
Present :— Mr. Justice N. R. Cbatterjea and

Justice Sir Shamsul Huda, Kr.
PR AN KRISHNA NATH and othkrs

—

Defendants—Appellants
tetsus

MOHESH CHANDRA CHOUDHURY
and othkrs— Plaintiffs— Respondents.

Landlord and tenant— Kabuliyat firina rent at
certain amount of />«n Idy or in default certain sum
of money—Landlord

, whether can recover price ot
paddy.
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Where a registered patta toy which a tenancy
was created provided that 52 aris of paddy would
he delivered by the tenant every year as rent and
on default of delivery of the paddy fixed the paddy,
or its price Rs. 15 would be realised according to

law with costs and interest:

Held, ,
that under the terms of the patta the land-

lord was not entitled to recover more than Rs. 15
as the price of the paddy in case of its non-delivery.

[p. 136, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, 2nd Court, Chittagong, dated
the 30th of August 1916, modifying that of

the Officiating Munsif, Additional Court at

Fatiya, dated the 14th of January 1916.
FACTS material to the report will appear

from the following judgment of the lower
Appellate Court :

—

This appeal has been preferred by the
plaintiff against the decree in a rent suit,

and the point for determination is what is

the yearly rent payable by the defendant
to the plaintiff.

The tenancy of the rent sued for was
created under the registered patta Exhibit
A of 18th Chaitra, 12 32 M. E., granted to
the defendant’s father, Uataram. Reading
the above patta

t it appears that the inten-
tion was to make over 52 arts of paddy as
yearly rent. In one portion of the patta
there was a stipulation that ih default of

delivery of the paddy fixed the paddy, or
its price Rs. 15, would be realized ac-
cording to law with costs and interest.
The. Court below has held, on the authority
of the decision reported as Afar v. Surja
Kumar Ghose (l), that in default of delivery
of paddy, the plaintiffs can recover rent only
at Rs. 15 per year and that paddy or its

market price in case delivery cannot be had
cannot be recovered. The decisions bearing
on the point are conflicting \_vide Akbar
Ali v. Durga Kripa Sen (2) and Sheik Isaf
V. Gopal Chandra Dey ’(3)]. There cannot,
however, be any doubt that effect should
oe given to the intention of the parties
and that what the intention was must be
gathered in this case from the wording of the
ease Exhibit A. In the heading of Exhibit
A it is stated that paddy rent is payable
at 52 aris and this is followed by a state-
ment of instalments tc the effect :

—
*On the

oth Poush 52 aris of paddy’. Details of

249^
7 Ind * Cas * 813j 12 G - L - J - 6t9j 15 °* W *

8 Cas * g44; 12 C. L. J. 589.w 8 Cm. 896j 12 C. L. J. 593.

the paddy to be delivered are also speci-

fied separately at the foot and there also

the total quantity mentioned is 13 and 39 and

52 arts. In the body of Exhibit A it is

mentioned that the lease is granted in

settlement of bagi paddy as above mentioned,

that is 52 aris of paddy, and that bagi

paddy would be delivered each year as

stated in the schedule, in which the

quantity of paddy to be made over to each

lessor is mentioned 'Jama bagi paddy 52

aris or its price Rs. 15,* and there is a

stipulation to which reference has been

made in the first part of this judgment.

I think the intention was to make over 52

aris of paddy each year and that the main

agreement to make over the above quantity

of paddy as rent in kind is not affected

by the statement as to its price, either in

the margin or in one portion of Exhibit A.

For the above reasons I find that the yearly

rent payable by the defendants is 52 aris

of paddy and that the plaintiffs are en-

titled to recover rents in kind at the

above rate. In case delivery of paddy

cannot be had, the plaintiffs are entitled

to recover its price at the market rate

and that rate is found to be 2 arts per

rupee. It may be added that in the

Record of Rights published in March 1896

the yearly rent payable was mentioned as

52 aris of paddy and its price was men-

tioned as Rs. 13, probably because paddy

sold then at 4 aris per rupee {vide Ex-

hibit 1). It shows that Rs. 15 was not

the yearly rent. The point for determi-

nation is found in favour of the appellant

and it is ordered that the appeal be

allowed, the decree of the Court below be

modified and the plaintiff’s suit be decreed

for recovery of rent in kind at 52 arts of

paddy per year for the years in suit and

damages at 12* Rs., that is for recovery of

234 aris of paddy in all, and costs of both

the Courts and interest at 6 per cent, per

annum. In case delivery of paddy cannot

be bad its prioe -will be recovered at L arts

per rupee, that is, the plaintiff will recover

Rg 117 and oosts of both Courts and in-

terest at 6 per cent, per annum The de-

fendants shall bear their own costs.

Babu Nitish Chandra Lahtn (with him

Babu Viobodh Kumar Das and Apurba

Chandra Mookerjee), for the APPel -

lants.—The plaintifis-landlords brought
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a suit against the defendants (tenants) for

recovery of rent at the rate of 52 aris of

paddy per year, on the strength of a re-

gistered patta. The plaintiffs fixed the
value of the paddy at the then current

market price. The defendants said that in

case of default, they were not bound to pay
the price according to the market rate,

hut according to the price fixed in the
pattahy t.e.y Rs. 15 only.

In the first Court the plea of the defend-
ants was accepted and it was held, on the

basis of the lease and on the authority of

Afar v. Surja Kumar Qhose (1), that the
defendants were liable to pay only ac-

cording to the terms stated in the patta
,

i.e. t Es. 15.

The Subordinate Judge in appaal has
modified the judgment and decree of the
learned Munsif, holding that the author-
ities on the subject are conflicting, e.q.

t

Afar v. Surja Kumar Ghost (1) is at variance
with Sheik Isaf v. Gopal Chandra Dcy (3)
and Akbar Ali v. Durga Kripa Sen (2). He
has also held that the intention of the
parties was to settle 52 aris of paddy as
annual rent and in default the payment
of its price at the current market rate.
Accordingly he has decreed the appeal,
main provision of the lease is “you
pay the aforesaid paddy rent year
year, according to the instalments
tioned below. If you do not pay and keep
it in arrears, you shall not raise any
objection to the realisation of the arrears
(by means of the law in existence and such
laws as may come into foroe) of the said
paddy rent, or in default its price Rs. 15
and the costs of the suit and interest.”

In the schedule of instalments, in the
pattay only 52 aris were mentioned and in
the heading the same fact. But in the
margin the rent annually payable was
E3. 15, that stated in the lease.

My submission is that the lease has
been misconstrued by the lower Appellate
Court. It ought not to have relied upon the
things stated either in the schedule or
heading of the lease without any reference
to the provisions in the body of the lease
wh.ch clearly stipulated the payment of 52

T°r R\

,

)5 in The intention
of the parties to any deed can only 1, 0
gathered by reading the whole lease and notany fragmentary part thereof.

The
shall

after

men

Further, the cases on the subjeofc were
decisive. Nilmadhab Mahapatra v. Ktshab Lai

Mahapalra (4) is the latest case upon the

subject. The presumption of the Record
of Rights has been rebutted by the regis-

tered patta.

Babu Khitish Chandra Sen
t

for the Re-
spondents, argued that the intention of the

parties was to pay 52 aris or the price

thereof at the current market rate, other-

wise much hardship would occur to the

landlord.

Moreover, the Record of Rights showed that

money rent payable was Rs. 13, not Rs. 15.

This shows that Rs. 15 stated in the

patta did not represent the rent payable
but the price of the paddy at the then

market rate. The dominant intention was
to get the paddy as rent and not a cer-

tain sum of money. No doubt the oases

on the point are conflicting, see Akbar
AH v. Durga Kripa Sen (2) and Sheik Isaf V.

Gopal Chandra Dey (3), but eaoh case must
he decided on its own facts and on the

intention of the parties to be gathered from
the instrument.

Babu Nitish Chandra Lahiri briefly re-

plied.

JUDGMENT.— The only question raised

in this appeal is, whether the plaintiff can
claim the price of paddy stipulated to be
paid at the market rate, or only the
price of the paddy as mentioned in the

Kabuliyat.

This turns upon the construction of the

Kabuliyat; and as we construe it, we think
the tenant agreed to pay 52 arts of paddy
and on default to pay Rs. 15 as the prioe
thereof. The prioe of the paddy, therefore,
was fixed by the parties in the dooument.
We are accordingly of opinion that under
the terms of the Kabuliyat the plaintiff

is not entitled to get anything more than
Rs. 15 as the price of the paddy.
The decree of the lower Court must

accordingly be set aside and that of the
first Court restorod. Wo make no order as
to costs.

A ppeal allotted.
(•i) 40 Inch Cns. 819; 2t> C. L. J. 94.
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RAMESHWAR DAYAL V. OUR SAHAI.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Civil Revision No. 192 of 1917.

April 16, 1918.

^ Fresent :—Mr. Lindsay, J. C.

RAMESHWAR DAYAL and another

—

Defendants—Applicants
versus

Q-UR SAHAI— Plaintiff —Opposite
Pakiy.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 190S), s. l£l—
Revival\of suit—Inherent power of Court—Limitation
Act (IXof 190S), Sch. I, Art. 181 — Revival application
•—Limitation

,
commencement of.

During the pendency of a pre-emption suit the
plaintiff lost his title to the property which qualified
him for the exercise of the right of pre-emption,
by virtue of a decree passed against him in another
suit, and he filed an appeal from that decree. The
Court trying the pre-emption suit thereupon dis-

missed it as not maintainable, but remarked in

its judgment that if the plaintiff’s appeal in the
other suit was accepted, he might apply for revival
of the pre-emption suit. The plaintiff won his
appeal and within three years lie applied under
section 151, Civil Procedure Code, to the Court,
which had decided the pre-emption suit, for its

revival. The Court altowed the application:
Held, (J) that the Court had inherent power under

section 151, Civil Procedure Code, to revive the
suit; [p. 138, col. 1.]

(2) that the original order passed by the Court
in the pre-emption suit was not the proper order to

bo passed in the circumstances, and that the proper
course for the Court would have been to stay the
proceedings until the pre-emptor had an opportunity
of getting the decision of the Appellate Court on
the question of title under which he was claiming
pre-emption; [p. 138, col. 1.]

(3) that the application was governed by Article
181, Schedule l of the Limitation Act, and was,
therefore, within time. [p. 138, col. 2.]

Revision against the order of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, Hardoi, dated the 17th
September 1917,
. Babu Budra Dat Singh, for th8 Appli-
cants.

Pandit Harkaran Nath Misra, for the
Opposite Party.

JUDGMENT.— This is an application for

revision of an order passed by the Subordi-
nate Judge of Hardoi on the 17th of

September last. The faots of the case are

somewhat peculiar. It appears that in the
year 1911 the opposite party Gur Sahai
filed a suit for pre-emption in the Court

the Subordinate Judge of Hardoi. The
two applicants in the present case were
defendants in that suit, being the purchasers

-the property sought to be pre-empted.
*be oase came up for trial in the Court

at Hardoi, and one of the issues which
was raised on the pleadings was whether or

not the suit wa3 maintainable.

The plea of the defendants was that Gur
Sahai could not maintain the suit on the

ground that he was not a co-sharer in the

village in which the property was situated.

It seems that Gur Sahai’s claim to be a

co-sharer in this village was based upon
his relationship to one Data Ram, who died

leaving two widows. The last of these

two widows died in the year 1903 and
Gur Sahai who was the nephew of Data
Ram took possession after the death of the

last widow. Then one Nand Kishore came
upon the scene. He brought a suit against

Gur Sihai for possession of this property.

This suit was brought in the year 1910 and
was deoreed in the Court of first instance on

the 3 1st of October 191 1, so that at the time

when this suit for pre-emption was pending

before the Subordinate Judge, the state of

things was that the plaintiff Gur Sahai had

lost his title to the property which' qualified

him for the exercise of the right of pre-

emption. Gar Sahai had filed an appeal

before this Court and that appeal was

pending when the pre emption suit was

decided on the 5th of December 1 9 1 1 . The
Subordinate Judge held that the suit was

not maintainable and the concluding words

of his judgment are as follows:— At this

moment the plaintiff owns no share and he

cannot, therefore, sue for pre emption. If

his appeal is aooepted he may apply for

the revival of this suit, if he is so ad-

vised.” Later on, that is to say, on the

24th of October 1913, Gur Sahai won his

appeal in this Court and the result of the

decree was that his title to the property

was established from the beginning, in

other word-*, it was held that ho was the

rightful heir of 'Data Ram who was entitled

to succeed to possession of this property

after the death of Data Ram’s widows.

Gur Sahai, having obtained this decree in

his favour, might I think very well have

gone at once to the Court of the Sub-

ordinate Judge and applied for revival of

the suit as had been suggested to him.

However, he held back for nearly three

years and it was not till the 15th of

September 1916, that he went to the

Court at Hardoi aud asked for the

old suit to be revived. This application
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purported to be one under section 151 of

the Code of Civil Procedure. The right

of Gur Sahai to make this application was

contested on a variety of grounds. Even-

tually the Subordinate Judge decided that

it was a case for the exercise of the inherent

powers of the Court specified in section

151.

The defendants now come in revision and

the ground is taken that the Subordinate

Judge had no jurisdiction to make this

order. I think that argument cannot be

maintained. It seems clear to me that a

wide power is conferred upon Courts by

section 151, and it has been held by a Bench

of the Allahabad High Court in the case

referred to in the judgment of the Court

below, Bhngwan Dayal v. Param Sukh Bass

(l), that under section 151 the Courts have

inherent power to revive suits. It is dear

enough to me that the order which was

passed by the Subordinate Judge on the

5th of December 1911, by which he

dismissed the plaintiff’s suit, was not the

proper order to be passed in the cir-

cumstances. I do not go the length of

saying that it was an absolutely illegal order,

but clearly in the interests of justice the proper

course was to stay the proceedings until Gur
Sahai had an opportunity of getting the

deoision of this Court on the question of

the title under which he was claiming

pre-emption. However, the Subordinate

Judge did not take that course. He dismiss-

ed the suit, at the same time giving the

plaintiff the assurance that if he won his

oase in the Judioial Commissioner’s Court

he would be entitled to apply for revival.

In the circumstances I think it is not to

be denied that a great injustice would be

caused to Gur Sahai if he were not

allowed to go on with this suit. The only
ground upon which it can be urged that

this relief should be denied to him is that

he has been guilty of great delay in m iking

the application.

There is some force in this argument,
for there is, so far as I can see, no reasonable
explanation of the fact why Gur Sahai
waited from the 24th of Ootober 1913
till the 15th of September 1916 for the
purpose of filing the application to

have the suit revived. On the other hand

(I) 36 Ind. Cas. 366; 39 A. 8; 14 A. L. J. 818.

it would be difficult to say that the applica-

tion wa \ liable to be dismissed on the

ground that it was barred by time, for as

pointed out by the Counsel for the opposite

party an application of his kind would seem

to be governed by Article 1S1 of the Schedule

of the Limitation Act, and so it would appear

that Gur Sahai had three years from the

24th of Ootober 1913 to file the applica-

tion. The application was admittedly filed

within three years from that date.

On the whole 1 have come to the

conclusion that this application should be

dismissed. I think the argument that the

lower Court had no jurisdiction to make

the order cannot be maintained: on the

contrary, I think, there was jurisdiction

under section 151 of the Code.

As regards the other plea, namely, the delay

in the presentation of the application, 1 am
not prepared to say that it was barred

by any Article of the Schedule to the

Limitation Act and I should not feel

justified in interfering with the order of

ihe Court below merely upon the con-

sideration that Gur Sahai was guilty of

delay in moving the Court.

The application fails and is dismissed with

costs,

A pplication d ismissed .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Hole Nisi No. 395 uf 1917.

March 4, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Teanon aud Mr.

Justice Newbould.
Skeik SAMIR

—

Plaintiff — Petitioner

versus

Sheik SYED A LI and others —
Defendants— Opposite Parties.

Contract Act (IX of $.23— Public policy —
Contract to engage dancing boy for a certain price,

whether opposed to public policy.

Tlio plaintiff engaged the sorvieos of a dauoing
ami singing boy for a certain period. IIo next con-

tracted with the defendant that for a monthly pay-
ment of a certain sum the boy should give exhibitions

in accordance wit h arrangements made by the defend-
ant. The defendant employed tho boy for a period
of one month and twenty four days but refused to

make any payment to the plaintiff:

Held, that tho contract between tho plaintiff and
tho defendant, was not contrary to public polioy and
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that the defendant was bound to pay to the plaintiff

at the contract rate.

Rule against the order of the Munsif,
1st Court, Netrakona, exercising powers
of a Court of Small Causes, dated the 23th
August 1917.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Rabu Annoda Gharaii Knrkoon

, for the
Petitioner.—This Rule was obtained on
behalf of the plaintiff in a Small Cause
Court suit. The suit has been dismissed on
the ground that it is based on a contract
to hire a boy for dancing and singing and
that such a contract is not enforceable
because it is illegal and opposed to public
policy. There is not a bit of evidence on
the record to show that the boy in question
was hired for immoral or illegal purposes,
and so the judgment of the Small Cause
Court Judge cannot stand

Ba}pi Biiendra Kumar De, for the Opposite
Party.—The contract is, on the faoe of it,

for some immoral purposes and so having
regard to the provisions of section 23 of the
Indian Contract Act it cannot be enforced
in a Court of Law The evidence on the
record goes to show that boys are treated
as artioles of commerce and they are let on
hire to young men of low morals. If the
object of the contract is immoral and
illegal, the plaintiff cannot get any relief
on the basis of the contract. The Court
below has rightly proceeded upon the view
that the contract is not enforceable because
it is opposed to public policy.
Babu Annoda Charan Karkoon, in reply.

—

When the abject of the contract has not
been proved to be illegal and immoral, the
Lourt below was not right in dismissing the
suit on such a supposition.
JUDGMENT.—This Rule is directed

against an order by which on the 20th of
August 1917 the Munsif of Netrakona,
exercising Small Cause Court powers, dis-
missed a suit brought by the plaintiff-
petitioner.

It. appears that the plaintiff engaged the
services of a “ Ghatu ”, or dancing and

^oy, for a period of 3 months at

.

a month. He next' contracted with
e principal defendant that for one month

or a payment of Rs. 45 the boy should
8ive exhibitions in accordance with arrange-

9 m*de by the defendants. The defend-
8 fact detained the boy for a period

of 1 month and 24 days. After crediting a'

payment of Rs. 6 the plaintiff now sues the
defendants to recover a sum of Rs. 76-8-0
at the agreed rate of Rs. 45 a month.

The Small Cause Court Judge finds all

the facts in favour of the plaintiff, but
dismisses the suit on the ground that the
contract between the plaintiff and the
defendants was contrary to public policy.

In coming to this conclusion he appears to

have been influenced by some suspicion that
the employment of the boy was connected
with immoral practices. But of any such
user there is no evidence. There is further
no suggestion that the engagement with
the defendant or defendants was contrary
to the wishes of either the boy or his

parents. The plaintiff was then in the
position of an impresario, and the contract

having been fulfilled the defendant must
pay the sum he agreed to pay in considera-

tion of the artiste’s services.

The order of the Small Cause Court
Judge is, therefore, set aside, and the plaint-

iff’s claim decreed against both defendants,

with costs in the Court below and the costs

of this Rule; the hearing fee we assess

at one gold mohur.

Order set aside .

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. 186 of 1916.

January 22, 1918.

Present:— Sir Daniel Tworaey, Kt., Chief .

Judge, and Mr. Justice Ormond.

SAN PE AND OTHERS—APPELLANTS
versus

MA SHWE ZEN and others

—

Respondents.
Buddhist Law, Burmese—Succession—Suit by step

-

children for share in property of step-father, maintain-

ability of-Thinthi property —Limitation Act (IX of

1908), Sch. I, Art. 123.

It is only where a step-father dies leaving no

natural issue and no widow surviving him that the

children of his deceased wife by a former husband
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arc entitled to liis property under sections 291 and

295 of the Digest, [p. 141, col. 1.]

According to the ordinary rule for partition

between a step father and step-children, the latter

can, immediately on their mother’s death, claim a

share of the property acquired jointly by their

mother and step-father during their marriage, so

that such a claim, if not made within 12 years of

their mother’s death, would be barred under Article

123 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act. [p. 141,

col. 1.] ...
In respect of their mothers thinthi property,

however, the claim can he made by the step-children

even on the subsequent happening of their step-

father's death. (j>. 141, col. l.j

Mo. Kyaw Moon, for the Appellants.

Mr. J. E. Lambert
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This is a suit for a share

of inheritance brought by the descendants

of one Ma Ke against the widow and two

surviving children of Ma Ke’s second

husband Maung Aung Tha, deoeased. The
relationship of the parties is shown in the

following genealogioal table :

—

Myat / Ma &*’

(1st husband) 1

Ko Hmaw, Myat Min
2nd P. I

Aung Tha
(2nd husband)

f

Ma Tin,

2nd 1).

Ma Shwe '/An

|
(2nd wife), 1st D.

Bn Scin,

3rd D.

r :
Ma Hnin Kin,

3rd P.

r<) Yin.

4th D.

San Pe,

I st P.

The persons whose names are italicized

are dead. Ma Ke by her first husband

Myat U had issue Ko Hmaw, 2nd plaint-

iff, and Myat Min, deceased. Myat Min

leffcthree children surviving him, 1st plaint-

iff San Pe, 3rd plaintiff Ma Hnin Kin

and 4th defendant Po Yin, who was put

in as a defendant because he refused to

join as a plaintiff. Ma Ke’s Grst husband

Myat U died about 25 years before the

suit and after his death Ma Ke married

Aung Tha, by whom she had no issue.

About 20 years before the suit she died

and Aung Tha who survived her married

as a second wife the 1st defendant Ma
Shwe Z in, by whom he had issue Ma Tin,

2nd defendant, and Ba Sein, 3rd defendant.

Aung Tha died in 1914. The suit by tho

descendants of Ma Ke’s first marriage

against Aung Tha’s widow and children

was for a share of (u) the jointly acquir-

ed property of Aung Tha’s marriage with

Ma Ke and (6) the property acquired by

Aung Tha and Ma Shwe Zin during their

marriage. It is not alleged that Ma Ke
or Aung Tha brought any property to

their marriage. A further claim was mida
that Ma Ke’s grandson San Pe, 1st plaint-

iff, had bee^ adopted by Aung Tha and

Ma Ke as their kittimi sou.

The District Court held that the adop-
tion of San Po was not established and,

though one of the grounds of appeal to

this Court is that the District Court's

decision on this point was wrong, the

learned Counsel for the plaintiffsappol*

lants expressly waived this ground at the

hearing.

As regards the remainder of the plaint-

iffs’ claim the Distriot Court found that

tho plaintiffs could not recover any part

of the property jointly acquired by Ma
Ko and Aung Tha during their marriage,
because their suit was barred by limitation
under Article 12 1 of the Limitation Act,

more thin 12 years having elapsed fron
the date of Ma Ke’s death on the oeour-
ence of whioh tho cause of notion arose.

The District Judge further held that there
was no authority for giving the plaintiffs

a share in the property left by Anng
Tha, as Aung Tha left a widow and
children surviving him.

As regards the property acquired b

/

Aung Tha and Ma Sh ve Zin j nntly
there can be no douV* ai to the oorreet
noss of the Distriot Judge’s finding. I
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is only when the surviving step-parent
dies leaving no natural issue and no
widow surviving him that the ohildren of

the step-parent’s deceased wife by a former
husband are entitled to the step parent’s
property under the Digest, sections 29 4

and 295. Thus it is only if Aung Tha
had died without remarrying that the
plaintiffs could have come in as his heirs
under these sections.

as paupers, we further direct the plaintiffs

appellants to pay the Court-fees on the
memorandum of appeal which would have
been paid by the plaintiffs appellants if

they had not been permitted to appeal as
paupers.

Appeal dismissed.

We have to oonsider, however, whether
the District Judge’s deoision is oorreot
also as regards the property brought by
Aung Tha to his marriage with Ma Shwe
Zin. That property would presumably
be, for some part at any rate, property
acquired jointly by him and Ma Ke during
his first marriage. The plaintiffs no doubt
were at liberty to claim a share of this
property at once after Ma Ke’s death,
according to the ordinary rule for partition
between step- father and step- ohildren (see

section 211 of the Digest). They could
have done so at any time within 12 years
from the date of their mother’s death but
they failed to do so. The question is

whether the Burmese law of inheritance
allows them to claim the same or a smaller
share of that property on the subsequent
happening of their step-father’s death.
The texts from Panam

, Pyu and Sonda
in sections 216 and 222 of the Digest
indicate that the step-children can claim,
even at that late stage, their mother’s
property, if any, which was taken by the
step-father to his subsequent marriage.
But according to the Panam text, the
claim could be only in respect of property
which had been brought by the deceased
widow (i.e.

t in this case Ma Ke) to her
second marriage, and the text expressly
re ates only to cases where the step father
as no issue by his subsequent marriage,
inust be held that the texts in sections 216

ftn 222 relate only to the mother’s thinthi
property, if any# As already noted, it is not
0 ailne<* in this case that Ma Ke brought

Th^
8U°k Property to her marriage with Aung

. therefore, find that the suit was

An •
^ dfemissfd and we dismiss the appeal

ooBtfi

18* ai^ 3-d respondents with

; Ag -the appellants were allowed to appeal

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Order No. 56 of

1918.

r Civil Revision No. 46 of 1918.
July 12, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Mullick and Justice

Sir Ali Imam, Kt.

TEJU BHAGAT an d another —
Defendants—Appellants

versus

DEOKI NANDAN PROSAD—
Plaintiff— Respondent.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908^, s. II, O.

XLT, r. 27—Res judicata— Litigating under same title

—Suit for recovery of money on promissory note—
Malicious prosecution— Cause of action—Appeal-
Additional evidence ,

when can be taken—Appellate

Court
,
poicer of.

Plaintiff brought a suit against defendant for

recovery of money on the basis of a promissory

note. The suit was dismissed and the pro-note was

found to be not genuine. Defendant then prosecut-

ed plaintiff for forgery but the plaintiff was acquitted.

He thereupou brought a suit for damages for

malicious prosecution:

Held, that the finding as to the genuineness of the

pro-note in the previous suit was not res judicata in

the suit for malicious prosecution, inasmuch as the

plaintiff was not litigating under the same title in

both the suits, [p. 143, col. 1.]

It is not open to a Court of Appeal to order

additional evidence to be taken except to cure an

inherent defect in the evidence already recorded.

[p. 143, col. l.J
#

Appeal from a deoision of the District

Judge, Patna.
. t

Mr. D. N. SarJcar (with him Messrs. Asghar

and Harihar Prashad Sinha), for the Appel-

^Messrs. P. G. Manuk and Bajendra Frosad,

for the Respondent.
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JUDGMENT.

Mcllick, J.-On the 8th August 1912,

the plaintiff brought a suit upon a hand-

note alleging that defendant No. 2 had

executed that hand-note on behalf of

himself and defendant No. 1. The suit

was dismissed on the 10th March 191 d.

There was then an appeal which met

with a like fate on the 11th July 19)3.

The defendant No. 2 thereupon applied

for sanction to prosecute the plaintiff for

bringing a false suit. Sanction was grant-

ed by the Subordinate Judge on the 13 oh

December 19 i3. There was an appeal

against that order to the District Judge

and a revision application to the High

Court. The order, however, was affirmed,

with the result that the plaintiff was

committed for trial to the Court of Session

on a charge of forgery in respaot of the

hand-note. The plaintiff, however, was

acquitted by the Sessions Court on the

17th September 1914. He thereupon in

1915 instituted a suit against defendants

Nos. 1 and 2 claiming damages for

malicious prosecution. The Subordinate

Judge dismissed the suit. There was then

an appeal to the District Judge who has

remanded it for further evidence.

It appears that in the Court of the

Subordinate Judge the plaintiff applied for

permission to call Mr. Hardless, the hand-

writing expert, to prove that the hand-

note was signed by defendant No. 2.

The Subordinate Judge held that the

question as to the geouii.ei.ess of the

hand -note was res judicata as between the

parties and, therefore, could not be re-opened

in the suit for malicious prosecution. He
accordingly disallowed the prayer for the

examination of Mr. Hardless. There was

another prayer before the District

Judge in regard to an item of evidence

which had come into existence since the

dismissal of the suit by the Subordinate

Judge. That item of evidence consists of

an admission which is alleged to have been

made by defendant No. 2 in another suit

admitting that the hand -note was genuine.

The District Judge held that in the

interests of justice and equity the plaintiff

should be allowed in the enquiry after

lernand to adduce evidence as to this

alleged admission. The matter now comes

before us in appeal against the order of

the District Judge remanding the case.

Now the objection as to the power of

the District Judge to order a remand and

to direct further evidence to ba taken

has not been pressed before us by the

learned Vakil for the appellant. He has

directed the weight of his attaok against

the learned Distriot Judge’s finding on

the point of res indicatei.

The learned Vakil contends that the

finding at the original trial regarding the

genuineness of the hand note was a

finding upon a question substantially in

issue between the parties litigating under

the same title and. therefore, it is not

competent to the plaintiff to go behind

that finding in the suit for malicious pro-

secution. The whole point depend.s on the

question whether or not the parties were

litigating under the same title. Was the

suit for money against defendants N03.

1 und 2 a suit in which the title of the

plaintiff was the same as it was in the

suit, for malicious prosecution? in ray

opinion it was not. In the former suit

the plaintiff was claiming as a creditor

for money lent, and the question of the

genuineness of the hand-note was incidental

and even if the hand note had been proved

to be a forgery, the plaintiff would have

been successful if he could have proved

the debt otherwise. In the suit lor

malicious prosecution the cause of eotion

was the false charge brought by the

defendants against the plaintiff and the

circumstance tint the defendants had pot

the criminal law into motion against the

plaintiff so as to bring about his trial

before the Sessions .)ud go. How can it

be said that in the two cases the plaint*

iff was litigating under the same title ?

The case of Fitzjohn v. Mackinder ( 1 ) is

authority for the proposition that the suit

is maintainable even though the prosecu-

tion was brought about on sanction obtain-

ed from a Court, but it is also authority

for the further proposition that the cause of

action is not the same in the two suits and

that the suit for malicious prosecution is

in no way based upon perjury committed

(1) (1861 ' 00. B (n. s.) 603; 30 I.

1 a. T. 140; 7 Jur. (n. s.) 12S3; 9 \V. U.

199; 127 H. R 746.

J. 0 937

477; U2 K
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.in the original trial. The concluding por-
tion of the judgment of Lord Cockburn

:makes this^ quite clear. His Lordship
observes with regard to the argument that
ithe aotion could not be maintained inas-
much as it was founded upon the perjury
.committed in the original trial as follows:
/‘The short answer is, that this is neither
in form nor substance an action in respect
of the perjury committed by the defendant

;to the plaintiff’s damage. It is an aotion
:for preferring an indictment and carrying
.on a prosecution against the plaintiff on
a charge which the defendant knew to be
untrue, and which he knew oould only
.be supported by perjured testimony. The
perjury only comes incidentally into ques-
tion as shewing that the whole proceed-
ing was malicious and destitute of any
pretence of probable cause”.

In my opinion the suit for malicious
prosecution was not founded upon the hand-
note and, therefore, the question ‘of the
genuineness of the hand -note is a matter-
only incidentally in issue in this case.
The Boding as to the genuineness of the
hand-note in the previous suit is, therefore,
not res judicata.

Then as regards the question of the
admissibility of the additional evidenoe in
the shape of the admission, I think the
learned Vakil for the appellant must succeed.
This admission was made after the
original trial and upon the accepted prin-
ciple that it is not open to a Court of
Appeal to order additional evidenoe to be
taken except to cure an inherent defect
or lacuna in the evidenoe already recorded,
it seems to me that this additional evidence
ought not to be allowed to go in. The
learned Vakil for the respondents urges
that the powers of an Appellate Court are

f\
e
r*

w *de in every case where it

mks additional evidenoe is necessary in
the interests of justice it is open to it
o order that additional evidenoe ba receiv-

ed, no matter at what stage that addi-
lona evidence came into existenoe. In

opinion this is too wide an interpreta-
tion of Order XLI of the Civil Procedure
* t ^ P rofor to interpret the decision

in fk®
lr LordshiPs of the Privy Council

n this matter more strictly than their
Lordships 'Df the Madras High Court.

The learned District Judge’s order, there-
fore, allowing this admission to go in
will be set aside, but his order of re-
mand will be affirmed and it will be open
to the plaintiff to prove that the hand-
note was a genuine document. The appeal
is deoreed in this modified manner. As
both the parties have succeeded to a
certain extent there will be no costs. The
application for revision in Civil Revision
No. 4*5 of 1918 is also dismissed.

Imam, J. —I agree.

Appeal partly allowed
;

Application dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
App£al from Appellate Order No. 251

of 1917.

June 10, 1918.
Present:—Mr. Justice Fletcher

and Justice Sir Syed Sbamsul Huda, Kt.
SYAM CHAND MAITI

—

Judgment-
debtor—Appellant

versus

BAIKUNTHA NATH MANDAL and
another— Deckee-hdlders— Respondents.
Mortgage

,
suit on— Decree absolute made on barred

application
,
whether can be challenged in execution

Civil Procedure Code ( Act V of 1908), s. 48, appli-

cability of, to execution proceedings in mortgage suit
which was pending at the date of coming into force of
the Code.
A decree absolute in a mortgage suit made by a

Court in the presence of both parties and on proper
adjudication cannot be challenged in execution
on the ground that the Court ought not to have
made the decree absolute inasmuch as the appli-
cation for it was barred by limitation, [p. 144, col. 2.]
The mere fact of the coming into force of the

new Code of Civil Procedure pending a suit on a
mortgage does not make the new section 48 appli-
cable to proceedings in execution of the decree in
that suit. [p. 14% col. 1.]

Appeal against the order of the District

Judge, Midnapur, dated the 15th May
1917, reversing that of the Officiating Munsif,
Midnapur, dated the k4th July 1916.
FACTS appear from the judgment.
Dr. Dwarkanath Mitter (with him Babu

Jyotish Chandra Hazrah), for the Ap-
pellant,—The appeal arises oqt of an appli-
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cation in execution of a mortgage decree

On 14th May 1902 two persons Ramanath

and Baikuntha obtained a decree nisi agains

the present appellant. That decree was

affirmed in appeal to the High Court on

19th August 1901, The application for

order absolute was not made till oth duly

1913. When that application for order

absolute wa» made, the present appellant

put objections, namely, 0) the plea of pay-

ment and (2) limitation, i. e .. that the

application was barred by time. The Court

decided the question of the plea of pay-

ment against the present appellant, but

did not decide the question of limitation.

On 28th January 1310 the judgment-debtor,

the present appellant, put in an application

contending that the application for exe-

cution was barred by reason of section 4o,

Civil Procedure Code, the decree not having

been executed within i2 years from the

date of the decree nisi . The present

appellant raised that objection when the

application for decree absolute was made,

but the Court did not decide that objection.

My olient is, therefore, entitled to raise

the same objection, it is not res judicata.

When there is no adjudication, it is open

to the party to raise the same objection.

Mnngul Pcrshad Vichit v. Griia Kant

Lahiri (1) and also an unrepoited

decision in Civil Rule No. 76 of 1918 relied

on.

[Fletcher, J.— In that case attachment

was not issued and only substitution order

was made, and the lower Court refused to

go into the question of limitation.]

Mere passing of an order directing order

aboslute does not preolude me from raising

the question of limitation

The decree is barred by section 48 of the

Civil Procedure Code. The question is whe-

ther the decree can ho executed or not.

f FlE'icuei:, .J. — The new Code does not

affect the matter at all.]

Babu Khetra Mohan Ghose
,
for the Respond-

ent, was not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J. —This is an appeal by a

judgment-debtor against the decision of the

learned District Judge of Midnapur, dated

the 15th May 19 1 7, reversing the decision

(1) 8 C. M at p. 59; 11 0. L. R. 113; 8 I. A. 123;

4 Sar. P- C. J. 249; 4 tad. Doc. (n. s.) 32 (i\ C.).

of the Officiating Munsif of the same place.

The two mortgagees obtained a preliminary

mortgage decree against the appellant. The

decree of the Court of first instance was

dated the 14th May 1902, and that deoree

was on appeal confirmed by this Court on

the 19th August 1904. Subsequently, on

the 5th July 1913, the order absolute was

made under the terms of the Transfer of

Property Aot. The present appellant ap-

peared in that application to make the

deoree absolute and he is stated to have

raised two grounds, namely, of payment

and limitation. As the law was then under-

stood according to the current of deoisions

of this Court at that time, there was no

period limited to make an order absolute in

a foreclosure suit under the terms of the

Transfer of Property Act. Those deoisions

have subsequently been dissented from by

the Privy Council. What happened in this

oase was this : The Court held that there

was no payment made by the appellant

and apparently it did not give a decision

on the question of limitation, because pre-

sumably the gentleman who oonduoted the

oase, reoognising the existing current of

decisions of this Court, did not press and

argue the point. However, the order ab-

solute was made and now in execution Dr.

Mitter, who appears for the judgment-

debtor appellant, says that he is entitled

to question the fact that the order absolute

was not properly made and to urge that

the Court ought not to have made the

order because the application to make the

decree absolute was barred by limitation.

1 do not agree with that view at all. It

seams to bo altogether a novel vie’V that

an order of the Court made in the pre-

sence of both parties and on a proper ad-

judication should in execution he challenged

and that it should ho said that the Court

had in jurisdiction to make the order, on

the ground that the application for making^

the decree absolute was barred by limi-

tation. As a matter of fact, the Court

had ample jurisdiction to come to the

conclusion that the oase was not barred by

limitation. It is said that because the

Court did not, in fact, decide that the

application was not barred by limitation,

therofore, the question is open in execution.

There seem to bo two answers to that*

First of all, it i* quite clear that this
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point was mb pressed. Secoaily, even it

was pressed, the order is conclusive. The
case is altogether unsupported by amh ->rity.

Moreover, the order absolute Ginnot ba

challenged in execution. The decision stated

to support that proposition clearly does not

support it.

Another point is raised that the present

application for execution is barred under
the provisions of section 43, Code of Civil

Procedure. There is a short answer to

that also, and that is this: This suit was
brought under the provisions of the old

Code of Civil Procedure to which the

corresponding section to section 4S of the
new Code did not apply, the proceedings
being taken under the provisions of the

Transfer of Property Act. It i3 quite clear

that the mere fact of the coming into

foroe of the new Code of Civil Procedure
pending this suit does nob make the new
section 48 applicable to those proceedings in

execution.

The present appeal, therefore, fails an!
must ba dismissed with costs, one gold
mohur .

Shamscjl Huda, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 180 of 1917.

February 19, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Shah and Mr. Justice

Marten.
VITHAL DHONDDEY RAIKAR—

: ' _ Plaintiff -‘Appellant
vcvsus

The ALIBAG MUNICIPALITY

—

Defendant— Respondent.
Bombay District Municipalities Act (7/1 of 1900, tf.

Application for permission to build privy—
Permission granted—Subsequent order cancelling per-
mission, legality of.

Plaintiff applied to the defendant Municipality
on the 1st December 1913 for permission to build
a privy on his own land, and the permission was
granted by the Municipality on the 2 slid of Decem-
ber. On the 8th of January 1911 the Municipality
gave a notice to the plaintiff requiring him not to

Die privy until a farther order was made,
ihe plaintiff thereupon brought a *uit for a doclara-

10

tion that he had a right to construct the privy aud
also prayed for a perpetual injunction restraining

the Municipality from preventing him from con-

structing the privy:

Held, that the order of the Municipality dated 22nd

December 1913, granting permission to the plaintiff

to build the privy, was a final order under sub-

section (2) of section 96 of the Bombay District

Municipalities Act, and that, the subsequent order

of the Municipality was not justified under any
section of tho Act and was, therefore, illegal, [p. 146,

cols. 1 Sc 2.] r

Second appeal from the decision of the

Assistant Judge at Thana, in Appeal No. 184

of 1915, reversing the decree passed by the

Second Glass Subordinate Judge at Alibag, in

Civil Suit No. 398 of 1914.

Mr. B. D. Desai, for the Appellant.

Mr. J. G. Rele

,

for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.^
SHiH, J.—In this case the plaintiff

applied to the Municipality of Alibag on

the 1st of December 1913 for permission

to build a privy on bis own lanl. The
permission was granted by the Municipality

on the 22nd of December. On the 8th

of January 1914 the Municipality gave a

notice to the present plaintiff requiring

him not to build the privy until a further

order was made. The plaintiff gave notice

to the Municipa’ity on the 6th of June

of the present action, and on the 7th of

July 1914 filed the suit for the cancella-

tion of the order of the Municipality dated

the 8th of January 1914 based on a resolu-

tion of the Managing Committee of the 6th

January and for a declaration that he had

a right to construct the p^ivy. He also

prayed for a perpetual injunction restrain-

ing the defendant Municipality from prevent-

ing the plaintiff in the work of constructing

the privy, and for damages.

The trial Court allowed the plaintiff’s

claim, holding that the second order was beyond

the powers of the Municipality and that

the permission granted on the 22nd of

December was good. Accordingly, a decree

was passed in favour of the plaintiff. The

Municipality appealed from that decree.

The learned Assistant Judge who heard

the appeal came to the conclusion that

the order of the 3th of January 1914 was

within the powers of the Municipality and

that it was binding upon the plaintiff.

Hs was, however, of opinion that having

regard to the preparation which the plaint-

iff hai made by way of commencing the
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work ho was entitled to damages of Rs. 2.

The decree of the trial Court was re-

versed on the main point and affirmed as to

damages.
The present appeal is preferred by the

plaintiff against that deoree, and it is

contended on behalf of the plaintiff that

the second order made by the Municipality

is ultra vires. It seems to me, on the facts

of this case, that the first order made by

the Municipality granting permission to

the plaintiff to build the privy was a final

order under sub section (2) of section 96 of

the Bombay District Municipalities Act. The
subsequent order which purports to be

provisional in its character is not referable

to sub section (3) of that section. In the

first place, it was not made within a

month from the receipt of the notice given

to the Municipality under sub section (I).

Secondly, it did not purport to specify

any period not exceeding a month. And
indeed, from the omission of the Munici-

pality to pass any further order after

communicating this order to the plaintiff

up to June 1914, it seems clear that

though in form the second order was
provisional in substance it was a cancella-

tion of the permission already granted
and practically a prohibition to the plaint-

iff against building the privy. But taking

the order to be what it purports to be in form,

it is clear that it is not covered by sub-section

(3) because it is not a provisional order of

the character contemplated by that sub-
seotion. It was, in fact, made after the
order granting the permission under sub-sec-
tion (2). There is no other provision of

the Act to which we have been referred
on behalf of the Municipality as saving this

order.

The only contention urged cn behalf
of the Municipality is that the powers of
the Municipality under the Bombay District
Municipalities Act are wide, and there is noth-
ing in the Act to restrict its powers so as
to make the order invalid. I am wholly un-
able to accept this argument.

In the absence of any power to cancel
the permission once grant* d under sub-
section (2) of section 96, I do not think
that the order of the Municipality made
on the 8th January 1914 is legal.

The view which I take of the powers
of the Municipality is supported by the

decision in Kareeni Ranjan Khoji v. Emperor

(L). The plaintiff, in my opinion, has

succeeded in establishing that the second

order of the Municipality is not binding

upon him and that he is entitled to act

under the permission which was grant-

ed to him before this order was
A

made.
As to the relief to be granted,

the Municipality did not contend

in the lower Courts that even if

the second order were bad the plaintiff

would not be entitled to build the privy.

Though the first permission in terms

contains a condition that it shall

not be in foroe af fr one year, I think

that on the facts of this case the plaint-

iff is entitled to an injunction restraining

the Municipality from interfering with the

building of this privy. In my opinion,

sub section 4 of section 96 has no appli-

cation to the facts of the case, nor has it

any bearing on the relief tj be granted to

the plaintiff.

I would, therefore, allow the appeal,

set aside the decree of the lo ver Appellate

Court and restore that of the trial Court with

costs throughout on the defendant.

Marten, J.—The three important dates

here are: 1st December, application by the

plaintiff under section 96; 19th December,
permission granted; and 6th January,
resolution of the Managing Committee,
notice whereof was given to the plaintiff ou
the 8ch January 1911. Having regard to the

decision in Kareem Runjan Khoji v. Emperor
(1), it cannot in this Court be contend-

ed that the Municipality bad a right by
their resolution of the 6th January 1914
to cancel the permission given ou the

19th of December 1913. Nor oan
that resolution of (he 6th of January be

justified under section 96 (3), for it was
not. issued within a month from the
receipt of the plaintiff’s notioe of the 1st

December.
Therefore, as far as the real point ie

concerned, namely, as to the legality of

this resolution of the 6th January, the

Municipality are, in my opinion, in the
wrong. 1 think, so far, that both
the lower Courts are really agreed. The

0)39 Ind. Cas. 298; 18 (Jr. L. J. 458; 19 lom. L.
R. 65.
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lower Appellate Court, ho wever, refused to

grant an injunction, because it said the

work, was not commenced within a year

which ought to be done under section 96

(4) and that, accordingly, it would be

improper to grant an injunction. On the

other hand, it awarded damages to tho

plaintiff, which 1 think it could not have

done unless it was of opinion that the

plaintiff was right on the merits of the

case and the Municipality were wrong. Now,
as far as the point of commencing the voik is

concerned, it is a point which appears not

to have been pleaded or taken in the Court

of first instance. We also 6nd that build-

ing materials were collected on the ground

and workmen seem to have been employ-

ed there. I accordingly infer that there

is, under all the circumstances, a sufficient

commencement of the work within section 96

(4) of the Act, and that similarly there has

been a compliance with the final clause of the

permission given by the Managing Committee
by their resolution of the 19th December
and . which was communicated to the plaint-

iff in the formal permission of the 22nd
December.

That being so, I think, the injunction

granted by the trial Court was right. I

agree, therefore, that this appeal must be

allowed and that the judgment of the

trial Court must be restored and that

the appellant must have all his costs

throughout.

Appeal allowed.

\

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal fkOji Appellate Decree No. 76S of

1915.

May 17, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice. Teunon and Mr.

Justice Richardson.

WAHID ALI BHUYA and otbers

—

PLAINTIFFS Arr'ELLaNTS

versus

MAHAMAD ANSAR ALI and others
— D*FEN /NTS ResfO.nDENTS.

Bengal Tenancy Act (Vlll B. C of 18*.*9, *. «7—
Landlord and tenant—Abandonment of holding—

Landlord
,

right of re-entry of— Transfer of n<m-
trawaerable occupancy holdiny—Settlement by landlord,

effect of.

Wher a holding has in fact been abandoned, tho
landlord is entitled to re-enter without haring
recourse to tho provisions of section 87 of the Bengal
Tenancy Act. [p. 148, col 1 ]

The plaintiff purchased a non transferable occu.

pancy holding from the heirs of the original tenant;

a few days later the defendant purchased the samo
holding from a relation of the original tenant who
had no right, title or interest in the occupancy
holding. Both the plaintiff and the defendant
obtained settlement of the land from the landlord,

the defendant’s settlement being prior to that of

the plaintiff:

Held, that the settlements made by the landlord

might be regarded in the light that they signified the

landlord’s consent to the transfers respectively set

up by the plaintiff and the defendant and that

inasmuch as the transfer set up by the defendant

was from a pretended owner, the consent of the

landlord could have no validating effect upon the

title derived by the defendant from that transfer

but it operated to validate and confirm the title

derived by the plaintiff from the true owners, [p. 148,

col. 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, 4th Court of Mymensingh,
dated the 17th of December 1914, reversing

that of the Munsif, 2nd Court at Bajefcpur,

dated the 16th of May 1913.

Babu Dhirendra Lai Kastgir
,
for the Appel-

lants.

Babu Gopal Chandra Das
,
for the Respond-

ents.

JUDGMENT.
Richardson, J.— As between the plaintiffs

and the defendants, apart from any settle-

ment by the landlords, the plaintiffs have

the better title. The plaintiffs purchased

what must be assumed to be a non-transfer-

able oooupanoy holding from the heirs of

Sadali, who is found to have been the original

tenant, and their conveyance is dated the

11th January 1912. By a conveyance

dated the 18th January of the same year

the defendants purported to purchase the

holding from Abdul Khan. The latter had

married Sadali’s granddaughter, but it ia

conclusively found that he had no right,

title or interest in the holding. The defend-

ants, therefore, purchased nothing.

But then the defendants were the

first to obtain settlement from the land-

lord. It is true that the landlord a few

days later again settled the land with

the plaintiffs, but, says the learned Sub-

ordinate Judge, the plaintiffs took no advant-

age thereby. His reason is that upon

t
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the sale of the holding by Sadali’s heirs,

the original tenancy came to an end and

the land must be treated as having been

abandoned. It was, therefore, open to the

landlord to re enter and settle the land

with whom he pleased. Having settled it

with the defendants, he had no right or

power to grant a lease to the defendants.

In that view the learned Subordinate Judge

revised the MunsiTs decree and dismissed

the suit.

The plaintiffs have appealed to this Court

and on their behalf it was argued that

both the so called settlements took place

before the er.d of the agricultural year

in which the abandonment occurred. Re-

ference was made to section 87 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act. But it has been

held that a landlord need not have recourse

to the provisions of that section and is

entitled to enter upon land which has in

fact been abandoned, Muttohar Pal v. Atlanta

Moyee Vasya (1).

Then it was argued that the Munsif
was right in holding that what the land-
lord settled with the defendants was Abdul
Khan’s holding and as Abdul Khan had no
holding the defendants got nothing. But
if there was a settlement it related to

the land and the description of it as
Abdul Khan’s holding would merely be
fulsa demonst ratio.

I am disposed, however, to be of opinion
that the Munsif was right, if not in his
reasoning, at any rate in his conclusion.
It seems to me that the so called settle-
ments may be regarded in this light tl at
they merely signify the consent of the
landlord to the transfers respectively set
up by the parties. In that view the con-
sent. operates to validate and confer the
title derived from the true owner; but. can
have no validating effect upon the title
derived by the defendants from the pretend-
ed owner,

I would, therefore, discharge the judg-
ment and decree of the Subordinate Judge
and restore the decree of the Munsif with
costs in this Court and the Court below.

Teunon, J.— I agree.

oa r -j r*
Appeal decreed.

(1) 20 Inch Cus. 19*. )7 c. W. N. *02.

LOWER BURMA CHIE ^ COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. 68 ok 1916.

January 10, 1918.

Present -.—Sir Daniel Twomey, Kt., Chief

Judge, and Mr. Justice Ormond.
K YIN WET— Plaintiff — Appellant

\ crsus

MA GYOK AND OTHERS DEPENDANTS—
. Respondents.

Burma Laics Act ( XIII of 1898), 13, applicability

of— Buddhist, Chinaman professing Buddhism
,
whether

is—Confucianism and Buddhism
,

whether mutually

exclusive—Chinese Customary Law, applicability of—
Adoption, validity of.

Confucianism uml .Buddhism arc not mutually

exclusive religions. The former does not render a

man incapable of following the latter religion as

well. [p. 151, col. 2.]

It is not necessary for the application of section

13 of the Burma Laws Act that the person whose
religion is under consideration should have been
born a Buddhist, Muhammadan or Hindu, as the

case may he. A Chinaman who professes Buddhism
is a Buddhist within the meaning of this section,

[p. 152, col. 1 ]

Where on the death of a Chinaman who profossod

Buddhism the plaint ill' claimed to succeed him as

his adopted son:

Held
,
that the question of the plaintiff's adoption

should be determined in accordance with t-ho Chinese
Customary law. [p. 152, col. I.]

Mr. R. N. Burjorn , for the Appellant.

Mr. B,i Shin
, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiff-appellant

claimed to be the adopted son of U Shwe
Hla, deoeased, who was a Chinaman. The
decision of the District Court is contained

in the following passage of the judgment:—
U Shwe Hla, while adhering to his

ancestral religion (Confucianism), conformed
more or less to Burnian Buddhist praotioes

in subscribing to religions works and
festivals, but 1 cannot bold that he was a

Buddhist in the absence of definite evidence.”

Unless the plaintiff-appellant could prove
that Shwe Hla was a Buddhist, the law
governing the devolution of Shwe Hla’s

estate would be the Indian Succession Aot,

1865, which does not recognise adopted
sons. (The definition of '‘sou” in the

General Clauses Act, 1897, does not apply
to the Indian Succession Act, 1S65

—

see

section 4, General Clauses Aot.) If Shwe
Hla was a Buddhist, the law to be applied
would bo the Chinese Customary Law ap-
plicable to Chiuese Buddhists. This was
doeidod in Fotw Lan v. Ma (Jyee (1). In a

later oase of Jpanc! Churcin Chowdiy y. Shwe

(1) 7 L. B. R. 95.
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Nti (2) Mr. Jasfcioe Hartnoll observed that

a Chinese plaintiff has to show that there

is a Chinese Baddhist Law in China ap*

plioable to Chinese Buddhists only as apart

from the Customary Law... applicable to all

the inhabitants, whether Buddhists or not”.

But this view does not appear to be well

founded and it was not followed by the

Bench in Ma Pua v. Yu Lwai (3). In the

latter case Sir C. Fox pointed out that the

Chinese- customs as to adoption and inherit-

ance have no connection with Buddhism,

Confucianism or Taoism, but they appear to be

based to a great extent on the veneration

of ancestors which existed before the first

teachers of the three religions appeared,

and which still is the strongest influence

with the majority of Chinese, whichever of

the above faiths they profess*’. As the

law stands, however, we cannot give effect

to these customs unless the Chinaman
concerned is found to be of one of the

three religions mentioned in section 13, Burma
Laws Act, viz , a Buddhist, Muhammadan
or Hindu. There is no question of the

deceased Shwe Hla being a Muhammadan or

Hindu: the only question is whether he was

a Buddhist.

The subject of Chinese religion was dis-

cussed at some length in the Special Court

oase of Hong Ku v. Ma Thin (4). The Court

held that it would be wrong to presuppose

of a Chinaman that he is a Buddhist, and
various authorities were cited to prove that

Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, are dis-

tinct religions and thatConfuoians and Taoists

are not Buddhists. The Special Court

judgment in that oase may and probably

has already given rise to serioas misap-

prehension as it omits to notice a unique

feature of Chinese religious life, namely,

that most of the Chinese people are Cou-
fuoians, Taoists and Buddhists all at once.

The official state religion is Confucianism,
and it appears that there are strictly

orthodox Confuoians who do not follow

Baddhist doctrines and forms of worship.

Bat that the bulk of the Chinese follow

all three religions is clearly shown by the

writings of missionaries and others who

' (2) 4 L. B. a. 124.

(*) 34 Ind. Gas. 99; 8 L. B. R. 404; 9 Bur. L. T.
187.

(4) g. J. I* 1§5.

have made a special study of Chinese life.

A standard work on the subjaot is * Religion

in China,” Volume 8, (o) by Joseph Edkins,

D. D., and in Chapter V he writes:

—

“China presents a fine field for observing

the mutual influence and cDnfliot of those

ideas which have most to do with the

formation of character—the religious and the

morale We have there three great national

systems existing in harmony. Three modes
of worship, and three philosophies under-

lying them, have been there for ages

interacting on each other. Sometimes they

have been in conflict, but usually they

have preferred state of peace. The Chinese

would rather have toleration than persecu-

tion. They did not drive out the intruding

religion that came to them from India,

as the Japanese did Christianity in its

Roman Catholic form. Nor did Confucianism

expel the Taonist religion, as the Brahmans

did Buddhism from the land of its birth. The
Chinese quietly adopted all the religions,

after a limited period of persecution, and

now they exist side by side not only in

the same locality, but, what is more

extraordinary, in the belief of the same

individuals. It is quite a common thing

in China for the same person to conform to

all the three modes of worship.*’

The same Chapter contains the following

passage:—
“The religions of Confucius, Buddha and

Taou are truly national, because the mass

of the people believe in them all. They

are far from feeling it inconsistent to do

so. Philosophers may nob know what to

do with a fact like this; but it is true

nevertheless. Those who themselves have

a devoted love of truth, and feel strong

convictions of certain things, do not under-

stand how any one should belong to three

religions at once. Hence some writers have

parcelled out the Chinese among these

systems, assigning so many millions to

one and so many to another. In estimating

the number of Buddhists in the world, one

hundred and eighty millions of Chinamen

are placed by, one author at the head of

his enumeration of nations. Ha has obtain-

ed this number by halving rhe whole

population; a process conveniently short, but

(5) Published by Trubner & Co.
t
Loudon, 1873.
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tar from giving a true view uf the oase.

If it serves for other races to refer every

individual belonging to them to some one

religion it will mt answer for China. Some
other mode of classification must be em-
ployed. The majority of the inhabitants

in that country cjmply with the worship
of more than o la religion, balieve in more
than one mythology gods, and contribute to

the support of more than one priesthood.”

Commenting on Mr. Elkins’ work the

eminent Orient il'st, Sir Alfred Lyall, write

as follows in Chapter If of his Asiatic

Studies (6 :
—

“it is only in China that we find two
mighty religious potentates, such as Con-
fucius and Buddha, reigr.ing with co-ordinate

authority over one nation, and their ritual

mingled with the adoration of the mis-
cellaneous primitive divinities, who have
elsewhere been usually extirpated, subdued
or refined and educated up to the level

of the higher and paramount religious

conceptions. For, although the Chinese
religions seem to have modified each other
externally, and to have interchanged some
colouring idea9, no kind of amalgamation
into one spiritual kingdom appears to have
ensued; it is at most a federation of inde-
pendent faiths united under the secular
empire. Whereas in other countries the
chief religion is one, but the interpreta-
tious of it are many, so

faith 19 a moral system, a

velation or a simple form
the supernatural, in China
to different religions, according to his needs
or feelings, for specialities of various
sides or phases of belief. Con-
fuoianism gives the high intellectual nu.
rality fortified by retrospective adoration
of the great and wise teacher* of mankind,
and based on family affeotions and duties,'
but offering no promises to be fulfilled after
death, except the hope of posthumous
memorial veneration. Buddhism gives a meta-
physical religion of infinite depth, with
it® moral precepts enforced by the dootrine
of reward or punishment, according to
merits or demerits acting "upon the ini
material soul in its passage through number-

that the same
mysterious re-

of propitiating

a man may go

(0) >’nd Seriea 188<L Published by John M
London.

un-ay,

less stages of existence. It contributes impos-

ing ceremonial observances, the institution

of monasticism, and a grand array of images

and personified attributes for worship by

simple folk who have immediate material

needs or grievances. Buddha himself, hav-

ing passed beyond the circle of sensation,

is inaccessible to prayer, yet out of pity for

men he has left within the universe certain

disciples who, albeit qualified for Nirvana,

have consented to delay for a time their

navishing into nothingness, in order that

they may still advise and aid struggling

humanity. Both Confucius and Buddha
seem rather to have despised than denied

the ordinary popular deities, and to have
refrained, out of pity for weaker brethren,

from open ioonoclasm. Taouism has rewarded
both these great teachers by apotheosis into

a pantheon, whioh appears to be filled by
every imaginable device, by personifications

of everything that profits or plagues humanity,
of natural phenomena, of human inventions,

of war, literature, and oommeroe, by the

deification of dead heroes and sages, of

eminent persons at large, and of every
object or recollection that touohes men's
emotions or passes their understanding. It

is worth notice that the three persons who
founded these three separate and widely
divergent religions appear all to have lived

about the same time in or near the sixth

century B C. And the impartial veneration
accorded to them by the Chinese is shown
by their being worshipped together, as the
Trinity of the Sages.’*

A more recent work, “Buddhist China,’* by
R. F. Johnston opens with a discussion of

“The three religions of China” (7).

The following pasage at the beginning
of the book confirms the account given
by Dr. Ed kins:

—

Within the grounds of one of the most
famous Buddhist monasteries in China

—

Shaolin in Honan— may he seen two stone
tablets inscribed with pictorial statements
of a doctrine that is familiar to all

students of Chinese religion and philosophy
— the triunity of the San Chiao, or three
Dooti ina) Sj stems of Buddhism, Confucianism
and ’laoiMn. On m.e of these tablets, the

O) Published by John Murray, London, 1918.
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date of which corresponds to the year

1565 of our era, there is the incised

outline of a venerable man holding an

open scroll on which a number of

wavy lines like tongues of flame con-

verge and blend. The old man’s draperies

are symmetrically arranged, and his

crouching figure is skilfully made to assume

the* appearance of a circle, the centre of

which is occupied by the open scroll.

The whole drawing is surrounded by a

larger circle, which signifies ideal unity

and completeness, or represents the spherical

monad of Chinese cosmological philosophy.

The other tablet, which is more than

seven hundred years old, is of a less

symbolical or mystical character. It shows

us the figures of the representatives of

the three systems standing side by side.

Sakymuni Buddha occupies the place of

honour in the centre. His head is surrounded

by an aureole, from which issues an up-

ward-pointing stream of fire, and beneath

his feet sacred lotus- flowers are bursting

into bloom. On the left of the central

figure stands LaoChun, the legendary

founder of Taoism, and on the right stands

China’s ‘most holy sage’—Confucius.

The words which are ordinarily used to

sum up the theory of the triunity of the

three ethioo-religious systems of China are

San chiaoiti — the three Cults incorporated

in one organism or embodying one doctrine.

The idea has found fanciful expression in

the comparison of the culture and civilization

of China with a bronze sacrificial
.

bowl, of

wbioh the three ‘religions’ are the three

legs, all equally indispensable to the tripod’s

stability.

“Such teachings as these are abhorrent

to the strictly orthodox Confuoian, who
holds that the social and moral teachings

of Confucius are all that humanity requires

for its proper guidance; but they meet with

ungrudging acceptance from vast numbers
of Buddhists and Taoists, who, while

giving precedence to their own oults, are

always tolerant enough to recognise that

Confucianism, if softiewhat weak on the

religious side, is strong and rich on the

ethical side. They find an echo, indeed,

in the hearts of the great majority of r he

.Chinese people, who show by their beliefs

*ud practices that they can be Buddhists,

Taoists, and Confuoians and all at the same

time.”

The only other quotation that we ^wish

to make is from Professor Giles’ Con-

fucianism and its rivals” (8):

—

“Tn 1908, when their mandate was already

exhausted, the Mannhus foolishly elevated

Confucius to the rank of s god, an honour

which the old sage himself would have

been the very first to repudiate. Still,

during all their tenancy of the empire,

Manchus kept Buddhism (an importation),

and Taoism (an imitation) well in hand,

and away from political aspirations.

“Confnoianista will not readily avow any

faith in either one or the other; at the

same time, it. is customary for all families

to visit Buddhist or Taoist temples—often

both, and to employ the priests—also of

both, to reoite masses for their dead.”

It is probably true that every Chinaman

who is not a Christian or a Muhammadan

is a Confuoian. He may be a Buddhist

as well, hut we cannot assume that he is

without evidence of the fact. The important

point, to establish which it has seemed

desirable to set out. the above extracts, is that,

the two religions are by no means mutually,

exclusive. On the oont.rary it appears to

be exceptional for a Chinaman to be a

Confuoian and nothing else.

In enquiring whether a particular China-

man is a Buddhist or not, one of the test

questions might well bg whether he wor-

ships Kuan-Yin also known as Kuan-Shih-

Yin As explained in the Sepecial Court

judgment Kuan-Yin is an object of almost

universal reverence both in China and in

Tanan (where the name becomes Kwan-

non) In “Buddhist China” Mr. Johnston

describes Kean- Yin as one of the attendant

lodhtsH* of the Buddha Amitahha and

this author says that Knan-Ym (Avaloki-

tesvara) probably receives a larger amount

of wiltfner reverence in China to-day than

any other object of Chinese worship.

Tn the present case the evince as to

the religion professed by Shwe Hla before he

name to Burma is merely that he was

‘‘the Chinese religion.” One witness

TTibbert Lectures Second Series.

yiUiams^and Norgatc, London, (1615) <Page25S).
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said that he worshipped “Ti-gaang,” bat I

have been unable to trace this object of

worship and there is nothing to show that

it is oonneoted with Buddhism. No mention
is made of Kuati-Vin. It is not established

that Shwe Hla was of the Buddhist religion

before he came here. 1 1 is admitted, however,

that he professed Buddhism after he came
to Burma and that he followed Buddhist
praotioes. The admissions of the defendant

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Order No 226 of 1917.

June 4, 1918.
Present:—Mr. Justioe Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.
BANOMAL! DUTTA andothers— J hdqm t nt-

Dfi’.tors— Appellants
versus

LALIT MOHAN GhIOSAL— Decree-
Holder— Respondent.

Ma Gyok herself and of her witness Maung
Twe confirm t>ie evidence of the plaintiff’s

witnesses that Shwe Hla in Birrni pr>-

fessed Buddhism in addition to his ‘ Chinese
religion”. Assuming that his Chinese
religion” was the official religion Confucian*
ism, it would not render him incapable in

Barraa any more than in China of follow-

ing the Buddhist religion as well. Like
the bulk of his fellow oountrynien he was
probably a Buddhist before be came to

Burma: but assuming that he was not,

the fact that he became a Buddhist after

he came to Burma, would be sufficient unier
seotion (3), Burma Laws Aot. It is not neces-

sary for the application of that section that

the person whose religion is under considera-

tion should have been born a Buddhist, Mu-
hammadan, or Hindu, as the case may be. It

follows that the question of the plaintiff’s adop-
tion should be determined in accordance with
the Chinese Customary Law. The Suc-
cession Aot does not apply to U Shwe
Hla’s estate.

The decree of the Distriot Court is set
aside, arid the case is remanded for de-
termination of the remaining issues and for
disposal accordingly.

The costs of this appeal will oome out of the
estate. A certificate will be granted to the
appellant under the Court Fees Aot for
the refund of the Court feo on the memo-
random of appeal.

Case. remanJed.

Krccntinn —Judgment-debtor declared insolvent —
Order tn exeentum Hint certain properties were fra ltd u .

I' nth/ concealed hi/ judgmmt-dcbtor —Appeal, right of.

A jnrigmeiit-tlolRor wlio lias been adjudicated an
insolvent, cannot maintain an appeal against a
decision in execution proceedings that certain pro-
perties belonging to him wore fraudulently concealed
by him from his creditors. Tho only person who
can appeal against such a decision is tho Official
Receiver [p 15?, col. 2 }

Appeal against an order of the District
Judge, Hoogly, dated the 15th May 1917,*
affirming that of the Sub-Judge, Howrah,
dated the 10th June 1916.
Bahu Amarendra Nath Bose

,
for the Appel*

lants.

Dr. Jadunafh Kar,}i1a1
t for the Respond-

ent.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.—This is an appeal by two

of the judgment-debtors,' who have been
adjudicated insolvents, against the decision
of the learned Distriot Judge of Hoogly,
affirming the decision of the Subordinate
Judge at Howrah. These judgment-debtors
appeal with reference to certain property
that the learned Distriot Judge, agreeing
with the Subordinate Judge, has found to
have been fraudulently concealed from the
creditors and the Official Receiver. That
obviously they cannot do. If this property
belonged to the insolvents, then they were
bound to disclose it and, under the pro-
visions of seotion 16 of the Provincial
Insolvency Act, that properly vested in the
Official Receiver. If it was not the pro-
perty of the insolvents, of course, they had
no right to appeal as regards thereto. In
tins case, if anybody has g;it a right of
appeal, he is the Official Receiver who is
quite satisfied with tho means by which
t lis decree- holder has managed to discover
and recover this property from the fraudu-
lent insolvents. Tho procedure that has been
ft opted in this ciue is not an uncommon
procedure m this country with reference
\0 the Provincial Insolvency Aot. No pro*
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per establishment has been created in the

subordinate Courts for the working of this

Provincial Insolvency Act, and the practice

has grown up of discovering property

fraudulently retained by the insolvent by
means that appear in the present case.

Of oourse we presume that the sale in this

case was made with the concurrence of the

Official Receiver. If the Official Receiver did

not concur in the sale, his rights are not

interfered with. The order provides for the

sale proceeds to go to his hands. So,

presumably, he knew and approved of the

oourse of action adopted by the deoree-

holder, the respondent to the appeal.

The appeal, therefore, fails and is dismissed
with costs one gold mohnr .

Shamsul Hgda, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed .

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
t

Second Civil Appeal" No. 989 of 191d.

February 27, 1918.
Present :— Sir Stanley Batchelor, Kt.,

Ag. Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Kemp.
MALkARJUN MAHADEY BELURE

—Pli intiff— Appellant
/

t‘GTS US

AMRITA TUKARAM DAMBARE and
others— Defendants— Respondents.

Limitation Act (IX of 1908J, Sch. /, Arts. 141, 144
‘—Alienation by Hindu widow—Suit to set aside
alienation by heir oj reversioner—Limitation applicable.
A Hindu died leaving two widows K. and R and

two daughters S. and T. In March 1897 K. sold the
property in suit to the defendant. K. died in .nly
lfc02 and R died on the 17th January 1903. On the
death of S and T. took severally an estate absolute.
S. died in 1907, leaving the present plaintiff, her son.
T. died in 1911. On the 13th January 1915, the plaint-
iff brought a suit to recover possession of the pro-
perty:

Held, (1) that the suit was governed by Article
1^4 and not by Article 141 of the Limitation Act,
inasmuch as the plaintiff claimed as the h6ir of 8,
who was an absolute owner; [p. 154, col. 1.]

1

.
'*) that the reversioners not being entitled to

immediate possession daring the lifetime of K and
R.

t the defendant’s possession did not become adverse
as against the plaintiff till the death of R. and that,
therefore, the suit was within time. [p. 164, col. 1.]

Second appeal from the decision of the

District Judge, Sholapur, in Appeal No. 208

of 19 16 ,
confirming the decree passed

by the Subordinate Judge at Barsi, in Civil

Suit No. 25 of 1915.

Mr. Goyajee (with him Mr. G. S. Muh
gaokar)

y
for the Appellant.

Mr Strangman ,
Advocate-General (with

him Mr. K . N. Eoyajee ), for Respondents

Nos. 1 and 2.

JUDGMENT.
Batchelor, Ag. C. J.—This is a suit

brought on behalf of an infant for posses*

sion of immoveable property. The circum-

stances attending the suit are these: —
One Daji Giram, who died some time

before 1897, left two widows, Kashi--

bai, who died in 1902, and Rangnbai, who
died in 1903. Ho left also two daughters,

the elder, Shantabai, who died in 1907, leaving

the present plaintiff, her son. who was born

in 1905, and Triveni, who died in 1911. In

March IS 97, the senior widow Kashibai

sold the property in suit to the 1 st defend-

ant. In July 1902, Kashibai died. There-

upon her surviving oo-widow Rangubat

took the property for a widow’s estate, and

the reversion did not fall in until the death

of Rangubai on the 17th January 1903.

On the occurrence of that, event the rever-

sioners were the two daughters, Shantabai

and Triveni, and under the law in this

Presidency they took severally an estate

absolute. The lower Courts have dismissed

the suit on the ground that it is barred

by time.

Oq behalf of the plaintiff appellant, Mr.

Coyajee’s first contention was that the

Article of the Limitation Act oorreotly

applicable to the suit was 141, and not 144.

That argument, however, cannot, in my
opinion, be substantiated in the circumstances

which I have set out. The plaintiff claims

as the heir of Shantabai and the suit is

not, in my opinion, one brought by a Hindu

entitled to the possession of immoveable

property on the death of a Hindu female.

This Article, as the decided oases show, is

restricted to suits by a plaintiff whose right

and title to sue for possession occurs upon

the death of a female holding the limited

woman’s estate. The point was so decided

in Azam Shuyan v. Faizuddin Ahamed (1)

(1) 12 C. 694; 6 M P«Q. (N. s.) 403.
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by Mr. JaBtioe Wihon and Mr. Justioe

Ghose and these learned Judges, in con-

sidering the argument now under notice,

observed that "Article 140 (of the Limita-

tion Act) dealing with remaindermen, re-

versioners, and others, deals with a class of

persons who claim under a title quite inde-

pendent of the particular limited estate upon

which the remainder, reversion, or other

estate is dependent. And we think the

csaseiethe same under Artnle 141. . . We

think it refers to persons who claim under

an independent title on the death of a Hindu

or Muhammadan female. It would be strain-

ing the language and introducing a rule incon-

sistent with the principle of the Act, if we

were to hold that thip Article applies to the

case of a person suing on the very same

cause of action which accrued to a Hindu

female, and who acquires his right to sue

as her heir.” To the same effect is the

deoision in Hashmat Bcgam v. Mazhar Husain

(2). On this point, therefore, the argument

for the appellant must be disallowed.

But, secondly, it is contended that even

if Article 144 applies, the defendant has

not bad that twelve years’ adverse posses-

sion against the plaintiff which, under the

Article, would be required for the invalidi-

ty of the plaintiff’s suit. Here, I think,

the plaintiff is entitled to succeed. It may

be conoeded that the defendant’s title was

adverse to Ranguhai until her death in 1903

and, as contended by the learned Advocate-

General, it would have been open to the

presumptive reversioners even during the

lifetime cf the widows to sue for a declara-

tion that the alienation by the elder widow

was void. That, however, in my opinion, is

not enough. The classical definition of the

term “adverse possession” is that given by

Mr. Justioe Markby in Bejoy Ghunder Baner-

je4 v. Rally Prosonno Mookerjee (3), where

the learned Judge said :
‘ By adverse pos-

session I undeistand to be meant possession

by a person holding the land, on his own
behalf, of some person other than the true

owner, the true owner having a right to im-

mediate possession.” These last words are

of capital importance, because, as pointed

out by Mr. Justioe Batty, in Tarubai v.

(2) 10 A. 343; A. \V. N. (1888) 38; G Ind. Dec.

(n. a.) 229.

[3) 4C.327 at p. 329; 2 Shoiue L. It. 1C6; 2 lnd.

I)#c. (N. fi.) 207.

Venkatrao (4.), they express the well-known

rule whioh is oonveyed in the maxim contra

nen valentem agere nulla curi it prescription that

is to say, prescription does not run against

a man during the time when he is not en-

titled to immediate possession.

The learnd Ad vooate-General frankly ad-

mits that he cannot urge that during the

lifetime of the widows any of these re-

versioners would have been entitled to im-

mediate possession. That being so, the

defendants’ possession, however adverse

against Ranguhai, cannot be regarded as

adverse against the plaintiff. The cuit, there-

fore, is in time.

The result is that the appeal is allowed,

the decree of the lower Court is set aside

and the suit must be remanded to the trial

Court to be heard out and decided according

to law.

The appellant must have his costs of this

appeal.

This judgment disposes also of Second

Appeal No. 988 of 1916.

Kemp, J. —1 agree that Article 141 does

not apply to the facts of this case, and

assuming that the possession of the defend-

ants was adverse to Kashibai, still I

consider that no adverse possession runs

against the plaintiff until the death of Ran-
gubai on the 17th of January 1903. The
suit is, therefore, within time.

Appeal allowed .

(4) 27 II. 43 at p. 51; 4 Bom. L. R. 721.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Appeal prom Original Order No. 252

ok 1917.

July 1, 1918.
Present ;— Mr. Justice Mulliek and

Mr Justice Thornhill.
R1TIJ K U KR — Decree- Hoi.de :— Appellant

versus

ALAKHDUO NARAIN SINGHA—
.luL'OMENT- IHltrOR - RESPONDENT

Execution --Appl ication dismiss'd /«»• default— Re-
storation—Civil Procedure Code (Act V oj 1908J, s. 151.
O. IX, r. 9, a ppluabitih/ of—Jurisdiction — Res judicata.
Order I\ ot the Civil Procedure ( ode docs not

apply to execution proceedings, [p. 155, col. !.]
Ap application for execution dismissed for default
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cannot be restored either under Order IX or under
section 151 of the Code of Civil Procedure, [p. 155,

col. p. 156, col. 2.]

There is nothing in the Civil Procedure Code
•which -ousts the jurisdiction of an executing Court
to go into the merits of the judgment-debtor's
objection even though the executing creditor is

absent, [p. 156, col. 2.]

Where, rightly or wrongly, a Court with juris-

diction has disposed of the judgment.debtor’s
objections on the merits and has decided that the

decree-holder is not competent by reason of a

defect of parties to proceed with the execution, the

decision is. binding on the decree-holder till it is set

aside, [p. 157, col. 1.]

Appeal from a decision of the Subordinate

Judge, Gaya.
Mr. Shoroshi Charan Mitra

,
for the Appel-

lant.

.Mr. Qanesh Dutt Sing\
y

for the Re-

spondent.

JUDGMENT.
Mullicz, J.—This appeal arises out of

the execution of a decree for costs passed

so far back, as 1904-. The amount of oosts

allowed by the decree was a sum of

Rs. 1,058, and the olaim with interest and other

expenses now amounts to Rs. 1,950 12-0.

The course of the litigation is instruc-

tive.

The original- judgment-debtors were
Alakhdeo Narain and his sister Anant,
who is now dead, and the execution is

proceeding against Alakhdeo alone. The
decree-holder was a man named Bbagwat
Prasad. He, on the 17th July 1908, filed

an execution petition which was dismissed
on the 22nd February 1909, because he
had died subsequently to the filing of the
execution petition and no substitution of

hie heirs had been made in the execution
proceedings. Bhagwat Prasad left a widow
and . two daughteis, one of whom, Musam-
.viat Rita Kuer, claimed the decree in

question • on the ground that Bhagwat
:during his lifetime had made a gift of
it to her and on the 2 -tt h February
1911 she took out Letters of Administra-
tion in respeot of her father’s estate.

,
.On the 13th June 1911, Ritu Kuer as

administratrix filed the execution petition.
<?kat petition was dismissed on the 25th
Ootober 1911. The third execution petition

twas . filed by her on the 6th January
.1913, and the judgment-debtor Alakhdeo
preferred an objection under section 47,

^r°0e(^are ^°de» contending that the
$oree could npt be executed by Ritu

Kuer in the absence of the widow and
the other daughter of Bhagwat.
On the 28th June 1913, after several

ad jnarnments, the execution case came up
before the Subordinate Judge, who made
the following order :

—
“It is clear from the testimony of the

judgment-debtor’s witness, Mahadeo Singha,

that the mother of the applicant for execu-

tion is alive. Their plea is that as the

decree stands in the name of her deceased

father Bhagwat Pande she ha3 no right

to execution. The execution petition is

dismissed with costs. Pleader’s fee Rs. 8

ex parte. Decree-holder’s Pleader is absent.”

The creditor Ritu Kuer does not appear

to have taken any steps to set aside this

order
;

she simply ignored it and filed

another execution petition on the 3rd March
1914, before the Subordinate Judge. That
execution petition was dismissed because

she failed to prove service of notice upon

the judgment debtor. The next and last

execution case was filed on the 16th

November 1916, and in it the Subordi-

nate Judge has given effect to the judg-

ment-debtor’s contention that so long as

the order of the 28fch June 1913 stands,

it is a bar to all future execution pro-

ceedings in respect of this debt.

The present appeal is preferred by the

creditor against the order of the Sub-

ordinate Judge dismissing the execution

petition.

Now the first ground urged by the

learned Vakil for the appellant is, that

Order IX, Civil Procedure Code, applies

to execution proceedings and that under

rule 8 of that Order, even though the

judgment debtor appeared the Court should

have simply recorded an order of dismissal

for default and was not in any way com-

petent to go into the merits of the objec-

tions raised by the judgment debtor. It

is urged that in going into the merits

of the objections the Court acted without

jurisdiction, and, therefore, the order made

on the 28th June 1913 is a nullity.

Now I am quite satisfied that Order IX

of the Civil Procedure Code does not apply

to execution proceedings. Section 141,

Civil Procedure Code, has been distinctly

interpreted as meaning that it is not

necessary for Courts to apply the provisions

of Order IX to proceedings in execution ^nd
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we have the dear authority of Sir Law-

rence Jenkins in Hart Charan Ghosh, v.

Monmatha Nath Sen (t) supporting this

view.

There has been, it is true, some attempt

on the part of other Courts to distinguish

this ease and to apply Order JX, Civil

Procedure Cede, to oases which seemed to

those Courts to be proceedings of an

original nature, but in my opinion it is

impossible in view of the ruling of their

Lordships of the Privy Council in Thakur

Prasad v. Fakir Ullah (2) as interpreted by

Sir Lawrence Jenkins in the case cited above,

to make any distinction between proceedings

in execution which are of an original

nature and those which are not. This is

also the view taken by their Lordships

of the Calcutta High Court in Bharat

Chandra Nat (
i v. Yasin Sarkar (3).

The learned Vakil for the appellant has

drawn our attention to the oise of Satya

Narayan Lai v. Gobind Snhuy (4-) but that

case does not touch the present case. In that

case a olaim was made by a person who
was not a party to the proceedings, and

it was held by their Lordships of this Court

that the proceeding «a9 of an original

nature and that Order IX, Civil Procedure

Code, would apply for restoring the case

after it had been dismissed for default.

It is not necessary for the purposes of

the case now before us to consider how
far that decision is consistent with the

view previously taken by their Lordships

of the Privy Council in Thakar Prasad v.

Fakir Ullah (2). It is sufficient to say

that the proceeding before the execution

Court was not a proceeding similar to

that in Satya Narayan Lais case (4).

In my opinion a decree-holder, whose case

is dismissed for default, has his remedy by
way of fresh applications within the period

of limitation or by resort to the provisions

of Order XLVII for reviow. There is no

reason why additional facilities should be

given to him by applying the provisions

of Order IX.

(1) lOInd. Cfts 0s;S;4: C. 1; IHC. \Y. N. :m.
(2) 17 A. 106; 5 M. I,. .). 3; 21 L A. 4t ; 6 Sar. 1*.

C. -T. 526; * I ml. Deo. <x. h ) 31)3 (I*. O.).

(3) 41 Ind. CftR. 586. 21 <’ W. N. 761).

(4)

43 Ind. Cft*. 951; 3 l*. L J. 250; 4 P. L. W.
102 .

L 1 918

Then it has been contended that

although Order IX, Civil Procedure Code,

may not apply the inherent powers of the

Court should be invoked for the purpose

of restoring the case, and reliance has been

placed upon Bharat Chandra Nath's case

(3) in support of the view that it is open

to this Court to dir<*ot the Subordinate

Judge to consider whether or not he should

use his powers under section 151, Civil

Procedure Code. Speaking for myself I

should ba entirely averse to any Court’s

using its inherent pwers for the purposes

of restoring execution oases. Execution

creditors as well as tha judgment-debtors

have ample facilities under the existing

law for restoring oases dismissed for default,

and there is no reason why the extra-

ordinary and vague jurisdiction given by

section 151 should be resorted ta for sup-

plementing those facilities. 1 hold, therefore,

that Order IX, Civil Procedure Code, was

not applicable. It was, therefore, not illegal

for the Subordinate Judge to go into the

merits of the judgment debtor’s objection.

Moreover, if the Court has acted illegally

by contravening Order IX, that would have

been at best an error of Jaw made by a

Court with jurisdiction. The Court had

the right to apply the law as it understood

it and if in doing so it made a mistake,

it cannot be said that the Court acted

without jurisdiction.

In order to support his argument as to

the want of jurisdiction on the part of

the Subordinate Judge, the learned Vakil

has also brought to our notice rule 57

of Order XX f, which says that if after

attachment the decree holder fails to appear

the attachment is void. That is an addi-

tional penalty but it has no bearing on
the question of jurisdiction. In my opinion

there is nothing in the Civil Procedure
Code which ousts the jurisdiction of the

executing Court to go into the merits of

the judgment debtor’s objections even though
the executing creditor is absent. 1 cannot,

therefore, accept the contention that even
though the judgment-debtor h anxious to

have the case decided on the merits,

the Court cannot proeood in the absence
of the executing creditor. It cannot be
the intention of the law that judgment-
debtors should be placed in this unsatisfac-
tory and insecure position,
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Finally it is contended that there is no

principle of . law under which the order

of the 28th June would be a bar to future

.executions.

Now, the learned Subordinate Judge has

based his order on the principle of Mungul

Pershad Dichit v. Grija Kant Lafdri (5).

In that case the judgment-debtor was

absent and in his absence the Court decid-

ed ^hat a decree which was manifestly

barred by law was not so barred, snd

proceeded to execute the decree under that

erroneous view ' of the law. Their Lord-

Bhips held that it was not open to the

judgment-debtor in a subsequent execution

to challenge the decree-holder’s right to

ex*»oute the decree by showing that the

previous proceedings were incompetent.

ciple of Mungul Pershad Dichit's case (5) does

not apply in every case where a judgment-

creditor is absent. It was open to the

decree holder to appear on the day fixed

for the hearing of the judgment-debtor’s

objections. The Court might certainly have

dismissed the case without going into the

merits, but it chose to go into the merits

and its decision is, therefore, binding till

it is set aside. The appeal is dismissed with

costs.

Thornhill, J.—I agree.

Appeal dismissed .

*

Here, rightly or wrongly, a Court with juris-

diction has disposed of the judgment-debtor’s

contention on the merits, and has deoided that

the decree-holder was not competent, by reason

of a defect of parties, to proceed with the

execution. The principle of Mungul Pershad

Dichit's case (5) clearly applies and it is not

open to the decree-holder to come in and

say that the previous order was wrong.

The learned Vakil contends that in Mun-
gul Pershad Dichit's case (5) the judgment-

debtor, though he did not appear before the

order was passed, did do so subsequently

and accepted the order of attachment.

That may be so, but the principle upon

which their Lordships decided Mungul Pershad

Dichit's case (5) was not founded upon

any subsequent ratification by the parties.

The learned Vakil next relies on the

case of Bholanath Djss v. Profalia Nath

Kundu Ohowdhry (6). In that case Mungul
Pershad Dichit's case (5) was distinguished

by their Lordships of the Calcutta High
Court on the ground that there was in fact

no adjudication upon the merits, and the

execution case was x dismissed merely
by reason of the absence of the

decree-holder. Their Lordships held

that as there had been no adjudication upon
the merits, the principle of res judicata

did not apply. Therefore, that case is no

authority for the contention that the prin-

(5) 8 C. 61; 11 C. L. R. 113; 8 1 . A. 123; 4 S»r. P* C.

4 Iud - Deo. (n. a.) 32 iP. 0.).W 23 C. 122; 5 G. W. N. 80.
/

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 149

of 1917.

June 12, 191S.

Present:—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Nt.

SAIAD SHA MAIDAL

—

Plaintiff

—

Appellant
versus

SRIDHAR DULEY—Defendant-
Respondent.

Landlord and tenant—Occupancy tenant executing

-esh lease—Landlord, right of, to eject, tenant.

Where a raiyat acquires a right of occupancy m
is holding bv virtue of twelve years’ possession

nd cultivation and subsequently executes a fresh

3asc he cannot be ejected by the landlord on the

xpiry of the term of the lease, [p. 158, col. 2.J

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-

fudge, Hooghly, dated the 8ch of June

y!6 affirming that of the Munsif,

jerampur, dated the 30th April 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Shib Chandra Palit (with him Babu

Tatindra Mohan Chose) lor the Appellant -
rhis appeal is on behalf of the plamt.filand it

irises out of a suit for ejecting the defend-

Hit from a piece of agricultural and and

, tank held by him under a kabuhyat

Eor a term. The Courts below have given

t decree for ejecting the defendant from

the tank but not from the land, cm the
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groQDcl that he had been in possession of

the land from before the execution ot the

kabuliyat and, therefore, lias acquired a

right of occupancy in it which entitles him

to remain in occupation of the land. 1

submit that the Courts below have erred

in holding that the defendant lias acquired

a right of occupanoy in the land, because

as soon as the defendant began to hold the

land by executing a kabuliyut a new tenancy

came into existence. Tne Courts below have

relied on a case reported m 3 C\ L. J.
?

s notes

portion, but that case is distinguishable

from the facts of the present case. Fur-

ther, the Courts beiow have erred in law

in making a division of the holding by

giving a decree tor ejectment as regards

the tank and disallowing ejectment as

regards the land. The defendant must

show that he has acquired a right of occu-

pancy after the new tenancy came into exist-

ence and as he has tailed to show that,

he is liable to ejectment.

Babu Nani Lai De
,

for the Respondent.

—

The evidence on the record shows that the

defendant has been holding the land sepa-

rately from the tank tor more than twelve

years prior to the execution of the kabuliyat
,

and so he having acquired a right of occu-

pancy in the land the Courts below have

rightly held that the defendant is not liable

to ejectment from the land.

Babu Shib Chandra Falit replied.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal by the

plaintiff against the deci-bon ot the learned

Subordinate Judge of iiooghly, dated the

8th June l9D>, affirming the deoision of

the Munsif of Seram pur. The plaintiff

brought the suit to recover possession of

a piece of agricultural land and a tank, on

the ground that the term under which the

defendant held the property had expired.

Both the Courts below have decreed the suit

so tar as regains i tie lank. Thu question

aiises only Willi reference lu the agricultural

laLd
;
and teat turns on a ounsiUei ai iuu as

to whether the aeienuant lias a right of

occupancy in the land. Bulb the Uuurts

below have found that the defendant bus

a light of oooupanoy. Ti e only question

we have got to Consider is, whether the

findings are sufficient to dispose ot the

oaae. it is quite clear when one reads the

judgment of the Munsif and the judgment

tl9l8

of the Subordinate Judge that the period

of years for which the defendant and his

father have been in possession and culti-

vating the land extends back far beyond

the date when the lease was executed, that

is, 1314. The rent receipts which were

accepted by the first Court as genuine— and

that finding has not been displaced or

doubted by the lower Appellate Court— com-

menced from the year 13C0. On that evi-

dence, the Court obviously meant to find

that the defendant and his father had

been in possession and cultivating this land

for more than twelve years prior to the

execution of the lease. That being so, the

provisions of the Bengal Tenancy Act pro-

hibit the plaintiff from contracting with

his tenant that the tenant should give up

the benefit of the right of oooupanoy, which

the Statute expressly reserves to the tenant,

and prevents the landlord from getting

any relief on suoh a contract. The present

appeal fails and is dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 730 of 1915.

March 19, 1917.

Present :

—

Mr. Battan, A. J.C.

LAKH PAT SAUAI— Plaintiff

—Appellant
versus

T 1 K A ItA M—Defendant—Responde nt.

Transfer of Propertu Act ([V of 1882,1, 3, 6 (e),

8— Transicr of sluirc along with profits already accrued
due

,
validity of—Suit to recover profits, maintainability

of.

Under section S of the Transfer of Property Act
only points accruing after the transfer p <83 with
(lie land Prolit-s alien ly accrued duo are not a
bonelici.il interest in tlio land, since the land cannot
be transferred wiih retrospective effect, [p 169,

col l.J

A suit, by j.n assignee of a village share along
with the prolils accrued due prior to the sale, to
recover such prolils is not maintainable, innsmuoh
as it is a smt foi the enforcement of a mere right
to sue wit Inn t ho meaning of clause {ei of section
(3 of the Ti'uns> for of Property Act. [p. 159, ool. I.]

Appeal against [he decree, dated loth Sep-
tember 1 D 1 5 , passed by the District Judge
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Chhindwara, in Civil Appeal No. 141. of 1915.

Mp. R. B . Qadgil, for the Appellant.

Mr. Af. K. Padhye, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—In this ease the plaintiff

sues for profits as assignee of a oo-sharer.

The assignor sold to the plaintiff (1) his

village share; (2) the right to profits

prior to the sale. The suit is brought under

(2). The question is, whether the right to

village profits prior to the transfer is a mere
right to sue within the meaning of clause (e)

of seotion 6 of the Transfer of Property Act,

or whether it is an actionable claim with-

in the meaning of Chapter VIII of the Act,

and of the definition in section 3. The
only sait that can be brought on the

assignment, and the suit that has in fact

been brought, is one of the nature described

is Mohammad Farrukh v. Kadir Ali Khan (1).

The cases cited by the learned District

Judge are not helpful as they were suits

for damages. The present is a suit for ac-

counts from an agent. Such a suit, for

an unascertained amount, cannot, I think,

be called a suit for a debt. The observations
of Blaokstone quoted in paragraph 95 of

Groups Work on the Law of Transfer, 4th

Edition, seem to me to be in point. There
are duties and responsibilities of the

co-sharer as well as of the lamhardar. The
mutual rights of the parties can be
settled only between themselves. It is

argued,^ with reference to paragraph 227
of the work cited, that what has been
transferred is not a mere right to sue,

since the share itself has been transferred.
But under seotion 8 of the Transfer of

Property Act only profits accruing after the
transfer pass with the land. Previous pro-
fits are not a beneficial interest in the
land within the meaning of the definition
in seotion 3, since the land was not and
could not be transferred with retrospective
effect. ^

'

I am of opinion, therefore, in the absence
of any oases directly to the point, that
the suit has been brought on an assign-
ment of a mere right to sue. The appel-
lant must pay his own costs and those of

respondent No. 1.

(1) 10 0. P. L. JL 98.

Appeal dismissed .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal fro.h Appellate Decree No. 2848

of 1916.

June 6, 1918.

Present :—Justice Sir Charles Chitty, Kt., and
Mr. Justice Walmsley.

BRINDABAN CHANDRA DE and another
—Plaintiffs —Appellants

versus

KRISHNA MOHAN DE and others —
Defendants —Respondents.

Registration Act (X.VL of 1908J, S8. 17, 49—Map and
chitta showing allotments on partition

,
whether require

registration—Appeal ,
second - Appellate Court, shutting

out admissible evidence
,
effect of -Remand.

A map and a chitta put iu to prove that the land

in dispute was allotted on a partition to a certain

person, cannot be said to be instruments falling within

the purview of sectiou 17 of the Registration Act and
thus requiring registration, [p. 160, cols, i & 2.]

Where certain documents having some bearing on

the case were improperly excluded from considera-

tion by the Appellate Court on the ground that they

were inadmissible in evidence:

Held, that as it was impossible to say what

effect the consideration of those documents, as evi-

dence, might have had upon the judgment of the

Appellate Court it could not be said that the Appellate

Court had properly considered all the evidence in

the case and that, therefore, the decree of the

Appellate Court must be set aside and the case

remanded for a re-hearing of the appeal on con-

sideration of the whole of the evidence including

those documents. Cp. 160, col. 2.]

Appeal against the deoree of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, 1st Court, Mymensingh,

dated the 1st of September 1916, reversing

that of the Officiating Munsif, 3rd Court at

Tangail, dated the 26th of February 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Jogesh Ghunder Roy (with him Babu

Madhah Govind Roy) %
for the Appellants.—

The learned Subordinate Judge has held

that the map and the chitta,
being unregis-

tered, are not admissible in evidence and

consequently he has held that seotion 91 of

the Evidence Act excludes other evidence in

support of tue partition. The view taken by

the lower Appellate uourtis wrong. Toe case

diced by Che lower Appellate Court L Upeadra

Nath Banetjeo v. Umesh Chandra Baner.ee v lJJ

is distinguishable. There thedocument inques-

tion was a deed of partition but in the present

oase the map and tue chitta, produced by the

plaintiffs, cannot be called deeds of partition.

(1) 6 Ind. Cm. 346} 12 C. Ii. J« 25j 15 C. W*. N. 375.
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They da not purport to operate, create or

declare any right, title, or interest in

imuaoveable property. So they do n )t come
under section 17 of the Registration Act.

It is difficult to say what would have been

the decision in the present case, had these

two documents not been excluded.

Dr. Sar.it Chunder Bysack 'with him B«bu
Annoda Charon Karkoon ), for the Respond-

ents.— Even conceding for the sake of argu-

ment that the map and the chiita were

wrongly held to be inadmissible in evidence,

there are findings of facts in the judgment
which conclude this appeal.

LCHnrv, J.— Can you assure us that these

two documents have no bearing on the

case Y is there any plot in the map which

is recorded in the name of the plaintiffs ?]

There is one plot in the name of the

plaintiffs.

[Chitty, J.—Then how can you say that

the learned Subordinate Judge has con-

sidered the whole evidence Y\

Babu Jcgesh Cbunder Roy was not called

upon to reply.

JUDGMENT.— In this case the plaintiffs

sued for a declaration of title and for khas

possession of certain land, of which they
alleged they had taken settlement from the
maliks

, known as the Chhoto Taraf of the
8-annas share of Kismat Bennouri. In the
Court of first instance the plaintiffs obtained
a deoree. In appeal that judgment was
reversed and the plaintiffs' suit was dis-
missed. At the outset of his judgment tho
learned Subordinate Judge considered the
admissibility in evidence of two exhibits
tendered on behalf of the plaintiffs, a map
(Exhibit 1) and a chiita (Exhibit 2). They
were put in to prove that tho land in
dispute was allotted on a partition in 1318
to the Zemindars of the Chhoto Taraf of
Delduar. The learned Subordinate Judge
held that these documents were inadmis-
sible in evidence under the provisions of
section 49 of the Registration Act. This
decision of the learned Subordinate Judge
is, in our opinion, clearly erroneous. These
documents could not bo said to be instru-
ments falling within the purview of
section 17 of the Registration Act and

thus requiring registration, for one was a

map and the other a chitti or memorandum
of tho allotments made to the proprietors.

Bith documents, as we understand, were

signed or alleged to be signed by the Amins
who made the survey at that time. The
documents were denied by one of the Amins
who was called in the first Court, but the

first Court held that they were signed by

these Amins and were genuine documents.

That question was not gore into in the

lower Appellate Court. Having regard to

the decision of the learned Subordinate

Judge as to their admissibility, it is im-

possible for us to say what effect the con-

sideration of these documents as evidence

might have had upon the judgment of the

learned Subordinate Judge. If the respond-

ent* had been able to assure us that they

had no bearing on the case and could not

have affected that judgment in any way
then only could we have ignored the fact

that they were shut out in appeal. That

is not the case. It appears that in the

map there is a plot which is recorded in

the name cf tho plaintiffs and the same
occurs in tho chiita. As to the value of

these documents as evidence, we can of

course say nothing. But, if they were im-

properly excluded, it can hardly be said

that ‘the learned Subordinate Judge has

properly considered all the evidence in the

oase. We, therefore, set aside the decree

of the lower Appellate Court and remaud
tho case to that Court for a re-hearing of

tho appeal and for a fresh judgmeut on

consideration of the whole of the evidence

including these two documents. Costs of

this appeal will abide the result.

Case remanded .
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OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 19 op 1916.

September 11, 1917.

Present :—Mr. Stuart, A. J. C.

and Pandit Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C.

PRAG—Defendant— Appellant

versus

Babu MOHAN LAL— Plaintiff and
GAY A SINGH AND ANOTdER
— Defendants—Respondents.

Construction of document— ‘Year,' meaning of—
'Mortgage, usufructuary—Redemption before fixed date

,

whether can be allowed —Accounts, stipulation, not to

claim—Mortgagee failing to pay off prior encumbrance
—Accounts

,
tohether can be claimed —Mortgagor paying

off incumbrance—Suit Jor reimbursement—Limitation,

commencement of—Limitation Act (IK of 190Sj, Sch. I,

Arts. 62, 116.

It is not desirable to impute repugnancy to the
terms of a document where a consistent intention
can be found from the study of the document as a
whole, [p. 162, col. 2.]

A year usually means a period of 1 2 months,
bub the context of a document may show that a
particular year, ending with a specified month or
season, was intended, [p. 162, col. 2.]
A mortgagee has no l ight to remain in possession

of the mortgaged property after the mortgage
money is satisfied from the usufruct, even though
the parties may have miscalculated that the liqui-
dation of the mortgage money from the usufruct
8hali take a longer period and may have said so
iiHhe deed. [p. 162, col. 2.]

Where in consequence of an usufructuary mort-
gagee s failure to pay the money left with him for
Payment to a prior encumbrancer, the mortgagor
as to satisfy the prior encumbrance, the mortgagor

entitled t> claim at the time of redemption
ccounts of the realizations made by the m 'l-tgagec
a spite of a stipulation to the contrary contained

bn
morcSage-dGed. Such accounts should not

act^ii
ed on t ^ie I°°ting of the consideration

e&o •

advauced by the mortgagee, but the tnort-
ent\^e(l to a set-off for the amount paid

ln
?*u satisfaction of the prior encumbrance [p*

\Vh°
’ * p - ,83

> co1 !•]

a

Drin*
*

5rQ a mort£a©ee who is bound to pay off a

is p
lacuiQ brance fails to do so and the mortgagor

^otnpelled to pay it off and then sues the mort-

Arti i

re’habur8ement the suit is governed by

Act anri°r
a
^
d by Article i»6 of the Limitation

on w , . would begin to run from the date

[p* 163 Pr^or incumbrance.

Qr^^
P0a ^ *rom decree of the Sub-

1916
^ Hardoi, dated 7th January

/

J' â0
'
ASm and Baba Run Chan dr.i,

f<

Vu9 Appellant

the Hon’bla Pandifc

the Hou’ble Mirzi

Sami Ullah Beg and Pandit Uarkaran Nath

Misra, for Respondent No. i.

JUDGMENT,—The appeal arises out of

a suit brought by the plaintiff-resp'ondent

for the redemption of a mortgage, effected

by Gaya ‘Singh and bis wife Musammat
Sundar, acting as the guardian of her sons

Kaptan Singh, Dirgaj Singh and Sheo-

baran Singh, in favour of Prag on the

8th September 1905 and a deed of fur-

ther charge executed by Gaya Singh and

Musammat Sundar, acting as the guardian

of Dirgaj Singh, in favour of the same

person on the 7th December 1907. Kaptan

Singh and Sheobaran Singh died during

their minority without leaving any issue.

The mortgage was effected in lieu of

Rs. 4,000, out of which Rs. 300 were left

with the mortgagee for payment to Baiju

about his prior mortgage, dated the 18th

August 1903. The deed of further charge

was executed in lieu of Rs. 2,404, out of

which Rs. 225 were left with the mort-

gagee for payment to Jutta Sab about his

mortgage of the 14th June 1907. By

virtue of the mortgage, the mortgagee

was given possession over the mortgaged

property. The mortgage money carried in-

terest at Rs. 1 per cent, per mensem,

and the covenant between the parties was

that the mortgagee shall take the entire

profits of the mortgaged property and

after paying the Government revenue and

village expenses chargeable on the same

deduct the amount of annual interest

due to him and credit the balance year

after year in reduction of the principle

money secured by the mortgage. In re-

gard to the time fixed for redemption,

the terms were not so clear. At one

place it was stated that the mortgage

shall be redeemable after ten years Ibad

muddat das sal) ;
and at another place

it was said that within the faxed period

of ten years, the entire sum comprising

the principal and interest due to the

mortgagee, would be fully paid up out

of the annual net profits of the mor

property, and that the property mortgaged

would be redeemed in the month of Jeth

in the fallow season without the pay™6

of any mortgage money or interest the e

of There was also an agreement that at

the time of redemption the part.es to the

u
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mortgage shall have no claim against

each other for interest or for surplus

profits. The money secured by the deed

of further charge was re-payable with in-

terest at Rs. 1-8-0 per cent, per mensem
after six months ( bad muddat chhe viah)

t

and if not so paid, at the time of the

redemption of the mortgage, previously

mentioned.

The property mortgaged in both these deeds

has since been purchased by Mohan Lai.

On the 4th June 1914 he deposited

Rs. 3,247-2-0 on account of the said deeds

of mortgage and further charge
;
but the

mortgagee refused to aooept the same.

The present suit was, thereupon, Hied by

him for redemption, resulting in a decree

in his favour subject to the payment of

Rs. 1,873-5-10 to the mortgagee. In the

memorandum of appeal, filed by the mort-

gagee several pleas were taken, but the

learned Counsel who appears for him, has

conHned his arguments to only two mat-

ters. In the first place he contended that

the possessory mortgage was not redeem-

able before the expiry of 10 years, and

that the suit, filed by the plaintiff, was
consequently premature. In the seoond

plaoe, he argued that the sum of

Rs. 1,291 paid by the plaintiff to the heirs of

Baiju in satisfaction of their prior mort-

gage on the 18th June 1913 was impro-
perly debited against him in the accounts,

inasmuch as tbe claim of the mortgagors
for damages, caused by the failure of the

mortgagee to pay the money left with

him for payment to Baiiu, was barred

by Artiole 116 of the Indian Limitation

Aot.

The mortgage deed is very inartistioally

worded, and there is a certain amount of

apparent inconsistency between the earlier

and later clauses, if the mortgage was
not redeemable till after the expiry of ten
years from the date of the mortgage, the
suit would be premature by about three
months. If, on the other hand, effect

be given to the covenant in the mort-
gage-deed that redemption should take
plaoe in the month of Jeth in the fallow
season, the computation of full ten years
from the date of the mortgage would
give possession to the mortgagee for a
period of nearly ten years and eight
months or 11 agricultural years of two

CASES. Ll9ife

harvests each. It is not desirable, how-

ever, to impute repugnancy, where a con-

sistent intention can be found from the

study of the document as a whole. An
agricultural year ordinarily ends with the

30th of June, after whioh tbe land is

brought under fresh cultivation. On the

date on which the possessory mortgage in

suit was executed, the collection of rents

for the Kharif harvest had not commenced,

so that the mortgagee must have in tbe

ordinary course realized the entire rent

for the agricultural year 1905-1906. By
the end of Jeth 1915, ten full agricultural

years were completed, and
.
from the fact

that redemption was to take plaoe in that

month in the fallow season after the

expiry of ten years, it is reasonable to

presume that agricultural years were in-

tended. A year u-ually means a period of

12 months, but the context may show

that a particular year, ending with a

specified month or season, was inteuded.

It could hardly have been the intention

of the parties that the mortgagee should

remain in possession of the mortgaged

property and collect rents for the same

for full 11 agricultural years or 22 har-

vest seasons, and the tender, whioh was

made in Jeth 1915, and the suit, whioh

followed it, cannot, therefore, be regarded

as premature.

A mortgagee has, moreover, no right to

remain in possession of the mortgaged pro-

perty after the mortgage money is satisfied

from the usufruct, even though the parties

may have miscalculated that the liquidation

of the mortgage money from the usufruofc

shall take a longer period and may have

said so in the deed. ‘Any stipulation in a

mortgagp,” says Ashburner, is invalid, if

it prevents the mortgagor from redeeming,

or allows the mortgagee to retain for hia

own benefit any part of or any interest in

the mortgaged property after the mortgage

has been discharged ” (Ashburner on Mort-

gages, Indian Edition, page 341). The impor-

tant thing in suoh oases is to ascertain whe-

ther it was the intention of the parties, as

expressed in the deed, to postpone redemption
till the mortgagee had enjoyed the usufruct

for the full period mentioned. As pointed

out in Qopal Singh v. Karan Singh (l), such

(l) 25 Tnd. Cas. 302, 17 O. C. 218.
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term may not form an essence of the con-

tract, where the mortgagee is only to take

interest at a specified rate from the profits

of the mortgaged “property and to credit

the rest towards the principal money. In

Bakhta war Begam v. Husaini Khanarn (2)

where a mortgage-deed provided for redemp-
tion in nine years and the mortgage debt
was satisfied earlier, it was held by their

Lordships of the Privy Council that limit-

ation for a suit for the redemption of such
a mortgage should be computed from the

date of its satisfaction and not from the
datb when the period of nine years, fixed

for redemption, had expired. Section 62 of

the Transfer of Property Act lays down
that in the case of a usufructuary mort-
gage the mortgagor has a right to recover

possession of the mortgaged property, where
the mortgagee is authorised to pay himself
the mortgage money from the rents and profits

of the property, when such money is paid.

It makes no reservation in favour of any
• contract to the contrary and, as the mortgage

money was paid up from the usufruct long
before the suit, the mortgagee has no right to

withhold possession of the mortgaged property
or to resist a suit brought for redemption
of the same.

It is contended on behalf of the mort-
gagee that the plaintiff was not entitled under
the terms of the mortgage to claim accounts
of the realizations made by the mortgagee.
But the conduct of the mortgagee in this

case m not paying the mortgage money left

for payment to Baiju, the prior encum-
brancer, renders accounting essential. He did
not pay the entire consideration money
seoured by the mortgage, and failed to carry
pnt his part of the contract in so far as it

^elated to the payment of the prior encum-
brance due to Baiju, Baiju, accordingly,
sued for the recovery of his money, making
the mortgagee a party to his suit, and got
a

.

deoree for sale, which was satisfied by the
present plaintiff for the protection of the
rights whioh he had purchased from the
Mortgagors. Whatever the terms of the
original contract may have been, the mort-
S£gee had no right in the ciroumstanoes to

appropriate the entire profits .of the mort-

finiii
a3
wInd ' Cas 35!>: 36 A. 195; 26 M. h. J.

34I 7,
“-

T
W - N - 411; 18 C. W. N. 536; 16 Bom. 1

I A si ,»
L
;
J> 473

1 19 C. L. J. 477; 1 L. W. 811
84

i 16 M, L. T. 389 (P. C.),

gaged property for a period of ten years, in

whichever manner that period may be cal-

culated, when be failed to pay a portion of

the consideration secured by the mortgage.
He who seeks equity must do equity, and
a person cannot expect another to abide by
a contract which he has himself broken.

In either view of the oase, the plaintiff

was justified in claiming accounts and seeking

redemption as soon as the mortgage money
advanced by the mortgagee, with the interest

due thereon, was satisfied.

The next point for consideration is whether

the accounts ought to be adjusted on the

footing of the consideration actually advanced

by the mortgagee, or whether the plaintiff

is entitled to a set-off for the amount paid

by him to the heirs of Baiju in satisfation

of their prior mortgage, whioh the mortgagee

had undertaken to pay out of the consider-

ation money left with him for the purpose.

A suit for compensation for breach of a

contract in writing registered ordinarily lies

under Article 116 of the Indian Limitation

Act (IX of 1908) within six years from the

date of the breach. But the plaintiff does

not claim damages for the breaoh of that

contract. He only claims recoupment for

the amount actually paid by him to the

prior encumbrancer on the defendant’s ac-

count. Article 62 of the Indian Limitation

Act applies to such a case, and the plaintiff

is entitled to a set-off for the amount paid

by him on the defendant’s account on paying

the requisite Court-fee. The suit was filed

within three years from the date of the

payment. The allegation of the mortgagee

that he had offered the money to Baiju and

that Baiju had refused to take it was

disbelieved by the Court below, and no argu-

ment has been addressed to us to oontest the

correctness of that finding. In Hakim Ali

Khan v. Daliv Singh (3) it was held in some-

what similar .circumstances that the limita-

tion for a suit for re-imbursement would run

from the date on which the plaintiff paid

the decretal money due on the first mortgage.

Tn Rani Raghubans Kuar v. Raunak Ali

(4), where a mortgagee brought a suit for

the’ recovery of money due on his mortgage,

and had not paid a portion of the mortgage

money left with him for Payment to a

prior mortgagee, it was held that the

(3) 19 Ind. Cas. 676; 11 A. L. J. 478.

(4) 10 0. C. 69,
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mortgagee was entitled to recover such

portion of the principal amount, as was

actually paid by him, with interest thereon,

and that the mortgagor could in a separate

suit sue the plaintiff for the recovery of suoh

damages as might have accrued to him owing

to the failure of the mortgagee to carry out

his part of the contract. But in that case

no payment had actually been made oy the

mortgagor to save the mortgaged property

from sale in satisfaction of the prior mort-

gage, and the damages did not form an

ascertained sum, in regard to which a set-off

could have been claimed under section 111

of the then Code of Civil Procedure. It

is true, as pointed out in Raghubar Rai v.

Jaij Rai (5), that a mortgagor may file

suoh a suit before he has suffered any loss

by reason of the failure of the mortgagee to

carry out his part of the contract. But a

suit for re imbursement is different in its

nature from a suit for damages, and Article

116 of the Indian Limitation Act can only

apply to the latter. The plaintiff has now
been directed to pay the requisite Court- fee on

the claim for re-imbursement.

The other points taken in the memorandum
of appeal have not been pressed.

The plaintiff has filed a cross-objection,

urging that no interest ought to have been

allowed to the mortgagee alter the -It h Juno
1914, when Rs. 3,247-2 0 were tendered

under section 83 of the Transfer of Property
Act. If the tender v\as sufficient no interest

should have been allowed to the mortgagee
after the date of that tender. It is not
possible, however, to determine whether
that tender was sufficient or to settle the
account finally, till it is ascertained whether
the mortgagee had paid Rs. *z25 to Giya
Singh, on Jutta Sah refusing to receive the
same as he now alleges. The learned Subordi-
nate Judge has since his decision under
appeal allowed an application for a review
of his judgment with a view to inquire into
that matter; but it does not appear whether
he has come to any finding on that point.

The Court bolow is, therefore, directed
to determine, after taking such additional
evidence as the parties may adduce,

—

1. Whether the mortgagee tendered
Rs. 225 to Jutta Sail as alleged by him, and
on his refusal to reoeive the same, paid
that sum to Gaya Singh Y

(5) li XaU. Cud. 2-41; Ui A. 421/ U A. L. J. 53-1.

2, What is the amount remaining due to

the mortgagee on the deed of further oharge,

calculated on the footing of the considera-

tion actually paid by him, after crediting

the surplus profits received by him from the

mortgaged property up to the date of the suit

and excluding from the account Rs. 1,342 or

any portion thereof which has been found to

have been paid to the heirs of Baiju Y

Two months’ time will be allowed for a

return of the findings and ten days from

the date of the findings will be allowed to

the parties for filing objections.

Issues remitted ,

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal fxom Appellate Decree No. 2952

of 191b.

May 28, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Fletcher,

and Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

MURARI MAHAN DAS

—

Plaintiff

—Appellant
versus

TOFEL SHA and others— Defendants
— Re PON DENTS.

Chowkiiluri dmkran lands within putni, resumption

o

j

—
i utmriur and zembular, rights oj.

( huwkittari uhakran lands included within a putni

belong to tho putnidar after tin y are resumed, so

that t ho zemindtrs settlement of those lands after

their resumption with a third person is ineffective

us against the putnidar. [p, .ti ,
col, Z.J

Appeal against the dtoree ot the District

Judge, Birbhum, dated the 14th of Sep-

tember 19.6, affirming that of the Sub-

ordinate Judge of that District, dated the

30th of September 19l5.

FACTS appear from the judgment.**

Dr. JJwarkanath Slitter (with him Bahu
Sloniniira Nath Banerjee ), for the Appel-

lant. - The plaiutiff is the appellant and the

appeal arises out of a suit for reoovery

of kbas possession of Ohowkidari Chakran
1 nds belonging to the three Zemindars.

The lands were resumed by the Govern-
ment and mado over to the Zemindars,

With regard to the 15-annas landlord, the

plaintiff holds under a settlement. The one-

anua landlord Cora Ohaud Roy lot oat
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share in Putui lease to one Bibi Azimun-
nissa in 1890. Thereafter Gora sold his

share to Kali Prosonno in 1899 and the

plaintiff took settlement from Kali Prosonno.

The present defendants purchased the right

of Azimunnissa in Putni; the Putni was
sold away for arrears of rent and purchased
by the defendants in 1312 B. S. corre-

sponding to 1905 A. D. The plaintiff was
in possession of the lauds for more than

12 years from 1303 to 1319 B. S., when
he was dispossessed by the defendants.

The defence is that as the Chowkidari
•7

Chakran land was included in the Putni

purchased by the defendants at the rent

sale, the Zemindar had no right to settle

it with the plaintiff. From the lease it

appears that the Chowkidari Chakran lands

did not pass to the Putnidar. There is

an express mention in the lease that the

Chowkidari Chakran lands would not pass

by the demise. The plaintiff is, therefore,

entitled to recover the lands in suit. Refers

to RanjitiSingh Bahadur v. Kali Dasi Debi (1),

The words in the lease are “on resumption
you will be entitled to get settlement.”

Refers to Surendra Mohan Sinha v. Rajendra

Nath Roy (2).

The next point, is that as trespasser the

plaintiff has been holding the land for more
than twelve years and so he has acquired
a right to the lands by virtue of adverse
possession for the statutory period. If the

plaintiff is not a person who has been in-

ducted into the lands lawfully, then he is

a trespasser, and he having held the lands
as trespasser for more than twelve years
has acquired a right by adverse posses-
sion.

Babu Hira Lai Sanyal
9
for the Respond-

ents, wa9 not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.—This appeal is preferred by

the plaintiff against the decision of the
learned District Judge of Birbhum, dated
the. 14th September 191(5, affirming the
deoision of the Subordinate Judge of Suri.

suit was brought to recover posses-

(1) 40 Ind. Cas. 981; 25 C. L. J, 499; 21 C. W. N.
W9; 32 M. I,. J. 565; 16 A. L. J. 890; 19 Bom. L. R.

4^2; 2 P. L. W. 1; (1917) M. W. N. 459; 6 L. W. 101;

Wj-Wh 22 M. L. T. 4S9; 44 I. A. 117 ( P. C.).

yv 46 Ind. Cas. 435; 22 O. W. N. 660; 28 C. U J. 1 60.

sion of certain Chowkidari Chakran lands
lying within two Mouzas. The plaintiff

admittedly has got a fifteen-annas share
of these Mouzas under leases granted to him
by the owners of the property. The ques-

tion arises as to the remaining one-anna
share; and the way that question arises is

this: The defendants are Putnidars claim-

ing through one Gora Chand Roy who
originally owned this one-anna share, and
the question is whether in the Putni lease

granted by G^ra Chand Roy the resumed
Chowkidari Chakran lands were included,

because if they were included it is quite

clear that the subsequent lease of the one-

anna share of the Chowkidari Chakran
lands to the plaintiff was iueffeotive. The
first point is what passed by the lease ?

The words of demise in the lease are purely

general words. But it is said that these

general words are cut down by reason of

certain words that appear subsequently in

tb 8 Putni lease, and those words have

been translated by the learned Judge in

this way: That if the Chowkidar’s Chakran
lands were resumed, the Putnidars would

get them. Dr. Mitter wishes to translate

them in this way: That if the Chowki-

dar’s Chakran lands were resumed, then a

lease of the resumed lands would be granted

to the Putnidars. Of course, in that view,

to give full effect to the demise, you have

got to exclude from the demise the resumed

Chowkidari Chakran lands because the

parties provided by express terms that,

if they were resumed, a new and inde-

pendent lease would be given to the Patni-

dars. Apparently the words do not bear the

meaning that Dr. Mitter wishes them to

bear. The learned Judge, according to Mr.

Justioe Shamsul Hada, gives more or less

an accurate translation of those words.

That being so, the words were simply put

in to explain that the lease was to include

all Chowkidari Chakran lands that might

be resumed, so as to conclude any question

that might be raised subsequently between

the parties. If that is so, it is quite

clear that the plaintiff at the time he took

this lease of the one-anna share got no-

thing because his lessor’s predecessor-in-

title had already parted with all his in-

terest in the Chowkidari Chakran lands

by the Putni in favour of the defend-

ants.
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Then another point has been raised, and

that is that t he plaintiff has got a title

by adverse possession. The learned Judge

remarked that that ease was never raised

in the lower Courts and I think that is

probably right, because, if the defendants

are "n-sbarers with the plaintiff, there is

no allegation that, there was any act by

the plaintiff which would render his pos-

session adveise as against his co-sharers.

If is case was that the defendants had no

interest in these Chowkidari Chakran lands.

Mo never <-et up any case that, if the de-

fendants bad any interest, they had lost it.

by reason of having been excluded by the

plaintiff. I think the learned Judge was

right in saying that no oa*e of adverse

possession arose in the present case and

that that case had never been made. In

that view, the present appeal fails and must
be dismissed with costs.

Siiamm’L Hul'a, J.— I agree.

A ppea 1 dism issed.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
First Civil, Appeal No. 12 ok 1916.

July 26, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Jwala Prasad
and Justice Sir Ali Imam, Kt.

The SECRETARY of STATE for INDIA in

COUNCIL

—

Defendant—Appku ant
versus

HI RANAND OJHA and others— Plaintiffs
and proforma Defendants— Respondents.
License— Permanent structure built upon Lund—

Revocation of license.

Whore by an oral agreement the plaint ill' allowed
the defendant to execute and work out on the plaint-
iff's land an irrigation scheme of considerable
permanent benefit to a vorv large number of
Tillages at a considerable amount of expense:

Held, that the agreement created a license which
could not bo revoked at the instance of the plaintiff,

[p. 169, cols, 1 & 2.]

Appeal from a decision of the Subordinate
Judge, Palamau.

Mr. Fakhruddin
,
for the Appellant.

Mr. Naresh Chandra Sinha
,

for the Re-
spondents.

JUDGMENT.—The facts and circum-
stance^ from which this appeal arises areas
follows;—

The plaintiffs-respondents and the pro

forma defendants are owners of a village

called Man-Ahar, in whiob is situated} a

reservoir bearing the same name. The
plaintiffs-respondents have an eightai.ra

share in this village. It appears that there

nresrme estates in the neighbourhood of

this village that are owned by Govern-

ment.
•

An irrigation scheme known as Sadabha

scheme was mooted in the year

1905. The pro ject was to bring a channel

from the Sadabha stream to the Govern-

ment villages and such other villages as

wished to participate in the benefits of the

scheme. It appears that a number of

villages through which the proposed chan-

nel was to oome were admitted into the

scheme and on the 26th of February 1908

a memorandum of agreement was drawn

up fixing the rights and liabilities of all

those that wished to join. The memoran-

dum is marked as Exhibit A in the case,

The plaintiffs-respondents, among others

interested in the scheme, it is alleged,

signed this agreement. It was agreed

amongst the parties that lands lying or

situate in the respective villages or shares

of villages required for the purposes of

the said scheme would be given free of

cost. It was also agreed upon that the

Deputy Commissioner of Palamau represen-

ting the Government estates was to distri-

bute the water that was to be brought

from the Sadabha river among all who
were admitted to the benefits of the soheme

in such a way as would meet all the

requirements for irrigating the fields, ar.d

that he should not obstruct in any way
the flew of water through the main chan-

nel cf the said soheme, provided no waste

was committed in the use of the watei;

nor it was agreed upon, the Deputy
Commissioner or others who signed the

agreement should have the right to ob-

struct the flow of the water in any of the

subsidiary channels of the scheme with a

view to divert water into any reservoir

or reservoirs, but that each of them should

be at liberty to prevent all excess flow

of water into any reservoir, provided that

by so doing he did not in any way un-

duly interfere) with the proper supply of

water to any person entitled to be supplied.

After parties had so agreed the t work of
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oonstruotion was taken up, and it appears

that the channel made from the Sadabha

river was taken down through the plaint-

iffs-respondents’ village Man*Ahar skirting

the eastern side of their reservoir called

Man Ahar to the villages to the south of

it including the Government estates. The
agreement included a stipulation for the

proprietors of the villages concerned to pay

towards the construction of the scheme in

the same proportion to the total cost

of construction as the road-cess payable

by each of these villages was to the road-

cess of all the villages admitted to the

benefits of this scheme. It was further

stipulated that the maintenance of the scheme
and its preservation were to be carried

on by further contribution upon the same
basis. On the completion of the work it

transpired that a portion of the channel

(colored “red” in Exhibit 0, the map on
the paper-book) was found to be of such

a level that the water brought from the

Sadabha river could not freely flow down
to the south. This necessitated a slight

diversion of the channel and the diversion

in question was effected, as is shown in

the map, Exhibit C, by cutting a channel
from the main channel into the reservoir

known as Man-Ahar at its north eastern

corner and taking out another channel from
its south-eastern oorner further south again
to the main channel. This arrangement
resulted in converting the reservoir, Man
Ahar, into an important and integral part

of the soheme, as the water brought down
in the channel from the Sadabha fell into

this reservoir at the north-eastern oorner

and flowed down again from the south-

eastern oorner falling into the main channel
lower down. The inclusion of this reservoir

as a part of the old scheme was effected

at a cost of Rs. 688 7-6, which was
met by the funds raised for the purposes
of the oarrying out of the soheme. The em-
bankments 7 of the Man Ahar reservoir

were for this reason raised and streng-

thened. '

b

The plaintiffs* case is that the construc-
tion of the channel on the land belong-
ing to them and the inclusion of Man-
Ahar reservoir into the soheme by cutting
the two new channels, raising and streng-
thening the embankments were aots done
°y the Deputy Commissioner of Palamau

without their knowledge or consent. It

is also alleged by them that the oonstruo-

tion of the channel has stopped the supply

of surface water from the north-east into

their reservoir and that they were also

prevented by the Deputy Commissioner from
taking water from their Man Ahar reservoir

to other reservoirs owned by them for the

purposes of irrigating their fields and that

thereby they have suffered loss of crops.

The relief claimed is the declaration that

the defendant No. 1, Secretary of State

for India in Council, has no right to the

use of the water of the reservoir called

Man Ahar and for an order directing him
to remove all structures made by him on

plaintiffs’ land and the award of damages

for loss of crops due to his having pre-

vented the plaintiffs from irrigating their

fields from the water of Man Ahar.

The defendant denies generally the

allegations of the plaintiffs and rests his

suit principally on the ground of estoppel,

alleging that the Sadabha soheme with the

subsequent inclusion of Man Ahar was oarried

out with the knowledge and consent of

the plaintiffs. He also denies that there

has been any loss of crops suffered by

hem.
The learned Subordinate Judge who

ried the case gave his decision as fol-

ows:—
“The suit be decreed to the effect that

in payment of Rs. 636 into Court in

avour of defendant No. 1 within 4 months

rom this day the plaintiffs shall have

ree and uncontrolled use of the Ahar

sailed Man Ahar and its water as against

lefendant No. 1 from the 1st of October

L915 and that the defendant No. 1 shall

mve no right to the use of the same

rom the 1st of October 1915. On failure

;o deposit the amount within the period

ixed the plaintiffs shall have no right to

jrevent the defendant No. 1 from the use of

,he said Ahar and its water.

“No damages allowed, parties are to bear

heir own costs.”

We have to consider whether this order

jaosed by the learned Subordinate Judge

ian be sustained, Before we deal with the

joints of law raised by the learned Gov

irnment Pleader we wish to express our

intire oonourrenoe with the finding of t

ower Court regarding the knowledge and
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consent of the plaintiffs and with refer-

ence to tbe carrying out of the original

Sadabha schemo and the subsequent in-

clusion of Man Ahar in it. The evidence

on the record on this point is overwhelm-
ing. Exhibit A of the Commissioner
appointed to take tho evidence of Mr.

Hignell, who was Deputy Commissioner

of Palamau in 1903, is a note, dated the

4th of April of that year, written by the

witness. This document read with tho

evidence of Mr. Hignell leaves no room
for doubt that the plaintiffs were willing

parties to the completion of the Sadabha
irrigation scheme by the inclusion of

their reservoir Man Ahar. It is

also abundantly proved that the plaintiff

Iliranand Ojha gave his consent to tho

raising and strengthening of tho embank-
ments of the Ahar for the purposes of

the scheme. Exhibit F is a note, dated

the 1 5th of March 190S, submitted by

the District Engineer to tho Deputy Com-
missioner of Palamau. This note shows
that the entire work was completed with

tho exception of a few subsidia»y channels

at a cost of Rs. 18,1*^6-10-6, Exhibit B is

a petition of the plaintiff Hiranand
Ojha, dated the 10th of November 1909.

This was in reply to a notice served on
him to pay up the proportionate oost of

construction in respect of somo villages

admitted to the benefit of the Sadabha
scheme. A perusal of this petition is suffi-

cient to show that lie had willingly
joined the supporters of the scheme and
had aotually accepted the liability to pay
cost of construction in proportion to

such share or shares of villages as were
in his direct possession and wore benefit-

ed by the scheme. Exhibit K is a oopy of
a judgment in money Appeal No. .3 of 1913,
given by the Judicial Commissioner
of Ranchi on the 4th of January 1914.
It appears that the plaintiff Hiranar.d
Ojha failed to contribute his share of the
oost of the Sadabha irrigation scheme and
a suit had to be instituted against him by
the Secretary of State for India in Council
for the realization of the amount due from
him. The suit was decreed and the finding
of the Judicial Commissioner in that case
was that Hiranand Ojha had fully parti-
cipated in |the benefits of the scheme and
was accordingly liable for his share of expen.

sea incurred in giving effect to that scheme.

It is unnecessary to labour with this part

of tho case and it would be sufficient to

say that we have no hesitation in holding

that t lie Sadabha scheme, as originally

agreed to and the subsequent inclusion of

the reservoir Man Ahar in it, had been

carried out with the full knowledge and
consent of the plaintiffs. The learned

Subordinate Judge having found against

the plaintiffs on the question of their know-
ledge and consent arrived at his decision

from the point of view as to whether an
oral agreement or contract between the

plaintiffs and tho Deputy Commissioner in

respect of an immoveable property worth
more than Rs. 100 oould be given any
effect to. It is true that in the absence

of a registered instrument making a gift

of tbe land on which the Sadabha scheme
was executed according to the memo, of

agreement, there remains nothing but an
oral oontraot. This view of the learned

Subordinate Judge is not seriously chal-

lenged, as the contention of the learned

Government Pleader is that even if the

provisions of the Contract Aot and the

Transfer of Property Aot have no applioa-

tion to the suit, it deserved to be dismissed
on other grounds
The learned Vakil presses upon our con-

sideration that if the agreement between
the plaintiffs and the Deputy Commissioner
of Palamau did not amount to a gift of

tho land in village Man Ahar over which
the scheme was carried out, under ar.y

circumstances it was a grant whioh fulfill-

ed all the legal conditions of a license.

License has been defined as ‘ a grant by
ono persou to another or to a definite

number of other persons of a right to do
or continue to do in or upon the immove-
able property of tho grantor something which
would, in the absence of such right, be
unlawful and such right not amounting
to an easement or an interest in tho pro-

perty.” This definition is contained in

section 52 of the Indian Easements Act
(Aot V of 1332). This Act does not apply
to this Province, but tho definition is

borrowed from the English Law and there
can be no question that, in tho absence of
an enactment of the I .uiian h <gis':if.urn we
must be guided by ttm principles of the
English Law, A license may be oreat$4
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by parole [vide,
Hewlins v. Shippam (l),

Fentiman v. Smith (2)]. We have, there-

fore, no hesitation in holding that the facts

proved in -this case establish the grant

of a license by the plaintiffs to the defend-

ant represented by the Deputy Commissioner

of Palamau.

1 The next question for consideration is,

whether a license is revocable. Section GO

of the Act referred to above provides for

its revocation by the grantor, unless (a)

the license is coupled with a transfer

of property and 9uch transfer is enforced,

and

- (6) unless the licensee acting upon the

license has executed a work of a perma-

nent character and incurred expenses in the

execution.

In the present case we are not concern-

ed with any question of transfer of pro-

perty, and there can be no doubt that

the defendant through the Deputy Com-
missioner of Palamau acting upon the

license has executed the Sadabha irriga-

tion scheme which is of a permanent
oharaoter and has incurred expenses in the

execution.

In the present case, however, what wo
have to oonsider is whether on the facts

and circumstances of the case the license

granted by the plaintiffs to tae defendant
should be revoked. If the case were gov-
erned by the Indian Easemems Act, it

would, under section GO of that Act, be
irrevocable, but that Act does not apply
to the Province of Bihar and Orissa. Wa
have, therefore, to come to a decision on
consideration of what is reasonable and just

{.PUrnmer v. Wellington Corporation (3)3 The
decision, tbereiore, does not rest on regard for

the strict legal rignt9 of the parties t»o much
as on the supervening equities of the case.
There can be no question on the evi fence that
the Sadabha irrigation scheme is a vv irk

considerable permanent benefit to a
v®ry large number of villages and that
a GOnciderable amount of money has been

- ®P0nt upon its construction. Tnere can also
6 n° doubt that on the consent given
y the plaintiffs and reliance having b*en

5 B. & G 221 at p. 229; 7 D. & It.
<*53; 4 L. J. K. B. (O. a.) 241; 10S E. B. H2.

U803) 4 East 307; 102 E. ft 770; 7 It ft 513.

4*7K In r
884) 9 A - C - 690; 53 .1, f\ G. 101; ol L. T.

*75; 49 J. p. He,

placed upon the same a scheme of this

magnitude was carried out, of which the

ret-ervoir known as Man Ahar has been
an integral part and on which a very
large sum of money has been spent. These
are grave considerations in the case. It is

also evident that if the prayer of the

plaintiffs is granted, whatever new method
may be adopted to re-oonstruot the scheme
on a fresh basis, the loss in money and
convenience would accrue not only to tbe

defendant but to a large number of pro-

prietors of villages other than Alan Ahar
that are at present receiving benefit from

the existing scheme. The revocation of the

license is a matter of discretion with

the Court and it can only be exercised on

a balance of the consideration of the equi-

ties cf the case. On a careful considera-

tion of the facts arid ciroumstances of this

case we have do hesitation in holding that

the equities are on tbe side of treating the

license as irrevocable. It does not also

appear to us on the evidence that the

plaintiffs resent tbe bringing of tbe

Sadabha water into Man Ahar reservoir

but what is disliked by them is its control

by the Depu y Con miseiorer rf Palamau.

If li e plaintiffs claimed to take this water

into otner reservoirs of their own without

any reference to the Deputy Commissioner

they seem to have wholly ill-conceived

their remedy in instituting the present

Ruit. The result is that the decree of the

lower Court is \acated and the plaintiffs*

suit stands dismissed with costs throughout.

Appeal decreed .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.

Appeal Fr.OM Appellate Deckle No. 259c-

of 1917.

June i-0, 1918.

present:- Justice Sir Charles Chitty, K:.,

and Mr. Justice Walmsley.

LAKSHMI KANTA DE-Plaintiff—
Appellant

versus

he CHAIRMAN of the MUNICIPAL
COMMISSIONERS of the NAIHAT.

ilUNICIPALl'I Y and another—

ruFE-NDAHTs— Responded.
u,l

F
fc,W Art (III B. C. Of 1884), .. 57-
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Person hohlhig office <>J pcoft under Municipality,

irlipf /(/-/• qualified to hr elected Comnu-.-.ioncr—Election

Rulr.-t, 13, men nin'f of.

A person who is Misqualilicd umlor section 57 of the

Rongal M iinicipsil Act is ip.™ facto ilisqiialifieri for elec-

tion as n Municipal Commissioner, [p. 171, col. I.]

A person \\ ho held find st ill holds nn oflioe of

profit under the Commissioners of n Municipality, such

as a teachership in a Municipal School, is not qualiti-

ed to he elected as a Commissioner, [p. 1“1, col. 1.]

Rule 13 of the Election Rules means that only

those persons should he included in the list of candi-

dates who are qualified to he elected, [p. 1/1, col. 1.]

Appeal against the deoree of the Ad-

ditional Distriot Judge, 24-Parganas,

dated the ISth July 1917, affirming that

of the Munsif, 2nd Court at Barasat, dated

the 20th June 1910.

FACTS.—The plaintiff-appellant, who was a

teacher in the Municipal School, was a voter

in one of the wards of the Naihati Munici-

pality. He offered himself as a candidate

for election as a Municipal Commissioner in a

ward where there were two other candi-

dates, viz., defendants Nos. 2 and 3. There

were two vacancies in that ward. The

Chairman, avoter of the Municipality, thought

that the plaintiff was not eligible for elec-

tion under rule 13 of the Election Rules

read along with section 57 of the Bengal

Municipal Act (III B. C. of 1881), heoause

he held an “office of profit” under the

Municipality, and referred the matter to

the Distriot Magistrate for decision. The
Distriot Magistrate supported the view of

the Chairman and the nomination paper

was rejeoted. The plaintiff, being dissatis-

fied with the action of the Chairman,

brought this suit. The Courts below dis-

missed the plaintiff’s suit and the present

appeal has been preferred by the plaintiff.

Babu Manmohan Hose (with him
Babu J. M. Milter ), for the Appellant.

—

The plaintiff is a school master in a

school which received grant from the Muni-
cipality. The question is whether being a

teacher of the school, the plaintiff held an
office under the Municipality ? It is a

private school. A fund, when made up of

grants and other sources, does not retain

its character of any of those sources. The
question is whether section 57 of the Bongal
Municipal Act (111 B. C. of 188-i) applies

to any person other than what the section

clearly says. The disqualification mentioned
in seotion 57 applies only to a Commis-
sioner and pot to a candidate and that the

Commissioner oan only be removed by the

Commissioner of the Division under seotion

20 of the Aot (see Pargiter’s book on Bengal
Municipal Act, 2nd Edition, page 86,

paragraph 3).

The Aot does not empower the Chairman
to reject the nomination paper, beoause

the candidate may give up the office of

profit just before the eleotion.

Mr. J. M. Mitra and Babus Ram Chander
Majumdar, Rishendra Nath Sarkar and Sama-
rendra Nath Datt

,
for the Respondents, were

not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Chittv, J.—This is an appeal by the

plaintiff arising out of a suit brought by
him against the Chairman of the Naihati

Municipality and two persons who were
elected as Commissioners for the ward for

which the plaintiff considered himself a

candidate. The election was to be held on
9th October 1915. Defendants Nos. 2 and 3

were duly nominated as candidates. We
may assume that the nomination of the

plaintiff was also in order but we find

nothing as to that on the records. The
Chairman was in doubt whether the plaint-

iff was qualified having regard to section

57 of the Bengal Municipal Aot. He referred

it on 17th September 1915 to the Magistrate,
presumably under rule 29 of the Eleotion

Rules
;
and the Magistrate on the same

day ruled that the plaintiff was not qualified

to be elected as a Commissioner. An appeal
to the Commissioner of the Division by the
plaintiff was, we understand, unsuccessful.
On 21st December 1915 the plaintiff filed

this suit praying for a declaration, first ,

that the cancellation of his candidature was
ultra vires and illegal

;
secondly

,
that

defendants Nos. 2 and 3 could not sit as duly
elected Commissioners

;
and, thirdly

,
that

the action of the Chairman in rejecting hie

application was illegal and ultra vires and
that the election of the defendants was also

ultra vires and void. Eater on, a prayer was
added for a permanent injunction restraining
the defendants Nos, 2 and 3 from sitting.

Both the Courts have found, as a matter
of fact, that the plaintiff held and still holds
an office of profit under the Commissioners.
That finding we cannot question in seoond
appeal. The question then arises whether
the Chairman, in these circumstances, was
justified in excluding the plaintiff’s uaittQ
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from the list of candidates which he was

bopnd to prepare and publish under rule 14.

It has been argued here that the dis-

qnalifioation of a Commissioner under section

57 could only be determined by the Com-
missioner of a Division under section 20

of the Act. Section 20, however, has no

bearing on the present oase. That seotion

only provides for the removal by the

Commissioner of a Division of any Commis-
sioner under various circumstances, one of

which is—if, in the judgment of the Com-
missioner of the Division to be recorded in

writing, he has beoome disqualified to con-

tinue in offioe under seotion 57. This is

not a case of becoming disqualified after

eleotion or being disqualified to continue in

offioe. Rule 13 which was amended in

1898 now runs :
‘ Any person qualified to

vote under these Rules, and not disquali-

fied under seotion 57 of the Act, shall be

qualified to be elected as a Commissioner.”
One would think, reading that rule in the

ordinary meaning of the English words,

that a person who is disqualified unler
seotion 57 would be ipso facto disqualified

for eleotion. It is, however, argued that

there is no rule against a disqualified per-

son beooming a candidate and that he
should be allowed to be elected and have
his eleotion forthwith cancelled or—possibly
it.it so pleased him—allowed to give up the
offioe of profit or the contract or whatever
it might be which disqualified him from
continuing as a Commissioner. I do not think
that the rules were framed with such an
objeot in view, nor do I think that that
is a reasonable view to take. They must,
I think, mean that only those persons shall
he included in the list of candidates who
are qualified to be eleoted: otherwise a list

of candidates would be of no use whatever.
In that view of the Rules, the present
aPpeal fails and must be dismissed. It
niay be mentioned that it would be useless
to make any order in this oase, as it is now
one of purely aoademio interest having
regard to the lapse of time since the elec-
tor took place. The appeal is dismissed with
ooats, one set to the defendant No. 1 and
0lVet bythe defendant No. 2.

Walmsley, J.—I agree.

Appeal dismissed .

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1930 of 1917.

June 18, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Wilberforoe.
BEHARI LAL

—

Defendant—Appellant
versus

KHAN CHAND and others—
Plaintiffs— Respondents.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908^1, s. 104 (f)

,

scope o/, Sch. II, paras. 1,15, 17, 20

—

Order refusing to

file award on private reference, nature oj—Application
to file award on private arbitration—Subsequent
reference to new arbitrator through Court —Application
to file second award— Order setting aside aivard, whether
decree—Appeal—Revision.

Clause (f) of section 104, Civil Procedure Code,
refers to cases where a matter has been referred to

arbitration without the intervention of the Court,

[p. 172, col. 2.]

There is an inherent, difference between orders
refusing to file an award on a matter referred to

arbitration without the intervention of the Court
and those referred to under paragraph 1 of the

Second Schedule of the Civil Procedure Code. In
the former case, if the Court refuses to file an
award, its order amounts to a formal adjudication on
the matter in controversy and conclusively deter-

mines the rights of the parties. In the case of orders

setting aside an award under paragraph 15 of the

Second Schedule, the order is only of an interlocutory

nature and is in Tib way a conclusive adjudication of

the matter in dispute [p. 172, col. 2 ; p 173, col 1 ]

A dispute between members of a firm was pri-

vately referred by them to arbitration. An award being

given, an application was made for filing it. Objections

were raised and an issue as to the misconduct of

the arbitrators was framed. Meanwhile the parties

agreed to refer the whole matter in dispute to a

new arbitrator and made an application to the Court

to that effect. The new arbitrator was then appoint-

ed and gave his award. Objections were made to

this second award and the Court, finding that one of

the parties had not signed the application of reference

to the arbitrator and that the first award had not

been superseded, set aside the second award. An
appeal to the District Judge was dismissed as incom-

petent and a second appeal was filed in the Chief

rt:

’eld, (1) that inasmuch as the application for the

g of the first award was numbered and registered

suit between the parties, a suit was pending at

time the second reference was made and the

>r of the first Court was not, therefore, an order

irred to in section 104, Civil Procedure Code;

172, col. 2.

J

2) that the order in question setting aside the

"rd did not amount to a decree and was not

ealable as such; [p. 173, col. 1.]

3) that the order of the lower Appellate Court

josed of a question of law and, even if wrong, was

open to revision as no material irregularity had

Seoond appeal from the decree of the

District Judge, Multan, dated the 11th

Jpne 1917, affirming fch^t of the Suborni-
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nate .Ridge, Mahan, dated the llfch May
1 h 17, petting aside the award.

Lala V 1 <is , f*n* the Appellant.

Lala Mot i Sag *r, R. S ,
and Mr. A. C.

HMm, f*ir i he Respondents.

JUDGMaJN 1\—A dispute arising between

five persons, members of a firm, was privately

referred by them to arbitration. An
award was duly made and an application

was made under paragraph 20 of the

Second Schedule of the Civil Procedure

0'>de for the tiling of the award in Court.

Objections were made and an issue framed

as to whether the arbitrators were guilty

of any raise induct Meanwhile, the parties

apparently did not wish to proceed further

in the matter of the award and the

disputes connected with it, and they agreed

to refer the whole matter in dispute from

the beginning to a new arbitrator. They
made an application to the Court to this

effect, and the matter in dispute was
referred to this arbitrator who put in his

award. Objections were then made to the

second award and the first Court, finding

that one of the parties had not signed

the application of reference to the arbi-

trator, and that the first award had not

been superseded, ordered that this second

award should be set aside and that the

case should proceed from the stage when
the second reference was made. Against
this order an appeal was preferred to the
District Judge who field that the order
was not appealable, and could be traversed

in the eventual appeal against the decree.
Against this decision of the District Judge
a second appeal has been preferred to

this Court, and it is requested that in

case it be held that no appeal is com-
petent, the appeal may be treated as a
revision.

I have heard lengthy arguments on the
question whether the decision of the first

Court was appealable or not. Counsel for
the appellant argued that his appeal was
covered by clause (di or clause (/) of
section 10 1, Civil Procedure Code, or
that if this was not the case, the order
setting aside the award was tantamount
to a decree. It, appears evident that
section lOt \d) can have no reference to
the present appeal, as the order under
appeal has not refused t-i filo an agree-
ment to refer to arbitiation. It appears

equally evident that clause (/) has no
application to the present case. As
pointed out in Ram Jawaya Mai v. Devi
Ditta Mai (l), clause (/) refers to para-
graphs 20 and 21 of the Second Schedule
namely, to oases where a matter has been
referred to arbitration without the inter-

vention of the Court. In the present
case an application had already been made
under paragraph 20 for the filing of the
first award, and this application was
numbered and registered as a suit between
the applicant and the other parties. A
suit was, therefore, pending between the
parties and it was during the trial of
this suit that the second reference to
arbitration was made. It would be a
far fetched argument that the seoond
reference and the seoond award had
taken the place of the first reference
and the first award and that, therefore,
paragraph 20 had no application. It is

plain from the wording of the soliedule
itself and from many authorities, e. g. %

Ram Jawaya Mai v. Devi Ditta Mai (1),
that a suit was pending and that the
seoond referenoo and award were mads
in connection with that suit. For the
*bove reasons, I hold that the order of
the first Court is not an order referred to
in section 104.

It is next argued that in any case the
order of the first Court refusing to file

llie award is tantamount to a deoree and
in support of this view. Ram Jawaya Mai
V- Devi Ditta Mai (1) is referred to.
The judgment relied upon deals with the
question whether orders rejecting appli-
cations under sections 523 and 525 of the
old ( ode of Civil Procedure, correspond-
ing with paragraphs 17 and 20, respec-
tively, of Schedule II of the present Code,
are decrees. It, is not applicable to the
present case as the referenoo can only bo
considered to have been made under para-
graph 1 of the Seoond Schedule. More-
over there is an inherent. difference
between orders refusing to filo an award
on a matter referred to arbitration with-
out the intervention of the Court and
those referred to under paragraph 1. In
the former case if the Court refuses to

(l ) 31 I ml. Ons. 192; 1 17 P
19lfi;7<M\ L. R. 1917 .

1M9I6; 107 P. W. H.
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file an award, its order amounts to a

formal adjudication on the matter in

controversy and conclusively determines
the rights of the parties. In the case of

orders setting aside an award under
paragraph 15 of the Second Schedule, the

order is only of an interlocutory nature

4
and is in no way a conclusive determi-
nation of the matter in dispute. In my
opinion, therefore, Ram Jawaya Mai v.

Devi Ditta Mai (l)-does not in any way
assist the appellant. I hold that the order
of the first Court setting aside the award
does not amount to a decree and is not
appealable as such.

The matter is not free from difficulty,

as in ordinary cases of suits in which a
reference is made to arbitration, the [order
of the Court setting aside the award can
be questioned on an appeal from the decree.
In the present case, whatever the result,

it will be difficult or impossible to re-

open the question now decided in any
future appeal. There is, therefore, more
ground for treating the present appeal as
an application for revision than usually
exists. But I do not consider that
sufficient grounds exist in the present case
for entertaining such an application. The
principles governing such cases are dis-

cussed at length in Ram Jawaya Mai v.

Devi Ditta Mal( 1) and Ahmad Din v. Atlas
Trading. Company of Delhi (2). The order
of the lower Appellate Court in the present
case disposes of questions of law and
even if wrong, no material irregularity
oan he said to have been committed. As
a matter of fact, the views of the first

Court on the questions of law involved
appear piima facte correct.

therefore, hold that no appeal lay to
the Distriot Judge and that there is no
sufficient ground for revision. 1 dismiss
the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

i9l6
31 lQd> °a3 ' S>i 63 P> R. 1915; 118 P. W. R.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. k325

of 1916.

June 17, 1918.
Present:— Justice Sir Charles Chitty, Kt., and

Mr. Justice Walmsley.
HAR KUMAR SEN and another

—

Plaintiffs— Appellants
versus

.

RAJ KUMAR HALDAR and others
Defendants— Respondents.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908y, s. 11— Rea
judicata

—

Rent suit—Decision as to rate of rent, whether
operates as res judicata.

A judgment in a suit for rent deciding the ques-
tion of the annual jama, even where it does not
operate as res judicata on the same question in a
subsequent suit for rent, is good evidence as to the
rate of rent [p. 174, col. 1.]

Semble.—The tendency of the more recent
decisions of the Calcutta High Court is that when
the question of the annual jama has been raised
in a suit for rent and decided, it will be regarded as
res judicata in later suits for rent of the same
holding, [p. 174, col. 1.]

Appeal frem a decision of the Subordinate
Judge, Barisal, dated the 30th June 1916,
modifying that of the Munsif at Barisal,

dated the 31st March 1915,

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Babu Kali Prasanna Piplai (with him Babu

Atindra Nath Mukherjee and Moulvi A. K
%

Fazlul Huq)
i
for the Appellants.—The only

question is whether the decision in the

previous suit for rent is res judicata as to

the amount of rent which is in dispute in

this case. After that decree, there was a

preparation of the Record of Rights under

the Bengal Tenancy Act showing the annual

jama of the holding; and I submit that

due weight should be given to the cerciticate

of fiual publication, which is binding upon

the parties. The deoision in the previous

suit for rent is not res judicata in this

suit. Refers to Kali Roy v. Pratap

Narain (I), Mahorani Beni Ptrshad Koeri \

.

Raj Kumar Chowhf-y (2) and Srinurain Singh

V. tiundarbati Kumari (3). Where the rent is

fixed by a contract, oral or wri«ten, and a

decree is given on the contract, then and

then ody the doctrine of res judicata is

applicable. In this case no contract has

been set up in the plaint. The plaint only

states that the jama is only so much.

(1) 5 C. L. J. 92.

12) 6 C. W. N. 589.

(8> 6 Ind. Cas. SCO; 18 C. L. J. 653 at p. 656.
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Then after the previous rent-decree in

question when there is a certificate of final

publication, then, in the absence of any

evidenoe to the contrary, the entry in the

Record of Rights must be taken to be cor-

rect. The Record of Rights was prepared

after the previous decree for rent in ques-

tion, and, therefore, the amount of rent

stated in the Record of Rights must be

taken to be correot.

Babu Naheleswar Mukherjee , for the Re-

spondents.— All these cases on the question

of res judicata in a suit for rent are sum-
marized in Mane Muhammad Nasya v. Dhani
Muhammad (4) and it appears that there

is a conflict of decisions on the point. Your
Lordships will, therefore, be pleased to refer

the case to a Full Bench, if your Lord-

ships do not agree with the Judge in the

Court of Appeal below.

Babu Kali Prasanna Piplai replied.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal by the

plaintiffs arising out of a suit for rent. The
only question raised before us is whether
the decree of the Subordinate Judge is

right, based as it is on the principle of

yes judicata. The Judge has, however, not

relied entirely on the question of res judicata

but, on the evidence, has found that the

plaintiffs’ contention must fail. On the
question of res judicata the authorities of

this Court are not entirely unanimous.
There are no doubt cases to be found
taking more or less contrary views. The
tendency, however, of the more recent
decisions appears to be that when the ques-
tion of the annual jama has been raised
in a suit and decided, it will be regarded
as res judicata in later suits for rent of the
same holding. We need not, however, go
into that question now, because in this case
the Judge has distinctly found that even
if the previous judgment does not operate
as res judicata, it is good evidenoe as to the
rate of rent. I hat evidenoe he weighs
against the Reoord of Rights and the pre-
sumption arising therefrom and decides
against the plaintiffs. It oannot be said
that the learned Judge wa9 wrong in
that conclusion. The appeal is accordingly
dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. 3169 of 1916.

February 2, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Leslie Jones.

Musammat BHAGIRTHI

—

Plaintiff

—

Appellant
versus

GHISA SINGH AND ANOTHER—
Defendants—Respondents.

Will—Execution
,
proof of—Disposing mind of testa -

trix— Evidence in support of Will ,

In an application for Letters of Administration with

the Will annexed, it was not denied by the caveators

that the testatrix had a disposing mind on the

date on which the Will was alleged to have been
executed. Export evidence proved decisively that

the impression on the Will was the thumb-mark of

the testatrix, but it was contended that though a
Will was, in fact, executed, it was lost and that the Will

propounded was a forgery, having been written to

the thumb- impression which already existed on a

pieco of paper in possession of tko applicant’s

husband, who held a general power-of-attornoy from
the testatrix. The Will was supported by the scribe

and the three attesting witnesses. The applicant

herself testified that she had seen tho Will written,

that it lmd been made ovor to her by the testatrix

and that she had kept it with herself:

Held, (1) that it was not proved that the

original Will was lost and that tho theory of a

dishonest conspiracy to forge a Will could not be

sustained in view of the positive evidence produced
in support of the Will; [p. 170, col. 2.]

(2) that tho Will was a genuine document duly

executed by the testatrix, [p. » 77, col. 1.]

First appeal from the order of the Dis-

trict Judge, Delhi, dated the 1 9th of August
1916, rejecting the application.

Bakhshi Tek Chand
,
for the Appellant.

Lala Mot i Sagar
,

R. S., for the Respond-
ents.

JUDGMENT.—Shiv Charn bequeathed
his property by a registered Will to Afu-

sammat Mewan, the widow of his deceased

son. Musammat Mewan died at Delhi on

the 29th October 1915. On 6th January
1916, Musammat Bhagirthi, her brother’s

daughter, applied for Letters of Administra-
tion with a Will annexed, the Will being

one alleged to have been executed by Aft/*

sammat Mewan on the 29th July 1914.

The application was opposed by two
caveators, Rainji Das, the nephew, and
Ghis'a Singh, the sister’s sou of Shiv
Charn.
The District Judge of Delhi has held

that the execution of the Will has not

been proved and Musammat Bhagirthi
has, therefore, filed the present appeal to

this Court.
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It is nofc now denied that on the 29th
July 1914 Musammat Mewan had a dis-

posing mind and the only question which
is still in dispute is that of exeoution.

In support of the Will numerous wit-
nesses were produoed, among them being
Kanshi Nath, the aoriba of the Will, and
Udmi Ram, Nanak Chand and Nanhe Mai,
the three attesting witnesses. Musammat
Bhagirfchi herself testihed that she had
seen the Will written, that it had been
made over to her by Musammat Mewan
and that she kept it at Ludhiana. There
was other evidence concerning the despatch
of the Will from Ludhiana to Delhi for
the purpose of the present application.
The District Judge has remarked that

it cannot be said that the evidence of
these witnesses has been materially shaken
m cross-examination, and the only criticism
of it which he has himself made is that
one of them Udmi Ram is in the same em-
ployment as Puran Singh, the husband of
Musammat Bbagirthi.
He also conceded that it"wa 3 very pro-

bable that Musammat Mewan would make
a *n favour of Musammat Bhagirthi
whom she had brought up as her daughter
rom babyhood, -and there is good evidence
that she had been ill at the end of the pre-
ceding June and was, therefore, likely to make
a Will about that time.
' District Judge has, however, given
several reasons for his view that the Will

“U
Proved- His theory seems to be that

twawima* Mewan did, in fact, execute a
1 1 but that it was lost or stolen after

er death and that the Will propounded is a
orgery. He has furfcher stated a view that

.,

e H^uib-impression at the bottom of

I

6 18 in all probability a reprint
rom some original in the possession of
^«ran Singh and that the Will has been

tv

n “®n *° the thumb impression instead of
0 thumb impression being appended be-

that
was a ^so °pin *on

I
.

as the thumb-impression was very

-

an^ ^ne
» the story of the witnesses

a
.

was obtained by an application of

Qnlikel°
m bottom of a frying-pan was

sn!?
OU7

?
80 ^ ^or " the respondents does

at i.
a^ these arguments. It is

all ii .

not

not

the
||

. niguuiouuoi -t-w

Will
lkely that the witnesses to too

would commit themselves to the story

of the soot if they knew that the thumb-
mark was a transfer from an ink im-
pression. Moreover, experiment in this
Court has shown that an application of
soot gives an impression exactly like that
on the Will and very unlike the sort of
impression obtained from the application of
country ink. There is, of course, no doubt
that an ink impression can be transferred
by the exercise of a certain amount of
skill but traces of the process are likely

to be left. Here there are no such traces.

On the other hand I have no evidence or
knowledge that an impression from dry
soot can be clearly transferred, and though
an expert has been examined with regard
to the thumb impression on the Will, no
question has been put to him with the

object of showing that the impression is

not the resulr. of an application of soot or

that such an application could be trans-

ferred. His evidence, however, proves de-

cisively that the impression on the Will is

the thumb mark of Musammat Mewan.
Counsel for the respondents accordingly

now accepts the proposition that the im-

pression is one from 3oot and abandons

the theory cf transfer from an original.

His own theory now is that Musammat
Mewan did execute a Will which was stolen

or lost and that Puran Singh having in

his possession a piece of blank paper with

a genuine thumb- impression of Musammat

Mewan at the bottom of it got the Will

forged and attested above the thumb-im-

pression.

The theory that the original Will was

lost depends entirely upon the statement of

Lala Murari Lai, Extra Assistant Com-

missioner, who was consulted by Puran

Singh shortly after the death of Musammat

Mewan. Puran Singh told him that all

her papers, including a Will, had been stolen.

Lala Murari Lai thought that Puran Singh

was referring to a Will by Musammat

Mewan. There is no doubt that that was

his genuine impression. Puran Singh has,

however, explained that the Will to whioh

he then referred was that by Shiv Cham.

The District Judge thinks that Puran Singh

was not likely to have mentioned the loss

of Shiv Charn’s Will, because it was re-

gistered and its loss would, therefore, be un-

important. It is not denied, however, that

that Will was lost, and although, of course
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a copy of ^ registered Will could always

be obtained it might not in all circum-

stances be as valuable as the original. At

any rate a man in the position of Puran

Siugh might quite well thin’c that the

original would be important. Granting, as

is now conceded, that Musmimat Me a an did

in fact execute a Will, I do not think

that it can be legitimately held on the basis

of the evidence of Lala Murari Lai

that it is proved that her Will was

ost.

Then there is the matter of the sugges.

tion that the Will was filled up after the

thurnb-impression had been attached. It is

admitted now that the thumb impression

oould not have been obtained after death, as

Puran Singh had no opportunity of so ob-

taining it. it follows, therefore, if the

theory of the Counsel for the respondents

is correct, that he had already in his

possession this piece of paper with a genuine

thumb mark atfaohed to it. Ejc hyputhesi

he did not obtain this paper with the ob-

ject of getting a forged Will written upon
it, because be oould not know that the

original will be lost or destroyed; nor has

Counsel offered any explanation why he

should have obtained this thumb-imp»ession
from Mvsammat Mewan befoi6 her death,

especially seeing that he held from her a

general power- of-attorney. Granting, how-
ever, that he might have had such a piece

of paper and was both ready and able to get

four other persons to assist actively in the

forgery, I still do not think that it would
be safe to draw from the manner in which
a sheet of paper has been filled up the
emphatic conclusion at which the District

Judge has arrived, because “the scribe lias

begun in a fine rather cramped style, until
finding that the material would not fill

the paper lias expanded into an extended
scrawl whioh again lie has had to contract
somewhat at the end”.

If this document was to be forged in

the manner suggested by the Counsel for
the respondents, tho natural tiling to do
would have been to get the scribe to write
out a draft on another piece of paper of
the same size as that bearing the thumb-
mark and then, when lie bad ascertained
how much space was required, to copy it

in handwriting of tho requisite size, thus

avoiding all grounds f)r the suspicion sinoe

raised.

Hat although tho scribo want into the

witness box, not a single question was put
to him on this subject. Hi was not asked
why he h id v triad the s z i of his hand-
writing. If lie had b^en so asked, it is

surely possible that he might have replied

that lie was writing to fill s> much of the

sheet as tc leave spaoe for signatures.

In any cus as tie mister stands, the

character of the writing does no more than
lend colour to a suggestion that the page
had baan Hllsd up after the thumb-im-
pression had been attached. It goes no
further than that, but it is on thi3 sug-
gestion, to a vary 1 irge extent, that the

the >ry of a dishonest conspiracy with re-

gard to the preparation of this Will has
been built up There may be another ex-

pi mation, and the respondents have made
no effort to show that there is the only
one. In this connection I would refer

to A • unucliellum Chet'y v. Raniaswami
Gfu't'y (.1), a case in whioh tho Privy Council
mooted a similar suggestion, in face of the oral

testimony of a witness who stated that he
saw the Will signed by the testator. In
the present case *e have the positive evi-

dence of the scribe and three attesting
witnesses, not to mention Musammat Bha-
gii’thi herself, that this is a genuine docu-
ment As already remarked, there does not
appear to be any good reason why those
witnesses should not he believed, and in

vi^vv of what is now known, their in-

clusion in their story of the application of

soot from the fiying pan is an indication
of exact knowledge which they would not
have had if this Will were a forgery, unless
Puran Singh not only remembered how he
obtained the thumb impression but had also

communicated his knowledge to them.
There does not appear to me to be any-

thing iu the argument that, if Musunmat
Mewan had executed a Will, she would
have got it registered, in fact in view of
the theory now sot up by the Counsel for
the respondents, that argument goes by the
biard as according to his theory there
was an original Will whioh was not re-

gistered.

; U H5 [ml C*as. 1; 20 0. W. N. 678: 80 M. I..

555
: * b. W. 508; (iftus- l M. \V. .V. IS limn.

R. 408; 28 C. L. J. 082; 20 M. L. T. 50 (Jt\ 0.).

J.

L.
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Nor do I think that any argument ad-
verse to the Will oan be derived from the
date which it bears. The District Judge
thinks that fhat date may be attributed
to the dates of the two contemporary po-st

cards on the subject of 1lusammat Alewan’s
health. Those post cards are, ho wever, dated
the 2oth and 25th of June respectively.
If the forgers were using those post cards
for the purpose of fixing their date, why
did they postpone the date till the 29th of
the following month p

On the whole, therefore, it appears to me
that the Will has been rejected on the basis
of suspicions some of which were unques*
tioDably ill-founded. Those that remain
are not. sufficient to rebut the positive and
apparently reliable testimony given in sup-
port of it. Accordingly I hold that the
Will is proved, and accepting the appeal
I remand the case to the District Judge
for disposal according to law. The appel-
lant will get her costs of this appeal.

Appeal accept-d
;

Case remanded.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT

Execution of Decree Appeal No. 19 of 1918.
May 9, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Lindsay, J. C.
Nawab HAIDER MIRZA — Judgment-

Debtor— Appellant
versus

Pandit KAIL ASH NARAIN DAR
r . .. Decree-Holder— Respondent.

(lyl F
Froc

f
dure Code (Act V of 1008J, 0. XXI, r. 2

holder
X6CU

^011 ^ecree—Payment certified by decree -

obiprt'
e&ecf: of—Judgment debtor, whether can

Orrto yvt’
duty of—Limitation

,
extension of

.

does rmf
ru^e ^ U), of tlie Civil Procedure Codo

the troth
CO
f

fc

^
niplate an in(

l
uilT being made into

holder wh °
i

ae statements made by the decree-

aad thft

6
-

n
,f
e comes to Court to certify a payment

Qoestirvn .

men^*debtor has no locus standi to

aPDlipn.t;
6 °f the decree-holder to make an

c°l8. I & g

n
-|

Uncler that provision of the law. [p. 178,

deoree^?i
CU^ar ^ ,ne is fixed during which the

a

°

u*°e-noIder I* i j *- . •/.
to theCourt Tdi" hound to certify payments
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satisfaction of the decree, all that the Court has to
do is to make a note of the statement made by the
decree-holder and no notice need issue to the judg-
ment-debtor even if the decree-holder asks this to
be done. [p. 178, col. 2.J
The certifying of a payment under Order XXI,

rule 2 v I ), civil Procedure ('ode, is not conclusive in
any way. On an application for execution of the
decree being made, the judgment-debtor is entitled
to show either that no such payment was in reality
made or that if it was, it did not operate to extend
the period of limitation for execution of the decree,
[p. 178, col. 2; p. 179, col. 1 ]

Appeal against the order of the Sub-
Judge, Tahsil Mohanlalgan

j, Lucknow, dated
the 19th March 1918.

Babu Hari Kishen Dhaon
,
for the Appel*

lant.

Mr. Jagmohan Nath Ohak
, for the Re-

spondent.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal against
an order passed by the Subordinate Jud~e
of Tahsil Mohanlalganj. The facts may
be briefly stated. In the year 1909 a decree

was obtained by Mumtaz Begam against

one Nawab Haider Mirzi, who is the

appellant in the present case. This decree

was affirmed in appeal on the 28th of

November 1910 and was for a sum ex-

ceeding Rs. 5,000. In the year 1911 the

decree was assigned to the present re-

spondent Pandit Kailash Narain Dar. It

is admitted that in previous execution

proceedings between the parties the re-

spondent has been recognized as the person

entitled to execute the decree in ques-

tion.

In October 1914 the respondent filed

an application in the Court, stating that

he and the judgment-debtor bad come to

terms regarding the payment of the balance

of the decretal sum, which then amounted

to Rs. 4,COO odd. The arrangement was

that the money was to be paid in monthly

instalments and the first instalment fell

due on the 15th of November 1914.

The present application has been made

by the decree- holder under Order XXI,

rule 2. He filed a petition in the

Court on the 1st of February 1918,

stating that • under the arrangement

for payment by instalments be had received

up to the month of December 1917 a

aum of Rs, 1,080. The application further

stated tha f a sum of Rs, 3,095 was still

owing from the judgment debtor. In this

petition the decree-holder asked that the
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judgment-debtor might be summoned and

that payment of Rs. 1,080 might be re-

corded and certified.

The judgment debtor appeared in answer

to the summons and denied that these

payments had ever been made. His con-

tention was that the decree-holder was
not in a position to ask the Court to

certify these payments on the ground that

the decree had become barred by time,

and that no money was payable the satis-

faction of which oould be certified to the

Court. The judgment-debtor pleaded that

default had occurred on the 15th of

November 1914 and that consequently the

execution of the decree was now barred.

The Subordinate Judge in a lengthy

order came to the conclusion that the

decree-holder was entitled to make the

application to have the payment
certified; and having disposed of this pre-

liminary point, he fixed a date for the

taking of evidence to be produoed by the

parties. That stage has not yet been
reached and meantime the judgment-debtor
has come here in appeal, contending that

the Court below was wrong in holding that

the decree-holder had a right to apply for

the purpose of having these payments
certified, that the decree is time baried
and that no suoh application oan now be

made.

1 think the appeal must fail; in my
opinion the appellant has no locus standi
to question the right of the decree-holder
to make the application under Order XXI,
rule 2. 1 may say at the same time that
L think the Subordinate Judge was wrong
in holding that any inquiry regarding pay-
ments was necessary at this stage. From
the language of Order XXI, rule 2, it is

apparent that a duty is oast upon the
deoree-holder to certify all payments which
are made to him out of Court. It is also
apparent that no particular period of time
is fixed within whioh the deoree-holder is

bound to give this information to the
Court; and it has been laid down in a
number of oases [c/. Tukaram v. Babaji
(1)J that no period of limitation is pres-
cribed for the performance of this duty
by the deoree holder.

(1) 21 B. 122j 11 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 84.

It is further apparent that Order XXI, rule

2, sub rule (1), does not contemplate any
inquiry made into the truth of the state-

ments made by the decree-holder when he
comes to the Court to certify a payment.
The only case in svhioh an investigation is

prescribed is when the judgment-debtor makes
an application under Order XXI, rule 2,

sub-rule (2). In that case a notice issues

to the deoree holder calling upon him to

show cause why the payments alleged by
the juigment debtor should not be recorded.

It seems to me, therefore, that the procedure
contemplated by Order XXI, rule 2, is that

when the deoree-holder comes and informs the

Court that certain payments have been made,
all that the Court has to do is to make a note

of the statement made by the deoree-holder.

That is what Order XXf, rule 2, sub rule

(1), says: 'The decree- holder 6hall certify

such payment or adjustment to the Court
whose duty it is to execute the deoree

and the Court shall record the same ac-

cordingly.” Consequently although the

Sub>r.linato Judge was asked in this

instance to issue notice to the judgment-
debtor there was no occasion for this

being done; and what the Subordinate Judge
ought to have done was to accept the

statement made by the decree-holder and
record the payments as indicated by him.

As regards any question of limitation in

oonneotion with the execution of a deoree, all

that is to he said is that no suoh question

can arise at the present stage. There is

no application before the Subordinate Judge
for the execution of this deoree. When
such an application is made, the judgment-
debtor will be in a position to raise a

plea of limitation, if he is so advised;

and although under the prosont application

the payments mentioned by the deoree-

holder will be recorded and certified, it

djos not necessarily follow that these

payments will be conclusive evidence in

favour of the deoree-holder for the purpose
of showing that any subsequent application

for execution is within time. When the

question of limitation does arise, if it ever

does, the mere fact that certain payments
have been oertitied will not be conclusive
in any way against the judgment-debtor;
and it will, in the execution proceedings,

be open to the judgment-debtor to show
either that no suoh payments were in reality
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made or that if they were, they do not
operate to extend the period of limitation
for execution of the decree.

I dismiss this appeal accordingly and
direct the Subordinate Judge to abstain
from any further inquiries at this stage.
He will do what is laid down in Order XXI,
rule 2, sub-rule (1), that is to say, record
the payments certified to him by the decree-
holder, and there the present proceedings
will end. The appellant will pay the re-

spondent’s costs of this appeal.

Appeal dismissed.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Appeals from Original Decrees Nos. 89

and 151 of 1915.
July 9, 1918.

Present: —Mr. Justice Roe and
Mr. Justice Coutts.
In No. 89 of 1915

Rani KESHOBATI KUMARI
—Appellant

versus
SATYA NIRANJAN CHAKRABERTY
~ AND OTHERS— RESPONDENTS

I In No. 151 of 1915
Kumar SATYA NARAIN SINHA

—Appellant
t ersus

Kumar SATYA NIRANJAN
CHAKRABERTY and others

—

•~ Respondents.
Santhal Parganas Regulation (III oj 1872), s. 6—

Interest on interest
,
whether can be allowed—Mortgage

suit —Paramount title
,
whether can be enquired into-'

0 XXXIV
m °f~Civil Proceclure Code (Act V oj 1908J,

Under Order XXXIV of the Civil Procedure Code
mortgage decreo must set fourth the amount due

on the latest date of payment. This is the decreewmch is contemplated by section 6 of the Santhal
Parganas Regulation, [p. 188, cols. 1 & 2.]

har
6

+

1011P Santhal Parganas Regulation is a

8ll
u

° a c
f
ee for interest upon interest. Interest

0n
* T1611 ^ to the decree must be limited to interest

bih> [\! Pci
nCipal advanced and the costs of the

BUlfc
* Lp. 188, col 2.]

other
su^s ^h° paramount title of parties

int«rADf
an mortgagor or his representative-in-

Bt cannot be gone into. [p. 187, col. 2.]

j
PP®als from a decision of the Subordinate

Jud?e, Bhagalpore.

In No. 89 of 1915.
Mr. Naresh Chandra Sinha

,
for the Appel-

lant.

Messrs. Syed Hassan lmam
y Sami

,

D. N. Sarkar, C. S. Sircar
t Ranjit Sinha

y

Lai Mohan Ganguli and Surendra M. Dass
,

for the Respondents.

In No. 151 of 1915.
Messrs. P. C. Manuk

, S. P. Sen , Rajendra
Porasnad

t Sarat Ch. Mukherji
% Mohendra

Nath Ray
,
Jagannath Prosad

, Surendra Mohan
Las

,
Hari Bh. Mukherji and Lakshmi Kanta

Jha> for the Appellant.

Messrs. Sped Hasan Imam
i Sami

t
D. N.

Sircar
,
Chandra S. Sircar

,
Ranjit Sinha

, Lai
Mohan Ganguli

,
Bipin Bihari Ghose and

Harendra Nath Ganguli
, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Roe, J.—These two appeals arise from

a suit upon a mortgage-deed executed by
the late Udit Narayan Singh securing an
advance of four lacs of rupees upon the
16 annas of the Mukarrari Istamrari
Estate Perganna Handwa. The defendants
to the suit were Rani Keshobati Kumari
and her adopted son Kumar Satya Narain
Singh, and certain subsequent mortgagees.
Separate defences were filed by the Rani
and by the Kumar and on them the
following issues were framed :

—

1. Is the mortgage bond in suit genuine
and was the consideration money recited

therein advanced by the plaintiff to the
late Rajah Udit Narain Singh ?

2. Are the defendants Nos. 1 and 2

or either of them estopped from pleading
that the mortgaged property in Pergannah
Handwa is incapable of transfer by reason

of its being a Ghatwali tenure F

3. Is the finding of this Court in suit

No. 363 of 1905 res judicata in regard

to the question whether the mortgaged
property in Pergannah Handwa is a Ghat-
wali tenure, and, therefore, inalienable ?

4. Was the late Udit Narayan Singh
recorded as Mukarrari Istamrardar in res-

pect of the mortgaged property in the

Record of Rights framed and published

under Regulation III of 1872 ? If so, is

it open to the defendant to plead that

the said Udit Narayan Singh’s right in

the said property was that of a Gb^twal?

5. Was the defendant No. 1 recorded

as Istamrari Mukararidar of the mortgaged

properties in the Record of Rights framed
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and published under Regulation III of

1872 in the year 1900? If so, is it open
to the defendants to claim that the pro-

perty is a Ghatwali tenure ?

6. Is the mortgaged property in said

Pergannah Hand wa a Ghatwali tenure sub-

ject to the performance of any public

service duty and whether it is inalienable,

and was the interest of the said Rajah
Udit Narain Singh in the said property
terminable with his life P

7. Can the defendants Nos. 1 and 2

or either of them set up any right or in-

terst to or in the mortgaged premises in

derogation of the disposition, if any, con-
tained in the Will of Raja Udit Narayan
Singh P If so, whether the Rajah had
any right to make any such disposition P

N. Is the bond in suit binding as against
both the defendants or any of them P

Should the mortgage be binding on one
of the defendants, but not the other de-

fendant, what are the rights of the plaint-

iff ?

9. Is the plaintiff’s right to recover com-
pound interest or interest exceeding the princi-

pal amount secured by the said bond barred
by section 6 o\ Regulation III of 1872 P

10. Is any portion of the claim for in.

terest barred by limitation? What amount,
if any, is due to the plaintiff under the
said mortgage bond ?

11. To what relief or reliefs, if any,
is the plaintiff entitled ?

The learned Subordinate Judge found
upon the first nine issues in favour of the
plaintiffs and on the llth issue, applying
section 6 of Regulation III of 1872, made
a decree for eight lacs of rupees with
interest from the date of the suit. At ti.o
hearing the suit was contested only by
the Kumar, the Rani having tiled a peti-
tion of compromise whereby she agreed to
pay the sum of eight lacs by instalments
of Rs. 50,000, the first instalment to be
paid in Chaitra 1320. The learned Sub-
ordinate Judge’s judgment is dated the
14th September 1914. He has held that
the compromise is not now binding upon
the plaintiff, for the reason that Chet of
the Bengal year 1320 had already passed
and the promised instalment had not been
paid. Against the decree made both the
Ram and the Kumar appeal. I propose

to deal tirst with the appeal of the

Kumar.
The finding of the lower Court upon

the first issue is now accepted. It is

also admitted that no amount of the

claim is barred by limitation, the date of

payment being the 15th July 1910. For

a consideration of the remaining issues it

is necessary in give a history of Pergannah

Handwa. This Pergannah is situated be-'

tween Pergatma Pachite and Pergannah
Lachmipur. The question whether prior

t*> the Permanent Settlement it formed

part of the Kharagpur Estate will be the

main question for consideration. The
Kharagpur Estate was held at the time

of the assumption of the Dewani by the

E ist India Company by Rajah Muzafar

Ali under the Moghul Empire. The whole

country was in a state of insurrection in

1774, and an armed force was sent by

Warren Hastings under the command of

Captain Brooke to restore order. Raja

Mnzafar Ali v\as superseded and Captain

Brooke was given the powers of a Military

Z lladar acting under Martial Law over a

tract of country then known as the Jungle

Terai Mahal. Captain Brooke was suc-

ceeded by Captain Brown and in 1776

Captain Brown gave a 8anad to Raja

Subhao Singh, the ancestor of Udit Narain

Singh. It is the defendant’s case that

this Sanad created a Ghatwali analogous

to the Birbhum Ghatwalis and that, there-

fore, the Raja had no alienable interest in it

and the mortgage made by him was invalid

as against his successor to the Ghatwali.

ll is the plaintiff’s c<se that in the first

place the Sanad does not create a Ghat-

wali at all, ami in the second place that

i.' i

f did o.tate a Ghatwali, the Ghatwali

created was one of the Kharagpur Ghat-

wali'3
, and that the great grandfather of

Udit Narain, Jagan Singh, having secured

by litigation of the years 1809 to 1819

exemption from liability to military service

under the Kharagpur Raj, there was now
no bar to the alienation of the lands

attaching to the tenure. It is further

the plaintiff’s case that in the event of

our finding that the tenure is a Ghatwali

tenure analogous to the Birbhum tenures,

the conditions of military servioe have

either been waived by Government or have

so fallen into disuse as to be no longer
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enforoible. The first question for con-

sideration, therefore, is, whether the tenure

is a Ghatwali tenure at all, and the

second whether the appellants have suc-

ceeded in proving that the tenure is

analogous to the Birbham tenures. It is

admitted on behalf of the appellants that

if indeed the tenure is a Kharagpur tenure,

the. litigation which ended in 1819 des-

troyed the service character of the tenure.

Wherever it has been necessary for the

proprietors of Pergannah Handwa to state

the origin of their rights, that origin

has always been asserted to be the grant
made by Captain Brown. It is admitted
that revenue is now paid through Kharagpur,
with the reservation that this is an arrange-

ment made only for convenience of payment
and that the tenure was in reality held

direotly under the Government. There
is in Exhibit (H), the judgment of the
District Judge of Bbagalpur in suit

No. 728 of -1910, a full statement of the

claims of Jhabban SiDgh, the then pro-

prietor of the Pergannah. The history

of this litigation is important. The plaint-

iff’s claim was that Parandar Singh had
been, under a Sanad bearing the seal

of the plaintiff, appointed to the post of

Ghatwal of Pergannah Handwa situated

within the Mahal of Kharagpur which
was the Zemindari of the plaintiff: that
Parandar Singh had died in Chet 1215
and that on his death the plaintiff was
entitled to appoint a Ghatwal in his

place; that Kalian Singh had refused to

admit the plaintiff’s right to appoint a
Ghatwal and the matter had been taken
up before the Acting Judge, who had
issued a Parwana to the plaintiff intimating
that it was improper for the plaintiff to

appoint a Ghatwal other than Jhabban
Singh without instituting proceedings under
the provisions of Regulation IV of 1793,
the first Code of Civil Procedure. Aooord*
ln8ly a. suit was brought as provided by
the said Regulation for a declaration that
the plaintiff was entitled to appoint as

Ghatwal any person he might seleot.
Jhabban Singh stated in reply that his
fcfomi Zemindari Milkiat of Perganna
Handwa had been held from the time of
Haja Bijoy Singh and that Subhao Singh
was the sixth holder of the office, and for
Beveral hundred years the defendant and his

predecessors had been in possession of the
said Zemindari; that in 1184 F. S. Captain
Brown Zilladar, who was appointed for
the purpose of making settlement of the
Jungle Terai Perganna by the Hon’ble
Members of the Council, came to this place;
that the said Subhao Singh under perpetual
Mukarrari Pattah paid the rent to Captain
Brown and subsequently to Mr. Norman
and to Mr. Cloaveland up to 1187, and
that when in 1188 the settlement of Mahal
Kharagpur with the plaintiff was taken
up the plaintiff put in an assessment
Dowl, that is to say. an application for
Goshwara Settlement with him; that the
settlement of Pergannah Handwa, the Milkiat
Zemindari of the defendant, and that of
Pergannah Chandan Pas*ve, . the Milkiat
Zemindari of Rup Narayan Deo, were
under the patta bearing the signature of
the said Captain allowed to stand good;
but subsequently the said (Saheb), in view
of the faot that the country was jcfngli

and there was danger in carrying the
revenue, directed the Amla of the said
Raja Subhao Singh to deposit with Raja
Kadar Ali (who was the son of Muzifar
Ali) the land revenue due from his lands
under the Istamrari Mukarrari Patta and
from there, (that is from Kharagpur) the
revenue becoming one Pem should be paid
into the treasury of the East India Com-
pany, and that consequently from that time
Raja Subhao Singh and Rija Parandar
Singh have been depositing down to 1215
F. S. the rent of their Zemindari pron»rty,

according to the perpetual Mukarrari Patta
and the Sanad bearing the s«al of the August
Khalsa and granted by Mr. Dickson, the

Collector.

The plaintiff produced various Sanads
and the Parwana of Captain Brown, dated
the 5th November 1775, and the defendant

Jhabban Singh filed the following docu-

ments:

(0 A Ta^limnama, date uncertain.

(2) A Parwana from Mr. Tawney, dated

17 Moharram, 14th year.

(3) A Parwana of Captain Burkit, dated 16

Safir of the 8fch year.

(4) Another Parwana by Captain Burkit,

date uncertain.

t5) A Perpetual Mukarrari Pattab granted

by Captain Brown, dated X 1 th September

1776.
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as to whether the aforesaid Mahals had( 6 ) Receipts for payment of revenue
direct to Captain Brown, dated 29th
February 1777, 16th June 1777, and 13th

September 17 79, and 13th September
1780.

(7) Parwana bearing English signatures,
dated 1791 to 1793.

(8) A Sanad bearing signature in English,
dated 20th January 1794, and many other
papers.

The finding of the Court on these papers
was that in faot the predecessors of the
defendant and the defendant have been
from time immemorial Zemindars and
Istamrari Mukarraridars with the title

of Raja of Pergannah Ilandwa and
that up to this time they have l een
paying the rent of the said Pergannah in

aooordan 2e with the perpetual Mukarrari
rattah, bearing the signature and the
seal of Captain Bro*n, to the plaintiff

in his capacity as the Mufassal Talukdar,
and in his own time the defendant has
been paying the rent to the authorities
for the time being: that his Istamrari
Mukarrari was never cancelled and that
he has during the times of all the
present and past Hakims received Zemindari
documents in the form of Istamrari
Mukarrari, and finally that it does not
appear that the predecessors of the aforesaid
defendant have been appointed lo the post
of Ghatwal of the said plaoe at the instance
of the plaintiff. This decision was taken
in appeal to the Provincial Court at
Murshidabad. Jhabban Singh’s plea is, by
the Court of appeal, stated to be that in

1184 F. S. Captain James Brown Zilladar,
who was appointed for the purpose of

making settlement of Pergannah Jungle
Terai, had granted the Istaraarari Mukar-
rari Patta in respect of Pergannah Ilandwa
to Raja Subhao Singh, uncle of the defend-
ant, together with other Ghatwals who
were in his ilaqa and that while Hardat
Singh and four of the defendants relied upon
the defence set up by Jhabban Singh, the
remaining defendants described themselves
as the servants of Jhabban Singh’s pre-
decessors. The Appellate Court called for
a report from the Collector of the district
of Bhagalpur with regard to the change
of Ghatwals and the settlement of the
Mahals, and on receipt of that report the
Judge was directed to make an enquiry

been the Ghatwali appertaining to the

Zemindars of Raja Qadir Ali and of the

fact that the practice was that on the

death of the Ghatwal, if any person is

appointed in his place, information of the

same is given to the Collector and whe*
ther on the death of Raja Subhao Singh
Parandar Singh was appointed as Ghatwal
on behalf of Raja Qadir Ali Khan,
Zemindar, and whether information of the

same was given to the Collector. The
report of the District Judge was forwarded

in due course. It was then deolared by
the Provincial Court that Raja Qadir

Ali himself admitted the fact of the dis-

puted property being the perpetual Muk-
arrari right of Raja Jhabban Singh and
that the documents filed by the plaintiff

purporting to be pattas and Kabuliyats

and seourity bonds given by Parandar Singh

to Raja Muzafar Ali were not worthy
of reliance, and that the report sent by

the Collector upon the facts of the

case was incorrect. For these reasons

the judgment of the District Court was
affirmed. Among the documents filed by
the plaintiff was the Rubkari of the Court
of the Collector, dated the 29th January
1810, In the plaintiff’s pleadings it wa9
stated that a Rubkari was sent- to the

Court of the Collector of Bhagalpur for

enquiry as to the title of the Zemindari
of Pergannah Handwa, that the reply of

the Collector to the District Judge had

been that the Mahal Kharagpur together with

Pergannah Handwa constituted the Zemindari
of the plaintiff and that the said Raja is

competent to appoint Ghatwals in his own
Zemindari. We may presume that it was
this reply that was deolared to be incor-

rect. This finding is net res judicata as

between the plaintiff and the defendant
now before us, but it is of interest as

showing the opinion of the Courts of that

date based upon a mass of documents
which are not now available. The opinion,

however, does not go so far as to say that

Raja Subhao Singh was not a Ghatwal
at all. It says only, as I understand it,

that he was not a Ghatwal serving under
Kharagpur, but held a Milkiat Zemindari
independent of the Kharagpur Estate. The
Judges of those days were fully aware
of the distinction between a Milkiat and'
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a subordinate VMukararri tenure’, and it is

impossible to believe that they would have
decided that the tenure was a Milkiat

tenure unless upon the documents before

them they were satisfied that the estate

was held directly under the ruling

power.

Mr. Hasan Imam contends that the real

position was that the Rajas of Handwa,
if indeed they were independent of Karag-
pur, were not

.
Ghatwals at all, and that

the Ghatwals mentioned in the Sanad did

not include the Handwa Raja, but were
Ghatwals holding Sikmi Gbatwalis under
the Raja of Handwa. For an elucidation

of this point it is necessary to examine
oarefully the Sanad granted by Captain
Brown which is Exhibit (K) and the sche-

dule attached to that Sanad which is Ex-
hibit 105. In Sutherland’s report, Exhibit

126, is an extract from a report made by
Captain Brown himself. This report is

interesting as showing that Captain Brown
recognised three classes of holders of land.

(1) The Zemindars of the low country,

(2) Chief Manjhis bound by a Muohalka
and bolding Jagir lands in the plains;

and (3) Subordinate Manjhis holding Chau-
kis in the hills. His proposals were that

the Sardars or Chiefs of Divisions should
be restored to their authority and receive

Sanads from Government specifying the

duties they were to perform and that
similar engagements should be taken from
the Manjhis binding them to their Sardars.
Police establishments should be set up in

each Tappa of the Zemindars and the

Thanadars put under the control of Sazawals.
His suggestions were approved by Govern-
ment and a line of Police postp established in

Bhagalpur, Colgong, Raj Mahal, etc., to

the north and east of the Jungle Terai Mahal.
The Jagirs given by him were approved by Mr.
Cleaveland. Many of them are still in exist-

ence and have been the subject of consideration
by the Judicial Committee. It is necessary
in considering the real meaning of Brown’s
Parwana to bear oarefully in mind his views

the policing of these traots. The
Parwana Exhibit K is headed as
°llows:

—

Patta in terms of Kabuliyat
granted to Raja Subhao Singh, Babu
Udlt Singh, Gopal Singh, Babu Lai Singh
and other Ghatwals of Perganna Handwa
appertaining to Kharagpur Jungle Terai

Mahals, Sirkar Monghyr, in the Pro-
vince of Bihar. The terms of the grant
are that these people should pay their

revenue direct to the treasury and by
means of the Barkandazes, who hold Jagir
grants, should patrol the villages, and when
called upon by Government should produce
an army of seven Sardars and three hund-
red archers and Barkandazes. Then follows

the schedule Exhibit 105, in whioh the
details of the grant are set forth. Raja
Subhao Singh takes five Taluks with a

total rent of Rs. 2,075. Udit Singh takes
three Taluks with a rent of Rs. 549,
Gopal Singh takes two Taluks with a

rental of Rs. 270. Udit and Gopal are

in subsequent documents specifically des-

cribed as Ghatwals. The duties of Subhao
Singh were precisely similar to those of

Gopal and Udit and we find from Exhibit
(L) that Udit arid Gopal were closely

related to Subhao. It is clear, I think,

that Udit and Gopal held these lands as

did Raja Subhao Singh by virtue of their

descent from Bijoy Singh. It is also dear,

from the terms of the Parwana in whioh
allusion is made to Jagirs held by Barkan-
dazes already in existence and from the

faot that all the grantees except Subhao
are specifically described as Ghatwals, that

Captain Brown was not conferring a new
grant, but confirming an old one, and
that he was not imposing new duties,

but merely stating the existing conditions

upon whioh the tenure was already held.

The Sardars mentioned as having Jagirs

may be taken to be the Sardars mention-

ed in his report. The Barkandazes to be

employed were the Barkandazes mention-

ed in Regulation XX of 1817. It is to

be noted that in his report to Govern-

ment the word “Ghatwal” is not used. Nor

in Grant’s report of 1786 [see Raja Lelanund

Singh Bahadoor v. Government of Bengal (1)]

was the word Ghatwal used, but “there is no

doubt”, their Lordships say, “that the tenures

here spoken of are Ghatwali tenures though

they are not mentioned by that name.”

There is nothing in the use of the word

Zemindar to support Mr. Hasan Imam’s

contention. At the time of granting this

Parwana to Subhao Singh and the other

(1) 6 M. I. A, 101 at p. 122; 4 W. R. P. C. 77; 1 Sar.

P. C. J. 505; 1 Snth. V. C. J. 248; 19 E. R. 38.
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Ghatwals, Brown’s intention was to hold

them responsible, as they had liitherto

been responsible, for the performance by

the Sardars and Barkandazes of their

duties as head Manjhis and hill Policemen.

There were no Police posts then in existence

in the Zemindari Tappas. Subsequently
when he submitted his whole scheme to

Government he left out of account the

Zemindars in whose Tappas these outposts

were to be set up, and when they were
set up, those Zemindars were exempted by
Regulation XXII of 1793 from Police

duties. But it is most significant

this day no outpost lias been set

Per gannah Handwa, which is still

Police tract.

The Parwana granted by Captain Brown
received no confirmation from Mr. (-leave-

land. It did receive confirmation frmn
Mr. Gleaveland’s successor. In Ivxhibit (L)
Mr. Did,'son or Dickenson, on the applica-

tion of Parandar Singh stating that Raja
Snbhao Singh and other Ghatwals holding
under Brown’s Sanad of 1184 are dead,
declares Raja Parandar Singh to be in

possession of the share of his uncle
Subliao Singh and of his grand-uncles
Udit Narain Singh deceased and Gopnl
Singh (who is still living but unable to
pay the rent of his Taluk), and the terms
of the pa ttn are reiterated, requiring Snbhao
Singh and the other Ghatwals to go round
each village with the Barkandaz of the
village and when required by the Sir bar
to appear before the Haznr with 7 Sardars
and three hundred Barkandnzes aid pay the
fixed jama of Rs. 2,701 less Saraf Its. 59 2 0
directly into the treasury. This Parwana
is inconsistent in the hist two respects with
that granted by Cleaveland to Ka.a Ivider
Ali, Exhibit 58 (1). dated 1st May and 13th
May 1781, for in the latter Parwanas if is
ordered that the revenue of Handwa Rs. 2,818
(not Rs 2,641-14 0) shall be paid not directly
into the treasury, but through the Raja of
Kharagpur. And this Parwana is signed
by Warren Hastings himself. Dickson’s
directions in this respect were again
negatived by the Permanent Settlement
Exhibit (60), dated the 5th January 179(>]
in which Pargannah Handwa is mentioned
ar, one of the 2 1 Mahals upon which rev»mio
is assessed as appertaining to Par ., n

Kharagpur. In Exhibit G, the gourd

register of estates paying revenue to

Government prepared under section 2 of Re-

gulation XLVIU of 1793, we find Pargannah
Handwa shown as paying revenue jointly

with 14 other Pargannahs and the name of

Baja Lilanand Singh Bahadur entered as the

Malik. On the other hand in Exhibit F,

memorandum of jama of the permanent
Mukarrari right to the Mahals in district

B hagai pur dated 1 209, we find it stated

that the Mukarrari Patta was granted after

the Dewani subject to Ghatwali and refer-

ence made to Mr. Dickson’s orders granting

a new Sanad to Raja Parandar Singh for

the Taluks granted by Brown to Subhao
Singh, Udit Singh and Gopal Singh. It

is urged by Mr. Hasan Imam that the

Permanent Settlement ohanged— if not the

character— at least the incidents of the

tenure. We have, therefore, to consider firstly

what were the incidents and oharaoter

of the tenure before the Permanent Settle-

ment and next whether by the Permanent
Settlement its incidents and oharaoter were

ohanged. An Istamarari Mukarrari tenure

was rpgarded as a grant made for life to an

individual and on the death of the life*

holder the sanction of Government was

necessary to validate the succession. The
tenure was held at a fixed rate instead of

on an annual agreement. This is clear

from the faot that by Regulation I of

1815 the Istamrari Mukarrari tenures out-

side the permanently settled districts were

declared to be resumable on the death of

the life tenant. Captain Brown’s intention

was to create Subhao Singh a principal

land holder (a position which he no doubt

already held) for the political purpose of

guarding the frontiers on the west against

the incursions of the barbarous Pahariasby

means of a war like peasantry entertained

as a standing militia with suitable territorial

allotments under him [see Raia Lslanund Sing

Bahadoor v Govennnent of Bengal (l)]. The
office was granted io Subhao Singh personally

mid was resumable on his death. It was, there-

fore, necessary for Parandar Singh to report

the death of Subhao Singh to Mr. Dickson

and to obtain a renewal. This renewal
wn; obtained in 1794. The position in

1794, therefore, was that the Handwa Ghat-
w 1 1 i was a Zemindari Ghatwali held di-

rectly under G >vernment l’jsuuiable a* thg

death of the life tenant
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It has been the oontention of the appel-
lant’s family for generations, and strongly
pressed by Mr. Manuk, that the payment
of revenue through Kharagpur was an ar-
rangement made for the sake of convenience
only, but on reference to the map it will
be observed that Kharagpur is no nearer to

Handwa than wa3 Bhagalpnr an 1 it can-
not be possible that for the sake of con-
venience only the revenue of Handwa should
have been sent first to Kha/agpur and then
on to Bhagalpur. The Collector of Bhagalpur
in 1813 [ R'i'ia Lelanund Sing Bahadoor v.

Government of Bengal (1)] reported to the
Magistrate of Birbhum that at the time of the
Decennial Settlement the Ghatwals were not
treated as independent Talukdars, no settle-

ment was made wi»h them and they were
inoluded in the settlement of the Zemindar
of whom their lands were held. The ap-
pellant’s fi nee* tors have, however, also fre-

quently said their tenure is in all respects
similar to that of Chandan Passye or
Lachmipore. This also was Word’s view
(Exhibit 63), dated 1833. The Sadar Decani
Adalat in the case of Rup Narayan Deo v.

Raja Qadir Alee
, deoided in 1809, poinlpd

out that the revenue of Chandwa Passye bad
been included in the revenue of Kharag-
pur by mistake, and suggested (a sugges-
tion that was not adopted) that the
Board of Revenue should exclude Chandwa
Passye frem the Revenue Roll of Kharag-
pur. At page 123 of Volnrae VI, Moore’s^
Indian Appeals [ Raj i Lelanund Sing
Bahadoor v. Goiernment of Bengal (1)],
a report of 1813 is quoted in which it

is stated ihat the Ghatwals attached to
the Kharagpur pstate held their lands by
virtue of Sanads granted by the Zamindars
oi Kharagpur, except some who have reoieved
theirs from the former authorities. The
inference is justified upon all the evidenoe
available that, Chand wa Passye and Handwa
were like Kharagpur, Birbhum and Paohit
Crown Ghatwalis. They were not analogous
to the Kharagpur Ghatwalis nor to the
Birbhum Ghatwalis. They were Moghul
Ghatwalis, The effeofc of the Permanent
Settlement npon military tenures was dis-
oos8ed in Raw Venkata Rao v. Court of
Wards (2): “The provisions of the Sanad,”

Tri
2
\
2 128; 3 Suth - p - ( ’- J- 725; 6 C. L. J. 153; 4

Or 3 Shome L. R. 175: 7 I. A. 38; 4 Sar. P.
81; l ina. Deo. (N 8 j 36l c ^

their Lordships say, “differed in no respect
from those which are contained in every
ordinary deed of Permanent Settlement.
The feudal or military tenure was at an
end. The six Pergannas to which the Sanad
related beoame new Zemindaris subject to
the payment of fixed land revenue and
subject to the ordinary stipulation and the
performance of the duties ordinarily imposed
upon Zemindars,” And their Lordships go
on to quote as a correct statement the
11th paragraph of the written statement of
that oase: “That under the Empire of the
Muhammadans the ancient Zemindari of
Nuzvid was extensive and was governed by
its Chiefs with absolute power and independ-
ence; but under the policy of the British

Government the same has become divested
of its military character and dwindled into

a large Peshkash paying Zemindari.” Their
Lordships, therefore, advise ‘ Her Majesty
that the lands in suit be declared to be a

part of the Zemindari above mentioned.”
And in the case of Muttu Yaduganadha Tevar
v. Dora Singha Tevar (3), their Lordships say

:

4

In this case the Istamrar Zemindar was put
in his place by the Proclamation of 1801, it is

to the terms of that document that we must
look in order to find the quality of his

estate. The Madras Government were no
doubt in a.position to grant out the estate

on other than the old terms. The
question is whether they did so.” I have
no hesitation in saying that in the Permanent
Settlement of 1796 the Governor General

did not grant all the estate created by

Captain Brown’s Sanad on other than the

old terms. He was not dealing with Parandar

Singh at all. In the oase of Nilmoni Singh

Deo v. Bakranath Singh (4) (at pages

204 and 205) the following statement of

the law is made: “The Permanent Settle*

ment of the lands did not alter the nature

of the Jagir or of the tenure upon which the

lands were held, nor could it convert the

services which were public into private ser-

vices under the Zemindar. The Zemindar

beoame entitled only to the rent or revenue

which was previously payable to the Gov-

ernment and in re3peot of which he was

(3) 3M. 290; 8 I. A. 99; 4 Sar. P. 0. J. 239; 5 Ind.

Jur. 438; t Ind. Dec. (N. s.) 757 (P. C.).

(4) 9 C. 187; 9 I. A. 104; 5 Shome L. R. 68; 4 Sar,

P. C. J. 335; 4 Ind. Doc. f N. s.) 777 (P. C.}.
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assessed, and not to the servioes in respect

of which the l/3rd of the rent or revenue

was allowed to the tenant as compensation

for the services. Those servioes continued

to be due to the Government.”
This is conclusive. The Permanent Settle-

ment might destroy a military tenure by a new
oontraot with the holder of the tenure. It could

not affect the position of a tenure-holder with

whom the new settlement was not made.

The case of Raja Lelanund Sing Bahadoor v.

Government of Bengal (l) is no authority for

the contrary proposition. It decided only that

land once assessed with revenue as a part of

Kharagpur could not be resumed or re-assessed.

The Handwa tenure was prior to the

Dewanee a Moghul Ghatwali. The effect of

assumption of jurisdiction over the Jungle

Terai Mahals by the East India Company
was at most to oonvert the allegiance of

the Ghatwal from an allegiance to the Moghul
Empire to an allegiance to the East India

Company The Permanent Settlement did

not destory the Company’s right to enforce,

nor relieve Parandar Singh from liability to

render, that allegiance. Nothing that has

since been done has altered the position.

The deoision of Mr. Travers (Exhibit 1C)
that the tenure could not he resumed had
no higher effect than the deoision of Mr.
Alexander which gave rise to the suits of

Raja Lelanund Sing Bahadoor v. Government

of Bengal (l). The descendants of Parandar
Singh have never specifically refused to render
servioes as Ghatwals. Exhibit E, dated the
24th December 1816, was not such a specific

refusal, it was merely a protest by Jhabban
Singh against the omission of his title of

Raja in Parwanas addressed to him. The
entry of the Ghatwali service attached to the
Mahal in Exhibit F still stands. So late

as 1880, the Deputy Commissioner of the
Santhal Pergannahs (Exhibit AAIj was
trying with the idea of enforcing the services,

as Ghatwal, of the proprietor of the Handwa
estate. It may be that the power to enforce
these services has lapsed by limitation. That
question was not argued at the Par and could
not be raised in this suit. I am satisfied
that the right has not been destroyed by
any definite act. Buchanan (McPherson’s
Settlement Report, Appendix, page xli) may
have been historically oorrect, but ho erred
on the point of law.

This by no means ends the matter. Tho

tenure may be a Ghatwali tenure. A person
holding it as a Ghatwali tenure might have
no power to alienate it. The real question is,

whether the mortgagor Udit Narayan Singh
held it as a Ghatwali tenure.

Mr. Manuk asserts that this case is in

no respect different from that of the Dhimsain
Jagir in the Zemindari of Paohit dealt with
in the case of Nilmoni Singh Deo v. Bakra -

noth Singh (4). His revenue i.^ payable to

Government; his services are to be rendered
to Government and the penalty for failure

to render service is enforoible by Govern-
ment. The revenue is dearly not payable
to G )vernment. It is payable to the Raja
of Kharagpur. No servioes have been ren-

dered to Government since 179G. There i 9

no penalty in Captain Brown’s Sanad at-

tached to the failure to perform Police duties.

The only penalty suggested is that if any
body Bodges any complaint, then on proof of

the matter after enquiry punishment will

be inflicted on you. That was a condition
imposed upon every Zamindar prior to Re-
gulation XXII of 17^3. It is further said that
he who will give bad advice to others and will

interfere with tho affairs of Government will

be held guilty and will he turned out of his

ilaq i and will not be allowed to oome back.
This was a penalty to be imposed not upon
the grantees under the Sauad, but upon any
body residing within the Taluk who might
misbehave himself. The penalty to be
incurred by the Dhumsain Jagirdar was
not attributable to his original Sanad, but
to the JMuohalka or security bond executed
at the time of the appointment. The
question decided in the case of Nilmoni
Singh Deo v. Bakranath Singh (4) was
whether tho Mauzas in question, which
had been held by the plaintiff’s father
during his lifetime and which at bis death
had descended to the plaintiff as his heir and
to which the plaintiff was appointed by
Government, were liable to be attaohed in
execution of a decree against the father as
assets by descent in the hands of the plaint-
iff his son. In the oaso before us the
appellant has not been appointed by Govern-
ment. Mr. Imam asks us to attach import-
ance to this and to the fact that he has
given no Muohalka nor Kabuliyat. I would
attach even greater importance to the fact
that his father was not appointed by Gov*
eminent. His grandfather. Madho Singh,
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was not appointed by Government. His
great-grandfather, Jhabban Singh, was not
appointed by Government. The last appoint-
ment made by Government was that of
Parandar Singh and when an attempt was
made to- assert the right of appointment
on the decease of Parandar Singh, the Col-
lector declined to make the appointment
and the Zemindar of Kharagpur was held
by the Courts not competent to do so.

Never since the death of Raja Parandar
Singh has any propietor of Handwa applied
for a renewal of the Istamrari Mukarrari
Ghatwali grant. For a hundred years no
Muchalka or Kabuliyat undertaking military
service has been given. No suggestion that
the tenure was liable to military service was
made until after the death of Udit Narayan
Singh it became desirable to avoid paying
Udit Narayan Singh’s debts. On only one
occasion has mutation of names even been
applied for, and on that occasion mutation of

names was refused (Exhibit Bj. All that was
done was that a note was made in the Re-
gister of Raja Udit Singh’s application and
the report made thereon. Whenever it has
been necessary to prepare a list of the Ghat-
wali tenures of the Santhal Pergannahs,
Parganna Handwa has been omitted. In
suooessive settlement reports no mention is

made of any Ghatwali duties to be per-
formed. On what basis can the appellant
olaim that he or his father were Ghat-
wals ? r

At the outset of the argument we sug-
gested to Mr. Manuk that the real issue
involved was: Did the appellant suooeed to

his father’s estate by inheritance or by
appointment If he succeeded by inherit-
ance as bis father’s representative-in-in-
terest he was estopped from denying his
father’s right to alienate the estates.
If he succeeded to the estate by
appointment his father’s interest in the
estate was dead and could no longer be
pursued. For this view I find support in
the obiter dictum of Mookerjee, J., in Bhagwat
Bulcsh Roy v, Sheo Pershad Sahu (5) and
^e judgments of Mulliok, J., and Jwala

Prasad, J. (equally obiter ), in the case of
Jadab Lai y. Debi Lai Singh (6). I

W
(5
il

2
« i

nd * Cas> 48b 18 C.L. J. 277 at p. 307; 18 C.
N. 297.

(6; 42 Ind. Cas. 380; 2 P. I,. J. 726; 3 P. L. W. 149.

place the oase bafore us on a different,
and, as I think, a higher plane than
these two cases. Udit Narayan Singh was
not appointed to the post of Ghatwal.
He was merely de facto holder without
license from the ruling power of the lands
attached to the post of Ghatwal, and as
such mortgaged his right, title and interest.
His son (or his wife) has suooeeded by
inheritance or under his Will to suoh
rights as he had. They oannot success-
fully impugn his title, or even ask that the
question of his title be investigated. The
ruling power is not a party to the suit,

nor is any Ghatwal appointed by the ruling
power. It is well settled that in mort-
gage suits the paramount title of parties other
than the mortgagor or his representative-
in-interest cannot be gone into.

The right, title and interest of Udit
Narayan Singh was mortgaged, and must
be sold in execution of the decree to be
made on the mortgage. It is only to be
regretted that the time of the lower Court
and this has been so long occupied in an
enquiry of merely historio interest.

In view of the value of the subject-
matter of the suit I deem it expedient to

record briefly my findings on the several

issues framed.

The first issue was not contested in this

Court. It i9 admitted that the mortgage
bond is genuine and the consideration

money advanced.

On the second and sixth issues I find

that the property mortgaged by the late

Udit Narain Singh was a Ghatwali tenure,

not held by him as a Ghatwal. Suoh
right, title and interest as he had therein

were alienable, and did not terminate

with his life. The defendants Nos. 1 and

2 would either of them be estopped as his

respresentative-in-interest from pleading that

suoh right, title and interest as he held were
inalienable.

On the third issue I £nd that the

decision in Suit No. 363 of 1909 is not res

judicata . The suit in question was one to

enforoe a puisne mortgage upon the sa*ue

property. The present plaintiffs were defend-

ants to the suit as prior mortgagees. The
present defendants pleaded successfully that

the property mortgaged was inalienable; but on

tbe oase coming to the High Court in appeal

the Court of Wards, who were then in charge
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of the estate, obtained a withdrawal of the

appeal by promising to pay the mortgage

money. There was no issue contested as

between the present plaintiff and the present

defendants with regard to the alienability

of the property. The case was not one in

which the decision would be res judicata as

between co defendants.

In the finally published Record of

Rights the late Raja Udit Narayan Singh

was recorded as Mukarrari Istamrardar

in respect of the mortgaged property in

such documents as are before us. These

documents relate only to the liability of

the tenants to pay rent to him. The

Khewats have not been filed and even if

they had been filed, I should hold on the

fourth issue that they would be evidence

only of hfs title as proprietor and would

not be conclusive with regard to a question

of military duty attached to the proprietary

rights.

On the 5th issue my finding would bo

the same as on the 4th issue.

On the seventh issue the question whether

the Raja had any right to make disposi-

tions of his property is oovered by my
discussion of the faots of the case. The
right, title and interest of the late Udit

Narayan Singh not being derived from the

ruling power by appointment, he was at

liberty to dispose of such right, title and

interest as he possessed.

The learned Subordinate Judge has not

discussed the eighth issue and it was not

touched in the arguments. I confess that

I can see no meaning in it at all. The
bond in suit is binding against whichever of

the defendants is the representative in-

interest of the late Raja. That question is

still sub judice in another appeal now before

us.

It is conceded by the appellants that

the ninth issue does not really arise. The
sole question is, whether under section 6

of Regulation III of 1872 the respondent
is entitled to a decree for more than half

the mortgage debt. The learned Subordi-
nate Judge, while recognising the force of

section 6, has made a decree for eight lakhs
of rupees with interest from the date of

the filing of the suit. This is in clear

contravention of section 6. Under Order
XXXIV of the Civil Procedure Code the

decree of the Court must set forth the

amount due on the latest date of payment.

I hold that this is the decree which is

contemplated by section 6 of Regulation

III of 1872 and that it should be decreed

that the amount due on theday of payment be

eight lakhs of rupees.

Section 6 is a bar -to a decree for

interest upon interest. Interest subsequent

to the decree must be limited to interest

on the principal advanced and the costs

of the suit. Therefore, on four lakhs of

rupees and costs, interest will run at 6

per cent, per annum. Costs both in the

lower Court and in ihis Court will be

calculated on the total amount decreed.

The appellants having failed on all the

important issues involved will bear their

own costs in both Courts. This decision

covers both issue No. 10 and issue No. 11.

This decision disposes of Appeal No. 89.

Mr. Naresh Chandra Sinha argued that

the decree could not bear interest at all,

but in course of the arguments conceded

that that part of the decree relating to

interest on the original principal could not

be assailed. His position with regard to

the compromise filed was that his inability

to pay the instalments promised was due

to the fact that the estate was in the

hands of the Receiver, and that in view

of the dispute regarding title to the estate

he was unable to obtain from the Recei-

ver the sums necessary to pay the first instal-

ment. It is immaterial by what oauses the

compromise became infrnotuons. The learn-

ed Subordinate Judge was correct in

saying that it has become infruotuous and
cannot be acted upon. The parties will,

therefore, he relegated to their former posi-

tions and the considerations which cover

the decision of the appeal of the Kumar
cover also the position of the Rani. The
deoree which I propose will be of effect as

against the representative-in interest of

the late Raj* Udit Narayan Singh, whether
that representative in interest b9 the Kumar
or the Rani.

.1 ppeals dis >nissed.
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PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 3195 of 1917.

July IS, 1918.
Present :— Sir Henry Ratfcigau, Kt., Chief

Judge.
HUSSAIN BAKHSH

—

Defendant—
Appellant

versus

PALA SINGH and others—Plaintiffs
— Respondents.

Limitation Act (LX of 19031, Sch, /, Art. 14 Adverse
possession—Independent trespassers

,
whether can tack

on their periods of possession.

Plaintiffs as collaterals of one B. sued to recover
possession of certain land held by the latter as an
occupancy tenant. It appeared that after B.’s death
in 1903 his mother remained in possession till 1905,
when she was ejected by the defendant under due
process of law. It was contended that the plaintiffs’
suit was time-barred as it was open to the defend-
ant to “tack on” to his period of adverse possession
the period during which J3.’s mother was in ad verso
possession:

Held
,
that it was not open to the defendant to

tack on the period during which-B.'s mother was in
adverse possession, as both were independent trespas-
sers and lie could not assert that he claimed through
or under her.

Second appeal from the decree of the
District Judge, Gurdaspur, dated the 24th
Aagust 1917, reversing that of the Munsif,
1st class, Gurdaspur, dated the 18th May
1917, dismissing plaintiffs’ claim.

Bakhshi Teh Ohand
,
for the Appellant.

Uala Durga Das
, for the Respondents.

.
JUDGMENT.—Plaintiffs, as collaterals

of Bhagwan Singh, seek to recover posses-
sion of certain land held by the latter as
an occupancy tenant. It appears that
Bhagwan Singh died in 1903 and that
after his death his mother, Musammat Ishri,
entered into possession and remained in

occupation of the land until 1905 when
she was ejected under due process of law
by Hussain Bakhsh, defendant.

Defendant’s answer to the suit is that
the claim is time-barred

;
but the District

Judge has held that the plea has not been
oitablished and that the suit is within
time. Defendant appeals to this Court and
oo hi* behalf Mr. Tek Chand has strenu-
ously contended that the decision of the

istrict Juigeis erroneous. He claims that
he suit is barred under either Article 142 or
rtiole 140 or Article 144 of the Limitation
°t. As regards Article 142, the present case

o^nnot. clearly fall thereunder, inasmuch
aa plaintiffs do not olaim to have been in

possession of the land or to have been
dispossessed or to have discontinued posses-
sion. Article 140 is equally inapplicable
inasmuch as plaintiffs, who are reversioners
in the sense in which that term is under-
stood in the Punjab Customary Law, are
not reversioners in the sense in which that
term is used in the Article [see Rada v.

Hornom (1)]. Finally, as regards Article ) 44,
Mr. Tek Chand admits that Hussain Bakhsh
himself has not been in adverse possession
for 12 years, but he claims that it is open
to Hussain Bukhsh to ‘ tack on ” to his

period of adverse possession the period
during which Musammat Ishri, whom
defendant ejected, was in adverse possession,

and the learned Pleader contends that
Musammat Ishri was in fact, during the
time she was in possession, holding under
the defendant, who is the landlord of the
land. The latter contention is opposed to

the facts of the case and to the allegations

of defendant himself in the suit in which
he succeeded in obtaining a decree of eject-

ment against Musammat Ishri, whom he then
described as a trespasser in possession with-

out any lawful right. Musammat Ishri and
defendant must be regarded, therefore, as two
entirely independent trespassers; and defend-

ant cannot possibly assert that he claims

through or under Musamviat Ishri.

In these circumstances, the authorities

in this country are overwhelming to the

effect that it is not open to the defendant

to tack on the period during which Musam -

mat Ishri was in adverse possession [see

Starling’s Limitation Act, page 354 ; Rus-

tomji’s Limitation Act, Second Edition,

pages 503-509
;
Ditu v. Devi Dial (2), Gnroo

Churn Dutt v. Krishna Moni Gupta (3), Ram
L'l'khan Rai v. Gajadhar Rai (4) and Baldeo

Singh v. Mohan Singh (5)]. In. my opinion

the suit has been rightly held to be within

time and I accordingly dismiss this appeal

with costs.

Appeal dismissed .

(1) 18 P. R. 1S95.

(2) 189 P. R. 1889.

(3) 2 0. W. N. 315.

(4) 8 Ind. Cas. 1095; 33 A. 224; 7 A. L. J. 1184.

(5) 22 Ind. Cas. 855; liy P. L. R. 1914; 72 P. W. R.

1914.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Rule Nisi No. 351 of 1918.

July 19, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Teunon and

Mr. Justioe Cuming.
RAJANI KANTA PAL— Petitioner

versus

KEDAR NATH BISWAS and others—
Opposite Parties.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908^, s. 115

—

Revision—Error of lawt
whether ground for interference

— Remedies
,
other

,
open to petitioner

, effect of.

The petitioner purchased a holding in execution

of a money-decree obtained against the tenant by a

third party. The landlord refused to recognise the

petitioner as a tenant on the ground that the holding

was non-transferablo. Thereafter the landlord brought
a suit for rent against the old tenant and obtained a
decree ex parte in execution of which he sought to

have the property sold, whereupon the petitioner

preferred an objection contending that the landlord’s

decree was merely a money-decree inasmuch as it

was obtained against the old tenant who had no
interest in the tenancy. The Court, holding that the

objection of the petitioner was preferred under the

provisions of Order XXI, rule 58, Civil Procedure
Code, overruled it as being barred under section 170
of the Bengal Tenancy Act. The petitioner moved
the High Court in revision under section 115, Civil

Procedure Code:
Held, that as the petitioner had other remedies by

suit or otherwise and that as the error of the execut-
ing Court, if any, was at most an error of law, the
intervention of the High Court under section 115,

Civil Procedure Code, was not called for. [p. 191, col.

2; p. 192, col. 1.]

Rule against the order of the Sub-Judge,
Nadia.

FACTS. —Robertson and Co. obtained a

permanent lease of an under-tenure under
the deoree-holders sometime ago. Petitioner

purchased the under- tenure on 13th Novem-
ber 1913 in execution of a money-decree
before the arrears sued for now accrued
due. This purchase was brought to the
notioe of the deoree-holder-landlords in duo
course. But in 1917 deoree-holders land-
lords obtained a decree for rent against
Robertson and Co., ignoring the pur-

chase of the petitioner, and brought the
property to sale in execution of the decree.

Petitioner put in an objection that the latter

decree was not a rent-decree but a money-
decree and as suoh was governed by the
claim sections of the Civil Procedure Code,
and moved the High Court against the order
of the lower Court overruling the objection.

Babu Barnashibasi Mukherjee
, for the Peti-

tioner.—The points to be deoided are :

—

(1) Whether the deoree obtained by the

landlord was a rent-decree or notP

(2) If it was a rent-deoree, whether the

claim was barred by section 170 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act as the lower Court

says?

[Teunon, J.—You have your remedy by

a suit].

If the property is sold then there will

be difficulties. The lower Court had no

right to decide the question without deciding

whether it is a reut-decree or not. There-

fore I submit the two points for your

Lordship’s consideration:

(1) The decree in execution of whioh

the property was sold was a money-decree

against Messrs. Robertson and Co,, who were

not properly represented.

(2) The tenancy being a permanent under-

tenure is transferable under the law and I

having purchased it with the knowledge of

the landlord, my right oannot be challenged.

My application was under seotion 47 of the

Civil Procedure Code.

[T kuno.v, J.— If you are in possession then

your application was under Order XXT,
rule ]

Babu thanintlra Lai Moitra
,
for the Oppo-

site Party.— The original petition was under

section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code. The
learned Judge dealt it as one under Order

XXI, rule 58. In order to prove whether

the decree is a rent-deoree or not, it is

to be decided whether the original suit for

rent was brought by the original sole land-

lord against the recorded tenant.

[Teunon, J.—Your oase is that this is a

non- transferable oooupanoy holding, but they

say that it is a transferable under-tenure and

permanent and the petitioner’s case is that

it was transferred to him with your know-

ledge. If this is proved to be so, what is

tho value of your deoree?]

If that is held, he should put in the

decretal amount in Court and take receipt

from Court under section 1/0, clause (3),

Bengal Tenancy Act In support of the

proposition that when the plaintiff is the

landlord at the date of the suit the applica-

tion for execution of tho deoree is to be

mado under the Bengal Tenancy Act, Khetra

Pal ^high v. Kritarthamoyi Dassi (1) was

referred to.

(1) 10 C. W. N. 547; 3 0. L. J. 470; 33 C. 566

(F. B.).
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[Teunon, J.—This oase is not in point.
In Khetra Pal Singh v. Kritarthamoyi
Dassi (1) there was no question
that the proper tenant was sued at that
date.j

By withholding the rent from me he
cannot force me to recognise him as the
transferee. He could have deposited the
rent under section 170, clause (3), of the
Bengal Tenancy Act or under section 61
and then oould have challenged whether
the tenancy was transferable or not.

[Teunon, J. But if the decree is proved
to be fraudulent?]
Then he will have to bring a fresh suit

and get an injunction. So long as the
deoree stands, it must be presumed to be
good. But instead of depositing the money
as aforesaid, he puts in a petition under
Order *X1, rule 58, of the Civil Procedure
Code. I submit your Lordships will not
interfere in this oase under seotion 115 of
the Civil Procedure Code; the petitioner has
other remedies.

^
Babu Baranashibasi Mukherjee

, in reply.

—

Under seotion 11 of the Bengal Tenancy Act
the interest in a permanent tenure will
be transferable in the same way as any
other property. Therefore, the allegation of
my olient that the interest of Messrs.
Robertson and Co. was a transferable one,
is all right. The landlord knew that I stepped
into the shoes of Messrs. Robertson
and Co. Then again why should my
o lent deposit rent in Court under seotion
1 or seotion 170 of the Bengal Tenancy

^by should he take the risk of a suit
without the determination of the
question as to whether the decree was a rent*
eoree and as such whether it was capable

ot being executed under* Chapter XIV of
© Bengal Tenancy Act? I have no ob-

jection to paying rent. Let the landlord
recognise me as a tenant and take rent

n re&ards clause (3) of seotion 170 of
3 engal Tenancy Act that seotion has

0

r

a

T
Ppl,oation this oase.

172 pj

UN0N
* But what about seotion

ren
ain n

°^ j U(^£menCdebtor nor his

tere^f
8en

/
a^Ve

* nor ^ave 1 a voidable in-

deof

8
' * bought long before the date of the

JUpGiMENT.^n this oase it appears
that in execution of a money deoree ob-
tained by a third party as against the
tenant of a certain holding or tenure, that
tenure or holding was sold to the present
petitioner on the 13th November 1913.
The landlord has refused to recognise the
purchaser as a tenant, on the ground that
the holding is in faot a non- transferable
occupancy holding. The petitioner-pur*
obasers contention is that this is a perma*
nent under tenure and, therefore, transferable.
In the year 1917 to recover rents that
had aocrued due after the sale to the
present petitioner in November 1913 the
landlord brought a suit against his old
tenant and obtained a deoree ex parte . In
execution cf that decree he now seeks to
have the property sold. The present peti-
tioner preferred an objection to the exe-
cuting Court contending that though the
decree was in form a rent-decree, yet by
reason of the fact that it had been brought
against a person who had no present in*
terest in the tenancy it was merely a money
desree. This application he purported to
make under the provisions of seotion 47
of the Code of Civil Procedure. There
appears to be no controversy that the
decree-holder is in fact the landlord and
there also appears to be no controversy that
the rent for the period in suit was in fact
due, the landlord having apparently refused
to receive rent from the petitioner and the
petitioner having taken no action under
section fil of tie Bengal Tenancy Act or
otherwise in order to secure that payment
should be duly made. In this state of faots
the learned Subordinate Judge held that
the application made by the petitioner
before us, though it purported to be one
under section 47 of the Code, was in faot
one made under the provisions or fal-

ling under the provisions of Order
XXI, rule 58. Having regard, therefore, to
the provisions of section 170, Bengal Ten-
ancy Act, he held that the claim oould not
be entertained and he, therefore, dismissed
the application.

We are asked to revise his order under
the provisions of seotion 115, Civil Proce-
dure Code. Now it is apparent that the
petitioner before us has other remedies by
suit or otherwise, and it is also fairly

olear that if on the faots we have set out the
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learned Subordinate Judge committed any

error in holding that Order XXI, rule

58, Civil Procedure Code, did not apply, he

at most committed an error of law which

is not sufficient to call for our intervention

under the provisions of section 115, Civil

Procedure Code. We, therefore, discharge

this Rule with costs, two gold mohurs.

Rule discharged.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1199 of 1917.

April 19,1919.

Present : — Mr. Justice Abdur Rahim
and Mr. Justice Napier.

K IL ARU KOTAYYA—Defendant
No. 2— Appellant

versus

POLAVARAPU DURGAYYA and others

— Plaintiff and Defendant No. 1—
Respondents.

hiindu Law—Jo i n t jam ily—Aliena I i<> n—Neccssity ,

absence of—Decree against father—Decree held not

binding on sons
,

effect of— Consideration
,

whether

charge on sons' share—Pious obligation— lies judicata

—Civil Procedure Code (Act V oj 1908,),$. 11.

Where a sale by a Hindu father is held to bo
not binding on the "bare of the sons, the purchaser

is not entitled to any charge on tho latter's sharo for

any portion of the consideration for tho sale. [p. 193

col. 1.]

In such a case tho purchaser cannot treat tho
consideration which ho socks to got refunded as a

debt of the father which it is the pious duty of the
sons to repay, [p. 193, col. 2.]

Spencer, J’s judgment in Subbaiya Jludaliar v.

ThuJasi Mudaliar, 'I'd. Ind. Cas. 44; (1914) M. W. N. 10;

14 M. L. T. 537; l 0. W. 05, not approved.
Sadasiva Aiyar, J.’s view in Subbaiya Mudaliar v.

Thulasi Mudaliar, 22 Ind. Cas 44; (1914) M. W. N. 10;

14 M. L. T. 537; I L. W. 65 and Virabhudru Gowdu v.

Guruvenkata Charlu, 22 M. 312; 8 Ind. Dee. (n. s.)

222, followed.

Sahu Ram Chandra v. Bhup Singh, 39 Ind. Cas.

280; 39 A. 437; 21 C. W. N. 098; 1 1\ L. W. 557; 15

A. L. J. 437; 19 Bom. L. K. 498; 26 C. L. J. 1; 33 M.
L. J. 14; (1917) M. W. N. 439; 22 M. L. T. 22; 6 L. W.
213; 44 I. A. 126 (P. C.) and Vinjanampati Peda
Venkanna v. Vadlamannati Srccnivasa Deekshatulu,
43 Ind. Caa. 225; 41 M. 136; 22 M. L. T. 334; 33 M. L.

J. 619; 6 L. W. 649; (1918) M. W. N. 55, explained
and distinguished.

A decree against the fathor will not operate as res

judicata in a suit by tho sons to sot asido tho sale in re.

apect of their shares in the proporty. [p. 193, ool. 2.]

Second appeal against the deoree of the

Court of the Subordinate Judge, Bezwada,

in Appeal Suits Nos. 22 and 25 of 19 1 6

,

preferred against that of the Court of

the Additional District. Munsif, Bezwada,

in Original Suit No. t>89 of 1913.

PACT appear from the judgment.

Mr. T. Prakasam, for the Appellant.—The
purchaser is entitled to a refund of the sale

consideration when the sale is set aside, and

though the sale has been held to be not

binding on the sons, the latter are bound

to refund a proportionate portion of the

sale price. The obligation of the father to

return the price is in the nature of a debt,

and the sons being under a pious duty lo

pay their father’s debts under Hindu Law,

the consideration is chargeable on their

share in tho property.

Reference was made to the iudgmer.t of

Spenoer, J., in Subbaiya Mudaliar v. Thulasi

Mudaliar (1).

Again, the decree against the father is

res judicata against the sons and the sons

cannot sue to set the sale aside.

Mr. T. R. Venkatrama Aiyar, for the Re-

spondents.— There is no pious obligation where

the sale by the father was found to be

not for purposes binding on the family. The
consideration cannot be treated as a debt.

The pious obligation attaches only to debts

contracted by the father, and not to the

consequences flawing from the father’s illegal

acts. The consideration which the father

is bound to return cannot be oharged on

the sons’ share. Vide judgments of Sada*

eiva Aiyar, J., in Subbaiya Mudaliar v.

Thulasi Mudaliar (1) and Virabhadra Ootcdu

v. Guruveyikata Charlu (2).

The pious obligation does not arise until

after the father’s lifetime: Sahu Ram
Chandra v. h'hup Singh (3).

The decision in the suit, against the father

cannot operate as res judicata, as the father

could net plead absence of necessity himself

and get the sale set aside.

JUDGMENT.
Ardor Rahim, J.—The 2nd defendant

purchased certain property from the 1st

(1) 22 i ml. Cas. 44; (1914) M. W. N. 16; 14 M. L.

T. 537; 1 L W. 05.

(2) 22 M. 312; 8 Ind. Doc. (n. s.) 222.

(3)

39 lml. Cas. 280; 39 A. 437; 21 C. W. N. 693; 1

P. L. W. 557; 15 A. U J 437; 19 Bom. L. R 4«8; 26

O. L. J. 1; 33 M. L J. 14; (1917) M. W. N. 439; 22 M.

L. T. 22; 0 L. W. 213; 44 I. A. 126 (P. C.). I
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defendant, the father of the plaintiffs,
the father and sons belonging to a joint
Hindu family. The 1st defendant had
instituted a suit previously by which he
sought to set aside the alienation on the
ground of fraud, undue influence and want
of consideration. This Court held that the
alienation could not be set aside but though
the consideration of Rs. 800 had not been
originally paid by the purchaser, yet inas-
much as he undertook to pay that amount
the previous suit was dismissed. The plaint-
iffs were not parties to the suit and no
question of necessity was considered or decid-
ed by this Court. In fact that was not a
question seriously pressed at the trial in that
suit. The present suit has been brought by
the sons in order to set aside that very
sale and the plaintiffs have obtained a decree
to that effect.

it has not been proved that the sale was
made for purposes binding the family. The
quesiion that is now raised before us by
Mr. Prakasam appearing on behalf of the
purchaser is that the plaintiffs should not
be allowed to have a decree, so far as their
/3rd. share is concerned, without being

directed to pay a like proportion of the amount
which has been paid as consideration for

e sale, that is to say, he asks us to treat
the consideration for the sale, which he
sought to get refunded to him, as a debt
0 tfce-lst defendant which it is a pious
0 bgation of the plaintiffs to repay. He drew
our attention, in support of this contention, to
a passage in the judgment of Spencer, J., in
the case of Subbayia Mudaliar v. Thulasi Mu -

otar(l). But no authorities are cited therein
in support of such a proposition. On the

\
o' j

1

a

° <^* *s °^ear from the judgment

in t,v*
8l
Y
a

.

A,’yar
> *n the same case that,

- w opinion, a purchaser in similar oir-

fn*

0

*^
008

^aS n°^ en tifcled to any charge

that
*

6 .^ns^era^on or any portion of it,

to v/
5

* 10 a
?
ase w^ ere the sale was held

In o

6 Ending on the share of the son.

8inn°p °^1D£ be followed a ruling of a Divi-

v n
8D

,

this Court in Virabhadra Gowdu

lawT
U
.\
en
j

a ^a Oharlu (2) and the view of the

Sahhn •* ,?
wn by Sadasiva Aiyar, J., in

Th« n

Va **udal
j
ar v - Thulasi Mudaliar (1).

the J 81 arati°n °f ^ s - £00 was paid for

debt fay* *
-

pr°Perty and no question of

Wt aai^

U
-Sf,

180 at least the sale is
e * Whether it could even then be

V>' 13

said to be a debt which the son would be
under an obligation to pay within the mean-
ing of Hindu Law may be open to question.
In any case 2nd defendant is not entitled
to any charge on the -son’s share for any
portion of the consideration of a sale which
was not for purposes binding on the family.
The learned V'akil for the respondent has
drawn our attention to a passage in a recent
ruling of the Privy Council in Sahu Ram
Chandra v. Bhup Singh (3), where -it is stated
that the question of pious obligation of a
son to pay his father’s debt does not arise
until after the father’s lifetime. This passage
was considered by a decision of a Bench of
this Court in Vinjanampati Peda Venkanna v.
Vadlamannati Sreenivasa Beekshatulu (4), and
there it is stated that their Lordships of the
Privy Council could not by this statement have
intended to modify the law, as laid down in
a long series of decisions, as regards the right
of a creditor to enforce a debt borrowed by
the father both against the father and the
son. It is not necessary, however, to discuss
this point any further in this case, as I
think that the ruling in Virabhadra Gowdu
v. Guruienkata Charlu (2) is deoisive of
the question raised by the appellant. Whe-
ther the 2nd defendant will be entitled
to sue the father and the sons for the con-
sideration which has failed in a separate suit
afterwards, is not a question on which we
need express any opinion at present.

The second point urged by Mr. Prakasam
is that the decree in the previous suit, to

which I have already alluded, operates as
res judicata. I think it is rightly pointed
out by Mr. Venkatarama Aiyar that the
father could not, as plaintiff in that suit,

get the sale set aside on the ground that
there was no necessity for his own act. I
think that is a sufficient answer to this

argument. * *

In the result the appeal fails and must
be dismissed with costs.

Napirk, J.— I agree.

M.C.P.

Appeal dismissed.

(4) 43 Ind. Cas. 225; 41 M. 136; 22 M. L. T. 334; 33

4. L. J. 519; 6 L. W. 649; (1916; M. W. N. 55.
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Ol’DH .JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 7 ok 1916.

June 28, 1$18.

Present:— Pandit Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C.,

and Mr. Daniels, A. J. C.

BISHUNATH SINGH and another—
Plaintiffs— Appellant*

versus

BALDEO SINGH and others—Defendants
— Respondents.

Evidence Act (l of 1&72J, sst. 92, II.r», applicability
1a —~0 co l evidence to show nature of transaction con -

tinned in deed
,

admissibility of—Pre-emption
,

suit

for—Estoppel
,
doctrine of,,

applicability of.

Section 92 of the Indian Evidence Act is con lined
to proceedings between the parties to the deed or
their representatives-in-interest and has no appli-
cation to claims !»y or against third persons, [p. 194,
col. 2.]

Parties to g transaction which is not really an
out and out salo are not estopped in a suit for pro-
• mii ption brought by a third party from adducing oral
evidence to show the real nature of the transaction,
f'ven when I lie document evidencing the transfer
stands in the form of a sale-deed. [p. 195, col. 1.]

Section 115 of the Evidence Act contemplates
some act or conduct affecting Iho party pleading it

and having the effect of inducing him to change his
position for the worse .[p. 195, col. 1.]

Unless a transaction is really one which gives
rise m law to a right of pre-emption, no such right
can bo obtained by means of an estoppel, [p. 195,
col. 2.]

There is no estoppel where all that is proved is

that the transaction in dispute was in form a sale
and that (he plaintiff treated it as a sale for the
purpose ol bringing a suit for pre-empt ion which he
would not otherwise have been entitled to bring, fn.
195, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the Subordi*
nate Judge, Hardoi, dated the 23rd Septem-
her 1915.

The Hon’ble Pandit dokaran Nath Mtsru
,

for the Appellants.

The Hon ble Mir/a Samiullah Beg, for the
Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arisen out of a
suit for pre emotion in respect of a sale-deed,
dated the 5th January 1911, executed by Rain
Singli, now represented by the third
defendant Partab Singh, in favour of his
brother-in-law, the 1st defendant Baldeo
bingo. 1 lie property consisted of the entire
souL. mahal ( mahal dakhin) of Mau/.a
R i lauli in the Sandila Tahsil of the
ITardoi district and the price was Rs. 8,775.
1 he substantial defence in the suit was that
the transaction was not an out and out sale, but
of the nature of a mortgage by conditional
sale, the parties agreeing that Baldeo Singh

would reconvey the proparty after three

years on being repaid the amount advanced

by him and that in the meantime Ram
Singh would pay interest. There is no

question here of a transaction disguised in

order to avoid pre-emption. Baldeo Singh

holds an important position in the Kotah.

State. Ram Singh was already heavily in-

debt and showed a disposition to plunge

still more heavily. He wanted money
urgently to tile a suit for the redemption

of a very onerous mortgage executed by

him in respect of another village Sunda.

Baldeo Singh, who had already lent him
money on mortgage on this very property,

agreed to advance the sum required, on

condition that Ram Singh would execute

a’ sale deed so as to maks it impossible

for Rim Singh to incur any farther debts

on the security of the sme property.

No one w >uld hi likely ti advance money
to Ram Singh on the security of the

property so long as the name of Baldeo

Singh stood recorded as owner in the proprie-

tary register.

The plaintiff appellant Bishunath Singh

on the one hand disputes the facts aud -on

the other urges a plea of ostoppel against the

defendants. 'This plea ho bases on two grounds.

In the lower Court section 92 of the Evi-

dence Ant seems to have been relied on,

hut in this Court it had to he admitted

that section 92 has no application. That

section is expressly confined, as its own
language clearly shows and as was emphati-

cally held by the Privy Council in a recent oase

from Burma [ Mating Ivyin v. Ma Shwe La

(1)], to proceedings between the parties to the

deed or their representatives-in interest, and

has no application to claims by or against

third parties. The appellant, therefore,

shifts his ground and urges that as Baldeo

Singh could plead section 92 in answer to

a suit for ledemption by Partab Siugb,

therefore ho should not ho allowed to prove

against the plaintiff anything which he

could not have proved against Partab Singh.

Otherwise, it is said, he would get all

the ad vam ages of the position of vendee

without the corresponding liability to

(1> 12 I ml. Cns 64-2; 45 0. 320; 15 A. L. J. 825; S3

I. E. I. 6 IS; 3 l\ L. W. 185; 6 L W. 777; 22 C. W.
b 257; 23 M. L. T. 36; 27 0. L. J. )75; 20 Bom. L. H.

78
; (191s) M W. N. 300; 9 L. B. It. 114; 11 Bur. L,

21; 44 I. A 236 ^P. C ).
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pre-emption. This is the hirst argument.
^ he second is that by reason of the fact
that the deed was registered as a sale deed
the plaintiff has been induced to embark
on an expensive litigation and, therefore,
the defendants are estopped by section 115
of the Evidence Act' from deny ing that the
transaction was a sale.

Neither of these pleas has any force.
If the. parties are permitted, as by law
they clearly are permitted, to give evince
of the real nature of the transaction, they
oannot be prevented from doing so because
one of the defendants might possibly at
some future time take advantage of the
situation to commit a fraud on the other.
The probability in this oase is extremely
remote as Baldeo Singh and Partab Singh
are father and son, Ram Singh having
dred leaving a Will in favour of his sister’s
son.

As regards the seoond argument it is
aofficient to say that section 1 15 contemplates
some act or conduct affecting the party
pleading it and having the effect of induc-
ing him to change his position for the
WO

j
88

'j- ^ere ^ere was no representation
made directly or indirectly to the plaintiff with
a view to influence his conduct. In the lower
ourt he set up a representation but it

was amply proved that his statement was
raise. He, therefore, falls back on a sort
ot general estoppel based solely on the

transaction was in form a
sa e and available to any person who might
6 entitled to any right on the assump-
mn at a sale bad already taken place.

is is carrying the doctrine of estoppel
o impossible lengths. If the appellant’s
oo rine were accepted, it would be equiva-

lent to extending section 92 of the Evidence
V ?^. 8U^ 8 in which a third party

Such a plaintiff could always

emh k
^ a<^ been induoed to

to f°

n ai
-

ex Pensive litigation owing

oloth d °T
m ln w^ lc^ the transaction was

(oy
6 ~^OWa b Begam v. Hamid Ali

\ f
00

]

1 thi’9 Court held that the

was- o^
a
°u

what was really a gift

not in°

U,(

f

6

u ^orm a sa l0 would

the \

86 * es^°P the parties from proving

Pre-em ,.
Da* ure the transaction in a

P ion suit
; assuming that the form

v (2) *11 0*0. 176.
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of this document amounted to a representa*
tion, as to which there was possibly room
for doubt, there must be proof that the
plaintiff believed the representation and
acted on that belief. In Raj Bahadur v.
Jagrup Pande (3) the 1st learned A. J. C., who
delivered the leading judgment, expressed
the opinion that unless the transaction
was really one which gave rise in law to
a right of pre emption no such right could
be obtained by means of an estoppel. We
are clearly of opinion that there is no
estoppel where all that is proved is that
the transaction in dispute was in form a
sale and that the .plaintiff treated it as
a sale for the purpose of bringing a suit
for pre emption which he would not other-
wise have been entitled to bring.

On the evidence it is abundantly clear
that the facts are as stated above and
as the they have been found by the learned
Subordinate Judge. The evidence has been
so fully discussed in his judgment that,

agreeing as we do with the view which he has
taken of it, there is very little which it is

necessary for us to add. The correspondence
between Ram Singh and Baldeo Singh leaves
nn doubt as to the real nature of the

transaction. On 18th September 1913 Ram
Singh writes to Baldeo Singh, saying that

he agrees to the proposal made by the

latter to advance money on Rudauli on
the execution of a sale-deed which would
subsequently be returned, since he urgently

requires money for the redemption of Mauza
Sunda and if this proposal is not aocepted

he will be unable to redeem the property.

Ram Singh, however, promises to execute

a sale-deed of Mauza Rudauli for Rs. 9,000

and asks Baldeo Singh in return to

execute what he describes as an ordinary

agreement”, promising that when Ram Singh

repays the money he will restore the village,

The money to be recovered will be strictly

spent in instituting the case, and not in

extravagance as Baldeo Singh had evidently

feared. This letter, Exhibit A- 2, was pro •

duced by Baldeo Singh at the first hearing.

In roply to this Baldeo Singh writes on

22nd September (Exhibit C-l), saying that

he accepts the proposal to advance Rs. 9,COO

but that as some Rs. 200 or Rs. 250 will

be spent in sending his men backwards

(3) 42 Ind. Gas. *7; 20 O. C. 249; 4 O, L J. 540.
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and forwards in connection with the advance

he will return only Rs. 8,

7

7 5.

In the end, however, the sale deed also was

executed for Rs 8,7 75 only.

Along with this letter Baldeo Singh sent

an agreement on plain paper, Exhibit C-2,

saying that being in a Native State he

cannot obtain a Government stamp but

that if Ram Singh desires he will execute

a fresh agreement on stamped paper when
he comes to Ram Singh’s house on leave.

He asks Ram Singh to complete the sale-

deed and states that he has fixed three years

as the period for reconveyance, because ho

cannot wait indefinitely if Ram Singh
should delay in instituting the Sunda case.

Ram Singh should institute the case and

get back his sale deed within that period.

In the meanwhile he must pay 12 annas per

cent, per month interest and repay the

principal and any unpaid interest at the

end of three years, otherwise the sale will be-

come absolute. The accompanying agree-

ment, Exhibit C-2, has been rejected by the

learned Subordinate Judge as requiring re-

gistrtion. Whether it required registration

or not, depends on whether it is treated as

a document creating an actual right to the

property or as merely a personal oontraot

to execute a reconveyance under certain

oiroumstanoes. The point is not veiy material,

as the agreement can certainly be looked
at for the collateral purpose of discovering
what the real nature of transaction between
the parties was. On October 17th of the
same year Ram Singh wrote again to

Baldeo Singh disolaiming any desire for a

stamped agreement but protesting once
more that the period of three years was
insufficient. This communication was on a
post card bearing the Sandila post, mark
of 18th October and the Kotah delivery
post mark of 23rd October. A month
after the execution of the sale-deed Ram
Singh wrote a further letter, Exhibit A-b,
promising, in reply to exhortation of Baldeo
Singh to pay interest, that it should be
regularly paid every three months. We
have evidence that interest was paid on
two occasions. Exhibit 0-4 is a post oard
from Baldeo Singh to Ram Singh dated
the 18th April 19L4 acknowledging payment
of Rs. 197-7-0 on this aooount.
The appellant has endeavoured, on alto-

gether insufficient grounds, to throw doubts

cn the genuineness of this correspondence,

chiefly on the ground that some of the

letters were not filed on the first day of

hearing. This matter has been sufficiently

disposed of by the learned Subordinate

Judge. Several of the communications are

in the form of post cards as to the

genuineness of which no doubt is possible

and the whole correspondence bears internal

evidence of being genuine. It has been

suggested by the appellant that these letters

are clearly not documents creating any right

in immoveable property.

Two other circumstances which go

strongly to support the respondents’ oaee

are

:

(1) that Ram Singh remained throughout

in possession of the property, and

( .') that the ostensible sale price bears

no sort of relation to the value of the

properly.

As to the first point the evidenoe is so

overwhelming that the appellant has not

attempted to controvert it but has taken

up the position that because mutation of

names was duly effected and possession

acknowledged at the time of mutation,

therefore, Ram Singh's possession must be

treated as being on behalf of Baldeo Singh.

This argument proceeds on a misconception.

If we were dealing with a dispute between

Ram Singh and Baldeo Singh as to the owner-

ship of the property, we might well say that

the mutation proceedings and Ram Singh s

conduct were conclusive against the latter,

but when we are endeavouring to find out

as against a third party the real state of

affairs, the fact that Ram Singh remained

throughout in possession and performed all

acts of ownership is of immense importance.

Tho previous mortgage in favour of Baldeo

Singh, though in form ueufruotuary, was in

fact treated as a simple mortgage. Ram
Singh paid interest on it and he continued

to give leases to tenants and filed suits m
his own name just as if no mortgage

was in existence. The same thing continued

after the execution of the sale-deed. Ram
Singh’s conduct was not that of au agent

in possession of property on behalf of

another but of an owner in possession on

his own behalf. As regards the value of

the property it is amply proved that the

property which Ram Singh purported to

sell for Rs. 8,775 was aotually worth not
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less than Rs. 14,000 or Ri. 15,000. The
appellant wishes us to disregard this fact

on the ground that properties were fre-

quently sold muoh below their real value,

but in the circumstances of thi3 case we can-
not but regard it as a fact having an import-
ant bearing on the true nature of the bargain
between the parties. Not only was the
advance made by Baldeo Singh for less

than the value of the property but, as the
correspondence shows, it was made without
any reference to the value of the property.
Ram Singh required Rs. 9,000. Rupees 9,000
were, therefore, advanced deducting only
a sum of Rs. 225 to cover the costs
incurred by the lender in connection with
the transaction.

The appeal fails and it is accordingly dis-

missed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2839

of 1916.
May 28, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice
.Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

Raja NARENDRA LAL KHAN—
Plaintiff—Appellant

MANMOTHA RANJAN PAL and others
Defendants— Respondents.

haa
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f. contract—Damages
,

suit for—Party it
no performed his part of the contract

,
whether c

recover damages.

Darf
"who has himself failed to perform 1

‘haa H
°#a °

°

ntraet and has given no evidence that

of
Gr

a

an^ damages by the defendant’s brea

for
oann°t succeed in a suit for damag** “*** of contract.

dir
gainst the decree of the

thn^OQu^
8^0 *3 ^U(^£0 Midnapur, dat

*l m
k •August 1916, affirming that

thfi
^ ^ourt at that place, dat

the

B
3

J
fch June I915 .

PaJLH*8
tVa Fr08anna Bhattacharjee and Ba

£^atlnath Sastri for Babu Khirode Nan

Ghana! !ara
{

^hander Khan and
"0lSe« fo*1 the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal by
the plaintiff against the deoision of the
learned Additional District Judge of
Midnapur, dated the 28th August 1916
affirming the decision of the Munsif of the
same place. The plaintiff sued for
damages for breach of a contract with
reference to the sale of timber growing
on certain jungle, the property of the
plaintiff. The facts as found are perfectly
simple, namely, that the defendants out
and removed the timber growing on oertain
portions of the jungle and that they had
paid in advance in excess of the value of
the timber so removed. Under the terms
provided for by the contract, the plaintiff
now wants damages from the defendants.
There seem to be two answers to the
plaintiff’s contention. The first answer is

that apparently the plaintiff himself was
in default under the oontraot in not
having agreed to have a measurement. If

that was so, of course, the plaintiff

cannot recover damages in respect of a
contract, that he committed a breach of.

The second answer is that the plaintiff,

purporting to aot under the terms of the
contract, resumed possession of the forest

and got baok all the timber the price

of which he now seeks to recover from
the defendants. The plaintiff has given
no evidence that he suffered any damages.
It may be that to-day or to-morrow he
will be able to re-sell the timber for an
equal or a larger prioe than what he had
sold it for to the defendants. He cannot

get damages from the defendants without

proving what damage he had suffered and

what was the pecuniary loss that happened

to him by reason of the defendants not

having carried out their part of the

contract. It is qnite possible in this oase,

without coming to any conclusion as to

what is the actual meaning of oertain

parts of the oontraot, to say that the

plaintiff having failed to perform his part of

the oontraot and there being no evidence that

he suffered any loss at all as to the timber

for whioh be now seeks to recover,

damages cannot succeed in the present

suit. The present appeal, therefore, fails

and must be dismissed with costs, such costs

to be paid only to the contesting

defendant No. 3.
.

Appeal dismissed.
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BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Letters Patent Appeal No. 39 ok 1 9 1 cL

March 5, 191S.

Present :— Mr. Justice Beaman and Mr.

Justice Heaton.

VISHVESHVAR VIGHNESHVAR
SHASTRI

—

Dependant No. 2— Appellant

urgeJ on his bah a 1 f : first
,

that the plaint-'

iff as transferee cannot take advantage

of the breach of a condition of the lease,

which took place before the assignment

in his favour, and, secondly , that the

notice showing the intention to determine

the lease is not sufficient in law.

vo runs

MAH ABLESHVAR SUBBA BHATTA—
Plaintiff— R e s fo n i e nt.

Transfer <>/ Property Art (IV of I8S2J, ss. (> (l>), lop,

111 ' g )— Lease— Reversion, frontier of— Forfeiture (<•>

breaeh of condition —Transferee
,

whether ran enforce

forfeit n re where breach occurred before transfer.

A iriinsf' ,
i' of tli<* reversion of a lease carries

will) if tho light lo enforce forfeit nrr* of (ho l«:iso

for broach of a condition, even whore the hivieh
has occurred prior to the transfer, [p. 200. oo|. 2

Letters Patent Appeal from the decision

of Mr. Justice Shah, in Second Appeal
No. 1018 of 1914, against the decision of

the District Judge, Kanara, in Appeal No. ldl
of 1918, confirming the decree passed by the

Subordinate Judge, Kumtha, in Civil Suit

No. 53 of 1912.

FACTS appear from the following judg-
ment of

Shah, J.— The plaintiff in this case sues
to recover possession of 5/oth portion of

the land in suit. He claims to have pur-
chased the landlord’s rights in this land
by a deed, dated the 17th of December
1911, and lie relies upon the forfeiture of

the tenancy resulting from the breach of
a condition of the Mnlgeni lease which
was created by his vendors in favour cf
the predeoessor-in-title of defendant No. 2
on the 30th of November 1896. That
Mnlgeni lease was not for any agricultural
purpose and it was a condition of that
lease that the lessee was not to alienate
or permit to be alienated, by way of
mortgage, sale nr in any other like manner,
the property leased. Defendant No. 2
claims to have purchased all the rights
under this Mulgeni lease: and the contest
in this litigation is principally between the
plaintiff and defendant No. 2. Both the
lower Courts have held that there was a
breaoh of this condition, inasmuch as there
was a sale of the Mulgeni rights in
December 19b8 in favour of defendant
No. 2. On that footing there has been a
decree in favour of the plaintiff.

The present appeal is

fendant No. 2, and two
preferred by d e .

points have b, on

As regards the first point it seems to

me that under section 109 of the Trans-

fer of Property Act the transferee, in the

absence of a contract to the contrary,

would possess all the rights of the lessor,

and under section 111, clause (y), the lease

would determine by forfeiture resulting

from the breach of an express condition

on the part of the tenant, the transferee

from the landlord having shown his in-

tention to determine the lease by a notice.

In the present case there is no doubt

about the condition and the breach of

that condition ;
and there can be no doubt

under the terms of the assignment in

favour of the plaintiff that he was to

have the same rights as his vendors for

the purpose of enforcing forfeiture against

defendant No. 2. It is needless to refer

to certain English cases which were cited

by the learned Pleader for the appellant,

as under the provisions of the Transfer

of Property Aot it is clear that they

would have no application to the present case.

In connection with this point it is urged

that under section 6 of the Transfer of

Property Aot the mere right of re-entry

for breaoh of a condition subsequent cannot

be transferred to any one except the

owner of property affected thereby. In

the present case it is quite clear that

what is transferred is not a mere right

of re-entry, but the whole of the land-

lord’s interest in the land, and the trans-

fer is not in favour of any one except the

owner of the property affected thereby.

It follows, therefore, that there has been

a forfeiture of the Mulgeni lease in this

case ami that the plaintiff, is entitled to

enforce the forfeiture.

As regards the point of notioe, it was

not suggested in the trial Court, and

though it was mentioned in the memorandum
of appeal to the lower Appellate Court,

it does not appear to have been urged

as there is no reference to the pH at in

the jndgtnen*. Besides it seems to mo
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that there is no substanoe wbatGver in
that point. The notice was given by the
plaintiff who represented the whole of
the landlord’s interest except that of de-
fendant No. 7, and the notice was in

respect of the whole interest. The mere
fact that defendant No. 7 did not join
in the notice does not appear to me to
render the notice invalid or inadequate
in any way.
The result, therefore, is that both the

points urged in support of the appeal fail
and the decree of the lower Appellate Court
is affirmed with costs.

« There will be only one set of costs.
Mr. Bahadurji (with him Mr. V. R. Situr\

for the Appellant.

M*v S, V. Palekar
,

for Respondent No 1.

JUDGMENT.
F Beaman, J.

—

I doubt whether the true
point was present to the mind of the
learned Judge below. Tie appears to have
thought that the question could be answered
from the language of sections 6, clause (6),
0 and 111, clause (gr), of the Transfer

of.Property Act. Even were that so, I

! still doubt whether the answer
e has given is right. Section 6, clause
), is no more than a special case of a

inere right to sue. For if the mere right
0 re ‘ 0Dtry on breach of condition sub
sequent is transferred, without the reversion,
the person having it could only use it for

© purpose of a suit to enforce forfeiture,
wi out gaining any right or interest in

e property so demised and forfeited.
seems to me to have no bearing

,

6 P°int. Section 111
, clause (g) t

need
not mean any

.

more than that the lessor

* •.^1Ve no
^oe of —intention to enforce

aft

61
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r

.
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and ‘i?

1

/
0 no^°e# That is how I read it

nntonohed
am r 'ght

’ ^ IeaV69 °Ur p0 'nt

it ^ !?.
the s ^m Plo8t ana fewest

I8: Does the transfer
• * i .

r
' .

V411o; ^oes the transfer o:

forfeitarn
Wlth ** the ri <?ht to e

it did l r
an(^ seemingly unquestiom

aid not [Runt v. Bishop (1),

fe* fc/SfcOi
8

R
E
p

* 22 b. J. Ex. 337;
" ,91 6°8i 156 $J. ft. 1523.

21 L. T.

Tannar (2)] till by the Act 1 & 2, Geo. V,
o.. 37, statutory validity was given to the
view taken by the learned Judge below.

I am not aware of any corresponding
amendment of the Transfer of Property
Act, altering the law in India. Speaking
generally, it is safe to say that with few
exceptions the Transfer of Property Act
is a codified expression of the English
Law. Presumably, then, it meant to give
effect to what was the settled law of

England on this point up to 1911.

In the absence of statutory provision, and
on general principle, I own I should find
it bard to come to any other conclusion
than that which was so often stated and
affirmed in the English Courts.
The facts with which we have to deal are:

(l> that there was a breach of condition
three years before this transfer, (2) that
breach of condition would undoubtedly have
worked a forfeiture, (3) the lessor did

not waive the breach, (4) the lessor had
never given the lessee notice of his intention
to enforce the forfeiture, before the
transfer.

What then was transferred? The rever-

sion primarily. No one disputes it, or

contends that there was anything illegal

or even questionable in such an assignment.
As between the transferor and transferee

of the reversion no question arises here,

and we have nothing to do with

it. But as between the lessor and the

lessee the case is different. They had
entered into a contract of leasing on condi-

tions. That contract had been broken by
the lessee. But before the penalty could

be enforced the law required the lessor

to give notice of his intention to enforce

it. This he had not done. Admittedly
till he had (or if the law permits this,

till h is transferee had done so), no penalty

could be enforced, and the contraot would

be subsisting. What the lessor does is to

transfer the property demised to the

plaintiff setting forth the prior contraot

and the fact that it had been broken, so,

in other words, leaving the transferee to

sue on the breach and enforce the penalty.

It is easy to see that this could not be done

in the case of an ordinary oontract.

12) (1900' ? Q. B. 609; 69 L. .T. Q B. 904: 83 L T.

(34; 48 W. R> 642,
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penalty,

he? For
a mere

That
what
right

While such a contract might be assigned

before breach, it certainly could not after-

wards, for then what is assigned is only the

right to sue for damages, and this is a mere
right to sue, whether or not the transferee

is to have what he can get by way of dam-
ages after suit. Similarly in this case, the

faot that the transferee is to have the pro-

perty demised, as soon as he can enforce the

penalty by suit against the lessee for breach

of condition prior to his transfer, seem? to

me to make no difference. All that the

transferor could assign was the reversion,

since he had not given notice of his intention

to enforce forfeiture on breach of condition

already made. But it is argued he might
also transfer the right he had to give

this notice and thereupon to sue on the

contract and enforce the

is the very point. Could
is this, thus isolated, but
to sue? How oan it be distinguished in

any essential from the assignment of a
contract already broken, under whioh the
only surviving right is the right to sue
for damages? This right, it is to be
observed, is quite distinct from and must
not be oonfounded with the right to the
reversion as upon the footing of an existing
lease, and for that reason it has to be
examined by itself after analysis has
revealed the true nature of the transfer
as a whole. It is thus shown, I think, that
the transfer is a transfer of the reversion
implying the actual subsistence of the lease,

and, therefore, that the transferee must wait
for a breach of condition subsequent to the
transfer before he can sue to enforce a
forfeiture, or as between transferor,
transferee and lessee, it is no more than
the transfer by the transferor to the
transferee of a right to sue the lessee and
turn him out. In the latter case such a
transfer is clearly prohibited by the Act,
and in the former the transferee would
have no cause of aotion on the breach
prior to transfer.

But sinoe the law of England
altered, and the Statute of 1911
in terms for suoh a case as this,
reason why we should not in such
make the administration of the law as a whole
as systematic as possible. It would be dilli
cult to say that the Transfer of Properly
Aot, as it stands* in express words* prohibits

ha9 been

provides

I see no

matters

the plaintiff from suing here, and although,
as I have shown, a reference to genera]
principles and the spirit of the Aot brings
out that conclusion, I do not objeot to

accepting the statutory modification of those

general principles whioh has taken place

in England. It is only upon that ground
that T could bring myself to confirm the
decree of the lower Court.

Appeal dismissed with all costs.

Heaton, J. - My opinion also is that the
decree made by Shah, J., should be confirmed.

The only ground on whioh that deoree is

assailed is that the lessor could not transfer

his right to put an eud to the lease, this

right being founded on a breaoh of a

condition of the lease whioh happened prior

to the transfer. The point is one whioh
was taken for the first time in seoond
appeal; it was not argued in the trial

Court or in the Court of first appeal. It is

one whioh invites and for. its satisfactory

elucidation, in my opinion, requires an
investigation of the facts from an altogether

new point of view. We cannot make suoh

an investigation here, nor ought we to remand
the case. I am, therefore, not satisfied

that the transfer by the lessor to the
plaintiff was illegal in so far as it comprised
a transfer of a right to sue. Indeed, though
my learned brother takes the contrary
view I am rather disposed to think that

the transfer in this case is one whioh is

exactly covered by the words of seotion

109 of the Transfer of Property Aot.

Appeals dismissed .

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 2S4 ok 1917.

June 18, 191S.
Present :— Pandit Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C., and

Mr. Daniels, A. J. C.
SHAMSHAD ALI KHAV and another

—

Plaintiffs - Appellants
versus

MOHAMMAD ALI KHAN and another

—

Defendants—Respondents.
Mortgage—Mortgaged property

,
part o/, purchased

by mortgager
, subject to mortgage

, effect oi.
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Where a mortgagee purchases a part of the mort-
gaged property subject to his mortgage, the question
of the sale price is immaterial and the effect of the
purchase is to extinguish the mortgage to an
amount proportional to the extent of the property
purchased, [p. 201, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge, Hardoi, dated the 30th April 1916,
reversing that of the Munsif, Shahabad,
dated the 15th January 1917.

Mr. M. Wasim
,
for the Appellants.

Mr. A. S. Sen
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Daniels* A. J. C.—Certain property was

mortgaged with possession by Mohammad
Ali Khan, the first defendant, to Asnad
Ali Khan deceased, father of the plaintiffs-

appellants, and a deed of further charge
was executed in respect of the same pro-
perty. A portion of this property, amounting
roughly to one-half, was purchased by the
plaintiffs in execution of a simple money
decree. The purchase was made subject
to the deed of further charge which was
duly proclaimed at the sale. The plaintiffs
in the present litigation seek to bring to
sale the remaining half of the mortgaged
property in lieu of half the interest due
under the deed of further charge. They
admit that by purchasing the equity of
redemption in half of the property the
mortgage has been split up and has been
extinguished to the extent of the property
whioh they have purchased. The first Court,
finding that the value of the property
purchased was slightly more than half the
total value of the mortgaged property, gave
the plaintiffs a decree for R*. 4S-13-9, as
against Rs. 54 whioh they originally claimed.
The appellants admit the correctness of
this decree. The lower Appellate Court
has dismissed the suit altogether, holding
that because the deed of further oharge was
notified at the time of sale and the sale
was made subject to it, the whole of the
oharge must be deemed to have been ex-
tinguished by the purchase.
The proposition of law enunciated by

the Court beloft obviously oannot be sup-
ported and the respondents’ Counsel has
made no attempt to support it. If one
of several properties comprised in a mort-
gage is sold to satisfy the money claimed,
it is the invariable practice to notify the
entire mortgage and this certainly does
not imply any intention on the part of the

mortgagee to relinquish his claim against
the remaining mortgaged properties. The

- contention of the respondents’ Counsel is

that if it is found that the value of the
property purchased is sufficient to cover
the amount due under the charge in ad-
dition to the purohase money, it should
be presumed that the oharge was extingu-
ished. He admits that there is no finding
in his favour on this point and that the
question has never been gone into, but he
asks that we should now in second appeal
remit an issue regarding it. He relies on
the case of Amir Hasan Khan v. Ohaudhri
Hadi Hasan (1), in which the view for
whioh he contends was accepted as one
of. two grounds for upholding the lower
Court’s judgment. He relies still * more
strongly on the Privy Council case of Dull-
chand v. Ramkishen Singh (2), whioh was
cited evidently with some doubt as to its

applicability in Amir Hasan Khan v.

Ohaudhri Hadi Hasan (1) (at page 344

\

with the remark that “For this view
there seems to he support in the case of
Dulichand v. Ramkishen Singh (2).”
On the other band a Full Bench of
the Allahabad High Court has laid down
in Bisheshur Dial v. Ram Sarup (3) that
where a mortgagee purchases a part of
the mortgaged property subject to his mort-
gage, the question of the sale price is

immaterial and the effect of the purohase
is to extinguish the mortgage to an amount
proportional to the extent of the property
purchased. If a mortgagee becomes possess-
ed of the equity of redemption in one-
third of the property then the mortgage
is extinguished to the extent of one-third,
if he becomes owner of half the mortgaged
property the mortgage is extinguished to the
extent of one-half and so on.

The appeal originally came before the
learned Judicial Commissioner who referred
it to a Bench on the ground that in his
opinion the decision in Amir Hasan Khan v.

Ohaudhri Hadi Hasan (I) was erroneous.
With this view we are in entire agreement.
Where property is sold subject to a mort-
gage, though the sals pride will doubtless
be affected by the existence of the en-

(1) 4 O. 0 341 at p. 344.

(2) 7 C. 648: 8 I. A. 93; 4 Sar. P. C. J. 245; 5 Ind.
Jur. 493; 3 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 966.

(3) 22 A. 284; A. W. N.~ (.1900) 69< 9 Ind. Dec.
(N; s.) 1221;
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oumbrance, the mortgage money forms no

part of the price. On the contrary the

whole meaning of selling subject

to a mortgage is that the right of the

mortgagee n preserved intact. The reason

why there is a complete or partial extinc-

tion of the mortgage when the mortgagee

is himself the purchaser is that in such

a case there is a merger of the mortgagee

right and the proprietary interest to the

extent of the property purchased. The
integrity of the mortgage is broken up and
the mortgagee can no longer claim to

throw the whole burden of the mortgage
on the remaining property. The law on

the subject was fully considered by a Bench
of six Judges in Bisheshur Dial v. Ram
Samp (3) and is thus summed up in the

leading judgment of Banerji, J :

—

‘ Upon further consideration, I am of opinion

that the rule laid down by the Bombay High
Court is the true rule, and that when the

mortgagee buys at auction the equity of re-

demption in a part of the mortgaged property,

such purchase has, in the absence of fraud,

the effect of discharging and extinguishing
that, portion of the mortgage debt which
was chargeable on the property purchased
by him, that is to say, a portion of the

debt which bears the same ratio to the
whole amount of the debt that the value
of the property purchased bears to the
value of the whole of the property comprised
in the mortgage.”

That ruling has never,

are aware or as has been
us, been dissented from
Court in India. It lias

at Allahabad and
followed both before

by the Bombay High Court. It lias also
been followed by the Calcutta High Court,
vide, Mutty Lai Pal v. Xlandu Lai Neogi (4). It

has been treated as good authority in at
least one oase in this Court, e. g. % Sura)
Kishan v. Ajudhya Prasad Singh (fj). \t

only remains to see whether there is

anything in the Privy Council case relied
on by the respondents to conflict with a
view so reasonable in itself and supported
by suoh a wide consensus of authority.
There are some observations in that case,
which was decided prior to the introdu.*’

t-U 12 C. VV. N. 7 15; SC. L. 92.

(5) 27 Iud. Gas. 9GU; 2 (). U 7:t.

followed

has been

so far as we
pointed out to

by any High
repeatedly

same rule

and since

been

the

tion of the Transfer
„ of Property Aot,

which might appear to support the respond-

ents’ argument, but the actual point to

be deoided was whether a purchaser who
had stepped into the shoes of a prior

mortgagee could recover* an amount paid

into Court to prevent the property being

sold over again in execution of a decree

based on a subsequent mortg\ge, a sale

agiinst which he had vainly protested be-

fore it took place. The report shows that

there was no dispute before their Lord-

ships as to the equitable right of the

plaintiff to recover bis money. * The
arguments at the Bir,” say their Lord-

ship*, “were not directed to show that

there is any equity upon which the appellant

could retain this money; but the objections

taken to the action were that the payment was
voluntary, and that the remedy, if any,

was in the execution proceedings.” The
case has been frequently cited as laying

down the law as to what constitutes a

voluntary payment. Neither in Bisheshur

Dial v. Rim Samp (3) nor in any of

the various oases in which that ruling

has been followed d *es it ever appear to

have been suggested that the High Courts,

in the view which they took, were con-

travening anything laid down by their

Lordships of the Privy Council in that

case.

We accordingly allow the appeal, and
setting asifo the decree of the lower Appel-

late Court, restore the Munsif’s decree with

o )sts in all Courts recoverable as part of the

decretal amount.
K\niuiya Lal, A. J. C.— l agree.

Appeal allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decker No. 1361

ok 1916.

July 20, 1917.
!' res 'nt:— Mr. Justice Fletcher and

Mr. Justice Richardson.
IvlJ.MUl) Iv-VMINl DASI and othkrs-

I ) e k e r: i> a n is — Ape k l l a n ts

versus

K 1 1 U HUM \ N l DASI * nd another—
Pi. a i s 1

1

ees — Respondents.
Oone,'tjanc>' —i\>n<ilcr<ition //* non-payment oj\

effect of.

Tlio non-pay in -ill of tin- eon si lor.it ioa money
(o !>' p»i,l In- :i o mvevanee may bo uqmvovanee
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important item to take into consideration to deter-
mine whether the conveyance is or is not a real
transaction, but a conveyance notwithstanding the
non-payment of the consideration money may be a
perfectly good transaction, except where the con-
veyance is drawn in such a form that the transfer is

conditional upon the satisfaction of the. consideration
money, [p. 20’, col. 2; p. 204, col. 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge, Murshidabad, dated, the 21st of

March 1916, modifying that of the Munsif, 1st

Court at Berhampur, dated the 27th of

February 1915.

FACTS appear from arguments and the
jud gmont.

Babu Ram Chandra Maznmdir (with him
Babu Phanindra Kumar Singha), for the Ap-
pellants.— Defendants are the appellants.
Plaintiff No. 2 is the wife'of plaintiff No. I and
daughter of defendant No. 1; other defend-
ants are the sons of defendant No. 1. The
jote in dispute was purchased by plaintiff

No. 1 in benami for his wife, plaintiff No. 2,
in 1.315 B. S. Defjjpdant No. 1 is a korfa
tenant of the jote. Plaintiff No. 2 in 1319
B. S. sold the disputed jote to defendant
No. 1 and the sale-deed was registered.
The present suit, out of which this appeal
arises, has been brought for khas possession
after declaration that the kohala by which
defendant No. I purchased the* ote from
plaintiff No. 2 is void and inoperative.

The 6rst Court dismissed the * plaintiffs
suit cn the ground that plaintiff No. 1

was present at the time when the transac-
tion took place. On appeal the lower Ap-
pellate Court cancelled the kobala as void
and inoperative for want of consideration.

, The lower Appellate Court held that “ the
kobala is void for want of consideration
and is liable to cancellation on that ground,
even if plaintiff No. 1 was a consenting
party to its execution.”

The Kobala having baen registered and
possession having been delivered in accord-
ance with it, seotion 25 of the Contract
Act has no application. The consideration
money, if not paid, is merely a charge upon
the property. There are authorities to sup-
port this contention.

[Fletchke, J.—The transaction may be a
valid transaction, even if no consideration
money passed at the time of the execution].
Bibn Nakuleswar Mukherjee, for the Re-

spondents. The intention of the parties must

be looked into. The parties here intended

that the sale would be valid only upon the

payment of the consideration money. The
finding is that the consideration money did

not pass, therefore, the sale is void and in-

operative. The payment of the consideration

money was made a condition precedent to

the validity of the kobala.

Babu Ram Chandra Matumdar was not

called upon in reply.

JUDGMENT.
Fcetchfr, J.—This is an appeal from a

decision of the learned District Judge of

Murshidabad, dated the 21st March 1916,
modifying the deoision of the Munsif at
Berhampur. The oase is a small one and it

is unfortunate that we have got to send
the ea^e back, as we have no other alter-

native because the learned District Judge
ha9 not disposed of the case in a proper
manner. The suit was brought by a man
and bis wife, the two plaintiffs, against the
man’s mother-in-law f^r a declaration that
a certain kobala which bore the vernacular
date corresponding to some other date in

April 1912 was void and inoperative on the
ground that it was obtained by misrepre-
senfation, undue influence and want of con-
sideration, and as a consequence the plaintiff

asked for khas possession of certain property.
The plaintiff No. 2 in the year 1909 acquired
certain plots of land. Of ore of these plots
or part of the land that was acquired tl e
defendant No. 1, who is the mother of the
plaintiff No. 2, was an under-raiyat and
the case i9 that the mother obtained by
the means suggested in the plaint from her
daughter this kooala which was executed
in her favour. The learned Judge in the
lower Appellate . Court has dealt with the
case in this way. He says, “ the evidence
shows to me that the consideration money
expressed to be paid by the conveyance exe-
cuted in favour of the mother by the
daughter was not, in fact, paid and, there-
fore, the conveyance is void.” Of course
that is clearly wrong. The non-payment of
the consideration money may be an import-
ant item to take into consideration to deter-
mine whether the conveyance was or was
not a real transaction. But a conveyance,
notwithstanding the non-payment of the
consideration money, may be a perfectly good
transactions.
- ... i
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In some oases, the consideration money

>s not paid as it is expressed to be paid

in the deed and the oonveyanoe is

a perfectly honest and good one. It has

been attempted to support this view of the

learned Judge on the ground that the parties

intended to pass the property only upon

the payment of the consideration money.

Of conrse, there may be suoh a case, and

there are oases where the oonveyanoe is

drawn in suoh a form that the oonveyanoe

is conditional and conditional only upon the

satisfaction of the consideration money. But
that is not the oase here. In this oase the

oonveyanoe is in the ordinary form adopte 1

in Bengali instruments of sale and the words
to be relied upon correspond with the ordi-

nary words ooourring in the English oon-

veyanoe admitting the receipt of the con-

sideration money. Then, it is said that

the intention should be gathered from the

oral evidence. Oral evidenoe cannot be

admitted to oontradiot the express terms
of this registered document. It is suggested

that this dooument is not an instrument of

transfer at all. I do not agree with that.

The finding of the want of consideration,

although an important fact in this case,

was not sufficient to make the learned
District Judge, without proceeding to enquire
whether the transaction was a real

one or not, to leave the case hanging
in the air. It has not been found
whether this registered document of trans-
fer was or was not a real transaction. All
that the Judge has found is that Rs. 20 was
not paid. That is obviously not sufficient.

The oase must, therefore, go baok to the
lower Appellate Court for the appeal to be
re-heard. The plaintiffs-respondents have
some grounds of complaint on the question
of estoppel whioh was decided against them
in the primary Court. They will be entitled
at the re-hearing of the appeal to press that
point or any other point open to them that
they think fit to press in their interest.
Costs will abide the result of the hearing
before the learned Judge of the lower
Appellate Court.

Richardson, J.— I agree.

Oase remanded.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 526

of 1917.

July 25, 1918.

Present : — Mr. Justice Jwala Prasad and
Mr. Justioe Coutts.

SUBA RAUT— Plaintiff — Appellant
versus

Musammat MANLA RAUTAIN and

a noi her— Defendants— Respondents.
Hindu Law— Mitakshara —Partition—Step-mother

,

right of, to share in estate.

Under t lie Mitnkslmra Law in a partition between
sons, the step-mother is entitled to a share equal to

that of a son. [p. 205, col. 2.]

Appeal from a decision of the Distriot

Judge, Muzaffarpore.

Messrs. Shivanandan Bai and Jalgobind

Singh
,
for the Appellant.

Mr. Chandra Shekhar Banerji
, for the

Respondents.
JUDGMENT.

Jwala Prasad, J.—The plaintiff is the

appellant in this oase. He brought a suit

for partition of the family properties. The
family consisted of the plaintiff, his step-

brother, the defendant No. 1, and his step-

mother, the defendant No. 2. At first

only the defendant No. 1, the brother of

the plaintiff, was made a party, and, there-

fore, the plaintiff claimed a half share in

the family properties. Subsequently the

defendant No. 2, the step-mother, was
added, apparently because she also has an

interest in the properties and a right to

a share on partition. The defendant No.
2 did not appear in the first Court. The
defendant No. 1 filed a written statement
but did not appear at the date of the

hearing of the suit. The Court accordingly

passed an ex parte decree in favour of the

plaintiff declaring his share to be half in

the properties in suit. The defendant No. 2,

the step-mother, finding that no share

was allotted to her appealed to the Dis-

triot Judge. The Distriot Judge, by his

judgment of the 14th February 1917,

allowed her equal share with the sons,

that is, a one- third share in the family

properties. Against this decision the

plaintiff has appealed to this Court.
It is contended on his behalf that the

stepmother has no right to a specific sha? e

in the family properties on partition but

only has a right to be maintained out of

them. This contention is wholly untenable.
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The Mitakshara in Chapter 1, seotion 7, verge

1, relating to partition of properties clearly

sAys that the wife shall be entitled to

participation equally with the sons even

when a partition takes place during the

lifetime of the father. In section 8 of
' the same chapter there is an indication in

the Mitakshara that all the wives should

take equal shares, and, therefore, when a

partition takes place after the death of

the father among the sons, the mothers

and the step- mothers would be entitled to

equal shares with the sons. This is based

upon verse 1 in Yajnavalkya 23 —A which

says “let the mother take equal shares

with the sons.” The word “mother”
there includes step-mother. No doubt the

Dayabhaga differs from the Mitakshara on

this point; the mothers only take a share

in the properties along with their own
sons and^ not with the sons of different

mothers, vide Dayabhaga. Chapter III, seotion

1, verses 12 and 13. Upon this text of the

Dayabhaga their Lordships of the Privy
Council in the case of Hemangini Dasi v.

Kedarnath Kundu Chowdhry (I) held that the

mothers’ share with their own sons and
not wi.th the sons of different mothers.
That decision, therefore, cannot be authority

for the present case which ,is governed
by the ‘Mitakshara Law. Under the

Mitakshara Law the authorities in Calcutta
and Allahabad appear to have concurred in

holding that the mothers have equal shares

with the sons, vide the case of Summit
TKakoor v. Ohunder Mun Misser (2) and Dular
Koeri v. Dawarkanath Misser (3). The decision

in the case of Damoodrur Misser v. Senabutty

Misrain (4) is exactly in point, inasmuoh as it

related to the Mithila School to which the

parties in the present case belong. Relying

upon the texts of the Mitakshara quoted above

and upon Yyvada Chintamoni of Vaohaspati
Misser which is followed in the Mithila

School, their Lordships held that both

mothers and step-mothers are equal sharers

with the sons.”

Viramitrodaya, which is a commentary
on the Mitakshara ani is accepted to be

(1) 16 0. ^To8; 16 I. A. 115; 13 Ind. Jur. 210; 5 Sar.
P. 0. J. 374; 8 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 502 (P. C.).

. (2) 8 0. 17; 9 0. L. R. 415; 6 Ind. Jnr. 244; 4 Ind.
Deo. (n. s.) 11. /

(3) 32 0. 234; 1 0. L. J. 283; 9 C. W. N. 270.
(*) 8 0. 537; 6 Ind. Jur. 684; 10 C. L. R. 401; 4

lad. Deo. (n, a.) 346.

20 )

an authority in the Benares School con-
currently with the Mitakshara, has laid down
on page 80 (Golab Ch. Sarkar’s translations)

that all the wives of the father, whether
sonless or having sons are entitled to

equal shares with the sons, even in partition

after the father’s demise. Recently in the
Allahabad Court in the case of Har Narain
v. Bishambhar Nath (5) relying upon the
above authorities it was held that in u
partition between two sons the step-

mother is entitled to a third share. In
this case also the partition is sought between
two brothers along with the step-mother.
We, therefore, think that the learned
District Judge was right in holding that
the step-mother was entitled equally with
the sons to a third share in the properties.

The contention of the learned Vakil -on

behalf of the appellant is, therefore, over-
ruled.

It is then contended that the learned
District Judge was wrong in giving any
decree in favour of the step-mother inasmuch
as she did not contest the claim of the plaintiff

in the first Court. In the first place, this was
a question of law and certainly the faot that
the step-mother did not appear or contest
the claim of the plaintiff in the first Court
would not prevent her from impugning
the legality of the decree before the
District Judge. In the second place, it

appears to me that the first Court was
bound -to give a decree only' to the extent
of one third in favour of the plaintiff
upon the plaint itself. The plaint was
amended and the name of defendant No. 2, the
step-mother, was subsequently added. Upon
the plaint, therefore, it was clear that the
family consisted of two sons and the step-
mother. In declaring the share of the
plaintiff in the properties sought to 'be

partitioned the Court was bound to give
the plaintiff only a one-third .share in
the family properties, inasmuoh as he oould
not be entitled to more than that upon
the plaint itself. The plaintiff did not
aver in the plaint that the defendant No, 2
had given up her share in the proper-
ties and that he was, therefore, entitled

only to a half share. The defendant No. 2,

the step-mother, was, therefore, not bound
to contest the plaintiff’s claim; she naturally

(6) 31 Ind. Cas. 907; 38 A 83; 13 A. Is. J. 1129,
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would have thought that her interest would
be protected by the Court while making a

decree even ox paite. The result is that
this appeal is dismissed with costs.

Coutts, J.—I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

OIJDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 245 ok 1917.
June 21, 1918.

Present :—Pandit Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C., and
Mr. Daniels, A. J. C.

LALLU RAM— Plaintiff—Appellant
versus

JOT SINGH

—

Defendant— Respondent.
Limitation Act (IX of 1 90S), Sc*. /, Art . IS! —

Vic'd Procedure Code (Act V of 1908,1,0. XXXI I', r.

5 -Final decree, application for— Limitation, com -

mencement of.

The right to apply to have a decree for sale made
absolute arises when the time fixed for payment by
that decree has expired or where there has been an
appeal, when that appeal is decided, the date of the
appellate decree, which finally determines the rights
of the parties, being taken to be the starling point
of limitation within the meaning of Article 181 of
the Limitation Act, if it does not extend the time
originally fixed or if the time to fixed has not
expired, [p. 207, col. L]

Appeal against the decree of the
District Judge, Hardoi, dated the 10th April
1917, setting aside that of the Subordi-
nate Judge, Hardoi, dated the 26th January
1917.

y

Babu Bishatrtbhar Nath Srivastava
, for th

Appellant. .

The Hon’ble Mirza
Respondent.

JUDGMENT.— In
plaintiff appellant foi

due on a mortgage
for sale was passed
1911, allowing the
for its payment till

Samiullah Beg, for th

a suit filed by th

the reoovery of mono
a preliminary deore
on the 30th

judgment-debtor
the 8th January

Jul

tim

191-

tha

__ _ ^ V4 1 J
I he plaintiff was not satisfied with
deoree and Hied an appeal, olaiming th;
the interest due to him was chargeable o
the mortgaged property, but was unsuooosf
fnl. An appeal Hied by one of the dt

fendants was, however, successful and the

deoree of the Court of first instance was
varied. There was a further appeal to

this Court by the plaintiff, which was
dismissed on the 19th December 1913.
On the plaintiff applying on the 19th

December 1916 for a final deoree for

sale, an objection was raised that his

application was barred by time. The
Court of first instance disallowed that objec-

tion but the lower Appellate Court gave
effect to it.

The question involved in this appeal
is, whether the limitation for an applica-

tion for a final deoree for sale under Order
XXXIV, rule 5, of the Code of Civil

Procedure is to be computed from the date
fixed for payment by the deoree of the

Court of first instance or from the date

of the decree of the final Court of Appeal.

If the view taken in Madho Bam v. Nihal
Singh(l), which was adopted in Jagdish Sirgh

v. Bum Adhin Singh (2), be regarded as

correct, the date on which the appellate

dooree was passed will have to ba left

out of account. But where a deoree is

confirmed or varied on appeal, the appel-
late decree is the only deoree which is

capable of execution or operative. For
the purpose of ascertaining its terms, a

reference has sometimes to be made to

the decree of the Court of first instance

or the deoree appealed from; but the
deoree of the final Court of Appeal, where
there has been such an appeal, is the dooree
in which the deoree passed by the Court of

first instance or the decree under appoal
merges and which is capable of being
enforced. In Bhup Indar Bahadur Singh v.

Baai Bnhadu > Singh (3), where a decree was
passed by a District Court for* the pos-

session of land with future mesne profits

and that deoreo was reversed by the High
Court but restored by the Privy Council,
and the question arose whether the decree-
holder was entitled to recover mesne profits

for more than threo years from the date
of the decree of the Court of first instance,
it was held by their Lordships of the
Pi ivy Council that the effect of their

< 1 i 80 I ml. Cas. 194; 38 A. 21; 13 A. L. J. 985.
(8) 41 I nil. Cas. 858; 20 O. 0. 205.
(8) 27 I. A. 209; 5 0. \\

r
. N. 52; 10 M. L. J. 290j

Bom. L. K. 978; 7 Snr. P. C. J. 788j 23 A. 152,

2
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decree, by which the decree of the Dis-

trict Court was affirmed, was to adopt
its terms and to carry on their operation

with reference to its own date. In Abdul
Majid v. Jawahir Lai (4) their Lordships
of the Privy Council recognised that an
application to make absolute a decree for

sale could be made within three years

from the date of the order of the

High Court confirming that decree. In

Gajadhar Singh v. Kishen Jiwan Lai (5)

a similar view was taken and the previous

decisions bearing on the point were over-

ruled. It was pointed out in that case that

Order XXXIV, rule 5, of the Code of Civil

Procedure did not contemplate more than one

decree absolute for sale. Under OrderXXXIV,
rule 10, of the Code any costs, incurred

,
after the passing of such a decree, can

be taken into account in finally adjusting
the amount to be paid to the mortgagee.
But the result of the appeal may, however,

be to vary, that is, to increase or decrease

the amount due to the mortgagee materially;

and ih that case the final decree for sale may
have to be varied or altered to bring it into

oonformitv with the final appellate deoree

or a fresh deoree - may have to be pre-

pared in its place. Where the propriety

of a decree is challenged on appeal either

by the mortgagee or by the judgment-
debtor, it is open to the mortgagee to

wait till the result of the appeal is known,
for it is the deoree of the final Court
of Appeal, where there has been suoh
an appeal, which declares the rights
which each party holds. The right to

apply to have a deoree made absolute
for sale arises when the time fixed for

payment by that deoree has expired or

where there has be6n an appeal, when
that appeal is deoided, the date of the
appellate decree, which finally determines
the rights of the parties, being taken to

be the starting point of limitation within
the meaning of Article 181 of the Indian
Limitation Act (IX of 1908), if it does
not extend the time originally fixed or if

time so fixed has not expired. The applica-

tion made by the plaintiff-appellant to have

(4) 23 Ind. Cas. 649; 18 0. VV. N. 963; 27 M. L. J.

.17$ 16 Bom. L. R. 395; 19 C. L. J. 626; 12 A. L. J. 624;
16 M. L T. 44; (1914) M. W. N. 485; 1 L., W. 483 ^P.

0.J; 36 A. 350.

(6) 42 Ind. Cas. 93; 15 A. L. J. 734; 39 A. 641.

the deoree made absolute is, therefore, clearly

within time.

We allow the appeal accordingly
and setting aside the deoree passed
by the lower Appellate Court, restore
that of the Court of first instance
with costs here and hitherto. The de-
fendant-respondent will bear his own costs
throughout.

Appeal allowed.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeals from the Allahabad High Court.

March 15, 1918.

Present :—Viscount Haldane, Sir John Edge,
Mr. Ameer Ali and Sir Walter Phillimore,

,
Bart.

Lula KANHAI LAL

—

Appellant
versus

Lala BRIJ LAL and others— Respondents.
Hindu Law—Reversioner—Compromise prior to

reversion falling in — Widow induced to alter her
position to her own detriment— Reversioner

,
whether

can go behind compromise when reversion opens
Estoppel.

R
,
the widow of the last surviving brother of a

joint Hindu family which originally consisted of
three brothers, brought a suit for the recovery of the
whole family properties against P. and K., the widows
of the two predeceased brothers, who both alleged
that the brothers died separate, and one L. who
claimed the whole estate as the adopted son of P. and
her husband, agreeing with P.’s contention that her .

husband died undivided. *The adoption set up by L.
was questioned by R. and K. and the division set up
by P. and X. was questioned by R. and L. A com-
promise was entered into, whereby R. consented to-
take a fourth of the estate absolutely for herself and
a fourth absolutely for her only daughter who was
then alive, P. and X. each got a fourth absolutely for
themselves and L.’s adoption Avas recognised . but he
Avas to take P.’s one-fourth. Subsequently L. <>-ot

himself registered as the proprietor of P.’s one-fourth
share with her consent. On R ’s death, which had been
preceded by that of her daughter, L. brought tAvo
suits against those Avho claimed under R. and her
daughter and against X. and those .who claimed
under her claiming the properties respectively in
their possession:

Held, * I ) that L. had by his part in the compromise
induced R. to change her position to her own detri-
ment and to L.’s substantial benefit and that L. was,
therefore, estopped from claiming as a reversioner;

Lp. 21 1, col. 2; p. 212, col. 1.]

(2) that for the same reason, the suit against
X. and those claiming under her must also fail, [pi
212, col. I. ] /

Appeals from one judgment and three
decrees, dated the 15th June 1915, of the

j
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High Court at Allahabad (Tudball and Rati-

que, JJ.) partly affirming and partly reversing

the judgments and decrees, dated the 30th

April 1913 and 31st August 1914, of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, Shah jahanpur.

Messrs. L. DeGruyther ,
K. (7., and B. Dube

,

for the Appellant.

Sir Erie Richards , K. G. %
and Mr. J% M.

Parikh
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Sra John Edge.— These are consolidated

appeals from decrees, dated the 15th June

1915, of the High Court at Allahabad,

made in appeals from decrees of the Court

of the Subordinate Judge of Shabjahanpur.

There were two suits, in each of which

Lala Kanhai Lai and his brother, Ram
Sarup, were the plaintiffs. Lala Kan-

hai Lai is now the appellant in these con-

solidatad appeals. Ram Sarup’s rights were
established and are not now in question;

he is not a party to these appeals. In
one of these suits Lala Brij Lai and hia

daughter, Musammat Ram Kali, were defend-
ants, they are now respondents to one
of these appeals. In the other suit Musam-
mat Kausilla and Lala Sham Lai, who claims
through her, were the defendants, they
are the respondents to the other of these
appeals. In each suit Lala Kanhai Lai
claimed as a reversioner to one Bahadur
Lai, who died in 18S3. Bahadur Lai was
a member of a Hindu joint family de-

scended from one Balak Ram The pedigree
of the joint family, so far as it is now material,

is briefly as follows:

—

r
Bahadur Lai

Died in 1883.

I

Balak Ram (dead).

I

Ram Dei. Badri Prasad - Parbati.

Died 1912. Died childless Died 1898.
in 1877.

I

Onnga Ham
Died childless

in 1874.

Musammat Kirpa - Brij Lai.

Died 1896.
|

A respondent.

Musammat Ram Kali.

A respondent.

r
Ham Samp.

A plaintiff, but not a
party to these appeals.

1
Kausilla. Musammat Ram
A respondent l’iyari

Lala Kanhai Lai.

Plaintiff, appellant.

Upon the death of Ram Dei, on the 14th

M*y 1912, Lala Kanhai Lai and his bro-

ther, Ram Sarup, were the reversioners

to Bahadur Lai. The only question which
their Lordships have to consider in these

appeals is the question whether Lala Kanhai
Lai has not been precluded from claiming

as reversioner by his having been a party

to a compromise which was entered into in

1892. If he is not precluded from claim-

ing as a reversioner, he is entitled to succeed

in theBe appeals.

At the time of his death in 1883
Bahadur Lai was by survivorship the sole

owner of the family estate, and on his

death his widow, Musammat Ram Dei,

became entitled to that estate for her
life, Musammat Parbati and Musammat
Kausilla being entitled only to mainten-
anoe. The title of Musammat Ram Dei
was, however, disputed by Lala Kanhai
Jjal, Musammat Parbati and Musammat Kau-

filla. Lala Kanhai Lai set up a claim
to the family estate, alleging that he had
been adopted by Musammat Parbati to her
deceased husband, Badri Prasad, and was
entitled to the whole estate as such adopt-
ed son. His case was that there was a
custom in the family which euabled a
brother to adopt his sister’s son and that
Musammat Parbati had received her hus-
band s authority to make the adoption. It

is not nocessary to consider whether there
was any foundation for that ease. Musam-
mat Parbati’s case was that the brothers
Bahadur Lai, Badri Prasad, and Ganga
Ram had separated; that also was the
case set up by Musammat Kausilla. Eaoh
of these widows claimed for life one-third
of the family estate. Musammat Parbati
also alleged that she had validly adopted Lala
Kanhai Lai to her deceased husband, Badri
Prasad.

In ordor to protect her own interests and
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the interests of herdaughter, Musammat Kirpa,
who was then living, Musammat Ram Dai
brought two suits in the Court of the Sub-
ordinate Judge of Shahjahanpur. The
earlier of those suits was brought on the
20th January 1891 against Lala Kanhai
Lai and Musammat Parbati, and in that
suit Musammat Ram Dei claimed a declara-
tion that the alleged adoption of Lala
Kanhai Lai by Musammat Parbati was null
and void. That suit was dismissed by the
Subordinate Judge on ihe technical objec-
tion that the plaint had not been properly
verified. Prom the decree dismissing that
suit Musammat Ram Dei appealed to the
High Court at Allahabad. The later of
those two suits was brought on the 4th
February 1892 against Musammat Parbati
and Musammat Kausilla, and in it Musammat
Ram Dei claimed amongst other reliefs a
declaration that her late husband Bahadur
Lai had been the owner and in possession
of the entire property of the joint family;
that after his death she, Musammat Ram
Dei, was in possession of and entitled to that
property according to Hindu Law; and that
Musammat Parbati and Musammat Kausilla
had no right other than that of maintenance.

Before the suit of the 4th February
1892 came on for trial, Musimunt Ram
Dei, Musammat Parbati, Musammat KausilU,
Musammat Kirpa and Lala Kanhai Lai had
entered on the 1st August l892 into the
following agreement of compromise:

‘‘We, Musammat Ram Dei, widow of Baha-
dur Lai, Musammat Parbati, widow of Badri
Prasad, Musammat Kausdla, widow of Ganga
Ram, Musammat Kirpa, daughter of the said
Bahadur Lai, and Kanhai Lai, the adopted son
of the said Musammat Parbati, by caste Agar-
wal, residents of Muhalla Muzaffarganj, in
Shahjahanpur, do declare as follows: —
“Whereas disputes relating to property

and Imlak have existed, between Musammats
Ram Dei, Parbati and Kausilla and, I,
MUsammat Kirpa, daughter of Ram Dei,
and I,

.

Kanhai Lai, the adopted son of
Parbati, are also regarded as claimants,
we, the five persons of our free will and
accord and in a sound state of body and mind,
declare that we have appointed Mabaraj Badri
Prasad, the general attorney of Musammat
Durga Dei, as referee, and he should
divide the whole of the property consisting
Of villages, houses and shops a 3 specified

H

below and his decision as regards the pro'
fits for the past years, the villages sold
after the death of Bahadur Lai and the
cases at present pending in the Civil and
Revenue Courts, whatever it may be, will

be admitted and accepted by us. There will

be no objection or denial on our part. If

any of us, the executants, take any objec-
tion, it will not be entertainable. Tbe mode
of partition of property agreed upon is that
with the exception of the ‘Thakurdwara’
of Musammat Ram Dei, the ‘Thakurdwara’
of Musammat Parbati, the villages of Bartara,
Nagra, Badhipura, the grove situate
in Panwari (?) and the 10 bisiva share
of Simri, Tahsil Pawayan, whush have been
made a ‘Waqf of for the expenses of the
‘Thakurdwara’ and for charity, he should
make four equal lots of all the villages,

the shops, tbe banking ‘Kothis’ and
the money-lending business, the decrees,
bonds and account-books in such a way
that each lot may, so far as possible,
contain the above things as a whole. After
the preparation of the lots, Musammats Ram
Dei, Parbati, Kausilla, and Kirpa may
eaoh duly draw one of the lots. After
that they should make applications for
mutation of names in the revenue depart-
ment and get (their) names recorded. I,

Musammat Kirpa, and I, Kanhai Lai, will
have no claim against any sharer as re-
gards this property. Every sharer will be
the owner and possessor of (her) pro-
perty and will have power to make every
kind of transfer as a proprietor. Tbe said
Maharaj Sahib, may come to any decision
he pleases as regards the partition and
preparation of lots and the settlement of
disputes mentioned above and enter all the
particulars ini detail in thd arbitration
award by tbe end of September 1892, and
get it registered. All that will be admitted
and accepted by us. None of us will deviate
from it.

This agreement has accordingly been exe-
cuted to stand as evidence.

Dated the 1st of August 1892.
By the pen of Lalta Prasad, Kayasth,

resident of Rang Muhalla.

(Sd.) Ram Dei.

„ Parbati.

„ Kausilla.

„ Kirpa.

„ Kanhai Lai,”

44

a
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The arbitrator made two awards, dated

respectively the 12th and the 13th January

1893. That of the 12th .January 1883 was

tiled in the suit of the 4th February

1892, in which Musammat Par bat i and

Musammat Kausilla were defendants, and

that suit was dismissed as withdrawn by

Musammat Ram Dei. The appeal to the

High Court, in the suit of the 20th

January 1891, was not supported, and was

dismissed.

Under the awards of the arbitrator one-

fourth of the family property was allotted

to Musammat Ram Dei, one- fourth to

Musammat Kir pa, one- fourth to Musammat

Parbati, and one-fourth to Musammat

Kausilla, and they respectively obtained

possession of the properties allotted to them.

[u the award of the 13th January 1893, the

arbitrator stated:—
“Kanhai Lai has been adopted by Musum-

mat Parbati, but he has nothing to do with

the other Musammat s' property as such

adopted son. Nor has he now any claim

to their property. As regards the matter

between Musammat Parbati and Kanhai

Lai, it is not necessary to explain his

rights in this award. Kanhai Lai’s rights

in the property comprised in Musammat Par-

bati’s lot are quite safe.”

So far as appears by the agreement of

compromise and the awards, Lala Kanhai

Lai got no share in the family property,

but in fact be got the one-fourth share

which was allotted to Musammat Parbati,

and he further obtained the benefit of

having the validity of bis adoption by

Musammat Parbati left undecided by a Court

of Law. On the 22nd August 1898, Mnsim-

mat Parbati executed in favour of Lala

Kanhai Lai a deed of relinquish mont of the

proper'y winch bad been allotted to her

under the compromise and the award of

the 13th January 1893. In that deed she

stated:

—

“The immoveable property, such as Zemin-
dari, houses and shops detailed as below,

belonged to Lala Badri Prasad, the husband

of me, the executant. I, the executant,

have, with the permission of my husband,

adopted to my husband and myself, Lala

Kanhai Lai, son of my husband’s sister,

for the benefit of the soul of my husband

in the ne-xt world. Kanhai Lai aforesaid

has been living with me from

the date of the permission to adopt.

It is he, who is 1 he absolute owner of

the entire properly and legal representa-

tive of the entire property left by my hus-

band. But the name of me, the executant,

hi»s continued to be recorded in the revenue

papers against the Zeraindari property.

1 am not the owner thereof. Kanhai Lai

aforesaid is the owner of the entire property

of my husband. Now I, the exeoutant, do

not also want my name to stand reoorded :

in the revenue papers. Therefore, I, of my
own free will and accord, without force

and coercion, relinquish my claim to the

whole of Zemindari property and houses

and shops, detailed as below, in favour of

Kanhai Lai, adopted son of my husband

and myself, and covenant in writing

that Kanhai Lai aforesaid is the owner of the

entire property detailed below as representa-

tive of my husband, Lala Badri Prasad. He has

acquired as absolute owner all sorts of powers

in respect of the property detailed below,
#

Up to this time my name stood recorded

in the papers only fictitiously. Now I do

not want that my name should stand-

recorded in the column of proprietors. My
name, which is entered against the whole of

the Zemindari property, should be expunged

and the name of Kanhai Lai be entered

in the papers.” 1

In accordance with that deed of relinquish-

ment, Lala Kanhai Lai obtained mutation

of names in his own favour, and he has

hitherto enjoyed that share of Musammat
Parbati as his own property, and his

right to it has not been questioned in

either of the present suits. The properties

which Lala Kanhai Lai has olaimed in

these suits as a reversioner to Bahadur
Lai are the properties which were allotted

in January 1893 to Musammat Ram Dei,-

Musammat Kir pa, and Musammat Kausilla

respectively.

The suits in which these appeals have

arisen were not tried by the same Sub-

ordinate Judge. In one of these suits the

Subordinate Judge held that Lala Kanhai
Lai was precluded by his having been a

party to the compromise from now claim-

ing as a reversioner. In the other of

these suits a different Subordinate Judge
decided that Lala Kanhai Lai was as a

reversioner not bound by the compromise*
The decrees of the Court of the Subordinate
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Judge were appealed to the High Court, and
the appeals were considered by the High Court

in one judgment. The High Court decided that

Lala Kanhai Lai, having been a party to the

agreement of compromise of 1892, and having

taken a beneht under that settlement of

the dispute, was bound by it and could

not go behind it. The result was that

Lala Kanhai Lai’s suits were dismissed.

From the decrees of the High Court made
in accordance with that judgment these

appeals have been brought.

It has been contended on behalf of

Lala Kanhai Lai that the agreement of

compromise of 1892 could not deprive

him of his right to claim as reversioner

unless it is capable of being treated as a

conveyance of his right as a reversioner,

and that he did not intend in 1892 to

convey or assign such right when it might
accrue to him. As it now appears, Lala
Kanhai Lai was not a reversioner in 1892,
£nd did not become a reversioner until

Musammat Ram Dei died in 1912. All

the interest _ which he had in the
property of the family in 1892 was the
mere possibility of becoming an immediate
reversioner in oase he should be living
when Musammat Ram Dei might die, and
when Bahadur Lai’s daughter, Musammat
Kirpa, might die without a son. It was
also contended on bis behalf that Lala
Kanhai Lai in 1892, whatever his intention

may have been, was not in law competent
to convey or relinquish any future possible

right as a reversioner, and as an authority
in support of that contention the decision

of the High Court at Bombay in

Sumsuddin v. Abdul Husein (l) was relied

upon. That decision is not in point.

There is no question here of a conveyance
of, or of an agreement to convey any
future right or expectancy, or of an
agreement to relinquish any future right
or expectancy. The question here is, whether
Lala Kanhai Lai did not by his acts
in 1892 debar himself from now claiming
as a reversioner.

The facts in this oase are simple. In
1892 the family was a Hindu joint
family to which the ordinary Hindu Law
applied. All the sons of Balak Ram had
died. Ganga Ram had died childless in

(1) 31 B. 165; 8 Bom. L. R. 781.

1874, and Badri Prasad had died childless

in 1S77. Bahadur Lai had died sonless

in 1883, leaving his widow, Musammat
Ram Dei, surviving him. Musammat Ram
Dei became, on the death of Bahadur
Lai, entitled for life to a Hindu widow’s
right <o the whole of the family property.

Lala Kanhai Lai had then no right of

any kind to any share in the family
property, but he set up a claim to the

whole property based on the allegation

that he had been validly adopted by
Musammat Parbati to her deceased husband,
Badri Prasad. If that claim had been
substantiated by proof of a valid adoption,

Lala Kanhai Lai would have been
entitled to the whole family property, and
Musammat Ram Dei would have been
entitled merely to maintenance. Although
as a general rule of Hindu Law a man
cannot adopt his sister’s son, the claim
was a serious one. Lala Kanhai Lai’s

oase was that, according to an Agarwal
custom (the family was of the Agarwal
caste), which governed the family, a

man could lawfully adopt his sister’s son,

and he alleged that Badri Prasad had
given Musammat Parbati authority to

make the adoption, and that he, Lala
Kanhai Lai, had been validly adopted to

Badri Prasad. That Lala Kanhai Lai
might have found it difficult or impossible
to prove that he had been- validly adopted
is immaterial. He made the claim; it was
a serious one, and it was supported
by Musammat Parbati and it must have
influenced Musammat Ram Dei, who was
induced, doubtless mainly by that claim,
to consent to a division of the family
property, in which she obtained for

herself merely a one fourth share. The
olaims which were set up by Musammat
Parbati and Musammat Kausilla, that the
three sons of Balak Ram had separated,

must also have influenced Musamma Ram
Dei to agree to the compromise of

1892. Lala Kanhai Lai was a party to

that compromise. He was one of those
whose olaims to the family property, or
to shares in it, induced Musammat Ram
Dei, against her own interests and those

of her daughter, Musammat Kirpa, and
greatly to her own detriment, to alter her

position by agreeing to the -compromise,

and under that compromise he obtained a
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substantial benefit, which ho has hitherto

enjoyed. In their Lordships’ opinion he is

bound by it, and cannot now claim as a

reversioner.

Their Lordships will humbly advise

His Majesty that these consolidated appeals

should be dismissed with o 'sts.

Solicitors for the Appellant.—Messrs.

Barrow
,
Supers and Nevill.

Solicitor for the Respondents.— Mr. B.

Dalgado.
Appeal's dismissed.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
CUITACK ClKCUlT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 4 ok 1917.

December 20, 1917.

Present

:

—Mr. Justice Mulliok and Mr.

Justice Atkinson.

Mohanta GADADHAR RAMANUJ
DAS

—

Appellant
versus

GHANA SHYAM DAS

—

Respondent.
Hindu, Law—Joint family— Decree against father -

Sale of ancestral propert y —Sons, whether can object.

A Hindu son is bound by a sale of his share in

joint ancestral property held in execution of a decree

obtained against his father, even where it is not

shown that the debt was incurred by the father for

legal necessity. The only exception is where the

debt was an immoral one. [p. 213, col. 2.J

In a suit for accounts the defendant obtained an

c.r, parte decree against the plaintiffs’ father who
was his agent and in execution of that decree

brought to sale the joint property of t he plaint ills

and their father and purchased it himself:

llcld, that the sale was binding on the plaintiffs,

inasmuch as the liability of their father was an
ordinary civil liability and there was nothing to

show that it was immoral, [p. 2 IT, col. 1.]

Appeal from a deoisioti of the District

Judge, Cuttack, dated the 12th Decem-
ber 1916, modifying that of the Munsif,

Jajpur, dated the 15th June 1916.

Messrs. \J. S. Das and B. N. Sinhu
t
for

the Appellant.

Mr. S. G. Bose
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The facts of this oise are

as follows : Defendant No. 2 is the father

of the plaintiffs Nos, 1,2 and 3 and was the

agent of defendant No. 1. A suit for

accounts under the Orissa Tenancy Aot

was brought by defendant No. 1 against

defendant No. 2, in which the defendant

No. 2 failed to put in an appearance.

The suit was decreed for a sum of

Rs. 5,000. The decree-holder, defendant

No. 1, thereupon took out execution for this

sum against ihe father, and sold the pro-

perty in suit and purchased it himself.

The plaintiffs now come forward in the

present suit with a claim that what was sold

was only the right, title and interest of their

father and that their share in the ances-

tral property which is governed by the

Mitakshara Law was not affected by the

sale. The learned District Judge has

allowed their claim so far as the anoestral

properties are concerned, and hence this

second appeal by defendant No. 1.

Now the law as regards the liability

of the sons of a Mitakshara father in res-

pect of a sale held in execution of a

decree for their father’s debt has been
^

summarised in Stiraj Bunsi Koer v. Sheo

Pcrsad Singh (1) by their Lordships of

the Privy Council as follows:

"First. That where joint anoestral property

has passed out of a joint family, either

under a conveyance executed by a father

in consideration of an antecedent debt, or

in order to raise money to pay off an

antecedent debt, or under a sale in execu-

tion of a decree for the father s debt,

bis sons, by reason of their duty to pay

their father’s debts, cannot reoover that

property, unless they shew that the debts

wero contracted for immoial purposes, and

that the purchasers had notice that they were

so contracted ;
and, secondly ,

that the pur-

chasers at an execution sale, being stran-

gers to the suit, if they had no notice

that the debts were so contracted, are not

bound to make inquiry beyond what appears

on the face of the proceedings.’*

These two propositions were considered

by Sir John Stanley in Chandradeo Singh

v. Mata Prasad (2) and the learned Chief

Justice observes as follows : The first of

these propositions, it will be observed, deals

with cases where joint anoestral property

(1) G l. A. 88; 5 C. 148} 4 Sar. P. 0. J. 1; 3 Suth. P.

0. J. 581); 4 (J. L. R. 22G; 2 Sliomo L. R. 242; 2 Ind.

Doc. (n. s.) 705 U\ C.).

^2) 1 I ml. Cas 470; 31 A. 170; 6 A. L. J. 2%>3.
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has passed oat of a joint family, either

under a conveyance executed by a father

in consideration of an antecedent ^ debt or

in order to raise money to pay off an

antecedent debt, or under a sale in execu-

tion of a decree for the father’s debt. It

deals with oases in whioh anoestral pro-

perty has passed out of the family and
with no other oases, and the words an-

tecedent debt seem to have been used

advisedly. Likewise the second proposition

deals with the case of a purchase at an

execution sale. Neither proposition touches

a case in whioh a mortgagee of a Hindu
father seeks to enforce his mortgage as

against the sons.”

Their Lordships of the Privy Council in

Sahu Ram Chandra v. Bhup Singh (3) approv-

ed of this statement of the law as correct,

and emphasised the distinction between
a suit for recovery . by the sons of their

share of the anoestral property sold in

execution of a decree for their father’s

debt and a suit upon a mortgage execut-

ed by the father charging the joint pro-

perty and in whioh the plaintiff endeavours
to obtain a personal decree against the

sons by reason of the pious obligation

attaching upon them to pay their father’s

debts. Their Lordships held that so long

as the father was living, the effort to affeot

the sons* share in the property on the

ground of pious obligation to pay off their

father’s debt in respect of a personal debt

of the father, and not in respect of a

debt incurred in the interest of the family,

must fail. But their Lordships nowhere
ruled that the liability whioh empowers a

creditor to enforoe the payment of a

personal debt of a father, and to sell

the entire estate of the family for the

realization of the said debt, did not exist

and that it was absolutely necessary that

the sons should be made parties to the
suit or to the execution proceedings.

To like effect is the judgment of their

Lordships in Sripat Singh Dugar v.

Prodyob Kumar (4\ where their

(3) 39 Ind. Cas. 280; 26 C. L. J. 1; 21 C. W. N.
698; 39 A. 437; 1 P. L. W. 557; 15 A. L. J. 437; 19
Bom. L. R. 498; 33 M. L. J. 14; (19 L7) M. W. N. 439;
22 M. L. T. 22; 6 L. W. 213; 44 I. A. 126 (P. C.).

(4) 39 Ind. Cas. 252; 25 C. L. J. 220; 32 M. L. J. 133;
15 A> L. J. 147; (1917; M. VV. N. 193; 21 C. W. N.
442; 21 M. L. T. 222: 19 Bom. L. R. 290; 44 C. 524; 44
I. A. 1 (P. C.) t

Lordships say that iu cases of this kind

th9 sub3tanc3 aui not mBrely the techni-

calities must b) 1 coked at an! it must be

ascertained what it was that the parties

intended to sell and the Court did in faot

sell. It is a question of mixed law and
faot and there is no provision of law to

support the proposition whioh the learned

Yakil for the respondent has urged, namely,

that in no case can you sell the share of

the sons for a debt inourred by the father

and that the sale in the present oi3e

passed only the right, title and interest

of the father himself.

Now, what is the position here ? Here
the deoree-holder defendant No. '1 brought
to sale not the interest of defendant No. 2
alone but that of the sons also and this

i3 the interest whioh the Court sold at

the execution sale. This is clear from the
faot that the present plaintiffs were claim-

ants at the execution proceeding but were
unsuccessful. There oan be no doubt
whatsoever that what the Court did in

fact sell was not only the interest of the
father but that of the sons also. Regarded
from this point of view the argument that
the debt was not one for legal necessity
is not relevant. The question of legal
necessity does not affeot this case. If there
was legal necessity the sons would be
obviously bound

; but the law is that
even if there wa9 no legal necessity the
sons would b9 bound by a sale of their
property held in execution of a decree
against the father. The only exception is

if the plaintiffs succeed in proving that
the debt was an immoral debt. This is

the only point in the case, and the
authorities whioh have been discussed in

Chakouri Mahton v . Ganga Proshad (5) dis-

close much divergence of opinion regarding
it. Mookerjee, J., in that case observed that
this divergence may possibly be recon-
ciled if we reoognise the distinction bet-

ween a criminal offence and a breach of

civil duty. *

Was the act of defendant No. 2 in

the present case in relation to his master
such that it constituted a criminal offence?

Admittedly no prosecution was institut-

ed. The suit was one for accounts in

(6) 12 Ind. Cas. 609; 39 C. 862: 16 C. W. N. 519;

15 C. L. J. 228. \
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which he failed to deliver accounts and

by reason of his failure a decree was

made for a certain sum. The decree itself

is consistent with the view that defendant

No. 2 did not himself misappropriate any
of the money and that he was made liable

for sums which o wing to his negligence

or laches remained uncollected from the

tenants. It is impossible from the facts

of this case to say that the circumstances

disclose a criminal misappropriation on

h is part or that there was any dishonesty

which could constitute an immoral act

within the meaning of the Hindu Law.
Every civil debt docs not necessarily

involve a moral stigma an 1 in the present

ca^e in my opinion the plaintiffs have
failed to show that, the debt was immoral
in law, from liability in respect of which
they are exempted. Therefore, the learned

Judge’s decree allowing the plaintiffs’ claim
in respect of the property in Sshd.iuls

Rn" was wrong and must be sot aside.

The appeal, therefore, succeeds and is decreed
with costs.

At peal allniced,

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONERS
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 91 ok 1915.

March 20, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Lindsay, .). C., and
Mr. Stuart, A. J. C.

Thakurain HAR NATH KUAR—
Plaintiff— Appellant

versus

Thakur INDRA BAHADUR SINGH—
Defendant— Respondent.

Oudh Estates Art (I oj 18(>9J, .s. 22 — II’How's
possession

, effect of—Heirs, remote
, position <,/ - Vested

interest— Expectancy of inheritance— Hindu Law
Reversioner

,
transfer by, validity of— Transfer of Pro .

perty Act (IV of 188i\ s. (i (a)—Taluqilar’s widow
and Hindu widow

,
estates of, difference between

Equity— Void agreement
,
whether can be enforced—

Limitation Act (IX of 11)08), Sch. I, Art. 62— Con.
Bideration of deed, failure of -Money, recovery of, suit
for.

There is nothing in the language of section 22 of
the Ouilh Estates Act which can he intcrpivtnl as
showing that simultaneously with the devolution of
the life-interest in an estate upon the widow of tin-

last holder under clnuse (8) of that section there

descends a vested interest, comprising the residue

of the estate, upon any of those who are declared
to be the more remote heirs in the scale of succession,

[p. 218, col. 2.]

Where it was found that a person was entitled to

the estate left by a taluqdar under section 22, clauso

II, of the Oudh Estates Act, but forth© existence

of t lie taluqdar*

a

widow who was in possession of the
estate under clause 8 of that section:

Held, that during the widow’s lifetime he had no
vested interest, but merely an expectancy of inherit-

ance in the estate which ho could not transfer, [p.

220, col. 1; p. 221, cols. 1 Sc 2.j

A transfer made by a Hindu reversioner of his

expectant interest in an estate prior to the year
18S2 was void, not under section 6 (a; of the Trans-
fer of Property Act, but under the Hindu Law.
[p. 210,col 2; p. 220, col 1.]

Although under tho scheme of inheritance pro-

pounded in section 22 of the Oudh Estates Act. the

widow of a Hindu taluqdar has an interest which is

in many respects different from tho interest held by
a femalo heir under tho ordinary Hindu law, yet
this fact does not mako any difference in the

naturo of the legal position of tho person who is

entitled to succeed to tho estate after tho widow’s
death [p. 220, cols. 1 Sc 2.]

Tho principles of equity cannot be invoked for tho
purpose of enforcing a void agreement. [p. 221, col. I.]

A suit to recover money advanced under a void

agreement is barred under Article 62, Schedule I of

tho Limitation Act, if it is instituted after the

expiry of three years from the date of the execution
of tho agreement, [p. 221, col. 2.]

Appeal from the decree of the Subordinate

Judge, Bara Banki, dated the 3rd August
1915.

The Hon’ble Pandit Mott Lil Nehru
,

Messrs. Mohammad H. G. Dutt and
the Hon’ble Syed IFacir Hasan, for the

Appellant.

Mr. St. George Jackson, Babu Ram Chandra

,

Pandit Kandliaiga Lai and Mr. Bindeshri

Prasad
, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The faots, which led up

to the suit out of which this appeal has

arisen, may be stated as follows:—
One Thakur Naipal Singh was the owner

of two Taluqas, named Paska and Lilar,

situated in the districts of Gonda and Bara
Banki respectively. Both these estates were
List II estates under Act I of 1869, that

is to say estates which, according to the

family custom, ordinarily devolved upon a

single heir.

Naipal Singh died on the 28th of October
IS73, leaving two widows Thakurain Iklas

Kuar and Ohhoti Thakurain. He left no
issue. The widows succeeded to the posses-

sion of Naipal Singh’s estate, which was
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taken over thereafter by the Court of Wards.

In the year 1878 the defealant-respon lent

in the present ease, Thakiir Indra Bahadur

Singh, brought a suit in the Court of the

Deputy Commissioner of Bara Banki against

the Court of Wards and the- two widows

of Naipal Singh for the purpose of obtaining

a declaration of his right to suooeed to the

properties left by Naipal Singh. It is said

that the two widows had set up a Will

purporting to have been executed by Naipal

Singh on the 15th of October 1873, and

that one or other of them had notified

an intention to adopt a sou to the deceased

Naipal Singh. At the time the suit was

brought Indra Bahadur Singh was the

nearest male reversioner of Naipal Singh;

and if the adoption, which was threatened,

had been carried out his right to suooeed

to Naipal Singh’s property, in case he sur-

vived both the widows, would have been

destroyed. Exhibit No. 5 is a certified oopy

of the judgment which was passed by the

Deputy Commissioner of Bara Banki in the

suit just mentioned, on the 22nd of October

1878. The deoree which followed the judg-

ment declared that the Will purporting to

have been exeouted by Naipal Singh on

the 15th of Ootober 1873 was void and
invalid. It was further declared that Indra

Bahadur Singh was the person entitled to

succeed to the Paska and Lilar estates on

the death of the last surrviving widow of

Naipal Singh.

The two widows remained in possession.

The younger widow Chhoti Thakurain is

said to have died about seven years before

the present suit was brought. The elder

one, Thakurain Iklas Kuar, died on the 10th

of May 1911.

Oil the 2nd of January 1880 Indra

Bahadur Singh exeouted in favour of Thakur
Raohhpal Singh, son of Raja Sher Bahadur
Singh, the document which forms the basis

of the present claim brought by Raohhpal
Singh’s widow, Thakurain Har Nath Kuar.

This document is marked Exhibit I and
purports to be a sale-deed of a one-half share

in the two estates of Paska and Lilar. In

the body of this document a reference is

made to the suit which Indra Bahadur Singh
had instituted in the year 1878 and which

was decided in his favour by the jadgment
above referred to. After this we have a

statement by the executant Indr^ Bahadur

Singh that he had become indebted to Raja

Sher Bahadur Singh to the extent of

Rs. 20,000. Part of this money, it is stated,

was borrowed to meet the costs of the

litigation just referred to; the rest of it had

been borrowed for the purpose of decaying

other expenses and for paying debts, The

deed goes on to recite that Indar Bahadur

Singh was at the time not in a position to

pay this Bum on account of his not being

able to obtain immediate possession of the

estates left by Naipal Singh. It is further

stated that Indra Bahadur Singh had bor-

rowed a sum of Rs. 5,000 from Raohhpal

Singh, the son of Raja Sher Bahadur Singh,

and that consequently the total amount of

his indebtedness was Rs. 25,000.
.

It is then

recited that by way of satisfaction of this

debt, the executant sells absolutely a half

share in the 39 villages which made up

the two estates of Paska and Lilar. Indra

Bahadur Singh declared that after the

death of the survivor of the two widows,

or at whatever time he might obtain pos*

session over these two estates, he would put

the vendee at once in proprietary possession

of the half share which had been conveyed

to him. There was further an undertaking

on the part of Indra Bahadur Singh to

get the name of Raohhpal Singh reoorded

in the deoree which had been passed in

Indra Bahadur Singh’s favour on the 27th

of Ootober 1878.

Raohhpal Singh having died and Indra

Bahadur Singh having succeeded to the

possession of these two estates on the death

of Mtisammal Iklas Kuar in the year 1911,

the present suit has been brought by the

widow of Thakur Raohhpal Singh for en-

forcement of the agreement contained in this

document of the 2nd of January 1880.

The plaintiff’s plaim is that in accordance

with this deed of sale exeouted on the 2nd

of January 1880, she is entitled to get pos-

session over a half share in the villages

specified in List B attached to the plaint.

It was admitted by the plaintiff that while

the estates were still under the manage-

ment of the Court of Wards, 20 out of the

39 villages had been sold for the purpose

of disoharing debts which were due by Naipal

Singh. The suit was, therefore, confined to

a half share of 19 villages, which are speci-

fied in List B. Coupled with this claim

for possession there wa9 a claim for mesne
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profits nnd interest amounting to Rs. 41,000
<’dd. By way of alternative relief the plaint-

iff prayed that in caso the Court should
not consider it possible to give her
a decree for possession, she should be
granted a decree for Rs. 25,000, the prin-
cipal sum mentioned in the deed of

1880, together with interest amounting to
a lao and over three thousand rupees.
The suit was contested by the defend-

ant on a variety of grounds, which are
set out in his written statement. He de-
nied in the 9th paragraph of his written
statement that at the time of Naipal
Singh s death he was indebted to any one.
He also denied having borrowed a sum of
Rs. 20,000 from Raja Sher Bahadur Singh.
He denied further that he borrowed
Rs. 5,GOO from Thakur Rachhpal Singh. It
was admitted that the document in suit
had been executed by him, but it was
claimed that the deed did not amount to
a sale-deed and that it did not operate
to transfer any interest to Rachhpal
Singh. In paragraphs 17 to 22 of the
written statement the defendant set out
various allegations describing the oirou in-

stances which led to his bringing the suit
against the two widows of Naipal Singh.
He asserted that he had been instigated
to bring this suit by Raja Sher Bahadur
Singh, who had been on terms of enmity
with Naipal Singh. It was stated in the
22nd paragraph of the written statement
that for the purposes of this litigation
Sher Bahadur Singh spent a sum of
Rs. 2,000. He had, it is stated, undertaken
not to make any claim for this money
against the defendant, but contrary to
this promise after the death of Sher
Bahadur Singh, Raohhpal Singh his son
insisted on re payment being made. It
was further alleged in the 22nd paragraph
of the written statement that Raohhpal
Singh took advantage of the defendant’s
helplessness and compelled him to execute the
deed now in suit. In the 2Mrd paragraph
of the written statement it was alleged
that the deed was executed under undue
influence and without consideration In
paragraph 24 the plea was taken ’that
the deed of the 2nd January 1880 was
void in law inasmuch as it purported
lo transfer what was a mere right of
expectancy

; and in the following paragraph

it was stated that as a simple agreement
the documont could not be enforced. Para-
graph 2d raised a plea of limitation, the
oase for the defendant being that any
suit for the refund of consideration was
barred by time.

On these pleadings seven issues were
raised in the Court of the Subordinate
Judge. The first issue related to the pleas
of undue influence and want of con-
sideration raided by the defendant. On
this, the finding of the Court was that
tho defendant had failed to prove that
the deed was without consideration or
bad been obtained by means of undue
infl uence.

The second issue related to the nature
of the terms of the deed. Were they
extortionate and unconscionable, and if so,
with what result ? The Court below found
that it was not established that the terms
of the agreement were either extonionate
or unconscionable.

x no uiiru issue raised mo question re-
garding the validity of the transfer which
the dooument purports to make, having
regard to the nature of the defendant’s
interest at the time it was exeouted. The
Subordinate Judge was of opinion that
Indra Bahadur had nothing more than a
*P».s' successwnis or a right of expeotanoy
and that a transfer of an interest of this
kind was void in law.

I he fourth issue, whioh related to the
title of the plaintiff to recover possession
of the property, was consequently deoided
against her

; as also was the subsidiary
issue relating to the claim for mesne
profits.

Pbo fifth, sixth and seventh issues re-
lated to the alternative relief which had
been claimed by the plaintiff. The learned
Subordinate Judge disposed of these by
hru \ng that any olaim for the recovery
o the purchase- money was barred by
limitation, lie relied upon Article 62 of
the Schedule to the Limitation Act.

Hie eighth issue was an issue of law
oa mg with certain pleas put forward by

the plaintiff in replication. The Subordi*
nite Judge held that the defendant was
no estopped from raising the defences
contained in paragraphs 2.1, 24 and 2 o of
his written statement.
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The result, therefore, was that the en«
tire claim of the ' plaintiff was dismissed
with costs.

The plaintiff has now come in appeal
and the decision of the trial Court is attacked
on a number of grounds. The principal
question raised is with regard to the deci-
sion of the Subordinate Judge on the third
issue. It is claimed on behalf of the
appellant that the Court below was wrong
in holding that the interest whioh Indra
Bahadur Singh purported to transfer by
this dooument of the year 1880 was merely
an expeotanoy. Another plea taken is
that, even if it be found that at the time
the document was executed Indra Bahadur
Singh had nothing but a mere chance of
sncoeeding to the estates of Naipal Singh
he was nevertheless entitled to transfer this
interest inasmuch as the agreement was
executed prior to the enactment of the
Iransfer of Property Act (IV 0 f 188.').
lhese pleas are in reality the backbone of
the appellant’s case. Another ground has
been taken with regard to the plaintiff’s
chum for a money. decree. It has been
argued that the Court below was wrong in
deoiding the issue of

*
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Singh at the time of his death. Clause
7 of seotion 22 lays down the right of
the widow of the deoeased Taluqdar, or
grantee, to succeed to the estate in default
of any of the nearer heirs mentioned in
the six preceding olauses. Clause 7 pro-
vides, moreover, that if there are more
widows than one, the estate descends in
the first instance upon the widow who
was first married to the deoeased Taluqdar,
or grantee, but for her lifetime only!
We are not concerned with clause 8 in
the present case, Dor with clause 9, for
admittedly Thakurain Iklas Kuar was the
first married wife of Naipal Singh and
survived the junior widow Chhoti Thakurain.
Consequently we have it that Iklas Kuar
was entitled to the estate of her deceased
husband for her lifetime only, and that
upon her decease the estate descended to
the present defendant Indra Bahadur Singh
under the provisions of clause 11. It is
pointed out by the learned Counsel for
the appellant that the estate whioh the
widow of a Hindu Taluqdar takes under
this seotion is cf a different nature to
the estate whioh is enjoyed by a Hindu
widow under the ordinary Hindu
Law. The section expressly declares that
sh« takes nothing more than a life-estate
strictly speaking, and it is also the faot
that under seotion 2 of the Oudh Estates
Aot the expression “heir” is defined to
mean a person who inherits property other-
wise than as a widow under the special
provisions of this Act

j and so we are
asked to hold that when Naipal Singh
died in the year 1873, there came into
existence what is known in English Law
as a particular estate in favour of the
senior widow, and that the residue of the
estate vested in Indra Bahadur Singh who
took an interest in it in the nature of a
vested remainder. The argument is that
as a portion only of the full estate vest-
ed in the widow, the remainder must
necessarily have vestei in Indra Bahadur
Singh who was the nearest male collateral
relation of Naipal Singh at the time of
th6 latter’s death.

With regard to these arguments, whioh
were advanced in the Court below also, we
may note here the opinion expressed by the
learned Subcrdinate Judge. He held that a
vested interest or a vested remainder could
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only oome into existence under a deed of grant

and that there was no suoh deed in the

present ease. He was of opinion that the

defendant could definitely claim to be the

heir of Naipal Singh only after the death

of the surviving widow, and in these circum-

stances he held, in accordance with the

principles of English Law, that Indra

Bahadur Singh continued to be an heir

up till the date of the death of

lklas Kuar and that consequently he had

only an expectation of an inheritance and

had no estate or interest in the property

which was capable of transfer. Referring

to the argument based upon the defini-

tion of the expression ‘heir” in section 2

of the Oudh Estates Act. the Subordinate

Judge was of opinion that that did not

really affect the situation. Ho held that

under this definition clause it is only for

certain special purposes, that is of bequest

and transfer, that the widow is excluded

from the category of heirs. He pointed

out that the widow’s title to succeed her

husband’s property by inheritance is declared

in section 22, and oertainly it seems diffi-

cult to hold that she can tako the estate

of her deceased husband under any other

title than that of inheritance. The
Subordinate Judge referred to the decision

of their Lordships of the Privy Council in the

case of Bhai Nariudar Bahadur Sit.gh v.

Achal Ram (1) in support of the view that

the collateral suooession to a Taluqa, which

has passed on the death of the last male

owner to his widow for her lifetime, does

not open until after the widow’s decta-e,

or in case a daughter succeeds to the

widow, till after the death of the daugh-

ter. Fortified by this authority he hold

that up till the time when lklas Kuar
died Indra Bahadur Singh had nothing more
than an expectancy of inheritance. We
have oome to the conclusion that in this

matter the deoision of the Court below is

oorreot and ought to be maintained.

The question of the legal position of

Indra Bahadur Singh with respect to the

estate left by Naipal Singh must be deter-

mined with reference to the provisions of

section 22 of the Oudh Estates Act. In

(l) 20 C. 649; 20 I. A. 77; 0 Sar. I*. C. J. 310 ; 17

Ind. Jur. 319; Uafique A Jackson’s P. 0. X<> US; 10

Tnd. Dec. (n. b.) 438 (P. 0.).

the first place, we have to notice that the

ostites held by Naipal Singh being entered

in List II the rule is that they must desoend

to a single heir. According to the scheme

of inheritance, which is defined in section

22, there is no descent of the deceased’s

estate in a case like this until the

widow’s death. In other wordp, the single

person out of those mentioned in olause

11 of section 22 cannot be ascertained until

the time of th6 widow’s death.

We are unable to entertain the argument

that on the death of Naipal Singh the

property descended so to speak piecemeal,

that a life-estate descended to the widow

and the residue of the estate vested at

once in the defendant Indra Bahadur

Singh. There is nothing in the language

of section 22 which can be interpreted as

showing that simultaneously \n ith the devolu-

tion of the life- interest in the estate upon

the widow, there descends a vested inter-

est, comprising the residue of the estate,

upon any of those who are declared to be the

more remote heirs in the scale of suooession.

Further we cannot conceive of an interest

becoming vested in an unascertained person.

It is clear that at the time of Naipal Singh s

death Indra Bahadur Singh was not as-

certained as the person who was entitled

to take immediately after the death of

the survivor of the two widows. Accord-

ing to the language of clause 11 the

person entitled to the estate, in default of

the heirs mentioned in the preceding

clauses, is to be ascertained in accordance

with the provisions of the ordinary law

to which persons of the religion and tribe

of the Taluqdar or grantee are subjeot;

that is, in the present case the ordinary

Hindu Law. Under that law the right of

succession after the death of a Hindu

femalo can only be determined with refer-

ence to the state of things existing at the

time of the death of the female heir;

and this principle lias been judicially

reoognizad by their Lordships of the Privy

Council in the ruling to which the Sub-

ordinate Judge refers in bis judgment

[Bhai Narindar Bahadur Singh v. Achal

Ram (l)]. We might also refer in this

connection to another judgment of the Privy

Council relating to the same estate which

is ropu tod as In] Ach il Ram y. Kat\n\
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Husain Khan (2). It has been argued be-
fore us by the learned Advooate for the
appellant that these judgments of their
•Lordships lay down no general rule of law
relating to succession. It is stated that
in the two cases Ibefore their Lordships
there was no dispute regarding the rule,
it being the case of both parties that
succession to the collaterals could only open
after the death of the female heir. We
are of opinion, however, that the ruling
of their Lordships is not to be interpreted
io the narrow sense contended for by the
appellant. It is quite clear from a reference
to their Lordships’ judgments in both the
cases that they had before them the special
lules of succession which are contained
in- section 22 of the Oudh Estates Act.
We hold, therefore, that the. Subordinate
Judge was right in his view that up till
the date of lldas Kuar’s death Indra Biha-

g|*
r waa nothing more than an heir with
expectation of succeeding to the estate.

In cur opinion, it is impossible to hold
that at the time when Indra Bahadur
kmgh executed the deed upon which this
salt has been brought he had vested in
him any interest in the property left by Tha-
kur Naipal Singh.

We come now to the second part of the
argument put forward on hehalf of the
P aintiff appellant. The Subordinate Judge,
aving come to the conclusion that Irdra

Bahadur Singh had nothing more than the
interest of an expectant heir at the time of the
cxecat^ °f the deedj he]d that the trangf6r
7* 10 " e Purported to make was void in 1aw
y reason of the provisions of section 6,
ause (ci), c f the Transfer of Property

.i

* 1SS2). The criticism of the

,.^oni
J
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the faot that the Transfer of Property Aotdoes not purport to operate retrospectively
and as the learned Counsel for the appeP
Jant points out, section 2, clause (c), of theAct saves any right or liability arising
out of a legal relation constituted before
the Aot oame into foroe or aiiy relief in
respect of any such right or liability, and
so it is argued that the question of theright of the plaintiff to enforce the agree-ment in suit is not to be determined bya reference to the language of section 6
(.o) of the Transfer of Property Aot The

ITTf, j"
th
p ;

e? n '7 be b<^ ^at
all that Indra Bahadur Singh had in theyear 1 S80 was an expectation of succeeding
to the estate of Naipal Singh in the event
of his outliving the surviving widow, therewas at that time no legal prohibition against
the transfer of such an expectancy or against
the making of an agreement for suob a
transfer.

°n the other hand it has been argued
on behalf of the respondent that although
the prohibition against the transfer of the
chances of an heir succeeding to an estate
was first definitely laid down by the Aot
passed in the year 1882, nevertheless even
prior to the passing of this Aot the trans-
fer of an, expectancy was forbidden by the
Hindu Law. A number of oases have been
cited to us upon this point, the earliest
of which appears to be a judgment of
their Lordships of the Privy Counoil which
is reported as JDooli Ghand v. Birj Bookun
Lai Awasti (3). In the concluding portion
of their judgment their Lordships say
{vide page 532 of the report): .** The
point on which the lower Court in part
proceeded, and which has only been treat,
ed as doubtful by the High Court, namely,
whether such an interest (that is the inter.'
est of a reversionary heir under the Hindu
Law) could be the subject of a sale at all,
is of general importance, and one which
their Lordships, who do not sit here to
determine abstract questions of law, would
be unwilling tc determine in a case in
which no decree in favour of the plaintiffs

oan be passed. They are certainly not
prepared to affirm that such an interest
oan be made the subjeot of a sale, still

less that it oan be made the subjeot of

(3) 6 C, L. R. 528 (P, 0.).
' • • #
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a sale highly speculative, as any such

sale must be by a guardian acting or pur-

porting to act on behalf of an infant.

The decision of this Board, which has been

cited by the Judge of the lower Court,

is not precisely in point, but it goes far

to show that the principle of English Law
which allows a subsequently acquired

interest to feed, as it is said, the estop-

pel doe3 not apply to Hindu convey-

ances.”

The next case which has been cited be*

foro us in this connection is the judg-

ment of their Lordships in Sham Sun -

dar Lai v. Achhan Kunwar (4). There

it was definitely laid down that a rever-

sionary heir under the Hindu Law has

no power to sell or mortgage his interest

in expectancy. At page 80* of the report

it is observed:
—

* In 1877 neither

Aohhan Kunwar nrr Inayat Singh, even if

been of age, could by Hindu Law
disposition of or bind their ex-

interests.” This case has been

frequently followed by the Courts in India.

We may refer to the following oases:—Nund

Kithore Lai v. Ranee Rim Tewury (5), Manic -

kam Filial v. Ramalinga Pillai (G), Hargawan

Magan v. Bail Nath Das (7) and Sumsuddin

v. Abdul ILusein (8). There is thus, in our

opinion, abundance of authority for the

proposition that the trarnfor by a reversioner

of his expectant interest is not permitted

by the Hindu Law.

But here again an attempt has been

made to withdraw the present oase from

the purview of these authorities on the

ground that Ir.dra Bahadur Singh in the

years 1880 was not exaotly in the same
position as an ordinary reversionary heir

under the Hindu Law, expecting to succeed

to the estate on the death of the Hindu
widow in possession. Stress has again

been laid upon the faot that under the

scheme of inheritance propounded in section

22 of the Oudli Estates Aot the widow of

a Talukdar has an interest which is in

he had
make a

peotant

(4) 21 A. 7h 2 0. W. >7.721); 25 I. A. 183; 7 Sar. P
C. J. 417; 1) Incl. Dec. (n. s.) 7*55 ( P. (’.).

(f>) 29 C. 355; 6 U. \V. N\ 395.

(6; 29 M. 120.

(7) 4 Ind. Cas. 141; 32 A. 88; 7 A. L. J. II.

(8) 31 B. 105; 8 Bom . U it. 781.

•Page of 21 A.—Ed,

many respects different from the interest

held by a female heir under the ordinary

Hindu Law. That no doubt is the oase
;

but does the faot that there is such a

difference between the estate of the widow
under the special provisions of the Aot

and the estate of the widow under the

ordinary Hindu Law make any difference

in the nature of the legal position of the

reversionary heir? We have already touched

upon this matter in dealing with the first

question, namely, whether after the death

of Naipal Singh any interest in his property

became vested at onoe in Indra Bahadur
Singh. We are unable to see how it oan

be said that Indra Bahadur Singb during

the lives of the two widows had any higher

interest than that of the ordinary Hindu
reversioner, for, as we have pointed out,

it seems clear, both upon the Aot and
upon authority, that the succession to

Naipal Singh’s estate did not open nn^
the death of Thakurain lklas Kuar. Wh rlw%
therefore, it is not correct to say that the

transfer of an expectancy, whioh Indra
Bahadur Singh purported to make in the

year 1880, was void by reason of the

provisions of section 6 of the Transfer of

Property Aot, it seem* to us that upon
principle it was void by reason of its

being contrary to the provisions of the

Hindu Law. Indra Bahadur Singh, at the

time the agreement was entered into, was
subjeot to the Hindu Law and his position,

so far as we can see, was no different from
that of the ordinary reversionary heir. On
the authority of Achhan Ktinwor's case (4),

therefore, we hold that the transfer of the

mere spes successiunis, whioh Indra Baha-
dur Singh had, was prohibited by the

Hindu Law and that consequently no interest

was transferred to Haohhpal Singh under
the deed in question.

The learned Counsel for the appellant

has laid stress upon a certain passage to

be found in the judgment of the Bombay
High Court reported as Sumsuddin v. Abdul
Husein (8). That was a case in whioh a Muh*
ammadan lady had in the year JS9o executed

a deed in favour of her father by whioh
she purported to release her rights to the

share of her father’s estate, whioh
would in ordinary course have come to her

on her father’s death. There tha termi of
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section 6 (a) of the Transfer of Property
Act were referred to, and it was held that
each a release was prohibited by the
statute. The passage to which the ap-
pellant’s learned Counsel has drawn our
particular attention is to be found on page
172* of the report/ It "reads as follows :

—
Then we oome to section 6 which

provides that property of any kind may be
transferred, except as otherwise provided

the Act, and the first exception named is
the chance of an heir-apparent. But this
implies that, but for the exception, the

_phanoe of an heir-apparent would be
property that might be transferred under
the Act.”

We are asked to hold that ,tho learned
Judge who made these observations intended .
o oonvey that it is only by reason of
the enaotment of section 6 of the Trans-

it °[ Property Aot that the transfer of
the ohance of an heir-apparent succeeding
\to the estate has been prohibited by law.
Maying regard to what is to be found in

? Vi Passages in the judgment, we can
hardly think that the learned Chief Justice
intended to lay down the law in this
sense, for at page 173* we have a refer-
®?oe to the authority which we have
already quoted, namely, the case of Sham
v undar Lai v. Acahan Kunwar (4). The
earned Chief Justice points to that
rnnng as deo)ariDg that a Hindu rever-
sioner cannot either dispose of or bind
is expectant rights. It was argued before
e earned Chief Justice that the opinion

expressed in the judgment just mentioned
as on y a dictum. But Sir Lawrence

Jenkins pointed out that it was a dictum

in
h,ghest jodioial authority and thatn at least two later cases effeot had

een given to the opinion so expressed.

w« D

°a
.

n
.

ha
I
d ly said, therefore, that it

.
intended to lay down that the trans-

er of an expectancy by a Hindu rever-

t/®
r
.
1

0Bly became unlawful for the first

Pi-opertyAct
0 eDaotment of the

• Transfer of

s°m HP ‘his part of the case, it ap-

takfi i«*k * f

8 ^*9 ProPer view to

-1880 i,

Bahadur Singh in the year

a ri
* ”° right higher than that of

and
6Tr/y heir under the Hindu Law

a° expectancy

whioh be professed to make in favour
of the plaintiff’s husband was void, being
eontrary to the provisions of the Hindu Law.

.
Tb'f finding disposes of the case of the

plaintiff-appellant. If it be argued, as it
has been argued, that this Court, as a
Court of Equity, ought to enforce the
agreement entered into between the defend-
ant and Raohhpal Singh on the 2nd of
January 1880, the answer is that the
principles of equity cannot be invoked for
the purpose of enforcing a void agreement.
Under the provisions of section 23 of the
Contraot Act, which was in foroe at the
time this document was exeouted, every
agreement of which the object or oonsidera-
ti°n w unlawful is void, and the section
provides inte? alic

\

that the consideration of
an agreement is unlawful if it is forbidden
by law, or is of such a nature that if
permitted it would defeat the provisions
of any law. In our opinion this dooument,
viewed as an agreement to transfer in
futuro, was a void agreement, and it is
impossible for the plaintiff to argue that it
should be eDforoed upon the principle that
equity considers that done whioh ought to be
done.

There remains the question of the other-
relief which the plaintiff sought, namely,
relief in the shape of a money decree for
one lac and twenty-eight thousand rupees.
All that seems necessary to say with
regard to this is that 'a olaim for the
return of the money with interest is barred
by limitation for the reasons given in
tho judgment of the Court below. The
Subordinate Judge applied Article 62 of
the Limitation Aot, which gives a period
of 3 years, running from the date when
the money is received, for a suit to recover,
money payable by the defendant to the
plaintiff for moneylreceived by the defendant
for the plaintiff’s use. If there was a
failure of consideration in the year 1880
at the time the deed was exeouted by
whioh the whole agreement was rendered
void, then limitation under this Artiole
began to run at the very latest from the
date upon which the deed was executed.
Artiole 97 of the First Schedule to the
Limitation Act does not help the plaintiff-

appellant That Article relates to suits

for money paid upon an existing consider-
ation which afterwards fails and gives a
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period of 3 years from the date of the

failure; but here there never was any exist-

ing consideration in the eye of the law;

nor can it be said that there was any

failure of consideration within a period

of three years before the date of the

present suit. For these reasons we have

come to the conclusion that this appeal must
fail.

We have only to remark before con-

cluding our judgment that the Counsel for

the respondent made a feeble attempt to

support the judgment of the Court below,

on the ground that it was proved that

the document in suit was obtained from
the defendant-respondent by the exercise

of undue influence. The only particulars

regarding the undue influence which the

defendant put forward in his written

statement are to be found in paragraph

22 of that document. There all that is

made to appear is that Indra Bahadur
Singh was in a helpless condition at the

time he executed the deed and that the

plaintiff’s husband took undue advantage
of the circumstance. The only evidence

in support of this plea, to which the learned

Couusel for the respondent has thought
proper to refer us, is to be found in the

deposition of the defendant himself who
gave evidenoe in the case. The learned

Subordinate Judge has given convincing

reasons in his judgment for disbelieving

the story put forward by Indra Bahadur
Singh for the purpose of explaining the

circumstances in which this dooument
came to be written. We may say, without
further discussion, that we agree entirely

with the estimate formed by the Court
below of the value of the defendant’s
evidence. It is not, iD our opinion, worthy
of credit. We have not been referred to

any evidenoe which would convince us

that in the year 1880 Indra Bahadur
Singh was in such a helpless condition

that he was unable to resist the in-

fluence of the plaintiff’s husband. He was
at the time a man of about 38 years of

age, for we find in the copy of the

judgment delivered in the suit brought
by him in the year 1878 that he was
described there as having been 36 years
of age at the time the suit was brought.
Indra Bahadur Singh, according to his own
statement, although he was not in affluent

circumstances at this time, was nevertheless

able to support himself from the income

of certain s'r lands which were in his

possession. No facts have been brought

to our notice from which it could reason-

ably be inferred that Thakur Raohhpal

Singh was in any way in a position to dominate

Indra Bahadur Singh’s Will. As for the

argument that on the face of it the terms

of the agreement were harsh and uncon-

scionable, we ar8 not prepared to say that

they can necessarily be characterized

in this language. It is true that the

property whioh Indra Bahadur Singh pur-

ported to convey was of considerable value. On
the other band he had received a substantial

sum of money from Sher Bahadur Singh

• and his sou Raohhpal Singh and his chances

of coming into possession of Naipal Singh’s

estate were somewhat remote, considering

the faot that both the widows left by

Naipal Singh were young at the time of

his death. As it turned out, Indra Bahadur

Singh had to wait 38 years before he was

able to enter upon possession of the estate

left by Naipal Singh. Without discussing

this question at greater length, we are

content to say that we think the tinding of

the Court below upon the issue relating to

undue influence is correct.

For the reasons given above the appeal fails

and is dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed,

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1247 ok 1916.

July 1, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Tudball and
Mr. Justice Abdur Raoof.

nsamnui

t

GANGA—Defendant—
Appellant

versus

KANlIAl LAL and others—Plaintiffs—
Respondents.

Hindu Law

—

Widow, possession taken during lifetime

»»/, by trespasser, whether adverse to reversioners.

Possession taken by a trespasser duriug the

lifetime of a Hindu widow or Hindu female with a
life-interest is not adverse as against the reversioners

uutil after tho death of the widow, [p. 233, ooL 2.]
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Second appeal from a decree of the
District Judge, Aligarh, dated the 29th
May 1916.

Mr. Panni Lai, for the Appellant.
Mr. Nihal Chand Vai&h

, for the Respond-
ents.

JUDGMENT. —This is a defendant’s
appeal. The facts of the case are not in
dispute. One Tika Ram was the owner of
the property in respect of which this suit
has been brought. He had a wife Musma-
mat Jhunia, two sons and two daughters.
Hw two sons predeceased him and one of
them left a widow Musammat Ganga. Tika
Ram died and his wife Musammat Jhunia sur-
vived him. She died some 16 years before the
present suit was brought, On her death two
daughters Musammat Dhanno and Musammat
•lethi were in law entitled to take the property.
However, Musammat Ganga took possession
and obtained mutation of names in her
own favour and admittedly has been in
possession, ever since. Neither Musammat

anno nor Musammat Jethi apparently oppos-
6 (My Musammat Jethi died some eight
yaars before suit leaving the three plaint-
1 s, her sons, Musammat Dhanno is still
alive. On the 6th of April 1915, Musam

.

Ganga made a Will, bequeathing
18 proper^y» as if it were her own, to

r

0 decants Khaohar Mai and Oheda
a • The plaintiffs have brought the pre-

®®n suit. They allege collusion between
usammat Dhanno and Musammat Ganga.

h ?
olD ^0d °nt that Musammat Dhanno

fcitl

0v,rec^ Musammat Ganga to acquire

t\7
Pr08oription as against her, Musam -

Z:
Dha

?
no * They claimed that they

nf ^ en^^0d to take possession on behalf

her
u
^Jrirnat Dhanno and to manage for

a
®y 8°nght not only to recover pos-

fo/
I0Vf

,*he Pr°P0rty, hut they also asked

n
.V*. declaration which is relief A in their

ahh«k
T

.

hat rUQS as follows "On est-

be
-.^ent of the plaintiffs’ right it may

ant
name °f the defend-

the n
rS party 8tands recorded against

and
g ^ven below without any right,

tarv x
*\as no adverse or proprie-

has property aforesaid, nor

the tot f
lght to make the Will datedZ iL

0f April 1915- The Court of

Apnelkf n
6 dl8missed the suit. -The lower

Were nnrn °»
Urfc tkat Pontiffs

itled to a declaration that they

are the owners of the property in suit as
from the death of Musammat Dhanno and
that as against them, Musammat Ganga’s
possession is not and cannot become ad-
verse or proprietary and the Will of the
6th of April 1915 made by her is void
and unenforcible. An examination of the
lower Appellate Court’s decree will show
that this was not the declaration which
was actually granted in the deoree. In
that deoree it was declared that the plaint-
iffs have been in possession of the pro-
perty in dispute since Musammat Dhanno’s
death (a fact that nobody has asserted at
any time, Musammat Dhanno being still
alive), secondly

, that the possession of
Musammat Ganga neither is nor can be
adverse or proprietary as against the
plaintiffs, and that the Will dated the 6th
of April 1915 executed by Musammat Ganga
is void and ineffectual. This is followed
by an order that Musammat Ganga should
bear her own costs. This deoree has been
signed by the Judge and the Pleaders for
the parties as well as by the Munsarim of
the Court below. It is quite clear on the
facts that the plaintiffs ought not in these
oiroumstanoes to reoeive any declaration
whatsoever. It is an absurdity to declare
that the plaintiffs will be the owners of
the property after the death of Musammat
Dhanno. It is impossible to predict that
they will be alive at the time of her
death, and no such declaration oan or ought
to be granted. As regards the declaration
that Musammat Ganga’s possession is not
and cannot become adverse a3 against the
plaintiffs, there is no need for any such
declaration at all. It is a question of law,
which has been repeatedly decided, that
possession taken by a trespasser during
the lifetime of a Hindu widow or Hindu
female with a life-interest is not adverse
as against the reversioners until after the
death of the widow; but the Courts in

this country do not grant declarations on
points of law simply for the convenience

of parties. Thirdly
,

as regards the Will

executed by Musammat Ganga, the declaration

in respect of it is a declaration which ought

not to be granted. We would refer to the

decision in the case of Umrao Kunwar v.

Badri (1) and also to the remarks of their

(0 29 Ind. Cas. 302; 13 A. L. J. 551; 37 A. 422,
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Lordships of the Privy Counoil in the case

of Jaipal Knmvar v. Indar Bahadur Singh (2).

We do not think it is necessary on this

branch of the case to make any further

observations. It is obvious that the de-

claration which the Court below sought to

grant, ought not to be given any more

than the absurd declaration which was

entered in the decree. We allow the

appeal, set aside the decree of
^

the

Court below and restore that of the Court

of first instance. The appellant will have

his costs in all Courts.
Appeal allowed.

(2) 26 A. 238; 31 LA. 67; 8 C. W. X. 465; 6 Bom.

L. R. 49G; 14 M. L. J. 149; 8 Sar. I\ C. J. 625; 7

o.c. 239 a*. C.).

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 108 ok 1917.

July 1G, 1918.

Present :

—

Mr. Justice Roe and Mr Justice

Coutts.

BASAWAN SINGH and others—
Appellants

versus

GANGAPHAL RAI — Plaintiff and JAl-

NARAIN SINGH and others

—

Defendants—Respondents.
Mortgage— S"le in execution of mortgage decree—

Prior and subsequent mortgagee

s

— Auction-purchaser,

whether bound by statement in plaint —Sale subject to

prior lien — Purchaser
,
whethei entitled to question ticn

—Transfer of Property Act (l L of 1882,), m. 76, 101—
Extinguishment of mortgagee rights — Accounts .

Property passing in execution of a mortgage

decree is dependent upon the terms of the plaint,

[p. 224, col. 2; p 225, col. 1]
Where in a mortgage suit the plaintiff prays La-

the sale of th 1 property subject to a prior lien,

it is not open to the auction-purchaser in execution

of the decree obtained in that suit to dispute the

subsistence of the lien. [p. 225, col. l.j

Section 76 of the Transfer of Property Act does

not apply to a case where the mortgage has in fact

become extinct, [p. 225, col. 1.]

Appeal from a decision of the District

Judge, Shahabad.

Messrs. Kuhvant Sahai and Rai Guru

Saran Prasid
,
for the Appellants.

Mr. Parmediw >r Dayal, for the Respond-

ents.

JUDGMENT.
Roe, J.— The facts relevant to the deci-

sion of this case are as follows:

In 1884 the plaintiffs, with other oo-

sharers who were no parties to th9 two
cases before us, took a usufructuary mort-

gage of 42 highas of land for a con-

sideration of Rs. 2,-372 and between that

date and 1891 advanced sums amounting
to Rs. 1,084 on simple mortgages on the

16 annas of the village. On the 30th

July 1S97 one Jakhar Mian took a second

mortgage upon the 16 annas of the village

and subsequently brought a suit and made
the present plaintiffs parties to that suit,

on the ground that they were purchasers of a

part of the mortgaged property, and pray-

ing that the property might be sold sub-

ject to the plaintiffs’ prior mortgage. The
purohase referred to in this plaint was
made on the 1st April 1898, and by that

purchase the several mortgagees took each

to themselves a definite share in the vil-

lage on a consideration of a definite sum
of money admitted by the mortgagor to

be due at that date on that part of the

property transferred to each of the plaint-

iffs. The learned Munsif was of opinion

that this splitting up of the mortgage,

the conversion of bighas into annas and
the reduction of the property, 16 annas, to the

property sold, approximately 6 annas resulted,

in a transaction not covered by section 101

of the Transfer of Property Act and in

addition relied on the oral statement made
by the plaintiff himself to the effect that

the lien on the mortgaged property was
destroyed by the sales. The learned

District Judge was of opiniou that the

matter could not be open to question, for

the reason that by virtue of the deoree

made in Jakhar Mian’s suit i»pon his

mortgage it was res judicata that the

plaintiffs’ lien still subsisted upon the

property. The auction- purchaser at

Jakhar Mian’s execution of his mortgage
deoree appeals against the order of the

District Judge, on the ground
t firstly t

that

the decision of the learned Distriot Judge
upon the question of res judicata was
wrong and secondly

, on the ground that

the Munsif ’s decision upon the question of

the effect of section 101 was right. It

is settled law that property passiug in

execution of a mortgage deoree is depend,
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ent^ upon tbe terms of the plaint. In the
plaint in the suit of Jakhar Mian and here
the learned Munsif had made an error, it

was clearly stated that the plaintiffs now
before us were purchasers of a part of the
mortgaged property. The learned Munsif
says that the plaint in the former
suit does not show that Jakhar Mian and
others had any knowledge of the
plaintiffs’ purchases. The learned Munsif
is wrong. Obviously the present plaintiffs
would not have been described as purchasers
in that suit if Jakhar Mian had not been
fully aware of the fact that they were no
longer mortgagees but had made a purchase
of the property in extinction of the mortgages
themselves

; and having regard to tbe frame
of the relief sought in the suit upon the
mortgage, I am of opinion that the present
defendants cannot contest the lien actually
imposed upon the property in the plaint
itself. Tbe plaint having asked for the
sale of the property subject to Jakhar
Mian s lien, the auction-purchaser could
not lake it free of that lien. The only
question, therefore, to decide is that of the
account to be made. There is no definite

upon the manner of
making up the account in the decree by
the learned District Judge. It was
suggested only that credit should be given
to the defendant of the profits made from the
property since the entry of the plaintiffs into
possession. This suggestion is based on section
7o.°f the Transfer of Property Act. This sec-
tion is not applicable to the circumstances.
he mortgage is in fact dead and from

the date of the purchase the plaintiffs
were no longer mortgagees. The lien
surviving under section 101 survives intact.
Ihe defendants were required to redeem at
the sums actually due at the time of the
p aintiffs purchase. Mr. Parmeshwar

^ a3 8k° wn 03 an account from
which we are satisfied that this, liability
had been accurately estimated in the deeds

fk
8a ^0

’ nothing has been suggested on
8 other side to show this account to

a- inaccurate. I would, therefore, dismiss
this appeal with costs.

Cootts, J.

—

1 agree. '

Appeal dismissed .

.
OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S

COURT.
Fust Civil Appeal No. 11 of 1917.

March 4, 1918.
Present:—Mr. Stuart, A. J. C., and Pandit

Kanhaiya Lil, A. J. C.
L1L TRIBHAWAN NATH SINGH—

Plaintiff—Appellant
#

t ersus

The DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, FYZ-
ABAD, in cjarge of COURT cf WARDS,

AJUDHIA ESTATE, on behalf of
Musammat JAGDAMBA DEVI

AND OTHET8—DEFENDANTS—
Respondents.

Hindu law—Mitakshara—Putrika-putra son, whether
recognised—Oudh Estate t Act (I of a. 22

Taluka, succession to —Daughter's son treated as
son dying intestate and issueless, estate of, succession to
—Memorandum written by witness, admissibility of—
Evidence Act (I of 187*;, as. 123, IU—Courts of
Justice, whether can - call for confidential Stale papers— Will, revocation of, proof of—Construction of docu -

ment— Will, interpretation of -Adoption, power of,
given by Will Adoption

,
validity of— Testator, intention

°J
—I/npartibility of taluka, retention of—Oudh Estates

Act (/ of I860), s, '22, adoption under —Hindu Law
,

rules of, whether applicable to adoption made by taluqdar
Price paid for adopted son, effect of—Presents to

natural father, whether vitiate adoption—Ceremonies
for adoption, when can be dispensed with—Gotra, same,
of adoptive father and adopted boy

, effect of.
Per Stuart, A. J. C .-—Although the practice of

begetting a putrika-putra son has fallen into disuse,
it is nevertheless recognised by the Mitakshara Law
L p 2^0, col. 1.]

Where a person succeeding to a taluka under the
provisions of section 22, clause 4 of the Oudh Estates
Act, dies issueless and intestate, the taluka goes to
his heirs, and not to tlioss of his maternal graud*
father, [p. 230, col. 1.]

Where a witness, on being asked if he has had an
interview with a particular person and what the
purport of that interview was, replies that he has
had such an interview an I had noted the purport of
it at the time in a written memorandum, and pro-
duces that memorandum, the memorandum is
admissible in evidence, [p. 243, col. 1.]

Iu view of the provisions of sections 123 and 12 b

of the Evidence Act, no Court of Justice is entitled
to call for and examine the secret archives of the
State in order to satisfy itself of their confidential
nature, [p. 248, col. l.J

-

A Will duly executed is not to hi treated as
revoked, either wholly or partially, by a Will which
is not forthcoming, unless it is proved by clear and
satisfactory evidence that the later Will contained
oither words of revocation, or dispositions so incon-
sistent with the dispositions of the earlier Will
that the two cannot stand together. It is not
enough to show that the Will which is not forth-
coming differed from the earlier Will, if it cannot be
shown in what the difference consisted, [p. 248 col

2; p. 249, col. 1.]

15
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U li.-n- uiiil- r ; i Will a latnl.du, «piv«* lo his

wilt* in supersession of his lirst wifi* a lilt*-

rstati* in the tnhtkn nml a power to adopt a soli,

ami I urther .-M qmlated that tin* adopted son would
after her death succeed as full proprietor in the
manner Contemplated hy section zz, clause 8, of the
Oudh Estates Act, and the second wife then adopted
a Son:

held, <
1 ) that “clause S" in the Will was merely a

clerical error “for clause l.
; L p. ,5U, col. 2.J

IZi that the adojition was valid, inasmuch as the
lut'd, d>i, could if i ve to his second wife the power to

adopt a son irrespective of the Will and as the
intenri ms of the lalakdnr under the Will were sub-
'taut lady carried out, for the estate taken by the
adopted son retained the characteristics of a mluku.
|_p. . • 1 ,

col. 2.]

An adoption under the provisions of section 22 of

the Uudh Estates Act is merely a selection which
need not he according to the conditions and the
restrict ions found ir. the personal law applicable to
• he person making the adoption.

|
p. 252, col. i j

Under t ho Hindu Law an adoption is not \ dialed
hy the payment of a price for an adopted son [p. 255,
cols. 1 »t 2.J

A male Hindu under the Mitakshara Law can
only change his yotra on adoption, [p. col. 2.J

Fer lui nhaiya Lai, A. ./ C. —According to the
Hindu Law, a son alliliated in the putnka-putra form
is a valid substitute fora son. The ease with which
a son could he obtained l>y adoption has had the elVect

in the course of time of rendering affiliation in the
form of patnka.palm more or less uncommon, hut it

has by no means become obsolete and effect cannot
legitimately be refused to an alliliation in the j-ntrika-
putra form if it is made. [p. 25.*, col |> 2(54, col. l.’J

1 he succession to a person, obtaining a lalukit
under t lie provisions of section 22, clause 4, of the
( )udh Estates Act, and dying intestate, goes, in the
absence of any male lineal descendant, to the line of
tin* person who alliliated him and Heated him in all
respects as a son, and not to his nat ural line. [p. 204,
col. 2.J

A Will duly executed cannot lie treated as revok*
c l, either wholly or in part, by a Will which is

mil forthcoming, and the contents of which cannot.
I »e definitely ascertained. It is not enough to show
that the Will which is not forthcoming dill’ers from
t lie earlier one, il it cannot bo shown in what the
difference consists. [j>. 200, col. 2.]

1 lie supply of clothes or ornaments (<» the parents
of the hoy to be adopted nr the payment of money
thereto,- in anticipation of the adoption cannot
invalidate the adojition or be taken to indicate that
it was made from siutul or improper motives. Lp. 270,
col. 2.J

’

'Hie performance of requisite ceremonies for
adoption can be dispensed with, if the adoptive father
and the adopted hoy belong to the same aotrn

| „
27

1 ,
col. l.J

J ' Ll *

here the junior wile of a tolukdar validly
adopted a son in pursuance of a Will made hy the
lal uledar, under which the latter bestowed a life-
estate u|„m her and gave her the jmwor to adopt a
son and further directed that the a, 1„,,ted son would
take possession o! the tuluka only after her deat h
under the provisions of section z2, clause S of the
(judh Lsfates Act;

I [id l, that the adoption was good, as it did

effectuate the intention of the talukdar as expressed

in his Will and as the taluka could not lose its

character of imjinrf ihilitv in the hands of the adopted

son [p 272, col 2.]
'

(Case-law on all points discussed )

Appeal from the decree of the Additional

Judge, Fj zabad, dated the 19th Chtober 1916.

The Hot.’ hie Syed Wazir Hasan and Baba

A (lit pa Prasad, for the Appellant.

Mr. IF. I Ynllnch, Rai Nagendra Hath Ghushal,

Messrs. Lal Mohan Bunerji and Durga (Jharan

Bumrji, Balms Mnhadeo Singh and Nagerdro

Nath Daft, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Sii’AUT, A. d. 0.— This appeal relates to

tlie ‘•uccession to the taluka of Ajudhia.

The nucleus of the property oompiised in

this h.taka was acquired by Raja Bakhta*

war Singh before the annexation of Oudh.

lie was the eldest of five brothers named

Bikhtawar Singh. Shiva Din Singh, Dar-

shan Singh, Incha Ram and Debi Prasad.

Their father Purandar Rain was not a man

of eminence, and there was no estate in

the family, until this acquisition was made

by Bakhtawar Singh. Raja Bakhtawar

Singh died in I boo. He was succeeded by

his nephew Hanuman Singh, better known

as Man Singh, the youngest of the three

sons of Darslmn Singh, brother of Bakhta-

war Singh. 1 he names of the three sons

were Ramadhin, Raghubir Dayal and Man
Singh. The taluka was then known as the

M ahdanna taluka. The name was subse-

quently changed to that of Ajudhia. The

estate was held hy Man Singh after

annexation, and re conferred on him in 1858

alter confiscation : it was then considerably

augmented. Man Singh made a Will on

the 22nd April 1861, under the terms of

which hu tie vised his estate to his wife

Maharani Subhao Knar with power to nomi-

nate a successor. Man Singh was raised

to the dignity of a Knight Commander of

the Star id
-

India in 1869. He died on

the 11th October 1 870, having attained the

position of one of the most considerable

land holders of Oudh. His nearest relatives

at the time of his decease w’ere the Maha-

rani Subhao Kuar, a daughter Brij Raj

Kuar, who was mar ried to Narsingh Narain

Singh, and Prat a p Narain Singh son of

Bi i j Raj Knar. Maharani Subhao K.uar

succeeded to the estate under the terms of

the Will. On 16th August 1872 she executed
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a dooument nominating as her auooassor
nloki Nath, son of Raghubir Dayal brother

of Man Singb. On the 21st November 1572
rratap Narain Singh, who was then of the
age of 17 years, instituted a suit through
his mother, who described herself as his
siater and guardian, in the Court of the
Deputy Commissioner of Eyzabad. He
olaimed in this suit declaration of title to
the taluka^. The plaint (Exhibit 1) asserted

a

a
•,,L

eXe0ntion of Will of the 22nd
April 1861 had been obtained by undue
pressure exercised by Government officials,ate Will in question had been revoked

u
^‘r /'Ian Siu2b,and that STr Man Singh

had died
1 intestate. It continued that Pratap

Warain Singh had been selected in 1837 at
the age of 12 as a successor by Sir Manawgh that his gotro. had in the sime year
been changed from that of his natural
father to that of Sir Man Singh, that he
had been treated by Sir Man Singh in all
respects as his own son, and was thus entitled
0 snooeed to the estate uuder the provisions of
olause 4, section 22, Act I of 1-69. It
appears from certified copies of certain
proceedings in the Court of the Deputy
Oomnjissioner (Exhibits A- 15 and A- lb)
aud from the judgment itself (Exhibit

1

that in the course of hearing a
P ea, whioh had not been asserted in the
Plaint to the effect that Pratap Narain

was an adopted son of Sir Man Singh,
as faret

, asserted and then abandoned.

]

0
.

la
°?^ was Placed in support of the

Piamtitts case on the evidence of a Mr.
ttrnegy^wh0/ deposed to an oral revocation

the n
111 by sir Man Singh. Mr. King,

•.
aPuty Commissioner, dismissed the

thl w
n
n
thG 28fch July 1873

> Ending l*>at

Mr n
Wa8 a vad*d document and that

nth*
a
-j
De^y 8 evidenoe taken with the

coer evidence was not sufficient to establish

tW p
VO

A

oatlon had taken place. He found

in oil

ra ap ^ara *n Singh had been treated

Si*,
resPeofcs as a son by Sir Man

of M n
appeal was hied to the Court

Mr rw apper
* Commissioner of Fyzabad.

f^
P
j
r found on the 24th December

Will JJadgment Exhibit A-13) that the

beftn
Was a valid document which had not

had nnf
V
u

e8, and *kat Era^ap Narain Singh

sou 'with^
6611 ^readed *n respects as a

22 Ao*. 1
° V10 mean i ng of olause 4, section

* of 1869. Pratap Narain Singh

appealed to their Lordships of the Privy
Council. They decided in 1877 [ Maharajah
Pertab Narain Singh v. Maharanee Subhao
Ko'jer (1)] that Mr. Carnegy was a reliable
witness to the fact that Sir Man Singh
revoked orally the Will of 1864, that- such
a Will of a Hindu could be revoked by
parol, and that the testamentary disposition
had thus no effect. They held, that Pratap
Narain Singh had been treated in all res-
pects as a son by Sir Man Singh and was
entitled to Succeed under the provisionsof
clause 4, section 22, Act \ of 1S69. They
declared Pratap Narain Singh to be entitled
to the taluka rf Ajudhia, but not to the
personal or non -talukdari property of Sir
Man Singh. Pratap Narain Siiagh obtained
possession of the estate from the Court of
Wards, who were in charge of it, on the
strength of the declaratory decree in his
favour. In 1878 Triloki Nath petitioned
their Lordships of the Privy Council to
re-hear the appeal. They dismissed his
petition [ Pertab Na-ain Singh v Subhao
Kooer (2)] but permitted him, if he so desired,
to open by suit in India the question
whether he had been properly represented
in the previous litigation in the Indian
Courts. Triloki Nath then instituted fresh
proceedings on 3rd June 1879 in the Court
of the Additional Jadge, Fyzabad, against
Pratap Narain Singh, to have deolared his
right to the taluka in virtue of his having
been appointed under a power of appoint-
ment given by the Will of 1864. The Court
of first instanoe held that Triloki Nath had
not been made a party to the former suit
or represented in it, and that he was not
bound by the proceedings of 1877 in regard
to the question of revocation of the Will of
1864. The trial Judge found, however, that
that Will had been revoked. Triloki Nath
appealed to the Judicial Commissioner. The
Judicial Commissioner held that the Maha-
raja’s estate was not so completely repre-
sented by the widow in the former suit

that Triloki Nath was bound by the deci-

sions against her. He was of opinion that

(1) 3 C. 626 at pp. 636, 637; l C. L. R. 113. 4 I. A.
228; 3 Sar. P. Cl J. 740; 3 Sutli. P. C. J. 458; Ratiqu®

& Jackson’s P. C. No. 46; 1 Ind Jur. 679; 1 lad. Dec.
(n. s.) 983 (P. C.).

(2) 4 C. 184; 5 T. A. 171; 3 Sutli. P. C. J. 553; 3 Sar.

P. 0. J. 840; 2 Ind. Jur. 504; 1 Sliome L, R. 256; 2

Ind. Dec. (N. s.) 117 (P C.).

\

)
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the Maharani divested her estate by the

execution of the instrument appointing

Triloki Nath in 1872. He found that

Triloki Nath took as successor of the Maha-

raja, not of the widow, and that his

interests vested on the 16th August 1872. He
found further that the Will of the Maharaja

had not been revoked. Pratap Narain Singh

appealed to their Lordships of the Privy

Council, who deoided fn duly 188-1 [ Pert if>-

narain Singh v. Triinkin th Singh (3)] that

their previous order was binding on Triloki

Nath. They decreed the appeal and dis-

missed the suit. Before their Lordships

had deoided the appeal in Triloki Nath’s

previous suit, Triloki Nath had tiled an-

other suit on the 15th August 18S2 in the

Court of the District Judge of Fyzibad for

possession of the estate. The District Judge

decreed the suit on 25th September 1882.

An appeal was filed to the Judicial Com-
missioner on the 8th October 1882. The

latter deferred decision (ill receipt of the

decision of their Lordships of the Privy

Council in the previc us case. On receipt of

that decision ho allowed the appeal

and dismissed the suit on the 26 th

November 1881. An appeal was

filed to their Lordships of the Privy

Council, which was dismissed [Triloki Nath

Singh v. Fertiib Narain Singh (4)]. In

their decision their Lordships interpreted

their previous order of 1877 in certain

particulars. At page 814 they say with

regard to their previous order, lheir

Lordships, therefore, merely declared

Pratab Narain Singh’s title to the taluks

and whatever descended under Act I of

1869. As to other property which was
not included in that Act, Pratab Narain
would not have been the heir to tho

Maharaja during the lifetime of the widow.
She would have taken tho widow's estate

in all property oxoept that which was
governed by Act I of 1869.”

.

Raja Pratap Narain Singh remained in

possession of tho taluka till his death.

Liko his predecessor, he attained a high
position in Oudh. Ho- was first created a

(3) 11 C. 180; 11 l A. 107; S 1ml. Jar 007; 4 Sar.

P. C. .1. 507; Hulique A: Jackson’s 1*. C. No. NO; 5 1ml.

Dec. (n. s.) NNN <l\ G\).

(4) 15 C. 80S; 15 I. A. 118; 12 1ml. Jur. ,4.12; 5 Sar.

i\ 0. J. 210; ltaTn|UO A* Jackson’s I’. C. No. 104; 7 1ml.

Pec. (n.s.) 1122 (P. U.).

Maharaja, and subsequently raised to the

dignity of a Knight Commander of the

Indian Empire. He died on the 9th

November 1906. He had married Maharani

JSuraj Kumari in 1868, and is stated by

the defendants in these proceedings to

have married Maharani Jagdamba Devi

in 1S88. The latter was aged between

10 and II on the date of her marriage.

He bad no issue by either wife. He
executed a Will on the 17th July 1891,

which was registered on the 20th July

1S91. After his death he was succeeded

by the junior Maharani, Jagdamba Devi.

The estate was taken under the manage-

ment of the Court of Wards. On the

12th February 1909 Maharani Jagdamba
Devi adopted as successor under the terms

of the Will of 1S91 Dukh Haran Nath

Singh son of Adika Nath, a descendant

of India Ram who was a younger brother

of Darshan Singh.

On the 11th February 1915 Tribhawan
Nath Singh son of Kashi Nath Singh,

son of Ramadhin the eldest brother of

Sir Man Singh, instituted a suit in the

Court of the Subordinate Judge, Bara
Banki, against Maharani Jagdamba Devi,

Dukh Haran Nath Singh, the Deputy
Commissioner of Fyzabad as in oharge of

the estate under the Court of Wards, and

Maharani Suraj Kumari. It was alleged

in the plaint that the Will of 17th July

1891 had been executed by Sir Pratap

Narain Singh under undue influence

exercised upon him by Maharani Jagdamba
Devi, that it had been revoked, and that

Maharani Jagdamba Devi was not the

legally wedded wife of Sir Pratap Narain

Singh. It was further alleged that that

lady had been guilty of aots of nnohastity

both during the lifetime of Sir Pratap

Narain Singh and after bis death and

that she was, therefore, incapable of taking

benefit or exercising a power of adoption

under the terms of the Will. It

was further alleged that in no circum-

stances was the adoption of Dukh Haran
Nath Singh valid, as (1) it had been

made under undue influence, as (2)

Maharani Jagdamba Devi, having not

been legally married to Sir Pratap Narain
Singh and also having been unohaste

both during the lifetime and after the

death of Sir Fratap Narain Singh, had
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in-

the

she

the

Dot the power to adopt under the pro*
visions of the Mitakshara, as (3) Dukh
Haran Nath Singh had been purchased
from his natural father, as (4) Dukh
Haran Nath Singh’s natural mother was
of the gotra of Narsingh Narain Singh,
as (5) Adilra Nath was an outoaste, and
fts (6) the oeremony of adoption had
not been properly performed. It was
farther alleged that the senior Maharani
had been guilty of acts of unohastity
during the Maharaja’s lifetime. The
oonelusion drawn was that, Sir Pratab
Narain Singh having died intestate, the
senior Maharani being excluded from
heritanoe by her unchastity, and
junior Maharani having no title as
was not the legally wedded wife of
Maharaja, and even if she were the legally
wedded wife, being excluded from inherit-
ance by her unohastity, the plaintiff as
son of Kashi Nath Singh, son of Ram*
adhin, in absence of all heirs under
olauses 1 to 10, was entitled to succeed as
heir under olause 11 to all the immove-
able ana moveable properties of the estate
and. mesne profits, and in the alternative
to 3. declaration that the Will and adoption
were void as against him.
The defence was a denial of practically

every allegation in the plaint. It was set
up that Maharani Jagdamba Devi was the
legally married wife of Sir Pratap Narain
Singh, that neither the senior Maharani
nor she had ever been unchaste, that the
Will of. the 17ch July 1891 had been duly
and validly executed by Sir Pratap Narain
Singh unaffected by undue influence, that
it had never been revoked and that it

ad remained in force at the time of his
eath. It was further set up that it

conferred, a legal
.
power of adoption on

aharani Jagdamba Devi, which she had
egally exercised by making a valid adop-
tion of Dukh Haran Nath Singh. It was
or her set up that the olaim for *move-

TK 5
r°Perty was barred by limitation.

fcVi

** asserted in addition that
8 plaintiff would „not have title, . even if

•

r ra ^aP Narain Singh bad died intestate,

to ft
6 ftn08888ion would have then passed

t ®. family of Narsingh Narain Singh

the

r
? ^

Oa^on
> the plaintiff asserted that

it
e enda*ts were estopped from setting

pr toe last ple£*.

The suit was transferred for hearing to

Mr Jagat Narayan, Additional Judge,

District Fyzabad. It was decided by him
on the 19th October 1913. He found in

favour of the Will and the adoption and

against the plaintiff’s title. He found

the allegations against the moral character

of the two ladies to be baseless calumnies.

He found in favour of the plea that

the claim for moveable property was barred

by limitation. He, therefore, dismissed the

suit The present appeal is filed against

his decree. Practically every point taken

in the trial Court is re asserted by the

plaintiff in his grounds of appeal.

The appellant objected to the defendants’

disputing his title to succeed on a plea

that they were estopped from so doing.

His case on this point was as follows:

He alleged that, direotly after She death

of Sir Man Singh, Ramadhin had

instructed a Pleader to file a suit for

possession of the estate, that Narsingh

Narain Singh then -brought Pratap Narain

Singh to Ramadhin, that Pratap Narain

Singh fell at the the feet of Ramadhin

and protested that he was the putrika -

putra son of Man Singh, and that Ram-

adhin recognizing the sacred nature of

Pratap Narain Singh’s relationship there-

upon abstained from instituting proceed-

ings. P. W. No. 101 Sheo Cbaran Lai was

the only witness who deposed to the truth

of this story. The learned trial Judge

has discussed the value of this plea and

the veracity of this witness at pp.

202 to 207 of the judgment.

Sir Man Singh died in 1870. He was

snooeeded by his widow. Pratap Narain

Singh did not institute a suit till the

end of 1872, and, when he instituted it,

he did not assert a title as putrika-putra.

The witness Sheo Charan Lai is, as the

learned trial* Judge found, an unreliable

witness. If it were worth the trouble, the

reasons for rejecting this plea could be

largely increased. I reject it.
, .

The appellant had first to establish his

title to succeed Sir Pratap Narain Singh if

the provisions of the Will were set aside.

"Sir Pratap Narain Singh having succeeded

Sir Man Singh as bis heir under the

provisions of clause 4, section 22, Act I

of 1869, the rule of succession is found
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in the .same section. Clauses 1 to 10
clearly confer no right on the appellant
who comes, if at all, under the provisions
of clause 11. According to the rule of the
Mitakshara Law wliioh would govern the
case in absence of special circumstances
he oannnt succeed. It is not alleged and
cannot be pii ercre.sted that Sir Pratap
Narain Singh was the adopted son of
Sir Man Singh, and Sir Pratap Narain
Singh would ordinarily have been
succeeded in event of intestacy and failure
of heirs under the first ten clauses by
the agnates of the family of his father
Narsingh Narain Singh. The appellant,
recognizing this obstacle, endeavoured
to establish his title by an assertion in
the plaint that the mother of Sir Pratap
Narain Singh was specially appointed,
under the practice of constituting in the
person of a daughter’s son a putrikapufra

t

to bear Sir Man Singh such a son and
that thus the heirs to Sir Pratap Narain
Singh under clause 1 1 were the agnates
of Sir Man Singh’s family. lie subse-
quently raised a plea in argument, which
was not taken in the plaint, that Sir
Pratap Narain Singh should be succeeded
in event of intestacy by the agnates of
the family of Sir Man Singh under clause
1', owing to the circumstance that Sir
1 ratap Narain Singh had succeeded under
the provisions of olause 4.

The practice of appointing a daughter,
so that she can bear a son, who will be
treated as her fat’er’s son, is recognized
by the Mitakshara Law. The- practice lias
so far fallen into disuse that only one
instanoe can be found in reported cases
in which a daughter has b:en so
appointed under the Mitakshara Law This
case will be found reported as Kumaran v
Narayanan (5). There such an appointment of
a daughter in Malabar was recognised by
the Courts. The disuse of the practice
has been commented on i„ Nursing Nan, in
v. Bhuttun ]j(,ll (6), Thakoor Jtehnath Singh
V. Court of Wards (7) and Sri Ran,
\ enkata Naranmha A ppa Raw Bahadur v
Sri Rajah Suraneni Venkata Rnrnshothawa

(5) 0 M. \ GO; 3 III, I . |)|*,- ( s )
(G) \V. K, (I MU) Gap Mil

V C. -T. 4P0 (I*. C.\
' ~ *’ >!,r

Jaganadha Gopala Row Bahadur (8). It has
not, however, been laid down by their

Lordships of the Privy Council that a
daughter cannot be so appointed and the
law on the point never having been
abrogated we should be bound to apply it,

if it were established that the mother of

Sir Pratap Narain Singh had been so

appointed by Sir Man Singh.
The law is contained in a passage in

the Mitakshara wliioh is quoted in various
text books

—

The son of an appointed daughter is

equal to him; that is, equal to the legitimate
son. The term signifies son of a daughter.
Accordingly he is equal to the legitimate
son; as described by Vasishtha: ‘This
damsel, who has no brother, I will give
unto thee, decked with ornaments: the son,
who may be born of her, shall be my son.*

Or that term may signify a daughter be-
coming by ‘special appointment a son.
Still she is only similar to a legitimate
son, for she derives more from the mother
than from the father. Accordingly she is

mentioned by Vasishtha as a son, but as
third in rank: ‘The appointed daughter is

considered to be the third description of
sons.’ ” \

Commentary of Hemadri “The
putra is of four descriptions: The first

is the daughter appointed to he a son. She is

so by a stipulation to that effect. The
next is her son. He obtains of course the
name of son of an appointed daughter,’
,without any compact. This distinction,
however, occurs: ho is not in plaoe of a
son, hut in place of a son’s son, and is a
daughter’s son. Accordingly he is described
as a daughter’s son in the text of Sankha
and Likhifa: ‘An appointed daughter is like
unto a son; as Prachetasa has declared: her
offspringis termed son of an appointed daughter,
ho offers funeral oblations to the maternal
grandfathers and to the paternal grandsires.
1 here is no difference between a son’s son
ai,( l !l daughter’s son, in respect of benefits
conferred.’ The third description of son
of an appointed daughter is the child
^

a

daughter, who was given in
iniuisige with an express stipulation in
tlm term; The oli i Id who shall be horn
°1 her, shall he mine for the purpose of

putrUuf

^
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performing my obsequies.’ He appertains

to his maternal grandfather as an adopted
son. The fourth is a ohild born of a

daughter who was given in marriage with

a stipulation in this form: ‘The ohild, who
shall be born of her, shall perform the

obsequies .of both.’ He belongs, as a son,

both to his natural grandfather and to his

maternal grandfather. But, in the ease

where she was in thought selected for an
appointed - daughter, she is *80 without a

oompact, and merely by an act of the mind”

—

Ghose’s Principles of Hindu Law, Com-
mentaries, Volume II, first edition, pages
1-30 and 131.

The law presents no difficulties. The
appellant seems to assert that Sir Pratap
Narain Singh was of the third cr fourth de-

scription of sons. That is his main con-

tention, although he is ready to acoept
any view of the law that could suit his

case. The last sentenoe of the commentary
of Hemadri can obviously - only be applied
in case where there is distinot"evidenoe of the

act of mind of the father.

The position of the appellant with
regard to this plea is as follows:—In his

« written statements of claim made to the
Deputy Commissioners of Fyzibad and
Gonda -[Exhibit A-129 and Exhibit A*
129 (a)] he did not aSsertr that \ Musammat
Brjj Raj Kuar had been appointed to

bear a ' putrika putra son to her father.
In his evidence he made a disingenuous
attempt (whioh the learned trial Judge
has found to be false) to explain this

omission. In his plaint he asserted that
Musammat Brij Raj Kuar had been
married under the putri karan form and
that for this reason Sir Pratap' Narain.
Singh was born a putrika-putra and had,
therefore, been treated as a son. In the
evidence he carried the matter further. He
endeavoured to prove an appointment before
marriage as well as marriage in the form,
ftod relied on further evidence of conduct
r°m whioh he endeavoured to establish a
presumption that such an appointment
must have taken place. He has called
evidence to prove an allegation that Sir
"Ian Singh in the year 1851, after obtain-

.^e permission of Bikhtawar Singh,
eoided to appoint his daughter to bear
lm a pulrik'i putra son, that he sought
husband wljo \yould agree to iqarry her

in the putri-karan form, that Narsingh
Narain Singh agreed atid married her in

this form, and that when she bore Sir

Pratap Narain Singh, the latter was consider-

ed from his birth to be the putrika-putra son

of Man Singh.

In 1851 Man Singh was a man of 31

years of age. He had married twice. His
first wife had borne him Brij Raj Kuar
in 1839 or 1810. That wife had died.

His second wife had borne him a daughter

in 1851. 'That daughter had died. Man
Singh was in the prime of life. His

second wife had shown her capacity to

bear ohildren. He would ordinarily have

had every hope of begetting male offspring.

What reason then could he have had

to be the only person in Oudh known to

history who employed a practice by which

he set aside his daughter to bear him a

male heir ? The answer is supplied by

P. W. No. 77 Bandhan. This witness has

deposed that, after the death of his second

daughter, Man Singh went to Bakhtawar

Singh and stated that he had expected a son

to oontinue his line, that no son had been

born to him, that his daughter was dead

and that he was helpless, that Bakhtawar

Singh then consulted pandits who examin-

ed Man Singh’s horoscope and declared

that he would never beget a son, that

Man Singh then sought Bakhtawar Singh’s

permission to marry Brij Raj Kuar by

the putri karan ceremony, and that Bakhtawar

Singh agreed. P. W. No. 11 Ganesh, P. W.

No. 72 Ram Sarup, P W. No. t8 Bindeshari,

P. W. No. 95 Brij Lai and P. W. No. 98

Mahipat Singh gave direct evidence upon the

point. Ganesh deolared that his father

was one of the emissaries sent by Man

Singh to procure a bridegroom. Ram

Sarup said that he was a member of the

wedding party and was told by his father

that the ceremony was in the putri-karan

form, though he did not himself witness

the ceremony. Bindeshari swore that Nar-

singh Narain Singh agreed in his pre-.

senoe that his first born son^ should be

putrika-put r

a

of Man ^ingh. onj Lai gave

evidence similar to that of Ram Sarup.

Mahipat Singh deposed that he saw the

marriage eelebrated in the putri-karan form.

The learned trial iudge disbelieved all these

witnesses. He has given his reasons for

so doing at length, exoept ra the ease of
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Bam Sarup and Mahipat Singh. We are was tho putrika putr.i Bon of Man Singh. It

informed by the Counsel for the respond- is unnecessary to discuss what the value
ents that the reason why the trial Judge of this evidence would be if those witnesses
did not discuss the evidence of Mahipat had received such information, as I am
Singh was because the plaintiff’s Counsel not satisfied that any one of them was
in the lower Court laid no stress upon ever told anything on the subject. The
the evidence of that witness. We have, learned Counsel also refers to the evidence
however, been asked by the Counsel in of P. W. No. 2 Rudra Nath Singh which adds
appeal to arrive at a finding as to the nothing to the case, and lays stress on the
value of this witness also, and I shall evidence of P. W. No. 6 Hakimuddin. This
proceed to do so in due course.

The reasons of the learnel trial Judge
for disbelieving these witnesses are in

some instances more weighty than in

others. More important than his reason-
ing is the fact that he disbelieved them.
The reasons may be varied or supplement-
ed. Bindhan appears an absolute impostor.
He has asserted that he was the intimate
and favourite of Raja Bakhtawar Singh, one
of the most influential noblemen of the
King's Court. Thence, according to his

own aooount, he has sunk to the position
of a drug-sodden beggar. I disbelieve the
account of his past. His story, that Man
Singh abandoned all hopes of male pos-
terity, beoause certain pandits pronounced
against them after consulting his horosoope,
is patently ridiculous. I am not satisfied
that a man in the subordinate position
held by the father of Ganesh would have
been employed to seek a suitable bride-
groom for the daughter of Man Singh. Ram
Sarup appears an absolutely unreliable
witness. His account as to how he came
to give evidence is cloarly untruthful. I

need add nothing to the critioisms of tho
trial Judge on the evidence of Bindeshari
and Bri.j Lai. I have examined the
evidenoe of Mahipat Singh and find it

equally valueless.

The learned Counsel for tho appellant
relies in addition on the evidenoe of P.
W. No. 18 Someshar Hat which was
rightly conceded in the lower Court to be
worthless, and on the evidence of P. W.
No. 53 Thakur Prasad, P. W. No. 4 Kewal
Misir, P. W. N». 5 Rim Sab id, P. W. No.
146 Patandin, P. W. No. 152 Hardat, P. W.
No 130 Ram Narain, P. W. No. 142 Baidia
Nath Singh, P. W. No. 122 I'ribhawan Nath
Singh pi < intiff, and P. W. No. 86 Sant Bakhsh
Singh. The evidence of these nine witnesses
is to the effect that they had heard from
relations or others that Pratap Narain Singh

witness deposed that he saw Man Singh
shortly before his death, and that the
latter declared in his presence that Pratap
Narain Singh was his putrika-putra. This
witness has given evidenoe as to other
points in support of the plaintiff’s case.

His evidenoe has been rightly disbelieved

by the trial Judge. The ab ’ve evidenoe
was foind to be unreliable by the trial-

Judge. I find the whcle of it to be
false.

Man Singh treated Pratap Narain Singh
in all respects as his own son. To use the
words of their Lordships in Maharajah Pertah

Narain Singh v. Maharanee Subhao hooer

(1), he so exceptionally treated the son
of a daughter as to give him in the family
the place, consequence, and pre eminenoe
which would naturally belong to a son if

one existed, and would not ordinarily be
conceded to a daughter’s son, and has thus
indicated an intention that the person' so

treated shall bo his successor” (page 632).
He brought him up in his own house.
In lt>67 when Pratap Narain Singh waa
invested with tho Brahmanioal thread at

the ceremony of Man Singh “took
that part in the ceremony which, in the
ordinary course of things, would be assumed
l>> the boy’s natural father” (pages 633-634).
It is to be noted, however, that according
to tho opinion of their Lordships nothing
then was done whioh operated “either in

law oi in fact as a transfer of the koy
from his own into the Maharaja’s gofra **

(page 634). At the time of the marriage of

Pratab Narain Singh in 186S, Man Singh
declarod him to be his successor. There
wai also evidence that, when the provisions
of Act I of 1869 were under oonsidera’ ion,

Mm Singh suggested and obtained the
insertion of clause 4 into section 22. Bat
in the Will whioh he made in 1864 and
subsequently revoked, he did not nominate
Pratap Narain Singh ag his gqooesgor and
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left the. selection to the choice of his wife.
There is nothing in the evidence in this
case which would justify an addition to
their Lordships’ conclusion that "however
uncertain it may be when the notion of
making the Dadwa Sahib his successor
was first conceived, or when that notion
first became a fixed intention, it is establish*
ed that the Maharaja had that intention as
early as the date of Dadwa Sahib’s
marriage; that, with that intention, he
continually treated his grandson in fact as
the son of the bouse would be treated,
aud not as a mere grandson by a daughter
and that, in order to effectuate his inten-
tion by operation of law, rather than by Will,
he oaused the clause in question to be inserted
in the Statute” (page 637).
The question as to whether Pratap Narain

Singh was or was not the putrika putra
of Man Singh was not before their Lord-
ships, But this circumstance in no way
invalidates the finding The circumstance
that Man SiDgh in 1864 bad not declared
Pratap Narain Singh to be his successor,
that in the letters to Ramdhan father of
Maharani Sura.j Kumari at the time of her
wedding in 1868, while declaring Pratap
Naiain Singh to be his heir and successor,
0 nowhere suggests that he was his

putrika putra, and that he went out of his
^ay to arrange for the insertion of a clause

p
seotion 22 to ensure the succession of

ratap Narain Singh (surely an act showing
most excessive caution if the boy were
is son p^rtrika -putra), would go far to

j*eet evidence that Brij Ra! Ku*r had
flen appointed to bear Man Singh a son

p *,
8 f°rm. It is to be noted that, had

ratap Narain Singh been a putrika putra
,

fire would have been no force in the
®ogge3tion made by their Lordships at

•*
afi

L

e that Man Singh in 1861 was
re uotant to depart from the family custom
n

.

°®end his relations by allowing the

v* ?
6p^0 *)aQS oa t °f his own gntra,” because

a ratap Narain Singh b 3en putrika -putra
e would have been Man Singh’s heir to

Si ^
3w l 0dge of his relations and in Man

to^i
8 Q°tra. The value of the evidence
0 contrary is, however, immaterial in

DrnJ
° that the evidence to

danJLi .

n Singh’s app>i lfcment of his

Tf T 13 f*,8e;
*

* I&VQjJ fcri^l Jqlga has disposed

view

at considerable length the evidence of
conduct of Pratap Narain Singh and other
members of the family to indicate his or
their belief on the point. I consider this
portion of the evidence barely material, as
we are concerned with what Man Singh
did, and not with what any one else thought.
The appellant has, however, failed to advance
his position here. In the proceedings which
culminated in the deoision in Maharajah
Pertab Narain Singh v. Maharanee Subhao
Kooer (I), it was not asserted that Pratap
Narain Singh was the purtika-putr i of Man
Singh. The case set up in his favour was
that he had been treated in every respect
as a son. Mr. King stated in his judg.
ment (Exhibit A-12), “l must remark that
the plaintiff’s case underwent a not un-
important amount of modification during the
trial, and it appeared to me that the exact
position of the plaintiff was not entirely
appreciated oy his legal advisers, until a
good deal of the evidence and counter-
evidence had been delivered. The plaintiff

at first alleged adoption’ in the common
sense of tho word, i.e., that he had been
adopted by the Maharaja as a sonf This
is not distinctly stated in the notes of

the plaint taken by the Court, but it

was clear from the tenor of the examina-
tion of their witnesses by plaintiff’s Counsel.
Daring the trial, the plaintiff repudiated
the adoption in the sense in which this

word is commonly used by Hindus in reference

to a son.”

The respondents had asserted that Pratap
Narain Singh’s legal advisers had never •

imagined the possibility of raising the plea

that he was a putrika- putra. The appellant

controverted that argument in the following

manner. A certain Mr. Harrington, who
had been Superintendent of tl e Encumbered
Estates in Fyz ibad from May 1872 to the

middle of August IS75, bad in 1872 prepared

a statement of the case relating to the

Ajudhia succession for the opinion of the

Advocate* General. At some d-ite prior to

the 15th October 1872 Narsingh Narain

Singh handed to Mr. Harrington a state-

ment of the oa3e set up by him in favour

of his son, Pratap Narain Singh’s claims.

Exhibit 19 is put forward as an English

translation of the statement of claim pre-

pared by Narsingh Narain Singh prior to

the institution gf the suit of 21st November
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1872. Tbe appellant endeavoured to put

this and another document in evidence.

The trial Judge refused to receive them in

evidence. The appellant has produced Ex-

hibit 19 in this Court but has not pro-

duced Mr. Harrington’s deposition. I con-

sider that Exhibit 19 can be received in

evidence. The case so stated to Mr.

Harrington is clearly contained in Exhibit

19. The form in which it is produced is

tbe ordinary form in which papers are

printed for submission to the Privy Council,

and Exhibit 19 is clearly a translation of

these instructions which oame on the record

of the 1872 case and was subsequently

translated for submission to the Privy

Council. The actual Exhibit 19 is evidently

one of the copies taken at the time. The
matter is more than thirty years old. Those

instructions contain at paragraph 7 the

following plea: —

“The Maharaja and the Maharani have

both married the Dadwa’s mother by

putri-karan (the condition, etc., at the

time of marriage to the effect that the

bridegroom will have nothing to do with

tbe first child and the other ohildren after

the first child will be his, the bridegroom’s)

and in suoh case the first child be con-

sidered as own son or daughter of the grand-

father (nana).
1

Putri-karan of Mitakshara,

page 71.’

“The Maharaja and the Maharani

brought up the Dadwa from his

infancy as their own son and invested

him with the Brahmanioal thread janeo'

in Baisakh 1274 Fasli. The Maharaja
and the Maharani made the Dadwa’s
'juggo pawit\ etc. (the ceremony in

which the Brahmanioal thread is given)

and called him of the Girg gotra as

himself and allowed him (Dadwa) to

worship their (the Maharaja and the

Maharani’s) gods, and the Maharaja
pronounced the gagairi mnnter over him
(Dadwa) which is the duty of a father. All

the other ceremonies usually bestowed by

a father were also performed by the

Maharaja in the capacity of a father.

“The witnesses to the above faots are

Pandit Matr Dut, Pandit Ganga Dhar
Shastri, and Pandit Dwarka Dut, etc

, who
have caused all these ceremonies to

be performed: many of the Talukdars and

the officials are well acquainted with all

the ceremonies. ^
“From the time up to the present the

Dadwa’s shankalap had been made by 'Girg

gotra '
.”

This is sufficient to prove that Naraingh
Narain Singh stated to Mr. Harrington
the plea that Pratap Narain Singh was
the putrika-putra of Man Singh, Bat this

fact, so far from assisting the appellant, tells

against him. Taken with the remaining
evidence, it establishes that the plea was
suggested, and abandoned. VVe are now
asked to find that Man Mngh formed a

deliberate intention to appoint his daughter
Brij Raj Kuar to bear him a son,

that this intention was approved by
Bakhtawar Singh, that a husband was
sought and obtained who agreed to a‘

marriage on this condition, that the pair

were married in tbe putri-karan form,

and that Pratap Narain Singh was born
to them as the putrika-putra of Mau Singh.
Witnesses who have given evidenoe in

these proceedings were then in existence.

They now depose in unmistakable terms
to the allegations set forth above. If the

theory of the appellant be accepted, Narsingh
Narain Singh and Brij Raj Kuar were neces-

sarily aware of the conditions of their own
marriage. They were instructing Pratap
Narain Singh’s legal advisers. Yet the

plea was abandoned, while a plea of adoption
was set up, which had to be abandoned
afterwards. It cannot be suggested that

this plea, if set up and proved, would
have been other than the best plea that

would have been taken. Not only was
the position of Pratap Narain Singh as a

putrika-putra stronger than his position

under a clause with regard to the interpreta-

tion of which considerable doubt prevailed

in Oudh, but as a putrika-putra he would
have obtained the whole of the non-

tahtkilari property valued at Rs. 7,00,000
(Exhibit 1) which he failed to obtain under /
their Lordships’ decree. The abstention to

take, or rather the abandonment of this

plea in limine
,

is an el >qu?nt commentary on
the theory that Pratap Narain Singh’s

parents believed him to bo a putrika putra t

and further furnishes an additional reason,

if one be required, for distrust of the

witnesses called on the point in this case.

In support of the theory the appellant^
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Counsel has urged the fact that in the
plaint Musammat Brij Raj Knar the mother

Pratap Narain Singh described herself as
.his sister. This peculiar description does
not imply an assertion that Pratap Narain
Singh was putnka putra of Man Singh. As
their Lordships observed at page 631, the
term was probably used fo lend colour to
the plea negatived in their judgment that
treatment in all respects as a son by a
Hindu was tantamount to an adoption in
the Hindu Law. ..

The next piece of evidenoe relied on by
the appellant was a portion of the statement
°f Pratap Narain Singh on the 5th January
^1881 in the proceedings in the case instituted

1879. The passages in quesiion are as
^follows (Exhibit 34 ):

—

1 belong to the Girg gotra
, my father

belongs to the Bharadwaj gotra. When I
married I belonged to the Girg gotra* When
I was married I was not the son of Babu
arsingh Narain, but I was the son of

Maharaja Man Singh. Darogha Ramdhan
was to the' best of my belief a son of
Maharaja Man Singh’s mother’s sister...! am
the only son of my father. I was accounted
as belonging to the Bharadwaj gotra till the„
time of my investiture with the Brabmanical
thread... ... Q. Are you adopted son of the
Maharaja or rre yen his daughter’s son? A.
1 do not know if I am an adopted son or
.only the daughter’s son. That is a matter
to be decided according to the Sbastras.
i do not. know if the Maharaja really
adopted me or not, the pandits have to
decide that. I 1 now my gotra was changed
a t the time of ny investiture with the
Brahmanieal thread... Q. After ceremonies of
janeo did you understand Bachi Sahefca
vHie .wife of your father Babu Narsingh
Narain) as your mother ? A. Even before
the ceremonies of investiture I looked on
ner -as a sister. I considered her as such
since I can. remember. 1 did not consider
abu Narsingh Narain as .a father. I

considered him'as a stranger, although a
relative, just as other relatives.”

statement, which is supported by
_he seoond paragraph in Pratap Narain
hmgh’s original v-plaint of 1872 (Exhibit

so far from supporting the appellant’s
P ea, is against it. If v Pratap Narain
mgh were a putrika putra of Man Singh,

fee would have been born- in the gotra of

Man Singh and not, as he asserts, in the
gotra of his father.

The mass of evidence as to the gotra
of Pratap Narain Singh carries the point
no further than this— Sir Pratap Narain
Singh, after his claim to the estate had
been recognized, undoubtedly described him-
self and oonsiderrd himself to belong to
the Girg gotra

y i.e.
t the gotra of Man

Singh, and not to the Bharadwaj gotra
whioh was the gotra of his own father,
Narsingh Narain Singh. It is not alleged
that he out himself adrift from relationship
to his own father. He is admitted by the
witnesses of the plaintiff to have made
offerings to Narsingh Narain Singh and
to have recited his Bharadwaj gotra (see
evidenoe of P. W. No. 53 Thakur Prasad at
o. Py 530. But ordinarily be retained
the position, whioh he asserted in his
deposition of the 5th January 1 881,^namely

,

that he had changed his gotra at the

age of twelve when he was invested with
the sacred thread. In addition he wor-
shipped the family gods of Man Singh.
He usually went into mourning when
members of Man Singh’s family died,

and observed ashouch by abstaining from
eating meat, acts of worship, and shaving

I

on such occasions.

From these circumstances it cannot be
deduced that Pratap Nara»n Singh changed
his gotra. A male Hindu under the

Mitakshara Law oan only change his gotra

on adoption, and it cannot be, and is not,

alleged that Pratap Narain Singh was
adopted by Man Singh. Pratap Narain

Singh was born in the Bharadwaj gotra

and, never having been adopted, remained

in the Bharadwaj gotra , and the fact that

be lived and died in the Bharadwaj gotra

would not be affeoted by his honest belief

and the honest belief of all the members

cf Man Singh’s family that be had changed

his gotra. Acting under the erroneous

though honest belief that he had changed

his gotra (he had clearly no authority

1 3 decide points of Hindu Law as will be

seen from his deposition) he naturally

worshipped Man Singh’s family gods,

observed ashouch on the
.
deaths of mem-

bers of Man Singh’s family and perform-

ed other acts which would ordinarily

be performed by members of the Girg

gotra and not of the Bharadwaj gotra .
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A .simple explanation cm be given of

the desire of Pratap Narain Singh to be

omsidered of the gotra of Man Singh.

His father’s family, though respectable, was
obscure. The family of Man Singh, while

of humble origin and of recent eleva-

tion, had beoome illustrious. Min Singh

was eventually the most influential noble-

man in Oudh. Pratap Narain Singh after

a hard struggle, had succeeded in becom-
ing recognized as his grandfather's successor.

It was not surprising in the circumstances

that he should seek to identify himself

in every particular with the maternal
grandfather who had treated him as a

son and to whom he owed his estate,

position, and fame : and, once he had
reached the elevation of a premier noble

in Oadh, it was unlikely that any of

Man Singh’s fanuly would gainsay his

claims.

Before Man Singh’s death there had been
peculiar differentiations in the treatment of

Pratap Narain Singh. Man Singh had on
the occasion of Pratap Narain Singh’s first

marriage performed the functions usually

performed by the natural father of the

boy. This point was noted by their Lord-
ships and is deposed to by D. W. Tejmani
examinod on commission (o. p. G) and
L). W. Mnsamrnat Lekhraj Kuar examin-
ed on commission (o. p. 8). The latter

lady has further deposed that at that

marriage Maharani Subhao Kuar took the
place of the bridegroom’s mother and
Musnmrnat Brij Kuar took the plaoe of

the bridegroom’s sister. But this leaves

the matter as it was when it came before
their Lordships in 18?7. Their conclusion
is not advanced by the fact that to make
the treatment more marked the wife of

Man Singh took the plaoe of the boy’s real
mother, and their daughter, although the boy’s
real mother, took the plaoe of his sister.

The hw upon this point has been
taken by me direot from the Mitakshara.
It is substantially the law upon which the
appellant’s learned Counsel relies. Applying
the law to the findings of faot at which
I arrive I decide, agreeing with the learned
trial Judge, that the plaintiff-appellant has
completely failed to prove that Pratap
Narain Singh was tUv pHtrika'piitra son
pf Man Singh,

The second plea advanced on behalf of .

the appellant’s title will not be found

either in the notice of the suit or in the

plaint. It was, however advanced in the

arguments before the issuer were framed,

as it is found in the sixth issue, and was
according to the judgment strenuously

argued at the trial. It is to the following

effect: —
As Pratap Narain Singh succeeded under

the provisions of clause 4, section 22, Aot I

cf 186J, as a daughter’s son treated in

all respects as the son of Man Singh, it

is argued that on the principle on which

section 22 is based the estate should not pass

out of possession of Man’Singh’s family in any

oiroumstanoes. The view suggested is that

such a son is in every respect a son of thd

daughter’s father. In Maharajah Pertab

Narain Singh v. Maharanee Subhao Kooer (I)

their Lordships considered in detail the

meaning of the words ‘treated in all re-

speots as his own son” as they occur in

clause 4, and explained in the flrst in-

stanace what they did not mean. Their

judgment states that “the clause must be

construed irrespectively of the spiritual

and legal consequences of an adoption

under the Hindu Law... Nor do they suppose

that, in passing the olause in question, the

Legislature intended to point to the practice

(almost, if not wholly, obsolete) of constitut-

ing in the person of a daughter’sson a patrica

•

putra,' or son of an appointed daughter.

SuoU an aot, if it can now be done, would

be strong evidence of an intention to

bring the grandson within the fourth

olause, but is not, therefore, essential in

order to do so” (page 631). They were

dear in affirming that the effect of the

danse did not change the status of the

person treated as a son. It would net subject

‘the graudson to prohibitions as to marriage

which would not otherwise attach to

him” (page 631). To fulfil the conditions

of the section, “their Lordship3 are of opinion

that wherever it is shown by suftleienfc

evidence that a taluklar not having male

issue has so exceptionally treated the son/

i f a daughter as to give him iu the family

the plaoe, consequence, and pre-eminence,

which would naturally belong to a son if

one existed, and would not ordinarily be

concede! to a daughter’s son, and ha%

thus indicate! ~aq intention that tb#
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person so treated shall be his successor,

suoh person will be brought within the

enactment in question” (page 632). Can the

fact that a person treated in such a manner
has succeeded to a taluka operate to exclude

his heirs under personal law from
succession to the taluka in event of his

intestacy and the failure of heirs under
clauses 1 to 10? For this proposition I can find

no support in the words of the section.

Should such a person die intestate, his

succession as heir of a talu dar is governed by
the provisions of section 2 l. The succession

would go in the first instance to one of his

sons or one of their descendants under the

provisions of clauses 1 to 3, then to a

daughter’s son treated as a son in all

respects, them to an adopted son, then to

b Vrother, then to an elder widow for life

with remainder to a son adopted by suoh
widow with permission, then to a junior

widow for life with remainder to a son
adopted by suoh widow with permission, and
then to one of male lineal descendants
not being najib ul ta'ijain. This concludes
the first ten clauses. They present no
difficulty. Then the succession opens to

suoh persons as would have been entitled
- to succeed to the estate under the ordinary
law to which persons of the religion and
tribe of such heir
_are sobjeot.”

How can it be said that the agnates of
the daughter’s father are persons ‘'entitled
to succeed to the estate under the ordinary
law to which persons of the religion . and
tribe” of the daughter’s son are subject,
ln a °ase such as this where the ordinay
law is the Mitakshara Law ?

.
peculiar statutory provision contained

in clause 4—a provision which their Lordships
found in Maharajah Pertab Narain Singh v.

Maharanee Subhao Kooer (1) was inserted in the
Aot by Man Singh to suit the identical case of
Pratap Narain Singh and which they found
^ould never have been enacted had Pratap
arain Singh not existed—must be interpreted

exactly as it stands. In no circumstances
abstruse fcneanings be read into it. As

®lr lordships observe, “the clause is perhaps

.

Very dearly or happily expressed ” and
ln words cannot ba found designs ' to
arrange for a succession of persons other
an the lineal descendants of the daugh-

®r 0 aon so treated. The argument, that

it is contrary to reason lo suppose that the
originators of the clause intended invariably
to divert the property frem the stock of the
daughter’s father, ignores the circumstance
that on the same argument it would be
equally contrary to reason to suppose that
the originators of the clause intended to

make suoh a diversion in favour of male
descendants of sueh daughter’s son. Yet
this latter provision is exactly what the
clause enacts. A Hinda who ohose to treat

his daughter’s s^n in the manner described

by their Lordships diverted the property

from his own adopted son (if any), from his

brothers and nephews, removed it from his

own gotra and transferred it to another gotra

and another clan as long as suoh daughter’s

son’s descendants existed. Thus a Bais

taluka would fall into Amethia hands and
vice versa. As their Lordships point out, a

departure would be made from family

custom and relations would be offended

[Maharajah Pertab Narain Singh v. Maharanee

Subhao Kooer { I)]. This is the rule to which

the framers of the clause deliberately agreed,

and in face of that anomalous state which

might continue for ever, there is little force

in the argument that the olause must be

interpreted to prevent the continuance of an

anomalous state which must continue for

ever. Much stress has been laid in the

appellant’s argument on the circumstance

that in the 5th clause the words are ‘ in

default of such son or descendants.” The

inference that the learned Counsel draws

therefrom is that from the use of the word
“ son ” it should be held that the daughter’s

son is equivalent in all respects to the

daughter’s father’s son. The learned Counsel

would have us read into olause 4, in view

of the existence of these words in olause

some suoh words as “ who shall thereby

be given in all respects the^ position of his

own son” after the words “ his own son.”

But there is nothing to support this view.

The words in clause 4 a^ treated in all

respects as his own son” and ijfce meaning

of those words has been settled once for all in

Maharaiah Pertab Narain Singh v. Maharar.ee

Subhao Kooer (O, and the words in default

of -uoh son” in olause 5 mean nothing more

than “in default of such daughter’s sen.
’

It is true that in olause 6 the words
14

in default of such adopted son” are used

instead of “ in defeat of such son.” But
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variety in the use M the same terms is not

unknown in section 22. To show this it is

only necessary to refer to clause 7, where

the case of a single widow is 6rst consi-

dered and then the case of the widow of

first marriage is contemplated. In clause

8 the distinction is omitted. In clause 9 it

is re-introduced.

As was laid down in Debi Bakhsh Singh

v. Chandrabhan Singh (9\ a special rule of

succession is laid down in the first ten

clauses of section 22, and by clause 11 the

parties are relegated to the situation in

which they would have been found apart

from the Statute. There that situation was
found in the sanad. Here it is not so. The
situation is found in the Mitakshara Law,
and the appellant would have us legislate,

rather than interpret, by adding words to

the Statute which do not exist there, in

order to correct a suggested anomaly in no

way more at variance with what he con-

siders the right rule than the anomaly which
admittedly exists, and then utilize the ad-

dition, made by our legislative action, to

abrogate the Mitakshara rule of succession

which binds the members of Man Singh and
Narsingh Narain Singh’s family. I find

against this plea.

I, therefore, decide that the appellant has
in no circumstances title to succeed to

Sir Pratap Narain Singh’s estate, and might
conolude my decision there as he has no right

to question the validity of the Will or
the adoption. I proceed, however, to the
determination of other points, as my learned
colleague and I do not interpret the law as
to the appellant’s title in exactly the same
way.

The case of the appellant as presented
in the lower Court with regard <o the Will of

Ib9I was
1 that the Will was not executed,
2 that the execution of the Will was pro-

cured by undue influence,

3 that the Will was revoked,
(a) by execution of two deeds of the

23rd Daoember 1895 and the 12th July
1898,

(b) by the Maharaja’s conduct,

(9) 7 Ind. Cas. 724; 32 A. 593 at p. G 1 0; 20 M. L J
917; 14 C. W. N. 1010; (1910) M. W. N. 093: 12 C. 0.
J. 303; 8 iW . L. T. 273; 7 A. L. J. 1 122; 12 Hum. L. K
1016; 13 0. C. 316; 37 I. A. 1G8 (P. C.).

(c) by execution of another Will shortly

before the Maharaja’s death,

4 that Maharani Jagdamba Devi had
no rights under the Will because she was
not the legally married wife of Sir Pratab
Narain Singh,

5 that if she were the legally married
wife of Sir Pratab Narain Singh she had
forfeited all her rights under the Will owing
to misconduct prior to her husband’s
death,

6 that the terms of the Will conferred
no right of devise to Dukh Haran Nath
Singh.

The case of the appellaut as presented
in the lower Court with regard to the adop-
tion was

1 that the adoption was invalid, having
been procured o wing to compulsion an 1 un-
due ir fluenoe,

2 that Maharani Jagdaiuha Devi not
being a legally married wife oould not make a
valid adoption,

3 that Maharani Jagdamba Devi, even if

a legally married wife, had by her unchastity
both before and after marriage rendered
herself incapable of making a valid adop-
tion

•I that Dukh Haran Nath Singh
was purchased from his natural father
and that his adoption was, therefore, in-

valid,

5 that the adoption was invalid because
Dukh Haran Nath Singh and his natural
father were both out of caste at the time of
t lie adoption,

G t hat Dukh Haran Nath Singh’s
natural mother was of the Bharadwaj gotra,

that she had entered the Girg gotra at
the time of her marriage and that, there-
fore, the adoption was invalid whe-
ther Pratap Narain Singh belonged to

the Girgpo/m or the Bharadwaj gotra
,

7 that the legal forms of the adoption not
having been followed the adoption was
invalid,

8 that on the interpretation of the terms
of the Will Maharani Jagdamba Devi had
no power to adopt Dukh Haran Nath
Singh.

If the appellant had been able to succeed
in setting aside the Will and the adoption
and destroying the claims of Maharani
Jagdamba Devi, lie could not succeed under
tho provisions of clause 7, section 22
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Act I of 1869, during the lifetime of

Maharani Suraj Kuraari. To meet this
diffionlty he set up a plea that that lady
had forfeited all her rights on account of
her having ‘acted against the duties of a
wife”.

v I take these pleas in order. The execu-
tion of the Will was not denied in the
plaint but was denied before the learned
trial Judge in argument. In the argument
before us the execution was not denied
and I do not understand the appellant to
suggest now that the Will was not execut-
ed. But it is advisable to have a finding
on the point. I find that the Will was
validly executed. I am in accord with the
decision of the learned trial Judge at
o. pp. 400 to 404 of the judgment upon this
point.

The appellant in his notices of claim
[Exhibit A- 129 and Exhibit A-129 (a)J
despatched on the 13th October 1914 and
the 17th November 1914 asserted that
Maharani Jagdamba Devi had prior to July
189i an adulterous intrigue with Adika
Nath, a descendant of Incha Ram. This
Adika Nath is the father of Dukh Haran
Nath Singh, the boy subsequently adopted.
he appellant next asserted that the

Maharaja had executed a Will on the
4th July 1891, by whioh he gave
a arani Jagdamba Devi the power to

adopt an heir from the family of Dar-
shan Singh, that Adika Nath, discovering

. is fact and wishing to divert succession
3 one of his own descendants, exercised

v
* 1?

U
\k Y

1^ 1101100 on the Maharaja, and that
0 Maharaja as a result of this influence

6*ecuted the Wiilof 17th July, whioh was

Jr?* by Adika Nath. According to this
egation Maharani Jagdamba Devi was
ven as a result of the aforesaid undue

AfT*Lr

en<
vr

authorifcy to adopt a boy from

th \

a ^a^.8 own family and exercised

NAtb
^thority by adopting Dukh Haran

In
8Ugge3^on aPProaohed the ludicrous.

yeJa
y
<

1891 Adika Nath was « or 14

was
a?e ‘ ^a^aran i Jagdamba Devi

36 vo
yeard of age. The Maharaja was

(the l
rS a?e Dukh Haran Nath Singh

till icm 1

8ubae^aently adopted! was not born

•hi
9
„

05
-

,

Th
?.- to7 was that a boy,

Q&rrsin
11 °* a poor distant relative, had baen
8 °u a preoooious intrigue with the girl-

wife of the head of the family, who was one
of the greatest noblemen in Oudh, that this
youth, coming to hear that that nobleman
had made a Will, under the provisions
of which this wife might adopt a boy from
one branch of the family under certain condi-
tions, formed an idea of using undue influence
to cause that nobleman to cancel that. Will
and make another Will, whioh would permit
the lady to adopt a possible son of the intri-

guer—a son who on the story was not born
till 13 years afterwards. The story continu-
ed that he worked this noblemao, who was
a grown man of mature intellect, round to

his purpose in three days, and during this

period drafted a Will to secure his objects

and compelled his dupe to sign it.

In the plaint which was filed on the 11th
February 1915 a completely different story

was told. It is there asserted that a Will
was executed on the 14th July 1891 by the

Maharaja, which gave Maharani Jagdamba
Devi maintenance for life and bower to adopt

a successor from the Darshan Singh branch

and that Maharani Jagdamba Devi (not a

word is said about Adika Nath) by refusing

food and threatening to commit suicide

induced the Maharaja to alter his disposi-

tions. The appellant's attempt to reconcile

these inconsistencies is the subject of the

finding of the learned trial Judge at o. pp.

103 to 121 of the judgment. 1 agree with

that finding.

We have first an assertion
.

that a Will

was executed on the 14th July 1891. As

the appellant contended that this Will was

revoked, he introduced the allegation appar-

ently to add colour to the plea of undue

influence, the suggestion being that the Will

of the 14th July would not have been re-

voked, unless undue influence had been used.

The plea will be examined. The evidence

to prove the execution of a Will on the 14th

July is as follows. P. W. No. 6 Hakimuddin

deposed that he drafted this Will and that

it was signed in his presence by the Maha-

raja and two attesting witnesses. P. W. No. 17

Suraj Bakhsh supported this story. The

Maharaja subsequently executed two deeds

of endowment of property for religious and

charitable purposes (Exhibit 2, dated the

23rd December 1895, and Exhibit 3, dated

the 12th July 1898). In both these deeds

he referred to his Will of the 14th July

1891. I have already disoussed the evi-
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denoe given by Hakimuddin on the plea that

Pratap Narain Singh was the putrika putra

of Sir Man Singh. 1 have found his evi-

dence unreliable on that point. It is equal-

ly unreliable on this point. Suraj Bakhsh
is also an unreliable witness. I add noth-

ing to the comments of the learned trial

Judge on their evidence at o. pp. 386 to

397 of the judgment. The reference in

Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 to a Will of the

14th July 1S91 is thus the remaining evi-

dence as to the existence of such a Will.

That evidence is obviously insufficient to

prove that such a Will existed, in view of the

circumstance that there exists a genuine re-

gistered Will which was signed on the 17th

July 1891 and registered on the 20th. If there

had been a Will of the 14th July 1891 it

stood revoked by the latter Will, and Pratap
Narain Singh would not have referred

to the terms of a revoked Will in Exhibit
2 and Exhibit 3. There is nothing in the
terras of Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 really

inconsistent with the terms of the Will of

the 17th July 1891. I, therefore, concur with

the finding of the learned trial Judge that

the references in Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3
were meant to be to the Will of the 17th
July 1891 and that the 1 4th was inserted by
a olerioal error.

The finding is thus, that there was
only one Will executed at that period,

namely, the Will of the 17ih July 1891.
The evidence to show that its execu-
tion was obtained by exercise of undue
influence is that of Hakimuddin alone. It

is unnecessary to discuss whether his
evidence, if believed, would establish that
the execution of the Will had been obtain-
ed by undue ir fluenoe, as 1 do not believe
his evidence. I, therefore, find that the
execution of the Will of the 17th July
1891 was not obtained by the exercise of
undue influence.

I now come to the plea of revocation.
The Will could only be revoked under

the provisions of section 57, Act X
of 1865, read with section 19, Act 1 of
1869.

The first point urged is that the action
of the Maharaja in executing tho two
deeds Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 shows
that he revoked the Will. Under tho
terras of the Will the testator had declared
that ho was dedicating property yielding

an annual profit of Rs. 12,000 for re-
*

ligious and charitable purposes, whereas by
Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 he dedicated

property of an annual profit of about

Rs. 18,000 for these purposes. There is

no real inconsistency in this. He intended

in 1891 to dedicate property for religious

and charitable purposes. Later he oun-

sidered it desirable to dedicate property of

a greater value. In no circumstances could

his later acts amount to a revocation of

his Will. An even weaker plea is raised

in the plaint. The Maharaja got the

sons of his old opponent Triloki Nath
admitted into the Colvin Talukdars School

and paid the expenses of their education.

It was asserted that this act amounted
to a revocation of the Will. The pleas

in support of revocation up to this point

are untenable to a degree.

The next plea taken was that Sir

Pratap Narain Singh revoked his Will of

the 17th July 1891 shortly before his

death by executing a subsequent testa-

mentary instrument which has not been

produced.

The appreciation of the value of this

plea will be assisted by a statement

with dates (when available) of certain facts

which are established by the evidence ou

the reoord.

In the year 1906 Mr. R. E. Hamblin,
who is proved now to be dead, was Com-
missioner of the Eyzabad Division. Mr.

E. J. Pert was Deputy Commissioner. Mr.

Pert went on six months’ leave in April

of that year. Mr. L. C. Porter officiated

as Deputy Commissioner during his ab-

sence. The headquarters of the Com-
missioner and tho Deputy Commissioner
are in Fyzxbad, within a few miles of

Ajudhia. Sir Pratap Narain Singh was
in financial difficulties, and wa9 negotiating

for a Government loan. He was discussing

the question with the Commissioner who
proposed in the alternative the placing of

the estate under Court of Wards’ manage-
ment— tho course which was adopted after the

Maharaja’s death. The Commissioner saw
tho Maharaja from time to time on this

matter, and had also to see him in con-

nection svitli tho bestowal of tho title of

Mahamahopadhya which had been recently

conferred by the Government on Sir

Pratap Narain Singh. The Maharaja to»
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wards the end of the year found himself

in failing health. His illness took a turn
for the worse, and he died at the end of

the year, In October the Maharaja com-
municated with Mr. Butler, Deputy Com-
missioner of Luokn >w (who is now Sir

Harcourt Butler), subsequently Liehtenant-
Grovemor of Burma. Sir Harcourt Butler
was an intimate friend of the, Maharaja.
He visited the Maharaja at Ajudhia on
the 14th October 19C6. The Maharaja’s

- health was then in a preoarions condition
and he had made arrangements for medical
attendance by a leading Bengali practitioner
of the Ayurvedic School. This gentleman,
Kaviraj Dwarka Nath Sen, arrived in

Ajudhia on the 16th October. At some
date between the 20fch and 26th October
the Maharaja received a visit from S>r

Muhammad Ali Muhammad Khan, the
Raja of Mabtnudabad* On the 29th Octo-
ber Mr. Pert resumed charge of his duties
on return from leave. Shortly afterwards
the Maharaja received a visit from Thakur
Harihar Bakhsh Singh, tilukdar of Saraura.
On 4th November Mr. Hamblin wrote
to the Maharaja (Exhibit 79), in reply
to . a letter not produced, stating the
information he would require before he
could present proposals to Government for
the improving of the financial condition of the
estate. On the 6th November the Maharaja
wrote to Mr. Hamblin (Exhibit A-351) asking
for information as to the distinctive dress

.
of holders of the title of Mahamahopadhyaya,
5® he wished to obtain it to wear at a
Durbar to be bqld in the following January.
He was evidently rot dangerously ill to

- his knowledge when he wrote that letter
On the 8th November Mr. Pert wrote
to Mr. Hamblin (Exhibit A 35S) that
the Maharaja was seriously ill and asked
what he was to do if the Maharaja died?
Mr. Hamblin wrote' to the Secretary
°* the Board of Revenue (Exhibit A -390.)
oonveying this information of Mr. Pert
®od adding other remarks. On the 9fch

Ovember the Maharaja died. Mr. Hamb*
in communicated the fact to the Secre-

the Biard of Rsventie by telegram
v xhibit

, A-395). He wrote subsequently
• 0 the Secretary of the Board of Reva-

lm l8tterS dated the 10th November, the
November, the 13th November and

® *5th November (Exhibits A-3'Ol, A-

16

392, A-393 and A-394) the contents of

which will be discussed later.

To prove the jclea of speoific revocation

the appellant oalled P. W. No. 135 Hakim
Ismail Khan. This man is a petty medical

practitioner, who asserts that he was first

in the employment of the Maharaja and

latterly pensioned by him. His story

is that he had attended the Maharaja in

a medical capacity for four or five months

up to the date of his death. He deposed

that some 2w to 3 months before his death

i. e. y
in August 1906. he found a paper

lying on the Maharaja’s bed, I proceed

to give his evidence in his own words

—o. pp. 13 >1 to 1393.

“I guessed it might be a Will. I began

reading it attentively. The Maharaja

asked me what I was reading. I told him

that the paper was in very neat writing

and so I started reading it. He told me

to read it first myself and then to read it

out to him. I did so. I read it out to

him. He asked the Bengali Yaid also to

listen to it. I told him, he had already

made a Will and what sort of Will this

was. He replied it was the cancellation

of the former Will. I enquired from him

the reason of the cancellation. He explain-

ed that the acts for which he had depriv-

ed the senior Rani of the estate were com-

mitted by the junior Rani also. He then

signed the’ neatly written paper himself

and requested me and the Vaid to sign

the same as witnesses. We b<Hh signed

it. This was 2w or 3 months before

the death of the Maharaja approximately. It

is an old affair.
' The Maharaja died on

the 25th day of the Vaid’s treatment but

he bad arrived at the^ Maharaja’s some

months before his de^th.”

Tjater on lie stated what the contents

Will M *b.

Maharaja say anything else after you had

attested the Will ? A. I do not recollect.

1 do not recollect the full contents. I

remember something of it. J-^bly it pro-

vided for a maintenance of Rs. 600 to

the senior Rani and monthly maintenance

v. iroppn Rs 500 and 600 to the junior
betwee

jqO mon th to the

Mahabrahmin who was in the keeping of

the Maharaja, I do not remember any

thing else. It perhaps also provided that

\
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during bis lifetime be was at liberty to

adopt anybody be pleased but in case of

his death a successor be appointed to him
out of the senior line of Raja Darshan
Singh’s descendants.”— o. pp. 1393 to

1394.

This witness’s story is this, that in

Auguet 1 9c G the Ilsja had bad a Will

drafted by which hi revoked all former
Wills. Under the terms of this latter Will

he assigned maintenance to his widows and
bequeathed his estate to a successor to be

appointed out of the senior line of Dar-
shan Singh’s descendants (that is to say,

to the appellant or one of his sons who
are the sole representatives of that senior

line), that he signed this Will in the pre-

sence of Kaviraj Dwarka Nath Sen and
the witness, and that the two latter signed
as attesting witnesses. Passing over the

minor improbabilities that such a small
dependent as Hakim Ismail Khan would
have the impertinence to take up a private

paper of Sir Pratap Narain Singh and
read it in front of him, and that the
Maharaja would condone such impertinence,
the first fact that gives the lie to

this story is that Kaviraj Dwarka Nath
Sen did not reach Ajudhia till the 10th
Ootober. The gentleman is now dead. The
date of bis arrival is proved beyond
doubt partly by the evidence of his son
D. W. No. 77, Kaviraj Jogendra Nath Sen,
a respectable Ayurvedio praotitioner,
who has deposed to the best of bis know-
ledge that his father left Calcutta for
Ajudhia about the middle of Ootober, and
by the statement of Nirodh Chandra
0 hoshal P. W. No, 56 (a witness whose main
evidence is absolutely discredited, but whose
admission here is important against the
appellant) that l.e was sent to fetch the
Kaviraj in October, but mainly by a letter
from the Kaviraj (Exhibit A-359; request-
ing payment of his bill for attendance.
The charge which he made was accepted
and paid. The daily fee was Rs. 500.
The faot that he received fees of this
amount completely disposes of the sugges-
tion made by Hakim Ismail Khan that
the Kaviraj would have been content to
remain

before

on the

nothing,

in Ajudhia for two months or more
he commenced medical attendance
Maharaja, doing and receiving

It is superfluous to consider the other

reasons why Hakim Ismail Khan’s evidenoe

should be disbelieved, but it is advisable

to do ro as in appeal great stress has

been laid on this man’s evidence on be-

half of the appellant. Sir Haroourt Butler

was examined by commission on interro-

gatories. He was asked six questions

—

“l. Was Your Honour acquainted with

the late Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh

of Ajudhia Y

‘‘2. If so, on what terms were Your
Honour and he Y

“3. Has Your Honour ever visited

him Y

“4. If the answer to question 3 is in

the affirmative, please state when Your
Honour visited him last and kindly state

fully all that passed between Your Honour
and him at the last interview r*_

‘5. On or about the date of the inter-

view did Your Honour make a memorandum
of the same Y

“6. If so and if it is in Your Honour’s

possession, kindly produce it.”

He replied to these questions together

(o. p. 3352)
—

"l am the Lieutenant-Gover-

nor of Burma. I used to he a member
of the United Provinces Civil Service. I

was acquainted with the late Maharaja Sir

Pratap Narain Singh of Ajudhia. We were

on very friendly terms. I visited the Maha«
raja Saheb on 14th October H0> for

the last time. I understood he died shortly

afterwards. On my return to Lucknow the

same day 1 made a record of the inter-

view which 1 produce. I wish it to be sent.

It need not ho returned. 1 found it amongst
my private papers.”

Me put in at t lie same time the record

Exhibit A, which is as follows :— 1 visited

tho Maharaja of Ajudhia to-day. At the

ond of the interview he informed me that

ho had made a Will in favour of the second

Maharani which was registered with Colonel

Currie, and he committed the Maharani to

my care. The Maharani was behind the

ptirdu and l askod no question as to the

terms of the Will, whether it gave her

power to adopt or not (l mention this as

Mi*. L. C. Porter, Deputy Commissioner
of Fy/.abad, on whom I called afterwards,,

asked me if 1 knew whether the Maha-
rani had been given power to adopt). The
Maharaja laid the Maharani’s hand in mine
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and 1 told her that 1 would be a true friend to

her as I was to her husband. The Maharaja
was in perfect possession of his faculties

and we discussed some public affairs; he
said he hoped to be well in December
and to take up and push on the High
Court question. He could walk and gave
me pan* and scent and garlanded me before

my departure.”

The evidence of Sir Harcourt Butler is

very valuable. In this Court the learned
Counsel for the appellant confined himself
to contesting that Exhibit A was inadmis-
sible in evidence. That contention cannot
be supported. The witness was asked in

effect—Did you have an interview with
the late Maharaja and what was the pur-
port of that interview ? He replied that
he had had such an interview, that he
noted the purport of it at the time in a
written memorandum' and he produced the
memorandum. He could have read out
the contents of the memorandum to refresh
his memory. This evidence is admissible.
D. W. No. 66 the Raja of Mahmudabad gave

the following evidence as to his intervie w with
the Maharaja—that the Maharaja asked other
persons who were present to go away and that
the witness had some conversation with him in

private, when they had gone; the Maharaja
told the witness that he did not hope to survive
the disease he was suffering from and that
he wanted to make a testamentary bequest;
the Maharaja then told him that, according to
the terms o^a draft which he had shown to the
Raja at Lucknow abbut a year or a year and
a half before, he had made a Will ia favour
of Maharaqi Jagdamba Devi, the first proviso
of which was that frhe Raja of Mahmud-
abad should always assist the Maharani in
every way, the second proviso of which
that the management of the estate sh
be undertaken by a Earopean manager u
he supervision of the Local G-overntr
the control of the Court of Wards
avoided if possible, and the third pr
o whioh was that the Maharani shoal
e permitted to adopt a son from the ie

0 Nath. I have given the pa
0

^

his witness’s evidence, as the Commis
er s translation of the vernacular is

ungrammatical and inaccurate.
I he neXt witness is D. W. No. 54 T1

1 .

r Bakhsh Singh. His aooount n
aat interview with the Maharaja

•
’

• —

the following statments — **He also stated

that in case he died 1 should respect > the

junior Maharani as much as I respected

him, and that I should help her as he had

executed and registered a Will in her favour

in whioh he had given her full powers after

him.” (o, p. 2807 )

I shall revert later to the value of the

evidence of the Raja of Mahmudabad as

proving revocation, apart from the revocation

alleged by Hakim Ismail Khan. At this

point it is sufficient to state that Hakim
Ismail Khan deposed to the execution of a

document in August 1906 by whioh the

bequest to Maharani Jagdamba Devi made
in 1891 was cancelled and she was given

a bare right of maintenance and that three

gentelmen of high position have deposed that

they were told independently by the Maha-

raja on dates subsequent to August 1906

that he had made a Will devising his estate

to Maharani Jagdamba Devi. The manner in

whioh Hakim Ismail Khan came to give his

evidence was as follows. He said that between

10 30 and 11 A. M. on a day between

the 11th and 16th February 1916 he met the

appellant in Ajudhia on the road and that he

asked the appellant if the Will whioh he

had seen had been registered and acted upon.

They had no previous conversation on the

point, and according to the witness he put

the remark out of mere ouriosity. The ap-

pellant said that it was not registered but

did not give any definite reply. They were

both in a burry, and they passed on. About

that hour on the 11th, 12th, 14th, 15th, 16th,

17tb, and 18th February the appellant was

giving evidence in Fjzabad a few miles away.

On the 13th February whioh was a Sunday,

Hakim Ismail Khan on his own showing

was at Partabgarh. On the 20th February

which was also a Sunday he was on his own

showing in Allahabad. He gave his evidence

on the 21st of February The appellant,

when under cross-examination on the 17th

February, was asked what his case was as

to the revocation of the Will, and he made

no reference to the fact that he proposed to

produce Hakim Ismail Khan and made no

assertion as to a specific revocation.

I find Hakim Ismail Khan’s evidence

utterly unreliable. His statement is a shame-

less fabrication This was thejview taken by

!he learned trial Judge,
^
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The next witness on whom the appellant

relies isP. W. No. 56Nirodh Chandra Ghoshal.

This witness is now in the employment of

a printing press at Allahabad on a small

salary. He says that he was once a wealthy

man, but has now admittedly no pri-

vate means He has been on his own show-

ing a participant in champertous litigation

and has speculated or. the result of civil suits.

For some years he was in the conSdence

of Sir Pratap Narain Singh. He was em-

ployed by the Ajudhia Estate before the

latter’s death and assisted in administra-

tive and secretarial work. He was in A.iu-

dhia at the time of the Maharaja’s death,

and he remained there for some time after-

wards in the employment of the Court of

Wards. His story is that on the 26th

October 1906 he made a draft of a letter

for Sir Pratap Narain Singh, that he faired

out the draft, and that Sir Pratap Narain

Singh signed the fair copy which was then

sent to Mr. Hamblin by mounted mes-

senger. He produced what he asserted was

the draft which he said he found in October

1915 amongst his private papers. The learned

trial Judge refused to admit this draft in evi-

dence, holding that it was a fabrication.

It is raised in appeal that this is a genuine

draft. I proceed to consider its contents.

It was tiled as Exhibit 76. It is a penoil

draft written on the back of an old used en-

velope. It is as follows: —
“26th Oitrbrr 1906,

“My dear Mr. Hamblin,

“Just a line to repeat, as I told you the

other day, that none of my former Wills

stands, all three having been cancelled.

My last Will 1 spoke to you about, has

now been executed, and I hope to bo able

to meet you shortly in connection there-

with In case I am unable to stir about,

1 must, of course, ask you to take the trouble

to come over.

“I am much as usual, though my Calcutta

physician has great hopes of my ultimate

recovery.
“ Yours faithfully,

Maharaja.

“R. E. Hamblin, Esq.

Com inissioner,

“by/.almd.”

The object of proving this alleged letter

from Sir Pratap Narain Singh was appa-

rently tu corroborate) the uvidouco of Hakim

Ismail Khan as to the execution of the

alleged Will of August 1906. The letter

as it stands conld n^ operate as revocation

under the provisions of section 57, Act X
of 1865, and as the evidence of Hakim Ismail

Khan has been rejected on its merits as

absolutely false, it is really immaterial to

deoide whether the alleged draft is genuine -

or not. But as the appellant’s learned

Counsel has argued at great length in

support of the genuineness of the draft, 1

shall decide the pjint.

The circumstances attending the alleged

writing, preservation, and production of

this draft are sufficient in themselves to

justify the finding of the learned trial

Judge that the draft has been fabricated

for the purposes of this oase. The wit-

ness is a man possessed of some educa-

tion. He has considerable knowledge of

affairs. He asserted that he wa9 not

an ordinary servant of the estate and

alleged that he was in the confidence of

the Maharaja. If such were the oase, he

was in a position to realise both before

and after the Maharaja’s death the conse-

quenoe of the revocation of the Will of

the 1 7 tli July 1891. Once the Maharaja

was dead the position would have been

very clear to the witno39. If the can-

cellation stood alone, the estate passed un-

der the provisions of clause 7, section 22,

Act 1 of 1869, to Maharani Suraj Kumar!

for life. If the “last Will” to whioh re-

ference is made in the draft, were a valid

and enforceable testamentary disposition, the

estate passed under its terms— terms of

which the witness was admittedly ignorant.

It was his obvious duty in his position

t) inform the Manager of the Court of-

Wards, into whose service he passed on

the Maharaja’s death, of the facts. On his

own showing he informed no one and did

nothing, and watched silently the succession

of Maharani Jagdamba Devi. He has given

as the reason of his inaction that grief

for the death of the Maharaja drove all

recollection from his memory. He supple-

mented this lame explanation while

under re oxmination by an equally lame ex-

planation to the following effeot:

—

“The Maharaja was very particular that

the matter of the revocation of the Will

should not leak out and the Commissioner

know all about it, and so 1 did pot see
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any necessity for disclosing it to anybody.
I also did not disclose it after his death,
as the Will which he had executed was
a waste paper not being signed by Mr.
Hamblin, iioreven registered.” (o. p. 634.)

I next take his explanation as to how
he came (o discover the draft. The wit-

ness stated that his mind remained a blank
as to the existence of this letter from
November 1903 to September or October
1914, that is to say, for eight years. The
appellant called on him in September or
October 1914 and asked him whether the
Maharaja had ever written to any person
in authority about the revocation of his

Will. A glimmer of recollection then came
to* the witness, and he said that there
might be such a letter. He commenc-
ed looking among his papers a year
afterwards in October 19 15 and eventually
found the draft. When the appellant called
on him again in October 1915, he told
him the purport of the draft but refused
to give it to him. He produced it in

Court on the 17th December 1915.
On the above faofcs I 6nd the witness’s

story absolutely unworthy of belief
;

but
more has to come. - It is the appellant’s

case that Mr. Hamblin received the letter,

as he would ordinarily have received a
letter sent by messenger. On the 4th
November 1936 Mr. Hamblin wrote to

the Maharaja (Exhibit 79) a letter in

which he referred to a previous meeting
and discussed in . detail the conditions
precedent to Government action for the
relief of the financial condition of the estate.

He made no reference to a revocation of

a Will nor to the execution of a new Will.
Op 6th November 1906 the Maharaja wrote
to Mr. Hamblin the following short letter

(Exhiblit A-35l):—
‘‘My dear .Mr. Hamblin/

N I am told Government bestows certain
special dress as well as distinctive medals
on the recipients of the title of Mahamaho^
padbya.

I shall be highly obliged if you will
kindly make enquiries ani obtain the sam9
for me. I should like to have the dress and
medals before the Durbar at Agra in January
next, if possible. -

‘ffours sincerely,

Pratap Narain Singh, Mahatnahopadhya,
“{Maharaja of Ajudhia.”

Mr. Hamblin made the following endorse-

ment on the letter:

—

‘Ask Government in sequence to the letter

about roy conferring title*,-

“R. E H ”

“6—11—06”.

There is t o reference to Mr. Hamblin
failing to acknowledge or reply to the

letter of the 26th October. The witness

alleged that Mr. Hamblin called on the

Maharaja on the 6fch or 7th November but

that the Maharaja was too ill to reoeive him.
On the 8th November Mr. Pert wrote to

Mr. Hamblin Exhibit A-358. It is as

follows:—
‘My dear Hsmblin,
‘On my return from leave i find that

the Maharaja of Ajudhia has been seriously

ill and at the present moment is far from
well. He is not being attended by Colonel

Pratt, so [ cannot say definitely what is

the matter with him. In the event, however,

of a fatal termination to his illness I should

b9 much obliged if you wohIc! give me
i~ struct ions as to what step?, if any, I

should take
;

as far as I know, the

Maharaja has left a Will in favour of

his young Maharani. She is hardly likely

to be capable ^»f managing this large and
seriously indebted estate and I think we
should be prepared beforehand. I see tnero

has beon some talk of a loan of 60 lakhs
to the Maharaja, but I have no correspondence
left me by Porter beyond his letter of

the 15th August forwarding the Maharaja’s
memorial.

Yours sincerely,

“F. J. Pert.

**8<7i Novermber 1906”.

Mr. Hamblin wrote on the same date
Exhibit A-390 to the Secretary of the

Board of Revenue. He quoted Mr. Pert’s

letter and continued:— "

“Pert had spoken to me and I had said

we should take undtr the Court of Wards,
but later the matter seemed so big that I

thought he should write so that I might
get the Board’s instructions. I also am- told

the Maharaja has made a Will in favour

of the junior Maharani. The difficulty in

taking over on his death would be as to

whether the 69tate was not hopelessly involv-

ed, but if the Bjard agrees I could now have

,
inquiries made as to the income and debts

from Deputy Commissioner, The necessity
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for this may not arise bat you know the

dilatoriness of men in the Maharaja s

position. He has applied to the Govern-

ment about the rents of his taluqa being

unduly low, and as to a loan of 60 lakhs

being advanced him by Government to pay

off his debts and replace them by a loan at a

lower rate of interest, he proposed this

loan should be a mortgage. The Govern-

ment refused the former, and as regards

the latter said that Court of Wards’

management is necessary, this was on the

6th September but the Maharaja has not

yet applied. I have seen him and he has

told me he wishes to make conditions

with Government before he agrees to ac-

cept Court of Wards’ management. I have

said he should let me have the list of

his conditions and then I would ask the

Board
;

1 have said that when he lets

me have the details of his position 1 will

have them tested D. O. by Deputy Com-
missioner, he does net want the fact of

his Court of Wards negotiations till orders

can issue. When ho lets me have the

conditions and his statements of accounts

I will forward the former to you and

ask D. C. to verify the latter so as to

save time.

“His Honour has been told by me of

the state of the Maharaja’s health.

Yours sincerely,

“R. E. Hamblin.”

From this letter it would appear that

Mr. Hamblin had not called on the

Maharaja on the 6th or 7th November,
though he had seen him on an earlier

date as the contents of Exhibit 79 dis*

dose. The Maharaja died next day. On
the 10th November 1906 Mr. Hamblin
wrote to the Secretary of the Board of

Revenue (Exhibit A-391). He there

said: It will be ascertained as soon as

possible who is the heir under the Will;

it is at present believed the junior

Maharani will succeed and that she lias

been given power to adopt.” On the 13th
November he wrote to the Secretary again
in Exhibit A-392 giving an abstract of the
terms of the Will of the 17th July 1891,
and on the same date wrote a second
letter Exhibit A-393 containing informa-

tion as to the wishes of Maharani Jagdamba
Devi and giving the date of the Will (he

piade a mistake in the date, for he gives

it as the 16th July 1891). On 15th

November he wrote to the Seoretaiy of

the Board of Revenue (Exhibit A-394),

requesting orders as to the future manege-

ment of the estate on the understanding

that Maharani Jagdamba Devi was entitled

to possession for life.

These letters show the late Mr. Hamblin

to have been a careful and competent

officer, whose desire was to have the

management of the estate placed on a

satisfactory basis and to carry out the

wishes of the Maharaja. D. W. No. 31 Mr.

Hailey, the Secretary of the Board of

Revenue to whom the above letters were

addressed, and D. W. No. 60 Mr. Pert hay©

given evidence which shows Mr. Hamblin

in the same light. What then was the

situation if the witness Nirodh Chandra

Ghoshal is believed and the appellant s

suggestion be aooepted that Mr. Hamblin had

received the letter of the 26th October or had

been previously informed by the Maharaja of

his revocation of his Will? Mr. Hamblin,

having reason to believe that the Maharaja

had revoked all his Wills and executed a

new Will, made no attempt to ascertain

the facts in the Maharaja’s lifetime and

after the Maharaja’s death refrained from,

disclosing his information to his superior

officers with the result that the estate

passed under the Will of 17th July 189 ,

whioh he hud reason to believe was re-

voked, to Maharani Jagd Aruba Devi. If

all Wills stood revoked by a valid testa-

mentary disposition, Mr. Hamblin had to

ascertain the terms of that deposition.

According to the witness- Mr. Hamb in

did not do so and concealed his know-

ledge on the point. -If the Wills stood

revoked without a valid testamentary dis-

position, the estate passed to the senior

Maharani. On this hypothesis Mr. Hamblin

would have been party to a fraud. "e

of two conclusions must be drawn.
.

If the

witness be believed, Mr. Hamblin was

’ guilty of most improper conduct. The other

conclusion is that the witness is no

telling the truth. The latter conclusion

is the conclusion of the learned trial

Judge. It is also my conclusion.

1 shall here deoide an objection of the

appellant embodied in the third groun

of appeal. The appellant had applied on

the 19th and 27th July 1915 in two
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applioatioDS, Exhibits 74 and 75, direct

to the Commissioner of Fyzabad and not

through the Court, asking permission to

search the Commissioner’s offioe for docu-

ments which might be favourable to his

oase The Commissioner passed certain

order.! on those applications. On the 8th

December 1915 the appellant applied to

the Court for the production of 13 docu-

ments from the offioe of the Commissioner

of Fyzabad. The « learned trial Judge

refused to send for one document.

The appellant withdrew his appli-

cation for the production of another.

The Court eventually directed the pro-

duction of 11 documents. The first two

documents summoned were the original

applications Exhibits 74 and 75, which

the appellant asked should be returned to him
with all the proceedings therewith. The
fourth document summoned was the original

of the alleged letter of the 26th October
1906. The Commissioner sent the first

two documents with portions of the margin
out off. He explained that after he had
received the documents he had written

notes of a confidential character on the

margins and that as he refused to let

those notes be seen, he had out the margins
off before despatching the documents. He
replied that there was no letter despatch-
ed by Maharaja Pratap Narain Singh to

the Commissioner of Fyzabad declaring his

intention to cancel or cancelling the Will

,
fhe 17th July 1891. The learned trial

.Judge was then asked by the appellant
to compel the Commissioner to produoe
the marginal notes which were stated to

be confidential. The Judge by an order
of the 20th December 1915 refused to

take suoh action. The appellant then
attempted in his evidence on the llth
February 1915 to prove what he stated
were the marginal endorsements by oral

evidence—o. p. 1231. - He was not

permitted to do this. On the ^16th
February 1916 (o. pp, „ 1305 to 1309*)

the trial Judge was asked to revise his order
•of the 20th December 1915. He refused to

do so. ' * .

The position of the appellant on this

point is as follows:—He sent two
applications to the Conamissioner, not through
the Court, asking permission to search the

QoiQmissioner’a offioe at his will, to 333

if he could find anything to help his case.

The request showed the same assurance

which has distinguished the oonduct of the

case throughout. The Commissioner, instead

of replying, as he well might have replied,

by a short negative, permitted the appel-

lant to examine three files. On the appli-

cations he made certaiu endorsements

which he says were confidential. The

appellant has deposed (o. p. 1231)

that he read those endorsements. No
explanation has been vouchsafed, as to

how he obtained possession of them. He

dearly could not have done so by legitimate

means. While making an intense griev-

ance of the matter, he has refused to file

an affidavit as to the purpose for which he

requires to prove the endorsements, or as

to their contents In this Court, w* gave

him the opportunity to file such an affidavit.

His learned Counsel were equally reticent.

One suggested that the endorsements might

contain a reference to the alleged, letter

of the 26th October 1906. Another sug-

gested that they might contain a reference

to an alleged file as to an inquiry into

the pregnancy of Maharani Jagdamba

Devi after the death of Sir Pratap Narain

Singh. As the Commissioner had denied

that either suoh a letter or suoh a file

was in his possession these allegations, if

they mean anything,—allegations that are

unsupported by affidavit or any evidenoe—
were • that the Commissioner was not

telliug the truth. The oase is very clear.

Certain documents were called from a

certain officer. He says that no such

documents are in his possession. He is

asked to produoe certain private notes

of his- own. He refuses saying that they

are confidential. His refusal settles the

matter. The provisions of seotions 123

and 124, Act I of 1872, are clear— No

one shall 1)0 permitted to give any evi-

dence .derived from unpublished official

records relating to any affairs of State,

except with the permission of the

officer at the head of the department

concerned, who shall give or withhold

suoh permission as he thinks fit.

No public officer shall be compelled

to disclose communications made to him in

official .confidence, when he considers that -

the public interests would suffer by the

disclosure.”
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The words in these sections can only be

interpreted to show that the officer’s re-

fusal to disclose is final. It was not the

intention of the Legislature that a Court
of Justice (from that of a third class

Magistrate upwards, for all would be alike)

should be entitled to call for and examine the

seoret archives of the State in order to

satisfy itself of their confidential nature.

This proposition has been laid down clearly

in Nagaraja Pillii v. Secretary of State

(10) and Jahangir v. Secretary of Slate (LI).

As a result I finl Exhibit 76 to be a

fabricated document and the evidence of

Nirodh Chandra Ghoshal completely false.

This was the view taken by the loarned

trial Judge.

The next witness on whom the appellant
relied is P. W. No. 159 Babu Mohini Mohan
Chatterji. In Ootoher 190 o he was Assist,

ant Surgeonat the District Hospital. Fyzabad.
He deposed that he saw Sir Pratap
Narain Singh between the 20th and 27th
October 1906. He was not treating him as

a physician. His allegation is that he saw
him as a friend. This is his deposition on
the point: — The Maharaja was suffering

from dropsy and was rather anxious about
his health, and asked me to state frankly
what I thought about his illness as some
of his doctors said one thing and some
other. I asked him why he was so anxious
about it and tried to comfort him. He
said he had some very important business
to finish. I said what. He said concerning
the Will. I said every one knows that you
have made a Will in favour of the junior
Maharani. He hesitated and seemed as if he
did not like the question. But after a short
time he said that she is not worthy of it

or does not deserve it. 1 changed the
topic immediately and assured him that he
would recover ” (o. p J 54-0). it is difficult

to see why this evidence was introduced.
So far from supporting Hakim Ismail Khan
it contradicts him. It would show that the
Will had not been revoked before the 20th
October. The evidence established no revo-
cation in law. The learned trial Judge has
dismissed this witness’s evidence oontemp-

(10) 20 Ind. Cus. 7-'3
;

.*{0 M. 304.

(11/0 Lull, I,. If. J 3 1 :il n. 160.

tuously, but /not too contemptuously (o. p,

373). I find the witness absolutely unre*

liable.

The last argument on bebalf of the ap-

pellant on the point of revocation is that the

evidence of ihe Raja of Mahmudabad estab-

lished revocation of the Will of 17th July

1891. This gentleman’s evidence on the

point has already been noted. It doe9 not

establish revocation. At the best it would

be secondary evidence of the contents

of the alleged revoking Will, and it is not

shown that secondary evidence is admissible.

But taking the matter on a broader reason*

ing and examining the value of the witness s

evidenoe, it is to this effeot. He says that

Sir Pratap Narain Singh had told him that

be had made a fresh Will. Sir Pratap

Narain Singh may have meant no more

than that he had prepared a draft which

met with his approval. It cannot be taken

from this evidence that Sir Pratap Narain

Singh said that he had executed a Will

which he had signed in the presence of two

attesting witnesses as required by law.

In any circumstances such evidenoe would

not be sufficient to establish the revocation

of the former Will. According to the witness

the Maharaja had stated that he had made

his fresh Will in favour of Maharani Jag*

damba Devi, subject to conditions slightly

different from those prevailing in the Will

of the 17th July 1891. Their Lordships

of the Privy Council laid down in Sahib

Mirza v. Utnda Khanam (12): It is well

settled that a Will duly executed is not to

he treated as revoked, either wholly or

partially, by a Will which is not forthcom-

ing, unless it 19 proved by clear and satis*

factory evidence that the later Will con-

tained either words of revocation, or dis-

position s i inconsistent with the dispositions

of the earlier Will that the two cannot

stand together. It ii not enough to show
that the Will which is not forthcoming

differed from the earlier Will, if it cannot

be shown in what the difference consisted.

It is also settled that the harden of proof

lies upon the person who challenges the

Will that is in existence. These propositions

have been established in this country, both

(12) 19 O. 444; 19 1. A. S3; 6 Snr. P. C. J. 180:

llafi(|uc Jackson’s l*. C. No. 126; 9 Ind. Dec. (N. $.)

740 (P. C.),
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in this tribunal and in the House of

Lords and as they ''are founded

on reason and good sense they must be

regarded as of general application.” I,

therefore, find that the Will of the 17th

July 1891 was duly executed, was not exe-

cuted under undue influence, and that it

was never revoked.

It remains to consider the appellant’s

last plea on the point of the Will, to the

effeot that as it stands it is unenforceable

or at the best devises nothing more than

a life- estate to Maharani Jagdamba Davi

and maintenance to Maharani Suraj Kumari
and that the succession to the remain ier

devolves as in intestacy.

The Will (Exhibit A 318) is not a per-

fectly worded document.

Paragraph 1 revokes all previous Wills.

Paragraph 2 recites the fact that the

testator has two married wives, Maharani
Jagdamba Devi, being the second married

wife. Here the appellant makes his first criti-

cism. His argument is that if ha suoceeds in

showing that Maharani Jagdamba Devi

was not the legally married wife of Sir

Pratap Narain Singh all bequests to her

are void. As I shall subsequently show,

the marriage of Maharani Jagdamba Devi
is absolutely established, but the point is

bad in any circumstances, for on the

appellant’s own case, if Maharani Jagdamba
Devi were not a legally married wife of

the testator, the fact* was known to the

testator, and the bequest was then to her
in her individual oapaoity and not in the

oapaoity of wife under the Mitakshara Law.

The 3rd paragraph laid down that if

he had any male issue from his second
wife the said issue and their descendants
should inherit. The portion of the para-

graph relating to subsequent succession is

unenforceable. 'r

The 4th paragraph laid down that in

case there was no such issue and his

second wife bore a daughter, the descend-
ants of the second wife’s daughter should

succeed one after another. Here again the

attempt to lay down a rule as to succes-

sion i9 unenforceable. These facts in no
way invalidate the value of the Will, for the

contingencies have not arisen.

The 5th paragraph devised, in absence

pf issue from his x second wife- or male

issue froov a daughter of the second wife,

a life-estate to Maharani Jagdamba Davi

without power of alienation. This devise,

as I read it, was not conditional on her

good conduct. But the point is unim-
portant as the accusations of unohastity

against her are found by me, as I will

subsequently show, to be absolutely unfound-

ed.

The 6th paragraph refers to the contin-

gency of a daughter being born to his seoond

wife.

The 7th paragraph is tho important
paragraph. It may be rendered into

English as follows:
—

“in event of failure

of issue from my seoond wife and of heirs

mentioned in paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6, and
in event of my not having formally

adopted a bey by registered instrument

during my lifetime, my seoond wife is

authorised to adopt a boy from my pater-

nal or maternal family. Any such adopted
son shall after her death succeed as full

proprietor to ray moveable and immoveable
property in the manner contemplated by
clause 8, section 22, Act I of 1869, but

shall net be entitled
,

to possession until

after my seoond wife’s death. She shall

not have power to deliver him possession

of the said property during her lifetime.”

The contents of the remaining paragraphs
are immaterial.

Paragraph 7 is undoubtedly badly word-
ed. The contingency of the failure of an
heir under paragraph 5 is dearly not

contemplated, for it is the heir under
paragraph 5 who is to exercise the power
of adoption. The reference to clause 8,

section 22, Act I of 1869, cannot be read

as it stands, for the power to adopt under
clause 8, section 22, is given to the elder

wife only. It is under clause 9, section

22, that the power to adopt is given to a

junior wife. Further the succession of an
adopted son under section 22 is intestate

succession, whereas the succession of the

adopted son here is by testamentary dispo-

sition.
• ^

A Court should be guided in interpret-

ing a Will by certain well-known rules

which were summarized in 1913 by their

Lordships of the Privy Counoil in

Venkata Narc^imh'i Ajypa Row v. Par-
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thnsarathy Appa Row (13). “in all cages
the primary duty of a Court is to ascertain
from the language of the testator what
were his intentions, i e. % to construe the Will.
It is true that in

entitled and bound
matters than merely
must consider the
stanoes, the position

family relationships,

he would use words

the

none
and

so doing they are
to bear in mind other
the words used. They
surrounding ciroura-

of the testator, his

the probability that
in a particular sense,

and many other things whioh are often
summed up in the somewhat picturesque
figure: The Court is entitled to put itself
into the testator’s armchair.’ Among such
surrounding 'oiroumstanoes whioh
Court is bound to consider
would be more important than race
religious opinions, and the Court is bound
to regard as presumably (and in many
cases certainly) present to the mind of
the testator influences and aims arising
therefrom. But all this is solely as an aid to
arriving at a rightoonstruoion of the Will, and
to ascertain the meaning of its language when
used by that particular testator in that doou-
ment. So soon as the construction is settled,

0
carry out the

intentions as expressed, and none o'her.
The Court is in no oase justified in adding
to testamentary dispositions. If they trans-
press any legal restriotions, they must be
disregarded. If they leave any eventuality
unprovided for, the estate must, in ease
that eventuality arises, be dealt with
aooording to the law whioh provides for
secession of property in the absence of
estamentary directions applying thereto.
15nt the Court never adds to a Will any-
thing which needs to be done by testa-
mentary disposition. I„ all oases it must
loya ly carry out the Will as properly
construed and this duty is universal, ands true alike of Wills of every nationality
and every religion or rank of life

”

The contention of the appellant resolves
itself into this:— He urges that the Will
gives Maharani Jagdamba Devi only thepower to adopt a boy who would suoooed

Z fZufo
Uni!

,
0r olause 8 - action

22, Act I of 1869, and that in event of

the power of adoption cannot be exercised.
He thug derives his CDnolusion th\t the
Will confers at the best only a life-estate
on the junior widow and maintenance to
the senior. He argues that authority to
adopt under olause 8 oannot be treated as
authority to adopt under clause 9. He
suggests that under seotion 15 of Aot I of
1869 (whioh on the argument that he had
a vested interest in 1906 is not affected by
the Amending Aot) succession to an adopted
sen suooeeding under the Will would be as
though he had bought the property and
that the estate would oea9e to be impartible
and would oease to bear the characteristics of
a taluka. From this he argues that as it

oannot be held to be the intention of the
testator to take away the characteristics of
impartiality from the estate, adoption oannot
be permitted. '

I ho introduction of the figure 8 may be
more than a clerical error. It is possible,
that the person responsible for the drafting
(who on the face of it was net a trained
oonveyanoer) argued that inasmuch as the
olaims of Maharani Suraj Kumari had. been
superseded by those of Maharani Jagdamba
Devi, the latter would take the position of
senior widow, and that the provisions of
clause 8 would operate in her favour,
should the testator die intestate after
ffiving her authority to adopt. Be that as
it may, the Maharaja had the power to
give Maharani Jagdamba Devi authority
to adopt under the provisions of olause *
while refusing to give MaharAni Suraj
Kumari authority to adopt under the pro-
visions of clause 8, That is how I inter-
pret the words of olause 9 after oonsidera*
tion. They justify that conclusion, and any
other interpretation would be repugnant,
involving, as it would, the deprivation of
a Hindu of his right to authorise his
junior wife to make an adoption, while
refusing such authority to his elder wife.
1 he Maharaja had thus the po ver to
give Maharani Jagdamba Devi such authority*
He gave her that authority, but by error
(olorioal or other) referred to clause 8 instead
of clause 9. Can that error invalidate the
authority P 1 do mt consider that it oan
possibly do so. To continue the remarks of
their Lordships of the Privy Council in the
decision previously quoted— pages 222, 223* *

•Pages of 37 M.— Fd~
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—“That native testators should be

ignorant of the legal phrases proper to express

their intentions, or of the legal steps

necessary to carry them into effect, is

one of the most important of the surround-

ing circumstances’ which the Court must
hear in mind, and it is justified in

refusing to allow defects in expression in

these matters to prevent the carrying out

of the testator’s true intentions. But those

intentions • must be ascertained by the

proper construction of the words he uses,

and once ascertained they must not be

departed from.-’

; This conclusion disposes of the last objec-

tion. The words authorising Maharani
Jagdamba Devi to adopt can be taken

out of the Will. So taken out they

constitute a power to adopt in evej£ of

intestaoy. Authority for that proposition

will be found in Indar Kunwar v. Jatpal
Kunwar (14>) and Bhaiya Rabidat Singh v

Indar Kunwar (15), a sequel to the former
case. There the senior Maharani of Sir

Digbijai Sir gh, K. C. I. E., Maharaja of

Balrampur, succeeded on his death to a life-

estate under the provisions of an unregistered

Will. She would have succeeded in event of

intestaoy under the provisions of olause 7,

section 22, Act I of *1869, to a similar life-

estate. She made an adoption. At I. L. R.
16 Cal. 562, their Lordships say: “in the next
place, it was contended that the adoption
was invalid, and the bequest to the adopted son
of no effect, so far at any rate as regards
the Talukdari property, because the adopted
son was not a person who could take the

Talukdari property under an unregistered
Will. It is obvious that this objection

assuming it to he well-founded, would not
better the position of the appellant if the
senior widow had authority in writing to

make the adoption, and did in faot make
the adoption in the manner prescribed
by the Aot of 1869. The adopted son
would not take until the widow’s death, but
still he would take to. the exclusion of the

appellant. Their Lordships, however, are

of opinion that the objection is not well

(14) 15 0. 725; 15 I. A. J27; 12 Ind. Jur. 377; 6^
Sar. P. 0, J. 150; Rafique & Jackson’s P. 0. No. 1 02;
7 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 1067 (P. C.).

(15) 16 C. 556; 16 I. A. 53; 13 Ind. Jur. 98; 6 Sar.
P- ®. J. 605; Rafique & Jackson’s P. 0. No. 110; 8 Ind.

Pec. (n. s.) 367 (P. C,),

founded. In order to make the objection
good, the appellant has to establish the
proposition that the adopted son is Dot
within the exception contained in section
13, sub section 1, of the

.
Aot, that he is

not a person who, under the provisions of
the Aot or under the ordinary law to which
persons of the testator’s tribe and religion
are subject, would 'have succeeded to the
Talukdari estate or to an interest therein if

the Maharaja ‘had died intestate’. The
appellant endeavoured to support that pro-
position by arguing that if the Maharaja
had left no Will, there would have been
no authority to adopt in existence. • And
then, in regard to succession to the
estate, Udit Narain Singh would have
ranked as the son of Goman Singh. But
the word ‘intestate’ in sub section 1 evidently
means intestate as to his estate, that is, his
estate, as that expression is defined by the
Act, the Taluk or immoveable property to
which alone the Aot is deolared to extend.
This is plain on consideration of section 13
taken by itself, but it is made still plainer,
if possible, by reference to section 22,
which is closely connected with seotion 13,
and which expresses what otherwise would
necessarily be implied, and qualifies the
word ‘intestate’ by the addition of the words
‘as to his estate.’

”

Such being the case, such an adopted
son would be a person who would have
succeeded according to the provisions of this
Act “to the estate if the
testator bad died without having made the
transfer and intestate”—feotion 14, Aot I

of 1869. The rule of succession laid down in

Aot I of 1 “69 would apply in this case and the
'

property taken by him retains the oharaotris-
tios of a taluka .

The appellant cannot succeed on any
view of the case. If the devise to an
adopted son is a good devise the adopted
son succeeds under that devise. If it is

a bad devise the adopted son succeeds
under olause 9, seotion 22, Aot I of 1869.
Thus, effect is given to the desire of Sir
Pratap Narain Singh, which is disclosed

by the oontents of the .Will read as #
whole, to retain the property as a Taluka
in the hands of the adopted son. The
whole of the controversy has aotually

turned on the use of th6 figure 8 instead of
the figure 9 in paragraph 7.
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I, therefore, decide that uoder the terms of

the Will, Maharani Jagdamba Devi succeeded

to a life-estate with full power to adopt
a boy to succeed to the remainder from the

paternal or maternal families of her deceased

husband.
I now come to the validity of the adop.

tion. The adoption may be viewed in

two aspects, either as an adoption under
the terms of the Will, or as an adoption
under the provisions of clause 9, section

22, Aot I of 1869 On my findings it is

an adoption under the Will, but I am ready
to consider its validity on either hypothe-
sis. I go further and shall consider its

validity under the provisions of the Mitak-
shara Law, although I am of opinion that

an adoption under the provisions of

clause 9 is merely a selection whioh need
not be according to the conditions and the
restriction* found in the Mitakshara Law.
This appears a necessary consequence of

the faot that Muhammadans and persons
of other religions can equally with Hindus
adopt legally under the provisions of Act
i of 1869. But on my deoision it is not
necessary to relax any restriction. The
conditions imposed by the MitakHmra and
those imposed under olause 9 have all

been complied with by the aot of adoption
made.
Dukh Haran Nath Singh son of Adika

Nath, a lineal descendant of India Ham
brother of Darshan Singh, was adoptod in

February 1909 by Maharani Jagdamba
Devi with all the rites prescribed by the
Mitakshara Law. The oeremony was formal
and public, attended by a large number

4of people including gentlemen of the highest
position. A mass of evidence has been
given to prove the above facts. A deed
of adoption, Exhibit A- 819, was executed
on the 12th February 1909 by Maharani
•lagdamba Devi. This deed was signed by
her in the presence of attesting witnesses
and registered on the 12th February 1909.

Neither in the notices nor in the plaint
was it suggested that the adoption was had
on an allegation that the deed of adoption
was not "executed and attested in a manner
required in oase of a Will and registered”,
as stated in olaases 8 and 9, section 2

2*

Aot I of 1869, read with section 19 of
the same Aot. The notioes attacked the
adoption on certain grounds, The plaint

attacked it on those and additional grounds.

This particular ground was never mention*

ed. The point was not taken in argument
in the lower Court and is not stated in

the grounds of appeal. In this Courts

however, the appellant, relying on the words

“if made’’ in paragraph IS of the plaint,

challenged the adoption at the oatset, on the

ground that there was no evidence that the

deed was signed by Maharani Jagdamba
Devi in the presence of two attesting

witnesses. It is sufficient to refer to the evi-

dence of Indra Dawan Singh (o. p. 2141), one

of the attesting witnesses. This is* to the

effect that Maharani Jagdamba Devi signed

the deed in his presence and that after-

wards he signed it. There was also other

evidence of due execution. I find the evi-

dence of execution reliable and decide that

the deed was duly executed.

The second plea taken was that the adop-

tion was invalid having been procured by

undue irlluenoe. The learned trial Judge

has treated this point at o. pp. 459 to 478

of his judgment. I have little to add to

his remarks. It appears that Sir John

Hewett, who was then Lieutenant-Governor

of the Province, addressed Maharani Jagdam-
ba Devi in a letter of the 18th July 1908

(Exhibit 276), in which he pointed out the

advisability of her proceeding to make an

adoption as provided for in the Will. On
the 23rd July 1908 she received a deputa-

tion of seven gentlemen amongst whom
were some of the leading Talnkdaxs of Oudh.

They had been sent to her by Sir John

Hewett to adviso her to the same effeot.

On the 7th August 1908 she wrote a letter

to Mr. Butler (as he then was) — Exhibit

266. It is clear from this evidence, which

is all the evidence upon whioh the appellant

relies to support this plea, that, while she

was advised to adopt a boy, no one attempt-

ed to compel her to do so, and that no

one exercised any improper influence upon
her. The choice of the hoy to be adopted

was left absolutely to her. She adopted

the boy whom she wished to adopt. I

agree entirely with the conclusion of the

learned trial Judge upon the point and find

that no undue influence or compulsion was
exercised on Maharani Jagdamba Devi in

the matter.

The next plea raised is that Maharani
Jagdamba Devi was not the legally wedded
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wife of. Sir Praiap Narain SiDgh and thus
oould not make a valid adoption. I propose
to consider this plea only on one point.
Was she the legally wedded wife of Sir
Pratap Narain Singh? In the notices no
suggestion was made that the lady was not
the legally wedded wife of the Maharaja.

In the plaint, paragraph 8, it was as-

serted that she was not a married wife
and did not belong to the biradari of Sir
.Pratap Narain Singh. But it was net assert
ed that she was not a Brahmin and it was
admitted that she came from Bhagalpur. The
denial of marriage was apparently then based
upon a suggestion that the ceremony was
void, • because it was performed while the
'Maharaja was alleged to have been in mourn-
ing. On the 18th August 1915 before
settlement of issues Mr. Mitter stated on
behalf of the appellaut that the caste of
Maharani Jagdamba Devi was not known
but that she was of some low caste. The
issue framed on the point is—“Was de-
fendant No. 1 legally married to and
oould be and was a wife of Maharaja
Sir Pratap Narain Singh P”

In June 1916 at the end of the oase
the plaintiff examined on commission in
Muttra five witnesses, who deposed that
Maharani Jagdamba Devi was a Vaisbya
girl called Jhanjhan, who had been
kidnapped from her father’s house in
Muttra in 1884 or 1885 (Maharani Jag-
damba Devi was then 7 or 8 years old)
on pebalf of Sir Pratap Narain Singh
o be entertained by him as a mistress.
uoh ^evidenoe of these witnesses as is re-
eVaDt is a mass of impudent perjuries.
n this Court the appellant has placed no
epeudence upon the evidence of these

witnesses, but he challenged the evidence
produced, to prove the Maharani’s marriage
and repeated his plea that she was not
the wife of the Maharaja. The learned
trial Judge has treated the question at
length at o. pp. 207 to 292 of his judg-
oioot. It will serve do useful purpose for
me to

. go over the same ground as I
agree with his conclusions. It is sufficient
o note my findings. They are as fol-
lows:

—

T
ev*^enoe the effect that Maharani

'Jagdamba Devi was the legitimate daughter
0 Righunath Misra, a respectable Brahman
gentleman of Bhagalpur whose sooial stand-

ing was at least as high as that of
Purandar Ram, father of Darshan Singh,
and whose respectability and position were
considerably higher than those of the
appellant and many of the other living
members of Darshan Singh’s and Inoha
Ram’s families, and that she was married
by the rites of the Mitakshara to Sir
Pratap Narain Singh, is reliable. The
evidence to the contrary is unreliable.
The point that Sir Pratap Narain Singh
was under a disability at the time of his
marriage owing to impurity due to the
death of the widow of Raja Darshan
Singh is treated by the learned trial

Judge at o. pp. 477 to 480 of the judg-
ment. It has been given up in argument
before us. I find that Sir Pratap NaraiD
Singh was under no disability at the
time that be contracted his marriage.

I, therefore, find that Maharani Jagdamba
Devi was the legally married wife of Sir
Pratap Narain SiDgh and that she was
ahl’i- biradari.

The 4th plea is that Maharani Jagdamba
Devi forfeited all rights owing to her
unchastity before and after the death of

Sir Pratap Narain Singh, [t is only
necessary for my purposes to arrive at

a finding on the point of unohastity.

With regard to the allegations of un-
chastity during her husband’s lifetime, we
have not only the evidence to whioh I

have previously referred of Sir Harcourt
Butler, the Raja of Mahmudabad, and
Thakur Harihar Bakhsh Singh, but also

the evidence of D. W. No. 78, Sir Prodyot
Kumar Tagore. This evidence shows that

up to the time of his death the late

Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh referred

to Maharani Jagdamba Devi in the pre-

sence of gentlemen of absolute credibility

in terms of the siocerest love and trust.

In view of this evidence it is astonishing

to find that Mr. Mitter persisted in the

Court of the trial Judge in arguing
strenuously in, favour of the credibility of

the witnesses who supported the follow-

ing story. This story was that Maharani
Jagdamba Devi, commencing at the age of

12 or 13, carried on during her husband’s

life with his knowledge a series of

adulterous intrigues with seven different

men. She is charged with adultery with

Adika Nath, Lakbp&t Rai, Rai Ragho
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Prasad, Mahadeo, Kun.i Lai, Narsingh

Nath, and Gajadhar Nath. Witnesses were

called who deposed that the Mah^ra.ja

discovering the facts thrashed Adika Nath,

Lakhpat Rai, Mahadeo, and Narsingh

Nath, and tilled Rai Ragho Prasad,

thrashing the Maharani on every occasion.

Witnesses deposed that the Maharaja was

aware of his wife’s adultery with the

two remaining men. The witnesses who

supported these allegations were the scum

cf the bazar, dismissed servants, or partisans

of the appellant. I need not disouss their

evidence. The learned trial Judge has

discussed it sufficiently at o. pp. 297 to

331 of the judgment. He has not touched

therein on the allegations of misconduct with

Narsingh Nath and Gajadhar Nath, as I

understand, Mr. Mitter withdrew the allega-

tions against these persons d uring his argu-

ment. In this Court the Counsel, being

better advised than Mr. Mitter, withdrew

all allegations of misconduct in the Maha-

raja’s lifetime. The witnesses who deposed

in favour of these allegations are, of

course, absolutely unworthy of belief.

The appellant, however, maintained the

allegation that Maharani Jagdamba Devi

was unchaste with a certain Jagannath

Das, otherwise known as Ratnakar, after

her husband’s death. This man was the

Maharaja’s private secretary and continued

to perform the same duties for the Maharani

after her husband’s death.

The evidence in support of this charge

is that of P. W. No. 13 Ram Harakh, P.

W. No. 161 Baijnath Dube, P. W. No. 159

Dr. Mohini Mohan Chatterji, P. W. No. 131

Musammat Brijraji, P. W. No. 141 Patandin,

P. W. No. 142 Baidia Nath, P. W. No. 134

ADwtimmafBhuri,P.W. No. 24 Nagmani.F. W.
No. 113 Musammat Mohan Dei, P. W. 144

Kamta Dat, P. W. No. 118 Gudar, P. W.
No. 2 Rudra Nath, and P. W. No. 29

Arairuddin.

Ram Harakh, the first of these witnesses,

i 9 a member of the family of the Inoha

Ram branch. He used to be employed

in a subordinate capacity in the estate

but was dismissed for dishonesty. He has

been oriminally convicted of cheating, and

has been declared insolvent. He produced

two documents which he alleged ho obtain-

ed clandestinely from a servant of the

Maharani. These he alleges support the

story that he tells, to the effect that

Jagannath Das was the Maharani’s lover.

He says that he surprised them together.

The learned trial Judge finds at o.

pp. 332 to 341 of the judgment that the

witness is not telling the truth. I agree with

the learned trial Judge. 1 find that it is not

proved that the documents in question (Exhi-

bits 61 and 62) were written by Maharani

Jagdamba Devi.

Baijnath • Dube deposed that in 1915

(six years after the adoption) he saw the

Maharani and Jagannath Das travelling

from Kathgudam to Naini Tal in the same

tonga. Even if this were true it would

not help to prove unohastity before 1909,

and the incident in itself would prove

nothing. Indian ladies travel by tonga with-

out loss of self-respect or propriety. The

driver must necessarily be in the tonga

also. If a male attendant sits with the

driver and a parda be placed between the

driver and the lady with another i
pirda

over the lady no breach of propriety

arises. There is nothing, however, to show

that Baijnath Dube can be trusted. The

learned trial Judge finds his evidence unreli-

able on the point—o. pp. 363 to 365 of the

judgment. I agree.

I have already noted the value of the

evidence of Dr. Mohini Mohan Chatterji

in connection with another incident. His

evidence on the point under consideration is

in ray opinion absolutely false. He deposed

that he attended the lady medically in the rains

of 1907 and that he remained on one side of

the parda while she remained on the other.

He deposed that Jaga'nnath Das went

behind the parda with the Maharani and

that he heard them laughing and talking

in a familiar and improper manner. The

witness showed his bias by a suggestion

(most improper in a medical mau) as to

the cause of an alleged illness of Maharani

Jagdamba Devi. I consider him quite un-

worthy of credit.

1 have nothing to add to the remarks

of the learned trial Judge on the evidence

of Musammat Brijraji, Patandin, Baidia

Nath, Musamwat Bhuri, Naginani, Musammat

Mohan Dei, Kamta Dat, and Gudar, at

o. pp. 341 to 362 of the judg-

ment. The above witnesses are so palpably

false that further comment is nnueoessary.

P. W. Rudra Nath is a member of the
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Raghubir. Dayal branch. He deposed that
Maharani Jagdamba Devi had been put out
of . caste. This statement is disproved by
a -mass of other evidence and is absolutely
untrue. P. W. No. 29 Amiruddin is a retired
Sub Inspector. He deposed that a certain
Preonath, now Police Inspector, was ordered
to make an. inquiry into the chastity of
Maharani Jagdamba Devi. If this were
true the fact would prove nothing. Inspector
Preonath, D, W. No. 6, has, however,
denied that he was ever ordered to make
such inquiry. I believe Inspector Preo-
nath and disbelieve Amiruddin on the
point, -

The appellant further laid stress
on immaterial facts such as removal of
certain old servants • on the death of
ratap Narain Singh and their re-placement

by others, which he contended showed an
immoral disposition on the part of Maharani
Jagdamba Devi.

This closes the evidence on the point.
Unly one conclusion is possible upon it, and
that is the conclusion at which the learned
trial Judge arrived, to the effect that the
charge of unohastitly against Maharani
ag amba, Devi after her husband’s death

la not established. I agree with that
conclusion. I consider it necessary to add
some comments on the manner in which
Maharani Jagdamba Devi has been treated
n w case. Upon the evidence the only
“ ln" at which a Court can arrive are

R .
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aau Law for the proposition that an

adoption is vitiated by the payment of a prioe
for an adopted son, therc is no evidenoe that
a price was paid The decision in Eshan

rl A ATA C)u,WAhrV V ‘ Hurish thunderChowdhry (16) is relied on by the an
pellant, as showing that the adoption of a'son after payment of price is not recognized
in the present day. An opinion to that
effect was given by the Judges who decided
that case. But the point was only
incidentally before them and the opinionwas based on no authority. The view ofthe law whioh I aooepf is stated in acomparatively recent decision of the Madras

™ '
t

Muru°aPPa Ohetti v. NagappaCheth( 17). It is as follows: — "The receipt
of money by the natural father
consideration of giving his son and thepayment of such by the adoptive father,
though illegal and opposed to public
policy, do not make the adoption invalid
as the gift and acceptance of the boy
is a distinct transaction clearly separable
from the illegal agreement and payment ”
Th„, ,£ ,pmU»m b,

p
d

that a prioe had been paid he would not
have succeeded on the point. He has
however, completely failed to prove the
allegation. It is in evidence that when
the ceremony of adoption was performed
clothes and jewels were purchased by the
estate for presentation not only to Adika
Nath bat also to other members of the
family, and that the unexpended balance of
the grant devoted to this purpose was
subsequently presented to Adika Nath
But this evidenoe does not show that
Adika Nath sold his son or accepted a
price in consideration of giving his son in
adoption. My finding is, therefore, thatDukh Haran Nath Singh was not purchased
from his natural father.

The next plea was that Adika Nath was
out of caste at the time of the adoption,
that this faot plaoed Dukh Haran Nath
Singh out of caste, and that the adoption
was invalid. The learned trial Judge has
disoussed the evidence and stated his
finding on this point at o. pp. 299 to 312
of the judgment. I agree with his view
of the evidenoe and findings, and deoide

(16) 21 VV. R. 381; 13 B. L. R. Ap. 42.
(17) 29 M. 101, 16 M. L. J. 22.
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that Adika Nath was never

oaste.

The next plea was ttat the adoption

could not be legal, because under the

Mitakshara Law the - male for whom the son

was adopted (here Sir Pratap Narain

Singh) must have been in a legal position

to have married the natural mother of

the adopted boy. On the view of the

evidence which I take, Adika Nath the

natural father of the adopted boy belonged

to the Girg gotra. Musammat Chandia

Kali, the boy’s natural mother, originally

belonged to the Mabris gotra and passed

into the Girg gotra on her marriage, and

Sir Pratap Narain Singh belonged to the

Bharadwaj gotra. But there would have

been nothing in the point, even had. Sir Pratap

Narain Singh and Musammat Chandra Kali

belonged to the same gotra as a marriage

in the same gotra is not illegal amongst

Sakaldipi Brahmans, I decide against this

plea.

The plea that the legal forms of adoption

not having been followed the adoption was

necessarily invalid, was abandoned in this

Court. On the evidence the legal forms

of adoption were clearly followed.

As l have decided on the question of

the interpretation of the Will, Maharani

Jagdamba Devi had legal authority under

the terms of the Will to perform the

adoption which she actually performed.^

The suggestion that Maharani Suraj

Kumari had forfeited her rights under

the Will or intestate succession owing to

misconduct was abandoned in this Court.

The evidence to the effect that the un-

fortunate estrangement between this lady

and her husband was due to her miscon-

duct is discussed at o. pp. 453 to 495 of

the judgment. I agree with the conclusions

of the learned trial .Judge on the point.

Maharani Suraj Kumari was married nearly

fifty years ago and is now an old lady.

She and Maharani Jagdamba Devi are

entitled to the fullest sympathy as the

victims of unprovoked and absolutely

unfounded charges.

The question of limitation can hardly

arise on the previous findings. The learned

Judge’s decision on the point is correct.

There remains the question of costs.

Separate Counsel appeared for Maharani

Suraj Kumari, Maharani Jagdamba Dovi

and for the adopted boy, who was repre-

sented by the Deputy Commissioner of

Fjzabad. The learned trial Judge allowed

costs in respect of Counsel’s fees to each

separately. This was quite correct on

principle, as each had a separate interest

in the proceedings But the learned trial

Judge overlooked the provisions of para-

graph 272 of the Ondh Civil Digest. - Under

the provisions of this paragraph no fee to

any legal practitioner not appearing for the

Crown or Government or the Court of

Wards or a local authority as a party

shall be allowed on taxation between party

and party or shall be included in any decree

or order except in the case of an order

under paragraph 66, unless in suits and

other original proceedings before the com-

mencement of the arguments there

shall have been filed in Court a certificate

signed by the legal practitioner certifying

the amount of the fee or fees actually

paid to him for his own exclusive use

and benefit by or on behalf of bis client.

Neither the Counsel for Maharani Suraj

Kumari nor Maharani Jagdamba Devi filed

certificates until after arguments in the

lower Court had commenced. These parties

were appearing as independent parties. The

minor was represented by the Court of Wards.

The rule is in my opinion needlessly inelastic,

but it must be applied as it stands. As, how-

ever, the appellant omitted to make Maharani

Suraj Kumari a respondent in this suit,

this technical plea against her fails on ft

technical ground. The order as to costs

must, however, be modified by deleting the

amount of Rs. 3,000 payable by the ftp*

pellant in respeot of the Counsel’s fee of

Maharani Suraj Kumari.

I wish to put on record my appreciation

of the care and ability which distinguished

the work of the learned trial Judge

throughout these lengthy proceedings. Most

of the evidence adduced by the appellant

was false. Much was irrelevant. The con-

duct of the plaintiff’s case in the lower

Court was not to the credit of those res-

ponsible for it, and the patience of the

learned Judge was tried to the utmost.

He has in addition written an excellent

and well reasoned judgment. It has been

suggested in appeal that the criticisms

which ho has made on some of the

wituei33o*j are unnooessarily severe. This

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, FYZAIAD.

put out of
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suggestion is not established. The learned
trial Judge has on the contrary been
moderate in his strictures.

I now decide formalljr on the grounds
of appeal.

1. The first ground is general. The
appeal fails as a whole.

2. The second ground is partly general,
fo a

;

r8nment was directed in this Court
to admission of inadmissible evidence on the
side of the defendants. In so fir as tbe
argument was direoted in this Court to
refusal to admit evidence on the side of
the plaintiff deoision will be found on other
grounds.

.

learned trial Judge rightly
refused to issue process for tbe production
ot the marginal notes on Exhibits 74 and
/o, and to allow secondary evidence as to
tneir contentsA -

Th* learned trial Judge rightly
deoided the question of limitation.

a ,

ld plaintiff is the nearest male
agnate t° the kte Sir Man Singh. But
the point is immaterial

®\. Sir Pratap N^ain Singh was not thePMnka pntra of Sir Man Singh.
T

,

he Pra°tioe of appointing a daughter^

IZ i-lTL*
830 toa Hindu 18 permitted bythe Mitakshara and is enforceable.

•
,

be evidence contained in the pre-

in J
llt

,'
gatl°ns c°ncerning the Raj andn the admissions, statements, and conduct of

been
ra ap

.^
arain SiQgh and his parents has

Judged
001 7 appreoiated th e learned trial

jr
'• ev ‘denoe as to the statement of

has n
h
u
Nara ’n Singh before M r. Harrington“as now been admitted.

in tho r'u
Pl

j

a,;ap Narain Singh remained

11
®haradwaj Ootra all his life.

Sin^b N
rm8 of the Will of Sir Man

trial Judge
6 be0D oonsidered by tbe learned

Sinfh
treatment of Pratap Narain

that tv.

^ ^an ®‘n8h does not establish

latter
°rmer Waa a putrika-putra of the

not
' ground is irrelevant and was

was J
688

.

e
j

Argument. The property

devised
4
R
r

t

d
m 7 B

f
khtawar Sil)gh who

joint an * -°*
^an There waa no

ll
acqui8lti°D-

arrive
learned trial Judge did not

-
.

an incorrect deoision on tbe

17

inferences to be deduced from tbe use of
the word sister” in the plaint in ques-
tion.

15. The plea is immaterial. The ques-
tion has been deoided by me irrespective
of the evidence afforded by the defendants’
documents in question.

16. The explanation given by the appel-
lant on this pointis false.

17. The evidence as to the performance
of the ceremony of putri-ltaran is f*alse. The
evidence taken as a whole does not establish
that any such ceremony wa9 performed.

18. Dae weight ha? been attached to
the conduct of members of Sir Man Singh’s
family and other persons and to their treat-
ment of Sir Pratap Narain Singh.

19. I have deoided this point against the
appellant.

20.. This plea is now immaterial. My
decision has proceeded on this point.

21. The defendants are not estopped
from pleading that Sir Pratap Narain
Singh belonged to the Bharadwaj gotra.

22. The evidence establishes that Maha-
rani Jagdamba Devi was the legally
married ahl-i bhadari wife of Sir Pratap
Narain Singh. The p:>int as to invalidity
owing to the alleged impurity of Pratap
Narain.Singh at the time of marriage was
dropped in argument.

23. The gotra of Sir Pratap Narain Singh
has been deoided by the learned trial Judge
and by me.

24. The appellant has not proved any
act of unohastity on tbe part of Maharani
Suraj Kumari or Maharani Jagdamba Devi.
Exhibits 61 and 62 are not proved to have
been written by Maharani Jagdamba Devi
and are on the faces of them forgeries.

25. This plea was not argued. The
evidence in question was admissible.

26. Ram Harakh and Dr. Mohini Mohan
Chatterji are unreliable witnesses.

27. It is not proved that the Will of the
17th July 1891 was revoked.

28. It is not proved that a Will was
exeouted on the 14th July 1891. It is not
proved that the execution of the Will of the
17th July 1891 was obtained by undue
influence.

29. The adoption of Dukh Haran Nath
Singh is valid in law.

30. This plea was abandoned before

this Cour
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3 .. As It is nut proved that Mahaiani

Jagdamba Devi was unchaste, the plea is

bad.

32. it is nut proved that Uukh Haran

Nath Singh was purchased from Adika

Nath. The plea is bad in any oase.

33 . As neither Maharani Jagdamba Devi

nor Dukh Haran Nath Singh were out of

caste, the plea is had.

31 . This plea has been decided under

grounds Nos 27 and 2b.

3d. I decide against the appellant on

this point.

3(5. The adoption of Dukh Haran Nath

Singh was not caused by undue influence

exercised on Maharani Jagdamba Devi.

37. I decide against the appellant on

this point.

38 and 39. The points are immaterial

on my finding that the appellant had no

title to sue.

40. The statement iu question is proved.

My decision has not proceeded on it.

11. The general conclusions of the

learned trial Judge as to the falsity of the

ovidence and the fabrication of documents

are oorrect.

12. .This point was abandoned in argu-

ment.

13. The amount of costs must be

reduced by Us. 3,300, the amount awarded

as Counsel’s tee to Maharani Suraj Human.
1 have discussed the pleas raised in

groiunds Nos. 3, -A, 6, 10
, n, 12, 14 ,10,

17, lb, 19, SSI, 22, 23, 24, 20, 27, 2b,

29, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 3/, 3b, 39, and

43, at length in the body of my judgment.

I would, therefore, dismiss this appeal

and direct that the appellant pay his own
costs of the appeal and those of the

respondents. I uphold the decision of the

learned trial .Judge on all points in issuo,

but direct that the order for costs be

modified by reduction cf Rs. 3,000, the

amount awarded as Counsel’s fee to

Maharani Suraj Kumari.

Kanliaiya Dai., A. J. C.—The dispute in

this case relates to what is known as the

Ajudlua estate, belonging to the late

Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh. The
estate was founded by Raja Bakhtawar

Singh and was bequeathed by him to his

nephew and adopted son Maharaja Man
Singh. Maharaja Mari Singh was also

giveu oortaiu villages by the, British

Government for services rendered by him

during the Mutiny of 1857. In 1859 a

sanad in the ordinary form was granted

to him in respect of Mahdauna, Bahrauli,

Ahiar and Tulshipur properties, and later

on a primogeniture sanad was granted to

him in respect of the Bishambharpur

property, now forming part of the Ajudhia

estate. His name was entered at No.

219 in List I, No. 54 in List II and

No. 3 d in List V, appended to Act 1 of

le69. Maharaja Man Singh died on the

11th October 1870, leaving a widow,

Maharani Subhao Kuar, a deughter by a

predeceased wife Mnsammat Brijraj Kuar,

better known as Bachchi Sahiba, and a

grandson by that daughter named Maha-

raja Pratap Naiain Singh alias Dadua

Sahib. After the death of Maharaja Man
Singh, Maharani Subhao Kuar nominated

Triloki Nath, a nephew of the Maharaja,

as his successor to the estate after her

death. Maharaja Pratap Narain Singh

contested the right of Maharani Subhao

Kuar and her nominee to succeed to the

estate, on the ground that he was adopted

by Maharaja Man Singh and was brought

up and treated in all respects as a 90ii

within the meaning of section 22, olause

4, of Act I of 1869. The plea as to

adoption was subsequent ly given up, and

he eventually succeeded in establishing his

title to the estate under section 22,

clause 4 of Act 1 of 1^69, and got a

decree from the Privy Council on the I9th

July 1877.
K

Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh

died on the 9th November 1906 without issue.

lle left, according to the defendants, two

widows Maharani Suraj Kumari, known as

thesei.ici Maharani, and Maharani Jagdamba
Devi, known as the junior Maharani. The
marriage of the latter with the Maharaja
is denied by the plaintiff. On the 17th

July 1891 he had executed and registered

a Will, by which lie had disinherited the

senior Maharani, giving her only a main-

tenance allowance of Rs. 600 per mensem,
and bequeathed a life-interest in his estate

to the junior Maharani, giving her also

a power to adopt a boy from his paternal

or maternal family. The Will further

provided that the boy, so adopted by her,

was to be the successor and absolute

owner of the estate after her death, as
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contemplated by clause 8 of section 22 Sir Pratap Narain Singh was the putrika -

of Act I of 1869. On the 12th February putra of Maharaja Man Singh and if not,
1909 Raja Jagdamhika Pratap Narain whether the plaintiff has otherwise any
Singh was, it is stated, adopted by the right to sue. According to the Hindu
junior Maharani. Law a son affiliated in the putrikx-putra
The plaintiff asserts that the Will of form is a valid substitute for a son.

the 17th July 1891 was revoked by This may be done by the special appoint-
Miharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh in his ment of a daughter to be a son, as if she
lifetime and that in consequence of that - were a son, or by a special arrangement
revocation and for, other reasons the said by the father of the girl with her pros-
adoption, if made, was invalid. He further peotive husband that the son who may
asserts that both the senior and junior be born of her shall be his son. Manu
Maharanis forefeited any rights they had says (IX, 127) that he who has no son may
in the estate by unchastity, existing from make his daughter an appointed daughter by
the lifetime of the Maharaja, and that saying “the son born of her shall perform
on 1 his death the estate devolved, according my funeral rites.” The son of an
to the family custom of primogeniture as appointed daughter, according to him
also according to the sanad and law, on (Manu, IX, 133), takes the whole estate
his father Lai Kashi Nath Singh, who of his maternal grandfather, as if he
represented the senior line among the were his son’s son, for “between a son’s
agnates of Maharaja Man Singh. Lai Kashi son and the son of an (appointed)
Nath Singh died before the institution of daughter there is no difference either with
the ^uit, leaving the plaintiff his sole respect to worldly matters or sacred duties;
heir. The ground on which he seeks to inasmuch as their father and mother (res-
divert the estate from the real or natural peotively) sprang from the body of the same
agnates * of Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain (man).” Yashishtha says (XVTI, 16, 17): “it
Singh is that the Maharaja was the is declared in the Veda, ‘A maiden who
pulrika-putra of Maharaja Man Singh and has no brothers comes back to the male
was brought up in all respects as his ancestors (of her own family); returning,
own son. 8he becomes their son;’ with reference to

The defendants denied the allegations this the verse is, ‘l shall give thee a
of unohastity made in the plaint and the brotherless damsel decked with ornaments;
right of the plaintiff to claim the estate, the son whom she may bear shall be
They controverted the suggestion that my son.’ ” Baudhayana (II, 2, 3, 15)
Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh had similarly says: “(The male child) born of

revoked his Will of the 17th July 1891 a daughter after an agreement had been
or that he was the putrika putra of Maha- made is a putrika putra; otherwise he is a
raja Man Singh, and asserted that the daughter’s son.” G-autama (XXVIII, 18)
junior Maharani was the lawfully married also declares: A father who has no (male)
wife of Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh issue may appoint his daughter, present*
and that the adoption made by her was ing burnt offerings to fire and the lord
in every respect valid in law. of creatures, and addressing (the bride-

The learned Additional Judge found on groom): For me be (thy male) offspring.

*

a most every point against the plaintiff. He then proceeds to say (XXVIII, 19):
H* held that Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain “Some declare that a daughter becomes

logh was not the putrika*putra of Maha* an appointed daughter solely by the
*a.ia Man Singh, that the plaintiff had intention (of the father).” Both Vrihas*
no right of suit, that the junior Maharani pati (XXV, 38) and Vishnu (XV, 6) seem
Waa lawfully married to the Maharaja to consider that a daughter can be appoint-
ed that the Will executed by the Maha* ed to bear a son to her father even

in her favour was never revoked. otherwise than by an express deolara*
®. repelled the various contentions urged tion. Yagnyavalkya (II, 128) declares the

against the validity of the adoption. son of a putrika-putra (appointed daughter)
1 he first

i
question raised for oonsidera- to be e^ual to a son, and commenting on

in this appeal is, whether Maharaja that text, the author of the Mitakshara
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observes: “The son of an appointed daughter

(putrikn putra) is equal to him; that

is, equal to the legitimate son. The term

signifies son of a daughter. Accordingly

he is equal to the legitimate son; as des-

cribed by Vasishtha; ‘This damsel, who

has no brother, l will give unto thee,

decked with ornaments; the son who may

be born of her shall be my son.’ Or that

term may signify a daughter becoming by

special appointment a son. Still she is

only similar to a legitimate son; for she

derives more from the mother than from

the father.. Accordingly she is mentioned

by Vasishtha as a son, but as third in

rank; 'The appointed daughter is consider-

ed to be the third description of sons.’ ”

—

(Mitakshara, Chapter I, section XI, Para.

3). Hemadri enlarges on the same subject,

his views as summarized by Golebrooke

being: “The puhika putra is of four descrip-

tions. The first is the daughter appointed

to be a fou. She is so by a stipulation

to that effect. The next is her son. He

obtaius of course the name of son of an

appointed daughter,’ without any compact.

This distinction, however, occurs: he is

not in place of a son, but in place of a

son’s son, and is a daughter’s son. Ac-

cordingly he is described as a daughter’s

son in the text of Sankha and Likhita :

‘An appointed daughter is like unto a

son; as Praohetasa has declared: her off-

spring is termed son of an appointed daughtei

:

he oilers funeral oblations to the

maternal grandfathers and to the paternal

grandsires. There is no difference between

a son’s son and a daughter’s son, in respect

of benefits conferred r
’ The third description

of son of an appointed daughter is the child

born of a daughter, who was given in

marriage with an express stipulation in this

form: ‘The child, who shall be born

of her, shall be mine for tho purpose of

performing my obsequies.’ He appertains

to his maternal grandfather as an adopted

son. The fourth is a child born of a

daughter who was given in marriage with a

stipulation in this form: ‘The child, who shall

be born of her, shall perform tho obsequies

of both.’ Ho belongs, as a son, both to

his natural grandfather and to his maternal

grandfather. But, in the case where she

was in thought solocted for an appointed

daughter, she is so without a oompaet,

and merely by an act of the mind.” (Ghose’s

Hindu Law, Volume II, page 131.) “The

appointment of a daughter,” observe West

and Buhler, “appears to have been conceived

in two ways. According to the one, the

appointed daughter herself took the plaoe

of a son, and then her son naturally

succeeded her by representation. She wa9

given for inheritance the plaoe of a male,

a place as a souice of further succession,

such as the Vyavahara Mayukha assigns

her in the devolution of property not

included amongst the special varieties of

Stridhana. According to the other conception

she was merely the instrument by which

an heir to her father could be produced

in the person of her son.” (West and

Bidder's Hindu Law, 3rd Edition, Volume II,

page 88b.)

It is not alleged or shown in this case

that Musa in mat Brijraj Kuar was appointed

to be a son, so that she might be treated

as a son ’ and her son treated as a son’s

son within the meaning of the first two

descriptions. What is asserted is, that there

vi as an express stipulation at the time

of her marriage with Narsingh Narain

Singh that a son born of her shall belong

to her father, as if he were his own son.

The evidence on this point consists of

tho statements of a few witnesses who

profess to have been present at the time

of the marriage of Musammat Brijraj

Kuar with Narsingh Narain Singh or at

tho time when the marriage was negotiated

by Maharaja Man Singh with Narsingh

Narain Singh and his father. The learned

Additional Judge has disbelieved the evidence

adduced on the point and has given

satisfactory reasons for discrediting it.

Ger.esh (P. W. No. II), the first witness on

this point, describes himself as 87 years

old and asserts that he and his father

were in the servioo of

Singh, who deputed his

others to search a good

Musammat Brijraj Kuar
willing to stay at the house of the Maharaja

after his marriage and to agree that the

first son born of such marriage would be

the son of the Maharaja. He goes on to

say that his father and the other two

persons brought Narsingh Narain Singh

and his father and the latter aooe pted the

terms of the Maharaja in bis presence

Maharaja Man
father and two

bridegroom for

who might be
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According to his own statement he entered
the service of Maharaja Man Singh at the
age of 12 or 13 years after the death of
his uncle Beni Singh, which occurred 60
years ago. If that statement be accepted,
his age at the time of the marriage of
Musammat Brijraj Kuar which took place
in 1851 could not be more than 7 or 8
years. He asserts that Raja Bakhta war
Singh was dead when the marriage of
Musammat Brijraj Kuar was settled, but
he is contradicted on that point by Bandhan
(P.. W. No. 77), another witness of the
plaintiff. He was dismissed by the Court

i

or two after the death
of Maharaja Man Singh, and both from
his position as the Jamadar of the door*
keepers and his age at • the time of the
marriage of Musammat Brijraj Kuar, the
story of his having been present at the time
of the alleged conversation or of his having
remembered it is extremely improbable.

Bindeshari (P. W. No. 88) states that he
was present at the time of the marriage of
Musammat Brijraj Kuar and that Maharaja
Man Singh had made an understanding
with Narsingh Narain Singh and his father
that the first born son of the lady would
be the sob of the Maharaja. He has made
misstatements, however, about various con-
temporary events. He says that the mother
of Musammat Brijraj Kuar was alive at
the time of her marriage, though it is an
admitted fact that she had died in 1814.
He asserts that his uncle, Rameshurdat,
was the priest of Maharaja Man Singh
and hid officiated at the marriage, but he
admits that Rameshurdat died 18 or 19
years ago and was 30, 35 or 40 years old
at the time of his death, showing thereby
that he could not have. been alive in 1851.

It is admitted by the witness for the
plaintiff that .a daughter was born to
Maharaja Man Singh in the very year in
which Musammat Brijraj Kuar was piarried.
His wife Maharani Subhao Kuar was then
19years old and the age of Maharaja Man Singh
was 31 years. It is hardly likely that at that
age either Maharaja Man Singh or his
wife oould have so much despaired of
having a male issue as to enter into a
special arrangement with Narsingh Narain
bmgh and his father at the time of the
marriage of Musammat Brijraj Kuar to
t*ke her §rafc born son from them. The ex-• • -a - i -

planation given by Bandhan, P. W. No. 77,
for that arrangement is that after the
death of the daughter born of Maharani
Subhao Kuar, Maharaja Man Singh told
his uncle Bakhtawar Singh that he had
expected a son to continue his line but
was disappointed. He asked him as - to

the course he should adopt, and it is

suggested that Raja Bakhtawar Singh sent
for the horoscope of Maharaja Man Singh
and consulted several astrologers, who
deolared that Maharaja Man Singh would
have no son, that Maharaja Man Singh then
asked his permission to celebrate the mar-
riage of Musammat Brijraj Kuar and to
take the 9on born of her as his son and
that Raja Bakhtawar Singh consented to
the arrangement. Bandhan is the only
witness who has been produced to support
this story. He is a professional beggar,
addicted to ganja and bhang and other
intoxicating drugs, and his statement is not
entitled to any weight. *

Brij Lai (P. W. No. 95) has come for-
ward to state that he was present at the
marriage of Musammat Brijraj Kaur, and
that at the time of pamgrahan or the gift

of the daughter the sankalp was made in the
putrika putra form. He, however, admits
that he was not at the place where the
marriage ceremony was celebrated, and
that the bedi or the sacred fire, before
which Hindu marriages are' consecrated,
was inside the parda

, while he was outside
it. His statement that he was 32 or 33
years old when the marriage took place
is contradicted by his subsequent assertion
that he was 20 or 25 years old at the
time of the marriage of Dadua Sabeb,
which took place in 1868. The manner in

which he came forward to give evidence
is also significant, for he states that about
a month prior to his giving evidence, the
plaintiff had met him and told him he
should come when he was called, though
ii9 professa9 to have, had no conversation with
the plaintiff as to what he knew.

Mahipat Singh (P. W. No. 98) similarly
states that he was present at the time of

the marriage o^Musammat Brijraj Kuar and
that he learnt from the priests officiating

at the ceremony that Maharaja Man Singh
had made , a sankalp at the time of the
marriage that the son born of her would
be his, sop and would com© into his got
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One of the three priests, from whom he

heard, is stated to have died, but it does

not appear whether the other two are

dead or alive. There was no occasion for

the priests to have given the above informa*

tion to Mahipat Singh who was then a

sepoy in the service of Maharaja Man
Singh, aged 18 years. He mentions a conversa-

tion between Laohhraan Pandit and Bhawani
Singh, hot Laohhmftn Pandit is not describ-

ed by Brij' Lai (P. W. No. 95) as one of

the priests who officiated at the marriage of

Musammat Brijraj Kuar.
The other evidence adduced in the case

consists of the statements, said to have
been made to the witnesses either hy Maharaja
Man Singh or his officials or by their

relations, who are described as dead. The
learned Additional Judge has discussed

their evidence in detail and without repeat-

ing what he has said, it might safely be

asserted that much of it is concocted and such

of it as relates to the statements alleged to

have been made by persons deceased is not

entitled to any weight.

On behalf of the plaintiff relianoe is

next placed on the plaint in the previous

suit (Exhibit 1) filed by Maharaja Sir

Pratap Narain Singh, in which Musammat
Brijraj Kuar, acting as the guardian of

the Maharaja, had described herself as the

sister of the Maharaja instead of his mother.
In the instructions given by Narsingh
Narain Singh to Mr. Harrington, the officer

in oharge of the Court of Wards (Exhibit

19), it was ^mentioned by the former that

Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh was the
putrika-putra of Maharaja Man Singh, but
that statement was made after a contest

had arisen in regard to the estate of

Maharaja Man Singh and, even if admitted
in evidence, is not entitled to any greater
weight than as a statement of an interested

party. The statement made by Maharaja
vSir Pratap Narain Singh in one of the

previous suits on the 5th January 1881
(Exhibit 34) is open to a similar objection.

In that statement he asserted that he
belonged to the Girg gotra at the time of his

marriage and that he was married as the

son of Maharaja Man Singh, but he admitted
that he was not in a position to know
whether he was his adopted son or only

his daughter’s son. In the first suit brought

on thp 21st November 1872, the estate

was claimed by Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain

Singh against Maharani Subhao Kuar and

her nominee, Triloki Nath Singh, who

were in possession. In the second suit

which was filed on the 3rd June 1879, the

estate was olaimed by Triloki Nath Singh

under the Will of Maharaja Man Singh

and was a nominee of his widow. In the

third suit which was filed on the 15th August

1882 a similar title was set up. The estate

has thus been under litigation since 1872,

and any statements made during the pendenoy

of those suits or in connection with them

or by way of a preparation for launching

them cannot, therefore, be considered to be of

any value.

It Js next contended on behalf of the

plaintiff that even if there was no evidence

to prove a marriage in the putrika-putra

form, a presumption should be made in favour

of such a marriage from the oonduot of

Maharaja Man Hngh and that of Maharaja

Sir Pratap Narain Singh and the treatment

meted out by the former to the latter.

There is a considerable amount of evidence

showing that Musammat Brijraj Kuar and

Maharaja Sir Pratap Narain Singh lived

with Maharaja Man Singh, that Maharaja

Sir Pratap Narain Singh was born in his

house and was brought up by him from

his infancy and that the ceremony of

investing him with the sacred oord and

his marriage were performed by Maharaja

Man Singh, as if he had been his own
son. There is also considerable evidence

to show that Maharaja Sir Paratap Narain

Singh treated himself as belonging to the

Girg gotra
,
that is, to the gotra of Maharaja

Man Singh, that he worshipped the family

gods of the Maharaja and observed mourn-

ing and impurity on the occasion of the

death of the Maharaja’s paternal kinsmen

and acted and behaved throughout as if he

was the son of Maharaja Man Singh.

Maharaja Man Singh in turn treated him

as such and got clause 4 inserted in seotion

22 of Act I of 1879 when it was on the

legislative anvil, giving to the son of a

daughter “treated in all respects as a son”

a statutory position mnoh higher than that

of an ordinary son of a daughter.

In Maharaiah Pertab Narain Singh v.

Maharanee Subhao Kooer ( 1' their Lordships

of the Privy Council said: "So matters

stood when the Maharaja, as one of the
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leading members of the British Indian As-

sociation of Talukdars, went down to Calcutta
" in order to take part in the discussions and

negotiations which resulted in the passing of

Act I of 1869. This must have been in the letter

half of 186b. Imtiaz Ali, the Vakil concerned

in the drafting and preparation of this Act on

the part of the Talukdars, has sworn that

clause 4 of the 22nd seotion originated with

the Maharaja; that it was opposed by some of

the Talukdars, but finally appoved of by the

Select Committee of the Governor- General’s

Legislative Council on the Bill, and passed

into law. He also says that he was told

by the Maharaja that his object in pressing

" this olause was to provide for the Dadwa
Sahib.” They then went on to refer to the

contradictory evidence adduced on the point

on behalf of the other defendants and observ-

ed: The scale* however, is conclusively

turned in favour of the testimony of Imtiaz
Ali on this point by the evidence of Mr.

_ Carnegy. Mr. Carnegy, whatever may be
the effect of his evidence upon the questions
of revocation, which will be hereafter con-
sidered, cannot, their Lordships think, be
disbelieved as to the fact that a conversa-
tion did take place between him and the
Maharaja in January 1870, and that in the
course of that conversation the Maharaja did
make a statement to the effeo* that he had
had a olause inserted in Act I of 1869 to

suit the identical case of the Dadwa. That
statement is very material, inasmuch as it

shows that the Maharaja considered that he
had treated his grandson in all respects as

a son. The Deputy Commissioner (Mr. King),
speaking possibly in some measure from

^
personal knowledge, says: —‘it is not saying
too much, the Court believes, to say that
if the plaintiff had not existed, the olause
as it stands would never have been enaoted.*
-Their Lordships, weighing the evidence in

the cause* and proceeding on that alone,
would come to the same conclusion. It

appears, then, to their Lordships that, how-
ever uncertain it may be when the notion
of making the Dadwa Sahib his successor
was first conceived, or when that notion
first became a fixed intention, it is established
that the Maharaja had that intention as
early as the date of the Dadwa Sahib’s
marriage; that, with that intention, he con-
tinually trea fed his grandson in fact as
the son of the house would be treated, and”® * * * •

not as a mere grandson by a daughter; and
that, in order to effeotuate his intention

by operation of law, rather than by Will,

ho "caused the clause in question to be insert-

ed in the Statute.”

The question then arises whether from the

state of his mind, as indicated by his con-

duct, and the subsequent treatment, aocord-

ed by him, an inference can be drawn that

be intended that the son of Musammat
Brijraj Kuar was to be his putrika putra

in case no male issue was to be born to him

by his wedded wife. There are indications,

afforded by the Vedas, that in the earliest

times a putrika -putra was constituted by
the daughter being merely accorded the

position of a son in the family, for a “bro-

therless female” was described as coming
baok to her father’s family (Ghose’s Hindu
Law, 3rd Edition, Volume I, pages 105 and
107). Manu says: “Through that son whom (a

daughter), either not appointed or appointed,

may bear to (a husband) of equal (caste), his

maternal grandfather (has) a son’s son; he

shall present the funeral cake and take

the estate.” (Saored Books of the East,

Volume 25, page 354.) Gautama similarly

says: “Some declare that (a daughter becomes)

an appointed daughter solely by the inten-

tion (of the father).” (Ibid ., Volume II, page
301.) So *also Vishnu: “A damsel who
has no brother is also (in every case con-

sidered) an appointed daughter, though
she has not been given away according to

the rule of an appointed daughter.” (Ibid.,

Volume VII, page 62.) Other writers,

however, took up a more stringent position

as to the method in which a putrika-putra

was to be constituted. Vrihaspati gives cur-

rency to both the views prevalent in his

time and says: Gautama has declared that

a daughter is appointed after performing a

sacrifice to Agni and Prajapati,others have said

that she is an appointed daughter (putrika )

who was merely supposed to be one by a man
having no male issue.” (Ibid., Volume-
XXXIII, page 376). The author of the Vira-

mitrodaya observes: That a son born of a

daughter who is given in marriage without

such express declaration may be the putrika-

putra is determined in the following passage

of the Mitakshara in the book of Sahara:

—

The epithet ‘having brother’ has been used

to prevent the apprehension of the bride s

appointment; by this it appears.that a daugh-

v
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ter may be appointed, though not declared

to be so.” (Sarksr’a Viramitrodaya, page

103.) A mental declartiou has thus been

accepted by many writers as ono of tho

recognised methods of appointing a daughter

and of constituting her son a pntrika pufra.

The ease with which a son could ho obtainod

by adoption has bad the effect in course of

time of rendering alliliation in the form of

putrika pntra more or less uncommon, hut

it has by no means become obsolete, for the

Mitakshara gives the pntrika put r

a

the

second or predominant position after the

legitimate son and treats him in every

respect as bis substitute. In fact the

institution of an illatom son in-law in vogue

in Malabar [Kumaran v. Narayanan (5)] or

khanadamad recognised in tbe Punjab are

but relics of tbe same [Roy’s Customary
Law, page 5U8, and Fateh Ali v. Muhammad
liayat (18)], and effect cannot legitimately

be refused to an affiliation in the pulrika-putra

form, if it is made (Ghose’s Hindu Law,
Volume I, 3rd Edition, page 7 3 c-

;
Saatri’s

Hindu Law, 4th Edition, page 129;

Sarvadhikari’s Hindu Law, page 252, and
Sarkar’s Law of Adoption, 2nd Edition,

piges 132 and 166 A). How far a mental
declaration, not published or made known
to others and not accompanied by conduct

of an unequivocal character, can be enforoed

against the husband of the daughter after

her marriage may well be doubted; but in

the case of Maharaja Sir Pratap Niirain

Singh, no such difficul y arises, because

after the death of Maharaja Man Singh,
his father practically set up a claim on
the strength of an affixation in some suoh
form. In any event, the insertion at tho

instance of Maharaja Man Singh of a

clause in section 22 of Act I of 1869 to

give statutory recognition to an affiliation

by treatment is not without its signifi-

cance.

Whatever the actual position of Maharaja
Sir Piatap Narain Singh may have been
under the Hindu Law, the statutory recogni-

tion extended by section 22, clause 4, of

Act l of lt69 placed him in any case, for

purposes of succession to Maharaja Man
Singh and f >r constituting a stock of

descent to his line, in the position of a son

(I*) 18 hid. Can. SIN; f>s !\ \y. U. 1913; 197 P. [,.

lb H»P.

next only to a legitimate son. As tbe son

of a daughter, his position but for clause

4 of section 22 would have been relegated

to clause 11 of that section; and it would
hardly be consistent to accede to him the

position of a son inferior only to a legitimate

son for tL o purpose of obtaining succes-

sion and to assign to him the position

of the son of a daughter for the pur-

pose of giving succession to the line

in which lie was affiliated. If the object of

the affiliation was to bring him into the

stock for fbe purpose of succession, as if

he were in every respect” a son, that

object would be defeated by assigning to

him the position of a son of a daughter within

the meaning of olause 11 of seotion 22
and thus diverting the succession from
the affiliator’s line. The son of a daughter
treated by a Talukdar or grantee or his heir

or legatee in ail respeots as his own son is

described in clause 5 of stotion 22 as tbe

“son” of such Talukdar, and not as his

daughter’s son; and if he is to be regarded as

a ‘son’’ of tbe Talukdar, tbe diversion of tbe

succession on his death, if be died without
issue, from tho paternal line of sunh

Talukdar to the paternal line of the natural

father of suoh son could hardly have been
intended. He cannot be treated as a son

for the purpose of clauses 4 and 5 of seotion

22 and the son of a daughter for the purpose

of clause LI. The succession to suoh a son

in the absence of any lineal descendant
should, therefore, go to the line of the

person who affiliated him and treated him
in all respects as a son, and not to his

natural line. Suoh a son is a oreature of

the Statute, and tbe position whioh the

Statute assigns to him will regulate the

succession after him. The plaintiff repre-

sents the senior branch of the family, to

which Maharaja Man Singh belonged, and
as such ho would bo entitled to succeed
to tbe estate left by Malmraji Sir Pratap
Narain Singh, if tbe latter be supposed to

have died intestate.

The Will executed by Maharaja Sir Pia-

tap Narun Hugh and the adoption made
by his junior widow in pursuance of the
Will are, however, insuperable obstasles in

the plaintiffs way. The Will was executed
on tbe 17th July lb91 and registered on
the 20th July 1891. The plaintiff does not

any longer dispute the genuineness of that
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Will. He asserts that it was obtained by

the junior Maharani by means of undue

iniluenoe and. that it was subsequently

revoked by the Maharaja himself. The
story of uudue yifluenoe, said to have been

exerted by the junior Maharani, is not

bjrne out by any reliable evidence. The
suggestion is that on hearing that the

Maharxja intended to execute a Will by

which the Maharsnis were to get a fixed

maintenance allowance, the junior Maharani
stopped taking food until a Will was exe-

cuted by the Maharaja conformable to her

wishes. Hakimuddin (P. W. No. 6) states

that he was in the service of the Maha-
raja •'from 187 9 to 1885 or 1886, that

thereafter he did other odd works for the

Maharaja at different times at Barabanki,

Ajudhia and Gonda, that in July 1891 the

Maharaja got him to write out a Will for

him and signed it, and that on the next

day he found the , Maharaja uneasy and
learnt from him that the junior Maharani
had given up food and drink since the
preceding night, saying that she would
not live and give up her life, if he did

^not leave the estate to her. Hakimuddin
then goes on to say that the Maharaja
asked him and two other gentlemen stated

to be dead and decided in consultation with
them to execute another Will to put an end-

to the unpleasantness. The Maharaja had
previously executed a Will on the 8th
August l8/7 (Exhibit 19), which was duly
registered, and it is unlikely that he would
have executed another W*ll in revocation of

the same without getting it registered.

Hakimuddin admits that he was heavily
indebted to the Maharaja, a decree for

arrears of rent having been obtained against
him towards the end of 1884, which whs
several times executed, and id satisfaction

thereof his property had been sold by auc-
tion; He was deolared an insolvent in lfc96

or 1897, The junior Maharani had also

obtained a decree for arrears of rent against
him since the death of the Maharaja. A
notice of ejectment was issued against him
in the year 1319 Fasli. He ha9 about 302
bighas of land in his cultivation. He was
not a likely person whose services could
have been requisitioned by the Maharaja to

have a Will faired out by him or whom he
would have consulted a9 to the measures
to be adopted to appease the wrath of the

junior Maharani. The Will of the 17th July

1891 makes no reference to any sooh prior

Will, and the story of an unregistered Will

having been executed on the 14th July 1891

appears to be an entire myth. Suraj Bakhah
(P. W. No. 17) supports Hakimuddin as to a

Will having been read out by the latter to the

Maharaja, who signed it; but he is a man
who has been out of employ for seme time,

having been indebted to the extent of about

Rs. 3,000 from 14 or 15 years and ad-

judicated insolvent in consequence. He
professes that he was in the private service

of the Mai araja in 1889, but he admits that

his pay will not be found entered in the

estate accounts.

There is, moreover, evidence to show that

the Maharaja got a Will drafted in con-

sultation with the late Mr. Conlan, Barrister-

at- Law of Allahabad, and sent a copy of

that draft to the Local Government either

for information or for approval. On the
2nd October 1890 Sir John Woodburn, the
then Chief Secretary to the Local Govern-
ment, returned the draft, saying that the
Lieutenant-Governor had read it and that
the Maharaja had done well to tale the
advice of a practised lawyer like Mr,
Conlan (Exhibit A-20). The draft which
accompanied that Will has also been pro-
duced and, except in regard to disinheri-

sion of the senior Maharani and the selection

of a boy for adoption either from the paternal
or maternal family, is very muoh similar
to the Will exeouted by the Maharaja on the
17th July 1891 to which reference has
already been made (Exhibit A 318). Is it likely

*hat having consulted Mr. Conlan and having
obtained the approval of the Local Govern-
ment to the draft prepared by him, the
Maharaja would seek the counsel or assist-

ance of a person of the character . and
position of Hakimuddin and get a Will
exeouted only to be revoked by a Will exeout-

ed and registered more or less in ac-

cordance with the draft, which had been sent

to the Local Government several months
earlier? "

In the declaration of trust exeout-

ed by the Maharaja on the 23rd December
1895 (Exhibit 2) and^ another exeouted

by him on the 12th July 1898 (Exhibit

3) a reference is made to a Will of the

14th July 1891. An improper advantage

has evidently been taken of the mistaken
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date there referred lo, to bolster ap a Will
of that date. In the declarations of trust

aforesaid, the Maharaja stated that he had
previously expressed a desire by aWill for the
dedication of some property to religious pur-
poses but the alleged Will of the 14th July
1891, a summary of which has been given
by Hakimuddin (P. W. No. 6), contained,
so far as the version of Hakimuddin went,
no reference to any such declaration of in-

tention; whereas the Will of the 17th July
1891, which had been faired out a day
earlier and bore the 1 6th July 1891 as the
date of its execution, and the draft sent
to the Looal Government prior to the 2nd
October 1890, contain paragraphs, bearing
out suoh an intention, and expressing a
desire to carry it out thereafter. The re-

ference to the Will of the 14th July 1891
in the plaoe of that of the 17th July 1891
in the declarations of trust aforasaid was
obviously due to some clerical mistake or
to a mistake of memory, and it does not in

any way support the theory which the plaint-
iff has set up.

The alleged revocation of the Will of the
17th July 1891 by a letter, said to have
been written to the Commissioner of the
Fyzabad Division on the 26th October 1906,
is also not borne out by any reliable evi-
dence, The first witness adduced on the
point is Hakim Ismail Khan (P. W. No.
136), who olaims to have been irt the service
of the Maharaja up to four or five years prior
to his death. He asserts that about two
months and a half or three months prior
to the death of the Maharaja, he happen-
ed to visit him and found a paper lying
neatly written, which he guessed might be
his Will. He had, according to his own
statement, the imprudence to start reading
it attentively, and on the Maharaja en-
quiring what he was reading and finding
that it was his Will, he was asked by the
Maharaja to read it first himself and then
to read it out to him. He goes on to say
that he read it out to him and asked him
what sort of a Will it was, as he had pre-
viously made one before. The Maharaja is
said to have replied that he wrote it in
cancellation of the previous Will and ex-

plained that the aots, for which he de-
prived the senior Maharani of the succession
to his estate, had been committed by the
junior Maharani also, it is said that the

Maharaja then signed that paper himself
and requested him and his Ay,urvedio
physician, Dwarka Nath Sen, to attest it

as witnesses. No suoh Will has, however,
been produced. It is not suggested that
it was registered. Kaviraj Dwarka Natlr"
Sen, before whom the said Will is stated to

have been executed, is dead, and the falsity

of this witness is apparent from the fact

that lie states that Dwarka Nath Sen was
present when the alleged Will was exeouted
2o or 3 months before the death of the
Maharaja, whereas from the letter of the
Kaviraj to the Deputy Commissioner of

Fyzabad dated the 13th January 1907
(Exhibit A-359', and another to the Special
Manager of the Ajudhia Fstate dated the
2 d t h .June H07 (Exhibit A-360) demanding
payment of the bill for his attendance on
the Maharaja, it is apparent that he did
not visit Ajudhia and start his medical
treatment till the 16th October 1906, that
is, till long after the date of the alleged
revocation. It is unlikely that the M&ha-
raja would have taken into confidence a
person of the position of Hakim Ismail Khan
by talking to him about the misoonduot
of either his senior or junior Maharani,
and it is still less likely that had he in-

tended to revoke his previous Will, he
would have done so exoept by means of a
registered instrument. The witness appears
to have been approached by th,Q plaintiff

about 5 or 6 days before he gave his evi-
dence. He pays no income-tax and is a man
of no position, and his evidence is not en
titled to any weight.

Dr. Mohini Mohan Chatterji, another
witness of the plaintiff (P. W. No. J59),
says that in the onurse of a conversation
with the Maharaja, the latter told him that
he had an important business to finish in
connection with the Will which he had pre-
viously executed in favour of the junior
Maharani, inasmuch as he said "she is not
worthy of it or does not deserve it:*’ but apart
from the improbability of the Maharaja mak-
ing such statement to him, his evidence is too
vague to be entitled to any weight. According
to him, the Maharaja said so to him
when lie went to see him otherwise than
for his treatment between the 20th and
27th October 1906. but Hakim Ismail
Khan suggests that a Will, revoking the
previous one, had already been ei(60ute()
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V

cancelled

last Will

him was

to be able

by the Maharaja about 2w ^months or 3

months before his death.

The next witness on the point is Nirodh

Chandra Ghoshal (P. W. No. 56), who was

in the servioe of the Maharaja and, after

his death, of the Court of Wards till his

resignation in 1913. He clairrs to have

been doing the confidential work of the

Maharaja and has produced from his custody

the draft of a letter (Exhibit 76), which

the Maharaja is alleged to have sent to

the Commissioner of the Fjzabacf Division

on the 26th Oototer 1906. The draft

purports to inform Mr. Hamblin, the Com-

missioner, that the Maharaja had

all his previous Wills, that the

about whioh he had spoken to

not executed and that he hoped

to meet him shortly in connection therewith.

Tt also contained a . request that in case

he was unable to stir abcut, Mr. Hamblin

might take the trouble to come over. It

is impossible, however, that any such letter

could have been written by the Maharaja

or sent to Mr. Hamblin, fcr on the cth

November 1 906, a day beforq^the death of

the Maharaja, Mr. Hamblin wrote to Mr.

Hailey, the Secretary to the Board of

’ Revenue (Exhibit A-390), that the

Maharaja was reported to be seriously ill

and that at that moment he was far from

well, that as far as he knew the Maharaja

had made a Will in favour of his junior

in the event of his

fatally, instructions

to what steps, if any,

that letter, he stated

that he had seen the Maharaja in con-

nection with the loan of 60 lakhs, which

be asked for from the Government, and

the oonditi< ns he wanted to make before

be accepted the management of his estate

by the Court of Wards; and it is unlikely

that bad be received any letter from the

Maharaja of the kind suggested, he would

not have referred to it and contented

-himself with saying that as far as* he

knew the Maharaja had made a Will in

favour o^ his junior Maharani. On the

4>th November 1906 Mr. Hamblin had

written a letter to the Maharaja himself in

feply to one of his, whioh contained no

reference to any suoh revocation (Exhibit

^9). In another letter sent by Mr.

Hamblin to Mr. Hailey, a day after the

Mabarani and that

illness terminating
might be issued as

he should take. In

death of the Maharaja (Exhibit A-391),

Mr. Hamblin reiterated: “it will be

ascertained as soon as possible who is the

heir under the Will; it is at present

believed the junior Maharani will suooeed

and that she has been given power to

adopt.” A Will of suoh a obaraoter would

be entirely inoonsistent with what Hakim

Ismail Khan and Dr. Mohini Mohan

Chatterji would ask us to believe. Mirodh

Chandra Ghoshal states that Mr. Hamblin

oalled on the Maharaja on the 6th or 7th

November lb06, after a letter correspond-

ing to the draft (Exhibit 70) was sent,

but the Maharaja was too ill to meet Mr.

Hamblin. The draft does not bear the

signature of the Maharaja, and from the

evidence of Nirodh Chandra Ghoshal, it

would seem that the execution of the alleged

last Will had not been completed, for the

Maharaja had told him that be would

have to sign the Will and that he oould see it

The manner in whioh the draft was

produced and the stage at whioh it was

tendered also render its genuineness as a

draft dictated by the Maharaja, open to

serious suspicion. On the 10th November

1906 Babu Balakram handed over the

original Will of the Maharaja dated the

17th July 1891 on behalf of the junior

Maharani to Mr. Pert the Deputy Com-

missioner of Fj zabad (vide the evidence

of Mr. Pert, D. W. No. 60, and Exhibit

A -361) Nirodh Chandra Ghoshal oontinu-

ed in the servioe of the Court of Wards

till 1913. A dispute arose on the death

of the Maharaja in the mutation proceeding

in consequence of an objection hied by the

senior Maharani. The junior Maharani

wrote to Rai Sri Ram Bahadur the legal

adviser and friend of the late Maharaja,

in connection therewith. Rai Sri Ram

Bahadur wrote in reply (Exhibit 81) that

he was muob grieved to hear that the

sonior Maharani had failed to respect the

wishes of the late Maharaja and hied an

objection in the mutation proceed-

ing against the entry of the name of the

junior Maharani in the revenue register.

On the back of that letter was endorsed

a draft in pencil of the reply sent by

the junior Maharani to Rai Sri Ram

Bahadur, thanking him for hia letter

for the assurance of help and sympathy

\

/
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oonveyed to her in her affliction. If the
Mahaiaja had revoked his Will of the J 7th
July 1891 in favour of the junior
Maharani within the knowledge of Nirodh
Chandra Ghoshal, as is now suggested, is

it likely that Nirodh Chandra Ghoshs!
would have remained silent and mentioned
to no one that the Maharaja had revoked
his Will and sent a letter to the Com-
missioner to that effect ?

Nirodh Chandra Ghoshal admits tint he
had an interview with the plaintiff in

September or October 1914, before he had
given evidence, and that he did not tell

him at the time that the Maharaja had
pent such a letter to the Commissioner.
He pretends that he did not then re-

member it and discovered the draft among
his papers at Allahabad in October 1915,
when the plaintiff asked him again to
look for it. He is not a man holding
any property, and, according to his o*n
admission, has been oonneoted with a
speculative claim to another estate in

which his brother was financing the
claimant to the extent of a 5* annas
share on their joint behalf. His brother
had financed another litigation before, and
from the past conduct of the witness in
not having made any mention of the
revocation before and his character as a
person interested in speculation, the
authenticity of the alleged drafts seems
to be open to serious doubt.

There is, on the other hand, a consider
able amount of independent evidence t

establish that the Maharaja was passion
ately attached to his junior Maharan
and had earnestly entreated all his friend
in position or authority to help her ii

the event of his death. Sir Haroour
Butler visited the Maharaja on the l it!
Catcher 1903, and from his evidence am
the note of Ins interview whioh he mad<
at the time (Inhibit A) it is clear that
the Will m favour of the .junior Maharan
dated the 17th July 1591 was the Iasi
Will which the Maharaja had executed ut
to that date. Sir Harcourt Butler states
that at the end of the interview the
Maharaja informed him that ho had made
a Will ,n favour of the second Maharani
which as ho said, was “registered with
Colonel Currie, or more accurately speak-
ing, attested by him, and, laying the

hand of the Maharani who was inside the
parda^ in his, be committed her to his
care. The Raja of Mahmudabad similarly
visited the Maharaja about 15 or 20 days
before his death and had conversed with
him in private. The Maharaja told him
that he did not hope to survive the dis-

ease from which he was suffering, and
his death -bed request to him was that
he should help the junior Maharani,
in whose favour he had already executed
a Will according to the draft, whioh he
had shown him at Lucknow, and that
the Raja should try that his estate should
not he put under the management of the
Court of Wards in a regular way but
might he put under the management of

a European manager under the supervision

of the Local Government in the event of

his death, that he should not let the

Maharani adopt a boy from the family of

Lai Triloki Nath Singh and further that
he should fry as far as possible to save
the estate from being sold in lieu of his

debt. The Raja says that the draft of

that Will had been shown to him at

Lucknow about a year or a year and a
half before the death of the Maharaja
and that the Maharaja had shown him
several drafts “probably after 1895”, all

of which were in favour of the junior

Maharani. It is possible that the Raja
may have had a very hazy idea of the

date or period, or that what the Raja
describes as a draft was really a oopy of

the Will, which the Maharaja had exeoot-

ed or. the 17th July 1891. It is also

possible that the Maharaja may have
prepared drafts after 1895 with the ob-

ject of altering that Will in certain par-

ticulars; but it is extremely unlikely that
the Maharaji had executed a Will, suoh
as Hakim Ismail Khan suggests, revoking
that of the 17th July 1891 and diverting
the bequest from the junior Maharani
for the Raja deposes that all the drafts

which were shown to him were in favour
of the junior Maharani and the last

conversation which the. Raja had with the
Maharani about 15 or 20 days before the
death of the latter tended in the same
direction. It is not improbable at any rate

that the drafts to which the Kaja refers may
have been shown to him before 1891, for

the Raj \ lias no positive recolleotipfl
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of the exact time when he saw them.

Thakur Harihar Bakhsh Singh (D. W. No.

5±), a respectable Talukdar, holding estates

in the Sitapur and Bara Banki districts

and paying a revenue of R>. 54,000 a

year, also bear3 testimony to having

seen the Maharaja for the last time S or

10 days before the death of the -latter, while

he was under the treatment of Kaviraj

Dwarka Nath Sen. The Maharaja then

told him that in case he died, the

witness should respect the junior Maharani

as much as he respected him and that

he should help her becausp, he said, he

had executed and registered a Will in

her favour in which he had given her

full powers after him.

Baqar Husain (I). W. No. 9), who was one

of the attesting witnesses to the Will of

the 17th July 189), states that he had

visited the Maharaja several times during

his illness and that the Maharaia had told

him that he had a mind to adopt a boy

of the family and then to lead the life

of a sanyasi and that, when reminded of

the Will, he said that his Will was the

same. .

Maharaja Prodyot Kumar Tagore (D. W.

No. 78) also states that on the occasion of a

visit of the Maharaja to Calcutta the latter

told his father, Maharaja Sir Jotindro

Mohan Tagore, with whom he was slaying,

that it was not possible for his junior

Maharani to visit Calcutta on aooount of

her ill-health and that she was a very

devoted wife and used to look after him

and nurse him very much in spite of her

. bad health. He further told him that

he had made a Will in which he had given

the Maharani the power to adopt and also

made provision for the future manage-

ment of his estate. The evidence of these

witnesses has not been controverted and

leaves hardly any room for doubt that the

AVili of the 17ch July 1891 is the last

" and subsisting Will of Maharaja and that

the Maharaja intended that the junior

Maharani should suoceed him after his

death.

In any ev 3 nt no Will revoking that of

the 17th July 1891 is forthcoming and

in its absence the Will of the 17th July

1891 must have legal effect. Section 5*

of the Indian Succession Act (X of 1865),

which has been extended by seotion 19 of

Act I of 1869 to the Wills of talukdar

s

,

lays down that no unprivileged AVili shall

be revoked otherwise than by another

Will or codicil, or by some writing dec-

laring an intention to revoke the same and

executed in the manner in which an un-

privileged Will is required to be executed

or by the burning, tearing or otherwise

destroying the same by the testator or

by some person in his presence and by his

direction with the intention of revoking the

same. The original Will of the 17th July

1891 was in this case not destroyed and

its revocation has not been proved in the

manner required by law. In Lachman Singh

v. JJmrao Singh (19), where a AVili made
by a testator was said to have been re-

voked in a written statement and a plaint

filed by him in other cases, it was held

that such a revocation could not take

effect under section 57 of the Indian Suc-

cession Act. In Haidar Ali v. Tasadduk

Rasul Khan (20), where a Will made by

a talukdar was stated to have been revok-

ed by another Will executed after Act

I of 1869 came into force but not registered

in accordance with seotion 20 of that

Act, it was held by their Lordships of the

Privy Council that the latter, being inopera-

tive as to the (alukdari estate, could not

revoke the previous Will, which was not

rendered inoperative by any of its provisions.

In Sahib Mirza v. Umda Khanam (12), Lord
Macnaghten pointed out that a AVili duly

executed could not be treated as revoked,

either wholly or in part, by a Will whioh

was not forthcoming, and the contents of

whioh could not definitely be ascertained,

and that it was not enough to show that

the Will which was not forthcoming

differed from the earlier one, if it could

not be shown in what the . difference

consisted. This observation applies with

particular force to the several drafts which

the Raja of Mahmudabad says the Maharaja

had shown to him. It is also noticeable

that the form in which the Maharaja

used to subscribe himself in his letters to

Mr. Hamblin (Exhibit A 351) is different

from that in which the draft produced

by Nirodh Chandra Ghoshal (Exhibit 76) des-

(19) 11 O. C. 102.

(20) 18 C. 1; 17 I. A. 82; 5 Sar. P. C. J. 5C9; 9 Iud.

Dec. (s. s ) 1 (**• £•)•
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oribed him. The story of the alleged revoca-
tion appears to be entirely unfounded.

In pursuance of the above Will the junior
Maharani adopted Dukh Haran Nath Singh,
the second son of Adika Nath Singh, on the
12th February 190.9, naming him Jagdam-
bika Pratap Narain Singh after his adoption.
The adoptiou is proved by the evidenoe of

several respectable witnesses, including the
junior Maharani, and is also corroborated
by the deed of adoption, formally executed
and registered by her on that date (Exhibit
A-139). The fact of the adoption has not
been seriously disputed by the plaintiff

either in this Court or in the Court below,
and it is unnecessary to refer to that evi-

denoe in detail. Apart from the alleged
revocation of the Will of the 17th July 1891
by the Maharaja, which has not been estab-
lished, the plaintiff impeaches the validity
of the adoption on several grounds. It was
suggested that the junior Maharani was not
the married wife of the late Maharaja,
that she was unchaste and wa9 not, therefore,
qualified to make the adoption according to

the Hindu Law, that the natural mother
of the boy adopted was of the same goira

as the natural father of the late Maharaja,
in conseqnenoe of which a marriage be-
tween the late Maharaja and the natural
mother of the adopted boy could not have
been leg il, that Adika Nath Singh, the
natural father of the adopted boy, was an
outoaste, that the boy was purchased for
a money consideration, and that the requisite
ceremonies of adoption had not been per-
formed.

It is not now disputed that the junior
Maharani was married to the late Maharaja.
There is nothing to show that that marriage
was not absolutely legal. The evidence
adduced to prove the alleged unohastity of
the junior Maharani with Adika Nath Singh
or other persons has been rightly disbelieved
by the learned Additional Judge, and I

agree with my learned colleague, who has
disoussed that evidenoe in detail, that the
imputations made are baseless and without
any foundation

The gotra of Adi*a Nath Singh was Girg
and that of his wife, Musammat Chandra
Kali, the mother of the adopted boy, before
her marriage, as stated by Bishwa Nath
(D. W. No. 18) and Rarndeo (D. W. No. 20)
and other witnesses, was Mahris, The Maha-

raja belonged originally to the Bharadwaj
gotra and had according to his own state-
ment gone into the Girg gotra by reason,
of his affiliation by Maharaja Man Singh.
In either view the gotra of the natural
mother of the adopted boy before her mar-
riage was different from that of the late
Maharaja and the validity of the adoption
cannot, therefore, be impugned on that
ground. The evidence produced by the
plaintiff that RamSahai, the father of Musam-
mat Chandra Kali, belonged to Bharadwaj
gotra is refuted by the evidenoe of
persons belonging to the family of Ram
Fahai, and oannot be trusted.
There is, moreover, evidenoe to show that

among Sakaldipi Brahmans, that is, in the
oaste to which the Maharaja belonged,
marriages can take place between the same
gotra. Such marriages are generally con-
demned by Hindu law-givers, but where
owing to the smallness of the community
or other cause, they do take place outside
the pale of prohibited degrees, they are
apart from custom not necessarily void.
Ihe principle of factum valet applies to them
(May ne's Hindu Law, 8th Edition, page 103,
and Shastri’s Hindu Law, 4th Edition,
Volume I, pages 99 and 100).
The evidence adduced to establish that

Adika Nath Singh was outcasted by the
Maharaja owing to his intrigue with the
junior Maharani is also unsatisfactory, and
the allegation that the boy was purchased
by the junior Maharani for taking in adop-
tion is not borne out by any reliable testi-
mony. Ihe supply of clothes or ornaments
to the parents of the boy to be adopted or
the payment of money therefor in antici-
pation of the adoption oannot invalidate
the adoption or be taken to indicate that
if- was made from sinful or improper motives.
In Murugappa Chetti v. Nagappa Chdti (17)
and Mahableshvar Fondba v. Durgabai (21)
adoptions were upheld, though in each case
it was shown that some money had been
paid or promised to the natural father of the
adopted boy in consideration of his giving Ids
son in adoption. Adika Nath Singh (D.W. No.
«>1) states in his evidence that he got a shawl
and other clothes on the occasion of adoption,
as did the other members of the family of
Maharaja Man Singh and Babu Narsingh

(-1) 22 B. 199; 11 Iud. Doo. (n. s.) 714.
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Narain Singh. Adika Nath Singh was

himself a relation of the Jate Maharaja,

and the present of articles of that charac-

ter to relations at the time of adoption,

as in the case of a marriage in the

family, is not uncommon.
The evidence of Ganesh Dat Shastri

(D. W. No. 13), Lai Adika Nath Singh
(‘D. W. No. 51) and the junior Maharani
(D. W. No. 53) shows that the requisite

ceremonies for adoption were duly per-

formed. In fact, as pointed out by their

Lordships of the Privy Council in Bal

Oangadhar Tilak v. Shri Shriniwas Pandit

(22), the performance of ceremonies can

be dispensed with, if the adoptive father

and the adopted boy belong to the same
golra , which would be the case, if the late

Maharaja was the putrikaputra of Maharaja
Man Singh. •

It is also contended that the adoption
was brought about by the pressure, exercis-

ed'' by the officials of the time and some
of the talukdars on the junior Maharani

;

but the only evidence which has been
pointed out in support of that contention
is a letter sent by Sir John Hewett, the
then Lieutenant-Governor of these pro-

vinces, to the junior Maharani on the 18th
July 1906, advising

,
her to a^dopt' a boy

in accordance with the wishes of her
late husband (Exhibit 276), and the state-

ment of the junior Maharani (D. W. No. 53)
in the present case that if she had not
been advised to make the adoption, she
would have made it after 12 years, so

that she might have been spared the dis-

grace of being dragged into Court by
the present suit. An advice given from
the best of motives does not, however,
amount to the exercise of undue influence.

The letter sent by the junior Maharani
to Mr. (now Sir) Haroourt Butler on the 7th
’August 1908 (Exhibit 266), which was
sent after the junior Maharani had re-

ceived the letter of Sir John Hewett,
and a deputation of some of the leading
talukdars

t moreover, clearly show that the
Maharani had voluntarily agreed to make
the adoption, realising that it was to the

271

interests of herself and her estate that
she should do so, so long as her personal
comfort, that is the possession of the estate

by her for her life, was not interfered

with. Throughout the process of selection

and the ceremonies which attended the
adoption, legal advice was available to

her ;
and however much she may now

feel pestered by the suit and the impu-
tations which have been made sgainst
her in it, the suggestion that she was
induced to make the adoption by undue
influence cannot for a moment be enter-
tained.

It is next argued that the adoption
made did not effectuate the intention of

the testator as expressed in his Will and
that the devise in his favour consequently
failed : in other words, it is contended
that the intention of the testator was
that his estate was to remain impartible
and that the adopted son was to succeed
to the property on the death of the junior
Maharani under section 22, clause 8 of

Act I of 1869, so as to render the rule
of succession laid down in section 22
applicable to its subsequent devolution.
As a general rule, a devise in favour of

an undeeignated or unascertained person
in a particular character may fail, if the
person in whose favour the devise was
made fails to occupy that character. A
bequest in favour of an adopted son may,
as pointed out by their Lordships of the
Privy Council in Fanindra Deb Raikab v.

Rajeswar Das (23) and Lali v* MurlidUar (24)
fail, if the adoption subsequently proves
to be invalid and the devisee does not
fulfil the character in which the devise
was made. But the adoption in the present
case is not invalid. The boy adopted by
the junior Maharani fulfils the character
of an adopted son, though he succeeds to

the property as a devisee and not under
clause 8 of section 22 of Act I of 1869.
By clause seven of bis Will, the testator

provided . that the junior Maharani shall

be competent to adopt a boy from his

paternal or maternal family, and that,

after the death of the junior Maharani,

(22) 29 Ind. Cas. 639; 39 iB. 441; 17 Bom. L. R.
527; 22 0. L. J. 1; 29 M. L. J. 34; 18 M. L. T. 1; (1915)
M. W. N. 484; 2 L. W. 611; 19 W.|N. 729; 13 A. L.

M70 42J.A, 135|(P.lC.)«

(23) 11 C. 463; 12 1. A. 72; 4 Sar. P. 0. J. 610; 9
Ind. Jur. 277; 5 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 1068 (P. 0.).

(24 . 28 A -488; 3 C. L. J. 594; 8 Bom. L. R. 402; 3

A. L. J.|415; 10 0. WaW. 730; 33 I. A. 97 (P, 0.),
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such adopted son shall, as oontemplated
by clause 8 of section 22 of Act I of

1-69, be the successor and absolute owner
• of all the moveable and immoveable pro-

perties belonging to him. The intention

of the testator was to emphasize that the

son to be adopted by the junior Maharani was
not to dispossess her during her life, for

in addition to his referring to oIau«e 8

of section 22, which empowered a widow
making an adoption to remain in posses-

sion for her life, he went on to say that

the son to be adopted shall not be entitled

to possession till after the death of bis

junior Maharani and that the junior

Maharani too shall have no power to give

him possession during her lifetime. The
junior Maharani was not an heir to the

estate within the meaning of clause 8 of

section 22, because the senior Maharani
was alive at the time of the death of

the testator. No power to adopt was given
to the senior Maharani. The adoption was
in tact made by the junior Maharani, and
clause 8 of section 22 could not,* there-

fore, apply to him. Apart from the devise,

the adopted son could have succeeded to

the estate only under elauso 9 of section

22 on the death of both the senior and
the junior Maharanis; but whether he does
succeed to it under the devise or under
clause 9 of seotion 22 or under clause II
of section 22, the estate continues to he
impartible in his hands. If the Maharaja
had died intestate after authorizing
the junior Maharani by a writing to

adopt a son but without making any
devise in her or bis favour, the son so

adopted would have succeeded to the
estate after the death of the senior and
the junior Maharanis or, in other words,
to a vested remainder therein under clause

9 or clause II; and if so, sections 13 and
14 of Act I of 1809 are wide enough
to keep the estate within the Act Where
property .g >e.3 to a widow for her life

with a vested remainder to another, the
combined interest of the former and the

latter constitutes the bundle of lights

known as the estate within the meaning
of seotion 2 of Act 1 of 1839 and the

interests of the former as much as of

the latter may in that sense be regarded

as different portions of the same estate.

Ip fn iar Kumcar v. Jdipil Kunu'ar (l!\

where a talukdar

,

who died childless but
leaving two widows, bequeathed to the

senior Maharani his entire estate and
gave her a power to adopt a son to him
aud at the same time provided mainten-

%

ance for both his widows after such

adoption, it was held by their Lordships

of the Privy Council that as, if there had
been no Will, the junior widow would
have succeeded to an estate expectant on

the determination of the life estate of the

senior, but subject to be defeated by an
adoption by the latter, there *as an in-

terest which brought her within the

meaning of section 13, paragiaph 1, ot
Act I of 18(39, so as to make the main-
tenance bequeathed to her by the Will
payable out of the entire estate though
the Will was unregistered. In Bhaiyi Rabidat

Singh v. Indar Kunwar (l£) it was held

that the word intestate” in seotion 13,

sub-section 1 of Act I of 1869, meant
intestate as to the talukdar

i

estate, and
that a son adopted under authority con-

ferred in writing by a talukdar was not

excluded from the exception contained in

that seotion. The adoption being valid

under the Hindu Law, the adopted son
would in any case succeed to the vested

remainder under clause 11 of . seotion 22,

and it cannot he said that the estate has

been excluded from the operation of seotion

22 and has become partible in his hands.
In regard to the other points raised in the

appeal, 1 have nothing to add to the

judgment of my learned o dleague, with
whose conclusions I am in entire agree-

ment. I, therefore, agree in dismissing
the appeal with costs except in regard to

the extra fee of Rs. 3,000 awarded by the
Court below to the senior Maharani,
which will bo expunged from the decree,

inasmuch as it was not certified to

that Court before the commencement of

arguments as required by the Rules.

A ppoa l dismissed.
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MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Appeal No. 660 of 1917.

, March 15, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Phillips and Mr.

Justice Krishnan.
DIVAKAR SINGH

—

Plaintiff—
Appellant

versus

A. RAMAMURTHI NAIDU

—

Defendant—
Respondent.

Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898^,^.165,
173

—

Search for stolen properly, alien can be allowed
—Investigation by Police after submission of report

,

legality of.

Section 165 of tlic Criminal Procedure Code docs
not authorize a general scorch for stolen property.
A search for specific stolen property is, however,
allowed by the section.

Bisser Misscr v. Emperor
, 20 Ind. Cas. 229; 41 C.

261; 17 C. W. N. 1209; 14 Cr. L. J. 405, followed.
Pranhhang v. Emperor

,
17 Ind. Cas. 76; 16 C. W.

N. 1078; 13 Cr. L. J. 764, distinguished.
The number of investigations into a crime that can

be made by the Police is not limited by law and
the Police, after submitting a report of an investi-
gation, have power to make further investigation on
receipt of further information.

Second appeal against the decree of the
District Court, Guntup, in Appeal Suit
No. 154 of 1916, preferred against the decree
of the Court .of the Additional Temporary
Subordinate Judge, Guntur, in Original
Suit No. 18 of 1915.
PACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. F. Ramadoss (with him Mr. F. Rathna •

somanathan
), for the Appellant.—The search

was illegal and is not authorised by
the terms of section 165, Criminal Proce-
dure Code. Bajrangi Gope v. Emperor (1).
The seoond investigation by the Police was

.illegal, as the result of the first investigation
was embodied in a report.

Mr. (7. Narasimhachariar
, for the Respond-

ent. The searoh was for specific stolen
property and was legal. Bisser Miss 2r v.
rnperor (2). The searoh was bona fide and

'p i

l
.

n^ l“ °°uld not claim damages. The
0 ioe have ample powers of investigation

°Um^t of fre9h information.

« 1
UQM.ENT.—Upon the finding that the

sftl
*7?8pe°iiQP °f Guntur conducted the

fend° p^re
-.

oan be no question of de-

ed
^kdiotion over the place searob-

Krou d *
s objected to on the

(\\
n° 8Pe°i®° iasue was raised

o.u J

9

S'

i

C
2
“3* 0- 30 15 * w - * 34 13

li Cr. L. j^3,m‘ 41 C. 281, 17 C. W. N. 1209 ,

18

on the point, but the plea that the de-

fendant did not himself conduct the search,

but only searched the house as the Sub-
Inspector’s assistant, was specifically raised

in the written statement and comes within

the scope of issue I. Even otherwise it

is questionable whether defendant, as in-

vestigating Police Officer, was not attached

to Guntur Police station by the orders of

his superiors, but this point does not

seem to have been considered.

The contention ohielly relied on by Mr.

Ramadoss is that the search was wholly illegal

inasmuoh as section 165 of the Criminal

Procedure Code does not give authority

to search for stolen property. This is a

somewhat startling proposition put in this

way, and it is based on the rulings in

Bajrangi Gope v. Emperor (1) and Prankhang

v. Emperor (3). These two cases were con-

sidered in Bisser Misser v. Emperor (2),

where it was held that they were only

authority for the proposition that section

165, Criminal Procedure Code, does not

authorise a general searoh for stolen pro-

perty, as opposed to a searoh for specific

stolen property. This latter form of search,

which is the ferm in the case now under

our consideration, was expressly held to

be legal and it was remarked that its

legality had never hsen questioned since

the case decided in Mahomed Jackariah

and Co. ~VT Ahmed Mahomad (4). We agree

in their view and hold that the present search

was not illegal. It has been found to

have been made bona fide and, therefore,

plaintiff is not entitled to damages.

Another contention is put forward that when

a report of investigation has been sent

in under Motion 173 of the Criminal

Procedure Code the Police has no further

powers of investigation, but this argument

may be briefly met by the remark that

the number of investigations into a crime

is not limited by law and that when one

has been completed another may be begun

on further information received.

The seoond appeal is dismissed w.th

costs.
Appeal dismissed.

M. c.

0) 17

76 4.

(4) 15

0 58.

1,'ul. Cas. 76, 16 C. W. N. 1078; 13 Cr. h. J.

C. 109; 12 Iud. Jur. 259; 7 Ind Doc. (n. a )
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PATNA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revisions Nos. -55 to ‘258 of 191c.

July 18, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Mullick and Mr.

Justice Thornhill.

MAHOMED ZAMIRUDDIN and others

— Petitioners

vt rsus

EMPEROR—Opposite Party.

CCriminal Vroceduir Codr (Ad I <•! 1898J, s. 1^9

Covcrumcnt of ln<l>o Act
,
1915 (b A <3 Uc». I

,
(
' OlJ,

]Q7—Rciision—High Court, power of, Indircrt Sessions

Judge to redo a r appeal—Criminal t rod - l'mrrdn er—
Court ,

duty of, to pass orders on petitions.

Botli under the Criminal Procedure Code and

under section 107 of the Government of India Act,

i he High Court has power to direct a Sessions .Bulge

to re- hear an appeal after obtaining additional

evidence, [p. 275, col. I.]

When petitions arc made to the Court, it is

improper morel v to direct them to be filed with the

record, [p 275, ool. l.j

Criminal revision from a decision of the

Sessions Judge, Patna.

Messrs. Yunus
,
Yunus "Muhammad and Rai

Trilhuban Noth Sahay, for the Applicants.

JUDGMENT.
MULLICK, J.—The petitioner Zamiruddin

has been sentenced under section 498,

Indian Penal Code, to rigorous imprison-

ment for one year and the petitioner Nurul

AVahab to rigorous imprisonment for nine

months and a fine of Rs. 200.. Nourangi

and Thakur Singh have been sentenced

to rigorous imprisonment for six months

each under sections 498 and 114, Indian

Penal Code. The woman in regard to

whom these offences are alleged to have

been committed is Saleha, t he wife of

Saiyid Hassan.

It appears that the petitioners were

defended by Counsel before the Deputy

Magistrate who took cognizance of the

case and that inspite of a full and pro

traoted trial, numerous petitions were made

to the Court by the accused protesting

inter uUa on the ground tint evidence

likely to assist the defence had been im-

properly excluded. These complaints were

repeated before the Sessions Judge in appeal

but were found to have no substance.

Dissatisfied with the learned Judge’s order

the petitioners have come to this Court

in revision.

We have heard, the parties at great

length and have come to the conclusion

that the learned Sessions Judge should

have followed the procedure prescribed by

section 428, Criminal Procedure Code,

and have directed the trial Court to allow

the acoused to adduce the additional

evidence which they desired him to

take.

The two witnesses from Mirzapore were

clearly necessary for the defence of the

accused Nurul AVahab and we are not

satisfied that there was any suoh negligence

on the part of the accused in the matter

of takii g nut process as woijld have warrant-

ed a refusal to procure the attendance of

the witnesses. It is said that the aooused

made no clear and definite prayer on the

11th May for issue of fresh processes.

It is difficult to understand this

ex plana ion in the face of the aooused s

Counsel’s repeated protests on the 11th

May that he was not prepared to argue

tho case till his defence was completed.

The learned Deputy Magistrate also states

in his explanation that it was the accused’s

duty to supply the certified copy of a

document the original of which he had

summoned one of the Miizapore witnesses

to produce, and likewise to deposit the

diet and travelling expenses of the wit-

nesses. The answer to these objections is

that the Court never asked the aooused

to take these steps. On the contrary the

Court issued processes twice for the attend-

ance of these witnesses without making

any such demands. In our opinion the

Court having once issued process was bound

to exhaust till the processes allowed by

law, unless it "as clearly shown that the

acoused was guilty of wilful obstruction

and delay.

AVe are also of opinion that the learned

Sessions Judge should have directed the

trial Court to recall Abdul Karim for

further cross-examination in regard to the

validity of the marriage. AVe are not

sa'isfied that the questions whioh the

accused’s Counsel desired to put were ir-

relevant.

We also think that the request to recall

Musammat Sabuzui should have been

granted. The learned Magistrate has un-

fortunately kept no reoord of the questions

whioh he disallowed on the ground of

irrelevance.

In this connection we have to observe

that it is to be regretted that the learned
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Deputy Magistrate, who appears to have
otherwise tried the ease with great
care and patienoe, should have omitted to
record orders on the numerous petitions
filed by the accused, and that be should
have allowed the impression to be created
that the imputations as to his conduct of
the trial remained unchallenged. It has
been repeatedly held that when petitions
are made to the Court, it is improper
merely to direct them to be filed with the
record.

The result is that the order of th
earned Sessions Judge dismissing th
appeal is set set aside and the appea
restored. We direct that the appeal be
re-heard after due attention to the observa
ions herein made. Upon receiving th<

additional evidence certified by the tria
ourt the Jgarned Judge will dispose of the

appeal according to law.
The learned Counsel for the petitioner;

contends, that this Court, in exercise o]
its revisional jurisdiction, has no authority
o make this order and he relies upon the case

of Gajanand Thakur v. Emperor (l). That case
oes not deal with the powers of this Court

as a Court of revision and is certainly no
authority for the contention that in the
present case we cannot interfere except
0 ireot a re-trial. In our opinion both
Un er the Criminal Procedure Code and
an er section 107 of the Government of
India Aot of 1915, this Court has full
nris lotion and power to direct the learned
easions Judge to re*hear the appeal after
a
.
l
!?
ln^ the additional evidence.

tR

011

j
be utterly unreasonable to accede i

pft

6 e®an<^ that because, two defence wil

tlift

868 aVe no^ been examined and becaus
cross examination of two proseoutio

wuneasea was not sufficiently full, the who!
°aae should be re-tried de novo .

a!rtV
h
!

S88sion8 Judge of Patna ha

we
°r|ned -an opinion on the evideno

Ses«iI
an8

T
fer

,
tbe aPP0al to the file of th

the Shababad and direct tha

satisfQ

6

a-
10ners he released on bail to th

^atna
l

?
n‘ the District ~ Magistrate o

Judea A#°cji
ai

J

P0ar before the Session

do so
knahabad when called upon

^be re°ord be sent through

8 pr^W?l‘75
a3, 60Si 1 P * "i Or. L. J.

'T. i
'

* i

bessions Judge of Patna to the Distriot
Magistrate of Patna and then by the last
named offioer to the Sessions Judge of
Shahabad, who will pass the necessary
orders under seotion 428, Criminal Prooedure
Code.

Thornbill, J.

—

I agree.

Order set aside ,

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Appeal No. 204 of 1918.

June 28, 1918.
Present : — Mr. Justice Teunon and

Mr. Justioe .Newbould.
TAPRINESSA

—

Appellant
versus

EMPEROR

—

Respondent.
. Penal Code (Act XLV of 1860/', ss. 201,203,211,
offences under —Accomplice, whether can be’ convicted
under ss. 201, 201—False information to Police im-

plicating innocent man—Offence—Intention.
A person who gives false information to the Police,

accusing another of an offence of murder in order to
screen the real offender, commits offences not only
under sections 20i and 203, Indian Penal - ode, but
also under section 211. [p 276, col 2; p. 277, col.’ I.J
The husband of the accused having been murdered

at night, she gave information' to the Police falsely
implicating a certain person:
Held

, that although there were circumstances of
grave suspicion against the accused woman, as being
an accomplice, yet as it would be impossible on the
record as it stood to hold that she was the murderer
or one of the murderers, she could be convicted
under sections 201 and 2o3, Indian Penal Code [p.
277, col. 1.]

Empress v. Behala Bibi, 6 C. 789; 8 C. L. R. 207;
3 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 511 and Torap Ali v. Queen-Empress,
22 C. 638; 11 Ind. Dec. (n. s .) 425, doubted and
distinguished.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Babu Remendranath Basu

,
for the Appel-

lant.—On the facts found by the Sessions

Judge and on the conclusions arrived at

by him, it would appear that the Judge
held the accused to be an accomplice in the

murder of the deceased. An accomplice

could not be convicted under seotion 201

of the Penal Code. If she was an accom-
plice, as held by the Sessions Judge, the

statement she had made to the Police was
only to exculpate herself by implicating

another. Refers to Empress v. Behala Bibi

(1) and Torap Ali v. Queen-Empress (2).

_(1) 6 C. 789; 8 C. L. R. 207; 3 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 511.

(2) 22 C. 638; 11 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 425.
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The statement must have been made not

in answers to questions but must have been

volunteered. Refers to Queen v. Joynarain

Fatro (3). So the only statement on which

any conviction could be based was the

first information, which was only volun-

tciry

[Teunon, J.—The learned Judge does not

oonviot her under section 211, but under

section 201 of tbe Penal Code as he says

she gave false evidence only to screen her-

self and not to inculpate any other man.

But if sho cannot screen herself without

inculpating another, then section 201

applies.]

Mr. Orr
,
Deputy Legal Remembrancer, for

the Crown, wa9 not called upon.

JUDGMENT.—The appellant before us

one Taprinessa has been oonvioted under

sections 201 and 203 of the Indian

Penal Code and sentenced under the first

named section to three years’ rigorous im-

prisonment and under the second to two years

rigorous imprisonment, the two sentences to

run concurrently. It appears that on the

night of the 13th July 1917 the husband

of this woman named Sanghi was mur-

dered, it would seem, shortly after midnight.

The medical evidence shows that the oause

of death was a blow with some cutting

weapon, such as a tbio or knife, on the right

side of the neok cutting the anterior and in-

ternal jugular veins and also cutting into

the third cervical vertebra and resulting,

in the opinion of the medical ollicer, in

instantaneous death. On the following

morning the appellant accompanied the

village Chowkidar, one Idhai, to the local

Thunah and there with a number of details

gave an account of the murder. She charged

one Afiruddin, her next door neighbour, as one

of the murderers.

The substantial question in the case beforo

the learned Sessions Judge and in this

appeal before us is whether that ohargo

and the account given were false and woro

known by the appellant to be false Afir-

uddin has been examined as a witness in

this case and he has denied the commission

of this murder or being any party thereto.

His denial is corroborated by tbe absence,

as the Judge finds, of any motive on his

part to commit this murder and by all his

(3) 20 W. 11. Cr. CO.

gubsequent conduct. We have no doubt

therefore, that in so far as she charged

this man with murder, that charge was not

The further question is, whether she

knew that it was a false charge that she

was making. The circumstances on which

the Judge relies as showing that the woman

•was in fact an aooomplioe in the murder,

though not sufficient to enable him or us

to come to such a finding, are yet Buffi-

oient to show that in naming Afiruddin

as one of the murderers she knew that

she was stating what was not true, these

circumstances, shortly stated, are these: 1 he

fact that to the neighbours whom she saw

in the morning following the ooourrenoe

she named no one; that she named Afir-

uddin for the first time on her way with

the Chowkidar to the Thana ;
that on the

next following day she made to thei in-

vestigating Sub-Inspector an entirely differ-

ent statement implicating three others and

that on the ‘26th July she submitted from

jail a petition in whioh she oombines her

two stories. That the charge was inten-

tionally false is also dear by the delay that

the woman made in giving the alarm or

in arousing her neighbours, by the faot that

at an earlier stage of the night she sought

to call out one of her neighbours on a false

pretext, by the fact that on the olotbes

she was wearing there were no stains ot

blood and by the absence of any signs

of use of foroe or violenoe in the house in

whioh she and her husband went to bed

for the night. All these oiroumstanoes

go to show that she knows far more about

this murder than she was prepared to

admit either at the time when she gave

the first information or now. The reason-

able inference from all this is that sbe

in faot knew who the murderers were and

that from some motive best known to her,

possibly because of her quarrels some days

before with Afiruddin’s wife, she chose inten-

tionally to implicate him.

There can bo no doubt, therefore, that

the conviction under seotion 201 has been

properly arrived at, and indeed wo are

unable to understand the process of reason-

ing by whioh the Judge was led to aoqui

the woman of the oharge under seotion 211,

Iudiau I’onal Codo. We can only suppose

that he has overlooked the distinction
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between motive and intention. Not content

•w^th screening the real offenders the woman
proceeded farther falsely to implicate an

innocent person. It cannot be suppoped

that a person who falsely brings such a grave

charge against another does not know that

the inevitable result will be injury to that

person, and on general principles it should

have been held that she intended that

injury.

Lastly it has been argued in law that as

the circumstances point to this woman
being an accomplice in the murder she

could not in law be convicted of the offence

oharged under sections 201 and 203,

and in support of this contention reliance

is placed upon the cases reported as Empress

v. Behala Bibi (1) and Torap All v. Queen*

Empress (2). We have, however, pointed

out that though there are circumstances

of grave - suspicion against this woman, it

would be impossible on the record as it

stands to hold that she was the murderer

or one of the murderers. That being so, even

assuming that the oases reported as Empress

v. Behala Bibi (1) and Torap Ali v. Queen-

Empress (2) are properly decided on their

own facts, still the present case may be

distinguished and in this connection we
may refer to the case of Sumanta Dhupi

v. 'Emperor. t4). As we have said in the

present case the oonviotion, in our opinion,

is legal and proper.
For these reasons we dismiss this

appeal.
.

Before oonoludiug we desire to say that

we do not agree with the Sessions Judge
in his criticisms on the action of the Magis-

trate before whom the woman Taprinessa

was produced on the 17th July. Though it

might have been more happily worded,, the

caution given by the Magistrate to the

woman was in substance sound and
proper.

* Appeal dismissed .

{*) 32 Ind. Cas. 132; 23 C. L. J. 333; 17 Cr. L. J. 4;

20 C. W. N. 166.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision Cases Nos. 773 and 774

of 1917.

Criminal Revision Petitions Nos. 620

AND 621 OF 1917.

July 2, 1918.

Pressnti—Mr. Justico Kumiir<isfiini Su9tri.

KRIPASINDHU NAIKO—Petitioner

in Cr. R. Case No. 7 73 of 1917

HARIKRISHNA NAIKO—Petitioner

inCr. R. C. No. 774 of 1917

versus

EMPEROR—Respondent.

Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1 898J ,
ss. 110,

7 528, 530—Had livelihood proceedings -Notice,

sue of by Magistrate to person not within jurisdiction,

qalitu of- -Proceedings drawn up on reference by

istrict Magistrate, effect of, on want of jurisdiction—
Ant trial of two persons, legality of-Misjoinder—
’ndicided members of Hindu family, liability of, jo.

usconduct of particular mcmben-Evidcncc, nature

f—Rumour and hearsay, admissibility of— Repute ,

leaning of—Notice to accused form and contents of—

andlord keeping tenants of bad character, liability

f_Forest offences—Statements in office files, admis-

^The
7

issue of notice under section 110 of the

iriminal Procedure Code is not a formal matter

nd the section limits the power to issue the notice

3 the Magistrate in whose jurisdiction the accused

Tlieissue'of a notice under section 110, Criminal

-rocedure Code, is a judicial act to be exercised

ftordne consideration of the materials placed

efore the Magistrate, and not merely an executive

rder to be passed as a matter of course on a
a

1
• f i»Nr i ha Police. The issue of a notice by a

laoastrate^without
jurisdiction cannot be justified

n thecTonod that it was drawn up under orders from

ho District Magistrate, [p. 278, col. 2; p. 2.9, col 1.]

1 "Siarttt srr.

Snand founder•
section 530 of the Criminal

'rocedure Code, [p* 2/9, J

^

Ohidnddin Choudhury v Emperor, 44 Ind. Cas. 122;

f0
US
tvy two p”sons jointly charged

ndei'socHon 110 (f> of the Criminal Procedure Code.

p 280, col. 1.] Ued in caSes where a plea of

The test to bo PP
whother there has been

‘l

Kt
1

,al association between the persons charged in

Sect ofTe misconduct alleged in the complamt.

p. 279, col. 2.] members of an undivided
The fact that pei & s

render each member
amily would n 7

f other member, and,

iable for tho misconduct ot^any
.^ .

g nofc even
where they l!! ÔIie

P
membL knew and assented

;hc presumption that one^me ^ ^ L]
S

°^dencSf general repute does not mean hearsay

evidence. [P - 280 col. 1

J ^^ a panicular
The belief of

^
cl®Ss

ticular acts or has charac-

individual has don P
. e there are rumours
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to that effect in a particular place, is not admissible

as evidence of repute where no facts are mentioned
to indicate that there were sufficient reasons for the

impression fp. 2Hf), col. 2.]

A notice under section 110, Criminal Procedure
Code, must contain something more than a repro-

duction of the clauses of the section. There should
he sufficient indication of the time and place of the

acts charged and sufficient details to enable the

accused to know what fact he i.< to meet, but if is not

necessary to give a list of witnesses [p. 280, col. 2. 1

Where, however, the defect lias not been objected
to in the trial Court, the High Court ought not

to (piash the proceedings in revision in the absence
of any proof that the accused was prejudiced l»v the
defect

i
p. 28*

,
col. 1 .]

The facts that a landlord has tenants of bad
character under him and lends them money when
thev tire in ditlieultv or mediates between his

• •

tenants who are accused of theft and their victims,
are not grounds for requiring security from the
landlord under section I 10 I p 285, col 2

Inferences drawn bv forest officials as to persons
>\ ho committed forest, offences are not evidence
of repute. The Court should test the sources of the
information that led the officials to infer that the
accused had anything to do with the offences, fp. 285,
col. 2.]

Petitions under sections 435 and 439 of

the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, pray-
ing the High Court to revise the judgment in

Criminal Appeals Nos. 16 and 17 of 1917 on
the file of the Court of the District Magistrate
of Ganjam, both preferred against the judg-
ment in Miscell ineous Case No. 7 of 1917
on the file of the Court of the Divisional
Magistrate of Chatrapur.

Messrs. K. V. fj. Nnrasimham
,
P. Karayana*

rnurthi and K. Srinivasa Iyengar
,

for the
Accused.

Mr. C. Narasimmachari
, for the Public

Prosecutor for the Government.
JUDGMENT.—These petitions are filed

against the order of the Sub- Divisional
Magistrate of Chatrapur which was con-
firmed on appeal, directing the petitioners
to furnisli security for good behaviour
under section 110 of the Criminal pro .

cedure Code. The petitioners are brothers.
One of them is the Karji of Pancha-
buhuti and the other is the Sirdar of
Gondhadhars. The notice issued to them
by the Divisional Magistrate sets out that the
charge-sheet submitted by the Sub Inspector
of Police made it appear to the Magistrate
that they were habitually protecting thieves
habitually committing or attempting, to
commit or abetting the commitment 0 f
offences involving a breach of the peace
and were so dangerous and desperate as

to render their being at large withrat
security hazardous to the community. The
Sub- Divisional Magistrate directed them to
execute a bond for Rs. 500 with two
suieties of Rs. 100 each for the period of
one year. Various legal objections to the
validity of the order are raised and I shall
deal with them before going into the
evidence —

The first objection raised is that the
Sub- Divisional Magistrate had no jurisdic-
tion to issue notice or try tHfc case, as the
accused persons did not reside within his
jurisdiction. It appears from the record
that the Police sent the charge-sheet to
the District Magistrate, who did not issue
any notice under the Criminal Procedure
( ode but sent the charge sheet on for

disposal first to the Special Agent and
then to the Sub- Divisional Magistrate of

Chatrapur. It. is contended that the Magis-
trate issuing the notice under seotion 110
of the Criminal Procedure Code should be
the Magistrate within whose jurisdiction,
the persons against whom the notice is

issued reside and that as the aooused
admittedly reside outside his jurisdiction,
the proceedings taken by him sre invalid.
As it is clear from the records, and not
disputed by the Public Prosecutor, that the
accused are residing within the jurisdiction
of the Deputy Magistrate of Gumsur, it is

clear that the Sub-Divisional Magistrate of

Chatrapur had no jurisdiction to issue the
notice. It was no doubt open to the
District Magistrate to have issued the notice
under seotion 110 when he received the
charge-sheet, as his jurisdiction extends
over the whole District and he would be a

Magistrate within whose jurisdiction the
accused lived, but he did not do so. The
issue of notice is not a formal matter and
it is dear that seotion 110 limits the
powers to issue the notice to the Magia-
trate in whose jurisdiction the aooused are.
The issue of a notice under seotion 110 being

judicial act to be exercised after a due
consideration of the materials placed before
the Magistrate and not merely an executive
01t ' er to he passed as a matter of course
( u th® complaint by the Police, the Legisla-
ture evidently restricted the jurisdiction to
,Ksne the notice to the Magistrate in
whose local limits the persons complained
against were living or were making themselves
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a danger to the public peace, as he would
presumably have a knowledge of the local

conditions and would be the fittest person

to judge wheher any action was necessary.

It is to be noted that under section 107,

olause 2 of the Criminal Procedure Code,
the notioe is to be issued by the Magistrate
within the local limits of whose jurisdiction

the person informed against is residing or

the place where breach of the peace is

apprehended is situate, while in section

110 the acts complained of must be done
by a person within the limits of his

jurisdiction. The question . is concluded by
the recent deoision of Abdur Rahim and
Napier, JJ., in Nagireddy Kondareddy> In re

(1). In dealing with a similar objection

taken under section 107 of the Criminal Pro-
cedure Code, where the District Magistrate
sent on the records to the Divisional Magistrate
without issuing a notice, the learned Judges
observe that the District Magistrate
cannot be said to have taken proceedings
under the section until he issues notice

to the person charged to show cause why
• he should not be proceeded against, that
the .Magistrate- who issues the notice must
be deemed to be the person who initiates

proceedings and that the District Magis-
trate to whom the Police reported certain

facts and who passed the matter on to

the Head Quarter Deputy Magistrate cannot
be said to have initiated proceedings and
transferred it to the Head Quarter Deputy
Magistrate for disposal. They also held that
section 528 aid not empower the District

Magistrate to transfer the case to a Magistrate
who had no local jurisdiction over the matter
by reason of section 107, olauee 2. A similar
view is taken in Nirbikar Chandra Muhherji
V. Emperor (2), where it was held that the
fact that the District Magistrate directed
a Subordinate Magistrate to draw up
proceedings against a person not resident
ln the jurisdiction of the Subordinate
Magistrate would not give the latter

Magistrate jurisdiction, as the provisions of
section. 107 were imperative. Surjya Kanta
&>V Ohowdhry v. Emperor (3) and King -

Emperor v. Munna (4), referred t<J with

. 0) 41 Ind. Cas. 990; 41 M. 246; 18 Cr. L. J. 878.

)i{
1 Ind- Cas. 78; 13 C. W. N. *80; 9 Cr. L. J. 148.

* 81 c - 8fi°i 1 Cr. L. J. 344. ’

> •™ 24 A. A. W. N. (1901) 2)3.

approval in Nagireddy Kondareddy
,

In re

(1), are also in point. It is argued
that the drawing up of proceedings by
the Deputy Magistrate is only an irregu-

larity. The question is one of jurisdiction

and more appropriately falls under section

530 of the Criminal Procedure Code. It

was treated as fatal to the validity of

the proceedings in all the cases above
referred to. My attention has been called to

Ohiduddin Ghoudhury v. Emperor (5), where
it was held that the procedure of the

District Magistrate was only an irregu-

larity, but 1 am bound by the decision of

the Madras High Court which is supported

by authority. No reasons are given in

the above case for taking a contrary view

and the decisions of the Calcutta High
Court are not even referred to. I am of

opinion that the Sub-Divisional Magistrate

of Chatrapur had no jurisdiction to issue

the notice and try the case and that the pro-

ceedings are void.

The next objection relates to the joint

trial of the 1st and 2nd accused. They are

brothers who have undivided properties,

but they live separately. The 1st accused

is the village Karji of Panohabubhuti

and lives at Panohabubhuti. The 2nd

accused is a Sirdar and lives at Gondha-

dhars. The two villages are about 10 miles

distant from eaoh other. It is contended

that evidence against lat accused has been

used as evidence against 2nd aoous Qd and

• vice versa and that the parties have been

greatly prejudiced thereby. The test to

be applied in all such oases where a plea

of misjoinder is raised is whether there

has been habitual association between the

persons charged in respect of the miscon-

duct alleged on the complaint. The fact

that persons are members of an undivided

family would not by itself render eaoh

member liable for the misconduct of
.

any

other member and where they are living

separately, there is not even the presumption

that one member knew and assented to

the misdeeds of the other. In the present

case there is no evidence of any associa-

tion of the two accused in any particular

act and even if the evidence against one

is true, it is quite consistent with the igno-

rance of the other accused as to the wrong-

(5) 44 Ind. Gas. 122; 19 Cr. L. J, 266.
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ful acts alleged. There can be little doubt

that one aocused has been prejudiced by

evidence against the other being used as

evidence against him, and l am of opinion

that both the lower Courts were wrong

in not examining the evidence against each

uf the accused with a view of determining

whether security should he demanded

against him or not. 1 might in this connec-

tion refer to Hari Telang v. Queen-

impress (6), where it was held that it

was not legal to try jointly two persons

charged under section 110, clause (/).

Objection has also been taken to the admis-

sion of a large body of irrelevant evidence

in the belief that it was admissible as

evidence of repute. Evidence has been let

in to the effect that A heard from B that

the latter suspected one of the accused of

misconduct. It seems to me to be dear

that such evidenoe is not evidence of repute

and is clearly inadmissible. Evidence of

general repute under section 117, olause (3),

does not, for the purpose of enquiry into

conduct of persons under Chapter VIII,

mean hearsay and repute has been clearly

pointed out in Uni J sri Pershnd v. (Jueen-

Empress (7). The following observations

are in point: “it is hardly necessary to

say that evidenco of rumour is mere

hearsay evidenco and hearsay evidenoe of

a particular faot. Evidenoe of repute is

a totally different thing. A man’s general

reputation is tho reputation whioh he bears

in the placo in which he lives amongst

all the townsmen and if it is proved that

a man who lives in a particular plaoo is

looked upon by his fellow townsmen, whether

they happen to know him or not, as a

man of good repute, that is strong evi-

dence that he is a man of that character.

On the other hand if the state of things is

that the body of his fellow townsmen who
know him look upon him as a dangorous man
and a man of bad habits, that is strong evi-

dence that he is a man of bad character; but

to say that, because there are rumours in a

particular place among a oertain class of

people that a man has done particular acts or

has characteristics of a certain kind, these

rumours are in themselves evidenoe under this

(0 ) 27 C. 781; 4 C. W. N. 531; 14 fiul. Dec. (x. s.)

5H.
(7) 23 0. G21; 12 lud. Doc. (x. a.) 413.

section, is to say what the law does not justify

us in saying.” The case was considered in

Chintamon Singh v. Emperor (b) where all

that was hold was that when an offence, e. g. t

dacoity, was committed in another village,

evidence of repute given by persons residing

in that village was also admissible. In

Alep Prumunih v. King-Emperor (9) it

was held that persons ought not to be

bound down under section 110 of the

Criminal Procedure Code upon the mere

statement of witnesses that they suspect

or are under the impression that the per-

sons proceeded against are thieves or

dacoits, where no fact is mentioned to

indicate that there was sufficient reason for

their suspicion or impression.

The next objection is that the notice to

the accused to show cause is vague and in-

sufficient. The notioe issued by the^Divisional

Magistrate runs as follows :— Whereas

it has been made to appear to me by the

oharge sheet submitted against you by the

Sub Inspector of Police, Bugada station,

under section 110 (e) and (/) of the

Criminal Procedure Code, that you are

habitually protecting thieves, habitually

committing or attempting to oommit or

abetting the commitment of offenoes involv-

ing a breaoh of the peaoe and are so

dangerous and desperate as to render your

being at large without security hazardous

to tho community, you are hereby required to

show cause why you should not be required

to execute a bond for Rs. 500 with two

sureties of Rs. 100 each to be of good be-

haviour for a period of two years.” 1 am
of opinion that notioes under seotion 110

must contain something more than a repro-

duction of the olauses of the seotion. There

should be sufficient indication of the time and

plaoe of the acts oharged and sufficient details

which would enable the aooused to know

what facts he is to meet, thongh as pointed

out in Chintamon Singh v. Emperor (8), it is

not necessary to give a list of the witnesses.

In Nagireddy Kondareddy ,
In re (1)

it was held that a general notioe. whioh

did not state when the threats complained

of were uttered or who the persons threaten-

ed were or when the apprehension of a breaoh

of the peaoe arose was vaguo and bad in

(8 .• 35 C. 243 ot p. 262; 12 C. W. N. 299; 7 C. L. J.

177; 7 Cr. L. .T. 146. \
(9) 11 C. W.N. 413; 5 Cr. L. J. 191.
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law and that the proceedings were liable to

be quashed on that ground. I am, however,

of opinion that when a party does not

during the trial seek for information and
does not complain in the lower Court or

show that he has been substantially pre-

judiced, the High Court in revision ought

not to quash the proceedings in the absence

of any proof of prejudice. In the present

case I am unable to find anything to show
that the accused were unable to cross-

examine the prosecution witnesses effectively

or cite their own evidence in consequence

of the vagueness of the charge.

Turning to the merits I think the order

ought not to have been made, as the evi-

dence which is relevant is totally insuf-

ficient to bring the accused under section

110. The 1st accused is the Karji of

Panohabhubhuti and the 2nd acoused is

the Sirdar of Gondhadhars. They own
extensive properties and have several Panos
in their service like other landlords in

the district. So far as the 2nd accused is

concerned, the Governor- General in Council

presented him with the certificate Exhibit

II in recognition of his help in preventing

riots in 1889 and his good services in watch-

ing the frontier irr 1894. He was also

given a gun in 1905 and Coronation Medal
in 1912 . by the Government. He was
also appointed Member of the Taluk Board.

There is a large body of evidence of res-

pectable Government officials and also of

non-officials which, in my opinion, certainly

outweighs the unreliable and interested

evidenoe of the prosecution witnesses. Mr.
'Green, the Deputy Magistrate of Gumsur
since 1913, within whose jurisdiction the

accused live and who had ample oppor-

tunities of knowing their oharaotor, states

that he never received petitions to the

effect that the accused were receiving stolen

property or were dangerous to the publio

and that he _juever came across any such

complaints in the records prior to his

time. He states that in his opinion the two
accused are of good conduct. It is to be
regretted that all kinds of insinuations were
allowed to be made by the Police -against

Green, the more so as there is nothing,
so far as I oan see, to warrant the belief that

Green who is a responsible Government
servant of long standing acted improperly.
the Sub-Divisional Magistrate has fallen

into a strange error when he states that P. W.
No. 10 complained against the 1st accused

and 40 persons having cut his crop and
Mr. Green took the case on his file and
dismissed it as false. P. W. No. 10 states

•in his evidence that he complained to the

Superintendent of Police who referred him
to a Magistrate and that he never filed any
complaint before the Deputy Magistrate, Mr.

Green. Far from dismissing any case brought

by P. W. No. 10, Mr. Green dismissed a

case filed against P. W. No, 10 Mr.

Narayanamurthy, D.W.No. 1, who is a Pleader

and who was chairman for 15 years, states

that 2nd accused was a Member of the Taluk

Board, that he has known acoused Nos. 1

and 2 for 10 or 12 years and that they

are reported to be good men. There is no

cross-examination of this witness as to the

unreliability of the souroe of his information.

The District Magistrate discredits him be-

cause, in his opinion, he made contradictory

statements as to his having been retained

as a Pleader by the aooused. He states

that he was never retained as a Pleader

by the accused and immediately afterwards

states that he was engaged as their Pleader

in a case. What the witness evidently

meant is that he had no general retainer as

Yakil to appear in all their oases, but was

only engaged on a special oooasion by them

and there is no contradiction if the well-

known distinction between a Pleader having

a general retainer to appear for a party and

his being engaged only in a special case

is kept in view. D. W. No. 2 was the

Sub- Assistant Surgeon of Russalkonda for

8 years prior to 1912. He states that he

has only heard good reports of their

character. As the prosecution has let in

evidence of acts said to have been com-

mitted 7 or 8 years ago, his evidence is

certainly relevant. D. W. No. 3 was the

Stationary Sub-Magistrate of Russalkonda

in 1910 and Tahsildar of Gumsur Taluk in

1913. He states he does not remember

having heard any bad reports about the 2

n n W No 5 is a land-holder and

merchant who 'has 1,500 or 1 600 6 of

land and who was a Taluk Board and Union

Member. He speaks to the good character of

the accused and says he has known tnem for

25 years and never heard that the accused

caused thefts to be committed or harboured

thieves or reoeived stolen property. His pur-
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ohasing skins from Panos as a skin merchant

is no ground for discrediting his evidence nor

is his having testified to the 1st accused’s

character on a previous occasion. There

is nothing in his cross-examination to sug-

gest he does not own 1,500 or 1,600

bharnams of land. D. W. No. 6 is the

trustee of a temple and owns 180 bharnams

of land paying a kist of 80 or 90 rupees.

He speaks to the conduct of the accused

and says that they are known to be res-

pectable persons in the Mittah. D. W. No. 7

also speaks to their gocd character. D. \V.

No. 8, who says he is school-master and

owns 150 bharnams of land, states that

accused have good characters and are not

known to be receivers of stolen property

or abettors of thefts or harbourers of thieves.

D. VV. No. 9 is a Karnam and he speaks to

the character of the aocused. D. W. No. 10,

who is an inamdar and owns 700 bharnams

of land, states that he has known the

aocused for 15 or 16 year* and that their

character has been good and that he never

heard any reports against them. D. W. No. 11,

who lives near the accused’s village, states

that aocused get an income of Rs. 25,000

from their lands, that they are respectable

and charitable persons. I). W. No. 12, who

owns about 450 bharnams of land, states

that he knows the aocused well and that they

bear a good character. D. W. No. 14, who

is a retired Deputy Collector and who

was in Gumsur Division in several capacities

for several years till April 1913, states that

he knows the accused well and that he

never heard any one say that they reoeived

stolen properties, harboured thieves, or

forcibly carried away properties. He says

that 2nd accused’s condnot was excellent.

This witness had ample opportunities of

knowing their character and his evidence

shows that at any rate till 1913 they

bore a very good character. D.W. No. 15

is the Sub- Assistant Director of Survey,

who was in charge of Gumsur Division in

1909 and 1915. He says be beard nothing

against their character and that he knows

that their character is good from conversa-

tions he had with them and the ryots. D.W.

No. 16 was a Revenue Inspector of Gumsur

for 3 years (1906-1910). Ho says that

their character is good and that he never

heard complaints about their having reoeived

stolen properly or harboured thieves or

taken forcible possession of property. D.W.
No. 17, who was a Deputy Ranger for 1913

and 1915, also speaks for their good

character. D W. No. 18 who owns 300
bharnams of land says he has known accused

sinoe their infancy and that they have

always borne a good character and that

he never heard anything against them. D.

W. No. 19, who was Deputy Collector in

Gumsur in 1902, 1905 to 1908, 1911 and

1912, states that he knows aocused Nos. 1 and

2, that their conduct was good, that aooused

Nr. 2 was Member of the Taluk Board and

that he never heard that they harboured

thieves or received stolen property. D.

Ws. Nos 22 and 23, who own lands in the

neighbourhood, also speak to their good

character. D. W. No. 24, who was Tahsildar of

Gumsur from 1911 to 1914, states that

their character was good and that he beard

nothing against them. As 1st aooused was
his subordinate he had speoial means of

knowing his character. D.W. No. 25, who is

a retired Tahsildar and at present manager
under the Maharaja of Bobbili, states that

he was Sub- Magistrate of Gumsur from
19 10 to 1912 that he knew 2nd aooused

and that he heard nothing against his

character. D. W. No. 26 is a retired

Deputy Tahsildar, who says he knows
aocused Nos. 1 and 2 from lfc'b’S and that he

never heard anything against them. D. W.
No. 27 is the Revenue Inspector who has

been there for about 3 years, and be

states he heard nothing against the

accused. D. W. No. 28, who was a Revenue
inspector, says that during his stay in

the division the character of aooused Nos. 1

and 2 was good and that he beard no-

thing against them. I am unable to agree

with the Divisional Magistrate who dismissed

the defence evidence summarily as being

of a negative and intangible character and
not of persons living on the spot. It is

difficult to believe that, if the aooused

were notoriously bad persons or were
guilty of even a fraction of the acts

attributed to them, Deputy Collectors,

Tahsildars, Sub- Magistrates, Revenue Ins-

pectors and persons owning lands in the

vicinity would not have heard of it. Nor am
I able to appreciate the remarks of the District

Magistrate that the evidence of Mr. Green’s
sub rdinate has to be discounted, as I see no-

thing whioh oasts any doubt on the bona fides of
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Mr. Green. The evidence of the prosecution
witnesses is vague and indefinite as to time
and some acts complained cf take u 3 back
to several years. It also appears to me that
men who bore a good character till a
few years ago would not suddenly have
degenerated into thieves and dangerous
persons. The evidence of the defence
official witnesses, cannot b9, therefore, rejected
so summarily as the District Magistrate has
done.

Before discussing the proseotion evidence,
it is necessary - to bear in mind the
oiroumstances under which the present
complaint was laid by the Sub Inspector
who, as found by the Divisional Magistrate,
has identified himself with the faction
opposed to the accused in the dispute about
Goohabadi lmd. ' The 1st accused
as taken a lease of the village from some

of the junior members and had also
purchased some shares and was in possession
for a long time. The Sirdar of Koradabadi
en ered pattas to tenants alleging that
he was entitled to l/5th share. The
disputes culminated in 1^97 by the High
^ourt deciding that the Koradabadi Sirdar
could not tender pattas [see Eaghu Gowdo
v. Gowdo Chandro Naiko (10)]. Exhibits

' and 33 series are the documents under

^
10 ^ accused got possession. The

koradabadi Sirdar having failed in the High
* ^ no* hi© a regular suit, but
r
J
e 0 8®^ possession through the Mahapatros

sad°'
moneys to Goohabadi Mokas-

ar, The lessors of 1st accused at one
age supported him but afterwards took
es with the Sirdar and the Mahapatros.

proceedings were taken by 1st accused

and
® eofc

!
on J 45 on the 13th April 1914

of
^

th
* ^Exhibifc 44;) was passed in favour

flnnfitl

0 ao°nsed and his possession was

this
8U^ was filed to contest

to ur
^Gradabadi Sirdar then wanted

filed

6Ven
^

.

ls
?

a°oo8ed reaping paddy and

Paddv* complaint of theft of

e<j t tl
,Qh was dismissed. Disputes continu-

seotion 1 Ik •
aooused again applied under

Exhibit P q
1D 1916 and the order

c&8edsh ij
Wa8 pas8ed directing that 1st ac-

°f ^
°n no * be disturbed as regards 4/5ths

&8 reffarr^
8

Wt
8 an(^ ^be counter petitioner

* 8 /5th. The order as regards l/5th

^ °) 7 L. J. 24 \ afc p. 246.

i

was ultimately upset by the High Court,
Taking advantage of the order of Mr. Arndt]
the Special Assistant Agent, the Koradabadi
Sirdar attempted to enter on the lands
and cut the crops, but the tenants who raised
the orops objected that it was they that
should harvest and not the landlord who
bad at best only a claim to the Rajabhagam
after tenants harvested. The 1st aooused
filed a suit on the 23rd November and got
a temporary injunction Exhibit P-4*;

The Koradabadi Zemindar was in the
meanwhile harvesting the orops and it was
alleged that though the order of the Civil
Court was shown to the Police they
deolined to interfere. The evidence of the con-
stable P. \V. No. 22 supports this. Mr. Green
then passed an order, dated 27th November
1916, directing the Police to obey the order
of the Civil Court. The Magistrate finds,

and there oan be little doubt from the
evidence, that throughout these proceedings

the Sub- Inspector of Police, who is responsible

for the initiation of the proceedings under
section 110 against the accused and who
is a relation of the Mahapatros, was an
active partizan of the opposite party.

It was after the order of Mr. Green and
when the Mahapatros and the Sirdar were
defeated in their attempts to get possession

that proceedings were initiated under seotion

110 against the accused. Under these cir-

cumstances the evidence of the Sub-Inspeotor

and the Police witnesses has to be received

th considerable oaution.

As already pointed out, the charges against

e aooused are ( 1 ) habitually protecting

sives, (2/ habitually committing orattempt-

y to commit or abetting the commission of

enoes involving a breach of the peace, (3)

ing dangerous and desperate.

The second charge relates to cutting orops

d taking foroible possession of lands. The

ief items are Goohabadi lands, Panokyari

ids and lands in Singapur. As regards

.ohabadi lands I have already given a

,tory of the dispute. The case against the

i aooused that he was present and oame to

3 land with a number of persons is clearly

^proved, as the 1st accused was
x
on that

te at Berhampore. The Sub-Divisional

igistra^e observes in this part of

9 case: “My opinion of this affair, as far

it relates to the first accused, is that he

1 send his men to Goohabadi to make
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a ghow of force but that he did not intend to

use force. His idea was obviously to hold up

proceedings in Gochabadi while he took steps

in Civil Courts. I cannot acquit 1st

accused of all blame in this matter, even

though the ultimate responsiblity for :t

rests on other shoulders.” It appears from

the evidence that the lands were shared

on the Rajabhagam system and if this is

so, the ryots were justified in objecting to

the landlord cutting the crops even as-

suming that the Sirdar was entitled to

1.5th of the lands. The order of Mr.

Arudt was admittedly set aside by the

High Court, The 1st accused would well

have been within his legal rights if he took

steps to prevent the opposite side from

unlawfully entering on land in his posses-

sion, especially as Mr. Arudt’s order re-

ferred to a fifth unspecified share. It is

difficult to see how on the findings of the

Magistrate the case is one for seourity

under section 110.

As regards the Panokyari lands the

contesting parties were P. W. No. 19 and one

Govinda Naiko. hakkow Prodhano purchased

the lands in 1910 under Exhibit III and

leased them to Govinda Naiko by the deed

Exhibit Va. In 1913 the brother of P.W. No.

13 got a sale-deed from the same vendor,

Exhibit V b. The dispute between the rival

claimants is pending in seoond appeals in

the High Court. Exhibits V a and VI are

leases in favour of Govinda Naiko. Prima

fade title is in Govindo Naiko and the

Magistrate states that Exhibits 4, 5, 6 and 7

show that Govindo Naiko has a title.

The learned Magistrate was wrong in

stating that 1st aooused admitted bringing

his men to cut the orop. His Vakil

denies, it and I have not been referred

to any part of the record supporting the

Magistrate’s statement. It is clear that

1st accused had no interest in the land.

As remarked by the Magistrate, P. W. No.

19 is a bitter enemy of the 1st aooused

and it is difficult to seo how his statement

can be accepted. No report was sent to the

Police and it is extremely unlikely that

P. A\
r

. No. 19 or the enemies of the 1st ao-

oused would not have filed complaints, if

as a matter of fact 1st aooused went to

the land with several men and carried

away the crops. The paddy was not

taken to aooused’s house but was in Govinda

Naiko’s house at Kbyronadi. Exhibit 22

shows that the aooused were discharged

in the theft case and Exhibit 23 that the

District Magistrate upheld the order of

discharge. I find it difficult to see how

the aooused oan be ordered to furnish

security on so flimsy materials.

As regards the Singapur lands the Magis-

trate has fallen into the error already

pointed out by me that Mr. Green took

the complaint of P. W. No. 10 on his file

and threw it cut. It appears from the

evidence that Mr. Green threw out the

complaint against P.W.Nc. 10. The evidenoe

of P. W. No. 10 is worthless, especially as he

wants to make out that the oomplamt

which was thrown out was oonoooted with

the assistance of the Deputy Collector.

As regards the dispute between P. W,

No. 9 and D. W. No. 29 about lands, it is

clear from the evidenoe that D. W. No.

29 obtained a deoree Exhibit 24 against P.

W t No. 9. It also appears that he got posses-

sion. P. W. No. 9 says that accused Nos. 1

and 2 cut the orops with the help of

Panos 5 years ago. The statement of P.

W. No. 9 that the Deputy Collector, (who

was not then Mr. Green) asked him to

oomplain against the Haddis and Panos

and not against 1st accused, is on the

faoe of it absurd. It seems to me impos-

sible to act on evidenoe of this kind,

relating to an occurrence said to have

taken place 4 or 5 years previously. The

evidence of P. W, No. 11 is equally

worthless. He is a servant of the op-

posite faction. He says he complained to

no body about the alleged conduct of the

1st and 2nd aooused even though according

to him the Karji sent him to the Polioe

station with a false report.

The evidenoe as to foroible outting and

carrying away of crops is, therefore, worth-

less and cannot, in my opinion, be ac-

cepted. As regards the complaint about

the rescue of prisoners, it is said to have

taken plaoe so long ago as 1908. There

is little to oonneot Sola Pauo with the

aooused. It is difficult to see how the

aoousod oan be held to be liable for the

acts of the Panos in resouing a fellow

Pano. It not unfrequently happens that

amongst the lower classes a fellow oa9te-

man who is arrested is resoued by the

other villagers turning up, and it is a
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large order to hold the landlord liable

simply because some of his servants res-

cued others. It does not appear that

any finding was recorded in the trial that

accused had any hand in the rescue of

Sola Pano. His plea seems to have been

that he esoaped while the constables es-

corting him were asleep. P. W. No. 28, -

the constable, speaks to the contents of

reports and to his evidence in the case. The
originals ought to have been produced, if it was

intended by the prosecution to reJy on them.

The second case about a rescue is limited to an

attempt in 1915 by the 1st accused and the

evidence is equally worthless. It is difficult

to see why, if the evidence of P. W. No.

22 ia true, no steps were taken against

1st accused at the time. The evidence of

this witness as to 1st accused turning up

at Goohabadi with 300 men is false, as

1st accused is proved to have been at

Berhampore on the date and the Magistrate

finds that he was not at Goohabadi when
the ryots turned up and refused to allow

the Koradabadi servants to out the crops.
.

P. W. No. 16 states that he turned up

with 12 men to support P. W. No. 22

and that the Panos of 1st aooused ran

away but 1st accused remained there.

This is improbable. He admits that neither

he nor the constable reported that 1st accused

attempted to rescue the prisoners.

As regards complaint of theft or the

abetment of theft, the evidence of witnesses

who say that they heard from A that he

suspected the Sirdars or that theft was at

their instance has, for the reasons already

given by me, to be excluded. It is not

evidenoe of repute and if the thefts are

sought to be proved, the witnesses who
have a direct knowledge of the affair ought

to have been called. The Magistrate seems

to have thought that because Panos com-

mitted theft and some prosecution witnesses

state that they are aooused Panos, thfl_oase

against the aooused is proved. It is well

known that Panos like Marravars, Kallars

and other tribes are addicted to theft and
lawlessness especially, during the non-

cultivating seasons. The District Magis-
trate in his judgment says that Panos are

notoriousry addicted to crime. Under
these circumstances great caution has to be

wed in fixing liability on the landlords,

especially as almost every landlord in those

parts has to employ Pano cultivators. In

this connection I may refer to the obser-

vations in Nilkamal Das v. Emperor (11),

where it was held that the facts that a

landlord has tenants of bad character

under him, that he lends money to tenants

of bad character under him when they

are in difficulty and that he mediates

between his tenants who are aooused of

theft and their victims, are not grounds

for requiring security under section 110.

If these remarks are borne in mind and

hearsay evidence excluded, there is very

little reliable evidence to show that ac-

cused either took part in or abetted

thefts. They are rich and influential

persons, and it is difficult to believe that

they either profited by the small thefts

or instigated Panos (who required little

inducements to thieve) to commit theft.

The fact that in 2 or 3 oases they in-

terested themselves in the case against

the Panos, even if true, is quite con-

sistent with a desire to help servants

whom they considered wrongly charged.

The Magistrate erred in thinking that in

spite of acquittals of the persons actually

charged with offences the facts relied on

by the prosecution in those cases can be

relevant evidence against the present

accused. I need only refer to the obser-

vations in Nagireddy Kondareddy ,
In re (1)

already referred to.

As regards forest offences, any inference

that particular forest officials may draw

as to the persons who committed theft

will not he evidence of repute. The Court

has to test the sources of the information

that led them to infer that the accused

had anything to do with the thefts. State-

ments in forest department files will not

be evidenoe by themselves. As other

landlords besides the aooused have Pano

servants, the fact that the Forest Ranger

was of opinion that, from the nature of

the wood stolen, others ought to be behind

them would apply generally to landlords,

and there is no speoial reason why the

aooused should be charged in particular.

The forest officials were not likely to be

afraid of the village Karji (the 1st

accused) and there is no reason why they

did not prosecute him. The illicit grazing

(11) 6 C. h.J. 711; 6 Cr. L. J. 403.

1
I
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of the buffalos on one oooasion in respect

of whioh compensation was levied by the

forest department, even if true, would not

be a ground for requiring security under

section 110 ;
nor would the remarks in a

file that some shicaries on one occasion

used the gun of 2nd accused be sufficient.

As regards the evidence of P. Ws. Nos. 14

and 15 it is difficult to see how, even if it

is true, any case of theft can be made

out. First aooused told P. W. No. 14 that

his servants brought timber without orders

and offered to pay the price, which offer

the merchant accepted. P. W. No. 15 says

that stolen timber was found near the

village where 1st acoused and several

others lived. The fact that 2nd accused

purchased the logs and paid Rs. 75 for

them would not show he was the thief.

As regards evidence of repute the pro-

secution witnesses are not men of any

special consequence and the evidence is in

my opinion more than counterbalanced by

Lhe evidence of officials and respectable

residents, which I have already referred

to. Several proseoution witnesses are on

bad terms with ' the accused and evidence

of the sort they give is easily procur-

able by the Police Sub-Inspector P.

W. No. 1, who is on bad terms with

the acoused and who launched the pre-

sent prosecution after all attempts to help

the Mahapatros and the Sirdar in the land

dispute between them and aooused had
failed. The Magistrate is of opinion that

the Sub-Inspector P. W. No. 1 is the

champion of the faotion opposed to the

aooused, and I have little doubt that the

present proceedings were not instituted bona

fide by P. W. No. 1.

The oase has been very fully argued
on both sides, and I have little hesitation

in holding that both on the points of

law and the questions of fact raised the

order requiring security is unsupportablo.

I set aside the order and direct that the

bonds if exeouted by aooused Nos. 1 and 2 be
cancelled.

Order set aside.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 250 of 1918.

March 22, 1918.

Present :—Mr. -Justice Wilberforoe.

JIA LAL— Petitioner

versus

PHOGO MAL AND OTHERS—
Respondents.

Criminal Procedure Code ( Act V of 1S9S), s. 195— 1

S i action to prosecute—City Magistrate, whether
permanent Court—Jurisdiction..

Thu Court of the City Magistrate is not a perma-
nent Court with a perpetual succession of Judges;
so that where a City" vhigistrato has been trans-

ferred, his successor has no powef to sanction a
prosecution in respect of an offenco committed before

his predecessor In such a case the Sessions Judge
alone is competent to grant the necessary (sanction

under section i95 of the criminal Procedure Code.

[p. *287, col. 1.]

Criminal revision from the order of the

Sessions Judge, Lahore, dated the 11th

February 1918.

Messrs. Durga Das and Amin Chand, for the

Petitioner.

Mr. Duni Chand
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.— In this oase the peti-

tioner applies for revision of an order of

the Sessions Judge of Lahore, to the effeot

that the City Magistrate should reoord bis

opinion as to whether a proseoution should

be sanctioned under section 195, Criminal

Procedure Code, and should himself decide^

,

the oase. The legality of this order is/

questioned on the ground that the Magis-
trate who tried the case out of whioh
the application for sanction arises, has been

transferred and that under these circum-

stances only the Court to whioh he was
subordinate, could grant the necessary

sanction. As an authority for this pro-

position Muhammad Ishaq v. Muqim»ud-
din (l) is quoted. The original oase was
tried by the City Magistrate, and Counsel
for the respondents argues that his Court
is a permanent one with a perpetual succes-

sion of Judges and that, therefore, Mtiham •

mad Ishaq v. Muqim ud din (I) does not

apply. Counsel for the respondents also

relies upon a Madras oase quoted as Phina

(1) 19Iud. Cas. 178; 7 P. R. 1913 Cr; 207 P. L. R.
1913; 14 Cr. L. J. 178.

M.C.P.
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Singh
x
v. Empress (2). Fallowing, however,

the principle adopted in Muhammad Ishaq
v. Muqim-ud din (1), I oannot hold the
Coart of the City- Magistrate to be a
permanent one with a perpetual succession of
Judges. The Court in question is only of
recent creation and is a Court not known
to the Criminal Procedure Code. I, there-
fore, hold that only the Sessions Judge is

competent Under the provisions of section 195
to grant the necessary sanction.

Counsel for the respondents also refer-
red to a jo order passed by Mr. Coldstream,
the first Sessions Judge, who took
cognizance of this oase. Mr. Coldstream
pissed an order on the 14th February
1917 that t le matter was one for the
City Magistrate to decide. This order I

hold to be opposed to law. The order in
question was not followed by Rai Bahadur
Lala Damodar Das, who on the 3 1st Ooto-
b$r 1917 held that the City Magistrate
^should sumbit a report for final orders. It
is true that Rai Bahadur Lala Damodar
Dis had no power to reverse the order of
his predecessor and that for this reason
his order is equally ultra vires. As, how-
ever, the whole oase is now before me on99 • . •

revision, it is not necessary to oonsider
how far the parties are bound by the
orders of Mr. 1 Coldstream, or Rai Bahadur
Lala Damodar Das. ^

I accept , the application for revision and
direct the Sessions Judge to decide
whether sanction should be given or
not.

Revision accepted .

(2) 26 P. R. 1889 Cr.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Reference No. 86 of 1918.
Criminal Revision No. 35 of 1918,

July 29, i 918.
Present :— Mr. Justice Richardson and
Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.
BHUBAN RAM AND OTHERS— ACCUSED

— Petitioners

versus

B1BHUTI BHUSAN BISWAS

—

Complain-
ant—Opposite Party.

Penal Code XLV of IHCQ), s. 290—Public nui-
sance, usee of premises giving rise to—Proprietors of
premises

, whether liable—Master and servant—Master,
liability of, for servant's acts.

Speaking generally, where the user of premises
gives rise to a nuisance the person liable under
section 290 of the Penal Code is the occ*pier for the
time being, whoever he may be. A proprietor who
is not in occupation of the premises is not liable,
unless his conduct amounts to an abetment of the
offence under that section. Lp. 288, col. I.]

The general rule is that a master is not criminally
answerable for the acts of his servant, [p. 288, col. l.J

Reference made by the Sessions Judge,
Dinajpur under section 438, Criminal Proce-
dure Code.

Babus Dasarathi - Sanyal and Debendra
Narain Bhatta ,

lor the Petitioners.

Mr. Or, Deputy Legal Remembrancer, for

the Crown.

JUDGMENT.—This is a reference by

the Sessions- Judge of Dinajpur under sec-

tion 438, Criminal Procedure Code. The
learned Sessions Judge states the facts as

follows: “A steam paddy husking machine

was set up in Dinajpur Municipality in 19.2,

with the permission of the Municipality.

Up to December 19x7 it appears to have

worked only by day and there was no

complaint. But in that month it began

working both by day and by night and

a complaint was filed on thellth January

19l8 by ten persons living near it that the

dust, smoke, smell and noise of the machine

were a publio nuisance both by day and by

Dight. The District Magistrate thereupon

prohibited the working of the mill by night

and summoned the proprietors and the

manager under section 290, Indian Penal

Code At the trial the persons living close to

the mill, said that they were annoyed _ by
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the mill in various ways bat ohielly be-

cause it disturbed their sleep aft night.

One man who signed the petition, however,

said that it did not inconvenience him at

all, and 19 defence witnesses who live in

the same neighbourhood but rather further

away, deposed that the mill caused them

no annoyaooe. The trying Magistrate held

that the working of the mill at night in

a residential portion of the town was

objeotionale and that the noise of it

amounted to a 'public nuisance and he tiued

the manager and the three proprietors

Rs. 50 each under section 290, Indan Penal

Code.”

The learned Sessions Judge was of

opinion that the conviotiou of the pro-

prietors was bad in law and he re-

commended that their conviction should

be set aside. He was of opinion, however,

that there was nothing in the conviction

of the manager.

We have heard the matter argued on

behalf of the persons convicted by Mr,,

Sanyal and on bohalf of the Crown by

the Deputy Legal Remembrancer. In the

result we agree with the Sessions Judge

that the conviction of the proprietors of

the mill should be set aside. The general

rule is that a principal is not oriminally

answerable for the acts of his agent. In

the present case the proprietors of the

mill were not living on the premises;

two of the three proprietors live in the

United Provinces and the third lives in

Darjeeling. Speaking generally, the person

liable where the user of premises gives

rise to a nuisance, is the occupier for the

time being, whoever ho may bo. The oocupier

in the present case is the servant of the

proprietors. No doubt the proprietors might

be liable for abetment. But in the present

case abetment is neither proved nor charged.

In this view we must set aside the con-

viction of the three proprietors, Bhuban
Ram, Ramananda Ram and Deo Chand
Ram.

As to the conviction of tho manager,

Mr. Sanyal has argued that the facts do

not bring the present case within the definition

of a public nuisance to be found in section 2(58,

Indian Penal Code. That section, so far

as it is nooossary to quote it, says thut

a person is guilty of a public nuisance

who does any act or is guilty of an

illegal omission which causes any common
injury, danger or annoyance to the public

or to the people in general who dwell or

occupy property in the vicinity.

As to this question, though there, may
be some oonlliot in the evidence we are

of opinion that there were materials be*

fore the Magistrate on which he was at

liberty to 6nd that the working of the

mill at night amounted to a public nui-

sance, within the words I have read. In

this view we are not disposed to inter-

fere with the conviction of the manager
or to interfere with the sentence passed

upon him. The application made on behalf

of the manager must, therefore, be refus-

ed.

As regards the proprietors, we were re-

ferred to certain cases decided in England

[ Rex v. Medley (1) and Reg . v. Stephen

(2)]. These oases were decided under the

Common Law. In India the question is

merely how the Statute should be constru-

ed and tho English oases cited are, in our

opinion, no authority on the construction

of tho Penal Code.

The fine imposed ou the proprietors must,

if paid, bo refunded.

Application partly allowed .

(1) (1834) 0 Car. & l\ 202.

(2) (18GG) 1 q. B. 702; 7 15. & S. 710; 12 Jur.
(n. s.) 961; 14 L. T. 593; 14 W. It. 859; 10 Cox C. C.
340.
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PENHEIRO V. JOTINDRA MOHAN SEN.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 3388 of

1915.

JuD6 25, 1918.

Present

:

—Mr. Justice Walmsley and Mr.

Justice Panton.

MARIE PENBEIRO and another

—

Plaintiffs— Appellants
versus

JOTINDRA MOHAN SEN—Defendant

—Respondent.
Succession Act (X of I860), ss. 269, 293—Executor,

power of, to deal with property of deceased—Legacy—
Assent of executor

, effect of.

An executor, after having given his assent to a

legacy, is not competent to deal further 'with the

property bequeathed, [p. 290, col. 1 .]

An executor, although he lias the power to dispose

of the property of the deceased in such manner as

he thinks fit under section 269 of the Succession Act,

nrust be able to give reasons for doing so. [p. 290, col.

Id

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge, Chittagong, dated the 22nd

May 1915, affirming that of the Munsif

at Sadar, dated the 31st December 1914.

PACTS.—This appeal arises out of a suit

for a declaration that a mortgage bond

covering the properties of the minor plaint-

iffs is inoperative.

The plaintiffs are miners. Their entire

homestead, two-thirds of whioh they inherited

from their father and the remaining one-third

they got as legatees under the Will of their

step-grandmother Isabella Penheiro, who
died in July 1910 after appointing by her

Will one Macdonald Polacco as executor who
took out Probate on 1st of June 1911, was
mortgaged by Macdonald Polacco on the 29fch

°f December i912 to defendant. The re-

oital of the mortgage - was as follows:

—

* I, Polaooo, as executor to the estate of

Isabella Penheiro hereby hypothecate the

taftd on behalf of legatees Marie
Penheiro and Anthony Penheiro...
I exeoute this mortgage instead of one time
barred executed on 29th December 1911.”

Hut before the mortgage, Macdonald Polaooo
had executed a lease on 14th May 1912 in

respect, of one-third of the homestead as execu-
tor and gaardian, eto., of the minor plaintiffs.

This lease not being, in question, the first

CourtL granted the plaintiffs a decree which
8©t aside by the lower Appellate Court.

Tie plaintiffs, therefore, preferred an appeal

/ the High Court,

Babu Cham Chandra Sen, for the Appellants.

—It appears that the mortgage in its entirety

is void and inoperative. The executor Mac-

donald Polacco having given his assent to

the legacy was not competent to deal further

with the property. His assent divested his

interest as executor therein and transferred

the bequest to the legatees. From the

moment of the cessation of his interest as

executor, he could not dispose of the property

in any way. See section 293 of the Indian

Succession Act.

He could deal with the property so long as

he had interest in the property as executor.

Refers to section 269 of the Succession Act.

Moreover, no necessity for the mortgage

has been established, so the mortgage is

inoperative. At any rate the mortgage is

inoperative at least in respect of the two-

third of the homestead inherited by the minors

from their father. The person who executed

the mortgage was neither executor, nor

administrator in respect of this two thirds. He

was neither the guardian of the minor plain-

tiff;,, nor did he purport to act as guardian

while executing the mortgage, and no neces-

sity for the mortgage has been established

nor was he acting for the benefit of the

minors as a de facto guardian. So the mort-

gage can by no means be enforcible as

aeainst the minors’ property.

JUDGMENT.
Walmslbt, J.—This appeal is pre-

ferred by the plaintiffs, who are minors

represented by a guardian. They inherit-

ed two thirds of their ancestral homestead

from their father. The remaining one-

third was bequeathed to them by their grand-

mother or step grandmother Isabella Penheiro.

One Macdonald Polacco wasappointed executor

bv the Will of Isabella Penheiro and he took

out Probate. About a year after the grant

of Probate he executed a lease in respect of

„ „ third of the homestead and in the

following December, *>., I* months after the

Probate was g. anted he mortgaged theenbre

homestead to the defendant No. 2 in the

nam0
S

of defendant No. 3. We are not now

concerned with the lease. The suit out of

Xh the present appeal arises was brought

Mortgage executed by this Macdonald Polacco

was inoperative The first Court granted

rJaintiffs a deoree- An appeal \vas

preferred by defendant No. 8. It was heard

19
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ex parte and the learned District Judge

reversed the order of the first Court and

dismissed the suit.

The plaintiffs have now preferred this

appeal, and two arguments have been ad-

vanced. The first is that the mortgage is

entirely void and the second is that, at any

rate, it is void with regard to the two thirds

share inherited by the minors from their

father.

So far as the second point is concerned,

it seems to me quite clear that the dieLion

of the learned Judge was wrong. The first

Court found that Polacco was not the

guardian of the minors and the document

itself does not pretend to show that he

was acting as their guardian. The fir>t

Court also found that there was no necessity

for the mortgage. That being so, it is quite

clear with regard to the two thirds inherited

from the father that the mortgage was

inoperative.
,

The first point relates to the entire mort-

gage and I think it is equally strong. The
executor appears to have given his assent

to the legacy and, having done that, he

was not competent, as the learned Munsif,

said, to deal further with the property as

provided by section 293 of the Succession,

Act. It may also be said that an executor

although he has the power to dispose of

the property of the deceased in such manner
as he thinks tit under section 2(59, must
be able to give reasons for doing so

;
and

in the present case the finding of the first

Court that there was no necessity for the

mortgage at all has no!, been displaced by

the learned District Judge. It appears to

me, therefore, that the decision of the lower

Appellate Court is wrong and must be

reversed and the suit decreed with costs in

all Courts. The costs of this Court will

be on the ex parte scale, a3 nobody appears

on behalf of the defendant-respondent.

Panton, J.

—

I agree.

Appeal allowed.

[1918

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Letters Patent Appeal No. 86 of 1917.

February 25, 1918.

Present:—Sir Dawson Miller, Kt.,

Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Mulliok.

NATHF PUJARl and others—Plaintiffs—
Appellants

versus

RADHA 13INODE NAIK

—

Defendant—
Respondent.

Hind)! L" n

'

— lie! iyious endowment— Trustee
,
whether

cun trousfei office or trust property—Adverse possession

as ayu i nst trustee — Limitation Act (IX uj 1908J, s. 10,

Srh. /, Art. 12-1, applicability of.

A trustee of a public religious endowment cannot
alienate liis office and duties or the possession of the

trust, property at his own will either by sale or

gift, so as to create a valid title in the transferee,

lie cannot even create a life-interest in favour of

the donee in respect of the shchuiti right. Ho has no
beneficial interest beyond what may be expressed
in the trust and has no powers of alienation beyond
what may he necessary or beneficial for the purposes
of t lie trust. |_p. 293, cols. 1 A 2.J

Section 10 of the Limitation Act applies only

where the person setting up adverse possession

claims adversely t<» the beneficial owner. Where,
however, a person lets been performing the duties

of a shchait of an idol and applying the trust funds to

the proper purposes of the trust and claims the right

to hold that olliee and to perforin those duties,

.section lo of the Limitation Act has no application

and he can acquire that right as against the original

shebait by adverse possession, [p. 295, col. 2.]

J3y Article 121 of the Limitation Act a suit for pos-

session of an hereditary olliee is barred after 12 years
from the time when the defendant takes possession
adversely to the plaintiff. Articles 13-land 144 do
not apply to such cases [p. 293, col. 2; p. 294, col. 1.]

Liters Patent Appeal from a decision of

Mr. Justice Hoe, dated the 20th March
1915, in Second Appeal No. 2532 of 1915,
affirming that of the Subordinate
Judge, Cuttack, dated the 26th August 1915,
reversing that of the Munsif, Puri, dated
the 9th January 1915.

Mr. Nrt shil Mudhub Multick
,

for the

Appellants.

Messrs. Ilasan Imam and Achlendra Nath
Jhts, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.

Miller, C. J.

—

In this case the appellants

(plaintiffs Nos. 2 to 24) seek for a

declaration that certain lands in Mauza
Brahmeswarpur in the Puri district are

the debutter bazyafti of Sri Brahmeswar Deb
who was the plaintiff No. 1 in the suit and
that they, the remaining plaintiffs, are the

marfatdars on his behalf. They also seek
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lor possession of the said lands as^against

the defendants, who themselves olaim to

be the marfatdars on behalf of the idol.

The appellants base their olaim upon the

faot that they
-
are the descendants of the

original marfatdar of the idol and say

that in the year 1879 their ancestors,

the then marfatdars or shebaits
,

appointed
one Rashbihari Naik, the father of the

defendants, to act as manager or agent
on their behalf and that on his death,

which occurred some two or three years

before this suit was instituted, all right

or title, if any, which he may have had
in the lands or in the office of marfatdar
or shebait of the deity, came to an end
and did not devolve upon his heirs. They
further contend that the late Rashbihari '

Naik did not and never could acquire any
legal right in the marfatdar title, as such
title could not lawfully be transferred.

The defendants’ case as originally pleaded
was that their father Rashbihari Naik
acquired a valid title from the plaintiffs’

ancestors by a deed of gift dated the

25th April 1879 to the marfatdari rights
in respect of the lands in dispute, for

.the management of the same- on behalf
of the deity and that they succeeded
by inheritance to the same on their father’s

death. They further say that if the deed
of 1879 was by Hindu Law invalid, then
their father acquired by adverse possession
for more, than twelve years a good title

and that the plaintiffs’ suit is . barred by
limitation;

If the deed of 1879 in faot purported
to transfer the absolute interest in the
marfatdari rights to Rashbihari Naik, and
Was not merely the appointment of an
agent to act for the marfatdars who
retained the title in themselves, then there
oan be little doubt that such a transac-
tion, is according to Hindu Law invalid.
In section 439 of Mayne’s Hindu Law
ail,

\ ^8a8e the learned .author, in dealing

J*
1™ the devolution of the trust created

by religious endowments of . this descrip-
tion, says: “in no case can the trustee
fiell or lease the right of management
oogh coupled with the obligation to

manage
-r in conformity with the trusts

annexed thereto, nor is the right saleable

'an
*Xeou^on under a decree.” This

^^**7 the law would appear to be

in conformity with a long series

decisions which it is unnecessary to refer to-

Whatever contention the respondents

may have urged in the Courts below, ^

was conceded before us that the trustee 8

of a public religious endowment, such a8

this is admitted to be, could not alienat6

their office and duties or the possession

of the trust property at their own will

either by sale or gift so as to create a

valid title in the transferee. The appellants’

contention was that the deed in question

did not purport to transfer either the

office or the property of the trust but

merely appointed Rashbihari Naik to act

as agent during his lifetime for the

trustees, the office and possession of the

property being retained in the latter; or

at most that the transfer was that of a

life- interest only to the donee and that

the office and right to possession of the

estate reverted on his death to the

appellants as heirs of the donors, and

that in these circumstances no title by

adverse possession could arise either

in Rashbihari Naik or his children, the

respondents.

Two translations of the document of

the 25th April 1879 were produced and

submitted to us, but they did not differ

in any material respect. I take that

which was checked by the officer of this

Court, who was conversant with the

language of the original. It is executed

by 12 persons and recites that the lands

scheduled at the end of the document

forming mans 61. 17. 2 of naik and nanaik

land belong to Sri Brahmeswar Deb

installed in Brahmeswarpur Mauza and

were settled by their ancestors (4 in

number), who paid the bazyafti jama to the

Government and with the remainder of

the produce .managed the festivals of the

aforesaid Deb and that after their death

four of the signatories were carrying on

the management. It then * proceeds as

follows:— .i • „

“Bat in the recent mutation of names

we being the relatives and co-sharers of

the above-mentioned reportdars our names

have been entered in respect of the said

land Under the oiroumstanoes as we the

co-sharers are many and we could not

collect and realise the rent appertaining

to the both kismat of the aforesaid Deb
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from the Mufassil in time and as we are

unable to manage the festivals, eto., regular-

ly, we, in a sound condition of mind
and of our own free- will, without any
coercion make over the aforesaid rncnts 61*

1 7-2 of koth kismat and the temple, trees

thereon and moveable property of the

aforesaid Deb to Babu Iiashbibari Naik,
son of Minaketan Naik, inhabitant of

Berboi Mau/.a, Pergana Limbai, who pays
much attention to the affairs of the
aforesaid Deb, as maHatdars

, and specially

because the aforesaid Deb is the family
god of the said Babu. \\

r

e do hereby
execute and agree that from this day
forth the said Babu, as mnrfutdar

, shall

remain in possession, shall collect and
realise the produce of the said land and
the arrears of cues from the raiyats and the
future dues from them and shall pay the
Government dues according to the kists

and carry on the festivals, etc., of the
Thakur with the balance of the income
and shall credit the balance to the
kotha chanilar of the aforesaid Thakur.
With that he will make improvement of

the temple and the property of the
Thakur in the future. lie shall bring
the pattas and kaluliyats into force with
the raiyats He shall carry on the
festivals and bhugs and shall pay the
customary dues to the other sabaks

, pujaris
and saukhuus . If after this, they do not
attend to their duties then he shall settle it

in consultation with us, and we shall continue
to get what we have been getting out of the
khahja bhvg in the festivals. He will act
according to conditions mentioned in the old
potto, of the koth kismat or according to the
conditions to be laid down in the future
settlement. Ho will get the marfatdari
report of the said land duly recorded in

his name. We give up our right and
possession which we Had in the koth
kismat of the aforesaid Deb and in the
above-mentioned land which wo had till

to-day and cease to have any concern in
thorn in all respects. Neither we nor our heirs
nr relations have or will have, or will

prefer any claim or objection from to-day
and if preferred it will not bo accepted
in any Court. We execute this deed of

gift so that it may bu useful when necessary.
We agree to this deed of gift. The 14th
day of Mena 128b V. S., corresponding to

the 25th day of April 1879.

It may be noted that we have borrowed
Rs. 200 for the management of the seba

and puja of the aforesaid Deb from
Gouranga Naik, Taraboi, Pergana Limbai,
and Gangadhar Sway in of Renobo, Pergana
Limbai, and Babu Bhagirathi Naik of

Berboi, Pergana Limbai, and Babu Rash*
bihari Naik. Babu Rashbihari Naik will

pay the amount to the mahajans out of

the property of the aforesaid Deb. Date
and year as above.” Then follows a eobedule
of the properties referred to.

It appears from the evidence that in ac-

cordance with the provisions made in the
deed Rashbihari Naik got his name recorded
as marj atda r and took over possession of

the property, and until the time of bis

death in 1911 carried out the duties of his

cilice apparently with credit to himself and
satisfaction to every body concerned. It

seems almost impossible to contend after

reading this document that it was not
intended to invest Rashbihari Naik with
the office of marojatdar cr shebait of the
idol and to put him in possession of the
property as trustee to perform the duties
incidental to that office. All right and
possession of the donors as marfatdars in

the property in question is expressly handed
over and all right to interference by them
or their heirs for the future is in terms
abandoned. The only reservations were
that the donors should continue to get what
they had all along been getting, viz

, their
share in the kluihja bhogs at the festivals,

a thing which they were entitled to in

any event, and a somewhat nebulous
right to be consulted in the event of the
stbaks, pujans or sankhuas failing to

perform their duties after being paid
their customary dues. It does not even
appear that any advice that might be tondered,
if the occasion contemplated should arise,
w?as bound to be followed, and indeed from
the later portion of the document it would
appear that the new marjutdar would be
within his rights in refusing to tolerate any
interference in his oonduot of the affairs
of the office so long as those affairs were
administered in accordance with the terms
of the trust. In my opinion the deed
purported to transfer both tho office and
the possession of the properties to Rash-
bihari Nail; and to install him as marfatdar
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with all the rights and duties appertaining
to the office in place of those by whom
he was appointed. The appellants contended,
however, that what was transferred was a
life-interest only and not an estate of
inheritance and relied on the case of
Kalidas Mullick v. Kanhaya Lai PjincUt
(1). Although it is true that the deed
under consideration in that case was in
many respects similar to the present
dooument, the circumstances were entirely
different. .The donor in that case was a
Hindu widow who had a life-intere 9t only
in the property transferred, and after the
death of the transferee she executed a
further deed of gift to the wife of the
appellant. It. was found by their Lordships
that the first deed conveyed a life-interest
only toihe grantee. The only principle of con-
struction to be derived from that case is that
although the general rule is that indefinite
words of gift are calculated to oonvey all
the interest of the grantor, it is nevertheless
neoes9ary to read the whole instrument to
gather the intention. According to the general
rule a grant without words of limitation con-
veys an estate of inheritance, and I can find
nothing in the present deed to indicate a

,

en^ intention. On the contrary, I think
be latter part of the instrument, which pur-

ports to bind not only tbe grantors but also
*)lr and relations, seems to indicate an

m ention to transfer the possession of the
property and tbs rights and duties of

offioe to the grantee in perpetuity,
ssurcing, however, that the intention was

P ,

°nnvey an estate for life only to
ttashbihari Naik, the’ oase of Kallas Mullick
V-Kanhaya Jjal Pundit (1) (ubi sup .) is no

of

0t
ur

*°r
•

tl
!
G ProP°9iticm that the trustees

P*10*10 religious endowment have power to

•/

«

aw
.

a
? ©ven a life estate in the

idol

0
*At

r
.
lfi^8 attending the worship of the

thin V.
n 683 th0 appellants can establish

‘Nail t ,

owa the grapt to Rashbihari

the l

Aether f°r his lifetime only or for

advfti^

r^6r es *a *e » wflnld be invalid and his

momorff
^°S80S81011 would begin from the

offioe and *

G a8S0meci the duties of the

In the
°Ve

.

r P°sseasi°n °f the property,

raised *
° on 110 question was

affeefcin

8

^
vahdity of the dooument

; .
^ ^ran8^ei? ' to Ruttonmoni.

P, ol riSi
1
?
1
;
11

,
T - A - 21 8; s Ind. Jur. 638; 4 Sar.

678
>
6 Deo. (n. b.) 839 (P. C.).

to

And although it is stated in the judgment
of the Privy Council that the property
had been dedicated by the deceased father-
in-law and husband of the grantor to the
service of the two idols, it appears that in
the High Court and in the Privy Council the
case was argued upon the assumption that
the grantor had full powers of alienation. .

The case appears to have been one where
the beneficial ownership was retained, the
property being subject to a trust only
to

,

apply part of the income for the support
of the worship of the idol and the per-
formance of religious festivals, and not as
in the present oase, where the whole
property was transferred in perpetuity to
the deity for religious purposes. In the
former case the land is alienable (see
Mayne’s Hindu Law and Usage, section

438). In a case like the present it is clear

that the trustee has no benefioial interest

beyond" what may be expressed in the
trust and has no powers of alienation beyond
what may be necessary or benefioial for the
purposes of the trust. It was not contended
bqfore this Court that the transfer was
necessary for the heneBt of the trust. In
Ayancheri Kovilagath Rama Varma Tambaran
v. Acholathil \arikoli Raman Nayar (2) it

was held that a lease for a terra of years

of the management of a temple and

its properties, in consideration of an

advance made for the purposes of paying

off debts said to have been contracted for

the purposes of tbe temple, was invalid.

I can see no material distinction between

such a case and the transfer of tbe offioe

for the life of the transferee and, in my
opinion, whether the deed of 1879 purported

to oonvey the whole estate ora life-interest

only the transaction was in either case

Jnvalid.

It remains to consider whether Ra9h-

bihari Naik, and through him the respond-

ents, acquired by adverse possession a

right to the offioe of marfntdars and to

possession and management of the trust

properly so as to bar the appellants

claim. Rashbihari Naik was in undisturbed

possession from 1S79 until tbe date of his

death in 1911, a period of over thirty

years. By Article 124 of the First Schedule

of the Limitation Act a suit for posses-

(2) 5 M. 89; 2 Inch Pc<\ (s. s.) 63.
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sion of an hereditary office is barred after

twelve years from the time when the de-

fendant takes possession adversely to the

plaintiff, and Article 144 would cover the

ease of the possession of property not

coming within Artiole 134 or any of the

other Articles. It was contended that

* section 10 of the Limitation Act applies

an as to remove the har. In my opinion,

this section has no application to the pre-

sent oa^e. The respondents are not seeking

to set up an adverse title to the beneficial

owner, the plaintiff No. 1, nor is there

any question as to the misappropriation

or improper use of the trust property.

The
.

possession of Rashbihari Naik and

his successors has been that of trustees,

and the claim of the appellants is not

founded on a breach of trust. It is a

claim to dispossess the respondents from

an hereditary office and to have it declared

that the appellants are the rightful owners

of that office. Had the respondents been

olaiming the land as their own property

or had they been applying the proceeds to

purpose not sanctioned by the trust, possi-

bly section 10 might have been prayed in

aid 'eo as to deprive them of any benefit

they might claim to derive from long posses-

sion. The case of Abhiram Qnswami Mohant v.

5 hyamn Charan Nandi (3) relied on by

the appellants was a case where the Mohant

of a temple granted to a company called

the Barakar Brick and Tile Co., Ld., a

mokarrari lease of debnttev lands dedicated

to the worship of an idol, thereby depriv-

ing the endowment of all further benefit

in the property except the fixed rent. It

was found that there were no circum-

stances of necessity to justify the grant.

The grant itself was a breach of trust

interfering with the rights of ownership

vested in the deity. It was held that

Artiole 134 of the Limitation Act did

not apply as there was no purchase” within

the meaning of the Act, a lessee not being

a purchaser. A passage in the judgment
of their Lordships in that case, whioh says

“The operation of this Artiole 134 is

controlled by section 10 of the Aot” was
relied on by the appellants and by the

learned Munsif before whom the present

case originally came, but the misohief

aimed at by section 10 was present in

the case jus f cited whereas it does not

exist in the present case. This distinction

is made dear by a reference to the

judgment of the Subordinate Judge. On
pages 11 and 12 of the paper-book he

dismisses the question of the cause of

action of the plaintiff No. 1 (the deity)

whom the plaintiffs Nos. 2 to 24 (the

present appellants) enlisted on their side

in support of their claim. After finding that

Rashbihaii Naik had faithfully carried out all

the duties imposed upon him by his offioe, he

says “it is, therefore, dear that in so far

as the deity is concerned he has no oauee

of action against the defendants”, and dis-

missed his claim. In the appeal from that

judgment to the High Court the plaintiff

No. 1 takes no part, the appellants being the

remaining plaintiffs Nos. 2 to 24, and it is

not contended that _the judgment of the

learned Subordinate Judge erred in so far

as it decided against the claim put forward

in the name of the deity. The oases of

Kannan v.Nilakandan 14) and Qnanasambanda

Pantiara Sannadhi v. Vein Pandaram (5) afford

instances of the proposition contended for

by the respondents that although the shebaits

or managers of a temple may not be able

legally to transfer the shebaiti rights or the

possession of the lands of the endowment,

such rights can be acquired by adverse

possession as against the original shebaits

or their heirs. The former case was almost

identical in its main features with the

present. The defendant purchased from one

of two co trustees or Uralans of a temple

the right to manage the affairs of the temple

and was put in possession of the property

of the endowment. After more than 12 years

had elapsed, the other oo trustee brought

a suit to recover the property and the

trusteeship on the ground that the purchase

was invalid. It was not shown that the

defendant had misapplied the temple proper-

ty. It was held by Sir C. Turner, 0 ,
J., that

the transfer was invalid. He intimated that

if the defendant had committed a breach of

trust he could have been removed from

*

(3) 4 Iml. CttS. 449; C. 1003;

O. W. N. 1; 0 A. L. J. 857; 11 Horn.

Jj. ,1.530; 30 [. A, 14® (F* C.),

19 C. L. J. 28-1; U
L. K. 1234; 19 M.

1 41 7 M. 337; 2 Tnd. Deo. (n. s.) 819.

(5) 23 M. 271; 27 I. A. 69; 2 Pom. L.

W. N. 329; 10 M. L. J. 29; 7 Sar. P. O. J.

Dec. 'N. s.l 69],

B. P07: 4 C.

671 1 8 Inti.
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his office and held accountable for profits

if not properly applied, but such a claim

wa? not made, and he dismissed the suit

on the ground that ifc was barred by Article

144 of the Limitation Act. The second

of the above cases was one where the

hereditary managers of the endowed pro-

perties of a religious foundation had pur-

ported to sell and assign the management
and lands to the representatives of another

institution. The Limitation Act of 1877

was then in force. The transfer was not

valid, and the only question before their

Lordships of the Privy Council was whe-

ther the suit to recover the office of manager

and possession of the lands was barred by

limitation. It was held that Article 124

of the Limitation Act applied to the suit

brought for possession of the office. Sir

Richard Couch in delivering the judgment

of the Board said, "Their Lordships are of

opinion that there is no distinction between

the office and the property of the endowment.

The one is attached to the other, but if

there is, Article 144 of the same Schedule is

applicable to the property.” The case of

Jagamba Qoswamini v. Ram Chandra Goswami

(6) war relied on by the appellants, but

that was a case where the defendants were

claiming the property as their own, freed

from the uses created by the trust. The*

plaintiff was the shebait of a temple and

claimed the land as part of the endowment
made in 1771 for religious purposes. The

defendant denied that the land in question

was debutter property or that the profits

were ever used for the worship of the deity,

and claimed it as her own brahmottar pro-

perty under a gift made by a former shebait

to her late father-in-law. The Court found

v that the property was debutter property

and was of opinion that section 10 would

have been applicable but for the fact that

the gift to the defendant’s predecessor was ,

made many years before 1871 when sec-

tion 10 was first enacted, and it. was

held that the suit was barred by limita-

tion. It is clear that that case is no

authority for the proposition that the

hereditary office of shebait of a temple

oannot be acquired by adverse possession

so as to bar a claim by those previously

exercising that office or tbeir heirs claim-

ing through them. In my opinion, the

right to administer the trust property of

a public religious endowment within the

limits imposed by the trust, and for that

purpose the right to possession of the pro-

perty as against those previously administer-

ing the trust or others claiming through

them can be acquired by adverse possession,

and in trusts of this nature it is only

where a claim is set up adverse to the

rights of the deity to whose worship the

property is dedicated that section 10 of

the Limitation Act could have any ap.

plication so as to deprive the defendant

of the rights conferred by the remaining

portions of the Act.

The oases already referred to appear

to me amply to support this view, but

the oase of Balwant Rao v. Puran Mai (7)

would appear to settle the question beyond

all doubt. There the effect of section

10 was fully discussed by Sir A. Hobhouse,

who iu delivering their Lordships’^ judg-

ment in the Privy Council says: "Their

Lordships are of opinion that the ex-

pression used by the Legislature for the

purpose of following in his or their hands

such property’ means for the purpose of

recovering the property for the trusts in

question; that when property is used for

some purpose other than the proper pur-

pose of the trust in question, it

may be recovered, without any bar of

time, from the hands of the persons

indicated in the section. But here .

there is no question of recovering the

property for the trust of the endowment,

because the defendant admits that he is a

trustee, and says he is applying the pro-

perty to the trusts of the endowment.

The plaintiff is suing only for his own

personal right to manage or in some way

to control Itbe management of the endow-

ment. The consequence is that the oase

does not fall within section 10 of the Limita-

tion Act.” Every word of the passage

just quoted might have been -written in

reference to the present oase and it seems

to me to be conclusive of the question under

discussion.

As in this oase the adverse possession

began in the year 1879 when Rashbihari

Naik first took over the office of marfatdar

(7) 10 I. A.
r
,90; 6 A. 1; 13 C. L. K. 39; 4

435; 3 Ind. Pec. (n. § )
352 (P. C.)<

Sar. P. O

l
6
) 31 0. 314.
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and got possession of the property, it

follows that long before the present suit

was instituted he had acquired an indefeasible

title and that the suit is consequently

time-barred. The appeal accordingly will be

dismissed with costs.

Ml’LLRK, J.— I agree. Not claiming as

strangers the defendants would not, even if

they had established adverse possession for

1 2 years, be entitled to plead Article 1-14

of Schedule II of the Limitation Act as a bar

to this suit.

Nor could they plead Article 134, as

they do not claim to be purchasers for

value

Whether they had notice rf the trust

would in either oase be immaterial.

Indeed being volunteers under a conveyance

from trustees they could not, by reason of

the provisions of seotion 10 of the

Limitation Act, plead limitation at all in a

suit by the cestui que trust to follow

up trust property in their hands, which

means a suit to recover trust property held

otherwise than for the purposes of the trust.

]$ut here the defendants are holding the pro-

perty in suit for the benefit of the trust, there-

fore section 10 has no application and the

learned Subordinate Judge has rightly held

that the cestui que trust has no cause of

action.

As against the trustee plaintiffs, however,

the defendants have validly acquired by

adverse possession the status of trustees

in respect of the property in suit.

Appeal dismissed.

MADRAS HID II COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 142$ ok 1010.

Febr uary 5, 1916,

Trcsent Mr. Justice Bakewell and Mr.

Justice Krishnan.

S. R. M M. C. T. MUTRIAH CHETTY
and otueks—Plaintiffs—Appellants

versus

A. L. V. R ALAGAPPA CHETTY and

OT M E >< s I.) / VF N OA N1 s— n E : 1M .n I) KMS.
Civil 1’rtccdurc Code [ -let I of 1

(|Os \ »3— luifrnlde

distribution — . 1 sset s, rdijno nt vf, and .rtrnl ir di.-tri-

J,ut ion, up; I irm u>n for, on so me day Priority
, i-resinuf.

I (nn as to
—

' S’> nir jn-lyinetd-drldio-,' mean inn of.

Where t he payment of assets and an application

for rateable distribution under section 73, Civil

Procedure Code, are made on the same day, no

presumption can be made by the Court as to which

. vent was prior in time. The party challenging the

action of the Court Officer must show that it was

wrongful, i ]). 296, col. 2.] ...
To entitle decree-holders to rateable distribution

under section “3, Civil IToceduro Code, the decrees

shoul l be against the same judgment-debtor, i. c. % the

col. I.]

Where the fund in Court is tin* property of the

same person who is judgment-debtor under two

decrees, he may bo regarded as the same debtor in

respect of that fund. [p. 297, col. 1.]

If the fund is the joint property of two persons,

their respect i ve rights cannot he ascertained without

an enquiry which is beyoiul the scope of section <3.

[p. 297, col. *.]

‘

Where, however, the joint, debtors are entitled to

the fund in equal shares, ami the plaintiff claims

only half, the provisions of section 73 can be

enforced, [p. 297, col.' 1.]

Sooond appeal against the decree of the

Distriot Court, Ramnad at Madura, in Appeal

Suit No. 11225 of 1914, preferred against the

decree of the Court of the Subordinate Judge,

Ramnad at Madura, in Original Suit No. 145

of 1913.

Messrs. K. K, Guniswahn Aiyar and A.

Subbarama Aiyar t
for the Appellants.

Messrs. A. Knshnaswami Aiyar and K .

Narasimha Aiyar ,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—The payment into Court

of assets realised and the application for

rateable distribution were raado on the same

day, and the officer distributing the assets

should have ascertained which act was prior

in point of time He distributed the assets

on the footing that the application was prior.

Tho plaintiffs who now challenge his

action must show that it was wrongful,

since there can bo no presumption as to

tho order of events. The second point argu-

ed was that owing to an irregularity in the

proceedings tho application for execution

ni'ido by the 1st defendant was not legally

subsisting at tho date of distribution.

A valid application within section 73 had

been made and was on the file of the

Court at the date of distribution, and we
think that tho requirements of tho seotiou

had been fulfilled

The third point is whether the decrees

were agamst the same judgment-debtor. I
1
ho

appellants ob f ained a decree for money
against. 3rd and 4th defendin'* personally

and respondents obtained a similar decree
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against 3rd defendant. It has been held by

this Court that the individuals must be the

same \_Srinivasaiysugar v. Kanthimathi Ammal
(1)] and the precise point was decided by the

Calcutta High Court [Deboki Nundun Sen

v. Hart (2)].

It has been pointed out that if the fund

in Court is the property of the same person

who is judgment-debtor under both decrees,

he may be regarded as the same debtor in

respect of that fund [Nimbaji Tulsiram v.

Vadia Venkati (3) and Grant v. Suhamaniam

(4)]; but if the fund is the joint property

of two persons their respective rights thereto

cannot be ascertained without an enquiry

which is beyond the soope of section 73

[Deboki Nundun Sen v. Hart (2)].

It is, however, admitted here that the joint

debtors were entitled to the fund in equal

shares, and in the argument on this part

of the case the plaintiffs did not claim

more than half of the fund paid to the 1st

defendant; and therefore the inquiry men-
tioned in Deboki Nundun Sen v. Hart (2)

' is unnecessary. We are, therefore, of opinion

that the 1st defendant must account to the

plaintiffs for their share of half of the fund

in which the 1st defendant was not entitled

to participate. The appeal i9 allowed to

this extent and there will be a decree for

plaintiffs for Rs. 1,118 with interest at 6 per

cent, from 23rd July 1913 till payment with

proportionate costs of both parties throughout.

Appeal allowed in part .

M. C. P.

r (1) 5 Ind. Cas. 917: 33 M. 465; 7 M, L. T. 157.

(2) 12 C. 291; 6 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 200.

-

(3) 16 B. 633; 8 Ind. Dec. (x.s.) 933.

(4) 22 M. 24*; S M. L. J. 179; 8 End. Dec. (x. s.)
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' CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 44

of 1912.

July 30, 1915.

Present:—Sir Lawrence Jenkins, Kt., Chief

Justice, and Mr. Justice Holmwood.
UDOY NARAIN JANA

—

Defendant

—

Appellant
versus

The SECRETARY of STATE for INDIA
in COUNCIL—Plaintiff—Respondent.
Abwab

—

Annual payment for upkeep of embank

meats,
nature of -Long-continued payment from time

immemorial
,
whether creates title in favour of recipient.

An annual sum claimed by the Government from
Government Tchas mahal tenants in respect of certain
embankments the upkeep of which is necessary for
the preservation of the lands of the tenants, is not an
abwab. [p. 297. cok 2.]

A long-continued payment beyond the memory
of man ''of an annual sum is in itself a title in
favour of the recipient of such sum. [p. 297, col. 2.]

Appeal against the deoree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, 2nd Court, Midnapur, dated
the 6th of November 1911, modifying that of

the Munsif, 2nd Court, at Contai, dated the
17th of September 1910.

Babus Nilmadhab Bose and Hart Bhusan
Mukherjee,

for the Appellant.

Sir Rash Behary Ghosh and Babu Ram
Charan Mitra

,
for the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.

Jenkins, C. J.—This appeal arises out of a
olaira by the Secretary of State for India in
Council for a small sum of money whioh ia

described as peshkash . The principal defence
_thafc has been urged before us is that the
annual sum claimed is an abwab . The faots
negative that suggestion. The olaim is by
the Secretary of State, not as a landlord,

but as representing the Government and
claiming payment of that whioh is payable
to the Government in respect of certain
embankments the upkeep of whioh is neces-
sary for the preservation of land, including
that to whioh the present defendant is

entitled. The olaim does not rest in any
sense on the relation of landlord and tenant.
Therefore, we may at once negative the
plea which suggests that the olaim is bad
as being an abwab.

Then it is said, what is the basis of this

claim ? The basis is long-continued payment
beyond the memory of man, whioh in

itself is a title in favour of the reoipientr

of the annual payment. That in itself is

sufficient. There is an authority of the
Privy Council in the oase of Sumbhoolall
Girdhurlall v. Collector of Surat (1), where
that was regarded as a sufficient defence for

a olaim of annual payment, though that
payment had a vioious origin. Here there

is no vice in the origin. On the contrary

the consideration for the payment is most
beneficent work. There is, in my opinion

nothing in the answer that is advanced on
behalf of the defendant.

(1) 8 M. I. A. I; 4 W. K. P. C. 55; 1 Suth. P. C, J
387; 1 Sar, P. C, J. 713; 19 E. R.431.
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The only matter to which exception may
be taken in the decree of the lower Ap-

pellate Court is, that it is expressed in such

wide, vague and inconclusive terras that it

is perhaps difficult to know precisely what
the determination of the Judge was on the

various prayers in the plaint. But on behalf

of the Secretary of State it is stated that

all that is desired is a decree for money.
There will be eliminated from the decree of

the lower Appellate Court so much as is not

a decree for payment of the sum of money
olaimed. This will be, not beoause we
determine these declarations are erroneous,

but because they should not be embodied
in a decree in a suit of this character.

The appellant must pay the costs of this

appeal.

Holm wood, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed
;

Decree modified.

MADRAS H[CxH COURT.
Appeal against Order No. 103 ok 1917.

August 9, 1917.

Present:— Sir John Wallis, Kt., Chief Justice,

and Mr. Justice Kumaraswami
jQast pigp

The OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE of MADRAS
and another— Defendants — Appellants

versus

MANGAYAR KARASU AMMAL, Minor
AND ANOTHER— PLAINT! FFS—Re 'PON DENTS.
Presidency Towns Insolvency Art (III of 1900, *. 7,

order under—Soil to set aside order, maintainability
ol— Appeal—Itemedy proper.

No suit lies to set aside an order passed under
section 7 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act.
The proper remedy for the party aggrieved is fo
appeal against the order.

Hajee Abdul Lateef Sahib v. Official Assiynee of
Madras, 44 Ind. Cas. 847; 40 M. 1 17.4, followed.

Appeal against the decree of remand by
the Court of the Distriot Judge, Chingleput,
in Appeal Suit No. 531 of 1915, in

Original Suit No. 55 of 1915.

FACTS.—The properties of an insolvent
having vested in the Offioial Assignee of
Madras, respondents applied by a claim for
exemption of certain of these properties from
being seized by the Offioial Assignee as the
property of the ins )lvant. The olaim having
been disallowed, respondents filed the presen!

3 13 it to set aside the order,

Mr. M. D. Devidosi, for the Appellants.

JUDGMENT.—The point raised in this

appeal was decided by one of U3 (the Chief
Justice) in Original Suit No. 206 of 1911 on
the file of the High Court on the Original
Side and the decree was affirmed in appeal
in Ilajee Abdul Lateef Sahib v. Official

Assignee of Madras (1). Following that
decision, we allow the appeal and reverse
the order and restore the decree of the
Munsif with costs throughout.

Appeal allowed.

m. c. P.

(l) 44 hid. Cas. 847; 40 M, 1173.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2625

of 1916.

June 6, 191S.
Present

:

—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justioe
Sir Syed Sharasnl Huda, Kt.
RAJANI KANTA GHOSH—

Plaintiff—Appellant
versus

LALA ROUT and others

—

Defendants—Respondents.
Landlord ami tenant - /bidcr-raivTiti interest

, whether
transferable—Purchaser of portion of Nmfrr. raivat,
rights of.

’ *

ll.o interest of nn under-raiyat is not transferable,
[p. 299, col. I.]

A transferee of a portion of a non-transforable
under-raiyati interest cannot get his title declared
by a suit as against the landlord who is in peaceful
possession of the land. [p. 299, eol. ].]

Appeal against the decree of the Sul)-
oid mate Judge, 2nd Court, Midnapore,
dated the 10th of August 1916, reversing
that of the Munsif, 1st Court at that place,
dated the 8th of April 1915. s

AC PS appear from the judgment. *

Babu Jpolish Chandra Hazra
, for the

Appellant.— The question* whether a portion
of an under-raii/aft is transferable is one
of first impression. There are oase 9 whioh
lay down that if the whole of an under-
raiyati holding is transferred that works a
forfeiture. It would not he right to
infer from this fact that a portion also n
not transferable. Take the analogy of
occupancy holdings. The whole i9 not
transferable but a portion is

? Applying
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the saipe principle, the transfer of a portion

of an under-ruiyati holding ought to be
held binding upon the raiyat landlord. Be-
sides, suppose it is not transferable, how
can the raiyat landlord forcibly eject the

%

transferee. He is liable to be sued under
section 9 of the Specific Relief Act and
also under the ordinary law for recovery of

possession on establishment of title.

[Fletcher, J.—But have you any title F]

There is no law which says that a por-

tion of an under raiyaii is not transferable,

therefore, why should a part transferee of

«n under raiyati holding be held to have no
title ?

Babu Mohini Nath Bose
,

for the Respond-
ents, was' not called upon.

JUDGMENT.— This appeal is prefeired
by the plaintiff against the decision of

the learned Subordinate Judge of Midna-
pore, dated the 10th August 1916, reversing
the decision of the Munsif of the same
place. The plaintiff sued for declaration
cf title and for possession as a transferee of

a portion of a non-transferable under -raiyati

interest The Judge held that he got no
title, and, therefore, there could not be a

declaration of title in this case. It is

quite clear that the learned Judge was
right. The interest of an un&QT-raiyut is

clearly non-transferable. How can the

plaintiff by a document say that he has
got a transfer of a portion thereof ? It

may be that the possession of the plaint-

iff, if he had been in possession, was law-

ful and not illegal and, if he had his

possession disturbed, then he might have
sued under the provisions of section 9 of

the Specific Relief Act. But that is not
the case here. In the present case,

the facts are these: The landlord is in

peaceful possession of this land and the

plaintiff having no title thereto asks for a

declaration of title and relief consequent

thereupon. It is quite .clear that the learn-

ed Judge of the lower Appellate Court was
right in holding that, in these circumstances,

the plaintiff was not entitled to get the

reliefs asked for. The present appeal,

therefore, fails and is dismissed with

oosts.

Appeal dismissed.

CASES. 299

ALLAHABAD HLGH COURT.
FULL BENCH.

Stamp Reference in Civil Miscellaneous
No. 180 of 1917.
August 6, 1917.

Present :—Sir George Knox, Kt., Ag.
Chief Justice, Mr. Justioe Rafiqne and

, Mr. Justice Piggott.
In the matter of KHUB CHAND and others
Stamp Act (II of 3899 ), ss. 38, 40, 57—Document,

msufficieyitly stamped—Deficit duty levied by Collector— Reference to High Court, whether competent.
Where a Collector holding that a document is not

sufficiently stamped levies the deficit dutv and
penalty and then certifies that the document is sutii.
ciently stamped, the case before the Collector is fully
decided and a reference to the High Court under
section 57 of the Stamp Act is not competent In
such a case there is no room for any further dispose
by the High Court in accordance with section 59 of
the Act-

[
p. 301, col. 1.]

Stamp reference made by the Junior
Secretary to the Board of Revenue, United
Provinces, to the Hon’ble High Court under •

section : 7 (l) of the Stamp Act.
FACTS as given in the reference made by

the Board of Revenue are the following:
"On 18th January 1914, one Khub

*

his sons executed a mortgage
deed in favour of one Shankar Lai for
Rs. 20,5.0 on a stamp of Rs. 205, mortgag-
ing their proprietary rights in land together
with their mortgagee rights in certain other
immoveable property secured by a mortgage
deed, dated the 1st May 1909, executed in their
favour for Rs. 16,000 by one Ganga Prasad.
"On the 15th February 1916, Khub Chand

and others sold a portion of the mortgaged
property to the mortgagee, Shaokar Lai, for
R*. ) 7,1 00 out cf the mortgage-debt cf
Rs. 20,500, the remaining property being
left hypothecated with the mortgagee for

"

the balance of the mortgage money, namely
Rs. 3,500 and the interest on that sum
This deed was exeouted on a stamp paper
of Re. 1 only.

"On <he 2nd April 1916, another sale-deed
being virtually in lieu of the former, ‘was

executed by the said vendors in favour of
the same vendee in respect of the same
property which had been sold by means of
the sale-deed, dated the 15th February 1916
for the same amount of consideration, viz.'
Rs. 17,000, and on the same terms, the only
difference being that the* sale of a house
worth about Rs. 300, which house wa-
mentbned only oasually Wfc the end of the
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body of the previous sale-deed, was in the

new sale deed effected by means of express

provisions made in the body of the deed

itself. This second sale deed was also

executed on a stamp of Re. 1 only. It was

impounded by the Sub- Registrar of Agra
and sent to the Collector of the district

under section 3* (2) of the Stamp Act.

The Collector held that the sale-deed was

not sufficiently stamped and that the deficient

stamp duty payable amounted to Rs. 4 as

noted on the margin (foct-note*). He levied

this deficient duty and penalty of Rs. 5 under

section 40 (1) (b) of the Aot.”

GROUNDS.— In the first place no ad-

ditional duty would appear to be due on

account of the house worth Rs. 300, as its

value is clearly included in the sale price of

Rs. 17,000. The main question, however,

is whether the Collector was right in

holding that because the property sold (ex-

oept the house) formed a part of the pro-

perty previously mortgaged by the vendor

to the vendee and on which duty had bean

paid already, the mortgagee was entitled

to deduct from the duty payable on the

sale-deed the amount of duty paid in respect

of the mortgage under section 24 of the

Stamp Aot. It will be observed that only

a portion and not the whole of the property

mortgaged under the deed of the 13th January
1914 was transferred to the mortgagee and
it would appear, therefore, that the full

duty of Rs. 170 in respect of Rs. 17,0, 0
was payable on the sale-deed [in ro

Nirabai (U]. If this view is correct the Board
are doubtful whether the realization of the

additional duty can be ordered by them
now.

(1) 29 11. 20?; 6 Bom. L. R. 844.

t
*Duty oil Rs, 17,000 plus Rs. 200 on account Rs.

of tho house, or Rs. 17,300 under Article 23,

Schedule I ... ... 175
Min us

Duty on Rs. 17,000, representing (lie pro.

portitmate amount of tho mortgage money in

respect of the whole of which stamp duty has
already been paid under Article 2it, Schedule
T, read with section 24 of the Act... ... 170

Net duty ... ... ... 5
Duly paid ... ... ... 1

Balance due ... ... 4

The case is complicated and the decision

of the Hon’bln High Court is solicited on

the following two points;

(O Whether the seoond instrument of

sale is correctly stamped with a duty of

Rs. 5 as assessed by the Collector, or whether

it should be assessed to a duty of Rs. 170

following the Bombay ruling.

(ii) Whether the Chief Controlling Revenqe
Authority has any powers of revision under sec-

tion 50 1) of the Aot over the action of the

Collector under section 40 (1) (a) and (b)

or over bis action under section 40 (1) (5)

either befon or after he has given a certifi-

cate under section 42 (1).

As regards the latter point attention is

invited to Reference undnr Stamp Act
, &. 57

(2;. t was h< Id in that oa^e that tbe Chief

Controlling Revenue Authority has no such

powers, though the learned Judges of the

High Court constituting the Benoh which
disposed of the ieference held divergent

views in the matter.

The Jlon’ble Munshi Narayan Prasad

Asthann, for Khub Chand.

Mr. IT. )\

T

alJach (Officiating Government
Advocate), for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.
Knox, Ao. C. J.—This is a reference made

to this Court by tbe Chief Controlling Revenue
Authority. It is said to be made under the

provisions of section 57, sub-section (1) of

the Indian Stamp Act, 1899. It is not a

case that was referred to the Chief Controll-

ing Revenue Authority under seotion 56,

sub-section (2). Therefore, if it falls at all

under sectii n 57, sub-section (1), it must be

deemed to be a case otherwise coming to

tbe notice of tbe Chief Controlling Revenue
Authority. In its order of reference the Chief

Controlling Revenue Authority states it as a

case coining to the notice of tho Board while

scrutinising tho monthly statement of cases

of the infi ingement of tho Stamp Law of

Agra stibn' it ted by the Controller under
rule *04 of the Stamp Manual,

The point arises whether the reoord before

us is the record of a case within theineaning

of sect ’on 57, sub-section (1). The ques-

tions involved, so far as stamp duty is con-

cerned, have been before the Collector of

Agra undei section 38 (2) of tho Stamp
Aot. 3 he Collector has held that the sale-

(2) 25 M. 752.
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m
deed m question was not sufficiently stamped,
that the deficit stamp duty payable amounted
to Rs. 4. This defioit duty he had levied
together with a penalty of Rs. ft, under

a
60

!
101^0, SUb '8eotion (1) > o!anse 0» of the

Act. We understand that the deficit duty
and the penalty have both been paid. This
is in accordance with the statement made
by the Chief Controlling Revenue Authority
Presumably, therefore, the Collector has cer-
tifaed by endorsement upon the deed that
it is now duly stamped. Under seot.mn 40,
sub-seotion (2), this certificate is for the
purposes of the Indian Stamp Aot conclusive
evidence of the matter stated therein. The
case before the Collector has been fully
decided and there appears to be no. room
for any further disposal in aocordanoe with
section 59, sub-section (2) of the IndianStamp Aot. The very same point that is
before us^ came before the Madras Highbou!'‘- LSee Reference under Stamp Act,

\ 57
J2 The learned Judges befo>ewhom the reference came were divided in

their opinion. Two of the learned Judges
arrived at the opinion that section 57 of the
Indian Stamp Aot did not give the High
Court jurisdiction as there was nothing
regarding which the High Court could be
asked to pronounce judgment. The learned
Cmef Justioe took a contrary view. After
the hearing of arguments addressed both
by the learned Vakil for Khub Cband and
the Government Advocate, I am of opinion
that the view taken by the Madras H ch
Court was the correct view and that this
is not a oase within the meaning of semion
?'• No definition of the word “oase” has
been oited in the argument on either side,
and I know of no definition by the Indian
Courts upon the meaning of this word. I

referring to. Wharton’s Law Lexicon,
i 1th Edition, page 147, that the word “oase”
is defined as (<) a trial, (2) a trial involving
some point of law so important as to be
published in the Jaw reports as a precedent.

this oonfirms mein the view I have taken

p? . ,
wct,ld return this reference to the

v^hief Controlling Revenue Aur. ior ty with

nnd
°P

iu
10n matters referred are,

inrioj' .i-
°’roamstances, not within the

jurisdiction of this High Court.
afique, J.—I agree.

FlQQonyJ.^l ageee.

Reference answered accordingly .

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
C*viL Appeal No. 377 of i9i6.

January 29, 191S.
Present :

—

Justioe Sir William Ayliug, Kt.
and Mr. Justice Seshagiri Aiyar.

A. K. T. K. M. SAN KARAN NAMBUDRI-
PaD—Plaintiff—Appellant

versus
S. N. RAM ASAM l IITDR and another

Defend nts— Respondents.
Madras Revenue Recovery Act -JIMad. of 1864) * 4*—Land Improvement Loans Act (XIX of 1883) 5 V V|\

*
fielder, effect of—Prior encumbrances! whethersav'd -Interpretation of Statutcs-Proviso to sectionwhether can be considered. ’

The provisions of section 42 of tUo MadrasRevenue Recovery Act apply to a sale under

ActXIX o/ 1 883 "V
1

?
Land Improvement LoansAct XIX of 1883. buck a sale is free from priorincumbrances, [p. 302, col. I ]

y

The fact that the first instalment of a loan takenunder Act XfX of 1883 was applied towards meeting-tie expenses of argicultiual improvements already
started on the land or that an extension of time was
gi anted by the Government to the borrower, docsnot make it the less a loan taken for making animprovement within the meaning of the Act. [p 303
cols* 1 cc 2«J

^

Per Ayling
, /.—Where there is doubt as to thetrue meaning of the substantive part of a section

it is legitimate to look to the words of a proviso
to it in order to determine which interpretation iscorrect, [p. 303, cols. 1 & 2.1

fcfof A
e
rf

ta

YTV
4
'rioni

—The ,an" uas° of section 7

*w h
A

1
X
!
X

°l
188

?
amounts to a declarationthat the land is charged with the payment of therevenue, [p. 305, col 1.]

J e

Where the language of a section is clear andunambiguous, the proviso should not be construed
as adding to any right or disability created by the
section, but where there is room for doubt regard-nig the construction of the section it lias alwaysbeen the practice to invoke the aid of tho proviso
to help m the proper interpretation of the section
Lp o, col. l.J

.
H'e effect of section 42 of Madras Act II of 1864

is not only to discharge pre-existing incumbrances
npon the property on which the arrear is due but
also pre-existing incumbrances upon every propertywhich is brought to sale for arrears of revenue duefrom the defaulter, fp. 305, col 2 ]

Secretary of State v. Pisijontt Sankamyya, 8 Ind
Cas. 4i4; 34 M.4M; 8 M. L. T. 323; (1910) M W w
722; 20 M L J 794, followed.

’

'fj

10 e
5
ect °f section 7 (0 (c) of Act XIX of

18 S t is to make a declaration on behalf of theGovernment that it has a first charge on the pro.peity for tho loan advanced in respect of that tiro
perty, just as under section 2 of tho Madras Revenue
Recovery Act the Government has a first charge for
arrears of Government revenue, [p. 306, col. l.J

Appeal against the dooreo of the Coart
of the Subordinate Judge, Coimbatore in
Original Suit No, 148 of 1915.

’
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Mr. C. V. Ananthakrishna Aiyar ,
for the

V. Ramesam ,
Government Pleader, for

the Respondents.
JUDGMENT.

Ayling, J.—The main point for our

disposal in this appeal is the genera

question raised in the single issue framed

Whether the provisions of section 42 o

Madras Aot 11 of 1861 apply to a sale

under section 7 (1) <e) of the Land Improve-

ment Loans Act (XIX of 1883): in other

words, whether such a sale is free of prior

encumbrances
The Subordinate Judge has decided that

it is and in my opinion he is right.

The point is not covered by authority, as

the oases quoted on appellant’s side,

Rnmachandra v. Pitchaikanm (1)

Chinnasami Mudali v. Tuumalai PiUai (2),

all relate to sales under clause (a) u and

not clause (r)] of section 7/
l) ' A P“j

parison of the various clauses (a), W. vr) and

(d) shows that the framers of the Land

Improvement Loans Act considered that

t! iere was some substantial difference

between a sale for arrears of land revenue

of the land on which the arrears accrued

and a sale for the same purpose of other

lands, whether belonging to the defaulter

or some one else. The same distinction

was present to the minds of the learned

Judges in the earliest of the above cases,

Ramachandra v. Pitchaikanni (1): after

referring to various sections of the Revenue

Reoovery Aot they say, "the intention is

clear that the purchase is free of prior

encumbrances only when the arrear is of

public revenue of which the land is the

first security by statutory declaration”, and

again, “arrear of abkari revenue is not

due upon any specific land owned by the

abkari renter.” This in fact seems to be

the main ground on which their decision

i.s based. The judgment in Chinnasami

Mudali v. Tirumalai PiUai (2) also draws

the same distinction. The above decisions

are, therefore, of no help to appellant in the

present case, and indeed indirectly tend to

a conclusion adverse to him.

The learned Vakil for appellant has

argued that the words “inwall or any of

the following modes” and “as if” contained

(1) 7 M. 434; 2 Inch Dec. (n. s.) 88(i.

(2) 26 M. 672.

in seotion 7 have referenoe solely to

procedure and were not intended by the

Legislature to import the operation of

section 42 of the Revenue Reoovery Aot

The weak point in this argument 19 that

|10 is unable to indicate' (and we are

unable to detect) any difference between

the procedure laid down for bringing to

sale the lands on which arrears of land

revenue have aoorued and other lands

liable to sale for the same arrears. On

this view, the inclusion of a special olause

(r) is unexplained.

[n this connection, referenoe has been

made to a decision of this Court in

Secretary of State v. Pmpati Sanfccrat/ya

(3) in which Miller and Munro, JJ., held

that all sales of land for arrears of land

revenue were free of encumbrances whether

the lands sold were those on which the

arrears aoorued or other lands

t0 the defaulter. It may be argued that

on this view of the law the enactment

of clause (d in addition to clause (a) is

in any case unnecessary. I think the

explanation lies in the fact that the Land

Improvement Loans Act is an Act of the

Government of India and that there is no

reason to suppose that it was framed

with sole regard to the provisions of the

Madras Revenue Reoovery Act. Older

Revenue Reoovery Acts 111 force in 18

recognised a distinction between the

conditions of sale of land on w 10

arrears had accrued and other lands

belonging to the defaulter: Vide sections

11 and 12 of Bengal Aot VII of lb->d,

sections 94 (/) and ( f;\ and 10b of the

Central Provinces Land Revenue Act A- V ill

of lbbl and sections 133 and 135 of Ac

XVII of 1876, Oudh Land Revenue Aot.

Uven assuming, therefore, that the framers

of the Land Improvement Loans Act

shared the view of the Madras Aot 11 ot

1864 taken by the learned Judges m

Secretary of State v. Pmpati Sankara

W

(3), this is not inconsistent with their

having deliberately distinguished the oases,

having in mind the provisions of the Aots

i„ force in other parts of India. Lven in
_

this Presidency so far as I am aware, the

Secret.,,,! of State v. Pmpati Sankarav
£

(3) was the first case in which tne

bits but. Ous. 41*34 M. 493: 8 M. L. T 323'

(1010) M. W. N. 722; 20 M L. J.794.
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broad er view of the applicability of
seotion 42 was expressed; .and, with all
respect to the learned Judges in that case.

i ^
am ,n°lined to think the learned

Judges who decided Ramachandra v.
Pitchaikanm (1) were inoliried to take
the narrower view. There is no reason to
suppose that the framers of section 7 of
the Land Improvement Loans Act aoted
under the impression that there was no
difference in this respect.

1
,
am

,«.
inoll "ed to think that while the

™°jds „
a11

,

or a°y of the following
modes if they stood alone, might be
indicative only of procedure, some widermeanmg should be attached to the^ds

,

a
.

a ,f ln olau
?,
e to, when con-

trasted with the words according to the
procedure etc.,” in clause (d). The use
of the latter words is signi6oant andshovs at any rate that the framers ofthe Act had other words in their minds,.which might have been more suitably
employe! to express the meaning contended
for by appellant’s Vakil.

There is, however, another argument, toiny mind conclusive on the point, furnishedby the proviso to the seotion which runs:
Provided that no proceeding in respect

of any land under clause (c) shall affect
any interest in that land which existed
before the date of the order granting the
loan, other than the interest of the
borrower and of mortgagees of, or
persons having oharges on, that interest,and where the loan is granted under
section 4 with the consent of another
Person, the interest of that person, and of

on7tha
a

t

g
intere

f

Lt°-

Per3°nS °hargeS

This clearly implies that the interests of

InZ
m
?
rfe*a»e°s a™ affected by a sale

nf
'
r °re and 18 ln *a°t incapable

l-*?7 oth
A

e
.

r meaning. Mr. 0. V. Anantha-

oonnortf*
Al

?
ar

1

8 onl^ argument in this
oonneohon is that the words of a proviso

of
8

.

U9ec^ extend the operation
ot the seotion to which it is attached.

eatabli*

8

^ i

trQ8
» and is clearly

Oonnlil • I the °f the Privy

relink Tn-
oase 00 whioh he mainly

’

Life '
A

W<!it Derby Union v. Metropolitan

{*
,

AsSUrance Society (4). But where

2a4, 61

g

20
C - 617

i 66 L. J. Ch. 726; 77 L. T.

INDIAN CAsiiS.
303

there is doubt as to the true meaning of
the substantive part of a seotion, it is
surely legitimate to look to the words of a
proviso to it in order to determine which
interpretation is correct. This is recognised
by Lord Hersohell in his judgment in the
very oase referred to. It oannot be said
that the words of the main part of the
seotion are so clearly in appellant’s
favour as not to be at any rate ambiguous-
and here we have a proviso whioh is a
perfectly compatible with one interpreta-
tion and dearly incompatible with another.
It must also be notioed that one main
objection of their Lordships to reference
to provisos is inapplicable to the present
case: itz

,

that provisos are frequently
inserted simply to allay the apprehensions
ot persons against whom the Act was
never intended to apply. This oannot be
said of the exception against mortgagees
whioh is ooutained in the proviso itself.
There is nothing, as far as I can see in
the judgment of their Lordships in that
oase to preolude reference to the proviso
for the interpretation of the seotion with
which we are dealing: and it seems to
me to be conclusive against appellant.

I must, therefore, hold that a sale of
land under section 7 (l) (c ) is free of
encumbrances.
Two other objections raised on behalf of

appellant may be briefly noticed. It ia
pointed out that Rs. 2,500 of the first
instalment advanced was devoted to
discharging a loan privately taken for the
purpose of paying for an oil engine, the
installation of whioh on the land was
part of the improvements for whioh the
loan was granted. Appellant contends .

that to this extent the loan from Government
oannot be said to have been taken for the
purpose of making an improvement within
the meaning of seotion 4 of the Aot. No
authority is quoted and I am unable to
accept such a contention. A considerable
time usually elapses between the appli-
cation for a loan under the Act, and its
disbursement to the borrower: and in the
present oase the borrower being anxious
to set about the work arranged to purchase
the engine on the hire purchase system
and apparently took a temporary loan from
some private persons to enable him to
discharge the earlier instalments. There
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is nothing in all this to affect the

essential object for which the loan was

taken from Government or the borrower s

liability under the Act.

The second objection is that, because the

first instalment of the loan was not

utilised within the period allowed by the

Government rules, the disbursement of the

second instalment cannot be treated as

the disbursment of a loan under the Act,

and to the extent of that instalment

1,0 priority can be olaimed for it over

plaintiff’s mortgage. This contention is

also baseless: it is not denied that the

first instalment had been utilised to the

satisfaction of the Government
.

officers on

the specified improvements prior to the

disbursement of the second instalment :

and I fail to see how the action ot Gov«

ernment in relaxing the strict operation

of the rule regarding the time limit in

favour of the borrower can prejudicially

affect Government’s right in this oonneo-

tl0

i

n
’

would dismiss the appeal with costs of

2nd respondent.

Seshagihi Aiyar, J.— Although I agree

with the conclusion at whioh my learned

brother has arrived, having regard to the

fact that the point argued is practically

one of first impression and to the import-

ant issues involved in its decision, I

have ventured to add a few words of my

0W
The facts have been stated by my learned

oolleague and it is unnecessary to repeat

them.
.

,

The main point for consideration is,

whether a sale for the loan advanced by

the Government in respect of agricul-

tural improvement of a property avoids

previous oxistiug enourabrances upon that

property. I do not agree with Mr. 0. V.

Aiianthakrishna Aiyar that unless the

loan is advanced for making future im-

provements, the provisions of the Act have no

application. Where in anticipation of a loan

from Government work whioh satisfied the

definition of the term ‘improvement’ is

started, in my opinion, tlio loan must be

taken to have been granted for the pur-

of making the improvement. The

is not whether tho improvement was

bsequently made but whether the money

V! applied for tho construction of agri-

cultural improvements upon the property.

Nor do I thiuk that the fact that time

was extended for completing the work

in regard to which the first instalment of

payment was made, in any way affeots

the validity of the subsequent advances.
.

The provision in the rules for the

completion of the work within the time

stipulated is minatory in its nature, and it

is as much open to the Government to

extend the tims for psrformanoe as it is-

open to any private party to do in respect

of oontract fixing a time for performance.

The rules do not hind the Government to

refuse the loan if the time stipulated has

been exceeded.

On the main question, I have been

greatly inlluenoed by the contention of the

learned Government Pleader on the '?ntility

of clause («) of Aot XIX of ibb3 if

clause (c) of that seotion is intended to

have the same result as clause (a). I aro

prepared to agree with the learned Vakil

for the appellant that the words as if

they were arrears of land revenue” would

prima facie only attraot the procedure

prescribed in the Revenue Rsoovery Act

and not the substantial declaration con-

tained in seotions 2 and 5 of that Aot.

The decisions of this Court have beeu

uniform on that question. See Ramachandra

v. Fitchaikanni (1), Ibrahim Khan Sahib

v. Rangasami Naicken (5), Ka.hr Mohideen

Marakkayar v. Muthukrishna Ayyar

({]) and Muthusamier v. Sree Sree Uelhamlhi

Swamiyar Aveigal (7). But in olau»e (c)

of seotion 7 we have, in addition to the
a a . f 1 A _ J

words "as if they were arrears of land

revenue,” a preceding and ft subsequent

olause whioh gives ft different complexion

.

to the policy of the Aot. The first four

words out of the land’ and the last five

words "in respeot of that land” make it

dear that the loan granted is to be re-

garded as a first oharge upon the pro-

perty. In Ramachandra v. Pitchaikanm v l)

whioh was under the Abkari Act, two

oiuinent Judges of this Court, while hold-

ing that the words "in like manuer as

for the rocovery of arrears of land re-

venue” only denoted the procedure to ba

ns M. HO.
Ill) Uli M. 230; 12 M. L. 0. 36S.

(7) 19 Iml. Civs 631; SS M. 333.- 25 M b J. TJ3; 13

M. L T. t‘J 3; (1913) M. \Y. N. 531.

t
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adopted, say, Arrear of Abkari revenue
is not due upon any specific land owned
by the Abkari renter,” That, to my mind,
is the keynote to the construction of
similar provisions in other Acts. In the
oase of Abkari rent, in the case of in-
oome-tax, in the case of cesses under the
Local Boards Act, the amount payable to
the Government is not due in respect of
any specified land, whereas the essence
of the stipulation under Act XtX of 1883
is that the loan is payable out of and
in respect of the land for improving
which the loan is granted. In my opinion,
the language of section 7, clause (c),
amounts to a declaration that the land
is charged with the payment of the re
venue and when in addition to that
declaration the Legislature refers back to
Act II of 1834, I am inclined to think
that the provisions of sections 2, 5 and
42 of that Act are intended to be read
with clause (c) of section 7 of Act AIX
of 1883. Whatever doubt there may
exist on this question is removed by the
proviso, whioh in distinct terms says that
the interest in the .land which is avail-
able to the Government is restricted
to that of the borrower and to that of
the mortgagee.

Mr. C. V. Ananthakrishna Aiyar ad-
dressed to us an elaborate argument
upon the inadvisability of utilising pro-
visos to supplement the operative portion
of a section. I adhere to what I said
on this question in my judgment in
Annie Besant v. Emperor (8). It is a well-
known canon of construction that where
the language of a section is clear and
unambiguous, the proviso should not be
oon6trued as adding to any right or dis-
ability created by the section; but where
there is room for doubt regarding the con-
struction of the section, it has always been
the practice to invoke the aid of the pro-
viso to help in the proper interpretation
of the section. The observations of Lord
Watson in West Derby Union v. Metropolitan
Life Assurance Society (4), to which the
learned Government Pleader drew our
attention, support this principle and

o i?)®? Ind ‘ Caa * 607: 39 M. 1161 at p. 1195; (191C

t ^ JLN̂ 497; 4 L - W - 625
i 32 L - J. 151; 18 Ci

L. J. 239; ft M. L. T. 190.

there is nothing in the judgment of the
other noble Lords to throw doubt on'
the correctness of the dictum of Lord
Watson. In my opinion, the proviso is strict-
ly and rightly in plaoe in this particular
instance. By the operative portion of olause
UV the Legislature provided that out of the
whole land the loan shall be realized.
The proviso releases rights other than
those of the borrower and of the mortgagee,
e.g

, the rights of an occupancy tenant.
Therefore, the proviso is aptly in plaoe
and has the further effect of elucidating the
meaning of the operative olause.

1 here is only one other observation that
need be made, and that is this; Section
7 provides for cumulative remedies to the
Government to proceed against the borrower
personally, they may proceed to sell
the land: lastly, thay may also prooeed
to sell the land given as collateral security.
Now, under olause (a) when the Legis-
lature provided that the borrower can be
proceeded against personally it would follow
as a matter of course that his property
can be attached and sold. It seems to
me that even where properties other than
those upon which revenue is due are sold
under Act II of 18b4, all pre-existing en-
cumbrances on such properties are wiped
off. During the course of the argument
I felt some little doubt as to whether the
decision of Justices Miller and Munro in
Secretary of Sate v. Pisipati Sankarayya
(3) was right. But, on closely examining
the sections of the Revenue Recovery Act,
1 feel that the effect of section 42 is not only
to discharge pre-existing enoumbrances upon
the property on whioh the arrear is due,
but also pre-existing encumbrances upon
every property which is brought to sale
for arrears of revenue due from the de-
faulter. Section 32, to which Mr. C. V.
Ananthakrishna Aiyar drew our attention,
doe3

.
not save the encumbrances as was

contended. Therefore if the Government
avail themselves of the remedy provided
by olanse (a) and if the words “as ic

they were arrears of land revenue” were
to be construed as only indicating the pro-
cedure to be adopted, then it would follow
that the previous existing encumbrances
would subsist and that the Government
would only be entitled to the surplus sale
proceeds, if any, aftor satisfying such en-
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cumbrances. If clause (c) is also to be

similarly interpreted, the Legislature must

be deemed to have been guilty of redun-

dancy. According to Mr. Ananthakrishna

Aiyar, under clause ( c

)

also, if a sale is

effected for the loan the enoumbranoes

would still subsist. I do not think Courts

will be justified in imputing to the Legis-

lature the enacting of an unnecessary pro-

vision of law where they can give a consist-

ent meaning to it otherwise. Tt is clear,

whereas under clause (a) the ordinary

remedy is given, under clause (c) the remedy

of avoiding existing encumbrances is provided

by the Legislature. At first sight it looks as

if the Legislature was not conscious that

under the Madras Revenue Recovery A :t

the sales of property other than those

upon which arrears are due would not

avoid the existing enoumbranoes. Very like-

ly the Imperial Government had in mind

the provisions of Bengal Act VII of 1868,

whioh by seotion 11 enables the Collector

to sell only the tenure on whioh the

rent is due and by seotion 12 to exclude

previous encumbrances only in respect of

that particular tenure. The Madras Legis-

lature has given a more drastic remedy for

arrears of revenue than is given in Bengal.

However that may bo, there can be no

doubt that the effect of seotion 7, clause

(c), is to make a declaration on behalf of

the Government that it has a first charge

upon the property for the loan advanced

in respeot of that property just as under

seotion 2 of the Revenue Recovery Act the

Government has a first charge for arrears

of revenuo. In this view, the decision of

the Subordinate Judge is right, and 1 agree

that the appeal should be dismissed with

costs of the 2nd respondent.

Appeal dismissed.

X

i
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 500

of 1917.

June 21, 1918.

Present i— Mr. Justice Fletcher

and Mr. Justice Panton.

RAKHAL CHANDRA DE—
Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

CHAIRMAN of the SURI
MUNICIPALITY

—

Defendant— Respondent.
Bengal Municipal Act (III B.C.of 1884 ), ss. 202,

204, 233— Encroachment on Municipal street by pro-

jection—Right to run lip project ion.

A poi son who has, without any objection on the

part of a Municipality, oncroncbed over the surface

of a Municipal street by a projection, has no right

to run up the projection tn any height he likes, even

though he does not thereby make any further en-

croachment in breadth over the street, [p 1308, col. 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the Dis-

trict Judge, Birbhum, dated the 5th January

1917, affirming that of the Munsif, JSuri,

dated the 14th March 1916.

FACTS material to the report will appear

from the following extracts from the judg-

ment of the lower Appellate Court:—
“The plaintiff-appellant has a pttcca house

within the Municipality of Suri adjoining

the Ahmadpur Road on the east of it. To
the oast of ihe road is a drain. Projecting

over the drain is a platform, whioh is a

part or continuation of the verandah of

the plaintiff's house. Over this plitform

and verandah is a roof; that roof is sup-

ported by pillars standing on the platform.

Over this roof is another roof. Some years

ago it was considered necessary to open

out and re-build the drain, which evidently

ilowed beneath the platform. The evi-

dence is, the Magistrate of the District and

some Municipal Commissioners went to the

spot and at the request of the Magistrate

and on the understanding that the pillars,

roofs, ole., should not be interfered with,

the platform was demolished. Later on

the Municipality served the plaintiff with

notices under sections 202 and 204 of the

Municipal Act (Act 111 of 1884 B. C.) to

remove the platform, roofs, pillars etc. The
plaintiff thereon instituted this suit praying

for —
(I) A declaration that the Municipality

is not entitled to take any such steps under

sections 202 and 204.
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(2) An injunction restraining the Muni-
cipality from demolishing the structures.

For the first claim the plaintiff urged
the platform was built before 1864 and so
the Municipality should have proceeded
under section 233 of the Municipal Act
and their action under sections 202 and 204
is illegal.

^A9 regards the other structures, plaint-
iff contended that - these, too, have been
existing from before 30 years and under
Article 146 (A) of the Limitation Act the
Municipality cannot demolish them. It was
also urged, relying on Eshan Chunder fitter
v. Banku Behari Lai (1), that these structures
also come under the purview of section 233
of the Municipal Act,
The learned lower Court dismissed the

plaintiff’s suit as regards injunction,
holding that as the platform does not any
longer exist, no suit for injunction regard-
ing it can lie. That the platform is no
longer existent, is dear to me. Both the
plaintiff and the defendant have vied with
eaoh other to show that it was he who
demolished the same; then again the learned
lower Court held a local inspection and
he has endorsed theffinding that no plat-
form exists. So I cannot but accept that
finding. So I hold no suit for injunction
as regards the platform can lie and the
plaintiff’s claim in this respect must be dis-
missed.

As regards the other structures I have been
led through the evidence by the learned
Pleaders for both sides. The plaintiff has
failed to prove that they have been existing
since 1864 or for the last 30 years. # #

Thus in the result I find the plaintiff
has failed to substantiate his claims and
so his suit should be dismissed; accordingly
his appeal must stand dismissed.”
Babu D. N . Bagchi, for the Appellant.

—

The plaintiff is the appellant, and the
appeal arises out of a suit for an injunction
restraining the defendant Municipality from
demolishing the verandah, platform, eto.,
which are said to be a projection on the

anioipal road, in accordance with notioes
under sections 202 and 204 of the Bengal

nnioipal Act served on the plaintiff. The
verandah was erected about ten or eleven
years before the institution of the suit od

(1) 25 0. 160j O. W. N. 660j 13 Ind. Deo. (n, b.) 109.

the platform which has been existing ever
since 1864. If the projection or encroach-
ment has been existing since 1864, then
sections 202 and 204 do not apply to the
case but the section applicable is section
233. If the Municipality cannot take action
under seotion 202 and 204, then they cannot
demolish the structure without paying some
compensation to the plaintiff as contem-
plated by seotion 233 of the Bengal Muni-
cipal Act. If there is a building or platform
abutting on the road from 1864 and if a
superstructure is built on the pre existing
platform without any projection or encroach-
ment on the road, it cannot be said to
be a new projection or enoroaohment, be-
cause the plaintiff cannot be said to have
gone an inch beyond the pre existing plat-
form. If it is a vertical erection on the
old platform, it cannot be said to be a new
projection or enoroaohment over the road
liable to be demolished by a notice of this
kind. /

Dr. Dioarka Nath Mitter
,
for the Respond-

ent, was not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.—This is an appeal by the

plaintiff against the decision of the learned
District Judge of Birbhum, dated the 5th
January 1917, affirming the decision of the
Mnnsif of Suri. The case is this: The
defendant Municipality served notioes on
the plaintiff under sections 202 and 204
of the Bengal Municipal Act requiring him
to remove an obstruction or enoroaohment
on the street and to remove a projection

that had been placed against or in front of

his house. The plaintiff thereupon brought
the present suit for an injunction to restrain

the defendant Municipality from acting on -

the statutory notices. Assuming that such
a suit lies, I think the facts found in

this case are conclusive. What is found is

this: The encroachment has been removed
under seotion 202 and it no longer exists

and, therefore, it no longer existing, there

can be no ground at present on which the

Municipality can proceed further in the

notice under seotion 202 and no question

as to whether the plaintiff is entitled to

claim an injunction can arise. With re-

gard to the projection that has been re-

quired to be removed under seotion 204,

the facts found are these :—This thing

was erected 10 or 11 years ago. That
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there has been a projection, there cannot

he any doubt. The cise set up by the

plaintiff is this: That as he has emronhei
on the surface of the street, therefore,

he lias a right to run up the projection

to any height he likes, provided

that he does not make any further en-

croachment in breadth on the street. That
is clearly wrong. The reason why these

projections are prohibited by the Act is

obvious. If the projection encroaches on

the street, for the safety and convenience

of the passers* by or for other conveniences,

the law authorises the Municipality to

serve notices to remove it. I see no reason

to interfere with the lodgment of the

learned District Judge. The present appeal,

therefore, fails and must be dismissed with

costs.

Panton, J.— I agree.

Appeal d ismissel.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 227 oe i D 1 7.

February 15, 1918.

Presenl'.—Mr. Justice Bakewell and

Mr. Justioe Krishnan.

MADDI POT I PE R AM MA—Pl * i n r j ee

— Appellant
versus

GANDRAPU KRISHNA VV A and another
— Defendants—Respondents,

Provincial Jnsolvmcy Ad (
III <>) 1907h >>'. IS

(H , 20, 47—Sale by Official Pccci ver— Pa rchascr

obstructed in (aliiny fOsscssinn— Pngniry by Insol vcncy

—Order ilircdiny iblivcry to yit rch,i$cr--Civil

Procedure C"de \Act \ <j 1908), O. XXI
,

rr. 97, 93

—

Jurisdiction of Insolvency Court —Suit for dccla rat ion

of obsh actor's title, inj'inrli"ii and pusscs^itm
,

main *

luinabilit ’J
— Pvidi nrr Art (i <j 1872*, ,w 41

Tim power conferred by s«*elion J8 (.'{) of (ho

Provincial Insolvency Art is intended to enable the

lleeoiver to < > I » I ; i i 1

1

oontrol « »l the inso!\ rut’s pro-

only ami not to pro\ ide t"i* (hr determinat ion « *

T

< { iicsl iui is of til In as between l hr insolvent and

third parlies. This pro\ isioii i- not intended to

confer jurisdiction over a |n r>mi against whom
l lie insolvent has merely u right enloiveablj by

suit. [p. 500, col. ».]

Ah Insolvency Coni I has, therefore, no jnrisdictii n

to institute an enquiry umler Order XXI, rules 07

ami 08, Civil Procedure l rule, into an alleged resist.

Huco tu a purchaser at the Ollickil lu cenci « ;.alo

1 1918

taking possession of the property. [p. 309, cols. 1 & 2.]

Where an order has been passed by the Insolvency

Court directing the removal of the obstruction and

delivery of possession to the .purchaser, the

aggrieved party has a right to tile a suit for a

declaration of Ids title and for an injunction re-

straining delivery of the property to the purchaser.

It will not be correct to embody a prayer in such a

suit for the setting aside of the order of the Insol-

vency Court, as that is a matter within the juris-

diction of tho-IIigh Court, fp. 309, cols. 1 & 2.J

Hajcc Abdul l.atccf Sahib v. Official Assignee of

Mad, as, 44 Ind. Cas. 847; 4*> M. 1173, Official Assignee

of Madras v. Manya yar Ka rasu Am mat, 47 Ind. C as. 29S;

Jo M. 1173 {foot-note) and Pita Pam v. Jujhar Singh
,

43 T nd. Cas. .
r
>73; 39 A. 020. distinguished.

lVr Krishna n. ./.— Under section (3^ of the *

Provincial Insolvency Act, the Court has power, in

a proper proceeding instituted before it. by the

Receiver, to enquire into and decide on t lie merits

of :m adverse claim to possession set up hy a third

party, [p. 310, col. 1.]

The rules of the Civil Procedure Code can bo

availed of only where section 47 of i lie Insolvency

Act applies. To apply that section it must be shown

that there was some proper proceeding under the

Act in the Insolvency Court, for section 47 merely

provides for the procedure to l;e adopted “in regaid

to proceedings under this Act.'’ [p. 310, col. 1.]

An older passed by an Insolvency Court under

Order 'XX I, rules 97 and 9S without jurisdiction may
be set aside by the High Court on appeal, but that

does not bar a fresh suit by the aggrieved party, [p.

310, lv>1s. 1 A- 2.]

Second appeal against the decree of the

District Court, Godavari at Rajahmundry, in

Appeal Suit 323 of 1915, preferred against the

decree of the Court of the Additional District

Munsif, Rajahmundry, in Original Suit No,

113 (Original Suit No. 493 of 1914 on the

tile of the Court of the Principal District

Munsif, Rajahmundry).
FACTS appear from the judgment.

Mr. B. Narmimha lxao (with him Mr. Jh

Appa Baa), for tho Appellant.—The order

of the Insolvency Court was without juris-

diction. The salo was by the Official Re-

ceiver in exercise of the powers vested in

him and tho enquiry into an alleged ob-

struction to possession can only be made
on the Receiver’s application. A general

enquiry into tho rights of third parties is

not within the purview of the section.

The Receiver’s power to sell is created by

Statute and not by virtue of an order of

Court. There was no proceeding before

the Court with reference to suoh sale within

tho meaning of section 47. The purchaser

who initiated the enquiry was no party to

tho insolvency proceedings.

Plaintiff’s right of appeal against the

order did not bar his additional right to
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have the order vacated in a suit. He oould
elect his remedy.

Mr. P. Narayanamurthy, for the Respond-
ent.—The power to enquire into an alleged

obstruction is conferred ora the Insolvency
Court by section 18 (3) of the Provincial

Insolvency Act. The order was competent
to the Court to pass. The provisions of

the Civil Procedure Code, in the absence
of any_ express statutory prohibition, apply
to proceedings under special laws. In any
event, the present suit was not maintain-
able. .The plaintiff’s remedy was to appeal
against the order of the Insolvency Court
and as he has not done so, the order is

final and cannot be vacated in a fresh

suit.

JUDGMENT.
Bakg'well, J.—Under section 18 of the

Provincial Insolvency Act the appointment
of a * Receiver vests the property of the

insolvent in him, and under section 20 it

is the duty of the Receiver to realise that

property and he has power to sell it. This
power is exercised by virtue of the authority

conferred by the Statute, and not of a decree

or order nf the Insolvent Court directing a

sale. There was, therefore, no proceeding

before the Court with respeot to such

sale within the meaning of section 47 and
the rules of the Civil Procedure . Code
relating to the sale of property in execution

of a decree or order do not apply.

It is argued that under section 18 (3)

the Court had power to remove a person

in possession of property of the insolvent

from possession, but this power is evidently

intended to enable the Receiver to obtain

control of the insolvent’s property and not

to provide for the determination of questions

of title as between the insolvent and third

parties. This is indicated by. the proviso to

this sub-section, which limits this power to
- 9

^ j

persons whom the insolvent has a present

right so to remove.” I do not think that

this provision was intended to confer jurisdic-

tion over a person against whom the in-

solvent had merely a right enforceable by
a suit.

.The parties to this suit were not parties

to the proceedings in insolvency pending
before the District Court in which
the order in question purported to be made,
and that Court was, therefore, not competent
to try the issue now raised between these

parties and its finding is not binding upon
them (Civil Procedure Code, section II).

I think, however, that the first prayer
of the plaint is not correct in form in asking
that the order of the District Court should
be set aside; that is a matter within the
jurisdiction cf the High Court.
The cause of action is the threat of the

defendant to obtain possession of property
by means of irregular proceedings and the
prayer of the plaint should be for a declara-
tion o£ plaintiff’s title and an injunction.
The appeal is allowed and the suit is

remanded to the Court of first instance for
trial on the merits. Costs throughout will
abide the result,

Krishnan, J.— The facts of this case
necessary for the disposal of this second
appeal are these. The plaint property was
sold by the Official Receiver as the property
of the insolvent, the 1st defendant, and it

was purchased by the 2nd defendant. In
attempting to take possession, the 2nd de-
fendant was obstructed by the plaintiff
who claimed the property as his own. The
2nd defendant then applied to the Insolvency
Court to order the removal of the obstruc-
tion and to put him in possession. This
petition was filed under Order XXI, rules
97 and 98 of the Civil Procedure Code, and
the plaintiff and the 1st defendant were
made counter- petitioners. After a summary
enquiry the Court passed an order for the
delivery of the property to the 2nd de-
fendant. Plaintiff has brought the present
suit for a declaration of his title and for

an injunction restraining the 2nd defendant
from taking possession under that order,

and for possession if he is removed from
possession pending suit.

Both the lower Courts have dismissed
the suit on the preliminary ground that it is

not maintainable, plaintiff’s only remedy
being, according to them, an appeal against

the order of the Insolvency Court. Plaintiff

contends before us that that order is no
bar to his suit, as it was passed without
jurisdiction. A copy of the order has been
filed in this Court as it was not filed in

the lower Courts, and both sides have
consented to this course.

I agree with my learned brother in
,,

thinking that the order of the Insolvency

Court was one passed without jurisdiction.

It was sought to be supported as a competent
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order under section 18, clause (d) of the

Provincal Insolvency Act, or under section
'4 7 of that Act read with rules 97 and 98
of the Civil Procedure Code.

Section 1 S clause 3, is clearly intended, as

pointed out by my learned brother, for the

purpose of helping the Receiver to get posses-

sion of the insolvent’s property: under it

the Receiver but no one else can apply
to the Court to direct a third party who
is in possession of the insolvent’s property
to deliver it up to him, if the insolvent has
a present” or actual subsisting right to its

posses- ion. I consider that under that
section the Court has power, in a proper
proceeding instituted before it by the
Receiver, to enquire into and decide on the
merits of an adverse claim to possession

set up by a third party, adopting the proper
procedure for it. But in my view ibis

question dees not arise in this case, as no
application whatever was made by the Re-
ceiver under the section. He elected to sell the
property as that of the insolvent leaving it to

the purchaser to take such steps, as he thought
fit, to get possession of it. The application to

the Court was made by the purchaser under
the Code of Civil Procedure and the
Receiver was not even a party to it: such
an application clearly does not lie under
section 18. The purchaser is a stranger
to the insolvency proceedings and by bis
purchase be got no more rights than the
insolvent himself had, to get possession
rf the property from the third party.
The rules of the Code of Civil Procedure
can he availed of only if section 17 n f

the Insolvency Act applies. To apply that
section, it must he shown that there was
some proper proceeding under the Act in

the Insolvency Court; for section 47 merely
provides for the procedure to be adopted
“in regard to proceedings under the Act.” See
(luntapalli Nauisimhayya v. Malupaff ]'

C( ninim
ghavulu (1). As that has not been shown, it is

clear that the order of the Court on the ap-
plication of the purchaser deciding in a
summary way that plaintiff has no ti(] e
to the property and that be should give
up possession, was without jnr isdiction.

That being so, I am of opinion thu'
the order cannot bo tieattd as a bar

(\) I 2 I ml. 0ns. 525; 0 L. W. 091; ( 11117) M \V V
~

1

1

\l. ‘I to
’

to the plaintiff’s suit and that the suit is

maintaii able as an ordinary civil suit.

Under section 41 of the Evidence Act it

is open to the plaintiff to show that the

order pleaded against him was delivered

by a Court not competent to do so, that

is, not having jurisdiction to do so and
he has done that in the present case.

It may have been open to him to apply

to the High Court to set aside the order

as one withe ut jurisdiction, but it cannot

be said that he was bound to do so or

that it was his only remedy, though he
would have been well advised if he had
adopted that course. He was entitled to

ohcose h is remedy and the faot that he
did not choose to come to the High
Court cannot affect his right of ' suit

under the general law. I think, there-

fore, his suit is maintainable.

The case of Jlajee Abdul Lateef Sahib v.

Official Assignee of Madras (2) and the case

referred to in the foot-note to it, Official

Assignee of Madras v. Mangayar Karasu Ammal
(3), were both cases which arose under
the Indian Insolvency Aot and were
brought toeontest orders passed by the Madras
Insolvency Court between the Official As-
signee on the one side and the third

party claiming title on the other. The orders
being with jurisdiction under section 7 of

the Act, the suits were held not maintain-
able. These oases are thus clearly distin-

guishable from the present case. The case
of Fita Ham v. Jtijhar Singh (4) is also dis-

tinguishable, as that was a case where the
third party bad himself elected to apply
under section 22 of the Provincial in-

solvency Act as be was entitled to do and
though be bad a right of suit as well,

the learned Judges held that, as be bad
elected to adopt one remedy and failed,

bo could not be allowed to fall back upon
the other. Such a question does not arise

at all in the present case. Here the
plaintiff was bi ought into the Insolvency
Court by the purchaser, that and in a proceed-
ing which the Court was incompetent to adopt;
the faot that lie did not plead to the
jurisdiction of that Court cannot give that
Court jurisdiction, nor can it be treated
as an election of his remedy by the

H 1ml. Ons. S47; 40 M. 1173.
CD 47 Iml. Cns. 39S ; 40 M. 1173 (foot-note).

on *13 hid. Cos. 573; 39 A. t>20.
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plaintiff. The Allahabad ease, therefore, does
not apply.

No other authority has been cited before
ns. I am, for the reasons above stated,
of opinion that the lower Courts were
wrong in dismissing the plaintiff’s suit

as not maintainable. I would, therefore,
set aside their decrees and remand the
suit to the District Munsif for trial and
disposal on the remaining issues. As
pointed out by my learned brother, the
prayer in the plaint to set aside the order
of the District Judge is not correct in form;
but it is not material to the plaintiff and
will, therefore, be disallowed.

I agree to the order proposed by my learned
brother as to costs also.

m. c. p.

Appeal allowed
;
Suit remanded.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Sta^ip Reference in Second Appeal

No. 872 of 1912.
June 26, 1912.

Present :—Mr. Justice Tudball.
MOTI BEGAM

—

Defendant—Appellant
versus

HAR PRASAD and another — Plaintiffs

—

Respondents.
Court Fees Act (VII of 1870), s. 7 (iv) (c)—Mort-

gage, suit oil—Defendant claiming prior charge—Suit
decreed—Appeal by defendant - Court-fee payable.
In a suit on foot of a mortgage one of the defend-

ants claimed that she had a prior charge on the
property sought to be sold. The defendant’s con-
tention was overruled and the suit was decreed.
Defendant appealed praying for a declaration that
she had a prior charge over the property and that
it could only be sold subject to that charge:
Held

, that the defendant’s prayer was for a
declaration with consequential relief and that she
must, therefore, pay ad valorem Court-fee on the
amount of the charge claimed by her. [p. 313, col. 3.]

- PACTS of the case appear from the follow-
ing

Office Report.

—

The suit out of which
this appeal has arisen was brought by the
plaintiff for recovery of Rs. 2,500 on account
of principal and interest on foot of a
mortgage, dated 4th May 1893, by enforce-
ment of hypothecation lien.

Musammat Moti Begam, one of the defend-
ftPts, defended the suit on the allegation

I - - * '
• . • • • - - ;

that the property sought to be sold was
conveyed to her as security for her dower-
debt under a prior bond executed by her
deceased husband, Sayed Hasan, on 9th
February 1892, which bond was subse-
quently renewed by the heirs of her deceased
husband on 5th August 1 91(5. The said

defendant contended that the property could
not be sold until payment of the money
due to her on account of her dower-debt
secured by the deed of mortgage which she
put up as a shield.

The suit was valued at R9 . 2,500, and
a Court-fee of Rs. 150 was paid thereon.

At the trial of the suit the Court held
that the plaintiff’s mortgage was prior and
decreed the plaintiff’s suit. A decree was
accordingly passed for sale of the mortgaged
property under Order XXXIV, rule 4.

Musammat Moti Begam appealed to the
lower Appellate - Court, setting up inter alia

a plea of priority and genuineness of the

mortgage held by her. The lower Appellate
Court modified the decree of the Court of first

instance by extending the time for payment
of the decretal amount, and in other respects

the appeal was dismissed.

The appeal was valued at Rs. 2,500, and
a Court fee of Rs. 150 was paid thereon.

The proper valuation of the appeal was
Rs. 2,519 inclusive of interest from date of

suit to date fixed for payment of the decretal

amount awarded in the decree appealed from,

and a Court-fee of Rs. 155 was payable

upon that valuation. Rs. 150 having been

paid, there is, therefore, a deficiency of Rs, 5

to be made good by the defendant-appellant

for the lower Appellate Court,

Musammat Muti Begam has preferred this

second appeal and the relief sought by the

appeal is that the Hon’ble Court will

be pleased to allow the appeal and declare

that the appellant has a prior charge for

the amount of her dower-debt and the pro-

perty can be sold only subject to her charge.

The appeal is valued at Rs. 2,500, and a

fixed fee of Rs. 10 has been paid, appa-

rently on the ground that a mere declara-

tion is sought by this appeal.

I think a Court-fee of Rs. 10 paid in

this Court is quite inadequate. The defend-

ant-appellant seeks by this appeal to go

behind the decrees of the Court below, decree-

ing the plain! *ff\s claim for rala of the

mortgaged property and declining to accept
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the plea set up by the defendant in the

Courts below and repeated in this Court in

a somewhat different form.

The suit was a suit for sale on a mort-
gage on the basis of which the Courts below
have passed a decree in plaintiff’s favour.
The defendant comes to this Hon’ble
Court in second appeal, and by making a
prayer in the form of a declaration wants
to get rid of those decrees. Assuming that
the defendant-appellant does not state in

distinct words that the decrees below should
be set aside, one should see what will be the
consequenoe, if the declaration prayed for,

be granted. Leaving out the question that
t Le appellant is avoiding the decree passed
against her, it is evident that the property
will be subjected to a double charge creat-

ed by the mortgages held by the parties
and out of sale- proceeds the plaintiff may
not get anything after meeting the prior
charge of the defendant.

I am quite certain that the appellant
is seeking for a declaration with a conse-
quential relief, and, as such, she must pay
ad valorem Court-fee of Rs. 175, on the
amount of her mortgage, i. e.

% Rs. 8,000.
Rs. 10 having been paid, there is therefore a
deficiency of Rs. 165 due from defendant-
appellant for this Court.

Total deficiency due from defendant-appel-
lant for this Court and lower Appellate
Court is Rs. 170.

The following objections to the report of
the Stamp Reporter were raised by Counsel
for the appellant :

—

1. The object of the appeal is not to get
rid of the decrees of the Courts below nor
does the appellant seek “by this appeal to go
behind the decrees of the Courts below de-
creeing the plaintiff’s claim for sale of the
mortgaged property”, as remarked by tho
Stamp Reporter.

2. The appellant is desirous that the
deoree for the sale of the property may bo
allowed to remain intact but it may bo
declared that her dower-debt is a prior charge.
Almost a similar question arose m a case of
Hup Chand v. Fateh Ghand (1) and it was
decided that, a Court fee of Rs. 10 on the
memorandum of appeal was sufficient.

8. Having regard to the above circum-
stances tho Court-fee of Rs. 10 paid by

( 1 ) ! L Iml. Can. 977; 8 A. L. J. 821; 38 A. 705.

'

the appellant on the memorandum of appeal
is sufficient.

4. The Court-fee in the Court below was
paid on the amount of the mortgage money
under section 7 of the Court Fees Act and
was sufficient and the Stamp Reporter is Dot
justified in demanding any Court fee on the
amount of interest on the memorandum of
appeal either in this Hon’ble Court or in the
Court below.

Reply of Stamp Reporter.— In sub-
mitting the papers to you under seotion 5
of the Court Fees Aot, 1 beg to add
that the ruling relied upon by the learned
Counsel has no application at all to this
case, and that according to the long standing
practice of this Court ad valorem Court fee
is always oharged on pendente lite interest.

1 cite two cases, viz
t Nepal Rai v. Debt

Prasad (2) and Baji Lai v. Qobardhan Singh (3).
These are converse cases. In these eases

the appellants sought tc get rid of the liability
imposed by the .decrees appealed against

5

while in the present case the appellant is

seeking to impose a further liability on the
property in suit. In the second ground of
appeal the appellant distinctly assails th6
concurrent findings of the Courts below that
the right of the appellant under the deed
was barred by time and extinguished for
all purposes under the law. The relief
sought by the appeal may be read thus:

It may be declared that the appellant
lias a prior charge for the amount of her
dower- debt and that the property can be
sold only subjeot to her charge by reversing'
the concurrent findings of the Courts below, in
so far as they affect her deed, on the ground
set forth in the memorandum of appeal.

1 most respectfully submit that a very
substantial consequential relief is involv-
ed in the case and under seotion 7, clause
CV) (c\ read with clause 1 of the Court Fees
Act, tho appellant must pay ad valorem
Court fee on the amount of her own deed
amounting to Rs. 3,000.

If the appeal prevails and the Hon’ble
Court holds that the appellant has a
prior charge and directs the property to be
sold subjeot to her prior charge, the appellant
may apply for sale of the property* under
Order XXXI V, rule 12, and the Court aoting

(2) A. \Y. N. (1905) 40; 2 A. L. J. 105; 27 A. 417.
(3) 1 I ml. Cas. 1000; 6 A. 1 . J. loo; 31 A. 205.
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under Order XXXIV, rule 13, may first satisfy

the prior oharge out of the sale-proceeds

and then give the balance to the plaintiff-

respondent. If the law allows such a

procedure, the appellant will get her mort-

gage money on payment of R9. 10 without

bringing afresh suit.

In any case I most humbly sumbit that

it is manifestly a case in which the appel-

lant is not only trying to get rid of the

liability imposed upon her by the deoree

but to impose a further liability on the

property, and as such the appellant must pay

ad valorem Court-fee on the further, charge

thus imposed.

Note by the Taxing Officer.—1 have

heard the * learned Counsel and am not

convinced by his arguments. In the appeal

to the District Judge, Saharnapur, full Court-

fee was paid. In this appeal the whole of

the decree is attacked by the second ground.

I agree with the Stamp Reporter that the

full Court-fee should be paid on this appeal,

but Mr. A. Raoof maintains that he seeks

merely a declaration and that the case is

one of general importance in view of the

Full Bench ruling, Ram Shankar Lai v.

Qaneth Prasad (4). At his request I

submit the question for the decision of the

Hon’ble Taxing Judge.

The Stamp Reporter should quote the rul-

ings on which he relies.

Mr. A. Raoof ,
for the Appellant.

JUDGMENT.—The amendment has been

made. Court-fee must be paid on the amount

of the prior oharge. 1 allow two days to

make good the deficiency.

Order accordingly.

(4) 29 A. 385; 4 A. L. J. 273; A. W. N. (1907) 97;

2 M. L, T. 248 (F. B.).

BOMBAY 'HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 523 of 1917.

Present :

—

March 5, 1918.

Mr. Justice Beaman and Mr.

Justice Heaton.

RAICHAND MOTICHAND GUJAR
—Decree holder—Appellant

versus

DHOND.O LAXtJMAN BHURE—Judgment-

debtor— Respondent. •

• limitation Act {JX of 1908), Sch. I, Art . 182—

E.vesution of decree—Instalment decree—Default in

payment of instalment, effect of—Limitation,

A decree for Rs. 800 odd made on the 28th June

1910 provide?! that the debt should be paid olf by
eight annual instalments of Rs. 100 each, and there

was a term in (lie decree that on failure to pay any
one of these instalments before t lie next lmd become
due, the creditor could call in the whole amount of

debt with interest at the agreed rate. No instalment

was ever paid and in September 1915 t ho decree-

holder applied for execution of the decree:

Held
,
that the right to execute the decree for the

whole amount of the debt having accrued to the

decree-holder as a complete legally enforceable right

before the end of 1910, and the limitation, allowed to

him within which to enforce it being three years,

the application for execution was barred by time,

[p. 314, col. 1.]

Appeal from the decision of the First

Class Subordinate Judge, A. P., at Belgaum,

in Appeal No. 65 of 1916, confirming the

decree passed by the Subordinate Judge at

Chikodi, in Darkbast No. 342 of 1915.

Mr. Nilkanth Atmaram t
for the Appellant.

Mr. K . N. Koyajee ,
for the Respondent.

JUGDMENT.
Beaman, J.— The'point raised here is one of

considerable interest and must, I think,

have been one of frequent occurrence. We
are not referred to any decision of our

High Court upon it. The appellant, however,

relies upon a deoision of the Allahabad

High Court in the case of Shankar Prasad

v. Jalpa Prasad (1), which would appear

to be conclusive in his favour. With great

respect, lam doubtful whether the reasoning

of that judgment will stand critical analysis

and I will briefly give my reasons for being

of a different opinion.

The point arises in this way upon an

instalment deoree in a very common form.

A debt of roughly Rs. 800 had to be

paid off by eight annual instalments of

Rs. 100 each, and there was a term in the

deoree that on failure to pay any one

of these instalments before the next had

become due, the oreditor could call in the

whole amount of debt with interest at

the agreed rate. It is found as a fact that

do instalment was ever paid. The deoree

was made on the 28th June 1909. In

September 1915, the oreditor presented this

Darkhast, and the question decided in the

Court below was one of limitation. It was

decided against the judgment-creditor. The
ground of appeal is that it was optional

with him to waive all breaches on the part

(1) 16 A. 371; A. W. N. (1894) 115; 8 Ind. Dec.

(n. s.) 241.
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of the debtor to fulfil his obligations u^der
the instalment decree and so, at the vary
end of the eight years, sae for at least

three instalments in arrears then due. If

this view be correct, it follows that the
creditor would likewise be entitled to sue,
within three years of failure to pay the
last instalment, for the total amount of
debt with interest. But that right had
aoorued to him as a oomplete legally
enforceable right before the end of 1910 and
the period of limitation allowed to him,
within whioh to enforce it, would have
been three years, no longer. I am entirely
unable to aooede to the argument that
that right assumes the nature of a recurring
right under an agreement such as this. For
the effect would be that no matter how
oomplete the right to call in a definite
sum of money had become, the judgment-
oreditor might ignore it and extend the
period of limitation, perhaps to the extent
of some twenty instead of three years; as
for example, if the instalment deoree had
provided for the repayment of the capital
sura over a period of twenty years. Such
decrees are by no mpans infrequent. Now,
let me carry the analysis a little further!
In all decrees of this kind the provisions
for the payment of instalments are provi-
sions in favour of the debtor, not tho
oreditor. The very form of an instalment
deoree pre supposes that the creditor’s rights
to that extent are ourtailed and the
debtor’s rights enlarged. The right io pay
by instalments, subjoot to conditions, is the
debtor’s not the creditor’s right. The credi-
tor’s right is to enforce the payment of the
full amount upon breach of condition, thus
putting an end to the instalment decree as an
instalment deoree.

This analysis will, I think, at once reveal
what seems to me, with great respeot, the
basic fallacy of the Allahabad decision.
Nor do I think that the correct principle
is in any way impaired by what is after
all rather a sentimental consideration veiled
in a speoious argument, that construing
decrees of this kind, as I would construe
them, would he to compel the creditor to
act harshly towards the debtor. When we
remember that in any event tho creditor
has three years in which to consider hh
position after breach of condition,

1

confess, it appears to me, almost ahsmd

to say that by dealing on principles of strict

reasoning and logic with these deorees we
should offer inducements to creditors to press

too hardly upon their debtors. For after

failure on the part of the debtor to pay
one year’s instalment and in the absenoe
of any intention on his part to pay any
further instalment in the future, it ceases
to beoome a question of indulgence at all.

What the creditor would do, on the princi-

ple permitted by the Allahabad Court, would
be no more than to balance the pecuniary
advantages and disadvantages of enforcing
the decree at onoe or waiting for the last

instalment. If I am to accede to the view
pressed upon me by the learned Pleader
for the appellant, it would always he open
to the judgment creditor under a deoree of

this kind, allowing him ample interest, to

sit quiet for a lengthy period and then
oall in the oapi'al, with the aocnmulated
interest, as though no right had been con-
ferred upon him perhaps ten years earlier

to the sum then due, a right governed by
the ordinary law of limitation.

In my view, this and all similar oases
fall to be decided on soma such principle
as I have endeavoured, perhaps roughly,
to outline. If I am so far right, on the
finding of the fact by the lower Court,
this Darkhasfc is not in time, and this

appeal ought to be dismissed with all

costs.

Heaton, J.— I agree.

In this particular case, which is the
case of a decree payable by instalments,
the first instalment was payable on the
fitli of June 1910, and it was provided
that in case of default in paying an instal-

ment v it h in the time fixed for the pay-
ment of the next instalment thereafter,
tho plaintiff should recover in one sum
the whole amount due at that time, to-

gether with interest, by the sale of the
mortgaged property. Ordinarily the mort-
gagee would, of cour.se, have been entitled
to recover the mortgage debt in one lump
sum after the expiration cf the period of
six months fixed by the decree. In this
paiticulir case he is not entitled to re-
cover the entire sum unless the judgment-
debtor fails to pay one of the instal-

ments of Us. ICO, whioh is less than one-
eighth of the entire sum. That is in
itself a very great privilege to the judg

#
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ment debtor, a great disadvantage to the

creditor. But supposing that the debtor

fails to take advantage of this valuable

privilege, what follows? One would sup-

pose, at least I should suppose, that what

followed naturally would be that the

privilege would be cancelled and that the

judgment-oreditor would thereupon become

entitled to recover the whole debt in the

usual way. And this result would be in

consonance, it seems to me, with ordinary

legal and equitable principles and is

exactly what would be expected from the

application of common sense and fair

dealing. And as a matter of tact it is

generally understood, in this Presidency

by our Judges, that what I have just

described is the principle whioh underlies

the framing of instalment decrees. vv e

have here a case in point. The trial

Judge and the Judge of first appeal both

of them unhesitatingly accejted the principle

whioh I have indicated, a principle which

leads to the conclusion that where the

privilege is not taken advantage of by

the judgment debtor, the decree oeases to

be an instalment decree and becomes en-

forceable as an ordinary decree for the

payment of a lump sum. This, of course,

is a view whioh for all ordinary purposes

is beneficial to the oreditor. It enables

him immediately to get in the whole ot

the debt instead of waiting for the pro-

longed period covered by payment of

instalments. But it happens here and it

has often happened before, that the judg-

ment-creditor is negligent of his own in-

terests. He allows time to elapse, and

when, he finds that more than three years

have passed without his enforcing the right

to get in the judgment-debt as a whole

and finds himself faced by a point of

limitation, then he turns bis back on the

arguments whioh one would expeot rom

him at ordinary times and takes to those

whioh would for ordinary purposes be ap-

propriate to the judgment-debtor. Ih>s

revolutionary method of argument is, o

course, not of a kind whioh appeals to a

Court, for Courts prefer consistency of

principle. ,

I have said what I consider to be

the ordinary principle, and all tna re-

mains is to c-nsider whether, in this

particular decree, there are to be foun.

indications that it is based on that principle,

or whether it is intended by this parti-

cular decree to provide for some different

solution of the question, what is to happen

on failure to pay an instalment. I have

quoted the passage pertinent to the point

from the decree and it seems to me to

be one of an ordinary kind, one which

we must interpret by the principle which

I have indicated. Therefore, I think that

the lower Courts were quite right in

dismissing this Darkhast as time-barred,

and that the decree of the lower Court

ought to be con6rmed.
Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Leitens Patent Appeals Nos. 6, 8 and 9

of 1917.

May 23, 1918.

Present :— Justice Sir George Woodroffe, Kt.,

Justice Sir Charles Chitty, Kt , and

Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

In L. P. A. No. 6 cf 1917

SH1B CHANDRA ROY CHOWDHURY
and ot hers— Defendants—Appellants

versus

HARENDRA LAL RAI CHOWDHURY

—

Plaintiff and JOTINDRA NATH BOSE
AND OTHERS—ReMAINUG DEFENDANTS—

Respondents.

In L. P. A. No. 8 of 1917

JOTINDRA NATH BOSE and others—
D*FaNDAN1S— Appei lanis

versus

HARENDRA LAL RAI CHOWDHURY

—

Plaintiff and KHOGENDRA NATH
BANERJEE and others—Defendants

—

Respondents.

In L. P. A. No 9 of 1917

TARAN KRISHNA NASKAR
* and others - Defendants—Appellants

versus

HARENDRA LAL RAI CHOWDHURY

—

Plaintiff and JOLINDRA NATH BOSE
and others Defendants— Respondents.

.

Res judicata— Co-sharer zemindar purchasing tenure

Quit against neighbouring zemindars and their

tenants for declaration of title—Decree, whether res

iudicata as regards zemindari title—Permanent tenure-

holder, whether represented by zemindar m title suit-
Possession, constructive,

whether claimable by trespasser

Revenue Survey map, accuracy ot-Presumption

The plaintiff, who was proprietor ot a 4/6ths share

of a zemindari, purchased a tenure under it in

execution of a decree for his share of the rent. Ope
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of the defendants having successfully put forward

a c'aim to the tenure in the execution proceeding

on the gunnel that Ik* held it under some other

defendants who wore the proprietors of another
zemindari adjoining that of the plaintiff, the plaintiff

hrouerht a title suit against all the defendants and
aho the defaulting tenure-holder, asserting his - »ths

zewindnii title and his right to the tenure, in whieh
it was decid'd th it as a certain river formed the

hound i ry hot ween the two neighbouring zemmdaris,

the plaintiff had title to the lan s in suit:

Held, that the decision was res jn lirntn between
the parties not only as regards the plaintiff's title to

the tenure hut also as regards his zemind <ri title to

tleJ lands in suit: Tp. 3 7. col 2 ]

Held also, that the decision e.uiM not operate as

/vv jn lirnta agiinst t he persons to whom the tenure

was mortgaged before its execution sale and who
purchased the same in execution of a decree on tin'

mortgage, as those persons were not made parties to

the suit and could not have lx»en represented by the

defaulting tenure-holder, who la id only t he eipiify

of redemption, so that those persons wen* entitled

to show that some of the lands purchased by them
in execution of the mortgage decree were not includ-

ed in the defaulting tenure, but as regards such of

those lands to which tin* plaintiffs :cmindnri title

was declared in the previous suit, those persons

being parties fo the present suit should pay to the

plaintiff such rent as was agreed upon between them-
selves and the rival zemindars from wlmm they got
settlements of (hose lands, [p. 329, col. 2.

j

There is a rebuttal presumption of accuracy in

favour of tin* Revenue Survey map.
[ p. 328, col. I.

J

A trespasser cannot claim the benefit of constructive

possession, [p. 329, col. ].]

The interest of a permanent tenure-holder is

not represented by either of the rival landlords in

a suit between f hemselves to establish title to lands
comprising the tenure, [p. 329, col. 2 ]

Letters Patent Appeals against the decrees

of Mr. Justice Fletcher, differing in opinion

from Mr. Justice Smither, dated the

30th May 1917, in Appeals from Original

Decrees Nos. 387, 478 and 431 of 1914 res-

pectively.

FACTS appear from the following judg-
ment of

Fletcher, J.—These appeals are preferred

by the defendants Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 against
the judgment of the learned First Subordi-
nate Judge of Alipore, dated the 31st of

March 1914, decreeing the plaintiffs suit.

The plaintiff brought the suit for a declara-

tion that the lands mentioned in the
sohedule to the plaint, being the lands
inoluded in kkattan No. 85-1 prepared and
published under the provisions of the
Bengal Tenancy Act, appertain to Mahal
Ushnara, Touzi No. 2999, and that the

plaintiff is entitled to the entire rent of

the said lands and for other relief. The
plaintiff’s title is as follows:—The plaintiff

was the owner of l/5th of Mahal Madrasa,
hearing the Touz* No. 145 in the Colleotorate
of the 24 , Pergarae. The remaining 4/5ths
of the said Mehal formerly belonged to
H;tri Mohan Roy and Peary Mohan Roy.
Within suoh Mehal there is a tarnf called
IT -h para and in that tarnf there is a Monza
Cl r ngapur Bagrrari. On the 25th of Chait
l*A-6 B. 8. one Gokulmoni Dassi executed
a kahnlitjiit in respect of 1,000 bighas ap*
pertaining to the said Monza in favour
of 1 la* j M - l an Roy and Peary Mohan Roy,
and on l he 2nd of Assar 12S7 B. S. she
ex** uft-d a similar bibuliyat in favour of Kai-
hillva Nath Biswas, the then owner of 1 /5th of
the Estate T uz« No. 145.

In the \ ear 1290 a measurement was
mode of the land in the possession of
G 'knlnmni. She was found to be in possession
of 1,8191 bighas and a fresh kabuliyat was
executed by her. Then Peary Mohan Roy,
who had acquired his brother’s share in
tho property, sued Gokulmoni for arrears of

his share and obtained
a decree, in execution of such decree Gokul-
moni’s tenure was brought to sale and
purchased by Peary Mohan Roy. One
Tasaernddi Mondal then put in a petition under
section 3o5 of the Code of Civil Procedure
and obtained an ordor for restoring him to
possession, hut before that order wa 9 made
Peary Mohan instituted a suit No. 138 of
1^:0 against Gokulmoni, Tasseruddi and
the owners of Touzis Nos. 172 and 173 for
establishment of his title to and confirma-
tion of possession of the said tenure.
This suit was decreed in the First Court.
An appeal was then preferred to the High
l ‘ iirt. Whilst such appeal was pending,
Peary Mohan parted with his interest in
the Touzi and the tenure to Maharaja Sir
J xtindra Mohan Tagore, the late father of
defendant No, t*. Ultimately the judgment
was upheld on appeal.

Gokulmoni had executed two mortgage-
eeeds in favour of Ram Kristo Naahkar—
0,10 }" Bhadra 1293 and the other in
As win 129;>. Ham Kristo brought a suit
on those mortgages and obtained a decree.
In execution of this docree the mortgaged
properties were brought to sale. Some of
the

^

mori gaged properties were purchased
by Ram Kristo Nashkar and the remainder by
Pjirmessar Mai,
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Parmessar Mai, having failed to obtain

possession of the property purchased by

him, brought two suits against Maharaja

Sir Jatindra Mohan Tagore and others for

establishment of his title and obtainei decrees

which were affirmed on appeal on the 5fch

November 1903. Parmessar Mai then sold

his interest to Ram Kristo Naahkar’s exe-

cutor, the defendant No. 1. In 1906 and

1909 the plaintiff sued the Maharaja and

the defendant No, 1 for arrears of rent but

only obtained a decree for the amount admit

ted by defendant No. 1.

In 1903 a partition was effected by the

Collector between the plaiutiff and his

co-sharer; the plaintiff beoame the owner

of the taraf Ush para, the taraf being given

the Touzi No. 2999, but in the Record of

Rights prepared and published under the

provisions of the Bengal Tenancy Act the

lands mentioned in the sohedule to the

plaint were included in khatian No. 85*1,

and described as belonging to the owners

Nos. 147-1, 147.2, 172, 173 and 2999 and

in the possession of the defendants Nos. 1, 2

and 3. On this the plaintiff brought this

suit for establishment of his right to the

property in dispute as a part of his Mahal

Ushpara bearing Touzi No, 2999 and for

a declaration that he is entitled to the

entire rent receivable in respect of the

same. The defendants No. 4 are the

owners of the adjoining Mouzi Tardaha.

On the 19th of March 1860 the then

owner of Mouza Tardah granted to Tarak

Nath Bose, the predecesscr-in-interest of

the defendants Nos. 2 and 3, a lease of 300

bighas rent free for the first seven years

and ultimately at a rent of 8 annas a

bigha . The 300 bighas was stated in the lease

to lie “east of the Samedgiriganj” which

it is common ground is the river Bidya-

dhari. On the 6th of April ‘870 the

predeoessor-in*title of the defendant No. 4

granted a permanent lease to one Jadab

Chandra Banerjee of 72 o bighas within

the boundaries mentioned therein at a rent

rising ultimately to 9 annas a bigha.

Gokulmoni, as already stated, acquired the

interest granted to Jadab Chandra Banerjee

•by two kobalas, dated respectively the 24th

February and the 11th July 1879. Gokul-

moni mortgaged by two mortgages, dated

respectively the 31st of August 1886 and

the 25th of June 1888, both her lease hold

interest held from the predecessor of the

plaintiff and that originally granted to

Jadab Chandra Banerjee in favour of Rim
Kristo Nashkar as mentioned before. On
the 12fch of September 1889 the suit already

mentioned wa3 brought to enforce these

two mortgages and a decree was passed on

the 31st of December 1890, which was

upheld on appeal. In execution of this

decree the property was brought to sale, a

portion of the mortgaged property was

purchased by Ram Kristo Nashkar and

the rest by Parmessar Mai. Parmessar

Mai, being unable to obtain possession of

the property purobased by him, brought a

suit against Maharaja Sir Jatindra Mohan
Tagore to recover possession of the .same.

Parmessar Mai was successful in that suit.

The judgment of this Court iu that suit

was delivered on the 2nd of April 1903,

the Court holding that whether the mort-

gaged property was held out of the Estate

Nos. 172 and 173 or Estate No. 145, the

mortgages to Ram Kristo Nashkar were

valid mortgages. On the 16th of May 1902

Maharaja Sir Jatindra Mohan Tagore brought

a suit against the Boses to recover posses-

sion of a portion of the land covered by

the decree in Suit No. 133 of 1890, which

was in their possession, and on the same

date the Maharaja brought a similar suit

to recover from the Nashkars a portion

of the land covered by the same decree in

excess of the l,819:> bighas in possession of

the Nashkars—both these suits were with-

drawn. _
On the 5th May 1903 Parmessar Mai

sold his interest to Doyal Nashkar, executor of

the Will of Rim Kristo Nashkar, as already

stated. Then followed two suits I have

already mentioned for rent by the
^
present

. plaintiff against Nashkar. These suits

were only partially successful. Now it is

obvious in the present case that the main

point to determine in this appeal is what

is the boundary between the Mouza Ganga-

pur Biguraari and the Mouza Tardah. The

learned Subordinate Judge came to the

conclusion that as it had been determined

in the Suit No. 138 of 1890 that the river

in its present position is the boundary

between the two Mouzas, the matter is res

/udicata and he has, therefore, not consider-

ed the very careful report and map prepared

by the Commissioner in the present case.
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Of course, if the river in its present

course must be taken as the boundary

between the two Mouzas, then doubtless

the judgment of the learned Judge is correot.

But, in my opinion, the matter cannot be'

disposed of in so simple a manner. The

plaintiff in Suit No. 13b of 1890 was entitled

to the equity of redemption of Gokulraoni’s

tenure held out of Estate No. 145 and was

also entitled to 4/5ths of the Zemindari

interest. Even if it be assumed in favour

of the plaintiff as against the Panihati

Zemindars that by reason of the judgment in

Suit No. 138 of 1890 there is an estoppel as

regards 4/5ths of the property in dispute, the

Nashkars and the Boses have a distinct and

separate interest in maintaining the Record

of Rights as at present. With regard to the

Nashkars the present suit seeks for a declara-

tion that they are liable to pay rent at the

rate of 12 annas a bigha for the whole of the

land in dispute as being held under

Gokulmoni’s tenure held out of Estate

No. 145. Unless it is open to them to

contest the faot that the property is not

held out of Estate No. 145, then they will

be liable to pay rent at the rate of 12

annas a big)ca
y
as olaimed by the plaintiff in

this suit, instead of the lower rate reserved

by the lease to Jadab Chandra Banerjee
of which they are the assignees. The
Boses, in the event of the matter being
res judicata, are in a worse position for

unless the property in their possession is

held out of Estates Nos. 172 and 173, they
have no interest in the land in dispute
which is the plaintiff’s case. Both the
Nashkars and Boses have therefore a very
material interest as to whether the disputed
property lies within the limits of the Estate
No. 145 or within the limits of the
Estates Nos. 172 and 173, and the case cannot
be disposed of as it has been by the
learned Subordinate Judge by simply saying
that the Nashkars and the Boses will pay
their rent to the plaintiff instead of Panihati
Zemindars. No estoppel as against the
Nashkars can arise by reason of the judgment
in Suit No. 138 of 1890. They claim
under mortgages which were prior in date
to the institution of that suit and not
being represented in that suit, they are
not bound by the decision [Sita Bun v .

Amir Began (1)]. As regards the Boses*

( l) 8 A, 324; A.VV.N. (1886) 101; 5 lud.Doo, (n.b.) 105.

they claim under a permanent heritable lease.

It has been argued (hat they were represented
in Suit No. 138 of 1890 by their landlords.

Whatever may be the correot view as to com-
mon tenants being represented by their land-
lords, a tenant having a permanent and herit-

able right cannot, I think, be so represented.

This was the view taken in the case of

Seshappaya v. Venkatramana JJpadya (2) % i tip,

therefore, 1 think, essential (whatever may be
the position of the Panihati Zeminders), in

order to adjudicate orr^the rights of the
Nashkars and Boses, to determine whether the
properly in dispute forms a portion of the

plaintiff’s estate or whether it forms a part

of the Estates Nos. 172 and 173,

The report of the Commissioner in the

present case and his map are to the effect

that the plan prepared in Suit No. 188 of

1>90 is wrong. I was much struck during
the argument in this appeal that the learned

Vakil for the respondent did not refer to

the map prepared by the Commissioner
but attempted to support the judgment
appealed against on the ground that the

judgment was re$ julicita and in so far as it

was not res-ju lieita, it was an important
piece of evidence and ought to be given, effect

to. But unless a case of estoppel arises, it is

the duty of the Court to consider whether
the judgment in Suit No. 138 of 1890 is

correct. That judgment proceeded on the

footing that the river was the boundary
,

between the two Mouzas and that boundary
was ascertained by a relay of the survey
map. But rivers in India frequently alter

their ooursos, and we have to 999 whether
the river shown in the earlier survey map
is in the same position as the river shown in

the map prepared in Suit No. 138 of 1890.' I

think the Commissioner in this case has shown
that the map in Suit No. 138 of 1890 was incor-

rectly relaid. 1 5 was not sugje^ted that the

Commissioner has not dona his work well,

lie was called as a witness by the plaintiff

and w is only cross examined as to whether
the instrument he used was correct. Tue
instrument he used wis toe property of

the Court and there is no reason to thiuk
it was not accurate now at the time
of the Revenue Survey map, which was ‘

purported to be relaid in Suit No. 138 of

(2) 5 I nd. Ou3. 732; 33 31. 459; 20 M. L. J. 752j

U910) M. \Y. N. 26.
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18^0, Monza Gangapur Bagmari was

"bounded on the west by the river along the

southern frds of its western boundary.

Tardah was on the other side of the

river. If the river has moved west since

the Revenue Survey, it has left Gangapur
Bagmari and there is land between. In

the Revenue Survey the shape of Ganga-
pur Bagmari is roughly

yV/Kii Ml£h

The distance from A on the river side

to B is less than half the distance from

B to C. There ha9 been no change in

the area B C D E. In the map pre-

pared in Suit No. 138 of 1890 the dis-

tance from the river bank to B is greater

than the distance from B to G. That is,

the river is more thau twice as far west

of B than it was at the time of the

Revenue Survey. The river has, therefore,

moved westwards. Further, in the Re-

venue Survey map starting from the south

the line of the river is a little east of

north, but in the map prepared in Suit

No. 138 -^bf 1890 it is west of north.

Nor is the report of the Commissioner

in this suit the first occasion in which it

has been suggested that the map in Suit

•No. 138 of 1890 is inaourrate.

In the Rent Suit No. 2 of 1905 brought

by the present plaintiff a map ( Exhibit B
145) was prepared. This map shews the

river far west of the old boundary, and
the Commissioner appointed in that suit

reported that the river ‘ as it at present

exists lies far to the west of the western
boundary line as laid down in my map
according to the Revenue Survey map.”

The Commissioner in this suit reported
that the area of the land described in
Khatian No. 85/1 lying within Gangapur
Bagmari was bighas 2,131-1 3-0 gundas
equivalent to local bighas 1,887-15-10-17
gundas

, an area sufficient to satisfy the
1,819| bighas comprised in the lease to

Gokulmoni by owners of the Estate No. 145.

In my opinion we ought to accept the

report and map of the Commissioner pre-

pared in the present case and accept as the

boundary between the two Mouzas the red
line shown on the Commissioner’s map as the
relay of the boundary line from the Revenue
Survey map.

Further, I do not think that the decision

in Suit No. 138 of 1890 gives rise to a

case of res judicata as regards 4/oths of

Zemindari interest in Mouza Gangapur
Bagmari. The plaintiff in that suit sued
for possession on the lease granted to

Gokulmoni by the owners of Mouza Ganga-
pur Bagmari. No doubt the issue was
raised a9 to whether the property sued for

was within the limits of Mouza Gangapur
Bagmari or of Mouza Tardah. The title to

the zemindari interest at the date of the
grant of the lease to Gokulmoni would be
a - matter in issue in that suit, but when
once it was determined that the lease to

Gokulmoni was a valid lease and covered the
land in dispute, it was wholly immaterial
to inquire whether or not thaj"3llaintiff in

that suit had also acquired w^pfraofcional
interest in the Zemindari. The fact that

the plaintiff had a 4/5thsshare in the zemin-
dari interest in Mouza Gangapur Bagmari
did not affect his claim in that suit in any
way. The plaintiff in that suit was bound
to succeed or fail on his proving or fail-

ing to prove that Gokulmoni had a valid

lease of the property sued for. I think that

the plaintiff in the present suit is not liti-

gating under the same title as the plaintiff

in Suit No. 138 of 1890 and, therefore, he is

not entitled to use the judgment and decree

in that case as an estoppel against the
Panihati Babus in the present case.

it is a matter for comment also that the
plaintiff has never realised more rent than
tbe Rs. 1,424, which is given in the com-
promise petition before the Collector as the
rent of Mouza Gangapur. Bagmari. Tl\e

learned Judge seems to think that it is

doubtful whether there ever was a bari

known as Puti B ibu’s bari : Puti appears
to be a name commonly applied to a person
whose proper name is Preonath. The 59
kabuliyats produced by the Boses and the
boundaries given in the same strongly sup-
port the oase of the Boses. The conduct
of the defendants in either not appearing
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before the Commissioner or appearing by

representatives who were of no assistance is

to be condemned, but I am satisfied that

the Boses have in fact been in possession of

the land they claim.

The plaintiff has clearly not been in pos-

session of the lands outside the limits of

his Mouza as shown in the map of the Com-

missioned His whole case aa to thia land

rests on the judgment in Suit No. lob ot

Jb90 and, in my opinion, that judgment

does not assist him in the present suit.

In the result, I think we ought to set

a°ide the judgment and deoree passed by the

learned Subordinate Judge and in lieu thereof

we ought to declare that the western bound-

ary of the plaintiff’s Mouza is the red line

shown in the Commissioner’s map prepared

in this suit as being the relay of the western

boundary shown in the Revenue Survey

map. As to lands within that boundary

in the possession of the Nashkars, the plaintilf

will be entitled to get rent at the rate of

12 annas a bigha.

The rest of the plaintiff’s claim ought tq

be dismissed. I think there ought to be no

order as to the costs of this suit either in

this Court or in the Court below.

. Smither, J.—The plaintiff is proprietor of

Gangapur Bagmari, in his Estate No. 2999,

formerly a part of Touzi No. 145. This is

not now questioned. He asserts that the

lands in suit are bis property as appertain-

ing to that estate, and by adverse posses-

sion.
.

•

He also says that the lands are included

in a tenure, called Gokulmoni’s tenure, held

under him by defendant No. 1, who is

bound to pay rent at the rate of 12 annas

per bigha. These are his principal asser-

tions.

But in the Reoord of Rights entries have

been made showing not only the plaintiff,

but also the proprietors of Estates Nos. 147-1,

147-2, 172 and 173 as proprietors of these

lands
;
and defendants Nos. 2 and 3, and not

only defendant No. 1, ns tenants.

Therefore, the plaintiff wants a declaration

that all the lands are included in his Estate,

and that defendant No. 1 is bound to pay

him rent for all the lands.

These are the principal prayers.

The plaintiff says that the lands in suit

now (plaint, paragraph 14) were also m
suit in No. 13S of 1890 (Alipare fcubordi-

lal rai chowdhory.

nate Judge’s Court) and that it was then

decided that all the lands, extending to

the river Bidyadhari on the west, were within

his Estate, and that the proprietor of Estates

Nos. 172 and ,173 had no title or possession

in them. In the Thak map, Gangapur

Bagmari extends westward to the river.

In Suit No. 138 it was decided that the

river was still the boundary on a relay

of the Thak map, and a deoree was given
y

accordingly.

If the river is still the boundary, and*

has not moved away westwards, the plaintiff

succeeds, as against the Tardah Zemindars,

proprietors of Estates Nos. 172 and 173.

In fact the relay of the Thak in suit No. 138

was incorrect. The river then was, and

still is, far west of the Thak boundary of

Gangapur Bagmari. Of the reasons for hold-

ing this, sufficient have been stated by my
learned brother. We agree on that point,

which is a very important point in this case.

But I am unable to agree that the deoree

in Suit No. 138 has no effect by way of

res judicata
,
as between the plaintiff and the

Tardah Zemindars.

The plaintiff in that suit was 4 5ths proprie-

tor of the present plaintiff’s estate, and was

also proprietor of Gokulmoni’s tenure.

Against him, in an execution proceeding,

one Tasseruddi had succeeded on a claim

that he, Tasseruddi, held the lands under a

tenure under the Tardah Zemindars, Estates

Nos. 172 and 173. On this, the plaintiff

sued, asserting, paragraphs 1 and 4 of that

plaint, his 4/5ths proprietary title, and, para-

graphs 2 and 5, his right to Gokulmoni’s tenure.

He said, paragraph 0, that Tasseruddi had

successfully claimed, as holding under a

tenure under the Tardah Zemindars; He
asserted, paragraph 7, that the land was

not in Tardah at all, and that neither the

Tardah Zemindar nor Tasseruddi had any

right in it. He said, paragraph 8, that

he made tho Tardah Zemindars parties,

because they bad set themselves up to

he proprietors of tho land. He prayed

for a declaration of his title and for other

reliefs.

The Tardah Zemindars contested the

suit to the end, through a period of 8

years. In their written statements, Exhibits

37 and 38, they denied that the land9

were in Bagmari, in the plaintiff’s estate

(Exhibit 37, paragraph 4, 'Exhibit 38,
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paragraph 3) and they asserted that they
were in their own estate, Tardah Nos. 172
and 173 (Exhibit 37, paragraph 6, and
Exhibit 38, paragraph 3). They denied that
the plaintiff had possessed the land as of
Bagmari (Exhibit 37, paragraphs 5 and 7,

and Exhibit 38, paragraph 6). They
asserted possession through their own
tenants (Exhibit 37, paragraph 6, Exhibit
38, paragraph 4) and they asserted that
by their, the defendants’ long possession,
and owing to the plaintiff’s not having
possession, any olaim of the plaintiff was
barred by limitation (Exhibit 37, para-
graph 5, Exhibit 38, paragraph 5). The
tenants defendants also fought the suit.
The Tardah Zemindars had granted a patta
under which the tenants claimed.

The only issues framed were:

—

First .— Is the suit barred by limitation P

Second .— Do the disputed lands or any of
them appertain to thak No, 145 or to taluks
Nos. 172 and 173P
A Commissioner was deputed to relay

the thak maps. He says in his report,
Exhibit 10, that his instructions were
to ascertain whether the land was in taluk
No. 145, Bagmari, as claimed by the plaint-
iff, or in taluk Tardah Nos. 172 and 173
of the answering defendants.” In his
judgment, Exhibit 49, the learned Judge,
in first appeal in that suit, says, “the
plaintiff, therefore, files this suit, in “which
he seeks to have it declared that the-dis-
puted plots appertain to Mou/.a Gangapur
Bagmari, and for establishment of Zemin-
dari title in 12 annas 16 gundas

,
i. e ., 4/5ths,

etc.” '

The judgment states the contention of
the parties, and then proceeds to ascertain
the boundary between the two estates; and
finds in favour of the plaintiff, relying
partly on the Commissioner’s report. The
finding is not very clear here, but the
decree declareathe plaintiff’s title (Exhibit 52
confirming that decree).

Having found this point in favour of
the plaintiff, that judgment proceeds to

discuss the question of possession, which
wa9 claimed, throngh various tenants, by both
Zemindars. Finally, it concludes, “upon
the whole I came to the conclusion
that the plaintiff’s title prevails and as
it is not shown that it is barred by limitation
he is entitled to the reliefs claimed.”

21

M.)

It is to be noticed that while the find-

ing as to title is that the plaintiff’s title

prevails, the finding as to possession is

not that the plaintiff had possession within
twelve years but only that it was not shown
that he was barred.

On this there was an appeal to the High
Court, which delivered the judgment, Ex-
hibit 50.

In this judgment, it is noticeable how
well the Court and the parties understood
that the Zemindar’s interest was at stake.
That was the issue: and the judgment
takes it to be almost the only question
for decision. It states, “The plaintiff sues
for a declaration of his title to and con-
firmation of possession of two plots of
land, on the allegation that they belong
to Monza Gangapur Bagmari, Estate No. 143,
of which he is the proprietor of a share
of 12 annas 14 gundas .” The Court then
found that the question of title was settled
by the decision of the Court of first

appeal, but remanded the case for re-bear-
ing of the question of limitation. The
First Appellate Court then again, Exhibit
51, decided the question of limitation in
favour of the plaintiff, and so confirmed its

original decree. The decree is Exhibit
52.

There was an appeal by the Tardah
Zemindars to the High Court. Their
appeal was dismissed. The decree is Exhibit
54. It was argued before us that the
Zemindari title was not really in dispute
but only title to the tenure of Gokulmoni.
That if that plaintiff had succeeded as
entitled ty Gokulmoni’s tenure, he would
have won the whole case, and so no decision
as to the Zemindar's title would have been
necessary.

But the holder of the Zemindari title
was to get the rent, and had other valu-
able interests, whoever might be held to
have tenancy right, and the tenure of
Gokulmoni might be held not to cover
the land or to be good, and yet the Zemin-
dan title might stand. The Tardah
Zemindars had actually granted a patta
purporting to cover the land or some of it*
and they asserted title in themselves, as
Zemindars, to all the land: and they denied
the plaintiffs title and tried to keep him
out of possession, through tenants denying
him, and recognizing them?elvep. The

l
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plaintiff had, I think, every light lo .sue

for a declaration of Ins Zemindari title

as against those Tardali Zemindars and

the question was fought out, and as

between the parties to that suit, that deoi-

sion is binding. It would perhaps have

been better if the owners of the remaining

l/5th share of the Zemindari had been made
parties, but their absence would not leave the

question open as between persons who were

parties. That plaintiff claimed interest as

Zemindar in 4/5 ths of the land, and as

tenure-holder in all the land, anti he got that

interest declared. The present plaintiff is

the representative of that plaintiff, in

respect of the 4/5ths proprietary interest,

and also owns the remaining one-fiftb.

The result is, in the absence of any
subsequent change by adverse possession

or other causes, that the present plaintiff,

by virtue of that decision, has proprietary

interest in i/oths of the land then in suit,

as against theTardah Zemindars.
That land has to be looated.

I agree in accepting as correct the map
and report of the Commissioner in the

present case. He has relaid the map
prepared in suit No. 138. The land then

in suit includes land outside the land oovered

by the thak map.

As to the thak relay I would accept
the blue line, as reoom mended by the

Commissioner in paragraph 17 of his report,

and not the red line, accepted by my
learned brother. 1 find no reason not to

accept the Commissioner’s view. He seems
to have done his work very carefully.

Therefore (as 1 tind also that the

plaintiff is not time- barred), the plaintiff

will get a declaration that he is sixteen-

annas proprietor of all the lands within

the blue line, and is four fifths proprietor

of all the lands between the blue lino

and the orange line, vide the Commissioner’s
map, and paragraph 18 of his report.

As to limitation — It was argued that

since the decision of Suit No. 138 the

plaintiff’s rights have been destroyed in

some of the lands, by the adverse posses-

sion of defendants Nos. 1, 2 and 3 and of

the Tardah Zemindars through them.

Hut siuoo that decision the Tardah
Zemindars have not realised ,ront from

them,

These defendants Nos. 1, 2 and 3 have

never claimed proprietary right or any

other than tenanoy right, for themselves.

They came into the land as tenants, and

have never asserted any higher right, and

can now have no higher right on a plea

of adverse possession as against the Zemin-

dar.

In the plaint, the plaintiff asks for a

declaration that he is entitled to rent at

the rate of 12 annas per bigha for some

land, and at the prevailing rate for other land:

and the lower Court has given a declaration

that he will get rent at 12 annas per bigha

for all the lands in the possession of

defendants Nos. 1, 2 and 3. This cannot

stand.

I agree with my learned brother in

finding that the Boses are in possession

of the part of the land jailed Puti Babu’s

bheri. The lower Court has not come to

clear tindiugs as to the Boses’ possession

and has finally given directions as to what is

to be done as to land which may hereafter

be found to be in their possession. He
has found that if they have possession,

it is by permission of defendant No. 1.

This is based on the ekrur
,
Exhibit A (94).

1 find that the Bo?es have possession

of the part of the land called Puti

Baku's bheri (vide Commissioner’s map
and report), and that they held it before

the existence of Gokulinoni’s tenure, and not

by permission of Cokulmoni.

The ekrur was executed in 1821, and it

was not till 1881 that even on paper

Cokulmoni had any right under the

Bagmari Zemindars, in any land west of

And liar ia kind. The ekrur recognises the

possession of the Boses of land west of

the AW. In the kabulii/at of 1880, under

which Cokulmoni then held, her western

boundary was the AW.
Puti Babu’s bheri is west of the khal be-

tween it and the river.

It was only in 1881, that Cokulmoni

got a settlement purporting to cover land

west of the A/mZ, extending to the river.

The Boses had held that land from long

before that, and they never gave up

possession. Whenever oooasion arose, they

successfully asserted it. It is to be noticed

that in the ekrur itself, which was executed

to provide for the work and expenses of

keeping up embankments for the benefit
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of both parties, it is admitted that the
Boses were in possession not by permission
of Gokulmoni, but as having a settlement
of the land (jamai 1, i. e., as of right. The
deed provides for the continuance of the
respective possessions of the parties, till

boundaries are demarcated by the landlords.
There is nothing to indicate that the Boses
/ever parted with possession, nor is it

probable. When the decree-holder in Suit
'No. 138 took out delivery of possessjpn,
he found them there. They had not been
parties to the suit. He brought another
suit, to eject them. When that suit had
been pending for two years, he withdrew,
having lost the Zemindari interest. That
was the last attempt to disturb the Boses:
and they are not likely to have gone out
voluntarily. But the Boses have never
claimed any right higher than a tenancy
right. They must pay rent to the Zemindar,
the plaintiff. But it cannot be decided in

this suit what the rent or rate of rent should
be. They do not hold under Gokulmoni’s lease.

Defendant No. 1 is in possession of the
remaining bheris. Two of these are Andharia
bheri and Dasani bheri. For them the plaint-
iff can get rent at Rs. 740 a year, a 3
decided by the High Court, Exhibit B-149,
and Exhibit 59, until the rent is altered.
The High Court left the question of rant

open, in connection with the other two bheris

,

Jongraand Nazir’s bheri.

The plaintiff’s
#

Zemindari title in part of

these lands has been established and he is,

therefore, entitled to rent. My learned brother
and the learned Subordinate Judge have both
held that this should be at twelve annas per
bigha. It will be declared accordingly. The
rest of the plaintiff’s claim should be dis-

missed. I would allow the Tardah Zemin-
dars and the Boses half their costs in this

appeal, as they have succeeded in respect
.of a considerable part of their claims.

\. L. P. A. No. 6 of 1917.
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JUDGMENT.
Woodroffe, J.—The facts have been set

out in the judgments of the learned Judges
of this Court upnn whose difference of opinion
the matter has been referred to us; as also
in the judgment of the Subordinate Judge.
It is not necessary to repeat them in detail.
The suit is by the plaintiff against six

defendants. It was dismissed by the Sub-
ordinate Jndge as against defendants Nos. 5 and
6 and decreed against the defendants Nos. I to

4. On appeal to this Court the learned Judges
differed and as there was, therefore, no
judgment concurring in, varying or revers-
ing the decree appealed from, it was ordered
that the decree of the Subordinate Judge
be affirmed and the cross-appeals dismissed,
each party paying his own oosts. The case
has, therefore, been referred to us for deci-
sion under the Letters Patent.

There are three appeals before us in which
the defendants severally are appellants. In
Appeal No. 9 of 1917 the 1st defendant is

Appellant, in Appeal No. 8 of 1917 the 2nd
and 3rd defendants are appellants and
in Appeal No. 6 of 1917 the 4th defendant
is appellant. In each of the appeals the
plaintiff and the defendants other than the
appellants are respondents, the 5th and
6th defendants not appearing in any of the
appeals.

The plaintiff is the owner of Taraf
Ushpara in Estate No. 2999, formerly part of
Touzi 145. In Ushpara there is a Mouza
called Gangapur Bagmari. In the western
portion of Bagmari there is a mokarrari
lease which was formerly held by one Gokul.
moni Dassi and is now held by the 1st
defendant. The land covered by this lease
is the subject-matter of this suit. The
plaintiff says that the whole of the
lands in suit are his property appertaining
to Ushpara No. ,2999, and that he is entitled
to the entire rent for the land. He brings
this suit because in the Record of Righta
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entries have been made showing not only

the plaintiff bat also the defendant No. 4 (in

respect of Estates Nos. 172 and 173) and the

defendants Nos. 5 and G (in respect of Estates

Nos. 1 17-1, 1-17-2) as proprietors of the land in

dispute. It also shows that not only defend-

ent No. 1 but also defendants Nos. 2 and 3

are in possession as tenants. These last named

defendants are tenants of defendant No. 1.

The suit has been dismissed as against the

defendants Nos. 5 and 6 and we are no longer

concerned with them. Estates Nos. 172 and

173 are represented by the 4th defendant.

The estate is called the Tardah estate and

its owners the Panihati Babas. This estate

is to the west of that of the plaintiffs The

western portion of Bagmari abutting it ha°,

so far as it is in cultivation, been reoovered

from jungle. As the portion of Tardah

abutting Bagmari was also jungly, a dispute

has arisen as to the ownership of the

lands. The suit, therefore, is one as between

two Zemindars, namely, the plaintiff and

the Tardah proprietors represented by the

I bh defendant, and the point in issue is

whether the land in suit wholly belongs

as alleged to the plaintiff, or whether a

portion of it belongs to the proprietors

represented by defendant No. 1, it is ad-

mitted that the portions of Bagmari called

Dasani Bheri and Andharia Bheri belong

to the plaintiff: but these defendants claim

as their own the Bheris known as Jongra

and Nazir which are said to be in the pos-

session of defendant No. 1 as their m<>kur-

rari tenant, and Puti Babu’s Bheri,

which is said to be in the possession of

their tenants defendants Nos. 2 and 3. All the

defendants made common cause to resist tho

plaintiff’s claim. Tho plaintiff’s titlo to Estate

No. *<_
'J D D is not in dispute, but whether the

lands in suit aro part of that estate.

The Subordinate Judge decreed the suit

with costs against defendants Nos. 1 to I.

lie declared the plaintiff entitled to the dis-

puted land which is included in Khatian
No. £5-1 as part and parcel of Tou/.i No. 2999,
Mahal Ushpara, and awarding him possession

of the same through his tenant tho 1st

defendant, who by his purchase of the tonuro

was said in tho decree to stand in tho place

of Gokulmoni. Pont was awarded against

him at the rate stipulated in the lease, viz.,

12 annas per bigha for all lands found in the

nt No. l'u podoujjion us Uokulmoni’s

tenure on measurement of SO oubits to a

rasi, a cubit being equal to IS inches. He
then held that if the defendants Nos. 2 and

3 be found on the same system of measure-

ment to be in possession of any portion of

the disputed land in excess of what is

stated in their lease, they were ordered to

pay rent to the plaintiff at the above rate

and the defendant No. 1 will get remission to

that extent, or to the defendant No. 1. In

coming to this conclusion the learned Judge

held that the judgment given in a previous

suit No. 138 of 1890 instituted on the 2nd of

July of that year was res judicata. A main

question in the present case is what is

the boundary between Mou/.a Gangapur

Bagmari and Mqu/.i Tardah. In that suit

judgment in which has been held to be

res judicata the Court held that the Bidya-

dhari river in its present condition, which

is practically represented by the orange line

in the Commissioner's map, is the boundaiy

between the two Mou/as. In the Thak

map Gangapur extends westward to the

Bidyadhari river. In Suit No. 138 it was de-

cided that the river was still the boundary

on a relay of the Thak map and a decree

was given accordingly. If the river in its

present course is by virtue of the previous

decision or in fact the boundary between

the two Mou/.as, then the judgment of the

Suboidinate Judge is correct. On appeal

to this Court both Kletohor and Smither, JJ.,

held that in fact tho relay of the Thak in

Suit No. 138 was incorrect. They held that

the river then was and still is to the west

of the Thak boundary. Fletcher, J., was
ol opinion that the report and map of the

Commissioner prepared in the present case

should bo accepted ns also the red line

shown on tho Commissioner’s map as the

relay of the boundary line from the Revenue
Survey map. Smither, J., said he would

accept the blue lino as recommended by the

Commissioner in paragraph 17 of bis report.

In either case the western boundary of

Bagmari is placed well to the east of the

present position of the Bidyadhari river,

the course of which (both the learned Judges
held ) 1ms changed. The difference between
the judgments of our learned brothers on
this point is that the red liue is further to

the east of the river than tho blue liue,

with tho result that (oven apart from tho

question of res judicata) the plaintiff gets
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less according to Fletcher, J.’s judgment than

according to that of Smither, J. The adop-

tion of the blue line gives the defendant

No. 4 some 100 bighas less than he would
get by adopting the red line.

In fact the learned Government Pleader

who appeared for defendant No. 4 said he

was satisfied with Fletcher, J.’s decision ex-

cept as to Jongra Bheri. But the principal

point of difference between our learned

brothers is on the question whether the

judgment in Suit No. 138 of 1890 was or was
not res judicata, and if so, between what
parties to this suit. Smither, J., agreeing

with the Subordinate Judge, has held that

it is res judicata
,
holding also that it is so

as to 4/oths of the land and other 1. 5th

not being represented in that suit. Fletcher,

J., was of opinion that it is not res judicata.
%

The result according to the Subordinate

Judge is that the plaintiff practically gets

all the lands sued for lying to the east

of the present position of the Bidyadhari
river. According to Fletcher, J.V judgment
the red line shown in the Commissioner’s map,
beiDg the relay of the western boundary shown
in the Revenue map, is the western boundary
of the plaintiff’s Mouza. It is declared

that the plaintiff is entitled to rent at the

rate of 12 annas per bigha in respect of

lands within that boundary in the posses-

sion of defendant No. 1 and the rest of the

claim is dismissed. By Smither, J.’s judg-

ment the plaintiff gets a declaration that

he is the 16-anna proprietor of all the

lands in dispute east of the blue line and

(by virtue of the previous decision) of 4/5ths

of all the lands between the blue line and
the orange line which runs close along the

river. The area between the blue and the

orange line is said to be 1,365 bighas. The
plaintiff is held entitled to rent at 12 annas
per bigha from the 1st defendant in res-

peot of lands held by him. Both the learned

Judges also held that the defendants Nos. 2

and 3 are in possession of part of the land called

Puti Babu’s Bheri and have been holding

it before the existence of Gokulmoni’s tenure

which thp defendant No. 1 now represents.

They are ordered to pay rent to the Zemin-
dar, the plaintiff, though the rent or rate

of rent is not decided in this suit.

As there was thus no majority reversing

the Subordinate Judge’s judgment it stands

and is the subject of the present appeal,

It is convenient to deal with this compli-
cated appeal firstly as between the rival

claimants to the Zemindari title. The issue

then is whether the lands in suit belong
to the Zemindari of the plaintiff or the
Tardah proprietors (defendant No. 4). The
points on this head are whether there is a
res judicata by virtue of the decision in Suit
No. 138 of ISbOas between the plaintiff and
the defendant No. 4 (using that expression for
the parties represented by him)

; whether
the plaintiff’s suit is birred by limitation,

and whether his title has been lost, by the
alleged adverse possession of defendant No. 4
through his tenants defendants Nos. 1 , 2 and 3.

The second part of the case involves an enquiry
whether the defendants Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are his

tenants, and at what rate. It is only necessary to

disouss the issue between the plaintiff and de-
fendant No. 1, for the former defendants N03 . 2
and 3 have come to an arrangement to which
I next refer. Defendant No. 1 contends that
he is not bound by the decision in Suit No. 138
to which he was admittedly no party and in

which (he contends) he was not represented.
If so, his learned Pleader argues that it is

open to him both to contend that the plaintiff

is not his landlord and that if he is, he
holds his tenancy under him on the terms
under which he had a lease from the Tardah
proprietors.

The plaintiff and the defendants Nos. 2
and 3 agree to the following terms :—

(1) That the plaintiff will be entitled to
get from the defendants Nos. 2 and 3 to the
extent of the plaintiff’s interest, as will be
determined by the Court in the lands here-
inafter mentioned, rent at the rate of
8 annas only per bigha for the 16 anna 3

as provided for in the patta Exhibit A-93
dated the 7th Chait 1235 B. S. t for the
lands of the part of Puti Babu’s Bheri
shown in the Commissioner’s map in this
case enclosed by a line indicated by the
letters A. A. A. in red ink.

(2) That the plaintiff admits that the
defendants Nos. 2 and 3 have got a permanent
maurasi moharrari right to the said lands
with all the incidents of the lease Exhibit
A-93, dated the 7th Chait 12o6, B. S.

•f,

3) That
.

eaoh Party to this ’compromise
will bear his own costs throughout.

(4) That the map prepared by the Com-
nnssicner will form a part ofthedeoree.

Dealing with the primary issue of res judi-
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cata first, the facts touohing Suit No. 138 of

1890 are as follows:—
On the 6th April lb‘0, the Panihati Babus

gave a permanent lease (Exhibit B 6) to

Jadab Banerjee of three plots of land in

Jongra Bberi of 301, 220 and 204 bighas

,

making in all 725 bighas

,

at a full rate

of 9 annas per bigha. On 3rd December
1870 the same lessors gave another permanent
lease to the same lessee of 795 bighas in

Nazir’s Bberi at a full rate of 8 annas a

bigha. Then on 24th February 1879 the
oo-sharers of Jadab conveyed an 8 annas share
in these lands and in another lease of 2,000
bighas, covered by a lease (not produced)
of 17th July 1864 in Jongra Khal exclud-
ing (it is said) Jongra Bheri, to Gokulmoni
Dasi. And on the 11th July 1879 Jadab
sold the other 8 annas to Gokulmoni, who
thus beoame entitled to the whole 16 annas
under the two leases.

On the 6th April 1880 Gokulmoni took a
permanent lease (Exhibit 7) from the 4'5ths
owners of Bagmari Estate No. 145 of two plots

of about 600 and 400, in all about. 1,000
bighas. The 600 bighas are stated to be
in Dasani Bheri and the 400 in Andharia
Bheri As the leases from the Panihati
Babus were of Jongra and Nazir’s Bheris, it

would seem that the land covered by the
lease was in the main at least different,

though it is said by the learned Pleader
for defendant No. 1 that it is possible that in

some respeots there may have been over-
lapping. The full rate was 12 annas per
bigha, whioh for 4/oths of 1,000 bighas works
out at Rs. 600. It allowed for increase of

rent on increased area found on re measure-
ment. On the ltth Ju ne 1888 a base
of the 1 /5th interest was granted by the
Bagmari proprietor, Kaivallya Biswas. The
full rent was 150 for the l/5th interest in

the 1,000 bighas. The land was .subsequently
re-measured and on the 11th April 1881 the
4/5 tbs Bagmari proprietor gave Gokulmoni a
fresh lease in respect of 1,8191 bighas
(Exhibit 8). No similar lease was granted
by the l/5th proprietor but rent was paid
as though such a lease had been granted.
The position at this point is that Gokul-
moni possessed a lease hold interest from the
Bagmari proprietors of Andharia and Dasani
Bheris and of the Jongra and Nazir’s
Bheris from the Tardah proprietors pur-

chased from Jadab Banerjee and his oo-

LAL RAI CHOWDHDRY.

sharers. Gokulmoni and her husband then

executed two mortgages of 31st August 1886
and 26th June 1888. These are not in the

paper-book but with consent we have referred

to the mortgages whioh are printed in paper-

bo^k of the Appeal No. S3 of 1S90. We are

not concerned with the later mortgage,

which was of Rannar Bheri. The earlier

mortgage alone deals with the property in

dispute in this suit. It mortgaged lands

covered by the lease of the Tardah Babus
to the Banerjees, viz., 3,520 bighas whi(*h

comprised the 2,000, 725 and 795 bighas

above mentioned. There was no mortgage of

the Andharia and Dasani Bheris. The sub-

ject of the lease from the Bagmari proprietors

were not mortgaged. The mortgage was to

Ram Kristo Naskar, predecessor of defend-

ant No. 1. A mortgage decree was given on

31st December 1890. Four months before

this Feary Mohan Roy representing 4/5ths

Bagmari proprietors instituted Suit No. 138 of

1890. The way that suit came about was
as follows: After the mortgages Peary

Mohan Roy, in a suit for rent against

Gokulmoni, executed his decree and purchased

her jo/e subject to the right of t lie mortgagee,

if any. Roy, got possession on which one

Tasiruddi Mollah put i:; a claim which was

allowed but before he could get possession

Roy brought a suit to establish bis title, being

No. Suit 138 of 1890, in respect of which the

issue of res judicata arises. In that suit it

was decided that the lands in dispute (which

are those in dispute now’) w ere in the estate

of the present plaintiff. Subsequently Ram
Kristo Naskar executed the mortgage decree.

Five plots covered by the first mortgage
wmre sold, viz., plots No. 3 (part of Jongra)

and No. 5 (Nazir) to one Permeshwar Mai and
plots Nos. 1, 2, 4 including the rest of Jor.gra

Bheri, were purchased by the mortgagee Ram
Kristo Naskar, Parmeshwar re-sold later to

Dyal Naskar, with the result that the

tenancy title in all the plots is in the first

defendant. The conveyance by Parmeshwar
(Exhibit 55) contains, it is said, an error

in so far as the schedule speaks of rent

being payable in respect of Cbuk of 220
bighas and 795 bighas being payable to the

plaintiff, for these were properties leased by
the Tardah Zemindars. This, however, is

not. admitted. It appears to be the fact

that the defendant No. 1 is in possession

of all the lands which Gokulmoni held.
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From the above recital of facts, however, held. It may also be that if pleadings are

it appears that Andharia and Dasani Bheris framed to call for a decision on one issue,

covered by the lease given by the Bagmari the fact that others are unnecessarily intro-

propWetors were not mortgaged or sold under duced Vwill not make a decision on such

the mortgage decree. Therefore, defendant issues res judicata. It is unnecessary to

No. 1 purports to show documentary title only discuss this point here. It is enough to say

as regards Jongra and Nazir’s Bheris, and he that on my construction of the pleadings

can then only rely on his possession and and issues in the suit the Zemindari title

that his predecessor since 11th Septem- was directly put in issue. I need not

her 1893, when execution was had of the recapitulate the facts supporting this con-

mortgage deoree, as regards the rest of the elusion set out in Smither, J.’s judgment,

property. However the documents may be, There is an obvious reasou why the Zemin-

the parties have always proceeded and now dari title was put in issue, . for the plaintiff

proceed on the assumption that the defend- was both Zemindar and purchaser of the

ant No. 1 has a tenant’s title to the whole tenure and, therefore, the party entitled

of Gokulmoni’s ote, whether held under the to the rent if he established both titles.

Tardah or Bagmari proprietors. The plaint He was interested to establish both titles

so deals with the matter and the learned and in my opinion sought by his suit to

Pleader for the plaintiff states that he ad- do so. The Panihati Zemindars met him

mits that defendant No. 1 is the tenant of on that issue and the Court decided it.

Gokulmoni’s jote held under Estate No. 145 of I am of opinion therefore that as between

the Bagmari proprietors. the rival Zemindars, the plaintiffs and

Dealing with the question of identity defendant No. 4, the judgment in suit is

of parties first, the plaintiff Peary res judicata.

Mohan Roy . in Suit No. 138 represented Apart from res judicata, the plaintiff

(it is admitted) the present plaintiff has sought to establish his title on the

as to 4/5ths, the other 1 / 5th not being ' facts to all lands up to the Bidyadhari

represented, and the Roy Chowdhury defend- river on the west or to the orange line on

ants represented the Tardah estate now the map, which closely follows it and

represented by defendant No. 4. The present which he is willing to aooept, being the

defendants Nos. 1, 2, and 3 were not parties boundary laid down in Suit No. 138. In

to the Suit No. 138, unless it can be said that other words, he contends that the judgment
defendants Nos. 2 and 3 were represented by is not only res judicata but is norreot as

their landlords, the Tardah proprietors, and regards the boundary which in that suit

that defendant No. 1 was represented by was relaid from the survey-map. In Suit No.

Gokulmoni Dasi whose properties he 138 the orange line on the map was found

subsequently purchased. This point, so far as to be the western boundary and this praoti-

it affects the 1st defendant, I deal with lat^t. bally corresponds with the Bidyadhari river.

As regards the issue, there can be nov If this be the fact it is not neoessary to

question that the same issue was decided *rely on res judicata.

in Suit No. 138 as is in contest now. The The Commissioner, however, was of opinion

dispute really ranges round the question that Mouza Bagmari as shown in the

whether the parties were litigating under map prepared in Suit No. 138 was not a oor-

the same title. It is argued for the defend- reot representation of the Mouza as shown
ant No. 4 that they were not, because what on the Revenue Survey map. He shows the
was in issue was, it is said, not the Zemin- position of the Bidyadhari river according

dari title, but the mokurrari title of Gokul- to the survey map. It is not now found,

moni which the then plaintiff had purchased, he says, at that place. Its present position

It may be conceded that the suit might is shown. He says that the different posi-

have been framed in this way, in a manner tions of the river can only be explained in two
to make it clear that it was a matter of ways. Either the river has, since the date
indifference who was the Zemindar and of the Revenue Survey, changed its course
that all that in wbioh the plaintiff was or it was not properly delineated on the
concerned was to e°t*bli.®h .his right^Jtp the Survey map As regards the latter sup
mokurrari, under whomsoever it might be position, it is to be observed that there is a
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rebuttable presumption of acouracy in favour

of the Survey map. Has that presump-

tion been rebutted Y Doth Fletcher and

Srnither, JJ., were cf opinion that

the river had moved westwards. As

against this it has been argued that

a case of alluvion and diluvion was

not made, and that this is one of the

smaller rivers in which it might not be

expected. It is also said that a comparison

of the areas show that the Survey

map was incorrect. On the other hand it

is admitted that the river is still a run-

ning stream and there is direct evidence

in this case that the river has shifted owing

to a “drying up”. There is no evidence

that the river has not changed its course

and I am not prepared, therefore, to hold

that the revenue map was wrong and that

tho relaying of it in Suit No. 13S was oorreot.

I think we should adopt the blue lino as

the western boundary of Bagmari. The
result, therefore, is that, as Srnither, J.,

holds, tho plaintiff is entitled, if his claim

is not time-barred and if there has been

no adverse possession, to a declaration

that he is 10 annas proprietor of all the

lands in suit within the blue line and

is, by virtue of res judicata as botwoen

him and defendant No. 4, the four-fifths

proprietor of all the lands between the

blue line and the orange line as shown on

the map attached.

I am of opinion further that tho plaintiff s

claim is not barred by limitation or lost

by adverse possession.

It is said that defendant No. 4 has bad
adverse possession through his tenants.

The pleading of this defendant in paragraph
19 of his written statement asserts a title

by adverse possession and limitation against

tho plaintiff. The plaintiff put in issue his

title by ad verso possession. So also did she

defendants Nos. 2 and 3, a matter with which
we are not now concerned.

13 n t defendants Nos. 1 and I did not and
cannot do so now. The Subordinate

Judge held, as did also the learned Judges
of this Court, that limfcfttion does not

arise. I am of the same opinion. The
Subordinate Judge says as regards limita-

tion and adverse possession by defendants

Nos. 2 and 3:—
“With regard to Gokulmoni’s Oliuk

(here is nothing to show that either

LAL RAI CHOWDHURY.

Gokulmoni or h6r husband ever paid rent

to the Panihati Zemindars and the rent

receipts granted to Doyal Kristo by the

said Zemindars relate to Moozis in Beotab

and Tardah. The chnllans by which

Ram Kristo deposited rent to Sita Nath
Das relate to Rannar in Koridanga and

Kushdanga. It is not at all likely that

the Maharaja, after having seoured a decree

in respect of the land oovereJ by the

Taluk No. 143, would allow any portion

of it as shown in the map to be possessed

by any third person. The patta granted

by the Panihati Babas to Tarak Nath
Basu (see Exhibit A-93) is a jungle •

hari lease, in respect of certain jungle

lands sit lated in Taraf Tardah in village

Tardah, and the area was 30'J bighas.

In the Chapperhundi map Exhibit A (233)

the jungle portion to the west belonged

to several estates including Estates Nos.

172 and 173. The Mouzawari Exhibit E
shows that in Bagmari the Estates Nos.

172 and 173 have 194 bighas (gutere

acres) 4 cottas 1 chattack of land, while in

Gangapur according to Rudd’s Robakary
there was ho land belonging to the said

estates and so at the time of Revenue
Survey this quantity of land, viz, 194 bighas

(t/icirc aorta) and odd was detaohed from
Gangapur Bagmari and assigned to Tardah,

Thus on a consideration of the^ evidence

before me 1 am of opinion that the

defendants were never in possession of any
portion of Gangapur Bagmari as appertain-

ing to Tardah, and it is not at all likely

that the owners of the adjoining Mouzahs
would trespass into any portion of the

plaintiff’s Taraf in tho face of the Revenue
Sui vey map.”

This question of adverse possession was
argued before this Court but has not

been gone into in detail in the judgments
of the learned Judges of this Court, except
that Srnither. J., holds that since the de-

cision of Suit No. 13S the Tardah Zemindars
have not realised rent from defendants Nos. I,

2 and 3. Whether the matter was seriously

argued or not the point is blear enough.
There is no documentary evidence to

show that the Panihati Babus collected

rent from Jadab Banerjeeor from Gokulmoni.
This was also held in tho appeal in suit

No 138. In that case also the Panihati

Zemindars did not produce their account
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books. It is a strong point that Gokul-
moni, who had a lease from the Tardah
proprietors, executed a kabuliyat in favour
of the plaintiff: thus indicating that she
could not get possession from the Tardah
proprietors of the lands in suit. The
dakhilas produced refer to lands ad-
mittedly belonging to Tardah and to
Beota. After attorning to the plaintiff,

Gokulmoni’s possession would not be ad-
verse. The learned Pleader for the defend-
ant No, 4 laid most stress on possession of
Puti Babu’s Bheri, admitting that the evi-
dence as regards the other Bheris was weak.
The rent receipts granted to the Basu defend-
ants by the Panihati Babus relate to 300
bighas only, which, it is contended, are ill-

defined: and if (as I find) the title was in the
plaintiff, the defendant No. 4 as a trespasser
cannot claim the benefit of constructive
possession. As regards the Babus them-
selves, they have never claims any right
higher than a tenancy right.

According to the Commissioner’s report
the defendant No. I did not appear before him
on the spot and the defendants Nos. 2 and 3 did
not appear before him at all. They should
have pointed out the lands of which they
were in possession. They have not identi-
fied the Tardah lands. But the Amin says:
4

At the time of surveying the lands in
suit no one of the defendants pointed out
the portions which each defendant claims to
be in possession of.” These two objections
as regards limitation and adverse possession
fail.

It was also contended that there was a
res judicata against the plaintiff. In judg-
ment in Suit No. 2 of 1906 the decree was by
consent for A and B plots (Andharia and
Dasani Bheris) and the title to plots C and D
(Jongra and Puti Babu’s Bheris) was ex-
pressly left undecided. In the next Bent
Suit No. 14 of It 09 there was no decision on
title and the Panihati Zemindars were not
parties. Rent was awarded as regards plots
A and B which had been the subject of
consent in previous suits. It is admitted by
the plaintiff that this judgment is res judicata
as regards the amount of rent (12 annas)
payable in respect of Andharia and Dasani
Bheris. But there is no res judicata as re-
gards title.

I now pass to the case of the tenants. As
regards defendants Nos. 2 and 3, a9 the Zemin-

dari title of the plaintiff has been declared
by the previous portions of this judgment,
there will be a decree as against them in

the terms agreed upon and previously men-
tioned.

As regards defendant No. 1 he has contended
that the former suit, No. 138 wa9 not res judicata

either as against defendant No. 4 or himself.

The former point I have dealt with. As
regards himself he was not a party to the
former suit and being a permanent tenant,

he was not represented in the former suit

by the contending landlords. But it is

sought to bind him on the ground .that

Gokulmoni was a party and he now holds
her interest. But Gokulmoni only repre-

sented the equity of redemption and did

not, therefore, represent the mortgagee’s in-

terest. The fact that subsequently this de-

fendant purchased under his mortgage part
of her interest and later on the rest of her
interest from Parmesh war Mai will not have
the effect, in my opinion, of making her at
the time of suit No. 138 his (the 1st defend-
ant’s) predeoessor-in-interest. Nor, in my
opinion, have the oases, which hold that a
mortgagee of an undivided share is bound by
a decree in a partition suit to whioh his

mortgagor is a party, any bearing on the
question before us. The former suit No. 138
was therefore not, in my opinion, resjudicata as
against the defendant No. 1. What,
however, is the effect of this finding ? De-
fendant No. 1 does not claim any interest other
than that of a tenant and it has been estab-
lished in this oase, to which he is a party
that the plaintiff is his landlord. The re-
sult is that he must pay rent to the plaintiff,
but as the former suit was not res judicata
as regards him, the rent and incidents of
his tenancy must be determined according as
it is found that he is in possession of land
covered by the lease given by the Bagmari
proprietors to Gokulmoni or not. It is ad-
mitted that as regards Dasani and Andharia
Bheris he holds these lands of Gokulmoni
and must, therefore, pay the rent whioh she
had to pay, that is 12 annas a bigho

$ and
is otherwise governed by her lease. But as
regards Jongra and Nazir’s Bheris it is not
clear what lands in these Bheris are covered
by Gokulmoni’s lease from the Bagmari
proprietors and what are oovered by lands
leased by her from the Tardah proprietors,
there must be an enquiry as to this and
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rent must be paid at 12 annas for any

lands found on enquiry to be covered by the

lease of the Bagraari proprietors to Gokul-

moni, and as regards these lands any other

incidents of her lease will apply. In the

case of lands of Jongra and Nazir’s Bheris

not so oovered and formerly held under the

Tardaha proprietors the incidents of their

lease will govern, and the defendant No. 1 will

pay to the plaintiff rent for lands in Nazir’s

Bheri at 8 annas a bigha and 9 annas rent

for lands in Jongra Bheri respectively.

There will then be a decree to the fol-

lowing effect:— In my opinion the plaintiff

has established his title as Zemindar to the

whole of the disputed land in suit to the

east of the blue line shown on the map

and to 4/5ths of the land between the blue

and orange lines shown on the map. In

respect of the land the title to which is so

declared the defendants Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are his

permanent Mourasi Mokurrari tenants. The

defendants Nos. 2 and 3 will pay rent in re-

spect of Puti Babu’s Bheri in their possession

at the rate of 8 annas per bigha and the

decree, so far as they are concerned, will

be in terms of the agreement above stated.

The defendant No. 1 will pay rent at the rate

of 12 annas per ligha for the Bheris

Andharia and Dasani in his possession and

will hold the same on the terms of the lease

granted by the Bagmari proprietors to

Gokulmoni, and as regards Jongra and

Nazir’s Bheris I would direct an enquiry to

determine the question what, lands in these

Bheris held ly the defendant No 1 are com-

prised within the lease granted by tl.o

Bagmari proprietors to Gokulmoni Dam
and what lands, if any, were held under

leases from the Tardah proprietors. In

respeot of lands in these Bheris found to

have been comprised in the Mokurrari lea^e

granted by the Bagmari Zemindars to Gokul-

moni Dasi, the defendant No. 1 will pay rent

to the plaintiff at the rate of 12 annas per

bigha and will hold such lands on the terms

of the lease last mentioned
;
and in respect

of lands in these Bheris not so found but

formerly held under the Tardah Zemindars,

the defendant No. 1 will pay rent to tie

plaintiff at the rate of 8 annas for lands in

Nazir’s Bheri and 9 am as for la i ds in

Jongra Bheri respectively ami shall h. Id

the lands under the term:' < f the lease

granted by these Zemindars. Thus the rent

payable (whether under the lease from the

Tardah proprietors or under Gokulmoni’s

lease) is 16 annas to the plaintiff in res-

peot of all land to the east of the blue

line and only 4/5ths in respeot of land be-

tween the blue and the orange line. The

plaintiff’s suit beyond what is ab)ve declared

is dismissed.

In the appeal of defendants Nos. 2 .and 3

each party will, as agreed, bear his own costs '

throughout. As regards the appeal of the

defendants Nos. 1 and 4 each party will bear

the costs of this appeal and of previous

hearings, as each party has been to some

extent successful in their claims. The oost

of the further enquiry here directed will be

disposed of on such enquiry by the Judge

before whom it is held.

Cuitty, J.

—

I agree.

S u Ail STL II IT da, J. — I agree.

Decree modified.

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Second C;\ il Appeal No. 40 ok 1917.

March 12, 1918.

Present Mr Justice Beaman and Mr. Justice

Heaton.

CHANDRAPPA BAS AWANT RAO DESAI
— Plaintiff— Appellant

versus

BHIMA DASSAPPA MANIKERI and

others — Defend vnts — Respondents.
(»/•«/ nls, hi mis of—Resumption — Burden of proof.

For tin* purposes of resumption all ancient

grants fall into two main categories: grants of lands

lumlened with service, and grants of otlice to which

lands are annexed bv way of remuneration instead

of or along with cash. The former grants ore

always irresunmhle, unless the grantor can show

that they have been specially conditioned so as to

enable him to resume for failure to perforin these

services, or at. his own will to discontinue the

services ami resume tin* lands. Brants under the

second cat gory are always resumablc, unless the

grantee can show that they have been specially

conditioned otherwise so as to prevent their

resumahility . In every case it is always a question

of fact to determine, whether the grant in suit falls

within the tirst or the second category and the

burden of proof must necessarily bo upon the

grantor seeking to resume to show that either the

•riant was of a kind falling under the second cate-
*

gory, or if a grant of the kind falling under the tirst

category, i hat it was specially conditioned. Ip. 331
j

ols. 1 A 2.J
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Second appeal from the decision of the
District Judgp, Belgaum, in Appeal No.

x204 of 1915, confirming the decree parsed

i by the Subordinate Judge, Bail Hongal, in

Civil Suit No. 78 of 1912.
Mr. Nilkanth Atmiram, for the Appel-

lants.

Mr. J, G'. Rele, for Respondents Nos. 1

and 3.

JUDGMENT.
Beaman, J.—This is one of a fairly com-

mon and always interesting class of oases.

Where ancient grants in this country are
brought into controversy at the suit of

the grantor seeking to resume, the law
has in this Presidency at any rate been
clear, simple and invariable ever since
I have had any practical knowledge of

it. All grants of that kind for the purpose
of applying this law fall into two main
categories; grants of lands burdened with
service, and grants of office to which
lands are annexed by way of remunera-
tion instead of or along with cash. The
former grants are always irresumable,
unless the grantor can show that they
have been specially conditioned so as to
enable him to resume for failure to per-
form these services or at his own will to
discontinue the services and resume the
lands. Grants under the second category
are always resumable, unless the grantee
can show that they have been specially
conditioned otherwise so as to prevent
their resumability. The first category has
been ' sub-divided, though I think quite
uneoessarily, for the purpose of discuss-
ing the broad principles of law in the case-
of Lakhamgivh v. Keshav Anrtaji (i),
into (a) grants burdened with service;
(6) grants for services rendered in the
past and to be rendered in the future,
or, as we find in th9 ol ler cues, pro ssrui-

tiis impensis et impendendis. For the pur-
pose of ascertaining the grantor’s right
to resume, this sub division seems to me to
have no relevance and to be of no assist-
ance. Thu9 in every case of the kind it

is always a question of fact ancF nothing
more to determine, whether the grant in

' suit falls within the first or^the second
category. If it be found to fall within
the first category, it is al ways prima facie

(1) 28 B. 305j.fi Bom. h. R. 354.

irresumable. If it be found to fall within
the second category, it is always prima
facie resumable. And ip every case the
burden of proof must necessarily be upon
the grantor seeking to resume to show
that either the grant was of a kind falling
under the second category, or, if a grant
of the kind falling under the first cate-
gory, that it was specially conditioned.
Once these principles are clearly under-
stood, I cannot see how there can ever
be any difficulty in deciding cases of the
kind we are dealing with, beyond of
ocurse the always extreme difficulty of
ascertaining what the actual facts were
in the case of very ancient grants, where
the actual deed, if ever there was a deed, has
long since been lost.

Here, I gather that the learned Judge
of first appeal really meant to find that
this grant was a grant of land burdened
with services. He has referred to a very
reoent decision in the case of Yellava v.

Bhnnappa (2) which, again, has been follow-
ed and approved in the case of Baslir/gappa

v. Chandrapra (3), as though this decision
introduced some new element into the law.
I do not think that it either did cr was
intended to. The reason why, as T under-
stand it, the discussion was longer than
is common in such cases to-caj% was to
rule cut the ralher vicirus distinction
drawn in a Calcutta case between “publio”
and “private” services. That distinction
never ha9 been lecognised, as far as I
know, in this High Courf; and a very
little reflection will show that in dealing
with these ancient grants it would be
virtually impossible to maintain suoh dis-
tinctions between the kind of services with
which the lands were at the time the
grant was made intended to be burdened.
Nor in principle can the kinds of service
so distinguished be of any value as affecting
the application of the perfectly well-settled
law. The most that oould be said in favour
of even noticing terms of this kind is
that although the grants might have been
in the first instance burdened with servioes
and so irresumable, special conditions might
be sought to be proved, and then it might
become a question whether the grantor
would be permitted under those conditions

(2) 28 Ind. Cas
(3) 35 Ind. Cas.

12; 39 R. 68; 17 Bom. L. R. 12S
860; 18 Bom. L, R, 695,
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to dispense with services in the perform-

ance of which the public indirectly had

an interest. I think, however, that going

into nice refinements of that kind only

complicates this simple branch of the law

quite unnecessarily and with very little

likelihood of helping us in its ‘
practical ad-

ministration.

Now, looking to the nature of this grant

which is admittedly nearer two centuries

than one century old, I see no reason

whatever to doubt but that on the facts before

them the Courts below have come to the

right conclusion. It is iu the first instance

extremely improbable that an Inamdar or

a Durbar would create and grant a state

office of peon, annexing thereto state lands

by way of salary. On the other hand, it

is extremely probable that the grantors

here did in those remote days grant cer-

tain lands so that the grantees and their

descendants should, when called upon,

render to the grantors the services of

peons. However that may be, the only

facts found here, and the only facts which

could bo found, are that the grantees

have been in continuous possession rent-

free for about one hundred and sixty years;

and there is absolutely nothing known of

the actual terms, if any terms thero were,

of the original grant. In my opinion,

therefore, only one inference was possible,

and that is the inference which the Courts

balow have drawn, viz,, that this was a

grant of lands burdened with services. As
suoh the lands were irresumablo.

In my opinion the deoision of tho Courts

below is right and this appeal (and tho other

sixteen companion appeals) ought to be dis-

missed with all costs.

Hfaton, J.—In this case the first Court

found what were the proved circumstances

concerning the relations between tho plaint-

iff, the Inamdar, and the defendant, who
was granteo under him, and from those

circumstances, undoubtedly correctly, inferred

that the grant was not resumable. The

same conclusion was reached by the Court

of first appeal. In that Court, I gather

from the judgment that the circumstances

were not disputed and the only matter

which the Court had to decide was whether,

that being so, the lower Court was wrong

in holding that tho grant conld not be

resumed. The first Appellate Court deoided,

I think rightly, that the trial Court was
not wrong. That is enough for the pur-

pose of deciding this appeal. But some
allusion has been made to a judgment of my
own in the case of Yellava v. Blnmappa

(2). It has been suggested in argument
that this judgment is misunderstood, but

I do not myself find aDy particular reason

for supposing that it is. The only general

importance of that judgment lay in the

faot that we were declining to follow a

decision which had been come to by the"

High Court of Calcutta. In every other

particular it is merely a decision on the

particular circumstances of that case; and
though tho deoision may have been of the

highest importance to the parties, it was
not, excepting in the one matter I

have mentioned, of any general import-

ance.

1 agree that this appeal should be dismissed

with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Deuree No. 2228

ok 1916.

May 16, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syed Slmmsul Hilda, Kt.
PRIONATU BOSE

—

Plaintiff— Appellant

versus

Srimat 1/ KUSUM KUMARl DASSI—
Defendant—Respondent.

Il'ibjii! Tenancij Act (17// B. C. of 1885), s. 87

—

Landlord and tenant—Oeeuyanea holdina
,

non-tixi in-

ferable, morfoatjc of—Abandonment of hohlina— Land-
lord, ritjht of, to recover possession.

Whore nn occupancy caiijat executes an usufruc-
tuary mortgage ol his non-transfera hie holding and
puts the mortgagee in possession, tho landlord is

not ordinarily entitled to recover possession of the
holding, unless there has been (<r) an nbandonement.
"I the lidding within the meaning of section 87
ot the Bengal Tennney Act, or (M a relinquishment
ot the holding, or (. ) a repudiation of the teuanev,

[p. **>», col. 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the Additional
District Judge, Midnapur, dated the 23rd
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of August 1916, affirming that of the Mun-
sif, 1st Court at Sadar, dated the 15th of

March 19.15,

FACTS of the case will appear from

the following judgment of the lower Ap-
pellate Court:

—

“ This is an appeal by the plaintiff, whose

suit for ejectment of the defendant from

certain land has been dismissed.

The land in suit formerly constituted an

occupancy holding, the tenant of which

executed a usufructuary mortgage in favour

of the defendant and put- him in possession

of the land. In accordance with the terms

ofihe mortgage, the defendant paid the rents,

which were accepted, but not in her own

name. The plaintiff also alleged that the

tenant refused to pay the rent and eventu-

ally surrendered the holdings to him. The

only evidence adduced to prove the surren-

der is the plaintiff’s own testimony and I

do not consider that testimony to be suffi-

cient, In any case under section 86 °t the

Bengal Tenancy Act no surrender is valid

without the consent of the incumbranoer »

The plaintiff, however, relies mainly, ln

appeal, on the fact of the usufruotuary

mortgagee having been put in possession as

entitling him to eject him. In support of

this proposition of law he relies on the
rulings reported as Krishna Chandra Batta

Choivdhury v. Khiran Bajania (1) and Rasik
•Lall Butt v. Bidhu Mukhz Bosi (2), 1'hey are
both oases of a usufruotuary mortgagee
having been put in possession by the tenant.
In the first case it was held that the land-
lord was entitled to eject the tenant, and
in the second case it was held tha» he was
entitled to eject the mortgagee. In the latter
case, however, it was found thatjffie tenant
ffiad abandoned his residence and made no
arrangement for the payment of rent. These
seem to have been the findings on those
points on the first case, but then that case
was deoided under the previous Tenancy Act
( VIII B. 0. of lo69j. in the Full Bench
case reported as Bayamoyi v. Ananda Mohan
Roy (3) it was laid down that the transfer
of an occupancy holding otherwise than by
sale does not entitle the landlord to re enter,

(1) 10 0. W. X. 499; 3 C. L. J. 222.
(2) 10 0. W. N. 4 C. L. J. 306; 33 C. !094.
(3) 27 Ind, Cas 01; IS U. VV. N. 971: 42 0. 172:

2QC.L. J.521F. B.).

unless there has been an abandonment of

surrender by the tenant. What constitutes

an abandonment, is defined in section 87 of

the Bengal Tenancy Act. Amongst the

essentials required by that section, is the

abandonment by the tenant of his residence.

In the present case the tenant has apparent-

ly not abandoned his residence, which,
however, is in another village. Under these

oircumstances I am unable to hold that tne
tenant has abandoned the holding witdin the
meaning of section 87, and that being so,

the plaintiff is not entitled to eject the
mortgagee. The appeal is, therefore, dis-

missed with costs.”

Babu Jyotish Chandra Hazra , for the Appel-
lant.— Upon the findings of fact arrived at
in this case the appeal ought to be decreed.
The Court of Appeal below has misapplied
the Full Bench case reported as Bayamoyi
v. Ananda Mohan Roy (3). There may be a
forfeiture by the tenant in ways other than
that laid down in section 87 of the Bengal
Tenancy Act. The lower Appellate Court
has only' considered, whether there has been
an abandonment within the meaning of
seotion 87. It has not considered the Full
Bench case in all its aspects.

Babu Satcoivripati Roy
, for the Respond-

ent.—The mere, fact that a tenant has
executed a usafruotuary mortgage of the
entire holding, does not of itself cause for-
feiture of the tenancy. Refers to Bhupen -

dra Nath Bose v. Bansi Tanti (4). The Ad-
ditional District Judge has found that there
has been no abandonment by the tenant-
oonsequently the suit has been rightly dis-
missed.

Babu Jyotish Chandra Hazra, in reply.—
Ttie Full Bench ease was decided alter tue
ease in Bhupendra Nath nose v. Banst Tumi
14> and the ounuitiona tor a lorieuure axe
laiu down there. it there is anj thing- ln
bhupendra Nath Bose v. Banst Tunti (41
agaiust tue Fuji Bonon that nas been oyer-ruled by implication.

K *
<

T*™9 '1 tua Jmoment ui uie ioimj
Additional District Juug„ cf hliuuapur flatthe -drd August iy.tr, affirming CUe a

’

U01olot toe Munsif 0f the same place, 1

2

swas brought for khas possession. i'he planHf was the landlord, lhe defendant

HO; 40 O', 870.
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an usufructuary mortgagee of the recorded

tenant who had been put into possession

and the plaintiff, therefore, sued the

defendant to recover possession. What the

learned Judge of the lower Appellate Court

has found is this: He has found that the

facts proved in this case do not show that

the tenant abandoned the holding within

the meaning of section 87 of the Bengal

Tenancy Act. But it is laid down by the

Full Bench of this Court in the oase of

Dayamoyi v. Ananilu Mohan Roy (3) that

where the transfer is the sale of the whole

- holding the landlord, in the absence of bis

oonsent, is ordinarily entitled to enter on

the holding, but where the transfer is of a

part only of the holding or not by way of

sale, the landlord, though he has not con-

sented, is not ordinarily entitled to recover

possession of the holding, unless there has

been (a) an abandonment within the mean-

ing of section 87 of the Bengal Tenancy

Act, or (b) a relinquishment of the holding,

or (c) a repudiation of the tenancy. The

learned Judge in this oase has only enquired

into (a), namely, as to whether there had

been an adandonment within the meaning

of section 87 of the Bengal Tenancy Act.

He has not enquired into either {!>) or (r),

as he ought to have, to find whether the land-

lord has a right of re-entry. The decree

of the lower Appellate Court must, therefore,

be set aside and the oase sent baok to that

Court for the learned Judge to ome to a

conclusion as to whether there was a relin-

quishment of the holding or a repudiation of

the tenancy and to pass a proper decree.

Costs will abide the result of the re-hearing

by the lower Appellate Court.

Cane sent back.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2739

of 1916.

July 9, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Walmsley and Mr.

Justice Panton.

FAZAR ALI M1STRI anl others —
Defendant— Appellants

versus

AMIR BUKSH MIAN and others

—

P l

a

i nti ffs - Res po n d

e

nts

.

Urn jiil Tenancy A cl (17// U. C. «f 1885), ss. 88,

101— llrn jal Ad I a] 1903, s. ‘A— Landlord and
tenant —Transfer of holding at ji.rcd rent

,
validity of—

La milord's fee not {mid, effect of—Adverse possession

against tenant— Title aeynired by adverse possession,

whether incumbrance.

A sale oftlie whole of a raiyati holding at fixed

rent i-< not invalid merely because (he landlord’s

fee is m»t paid. Hut when the sale is only of apart
of such a holding the landlord is not lurniul to

recognize the purchaser, as such a sale constitutes a

division of tin' holding, [p. 336, col. 1.]

A title necpiired l»y adverse' possession against a

tenant is an incunihraneo within the meaning of

section 1(31 of the Bengal Tenancy Act. [p 33(3, col 2.]

Gaknl lliiydi v. Ib bendra Xnth Sen, 11 lnd Cas. 453;

14 C. L J. I 3(3, redied upon.

Appeal against the decree of the Addi-

tional Subordinate Judge, Noakhali, dated

the 2nd of September 1916, reversing that

of the Munsif, 2nd Court at Sndharam,

dated the 24th of June 1915.

FACTS.— One Munsur Ali was the record-

ed tenant under defendant No. 3. Munsur Ali

sold the disputed land, which was a part

of a raiyati holding, at a fixed rent to one

Asrab Ali in 1899. Asrab Ali in bis turn sold

it to one Yakub Ali in 1901. Yakub sold

it to one Fa/.ar Ali defendant No. 1 in

1905, who again sold it to Abdul Kabir

defendant No. 2 in 1908. Fazar Ali

took a burya lease from defendant No. 2

after the sale. No landlord’s fee was paid

in respect of the first three transfers. In

the last sale, however, in 1908 by defendant

No. 1 to defendant No. 2 the landlord's fee

was paid. But in spite of that the defend-

ant No. 3, the landlord, sued Munsur Ali,

the recorded tenant, for the entire rent and

in execution of the rent-decree the entire

holding was sold, the landlord himself being

the purchaser. The disputed land was then

sottled by the landlord with the plaintiff,

who brought this suit against the defendants

Nos. 1 and 2 for declaration of title and for

recovery of khan possession.
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. The first Court dismissed the suit on the
ground that the last sale by defendant No. 1

to defendant No. 2 was in fact recognised by
the landlord, apart from any legal question
arising from the payment of the landlord’s
fee. The lower Appellate Court, however,
disbelieved the story of recognition and
decreed the plaintiffs suit on the ground
that as no landlord’s fee was paid in res-
peot of the first three kabalas, the sales
were invalid and the defendants Nos. 1 and 2
got no title to the land, and the payment
of landlord’s fee in respect of the last trans-
fer did not help the defendants. The defend-
ants Nos. 1 and 2 appealed to the High
Court.

Babu D, L , Kastgir (with him Babu
Tarakeswar Nath Mitter ), for the
Appellants.—The finding of the Sub-
ordinate Judge that the first three trans-
fers were invalid because no landlord’s fee
was paid, is clearly wrong. He overlooked
the provision of section 1 of Act I (B. C.) of
19^3, And as the landlord’s fee was paid
with respect to the last transfer, the land-
lord had dear notice of the title of the
defendant No. 2 and he was bound to make
the defendant No. 1 a party to the rent suit.
The decree made in the suit against Mun-
sur Ali alone was only a money-decree and
the title of the defendant No. 2 did not
pa3s by the sale in execution of that decree.
Even if the findings of the Subordinate
Judge are assumed to be oorreot, then as
Munsur Ali parted with the disputed land
in l899, the defendants Nos. 1 and 2 should
be held to have acquired title by adverse
possession and as such title is an incum-
brance within the meaning of section 161
of the Bengal Tanancy Act and as it has
not been annulled by a notice under section
167 of the Act, the plaintiff is not entitled to

-

succeed.— Referred to Qokul Bagdi Deben-
dra Nath Sen (1).

Babu Jitendra Kumar Sen Gupta
, for the

Respondents.—On a proper construction
of the kabnliyat by the original tenant
to^ the landlord, it would appear that the
holding is only k limi, t.e ., permanent but
not a raiyati at a fixed rent. Kaxmi does
not import fixity of rent. The landlord was
not, therefore, bound to recognise the trans-
feree of the holding.

(1) 11 Iud. Cas. 453j 14 C. h. J. 136,

CWalmslet, J.—It appears that this plea
was not taken in the lower Court.]
The defendants do not say in their written

statements that the holding was one at a
fixed rent. They only say, it is a kaimi
raiyati holding and their oase was that they
were recognised by the landlord. The first

Court also does not find that the holding
was one at fixed rent. In the lower Ap-
pellate Court, for the first time, it was
said that the raiy ti was one at fixed rent.

If, however, the raiyati is taken as one at
fixed rent, the transfer not being ^of the
whole but only of a part of the holding
with a distribution of rent, the landlord was
not bound to recognise the transferee. See
section 3 of Bengal Act I of 1903.

Moreover, section 1 of Bengal Act I of 1903
says that the sales will not be invalid merely
because no landlord’s fee is paid. But it

nowhere says that the landlord is bound to
recognise the transferee, even if no landlord’s
fee is paid. The last transfer being by an
unrecorded tenant, the landlord was not
bound to recognise the transfer even if

landlord’s fee was paid.

As regards the question of title by
adverse possession, the defendants should not
be allowed to raise the plea in this Court,
as the plea was not taken in the written
statements nor in any of the Courts below
and no issue was raised upon that point.

Facts are to be investigated before a find-
ipg oan be arrived at as regards the question
of title by adverse possession. The mere
fact that Munsur Ali sold the disputed
land twelve years ago, would not be suffi-
cient for the finding that he lost the title
to it by ad verse possession.

Adverse possession imports wrongful pos-
session, bat as the title of Asrab Ali, the
original transferee, was acquired lawfully as
against Munsur Ali, viz., by purohase, the
possession of the said Asrab Ali was ~ not
adverse to Munsur Ali. It is not the case
of the plaintiff that Asrab Ali and his
vendors acquired .no title as against MunsurA

!\*
h

!

8
°*f

e is they a°quired no titlewhich the landlord was bound to recognise
Babu D . L % Kastgir

, in reply,

JUDGMENT.
Walmslev J.^This appeal afises out of asu. for ejectment. One Jainuddi held a

fcaimi raiyati under defendant No. 3 i on the

#
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death of Jainuddi his son Muusur Ali held

the raiycti. In 1912 defendant No. 3 sued

Munsur Ali for rent of the holding and in

execution of the decree granted to him he

caused the holding to be sold and bought

it himself. After his purchase he settled a

portion of it with the plaintiffs who are his

sons, and they have brought the suit to eject

the defendants Nos. 1 and 2.

The defence is that Munsur Ali sold a

part of the $nte
t

the part in dispute, to

Asrab Ali in 1899. that Asrab Ali sold it to

Yakub Ali in 110-1 and Yakub All to Fazar

Ali defendant No. 1 in 1908, and Fazar Ali

to Abdul Kabir defendant No. 2 in 1908

and that Fazar Ali has taken a barga lease

of it from Abdul Kabir.

The learned Subordinate Judge found

that the lease to the plaintiffs was made

bona fide ,
that the raiyati was ono at a

fixed rate of rent, that defendant No. 3 did

not reoogni /3 the transfer of the other

defendants, that landlord’s fees ought to

have been paid but were not paid by Asrab

Ali, Yakub Ali and Fazar Ali, that the

transfers were in consequence invalid, that the

payment of landlord’s fees on the occasion

of the last transfor did not confer any

title upon Abdul Kabir, and that as the

holding was sold in execution of a rent-

decree obtained against the registered tenant

the plaintiffs have acquired a good title by

settlement from defendant No. 3. On these

findings be decreed the plaintiffs' appeal and

suit.

Defendants Nos. 1 and 2 appeal, and on

their behalf it is argued that the learned Sub-

ordinate Judge lias overlooked the provisions

of x\ot I (11. C.) of 1903 in holding that

the successive transfers wore invalid, and

that as against Munsur Ali the defendant

Abdul has sequired a good title by ad verse

possession and this constitutes an incum-

brance which can be annulled only under

the provisions of section 107 of the Tenancy

Act.

If the whole holdiug had been sold the

first contention would be correct, but the

3rd section of the Act mentioned lays

down that the provisions of section 88 are

not affected. The transfer was of part of

a holding, and coustifuved a division which

the landlord was r bound to recognise,

and, the lower Vppollate Court finds, did
not recognise.

The second argument, however, seems to

be sound. Munsur Ali parted with his right

and possession in 1899 or fifteen years before

the date of suit, and since then the portion

of th6 holding has been in the ^possession

of Asrab Ali and the subsequent purchasers

down to Abdul Kabir. As against Munsur
Ali the latter has title by adverse posses-

sion, and this 1 think comes within the

meaning of the word incumbrance as defined

by section 161 of the Act. This view was

taken in the case of Gokul Baydi v. Debendra

Nath Sen (1), where the facts are very

similar.

On this ground the appeal must suooeed.

The defendants’ appeal is allowed and the

plaintiffs’ suit dismissed with costs in all *

Courts.

Panton, J.—1 agree.

Appeal allowed.
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PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeals from the Allahabad High Court.

March 5, 1918.
Fresent :—Viscount Haldane, Sir John Edge

and Mr. Ameer Ali.

KUNDAN LAL

—

Appellant
versus

Musammat BEGAMUN-NISA and
another— Respondents.

Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. 114—Presumption—Bond
in possession of obligor—Discharge—Burden of proof—
Evidence

,
consideration of—Trial Judge, view oj, value of

.

When in a suit on a bond, the plea of discharge is

set up and the document creating the obligation is

produced by the defendant, the onus of rebutting
the presumption of discharge lies in the first

instance on the plaintiff, but this burden is one
which will under the circumstances easily shift as
the evidence is developed, [p. 339, col 1.]

Where the evidence, taken as a whole, is

of such a character and so full of doubtful
statements that it ean only be weighed
adequately by the Judge who has seen the witnesses,
the conclusions arrived at by him should not be
lightly imterfered with. [p. 340, col. 1.]

Appeals from two judgments and decrees,
dated the 16th December 1913, of the Allah-
abad High Court (Tudball and Rafique, JJ.),
which reversed two judgments and decrees
of the Additional Judge of Meerut.

Mr. B. Dube
,
for the Appellant.

Dr. Abdul Majid
, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Viscount Haldane.

—

These are consolidated
appeals from two decrees of the High Court
of Judicature for the North-Western Pro-
vinces, Allahabad. The High Court reversed
by these decrees two decisions of the Ad-
ditional Judge of Meerut. The appellant,
who was plaintiff in both suits, claimed
payment or sale under two mortgage bonds
exempted by the respondents respectively.
The question whioh arises in eaoh case is

much the same. It is one of fact, and is

whether the debt had been truly discharged
and the bond returned to the mortgagor.

It will be convenient to refer first to the
suit against Musammat Begam-un Nisa.
This suit was commenced in July 1910 to

reooyer the balance of principal and interest
said to remain due on a bond, darted the
30th December 1890, for Rs. 8,000, or fdt*

a sale. The bond was given by the lady to
one Sant Lai to secure that sum with interest.
It is common ground that five payments
on account were actually made under the
bond, amounting in all to Rs. 3,930. About
these there is no dispute; the question relates

V

22

to three subsequent payments alleged to have
been made as follows:—

485 rupees on the 18th March 1894;
150 ,, ,, 20th June 1895;
200 ,, ,, 1st July 1896.

The last of these payments is expressed
in the receipt relied on by the respondent
to be in complete discharge of everything
due on the bond, whioh is stated to be
returned. The bond was written in Urdu
and contains a stipulation that, whatever
the mortgagor should pay, the payment
should be endorsed on the bond, specifying
how muoh was for principal and how
much for interest. The receipts in question
purport to be so endorsed. They are not
signed, excepting that the receipt for Rs.
5,203 purports to have appended to it the
name of Har Gulal. Har ' Gulal was a
money-lender who carried on business jointly
with his son, Sant Lai, at Budhana, in the
Meerut district. The son predeceased the
father in March 1898, and the father died
in August of the same year. It was in
favour of Sant Lai that the bond was
granted, but it appears to have been held
jointly and to have passed to the father
on Sant Lai’s death. The endorsements
of the first five payments on account, whioh
are not in dispute, were proved to have
been written in Sant Lai’s handwriting,
although they bear no signature. As to
the first of the three disputed endorsements
the handwriting is not identified. But as
to the last two, including the acquittance in
full on payment of Rs. 5,200, the hand-
writing was ' established on the balance of
evidence as that of one Khalil, now dead
a peon. There is controversy as to whether
Khalil was in the service either of Har
Gulal or of his son Sant Lai. All these
alleged payments, if they were made, were
made during Sant Lai’s lifetime.

Har Gulal left a Will, dated the 1st Anril
1898. By this Will he purported to leave his
property, which inoluded the bonds in question
to Sant Lai’s widow, Musammat* Sukhi for
life and afterwards in full ownership to
the appellant, who was a minor and did
not attain his majority until 1910. Musam
mat Sukhi died in April 1899, The relate'
contested the validity of Har GulaTs Willand there were disputea as to her possession
Of the shops in Budhana, where the business
of lending money was carried on* The
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Magistrate intervened, and a Tahsildar came

and put fastenings on the doors of the shops,

which contained deeds and account books,

and other documents and also ornaments.

In their Lordships’ opinion, the evidence

establishes that on the night of the 9th October

1899, some person or persons improperly

broke the fastenings and abstracted much of

what was in the shops, including a number

of deeds and account hooks. A report of

the oocurienoe was made to the Deputy

Superintendent of Police. He, however, after

investigating the occurrence, appears to

have thought that it was the outcome of a

dispute between the relatives as to the succes-

sion, and he did not proceed further.

As to the second suit, this was brought

against the respondent Inayet Ali Khan,

who is the son of the first respondent, to

recover the balance due under a mortgage-

bond, dated the 17th August 1894, and

exeonted in favour of Sant Dal. This bond

also belonged to the firm and it passed on

Sant Lai’s death to his father. The nature

of the proceedings, the form of the bond

and the main ciroumstances do not differ

materially from those in the other case.

It is not in dispute that under the bond

of Inayet Ali Khan a first instalment of

Rs. 300 was repaid on the 14th August

1895 and that a proper endorsement of

payment was made in the handwriting of

Sant Lai, although not signed by him.

It. was apparently not the practioo to

sign such endorsements. The controversy

is as to four further instalments alleged by

this respondent to have been paid by him

to Sant Lai, and after his death to his father

Har Gulal, and after the death of the latter to

Musammut Suk hi, the widow of Sant Lai,

These instalments are as follows: —
4,300 rupees on the 15th February 1897.

298 „ „ 13th April 1898.

800 ,, ,, 3rd July 1898.

50 ,, ,,
21st October 1898.

57 rupees are said to have boon remitted

by the widow.

The four instalments set out appear
endorsed on the bond given by the second

respondent. As to the first of the four

disputed endorsements, that for Rs. 4,300,

the evidence renders it uncertain who wrote it;

but, in their Lordships’ opinion, it was not
written by Sant Lai. The second and third
woro found by the Courts below (o have

been written by Khalil already referred to,

the peon as to whom it is in controversy

whether he was ever employed by Har

Gulal and Sant Lil or not. The fourth

pm ports to have been made in October 1898

after liar Guial’s death. The endorsement

is in the wiitiig of one Lachman Das, a

relative of Mnsammat Sukhi, Sant Lai s

widow, from whom he held a power-of attorney.

This endorsement is to the effect that

Rs. 5J had been received by the widow,

who, on the other hand, had remitted Rs. 57,

wi’h the consequence that the bond was

returned to one Rabmat Khar, as agent for

the 2nd respondent, Inayet Ali Khan.

The case of the appellant as regards the

two bonds is that the disputed instalments

were never paid. He accounts for tl.e pos-

possion of the bonds by the respondents

respectively by saying that they were,

carried away from the shops of Har Gulal

when these were raided on the night of

the 9th October 1899, after the widow’s

death, and when the dispute as to the succes-

sion to liar Gulal’s property arose. In this

way they finally got into the hands of the

respondents, who managed to acquire them

and are then said to have made false endorse-

ments. The signature of liar Gulal on the

bond given by the 1st respondent is, accord-

ing to the appellant, a forgery. Oft the

other bond there is no signature, by either

Har Gulal or Sant Lai. The Additional

.ludgo of Meerut, who tried the two suits,

doubled in favour of the appellant. After

hearing the witnesses be arrived at conclu-

sions as to their credibility. He was iniluened

in coming to a decision by the circumstance

that in the first esse lie had before him the

account books of liar Gulal and his son

Sant L al up to 1896, although those for the

three years subsequently bad, lie . concluded,

been taken when the shops were raided in

October 1899. The earlier books covered the

period in which two of the instalments had

boon alleged to have been paid, cn the Ibth

March 1894, and 20th June 1893, under the

bond first referred to. These would natui al-

ly have been entered in the accounts, as

bad been the case with the earlier items

not in dispute. But they were not so

entered, although the practice of Har brutal

and Sant Lil was to make such eutries.

lie was also impressed by the circumstance

that the next endorsement on the first
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bond, that of the payment of an alleged

instalment of Rs. 5,200 on the 1st July
1836, was in Khalil’s handwriting. He
considered that there was no sufficient

explanation offered why it should have
been made by Khalil, and not by either

Har Gulal or Sant Lai themselves.
On a review of the evidence in each oase,

he came to the conclusion that the endorse-
ments in dispute in the case of each bond
were fictitious, and he deoided in favour
of the appellant.

The High Court expressed a different view
in two elaborate and full judgments. They
thought that there had been suspicious
delay on the part of the appellant in bringing
the Buits; that the evidence as to the loss

of the documents and account books was
weak; that some of the oral testimony
given on behalf of the appellant, and
particularly that as to the position of Lachman
Das, and that as to the various payments,
was unsatisfactory. They held in the result

that the appellant had failed to discharge
the burden whioh rested on him of proving
the oase he sought to make and that the
respondents were entitled to judgment.

It is no doubt true that the initial burden
of proof rests on the appellant in such a
oase as this, both on general grounds and
by reason of the provisions of section 114
of the Indian Evidence Aot. But this

burden is one which shifts easily as the
evidence is developed, and their Lordships
do not, after considering facts which appear
to them to be sufficiently established in

the two suits, attach much importance to

the question on whom the initial onus lay.

Nor are they impressed with the delay in

bringing the suits. The appellant was a minor
up till 1910, and it was only in that year that
the disputes as to who was entitled to sucoeed
to Har Gulal’s estate were finally settled.

The appellant’s guardian, his uncle, Nawal
Kishore, might well hesitate before that
stage was passed about launching these oases
on his ward’s behalf. As to the raiding of

the shops on the night of the -9th October
1899, their Lordships entertain no doubt
that this raid took place, and that a large
number of documents, including bonds and
books, were abstracted. If so, some of these
may well have -got into the hands of the
various debtors. The only evidence as to

whether the documents taken comprised

the bonds in question is that of Nawal
Kishore, who says that he had seen them
among the others just before the raid. It

is far from unlikely that they were along with

the other documents, but it would be

unsafe to place reliance on Nawal Kishore’s

recollection after many years, if the conduct
of the respondents did not in itself render it

probable that they had got possession of the

bonds and had dealt with them impropely. As
to this, their Lordships are impressed by the

unlikelihood that the endorsements were
genuine. Khalil was only a peon, employed
at a very small remuneration, if employed
at all, by Har Gulal and Sant Lai. Why
should these men of business have entrusted

such a person with the making of endorse-

ments on the bonds of vital importance?
Why should Sant Lai, who knew Urdu and
had been himself in the practice of

making the endorsements on these bonds,

have allowed Khalil to do it in at least one

case whioh oocurred during his own lifetime?

How did it happen that in the instance of

the endorsements on the first bond those

that were disputed did not appear in

the books whioh have been pro-

duced for the period in whioh they took

place, and whioh record the earlier and
undisputed endorsements? Again, on a

scrutiny of the original of the first bond their

Lordships are impressed by the obvious
difficulty which anyone would experience in

coming to a reliable conclusion as to the

alleged signature by Har Gulal to the
acknowledgment of the payment of Rs. 5,200,
as well as by the faot that Sant Lai, the
grantee of the bond, who was then alive and
the only one of the two who knew the Urdu
language, in which the bond was written,

did not sign it himself, if it was to be signed
at all. As to the story told by Lachman
Das, who made the endorsement on the
second bond of the receipt of the final

instalment of Rs. 50, their Lordships think,
with the learned Judge who tried the case and
saw him in the witness-box, that his story
is one that it is not safe to accept. He could
not read his own endorsement and could
barely write. His memory was defective.
He had been Musammat Sukhi’s attorney,
but he was not dear as to the oiroumstanoes
under which he oeased to be so. Their
Lordships think that the trial Judge’ was
warranted in attaohing little value to hia
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evidenoe, Riven twelve years after the

alleged transaction, as to the facts connect-

ed with this endorsement.

The considerations to which they have
now referred make their Lordships think

that on the balance of probability the bonds
in question were among those improperly

removed from the shops in October 1 899,

and that they got wrongly into the hands
of the respondents and were by them
fraudulently dealt with. They have arrived

at this conclusion only after considering the

oiroumstanoes of the case as a whole, in which
no element can be adequately weighed
without weighing it in relation to the
other elements. The case is one in which
it is far from easy to ascertain the truth,

and there are points in it which have caused
them anxiety. For instanoe, no witness was
asked by the appellant’s Advocate the speotific

question whether the signature of Har
Gulal to the endorsement of receipt of

Rs. 5,200 on the- bond first referred to

was genuine. The respondent’s witnesses
swore that it was. But it is evident that
the trial Judge was satisfied that no part of

this endorsement was genuine, and he may
well have though that no evidence that could
be offered was likely to be reliable, and
also that no further evidenoe as to the
signature was required when he had arrived

at the conclusion that the whole group of

endorsements in which this was included
were fraudulent. The non appearance of

certain of the disputed payments in the account
books which were produced, the unsatis-

factory reasons given for Khalil being allow-

ed to make the endorsements, and the
oiroumstanoes in which the bonds and the

books were abstracted in 189.', formed
grounds, when taken together, on which a

Judge who tried this oase might well reject

the whole of the story told on behalf of

the respondents.

In the same way, the oiroumstanoes render
doubtful the evidenoe of Laoliman Das as to

the part he alleges that he played in returning

Inayet Ali Khan’s bond as satisfied on receiving

Rs. 50 on behalf of Musammat Sukhi on the

21st Ootober 1898. At that date disputes had
arisen whioh rendered the lady’s title to the

bond doubtful, and it is not probable that

Inayet Ali Khan would at that time have
been content to recognise her as entitled
to rooerve the instalment and hand over

the bond discharged. It is more likely

that Laohman Das was got hold of by the

mortgagor at a much later date after A/w-

smnmat Sukhi’s death, when her title to

have given her discharge at the time had

become established. The evidenoe Laohman

Das gave in the box was, on the face of

it, not very reliable, and the trial Judge

did not place reliance on the evidence of

Qubul Singh, a witness who was brought

before him to confirm the story told.

Their Lordships are of opinion that the

evidence in this litigation, taken as a whole,

is of suoli a character and so full of doubtful

statements that it oould only be weighed

adequately by Judges who had seen the

witnesses. The learned trial Judge formed

an opinion, after seeing them, adverse to

the respondents, and in their Lordships’

view the balance of probabilities lies on

the side of the conclusion to whioh he

came. After weighing the elaborate and

searching criticism to which his judgment

was subjected by the learned Judges of the

High Court, they have arrived at the conclu-

sion that there was not sufficient reason for

overruling that judgment. They will, there-

fore, humbly advise His Majesty that the

appeals should be allowed, and that the

decrees of the Additional Judge of Meerut

should be restored. The respondents must

pay the costs of the appeals to the High

Court and to the Sovereign in Council.

Appeals allowed.

Solicitors for the Appellant : Messrs. b\jke t

Franklni and (lould .

Solicitor for the Respondent : Mr. J.

Tucker.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. v 04

of 1917.

June 27, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Walsmley
and Mr. Justice Pauton.

INDRA NARAIN DAS and another

—

Plaintiffs—Appellants

versus

BADAN CHANDRA DAS and others -

Defendants—Responuknts.
Vendor and purchaser— Stipulation in conveyance
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that on 'purchaser being dispossessed vendor would not
be liable—Purchaser

,
failure of ,

to get possession—
Refund of purchase-money

,
suit for.

Plaintiff made a speculative purchase of a piece of
land from the defendant. The flatter protected
himself by inserting a clause in the conveyance to
the effect that if the plaintiff was dispossessed by
anybody other than the vendor defendant, the
latter would not be liable to the purchaser:

Held
,
that on his failure to get possession of the

land, the plaintiff was not entitled to a refund of the
purchasemioney.

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, 5th Court, Midnapore,
dated the 8th of November 1916, affirming
that of the Munsif, 2nd Court at Tamluk,
dated the 5th August 1914.
FACTS.—One Kailashi Dasi, defendant

No. 3 in the present ease, sold the disputed
land to Haradhan Das, defendant No. 4, for
legal necessity while her son, Issar, defendant
No. 2, was a minor, and possession was
delivered to him (defendant No. 4). Igsur,
on attaining majority, sold the same land
to Badan Das, defendant No. 1, who again
sold it to the plaintiffs, Indra Das and
another. There was a olause in the kobala
exeouted by Badan, defendant No. 1, in
favour of the plaintiffs to the effect that
the defendant No. 1 would be liable to
refund the consideration money or to pay
compensation only in the event of the
plaintiffs’ failure to get possession by reason
of any act done by defendant No. 1 and
not by any act of a third party. The
plaintiffs brought this suit for possession
of the disputed land and in the alternative
for refund of the purchase-money. The
suit was dismissed by both the Courts below.
Hence this appeal.

Babu Jyotish Chandra Hazra (with him
Babu Mohini Mohan Bose), for the Appellants,
contended that the lower Appellate Court
ought to have awarded them at least a
decree for the refund of the purchase- money,
as they were bojia fide purchasers for value.
Under section 55, sub-section 2 of the
Transfer of Property Act, there is an im-
plied covenant for title on the part of the
vendor defendant No. 1 and the vendor is

bound to refund the purchase-money, in-
asmuch as it has been found that he has
no title to the property. The oase reported
as Basaraddi Sheikh v. Enajaddi Maleah
(1) is not against me, sinoe the clause
U) 25 0. 298; 2 0. W. N. 222; 13 Ind. Deo. (n.s.)

mentioned in the kobala is not such a bar
as to deprive me of the purchase-money.
Rsferred to the oase reported as Bigambar
Bas v. Nishibala Bebi (2).

Babu Saroda Charan Matty (with him
Babu Bhupendra Kumar Ghose ), for the Re-
spondents, was not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Walm9ley, J.— The plaintiff-appellant

made a speculative purchase of the land
from the first defendant The latter pro-
tected himself by inserting a olause in the
kobala to the effeot that if the plaintiff-

purchaser was dispossessed by anybody other
than the vendor, the vendor would not be
liable to the purchaser. The learned Sub-
ordinate Judge held that effeot should be
given to the saving olause, and I think
he was correct. The appeal is dismissed
with costs—one set to the defendant No. 1

and one set to the defendant No. 4, who
appear by different Vakils.

Panton, J.

—

I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

(2) 8 Ind. Cas. 91; 15 C. W. N. 655.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
FULL BENCH.

Second Civil Appeal No. 1868 of 1916
April 18, 1918.

Present Sir John Wallis, Kt., Chief
Justice, Mr. Justioe Sadasiva Aiyar and

Mr. Justice Spencer.
ANNAYA TANTRI

—

Defendant No. 2—Appellant
wv/# o ivu

AMMAKA HENGSU and others
Plaintiff and Defendants Nos. 1 and 3—Respondents.
Hindu Law A rchaka, succession to officpemoluments of-Widow

, Aether excluded fr9minhe,t
Held, per Curiam (Sadasiva Aivar T >A Hindu widow is not disqualified by

“

sex rom inheriting the service and emolument*
otan Archaka office held by her hu.band. U>- 849

,

col. lj p.351, col. 1.]
J

.
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Hnn-bnumb'il Annual v. )'vync" nayurukkal, 23 In<l.

Cas. 72; 38 AI. 800; 20 M. L. J. 315; (1914) M. W. X.

2SC; 1 L. W. 270, not foil-.wed.

Mnhnn Lain Tilioit Sri iionlhan Lulji
,

19 Ind.

Cas. 337; 35 A. 283; 17 C. \V. N. 741; 11 A. L. J. 048;

17 C. L. J. 612; 15 Bom. L. 11. 003; (1913) M.W.N.
536; 14 M. L. T. 27; 40 I. A. 97 (P. C.), explained and

distinguished.

Per ir« //?>•, C. J.—Tim succession to temple olliecs

is governed hy user, which is taken to represent

the intentions of the founder, and in Southern India

the user in the case of temple Arehakas is that tin*

office is hereditary and descends in the ordinary

course of succession to women, who are not them-

selves competent to perform tin* duties of tin*

office by ministering in the temple and perform them
by deputy, [p. 348, col. 1.]

Pei Sadasi ca Aijar
,

J.—There is no distinction in

principle between the incompetence of a claimant

to the office of Archaka by reason of sex and the

iucom potency due to any other cause. So long as

a Hindu widow is held incompetent by reason ol

her sex from performing the duties of a priestly

office, she is also incompetent to inherit the service

and emoluments of the office, [p. 349, col. 2; p. 350,

col. 1; ]>. 351, col. J.]

Second appeal against the decree of the

Distriot Court of South Kanara, in Appeal

Suit No. 445 of 1915, preferred against the

decree of the Court of the Distriot Munsif of

Karkal, in Original Suit No. 31 l of 1914.

This appeal coming on for hearing

on the 30th November and the 3rd

December 1917, upon perusing the

grounds of appeal, the judgments and

decrees of the lower Appellate Court and

the Court of first instance and the material

papers in the suit and upon hearing the argu-

ments of Mr. Sitarama Kao, for the Appellant

and of Mr. K. P. Lakshmana llao
,

for

Respondent No. J, and Respondents Nos. -

and 3 not appearing in person or by Pleader,

and the case having stood over for con-

sideration till the 14th Deoember 1917, the

Court (Seshagiri Aiyar and Napier, JJ./

made the following

ORDER OF REFERENCE TO A
FULL BENCH.

Seshagiki A i yak, J.—The question for

consideration in this second appeal is whe-

ther the plaintiff, a widow, is entitled to

recover possession of the property which

was enjoyed hy her husband and bis

predecessors by doing Archaka service in a

temple. The Courts below have given

her a decree for possession. Mr. Sitarama

Kao, relying on Sundarambal Animal v.

y^uavanagurukkal (1), has argued at some

(

'}}*• Cns. 72; 38 M. 850; 20 M L. J. 315;
19U) M. W. N.

V L. \Y\ 27(5.

length that as the plaintiff is not com-

petent to perform the Archaka service, she

is not entitled to the property. Ayling and

Hannay, JJ., in Ramasundaram Pillai v.

Savundaratha Ammal (2) and Kumaraswami

Sastri and Phillips, JJ., in Raieswari Ammal

v. Subram an in. Archakar (3) have dissented

from Sundarambal Ammal v. Yogavanagurukkal

( 1 ).

In these oiroumstanoes, it becomes neces-

sary to consider the question in some

detail as to which of these conflicting

views should be followed.

In Sundarambal Ammal v. Yogavanaguruk-

kal (1) Sadasiva Aiyar, J., who delivered the

leading judgment, lays stress upon the

duties attaching to the Archaka office as

opposed to rights
,

and says that the

emoluments should go only to those who

are competent to perform the services.

It is true that from the point of view,

of the worshipper, it is the fitness of

the Archaka for the discharge of his

duties that has to be considered. From

the point of view of the Archaka, the

question of secular rights is more import-

ant. In considering the relative import-

ance of the two functions and in endeavour-

ing to reconcile these two conceptions,

the historical aspect of the grant for

service in temples may be considered.

If is often said that there is nothing

in the Hindu Law Texts on the question.

It may seem strange that in a country

where religion plays such an important

part in the daily concerns of the people,

there should be so little about succession,

etc., to religions institutions and offices in the

writings of the Rishis or of their commenta-

tors. The reason is not far to seek.

In the Vedas and in the ancient Smritis,

wo do not hear of the founding of tem-

ples. It is to the Puranio age that we
owe their existence. In Manu’s days,

the only religious teacher was the ascetic

Sanyasi. He gave instructions to his dis*

ciples, who in their turn spread the light

of wisdom among the lay people. There

were no places of worship, and no images

to worship. It was to Budha that India

owes the introduction of fixed places of

worship and of ordained orders of preachers.

(

(2) 27 Ind. Ons 440; 10 M. L. T. 423; 1 L. W. 90 J;

1914) M. W. X. 919.

(3) 32 Ind. C a s . 975; 30 M. L. J. 2*2; 40 M. 105J j
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In Budhism there are three essentials:

(a) Adoration of Budha, (6) observance

of his laws and (c) the congregation.

Badha instituted the order of monks and

nuns with a view to religious instruction

being imparted to the uninitiated. Places

of shelter or refuge were founded in order

that the world-weary may retire to them
and receive religious consolation. From
these simple beginnings a disciplined army
of Bikshus came into existence, and edifices

known as monasteries were erected to afford

facilities for prayer, consultation and con-

templation, It is to this period that we
owe the founding of temples in Southern
India. The followers of Budha pursued a

policy which was resented by the orthodox.

Temples for the worship of Siva and
Vishnu were established mostly by non-

Aryans at or about this time to circumvent

the Budhistio influence.

The second period begins with the advent

of Sankara, He found, that the ancient

worship of the elements was losing hold on

the popular mind, and that the people were
being led by the preoepts of Budhism into

the track of atheism. He had to fight

blind orthodoxy behind him and material-

ism ahead of him. He adopted a com-
promise. He founded Mutts which took

the place of monasteries. He founded
various orders of Sanyasins who were
enjoined to lead celibate lives and to

impart religious instruction. He undoubtedly

succeeded :n driving Budhism from the

land: and he laid the foundation for

institutions which cannot be said to have

fully served the purpose which he had in

mind.
The successors of Sankara did nob find

it easy to console the religiously-inclined

by the doctrines of Advaitio philosophy.

Sankara was described as the pseudo-

Budha. The common people hankered after

something more real than is to be had
in the severely logical philosophy of

Sankara. Three philosophers, who gave

prominence to the existence of a personal

God, diverted publio attention from Sankara’s

teachings. The Vaishnavaites, the Madhwas
and the Saivites founded independent Mutts
where th8 Dvaitio philosophy was taught.

They had to proce?d a step further.

They* accepted control over existing temples

and encouraged the construction of new

temples in honour of the particular deity

they represented as the Supreme Being.

As this is a rough summary of events,

I should not be understood as saying that

all the temples in India came into

existence only in the way I have described.

There were apparently some independent

institutions.

By this time, the Puranas had gained

a hold on the popular mind, and the

worship of the Avatars of Vishnu and of

the manifestations of Siva came to be

regarded as the essential features of re-

ligious life among the people. Rich en-

dowments were made for the upkeep of

the temples. But the priests oapable of

rendering services in these institutions had to

be found. It has always been the belief in

India that the nearer a man is to God, the

farther is he from Him. The following Slokas

from the writings of Vaidyanatha Dikshiter

express the ultra-orthodox and conservative

view of the office of an Arohaka in a Hindu

temple.
* * * * *

The above Slokas (verses) may be translated

thus :—

•

“Saathathapa ’’says :

“A Vipra (Brahmin), though well versed

in Vedas, who performs poo a for the sake

of money for a period of three years, is

known as the Devalaka : such a person

becomes incompetent to perform the usual

Havya and Kavya rites enjoined on

Brahmins.”
Again it is said in the Samgraha :

‘ A Vipra, who, though he may be well-

versed in the four Vedas, is desirous of

getting money, and who performs the

worship of the gods for the sake of another

will be considered equal to a Chandala.

The Devalakas are classed under three

heads: Some as Karmadevalakas
;
others as

Kalpadevalakas ;
and the rest as Suddha*

devalakas.

He who knows the precepts a9 ordained
in the Aagama9 and makes a living by
performing worship to Rudra and Kali is

called Sudhadevalaka, and is excluded from
taking part in all.

A person performing pooja will not become a
Devalaka if the worship is conducted in accord-
ance with the sacred injunctions of the Rishis.
Therefore with all care the pooja should

be conducted according to the precepts of
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the \ edas, or, done in the Vaidika fash ion.

lie is called a Karmadevulaka who performs
the worship of the gods always in a

Kamya form (i. e.
t
for the sake of attaining

some desired object) and is incompetent to

perform the ordinary Karinas.
An Archaka even if he is an authority

on the four Vedas and knows the rites

prescribed in Pancharathra but is devoid of
Deeksha or consecration, is known as

KalpadevaJaka.”
Then the propitiatory ceremonies for

these sinful acts are prescribed:” * A
Vipra who sells for another the N'itya
Karmas, suoh as Snanam (bathing),
Ishtapoortham (performance of pious or
charitable deeds, performing saorihces, ai d
digging wells and doing other acts of charity),
17 poshanam (fasting) and Yrathams (religious
acts of devotion) as are ordained in the
fShruthis and Smritis has to undergo, by
way of Prayasohitam, Maghasnanam in the
month of Maagha; and, after performing
thrice the Chandrayanam at the full

moon, should diminish his food by one
mouthful every day during the dark fort-

night till it is reduced to zero at the
new Moon,* * * and so on, then he attains
the highest purity”.

* •* *

The Arohakas having been looked down
upon in the above manner, naturally great
inducements had to be offered, by liberal

grants of land and by the promise of per-
quisites. That is how the Archaka oliioe

came to be founded.

1 have thus far given a brief outline of

the origin and spread of temples and of the
manner in which the Archaka oliioe was
instituted. My survey shows that the
founder of the temples looked to the duo
discharge of the services in the temple
as his primary and sole object. The
Archaka accepted Ins position as giving
him primarily a means of livelihood and
to his posterity, and as ultimately enabl-
ing him to minister to God. The existence
of various 1 minis in the name of the Arohakas
is irrefutable evidtyioo that rich endow-
ments were granted to them to bind them
to the service of the deity. These en-

dowments were intended, and " in most
casos expressed to be, from generation
to generation. It may bo assumed that
the donors were not ovor-anxious to

make hereditary grants to the donee’s

family without regard to the latter’s

capaoity to perform religious worship
;
but

the law would not have permitted them
to stipulate that the property shall be

enjoyed only by those competent to

minister in the temple. They must have
trusted to chanoe to see that ti e descend-

ants of the donees carried on the good
work for which their predecessors were
given grants.

Mr. Justice Sadasiva Aiyar asks why,
if that must be presumed to have been

the intention of the donor, should the

inheritance go to persons who by them-
selves are incapable of discharging the

duties. The answer is that Courts and
even Legislatures must trust to the same
chance which the founders calculated upon
when they endowed the Archaka ofiioe.

What reason have Courts for holding that

a reversioner would be a more welcome
minister of religion than the gnmastah
employed by a widow to perform the

services Y It would be an ideal to be
sought after, if the community interested

in temple worship were to bo permitted
to select on the death of an Archaka a

person competent to fill his place. Even
in this view, can we trust to society here

or elsewhere to be guided in the selection

of an Archaka solely by considerations of

religious merit and lit ness Y There is no
guarantee that a nominee of the community
would be a litter Archaka than the proxy of

the widow. Non constat, he would be worse
than a male reversioner of the last Archaka.
Under such circumstances, there cannot be

much room for doubt, that society would
prefer that the secular rights with the obliga-

tions to do or to get done the spiritual

duties should vest in the line of heirs

to whom private property would descend.
The continuation of numerous grants in

this Presidency by the lnam Commis-
sioners in the name of the widows and
daughters of the deceased Arohakas indicates

that the Government of the country have
recognised the principle of heredity as the

only safe guide in such matters. 1 see no
reason why Courts should not be guided
by the executive action of the Government
in these matters.

1 shall briefly refer to one other reason
why the principle of heredity Bhould not
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be departed from in the ease of these

offioes. It is common knowledge that the

Arehakas of a temple form a oaste among
themselves. They are a seleot people. In

the ease of the great temple at Chidam-
baram, they claim to have come down to

earth with the deity. They do not

intermarry with the other Brahmin sects.

Among these people, the moment that a

boy is married, he gets a share in the emolu-

ments of the Archaka office. This testifies

to the solicitude of this class of people for an

early expansion of the sect. * In the case of other

Siva temples, the Arehakas are known as

Gurukkals. Unfortunately theyare adiminish-

ing race. They are not permitted to take

brides from other Brahmin sects; and worship

in a temple cannot be performed by a

Brahmin who is not a Gurukkal, In the

Vaishnava temples, there are two pro-

minent classes of Arehakas : the Panoba-
ratias and the Yaiganasas. I do not

believe even these intermarry. A temple

whose services are performed according to

Panoharatra rituals cannot be served by a

Yaiganasa Archaka and t ice t ersa. These
limitations show that the field of choice

for the Archaka service in Hindu temples
is very limited. It would often lead to

the application of the principle of escheat,

if the grants made for their services are

not continued in the line of the heirs of the

last male Archaka.
I have referred to the above considera-

tions out of deference to the views of my
learned brother Sadasiva Aiyar, J. No one

shows more anxiety than the learned Judge
that the true intent of a grant should be

strictly enforced. I respectfully share his

anxiety, but as I have shown above, the

change that he gives his sanotion to, while

upsetting fixity of tenure and disturbing

long understood and enforced notions of rights

of property, is not calculated to bring the

Courts any the nearer to the administra-

tion of the golden rule that competency
to minister and capacity to inherit should

go hand in hand. I am, therefore, unable

to hold that the widow is not entitled to

inherit her husband’s property granted for

the performance of religious servioes.

I shall now examine the case-law on
the point to see how far the learned

Judge’s conclusions are supported by decid-

ed oases,

CASES. 345

I shall first deal with Mohan Lalji v.

Tikait Sri Gordhan Lain (4), which apparent-

ly has not been considered in any of the

three decisions of this Court, and on which
Mr. Sitarama Rao naturally laid great

stress. The facts of the case must be

examined in some detail in order to show
that while it does not lend support to

the contention of the learned Yakil, it

can be regarded as an authority for

the proposition I have suggested. The
temple in respect of whioh the office was
claimed belonged to the Gossain sect of

Vallabhaohariars. The Yallabhaohariars, as

explained in the judgment of the High Court
of Allahabad in Mohan Lalaji v. Madhsudan
Lala (5), from whioh there was an appeal to

the Judicial Committee in Mohan Lalji v.'

Tikait Sri Gordhan Lalji (4), are a Vaish-

nava sect of religious teachers who founded
temples. The question before the Judicial

Committee was whether the grandson by the

daughter of the last male Archaka was entitl-

ed to succeed to the office and the

emoluments in preference to the rever-

sioner of the last male holder. It was found

in that case that the Gossain sect of

Vallabhaohariars took daughters from a

sect known as the Bhat in marriage. On
the marriage of the Bhat daughter into

the Gossain family she was initiated into

the Mantram of the Gossain seot. The
ritual in a Gossain temple was essentially

different from the ritual observed by the

Bhats in their temples. The Gossain

daughters were similarly married by
Bhats, and I take it, although it is not

so mentioned in either the judgment of

the High Court or in that of the Privy

Council, that the Gossain daughter marry-

ing a Bhat husband would be initiated

into the Mantram of the Bhat seot. I

must not omit to mention a statement in

the judgment of the Right Honourable

Mr. Ameer Ali that the daughters of a

Gossain, although married into a Bhat
family, remained in the Gossain house. In

these circumstances the question was whe-
ther in a temple whose rituals were of

the Gossain sect, a Bhat grandson of the

(4) 19 Ind Cas. 337; 36 A. 283; 17 C. W. N. 741; 11
'

A. L. J. 648; 17 0, L. J. 612; 15 Bom. L. R. 606;

(1913) M. W. N. 536; 14 M. L. T. 27; 40 I. A. 97
(P. C.).

(6) 6 Ind. Cas. 77; 32 A. 461; 7 A. L. J. 430.
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last male Cossain could inherit the office

and the emoluments. The Judicial Com-
mittee held that he could net. It is stated
in the judgment of the Board that after
the death of the last male holder his widow
and his daughter were in enjoyment of
the office and emoluments. Mr. Sitarama
Rao suggested that the widow and the
daughter were competent to perform the
religious worship in the Gossain temple.
There is no express mention of their
having officiated in the temples. From
my experience of South India I cannot
believe that where a large congregation
of males assemble for worship, a female
would be allowed to perform religious
service within the temple. In the north
the Gosha system is prevalent and the
seclusion of women is more pronouoed than
in the south

;
and I would require very

strong evidence to bold that the widow
and the daughter of the deoeased male
Cossain were as a matter of faot officiat-

ing as priestesses in the temple. I must
take it that they employed deputies to

perform their duties If my surmise is

correct, it lends great support to the pro-
position that so long as the service can
be done by a proxy, there can be no
objection to women inherting the office and
emoluments of an Arohaka.

Then it was argued, if a proxy was hold
competent to perform the duties, why should
not a lihat grandson have been allowed
to inherit the office and the emoluments,
on the understanding that lie should employ
a Gossain priest to officiate in the temple.
The position of a widow or daughter and
a grandson are not in pari materia. In
the case of a grandson, ho starts a new
line of descendants, and to countenance
the employment of a perpetual gumastah
in the case of males would not bo right

;

therefore, the Judicial Committee held that
as a grandson situ vwlo is entitled to
minister in the temple and as the grand-
son was of Bhat origin and incompetent
to perform religious worship in a Gossain
temple, he should be discarded in favour
of a Gossain reversioner who was competent
to perform religious worship by him-
self. In that judgment, however, it is

pointed out that ordinarily the descent of
debutter property vesting in an officiating
priest would go to tho ordinary lioirs of

Ll9l3

the last holder, unless there was some
usage or course of devolution or some other
ciroumstanoe to indicate a- different mode
of devolution. The conclusion of the
Judicial Committee was that in the par-
ticular case, the circumstances and the
usage pointed to a mode of devolution
different from that of the ordinary descent
of property. In my opinion, this deoision
is no authority for the proposition that
competency to officiate is a sine qua non
of oapaoity to inherit. On the other hand
the fact that the widow and the daughter
were allowed to inherit the office and the
emoluments is a strong indication that
service in a temple can be rendered
by a proxy so long as tho essential nature
of the worship is not departed from.

Now, I shall deal with the other cases
bearing on the question. In Tangirala
Chiraniivi v. Ham Manikya Rao (6) Benson
and Sundara Aiyar, JJ., said: “The
District Judge has assumed that a minor,
a female and a person unlearned in the
Vedas would lose the right to the service
in the temple. There is no basis for tho
assumption.”

My experience of life in this Presi-
dency is that in innumerable oases services
in a temple are performed by proxies
employed by women. In Mujavar Ibrambibi v.

Mtijavar Hussain Sheriff (7) referring to the
competency of a Mahomedan lady to perform
the duties of Majavar of a dtirga whioh
was not of a secular nature, Turner, C. J.,

and Kindersley, J., stated that it was not
proved that the plaintiff had ever parti-
cipated in the profits or performed the
duties by proxy," thereby indicating that
if she had got the service done by a
proxy she would have been entitled to
the office. In Sheshu Animal v. Sounda •

raja Aiyar (8) the learned Judges state :

lhey further explain that an Arohaka
Meerassee, which is the species of Meerassee
involved in Suit No. Ill of 1846, on the file

of the Hindu Sudder Ameen referred to
by the Civil Judge, and a Poorohita
Meerassee, also instanced by the Civil
Judge, may descend to a female and the
functions thereof be performed by deputy.”

00 2o 1ml Cas. 2S3; 27 M. L. J. 170.
*7) 3 M. 9f>; f> I ml. Jur. 100; 1 lml. Dec. (x. >.) 623,
0>) (1*53) :i. 8. D. A. 261.
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These are all the Madras decisions, and

^Mr. Granapati Aiyar .
in his book on

Religious Endowments after reviewing these

authorities has come to the conclusion

that it has been the uniform praotice in

Madras to allow females to inherit the

Arohaka service and the emoluments. In

Bombay the same view has been

held. In Reshavbhat v. Bhagirathibai

'•(9) the learned Judges state the

law thus :
' Finally, with respect to the

objection, that a Hindu female cannot

perform the duties which attach to the office

for the maintenance of which the allow-

ance was granted, it may be observed

that the defendant has not proved the

existence of any usage in conformity with

his allegation.” So the burden was oast

upon the objector to show that the usage

was different. At the end of the judg-

ment the learned Judges reserved liberty

to the reversioner to bring a separate suit

to supportt his position that~a widow was

not competent to inherit the office and the

emoluments of Arohaka. In Sitarambhat

v. Sitaram Ganesh (10) the learned Judges

of whom Couch, C. J., was one, proceeded

on the assumption that the priestjy office

would descend in the ordinary line of

succession through daughter to her son.

The decision in Bhuncooverbai v. Advocate -

General (11) may be explained away, as

Sadasiva Aiyar, J., suggests, on the ground

that the office inherited by the widow was not

a purely religious one.

The decisions of the Calcutta High Court

also support this proposition. In Pocrun

Narain Butt v. Kasheessuree Bosee (12)

the learned Judges say: “it has been held

in the Court that a woman can be a

mutwalli ,
and that the profits of a debutter

can be received by a female.” They held

in that case that a woman can succeed to

the office. In Joy Beb Surmah v. Huroputty

Surmah (13) an issue was sent down to

ascertain whether a female can succeed

to a priestly office. The report does

not say what the result of the finding

was. In Mdita Kanth Audhikaree v.

Ntrunjun Audhikaree (14) Sir Richard Couch

(9; 3 B. H. C. R. A; C. J- 75.

(10) 6 B. H. C, R. A. C. J. 250.

(11) 1 Bom. L. R. 743.

(12) 3 W. R. 179.

(13) 16 W. R. 282.

(14) 14 B. L. R. 166; 22 W. R. 437.
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says that the right of performing worship

of an idol follows the same line of

succession as that of private property. In

Mahamaya Bebi v. Earidas Haidar (15)

Mr. Justice Mookerjee says at page 475:*

“There is no question that a Pala in the

Kalighat Temple is heritable, and it is

immaterial whether the heir is a male or

female; the custom in this respect is

established beyond doubt.” These are all

the authorities available on the question.

None earlier than 38 Madras [Sundarambal

Animal v. Yogavanagurukkal (1)] has been

cited in which it has been laid down
that a female is not entitled to inherit a

priestly office and the emoluments. The
decisions are practically uniform and it

would lead to an unnecessary disturbance

of rights of property, if we introduce the

innovation that a female is not entitled

to succeed to an Arohaka office or emolu-

ments. As regards the quotation from

Jagannatha’s Digest which Mr. Justice

Sadasiva Aiyar has extracted in his judg-

ment, I may. say that 1 have read it

very carefully and there is no expression

in it of any -decided view one way or

the other. The author quotes the con-

tentions of both sides and leaves the reader

to draw his own inference from the two

statements. I am rather inclined to think

that the weight of argument, if any, is

in favour of giving females their right to

hold religious office.

Although I have come to this con-

clusion, having regard to the strong view
held by Sadasiva Aiyar, J., and having

also regard to the fact that it is necessary

that a uniform principle should be enunciat-

ed in this matter to guide the Courts

below, I think it desirable that the follow-

ing question should be referred for the

opinion of the Full Bench, namely, “whe-

ther a Hindu widow is incompetent by

reason of her sex from inheriting the

service and emoluments of a priestly office

held by her husband.”
Napier, J.— I agree that this question

should ba referred to a Full Bench in

the terms suggested by my learned brother.

(15)

27 Irid. Cas. 403; 42 C. 455; 19 C. \V. N. 203;

20 C. L. J. 183.

* Pago of 42 C,

—

Ed,
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This second appeal came on for hearing
in pursuance of the Order of Reference to a
hull Bench, dated the 14th December 1917.
Mr. B. Sitarama Rao

,
for the Appellant.

—

Succession to a priestly ollice is based on
the competency of the claimant to perform
the duties of the office. Snndaramhal Animal
v. 1 ogavanagurukkal (1). Even hereditary
succession is subject to that rule. A woman
can only discharge functions of a priestly
office by proxy.

[Wallis, C, J.— Is it not a question of
usage and of the founder’s intentions^]

I he general rule is that incompetency to
perform the duties of the office bars inheri-
tance and women, being disqualified, cannot
succeed to the office or its emoluments. Any
special usage may be set up as an exception
to the rule. Mitta Kanth Andhikaree v.
Nirunjun Andhikaree (14), Rishen 0'hand.
Basawat v. Nadir Hosscin ( lb), Kasim Saiba v.
Sudhindra Thirtha Swami (17) and Mahamayn
Delay. Raridas Ilatdar (15).

Air. K. / , Lakshmana Rao, for the Re-
spondent.—The trend of judicial decisions
in Southern India has been in favour of
upholding a woman’s right to an Arohaka
office. The circumstances of the case report-
ed as Mohan Bain v. Tikait Sri Gordhan
Lalji (4) are different. Tangirala Chiranjivi
v. Raja Manikya Rao (6), Snbraya Kakramaya
v. Subraya Paduyya (lb), Pankajummal v.
Secretary of State ( 19), Ramasundaram Pillai
v. Savundaratha Ammal (2) and Rajcshwari
Ammal v. Suhrumania Archakar (3)

OPINION.
Wallis, C. J.— It is well settled that

the succession to temple offices is govern-
ed by user whioh is taken to represent
the intentions of the founder, and it is

not disputed that in this part of India
the user in the oase of temple Arohakas
is that the offioe is hereditary and descends
in the ordinary course of suooession to
women, who are not themselves competent
to perform the duties of the office by
ministering in the temple and perform
them by deputy. The opinion of the
Pandits in Sheshu Ammal y. Soundaraja

(Itf) 16 C. 320; 15 I. A. 1; 12 I ml. Jur. 170; 5 Sar.
P. C. J. 113; 7 Incl. Dec. (n. s.) 303 (P. 0.).

(17) 18 M. 350; (j Ind. Doc. (n s.) 500.
(18J 7 Ind. Can. 715; 8 M. L. T. 325; (1010) M. W.

N. 445.

(1U) 401ml. Can 516; 40 M. 1108;5 L. W. 346; 32
M. L. J. 237j 21 M. L. T. 411.

Aiyrr (8) shows that this was then the
recognised usage. The question appears to
have first come beforo the Court in 1910,
but since that time there have been
numerous decisions where the user has
been recognised and enforced, and all

the Hindu members of the Court with
one exception have been parties to these
decisions, whit h also are conformable with
the decisions of other High Courts. The
only authority the other way is the judg.
ment of Sadasiva Aiyar, J., in Snndaramhal
Annual y. Yogavanagurukhil (1), who con-
sidered that on principle a personally dis-
qualified heir could not inherit the offioe and
delegate the duties to others. In the argu-
ment before us it was again contended that
the decision of the Privy Council in Mohan
Balji v. Tikait Sri Gordhan Lalji (4) was
in accordance with this view and must be
taken to have overruled the other cases.
In that ease the office of Archaka had
descended to the widow and daughter of the
last male Archaka, and the question was
whether ti e daughter was to be succeeded
by her son or by the reversioner of the
last male holder. The Arohakas were
(j ossa ins and there was a usage among them
that females continued to belong to their
father a knl or family after marriage. On
this ground apparently the daughter had
been allowed to fill the offioe even though
married to a member of the Bhat com-
m uni ty who was incapable of tilling it. No
question arose in that case as to the right
of the widow and her daughter after her to
fill tho office; and it does not appear whether,
while they held it, they performed the duties
in person or by deputy. What their Lord-
ships had to consider was, whether on
tho daughter’s death the office should go
to her son and her descendants, a line
of heirs who as Bhats would be incapable
of performing its duties, or should revert to
tho male heirs of the last male holder.
Their Lordships at pago 2SS* observe that
tho iuIo as to the Shobaitship being vested in
the heirs of the founder must, from the
very nature of the right, be subject to the
condition that the devolution in the ordinary
lino of descent is not inconsistent with or op-
posed to tho purpose the founder had in view
in establishing the worship”, and they say
later mi that to allow the pluntiff’s claim to

* Pago of 35 A.—Ed.
~~
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an admittedly B*llav temple, where the rights
are performed according to Ballav ritual,

which, it is clearly established, they cannot
perform, would, in their Lordships’ judg-
ment, defeat the purpose for which the
worship was established.” A contrary deci-

sion would have involved the devolution of

the office to a line of heirs incompetent to

perform its duties. Moreover, the plaintiff’s

claim in that case was not shown to be in ac-

cordance with any well-recognised user, which
is the best evidenoe of the founder’s intentions.

I do not oonsiJer that tfcis decision of their

Lordships warrants us in overruling tl e

numerous decisions of this Court in conformity
with the decisions of other Courts, by which
the widow and daughter of the last male
Arobaka are held entitled in accordance
with the established user to succeed to the
office of Archaka discharging its duties by
deputy and to transmit it to their heirs,

who, as male heirs are preferred to female,
will generally be competent to perform the
duties in person. Sadasiva Aiyar, J., for

whose opinion I have a great respect, con-
siders, if I rightly understand him, that
the established custom of female succession
to this office is of so mischievous and
objectionable a character that it cannot
have been intended by the founder. That
view is not shared by Seshagiri Aiyar, J.,

who has considered this aspect of the case
in the Order of Reference, or by the other
Hindu members of the Court who have
considered the question. We should not,

in roy opinion, be justified in overruling
on this ground the numerous decisions of

this Court in which the usage has been
recognised and enforced, unless its mis-
chievous character had been established

beyond all doubt or controversy. This has
not been done and I feel bound to answer
the question in the negative.

Sadasiva Aiyar, J.

—

I have carefully

reconsidered my decision in Sundarambal
Ammal v. Yogavanagurukkal (1) in the light

of the later decisions of this Court quoted
by my learned brother Mr. Justice Seshagiri
Aiyar in his Order of Reference, also of his

own keen apd yet considerate criticisms (if I

may be permitted to say so) of my said deci-

sion and also of the opinions of my
Lord and of Mr. Justice Spencer on this

reference. 1 am, notwithstanding, unable to

convince myself that my opinion was

exi'uiieuus wij iuu utner nanu
.

— i vu V utuionjjj
ot their Lordships of the Privy Council
in Mohan Lalji v. Tikait Sri Gordian Lolji
(4) lends, in my opinion, strong support
to my conclusion. With respeot, I am
unable to agree with Mr. Justice Sesha-
giri Aiyar that the widow and daughter
of the last male Shebait of the Balla\a-
charya Gossain sect in the Privy Cnunoil
case must have been not competent to
perform the duties of the office and must
have^ employed deputies to perform the
duty

, and that their enjoyment of the
emoluments of the office during their
lifetime must.be due to their having per-
formed the duties through such deputies
and not directly. ( n the oontrary, it seems
to me clear from the report that the out-
oM?.te unshasl raio custom obtaining in the
south by which Dharmapathnies (whoaie
Sahadharmacharinees of their husbands) are
considered incompetent to pronounce Man-
trams and do religious duties along with
(and even solely in the absence of) their
husbands does not obtain among the
Ballavaoharya Gossains, one of the Vaish-
navite sects which are in several respeots
muoh more liberal in the treatment of
women and birth Sudras than other sects,
though many Vaisbnavite sects might have
beoome very degenerate in other res-
pects.

I am further unable to see that roy.con-
clusion. as to Jagannatha’s opinion and the
weight of the authority of the texts quoted
by him being in my favour is wrong.
A general rule has been laid down by

their Lordships of the Privy Council that
where a person is incompetent to perform
the rites of a religious office, it would
defeat the very purpose for whioh the
worship was established, if he (including
of course she”) is allowed to inherit the
office. Any usage inconsistent with snoh
purpose is clearly invalid in law. [See Palani-

appa Chetty v. Deivasikamony Pandora
Sannadhi (20).]

I am unable to appreciate any distinc-
tion in principle between the inoompe-
tenoy of the claimant to the offioe by reason
of sex and the inoompetenoy due to any

(20) 39 Ind. Cas. 722; 21 C. W. N. 729. 15 A T T
485; 1 P. L. W. 697; 33 M. L. ,T. I; 19 Bom’ L R 66722 M. L. T. I; (1917) M. W. N. 477 & 507- 26 C L

t‘

153 40 M 7C9j 6 L. W. 222 P O'
’ ’ L ' J ’
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other cause. I do not think that the pro*

nonnoement of their Lordships of the Privy

Council can be got round through any

suoh distinction.

Though “law” is not always logical and

though the narrow point referred to us

relates to inheritance by a person incom-

petent by reason of sex alone for perform*

ing the duties of a religious office, 1 do

not think that the considerations of the

difficulties which are aggressively prominent

when we take the four analogous cases

(0 of a male heir being incompetent by

reason of conversion to another faith when

the inheritance opens, (2) of his becoming

incompetent after the inheritance opens,

(,'D of a female heir being incompetent by

reason of conversion before the inheritance

opens and (4) becoming incompetent after

the inheritance opens, can be kept out of

mind in deciding the present reference,

especially having regard to the provisions

of Aot XXI of 1850.

Coming to the weight to be given to

practice and usage, many pernioious and

unshastraic usages have crept into the

Hindu religious and social systems during

dark medieval days and through elllux of

time. Most of them entered gradually and

insidiously through the tendency of that

subtle materialism which sometimes parades

as strict orthodox spirituality. The letter

is exalted over the spirit, the so-called

hereditary rights are given more import-

ance than the performance of the religious

duties, instead of the rights being kept as

a very subordinate adjunct and appurte-

nance of the duties, and religions offices,

and caste status are lookod upon

more as intended for the means of

livelihood and for the onjoymont of worldly

power and material possessions than as

things bestowed upon one for helping all

humanity in its evolutionary progress to-

wards the common goal.

L respectfully agree with my Lord that

the law as at present settled by the deci-

sions of the Privy Council is that unless

the usages in connection with religious

institutions and offices are manifestly im-

moral or opposed to public policy or opposed

to the intentions of the founders of a

religious trust or manifestly injurious to

the trust, the Courts are not entitled to

go back for the law to the purer, more

ibaral and more ancient Shastraio fountain

heads. The question, therefore, narrows itself

to this : Whether the usage relied on by

the respondents is manifestly injurious

(both in its material and moral aspects)

to the religious institution, and whether

it could have been in conformity with

the intention of the founder of the trust.

It is on this question that I feel that

there is real and substantial difference of

opinion between myself and the learned

Judges who have considered this question

in this Co.-rt since 1910. My angle of

vision in respect of these questions might

have been affected by my longstanding

interest and sensitiveness in the cause of

Hindu religious and social reform on

Shastraio lines. I find, however, that after

making sincere attempts to allow as much

discount as possible to the above faotor,

my view of the seriousness of the evils

of usage in question has not been materially

affected. Whilo the incumbent of a

religious office must be allowed to employ

a temporary deputy when a temporary

disqualification or inability ooours, suoh as

birth and death pollutions, absence from

home owing to urgent private affairs, etc.,

I am clear in my mind that a usage per-

mitting a permanently disqualified claimant

to receive the emoluments of a religious

office and to appoint his or her own deputy

to do the duties is of such a seriously

mischievous character that it ought

not to be recognised. I regret I am unable

to agree with Mr, Justice Seshagiri Aiyar

that the performance of the duties through

the deputy of a female disqualified heir

is not less beneficial to the religious

institution than the performance of the

next qualified male heir. It i9 notorious

that the deputy is usually chosen on the

principle of a Dutch auction. The
.

man

who agrees to allow the widow to retain the

largest portion of the emoluments of the office

and to reoo ivo the least as his own remunera-

tion is given the place of deputy. Thus when

the usually small remuneration in rice and

cash attached to the Archnka office does

not go to the deputy who does the duties,

the deputy cannot be expected to perform

the duties at all satisfactorily. I do not

see why a religious office should be con-

sidered less important than any other

kind of office. To allow evon the office
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of a peon to be held by a permanently
disqualified man because he undertakes to

appoint a deputy out of the remuneration
of the office is, in my opinion, entirely

mischievous and it ought not to be

allowed even if it is sanctioned by
usage.

In the result, my answer to the ques-

tion referred is that so long as a Hindu
widow is held incompetent by reason

of her sex from doing the duty of a

priestly office, she is also incompetent
to inherit the service and emoluments of the

office.

Spender, J.—Without laying down any
rule as to particular institutions, in which
there may he a special custom that

females cannot succeed to the office and
emoluments, the trend of decisions in this

Court has certainly been to treat females

as competent to succeed to the Arohakaship
of Hindu temples in this Presidency. See
Subraya Kakramaya v. Subraya Fadayya
(18), Tangirala Ghiranjivi v. Raja Manikya
Rao (6), Ramasundaram Filial v. Savunda -

ratha Ammal (2), Rajeswari Ammal v,

Subramania Archakar (3) and Second Appeal
No. 2078 of 1915.

The judgment of Sadasiva Aiyar, J., in

Sundarambal Ammal v- Yogavonaguruhlcal

(1) was an exception to the course of

decided cases and was not adopted by
Tyabji, J,, who sat with him. I do not

think it oontains reasons of such weight as to

justify a departure from the principle of stare

decisis, I would answer the question referred

to us in the negative.

Answered in the negative.

M.C.P.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1117 of 1918.

July 25, 1918.
Present

:

— Mr. Justice Broadway.
MANGIA RAM and another—Defendants

—Appellants
versus

GANESH DAS

—

Plaintiff—Respondent.
Construction of document—Question of law—

Appeal) second—Mortgage with possession—Mortgagor

talcing mortgaged property on lease—Intention—Righ
of mortgagee to evict mortgagor .

Defendants executed a deed of mortgage in
favour of the plaintiff on the 17th March 1913. The
mortgage was declared to be with possession and
redemption was to take place after two years. On the
same date a rent deed was executed under which
the mortgagors agreed to take the- mortgaged house
on lease at Rs. .3 per mensem, it being definitely
stated that the mortgagee was in possession and
that lie was entitled to evict the mortgagors at any-
time by giving them one month’s notice. It was,
however, agreed that the rent was to be credited to
the interest due under the mortgage-deed. Both
these documents were registered on the 20th March
1913. On the 4th October 1915, the mortgagee
instituted the present suit for the eviction of the
mortgagors and recovery of Rs. 91-15-0 due as rent.
It was contended that the two documents evidenced a
single transaction and that, therefore, the suit for
eviction was not maintainable:

Held
, (1) that the question involved in the suit

being one related to the construction to be placed
on the two documents concerned, a second appeal was
competent; [p. 352, col. 1.]

(2) that the fact that there was no reference to
the lease in the mortgage-deed was a strong indica-
tion of the separate nature of the two transactions
and all that was intended by the lease was that such
moneys as were payable thereunder were to be
given credit for; [p. 352, col, 2.]

(3) that at the time of the execution of the rent-
deed, the parties clearly intended to establish the
relation of landlord and tenant between themselves
and, therefore, the mortgagees were at liberty to
evict the mortgagors at any time. [p. 352, col. 2.]

Second appeal from the deoree of the

District Judge, Multan, dated the 7th

January 1918, reversing that of the Munsif,
1st class, Multan, dated the 17th February
1917, dismissing the claim with costs.

Bakhsbi Tek Ghand
%
for the Appellants.

Lala Durga Das
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.— The faots of the ease

out of which this appeal has arisen are

briefly as follows :—On the 17th March 1913
Mangia Ram and others, defendants-appel-

lants, executed a deed of mortgage in

favour of Ganesh Das, plaintiff-respondent.

The mortgaged property consisted of a house.

The consideration was Rs. 2,000, which
included the first year’s interest in advance

amounting to Rs. 240, the rate of interest

being 1 per cent, per mensem, or Rs. 20 a

month; the actual cash paid to the mortgagors

would, therefore, be Rs. 1,760. The mort-

gage was declared to be with possession

and redemption was to take place any time

after two years. On the same date a rent

deed was executed, under which the mort-

gagors agreed to take the mortgaged house

on lease at R9. 3 per mensem, it being de-
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finitely stated that the mortgagee was

mortgagee in possession and that he was

entitled to evict the mortgagors at any time

he wished by giving them one month’s

notice. It was, however, agreed that Rs. 3

per mensem was to be credited to the

interest due under the mortgage-deed. Both

these documents were registered on the 20th

March 1913.

On the 4th October 1915, Ganesh Das

instituted the present suit asking for the

eviction of Mangia Ram and his co-mort-

gagors and for a decree for Rs. 91-15-0 due

as rent under the rent deed. The defendants-

mortgagors pleaded that these two docu-

ments evidenced a single transaction, arid

that, therefore, the suit for eviction was not

maintainable ;
and the primary Court dis-

missed the suit. Ganesh Das appealed to

the District Judge, who aooepted his appeal

and granted him a decree for eviotion and

for the amount claimed as arrears of rent.

Against this decree the defendants-mort-

gagors preferred this second appeal through

Mr. Tek Chand
;

and I have heard Mr.

Durga Das for Ganesh Das, plaintiff- re-

spondent. It was contended by Mr. Durga Das

that inasmuch as the District Judge had

held that the two deeds evidenced two

separate and distinct transactions, this find-

ing amounted to a finding on a question

of fact which could not be re-opened in

second appeal. With this contention I am
unable to agree, as the question involved

is undoubtedly one relating to the construc-

tion to be placed on the two documents

concerned. On behalf of the appellants,

Mr. Tek Chand referred me to Nathan

Singh v. Mina Mai (1) and the Allahabad

rulings referred to therein, as also to

Madhwa Sidhanta Onahini Nidhi v. Yen-

Kataramanjnlu Naidu (2). Mr. Durga Das

has' endeavoured to distinguish these

rulings and has referred me to Ghimman

Lai v. Bahadur Singh (3), Venkata Chetty

v. Aiyanna Gounden (4), Pindi Das v. Lai

Chand (5) and Budha Shah v. Suleman (G).

(1) 17 P. W. R. ISOS.

(2) 26 M. 662.

(3) 23 A. 338; A. W. N. (1*01)96

(4) 36 Ind. Cas.H17 {
31 M. L. J. 712; 20 M L T.

•l.)7- 1 1017) M. W. N. 55; 5 L, W. 304; 40 M. 501

(5) 36 liul. Cus 209; 102 P. L. R. 1916; 177 P. W.

R. 1916.

(6) 41 Ind. Cns. 576; 71 P. W. R. 1917.

The oases cited at the Bar proceeded on
their own peculiar sets of facts and do not
really afford much assistance in deciding
the present case, though they are of value
as indicating the principles governing the
question before me. Turning to the docu-
ments in the case, it appears that the
mortgage-deed dearly and definitely recites

the fact that possession had actually been
made over to the mortgagee. No pro-

vision is made for obtaining possession in

default of any payment, suoh a provision
being obviously unnecessary if, as a matter
of faot, possession, constructive or other-

wise, had actually passed. The interest

payable was Rs. 20 a month
; and redemp-

tion could only take place after two years.
The rent-deed cle irly and unmistakably
recites that the mortgagee is a mortgagee
in possession with full rights to lease the
property to any one he pleases. The rent
was apparently the actual rental value cf

the property (although of this fact there is

really no evidence on the record). The
mortgagee dearly intended to be regarded
as a landlord under this rent-deed, and I

see no reason for thinking that on the
d ite ol the execution of the deed the mort-
gagors had any other intention than that
they should be regarded as his tenants.
The mortgagee was at liberty at any time
to evict the mortgagors by giving them a
month’s notice (with this provision he has
complied and the suit was instituted after

the issuing of the necessary notice). It is

clear that so long as the mortgagee was in

possession, lie would be liable to account
for such rents and profits as accrued from
the property mortgaged and would be bound
to give oredit for such rents and profits in

the first instance, no doubt, to the interest

payable under the mortgage and then sub-
sequently towards the principal. The mort-
gage-deed itself makes nr. reference to the
lease and the rent was payable from the
17th March 1913. This fact, Mr. Durga
Das claims, is a strong indication of the
separate nature of the two transactions

;

whereas Mr. Tek Chand contends that it

proves that the transactions were one and
the same. In my opinion Mr. Durga Das’s
view is a correct one

;
and all that was

intended by the lease was that such moneys
as were payable thereunder as the produce
of the mortgaged property were to be giveu
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credit for and credited to the interest due
under the mortgage. In these circumstances,
I am of opinion that the decision of the
lower Appellate Court is correct and that
the defendants-appellants are liable to evic-
tion.

It was next urged that the amount
olaimed as arrears of rent was incorrect.

According to the only accounts of the mort-
gagee with the mortgagors that are on the
record, there is a sum of Rs. 240 still due
as interest by the mortgagors. The amount
decreed, when recovered, would, in any case,

be credited to suoh sums as may be due
under the mortgage

;
and I can see no

reason for thinking that the plaintiff’s claim
is wrong.

I accordingly dismiss this appeal with
costs. The ad interim order staying execution
passed by me on the 15th July 191S is

set aside.

Appeal dismissed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 3047 of 1916.

January 17, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Ohevis.

SHIB LAL

—

Defendant—Appellant
versus

SHAM DAS

—

Plaintiff—Respondent.
Guardians and Wards Act {VI (1 of 1830), 8s. 29, 30
Sale by guardian without permission of Court

,

validity of—Sale for benefit of minor—Suit to set aside
sale> maintainability of.

A natural guardian, who lias also been appointed
guardian under the Guardians and Wards Act,
cannot claim to be free from the limitations imposed
by section 29 of the Act.

Section 30 of the Guardians and Wards Act gives
a minor the right to avoid a sale of his property
made by his guardian without the sanction of the
Court; so that even if the whole of the sale price was
spent in benefiting the minor, he is still entitled to
get back his property.

Second appeal, from the decree of the
Additional District Judge, Amritsar at Gur-
daspur, dated the 26th July 1916.

Bakhshi Tek Ohand and Mr. Mehr Chand,
lor the Appellant.

Dr. Gdkal Ghand Nardng
,

for the Re-
spondent.

JUDGMENT.—This is a suit by Sham
as to recover possession of 6 kanals 4

23

marlas
t
which his mother sold during his

minority to Shib Lai for Rs. S74-8-0. His
mother was a certificated guardian under
Act VIII of 1890. She sold without pre-
vious permission of Court, as required by
section 29 of the Act, and so undef sec-

tion 30 the sale is voidable at the instance
of the minor.

The lower Courts hold that plaintiff

benefited to the extent of Rs. 824 8-0 and
have given him a deoree for possession on
payment of that sum.

Defendant appeals. It is urged, on the
strength cf Tejpal v. Ganga (I) that
the natural guardian, even though she be
also the certificated guardian, is not bound
by section 29 as she still has all the
powers of a natural guardian. A later

ruling of the Allahabad Court, Ram Ghandar v.

Chheda Lai (2), seems to take a different view.

Seotion ^29 applies .to every one except the

Collector and a guardian appointed by
Will or other instrument, and I cannot
see that a natural guardian can, after

having been appointed a guardian under
the Aot, claim to be free from the limitations

imposed by seotion 29.

As to ground 3 of this appeal it is

pointed out that the minor, on coming of

age, applied for his mother’s removal
from guardianship and said he had fully

understood the aooounts. But one may
understand accounts -and acknowledge their

arithmetical correctness without ratifying

sales or other transactions to which the

aooounts relate.

As to ground 3, the deed says the

mother was to pay half expenses. The
stamp on sale-deed cost only Rs. 9. Al-

lowing another Rs. 9 for extra expenses,

the mother would only have to pay Rs. 9

which may have come out of her own
pocket.

As to the argument that when the sale

was ia the main at least for the miner’s

benefit, it should not be set aside, I remark

that seotion 30 gives the minor the right to

avoid the sale, so even if the whole of the

sale price was spent in benefiting the minor

still the minor is entitled to get back his

is to ground 4, no doubt Rs,

it to reducing a mortgage-debt

) 25 A. 59; A. W. N. (1902) 192.

) A. W. N. (1905) 122; 2 A. L. J. 460.

824-8-0

created
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by the minor’s father and that debt

carried interest, so the minor was relieved of

paying interest. Od the other hand he

lost possession of land worth Rs. 87-1-8 0.

So I see no good cause for holding that

he should now be made to pay interest to the

defendant.

This appeal is dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeal from the Madras Hioh Court.

May 2, 1918.

Present

:

— Viscount Haldane, Lord Dunedin,

Lord Sumner, Sir John Edge and Mr.

Ameer Ali.

Sri Rajah RAO VENKATA MAHIPATHI
0 ANGADHARA RAMA RAO RAH \-

DUR— Plaintiff— Appellant
versus

Sri Rajah VENKATA KUMARA MAHL
PATHI SURYA RAO BAHABITR GARU,

RAJAH of PITTAPUR— Defendant
—Respondent.

Hindu Law—Mitakshara — Maintenance of junior

members—Basis of right- -Impartible zemindnri, whether

subject of co-parcenary—Custom—Maintenance out of

impartible zemindnri.

The right to maintenance of the junior members

of a Mitakshara joint family, so far as founded

on or inseparable from the right of co-parcenary,

begins where co-parcenary begins and ceases where

co-parcenary ceases, [p. 358, col. 1 J

Two other categories of persons have by special

texts a right to maintenance under the Mitak-

shara Law, viz ., (1) Those who are debarred

from inheriting by personal disqualifications

e.g
,
the idiot, the blind from birth, the insane, etc. (2)

Certain near relations, viz
,
the widow, the parent and

the infant child. But these categories are exhaustive,

[p. 358, col. 1.]

In impartible properties there is no co-pareen-

ary, hence in such properties no one can claim

maintenance on the ground that but for the

custom of impartiality he could sue for partition.

[p. 358, col. l.j

Custom may and docs affirm a right to main-

tenance ont of an impartible Raj in certain mem-

bers of the family. In the case of sons this

custom is so well recognised that proof of it in

individual cases is unnecessary. But then* is no

invariable or certain custom that any one below

the first generation from the late Raja can claim

maintenance as of right: any special custom to t hat

effect must be pleaded and proved, [p. 35S, col. 2.J

The grandson of the late Rajah of Pittapur, an

impartible Raj, sued the devisee of the I.aj for

maintenance on the ground that by birth he had a

right to maintenance out of the property constitut-

ing the Raj, which right followed the property into

the hands of a third party:

Held, that there was no legal basis for 'any such

claim, [p. 358, col. 2.]

Appeal from a decree of the Madras High

Court (Mr. Justice Sankaran Nair and Mr.

Justice Oldfield), dated March 19, 1915, re-

ported as 29 Ind. Cas. 356, reversing a decree

of the Subordinate Judge. Rajahmundry.

FACTS of the case are sufficiently stated

in their Lordships’ judgment and in the

judgment of the Madras High Court

(Sankaran Nair and Oldfield, JJ ,) reported as

39 Madras 396; 29 Ind. Cas. 356. The plaintiff’s

suit, was decreed by the Subordinate Judge,

but dismissed on appeal by the High Court.

Plaintiff appealed to the Privy Council.

Mr. Upjohn
,
J. G. (with him Mr. Lunne

,
K.

G.) y
for the Appellant, submitted that any

devise made by the holder of an impartible Raj

must be subject to the right of maintenance

given by the Mitakshara to the junior mem-

bers of the holder’sfamily. The present holder

of the Pittapur Raj has taken by devise

from the late holder: he can only take subject

to the obligation to maintain the members

of the family.

[Lord Dpnedin.—Could he devise to a

stranger?]

Apparently he is not confined to the mem-
bers of the family, but here it so happerft that

he has devised to the next person entitled

to succeed.

An impartible estate is family property

only in a limited sense, and the holder

has in general the right of alienation:

Saitaj Kuart v. Deoraj Kuan ()), but it is

not self-acquired property, and the junicr

members of the holder’s family have a right

to be maintained out of it. Such right exists

notwithstanding the power of alienation: the

maintenance is a charge on the impartible

estate: Muttusawmy dagavera Yettappa Kaieker

v. Vencatastcara Yettaya 12), Rama Krishna Rao

V. Court of Wards [ The Pittapur case] (3),

(1)15 1. A 51 at pp. 64, 65; 10 A. 272; 6 Sar. P.

0. J. 139; 12 I ml. Jur. 213; 6 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 182

(P. 0.) ^ „
(2) 12 M. 1. A 203; 11 W. R. P. C. 6; 2 B. L. R. P.

C. 15; 2 Bath. P. C. J. 175; 2 Sar. P. C. J. 395; 20 E.

R 317.

(3) 26 I. A 83
; 22 M. 383; 1 Bom. L. R. 277; 3 C.

W. N. 415; 7 Sar. P. 0. J. 481; 9 M. T-. J. Sup. 1; 8

Ind Don. (n.9.) 276 (P. C.).
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Mallilcarjuna Prasada Nayadu v. Durga
Prasada Nayadu (4), KaUyanna v. Rengnppa
[The Udayarpalaym cas*] (5), Sivagnana
Tevar v. Periasami (6), Doorga Peisad Singh
v. Doorga Ronwari (7), Naragunty Lutch-
meedavamah v. Vengama Naidoo (8), Baboo
Beer Pertab Sahee v. Maharajah Rajender
Pertab Sahee (9).
In none of these decisions has it baen

doubted that maintenance is ohargeable on
an impartible estate.

The next question is whether the right
to maintenance can be defeated by the holder
of the impartible estate by alienation. We
submit not. The Transfer of Property Act,
1882 (Act IV of 1882), section 39, assumes
that the right to maintenance is a real right:

it lays down that the right may be enforced
against a voluntary transferee or transferee
with notice. The Hindu Wills Act, 1870 (Act
XXI of 1870), section 3, provides that a Hindu
testator cannot by his Will defeat the right
to maintenance.
To the same effect is the Probate and

Administration Act, 1881 (Act V of 1881),
section 149 (c).

Mr. Dunne followed: The High Court seems
to have concluded that the right to mainten-
ance is dependent on there being oo- parcenary.
That this is not so is apparent from the
case of the widow. In Bombay it has even
been held that if a oo-paroener could sue
for partition he could not sue for mainten-
ance: Note to Himmatsing Becharsing v.

Qanpatsing (10). The right to maintenance
continues even in case of forfeiture: Musam •

mat Qolab Koonwur v. Collector of Benares

(11), cited in Mayne’s Hindu Law, para. 458
(8th Edition, page 634).

(4) 27 I. A. 151 at p. 157; 2 Bom. L. R. 945; 24 M.
147; 5 0. W. N. 74; 10 M. L. J. 294; 7 Sar. P. C. J.

761 (P. C.).

(5) 32 I. A. 261; 2 C. L. J. 231; 10 C/W. N. 95; 15
M. L. J. 312; 2 A. L. J. 845; 7 Bom. L R. 907; 1 M.
L. T 12; 28 M. 508; 8 Sar. P. C. J. 855 (P. C.).

(6)

5 1. A. 61 at p. 70; 1M.312; 2 C. L. R. 81; 3 Sar.
P- O. J. 795; 3 Suth. P. C. J. 508; 1 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 208
(P. 0 ).

(7) 5 I. A. 149; 4 0. 190; 3 C. L. R 31: 3 Suth. P.
0- -T. 640: 3 Sar. P. C. J. 827; 2 Tnd. Tur. 650; 2
Shome L. R 21; 2 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 121 (P- C.).

(8) 9 M. T. A. 66 at pp 85, 86; 1 W. R P. C 30; 1

P * C ‘ J - 46°; 1 Sar. p- C. J. 826; 19 E K. 666.
(9M2 M. I. A. I; 9 W. R. (P. C.) 15; 2 Suth. P. 0.

J. 114; 2 Sar. P. C. J. 348; 20 E. R. 241.
no> 12 B. H. C. R. 94 at p. 96.
Ul) 4 M. I. A. 246; 7 W. R (p. 0.) 47; 1 Suth. P.

° * S * l8fi
>

1 Sat*, p. c. J. 341; 18 E. R. 693.

The right is attached to the property, and

is not affected by the decision in Sartaj

Kuari Dearaj Knari ( 0-

In the case of the widow, it has been

held that her right to maintenance, even

when against her husband’s father it was

only a moral right, became a legal right

against his property in the hands of his

son: Janki v. Nand Ram (12).

Here the defendant is a gratuitous taker, and

whether or not he is the Aurasa son, the

last holder has given him the Zemindari

on the footing of his being the Aurasa son:

he is bound to maintain plaintiff out of

the income of the Zemindari so obtained.

Mr. DeGruyther,
K. C. (with him Air. Ken-

worthy Brown) ,
for the Respondent. There is

no text of the Mitakshara which supports the

present claim. Impartible property is not the

property of the joint familly to which the

holder belongs: it is not the subject of co-

parcenary. The effect of property being

partible is discussed in Mayne’s Hindu Law,

para. 275: the principal incidents are that—
1. Tn co -parcenary property no member

can alienate.

2. The manager can alienate for necessity

3. Every person who has acquired an

interest by birth can claim partition.

4. On the death of a co-parcener his in-

terest passes by survivorship and not by

inheritance.
• 5. Every member of the co-parcenary has

a right to be maintained from it.

The right to maintenance arises by reason

of co-o wnership. Mayne’s Hindu Law, para.

450. The right of the widow to maintenance

is provided for by special texts which do not

apply to a male member. At paragraph 450

Mayne refers to sundry special texts which

give rights to maintenance to various

persons. The case of Muttusawmy Jagavera

Yettappa Naicker v. Vencataswara Yettaya

(2) turned on one of these texts relating

to the illegitimate son, which will be

found in Stokes’ Hindu Law Books, page

426 (Chapter I, XII-3).
. . ,

The son has no right to be maintained

from his father’s self-acquired property:

Mayne’s Hindu Law, para. 454.

/ia\ ji 194.; A. W. N. (1889) 30; 13 Ind. Jur.

317; 6 Ind. Dec. (N. 6.) 552 (F. B-).
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Tn the case of an impartible estate the

son is entitled to maintenance as against

his father by custom: this custom does

not extend to grandsons. The cases

relied on are cases of son against father

or brother against brother, but there is

no case extending the right to a grandson or

nephew.
The existence of such rights depends upon

custom : Ekradeshvar Singh v.- Janeshwari

Bahuastn (13).

In the case of the Pacheto Raj it was

held that the right to maintenance only

extended to the sons and daughters of

the Raja: Kilmony Singh v. Ilit. goo Loll

Singh De (14).

The cases prior to Sartoj Kuari v*.

Deoraj Kuari (1) all proceeded on the

basis that the impartible Raj was joint

family property, and that, therefore, the

right to maintenance attached to it as a

matter of course: it is now, however, clearly

settled that in an impartible estate there

is no interest acquired by birth and no co-

parcenary: Sartaj Kuari v. Deoraj Kuari (1),

Sri Baja Bao Venkata Mahipat Kama
Krishna Bao Bahadur v. 7 Vie Court of Wards

(3).

There is no survivorship in impartible

estate, for the reason that there is no right

to claim partition: the two are correlative:

Baja Chelikani Venkayyamma (lain v. Baja

Chelikani Vcnkataramanayyamma (15).

Plaintiff here does not come as a rela-

tive, but claims that he is entitled to a

portion of the income because defendant

is a gratuitous taker. Plaintiff had no

claim against the devisor, much less

against defendant. Even his father was
not a co-parcener: he has not lost any
right to partition, and is not entitled

to any maintenance as a consequence

of any such loss. There is no authority in

Hindu Law in support of his claim.

(13) 25 I ml, Cns. 417; 42 I. A. 275; 18 C. W. N.

1249; 27 M. L. J. 373; 16 M.L. T. 382; 1 L. W. 863;

( 1914) M. W. N, 807; 12 A. L. J. 1217; 21 C. L. J. 9
;

J

7

Bmn. L. R. 18; 42 0. 682 (1\ C.).

(14) 5 C. 266 at )>. 269; 2 Jml. Doe. (n. s.) 773.

(16) 29 I. A. 166, at ]>. 164, 165; 25 M. 678; 7 0. \\
r

.

N. J; 12 M. L. J. 299; 4 Bom. L. K. 657; 8 Sm . 1*. 0. J.

286 (Pi C.),

CASES. [1918

Air. Kenworthy Brown
,
followed: There is

no general custom in an impartible Raj

that any below the first generation from

the last Raja are entitled to maintenance:

Kilmony Singh v. Ilingoo Lall Singh Be

(14).

Mr. Upjohn
,

in reply.— Plaintiff’s right to

maintenance accrued on his birth, The

right to maintenance is irrespective

of the right to partition. When the

family property is impartible an adult

son is entitled to maintenance, since that

is the only mode in which he oan obtain

any benefit from the ancestral estate:

Mayne’s Hindu Law, para. 454 (Sth Edition,

page 626).

'Son” and "issue” include three direct

descents in the male line : ( idem para.

108, page 133, and para. 540, page 154), so

that what is said of the son extends to the

grandson also.

JUDGMENT.

Lord Dunedin.

—

The plaintiff is the son

of an adopted son of the late Rajah of

Pittapur, and he sues the defendant, the

present Rajah of Pittapur, for mainten-

ance. At the time that the suit was

raised the father of the plaintiff was

alive, but pending the suit he died. The

Rn.j of Pittapur is an impartible Zemindari,

and was devised by Will to the defendant,

who was described in the Will as the

Aurnsa son of the late Rajah born of one

of his wives, three years after the adop-

tion of the plaintiff’s father. 4 he plaint-

iff’s father contested the right of the

defendant to the Raj, and alleged that he

was not the legitimate son of the

late Rajah. In that suit the Subordinate

Judge decided that the defendant was not

legitimate and that the Raj was inalien-

able. The judgment was reversed and

the case decided in favour of the defend-

ant by the Court of Appeal and by this

Board, who, without deciding as to the

legitimacy of the defendant, held that in

accordance with what had been laid down

by this Board in the case of Sartaj Kuari

v. Deoraj Kuari (1), the Zemindari of

Pittapur being impartible, there was no

right in the plaintiff to quarrel with

the alienation made by the ill of the late

Rajah.
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The defendant in the present case resists
the claim on the ground that no legal
basis for the claim is alleged. The plaint-
iff did not attempt to prove that there
was .any custom affecting this particular
Zamindari which enjoined the making of
grants of maintenance to any persons, nor did
he put his case on any claim resting on
relationship, a relationship which, following
his father’s allegation, he did not allow
existed, but he rested his case on what
he alleged was the general law, tie.,
that by birth he had a right to main-
tenance out of the property constituting
the Raj, which right followed the property
into the hands of a third party. The
learned Judge of the Subordinate Court
gave judgment in favour of the plaintiff
for maintenance and arrears. This judg-
ment was reversed by the Court of Appeal,
who dismissed the case. The ground on
whioh the learned Subordinate Judge pro-
ceeded was shortly this: He considered
that the Zemindari was joint family pro-
perty, only with the peculiar quality that
it was impartible* Being joint family
property, the right which accrues to every
junior member (and a grandson is such a
junior member) in the case of the ordinary
joint family under the Mitakshara Law
exists also in this case. The learned
Judges of the Court of Appeal held that
after the decisions in Sartaj Kuari v. Deoraj
Kuari (1) and Rama Krishna Rao v. Court of
Wards (3), it was impossible to base the plaint-
iff s right to maintenance on any right of co-
parcenary accruing by birth, and that the case
as put was based on no other ground.

It is beyond doubt that the decisions
in the Madras Courts prior to the case
of Sartaj Kuari v. Deoraj Kuari (1)
embodied the theory that there was joint
property in an impartible Z 9mindari which
only fell short of co-parcenary because,
by custom, partition was inadmissible. It
is. needless to cite or examine the author-
ities, as their Lordships do not apprehend
that there is any doubt a3 to this state-
ment being correct. It will be sufficient
o quote a fragment of the decision of the
Court of Appeal in that case itself :

—

.
^ must be conceded that the complete

ordinarr oo parcenaryehip in the
°. members of the family to the extent
0 joint enjoyment and the capacity to

demand partition are merged in —or perabps,
to use a more correct term, subordinated
to the title of the individual member to
the

.

incumbency of the estate, but the
contingency of survivorship remains along
with the right to maintenance in a suffi-
ciently substantial form to preserve for
them a kind of dormant oo ownership.”

But the deoision of the Board whioh
binds their Lorjships made that view no
longer tenable. It settled that in an
impartible Z3mindari there is no co-parce-
nary, and consequently no person existed
who as oo parcener could object to alien-
ation of the whole subject by the de fazto and
de jure holder. That judgment was followed
and applied to this very Raj in the Pittapur
case \_Rima Krishna Rao v. Court of Wards
(3).] The import of these decisions was, in
their Lordships’ view, correctly stated by Sir
Lawrence Jenkins in the case of Bachoo v.
Mankorebai (16): — 'it has now been definitely
decided that in impartible properties there
is no co-parcenary.”

It was admitted on both sides of the
Bar that in an ordinary joint family
ruled by the Mitakshara Law the junior
members, down to three generations from
the head of the family, have a co-
parcenary interest accruing by birth in
the ancestral property; that this oo-parcenary
interest carries with it the inoohate right to
raise an action of partition, and that until •

partition is de facto accomplished these same
persons have a right to maintenance. It
seems clear that this right is an inherent
quality of th9 right of co-parcenary—that
is, of common property. The individual
enjoyment of the common property being
ousted by the management of the head of

the family, they have a right, till they
exercise their right to divide, to be main-
tained out of the property which is com-
mon to them, who are excluded from the
management, and to the head of the family
who is invested with the management. * As
it is expressed by the late Mr. Mayne in

his work: — ‘ Those who would be entitled

to share in the bulk of the property are

entitled to have all their necessary expenses
paid out of its income.” It follows that

(16) 29 B. 51 at p. 58; 6 Bom. L. R, 26
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tl,e ngl.t to maintenance, so far as founded

on or inseparable from the right of oo-

parcenary, begins where oo parcenary begins

and ceases where co-parcenary ceases.

There are, however, certain persons who,

as is explained by express texts of the

Mitakshara, while not entitled to succeed

as co-owners, are given rights of main-

tenance. There i* the category of persons

who by reason of personal disqualification

are not allowed to inherit, buch are

the idiot, the blind from birth, the

madman, eto.
k Such persons are debarred

from the rights of co-parcenary, hut are

given maintenance in lieu. That this is

owing not to a denial of their birth status,

hut to a personal disqualification "preventing

enjoyment, is clear by the fact that the

children of such persons, being within the

allowed degrees and not themselves

a - igmatised with the personal defect, get

by their birth the full status of co-par-

(
# j 1 1 ix ry •

There must also he added another class,

equally the subject of special texts. The

light of this class to maintenance lies in

personal relationship, but is limited to the

widow, the parent, and the infant child.

U does not include the grandson. It is

obvious that so far as certain individuals

are concerned this category ovorlaps the

lirst. But it is an obligation which is

independent of the fact of there being

ancestral or joint family property. It is

an obligation attaching to the individual.

Those categories exhaust the classes of

parsons who have such a right to main-

tenance under the Mitakshara Law.

Their Lordships will now revert to the

position of an impartible Zemindari as it

has been fixed by the decisions before re-

ferred to. An impartible Zemindari is the

creature c f custom, and it 1^ of its essence

that no oo* pai oenary ox ists. Ibis being so, the

basis of the claim is gone, inasmuch as it is

founded on the consideration that the plaintiff

is a person who, if the Zemindari were

not impartible, would bo entitled as of

right to maintenance. There is no claim

based on personal relationship.

This proposition, it must bo noted, does

not negative the doctrine that there are

members of the family entitled to main-

tenance in the case of an impartible Zemin-

dari. Just as the impartiality is the

creature of custom, so custom may and

does affirm a right to maintenance in certain

members of the family. No attempt has

been, as already stated, made by the

plaintiff to prove any special custom m
this Zemindari. That by itself 4n the case

of some claims would not be fatal. M hen

a custom or usage, whether in regard to

a tenure or a contract or a family right,

is repeatedly brought to the notice of the

Courts of a country, the Courts may bold

that custom or usage to be introduced into

the law without the necessity of proof in

each individual case. It beoomes in the

end truly a matter of process and pleading.

Analogy may bo found in instances in the

law merchant or in certain customs in

copy hold tenure. In the matter in hand

their L lrd ships do not doubt that the

right of sons to maintenance in an impartible

Zemindari has been so often recognised that

it would not be necessary to prove the

custom in each case. It is this which

will explain the reference to rights of main-

tenance in cases decided subsequent^ to the

decision in the case of Sartaj Kuari v.

Deorai Kuari ( 1 ). Kor example, in the oftse

of Mallikanuna Frasada Nayadu v. Durga

Prana la Nayadn (I) the judgment says:—

“As to the Zemindari estate, the Board

held that it was impartible, and the con-

sequence is that the plaintiffs as the

younger brothers of the Zemindar retain

such right and interest in respect of main-

tenance as belong to the junior members of

a Li t j
or other impartible estate descendible

to a single heir.”

But their Lordships may agree here

with what was said by the Court in the

case of Nihnouy Singh v. llingoo ball Singh

D- (M): -

“Wo can find no invariable or certain

custom that any below the first generation

from the last Raja can claim maintenance

as of right.”
. ^

Apart from custom, what is left? The

matter is tersely put by Sankarau Nair, J.,

in the Court of Appeal:—
“The plaintiff does not advauoe any

claim based on relationship. He refuses

to admit any relationship... As there was

no o immunity of interest the property is

not burdened with his claim iu the hands

of a donee,”
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Their Lordships will humbly advise
H^is Majesty to dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.
Solicitor for the Appellant : Mr. John

Josselyn .

Solicitor for the Respondent :.Mr. Douglas
Grant

.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 396 of 1917.

February 4, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Scott- Smith.

LEHNA SINGH

—

Plaintiff—Appellant
versus

BHAGAT SINGH

—

Defendant
— Respondent.

Limitation Act {IX of 1908J, Sch. I, Art. 10—
Punjab 'Pre-emption Act (I oj 1913), $. 30, applicability
of Sale including specific plots and share in shamilat—Limitation.

Section 30 of the Punjab Pre-emption Act only
comes into operation in cases not provided for by
Article 10 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act.

A suit for pre-emption in respect of property
consisting of certain specific plots of land together
with a share in the village shamilat is governed by
Article 10 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act, inas-
much as the share in the shamilat does not admit of
physical possession.

Seoond appeal from the decree of the
District Judge, Gurdaspur, dated the 27th
November 1916.

Mr. Lai 0hand
t
for the Appellant.

The Hon’ble Bakhshi Sohan Lai , for the
Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—This is a second appeal
from the order of the District Judge of
Gurdaspur, dismissing the plaintiff’s suit for
pre-emption on the ground that it is

barred by limitation under section 30 of
the Punjab Pre-emption Act. It appears
to me that the plaintiff’s suit has been
rightly dismissed, though section 30 of
the Pre-mption Act is not applicable. In

opinion, Article 10 of the First
Bohedule of the Limitation Act applies
Rnd the plaintiff’s suit, not having been
brought within one year from the date of
he registration of the deed of sale,

is barred by time. The property sold
was certain specific plots of land together
Wlth a share in the village shamilat

.

The specific plots sold no doubt admitted of

physical possession but the share in the
shamilat did not. In Maluk Singh v.

Muhammad (1) it was held, following

the previous decisions of this Court, that

where the sale in question included a

share in the shamilat
, even though the

greater part of the property sold consisted

of a separate holding, the whole subject-

matter of the sale was not capable of

physical possession within the meaning of

Act XV, Seoond Schedule of the Limita-

tion Act, Article 19, and the period of

limitation in such a case is one year

from the date of registration of the deed

of sale. Counsel urges that no doubt

that was the law at that time, but that

under the Punjab Pre-emption Act of

1913 the present suit is governed by

section 30. Seotion 30, however, only

comes into operation in cases not pro-

vided for by Article 10 of the First

Schedule of the Indian Limitation Act.

Article 10 lays down that where the,

subject of the sale does not admit of

physical possession, the limitation for a

suit is one year from the date of the

registration of the deed of sale. When
any part of the property sold does not

admit of physical possession, then it is

clear that the subject-matter of the sale

as a whole does not admit of physical

possession and Article 10 clearly applies

in accordance with the ruling above quoted.

The appeal, therefore, fails and is dis-

missed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

(I) 65 P. R. 1889.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
r\LS FROM Appellate Decrees Nos. 1654

and 2180 to 2196 of 1916.

Jane 20, 1918.

Present Mr. Justioe Teunon and

Mr. Justioe Riohardson,

BHOY SANKAR MOZUMDAR and

others—Plaintiffs Appellants

versus

RAJANI MANDAL and others—

Defendants—Respondents.

ngal Teivancy Act (VIII B.G. of 18Sd),». 50-Land.

/
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/.<../ uri'l tenant —pre^n hi pi cm oj /» » # /
'/ of ronl— Jnsli'u -

mrnt stnliii'i rent to hr variable^ whether rebut .« prc*nni}>-

fion—Pitrchnser of non-tra nsferablc hoiduty, recoyn iscl,

ritjhfs oj —S’lb-dt noon or a muhjn motion of rmyaf i

holding —“Uuj'it meaning of.

Although the. purchaser of a non-transferahh'

occupancy hohlinir cannot claim recognition by tin*

landlord as a matter of right, yet when ho obtains

recognition from the landlord, whether by payment
or ot herwisc, t hen in the absence of special circum-

stances he isadmitted into the original tenancy with

all its incidents ami becomes the* successor-in-intere^t

of his vendor, [p. 360, col. 2.]

“llajat” is a well-known expression I « »r a sum
which though, described as rent but never havimr

been part of the rent, is held in Irrrurem over the

raiyat and is recorded as hold in suspense for the

time being, [p. 361, col. l.j

Per Riehardson
,

.1 — Tin* language of clause (1) of

section 60 of the Bengal Tenancy Act is elliptical

and the words which must be supplied after "have
held at a renter rate of rent" art* "a tenure or holding

or land constituting u tenure or holding.” [p. 302,

col. l.j

Both the principal rule enacted in clause (1) and
the subsidiaiy, but in practice extremely important,

presumption created by clause (2) of section 50 of

the Bengal Tenancy Act assume the continuity

and identity of the tenure or holding throughout the

whole period from the Permanent Set t lenient on-

wards. They arc applicable to land which al the

time when the quest ion arises may form part only of

the raiyat'* holding. Thus they apply to the several

parcels of land of which the holding of a raiyat

consists when the question arises. Pa it of the

holding may be inherited land. Part may have

been acquired by purchase from another raiyat.

In cither case the raiyat may tack on bis own
occupation of the land at an unvaried rent to the

occupation at an unvaried rent of his predecessor-

in-interest, who as regards lands acquired by
purchase from another raiyat will include his

vendor and his vendor’s predecessors.
[
p. 362, col. 2 |

Section 50 is not affected by the variability of

the rent at the inception of a tenancy. If the

rent of a tenancy created prior to the Permanent
Settlement, under an agreement which provided that

the rent, should be variable, has not in fact been

“changed from the time of the Permanent Settle-

ment”, thou it "shall not be liable to ho increased”.

If an instrument is executed forty or tifiy years

later, (be mere fact t hat. tin* rent is expressed to

bo variable will by itself make no dilVorenoo, as

the provision for variability of rent may be merely

a repetition of one of I bo original incidents of t lie

bolding. The true qnc.-d ion in such eases would be

wind her t ho instrument created a new tenanev or
%

whether it was merely confirmatory of a pre-existing

interest or tenancy, [p. 30
f, col. 1.]

Appeals against the decrees of the Spooial

Judge, Farid pore, dated the 14th of April

1910, affirming those of the Assistant Settle-

ment Officer, llajbari, dated the 28th of April

1915.

Babus Burnt Chandra l\oy Ghotidhuru
,
rriya

Banka r Mojunutiir
l

JJarunashibusi Mukirjc*

and Phenindra Lai Moilra
,

for the Appel-

lants.

Babus Narendra Kumar Bose and Biraj

Mohan Mozumdar ,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Teonon, J.—These 18 appeals arise

out of as many proceedings taken on the

application of the landlord for the settle-

ment of fair rents, in other words, for the

enhancement of rent, under section 105 of

the Bengal Tenancy Act. Under section

105-A the tenants contended that they held

at fixed rents. In 16 oases the tenants

succeeded in both Courts below, and in two

they succeeded in the 2nd Court. Hence

these 18 appeals by the landlord.

In all the oases it has been established

that the tenants and their predecessors have

held at a rent which has not been changed

during the 20 years immediately preceding

suit and they are, therefore, prima facie

entitled to the benefit of the presumption

arising under seotion 50, sub-section (2) of

the Bengal Tenancy Act.

In all the oases but one (Appeal No.

2181) Kabuliyats were executed by the

tenants in the years 1295, 1296, 1297, or

1299. In eleven oases (Appeals Nos. 21SC,

2184-88, 2190-92, 2194,2196), these Kabu-

liyats show that the holdings as now con-

stituted were formed by the amalgamation

of inherited holdings with holdings other-

wise acquired. The holdings are non-

transferable.

The contentions of the landlords-appellants

before us then are, firstly, that in the eleven

cases just referred to the presumption is

rebutted inasmuch as the acquisition of a

non-transferablo bolding represents the

creation of a new tenancy, and, secondly
t

that in these eleven cases and in six others

(that is, in all except Appeal No. 2181) the

prosumption is rebutted by the further terms

of the Kabuliyat.

1 am unable to accede to either of these

contentions. No doubt the purchaser of a

non- transferable holding cannot claim re-

cognition by the landlord as a matter of

right, but if be obtains recognition from

the landlord, whether by payment or other-

wise, then in the absence of special circum-

stances, which do not hero appear, he is

admitted into the original tenancy with all

its incidents and becomes the suooessor-in-

interest uf hij vendor.
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Even if the opposite view were to be taken,

still under section 50 (3) the presumption
would not be rebutted as regards the por-

tion or* portions of the amalgamated hold-

ing representing the inherited holding.

This point not having been taken in the

Courts below the facts have not been in-

vestigated.

The 2nd contention is based on two por-

tions of the Kabuliyats, one (the Kabu-
liyat in 1654) has been translated and we
have been asked to take this as typical

of all. The Kabuliyat begins thus: 'Kismat

nij Pushamlar madhye nnwaji 1 Khada
,

11

Pakhis
, 22 Kants jamir hat kami beshi sutre

hajat asalL bade Rs. 11-8-17 gondar jamar.. .Je

ekkhani jote mahasoy digcr jamidari sherestai

lejha jai....

Of' this passage we have had placed be-

fore us translations made or examined by
four different translators. One version runs:

Within Kismat Nij Pushamla there is record-

ed in your Zemindari Sherista a jote of 1

Khada
, 11 Pakhis

,
22 Kants bearing an

annual rent of Rs. 11-8-17 exclusive of all

contingencies owing to variations.”

The seoond runs thus: “in Kismat Nij

.
Pushamla there is a jote of 1 Khada

,
11

PakhU
, 22 Kants of land bearing a variable

rent of Rs. 11-8-17 exclusive of the amount
payment whereof is kept in suspense by
way of relief.”

_ Neither of these translations oan, in my
opinion, be* accepted as oorreot. ‘Hajat’ is

a well-known expression for a sum which
never having been part of the rent is

held in terrorem over the Raiyat and recorded

as held in suspense for the time being.

The difficulty experienced by the trans-

lators is caused by the words * kami beshi

8utre'\ but these words in reality convey
nothing more than the expression less or

more”, and whether read with the figure

of area or with the figure of rent contain

no admission that the rent has ever varied

or is liable to variation.

The later portion of the Kabuliyat on
which reliance is placed is as follows :—
Hereafter when you will cause the lands

of my said jote (or jotes) to be measured,
I* remaining present at all times with the

measurement Amin, shall without conceal-

ment have all the lands in my possession

measured: Furthermore, on the occasion
of such measurement, ou taking into con-

sideration the quantity and quality of the
land of the said :ote

,
the nature and

price of the crop and other local conditions;

whatever rent you will (may) assess in a
just and proper manner, I, bringing into

force (abiding by) all the terms of this

Kabuliyat, will pay the rent so assessed with-
out demur (excuse).”

The learned Subordinate Judge was in

doubt whether the clause above translated

referred merely to excess lands, if any, or

to all the lands comprised within the hold-
ing, but though the language is somewhat
obscure and was possibly not intended to

be plain to the Raiyat, the clause is, I

think, to be read as providing not merely
for additional rent on exoess land but
also for enhancement of rent, roughly on
the grounds set out in section 30 of the

Act.

But no variation has ever in faot taken
place. The Raiyats have held at a rent

which has not varied for the 20 years im-
mediately preceding suit. They are, there-

fore, entitled to the presumption that they
have held at the same rent from -the time
of the Permanent Settlement. The agree-

ments, whether intended or not intended

to have effect at some uncertain date after

the years 1295 to 1299, certainly do not
show that the holdings were created at

sometime later than the Permanent Settle-

ment or that between the time of the

Permanent Settlement and the years 1295,

1296, 1297 or 1299 (as the case may be) the

rent had been changed or had varied.

At the hearing on this point, we have
been referred by the appellant to the case of

TJpendra Nath Ghosev. Dwarkanath Biswas (1)

and by the respondent to the case of Bisseswar

Ray Chpvodhry v. Rajendra Kumar Singha (2).

The first mentioned case appears to support

the contention of the appellant and the

second to support the view I take, but the

reports do not set out the terms of the

Kabuliyat there under consideration and

neither case, therefore, oan be regarded as an

authority on the question before us. In

the first mentioned case, moreover, the

• learned Judges appear to have found the

creation of a new tenancy on admissions as

to - the state of things prior to the exe-

cution of the Kabuliyat there in question.

(1) 41 Ind. Cas. 593; 22 C. W. N. 322.

(2) 25 Ind. Cas. 22S; IS C. W. N. 949.
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In the Kabuliyat before us I find neither

of these tilings.

On behalf of the appellants it has also

been faintly suggested that the Subordinate

Judge should have held that the tenants were

in possession of excess lands. It is sufficient

to say that I agree with the Subordinate

Judge’s decision on this point.

In Appeal No. 21 SI, it, has also been

faintly suggested that the Subordinate Judge

has come to his finding as regards the rent

for the 20 years preceding suit on in-

sufficient materials. He has proceeded on

receipts or dakh/Jas from the years 129? to

1308 on the oral evidence of the tenant, and

on the non-production of the landlord’s

papers Iri so doing he has fallen into no

error of law. In this • oase there is no

Kabuliyat and, therefore, nothing on which

the appellant can rely as rebutting the

presumption arising under section 50 of the

Act.

For these reasons 1 should dismiss all these

appeals.

In Id of these appeals respondents have

not appeared. These appeals will be dis-

missed without costs. In the remaining

two the respondents have appeared and

these appeals will be dismissed with

costs.

Richardson, .1.

—

The language of clause

(l) of section 50 is elliptical. When a

tenure- holder or Raiyat and his predecessor-

in interest have held at a rent or rate of

rent, etc.” To complete the sense some-

thing must be understood after the word

'held.” If we insert merely the word land”,

then the rule laid down might apply to

land which oidy forms part of a tenure

or holding when the question arises. It

is true that in clause (3) which relates

back to clause (1), the expression used is

‘land held by a Raiyat’, but the exception

at the end of clause ( ) which speaks of

‘ the tenure or holding” militates against

such a construction of that and it would

seem that the words which must bo sup-

plied are ‘a tenure or holding’ or ‘land

constituting a tenure or holding.’ This is

also consistent with the words alteration’

in the exception. Alteration implies com-

parison. The area of the tenure or hold-

ing, when the question arises, must under

this clause, be compared with the area of

the tenure or holding at the time of the

Permanent Settlement.

The wrrd ‘held’ is similarly used in

clause (2) and grammar requires that the

same words should be supplied after it as in

clause (11.

In this view both the principal rule en-

acted in clause (l) and the subsidiary, but

in practice extremely important, presumption

created by clause (2) assume the continuity

and identity of the tenure or holding through-

out the whole period from the Perma-

nent Settlement onwards. The result so

arrived at is, 1 think, in accord with re-

ported cases decided under the Bengal

Tenancy Act.

The question of continuity may some-

times give rise to dilfioully. In the oase

of Ryoti holdings, clauses (0 and (2) must

be read subject to clause (3), which lays

down that ‘the operation of this section,

so far as it i elates to land held by a

Raiyat shall not be affected by the faot

of i he land having been separated from

other land which formed with it a single

holding, or amalgamated with other land

into one holding.” In this clause land

held by a Kaiyat” obviously refers to land

which either constituted or formed part of

the original holding and the word ‘ affected”

means adversely atfected, adversely, that is,

to the Raiyat. The result seems to be

(hat the main rule and the presumption

are made applicable to land which at the

time, when the question arises, may form

part only of the Raiyats holding. The
Raiyat must, of course, show in the tirst

instance that he has held the land at the

same rent a* least for the twenty years be-

fore suit.

The rule and the presumption may thus

he applicable to the several parcels of

land of which the holding consists when

the question arises. Part of the holding

may be inherited land. Part may have

been acquired by purchase from another

Raiyat. In either case the Raiyat may
tack on bis own occupation of the land at

an unvaried rent to the occupation at an

unvaried rent of bis predocessors-in-interesfc,

who, as regards land acquired by purchase

from another Raiyat will include his vendor

ami his vendor’s predecessors.

In the present ease we are dealing with

Raiyati holdings. The holdings, it may be
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taken, are of composite oharaeter, con-

sisting partly of land belonging to the

Raiyat’s original inherited holdings and

partly, it may be, of land acquired by pur-

chase or exohange. The first contention

of the appellant landlords is that the Court

below was wrong in applying the presump-

tion created by clause (2) of section 50

to holdings of this character or at any rate

to the whole of the lands comprised in

them, The point turns on clause (3) of

the section and I agree with my learned

brother that on the materials before us the

contention must be reacted.
• The second point presents more difficulty

and it may be put in this way. If the

tenant proves that he has held at the same

rent or rate of rent from the time of the

Permanent Settlement or for the twenty years

before suit
-

,
is it a sufficient answer on the

part of the ' landlord to say that while the

rent has not in fact been changed, the tenant

has held under an agreement, express or

implied, according to which the rent would

be a variable rent P If we are to be guided

by the plain language of clause (1) of

section 50, the mere fact that variability of

rent is one of the original incidents of the

tenancy affords • the landlord no protection.

When an occupancy Raiyat pays his rent

in money, the rent is, generally speaking,

subject to enhancement within the limits

prescribed by the Act. That is to say,

variability of rent is, generally speaking,

an original incident of tbe holding. If it

be sufficient for the landlord to advert to

that fact, then section 50 would be of little

avail to occupancy Raiyats. The section,

however, does not provide a method of

proving that the rent was originally fixed

in perpetuity. It lays down that if the

rent has not been changed for a certain

time, it shall not be subjeot to enhance-

ment.

This appears to have been the view taken

in Bisseswar Bay Ghowdhry v. Bajendm

Kumar Singha (2). That case was referred to

and distinguished in Upendra Nath Ghose v.

Gopi Charm Saha (3>, There, however, the

question related to a tenure and the groand of

the decision seems to have been that theagree-

ment by whioh four tenures were amalga-

mated into one at a variable rent created
*

(8) 44 Ind. Cas. 595; 22 C. W. N. 321.
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a new tenancy. If the agreement created
a new tenancy as from its date, it would
not signify whether the rent was or was not
subsequently varied so as to exceed the total
of the rent previously payable for the four
tenures. The case of Upendra Nath Ghose v.
Dwaikanath Biswa

9

(l) decided by the same
learned Judges while it also related to a
tenure is not so easy to distinguish. There
a tenure appears to have been held for
about 37 years at an unvaried rent but
the landlord produced a Kabuliyat of the
year 1840, by which the tenure-holders
predecessor-in-interest had expressly agreed
to pay enhanced rent according to the
Pergana rate.” It does not appear that
the rent had ever in fact been enhanced.
The learned Judges say: “The Kabuliyat
may be considered either as a new contract
under whioh the tenants agreed to pay
enhanced rent or as a oontraot containing
recitals of the incidents of the tenancy
whioh was in existence from before. In
either view of the matter it shows that
the rent was enhanceable.” It oannot be
denied that if these obs9rvations were in-

tended as an expression of general opinion
on the construction and effect of section

50 they would apply as well to a Raiyati
holding as to a tenure. But the learned
Judges did not refer to the language of

section 50 or to Bisseswar's case (2).
Moreover, the terms of the Kabuliyat are

not stated and if the Kabuliyat created a

new tenancy, there was an end of the
matter.

In the present case the transactions by
which the landlord agreed to receive a lump
sum as rent for all the lands comprised
in each holding were, no doubt, accom-
panied by the execution of Kabuliyats im-

porting that tbe rent so fixed was variable.

But the lump sum was in each case merly

the total of the rents previously payab’e

for the separate paroels of land then

amalgamated. Regard being had to clause

(3), the mere amalgamation of the land, a 9

we have already decided, would not have

affected the operation of section 10 in

favour of the Raiyat. Does the inclusion

in the .-Rabuliyat9 of the condition relating

to variability of rent make by itself any
difference Y Does it entitle the landlord

to say offhand that here are new tenancies

dating from the amalgamation Y
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In my opinion, when the questions I

have put are fairly faced, they must be

answered in the negative. Section 50 is

not affected by the variability of the rent

at the inception of a tenancy. Assume

the oreation of the tenancy prior to the

Permanent Settlement under an agreement,

which, whether in writing or not, must be

understood to have provided that the rent

should be variable. Nevertheless, under

olause (1) of section 50 if the rent has

not in fact been “changed from the time

of the Permanent Settlement,” then it
‘ shall

not be liable to be increased.” If an in-

strument is subsequently executed forty or

tifty years later, the mere fact that the

rent is expressed to be variable will by

itsolf make no difference. The provision

for variability of rent may be merely a

repetition of one of the original incidents

of the holding, an incident which does

not exclude the operation of section 50.

The true question in such oases would

seem to be whether the instrument on

which the landlord relies is merely con-

firmatory of the pre-existing interest or

tenancy or whether it creates a new ten-

ancy, and in the case of Raiyati holdings

this question must be considered with refer-

ence to the provision contained in clause

In these appeals, 1 agree with my learned

brother that the landlord has not suc-

ceeded in rebutting the presumption created

by olause (2) by showing the contrary within

the meaning of that clause.

I agree, therefore, that the appoals should

be dismissed.

Appeals dismissed.

PUNJAB CHIU F COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 525 ok 1914.

February 9, 1918.

Present'.— Mr. Justice Shah Din and

Mr. Justice Wilberforoe.

NAT1IA SING H—Plaintiff —Appellant
versus

CHUNI LAL and others— Defendants
—Respondents.

Civil Procclitic Code (.lr/ 1 of 1 90S), (K 11
,

/'. 2

lot lyoyc—Suit for interest —Subsequent suit for piinci -

[1916

pul, mnintuinnbilit ij of— Construction of document.
Where under a mortgage- deed both principal

and interest become due, the mortgagee must sue
for both together, otherwise he is debarred under
Order If, rule 2, of the Civil Procedure Code, from
claiming in a subsequent suit what was not claimed
in the prior suit [p. 365, col. 1.]

In a mortgage-deed executed by the defendant
in favour of the plaintiff in 1909, interest was fixed

nominallv at Us. 6 per mensem and a reference* * •

was made to an agreement between the parties to

draw up a deed of lease of the mortgaged property.
The lease was drawn up on the same day and pro-
vided that the mortgagor should pay rent at Us. 6
per mensem. Plaintiff sued for the rent due to

him in 1911 and obtained a decree. Subsequently
he brought a suit for the recovery of the principal

and interest due after 1911:

Held
, that the mortgage and lease constituted

one* transaction and that the subsequent suit was
barred by Order II, rule 2 of the Civil Procedure
Code,

f p. 3Go, col. l.j

Second appeal from the decree of the

Divisional Judge, Amritsar Division, dated

the 2nd February 1914.

Dr. (r. 0. Naraig, for the Appellant.

Mr. (lovind Das
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.— Plaintiff obtained a mort-

gage on two bouses in July 1909 for R?, 1,000.

Interest was fixed nominally at Rs. 6 per

mensem and in the mortgage-deed a re-

ference was made to an agreement between
the parties to draw up a deed of lease

of the mortgaged houses. This lease

was drawn up on the same day and pro-

vided that the mortgagor should pay rent

at Rs. 6. The deed also provided that

the mortgaged propeity must be redeemed
within one year. Plaintiff sued for the

rent duo to him in 1911 in the Small

Cause Court, Amritsar, and obtained a

deoree. At this time the principal mort-

gage debt had also become due. He now
sues for the recovery of the principal and
interest due since 1911. His case was

decreed by the Subordinate Judge, but

the Divisional Judge lias held that it is

barred by Order II, rule 2, Civil Pro-

cedure Code, under the authority of

Uanga Rum v. Abdul Rahman ( 1 ).

Counsel for the appellant argues before

us that the deed of lease constituted an

entirely separate transaction from the mort-

gage-deed, and he lias referred to Pindi

Das v. Lai Ghand (2) in support of his

argument. In that case, however, we

(1) 2S P. R. 1907: 93 P. L. U. 1908.

12) 36 I ml. Cas. 209; 102 P. L. R. 1916; 1 77 P. W.
K 1916.
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not,

o

0 that the lease was exeouted someweeks after the mortgage and that in the
deed itself there was no agreement that
the property should be leased. In the
present ease the lease and the mortgage-
deed were exeouted on one and the sameday and the mortgage-deed itself pro-
vided for the execution of a deed of
lease. In our opinion the lease was grant-
ed simply to provide a mode for realizing
in eres payable on the mortgage amount,
and we must hold that the parties stood
n e relation of the mortgagee and
mortgagor and that as this relation is
not altered by reason of the exeontion of

S Tfu °,
anD0t be in way con-

ered that there were divisible transao-
similar oases have been disoussed

n Baghelm v. Mathura Prasad (3), Allaf AliKhanr. Lalia Prasad (4) and Madhwa SidhantaUnahim Nidhi v. Venkataramanjulu Naidu (5)in none of these oases, however, was there such
trong intrinsic evidenoe that two nominally

aistinpt agreements formed one covenant.In both the Allahabad oases the deed of
leaRe was drawn up subsequently to thedeed of mortgage. We consider, therefore.

m ,

tte
,.

J

c
earn

?
d divisional Judge was

Ply justified in considering that therewas only one covenant between the parties.

,

e®e
,

Ciroumstanoes. Garga Pam v.Abdut Rahman (1) is a olear authority
tnat when under a mortgage-deed both
P noipal and interest have become due,

and
“°*tgagee must sue for both togetherand that otherwise he is debarred under

fronf
r

l
’ ^

Dle
-

2’ Civil Prooedur0 Code,

was
the snbse<lnent suit whatwasnoturned m the prior suit.

we, therefore, agree with the decision of

costs.
r Conrtand d 'emiss the appeal with

" Appeal dismissed .

9g
(3) 4 A. 430; A. W. N. (1682) 71; 2 Ind. Deo. (n. s.)

365

(n^) 320
A ' 4C6i A ' W- N ' < 1697) 128

i 9:iInd.Dec.

(5) ?6 if. 662.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeals from Appellate Decrees Nos. 1544,

2084, 2085, 2086, 20S7 and 2088
OP 1918.

_ July 1,1918.
Present Mr. Justice Walmsley and Mr.

Justioe Panton.
FELU SARKAR a sd others

Defendants—Appellants
versus

Rani HEMANTA KUMARI DEBYA
Peaintjff — Respondent.

Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 52-Linpendens, doctrine of, applicability of—Landlord nr, 1tenant Lease by ijaradar, after ejryofltt andduung pendency of ejectment suit, validity of
3

II
,
who was the owner of a 12-annas share andan ijaradar °{ the remaining four-annas share ofcei tain lands made a. settlement, of the lands onthe expiry of the ijara, while a suit by the propHetors for his ejectment from the foiir-annas sharecovered by the ijnra was pending:

Held
,
that the raiyats with whom TT. had settledthe lands were liable to be ejected from the four-annas share covered by the ijara bv the nronriot

thereof, as W. did not lot in ^good ftthfc Sglhesettlement, [p. 367, col, 1.]
°

Appeals against the decrees of the
Additional Subordinate Judge, Raishahve
dated the 30th of March 1916, reversing
those of the Munsif, Boalia, dated the22nd of March 1915,

FACTS will appear from the judgment.
Mr. U. N. Sen Gupta (with him Babus Biraj

Mohan Majumdar and Probodh Kumar Das )
for the Appellants.—The defendants
obtained settlement from Messrs. Watson
and Co. in 1305, while they were in

*

possession under the ijara lease, therefore
the settlement is valid. The defendants
have acquired a right of ocoupanoy, and,
therefore, the plaintiff has no right to'

eject the defendants. Referred to Binad
Lai Pakrashi v. Kalu Pramanik (1).

If the defendants are not tenants, they
are trespassers from 1305. In order to

^ejeot (he defendants, the plaintiff must
show that he was in possesion within 12
years before suit. The suit was brought
16 years after the defendants obtained
ssttlement and entered into possession. /

[Babus Bepin Behari Ghcse.—There is

nothing in the written statement.]

%

L (1) 20 C. 70S

;

10 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 477 (F. B-).
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The tenants were not made parties to

the suit of 190', though the tenants

were in actual physical possession, there-

fore, the present suit is barred by Order

IT, rule 2 of the Civil Procedure Code.

The lower Appellate Court is wrong

in assuming that the lands are nij jet

e

lands, though there is nothing in the

plaint and no evidence was adduced on

that point

The defendants took settlement from a

co- proprietor in 1 305 and paid rent, therefore,

they have acquired a right of occupancy.

Referred to Mookta Keshee Dosser v. Knjhish

Chnnder Mitter (2).

Babu Bepin Behnri Chose, II (with him

Babu Debendr • Noth Bagrhi), for the Respond-

ent.—The appeals are concluded by findings

of fact. The plaintiff obtained a deoree for

khas possession against the pro Jorum

defendants who are alleged to have made

settlement of the entire interest with the

present appellants. The question is, when

did they obtain this settlement.

We say that the tenants obtained the

settlement during the pendency of the suit.

In the written statement, defendants no-

where state that settlement was made by

proforma defendants during the continuance

of the ijura. Binad TjqI I akrashi s case

(I) does not apply here. Referred to Madan

Mohan Singh v. Bn) Kishori Kumar

i

(3).

The dootrine in Binad, Lai Pakrashi s

case (1), cannot override the doctrine of

Its pendens.

Latest ca°e in which Binad Lai Pakrashi's

case (1) is referred is Krishna Math v.

Muhammad Wafiz (4).

The case reported as Binad Lai Pakrashi

v, Koln / ramanik (1) is not applicable

here, as the absence of good faith has

been found on both sides. The question

of khamar land would arise if the case of

Binad Led Pakrashi v. Kaln I ramanik (1)

were applicable. Assuming it is khamar, the

tenants cannot aoquire either the right

of occupancy or non-occupancy, as the

settlement was made by one oo sharer.

Referred to Badha Frashad UWr v. Esuf('o).

Mr. V. N. Sen Gupta
,

in reply.— When a

co- proprietor settles land with a tei ant

(2) 7 W. It. 493 at ]>. 495.

(3) 17 Jiul. ('a*. 1 ; 17 0. L. .1. *9*4.

(1) 31 hid. Cas. 7S9; 2 1 (\ 'V. N. 93; J3 l L. . .

*
|

*

^

’
"(
5 ) 7 c. *414; I) ('. 1.. I!. 70; It hid. I 1 '*.*. N. s.) MO.

the "ther oo proprietors are not bound to

recognise him but if he remains on the

land for 12 years, the other oo* proprietors

cannot eject him upon the principle of

the decision in Binad Lai Pakrashi v. Kaln

Pramanik ).

JUDGMENT.—These appeals are prefer-

red by the principal defendants, the

tenants. The plaintiff brought the suit

from which they arise to recover khas

possession of her share, approximately

four annas, in oertain land, by ejeoting t ie

principal defendants, and she made the

Midnapore /.emindary Company, owners o

the remaining interest, proforma defendants.

Her case was that she granted an »jo ra

of her share to Messrs. Watson <Y Go.,

predecessors of the Midnapore /jsmindary

Company, and that at the expiry of the

iiara she brought a suit against them in

190?, and obtained a decree, and that the

tenant defendants obtained settlement of

the lands during the pendency of that

suit.. The suits were dismissed by the

lirst Court, but they were decreed on _

appeal.
,

The defence was that the defendants

obtained settlement from Messrs. Watson

A- Co. in 1305 while the latter were in

possession under their ijara lease.

The contentions pressed by the appellants-

defendants are based mainly on the

assertion that they obtained settlement in

1305, and i think it will be convenient

to state them before turning to the find-

ings recorded by the learned Subordinate

,! udge.

They are as follows :
—

(l) The settlements were taken from

Messrs Watson & Co. who were owners

to the extent of about 12 annas and *>ara

iltvs of the balance, and, therefore. " it

cannot he said that the defendants came

upon the land other than in Rood

faith.

C2) liven if it hs held that the

lease came to an end before 1305, the

sails are barred by limitation.

IS) If Messrs. Watson A Co. were not

noradars in la05, they were at any rate

proprietors to the extent of about 1-

anna«; the defendants obtained settlement

from them and after being in poss.ssion

for twelve years, they acquired rights

of occupancy which cannot he assailed.
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(4) The tenants were not made parties
0 Jhe smt of 1908, although the plaint-

1 could not get {has possession without
obtaining a deoree against them and, there-
tore, the present suit is barred by Order
11, rule

(5) As to the finding that the lands are
proprietors mj iote, this claim wa9 llot

‘fi
Plalnt > h was not advancedU L 8 Court

> ftnd no evidence was
adduced in regard to it.

The propositions embodied in the first
four arguments are elementary, an d it is
conceded on the one hand that if the
efendants obtained settlement in 1305,
S ar®ume nts are unanswerable, and on

he other that they have no foundation
t the defendants did not obtain settlement
until several years later.
The learned Subordinate Judge begins

judgment by an unfortunate mis
statement: he says that the vara expired
before 1305, whereas it is admitted that
there is no evidence to show when it

viH^
0

*

1
•

mistakp
' however, does not

i
“ -f u dg-ment, he goes pn to record

fi

,

nd
.

lng
l

s whloh are not affected by
his belief that the ijara had undoubtedly

ouT^h f ft?

0Dd b8f0re ld05 ‘ He P°intsout that there are no kabuliyats in respect

?
1tm

8® l®ments sa'd to have been made
loin

° and that the kabuliyats of
were executed while the title suit

off^rog
6

#

lr

l?
: an<^ ttlat tt)e explanation

ottered for the absenoe of Dakhilas during

fr
n
°u ,

1306 t0 1310 "Ot satisfactory;
en olds that the settlements oannot

out fe earHer than 1317 and points

know t
least some of the defendants

and ih 4- l
legation that was js progress,

anfo u
any ra ^e P70 forma defend-

u-
W

..° &ranfed settlement oannot haveBeen acting bona fide.
These findings of fact dispose of four

annftll/ *.

argam
?
Dts advanced- by the

anythin”
lfc 18 unne°essary to say

land i*q ?k
a^0ufc

.

tbe Question whether the
e proprietor’s nij jote or not.

e appeals are dismissed with costs. -

Appeals dismissed.
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PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. 1613 oe 191fi

February 19, 1918.
Present:—Mr Justice Scott-Smith and

Mr. Justice Shadi LaiGHULAM DASTGIR

—

Defendant
Appellant

versus

T'RJA SINGH

—

Plaintiff —
RANDH1R SINGH

—

Dependant .

Respondents.
Bona nn transaction— Purchase made ha fn/hname of son -Presumption-Burden

ofprooi-E^n—Purchaser from ostensible owner poiftinj
Cst°PPel

of title oj true owner, effect of.

' P 1 °f~^ice
Where a purchase of real esf-of,, ; c. ,

father in the name of his son the nrosi,
ma

?
e V a

favour of its being a henami purchase and the°h ’V"Of proof lie. on the parly in wi.ose estje i^purchased to prove that he is solely entitLl *
legal and beneficial interest 9ucj, I)nr^

* d
,

to tJie

[p 369, col. I.]
Sllcl1 P |ir°hased estate.

Tlie mere fact that a man has built aput his son’s name on a tablet in it does not 1* ^
that the house belongs to the son. [p. 369 col 1Where a vendee from an ostensible owner *is ’ithat he is purchasing a doubtful title „ ?

,

ve

receives direct notice of the true owner’s claim h f

®°

registration of the deed the true owner is not eston^l
'"'S "'t,e as a°ainst U.e purchaser!

First appeal from the deoree of the

Sz
r

M?;“r^ ^ «»

Ap
Txr ,b '* Mr - F°d - “•
The Hon ble Mr. Muhammad Shaftand Mr. Bari Chand

,
for the Respondents

JUDGMENT.— On the 9th of March
1914, Randhir bingh, defendant No 2
sold a hr use situate in Gawal Mandi’

pi • ?£
Ujam

,
Dwt«p

. defendant
No. 1. Plaintiff Sai dar Teja Singh, who
is the father of Randhir Singh, brought
the suit out of whioh the present appeal
arises for a declaration to the offeot that
the house in question was his sole pro-
perty and that the defendants had no
title thereto The site upon which the
house is built was purchased from one
Kanhaya Lai in the name of Randhir
Singh by a sale deed, dated 29th of June
1908, but plaintiff oontends that the deed
was executed benami in his son’s name
he himself being the real purchaser. He
also contends that the house was built
with funds supplied by him and that it
wns not built for his son. The vendee
on

(
the other hand, oontends that the
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plaintiff bought the site and built the

house on it as a gift to Randhir Singh

and that the latter made a valid sale to

him. On the pleadings of the parties

nine issues were framed, which will be

found in the judgment at page ‘282 of

the paper book. The lower Court has

' discussed all these issues, but it is not

necessary for us to refer to all of them.

It will be sufficient to note that the Court

found that the plaintiff was in possession

of the house at the time of the institution

of the suit, that the site was purchased

by the plaintiff and the house was built

by him, and that the name of defendant

No. 2 was entered ben'imi in the sale-deed

of 1 90S ;
that the plaintiff never made a

gift of the site and the house to his son

and that he is not estopped from alleging

that the sale was benami. It further held

that defendant is not entitled to any

equitable relief in consideration of the sum

paid by him to Randhir Singh. On these

findings plaintiff’s suit was decreed, and

Ghulam Dastgir has appealed to this

Court.

The first point taken up by Mr. Fa/.li-

Hussain, Advocate, on behalf of the

appellant, was that the plaintiff had given

no satisfactory explanation as to why he

had got Randhir Singh’s name entered

in the. sale-deed of 1908, if he did not

intend him to be the owner of the pro-

perty sold thereby. It is true that plaint-

iff has not satisfactorily explained this.

At the time of the sale in 1908 ho was

an Inspector of Police serving in the Fit/. 3-

pore District, and the reason which he

gives for not getting his own name entered

in the sale-deed is that lie was absent

in another district and could not conveniently

appear at the time of registration and,

therefore, sent Randhir Singh to appear

instead of him. This is not very satisfac-

tory, because at the time of registra-

tion there is no necessity for the vendee

before the Sub- Registrar,

pointed out that in the

notice which plaintiff had inserted in the

Paisa Akhbar on the loth of March 1914

(see page 23 of the paper book) he stated

that the deed was registered in his son’s

name through a mistake or owing to some

other reason. In other words, ho did

not then givo the reason which ho now

to be present

It is further

assigns. At the time of registration

Janmeja Singh, the brother of the plaint-

iff, appeared as guardian of Randhir

Singh, who was a minor, and Counsel for

the appellant has commented on the fact

that Janmeja Singh has not been examined

as a witness in order to ascertain what

was the real reason why Randhir Singh’s

name was entered in the deed. For

plaintiff it is explained that he is not on

good terms with his brother and this is

borne out by the evidence of Khalifa

llakumat Rai, see page 274, .line 18, of

the paper-book. In our opinion this

question as to why plaintiff got Randhir

Singh’s name entered in the deed instead

of his own is not of very maoh import-

ance. It is a practice in this country

for a man baying property to get the

name of his wife or of his son entered in

the deed instead of his own. Plaintiff

may have had no particular reason for

getting his son’s name entered, or he may
have had various reasons which he did

not wish to state in Court. On the

other hand, it is urged on behalf of the

respondents that the defendant-appellant

has not explained why Sardar Teja Singh

should have treated his son Randhir

Singh in such a very liberal fashion.

He has got four other sons, and to none

of them has he made a gift of this sort.

The only explanation suggested is that

Randhir Singh has got a defect in one

of his logs or is clubfooted, and that on

this account Teja Singh wished to provide

for him. Wo do not, however, think that

this was any sufficient reason for suoh a

provision being made for him, Randhir

Singh has appeared before us and told

us that ho is at present employed a9 a

clerk in the Municipal Office on a salary

of Rs. 22 a month. It is, therefore, clear

that he has been eduoated and is fit to

earn his own living, and we do not

consider that the fact that plaintiff has not

given a very satisfactory explanation as

to why he caused Randhir Singh’s name

to bo entered in the deed of sale of the

site is very material to show that the plaintiff

intended the property purchased to belong to

his son.

Another part of defendant-appellant s

caso was that there was a stone tablet let

into the house, on which was engraved
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the name of Randhir Singh, the oonteu-
tion being that this shows that the
house belonged to him. The evidence on
this point has been discussed in detail by
the lower Court. It did not consider it
to be very strong, some of the witnesses—for
mstanoe Dr. Amir Shah (D. W. No. 18)—
appear to be men of position and respect-
ability and we hardly think there are
sufficient reasons for rejecting their evi-
dence, At the same time, Dr. Amir Shah
has stated that he himself has built a
house which bears a tablet with his son’s
name upon it, but that the house belongs
to himself and not to his son. This
shows that the mere fact that a man has
built a house and put his son’s name on
a tablet in it does not signify that the
house belongs to the son. Our conclusion
then is th9t there may have been a tablet
bearing Randhir Singh’s name in the
house in dispute, but even if there was it

would not necessarily show that the house
was his property.
Now we have it clearly shown that the

site was bought with the plaintiff’s mone3
r

and that the house thereon was constructed
out of funds supplied by him. Moreover,
all the correspondence relating to the house
with the Lahore Municipal Committee was
conducted by or on behalf of the plaintiff
himself. Mr. ShaS on behalf of th 9 re-
spondents argues that these facts having
been proved there is no presumption that
the site and house belonged to Rindhir
Singh. He refeired inter alia to the following
authorities :— Oopeekrist Gosain v. Gunga-
persaud Gosain (l), wherein it was held by
the Privy Council that where a purchase
of real estate is made by a Hindu in the
name of one of his son3, the presump-
tion of the Hindu Law is in favour of
its being a bsnami purchase and the
burden of proof lie3 on the party in whose
name it was purchased to prove that
he was solely entitled to the legal and
beneficial interest in. such purchased estate.

Moulvie Sayyud Uzhur Ali v. Musammat
•bie TJltaf Fatima (2), in which the
rivy Council held that the principle with

respect to benami purchases between Hindus

l 5
M
:
L A - 53

i 4 w - It- P. G. 46; 1 Sar. P. C. J,
49?i 2 Sufch - P. C. J. 13; 19 E. E. 20.

13 M I. A. 232; 13 W. E. P. 0. 1; * B. I*. E,
V. If 8 Sar. P. C. J. 522} 20 E. R. 539.
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laid down in Gopeekrist Gosain v. Guaga*
persiud Gosain ( l ) is equally applicable to
similar transactions between Muhammad-
ans.

In Moulvie Sayyul Uzhur Ali v. Musammat
Bebee TJltaf Fatima (2) it was held that
the real criterion in such a case as the
present is to consider from what source
the purchase money comes; that the pre-
sumption is that a purchase made with
the money of A, in the name of B

,
is for

the benefit of A; and ‘it cannot be pre-
sumed from the purchase by the father,
whether a Muhammadan or Hindu, in the
name of his son that there was an advance-
ment in favour of that son.

Counsel not only relies strongly upon
the above rulings, but also upon the fol-
lowing facts, which according to him con-
clusively prove that the plaintiff is the owner
of the property in dispute: —

(1) Plaintiff supplied the purchase money
of the site.

(2) He is in possession of the title-deed
and has produced it.

(3) He is in possession of the pro-
perty.

(4) He erected the building at his own
expense.

(5) He has received rent from the Police
authorities for part of the building rented to

Khan Bahadur Sufaid Ullab Khan, Inspector
of Police.

The receipts for rent have been signed
either by or on behalf of Sardar Teja
Singh. There i3 some oral evidence that
plaintiff stated to certain persons that he
had given the house to Randhir Singh, but
in our opinion this oral evidence is not of
much value aud certainly does not outweigh
all the other evidence which goes to show
that plaintiff is himself the owner of the
property. Beyond the fact that the deed
of sale of the site is in the name of Ran-
dhir Singh, there is very little evidence to

show that he is really the owner. No
doubt, he sometimes realised rent of the

house but his father, the plaintiff, may
very easily have allowed him to do this

either as his agent or that he might be able

to maintain himself.

The next point urged by Mr. Fazl i-

Hussain on behalf of the appellant was
that even if plaintiff was the owner of the

house, he had allowed it to be considered
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that Randhir Singh was the owner and he

was, therefore, now estopped from denying

the fact. He referred to Mahomed Mozuffer

] fossein v. Kishor i Mohun liny (3), where the

following passage taken from a former judg-

ment of the Privy Council occurs: —
"it is a principle of natural equity, which

must be universally applicable, that wheie

one man allows another to hold himself

out as the owner of an estate, and a third

person purchases it for value from the

apparent owner in the belief that he is

the real owner, the man who so allows the

other to hold himself out shall not be

permitted to recover upon his secret title,

unless he can overthrow that of the pur-

chaser by showing either that he had direct

notije, or something which amounts to con-

structive notice, of the real title, or that

there existed circurastanoes which ought to

have put him upon an enquiry that, if pro-

secuted, would have led to a discovery

of it”.

Mr. Sliafi on behalf of the respondents

also relies upon the concluding portion of

this passage, for he urges that Ghulam
JDastgir had notice of plaintiff’s title, or, at

all events, that circumstances existed which

ought to have put him upon an enquiry

that, if prosecuted, would have led to a

discovery of it. In this connection he has

referred to the agreement dated 4th of

March 1914 entered into between llandhir

Singh and Ghulam Dastgir, which is mark-

ed as Exhibit 1)10 and printed at page

217 of the paper- book. This was an agree-

ment for sale entered into a few days be-

fore Randhir Singh sold the house in dispute

to defendant appellant. It shows that the

purchaser was to retain Rs. b,0C0 out of the

purchase money, in case anybody set up a

dispute in regard to the house, the said

sum to be paid after the settlement of

such dispute, and after the deduction of any

debt which might he proved to bo a charge

on the house sold. Counsel also refers to

a corresponding clause in the sale deed

itself, which will be found at the top of

page 219 of the paper-book, which is as

follows :

—

"If anybody sets up any dispute with

regard to ownership of the house and the

(3) 22 C. 909 n( }>. 919; 22 1. A. 129; 5M. L. J. 101;

£ Sar. 1*. C. J. U lml Dec. (n. t>.) 002 (1\ C.).

site sold, I, the vendor, shall be responsible

and answerable to defend that dispute .

He draws special attention to the faot

that the house and the site were separate-

ly mentioned. He also refers to the letter

(Exhibit D-4) dated 15th February 1914

(page 211 of the paper book) written by

Randhir Singh to Ghulam Dastgir. The

portion to which he draws attention is as

follows :
—

"As regards the conversation regarding

sale of the house which took place between

you and me through Sheikh Hussain

Bakhsh, from whom I came to know that

you want to enquire about my age and

the original owner of the house, I can

assure j
r ou that I am 22 years old and

that the house is my property, I purchased

the site of that house, filed a plan thereof,

and got it constructed.”

Counsel urges strongly that these docu-

ments show that Ghulam Hastgir knew

that ho was purchasing a doubtful title

and anticipated some dispute. Also that

he was not sure whether Randhir Singh

was of full age and competent to con-

tract. It is urged that he should have

made some enquiries from the vendors

father Sardar Teja Singh. \\ e are inclined

to agree with Counsel that the above facts

show that Ghulam Dastgir was not quite

certain of Randhir Singh’s title and of

his competency to make a valid oontraot,

and we think defendant certainly should

have made further enquiries and specially

should have enquired from Sardar Teja

Singh who could have given him all in-

formation on the point. In addition to the

above Counsel refers to the petition which

Sardar Teja Singh presented to the Sub-

Registrar, Lahore, on the 11th of Decem-

ber 1913, which is maiked as Exhibit P-15

and is printed at page 1(3 of the paper-

book. In this Sardar Teja Singh states :

"J, being a Government employee, pur-

chased a plot of land in the name of

my son, Randhir Singh, 1 have constructed

a building thereon by spending a great

deal of money. Now my son, Randhir,

has fallen under the clutches of certain

Salnikars of Lahore, whose profession is

to secure deeds for considerable amounts

on payment of only small sums. He

intends to sell or mortgage the kothx at

the instance of Sahukars, brokers and
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immoral parsons, but he has no po^er

371

money,

to mortgige or sell it. I want that ha
should not be able to take suoh aotion
without my knowledge I, therefore, pray
that at the time of presentation of any
deed executed by Randhir Singh, my son,
in respeot of the said kothi intimation in
this respeot may be given to me.”

Aoting upon this potition the Sub-
ttegistrar Lala Amar Nath warned the
e endants at the time when they present-

ed the deed for registration (see his evidence
in this respeot printed at page 24S of the
apdr-book). This gentleman’s evidence

has not been questioned by Counsel for
0 appellant, and we see absolutely no

reason for not accepting it. It shows that
Chulam Dastgir had direct notice of Teja
7
lngh s claim to the house which he, there-

tor, purchased with his eyes open. Under
.

6
.

Olroum9tanoes, we consider that plaint-
is not estopped from denying Randhir

b,Dgh s title to the house and that no
equities arise in favour of Ghulam Dastgir.

„ ,

^-‘-Hussain says that his client has
Paid large sums of money to Randhirmg out of the purohase
namely,

2,000 earnest money
;

ft, lolt
000

,
before the Sub- Registrar on

the 19th of March 1914
;

19H
1,900 in oash Paid on the 1st of April

Paid to Ramun Shah, a oreditor
Randhir Singh, on the 1st May 1914

;

May i9i°4;and
d ^ the V0ndor ° D the llth

June 1914^ *° him °U the 17fch

su
^ naon3 * n the present case was

Anril \q??
Ghulara Distgir on the 29th

improhaVil *u
Qd W0 ifc extremely

to nav
6 wa9 80 imprudent as

to fb«
neai*^ ^3 * 7,000 thereafter either

If hnwT
V0U

°i

r 0r V0Q(3or
,

s creditor.

eyes V did so
’ he did * with his

Vendor^ ?
nd

.

in ful1 knowlege of the

enSed
60tive title

> and he

Singh tK
°°nipensation from Sardar Teja

We' tv.

6
*i?

al owner °f the property.

°W ’ has

9

h
9

B

f0re
’ h

°,
ld that the plaintiff’s

lower Court ^ j
ngbtly

.

deoreed by the

With oosts.
aUd W0 disnu9s the appeal

/

Appeal dismissed.

of

CALCUTTA H[GrH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No 299 of

1917.

June 24, 1918.
Present: Mr. Justice Walmsley and

Mr. Justice Panton.
Raja SASr SEKHARESWAR ROYBAHADUR— Plaintiff—Appellant

VBTSUS

HAJIRANNESSA BIB[ and others—Defendants— Respondents
^counts, a^en^— Legal *

represen-
tatives of agent, liability of—Procedure

T1' 0 death of an agent during the' pendency of a
suit against him for accounts does not exonerate his
legal representatives from all liability to the nrinri
pal After the death of the agent the propei- pro."
cedure in the suit would be that the statement ofchum put in by the plaintiff should be investigated
preferably by a Commissioner in the presence of
the representatives of the deceased a^eut The
onus would be on the plaintiff to prove "each item
in the sum which he claims, i. e., to prove that each
item was actually realised by the agent and further
that it was not paid to his credit. The represen-
tatives of the deceased agent would be at liberty to
adduce such evidence as they please to show either
that the money was not realised by the agent or
that after realisation it was paid to the plaintiff
The amount actually due being thus ascertained the
Court would pass a decree against the assets of

’

the
deceased agent in the hands of the representatives
[p. 373, col. 1.]

Kitmeda Gharan Bala v. Asutosh Chattopadhua 16
Ind. Cas. 742

; 17 C. \Y. N. 5; 16 C. L. J. 282, not
followed.

Appeal against the decree of the District
Judge, Rajshahi, dated the 7th November

• 1916, affirming that of the Subordinate
Judge of that District, dated the 26th
January 1916.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Babu Gunaia Gharan Sen, for the Appellant.—The learned Judge in the lower Appellate

Court made a distinction between guardian
and agent. As a matter of fact this suit
cannot be governed by the case reported
as Kumeda Gharan Bala v. Asutosh Ghatto -

padhya (l), for that was a suit against the
legal representatives of the agent but was
instituted against the agent himself. This
case is governed by Maharaj Bahad ir

Singh v. Bisinta Kumar Roy (2). This is

a suit brought against the agent for accounts
and, therefor^, after his death his legal

representatives are liable to the extent of

(1) 16 Ind. Cas. 742; 17 C. W. N. 5; 16 C. L. J. 282.

(2) 13 Ind. Cas. 876; 17 C. W. N, 695,
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the assets which have corae into their

hands from the agent. I must have my

remedy in some way. If the defendant

Baharulla acted as my agent, if be realised

rents from my tenants and did not pay mo

anything if he did leaving some properties

why should not my dues be paid out of that

estate?

The case of Maharuj Bahadur Singh v.

Basanta Kumar Boy (2) clearly supports

my posit ion and the oase of Kuineda Chat an

Bala v. Asutosh Chattopadhya (1) does not

gj against me, as there the suit was brought

against the legal representatives.

Mr. Waited Iiossein
,

for the Respond-

ents.—The question is whether the suit was

framed rightly. So far as the case of

Maharaj Bahadur Singh v. Basanta Kumar

Roy (2) is concerned, that case is no autho-

rity for the proposition that such a suit

may he maintained against the legal re-

presentatives of the deceased defendant, for

that case was brought against the minors

under certain seotions of the Guardians and

Wards Act. Hence the case reported as

Kumeda Charan Bala v. Asutosh Chattopadhya

(l) is the first case to be applied.

Moreover, here minors are involved as

the representatives of Baharulla, and they

do not know the terms of contract be-

tween their father Baharulla and the

plaintiff and the proper person who could

render accounts was Bahaiulla. If the

case of Kumeda Charan Bala v. Asutosh

Chattopadhya (l) is an authority in this

case, then this suit should be withdrawn.

Bo far as minors are concerned, there is

another case. Manmofhonath Bose Mullick

v. Basanto Kumar Bose Mullick (3).

JUDGMENT.

Walmslby, J.—This appeal is preferred

by the plaintiff. The oase has had a long

history. The deceased defendant Baharulla

executed a Kabuliyat in favour of tho

plaintiff, by which he undertook to pay to

tho plaintiff a sum of Rs. 1,3/5 per annum

and in return to collect the rents of a

Mahal belonging to the plaintiff, lie failed

to carry out the conditions of the Kabuliyat

arid tho plaintiff instituted this suit in

April 111 Ob' as a rent suit. Baharulla filed

(3)2* A. 332; A. VV. N. U^O) 98; U I ml. Bee.

(n. a.)

a written statement in whioh he objected

that the sum to be paid by him could not

be treated as rent, and a few months later

the plaintiff amended his plaint and con-

verted the suit to a suit for money instead

of a suit for rent. The amendment was

allowed. The first Court then deoreed the

suit in respeot of the olaim for damages

for nou-delivery of papers but dismissed

it so far as the claim for money due

under the Kabuliyat was concerned, as not

being maintainable in the form in whioh it

was brought. The learned District Judge

on appeal upheld that deoision. Then the

case was brought to this Court and it was

ordered by this Court that the suit

should bo treated as a suit for aooount

and it was remitted to the first Court.

Before the case oould he taken up by

tho learned Subordinate Judge Baharulla

died. The plaintiff then brought his re-

presentatives on the record in his place.

They objected that the suit could not be

maintained as against them and both the

lower Courts have upheld that contention.

The learned Distriot Judge purports to base

his views upon the oase of Kumeda Charon

Bala v. Asutosh Chattopadhya (L).

It has been urged before us on behalf

of the plaintiff-appellant that, inspite of the

death of the agent, he is at liberty to

oontinue the suit against the representa-

tives and that if tho representatives oan-

not be asked to explain the papers kept by

the deceased agent, at any rate, he, the

plaintiff, is entitled to have his statement

of olaim against them investigated. It

appears to me rather an extraordinary eon-

tention made on behalf of the defendants

that the death of Baharulla should at onoe

exonerate them from all further l'an' 1 ' *

to the plaintiff. If the agent oolleoted

money belonging to the plaintiff whio ie

ought to have mado over to the plaintitt

and failed to do so and died while such

money was still due to the plaintiff, it ia

hard to believe that the agent’s represent-

stives are free from all liability, and e

ease of Kumeda Charan Bala v. Asutosh

Chattopadhya (i), to whioh I have jus

referred, appears to me to ha an authority

fur taking this view. In faot, the present

oase is a stronger ono, because the s

was brought and the order of this Oour

in appeal was made against the agent him-
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self, whereas the oase to which I have re-

ferred was brought after the agent’s death
against the representatives.

It appears to me that the proper order
to pass in this oase now is that the case
should go back to the first Court and that
the statement of claim whioh the plaintiff

put in after the death of Baharulla should
be investigated, preferably by a Commis-
sioner, in the presenoe of the represent-
atives of the deceased agent. The onus
will be on the plaintiff to prove each item
in the sum which he claims, that is, to

prove that each item was aotually realized
by. the agent and further that it was not
paid to his credit. The defendants will be
at liberty to adduce suoh evidence as they
please, to show either that the money was
not realised by the agent or that after
realization it was paid to the plaintiff.
The amount aotually due will be ascertained
and the Court will pass a decree against
the assets of the deceased agent Baharulla
in the hands of the . representatives, that
is to say, if any sum is found due to the
plaintiff. The decree of the first Court
with regard to the sum of Rs. 50 for dama-
ges will stand. The order of the first Court
making the plaintiff liable for proportionate
costs to the defendants is set aside. The
plaintiff will get his costs in this Court and
in the lower Appellate Court from the con-
testing defendants.
The learned Vakil on behalf of the de-

fendants asks that the plaintiff should be
required to issue fresh processes against the
minor defendants who have not entered
appearance. This may be unnecessary but
the plaintiff is directed to do so.

Panton, J.—I agree.

v
Suit remanded.

PUNJA.B CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 866 of 1314.

March 7, 1918,
Present:—Mr. Justice Soott* Smith and

Mr. Justice Shadi Lai.
TANI and others—Defendants

—

Appellants
versus

TARA CHAND— Plaintiff

—

R .
Respondent..

08 jwHcata

—

Custom
,
erroneous decision on point

oj, whether operates us res 'judicata— Quest ion not
necessanj to be decided

The question of the existence of a custom is on©
of fact and an erroneous decision on a question of
custom between the same parties operates as res

judicata in a subsequent suit, even though the
subsequent suit relates to other property than that
concerned in the former suit. [p. 374-, col. I.]

Where, however, it is not necessary to decide a
question of custom as against a party to a suit, a

decision on the question does not operate as res

judicata against that party in a subsequent suit. [p.

3 l 4, col. 1 .3

Seoond appeal from the decree of the

Divisional Judge, Ho3hiarpur, dated the 3 1st

March 1914.

Bakhshi Tek Ohand, for the Appellants.

Lala Dharam Das Suri
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The faots of the oase out

of which the present appeal arises are as

follows:

Before the first Settlement, Keora and

Chatra (see the pedigree table at page 7

of the paper book) gifted the land in dis-

pute and other land to their sister’s son

Bisakhi. On the death of Bisakhi his widow,

Musammat Chando, was in possession. She
made a gift of that part of Bisakhi’s land

whioh is not now in suit to her daughter’s

son, Tara Chand, the present plaintiff. The
present defendants, the agnates of Keora

and Chatra, the original donors, brought a

suit for declaration that the gift should not

affect their reversionary rights. During

the pendenoy of the suit Musammat Chando

died, so the suit was changed into one for

possession. It was held in that suit up

to the Chief Court that upon the donee

dying sonless the property gifted would

revert to the collaterals of the donors. It

was however, held that as the reversioners,

with the exception of Babn, one of the

defendants in the present suit, had ac-

quiesced in the gift, their suit should be

dismissed; Baba was given a decree for his

1 /6th share. The rest of the land whioh

was not the subject of the gift by Musam-

mat Chando to Tara Chand is now in dis-

pute and the question is whether Tara

Chand, daughter’s son of the original

donee, is to get it or the defendants who

are reversioners of the original donors.

In Gurdit Singh v. Prem Knar (1)

and Lachhman v. Bhagwan Sahai it is

(1) 3 Ind. Cas. 604: 84 P. R. 1909; /G P. L. R.

1 QOQ- 118 P. W. R. 1909. ^ _ _ _

(2) 10 Ind. Cas. 277"; 68 P. R. 19H; 160 P. h. R,.

1911; 20S P. W. R. 19H.
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laid down that there is no reversion to

the collaterals so long as descendants of

the donee, whether in the male or female
line, are existing. According to these rulings

Tara Chand, daughter’s son of the original

donee, is entitled to the land and not the

defendants who are reversioners. But the

question is whether the decision in the
previous case operates as res judicata. The
lower Courts have held that it does not.

The lower Appellate Court was of opinion
that the question was purely one of cust( m,
hut there is a sound proposition of ca^e-law
that an erroneous decision operates for the
subject- matter then in suit byt no further.

It was further of opinion that ns the land
in suit was not. in suit in 'he former •m'-p,

the erroneous decision as to custom in that
suit was not a bar to the trial of a similar
issue of custom in the present suit. As
regards the defendants other than Babu we
have no difficulty in holding that the
question is not res judicata. It was found
in the former suit that they had acquiesced
in the gift to Tara Chand and, therefore,
their suit failed on that ground alone and
it was not necessary to come to anydeci-
R ion on the question of custom so far as
they were concerned. As regards Babu,
however, we hold that the decision on the
question of custom is res judicata.

The point was directly and substantial-
ly in issue in the former suit between
him and Tara Chand and was heard and
finally decided by the Court in that suit,

and it cannot, in our opinion, bo re-opened.
The question of the existence of a custom
is one of fact, and there is no authority
in support of the proposition that an
erroneous decision on a question of custom
between the same parties does not operate
as res judicata in a subsequent suit even
though the subsequent suit relates to other
property than that concerned in the former
s u i t

.

We, therefore, accept the appeal, and in

modification of the orders of the lower
Courts give plaintiff a decree for possession

of 5/6ths of the land, but the claim to

the remaining 1/(5 th share which is that

of Babu is dismissed. In the peculiar cir-

cumstances of the case we direct that the

parties should 'bear their own costs in all

the Courts,

Appeal acc(
} ted,

4

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Order No. 125 of 1916.

' May 27, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justioe Fletcher

and Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.
B1NDU BASINI DASSYA and another

—

Decree- holders— Appellants
vetsus

SRIMANTA SIL— Objector and others

—

Judgment- debtors— Respondent?.
Mortgage suit — Purchaser of portion of equity of

rcdcmjtl ion, whether con object to sale in execution—
Independent title, whether ean be enforced in execution
— Civil Procedure Code (Act J'o/lb08j, s. 47.

A purchaser of a portion of tho mortgaged pro-

perty who is joined as a defendant in the mortgage
suit, cannot, under section 47, Civil Procedure Code,
object to t he sale of the mortgaged property under
tho final decree in the mortgage suit on tho ground
Hint he has acquired a new and independent interest

in that portion of the property, [p 875, col 2.]

Any right that he has to an interest outside and
independent of the mortgage must bo enforced by
proper proceedings outside tho mortgage suit. [p.

875, col. 2.]

Appeal against the order of the Subordinate
Judge, 1st Court, Pabna, dated the 22nd
February 1916.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Babu Dicarkanath Chuckerbutty (with him

Babus Mohini Mohan Chuckerbutty and Mcdhab
Qovinda Pop), for the Appellants.— Assuming
that defendant No. S has a new title,

what right has he to come under seotion 47

of the Civil Procedure Code, as a party to the

suit as judgment-debtor. If he is a

stranger, he cannot prefer a claim in a sale in

execution of a mortgage decree, because thesale

was at the instance of the Court. Seotion 47

applies only to adjust the rights of parties to

a suit as judgment-debtors or deoree-holders,

but the claim seotion does not. If he assumes
a new character he cannot come as a party to

the suit. If the defendant No, 8 cannot come
as a representative of the judgment debtor,

by taking a new lease from the landlord

he cannot divest me of my right of ft

decree-holder. It has been held by this

High Court that if an application is made
by one as an outsider and not a9 a mort-

gagor under section 47, such application

is not sustainable and must be dismissed.

[Fletcher, J.— This seems to be right.

The other side can bring a separate suit

on his new title but he cannot oome under

seotion 47.]

Babu Bepin Bchart Qhose (with him Babu
Harish Chandra Tiof/), for the Respondents,—^
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Mortgagor’s right, title and interest was
— purchased by Kamini Sundari Debi, in

execution of a money- decree before. She
then sold it by a Kobala to me. Then
the landlord after the sale took possession

of the land on the ground that it was a

non^transferable occupancy holding and there

was abandonment. Then I took a settle-

ment from the landlord subsequent to the

suit by paying selami. The question is

whether I claimed under that mortgage.
The property now being sold is in my
possession. When I was sued, I was sued
in my capacity as a representative of the

judgment-debtor, i.e., as a purchaser, as an
assignee. Therefore I was estopped as a

purchaser from raising my claim. But
/When I set up my new claim I could come
under seotion 47; I would ask your Lord-
ships to refer to sub-section • (2) of seotion

47. As •an assignee from the mortgagor
I admit I was estopped from coming under
seotion 47.

<

[Fletcher, J.— What is sold is the right,

title and interest of the judgment-debtor
and if his property is gone, your right is

gone.]

[Shamsul Huda, J.—You cannot re-open the

question so far as you are a purchaser from
the judgment-debtor.]
The result of what your Lordships say

would be to drive me to a different pro-

ceeding.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.—This is an appeal by the

decree-holders against an order of the learned
First Subordinate Judge of Pabna, dated the
23rd February 1916. The decree-holders
obtained a mortgage decree in a simple
mortgage. One of the properties that was
apparently subject of the mortgage deoree
was a Raiyati holding. Whether it is

transferable or non -transferable is a matter
we do not know and we are not concerned
with in the present litigation. The pre-

sent objector, who was the defendant No. 8,

,

was sued on the ground that he had pur-
chased a portion of the mortgaged property
from the mortgagor. The ordinary pre-

liminary deoree was made on the 25th
February 1914, and there being failure to

pay the amount found due on the mort-
gage, the final deoree was passed on the
29th September 1915, . and the property
was theq djreqted to be brought to salo?

The defendant No. 8 then applied under

the provisions of seotion 47, Civil Proce-

dure Code, and objected that the property

in question could not be brought to sale

on the following ground: The defendant

No. 8 had purchased a portion of the mort-

giged property originally from a lady named

Kamini Sundari who had ao^uired it at a

sale in execution of a money-decree; and

as regards that interest, it is quite clear

that the defendant No. 8 was bound by

the final deoree in the mortgage suit

directing that the property should be brought

to sale. But the defendant No. 8 also in

these proceedings which he purported to

originate under seotion 47 of the Code of

Civil Procedure set up a fresh and

independent title, namely, that he had

acquired from the landlord, who alleged

that he was not bound by the transfer

made by the mortgagor, a new and in-

dependent interest in this portion of the

property. That is the matter the decree-

holders object to being enquired into in the

present proceedings. I think that is right.

That interest, if the defendant No. 8 has

in fact acquired it, is a matter wholly

independent of the interest of the mort-

gagor that was comprised in and made

subjeot to the mortgage which was being

enforced in the present suit. Any right

that the defendant No. 8 has to an in-

terest outside and independent of the mort-

gage must be enforced by proper proceed-

ings outside the present suit. I think: it

is quite clear that that new and indepen-

dent interest is not a matter relating to

the execution, discharge or satisfaction

of the deoree passed in the mortgage suit.

That being so, the present appeal should

be allowed. We make no order as to

costs.

Se*M8CL HaUi ,
J—

I ^ alM
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LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. 3 of 1918.

June 19, 1918.

Present :— Mr. Justice Maung Kin and Mr.

Justice Rigg.

KATHLEEN MAUD KERWICK—
Appellant

versus

FRED. JAMES RUPERT KERWICK—
Respondent.

Trusts Act (II of 1882), .<*. 81, 82— Property pur-
chased by husband in name of v if—Advancement—
Presu )npf io n— English Law.
The rule of English Law that when a husband

buys property in the name of his wife he should ho

presumed to have done so for the benefit of the wife,

applies to persons of British nationality resident in

India, and the mere fact that alter the purchase
the husband continues to manage the property and
collect rents is not sufficient to rebut the presumption.

Ll>. 377, cols, j «Sr 2; p. 3^2, col. I.]

Mr. Qiles% for the Appellant.
Mr. Higinbotham

,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Ric.o, J.—The parties in this case wore

married in 1901. They have two children,

Dagmar aged about 14 and Terence aged
about 10. The husband is an Assistant
Engineer in the Public Works Department,
whose pay with allowances does not
now exceed Rs. 500 a month. In 1907 he
bought a piece of land from Dr. Pedley for

Rs. 10,000, and built a house, which he called

Kildare, on it at a cost of about Rs. 16,000.
He made out a cheque for Rs. 9,000 to his

wife who endorsed it over to the vendor.
The deed of sale of the land was registered

in her name. In 1908, he again bought
another piece of land, and built Kerry on
it. This land was similarly registered in

his wife’s name. In 1915, the parties

separated after a quarrel. The question

for decision in this suit is whether these

two houses and pieces of land were intended

as a gift to the wife, or whether there is

a resulting trust in favour of the husband
on the ground that they were merely
placed in her name benami in order to evade
a supposed rule prohibiting Government
servants from speculating in landed property.

The learned Judge on the Original Side
found that there was no advancement and
decreed the plaintiff’s suit for a declaration

that the properties were his and should be

transferred to his name. The (irst point

for consideration is whether the English

Law relating to the presumption to be made

from the investment of property by. a

husband in his wife’s name is to be applied

to the parties or not. The trial Judge

describes the parties as English, but thought

that beoause they had spent most of their

lives in India, the presumption that would

be made by an English Court should

not be drawn in view of the faot that

the husband paid for the property, managed

it and took the receipts. He treated the

case on the same footing as a pnrohase by

a Hindu or Mohammadan, and presumed

that the transaction in the circumstances

was a benami one. Mr. Higinbotham

states that he is not prepared either to

affirm or deny that the parties are English,

but I am of opinion that there is not the

slightest reason for supposing that they

are not of British, nationality. It is in-

conceivable that if they were not, plaintiff

would not have said so and thereby out

away at once one of the main foundations

of the defendant’s case. By virtue of seotion

13 (2) of the Burma Laws Act, the law

to be administered on the Original Side of

this Court is the same as would be ad-

ministered by the Caloutta High Court,

and in the present case that would be the

common law of England. Mr. Higinbotham

contends that seotions 81 and 82 of the

Trusts Aot, 18S2 (which is in force in

Rangoon), governs the case. He admits that

the burden of proof lay on his client in the

first instance, as the tenor of the documents

was adverse to his claim. But he contends

that as soon as he proved the source of

the funds for the pnrohase of the property,

and his client’s receipt of the rents, the

burden shifts. Seotion 81 of the Trusts Aofc

is as follows: “Where the owner of property

transfers or bequeaths it and it cannot be

inferred, consistently with the attendant

circumstances, that he intended to dispose of

the beneficial interest therein, the transferee

nr legatee must hold such property for the

benefit of the owner or his legal representa*

tive”. Illustration (<f) to that seotion deals

with the oase of a gift from a husband

to a wife, and says that the presumption

in such a oase is that she takes the

beneficial interest. The presumption is an

inference from the relationship of the

parties. I do not think that the enactment

of this section was intended to Abolish

any presumption arising from the personal
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" law of the parties. The question still

remains whether the attendant or surround-

ing circumstances of the case are

inconsistent with such a presumption.

In Gopeekrist Gosain v. Gungapersaud Gosain

(0 their Lordships of the Privy Council

declined to import the presumption that a pur-

chase of property by a Hindu father in favour

of his son was an advancement; but they did

not do so on the ground that such a

presumption could in no case be made in

India, but that it was one that could

not properly be applied to Hindus, and
that its incorporation would be foreign to

and objeotionable in a system of law that

recognizes-

the purchase by one man in the

name of another, to be for the benefit of the

real purchaser. For -similar reasons, their

Lordships have declined to import the

English presumption in the case of gifts by
Mohammadans. On the other hand, the

English doctrine of advancement was re-

cognised inKisJien Koomar Mcitro v . Mrs. M. S,

Stevenson (2). The learned Judges said:
l

*As
between the father and daughter, both of

English extraction, and living under the
English Law,- why should the doctrine of

advancement not be considered applicable?
If by English Law certain rights are secured
to a child by tbe doctrine of advancement,
why should the child by living with its

parents in this country be deprived of

that right ? Had litigation arisen between
French and his daughter that would have been
governed by English Law and the doctrine
of advancement might have been effec*

taally pleaded by the daughter.” The
dootrine was assumed to apply in the oase of

McGregor v. McGiegor (3), which was decided
by the Recorder of Rangoon in 1898. In
section 39 of the Transfer of Property
Aot there is a reference to a provision for

advancement and such an expression could
only apply to persons of British nationality.
The mere fact that- the parties have been
educated or have chiefly resided in India
cannot affect their personal law, and in my
opinion the burden of proving that the

egistration of the land on which Kerry
and Kildare are built in the name of Mrs.

0 ) 6 M. I. A. 53 at p. 75; 4 W. R. P. C. 46; 1 Sar.
J. 493

? 2 Suth. P. C. J. 13; 19 E, R. 20.

(2) 2 W. R. 141.
(3) 4 Bur. L. R. 68.

Kerwick was not intended as an advance-

ment lies upon the plaintiff.

The parties lived happily together until

January 1915. With the exception of the

evidence of the parties themselves, there

is very little evidence of facts antecedent

to or contemporaneous with the purchase to

show whether the intention of the plaintiff

was to create a trust or an advancement.

Mrs. Kerwick says that she and her husband

were on very good terms and that he told

her he intended to make provision for her.

In paragraph 5 of the plaint Kerwick states

that he purchased the properties with the

abject of making provision for his children.

In cross-examination he said that he wished

bhe property to benefit his children not after

their death, but to help in their education and

that he intended to give them to them when

they reached a reasonable age. He took out

3 insurance policies one bf which was

intended for Terenoe, and in 1912 he bought

Kenmare which he admifs was intended

for Dagmar. Apart, therefore, from Kildare

and Kerry, he did make provision for his

children, which makes it the less unlikely

that he made some provision for his wife,

and the more probable that the property in

her name was intended for that purpose.

It is argued that if Kerwiok’s intention

was to benefit his wife, he would not

have entered into so wild a speculation as

house building on borrowed capital. But

the same argument would apply with re-

ference to his intention to benefit his

children, and it is clear from his own state-

oients that he did not make the purchases as

a speculation but as provision for his

!•
• 1

It 7s also urged that it is improbable

that he would borrow money from his

sister to benefit his wife.
. .

There is, however, no more improbability

in his borrowing from a wealthy sister

to benefit his wife, than

ihildren who were very

time. On any view of the

financial proceedings are

markable. The learned Judge, after re

viewing the financial resonroes of Kerwick,

“that it is very unlikely that a man

nosse=sed of Rs. 8,000 would borrow

Rs 50,000 to make a present to his wife.

He’ remarks that it is significant that

between 1907 and 19-2 Kerwick could

to benefit his

youDg at the

oase Kerwick’s

somewhat re-
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or at any rate did only repay Balthazar

and Son Rs. 4,500, and that at the time

of separation his wife did not contend

that he had any other souroes of income

except his salary. I do not think that

this passage correotly represents the finan-

cial position and dealings of Kerwiok.

Kerwick admits that he had a banking

account with Messrs. Thos. Cook and Son

only. In his letter to his wife, Exhibit

6, dealing with his financial position and

the burden of debts, he says that his

salary (inclusive of profits from the houses)

is Rs. 515 and that after making certain

payments, he will only have Rs. 185 on

which to live. He continues: ‘The other

source from which I sometimes derived a

little is at an end, after your and Lindsay’s

bloodthirsty plans and threats at Father

Colombo’s house.” Such is his own acoount

of his financial position, but his pass-

book exhibits a most extraordinary situa-

tion. Credits to the amount of Rs. 1,87,000

odd were placed to his account from

1907— 15 and vary from Rs. 5,000 in 1909

to Rs. 42,000 odd in 1914. The loans

from Balthazar will not acoount for muoh
of this money. In 1905, the credits are

only about Rs. 1,800; the next year they

are Rs. 3,200 but when building begins in

1907, they leap up to Rs. 18,000. His

banking acoount does not show that he

had Rs. 8,000 in 1907. The money may
have been elsewhere but if so, there was

no necessity for him to borrow Rs. 8,000

from a sister, or Rs. 12,000 from

Balthazar. It is not necessary to enter

into Kerwiok’s financial dealings generally,

as they are not really relevant to the

case, nor are there the materials on the

record for such an examination
;

but I

think it may be said that Kerwick must

have thought it possible to raise con-

siderable sums of money, before he com-

menoed building, or he would not have

undertaken the ventures. Before he paid

off what was due on Kildare and Kerry,

Kerwick bought Kenmare in November

1912 for Rs. 17,000 for his daughter,

and in the same month he writes to his

wife in England and suggests that she

should send him a power-of-attorney to

enable him to deposit the title deeds < f

Kerry to help her father. In March

1913, he borrowed Rs. 12,000 for his
• # I

I

father-in-law and appears to have taken

no security from him for the loan. Mrs.

Kerwick admits that her husband treated

her generously, and the loan to the father-

in law was certainly a . very generous

proceeding on the part of a man with

such small ostensible means. This loan

and the character of his financial pro-

ceedings generally are, I think, a sufficient

answer to the contention that a man of

his means would not buy two houses for

his wife. The parties were on very good

terror at the time, and there was no

idea that they were likely to separate.

So long as they lived together, the rents

from the property were their mutual

benefit. In these circumstances, it is no

more unlikely that Kerwick intended an

advancement for his wife when he pur-

chased Kildare and Kerry, than that he

would lend her father Rs. 12,000.

It is common ground that Kerwiok manag-
ed the properties, collected the rents and

paid them into his own banking aooount.

This, however, may have been merely an

arrangement to suit the convenience of the

parties. Mrs. Kerwick was in England
muoh longer periods than her husband, who
remitted her C 20 a month for the expenses

of herself, the two children and a niece.

In Grey v. Grey (4) the fact that a father

received the profits of an estate for his

adult son for twenty years, built muoh and

provided materials for buildings, and treated

for the sale of an estate, was not held

sufficient to rebut the presumption of an

advancement arising from the purchase of

the property in the son’s name. In the

case of English people resident in India,

the arrangement made would probably be

determined to some extent by considerations

of convenience, and I do not think the

management of the estate by Kerwiok is

conclusive evidence that the registration of it

in his wife’s name was a trust only. The
houses were in the name of Kerwiok in the

Municipal Office at the time of the filing of

the suit, but how long they had stood in his

name is not clear. Kerwiok says that so

far as he knew of recent years the tax

bills have been made out in his name,

and explains that he means for the last

two or three years. It would have been

(4) (1677) 2 Swans. 504 at p. 599; Finch 338; 1 Ch*

On. 2‘
0j 19 U. R. lfO. 30 K. R. 74^.
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easy for him to produce evidence to show
that they had always stood in his name.
The same considerations as to convenience
would apply, if the arrangement was that
be should manage them on behalf of his
wife. Kerwiok explains that the reason
why the land was registered in the Regis-
tration Office in his wife’s name was his
belief that he was not allowed to speculate
in land, but that in 1912 he found out
that there was no rule forbidding officers
to buy a house for themselves to live in
but they were only prohibited from buying
from natives of India. Clause 9 of the
Government Servants Conduct Rules, 1904
(as corrected up to 1912), allows any Govern-
ment servant to buy immoveable property for
residential purposes, and allows members of
the Provincial or Subordinate Civil Services

a°quire immoveable property by purchase
with the sanction of the Local Government
or the Head of a Department specially
empowered to grant such sanction. Kerwiok
js a member of the Provincial Service.
There is no absolute prohibition in the
rules against a purohase of house property
from a native of India; report of the
intention of the officer making the purohase
must be made to the Commissioner for
his orders. Had Kerwiok really consulted
f 0 rules (1912), he would have found that
0 could not purchase Kenmare without

permission. Moreover, if his intention was

m °.onoea ^ ^ 1S 0Peration8 from his superior
officials, why were not the houses also put
in his wife’s name in the Municipal Office?
Until he came into Court, Kerwiok never
suggested that the houses had been registered
enami in order to evade the rules. On
e ISth November 1912 he wrote to his

wife 5Ts follows: ‘‘Now, dear, Pa to get on
with his business wants some seourity in
the bank and I let him have the house
papers of Kerry house, which are now free
rpm debt, to deposit in the Chartered Bank...

ell as the house is in your name the Bank
have refused Pa. 1 wanted to draw up a
8 amped paper for a power-of-attorney... giving

j

318 full power to sell, borrow money on or
^register any transfer of your property...”

.,
Ur^ er on in the same letter he tells her
at he is buying Kenmare and says: “I can-

110
this house in your name as you are

110 °pr0» so see what you have lost”. He
ex

p ains that he was merely joking. The

pleasantry is very weak and does not
explain the use of the expression “your
property”. In reply to this letter she sent
him apower-of-attorney. Now at the time
this letter was written, Kerwiok had found
out that he was not prohibited from
holding property, if his story is to be

believed. It is difficult to understand why
instead of asking for a power-of-

attorney to sell her or borrow on pro-

perty, he did not ask her for once to retrans-

fer the houses to his name, whioh would

have saved much trouble. He did not make
any attempt to have the houses transferred

back to his name, but suggested that if

she had been in India the new purchase

would have been put in her name also.

If the old transactions were benami
,

tl e

expression
1

see what you have lost

is meaningless. On receiving the power-of-

attorney, he seems first of all to have

borrowed Rs. 12,000 on the seourity of life

insurances and then to have repaid the sum

by a loan from Balthazar (see Exhibits C
and Z). The promissory note, Exhibit C, was

signed by him, “ Mrs. K. M. Kerwick by

her attorney.” He says that he borrowed

the money from Balthazar on the security

of Kerry. The way in whioh the pro-

missory note, Exhibit O, was signed appears

to indicate an intention of holding his wife

responsible, which is not a very intelligible

proceeding if she had no property to meet .

the debt. In my opinion, Kerwick’s con-

tention that he put Kildare and Kerry

into his wife’s name benami is not even

plausible.

In January 1915 the parties quarrelled

but decline to disclose the reasons for the

estrangement. Mrs. Kerwiok’s parents had

been staying with them at Kerry in 1911

and left the house owing to a quarrel

with Kerwiok. It is urged that Mrs,

Kerwiok would not have permitted her

husband to send them away if the house

bad been her own. This, however, depends

on whether she deoided to side with her

husband or not—either they or her husband

had to leave Kerry, and unless she intended

to break with him, the natural course of

events was for the parents to quit. I am

unable to see in what way this incident tends

to show that she was not the owner of

Kerry. Mrs. Kerwiok says that when she

quarrelled with her husband in January, she
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threatened to go home and asked him

how the house stood. He then gave her Ex-

hibit 7, which is a statement of the debt

on Kildare and Kerry, the taxes due, in-

suranoes, the names of the tenants and

the rents. Apparently he is also alleged

to have given her Exhibit 8, a statement of

her father’s debt. Kerwick states that he

does not remember giving these two papers

to her, and with reference to the former,

he is unable to suggest any reason why

he drew it up if it was not for his wife.

He thinks he drew up Exhibit 8 to assist

his memory. If Exhibit 7 was intended as

a mere aid to his memory, it is difficult

to understand why it commences with the

information that the papers are with Baltha-

zar (a fact he could not have forgotten)

or why there is no mention of Kenmare.

Exhibit 8 begins, “Pa’s loan from Gasper

Ks. 6,000.” Gasper was the insurance agent.

On the 1st April Kerwick repaid Balthazar

Rs. 12,000, which was made up of lls. 6,000

repaid by “Pa” and another Rs. 6,00 J

borrowed from Gasper. It is argued that

the words at the end of Exhibit S “Pa

paid Kathleen X 20 ” indicate that the note

was one for his private information, as, if

it was intended for her, the expression

would have been “ Pa paid you.” There

is some force in this contention, but it is

not conclusive, as ho may have made out the

aooount in the more formal manner of in-

serting the name of the recipient. On the

wholo, I think the balance of probability

is in favour of Mrs. Korwiok’s version.

The parties were unable to oomo to an

understanding and on the first March 1911,

a deed of separation was drawn up by a

priest. It provides that Kerwick shall pay

his wife X b monthly out of his income,

and also more if possible, that the father

is to keep Terence at school and have

him with him during the vacations, a similar

arrangement, mntotis mnlamlu, being made

for Dagmar. Mrs. Kerwick was to leave

for England at once and her husband

was to pay her passage. The defendant

contends that she accepted so small a

sum of X 8 because it was understood

that she was the owner of Kildare

and Kerry. She is supported in her

contention by Father Colombo, whose evi-

dence, however, lias been rejected by the

learned trial Judge on the ground that it

is probable that Father Colombo’s memory
is at fault. This conclusion is readied by

the learned Judge after consideration of

the subsequent conduct of the parties.

This portion of the case has been argued

very elaborately at the Bar. Both parties

admit that something was said about the

houses. Kerwick ’s version of the con-

versation is that nothing was said about

his wife receiving the income from the

Rangoon houses, but that Father Colombo

did say that C 8 was too small an allowance,

and that when 9he called attention to the

income from the houses he explained that

they were heavily mortgaged and brought

in very little. There is no mention about

the inoome from the houses in the deed

itself, and the omission is noteworthy.

The argument to be drawn from it would

have been still more forcible if the deed

had been drawn up by a conveyancer in-

stead of by a young Italian priest. There

is no evidence to show whether the ex-

pression “and more if possible” had any

allusion to the houses which Kerwiok said

were heavily mortgaged. Father Colombo

says he thinks Kerwiok said the property

belonged to his wife and that this was

the idea ho gave him. In answer to in-

terrogatory No. 10, which was as follows:

“Is it not a fact that at the said interview

the plaintilT proposed to make the defendant

an allowance of X 8. ..that you suggested

an allowance of L' 12; that the defendant

then remarked that the plaintiff had pro-

perties in Rangoon which brought the

plaintiff an additional income; that the

plaintiff then said that after paying taxes

and rates and interest on mort-

gages he got about Rs. 50 a month only

out of his properties and that he was

keeping those properties for the benefit of

his children and that if the inoome from

the properties was to be further discussed

the plaintiff would break off the disoussion?”

Father Colombo replied, “in this particular

meeting of which mention is made there was

no disoussion about any bouse property. It

was only at a subsequent meeting when the

deed was signed that a mention was made

of the property and it is referred to in

answer to No. 11, exnmination-in-ohief.”

In answer to the 12th and 13th in-

terrogatories by plaintiff the witness would

not swear that there was any claim by de-
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fendant to the property or admission by
the plaintiff on the subject, but in answer
to the 14th question he again said Mrs.
Kerwiok laid claim to the property. Turn-
ing now to Exhibit H, written by plaintiff
on the 15th November, I find the following
passage: I have remitted to you monthly
the sum of Rs. 120 as stipulated in the
priestly agreement, and I am remitting
Rs. 50 a month as interest on your father’s
loan of Rs. 6,000 to the money-lender in

Rangoon, which ordinarily should go to you to
make your monthly allowance, i. e., Rs. 170
(120 plus 50).” Kerwiok explains that this

statement means that if he had not had
to send the money to the money-lender he
would have sent it to her, if she had not
claimed the house and her father had paid
the debt; and in cross-examination he says
that he had promised to give her more
than £ 8 if possible and intended to carry
this out. I do not think on this evidenoe
that the passage in Exhibit H read with
the 10th interrogatory can be construed into
an admission on the part of Kerwiok that
he was bound to pay her Rs. 50 out of
the income from the houses. Father
Colombo’s memory as to the details of the
conversation seems defective. It seems to

me most probable that Mrs. Kerwiok was
dissatisfied with the allowance, and point-
ed to the house property income and made
some claim to it, whereupon Kerwiok said
they were very heavily mortgaged and the
payments on them absorbed nearly the whole
of the inoome, but that if possible he would
pay her more than the £ 8. Father
Colombo’s evidenoe does not amount to

much more than that he carried away the
impression that Kerwiok had settled the
property on his wife, an impression that might
arise from Kerwiok undertaking to allow
her more if the interest on her father’s loan
was paid him, and the houses were let, but
Colombo will not swear positively that there
was any definite admission or claim as to the
ownership. Objection has been taken to

the admission of oral evidenoe at the
trial as to the contents of certain letters

sent by Kerwiok, but not asked for by
him, to be produced at the trial. The
Judge ruled that Mrs. Kerwiok could be
asked her recollection as to the contents
of the letters. We are of opinion that

the evidence on page 49 of the record

381

about the - contents pf these letters is in-
admissible, sections 22, 65 and 66,' Evidence
Act, and ruled accordingly at the hearing.
In enacting section 22, the Indian Legis-
lature followed the rule laid down in
Lawless v. Q.ueale (o) in preference to that
in Slatterio v. Pooley (6). This portion of
the evidence was used by the trial Judge
to discredit Father Colombo, the trust-
worthiless of whose evidence I have already
discussed.

When the deed of separation was drawn
up, Dagmar was in England and Terence
was sent to sohool at Mussoorie where
he fell ill. Mrs. Kerwiok promptly cancel-
led her power-of-attorney and informed
Balthazar of her action. In August
Kerwiok agreed to Terence being taken
to England but refused to allow him to
see his mother’s parents. Negotiations
broke down owing to this restriction,
which Mrs. Kerwick regarded as ridiculous.
According to the deed of separation Mrs.
Kerwick was to go home at once, but
her husband seems to have been unable
to meet the necessary expenditure (see
Exhibit 6). In September he wrote to
her detailing his difficulties and asking
her to leave him a free hand in respect
to the houses. In October.- (Exhibit G)
she replied and asked him to sell Kildare
and transfer Kerry to her free of debt.
In his reply (Exhibit H) he did not re-
pudiate her claim to the houses, although
in his cross-examination he stated that
he considered the claim an impudent one.
He discussed the debts due on the houses
and said that Rs. 12,000 had been raised
on the mortgage of Kerry for her father.
He did not mention the fact that Baltha-
zar had been repaid. Kerry is apparently
free from debt to Balthazar. It is clear that
whether Kerwick denied his wife’s claim
subsequently to the separation or not she
did not abandon it. It is suggested that
she used it merely as a means for bring-
ing pressure to bear on him to let her
have Terence. She admits that the real
contest was over the boy, and even after
the suit had been filed she wrote to her
husband and said that ‘'the houses nevir
troubled her”. But the argument is a

(r») 8 Ir. L, II. 885.

(6) (1840) 6 iVF. & W. 664; 1 H. & W. 16j '0 L. J.
Ex, 8j 4 Jur. 1038; 50 R. It. 760* 151 E, R, 6 /9 ,
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two edged weapon. It is equally, open to

the defendant to argue that the plaintiff

used his right of custody of the boy, to

induce her to abandon her olaim to the

houses. They had been represented to her

as being heavily mortgaged and as bring-

ing in a very small income. Her father

owed Kerwick money. In these circum-

stances she was probably willing to waive

her rights in the Rangoon property, if an

arrangement satisfactory to her was reach-

ed about Terence. T do not think the

argument from pressure gives real assist-

ance to either party in this case. No
arrangement was reached and in December

Mrs. Kerwiok’s Advocates wrote to Kerwick.

The subsequent correspondence between

the parties’ Advocates throws no light on

Kerwiok’s intention when he bought the

property in 1907 and 190S,

The evidence relating to Kerwick’s

intention is somewhat meagre, but the

onus of proof lay upon him and in my
judgment he failed to discharge it. 1

think that the probability is that he

intended to make provision for Mrs Ker*

wick, just as he was making provision

for his children. The letter, Exhibit I,

from which the most reasonable inference

would be that it was written tc the

owner of the property, cannot be explain-

ed away as a mere jeu (Vesprit. It is not

until the deed of separation has been

signed that Kerwick suggested that the

property was not Mrs. Kerwiok’s and then so

far as admissible evidence on the record goes,

not until the suit is about to be tiled. I have

already stated my reasons for believing

that Kerwiok’s explanation that the pro-

perty was transferred to his wife benami

is untrue. There is practically nothing

left in plaintiff’s favour, except his manage-

ment of the property, and this is inconclusive

evidence of ownership in a case suoli as this.

I would allow the appeal and dismiss the

plaintiff’s suit with costs in both Courts.

MaUNG Kin, J.—I concur in holding that

the onus is on the plaintiff of rebutting

the presumption that the purchases were by

way of advancement in favour of his wife,

the defendant.

The Indian Law on the subject of

advancement is contained in section 82 of

the Indian Trusts Act, which has been

made applicable to Rangoon, The section

provides :

—
“Where property is transferred

to one person for a consideration paid or
provided by another person, and it

appears that such other person did not
intend to pay or provide such considera-
tion for the benefit of the transferee, the
transferee must hold the property for the
benefit of the person paying or providing the
consideration.”

It will be seen that on the subjeot of

any presumption arising in the oase of

the transferee being I ho wife or the child
of the person paying the consideration,
nothing is stated in the section. The
question of advancement or no advance-
ment is left as one of intention, whioh
will have to be proved according to the
law of evidence. The same is the oase in

English Law.
So, in this case the question would be,

Did the husband intend that his wife should
bold the property purchased as trustee for

him or that she was to have the beneficial

interest thereinP”

On whom, then, does the onus lie as to the
intention of the husband Y

In England it is easy to answer the ques-
tion, because a presumption in favour of an
advancement to the wife is allowed.

In India there is at first sight some
difficulty, for we have decisions between
Hindus as well as between Mahomedans
to the effect that the English presump-
tion of advancement cannot be recognised.
The reason assigned in the case of Hindus
is their inveterate practice of holding land
in the name of another. The principle of

the decisions in Hindu oases lias been
extended to those of Mahomedans, because
as observed by their Lordships of the Privy
Council in Moulvie Sayyud Uzhur All
v. Musammat Bebee Ultaf Fatima (7),

though we cannot apply to the decision
of a case between Mahomedans. ..any
reasons... drawn exclusively from the Hindu
Law. ... it is perfectly clear that in so far as
the practice of holding lands and buying
lands in the name of another exists, that prac-
tice exists in India as much among the
Mahomedans as among the Hindus.” And
as regards the Burmans we have the oase of

(7) 13 M. I. A. 232; 13 W. It. l\ C. lj 4 B. L. R. P.
0. lj 2 8a i. P. C. J. 522; 20 K. R. 53S,
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Meeyappa Chetty v. Mating Ba Bu (8), where
the principle was extended by a Bench
composed of Sir Charles Fox, C. J., and
Parlett, J. The learned Chief Judge
observed in his judgment: “Neither Court
had in mind the long line of decisions
referred to at pages 5.31 and 627 of
Ameer Ali and Woodroffe’s Evidence Act
as to the presumption to be made in
India when a person purchases property
and takes a conveyance in the name of a
relation. As far back as 1854 it was
decided by the Privy Council that the
presumption made in English Law that
the purchase in such a case was for
the benefit and advancement of the person
to whom the conveyance is made, does
not apply in India, and that the presump-
tion in India is that the purchase is benami
and that the burden lies on the person
to whom the conveyance has been made of
proving that he is entitled to and bene-
ficially interested in the property.” It
does not appear that the learned Chief
Judge grounds his decision on the same
reason as did the Privy Council in .the Ma*
homedan case above cited.

It has now come to be stated in text
books and Judicial decisions that in India
a purchase by a husband in his wife’s
name creates no presumption of gift to her
or of advancement for her benefit. I
venture to think that the proposition
stated in this form is far too wide and
embraces oases of persons who were not in
view, when the judicial decisions against
the presumption of advancement were given,
^he case of persons of British nationality
was clearly never under consideration.
The presumption allowed by English Law
is not a presumption juris et de jure but
is one of fact and I consider that this
presumption is made in English Law, not
only because the wife is found to be
invested with one of the principal inci-
dents of ownership, but also because the
usband in putting the property in her

name must have had some intention regard-
ing the transaction and the probabilities

t

are that the intention is to confer a
enefit upon the wife. I am unable to
90 why such a presumption oannot be
rawn the present case. Under section

(8) 8 Ind, Cas, 450j 3 Bor. L. T. 62.

114 of the Indian Evidence Act Courts
may presume the existence of any fact
which it thinks likely to have happened,
regard being Had to the common course
of natural events, human conduct and
public and private business, in their
relation to the facts of the particular
case. There can be no doubt that in the
case of persons of British nationality
residing in India it oannot be said that
they have the inveterate habit of holding
property in the name of others. I would,
therefore, hold that the English presumption
of advancement should in this case be drawn
in favour of the defendant.
As regards the facts also I am entirely of

the same opinion as my learned colleague.

Appeal allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Civil Appeal No. 29 of 1918.

July 1, 1918.
Present :—Sir Lancelot Sanderson, Kt.,

Chief Justice, and Justice Sir John
Woodroffe, Kt.

JOSEPH HENRY JONES and another—Appellants
versus

The ADMINISTRATOR-GENERAL
of BENGAL

—

Respondent.
Succession Act (X of 1865), ss. J01, 105—

Remoteness—Charitable bequest
, whether subject to

rule against perpetuities—English rule
, whether appli.

cable to Indian bequests.

Section 101 of the Succession Act applies to all
bequests, whether they are of a charitable nature
or not. [p. 391, col. 1.]

The question whether a bequest is invalid for
remoteness, does not depend upon what did in fact
happen but upon whether under the terms of the
Will the bequest might be delayed beyond the time
specified in section 101 of the Succession Act.
[p. 391, cosl. 1 & 2.J
The positive language of the Succession Act as

contained in the provisions of section 101 is sufficient^
to preclude the application of English Law. [p. 390,
col. I.]

A testator, after bequeathing certain properties to
a church subject to certain conditions, directed
that should the conditions be ever broken or in any
way infringed, then the properties shall be made
over to another church:
Held

,
that the gift over was invalid for remoteness,

[p. 391, ool. 2.]
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Appeal against the dejision of Mr. Justice

Chaudhuri, dated the 4th M iroh 191?.

FACTS appear from the following judg-

ment of

CuaudHCRI, J.—This suit was instituted on

the 17th February 1911 for the construction

of the Will and Codicils of one Henry Wilkin

Jones for ascertainment of the rights of

the parties interested in his estate and

for administration of that estate ;
and for

the purpose also of a scheme being framed

for an account and for other reliefs.lt came on

before me and 1 delivered my judgment on

16th July 1912, which is to be found in I. L. It.

10 C. 192*. At that time Eliza Humphreys was

alive. She died on 10th April 1917 and upon

her death certain questions have arisen, and

this is an application for further construction

of the Will having regard to her death.

At the hearing of this suit the Administrator-

General submitted certain questions for the

deoision of this Court which are to be

found on pages 196, 199 ct scq in *10 Cal.

These questions were dealt with but the

following question was left undecided, viz.
%

where the corpus was to go. The testator

had merely devised the income and there

was no special provision about the corpus.

Although I allowed the matter to stand over

at that time having regard to the fact

that Eli/a Humphreys was then alive,

yet I stated that section 59 of the : acces-

sion Act provided that where the interest

or produce of a fund was bequeathed

to any person and the Will afforded no

indication of an intention that the enjoyment

of the bequest should be of limited duration,

the principle as well as the interest should

belong to the logatee and that that section,

although it spoko only of the interest

or produce of a fund, applied equally to

immoveable property. I gave my opinion

that a gift of income without more was

a gift of the corpus, even though the gift

was to the separate use or through the

medium of a trust. I take the same view'

now. Hero the income having been given

and nothing being said about the corpus,

the corpus follows it,.

The next-of-kin who wore very strongly

represented at the bearing of the suit have

again appeared before me on this occasion

w Soe Adnunist nifor. General of Iy.’Htidl v. Hughe?, -1

jnd. Gas. lb3~7-.\ i\

and ooi.tend that the decision in the oase

was not correct and that having regard to

the death of Elizi it is open to them now to

question the decision. 1 do not think it is so

open. In addition to the many points which

were then discussed, a further point has been

raised by learned Counsel appearing for them

that under the Succession Act, section 101

applies to charitable bequests. In placing his

arguments before me bo has put forward va-

rious contentions. W ith regard to some of

them there can be no doubt whatsoever. He

says first of all that having regard to seotion

2 of the Succession Act, the Court must look

to that Act and that alone for the law of Bri-

tish India applicable to all oases of testamen-

tary and intestate succession. We also say

quite correctly that where an Indian Statute

deals with a matter, the positive language of

the Statute precludes the application in India of

the principles of English Law. It is undoubt-

edly correct that the Indian Succession Aofc

is a positive enactment and must be followed

wherever it is applicable. Section 101 of the

Succession Act provides against perpetuity.

He says that although the ruling against per-

petuity does not apply to charitable gifts un-

der the English Law, still under the Succession

Aot it must he held that it is applicable. He

says that the Legislature considered the

question of charitable bequests in conneotiou

with tho Succession Act and he rel’.es upon

section 105 as an instance where express pro-

vision is made with regard to charitable

gifts. I do not consider that the argument

is sound, it means this that under the

Succession Aot no bequest of any kind can

be made to a charity, bocause it is likely

to last beyond tho time provided for under

section 101. Now section 101 of the Suc-

cession Act embodies restrictions upon the

power conferred by soction 99 and it has

to bo read in connection with the sections

relating to void bequests with which that

Chapter deals. It is difficult to read seotion

101 as contemplating institutions. Charit-

able institutions need not be per-

sons, tho term person being defined by

seotion •> of the Succession Aot. The

definition of person in the Succession Aot

is that a person includes a company or

association or a body of persons whether

incorporated or not. The language o

section 10 1 seems to be particularly in*

applicable to the oase of charities. It- 19
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quite correct to say that where there is

an Indian Statute reference to English

Statutes is not permissible in considering

it, but the rule against perpetuity which

has been recognised as existing in the

Law of England independently of any Statute

is founded upon considerations of public

policy which are as applicable to places

outside England as to England. This has

been laid down by the Privy Council

[ Yeap Cheach Neo v. Ong Cheng Neo IUJ.

Learned Counsel appearing for the next-of-

kin has not besn able to place any au-

thority before me in support of his

contention. The Succession Act was

enacted in 1865, more than 80 years ago,

and although questions of this character

have frequently come up before the Law

Courts in India and also in England, I

do not find any reference to any case in

which a similar view was put forward for

consideration. As an instance of a gift for

general public purposes I may refer to,

amongst others, the case of Mitford v, Reynolds

(2). I may also refer to Rev . Joseph Colgun

v. Administrator- General of Madras (3), where

it is laid down quite distinctly (pages 443-

444): “The general rule is that all gifts,

whether of real or personal property, which

purport to appropriate property to a

certain purpose in perpetuity are void as

oontrary to public policy, unless the purpose be

a charitable one.” A charitable use to come

within the application of that principle mu3t

possess three characteristics, indefiniteness,

meritoriousness and prepetuity. Itscemstome

that seotion 101 is so worded that it excludes

the oase of charitable bequests. If it wa3 in-

tended by the Legislature that the rule of per-

petuity would also apply so far as oharita e

uses or charitable trusts are concerned, nothing

' could have been easier than to have put in one

simple sentence in the same manneras section

1C5 create a limitation. I, therefore, decide

against the contention of the next-of-kin. I

do not think it was open to the next of-kin

who halve appeared and raised this question

now to raise it. ,

The sixth question before me at the origi-

nal trial runs as follows: ...
“What, in the event of the provision in

(2) (181?) 1 PK. 135; 41 E. R. 602; 65 R. R. 372; 12

Ij
'

3)

C
n LTstnd. Dec. (n. s.) 618.

favour of the Circular Road Baptist Church

bsing validly forfeited for breach and infringe-

ment of the conditions, would bs the desti-

nation of the funds that had been applicable

for such provision? Would in such case

the gift over contained in the 8th clause of

the Second Codicil take effect or would there

be an intestacy as to such funds or what other-

wise would be the effect or result of such

forfeiture?” I dealt with that qaesfcion in

page 209* of ray judgment. On that occasion

the next-of-kin strenuously contended that

the whole of the gift to the Baptist Church

and other charities failed on the ground that

the gift over 'might not operate within per-

petuity limits. This contention wa9 based

upon In re Bowen Lloyd Phillips v. Davis (4). I

held against the contention. I held that there

was no intestacy not even as regards the sur-

plus income, and I do not think that the same

question can now be agitated before me in

a different form. Having regard, however,

to the nature of the Will and the Codicils

and the questions involved in them I think

all the parties should get their costs out

of the estate, the costs of the Administrator-

General being as between attorney and

client. Costs to be taxed as of a hearing.

The Administrator General will hand over

the moieties to the Howrah Baptist

Church and the Circular Road Baptist

Church.
Mr. 0, O . Remfry ,

instructed by Messrs.

Orr, Dignim Sr Co., for the Appellants.—The

gift over from one charity to another is

governed by the rule against perpetuities as

laid down in seotion 101 of the Indian

Succession Act, because there was no know-

ing when the conditions laid down in the

Will would be broken by the Biptist

Church to which the properties were be-

queathed in the first instance. The langu-

age of seotion 101 is free from ambiguity

and should be given effect to, whatever

might be the Eoglish Law on the point.

If the Legislature intended that the Eng-

lish L\w about bequests to charity should

not come within the purview of seotion

101 of the Indian Succession Aot, they

would have clearly expressed that inten-

tion by adding an exception or proviso

to the section. The question as to whether

(4) (1893) 2 Ch. 491; 62 L. J. Oh. 681; 3 R. 529; Gl

L. T. 789; 41 W. R. 535.

Page of 40 C,—EL

25
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the bequest is valid is not res judicata as

against my client, because by the decree

based on the previous judgment this ques-

tion was expressly left over for a future

decision after the death of the annuitant,

Eliza Humphreys.
Air. A. A. Avetoom, instructed by Messrs.

Watkins Jy Co.
t
for the Lall Bazar and Howrah

Baptist Churches respectively, based his

arguments on an interpretation of section 2 of

the Indian Succession Act and relied upon

the decision of the Judicial Committee,

reported as Lee v. Fagg (5), in support of his

contention that the rule against perpetui-

ties was the same in England as in any
other oountry under the British Empire;

the rule being based on public policy and

being independent of Statutes.

Mr. Camel!, on the same sid j
,
urge 1 that

the application of section 101 of the Indian

Succession Act to charities would result in

placing charitable bequests in a less advan-
tageous position than bequests to indivi-

duals. The very terms of that section in-

dicate that it was not intended that it

should have any application to charities,

The section concludes by laying down “the

minority of some persons who shall be in

existence at the expiration of that period,

and to whom, if he attains full age, the thing

bequeathed is to belong.” Those words
clearly indicate that the section applios

to individuals and not to charities, which
^ ^

•

could neither be a minor” nor could attain

“full age”, as the section lays down. Pro-

perties owned by a church are generally

inalienable, theiefore, there would arise no
mischief if gifts or biquests to a church or

to a charity became inalienable by reason

of the gift over to another charity, the

object of the rule against perpetuity being to

prevent properties being inalienable beyond
a certain time.

Messrs. Walter (! regorj, and Ii. K .

Chatterjce t
instrnotet by Messrs. Leslie

and Hiiuls, for the Administrator- Cl .*neral.

Or JUDGMENT.
%

SanuEUSON, U. J.— rhis is an appeal

by Joseph Henry Jones and Emma Ade-
laide Jones, the Executor and Execut.ix

of the late Thomas Gill Jones, claiming

as the next-of kin of Henry Wilkin

Jones, late of Calcutta, against the judg-^ 0 G - :(S ' 4 ‘ L
- M- Eco. I, 30 L. T. SO.;

ment of my learned brother Mr. Justice

(Jhaudhuri delivered in 1918.

The parties to the suit were as follows:—
The Administrator- General of Bengal, and
as such the executor and trustee of Henry
Wilkin Jones, was the plaintiff. The
first defendants were the Pastor and Deacon
of the Circular Road Baptist Church,

Calcutta; and they were sued as represent-

ing the Baptist Church. The next defend-

ant was the Pastor of the Howrah Bap-'

tist Church, sued as representing that

Church. The third defendant was the

Pastor of the Lall Bazir Baptist Churoh,

sued as representing that Churoh : and,

the 1th defendant was Thomas Gill Jones,

whose name I have already mentioned

and whose representatives are the appellants

in this appeal.

Now, in the suit several matters were

raised by the Administrator-General upon

which the directions of the Court were

asked
;

but this appeal relates to one matter

and one matter only, namely, whether the

bequests to the Howrah Church and the Lill

13a/. ir Church were good and valid b quests.

The material portion of the Will is

clause 17, which runs as follows: On the

death of the last survivor of them, the

said Eliza Humphreys, Anne Elizabeth

Moffat Humphreys and Helen Winifred

Ledlie, then 1 direct my said trustee to

sell and convert into money all my real

property and to invest the same in the

securities of the Government of India, and

out of the said Trust Funds to hold securities

of the G wernment of India for the full sum of

Its. 30,000 if the said Trust Funds shall

amount to so much or shall exceed that sum,

but not other wiso, and if the said Trust Funds

shall not amount to so much, theu to hold

t lie whole thereof upon trust to pay the

inoomo thereof quarterly to two of the

Deacons for the time being of the Circular

Road Baptist Church, to be by them

applied in manner following, namely, as to

a moiety thereof for the poor’s funds in

connection with the said Church for the

susfenance and support of the poor belong-

ing to the said Church or the congrega-

tion usually worshipping in the said

Biptist Chapel, and as to the other moiety

for the General Fund in connection with

the said Churoh for tho following pur-

poses.” Then he sets out certain purposes#
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From the term? of this clause it is

obvious that this was a trust both for

charitable and for religious purposes.

There were no less than four Codioils to

this Will. The -one which is material to

this appeal is the second Codicil. By clause

7 of that Codicil the testator directed as

follows:
—

“l direct that the provision

made in my said Will and Codicil in

favour of the Baptist Church worshipping

in the Lower Circular Baptist Chapel,

shall be subject to the following farther

conditions:

**(a) That no ordained Minister of the

Gospel or Missionary or Member of the

Baptist Missionary Society be ever elected

as a Deacon of the said Church or be

allowed to canvass for votes to secure his

election as a Deacon of the said

Church.
*\b) That at each of the communion

services, commonly called the Load’s Supper,

celebrated in the Chapel or elsewhere there

shall be -two cups used, one of alcoholic

or fermented wine and one of unferment-

ed wine, and each person communicating
shall be permitted to partake of which-
ever cup he or she pleases without having
his conscience overridden.

(c) That the said Deacons do not

introduce any innovation into the practice

of the said Church but adhere to the old

practices which have always been observ-

ed in Baptist Open Communion Chur-
ohes.

*\d) That before any money is paid

by my executors or trustees quarterly to

Deacons for the time being of the said

Churoh, there shall be given to the said

executors or trustees 6very quarter a

certificate signed by the Pastor and two

of the Day Deaco'ns, testifying that the

conditions of this * and of the other Codicil

and of my Will have been carefully, con-

scientiously and strictly observed.”

Then in olause 8 the testator directed

as follows :

—
“I further direct that should

the conditions laid down in the last clause

hereof, or in the previous Codicil, or in

ray said Will, be broken or in anywise

infringed, then and in that case one-half

of the interest, dividends, etc., that I have

set aside for the said Lower Circular

Road Baptist Churoh shall be made over

and paid to the Pastor for the time be-

ing of the Howrah Baptist Church for the

benefit of the said Churoh generally and,

the other half thereof to the Reverend
Arthur Jewson’s Faith Orphanage at present

of No. 117, Dhurumtolla Street (if then
existing), or if not in existence, to

the Pastor of the Lall Bazar Baptist

Churoh for the benefit of the said Churoh
and of the poor of the Churoh.” We have
no concern with the Faith Orphanage in

this appeal, because it was stated that

the Faith Orphanage had ceased to exist *

at the material time, and the consequence
was that the two churches, the bequests
to which were in question in this case,

were the Howrah Baptist Churoh and the
Lall Bazar Baptist Church.

The question which was argued on the

appeal was whether the gifts to the Howrah
and Lall Bazar Churches were invalid on
the ground of remoteness.

It was said that by the terms of the

Codicil No. 2 these gifts were to vest

upon the happening of a specified uncertain

event (viz., the failure of the Circular

Road Church to perform the conditions

set out iu the 2nd Codicil), which might
be too remote.

It was urged that it was possible that

the above-mentioned event might not

happen until some time (whether it is

short or long is immaterial) after the

lifetime of the last survivor of , the persons

living at the testator’s decease, mentioned
in clause 17 of the Will, and that con-

sequently the gifts would be invalid by
reason of section 101 of the Succession Act
of 1865, for the vesting of the bequests
would be delayed beyond the lifetime of

one or more persons living at the testator’s

decease.

The first point raised was that this

matter was res judicata by reason of the
decision which Mr. Justice Chaudhuri had
given in the same suit on the 16th of

July 1912.

Section 11 of the Code of Civil Procedure
is the material section. That runs as

follows No Court shall try any suit

or issue in which the matter directly and
substantially in issue has been directly and
substantially in issue in a former suit

‘between the same parties, or between par-

ties under whom they or any of them
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claim, litigating under the same title,
in a Court competent to try such sub-
sequent suit or the suit in which such issue
has been subsequently raised, and has been
heard and finally decided by such Court.”

I am not sure that having regard to
the words of the section, it applies to this
case at all.

It prohibits the trial of a suit or issue in
which the matter directly and substantially
in issue has been direotly and substantially
in issue in a jormer suit

,
and the first

explanation provides that the expression
former suit’ shall denote a suit which has
been deoided prior to the suit in question,
whether or not it was instituted prior
thereto.”

.

In t,1IS case the previous decision wasm the same suit.

Further, although Mr. Justioe Chaudhuri
in Ins judgment of l‘J12* did decide that
the gift over to the Howrah and Lall Bazar
Ohurohes was valid and that there was no
intestacy, he oonfined the directions to the
disposal of the residuary Trust Funds during
the lifetime of Eliza Humphreys, who was
the last survivor of the persons mentioned
in c ause 17 of the Will, and the decree
concluded as follows: - ‘And this Court doth
not think fit at present to determine the
destination of the income of the said re
s id uary Trust Funds or of the corpus there-
of or the rights of parties therein and thereto
respectively after the death of the said Eliza
Humphreys and doth defer the determina-
tmn of the said questions until after thedeath of the said Eliza Humphreys, whenthe parties entitled shall be entitled toapply to the Court in this suit for the determ"
nation thereof.

i think this provision left it open to the

of^thn
t0

-

f

''a,se tl,e questio" of the validity
f

|
• \ , ?

VCr ‘° tho Uv° churcheswhich would be one of the questions in.’vo ved in considering tho matter, the dutermi

t

n

h

a

edecr
O

ee.

Wh,0h -^deferred by

w„s,
rll“r

, itjiorrr
Succession Act was not raised before JJr°
Justice Chaudhuri in 1912, and in a„vevent, in my judgment, the previous deci

* -l fiitl. Cal. J^.—

sion of Mr. Justice Chaudhuri would notprevent him considering and deciding that
question on the further hearing in thesame suit In view of the above-mentioned
matters and the express reservation contained
in the decree of 1912, which has been
already referred to, I do not think the
matter can be said to have been “finally
d
t°'.

d
l

ed
r, Y

lthln mea°ing of section 11
0 the Code of Civil Procedure so as to
prevent Mr. Justioe Chaudhuri considering
the point raised in respeot of seotion 101 of
the succession Aot.

Jn any event, in my judgment, the
matter must be open to the appellants in
this appeal.

The deoree of 1912 did not finally deoide
aJl tho matters raised in the snit.
On the contrary, it expressly deferred for

determination in the future the question of
the destination of the corpus and income of
the residuary Trust Funds after the death of
Eliza Humphreys, and this is the matter now
under disoussion.

It was in a sense an interlocutory deoree
in the suit and it did not finally deoide the
above question. This was not finally

EfU-f Cl'"a "" ri
’ J ' «*»•»* »•

For these reasons, in my judgment, it was
open to the appellants to raise the matter in
dispute on this appeal.

•As regards the main question in the
appeal it was argued on behalf of the ap-
pellants that the question must be deoided
by the terms of section 101 of the Succes-

j
A

j
1, lftt the Aot one whioh

amended and defined the rules of law ap-
a o o intestate and testamentary sue-

cession in British India, and that unless

i
j

'v,° 0lurches in question oould shew

.

'ftewata to them were speoifioally
. cep e rom the operation of its provisions,

tho Act must apply.

I

^y Air. Avetoom for thejail Bazar Church that the bequest to
1 nly was one bequest and included the

tlmf fi

° t 10 t

i

W° oJiUro^es question, and
t at tl ie mere shifting Qf the oharitab|e be>

i
x •

r
,°m due object to another was not

invalid*
^ dl(* not render the bequest

thft/Vi
^or the Howrah Churoh argued

111 6 affainsfc PerPetuity involved two
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-» to i‘. ‘to(l) a provision against perpetual inalien

^ (“(’a prohibition against vesting beyond a

certain time.

He urged that perpetual trusts in favour of

charities were permissible in India, and if ,

there was no reason why the exception which

SS i n grafted on to the rule ,n England

allowing the shifting of the charitable

beauest from one objeot to another, as

Christ’s Hospital v. Grainger (6), should n

also be permitted.
j tw the

In other words.it was argued that the

above principles of English Law were in

foroe in India at the time of the passing

of the Succession Aot in 1865 and that it

was not the intention of the Legislature to

alter the law in India by departing from

the law of England in this respect.

In my judgment that is not the course

whioh should be adopted in construing this

A
°I

t
n Norendra Nath Sarcar v. Kamalbasini

T)asi (7) the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council indicated the proper mode

of dealing with an Act intended to codify

a particular branoh of the law.

At page 26, Lord Herschell’s opinion in

Bank of England v. Yagliano (8) was approved,

ft is as follows: -“The proper course is in

the first instance to examine the language

*, £T Statute and to •*»<"“

natural meaning, uninfluenced by any con-

siderations derived from the P-vous state

of the law, and not to start with mqu

i-« View the. ’- Previously •*£ “J
intended to leave it nnaltered to see if the

words of the enactment will bear an in

pretation in conformity with this vmw.

a Statute intended to embody in a code

a plSiar branch of the la. . » » be

The purpose of such a Statu

JRHSJWSffiWaSi'MSl
a -

(7 )
MI. A. 18; 23 C. 563; 6 Sar. P. 0. J. 067; 0 U.

Q- B. WMIat.
353} 39 W. R. 057; 55 J. P. 67Q.

with by it, tuo , . .

by interpreting the language used instead

of as before, roaming over a vast num

of authorities in order to discover what the

law was, extracting it by a minute critical

examination of the prior decisions

And the head-note of the Privy Counoil

oase is: “A Code must be construed ao-

cording to the natural meaning of the

language used and not on the presumption

that it was intended to leave the existing

^
This was with reference to the Succession

Aot of 1865 whioh we have now under

consideration.
.

. . fr4

The Aot reoites that i; is expedient

amend and define the rules of law applicable

to intestate and testamentary succession in

Section 2 provides as follows: Excep

as provided by this Act, or by any other

law for the time being in force, the rules

herein contained shall constitute the law

of British India applicable to all cases

of intestate or testamentary succession.

So that, saving the exceptions there men-

tinned, the rules in the Act contained are

to constitute the law in India applicable

to all oases of intestate and testamentary

With reference to this section it has

been held by this Court in Nepen Bala

Ttebi v Siti Kanta Banerjee that

the words “applicable to all oases” operate

as a repeal of the previously existing

law and that subject to the exception

in ’the seotion the Courts must look to

this Aot and this alone for the law of

British India applicable to all cases of

testamentary and intestate succession and

with regard to the exceptions, the burden

is upon those who rely upon the exaep.

tions to prove that their oase comes within

them. .

.

The first part of the exception in sec-

tion 2 is clearly confined to provisions

whioh are to be found in the Aot itself,

and the other half refers to provisions of

“any other law for the time being in force.

I have great doubt whether this

can be taken to mean that the rules of

English Law which were in foroe in India

(9) 8 Ind. Cas. 4’; 15 C. W. N* 158; 12 0. L, J 4 )9.
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at the time of the passing of this Aot
are to be preserved : but it is not neces-
sary to decide that, because, in my judg-
ment, the matter under discussion is dealt
with by the Act, and the positive language
of the Act, as contained in the provisions

of section 101, is sufficient to preclude
the application of English Law.

Section 101 provides as follows:
—
“No

bequest is valid whereby the vesting cf

the thing bequeathed may he delayed
beyond the lifetime of one or more per-

sons living at the testator’s deoease, and
the minority of some person who shall

be in existence at the expiration of that

period, and to whom, if he attains full

age, the thing bequeathed is to belong.”

The provisions of this section create a

rule which is different to the rule in

English Law existing at the time of the

passing of the Aot. The rule in English

Law was that no valid interest could be

oreated which did not of necessity

vest within the prescribed period of

a life or lives in being and 21 years

after : subjeot to the exception which had
been grafted upon the rule that where
oharities were concerned, the mere shifting

of a oharitable trust from one object

to another did not invalidate the

bequest.

By section 101 the above rule is departed
from, for the bequest is not valid if the

vesting may be delayed beyond the lifetime

of one or more persons living at the

testator’s deoease, and the minority of

some person who shall be in existence at

the expiration of that period, and then

only if the thing bequeathed is to belong

to him if be attains full age.

By the definition in clause 3, ‘minor*

means a person who shall not have
completed the age of 18 years, and minority

means the status of such person. So that

the rule in India as laid down by the

section is different from that existing in

England at the time of the passing of the

Aot.

The language of the section is positive;

it provides that no bequest is valid

whereby, etc.” To apply the plain meaning
of the language used, ' no bequest ’ must
m aan no bequest of any kind, whether a

bequest to an indiyidnal or a charity. It

is said that the words contained in the
section relating to the minority of some
person show that this section could not be
intended to apply to a oharitable bequest,'
but could only be applicable to bequests
to individuals. I do not think this is a sound
argument.

The seotion in the first part provides
that no bequest is valid if the vesting
may be delayed beyond the lifetime of

one or more persons living at the testator’s

deoease—the seoond part of the seotion

provides that in a certain event the vesting
may be still further delayed, i.e

,
it may

be delayed for the minority of a person
who shall be in existence at the expiration
of that period (i. e., the lifetime of one or
more persons already mentioned), provided
that the thing bequeathed is to belong to him
if he attains full age.

It was argued that the result of holding
that a oharitable bequest was inoluded in

section 101 would be that the vesting of

the bequest could not be delayed for so

long a time as if the bequest had been

to an individual living at the testator’s

deoease with a gift over to a minor if

he attains full age. That may be so
;
but

that does not seem to me a sufficient

reason for disregarding the plain words of the

seotion.

Section 105 deals with bequests to reli-

gious and oharitable uses : so that the

framers of this Act had bequests to oharity

in their minds at the time the Act

was drafted, and they must be presumed
to have known of the exception in favour

of oharitable bequests as laid down in

Christ's Hospital v. Grainger (6), and it seems
to me that if the Legislature had inteuded

to except bequests to oharities from the

operation of seotion 101, nothing would have
been easier than to add a proviso to seotion

101 carrying out the rule laid down in Christ's

Hospital v. Grainger (6).

There, however, is no suoh proviso : The
main rule of Euglish Law in this respect has

been materially altered, as I have shown, by

the provisions of the seotion, and that being

so, and in the absence of any speoifio

provision in the Aot preserving the

exception which had been grafted on to

the English rule of law in favour of

oharities, I see no reason for holding that
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the Aot intended the, exception to be

preserved.

The language of section 101,^ iu uiy

judgment, is dear and ^equivocal and

applies to all bequests, whether they

of a oharitable nature or not.

In my judgment, therefore, the bequests

. run- - ‘i- H
j„T

h

iS°';
ohes are within the seotion 101, aDd 1C

remains to be considered what .s the

r<,

It

U
wa8 not seriously disputed that by

the terms of clause 17 of the W. and

clauses 7 and S of the 2nd Codied the

bequests to the Howrah and Lall Bazar

Churches might r.ot come into °perat«c,n

until sometime after the death of the last

survivor of persons living at the testator s

deoease viz., those persons mentioned in

clause 17 of the Will: for the Lower Circular

Road Churoh might have performed the con-

ditions set out in clause 7 of the 2nd Codici

for a time (it might have been for a year or

years, the length of the time is not

material) and then it might have failed to

comply with the conditions so'that the

bequests to the Howrah and Lall Bazar

Churohes were dependent upon the happen g

of a specified uncertain event (««•• *«

failure by the Lower Ciroular Road

Churoh to perform the conditions laid down

in clause 7 of the 2nd Codici ), which

might not have occurred until sometime

beyond the lifetime of persons living at the

testator’s decease as mentioned in clause

of the Will.

Consequently, in my if^^r
beouests to the Howrah and Lall Bazar

Churohes were not valid on the
tb

*

the vesting of the funds bequeathed to these

'»«*. b. d.lW.a ^ond

only oome into foroe in the event of the Lower

Ciroular Road Churoh failing to perform the

conditions laid down; and as regards the

vesting, in my judgment, the bequests to the

Howrah and Lall Bazar Churches would net

vest in them until the Lower Circular Road

Churoh had failed to perform the specified

conditions. That this must be so, is

indicated by the terms of seotion 107,

which relate to the vesting of a legacy:

the same reasoning would apply to the

vesting of the bequests.

There is no doubt that in fact the

bequests to the Howrah and Lall Bazar

Churches, if valid, would have;« fad come

into operation on the death of Miss Eliza

Humphreys, inasmuch as it appears from

the decree of 1912 that the Lower

Ciroular Road Churoh had not oomplied

with the conditions
_

contained in the

Codicil and was not in a position to do

bo- but the question doe3 not depend upon

what did in faot happen: it was admitted

that the material question was whether

under the terms of the Will and the

Codicil the bequests to the two churches

in question might be delayed beyond the

time specified by the Aot.

For these reasons, in my judgment, the

anneal should be allowed and a declaration

made that the bequests to the Howrah

Churoh and Lall Bazar Churoh are invalid,

that as regards the corpus and income of

the residuary Trust Funds in question

after the death of Eliza Humphreys there

is an intestaoy, and that an enquiry by the

Registrar, if necessary, should be held as

to the next-of-kin entitled thereto. There

should be a direction to the Administrator-

General to make over the corpus and

income to the persons so found to be entitled

churohes mign* do ry
at the thereto,

lifetime of one or more persons g
_ \ \ l

testator’s deoease.

There is one more argument which I must

deal with viz., that presented by M-

Avetoom, that there was only one bequest

to charity, and that it vested upon the death

°£
2r»Jd T thSkthe‘terms of the Will and

the 2nd Codioil make it olear that wer®

and the other two to the Howrah and Lall

Bazar Churches, which latter bequests would

We think that having regard to the

terms of the Will and the Codicils the

costs of all parties, except of those to whom

I shall refer directly, should come out of

the estate, the costs of the Administrator-

General being as between attorney and

f Of the three respondents Mrs.

Blanche Grace Walsh, Wilfred Boswell

d Mrs Nesta Naomi Sherwin, Mrs.

Blanche Grace Walsh did not appear,

and we make no order as to her costs,
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With regard to W. Boswell and Mrs.
N. N. Sherwin we think that the proper
order is this:— The question of their costs

cannot be determined definitely at the

present moment and it will be dependent
upon the enquiry as to the next-of-kin.

The order, therefore, will be that if it

turns out upon the enquiry that they are

entitled as next of kin, then they will

get their costs of this appeal out of the

estate : If it turns out that they are not

entitled as next-of-kin, then they will

not get costs out of the estate, but will

have to bear their own costs themselves.

We think that the Administrator-General

may, pending the enquiry as to the next-

of-kin, invest the sum, which is now
released, in the War Loan.

WOODROFFE, J.— In my opinion it is

quite clear that the question before us is

not res judicata. On the contrary the

decree of 191*2 expressly reserved the

question of the destination of the oorpus

and inoomo of the residuary Trust Fund
after the death of Eliza Humphreys, which

is the matter now for deoision.

On the merits it appears from the

Indian Succession Act that its framers

had in mind charities, and have in faot

under section 105 made a new and
speoitio provision therefor. The language

of section 101 is plain and applicable to

the present case, unless it be shown I hat

a reservation in favour of oharitie9 exist-

ed either by virtue of the previous law
or by the Act itself. The Aot itself has

no suob reservation : Though its frameis

must have been aware of the Lading case

of Christ's Bespital v. Grainger (6), they

have not made the finding in that

decision a proviso to the seotion. This

indicates, so far as it goes, that it was not

the intention to apply this decision to

this country, and this again meets the

argument that this exception in favour of

charities is to be found in a law existing

previously to, and now independently of,

the Act, assuming that there is now suob

a law of succession.

I may here add that according to

English Law a gift to charity may lo bad

for remoteness if it follows the gift to an

individual. Upon the contention of the

respondent that section 101 does not

apply to charities at all, it follows, and
indeed it is admitted, that there is no
section in the Aot which would exclade a

case of remoteness not allowed by English
Law. It is accordingly said that the

whole matter is to be dealt with inde-

pendently of the Act—whether the bequest
is a goed or a bad one. I do not think,

however, that this was the intention of

an Aot enaoted to deal with the whole
subjeot. There may be matters with
which it has not dealt

;
but this is, in

my opinion, not one of them. The
language of seotion 101 is dear and no
exception is stated.

The argument that we are here to deal

with only one bequest, is not in accordance
with the facts.

I agree, therefore, with the judgment
of the learned Chief Justice.

Appeal ulloued.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
FULL BENCH.

Revision Petition No. 976 of 1916.

January 2, 191b.

Present :— Mr. Justice Chevis, Mr. Justice

Shadi Lai and Mr. Justice Broadway.

Chaudhri KISHEN SINGH

—

Defendant

—

Petitioner

versus

INDUSTRIAL BANK OF INDIA in

Liqdidation—Plaintiff—Respondent.
Companies Act ( III oj 1913), s. 171—Appeal arising

out oj suit in which Company mis plaintiff—Leave oj

Court
,
whether necessary.

An appeal or an application for revision arising

out of an action Drought by a Company does not

come within the purview of section 171 of the Com.
panics Act and can he instituted or proceeded with

without the leave of the Court, [p. 394, col. 1.]
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Petition for revision, under section 44 (e)

of Act III of 1914, against the order of

the Senior Sub-Judge, Ludhiana, dated the

26th June 1916, modifying that of the

Munsif, second class, Ludhiana, dated the 3rd
July 1915.

Mr. Jai Gopal Sethi
,
for the Petitioner.

Mr. Niranjan Pershad, Official Liquidator,

for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The question of law, which
has been referred to the Full Bench for

deoision, is whether an appeal or an application

for revision arising out of a suit, in which a

Company was the plaintiff, oomes within

the purview of section 171 of the Indian

Companies Act YII of 1913, and cannot
consequently be instituted or proceeded with

without the leave of the Court. Section

171, upon the interpretation of which the

answer to the question depends, runs as

follows:—
“When a winding up order has been

made, no suit or other legal proceeding
shall be proceeded with or commenced
against the Company except by leave of

the Court, and subject to such terms, as

the Court may impose.”
Now there can be no manner of

.
an appeal or an application for

revision is a legal proceeding, within the
meaning of the section, but the matter does
not rest there. Can such a proceeding
arising out of an action brought by a
Company be regarded as a proceeding against
the Company? Prima facie there is consider-

able force in the view taken by a Division
Bench of this Court in Milawa Ram
v- People's Bank of India (1) that the

proceeding is intended to wrest from the
decree obtained by it in the Court
below, a decree which but for the

appeal or revision would establish the

Company’s title in the subject matter of

the suit, and that it should, therefore, be
treated as a proceeding against the

Company

.

On the other hand, the language of the

section can be construed to mean that the

proceeding in question should not be treated

as a thing apart, irrespective of what has gone
before, and that it should be viewed with

reference to the action out of which it arises.

(1) 30 Ind, Cap. 618; 91 P, R. 1916; 80 P. h. R. 1917.

This view has found favour with the highest
Judicial Tribunal in England, and after

considering the matter carefully we do
not think that there is any adequate groond
for our taking a contrary view. There
can be no dotibt that when an aotion is

brought by or on behalf of the Company,
the defendant can file his written statement
and resist the action .without the leave of
the Court. Suppose, the defence fails in

the Court of first instance, is the defendant
precluded from asking the higher Court
to adjudicate upon that defence without
first obtaining the leave of the Court
conducting the liquidation? It oan be
legitimately contended on his behalf that
he did not take the initiative in setting
the machinery of the Court into motion,
and that consequently his failure in the
Courc of first instance should not debar
him from going up to the higher Court
and satisfying it that his defence was
correct and that the aotion against him ought
not to have been successful.

This, in substance, is the ratio decidendi of

the judgment of the House of Lords in Humber
v, Griffiths (2), where Lord Davey in delivering
the judgment of the Court observed that “when
once an aotion by the Company itself has.

been proceeded with, there is no necessity"

for the defendants in the aotion to obtain
leave for any defensive proceeding on their

behalf”
;
and further remarked that “the

respondents having been successful” in the
lower Court “cannot now object to the
appellants’ defending themselves against the
consequence of the judgment by the
ordinary means of an appeal to this house”.

This judgment prooeeds upon seotion 87
of the English Statue, 25 and 26 Victoria,

Chapter 89, which section is practically

in pari materia iwith seotion 171 of the
Indian Act, the only difference being that

the English Statute uses the words “any
suit, action or other proceeding.” while the
Indian Act contains the words suit or
other legal proceedings”; but the difference

is merely a verbal one and indicates no
ohange in substance. The judgment o

the House of Lords was delivered in 1901,
and has never been questioned so far.

Indeed, the Companies Act of 1862 has been
repealed by the Companies (.Consolidation)

7

(2) (1901) 85 L. T. HI,
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Act of 19u8, and seotion 87 has been

re- enacted by section 142 of the new

Statute ;
and this new enactment in

almost identical terms let ds support to the

view that the exposition of the law

contained in that iudgment has received the

implied approval of the Legislature.

Dissenting, thorefore, from the rule laid

down in Milawa Bams. People's Bankof India

(1) and following the exposition of the law

contained in Humber v. Griffiths (2), we hold

that an appeal or an application for revi-

sion arising out of an aotion brought y

a Company does no. oome within the

purview of seotion 171 of the Indian

Companies Act a-d that it oan be institBttd

or prooeeded with without the leave of the

Court. The ease must now go baok to the

Single Benoh for deoision on the merits.

[1918

Case remanded

PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeal from the Board ok Revenue,

United Provinces.

April lb, 1918.

Present’.— Viscount Haldane, Lord Dunedin,

Lord Sumner. Sir John Kdge and

Mr. Ameer Ali.

Rani PARBATI KUNWAR-
Appellant

versus

The DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
of KHRR1 and another—

Respondents

Oudh Rent Act (XXII of 1886), Ch. F//-A-T1ukadar

~ ChapterTl"LA of 'the Oudh Kent Act, 1880 applies

V. 7 V nnA consequently a “favourable rent
t,° person to whom the collection

K has' been h-ase,., is liable to

J-
enhanced in the .ircinnstancos an^'^oe. ...

condition tborom provided. [p. dJh. L >1 -

Appeal from a deoree of the Board of

Revenue for the United Provinces of Agra

a„d Oudh, dated the 2nd April .915. revers-

inK t bat of the Commissioner. Lucknow,

dated the 7th October 19. 4-.

PACTS of the case are sufficiently staini

Uu'ir I, irdships’ judgment. Ill the

appeal the question for determination was

whether the rent payable by the appellant

under a lease therein set out was liable

to enhancement under Chapter VII- A of t e

Oudh Rent Act, 1886 (XXII of 1886). The

Board of Revenue had held that it was.

Messrs. DeGruyther ,
K. C. %

and Amend

Jackson
,
for the Appellant, submitted that

Chapter VII-A of Act XXII of 1886 applied

only to grants of land. The lease in suit

was not a grant: it gave appellant no

right of ocoupanoy in the land. Appellant

was a thikadar, not a tenant under seotion 3

(10). Chapter VII-A did not apply to her,

and the rent payable by her was not

liable to enhancement. Various sections of

Act XXII of 1886 were discussed.

Sir Erie Richards ,
K. G ,

and Mr. () Gorman ,

for the Respondents.— Act XXII of 1886

applies to the case. Before that Aot a

grant like that in the lease was liable

to resumption after the death of the

grantor under seotion 52 of Act X\ II of

1876. That liability was taken away by

Chapter VILA, which was added to Act XXII

of 1866 by U. P. Act IV of 1901, and

the liability to enhancement of rent was

substituted. There was thus no hardship

to the thikadar. The policy of the

Government was to put an end to grants

of this class, as they affected the pro-

prietor’s ability to pay the Government

revenue. Chapter VII-A applies to all such

grants whatever name is given to them.

Mr. VeQrntthfr ,
K. U., replied.

JUDGMENT.
Sir John EDOE.-This is an appeal from

a decree, dated the 2nd April 1915, of

the Board of Revenue for the United

Provinces of Agra and Oudh, which set

aside a deoree, dated 7th October 1914, of

the Court of the Commissioner of Lucknow,

ar.d restored a deoree or order, dated the 4th

June 1914, of the Court of the Deputy

Commissioner of bitapur.

The suit in which this appeal has been

brought, was instituted in a Court of

Revenue which alone had jurisdiction to

entertain the suit, a Civil Court having

no jurisdiction in the matter. In the suit

the plaintiffs claimed a deoree for the

possession of the entire village Maim

Bandhia Kalan, situate m Pargana Nigha-

saii, in the district of Khe.i, by resump-

tion of the munfi, and in the alternative
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that the rent might be fixed at a proper

amount under section 107G of Act XXII
of 1886 (’he Oudh Rent Act, 1886), and

other reliefs which need not be referred

to. The Deputy Commissioner of Sitapur,

before whom the suit- oame for trial, did

not grant a decree for resumption, but

having found that the rent was liable to

be enhanced under seotion 107G of Act

XXII of 1886, by his decree declared

that the defendant was a tenant of the

Maujsa without any right of occupancy,

and determined the rent to be payable at

2,000 rupees per annum. The only ques-

tion to be considered in this appeal is,

whether the rent at which the Mauza
was held by the defendant of the plaint-

iffs at the date of suit was or was not

liable to be enhanced, and that question

depends upon the nature of the lease

under which the Mauza was held by

the defendant.

Mauza Bandhia Kalan is part of the

Taluqdari estate of Majbgain. On the

13th November 1882, Raja Milap Singh,

in whom 'was then vested that estate, by
his Will devised Mauza Bandhia Kalan to

his wife Rani Dhan Kunwar, who on his

death obtained possession of the Mauza.
Thereafter Rani Dhan Kunwar, in order

to provide maintenance for her daughter,

who is the defendant in this suit and
the appellant in this appeal, and mainten-

ance for that daughter’s son executed

on the 23rd February 1891 the following

lease :

—

“Lease in favour of Chhoti Betia, i. «.,

Parbati, who is married at Malanpur, and

also in favour of the grandson, i. e.,

the dear son of the said daughter,

granted by Rani Dhan Kunwar, talokdar’

of Majbgain and Bhur, Pargana Nigba-

san. * \
“Mauza Bandhia Kalan, Pargana and

Tahsil Nighasan, ‘Hadbast’ No. 61, owned

and possessed by me, the executant, the

revenue of whioh, along with that of the

entire ‘Taluka,’ is paid to Government, is

leased to you from 1297 Fasli up to the

term of your life and that of your dear

son, at a ‘jama’ of - 584 rupees per

annum. You should take possession of the

said Mauza from 1297 Fasli as a lessee

for life and bring into your own use all

aorta of receipts whioh include mal’ and

KHERI,

siwai’ and pay to me 584 rupees annual
lease money, instalment by instalment,
year by year, without objection, and all
sorts of profits will belong to you and
your dear son during your respective lives
and after you and your dear son the
lease of the Mauza will end and it will,
as before, revert to the possession of the
holder of the liaka’ (estate). During
your life and that of your dear son
neither I nor any heir or representative
of mine will have power to set aside
the lease. If you do not pay the ‘jama*
reserved by the lease at the proper time,
it will be duly recovered from you with-
out interest by means of a suit in Court.
You should, during the period of your
lease, fully oarry out all orders issued by
the authorities in respeot of the village,
so that no stigma of disobedience of orders
might attach to you or to the ‘taluka’
(estate). You >hould keep the tenantry
satisfied in every way, so that the popula-
tion of the village might increase and the
village might not become desolate. Under
proper circumstances yon are also authorised
to eject the tenants so that you might
eject them after issuing notice of ejectment.
You should, however, see that they are
not oppressed. You are authorised to
enhance or reduce the rent of the tenants
so far as it is just. You shall carry on all
the affairs of the village just as they
have been hitherto conducted.

‘These few presents have, therefore,
been executed by way of a lease to stand
as evidence.

“Boundaries of Mauza Bandhia Kalan
“^East. — Bandhia Khurd.
“West .—Hamlet of Gangaband
“"North .— Oudh forest.

South .— Gangaband.
“Dated the 23rd February, 1891.

Rani Dhan Kunwar.”
Under that lease the defendant became

the thikadar or person to whom the collection
of rents in the Mauza had been leased by
Rani Dhan Kunwar, who was then the
landlord. Rani Dhan Kunwar died in
1891. After her death the Talnq vested
in Raghubar Singh, a plaintiff and one of
the respondents, and in Raj Mangal Singh
represented in this suit and appeal by the
Depu'y Commissioner of Kheri as i),e
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special manager of the Court of Wards of

the estate of Majhgain.

Land forming a Mahal or part of a

Mahal which is under Chapter VIl-A of

Act XXII of 1886 liable to be resumed

by the proprietor or to have the rent

payable in respect of it enhanced must be

land held rent-free or at a favourable

rate of rent. By section 107-1 of the Act

it is enacted that :
—

“For the purposes of this Chapter (Chap-

ter VII-A) a grant of land at a favour-

able rate of rent means a grant of land

at a rent less than the aggregate of the

revenue and local rates payable thereon.”

All three Courts in India have found

that the rent of 584 rupees, which was

made payable by the lease of the 23rd

February 1891, was a favourable rate of

rent within the meaning of Chapter VII-

A. But it has been contended on behalf

of the appellant that Chapter VII-A does

not apply to persons holding land as

thikadars. That contention is based on section

3, clause (10) of the Act, according to

which a

—

“tenant means any person, not being

an under-proprietor, who is liable to pay

rent ;
and in the following portions of

this Act, namely, seotions 13, 14, 17, 18,

29, 53, 54, 55, sub sections (l) and (2), 56, 59,

60, 61, 62, 108, 126 and 138, but in no

others, the expression ‘tenant’ shall be held

to include a thikadar or person to whom
the collection of rents in a village, or

portion of a village has been leased by the

landlord.”

Sootion 3 (10) which contains that

definition was part of Aot XXII of 1886

as it was passed in 1886. Chapter Vil-A,

which deals with the resumption and

the enhancement of the rent of land held

rent-free or at a favourable rate of rent

and contains section 107 A to section 107K,

was added to Aot XXII of 18bO in 1901

by an amending Aot, U. P. Act IV of

1901, and consequently the speci6o enact-

ments of Chapter VII-A are not limited

in their application by section 3 (10),

which must be regarded as a mere glossary

defining the terms “tenant” and “thikadar”

as those terms are employed in the Aot

XXII of 1886 as it stood in 1886 when it

was passed.

The objeot of enaoting Chapter VII-A

which the Government of India had in

view obviously was . the protection of the

Government revenue assessed upon agri-

cultural lands, and as far as possible to

maintain proprietors of lands in a position

to enable them to pay the Government

revenue and the local rates assessed upon

their lands, and thus to avoid losing their

lands by making default in payment of

the revenue due to the state. In some

parts of India, in Oudh for instance,

many proprietors of lands were in the

habit of acting improvidently in making

grants of lands, by lease or otherwise,

rent-free or at rents which did not enable

them to pay the public revenue and local

rates assessed upon their lands. As early as

1793 the Governor-General in Counoil

passed Regulation XIX of 1793, with a «*

similar objeot of protecting the Government

revenae derivable from lands. In section 1

of that Regulation it is stated : “By

the anoient law of the oountry, the ruling

power is entited to a certain proportion

of the produoe of every bigha of land

(demandable in money or kind, according

to local custom) unless it transfers its

right thereto for a term or in perpetuity,

or limits the publio demand upon the

whole of the lands belonging to an

individual, leaving him to appropriate to

his own use the difference between the

value of such proportion of the produoe

and the sum payable to the publio, whilst

he continues to discharge the latter. As

a necessary consequence of this law, if a

Zemindar made a grant of any part of

his lands to be held exempt from the payment

of revenue, it was considered void from

being an alienation of the dues of Govern-

ment without its sanotion. Had the

validity of such grants been admitted, it

is obvious that the revenue of Government

would have been liable to gradual dimi-

nution.” ~ That Regulation was applied to

Oudh after the annexation of that

province.

By seotion 52 of Aot XYII of 1876 (the

Oudh Land Revenue Aot, 1S76), it was

enacted :
—

“52. All grants (whether in writing or

otherwise) by proprietors, or the persons

whom they represent, of land to be held

exempt from the payment of rent or at a

favourable rate of rent, are hereby deolared
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to be liable to resumption, unless snoh

grants have been sanctioned or confirmed

by the Governor- General in Council or the

Chief Commissioner.
“Provided that, if such grants are held

under a written instrument (whether

executed before or after the passing of

this Act) by which the grantor expressly

agrees that the grant shall not be resumed,

they shall be held valid against him (but

not as against his representatives after

his death) during the continuance of the

settlement of the district in which the

land is situate which was current at the date

of the grant.”

Section 52 was subject to the procedure

and exemptions contained in sections 53,

54 and 55 of that Aot.

Section 52 of Aot XVII of 1876 was
wide enough to apply to -grants to

thikadars of land in Oudh exempt from
the payment of rent or held at a favour-

able rate of rent, and ifc authorised the

resumption of such grants when they had
not been sanctioned or confirmed by the

Governor- General in Council or the Chief

Commissioner of Oudh. Sections 52, 53,

54 and 55 of Act XVII of 1876 continued
in force until Aot IV of 1901 was passed.

By section 107E, which by Aot IV of

1901 was added to Aot XXII of 1886, it

was enacted as follows :

—

“107E. Land held rent-free or at a

favourable rate should be liable to resump-
tion, only when by the terms of the grant
or by local custom it is held

—

() at the pleasure of the grantor;

() for the performance of some specific

service, religious or secular, which the pro-

prietor no longer requires;

\c) conditionally or for a term, and
the conditions are broken or the term
expires.”

# * # #

That section limited the lands which
might otherwise have been resumed if

section 52 of Aot ' XVII of 1876 had
remained in force, and in that respect

was more favourable to the grantees of

snoh lands than section 52 of Aot XVII
of 1876 had been.

By section 107A, which was one of the

sections which were adddd to Aot XXII
of 1886, the proprietor of a Mahal or part

of a Mahal was, amongst other rights of

397

suit, given a right to sue to enhance the

rent of any land held at a favourable rate

of rent, whether so held by grant in writing

or otherwise. And by section 10 7B, all

land in Oudh held at a favourable rate of

rent was made liable to enhancement of rent

unless the holder established oertain specified

facts, which have not been established in

this case. That section is subject to the

following proviso: ‘Provided that no land
held under a written instrument, whether
executed before or after the 1st day of

January 1902, by which the grantor
expressly agrees that the grant shall not
be resumed, shall be liable to resumption
or assessment or enhancement of rent until

the*^ grantor dies, or the term of the
current settlement of the local area in

which the grant is situated expires, whichever
event first occurs.” In the present case

not only did the grantor of the lease die

before suit, but the term of the settlement
current at the date of the lease, of the

local area in which Mauza Bandhia Kalan
is situate, expired before the suit was
brought.

By section 107G, which is one of the

sections whioh in 1901 were added to Act
XXII of 1886, it is enacted as follows:

—

“107G. (1). Land not liable to resump-
tion under section 107E and to which the
provisions of section 107H do not apply
shall be liable to assessment or enhancement
of rent as the case may be.

“(2) When a grant held rent-free or at

a favourable rate is found to be liable to

have rent assessed or enhanced thereon, the
grantee shall be deemed to be a tenant

without a right of oocupanoy under sections

36 and 37 of this Aot, and the rent shall be

determined at such rate as the Court may con-

sider to be fair and equitable, having regard

to the rents paid for land of similar qualify

and with similar advantages in the neigh-

bourhood.
“(3) The period of seven years for which

he (the grantee) shall be entitled to retain

the holding shall begin from the fir^t day of

July next following the date of the institu-

tion of the suit.”
"

Mauza Bandhia Kalan was not liable

to resumption ..under seotion 107E, as ;the

term for which the lease was granted has

not expired, and it is not proved that any
condition contained in the lease has
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been broken. The provisions of section

1C7H do not apply in this ease, and

consequently section 107G does apply,

as the lease of the 23rd February 1891

was a grant of land at a favourable rate

of rent, and Mauza Bandhia Kalan was

land held by the defendant at a favourable

rate of rent within the meaning of Chapter

VII-A of Act XXLI of 1S“6. The decree

of the Board of Revenue, which set aside

the decree of the Commissioner of Lucknow

and restored the decree or order of the

Deputy Commissioner of Sitapur enhancing

the rent to Rs. 2,000 per annum, was

right.

Their Lordships will humbly advise His

Majesty that the decree of the Board of

Revenue should be affirmed, and that

this appeal should be dismissed with

costs.

A ppenl dis <*• issed.

Solicitors for the Appellant : T. L.

Wilson Sf Co.

Solicitors for the Respondents. The Solicitor,

India Office.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Original Order No. 57

of 1918.

August 2l, 1918.

Present:— Sir Lancelot Sanderson, Kr., Chief

Justice, and Justice Sir John Woodroffe, Kr.

DEUTSCHE AS IATESC HE BANK—
Plaintiff— Appellant

versus

H1RA LALL BURDHAN A SCNS-
Defendants—Respondents.

Limitation Act (IX oj 1903), as. 9, 15, applicability

of—“Disability" and “ inability", meanings of—Alien

enemy
,
right of suit of—Limitation, running o/.

Section 9 of the Limitation Act covers the case

of an alien enemy who is debarred from Ruing in

consequence of <i declaration of war. [p. 399, col. 2.J

Tho general rulo is that once limitation has began

to run, a subsequent “disability” to sue will not avail

(,o atop it in the absence of express statutory pro.

vision, [p* 399, col. 2; p. 400, col. l.J

Per Sanderson, 0. J.—The Legislature m enacting

section 9 of tho Limitation Act did not mean exactly

the same thing by tho use of the two words “dis-

ability” and ‘Suability.” [p. 399, col. 2.J

An express statutory provision ‘on a particular

matter would havo the offoct of overruling any

common law rulo regarding tho samo. [p. 399, «ol. 2;

p, 400, ool. l.j

Per ]Voodroj)c, J.— Scctiou 15 of tho Limitation Act

clearly refers to orders of Civil Courts, and not to the

condition of things under which an alien enemy is

prevented from suing owing to a declaration of war.

[p. 400, col. 2.]

Appeal from the judgment of Justice Sir

Asutosh Chaudhuri, Kt., dated the 22nd July

1918, in Original Suit No. 591 of 1918,

reported as 47 Ind. Cas. 122.

The Advocate- General, Bengal (with

him Mr. Avetoom, instructed by Messrs. Orr,

Dignam Sf Go.), for the Appellant.

Mr. N. Sarkar
,
instructed by Messrs. B. N.

Bose Co., for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Sanderson, C. J.—This is an appeal from

a judgment of my learned brother Mr.

Justice Chaudhuri* and the facts may be

gathered from the plaint to this effect; a

suit was brought by the Deutsche Asia-

tesohe Bank, which is a German Bank

which used to carry on business in Calcutta

and is now in liquidation under the orders

of the Government of India, and the defend-

ants are Messrs. Hira Lai 1 Burdhan and

Sons who carry on business as merchants in

Calcutta. The suit was brought in respect of

four promissory notes which were made

payable on demand, and their respective dates

were 4th of June 1914, llili of June 1914,

30fch of June 1914 and 30th of June 1914.

These notes were endorsed to the plaintiff

Bank, and it is agreed that the cause of action

in respect of the notes which were pay-

able on demand would arise on the dates

of the notes. Consequently, the periods

within which a suit or suits in respect of

the notes would have to he brought

would expire in Juue 1917. The suit was

brought on the 9th of May 1918, and,

therefore, privia facie it was out of time.

But the appellants allege that a oertaiu

period ought to he excluded from the time

speoitied by the Act of Limitation. They

re fer to the fact that the war with Ger-

many broke out on the 4th of August

1914, and that thereby they, the plaintiffs,

were debarred from suing in Civil Courts in

this oountry, and they allege that it- was

not uutil the 1st of November 1915 that

the plaintiff Bank obtained a lioense from

the Governor-General in Council to carry

on their business in British India with a

power to sue for the reoovery of debts

which were o wing to the _Bank. Oonse
'

47ImL Cas. 122—Ed,
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quently they urge that the period from
the 4th of August 1914 to the 1st of

November 1915 ought to be exoluded

from the time pre.*oribed by the Act of

Limitation. The learned Judge has come
to the conclusion that that period cannot be

excluded, and I think that the learned Judge
has come to a right conclusion.

I need not deal *ith all the reasons

that the learned Judge has relied upon
in his judgment, but 1 am not sure that

I am prepared to adopt all the reasons

which he has given. There is no doubt that

when the war broke out on the 4th of

August 1914, the plaintiff Bank being an
enemy alien had no right to sue in Civil

Courts in this country until the Bank
obtained a license or authorization from the

Crown or from the Governor- General in

Council as the representative of the Crown.
I think it is clear further that in the

oiroumstances of this case the right of the
plaintiff Bank to recover upon the promis-
sory notes was suspended for the time
being. In November 1915 the license

which was given to the plaintiff Bank
wa9 as follows: It was addressed to Deut-
sche Asiatesche Bank, and authorized
them to carry on their business to the
extent and in the manner therein speci-
fied, and one of the clauses was: “To con-
tinue legal proceedings already instituted
and with the sanction in each case of
the said Controller to institute further,
suits for the recovery of debts due to the
Company,”

After that license was given, it was
within the power and the right of the

v plaintiff Bank to sue in the Civil Courts
of this country for the recovery of debts ow-
ing to the Bank.
Now, in the case of each of the notes

the time for the purpose of the Limitation
Act began to run from a date in June
1914, which was ' before the outbreak of

the war, and the question is whether
there is any statutory provision or common
law rule which would avail the plaintiffs

in their contention that the period between
the 4th of August 1914 and November
1915 ought to be excluded in computing
the period prescribed by the Limitation
Act within which the suit should be
brought. Section 9 of the Limitation Act,

IX of 1908, provides as follows: “Where

once time has began to run, no subsequent
disability or inability to sue stops it.”
Now, prim a facie that section covers this
case, because I think that either the words
“disability” and “inability” would be appli-
cable to the position of the plaintiff
Bank at the time the war broke out. I
think it can truly be said that the plaintiff
Bank by ^ reason of the outbreak of the
war was disabled” from suing, or it may be
said that by reason of the outbreak of the war
the plaintiff Bank suffered from “inability”
to sue. Jrrima fade

, the words of the
section will cover this case. But the
learned Advocate General on behalf of the
plaintiff Bank argued that the section was
not intended to deal with the oontin-
genoy of the outbreak of war but was intended
to deal only with such disability or inability
as might be referred to in the Act itself,
and he drew our attention to the “dis-
ability” which is referred to in section 6
and also in section 7. I am not prepared
at present to aooede to that argument,
for I think the section is in accordance
with the general rule that once the time
for the purpose of limitation has begun
to run, “disability” to sue will not avail
to stop it, in the absence of express statutory
provision.

But even if the learned Advocate- Gene-
ral’s argument on that point is correct
there remains the word “inability”, to
which the above ^argument does not apply,
UDlessjhe word “inability” means no more
than disability”, for the learned Advocate-
General has drawn our attention to the
fact that section 9 is the only section in
the Act where the word “inability” occurs.
We are bound to give some meaning to

• tbe w&rd inability”. I do not think we
are entitled to assume that the Legislature
in enacting this section, when it used the
word disability” and the word “inability”,
meant exactly the same thing ly the use
of the two words. Consequently Ido not
see how we can escape from the conclusion
that this case is covered by section 9. I
agree, therefore, with the conclusion at which
the learned Judge has arrived.
As regards there being aDy common law

rule, which would avail the plaintiffs
upon this point, I do not . know of any;
and even if there were, here we have an
express statutory provision which I think
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would have the effect of overriding any such

rule.

As regards the question of hardship to

whioh the learned Advooate-General refer-

red, I do not think that he was referring

to any hardship in this particular case

' but that he was referring to other cases

where it might arise. In this case there

is no doubt that there is no hardship

inasmuch as although the plaintiff Bank’s

business in Calontta was put an end to in

August 1914 when its officers were intern-

ed, the Governor- General in Council

appointed a gentleman, whose name was

Mr Gros, so long ago as Deaember 1914

for the purpodfr of liquidating assets and

paying debts of the Bank, and then in

November 1915 the Governor- General in

Counoil gave an express authority to the

plaintiff Bank to institute proceedings in

order that it might reoover the debts whioh

were owing to it, and if this suit had

been brought within a reasonable time

from November 1915, there can be no

doubt that the suit could have been brought

within the time specified by the Act ot

Limitation. Instead of that, a period of

time, whioh extended from November 1915

to May 1918, was allowed to pass before

the suit was brought. In these cream-

stances, I think in this particular case there

has been no hardship.

In my judgment for the reasons that 1 have

stated above, this appeal should be dismissed

with costs, .

We think that in this case the appeal

must be treated as an appeal from a

decree, and we leave it to the discretion

of the Taxing Offioer to do what is right

in respect of the taxation of costs We

may say for his guidanoe that as far as

the appeal is concerned, it was not a long

matter and that the appeal was disposed

of in less than three hours. With refer-

ence to this question I may mention that

the appellant himself in the memorandum

of appeal purports to appeal from a

de
WooDi«)m, J.-The general rule is that

when limitation has commenced to run it

will continue to run. Has anything been

shown to us which creates an exception to this

general rule by reason of the suspene.on of

rights duo to the existence of the state

of war? There K i» W °P"llon <
110110
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shown: nor does seotion 15 of the Limita-

tion Aot apply, for the word order

there clearly refers to orders of

Civil Courts and not to the condition of

things with whioh we have here to do.

As the suit is admittedly barred unless

the period mentionel in the plaint

is exclude), I am of opinion that

this appeal should be dismissed with

Appeal dismissed.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 691 ok 1917.

July 16, 1918.

Present :—Sir Henry Riohards, Kt.,

Chief Justioe, and Mr. Justioe Tudball.

ANCHAL—Plaintiff - Appellant

versus

DALIP SINGH AND another— Defendants
— Respondents.

Pre-emption—Aojuicsccncc, what amounts to -

Plaintiff ivillinq to sell his own share.

In a suit brought by the plaintiff for pro-cmption

on the ground that he was a co-sharor in the pro-

perty sold and a brother of the vendor while the

vendee was a co-sharer only, it appeared that the

plaintiff was heavily in debt at the time of sale,

that ho had no money and that he. was willing to

sell his own share in the property to the vendee

along with his brother:
. , ,

Held, that this conduct of the plaintiff amounted

to an acquiescence by him in the sale, and that his

suit must, therefore, bo dismissed, [p. 401, col, 2.J

Second appeal from a decree of the

District Judge, Saharanpur, dated the 17th

April 1917.

Mr. Nehal Ohand, for the Appellant.

Dr. Surcndra Nath Sen
,
for the Respond-

\

ents. . . .

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out

of a suit for pre emption. The plaintiff

was a oo-sharer as also were the vendees,

but the plaintiff was own brother of the

vendor whilst the vendees were distant

oonneotions. The vendees pleaded various

defences. They denied the custom . They

denied the plaintiff’s preferential right and

alleged that the sale was made with the

oonsent and knowledge of the Pontiff.

The Court of first instance held that
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the custom of preemption prevailed and

^ that the plaintiff had a preferential right,

. and it held against, the defendants on the

issue of the acquiescence. The lower Ap-

pellate Court held that the entry in the

wajib’ul-arz was insufficient to establish

the existence of the custom and that the

weight to be attached to the record was

greatly diminished by the fact that a

number of other matters were, reoorded,

which could not possibly be customs, in

the very same clause.

The plaintiff has appealed. We may

mention here that the lower Appellate

Court has. not dealt with the issue of

acquiescence on the part of the plaintiff.

We think that this issue ought to have

been decided and inasmuch as the lower

- Appellate Court has not decided the issue,

we are entitled to decide the issue our-

selves. We have already mentioned that

the plaintiff is own brother to the vendor.

Primn faciey
therefore, if the plaintiff had

been ready and willing to keep the pro-

perty, there would be no person to whom
the vendor would be more likely to wish

to sell / the property than to bi3 own
brother. It is not pretended that there

— was any quarrel or dispute between the

' brothers. In the written statement it was

expressly pleaded that the plaintiff had

acquiesced in the sale, that he was a

man who was heavily in debt, that hh
property was under mortgage, that he had

previously sold a large portion of his

property and that five days before the

sale deed was executed, he had sold an-

other portion. The plaintiff, when cross-

examined, admitted that he was in debt.

He admitted that he had sold a con-

siderable portion of his property and

that one sale had taken place almost

simultaneously with the sale to the de-

- fendants, the vendees in the present suit.

Evidence was produced on behalf of the

vendees to the effect that the sale to

the vendees bad been negotiated by the

two- brothers and that the plaintiff at

that very time wanted to sell- his own

property to th9 vendees, who explained

that they had not sufficient money to

buy the shares of both brothers. The

witness who deposed to these facts was

hardly (if at all) cross-examined in res-

pect to these matters. Bearing in mind

the initial probability of this evidence-

being true having regard to the close

relationship that existed between the vendor

and the plaintiff, namely, that they were

own brothers, we think it extremely

surprising that the learned Subordinate

Judge who tried tbifc case in the first

instance absolutely discarded the evidence.

The learned Subordinate Judge says that

if th6 plaintiff knew of the sale,, the

vendees would have required the plaintiff

to be a wituess to the sale-deed. The

vendees no doubt might have done this

had they anticipated roguery on the part

of the plaintiff. But if, on the other

hand, the evidence be true that the plaint-

iff was actually asking the vendees to

purchase his own property at
.

the very

same time, it is hardly surprising if the

vendees never anticipated that after they

had purchased the other brother’s share a

suit of this nature would have been in-

stituted. The learned Subordinate Judge

says . “it is further urged that the

plaintiff is in debt and had not the

means to purchase a share. I do not

think this argument plausible. Plaintiff

could advance Rs. 1,120 or had sufficient

property by selling part of which he

could raise Rs. 1,120.

Now in the present case it is admitted

by the plaintiff himself’ that he was ,in

debt, that he had no money and that

he was selling his own property, and yet

the learned Subordinate Judge thinks that

there was no force in the argument that

he would in that condition be unwilling

to •' purchase this property. The learned

Judge says that the plaintiff oould easily

have raised the money by selling another

portion of his property. This seems to be

a very poor argument. It does not appear

very reasonable that a man who has no

ready money should sell a share which

is already in his possession, for the

privilege of buying another share which is

not in his possession, having of course to meet

some expense in connection with the transfer.

Under the circumstances of the present

case we have not the least hesitation

in holding that the plaintiff knew and

acquiesced in the sale to the vendees-

defendants.

.We dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed,
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Hindu Lair— Grant
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whether am be altered by ayreement—iSanad laying
down special rule of succession, valid itg of— Successive
life-estates

,
uhethcr can be created in favour of unborn

persons— Custom, family, proof oj - Evidence.
A grant <>t lands mado by a Hindu in favour of

another Hindu, in no far as it lays down a rule of

succession unknown to (he Hindu Law, is absolutely
void L P- 4HI I, col. l.j
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successive life-estates in favour of unborn persons, the

estate itself remaining undisposed of. [p. TUG, col. 1 J

An agreement between a grantor and a grantee
cannot alter the line of succession according to

Jaw. t !’• 40iq col. 1 .J

A rule of succession laid down in a grant creating
successivo life-estates in the property granted to

certain female members of a Hindu family cannot
be binding upon the family even though if has
been actually followed in the family for a Jong time,
unless it has ripened into a family custom, [p. -1U7,

col. Z-, p. 4UD, col. l.j

In deciding the question whether there was a

family usage under which certain female members
of a family acquired by succession ownership to the
family property, the fact that the female members
who were in possession of the properties lor the

time being made transfers and otherwise dealt with
the properties as if they were owners thereof, can-

not be excluded from consideration. |_p. ltjx, col. 2.j

In order to establish a hulachar (family custom) it

must be shown that the custom has existed from
time immemorial, and where the custom set up is

peculiar only to a single family the rule is more
strictly enforced than in other cases. (_p. -109, col. l.j

Appeal against the decree of the Addi-

tional Subordinate Judge, Khulna, dated the

17th of November 1914.

Mr. B. 0. blitter, Dr. Jadulall Kanjilal and

Babu Bhudhar Jl alder, tor the Appellants.

Sir hut>h bchun (Jhosh
,
Babus Mohendra

Aal/j lioy
,
flora i rasaa Vhatterjee %

Biroj Mohan

Aluzumaur ana bunsh Chandra Bose
,
for the

Respondents,
JUDGMENT.

Chatterjea, J.
—

'ibis appeal and Appeal

No. 59 arise out of a suit instituted by the

plaintiffs as executors to the estate of one

Kali Prosanna Ghosh for the partition of

% property called Taraf Katia Nangla and

for allotment of a one-third share thereof to

the plaintiffs.

Taraf Katia Nangla, Touzi No. 1086 of the

Khulna Collectorate, consists of 8 Mouzahs,

one of which bears the name of Katia

Nangla. It is situated in Pargana Sahas,

and the revenue payable for it was included

in the l)owl of Pargana Sahas at the time

of the Decennial Settlement, but has all

along been treated as a separate property

and a separate Touzi number was given to

it when the Cess Aot came into foroe. The

pliintirt claims title to one-third share of

it in the following manner:

—

Pargana Sahas belonged to the Chan-

chra Raj family, and Raja Baroda Kant

(the last Kaja) left three sons, Jnanada

Kant, Hemoda Kant and Manada Kant.

Hemoda Kant R>y, one of the sons, sold his

undivided one third share of Zamindari

Mahal Pargana Sahas, Touzi No. 1086 of the

Khulna Collectorate, to Kali Prosanna Ghosh

by a conveyance dated the 15th December

1892
1

together with a like share of and in

all and singular subordinate interests in the

said Zmiindari including the Raman Britti

1,15,000.” At that time the life-estate in

Taraf Katia Nangla was held by Rani

Durga Sundari, the mother of Hemoda
Kant, under a family arrangement, the

latter having a vested remainder in one-third

share of the property. In the year 1901

Kali Prosanna Ghosh brought a suit for

partition of Pargana Sahas including Mouza

Katia Nangla. The case was amicably settled,

and Pargana Sahas was partitioned; and it

was agreed in that suit that Taraf Katia

Nangla would remain in the possession of

i he Rani during her lifetime and that it

would be partitioned after her death.

Rani Durga Sundari died on the 28th

December 1911 and the present suit was

instituted on the 7th August 1912.

The plaint was originally one for parti-

tion with a Court-fee of Rs. 10 and

was directed only against the defendants

Nos. 1 to 4, who are the representatives of

the brothers of Hemoua Kant. The defend-

ants Nos. 1 to 4 disclaimed all interests in

the property, and stated that Taraf Katia

Nangla was the Ranian Britti of the Ranis

of the family. The defendants Nos. 6 to 9

(the Ranis) were thereupon added as

parties. • They pleaded that the Taraf was

Ranift Britti, that under a family custom the
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Ranis of the family successively are entitled

to it, that the male members of the family

have no right to the same, and that accord-

ingly the plaintiff had acquired no title to

it under the conveyance executed by Hemoda
Kant. The latter (the defendant No. 5)

was also made a party, and he pleaded that

the claim set up by the defendants Nos. 6 to 9

that the property was held by Ranis in

succession was false, that the property was
obtained by his mother Rani Durga Sun-
dari by gift from one Rani Kripamoyi (who
held it in absolute right) and that on the

death of Rani Durga Sundari he as her

sole surviving son was entitled to the whole
of the Taraf, bat that the plaintiff had not

acquired any right to Katia Nangla under
the conveyance executed by him in favour

of Kali Prosanna Ghosh. The plaint was
thereupon amended and the suit was con-

verted into a title suit.

The Court below held that the defendants

Nos. 6 to 9 had failed to prove the family cus-

tom set up by them, that Hemoda Kant had

a vested interest to the extent of one-third

in it at the time of the sale of his share

of Parganas Sahas, but that a third share

in Mouza Katia Nangla. only, and not in

the whole Taraf Katia Nangla, passed under

the conveyance executed by him in favour

of Kali Prosanna Ghosh, and made a decree

accordingly.

The defendants Nos. 6 to 9 have preferred

Appeal No 86 of 1915, and the plaintiffs

have preferred Appeal No. 59 of 1915,

We will first deal with the appeal of the

defendants Nos. 6 to 9, viz., Appeal No. 86

of 1915.

The following genealogical table of the

family will be useful in following the facts

of the oase: —

Raja Sokdev Roy (died in 1152).
=Another wife =Rani Indra Nilmoni.

Raja Nilkaut Roy (died in 1170)

Raja Srikanto (died in 1209) Raja Gopinath
Rani Annapurna (died in 1229) —Rani Rajeswari (died in 1244).

Banikant (died in 1224)
—Rani Kripamoyi (died in 1286)

Raja Baroda Kaut
=Mon Mehini, 1st wife =Durga Sundari, 2nd wife

(died childless). i

r
Jnanada Kant
=Bhubon Mohiui

Adopted son, Khiroda Kant,
=Konok Prova

defendant No. 8.

1
Heinod^ Kant,

defendant No. 5.

Chaudra Muklii, 3rd wife

Munada Kant (died in 1298)

=Rani Provabati (died in 1305).

r
Satish Kant,

defendant No. 2
:=Ambalika,

defendant No. 0.

I

Jyotish Kant,
defendant No. 3

—Rani Bhibhabati,
defendant No. 7

Khiroda Kant,
defendant No. 1,

adopted by
Jnanada Kant,
==Konok Prova

defendant No. 8.

'i

Nripatosli Kant,

defendant No. 4
=Jyoti Rupa,

defendant No. 9,
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It is alleged by the defendants Nos. 6 to 9

that Raja Nil Kant executed a Sanad in

favour of his step mother Rani Indra Nilmoni

on the 16th Sravan 1160 B. S. (1753).

The original Sanad is not forthcoming, but

it is stated in a Rubakari of the Collector of

Jessore, dated the 25th March 1816, that “on

reference to the Sanad and after an enquiry

it became clear that Raja Nil Kant had

made a gift as Britti of 5,001 bighas in

Monza Katia Nangla and others ” together

with other lands in other Mou/.as to Rani

indra Nilmoni for her maintenance, that

she was in possession thereof and that

during her lifetime she made a gift of them

to Eiani Annapurna as a Youtuk Britti. The
original Sanad, therefore, must have been

produced before the Collector. The defend-

ants have produced in this case a con-

firmatory Sanad said to have been granted

by Raja Sri Kant Roy on the 4th February

1817 to his wife Annapurna and his brother’s

wife Rani Rajeswari (wife of Raja Gopinath),

in which it is stated: 'My father the late

Raja Nil Kant Roy gave Taraf Katia Nangla

and others in Pargana Sahas to the late

Rani Indra Nilmoni as Banian Youtuk

Britti for the performance of Bratas and

other charitable and pious acts

oonlirming the aforesaid Britti the aforesaid

Katia Nangla and others included within

my Zemindari, Pargana Sahas is again

granted to you as Youtuk Britti for your

maintenance and performance of pious acts.

You and the Ranis of the family shall

remain in the enjoyment and possession

of the aforesaid Britti and hold the same
as Lakhiraj. You or the future Ranis shall

not be entitled to make a sale, gift or Jieba

of the aforesaid Britti and shall be entitled

only to enjoy the profits thereof. 1 or my
heirs shall have no claim to or concern with

the aforesaid Britti. If I or they should

at any time make any claim, it shall be

futile and of no effect. To this effect 1

grant this Sanad in continuation of the

Banian Youtuk Britti.”

The defendants have also produced a

Taidad of the Bajeh lands belonging to Rani
Annapurna tiled in the Jessore Collectorate

in 1209 B. 8. by one Ramdhin Singh, in

which it is staled that Raja Nil Kant had

granted a Britti to Rani Indra Nilmoni of

lands situated in Mon/ah Katia Nangla and

seven other Mouzahs (named) and so eho made

a gift of that Britti as Y outuk of Rani

Annapurna. The date of the old. Sanad

bearing the signature of the Raja is given

as 11th Bhadra 1160 B. S. and that ofthe

Y'outuk Britti as 25th Sravan U87.

It appears that the said Ramdhin Singh

obtained a mortgage of about 3,867 highas

of land situated in Katia Nangla (referred

to in the proceedings as purchase) from

Rani Annapurna. On the death of Ram-

dhiu, his son Mohau Singh was in possession

of the property and he made a gift of

poitions of the same to his son-in-law and

daughter’s son, who were in possession when

proceedings were started for resumption

of the lands under Regulation XIX of 1793.

The Collector of Jessore by bis Rubakari,

dated the 25th March 1 816, referred to the

Sanad dated the 16th Sravan 1160, and the

faots stated above and came to the conclu-

sion that the lands were actually the Youtuk

Britti properties of Rani Annapurna, and

that under the circumstances the Govern-

ment had no title to the lands mentioned

in the Sanad.

Rani Annapurna (the widow of Rftja Sri

Kant) died in 12 -'9, and it appears from a

petition of her daughter-in-law Raui Kripa-

moyi (hereafter referred to) that she

made a gift of the entire Britti Taraf Katia

Nangla during her lifetime to Rani Kripa-

moyi. Raja Srikant’s son Bani Kant died

in 1224, leaving his widow Rani Kripamoyi

and a minor son Raja Baroda Kant. Raja

Baroda Kant’s estate having fallen into

arrears of Government revenue was taken

charge of by the Court of W ards.

In the meantime the mortgage-debt due

to Mohan Singh (son of Ramdhin Singh)

was satisfied, and Mohan Singh by a peti-

tion to the Collector of Jessore, dated the

18th December 1622, stated that he had

received the whole of the principal and

intorest, and prayed that the name of Rani

Kripamoyi as the owner of the \outu

Britti might bo entered by expungiug his

imwo.
i

Rani Kripamoyi on the 9th March 18-3

applied to the Collector of Jessore for re-

gistration of her name in respect of Y outuk

Britti Katia Nangla as the mortgage had

been paid off, but stated that tho property

might remain under the management of the

Court of Wards until the money due from

her son (Raja Baroda Kant) to Government
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was satisfied, when it would come back to

her, and that an annual sura might be fixed

for her personal expenses and religious rites,

and this proposal was accepted and given

effect to by the Collector as would appear

from his Rubakari, dated the 22nd March

1828.

In 1823 the Government decided to re-

store the Fargana Sahas to the minor Raja

(Baroda Kant) after a proper settlement

shall have been made by the Collector and

directed the Board of Revenue (by a letter

dated the 13th November 1823) to issue

the necessary orders.

In the year 1S37 one Ram Kissen Panda

put in a Taidad in the Colleotorate in respect

of 6,121 bighas of lands in Katia Nangla and

other Moozahs claiming the same under a

gift from Rani Indra Nilmoni. The Collector

thereupon started proceedings for assess-

ment of revenue upon those lands under the

provisions of Regulation II of lb 19.

Rani Kripamoyi in her petition, dated the

4th August 1837, filed in the said proceed-

ings stated that “since a long time before

the British Government the Ranis of Rajas

have been in enjoyment and possession of the

Ranian Brittis in many villages, especially

in Taraf Katia Nangla, as revenue-free lands.

The Ranis in former times had been in pos-

session of the Brittis in view of maintenance
~

of the Ranis, and they had been in the

enjoyment of the profits. In this way the

Rritti having come down from one Rani

to another it descended to the late Rani

Annapurna, who made a gift of the entire

Brit Taraf Katia Nangla and others to me

as a Youtuk for my maintenance, and sinoe

then I have been holding that property as

Youtuk property and I have been in undis-

puted enjoyment of the profits thereof.

Neither the aforesaid Panda nor any other

person has a single cotta of Lakhiraj land

in the aforesaid Taraf.”

Raja Baroda Kart in^ his petition of the

same date stated that in the year 1197,

when a Decennial Settlement of the entire

Zemindari was concluded with my grand-

father the late Maharaj Sri Kant Roy, the

entire Ranian Britti was resumed and being

assessed with revenue was inoluded in the

Dowl of the Zemindari. Thereupon the

late Raja paid the revenue of the resumed

Brit along with the Zemindari and main-

tained the grant (Britti) to the R^nis

Rajeswari and Annapurna as before for

their maintenance. After their death my

mother Srimati Rani (Kripamoyi) succeeded

to the Brit (property) who defrayed the

expenses of her maintenance out of it, and

I have been paying the revenue of the

entire property to Government. But they

have not the power of making a sale or

gift of that Brit. When the Ranian

Britti was resumed by Government in the

year 1197 and assessed with revenue, and

when the Ranis have not the power of mak-

ing a sale or gift, how can it be possible

that Rani Indra Nilmoni made a valid rent-

free gift of the aforesaid 6,121 bighas of land

to aforesaid Panda?”

The matter came up before the Special

Deputy Collector and he held by his order,

dated the 16th January 1838; that the lands

in dispute were in fact the resumed lands

of the Ranis, they having been resumed

by the Government and their rents added to

the entire Zemindari of the Raja at the

time of the Deoennial Settlement, that the

lands had been granted away for mainten-

ance of Rani Kripamoyi, that the claim of

Ram Kissen Panda was false and that the

claim of the Government to resume the

lands on the ground of the same being

Lakhiraj was untenable. The order of the

Special Deputy Collector was upheld by the

Commissioner by his Rubakari, dated the

16th February 1839.

Rani Kripamoyi lived for a long time

and appears to have been in possession of

Katia Nangla as long as she was alive.

In the abstract statement of the jamabandi

of Pargana Sahas prepared by the Collector

in 1232 (.1826), apparently when the estate

of the minor Raja was taken charge of by

the Court of Wards, Katia Nangla was not

inoluded. The Rani, however, as we have

seen agreed that Katia Nangla should be

in the possession of the Court of Wards

so long as the debts of the minor Raja

was not paid off. She asserted her right

and possession before the Special Deputy

Collector when Ram Kissen Panda set up a

claim based upon the alleged gift from

Rani Indra Nilmoni, and she was supported

by her son Raja Baroda Kant and her right

was recognised by the Special Deputy

Collector and the Commissioner in 1338.

The 'jama wasil baki pap3rj (Lxnibit D

series', from 1279 to 1286, pittas granted
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by Rani Kripamoyi (Exhibit A series),
kabuhyats (Exhibit E seiies), snltamana
nikash jama kharach (Exhibit C), rent
receipts (Exhibit F series), coonterfoil rent
receipts O^xhibit H series) and deorees,show
Rani Kripamoyi as being in possession of
Youtuk Britt i

” or “ Ranian Britti ” Katia
Nangla.

There is one instance, however, which
shows that Raja Baroda Kant asserted his
right to a portion of Taraf Katia Nangla. It
appears that one Dwarka Nath Bofeolaimed
4 5 biyhas of lands as included within his
Mahal Gandamaka in oertain proceedings
before the Deputy Collector in the year 1857,
and Raja Baroda Kant claimed it and asserted
his possession to it as being inoluded in
Mouza Sukdara (one of the Mouzas of Taraf
Katia Nangla) within his ‘ Zemindari Par-
gana Sahas.”

Be lost the case, and it does not appear
that Rani Kripamoyi was any party to the
proceedings.

Rani Kripamoyi made a gift of Katia
Nangla to Rani Durga Sundari and the latter
was in possession of the Taraf so long as
she lived. There is a large number of docu •

ments showing her possession as not dis-
puted.

After the death of Raja Baroda Kant,
deputes arose between Manada Kant (the
son by his third wife) and dnanada Kant
and Jlemoda Kant, his sons by his wife Rani
Durga Sundari. Rani Durga Sundari claim-
ed Taraf Katia Nangla and certain other
properties as her Ranian Britti. The dis-
pute was fettled by a release, dated the 17th
February 1884, executed by her in favour of
Manada Kant, whereby she gave up her olaim
to the properties other than Taraf Katia
Nangla olaimed by her. It was agreed that
the three brothers would get the whole
estate with the exception of Taraf Katia
Nangla in equal shares, that Taraf Katia
Nangla would remain with their consent
in the possession and enjoyment of Rani
Durga Sundari for her maintenance for life

and for the performance of religious duties,
and that the sons would not be able to olaim
Katia Nangla during her lifetime.

Subsequently Hemoda Kant sold his
one- third share of the Pargana Sahas
“including the Ranian Britti in Katia
Nangla” by a conveyer ce, dated the 15th
December 1892, as stated above to Kali

Prosanna Ghosh. On the 21st January
1901 Kali Prosanna Ghosh instituted" a

suit for partition of Pargana Sabas, in

whiob ho prayed that “Mouza Katia
Nangla may also be partitioned but to

be held by Rani Durga Sundari during
her life under the agreement.” Rani Durga
Sundari and the representatives of Jnanada
Kant and Manada Kant were parties

defendants to that suit. The suit was
amicably settled and Rani Durga Sundari
filed a petition of compromise in which
she stated that “Taraf Katia Nangla”
which was in her enjoyment and possession
under the deed of lelense, dated the 17th
February 1884, would remain in her
possession and enjojment in her life. On
the 19th Maroh 1905 a decree was passed
by consent for partition of Touzi No. J 86
(Pargana Sahas) and it was ordered that
Taraf Katia Nangla inoluded in Pargana

Sahas at present held by Rani Durga Sundari
in life-interest being now not to be
partitioned be kept undivided, and the
same be partitioned after her death.”

Rani Durga Sundari died on the 28th
December 1911 and since her death the
Ranis of the family, tnz\ the defendants Nos. 6
to 9, olaim to be in possession of Taraf
Katia Nangla. Their possession is not
seriously disputed. The second issue in

the case was :

* Are the Ranis mentioned in

the written statement in possession of the
whole nr any part of the property?”
And the learned Subordinate Judge says
iu his judgment that it (along with
some others) had not been passed.

The original Sanad of 1160 (1753) as
already stated is not forthcoming, but having
regard to the faot that it was produced
before the Revenue Authorities a century
ago (1816) [see Rubakari of Collector of

Jessore, dated 25th March 1816 Exhibit 1

(3)], there can be no doubt that there
wras such a Sanad. However, it is

not set out in the Rubakar and all that
appears is that there was a gift of 500
btghas of land in Katia Nangla by Raja
Nil Kant to his step mother Rani Indra
Nilmoni for her maintenance.
The next grant set up by the defendants

as stated above is that of Raja Sri Kant Roy,
dated the 4th February 1797 (Exhibit M),
in favour of his wife Rani Annapurna and
his brother’s ^$vife Rani Rajeswari. The
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learned Subordinate Judge wag of opinion

that this document was not genuine. It

is said that this was in the record room ot

the defendants and was accidentally found

in 1317. The evidenoe on the point was

not believed by the Court below, and we

do not think that the evidenoe is con vine-

ing. The grant, however, is referred to in

Exhibit 0, whioh is said to have been found

along with it. This Exhibit 0 is a

registered dooument appertaining 0

Ranian Britti Mahal Taraf Katia Nangla

and others belonging to Ra.jmata Ram

Kripamoyi,” purporting to have been

prepared in the year 1284 B. b. 1

mentions (among various other oou

met.ts) “a Sanad oonfirraing Rania" J

°

u

Britti, dated the 25th of March 1203 B.

granted by Raja Srikant Roy to Ran ^*-
purna and Rani Rajeswan.” The Taida

(Exhibit N-a) and the Exhibit O do not appear

to have been challenged in the Court below

and the learned Subordinate Judge has not

referred to Exhibit 0 at all in his judgment

So far baok as the 4th August 183-'

Raja Baroda Kant in his petition to the

Special Deputy Collector stated that the

late Raja “maintained the grant (Bri t)

to the Ranis Rajeswari and Annapurna as

before for their maintenance.” The Sanad

of 1203 does not appear to have been

produced before the authorities at the time.

It maybe (as suggested on behalf ot t e

defendants) that as Raja Baroda Kant

and Rani Kripamoyi were restating

the claim of Ram Kissen Panda based

upon an alleged gift by Ram Indra

Nilmoni (who had got Taraf Katia Nangla

under the Sanad of 1160 from Raja Nil-

kant), the confirmatory Sand'd of

was not of importance in these prooeed-

The learned Subordinate Judge was of

opinion that the Sanad of 1203 is c0
?

sistent with other subsequent
R

able evidenoe. The Taidad °f 1 ®

that there was at first a gift of Tara a 1

Nangla to Rani Indra Nilmoni, and then

that property was given to Rani, Ann -

purna in 1187, whereas the Sanad of

shows that the property was given 0

two Ranis Annapurna and Rajeswari.

Collector’s proceedings of 1816 also iho

the same thing. Then again Rani nn

purna alone mortgaged the proper y

Ramdhin Singh, and the petition of Mohan

Singh also shows that Rani Annapurna

alone was the owner. Rani Kripamoyi

also in her petition of 1229 also sets

up the previous title of Annapurna alone.

Rani Rajeswari did not object to the

transfer of Katia Nangla by Annapurna

to Ramdhin, nor does she appear to have

dealt with the property in
.

any way

although she did not die until 1244. On

the other hand Rani Rajeswari was dealing

with certain other properties without

any reference to Rani Annapurna. An

explanation was attempted on behalf of

the Rani defendants based upon the fact

that there were other properties besides

Taraf Katia Nangla which were given as

Ranian Britti to Rani Annapurna and

Rani Rajeswari, and it was suggested

that by some arrangement between them-

gelves Rani Annapurna obtained Taraf

Katia Nangla, and Rani Rajeswari got

other properties, and that this * would

explain why the Ranis were dealing with

certain properties without reference to each

'other. The Sanad of 1203 no doubt

refers to the grant of Taraf Katia

Nangla “and others” are also stated to be

in Pargana Sahas. The properties dealt

with by Rani Rajeswari do not appear to

be situate in Pargana Sahas. That being

so the explanation is not satisfactory.

Though the fact that Rani Rajeswari had

some properties whidh she was dealing

with as her Britti without reference to

Rani Annapurna may suggest the possibi-

lity of other grants, to the two Ranis and

an agreement between them, there is no

evidence to show that there was
^
any

other grant to the two Ranis. We need

not however, disouss the matter further,

because, in our opinion, the genuineness

of the Sanad of 1203 does not help the

case of the Rani defendants. The learned

Subordinate Judge was of opinion that

“if this dooument (Sanad of 1203) be a

genuine one, then the contention of the

Ranis is true.” But the Sanad states,

“you and the Ranis of the family shall

remain in the enjoyment and possession

of the aforesaid Britti and hold the

eame as Lakbiraj, you or the future Ranis

hall be entitled only to enjoy the profits

thereof.” Now in so far as it lays down

a rule of succession limited to the Raniq
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of the family, it is not valid. An agree-
ment such as that laid down in the Sanad
cannot alter the line of succession
according to law. Its value as evidence
of the family usage will be considered
later on, and this brings us to the main
question in the case, viz

, whether any family
custom or usage has been proved under which
the Ranis are entitled to succeed to the
Ranian Britti property Katia Nangla to the
exclusion of persons who are entitled to
succeed according to law.

As already stated, Rani Indra Nilmoni
first obtained the property under Sanad of

1160. She made a gift of it as Youtuk
Uritti to Rani Annapurna during her life-

time. This is clear from the Rubakari,
dated the 25th March 1S16; and the
Rubakari of the Collector, dated the 22nd
March 1823, states that Rani Annapurna
filed a hebanama in respect of Taraf Katia
Nangla. Then again it appears from the
petition of Rani Kripamoyi, dated the 4th
August 1837, that Rani Annapurna also

made a gift of the Taraf to Rani Kripa-
moyi as Youtuk Britti. It is contended on
behalf of the Ranis that the oonvej*anco
by one Rani in favour of another during
her lifetime merely accelerated the
succession, and reliance is placed upon the
statement of Rani Kripamoyi in her
petition, dated the 4th August 1837, that
after the death of one Rani, another Rani
succeeded to the right of enjoyment for
her maintenance. But as the Kulachar
is based upon these instances, wo cannot
ignore the faot that there were conveyances
by one Rani in favour of another. The
right of Rani Durga Sundari to the
property was disputed by her stepson
Manada Kant, and the dispute was
settled by the releaso executed by her,

under which she was to enjoy the property
only for her life.

It is to be observed that Rani Anna-
purna claimed the properties as her
Youtuk Britti obtained by gift from Rani
Indra Nilmoni. She ' mortgaged Katia
Nangla to Ramdhin Singh, and Rani
Kripamoyi treated the mortgage as valid.

Had there been a family custom that each
Rani was to hold only a life estate,

Rani Kripamoyi would have been entitled

to succeed to the property on the death
of Rani Annapurna without redeeming the

mortgage. It is contended pn behalf of the

Rani defendants that Rani Annapurna
died in 1229 and Kripamoyi got the
property in the same year, and that the
mortgage money bad been satisfied, by
the time Annapurna died, out of the
profits of the property, and it was, there-

fore, unnecessary on the part of Rani
Kripamoyi to embark on a litigation to

show that Rani Kripamoyi had no right

to mortgage the property. It appears,

however, from the petition of Mohan Singh
(the son of the mortgagee Ramdhin Singh),
dated the 18th December 1822,, that

after the death of Rani Annapurna,- the
balance of

. the money due under the

mortgage was received by him, and Kripa-
moyi in her petition, dated the 9th March
1823, stated that the mortgage was
redeemed by the Government.

Rani Rajeswari also was dealing with her
Ranian properties without reference to

Rani Kripamoyi. By a Kobala, dated the
2fith January !t>10 (Exhibit 1*1), Rani
Rajeswari transferred certain Mou/ahs out
of Taraf Madhu Khali by way of con-
ditional sale for Rs. 10,501 in favour of

(iouri Clmran Ghose arid others, and from
the Rubakari of the Colleotorate, dated
January 1828, it appears that she applied
to the Collector to pay off the mortgage
on behalf of the minor Raja (whose
estate was then under the Court of Wards),
as there will be no heir to the said

Milkiat except the said minor.” Then it

appears that with regard to another Britt
property of Rani Rajeswari, which con-
sisted of Tauper lands, Raja Bar^da
Kant on the 26th May 1911 claimed that
lie was entitled to it on her death, and
prayed for settlement of the same with
him. It is clear, therefore, that so far as
Rajeswaii’s Britt properties were concerned,
they came to ho inherited by Raja Baroda
Kant, and not by any Ranis of the family as
laid down in the Sanad of 1203.

It is contended that the faot that the
Ranis purported to transfer does not show
that they bad the power to do so, and
that Hindu widows often make alienations
in excess of their powers. But in deciding
the question of family usage the faot that
the Ranis have dealt with the properties as
it they were owners thereof, cannot be
excluded from consideration.
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It is contended on bebalf of tbe plaintiffs

that the rule of succession set up is

based upon a grant and not upon a

Kulaohar or family usage. The defendant

Jyotisb Kant in the 19th paragraph of

his -written statement stated tbat
(

Tarat

Eatia NaDgla constitutes the Raman

Britti created fcy a valid grant.” Further

on he says that the properties have all

along been held uninterruptedly by the

respective Rams "as of right” and accord-

ing “to the long established family usage

and “custom of the - country prevalent

among speoially respectable families.” So

that it was based upon grant, Kulaohar

and also Desaohar. In tbe written state-

ment of tbe Rani defendants they set up

tbe original grant of 1160 to Rani Indra

Nilmoni, and the confirmation of the grant

in 1203 by Raj Sri Kant and also set

up tbe long standing and uninterrupted

usage and family custom in tbe
.

Raj

family, “as being held by the Ranis in

succession, eaoh Rani having only a life-

interest without having any right to make

any sort of gift, etc.”
#

As observed above, the grant, in so far

as it lays down a rule of succession, is

absolutely void as it prescribes a rule of

suooession unknown to Hindu Law. It is

also void as it purports to create succes-

sive life-estates in favour of unborn

persons, the estate itself being undisposed

of Even if the rule of suooession laid

down in the Sanad of 1203 has actually

been followed, it cannot be treated as binding

upon the family unless it has ripened into a

family custom.

It is contended on behalf of the Ranis

that ever since 1160 B. S., for more than

* a century and a half, the Rams of the

family have been successively in possession

of the property as Ranian Britti and there

is no evidence to show that any Raja was

in possession of it.

But in order to establish a custom it

must be shown that the custom has

existed from time immemorial and where the

custom set up is peculiar only to a single

family, the rule is mere strictly enforced

than ever. It is true that a family oustom

of proved antiquity is entitled to be recog.

- nized by the Courts, irrespective of

position and rank of the family, and the

Cbancbara Raj family appears from

409

Hunter’s Statistical Account of Jessore to

be an ancient family of position and im-

portance. .

It is contended on behalf of the plaintiiTS

that no question of immemorial usage can

possibly arise when the origin of the

alleged usage is known. In the present

case the custom is said to have originated

with the grant in 1160. Assuming that

there can be a valid oustom where the

origin is known, it must be shown that

there has been a long line of succession

in accordance with the usage. In Sumrun

Singh v. Khedun Singh (1) the Sudder Diwany

Adaulat, after taking tbe opinion of Pandits,

held that in order to legalize aDy deviation

from the striot letter of the law, it is

neoessary that the usage should have been

prevalent during a long succession - of

ancestors in tbe family when it becomes

known by the name of Kulaohar, and in

that case only two instances having been

adduced in support of the Kulaohar set up

in that ease, the Court held that it was not

sufficient; see also Pertauh Deb v. Sarrup Deb

Raikut (2). In the case of Ramlakshmi Ammal

v Siianar.tha Perumal Sethurayar 03) their

Lordships of the Judioial Committee observ-

ed: “Their Lordships are fully sensible

of the importance and justioe of

giving effect to long established usages

existing in particular districts and families,

but it is of the essence of special usages,

modifying the ordinary law of suooession

that they should be ancient and invariable,

and. ..should be established to be so by clear

and unambiguous evidence; for it is only

by means of such evidence that the Courts

can be assured of their existence and that

they possess the conditions of antiquity and

certainty, on wbiob alone their legal title to

recognition depends.” It is contended on

behalf of the defendants that in this country

a oustom would be valid if in existence

from before the year 1793, and reliance is

placed upon the observations of Sir Charles

Grey C. «L, in an early case referred to in

Bane’rjee’s Stridban, page 234, and it is pointed

out that in tbe case of Oaruradhwaja Prasad v.

( 1 ) 2 Sel. Rep. 147.- 6 Ind. Dec. (o. s.) 470.

(•*

\

9 Sel. Hep. 321; G Incl. Dec. (o. s.) 602.

3 I A Sup. Vol. 1 at p. 3; 17 W. R. 552; 12 B. L.

R. 396; 2 Suth. P. C. J. 603; 3 Sar. P. C. J. 108; 14 M.

I. A, 570; 20 R- 898.
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Superundhwaja Prasad (4), the existence of a
family custom for 80 years was held to be
sufficient. Although there may be do definite

rule in Hindu Law as to how old a custom
* must be in order that it may have the foroe of

law, in the present oase (as will be presently

shown) there does not appear to have been
succession according to any family usage
from before the year 1793.

In the case reported as Garuradhwaja Frasad

v. Superundhwaja Prasad (4) there was evi-

dence of a family oustom (succession by primo-
geniture) for SO years, and the family belonged
to a group of families in which the oustom
had been in existence from time immemorial,
and it was held under the circumstances

that the family custom had been proved.

The only case in which a family oustom
of succession from mother-in-law to daughter-
in-law was set up, was in the case of

Prince Mahomed Buhtyar Shah v. Rani Dho\a-

want (5) and it was held not to he proved.

In the present oase Rani Indra Nilmoni
obtained the property under an express

grant. Ranis Annapurna and Rsjeswari also

had a Sanad (though a confirmatory Sanad)

'

assuming the same to be genuine, and there

was a gift by Rani Indra Nilmoni during
her lifetime to Rani Annapurna. The Sanad
of 1203 does not refer to any family ous-

tom. It merely reoites the grant of Taraf
Katia Nangla and others in Pargana Sahas
as Ranian Youtuk Jlrifct i to Rani Indra Nil-

moni and states that the Taraf Katia Nangla
and others is again granted to Ranis Rajes-

wari and Annapurna as Youtuk Britti and
lays down the line of succession as to

future Ranis. No question can, therefore,

arise of any family custom up to the time
when Rani Annapurna got the property.

Rani Annapurna admittedly made a gift of

the property to Rani Kripamoyi during her
lifetime, and it was during the time of

Rani Kripamoyi, when Ram Kissen Panda
claimed the property under an alleged gift

from Rani Indra Nilmoni, that the oustom
was set up for the first time. It is said

that it was the first oooasion on which
it was necessary to set it up. But had there
been a family custom as described in the

petition of Rani Kripamoyi, dated the 4th
August 1837, viz., tl at since a long time

(4) 27 1. A. 238; 23 A
N. 33; 2 Horn. L. 1031;

(r») 2 0. },. .1. 20.

. 37; 10 M. L. .1 -07: f» C.
n Snr I* C. .1. 724 (

|*. (W

before the British Government the Ranis

of the family had been in enjoyment and

possession of the Ranian Britti, and that after

the death of one Rani another succeeded to

the rights, it would have been mentioned

in the Sanad of 1203, granted by Raja

Sri Kant.

In the proceedings which took place in

1837, Rani Kripamoyi, after reoiting the

cus'om as stated above, said that the pro-

perty descended to Rani Annapurna who
made a gift of it to her as a Youtuk and

since then she had been holding the proper-

ty as Youtuka property. Raja Baroda Kant
by bin petition of the same date stated

that his mother succeeded to the Britti pro-

perty. The suggestion is that the gift by

one Rani during her lifetime to another

merely accelerated the succession. But the

oustom set up in the petition of Rani Anna-

purna was that ‘ after the death of one

Rani another succeeded to the rights.
”

Without attaching, however, any importance

to these distinctions, the only instance of

succession which can possibly be relied upon

on behalf of the defendants is that cf Rani

Kripamoyi. Leaving aside tire fact that

there was a gift to her by Rani Anna-

purna during her lifetime, can it be said

that Rani Kripamoyi succeeded under any

family oustom r
1 There was no oase of suc-

cession according to family custom before

she succeeded; and there could not be any

family custom between the date of grant

to Rani Annapurna in 1203 and the suc-

cession of Rani Kripamoyi. In any case

one instance of succession cannot establish

a family usage. We have not referred to

the oral evidence because it is not of any

value, and in any case does not prove any-

thing more than what appears from the

documentary evidence.

After the death of Raja Baroda Kant,

Rani Durga Sundari’s right to the Ranian

Britti was challenged by her step son Manada
Kant, and the dispute was settled between

her and the sons, by giving to Rani Durga

Sundari only an estate for life, and in the

suit for partition brought by Kali Prosanna

Ghose it was expressly agreed upon by

Rani Durga Sundari and the representatives

of .Jnanada and Manada that Taraf Katia

Nangla would be partitioned a f ter her death.

It is true that the Rani defendants were no

parties to these suits. But the husbands
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(of some of the defendants), who in the pre-

sent suit say that the ladies of the family

succeed to the Ranian Britti under a family

usage, were parties, and Bhuban-Moh.nl the

widow of Jnanada Kant was also a party to

the partition suit. Bhuban Mohini would have

been entitled to suooeed under the alleged

oustom on the death of Rani Durga Sundan,

but she along with the husbands of sotae

of the present Rani defendants agreed to

the arrangement. A decree was passed by

oonsent and the property was dealt with in a

manner whioh is inconsistent with the exist-

ence of the family usage set up.

It is to be observed that no dehnite

rule of succession is prescribed by the

Kulachar. The Ranis of the family are to

succeed according to the
.

kulchar, but

whether the daughters-in law alone or grand-

daughters-in-law also are to suooeed is not

dear. In the present case the ^am defen -

ants are all grand-daughters in-law of Ram

Durga Sundari. Then again it is not stated

what would happen, if a Raja beoomes

widower and (here is no dowager Ram, or

daughter-in-law or grand-daughter-in-law and

the Raja subsequently marries a seoood

time. On the whole we are of opinion that the

special family usage set up by the defendants

'has not been established, and the appeal must,

therefore, be dismissed with costs.

Walmsley, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

/

\

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Civil Revision No. £96 op 1917.

February 25, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice LeRossignol.

KAMAN— Plaintiff—Petitioner

versus

ants had ousted him therefrom two years before

suit;
*

Held
,
that the property in dispute being a bare

site, plaintiff’s symbolical possession was equivalent

to actual possession, and that the article prima facie

applicable to the suit was Article 142 of the Limita-

tion Act. » _ . , T • •

.

Articles 137 and 138 of Schedule I of the Limita.

tion Act apply only where the purchaser has never

taken possession of the property.

Revision from the order of the Senior

Subordinate Judge, Jullundur, dated the

3rd May 1917.

Mr Harcharan has Bhalla, for the Peti-

tioner.

Mr. Chamun Ld Gulati, for the Re-

spondents.

JUDGMENT.- On the following faots

alleged by the plaintiff, tiz ,
that he pur-

chased the area in suit in July 1802

and took possession in Ootober 1901 and

the defendants had ousted him two years

before suit brought in March 1916, the

Courts below have dismissed the suit as

time- barred ;
the trial Court applied

Article 138, the lower Appellate Court

Artiole 137 or Article 142.

Both Courts are wrong in applying

Articles 137 and 138, .which apply only

when the purchaser has never taken posses-

sion of the property.

Jn this oase -the petitmner-plaintifl

obtained symbolical possession in 1904

and as the property is a bare site, his

symbolical possession was iquivalent to

aotual possession.

The Artiole of prima facte application to

the suit is Artiole 142; the suit is well

within time ai d the defendants can defeat

the olaim only by shewing an adverse

possession of more than twelve years

Consequently the lower Appellate Court

cannot decide the suit on limitation with-

out 6rst deoiding the nature and duration

of the defendants’ possession

I aooept the petition and set aside the

lower Appellate Court’s decree and re-

mand for decision on the merits. Costs

to follow final event.
remanded.

UMRA AND othebs—Defendants
—Respondents. 1QQ

Limitation Act (IX of 1908), Sch. I, Arts. 137, 138,

142, applicability of—Purchaser of bare site—Posses-

sion
, symbolical, value of—Dispossession—Limitation.

Plaintiff sued to recover possession of a bare site

in March 1916, on the allegation that he purchased

the site in dispute in July 1902 and took synni ° 1C
^

possession thereof in October 1904 and that deten
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Original Decree No. 100

of 1916.

.Jane 4, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Teunon and
Mr. Justice Richardson.

RASH MOHAN SAHA and another —
Plaintiffs—Appellants

versus

KRISTO DAS ROY and others —
Defendants— Respondents.

Transfer of Property Act (IT of 18S2), 53— pre-
ference to one creditor—Mortgage in favour of creditor
to secure payment of genuine debt, val idif g of\ as against
other creditors.

A mortgage executed l>y a debtor in favour of
one of his creditors to secure* I he* payment e.f a
genuine debt, the properties mortgaged not exceed-
ing in value the amount which they are intended
to secure, is not invalid uneler section 53 of the
Transfer of Property Art. as against the other
creditors, even where* the* mortgage bond is taken
after the mortgagee-civelitor has knowledge that,

other creditors of the mortgagor are exercising
pressure for the re-payment of debts due to the m,
[p. 415, col. l.J

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, 1st Court, Farid pur, dated
the 30th March 1916.

FACTS —This appeal arises out of a suit
brought on a mortgage-bond which was
executed by defendants Nos. 1 to 3 in favour
of the plaintiff on the 16th Falgoon 1318
to secure the payment of Rs. 16,000. The
defendants Nos. 4 to 6 in the suit were the
purchasers of the mortgaged properties in
execution of a money-decree obtained by
them against the mortgagors subsequent
to the execution of the mortgage-bond.
The lower Appellate Court found that the
defendants Nos. 1 to 3 owed to the plaint-
iff on the date of the bond the amount
secured thereby and passed against them a
money decree for the sum of Rs. 6,000.
The Court dismissed the suit as against
defendants Nos. 4 to 6, on the ground that
the bond represented a fraudulent prefer-
ence given by defendants Nos. 1 to 3 to
one oreditor, i.e.

t the bond was exeouted not
so much to secure re-payment to the plaintiffs

as to protect the interests of defendants
Nos. 1 to 3, so as to enable them to retain

t
hair properties against the olaims of other

O
reditors.

Babu Divurkanath dialeralarty (with him
Balm Gopal Chandra Has), for the Appel-
lants.—This appeal arises out of a suit for

recovery of money due upon registered
kistibandi bond, dated 18th May 1914.
The bond was exeouted on account- of

money due to the firm named Surya Kumar
and others, with whom business was going
on from 1307 to 1317. The appellant is

a relation of defendants Nos. 1 to*3. The
other defendants Nos. 4 to 6 are the pur-
chasers of the mortgaged properties in

execution of a money- decree obtained by
them against the mortgagors subsequent
to the execution of the bond. Defendants
Nos. 4 to 6 deny the bona fides of the
transaction also the consideration and say it

was a benauii transaction.

The lower Appellate Court dismissed the
suit on the ground that the plaintiff’s claim
was one which could not be enforced in

view of section 53 of the Transfer of Property
Act, because it was a preference given to

one of the creditors. I submit the olaim
was a bona fide one and the relationship did

not affect the case at all. Musahar Sahu v.

Hakim Lai (1) referred to.

The evidence as to the value of the land
was shut out by the order of the Court
and hence the observation by the lower
Appellate Court about the small value of

the land is not fair.

The bond was executed after giving a re-

mission of Rs. 2,000. This shows that there

was a genuine debt and the relationship did

not affect the case at all.

The lower Appellate Court has wrongly
applied the case reported as Chidambaram
Chettiar v. Srinivasa Sastrial (2).

The latest cases on this point are re-

ported as Musahar Sahu v. Hakim L>d (1),

Mina human Bibt v. Bijoy Singh (3).

The oase of Chidambaram Cheltiar v. Sr»-

nirasa Sastrial's case (2) is the earliest of the
three Privy Council cases and hence that

cannot be applied here.

The law on this point is clear. Beoause

(1) 32 I nil. Cns. 343; 43 I. A. 104; 23 C. L. J. 406;
:'0 M. I,. J. 1 10; 3 I, W. 207; 20 C. W. N. 393; 14 A.
L.J. 198: (1910) 1 M. W. N. 198; 19 M. L. T. 203; 18
Hou\. L. R. 378; 43 C. 521 (1\ C.).

(-) 23 1ml. Cns. 714; 18 C. W. N. 841; 26 M. L. J.

473; 30 M. 227; 10 M. L. T. 280; (1914) M. W, N. 754;
10 Horn. L. R. 7S3; 1 L. W. 963; 20 C. L. J. 571 (P. C.)

(3) 40 I ml. Cns. 212; 21 C. \Y. X. 585; 32 M. L. J.

425; 1 P. I,. \\\ 435; 5 L. \\\ 711; 21 M. L. T. 344: 15
A. \j. J. 382; 25 C. L. J. 60S; 19 Rom. L. K. 424; (1917)
,M. \V. X. 473; 44 C. 002; 44 I. A. 72 (P. C
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one creditor is preferred and another is

unpaid, that does not vitiate the transaction

under section 53. Mina Kumari Bibi v. Bijoy

Singh (3), and observation on page 589

of 21 C. W N. referred to.

The law is clear on this point and

if there is a consideration existing, the

transfer is valid.

The finding of the Subordinate Judge that

the relationship of the plaintiff has pre-

judiced the case is absolutely without

jurisdiction. Transaction was going on for

some 10 years.

The prayer was for a decree of Its. 6,000

on * account of the mortgage and also some

money as damages from defendants Nos.

4 to 6, on the grouad that the defendants

have removed some huts and some 12 tin

godoWns.

[Tbunon, J.—There
o

is no finding od this

point].

The case was dismissed and hence there is

no finding.

Babu Jogesh Chandra Roy (with him Babu
Rupendrt Kumar Mitra ), for the Respond*

ents.—The real finding of the lower Appellate

Court comes to this, that the mortgage

was taken for the protection of defendants

Nos. 1 to 3. Defendant No. 2 is plaint-

iffs sister’s husband.
On the 9th April 1912 defendant No. 4

instituted a money suit for Rs. 14,000

against defendants Nos. 1 to 3 and another

man.
Defendant No. Ids father of defendant

No. 3.

Mortgage-bond sought to be enforced

was .registered on the 16th April 1912,

though it bears the date 26th February
-1912.

From the mortgage-bond it is dear that

the instalments for payment extend to

the year 1332. This shews that the real

intention was to protect the property and
defeat or defraud other creditors. Hakim
Lai v. Mooshahar Sahu (4) referred to.

The main point is to look to the real

object of the transaction, i.e., the intention.

They owed, him Rs. 18,000 and Rs. 2,000
was remitted.

The money-decree was obtained on 6th

August 1913 for about Rs, 14,000. The

T4) 34 0.999 at pp. 1010, 1016; U 0. W. N. 889; G C.
h. J. 410.

plaintiff put in a olaim which was dis-

allowed on the 20th March 1914.

On the 30th May 1914, defendants Nos. 4

to 6 purchased those properties.

The plaintiff’s case is that the bond was

in possession of the defendants Nos. 4 to

6 but they deny all knowledge of posses-

sion. In a criminal case this bond was

filed by the defendant No. 2.

Prayer for attachment before judgment

was made on the 25th April and the de-

fendants Nos. 1 to 3 must have communi-

cated this news to the plaintiff. These

elements must be considered. Musahar Sahu

v. Hakim Lai (1) affirms the decision in

Hakim Lai v. Mooshahar Sahu (4).

The Privy Council case referred to does

not lay down a general provision of liw

with regard to consideration.

The real intention of the bond was not

mere satisfaction of the debt but to avoid

the claims of other creditors.

If it is a cloak to avoid other creditors,

bona fide consideration is not sufficient to

make the transaction valid. Hakim Lai v.

Mooshahar Sahu (4) referred to.

To make the transaction valid, three

things are necessary

1. Adequate consideration.

2. Good- faith.

3. It must not be a mere cloak for the

benefit of the debtor.

Conditions 2 and 3 are not satisfied. See

Hakim Lai v. Mooshahar Sahu (4).

It is a case of secret trust. Referred to

Hakim Lai v. Mooshahar Sahu (4).

Defendant No. 2 is sister’s husband of

the plaintiff. Defendant No. 1 is father of

defendant No. 2 and No. 3 is brother of

defendant No. 2. •

Two children of defendant No. 1 are

servants of the plaintiff.

The mortgaged property was worth

Rs. 500 but no body would take it as security

for Rs. 16,000.

[Tbunon, J.—A part is better than the

No book was produced to prove that

' interest was realised. '

.

There was no agreement as to the in-

terest in the beginning apd it was an after-

thought, and hence the interest of some years

was put down.

There is no evidenoe to show that this

firm is alone responsible for the money
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and not the other two firms with whom
business was going on.

It would have been a strong case if any

amount of the principal was due; only in-

terest is alleged to be due but no book has

been produced for the claim of the interest.

The only evidence is the oral testimony of

the plaintiff.

The interest in other cases is much below

the rate at which in the present case it is

charged.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out of

a suit brought on a mortgage-bond. The

mortgage-bond was executed by defendants

Nos. I to 3 in favour of the plaintiff on

the 16th Falgoon 1318, to secure the pay-

ment of a sum of Rs. 16,000. The defend-

ants Nos. 4 to 6 in the suit were

the purchasers of the mortgaged properties

in execution of a money-decree obtained

by them against the mortgagors subsequent

to the execution of the mortgage-bond. The

learned Subordinate Judge has found that

in fact defendants Nos. 1 to 3 owed to the

plaintiff on the date of the bond the amount

seoured thereby, and he has made against

them a money-deoree for the amount claimed

in the suit, a Sum of Rs. 6,000. He has

dismissed the suit as against defendants Nos.

4 to 6 on the ground that tho bond in

fact represents a fraudulent preference given

by defendants Nos. 1 to 3 to one creditor,

namely, the plaintiff, over others, or in

other words, that the bond was e$eouted not

so much to secure re-payment to the plaint-

iff as to protect the defendants Nos. 1 to

3 and to enable them to retain their

properties against the claims of other

creditors.

In appeal, it is contended before us that

even on his own findings the learned Sub-

ordinate Judge’s decision cannot be upheld.

On the other hand the respondents seek

to support his decision by contending, firstly
,

that in fact on the day on which the bond

was executed there was nothing due by

defendants Nos. I to 3 to tho plaintiff, and

secondly, by contending that even if there

was such a debt due yet by the bond a

benefit was reserved to tho debtor, it repre-

senting or concealing morely a secret trust

in favour of the mortgagors.

As to the question of the debt it is not

disputed that as a matter of faot defendants

Nob. 1 to 3 had transactions with the

plaintiff for a series of - years extending

from 1307 to 1318. But it is contended

that there was no arrangement made that

interest should be charged by the plaintiff

or paid by the defendants. We have been

referred to many passages of the evidence

in support of that contention, but we find

there is ample oral evidence in support of

the agreement to pay interest. No doubt

there are some discrepancies in that evi-

dence as to the existence of what is spoken

of as Ealat books, and no doubt it is the

case that the Falats spoken of as kept by

the firm of Pitamber and Nilamber from

which the moneys were actually taken for

the benefit of the defendants have not been

produced. But simply because the plaintiff

and the defendants are relations, we see no

improbability in the plaintiff’s claiming and

requiring them to pay interest on advances

made to them. The oral evidenoe on the

point is supported by many entries in the

plaintiff’s books of account, and is also fur-

ther supported by the faot that the plaintiff

himself had apparently to pay interest to

the firm from which the money was

aotually taken. It has been suggested that

that firm and the plaintifi’s firm are really

one and the same. But no doubt though

there is a close relationship between the -

partners, it cannot be said, and in faot

there is no evidence to show, that the busi-

nesses are not separate and independent.

For these reasons we agree with the

learned Subordinate Judge in holding that

on the day the bond was executed there

was a sum of Rs. 18,000 and odd due

by the defendants Nos. 1 to 3 to the

plaintiff and that after granting a remission

of a sum of Rs. 2,000 the plaintiff ob-

tained the bond in question for the sum

of Rs. 16,000 due and owing to him.

In support of their second contention the

respondents point to the following faots,

that the defendant No. 2 is the plaintiff’s

sister’s husband, that though the trans-

actions had extended over a period of some

ten years, yet until the day in question

resort to a mortgage-bond had not been

had, and that this mortgag^bond was

taken after the plaintiff had knowledge of

the debt due to defendant No. 4 and of the

pressure exercised by defendant No. 4 on

defendants Nos. 1 to 3, that the boud was

in faot taken or at least registered a few
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days after the institution of the suit brought

by' defendant No. 4 against defendant No. 1

and 'farther that the bond provides for

payment by instalments extending up to

the year 1332. These considerations, how-

ever, do not to our minds outweigh the

facts, namely, that there was in reality

a genuine debt of some Rs. 16,000 due

by defendants Nos. 1 to 3 to the plaintiff,

that there has been no exaggeration or

overstatement of that - consideration and

there is in fact no suggestion that the

properties mortgaged exceeded in value

the amount which they were intended to

^secure. Because the plaintiff is related to

defendant No. 2 and was aware of the fact

that defendant No. 4 was demanding bis

x dues from defendants Nos. 1 to 3 and was

bringing pressure to bear upon them, are

no reasons why the plaintiff should not

require the defendants to secure the re-pay

ment of the money which was honestly

due to him. In fact we are of opinion

that the Subordinate Judge has been misled

by his misapplication of the case reported

as Chidambaram Chettiar v. Srinivasa Sastrial

(2). In that case it was found as a fact

that of the consideration money only half

was in faot due from the assignor and the

other half was not due from him but mere-

ly represented a benefit reserved for him.

There is nothing of that nature in the

present case, and the principles applicable

to the present case are to be found in the

oa9e reported as Musahar Sahu v. Rahim
Lai (1) and in the case reported as Mina
Kumari Bibi v. Bijoy Singh (3).

For these reasons we set aside the decree

of the Subordinate Judge and decree the

suit as a suit on a mortgage-bond against

defendants Nos. 4 to 6 and a^ against defend-

ants Nos, 1 to 3. If the money be not

paid within three months from this date

the mortgaged properties will be sold. The
issue as to the personal liability of defend-

ants Nos 4 to 6 will be decided should
the plaintiff hereafter find it necessary to

aPply for a decree /Under the provisions of

Order XaaIY, rule 6, Civil Procedure
Code. Tnia appeal is, therefore, decreed with
oosts against the contending defendant No. 4
throughout and with costs on the ex parte

scale throughout against the other defendants.

Richardson, J.—I agree.

Appeal allowed ,

«

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Civil Revision No. 531 op 1917.

February 26, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice LeRossignol.

GHULAM HAIDAR—Plaintiff

—PETITIONER.

versus

Musammat BHAGAN— Dependant

— Respondent.
Co-operative Benefit Society —Manager reusing to

receive subscription of contributory—Contributor

whether entitled to refund of past subscriptions.

Plaintiff was a member of an association each

member of which was bound ttf"contribute a certain

monthly sum, and the total contributions were then

placed at the disposal of each contributor iu turn.

He alleged that the defendant who was the organiser

of the scheme had improperly refused to receive his

contributions, and he claimed to recover the sum of

his past contributions on the ground that by the

action of the defendant he had lost all prospect of

taking the pool:
,

...
Held, (I) that if it was found that it was the plaint-

iff who refused to continue his contribution he must

prove that he had a right to a refund, and if so at

what time; [p. 415, col. l.l

(2) that if, on the other hand, the defendant was

responsible for the breach, the burden lay on him ot

proving that no refund was claimable. |_P 416, col. 1,

1

Revision from the decree of the District

Judge, Sialkot, dated the 30fch March 1917.

Mr. Abdul Rashid
,
for the Petitioner.

Mr. Ohulam Rasul ,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiff’s claim was

for the aggregato of his subscriptions to a

certain pool, generally called a committee.

He alleged that the organizer and mani-

pulator of the scheme had refused to con •

tinue to receive his subscriptions, he, there-

fore, had lost all prospect of taking the

“poor’ and he consequently demanded a

return of his subscriptions.

The defendant denied all knowledge ot

the matter and averred that her mother

was responsible, bat this the mother denied

The first Court decreed for plaintiff, bat the

learned District Judge without ooming to

definite findings df faot held that the

plaintiff had shifted his groaad. and had

not estiblishel the rules of the pool gov-

erning the question of refund.

I cannot find a.ov ground for holding

that the plaintiff in his pleas varied the

position he hid taken up in his plaint, nor

?
» rr? - «

' absurdum deduce! by t

J

“u
e

the District Judge agrees with the

Court that the defendant ran the
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scheme and for reasons quite unconnected

with the scheme refused the subscriptions of

the plaintiff, she is bound to indemnify him

in respect of past subscriptions.

The enforcement of the liability of these

individuals who work these schemes is

imperative, for I understand that they are

very numerous and, when honestly conduct-

ed, are a form of co-operation whereby

capital is placed at the disposal of each

contributor in turn on the condition that

he shall pay a monthly subscription to the

“pool”, and I understand further that when

a contributor is unable to continue his

subscription, always provided that he has

not yet taken the “pool”, he generally

receives the aggregate of his subscriptions

after all the other regular contributors have

drawn the pool

If the lower Appellate Court tinds that

it was plaintiff who refused to continue

his subscription, plaintiff must prove that

he has a right to a refund, if so, when?

The learned Distriofc Judge has held that

plaintiff has not proved such a right, but if

the defendant is responsible for the breach,

on her will lie the burden of proving that no

refund is claimable,

For these reasons I accept the petition,

set aside the lower Appellate Court’s decree

and remand the case for fresh decision on the

points indicated.

Costs shall follow final event.

Case remanded .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeals from Appellate Decrees Nos. 659

and 7 of 1917.

June 2d, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Walmsley and

Mr. Justice Panton.

KARIM BAKSHAand another —
Defendants—Appellants

versus

ABDUL JA BBAR Ml AJ1— Plaintiff—
Respondent.

I! r, ,id It mini'll *lr/ (II// *
*/

i SS«> )

,

rai> ul i /.ns*, yvnanncnt ,
validity oj

mean in y <>/.

85 — / /tih i -

‘•Sun l»a san,’

t

A permanent under-ruiyati lease registered in

contravention of section 85 (2) of the Bengal Tenancy

Act is not operative even as against the raiyat who

granted it. [p. 418, col. I

.J

A registered under - vniyati lease, while making

provision for the holding passing from generation to

generation and for being sold by the under-raiyat,

described itself ns a san ba mn (year to year) lease

and stipulated that if the under-ru/yu/ ever reduced

the rent by raising any objection he would be liable

to ejection without notice:

livid, that the under - raiyuti lease was a perma-

nent. lease and as such contravened the provisions

of section 8% Bengal Tenancy Act, and was, therefore

invalid, [p. 418, col. 1]

Appeals against the decrees of the Distriot

Judge, Noakhali, dated the 5th of March

1917, affirming those of the Munsif, 2nd

Court at Lakhipur, dated the 27fch of

July 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu liomesh Chander Sen ,
for the

Appellants.—The appeals arise of two suits

for recovery of possession of lands covered

by two under raiyati leases from the heirs

of the deoeased under-raiyat. The question

is, whether the leases are in contravention

of the provisions of section *5 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act, and whether the

plaintiffs are not estopped from questioning

their validity. The leases are describ-

ed as san ba san (year to year) and at

the same time they are not transferable and

heritable from generation to generation.

The leases are from year to year and,

therefore, do not contravene the provisions

of seotion 85 of the Bengal Tenancy Act,

Assuming the leases do contravene the

provisions of section 85, the lessors cannot

now turn round and rely on the invalidity

of the leases. Referred to Qonesh Mondol v.

T/ianda Namamndrani (l).

Section 85, sub-clause (2) of the Bengal

Tenancy Act, refers to registration of the

document so far as landlord is concerned

and unless registered the sub- lease is not

valid as against the laudlord. A sub lease by

a raiyat is valid against the raiyat,

otherwise the Legislature would have made

a provision to that effect. See Temijudili v.

Asgar Hoicladar (2), Mcinik Borai v. Bani

Charan Mandat (3).

A sub-lease granted by an under raiyat^ is

operative. Referred to Guru Das Das v. Kali

(1) AS I.ul. Cas. 483; 21 C. L. J 534.

(2) 1 hid. Cas. 0 12; 30 0. 250; 13 C. W. N. 18*.

(3) 10 Imb Cih. 400; 13 C. L..J. 040.
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Das Ghanga (4), Eari Mohon Pal v. Alul

Krishna Bose (5), Bamandas Bhattacharyya

v. Nilnudhab Saha (6), Abdul Karim

Patu'ari v. Abdul Rahman (7).

[WaLMSLEY, J.— Telarn Pramamk v. Adu

Shaikh (8) is clearly against yovl.J

Carnduff, J., came to that conclusion

with great reluotanos. Even assuming t e

lease is invalid also against the raiyat

and contravenes the provision of section

85, still in this case the lease is from

year to year as the word sun ba sa,i

ooours in the first part, middle and last

part of the lease.

Sp far as estoppel is concerned, there u

no contrary case.
,

The Courts should oonstrue a document

so that it may be operative. R*fe"ed tj

Lini Miali v. Muhammad Basin Mia CD.

Dr. Sarat Chander Bysak (with him Babu

Amulya Ohm n Bar.erjee), for the Respondent

—The lease expressly says that you should

enjoy and possess the property from

generation to generation. It is a perma-

nent grant and the rent was fixed for ever,

the grant was heritable and transferable.

On the 2Dd point I submit there are

numerous cases on the point but no

consistent. So far as section ), su

clause (2), is concerned, the prohibition is

with regard to the registration of the

deed. All the oases decided that so tar

as the lease is concerned, it is no

admissible in evidence. The latest oase on

the point in whioh all the other oases are

reviewed, is Ghandi Gharan Nath v. - °''1 a

Bibi (10), Mohim Ghandra Bey v. Baidya

Nath (11) and Bamandas Bhattacharyya v.

Nilmadhab Saba (6) are referred to ln

Ghandi Gharan Nath v. Somla Bibi W).
Under the authority of this Court so ar as

the lease goes, it is void and no ora

evidence is admissible on the point.

As to estoppel, there is no *3
.

sue aQ
,

the observation of Bsaohcroft, J., in 0 iaw i

Gharan Nath v. Somla Bibi (10) would

(4) 24 Ind. Cas. 237; 18 C. W. N. 832.

(5) 32 Ind. Cas. 501; 19 C. W. N. 1127-
Q

(6) 35 lnd. Cas. 754; 24 C. L. J. 541 at p. 546, 20

C. W. N. 1340; 44 C. 771. v fiv8
(.7) 13 Ind. Cas. 364; 15 C.L. ].672; 16C.W.N.6

(8) 18 Ind. Cas. 791; 17 C. W. N. 463.

(9) 33 Ind. Cas. 443; 20 C. W. N. 948.

(10) 44 Ind. Cas. 254; 22 C. W. N. 179 at p. 182; 23

C. L. J. 91.

Ill) 29 Ind. Cas 879; 21 C. L. J. 478.

2V

apply here with equal force. There U no

estoppel against a Statute.
.

Babu Romesh Chandra Sen, m reply.

In Mohim Chandra Bey v. Baidya Nath UU
fbp lease is not from year to year, lne

opinion of Beachoroft, J., in Ghandi Oharam

Nath v. Somla Bibi (10) in view o the

authorities cannot be taken as binding

authority.
JUDGMENT.

Walmsley, J.-The plaintiff brought the

two suits out of which these two appeals

arise to ejeot the defendants from two

holdings. His allegation was that he had

granted an nnder-raiyati to Makram A ,

the predecessor of the defendants and

that on Makram All's death he wanted to

nk lhas possession, but the defendants

who were Makram All’s heirs had not

given possession to him. The defendants

Tw
P
o p 0«a*, one i.i -pact of^

and heritable

0

rights They also 8aM that

“ fbTto"w b""4 *•*«?
w.», .. * -fr appc..;:

S.“.”
«

inK
S «< *b.

been registered « °on"
(2) of the

provisions of seotio
.

. th „ wer0 not
Tenancy Act and that ttiey

t S, it
plaintiff’s suits were deore.u

lower Courts.
behalf of the

™„d.d
»">V" r8I,t.f.d

upder

might proper P k*»
,

b
Ih. l.nM

have been Plaoe b f
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to bold that that word should modify
our view of the nature of the agreement.
It appears to me that it is much more
important to consider the other parts of
the document. The terms about herit-
ability and transferability are terms which
generally occur in permanent leases aud
I think the proper view to take of
these puttahs is that they were intended
to create a permanent interest, and I may
add that the defendants fought the cases
in the lower Courts on the footing that
they had acquired a permanent interest.
1 hat being so, I think the provisions of
section 85 (2) come in and the documents
ought not to have been registered. It is

urged, however, that the plaintiff as
lessor cannot raise this question. Numer-
ous authorities have been cited to us
upon this matter of the proper construc-
tion to be put upon section 85 (2). It
is not neoessary to refer to more th^n
a few of them, for they have all recently
been dealt with in a judgment de-
livered by Mr. Justice Beachoroft in the
case of Chandi Charan Nath v. Somla
Bill (10). The particular cases to which
I refer are Jurip Khan v. Durfa Bewa(V2)

t

Velum Pramanik v, Adu Shaikh (8) and
Muhim Chandra Dey v. Baidya Nath ( 1 1 ).

The facts of those cases are generally
similar to those of the present case and
I think, following the principles adopted
m those cases, that theso appeals should
bo dismissed.

One other point has been raised, and
that relates to the matter of compensation.
It is urged that the plaintiff should be
called upon to pay compensation to the
defendants. No issue, however, was raised
on this subject in the first Court and
there appears to be no material on whioh it
could be ascertained what sum, if any,
ought to be paid as compensation.
Ihe appeals must be dismissed with

costs.

Panton, J.— I agree.

r i n Appeal dismissed.
(12) 1.J Tml. Cus. 4/0; 1/ C. \V. N\ oil; 10 C. L. J.

1 t,

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1382 ok 1913.

February 20, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Scott- Smith and

Mr Justice LeRossignol.
MUHAMMAD MIR and others

—

Plaintiffs—Appellants
versus

FAI/iUL HASSAN and others—Defendants
— Respondents.

Evidence Act (/ of 1872), s. 92, applicability of—
Sale or mortgage—Sale-deed—Oral evidence to show
Hint transaction was mortgage

,
admissibility of—Pre-

emption -Prc-cmptor
,
position of.

A deed of sale, containing a stipulation that the
sale was an out and out ono and that there was no
agreement to rceonvey the property was duly exe-
cuted and registered. The next day the vendeo
executed an agreement, which was duly registered
i<» rceonvey the property sold by the deed of sale to
the vendor, provided the lattci repaid the purchase-
money together with the price of improvements
within two years. One F. instituted a suit for pre-
emption of the property:
Held

, ( 1 ) that the sale-deed being an out and out
sale in express terms, as soon as that sale was com-
pleted the right of pre-emption accrued and was,
therefore, entitled to a decree; [p. 419, col. 2.]

(2j that oral evidence to show that at the time of
tlie execution of the sale-deed the agreement to rc-
convey was in contemplation was inadmissible under
section 92 of l lie Evidence Act. [p 419, col. 2.]

obiter dictum —Had the litigation lain solely
between the vendor and the vendee, it might have
been held that the two transactions tukcu together
amounted merely to a conditional sale or to an
English mortgage, [p. 419, col. 2.

]

Second appeal from the deoreo of the
Additional Divisional Judge, Delhi, dated
the 20th March 19i3,

Dr. Muhammad Iqbal , for the Appellants.

The lion’ bio Mr. Nazi- i- Hussain, for the

Respondents.

r
JUDGMENT.— On the 13th of July 1911

Nasir Shah, son of the original plaintiff

Musammat Nasira Begam, purchased a

stamp paper on whioh the endorsement by
the stamp vendor is to the effeot that the

paper is to be used for engrossing a deed
of conditional sale. On the 14th of July
1911 a deed of sale was exeouted by
Musammat Nasira Begam in favour of

Mutniaz Hussain, her relatiou. The deed

contains a distinct stipulation that the sale

is an out and out one and that there is

no agreement to reoonvey the property.

This stipulation was entored in the deed

apparently to meet any objection that
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might have been based on the stamp vendor’s

endorsement. The deed of sale was regis-

tered on the 15th of July 1911 and on

the same day, the vendee purohased an-

other stamp paper on which he executed

an agreement to reoonvery the property

sold by the deed of sale of the 14th ot

July 1911 to Musammat Nasira Begum,

provided that she repaid the purobase-

money together with the price of im-

provements within two years. This agree

ment to reoonvey was registered °n the

17th of July 1911. On the 6th of July 191/

Eaizul Hassan, the maternal uncle of the

vendee, instituted a suit for pre-emption,

whilst on the 12th of July 1912 Musammat

Nasira Begam, the plaintifi in this oase,

instituted a suit for possession ot the

house in terms of the agreement executed

by Mumtaz Hussain on the 15th of July

1911. Musammat Nasira Begam succeeded

in the first Court, but the learned Additional

Divisional Judge on appeal dismissed her

suit and gave Faizul Hassan a deoree or

possession by pre-emption of the proper y

sold, holding that the sale of the 14 th

of July 1911 was an out and out sale and

that the pre-emptor is not bound by 0

subsequent agreement entered into y 0

vendee to reoonvey the property un er

oertain conditions and within a certain

time to the vendor.

Musammat Nasira Begam has come o

this Court on second appeal, and it as

been argued before us that a9 the

of time between the deed of sale an 3

agreement to reoonvey was only one ay,

the transactions should be considered as

one only and consequently the transaction

amounted to a mortgage and no. tig t o

pre-emption aoorued. The following cases

have been cited before us: Palaniapp'in v.

Subbaraya Goundsn (1), Bhagwan Sahai v.

Bhagwan Bin (2), Bin Saran Lit v.

Amirta Knar (3) and Bilkishsn Bis v.

W. F. L?gge (i). These oases, however,

419

are not of great value in connection with

this case, for in them the relation of the

vendor and the vendee or the mortgag

and mortgagee is considered In this case

the position of- a third party, viz the

pre-emptor, has to be considered and

that circumstance distinguishes this case

from those cited. It would appear that

the original intention of the parties was

to execute a deed of conditional sale, but

le are not concerned with the original

intention of the parties but only with

the intention of the parties at the time

when the deed of sale was executed At

that time the parties had resolved o

abandon their original intention and clearly

determined, for reasons best known t

themselves, on the execution of an out

and out sale. It is no doubt true that

at tbat time the agreement to reoonvey

was in contemplation, but we are unable

to receive any oral evidence as to a '
con-

temporaneous oral agreement varying t e

r,‘n
„„t ,nd one ..1. in "<'™“‘r7h
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t “hro°f
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(1) 22 Ind. Cas. 4; H M. L. T. 579; (1914) M. NV.

N. 222; 1 L. W. 80. „ T „ T ,w1
(2) 12 A. 387; 17 I. A. 93; 5 Sar. P. C. J. 5o7; b 1ml.

Dec. (n. s.) 932 (P. C.). _ , \

(3) 3 A. 369; A. W. N. (1881) 39; 2 Ind. Dec. U- s-J

(4) 22 A.’ 149; 4 C. W. N. 153; 2 Bom. L. R. 523; 27

I. A. 58; 7 Sar. P. C. J. 601; 9 Ind. Dec- (». s.) UdU

(P. C.).
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CALCUTTA PUGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 433

ok 1913.

May 9, 1918.
Prpitnf: — Mr. Justice Teunou and Mr. Justico

— Richardson.
Srimnti KAMINI SUNDARI CIIOW-
DHURANI and oi hers— Plaintiffs —

Ap / ELL ANTS

versus

ABDUL HALIM MOULAVI and others

—

Defendants—R e s po n d e n rs

.

Tenancy Ad ( 17 [

I

/>. ./ I.SH'C, lof>,

JOB, 10 )—Application mnlcr s 105, snbscyuentl ij nith-
drairn, effect oj—tiuif under s. 106, dismissed for non-
joinder of parties, ichdlicr barscicd snil—Landloid ami
leirinf —Jlmf, non-payment of, irhelher hues landlord's
1

1

jht to assess rent— Limitation Act {IX o/'JOOS*, Sch .

/, Art. 160, apphcnbilityof.
An application made under section 105 of the

llon^a! Tenancy Act for assessment of f : .ir rent hut
subsequently withdrawn should he treated as if it

had never been made, so that it cannot bar a suit in
1 he Civil Court for the same purpose under scut ion 100
of the Bengal Tenancy Act [p 421, col 5J ; p 422, col. I.]

Where a suit brought under the provisions of section
106 of the Bengal Tenancy Act, for a declaration that
an entry in the Record of Rights that no lent was
paid in respect of a tenure was wrong and that in
fact a certain sum was payable as rent, is dismissed
for non-joinder of parties, section 10!) of the Act is

no bar to a subsequent suit in a Civil Court for
assessment of fair rent upon the tenure, [p. 421

,
col. 2 j

The mere non-payment of rent, for a certain period
docs not bar tlm landlord’s right to have t he rent
assessed and to recover it from his tenant, rp. 422
col. 1 ]

1

Unless and until a tenure is found to be a rent-free
tenure, Article 130 of (In* Limitation Act can have no
application to a suit for assessment of its rent.

[ p. 422, col. 1
.J

Appeal against the deereo of the Officiating
Subordinate Judge, 2nd Court, Barisa),
dated the Kith September 1912, affirming
that of the Munsif, 4th Court at Patuakhali,
dated the 21st of September 1911.
FACTS.—This appeal is on behalf of the

plaintiffs and it arises out of a suit for
assessment of rent on a him hotvhi tenure.
In respect of the area within which this
tenure is situate, a Record of Rights was
prepared and published under Chapter X of
the Bengal Tenancy Act. In that Record
of Rights, tin's tenure was entered as ono
for which no rent was paid but as ono
which was liable to assessment of rent.
The plaintiffs then brought a suit under
section 106 of the Bengal Tenancy Act for
a declaration that the entry in question was
incorrect and that the annual rent payable
for the tenure was Its. 13 and odd. That

suit was dismissed for defect of parties*

There was also an application under seotion

105 of the Bengal Tenancy Act which was
subsequently withdrawn. Thereafter the

'

present suit was instituted. The suit has

been dismissed by both the Courts below

as being barred by the provisions of seotion

109 of the Bengal Tenancy Act and also

by Article 130 of the Limitation Act.

Babu Dwarka Nath Chaktuburty (with him
Babus Lfunuda Charan Scn

t
Sutvndra Nath Guha

and Nakuleswar Mukherjee ), for the Appellants.

--The suit under section 10G was dismissed

on the ground that the plaintiff being a

co sharer landlord could not alone maintain

such a suit, and, therefore, the Courts below

have thought that the present one is barred

by section 109 of the Bengal Tenancy Act,

The Courts below are wrong in so holding,

because in that suit there - was no adjudi-

cation on the merits. Seotion 109 is only a

oorrolary to section 107 of the Bengal Ten-
ancy Act; it provides that the same matter

should not be dealt with by two concur,

rent Courts. The question here is, what is

the effect of the judgment in seotion 106 cose,

which was dismissed for non-joinder of par-

ties and which did not at all touch the

question now at issue. In seotion 10G case

the prayer was for declaration that the rent

of the tenure was Rs. 13 and odd and that

the entry in the Record of Rights that no

rout was paid for the tenure was inoorreot,

and that case was dismissed because all

the oo-sharer landlords were not joined,

whereas the present suit is for assessment

of rent. The scope and subject-matter of

that suit is quite different from that of the

present suit.

As regards the application under seotion

105 of the Bengal Tenancy Aot it appears

that that application was withdrawn; it

was not an application in respect of whioh

there was any trial, and so it cannot bar

tin’s suit, because it can be takon to bo one

which was never made. The Courts bek>w

have, therefore, erred in holding that the

present suit is barred. ChiodiHi v. Tulst

Singh (1), Parbati v. Toolsi Kapri (2),

Jiarhamdat Missir v. Krishna Sdhay (3).

Balm Sira) Mohan Motunidar (with him

Bahu Sarat Chandra Dutt)
%
for the Respond-

(1) IS Iiul. Cm*. 130; 40 C. 428; 17 C. W. N. 467.

<2) 20 I ml. Cas. 1; 18 C. W. N. 604; 18 C. L. J. 128.

(3) 20 I ml. Cab. 010; 18 C. W. N. 466.
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Blits.—The suit under section 106 of the Bengal

Tenancy Act was no doubt dismissed for

defect of parties, but in deciding that suit

the learned Judge also entered into the

merits of that case. Section 109 provides

that a Civil Court shall not entertain any

application or suit concerning any matter

which has already been the subject of an

application made or a suit instituted under

seotions 105 to 108, Here there was a suit

under section 106 and that suit was dis-

missed, and so the present suit in the Civil

Court is barred. The case comes under

section 109, as there was a decision

in a suit under section 106. The

scope of section 109 is wider than that of

section 107. Section 109, does not require

that to bar a suit in the Civil Court there

shall be a final decision.

As regards the application under section

105 it cannot be treated as one never

made, beoause it was not withdrawn with

the leave of the Court.

The next pcfiot is that -the case for the

defence is that no rent was ever realized

in respect of the tenure and that this nim

howla is a rent-free tenure. Both the Courts

below have found that no rent was realized

for this tenure at least from the

year 1882. So clearly the present 9uit is

barred by the provisions of Article 160

of the Second Schedule to the

Limitation Act. The fact that for a long

time past no rent was realized from this

tenure, raises a presumption of the Lakheraj

character of the tenure. Refers to Biren^ra

Kishore Manikya Bo,hadurv. Bhairab Chandra

Ghakrabarti (4). in the case of Bipradas Pal

v. Monorama Debt (5) the plaintiffs were

recorded under the Settlement proceedings

as persons in possession of a number of

plots, each less than 50 bighas in area, with-

out payment of rent but as liable to pay

rent. They instituted suits under section

106 of the Bengal Tenancy Act and proved

loDg possession without payment of rent. It

was held that their long possession without

payment of rent raised a presumption of

Lakheraj right in their favour. If, therefore,

the tenure Can be presumed to be a rent-

free tenure, then there can be no assessment
of rent.

(4-) 27 Ind. Caa. 12- 20 C. L. J. 295.
IB) 47 Iud. Cas. 49; 22 0. W, 396

?
45 Q. 574,

Babu Divarka Nath Chakraburtty in reply.—

•

As the tenure has not been found to be a

rent-free tenure, Article 160 of the Limita-

tion Act does not apply to this case.

JUDGMENT. —This appeal arises out of

a suit brought for assessment of rent on

a certain tenure which is spoken of a3 a

nim howla. The Court of first appeal dis-

missed the suit on two grounds, namely,

that the suit was barred by reason of

the provisions of section 109 of the Bengal

Tenancy Act, and, secondly
,

that it was

barred by the rule of limitation to be

found in Article 130 of the Sohedule to

the Indian Limitation Act.

It appears that in respeot of the area

within which this nim howla lies a Record

of Rights was prepared under the pro-

visions of Chapter X of the Bengal Tenancy

Act and was finally published on the 18th

May 1906. In that Record of Rights this

tenure was entered as one in respect of

which at the moment no rent was paid

but as one liable to pay rent. Thereupon

the plaintiffs Nos. 1 and 2, who are co-sharer

landlords of the hoivla
t
brought a suit under

the provisions ^of section 106 of the Act.

In that suit they prayed to have it declared

that the entry in the Record of Rights was

incorrect and that as a matter of fact the

rent annually payable in respeot of the

howla was a sum of 13 Rupees odd. That

suit was dismissed, and dismissed in

effeot on the ground that the other co-sharer

landlords were not made parties thereto.

The Subordinate Judge has held that the

institution of that suit by reason of section

109 bars the entertainment of the present

suit in the Civil Courts. We are unable

. „„ rpe with him in this opinion, as it

seems to us that the subject-matter of the

suit under section 106 and the subject-

matter of the present suit are entirely dif-

ferent The first suit was brought in order

to have it declared that the rent annually

ttoKIa was a certain sum. lhat suit

,h*

B.rr~ “» »*a' v" ,*
0
p
.

r firm which was made under section 105

{Jr Assessment of fair rent on this nimhc^a.

That application, it appears, was withdrawn.
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We are of opinion that that also does not

bar the present suit, as we think, agreeing

with the view taken in the oase reported

as Ghiodith v. Tvlsi Singh (1), that an appli-

cation made but withdrawn is to be treated

as one never made.

The next question is, whether the suit is

barred by limitation. In the Court of first

instance that issue was raised, but at the

trial it was abandoned. The mere non-

payment of rent for a certain period does

not bar the landlord’s right to have the

rent assessed and to recover rent from his

tenant. We are of opinion that unless and

until this tenure is found to be a rent-free

tenure, Article 130 of the Limitation Act can

have no application.

Having taken the view he did on these

two points, the Subordinate Judge did not

enter into the merits of the oase. Differing

from him on the issue in bar, we set aside

his deoree and remand the appeal to him in

order that it may now bo tried and disposed

of on the merits. Costs of this appeal will

be oosts in the case.

Case remanded.

[1918

SOKLAL BANIKYA V . BIDHU MINDHU.

Revision from the order of the Senior

Subordinate .ludge, Amritsar, dated the 6th

Ootober 1917.

Mr. Brandon
,
for the Petitioners.

Mr. Muhammad Hussain
,
for the Respond-

ents. "
JUDGMENT.—The Court below has evi-.

dently not understood the law nor its object.

Under Order XX A, rule 1, a plaintiff suing

a firm is entitled to know who the persons

are who constitute that firm and the

information cannot be withheld. The in-

formation is of course necessary 90 that

plaintiff may know who will be personally

liable in execution for the satisfaction of

his deoree.

Order XXX, rule 6, also has been miscon-

strued. “Individually” is not synonymous

with “in person.” No partner can be foroed

under this rule to appear in person, but in

his absence after service of summons, he will

be dealt with ex parte . If, however, appear-

anoe is put in for him, it will be reckoned

as his individual appearanoe.

I accept the petition with oosts and direot

that plaintiff be supplied with the informa-

tion he prays for. Pleader’s oosts R9. 32.

Revision accepted.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Civil Revision No. 1130 or 1917.

February 27, 191 S.

Present :—Mr. Justice LeRossignol.

BRIDGES and Co.

—

Plaintiffs

—Petitioners

versus

SHAMAS DIN and Co.

—

Defendants
— Respondents.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1008), (J XXX
,

r,

1,0—Suit against Jinn— Plaintiff, right of, to knot

name* of person s constituting Jinn —''Individually,'

meaning of— Partner
,
appearance of.

Under Order XXX, rule 1 of the Civil Proceduii

Code, a plaintiff suing a firm is entitled to know win
the persons are who constitute the firm and tin

information cannot ho withheld. The informal ioi

is necessary so that flu* plaintiff mav know who wil

he personally liable in execution for the satisfactioi

of his decree.

The word “individually" in Order XXX, rule G o
the Civil Procedure Code, is not synonymous with “ii

person”. No partner can be forced under this ruh
to appear in person, but in his absence after service

of summons, ho will bo dealt, witlu.i' parte Jf, |,ow
ever, appearance is put in for him. it will bo reekonct
as his individual appearance.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Original Decree No. 153

of 1916.

May 10, 191S.

Present

:

—Mr. Justice N. R Chatterjea and

Mr. Justice Newbould.

SUKLAL BANIKYA

—

Defendant—
Appellant

ve rs u s

BIDHU MINDHU— Plaintiff-

Re spun dent.

Bengal Land Revenue Sales .-let iXl oj 18<
r
9), $. 3d

Suit to set aside revenue sale - Ground not ni'ged bcfoie

Commissioner taken in suit—l'1aintit}
t
ichethcr can

succeed.

In a suit to set aside n revenue sale the plaintiff

cannot urge any ground which he did not take in his

appeal to the Commissioner under section 2 of

Bengal Act Yll of 1868. [p. 42', eol. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the Addi-

tional Subordinate Judge, Dacca, dated the

15th of May 1916,
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FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Basanta Kumar Bose (with him

Babus Prokash Chandra Pakrasi and Nilkanta

Ghosh)
t
for the Appellant.— I submit there

svas no irregularity; non-mention of certain

Houzas in the notice oannot vitiate the

3&le. Again this ground was not specifi-

cally taken before the Commissioner nor in

the plaint. A general ground won’t do.

Section 33 of Act XI of 1859 says that the

ground must be specifically taken before the

Commissioner.

Again I invite your Lordships’ atten-

tion to Bamgopal v. Shamskhaton ( 1),

which says that specified means

“specifically taken in the memorandum of

appeal.”

[N. R. Chatterjea, J.— I suppose there are

other rulings to this effect.]
#

Yes, my Lord, there is one in Sheikh

Jlohammed Aga v. Jadunandan Jha (^), per

Mookerjee and Newbould, JJ. There is

another case in Radha Charan Das v. Sharf -

uddin Hossein (3). There is also another

case in Oobind Lai Roy v. Ranianam Misser

(4) and another in Lala Gauri Sanker La

v. Janki Pershad (5), and all these oases

support my contention that the ground must

be specifically mentioned.

Babu Akhoy Kumar Banerjee,
for the

Respondent,—Although the ground was not

specifically taken it was taken in general

words in grounds Nos. 2 and 7. However,

I leave the matter in your Lordships

hands. ,

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out of

a suit to set aside a sale held under the

Revenue Sale Law (XI of 1859).

The sale was in respect of a residuary

share only. Various irregularities were

alleged in the plaint, but the learned Sub-

ordinate Judge held that the omissions to

mention some of the kismats in the notice

under section 6 was an irregularity, and

further that the understatement of the

Government revenue in ibe sale procla-

mation was also an irregularity. He was

of opinion that the first named irregularity

,

(1) 20 C. 93; 19 I.A. 228; 6 Sar. P. C. J. 247; 17

Tnd. .Tur. 38; 10 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 63 (P. C.)-

(2) 10 C. W. N. 137 at pp. 142, 143; 2 C. L. J. 32u.

(3) 20 Ind. Cas. 423; 41 C. 276; 17 C. W. N. 1 13o.

(4) 21 C. 70; 20 I A. 1G=>; 17 Ind. Jur. 636; 6 bar.

P.C. J..356; 10 Ind Dec. (n. s. 679. _

(5) 17 0. 809; 17 I. A. 67; 5 Sar. P. C. J. 518; 8 Ind.

Deo. (n. s.) 1083 (P. C.),
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namely, the omission to mention some of

the kismats in the notice under section

6 resulted in substantial injury to the

plaintiff and accordingly set aside the

sale.

The defendant purchaser has preferred

this appeal.

It is contended on his behalf that the

ground upon which the sale has been set

aside was not specified in the ground of

appeal to the Commissioner, nor was it

mentioned in the plaint in the present suit,

and that being so, the sale oannot be set

aside.

Having regard to section 33 of the Act

we think that this contention must pre-

vail.

The omission to mention some of the

kismats in the notice under section 6 was

not at all specified in the ground of appeal

to the Commissioner. That being so, it is

not open to the plaintiff to set aside a

revenue sale upon any grounds other than

those urged before the Commissioner [see

Oobind Lai Roy v. Ranjanam Misser (4)

and Sheikh Mohammed Aga v. Jadunandan

Jha (2)]. -
, , , . ,

The objection based on the understatement

of Government revenue appears to have been

taken before the Commissioner; but the

learned Subordinate Judge has not found

that that has affected the sale or resulted in

substantial injury.

It may be mentioned that neither of the

two grounds on which the sale
.

has. been

set aside, was taken in the plaint in the

^Under the circumstances, the sale oannot

be set aside and the decree of the lower

Court must accordingly be reversed,

the result being that the sale will stand

and the suit dismissed with costs o

this litigation, which we assess at Rs. J50

in fill for both Courts.

This, no doubt, is a hard case for the

respondent. The appellant, however, agrees

to want a permanent lease to the respond-

"Li homestead land, which before the

bel °n

r

g
e

e

nt
‘*5-2-“SS

^^consideration of the respondent paying

to the appellant the costs mentioned above,
40

Rg 350, within three months from

“P»“de”‘ t*" !' “ p*>’
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the said amount within the time specified

above* this appeal will stand decreed with

costs, in all Iis. 350 for both Courts.

If the amount is paid, the appellant

agrees to execute a permanent lease and
the respondent agrees to exeoute a kabu-

liyat with respect to the khamar and

the homestead land within three months
of the said payment. It i9 agreed that the

lease is to commence from the 1st Baisak

1325 B. S.

Decree reversed.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeal from the Oudh Judicial Commis-

sioner^ Court.

May 2, 1915.

Present :—Viscount Haldane, Lord Dunedin,

Lord Sumner, Sir John Edge and Mr.
Ameer Ali.

LAL SRIPAT SINGH— Defendant

—

Appellant
versus

LAL BASANT SINGH

—

Plaintiff—
Respondent.

OhAh Rent Act (XIX of ISOS), yx. S, .

r
>2, 102 — 0uAh

land laws— Tenures recognised in Oudh — Proprietor,

under-proprietor and tenant—Incidents of tenure

attached bj law, whether can he varied by consent of

ten ure-holder.

The Oiulh Kent Act, 180N, recognises throe
classes of persons, and three only, as having an
interest in and entitled to hold land for the pur-

poses of the Act in the province of Oudh, viz
,

‘ proprietor", ‘‘umler-proprietor” and ,,

iennnt". fp.
427, col. 2.]

The law attaches to the status of under-proprietor
certain rights, among thorn the right to transfer:

and while he retains that status he cannot he
divested of any of those rights.

|
p. 428, cols. I A 2.

]

Where, therefore, at the time of settlement a
landowner applied to ho recorded as an under-
proprietor, and under pressure from the Settlement
Officer consented to he recorded as an under-
proprietor without right of transfer:

Held, that, this was creating a tenure unknown to

the law and that no effect could he given to the
words “without right of transfer" in the Settlement
Officer's decree, fp. '128, col. I.]

Appeal from a decree

Commissioners (Stuart,

Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. CD,
29th April 1914, reported

743, affirming that of the Subordinate Judge,
Partabgarh,

of the Judicial

A. J. C., and
Oudh, dated the

as 25 Ind. Cas.

PACTS of the case are sufficiently

stated in their Lordships’ judgment.
The plaintiff sued to recover possession:

he had been ejected by the Rent Court, which
had jurisdiction to eject him if he were
a “tenant”, but not if he were an “under-pro-

prietor” within the meaning of Act XIX
of 1868. The suit was decreed by the

Subordinate Judge, who held that plaintiff

was an under-proprietor within the mean-
ing of the Act, and this decision was
affirmed by the Judioial Commissioner’s Court.

Hence this appeal.

Mr. De Gruyther, K. 0. (with him Mr.
Dube), for the Appellant:— All rights in Oadh
having been confiscated after the Mutiny,

every person there has to show a re- grant

from Government. Here the second Summary
Settlement was made with Sheoamber and

conferred an absolute interest on him. The
respondent’s only claim is under the com-
promise, which was long prior to Aot

XIX of 1868. The Settlement Officer could

only give effect to that compromise. The
words kabiz darmiam, translated as uuder-pro-

prietary right, do not of necessity mean a herit-

and transferable interest. The Settlement

officer’s order shows that those words are

not conclusive. We say the interest he got

was heritable, but not transferable.

[Viscount Haldane.—Supposea Judge has

declared him to be an under- proprietor

without power of transfer, what is the

legal effect of such declaration?]

[Lord Sumner.—The Act of 1S66, which

was in force at the time of the compromise,

only gave statutory force to administrative

orders which were in effect before—since

1856.]

That date is wrong : see Sykes’ Talnqdari

Law, page 144 at top.

[Lord Sumner.— But from 1S66 at all

events ‘under- proprietor’ had a definite sense.]

The Settlement Officer could not have

understood that kabiz darmiani meant

under- proprietor in that sense, or he would

never have directed an enquiry.

[Lord Sumner.—The Settlement Officer

had no authority to adjudicate: he might re-

fuse to record the agreement, but be could

not pass a separate decree.]

[Lord Dunedin.— It may be kabix-darmiani

was ambiguous and the intention of the

parties could not be gathered from the

document alone.]
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[Lord Sumner.—That would mean they had
not come to terms. Unless they were ad idem
the decree had no binding effect.]

The Settlement Officer was not bound by
aDy Civil Procedure Code: he had instruc-

tions from Government to compromise dis-

putes as much as possible. They came to

him with a vague agreement and he got
them to come to a more definite one. The
plaintiff’s only right is under the Settlement
Officer’s decree, and that does not make
him an under-proprietor within the meaning
of the Act.

Mr. H. N. Sen
,
for the Respondent, was not

called upon.

JUDGMENT.
- Mr. Ameer Ali.— The sole question for de-

termination in this appeal relates to the
status of the plaintiff-respondent under the
Oudh Land Laws, tt*., whether be is an
under-proprietor” or, as the defendant

alleges, a mere lessee. The suit was brought
in the Court of the Subordinate Judge
of Partabgarh to recover possession from
the defendant, the talukdar of Rajapur,
of the village of Daulatpur, lying within
the taluka

, on the ground that it was
owned by the plaintiff as “under-proprietor,”
and -

that he had been wrongfully dis-

possessed therefrom by the defendant in

execution of a rent-decree. The defendant
denied the plaintifl’s title as “under-pro-
prietor”, and alleged that he was only a
lessee, and was, therefore, liable under
the Rent Law to ejectment for default
in the payment of his rent. The Sub-
ordinate Judge held in favour of the plaint-
iff, and decreed his claim for possession
and for mesne profits during the period he
has been kept out of possession. And
this decree has been affirmed by the Court

the Judicial Commissioner of Oudh.
The defendant now appeals to His Majesty
m Council.

A short statement of the facts will ex-
plain the relative position of the parties,
*9 also the nature of their respective oon-
entions. The plaintiff and defendant are
o osely related, being cousins in the first
egree. The taluka of Rajapur, now held

the defendant, was settled with his
fattier, Sheoamber Singh, in 1859. In 1831,
in the aour3e of the Regular Settlement,

® plaintiff applied for a settlement of
a half share with him on the ground that

he was jointly entitled to the estate with
Sheoamber. On this petition he was direct-

ed to * bring a claim at the time of
settlement.” Six years later, whilst the
Regular Settlement was still proceeding, he
applied again to the Settlement Authorities
to have hi3 name recorded as a co-owner
in respeot of a moiety of the taluka.

In this petition the grounds of his

olaim were more specifically stated: that his

father, Lai Din Singh, and Sheoamber
were full brothers and members of a

joint family, and that the taluka had been
acquired in the name of Sheoamber for

the benefit of both brothers. This petition

was entered as a suit before the Extra
Assistant Commissioner of Partabgarh.

Sheoamber contested the olaim of the

plaintiff to a half share of the property,

but admitted his right to maintenance as

a junior member of the family. Before

trial, however, the parties compromised

the dispute. The terms of the settlement

arrived at are embodied in a joint petition

filed in Court on the 29th October 1867.

By this compromise, in consideration of

the plaintiff withdrawing his suits and

abandoning bis olaim to . a share of the

taluk'll Sheoamber gave to him the village of

Daulatpur, at a rent of Rs. 461-4 0, being

the Government revenue payable thereon,

together with certain lands situated in

other villages at fixed rentals. As regards

the village of Daulatpur the plaintiff was

to pay, besides the “rent,” the wages of the

patwari and chowkiflar and the village ex-

penses. And then followed the conditions

of the grant, “that the plaintiff will pay

to the talukdar ,
the defendant, the above-

mentioned jama every year; that the

plaintiff and his heirs will appropriate the

profits of the above-mentioned village and

lands, and that the defendant will have no

right to resume them or to enhance the rent.”

The prayer of the petition is important.

It runs thus :

—

“The plaintiff, therefore, prays that all

the suits filed by the plaintiff, with the ex-

ception of these in respeot of the village

Daulatpur, 34 bighas land of village Joga-

pur, and 23 bighas (sic) land of village Raja-

pur, be dismissed, and, that a decree for the

under-proprietary right of the entire village

Daulatpur, 34 bighas land of village Jogapur
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and 2d bighas (sic) land of village Rajapur

be passed in favour of the plaintiff.

There is no dispute that the words qabiz-

darmiam in the original of this petition are

correctly rendered as meaning an under-

proprietary right.”

On the 1st November 1807, the Extra

Assistant Commissioner made an order that

the ‘ under- proprietary rights” in respect

of the lards within his jurisdiction should

be decreed to the plaintiff in terms of

the compromise ;
and that as regards

Daulatpur, which apparently lay outside his

jurisdiction, the petition should be referred

for final orders to the Settlement Officer.

The matter relating to Daulatpur then

came before the Settlement Officer (Mr.

Forbes) on the 8th June li>C9, and he

recorded the following order on the petition

of compromise:

—

“Plaintiff has filed a deed of compromise

setting forth that defendant has agreed to

grant plaintiff an under-propriotary right

in Mouza Daulatpur, subject to an annual

payment of Rs. 4hl l- 0, and certain sir

in two other villages (which lias been

judicially recorded by the S.M.). Plaintiff

to bear pat warVs and choukidar's dues.

Defendant never to have the power, be or

his posterity, of over increasing the domand

now fixed. This is verified by the parties

in my presence. As, however, there is no

grant or reservation of the right of transfer,

the Court sends for defendant, his agent

being too ignorant and useless and "ill have

the matter formally cleared up before passing

any orders.”

On the 1 1th June the case was again

placed before the Settlement Officer, when-

the final order which has given rise to the

present contest was made. It is in these

ter m s i
—

“Deoree—an under-proprietary right

Mouza Daulatpur in favour of plaintiff

without right of transfer, subject to an

annual payment of Us. 4t>l 1 0 and subjeot

also to the other conditions contained in the

deed of compromise.”

On the 21st October 1872, a further

agreement was entered into between

Sheoamber and the plaintiff describing them-

selves, respectively, as “the proprietor and

under proprietor" of the village of Daulatpur

The terms of this document have an important

bearing on tbo contentions of the defendant

and bis attempt to reduoe the plaintiff’s

status to that of a lessee. The first clause

recites that

—

“The Government has assessed the jam a

of this village at Rs. 450. The income

from mines is separate from this. If any

mine be discovered in our village, then we,

the superior and-under-proprietor, will be

liable to pay to the Government a share out of

the inoome (of those mines).”

In the third olause Sheoamber Singh

deolares that he is the taiukdar and lam-

hardar of Rajapur,” that after his death

the talnka would devolve in the male line to

a single heir by rule of primogeniture. The

description
"
lambardar” is significant; it

shows that the Government revenue in respeot

of Daulatpur is paid through him.

The fifth olause among other matters

records the under-proprietor’s undertaking

to pay “the salaries of the patwaris and

chonkidars along with the last instalment.”

And further that, “the leases and receipts

will he given to the tenants after getting

them recorded by the patwarif and the

under-proprietor undertakes to get the pay-

ments made by eaoh tenant reoorded in the

patu-uri’s siaha": “In ease of any fault

being committed by a patwan or a rdioukf

,J„r the under-proprietor was at liberty

to make an application to the Government

for his dismissal, and in oase of Ins dismissal

to got other nominee of his appointed in the

place of the dismissed patwan or chouktdar

with the sanction of the Government.

It is clear from this document that the

acknowledged status of the plaintiff was

quite different from what is now attempted tp

he fixed upon him.

Since 1869 the plaintiff’s name stands re-

corded in the village register as under-

proprietor”, and a sub settlement appears to

have been made with him. In August

1899 the defendant himself brought ft smt

against the plaintiff for arrears of rent in

which he described their relative positions

as that of “superior proprietor and under-

proprietor” respectively, of the °

Daulatpur. From 1872 to 1909 there does

not appear to have been any contest re-

Karding the status of the Pontiff. In

1^02 he mortgaged the village 0

Safdur Hossain and let him into possession

This man defaulted in the payment of the

rent and the defendant thereupon brought
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a suit against the plaintiff under section 52
of the Oudh Rent Act (XXII of 1886) and
obtained a decree. In execution of this

decree the defendant ..ejected the plaintiff

and took possession of the village. The
plaintiff then brought a suit under clause

10, seotion 108 of the Rent Act, for re-

covery of possession and obtained a decree
in his favour in the Court of the Deputy
Collector, which, however, was set aside on
appeal by the Commissioner, whose order
of dismissal of the plaintiff’s action was
affirmed by the Board of Revenue, on the

ground that so far as the Revenue Courts
were concerned the matter was res judicata

in' consequence of the decision in the de-

fendant’s suit under section 52 and that
the plaintiff’s remedy lay in the Civil Courts.
This view of the Board as to res judicata

has necessitated further litigation extending
over six years.

The Board’s order was made on the 30th
November 1911, and the present suit was
brought on the 2nd August 1912.

Their Lordships cannot help observing
that, so far as appears from the record,
the defendant for the first time in 1909,
in the proceedings in the Revenue Courts, put
forward^the contention that the plaintiff was
not an under-proprietor” but only a “lessee.”
In his written statement in the present
aotion he did not commit himself specifically
to that contention. Tn paragraph 3 he
simply states:

—

It is admitted that a compromise was
entered into, but the power of transfer was
never allowed. The word qabiz-darmiani
during those days did not particularly mean
what it now means in legal phraseology.”
He does not say, however, what it

aotually meant. This was left to his Pleader
to develop in the statement recorded by
the Court under the provisions of the
Civil Proo.edure Code It was then that
e expressly took up the position that the

plaintiff was a mere “lessee” and, therefore,
liable to ejectment. And he based his
contention on the words, “without right of
ransfer,” introduced as would appear ex

/ cautela by the Settlement Officer

1 ft
**0 ®

1

°rke8 ) in his order of the 14th June
n on the petition of compromise jointly

Sheoamber and the plaintiff.

^

o position of a qabiz-d'irmiani or “under-
pioprietor” was fully understood in Oudh

before the passing of Act XIX of 1868
which definitely crystallized and gave
statutory recognition to his rights and status.
It had come into being from the circumstances
of the times; the exaotions of the revenue
collectors under the old regime had forced
many small proprietors to protect themselves
against oppression by engaging with some
more powerful neighbour to pay the Govern-
ment revenue through him, but retaining their
right in the property. In 1866 the Indian
Legislature recognised their right to obtain
a sub-settlement of their property, and
the Act of 1868 clearly defined their

position.

It recognises three classes of persons,

and three only, as having an interest in

and entitled to hold land for the purposes
of the Act in the province of Oudh, viz.,

“proprietor,” “under-proprietor,” and “ten-

ant”. It defines a “proprietor” thus: “Pro-
prietor” does not include an under-proprie-

tor. Where there are two private rights

of property, one superior and the other

subordinate, in the same land, proprietor”

means the holder of the superior right

only. (The importance of the words “rights

of property” cannot be overlooked in con-

nection with the present dispute.)

An “under-proprietor” is defined in the

following words: “‘Under-proprietor’ means

any person possessing a heritable and

transfer able right of property in land, for

which he is liable to pay rent.”

And a “tenant” is defined to mean any

person, not being an under-proprietor, who is

liable to pay rent.

That the Act does not reoognise any other

status except the three it defines is clear

from seotion 102, which gives the right to

sue under its special provisions for the re-

covery of land from which the “applicant”

has been illegally dispossessed to “landlord,

under-proprietor, and tenant.’ Tenants

are divided into two classes, viz., those

with the right of occupancy and those

without such right. Tenants with a right

of occupancy have a heritable,” but not

a “transferable,” right, and all tenants

are entitled to a lease and are liable to

be ejected for default in the payment of

rent, which they may resist on different

^
it is thus absolutely clear that the Aot

draws a sharp distinction between an
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“ur.dpr proprietor” and a tenant.” And
fchD was the law when Mr. Forbes made

his “decree” on the 14th June 18o9. The

parties had come to a compromise and em-

bodied the terms in a document which

both had signed. Sheoamber had given

to the plaintiff, in consideration of his

withdrawing his suits, then pending, for

a half share of the tnhika
,
the “under- pro-

prietary right” in the village in question

on a rent which was the exact amount

of the revenue payable thereon to Govern-

ment, and had expressly abandoned any

right “to take back or resume the property”

so given. Nothing could be clearer than

the intention of the parties expressed in

this document, that Sheoamber intended

to give and the plaintiff intended to take

the properties as ‘ under- proprietor.” When
the matter went before the Settlement

Ollicer, ho, in an excess of caution, wanted

to ascertain from Sheoamber whether the

tahihular wished to convey to the plaintiff

“the light to transfer.” Sheoamber was

sent for, but failed to attend; and the

plaintiff, to avoid further haiassment,

appears to have agreed to the passing of

a decree without “right of transfer.” The

Settlement Officer's order involves a contra-

diction in terms, lie decrees” to the

plaintiff the status of an under-proprietor,”

and then adds the words without light

of transfer,” which totally nullifies the

previous declaration, lie must have been

aware of the law, and must have used the

word “under- proprietor” in its statutory

and, what is more, its ordinary sense, the

sonso in which the parties had, their

Lordships have no doubt, used it in their

deed of compromise. As the Commissioner

in the suit under section oi observed, Mr.

Forbes’ decree ‘ created a tenure which is

quite) outside the IT»nt Act as it now
stands.” More correctly, it created a

tenure unknown to the law as it then

stood.

A good deal of stress has been laid on

the fact that the plaintiff agreed to a

decree with those words addod, showing

that he himself gave up before tho Settle-

ment Officer his right to transfer. The
plaintiff was declared to he an under-pro-

prietor” in accordance with tho terms of

the compromise; the law attaches certain

rights to that status, so long as he retains

that 9tatu3 he remains olothed with those

rights and he cannot be divested of those

rights unless and until he loses that

status. Their Lordships are of opinion

that the words “without right of transfer”

in Mr. Forbes’ decree do not affect the

rights of the plaintiff as under-proprietor;

and that the deorees of the Courts in India

are perfectly right. Their Lordships will

accordingly humbly advise His Majesty that

this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

Solicitors for the Appellant: Messrs. T. L.

Wilson A Co.

Solicitors for the Respondent: Messrs,

Ratdcen, Ford and Chester.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal fkom Original Decree No. 444 or

• 1914.

April 30, 191S.

Present :—Mr. Justice Teunon and Mr,

Justice Richardson.

MAHAMMAD SHAFIKUL HUQ
CHOWDIIURY—Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

KRISHNA GOBINDA DUTTA and

others — Defendants— Rkspondrnts.
Tr(insjt'r ij Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 54, whether

nlriustiee— Ejectment— Equities in favour of person

iu possession —Agreement
,
unregistered, for conveyance

,

uhrthee ran he pleaded by defendant in answer to

eject ment suit.

Under the intluoneo of tho defendant brought to

boar upon the execution-purchasers of his lauds, tho

plaint ilV got from thorn n transfer of those lands for

n consideration subject to an oral agreement to

rooon voy a part thereof to the defendant. While

the defendant was in possession of that part the

plaint iff brought a suit to eject him therefrom:

Held, that as the defendant’s possession was itself

a title which the plaintiff must displace before he

could eject the defendant, t he plaintiff’s suit could

not succeed even though it was too late for tho

defendant to sue for specific performance of the

oral agreement
.

[p. 43?, col. 2.]

lVr Richardson, J.—Tho Trausfor of Property Act

does not contain tho whole law on the subject of

transfer of property, [p. 432, col. 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, Sylhet, dated the 28th May

1914.

Babu Dirarka Nath Ohuckerbutty and Moulfi

Nnruduin Ahmed, for the Appellant.

Dr. Surat Chandra Basak and Babua Bepin

Chandra Bose and Paresh Lai Shomerfor the

Respondents.
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JUDGMENT.
Teunon, J.—In execution of a mortgage

decree three taluks belonging to the defend-
ant-respondent in this appeal were brought
to sale. The sale took plaoe on the 4th May
1901

, and was confirmed on the 1st of March
1902 .

On the bth of March the auction-
purchaser transferred the properties by a
conveyance executed ostensibly in favour of
the present plaintiff-appellant.

His case is that the purchase was one
made by him on his own account, while
the defendant-respondent alleges that the
purchase was for his benefit and that the
plaintiff was his benamidar.
The question thus arising is the only

question of fact we have to determine in this
appeal.

Jt is not dispued that the purchase-
money was in fact provided by the plaintiff
but this, the defendant says, was in
pursuance of negotiations initiated before
the execution sale and was in part payment
to the defendant of a sum of Rs. 6,000
for which the defendant had agreed to
sell to the plaintiff two smaller Bbils (Rongia
Bhil and Rongia Howar) and an 8-anna
share in a larger Bhil, the Souleswar
Bhil. These Bhils, are part of the pro-
perties included in the mortgage and sold
nnder the mortgage-decree first referred
to. The remaining 8-anna share in the
Souleswar Bhil had been previously sold
by the defendant to one Abdul Hamid and
others, this sale taking plaoe after the
mortgage but before the institution of the
suit thereon. The Bhils, it may be observed,
are excluded from the plaintiff’s olaim.

That there was what may be called a
secret arrangement between the parties is

admitted by the plaintiff, who says how-
ever that the arrangement was not with
regard to the 3 Bhils but with regard
o the defendant’s homestead, 5 nals of
and adjoining the homestead and also a
parcel of land outside the 3 mortgaged
taluks known as Kobadigha Kotta.

he learned Subordinate Judge has accepted
© case made for the defendant, and having
een taken over the whole of the evidence I

ln oon°lasions.
0 auction* purchasers who executed

e conveyance now in question were 4
number, of whom two are dead. Of

these two the son of one and the two
brothers of the 2nd, and of the two survivors
(both Mohammadans) one Mohammad Jaifar
have been examined by the defendant.
They are disinterested witnesses and I
cannot but attach importance to their
tviuenoe. That evidence is in itself reason-
able and clearly explains how it was
that for a small profit of Rs. 400 plus
small portions of the lands in suit
(including a 2 anna share in each of 3
Bhils), they consented to give up to the
defendant the valuable properties they had
purchased and the defendant thereupon
discontinued his application for setting aside
the sale. The defendant’s evidence is fur-
ther corroborated by that of Abdul Hamid,
one of the purchasers of the second half

\ of the Soules war i Bhil. As the result of
the negotiations with the defendant, out of
the 8 annas they gave up 34 annas. The
defendant’s case is further supported by
the value of the 3 Bhils, and by the
possession given by the defendant to the
plaintiff immediately after the date of the
conveyance of the remaining 9^-annas
share of Souleswari Bhil. The original
arrangement with the plaintiff no doubt
was that he was to take 8 annas in Soules-
wari and the extra 14 annas represents
the 2 annas in the Rongia Bhil surrendered
to the auction-purchaser.

The case for the plaintiff is supported
only by the evidence of interested witnesses.
Bor the reasons I have given I agree
with the Subordinate Judge in holding that
under the conveyance in question the real

purchaser was the defendant and that plaint-

iff was merely his benamdar.

In this view of the case it is not very
necessary to discuss the contention advanc-
ed by the learned Pleader for the appel-

lant, namely, that title being in the plaintiff

by virtue of the conveyance, the defend-

ant cannot resist his claim for possession

on the basis of a mere agreement to re-

oonvey. In support of this view he has

placed before us section 54 of the Transfer

of Property Act and the cases of Immudi-

pattam Thirugnana Kondama Nailc v. Periya

Dorasami (I), Timangowda v. Benep -

gowda (2), Kurri Veerareddi v. Kurri

(I) 23 I. A. 4G; 24 M. 377; 5 C. W. N. 217; 7 Sar. P.

C. J. 811 <P. C.).

(V) 28 Inch Caa. 946; 39 B. 472; 17 Bom. L. It. 335
.
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hupireddi (3) and Mating ShweGohv. Mating Inn

(4). Kven if I were to accept the appellant’s

contention that title is in him, having re-

gard more particularly to the immediate

delivery of possession of souleswari Bhil

by the defendant, 1 should be inclined to

hold that the present case falls within the

principle enunciated in Puchha Lai v. Run)

Bf’hartj Lai (5).

In the result in which my learned

brother agrees, we dismiss this appeal with

costs.

Richardson, J.—The appellant is the

plaintiff in a suit for the declaration of

bis title to certain land, for possession

and for mesne profits. The dispute relates

to three taluks known by their numbers

as No. 60, No. 32 and No. 21. These

taluks originally belonged to the principal

defendant, the defendant No. 1, Krishna

Gobinda Out, He mortgaged them to the

Sylhet Loan Co., and then sold a portion

to the defendants Nos. 3 to 10, or partly

to some of those defendants and partly to

the predecessors of others The mortgagee

obtained a decree on the mortgage and in

execution, on the 4th May 1001, taluk

No. 10 was bought by defendants Nos.

14 and 15, taluk No, 32 by defendant No.

13 and taluk No. 21 by the father of de-

fendants Nos. 11 and 12, the total price

paid being Rs. 3,065. On the 8th March

H02, in pursuance of an agreement arrived

at on I 8ih February 1902, when the plaint-

iff paid Rs. 400 as earnest money, the

purchasers sold to the plaintiff for

Rs. 4,000 all the lands so bought with certain

exceptions. Formal possession was delivered

to the plaintiff by the Court on the 20th

April 1903 and confirmed on the 10th May
1903.

The plaintiff founds on the title created

in his favour by the conveyance of 8th

Maroh 1902, but the suit does not extend

to all the lands covered by that document.

The three taluks comprise lands both on the

north and on the south of the Kushi River.

The lands on the south are known as

{:}) 20 M. a3l>; l M. L. T. 153; Hi M. L. 3‘.)5.

(1) 3H In l
(•:!«; <)3S; W C. 542; 25 C. L. .). ION; 21

M. L. T. IN; 15 A. h. .)• S2, ( 1*117) M. W. N. 1 17; 32

iM. L. J. 0: 15* bnm. L. li. 1751; 21 C. \V. N. 500; 5 L.

W. 532; 10 bur L. T. (i'J.

(5) 20 Ind, Cud. 803; 18 C. 'V. N. 415; 1!) C. L. J.

Souleswari Bhil, Rangia Howar and Rangia

Bhil. The case for the defendant No. 1

is that the .plaintiff’s purchase was made

on his behalf under an oral agreement

whereby the lands on the north of the

river were to be bis property and the

plai nt i IT was to have the greater part

of the lands on the south of the river

at a valuation of Rs. 6.000, so that defend-

ant No. 1 would receive from the plaintiff a

sum of Rs. 1,600 in addition to the Rs. 4,000

which he had paid to the auction- purchasers

and in addition to two sums aggregating

Rs. 400 advanced by him during the course

of the litigation.

As to the lands cn the south of the river

it is not disputed that the plaintiff is in

actual possession of a 9 \ -annas share of

Souleswari Bhil. There were oertain sub-

sidiary agreements between the plaintiff

and the other parties interested, namely,

the prior purchasers from the defendant

No. 1 and the auotion- purchasers. In the

case of the Souleswari Bhil a 4j -annas

share was taken by some of the prior

purchasers, Hamid Ali and others, in lieu

of the S annas ^subject to the mortgage)

which they bad bought from the defendant

No. 1. A further one- anna share was

retained by certain of the auction-pur-

chasers. 1 need not further refer tc this

and the other subsidiary agreements, exoept

to say that it is in controversy whether

the plaintiff or the defendant No. 1 was

instrumental in bringing them about. On

the evidence 1 agree with the Subordinate

Judge that the agreement was procur-

ed by the exertions of the defendant

No. 1.
, , ,,

As to the remainder of the lands as we

on the south as on the north of the river, the

further case mado for the defendant No. 1 is

that he has never been derprived of actual

possession, though the lands were nominally

sold to the plaintiff and possession was

formally given to him. Both the plain l

and the defendant No. 1 claim actual posses-

sion of llongia 1 to war and Bhil x$o
. f.J\

9

they were nominally sold to the plaintity.

As the suit does not embrace these lands*

tho issue is not ono on which a na

opinion need ba expressed.

The suit is confined to the lands on

the up r tli of the river, as to which the

plaintiff assorts that ho bat possosaiou oy
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reason of an order made by the Magistrate
under seotion 145 of the Criminal Pro-
oednre Code on the 15th March 1912.On the evidenoe I accept the finding of
the Court below that the defendant No.
1 was in possession throughout.

This statement of the facts leads to the
oruoial issues in the ease, whether there
was such an agreement between the plaint-
iff and the defendant No. 1 as the
latter alleges, and if so, what was its
legal effect. There is no doubt that these
persons were at the time excellent friends
and that the plaintiff intervened in the
affairs of the defendant No. 1 at his
request and in order to assist him. The
evidenoe is that there were two agreements,
one prior to the sales in execution and
the other subsequent to those sales, in
view of the altered position whioh then
arose. It is oommon ground that the
conveyance in the plaintiff’s favour was
preceded by some agreement between

i-

aD
jva.

the defendan t No. 1, but the
parties differ as to its terms. The ques-
tion is not entirely free from diflfioulty,
but I agree with the learned Subordinate
Judge and my learned brother that the
evidenoe establishes the case made for the
defendant No. 1. As in the case of the
subsidiary agreements, it was he who
induoed the auction-purchasers to part
with their rights for the small sum of
Ru. 4,000 and as part of the whole arrange-

“w l ? ,

w ' thdrew from the proceedings
which he had instituted to have the auction-
sales set aside.

It having been found that the agree-m
f
n * 8 ® t “p by the defendant No. 1 is

established, the next question is whether
it is in law a good defence to this aotionR is urged for the plaintiff that he has
the legal title and that the legal title
cannot be defeated unless the defendant
I

0- Vs ,D a p03,tl0D to prove a coun-
tervaihng title under an instrument
formally executed and registered, in oom-
P a.no0 with the requirements of seotion

lcarnld
h
pi
Tr
|
DSfer ° f Property A°t- The

,.a ...
p l8ader referred among other

of th« m'!)
S t° the decision of a Pull Bench

Ofottial -

(3) £°ll0Wed in OhidambJa
W 30 tad.£ IanTChi «> »

Uamanathan v. llanganathan (7) f

observations of the Privy Council in l/°

^
Shwe Goh v. Mating Inn (4) N0 re/

17

W„ made by him to
Jib?,Court based on Walsh v. Lvnsdale ,

as Puccha Lai v. Kun.j Behan/ Lai /)
8U0

JKhagendra v. Sonatun (9) but it
^

' 3nd

tended that, if there was ’ever a/aS °°n '

rnent capable of being specifically enforlTthe appropriate remedy had not i

d
’

sought within the time prescribed /law of limitation and the defendant No1 was now too late to avail himself
such rights.

* °* any
Before dealing with thesp or,

let me turn for a moment to thTT^’
of the transaction. It was ,

ature

the defendant No. 1 i n the fi///^
f°r

'L
,hs

4tr“
nam. Thai. ho„.TOr,

which the transaction took and it ,
“

to me that the plaintiff was
more than a mere “name-Iender ”

'"fthe money out of his own pocket „ V*/
least a part of the propertv J *

,

at

It seems nevertheless to come toas regards the land on the nr. ,
that

river the plaintiff is a h»
ort b of the

plaintiff became the purchaser Th'
8 ' The

the trust and confidence reposed
" t0

by the defendant No. J ] n
n

he purchased the whole’ on
Words

’

defendant No. I subject to the
° f t,,e

the defendant No 1 Za£ tbe

land without paying anyth"/ C// ?!
of all parties including the

56041011

chasers and it cannot be said tha t

defendant No. 1 to the plaintiff /i™ tlle

the defendant No. 1 brought /“t
Which

(7) 43 Inti. Cars. 138: 40 M iiqj,. ,* T ,. r
M. L T. 173; 33 il. L. J. 2o2!

'(
l0l7 j uW?' 22

(8) ( 1832) 21 Oh. D. 9; 52 L J 01, y
737 -

31 \V. It. 109.
Uu 2

> 43 L. T. S 58;

(9J 31 Ind. Cas. 937; 20 C. W. If 143
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chasers in regard both to the principal

agreement aud the subsidiary agreements ot

his withdrawal from the proceedings taken

to annul the execution sales and cf his

promise that the plaintiff should retain

a part of the land at a valuation.

On the merits, the plaintiff’s present oUim

is open to be stigmatized as fraudulent.

He is seeking for an advantage which no

one ever intended that he shoui

obtain.

It is clear that the agreement has been

in part performed. It was under the agree-

ment that the conveyance was taken m

the plaintiff’s name, and this must be

coupled with the fact that the plaintiff

was allowed to remain in aotual possession

of the lands on the north of the river.

Again, there seems no reason why the

agreement should not have been specially

enforced if the defendant No. 1 had in-

stituted proceedings for the purpose within

the time prescribed.

What then is the legal effect ? As to

section 54 of the Transfer of Property

Aot, the question is not as simple as

- might at first sight appear, lleoent cases

suggest that the Act does not contain

the whole law on the subject of the

transfer of property, because there are

other Acts which contain provisions relat-

ing to the same subject : Bnpu v. Kashi-

noth (10) and Lake Yew v. Fort ?wetlenhmn

Rubber Co. (11). The Transfer of Property

Act must be read for instance with the

Specific Relief Act, by section 3 of which

(subjeot no doubt to section 1) trust h

defined as including “every species of

express, implied or constructive fiduciary

ownership,” and “trustee” as including

“every person holding, expressly, by impli-

cation or constructively, a fiduciary charac-

ter.” Illustrations ((]) and (h) apply, in

no narrow spirit, the principle underlying

these definitions to concrete cases. More-

over by section 1 of the Transfer of

Property Act, paragraphs 2 and 3 of section

54 are to bo read as “supplemental to the

Indian Registration Act, 1877.” There may

be a doubt as to the precise effect of those

words bit it is perhaps permissible to

advert to section IS of the Registration

(10) 39 Iml. Gas. 103; 41 15. 438; 10 Bom. L. k.

100 .

(11) (1913) A. C. 491 at |>. 505; 8- U J. 1*. G. 89

105 L. T. 107.

DUTTA.

Act, which lays down that all non-tes-

tamentary documents duly registered under

this Act and relating to any property

shall take effect against an oral agree-

ment or declaration relating to such pro-

perty, unless where the agreement or

declaration has been accompanied or follow-

ed by delivery of possession.” Apart, how-

ever, from that provision, which might

raise a difficulty as to “delivery” of pos-

session, section 54 of the Transfer of Pro-

perty Act is not of itself sufficient to

oarry the plaintiff home.

As to the argument that the defendant

No 1 cannot rely on the agreement beoanse it

j s too late for him to sue for speoitio perform-

anoe it may be that be oannot now actively

enforce bis rights under the agreement

by legal proceedings, but the answer to

the argument seems to be that possession

is itself a title (at any rate to remain

in possession) which a plaintiff must dis-

place before lie can succeed. Here the

plaintiff fails beoanse equities founded

on the agreement blook his way. i e

possession which the defendant No. 1 was

allowed to retain lulled him into seounty

or partial seourity and there is no reason

for denying him any advantage which

that possession gives him. The observation

of Lord Moulton in Lake lews case UU
is apposite : “The present action from

this point of view is an aotion by a bare

trustee of land to eject the beneficial owner

who is and has for years been in possession

of the land and is cultivating it.

The defendant No. 1 states that he is

still willing to perform his part of t

agreement as regards the land

south of the river. .

1 concur in thinking that the appeal

should bo dismissed.

Appotil diiOMSSOil.
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PtJNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 1698 op 1917.

February 2,1918.
Present :—Mr. Justioe LeRossignol,

EMPEROK — Prosecotor
versus

NUR MUHAMMAD

—

Accused.
Penal Code (Act XLV of 1860), s. 304—Criminal

Procedure Code (Act V of 1898J, ». 399, applicability
of, to Punjab—Reformatory Schools Act ( VIII of
1897) Offender under s. 304, Penal Code

,
whether can

be dealt with under that Act.
Section 399 of the. Criminal Procedure Code has

no application in the Punjab where the Reformatory
Schools Act of 1897 is in force.
As laid down in Punjab Government Notification

r^o. 37 of 20th January 1906, a convict under section
30 1 of the Penal Code is not liable to be dealt with
under the Reformatory Schools Act.

Case reported by the District Magistrate,
Attook, with his No. 29 of 18th Novem-
ber 1917.

FACTS appear from the following order of
the Sub-Divisional Magistrate, Pindigheb :

—
The accused is aged 12, He had been play-

ing with several other boys, &t a game of kowdi
,

in theoourse of which he quarrelled with Karm
Ilahi, a boy aged 17 or 18, and his brother.
The accused’s statement practically amounts
to a oonfession, and he says the same as the
P. Ws. Nos. 1 to 3, who are also boys who
were present at the game. That is to say,
accused was pushed against deceased, and
so the latter and his brother and accused
abused each other. Then accused took up a
stick and hit deceased hard on the head. The
ow must hav# been one of considerable

P°in?
00 ^86e Surgeon’s statement

10) and the boy died as a result of it.

,
T

,

he Moused lost his temper, and was
oubfcle33 to some extent provoked, and though
0 did not intend to kill deceased, must
ave known the possibility of such a result.
e
,

18 onV 12. I, therefore, find him guilty
nnaer Indian Penal Code, section 301
U.eoond Para£raph), but think.a light sentence

m9et the case. I sentence him under
n mn Penal Code, section 301, and Criminal
rooedure Code, section 399, to one year’s

°T
.*n a H9^orma l'ory School.”

it .

e district Magistrate, Attook, forwarded
6 proceedings for revision on the following

grounds :
'

i
Magistrate was not empowered

Cod
Unc*er section 399, Criminal Procedure

<*e, as the Reformatory Schools Act, 1897,
10 * force in the Punjab,

i§ :v- . ) 28

GAJJU V% EMPEROR.

(6) Under the Reformatory Schools Act
the sentence should have been one of deten-
tion for at least three years.

(c) A sentence of three years’ detention
is unsuitable :n a case where a juvenile has
committed an offence in a fit of anger. On
proper amends being made by the juvenile’s
relations there would be no need to incar-
cerate the juvenile at all.

In the circumstances the case is submitted
to the Chief Court with the request that the
proceedings be quashed and the oase
sent back for retrial.”

JUDGMENT.—The Magistrate’s order,
which purports to issue under section 399
of the Cods of Criminal Procedure, is illegal

inasmuch as that section has no application
in the Punjab where the Reformatory Schools
Act of 1897 is in force.

The conviction of the respondent has been'
had under section 304, Indian Penal Code,
and as laid down in Punjab Government
Notification No. 37 of 20th January 1906, a

convict under that seotion is not liable to be

dealt with under the Reformatory Schools Act.

The convict is at present confined in the

Borstal* Jail, Lahore, where he is in the

company only of juvenile non-habitual offend-

ers, so that his sentence will be undergone in

surroundings least calculated to degrade him.

The learned District Magistrate suggests

a re-trial, but there is nothing illegal in the

trial and consequently no ground for quash-

ing it. It is only the sentence that is

defective and I alter it to one year'i rigorous

imprisonment in the Borstal Jail.

Sentence altered.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Criminal Revision No. 83-B ok 1917.

October 19, 1917.

Present Sir Henry Stanyon, Kt., A. J. C.

GAJJU

—

Appliacant

versus

EMPEROR

—

Respondent.
Public Gambling Act (III of 1867), .8. 13—Palin

place
,
what is—Betting and gaming, distinction between.

Betting, whether offence—Betting bock, whether

instrument of gaming.
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The words “public place’’ in section 13 of the
Public (ambling' Act, 1867, signify a place to which
the public resort as a matter of fact, whether of right
or with the permission of aprivateowner. [p. 4:6, col. 2.]

In order to obtain a conviction under section 13 of
the Public Gambling Act, it must be proved that the
accused were found playing for money or other
valuable thing with some instrument of gaming
{rju <dcm gvncnaj with cards, dice or counters used in
playing any game not being a game of mere skill,

p. 438, col. 2; p 439, col. l.j

Recording bets or laying bets about an uncertain
e vent which the recorders and betters cannot prevent
or bring about is not playing a game within the
meaning of section 13 of the Public Gambling Act.
[p. 439, col. 1.]

l( .

^ kook in which bets are recorded is not an
instrument of gaming” within the meaning of section

13 of the Public Gambling Act. [p. 439, col. 1.]
Mere betting is no offence in the Central Pro-

vinces or lierar. fp. 4 lb, col 2 ]

Appeal against the order of the Sub-
Divisional Magistrate, Khamgaon, dated the
19 h June 1917.

Air. M. Chuckerbutti/, for the Applicant.
The Hon’ble Mr. G. P. l)ick

t
for the

Crown.

JUDGMENT.— The following twelve per-
sons were convicted by the Su b- Divisional
Magistrate of Khamgaon, in West Berar,
under section 13 of the Public Gambling
Aot, ill of 1867, as applied to Berar,
and sentenced to the lines which I place
against their names :

—

Its.

50
25

1. Gajju, sou of Sheonarayan ...

2. Jairamappa, son of Bapuappa
3. Ita mesh war, son of Sanairam
4. Itamu, son of Hukamohand
5. Kanhaya 1 i i r a

6. Vithoba Narayan
7. Ragho Ram.ji

8. Khushal Kanhayalal
9. Pando Jaiwanta

10. Shujatkhan, son of Dilse
khan

11. Bhagwandas, son of Baksh-
ram

12. Ra ngu Sheonarayan
Seven of the above persons have ap

plied for revision by this Court, namely :
—

i * •

• • •

• • •

• • i

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

25

25

15

25

25

40
15

15

•JO

15

1. Gajju • • •

2. Bhagwandas
3. Jairamappa
4. Ramesh war
5. Ramu
6. Vithoba

7. Shujatkhan,.,

• • •

• • •

Criminal Revision
No. 83-B.of 1917.

84-

13

85-

B

86-

B

87-

B
86-B
89-13

f

»

• i

ft

n

ft

• »

ft

M

n

n M

These applications were heard simul-

taneously and this order will govern the

disposal of them all.

The main fact9 are not disputed. The
accused and other persons were assembled
under a tree standing on some partially

enclosed private land to which the publio

have access and holding what we should

call a lottery or sweepstakes in connec-

tion with sales of opium in Calcutta,

The transaction oalls for a more detailed

description than has been given by the

learned Sub- Divisional Magistrate. Sales

of opium by Government take place in

Calcutta on one day in every month. The
dates fixed for sale are previously

advertised, with the number of chests of

the commodity to be disposed of at each

sale. Memoranda embodying this informa-

tion are prepared by different firms and

persons and circulated throughout the

country. Exhibit P-3 is such a memo-
randum, Retting out in a tabular form in

English and vernacular the dates and

amounts of Government Opium Sales in 1917

thus:—

Sales. (hi or about Uncertified Total

Benares. chests .

1. January 3rd, Wed- \

nesday 5S3 583
Q̂

• February - 6th,

Tuesday 583 583

3. March 6th, Tues-

day tr.
- 583 5S3

4. April 4th, "Wednes- ( old 40
£ 583

day C new 543

.

5. May 1st, Tuesday 583 583

6. June 6th, Wednes-
day 583 583

7. July 3rd, Tuesday 583 583

8.

•

August 1st, Wed-
nesday 583 583

9. Septomber 4th,

Tuesday 5S3 583

10. October 4th, Thurs-

day 5S3 583

11. November 6th,

Tuesday 583 583

12. December 4th,

Tuesday 587 587

* Total ohesf!T ... 7,000 7,000

i
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The vernacular part of this memorandum
called a proclamation by the Magistrate

—

also gives the corresponding dates of the com-
mercial Sambat year—in this case Sambat
1973 74.

The chance upon which money is staked
seems to be the figure of the highest bid
made at^eaoh opium sale. Bnt upon this
point the evidence and the judgment of
the Magistrate are by no means clear and
complete. Among the ring of speculators
are khaiwals and lagaiwals. The khaiwal
resembles the betting man who offers odds
at a race meeting or the 'banker’ who
receives the stakes in a gaming house; while
the lagaiwal is the person who aooepts
the odds and stakes his money. A khaiwal
in- one transaction may be a lagaiwal in

another connected with the same opium
sale. Each khaiwal maintains two books,
one called the farak bahi

t
and the other

called th9 akhar bahi . The true significance
of these terms has not been ascertained
by the Magistrate. The words -would sug-
gest that one book recorded bets on differ-

ences and the other bets on the last

figure. From the record it appears that
in both cases the betting was on the chance
of what would be the . highest bid, and
that while the farak-bahi contained figures

from 1 to 100 the akhar-bahi contained
figures from 1 *to 10, Each lagaiwal stakes
whatever he pleases on any figure or
figures he fancied in both books, choosing
his own odds with reference to the figure

100. These bets are booked early in the
morning of each day fixed for an opium
sale, either for cash paid (or agreed to

be paid where_oredit is allowable) to the
khaiwal. Then in due course a wire is

received from Calcutta and settling follows.

Each lagaiwal who has staked money on a

figure which corresponds with the last

figure of the highest bid in the case of

the akhar•bahi or either the two last figures

or only the last figure in the farak bahit receives

payment according to the odds laid by
him,- and the remainder of the stakes
are pocketed by the khaiwal like a crou-
pier. ,

The -present case arose out of the trans-
actions of the 6th June 1917, connected
with the 6th of the monthly opium sales,
and the following extract from the evidence
of one of the lagaiwals

,
Megraj

,
(P. W.

435 "

No. 5), who bet with the accused Gajju
as khaiwal, keeping the two books, Exhibits

P I and P-2, will facilitate a comprehen-
sion of the dealings:

—

“I staked that day against the entries in the

farakhahi :

—

I

Rs. a.

... 1 0
P-

0 at 4 per ICO
II ... o 6 0 tt 3 t» 100
III ... o 10 0 it 2\ tt 100
IV ... 0 10 0 tt 21 tt 100

V ... 0 10 0 >» 24 tt 100
VI ... 0 10 0 n 2 tt 100
XVI ... 0 12 0 tt 3 n 100
XXXVi ... 1 0 0 tt 4 tt 100

LX ... 0 6 0 tt H tt 100

LXIV ... 0 6 0 tt li 100

I also had staked on akhar :

—

VI ... 9 at 94 per 100

Zero ... 4 „ 7f „ 100

IX ... 3 ,, 94 „ 100

These were in Gajj u’s bahi, Exhibits

P.l and P-2. The telegram was reoeived

in my name. The highest bid was

Rs 3,203. I won Rs. 25 on the stake of No.

Ill and lost all other stakes. I had stak-

ed in all Rs. 22 and I won Rs. 25. I

was thus a gainer by Rs. 3.

“As khaiwal I got Rs. 4 on my papers

but none of the stakers won and thus I got

the whole amount.”
It will be seen that he took a bet of JR9. 100

to Rs. 2-8-0 on No. 3, which proved to be

the winning number. If he had staked

Rs. 2-8-0 at those odds he would have
won Rs. 100. He only staked 10 annas,

or yth of Rs 2-8 0. Therefore he got Rs 25

or ^th of Rs. 100.

The convictions are assailed bafore me
on two grounds, namely :

—

(1) that the place where . the bets were

booked was not a public place within the

meaning of section 13, Act III of 1867
;

and
(2) that the betting above described

does not all fall within the purview of that

section.

Section 13 of the above enactment as

applied to Berar, so far as it is material to

this case, is worded thus :

—

“A Police Officer may apprehend without

warrant any person found playing for money

or other valuable thing with cards, dioe
f
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counters or other instruments of gaming,
used in playing any game not being a game
of mere skill, in any public street, place

or thoroughfare situated within the limits

aforesaid.* * * * *
’ * * * * #

“Such person when apprehended shall be

brought without delay before a Magistrate,

and shall be liable to a tine not exceeding
fifty rupees, or to imprisonment, either

simple or rigorous, for any term not exceeding
one calendar month.”
As regards the first objection urged by

the applicants I do net think it has any
force. It is in the main a question of fact

for decision on the evidence in each particular

case : and with such findings this Court
does not interfere in revision under the

Code of Criminal Procedure save on the

most exceptional grounds. But assuming
that an inference of law is also involved,

namely, whether a place i’so situated and
circumstanced as the place where the

applicants were found betting is a public

place withiu the meaning of that term in

section 13, Act III of 1867, 1 am of opinion
that such inference has been drawn correctly

by the learned Magistrate. It is well

established by a course of judicial decisions

that in the sentence “public street, place or

thoroughfare”

(1) the adjective “public” applies to each
one of the three nouns “street,” “place,”
and “thoroughfare” which follow after it; and

(2) that the word place” moans a locality

ejusdtni generis with “street” and “thorough-
fare.”

In support of these propositions I need
only cite Emperor v. Jusub Ally (1), Emperor
v. Hu*sein (2), in which the diction of
Jenkins, C. J., appears to bo in oonlliet
with the view adopted in Longrisk v. Archer
(3), Durga Prasad Kalmar v. Emperor (4),
linen-Empress v. Srilal (5), Queen- Emprss's
v. Chote Lai (6), Emperor Ajudhia Prasad
(7) and Ghoddu v. Empress (8). But

(1) 29 13. 38(5, 7 H"in. L. It. 333; 2 Cr. L. ,T. 25

J

(2) 30 B. 313; 3 Itom. L. K. 22; 3 Cr. L. J. 210
(3) (1332) 10 {). B. J). 41; 52 L.J. M. C. 47; 47 [,.

'

513; 31 \V. It. 133; 15 Co\. C. C. 104; 47.1. I* 205
( t) 31 C. OK; 3 C. W. N. 502, 1 Cr. L. J. 531.

(5)

17 A. 1156; A. \V. i\. (1395) 42, 3 hid Dec! (v s
432.

(6) A. \\
r

. X. (1305) 127
(7) A. W. N. (1004) 92.

(3) 13 1\ K. 1532 Cr.

it does not follow from this that a public

place must be either a street or a thorough-

fare, or that the term is confined to a locality

to which the public have a right to resort.

. The question was well answered in Kitson

v. Ashe (9), where it was held by Lawrence,

J., that betting on private ground where

people habitually resorted for betting was

a betting in a place of public resort,

aince the locality was in fact a place of

public resort in the ordinary sense of the

words. In the same case Channel!, J., said

“Does ‘other place of public resort’

mean a place to which the pnblio are

entitled to go as of right, or a place to

which the public do go as a matter of

fact Y I am of opinion that the latter is the

true moaning. As the owner of this

piece of land does let the public

go on to it, and the public do go there,

1 think it comes within the words of

the by-law, and the appellant was rightly

convicted.”

I concur in this view and I hold that

for the purposes of section 13, Act III of

1867, the words “publio place” signify

a place to which the publio resort as

a matter of fact, whether of right or with

the permission of a private owner. It is

found that the spot where the aooused in

the present case assembled ^to bet on the

6th June 1917 is a place to which the

public go as a matter of fact. There-

fore it is a publio place within the above

section.

The second objection of the applicants

must prevail. There is a well-established

difference between gaming and betting for

the purposes of the criminal law, and except

where it has been bridged over by special

enactments going to include betting within

the term gaming, the Courts have

always refused to punish betting

an instance of gaming. The line of

difference may be very fine in some oases,

but it is always there. In the oommOn

usage of the two terms they may sometimes

be employed interchangeably, hut not

always. If two persons play at oards for

money, they are said to be gaming or gamb •

ing; but they are gaming because they

lay a wager or make a bet on the result

(9) ( 1 599) 1 Q. B. D. 425 at p. -*29; 6$ L. J. Q - ^
236 : 63 J. 1\ 325 , 30 L. X. 323; 15 X. U & 173, 1J CoX
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of the game, and therefore to say they

are betting is equally appropriate. With-

out the wager they .would still be playing

a game but not gambling. Bat if two

persons lay a wager upon the result of a

pending election, it will be said that they

are betting, but not that they are gaming.

There is no gaming in which the element

of the wager is wanting, but there is

betting which the term gaming is not

commonly made to embrace. The question

was exhaustively considered by the Bombay
High Court in Que0n- Empress v. Narottamdas

" Motiram (10), in which at page 689, Jardine,

V J., after showing that there were

earlier decisions by the same Tribunal

to the same effect, remaked, except

by a metaphorical use of the word,

contrary to the ordinary as well as the

statutory use, a bet cannot, for the purposes

of the criminal law, be treated as a game.

This decision was referred to without dissent

in Queen-Empress v. Qovind (11), though the

question of the difference between betting

and gaming was not directly in issue.

And although the dictum of Jardine, J., on

this point in the earlier case was doubted

by Stephen. J.,inH<m Singh v.Jadu Nandan

Singh (12), I am of opinion with duerespeot that

the Bombay view is quite sound. Stephen, J.,

remarked:

—

“What is the difference between gaming

and betting? The Bombay case apparently

regards gaming as betting on the result of

a game, which is also a contest. The

distinction between the two things is based

on the scientific or historical meanings of

gaming as given in standard works, to

N which the vary high authority of Murray s

Dictionary may now be added. But it

S3ems to me to raise difficult questions as

to the meaning of game’ or contest

which can only be decided by a highly

artificial U9e of language. I believe that

a more satisfactory distinction, that is one

that is plainer and more easy of application,

is to be found by considering the popular

rather than a scientific use of th9 word.

I- suggest that the difference between gaming

- and • betting depends on the nature of

^ . the event, on which the bet is made. If

the event is brought about solely for the

(10) J.H B. 631 at p. 689; 7 Inch Dec. (N. s.) 451.

(11) 16 B; 233 at p. 239; 8 Inch Doc. (tf-s.) 633.

-
' x

(12) 31 0,511 at p. 543; 8 C. W. N. 45S; 1 Or. L J J

sp,
:;v 349 .

Birr 1

purpose of being betted about, betting on

it is gaming, otherwise it is not. Ordinary

marine insurance is merely betting against

the happening of certain events. In practice

it is very difficult to distinguish it, in a

legal point of view, from betting on the

result of a orioket match or horse-race. A
certain kind of marine insurance is in fact a

well-known form of what is popularly described

as gambling. On the other hand dicing,

to take an old fashioned example, is a

wholly insignificant act, if it is not done

for the purpose of betting on the result.

If I may descend to modern examples of

those games of cards, to whose names we

are accustomed in legal literature, I should

say that playing at poker where stakes are

essential, is gaming, and that playing at

bridge, where stakes, though usual, are not

essential, is not. If horse-racing degenerates

into nothing, but an occasion for betting,

it becomes gaming and the race hor38s pro-

bably become instruments of gaming. Apart

from legislation rain gambling is gaming, if

a ooraplete apparatus is used for the purpose,

otherwise it is not.’’

It is manifest that there is a great deal

of deep and oareful thought behind the

above* words. But it seems to me that in

navigating the straits of legal interpretation

in order to reach the true difference between

gaming and betting the learned Judge only

avoided the Soylla of the difficulties arising

out of the Bombay opinion to suffer ship-

wreck on a Charybdis of his own creation.

Wagering is universal %oth on the game

of bridge and hor3e-raoing throughout the

British Empire. At what point (Joes either

amusement degenerate so as to fall within

the learned Judge’s conception of gaming?

It seems to me that if bridge played for

money in a public place oan obtain

emancipation on any ground from the Public

Gambling Act, 1867, itmu3t be because it

is a game of skill. Again, a game is

nonetheless gama beoause it is simple

and affords little amusement or excitement

*’ without wagering. Poker lsoertainly a game,

even when played for ‘ love” as the saying

goes. T,vo persons throw dioa for the eva-

nesoent pleasure of seeing who has the better

luek or bemuse for the moment they have

nothing to do. They wager nothing on

the result o£ any throw. They are neither

{jaming nor betting. They are playing
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however foolishly, and the thing they
play is a game, however poor and unskil-

ful. The learned Judge of the Caloutta
Court would describe as a game every
event brought about solely for the pur-
pose of being betted about.” But with
due respeot that is not interpreting the

law but making the law. Ir« Queen - Empress
v. NarottmnJas Moliram (10), Jardii.e, J.,

rightly said :

—

‘if this Court were to hold that a bet

is converted into a game, and a betting house
into a gaming house, and the betters there into

offenders against the criminal law, because a
rain gauge, or hour glass, or other measure
is contrived and used to settle the bet, I

think the Court would assume to itself

the work of legislation which Parlia-

ment has confided to another authority.”

At any rate so far as Act III of

1 8B 7 is oonoerned, the ‘event” on which
the bet is made must be a game played hy
those who bet, before it can be called gaming,
as I shall presently endeavour to make clear.

In England betting has always been
recognized to be possible without gaming,
and has reoeived distinct legislative treat-

ment, the enaotments against betting in

public places being separate in many oases

from Statutes direoted against gaming.
Betting is a staking of money by two or

more parties against one another on the

result of an uncertain event. Where such
an event is not a game, betting does not
amount to gaming. Where the bet is on
the result of a game or some part or
incident of a game then, under certain

conditions specified by Statute, it will amount
to gaming. In English Law gaming means
playing at any game, sport, pastime, or
exercise, lawful or unlawful, for money
or any other valuable thing, which is

staked on the result of the game, sport,

pastime or exercise, i. e
,

which is to be
lost or won according to the suooess or
failure of the person who has staked: R.

v. Ashton (1-f), Lockwood v. Cooper 0 i).

Gurlill v. Carbolic Smoke Ball Co. (15).
To my mind the real difficulty lies in

the fact that any definition of betting
(13) (1852' 1 El. & hi. £ 86; 1)3 K. It. 138; 22 L. J. M

C. 1; 17 Jur. 501; 1 IN E. K 444.

< 14) (1903) 2 K. B. 428; 7 2 L. J. K. B. (390; (.7 J. 1*.

307; 52 W. It. 48; 89 L. T. 50(1; 19 T. L. It. OR'; 20 fox.
0. C. 539

(15) (1892) 2 Q. B. 484; (51 1 . J. (,). It. 69(3; 50 .1. 1\

005.

or of gaming, however carefully drawn,
will be found to include many transactions
which according to popular sentiment, or
because of their advantages, fall clearly
within such definition. This arises from
the fact that neither games nor wagers
laid on games or on uncertain events are
ordinarily harmful. In some oases, e. g. t

marine insurance, they may be benefioial

to the community. Gaming and Betting
Enactments are aimed at acts committed
ad commune nocumentum. In England no
sport, pastime, game or exercise was un-
lawful at Common Law unless so carried

on as necessarily to involve or actually

to occasion a public nuisanoe or a real

and not merely a technical breaoh of the

public peace, or a danger to public morals
Sherbon v. Oolebach (16), f?. v. Rogier (17).

To make a game unlawful it is, therefore,

necessary to refer to the terms of some
Statute, and the question of lawfulness or

unlawfulness is one of law for a Court,

and not of fact for a Jury: R. v. Davies

(18). The Gaming Acts of the present

day are evolved from anoient Statutes direot

against specific games. Thus an Aot of

1 388 (12 Rich. II 0 . 6) was direoted

against specified games played by certain

subordinate classes and described as ‘im-

portune’ games. In time the law ohanged
from a prohibition of playing games to

a prohibition of playing them in such a

way as to cause a nuisanoe or for a purpose

considered to be against publi3 morality.

Under this change exceptions became inevit-

able and created the difficulties which are now
felt by those who make as well as by those

who have to interpret and administer the

law. But by reason of all Statutes plaoing

restrictions on games being of a special

and penal nature the Courts have always

insisted in construing them strictly in

favour of the subject.

Following these principles I am of

opinion that unless the facts show that

persons accused of an offence under sec-

tion 13, Act III of 1867, were, in the

words of the section, found playing for

money or other valuable thing with some

instrument of gaming (ejusdem generis

(lfi) (1690) 2 Vent. I 75 86 E. R. 377.

(17) (1628) 2 D. * R 431; 1 B. * 0. 272; 26 R. R.

393; 107 E. R. 102.

(is; (1897) 2 Q. B. 199; 18 Cox C. C. 611; 66 L. J.

Q. B. 513; 76 L. T. 786; 13 T. L. R. 405.
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with cards, dice or counters) used in

playing any game not being a game of

mere skill, such persons cannot lawfully

be convicted under that section. Every

element necessary to constitute the offence

must be present before the section can

be enforced against an alleged offender.

And here T am at one with Stephen, J
,

of the Calcutta High Court in thinkirg

that the words “playing a game” should

be interpreted with reference to their

popular and general significance. Record-

ing bets or laying bets about an uncertain

event which the recorders and betters can-

not prevent or bring about is not playing

game in any reasonable sense of that

expression. The enactment is direoted against

something which those wagering themselves

bring about for the purpose of settling the

bet. That something must be a game, it

must be played with some instrument,

the play being carried out for the purpose

of ascertaining the result upon which the

eventual right to the staked depends.

It is manifest that there is nothing of

the kind here. There was betting pure

and simple upon an uncertain future result

arising oat of an event hundreds of miles

away which the accused did" nothing to

bring about and which they could do nothing

"to prevent. Th» contingency upon which

they bet was- as much beyond their control

as the date on which a monsoon arrives, the

amount of rain which a monsoon yields, or

the average temperature of a particular day.

The learned Sub-Divisional Magistrate calls

the books in which the bets were recorded

“instruments of gaming.” Some support for

this view may be claimed from the decision

in an Anonymous case (IS\ where it was held

that lottery tickets, by reference to which

it is to be decided whether the holder

or purchaser wins the whole, or any part,

of any stakes, are instruments of gaming

within sections 1 and 4 of Act III of

1867. With due respect for the eminent

authority (Peaoook, 0. J.) responsible for this

proposition I am unable to accept it as sound.

The judgment is extremely brief and the

only reason given for the view is that

lottery tickets “are instruments of gaining of

a nature similar to cards.” The only point

of similarity I oan see is that both tickets

and cards are generally of an oblong shape

(19) 12 R. Cr. 34

made of cardboard. Bat there the similarity

ends. Cards tire essentially made to be

played with in games of skill or of chance.

They are part and parcel of the game on

the result of which a bet may turn. There

is no other way of uping them.

They are designed for the playing

of games, and that is their use whether

or not any wagers are laid. But who ever

heard of a lottery ticket being used to

play a game of any kind ? It is a

receipt or acknowledgment of a bet made

or a chance taken, and beyond that its

use has no control over the result on

which the bet depends. \ Its only use is

to allow of the holder of a winning num-

ber to be identified and the bets settled

after the uncertain and unknown future

event on which settlement depends has

happened and been ascertained. It is a

clear misnomer to oall such a record an

instrument of gaming. The decision in

Emperor v. Lakhamsi Malsi (20) has refer-

ence to a Bombay Act whioh represents

a very considerable extension of criminal

legislation against gambling, and cannot

be any authority or even a guide for the

interpretaion of the Gambling Act of 1867.

The Legislature has not seen fit so far

to enter upon any criminal legislation

against betting without gaming in the

Central Provinces and Berar, and there-

fore, mere betting is no offence in either

of those territories.

For the above reasons I think that the

applicants were unlawfully convicted under

section 13, Act III of 1867, as applied

to Berar, and their convictions must be

set aside and fines refunded.

The conviction of the applicant is set

aside and he is acquitted. His fine, if paid,

will be refunded.
Conviction set aside.

(20) 29 B. 264; 6 Bom. L. R. 1091; 1 Cr. L. J. 1074.

*
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BAHADUR SINGH V. EMPEROR.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 1636 ok 1917.

April 12.191S.
Present-.-Sir Henry Ratligan.KT., Chief Judge,

and Mr. Justice LeRossignol.
BAHADUR SINGH AND ANOTHER

—

Sureties— Petitioners

versus

EMPEROR—Respondent.
Criminal procedure Code {An ] ' ,,j 1898), ss. J 2 I,

514
, Sell. I, I'oem \[—Security fur yowl behaviour—

Offence committed in Xative State— Forfeitme of bend.
A penal lionrl must 1 »o const nifri literally ami

strictly.

I lie subjects of tin* ruler of an independent Native
State are not tlie subjects of His Majesty the Kim'-
Kmporor.
A bond executed by a surety in r he form pres-

on bed by Scliedule V, Form XI, of the Criminal
I’rocedure Code, cannot, be forfeited on the principal
committing an offence in an independent Native
State, inasmuch as the principal does not thereby
make default in his undertaking to bo of good
behaviour towards 1 1 is Majesty 'or His Majesty’s
subjects.

Revision from the order of the District
Magistrate, Amritsar, dated the 31st August
1916.

Mr. Herbert-

, Assistant Legal Rememb-
rancer, for the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—On the 1st of June

1914 one Sorain Singh as principal, and
Ram Singh and Bahadur Singh as sureties,
executed a bond for Rs. 2,000 under seotion
121, Criminal Procedure Code, for the good
behaviour of the said Sorain Singh for the
period of one year. On the 10th of April
1915 Sorain Singh was convicted by a
Court of the Kapurthala State of an offence
under seotion 157, Indian Penal Code, and
as a result the said sureties were called
upon to show cause why the security fur-
nished by them should not be forfeited.
After hearing the sureties, the Magistrate
of the first class direoted that the whole
amount of Rs. 2,000 furnished by the
sureties should be forfeited, whereupon they
appealed to the District Magistrate of
Amritsar, who by his order of 31st of
August 1916 overruled their contention on
the legal points urged by them but direoted
that the case should be returned to the
Magistrate in order that further enquiries
might be made as to whether Sorain Singh
actually committed an offence in the Kapur-
thala State, the District Magistrate being
of opinion that the evidence on the record

on this point was defective. The sureties
thereupon applied to this Court to revise
the order of the District Magistrate on
the ground that in any event their bond
could not be forfeited, inasmuoh as they
had bound themselves to ensure the good
behaviour of Sorain Singh only towards
“His Majesty and all His Majesty’s subjeots”
and not towards the subjeots of a Native
State.

The bond executed by Sorain Singh and
the petitioners was in the form prescribed
by Sohedule 5, Form X f, of the Criminal
Procedure Code, and so far as the sureties
are oonoerned, runs as follows :

—

We do hereby declare ourselves sureties
for the above named Sorain Singh that
he will be of good behaviour to his Majesty
the King-Emperor of India, and to all

Hi? subjeots daring the said term, and, in
case of his making default therein, we bind
ourselves, jointly and severally, to forfeit
to His Majesty the sum of Rs. 2,000.”
A penal bond, such as this, must be

construed literally and strictly, and conse-
quently the only question before us is

whether by committing an offence in

the Kapurthala State Sorain Singh made
default in his undertaking to be of good
behaviour towards His Majesty or His
Majesty’s subjects. The subjeots of the
ruler of an independent Native State are
not the subjects of His Majesty the King-
Emperor [see AJusammat Kishen Kour v.

Crown (1), Empress v. Nawabji (2) and Roda
v. Empress ( 3)], nor by transgressing the laws
of the Kapurthala State, did Sorain Singh
make any default in his undertaking to be of

good behaviour towards His Majesty.
In the oiroumstanoes we must accept

the petition and set aside the orders of the
Magistrate and the District Magistrate. We
are informed that each of the sureties has
paid up Rs. 250 out of the amount due
from him and if this is the case, the money
should be refunded.

Revision accepted.

(1) 20 1\ 11. 1878 Or.

(2) 37 P. K. 1881 Cr.

00 30 P. H. 1889 Cr.
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AZIZGR RAHMAN V. HANSA.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 379 op 1918.

Jane 27, 1918.

Present :—Sir George Knox, Kt., Aoting
Chief Justice.

AZIZUR RAHMAN—Applicant
" versus

HANSA—Opposite Party.
Workman's Breach of Contract Act (XIII of 1859),

ss. 1, 2, application under—Procedure—Magistrate
,

duty of—Subordinate Court
,
duty of, to follow ruling of

High Court.

An' application to a Magistrate asking him to

enforce the provisions of sections 1 and 2 of Act
XITI of 1859 should not be summarily disposed but
the matter should be enquired into and evidence
fully taken, [p. 411, col. 2; p. 442, col. 1.]

A Magistrate should not follow a ruling of a High
Court to which he is not subordinate, when he has a

ruling of the High Court to which he is subordinate

before him. [p. 441, col. 2,"]

Criminal revision from an order of the

District Magistrate, Agra, dated the 27th

February 1918.

"Mr. Narain Prasad Asthana , for the
Applicant.

JUDGMENT.—This is an application for

revision of an order passed by the Magistrate
of Agra, whereby an order of a First Class

Magistrate of Agra was confirmed. The
First Class Magistrate of Agra had before

him ah application asking him to enforoe

the provisions of sections 1 and 2 of Act
XIII of 1859. All that appears before

me on the record is an order in which the
learned Magistrate arrives at the conclusion

that the suit does not lie under Act XIII
of 1859. No evidence appears to have
been taken and all that is on the record

is the oontraot. Act XIII of 1959
is an Act which has been extended to

the station of Agra. The oontraot is upon
a stamp paper and it reoites that it is a

contract under Act XIII of 1859. The
First Class ‘ Magistrate sets out what he
believes to be the obvious object of Act
XIII of 1859. He says that “it was de-

signed to prevent coolies or labour con-

tractors fraudulently bolting with the

advances necessary for obtaining work
from them and it .was not designed to

* seoure the employers enforcement of elaborate

contracts with skilled artisans.” I do not
know from what source the learned Joint
Magistrate obtains this. There is nothiqg
in the Act to this effect. The learned
Joint Magistrate will do well to consider

the ruling by which he is bound, namely,

Queen Empress v. Indayjit (1). Having placed

this interpretation upon the object of the Act,

the learned Joint Magistrate went on to pass

an order for which there is no warrant that I

know of. That order runs as follows:— The

accused till to-morrow should produce balance

of money due to the complainant. If

he does so and tho complainant takes

it, accused will be a°Quitted. If he does

so and complainant refuses the money,

the case will be dismissed. If he does

not produce it, it will be a clear case of bad

faith and I shall proceed against him

under Aot XIII of 1859.” The morrow

came and the accused produoed the money

required of him. The complainant refused

to take it, saying that he wished to have

the work done by the accused. The learned

Joint Magistrate professed to act upon a

ruling of the Bombay High Court*, to which

he is not subordinate and which he should

not follow when he has before him rulings

of this Court. I cannot moreover sanction

the unwarrantable language used by the

Joint Magistrate regarding an Aot in the

Statute book. He says: It is altogether

preposterous that this Aot, designed to

protect people who make cash advances

in order to import or secure manual labour

from people not worth powder and shot

in the Civil Court, should be prostituted

in this way by employers of skilled

artisans.” The learned Joint Magistrate
had no right to use language of this kind
regarding a Statute which is in force and
which he is bound to respect. The Aot
is in full foroe in the station of Cawnpur
for instance, and for ought I know may
be in full force in the station of Agra.
1 call the attention of the Courts below
to the case of G. J Lucas v. Ramai Singh (2)
and Bakhtawar v. Emperor (3), both to he
found in 16 A. L. J. R. 164. The learned
Joint Magistrate says that he cannot compel
Hansa to continue the work which he
contracted to perform because it requires

him to sit very near the fire. He is said

(1) 11 A. 262; A. W. N. (1889) 85; 6 Ind. Dec. (n. s.)

595.

(2) 23 led. Cas. 185; 12 A. L. J. 152; 15 Cr. L. J.

233.

(3) 43 Ind. Cas. 832; 16 A. L. J. 164; 19 Cr. L. J.

240; 40 A. 282, \
•See Queen- Empress v. Rajab, 16 B 36S; 8 Ind. Dec.

(n. s.) 723—Ed.
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to have been working in the same situation

in another faotory. This may or may rjot

be true. But the matter should have been

enquired into and evidence fully taken.

This was not a case for summary disposal.

1 «et aside the orders of both the Courts

below and I return the case in order that

it may be dealt with strictly in accord-

ance with the provisions of Aot XIII of

1859.
Cose remanded.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 319 ok 1916.

April 6, 1918.

Present :
— Mr. Justice LeRoseignol.

SURAJ BHAN— Petitioner

versus

EMPEROR— Respondent.
Criminal Procedure Code (Act I of 1S981, ss. 337,

339

—

Pardon, forfeiture of—Approver, trial of—
Withdrawal of pardon

,
whether necessary —Approver,

whether bonnd to disclose previous offence.

Asa preliminary to the trial of an approver muter

section 339 of the Criminal Procedure Code it is

unnecessary that there should he a formal with-

drawal of the pardon [p. 44?, eol. 2
;

It. is not sullicient for an approver to help to

secure the ronvietion of some of his aceompliees,

if lie has screened the others, [p. 443, ml. 1.
|

An approver in order to satisfy the conditions of

his pardon is called upon to make a full and true

disclosure of the whole of the circumstances within

his knowledge relative t<> the offence or offences

which are bring enquired into, and not relative to

offences which are at tin* time not being enquired

into
| p 443, col. 1

. j

Criminal revision from the order of the

D istriot Magistrate, Hissar, dated the 3rd

January 1918.

Messrs. Beechey and Qanpat Rai, for the

Petitioner.

Mr. C. Revan Petman (Government Advo-

cate), for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.— In June or July 1917 it

was ascertained that a sum of Rs. 53,000

had been withdrawn from the Hissai Trea-

sury by means of forged vouchers and the

Police made enquiries into the offences, which

were held to fall under sections 4(37 120

of the Indian Penal Code; suspicion fell

upon the pet i i >ner Suraj Bhan inconneo

tiori with those f ran Is and on the l i'h

July 1917 the District M igistr ito authoris-

r
[1918

ed the tender to him of a pardon on the

usual conditions as set forth in section

337 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The
tender was accepted by Suraj Bhan and he

appeared as a witness for the prosecution

against his aooomplices, three of whom
have been convicted. Subsequently it wa9

ascertained by the Police that Suraj Bhan
had not made a full and true disclosure

of the whole circumstances relative to

those offences, and the District Magistrate

has ordered his prosecution in accordance

with the provisions of section 339 of the Code
in respeot of the frauds.

He has petitioned this Court and on

his behalf it has been contended that

though with the sanction of this Court his

prosecution on a charge of perjury might

be legally instituted, the District Magistrate

was not competent to withdraw the pardon

and to direct his prosecution on charges of

fraud.

On behalf of the Crown it has been

retorted (hat the application by the peti-

tioner is clearly premature; that (be pardon

has not been withdrawn; and that the questi.cn

whether the pardon has been forfeited is a

matter for the decision of the Magistrate who
will try (be case.

In the Code of 1872 the language used

suggested that the proper procedure in a

case of this kind was that the trial of the

approver in respect of the original oharge

should be preceded by a formal withdrawal

of the pardon, and there are authorities

to the effect that (he order of withdrawal

should issue from the Court which made

the tender of pardon. The pre'ent law,

however, is somewhat different and contains

no reference to a withdrawal of the pardon

and there are several authorities, of which

it is necessary to mention only Emperor

v. Saber Akunji (l) and Sash i Rajbanshi

v. Empuor (2), for the view that as a

preliminary to the trial of the approver

it is unnecessary that there should be any

formal withdrawal of the pardon, so that

in the present case the argument on behalf

of the petitioner that the pardon has been

withdrawn by an unauthorised Magistrate

falls to the ground.

(1) 27 I ml. Cus. 184; 42 0.7&0; 19 C. W. N. 179; 19

Or. U J. 120.

(2) 26 1ml. Cas. 657; 42 C. 8f 6; 19 C. W. N. 295; 16

Or. b. J. C5
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Next it is urged that the striotest faith

should be kept with a person who has

accepted a tender of pardon, who has appear-

ed in the witness box on behalf of the

prosecution and has secured the oonviotion

or helped to secure the conviction of three

of his aooomplices. This argument assumes

that the approver has fulfilled completely

the conditions on which the tender of par-

don was made. It is not sufficient for an

approver to help to secure the oonviotion

of three of his accomplices, if he has

soreened the fourth and it is precisely On

the ground that the approver petitioner has

soreened one of his aooomplices that the

Distriot 'Magistrate has ordered his prose-

oution. • If this is a oo'rect view, the

approver has not fulfilled completely the

conditions of his pardon, and he, therefore,

has no reason to complain if that pardon

is declared to be forfeited, ^fhe question,

whether as a fact he has forfeited his

pardon, is one whioh will .have to be deter-

mined by the trial Magistrate who will

have to place that issue in the forefront

of the oase. ,
'

Another objection raised is .that one of

the grounds on which the Distriot Magis-
trate is proceeding against the petitioner is

that subsequent to the discovery of frauds
amounting to Rs. 53,000 it was ascertained

that at a still earlier date the approver
had committed another fraud whioh was
unknown to the Police at the time when
the pardon was tendered to him. The
objection appears to me to have some
force, for the approver in order to satisfy

the conditions of his pardon was called

upon to make a full and true disclosure

of the whole of the circumstances within

his knowledge relative to the offenoe or

offenoes which were then being enquired

into, and not relative to offences whioh
* •

were at that time not being enquired

into. On this point, however, I prefer

not to pass any final decision, inasmuch
as this too is a matter whioh the trial

Magistrate should decide and also because

the other grounds for prosecuting the

petitioner are quite sufficient even if his

failure to disclose the earlier offenoe be left

;
out of the question.

From the foregoing it appears that the
Distriot Magistrate’s action was taken by
/frim in his capacity as chief prosecuting

agenoy of the district and as there is

nothing illegal in the same, this Court has no
power nor desire to interfere.

The petition is consequently dismissed.

Revision dismissed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Criminal Revision No. 156 of 1916.
August 24, 1916.

Present :— Mr. Mittra, Offg. A. J. C
MANGALCHAND- Applicant

versus

MOHAN

—

Non- Applicant.
Criminal Procedure Code ( Act Itof 1898), 5. 42?

Appeal by accused—Notice to complainant, whether
necessanj— Omission to give notice— Revision.

Where an appeal hv an accused is not dismissiul
summarily, section 422 of the Ciimiual Procedure
Code does not require that notice of the. appeal
should lie given to the complainant. It is, however
the practice to give notice to the complainant as
well as to the District Magistrate in a case institut-

ed upon a complaint, but failure to give notice to
the complainant does hot furnish a ground for
interference in revision, [p. 444, col. ].]

Criminal revision against the order of the
Sessions Judge, Nagpur Division, dated the
19th June 1916, confirming the conviction and
remitting the fine imposed by the Canton-
ment Magistrate, 1st Class, Karoptee, on the
10th April 1916.

JUDGMENT.—The applicant obtained
sanction for the prosecution of the non-
applicant for an offence under section 193,
Indian Penal Code. The non-applioant
was convicted by the Cantonment Magis-
trate of fCamptee and sentenced to im-
prisonment till the rising of the Court
and also to a fine of Rs. 200. Thp
Magistrate ordered that Rs. 100 out of
the fine, if realized, was to be paid to the
complainant as compensation. Against this
conviction the non-applicant appealed to
the Sessions Judge who remitted the fine,

as, in his opinion, the offence whioh con-
sisted in denying as a witness the fact
that the non-applicant was previously
fined for an assault was a trivial one
and as the true answer would not have
affected his credit as a witness to any
appreciable extent. This petition has been
filed on the ground that no notice to the
applicant w

x
as given by the Sessions Judge
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and that he has been prejudicially affect-

ed by the order, so far as his claim for

compensation is concerned.

In the first place I doubt the propriety

of the order passed by the Cantonment

Magistrate. Under section 545 of the

Criminal Procedure Code the Magistrate

could order the expenses, properly incurred

in the proseotion, to be defrayed out of

the fine. The second part of the section

which allows compensation suoh as could

he recovered by civil suit is inapplicable,

as substantial compensation was not re-

coverable by civil suit for the perjury. It

seems that the Court was thinking of

compensation when it had only power to

award actual costs. However that may be,

this was an f>order subjeot to the result

of an appeal. The Appellate Court, I take

it, differed from the first Court. Was the

applicant entitled in law to be noticed Y

I think not, for section 422 requires notice

to be given to suoh oifioer as the Local

Government may appoint in this behalf.

There is a Madras case, Ambakkagari Nagi

Radii

i

v. Basappa (1), which deals with

appeals from an award of compensation under

section 250 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

The learned Judges laid down that it

would bo better if in suoh oases notices

were given to the accused. But the

absence of notioe was held not to be an illegal-

ity and the High Court declined to interfere

with the appellate order disallowing com-

pensation. The practice of this Court is

to give notice to complainants as well as

to the District Magistrate in oases in-

stituted upon a complaint. The lower

Courts will be well-advised if they follow

this practice. On the whole, I see no ground

for interference in revision.

Revision relected.
:

(1) 1 1 ini. Cas. 70; M M. NO; 5 M. L. T. 202; 10 M.
L J. no, 9 GY. L. .1. ICO.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 293 ok 1918.

April 12, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Soott-Smith.

SOHAN SING H

—

Accused— Petit. oner

versus

Ifl N

I

PE ROR

—

P ro s e o d tor— Reston dent

.

Motor Viiiirh'.S' Act (I 111 of 1014), N. 14— Pmijillt

Motor Vehicle Hide*, n\ 10, 17, applicability <>/
—

Hereout drinii ;/ motor cor icdhoot hyhts—Mash e,

liabil it ij of.

Rules 10 and 17 of the Punjab Motor Vehicle

Rules only apply to the driver or to a person using

the car at the time it is boing driven, and not to an

absent owner. The owner of a ear, therefore, is

not liable to be lined because in his absence his

servant drove his motor-car without lights after

lighting-up time. [p. 445, col. 1.]

Case reported by the Sessions Judge,

Rawalpindi, with his No. 169 of the 25th

February 1917.

Bakhshi Qokal Chand,
for the Aooused.

FACTS.—The aooused, on oonviotion by

Mr. H. B. Anderson, Cantonment Magistrate,

exercising the powers of a Magistrate of the

First Class, in the Rawalpindi Distriot, was

sentenced by order, dated 27th August 1917,

under rules 10 and 17 of the rules made

in 1915 under the Motor Vehicles Aofc,

VIII of 1914, to pay a fine of Rs. 5.

PROCEEDINGS.—The proceedings were

forwarded for revision on the following

grounds :
—

“Petitioner was not in the oar himself at

the time the offence is said to have been

committed and I fail to understand how

he can be held to be criminally responsible

for the act of his servant in driving the

oar in contravention of the rules. It is not,

as the Magistrate says, a well-recognised

principle of law that the master is respon-

sible for the wrongful acts of his servants.

It is true that so far as civil liability goes,

it is a recognised principle that the master

is liable for all tortuous acts of his servant

done in the course of his employment and

for the master’s benefit, but as regards

criminal liabiliiy the principle is that he

only is criminally punishable who inline*

diately does the act or permits it to be done.
v

There are certain exceptions to this princi-

ple, but the offence of which the petitioner

lia 9 been convicted is certainly cot one.

The owner of the car, as has been said,

was not in the oar at the time the offence

was committed and there is no evidence

to show that he permitted the wrongful

act complained of to be done.

“It is to be noted also that the date on whioh

the offence was committed is entered in the

extraot from the Cantonment Magistrates

Summary Register as the Sth June 1917,

whereas the complaint (vide letter

No. 1604-2-5, dated the 19th May, from the

Brigade Major, Rawalpindi, to the Canton-

ment Magistrate, Rawalpindi) shows that the

offence was committed on the 17th May 1917.
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“l am of opinion that the petitioner has

been wrongly convicted and sentenced and

I would recommend that the sentence and

conviction be set aside as illegal, and the

fine, if paid, be refunded.”

ORDER.—Petitioner has been fined because

in his absence his servant drove his motor-

car without, lights after lighting-up time.

As stated by the learned Sessions Judge,

the owner of the car has in these circum-

stances committed no criminal offence.

Rules 10 and 17 obviously only apply to

the driver or to a person using the oar

at the time it is being driven, and not to

an absent owner. The conviction of peti-

tioner is hereby set aside and the fine, if

paid, will be refunded.
Revision accepted.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision Ca.se No. 841 op 1917.

Criminal Revision Petition No. 682 of 1917.

April 3, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Oldfield.

In re SAVARAJULU NAYUDU and others

—Accused Nos. 1, 2 and 3—Petitioners.

Penal Code (Act XLV of I860), ss. 34, 323, 325, 326,

392 Robbery—Grievous hurt caused during robbery

—Identification of offender, absence of—Separate charge

against each accused without specification of common
intent to cause grievous hurt—Conviction under s. 325,

legality of—Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898),

s. 106, scope of—Breach of peace,' meaning of.

Accused Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were charged with having

entered the complainant’s house, and removed his

ear-rings. The right ear was cut off with the ear-ring

and the left ear was torn. The accused were charged

separately and there was no specification of a

common intention to indict grievous hurt.

The 1st accused was convicted under sections 326

and 392, the 2nd under sections 326, 325 and 109 and

the 3rd under sections 325 and 392, Indian Penal Code.

In appeal, the Sessions Judge substituted convictions

under sections 325 and 39*J with 109 as regards 1st

accused. The accused were also ordered to furnish

security under section 106, Criminal Procedure Code:

Held
, (1) that as the identification of the person

* who inflicted the grievous injury was not made out,

and as there was an absence of common intent, the

conviction tinder section 325 was bad, for which

must be substituted convictions under section 323;

[p. 446, col. 1.]

(2) that the order under section 106 was not illegal

even though there was technically no breach of the

public peace by the accused, [p. 446, col. 2.J

A person who enters on another’s premises and uses

violence to him and deprives him of his property

v commits a breach of the peace in the wider sense ot

. - the expression, [p. 446, col. 2.]

Muthiah Chetti v. Emperor 29 M. 190; 3 Cr« L. J«

46I, distinguished.

Queen v. Kunhiya, 4 N. W. P. H. C. R. 154 and
Muthurakka The van, In re

,
30 Ind. Cas. 435; 2 L. W.

631; 16 Cr. L. J. 611 ;
18 itf. L. T. 121, not approved.

Petition, under sections 435 and 439 of

the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898,

praying the High Court to revise the

judgment of the Court of Session of the

North Arcot Division, in Criminal Appeal
No. 85 of 1917, preferred against' the

judgment of the Court of the Sub-

Divisional 1st Class Magistrate, Tiru-

vannamalai, in Calendar Case No. 122 of 1917.

This oase coming on for hearing on

the 28th of March 1918, upon perusing

the petition and judgment of the lower

Court and the record in the case and
upon hearing the arguments of the Hon’bl e

Mr. T. Rangachariar , for the Petitioners,

and of the Public Prosecutor, on behalf of the

Crown, and the oase having stood over for

consideration till this day, the Court made
the following

ORDER.—The undisputed facts are that

the three accused, resenting complainant’s

conduct, entered the house, where he was
working and attaoked him. His ear-rings ^
were removed, one being out off with his

right ear and the other torn from his

left. The acoused were originally con-

victed, 1 st accused of offences punishable

under sections 326 and 392, Indian

Penal Code, 2nd acoused under sections

326, 325 and 109 and 3rd accused under

sections 325 and 392 of the Indian

Penal Code. The learned Sessions Judge,

for reasons which are not clear, substituted

convictions under sections 325 and 392 with

109 as regards 1 st aooused.

The first objection to this, that the con-

viction should be under section 223, not

325, must be sustained. The only grievous

hurt disclosed by the evidence is the

injury to the right ear. For the left ear

has healed and is intact. But the learned

Sessions Judge oonoeded in effect that

identification of the accused, who caused

that injury, was impossible on the evidence.

He convicted, because, all three acoused

having joined with one common intent, it

was immaterial which inflicted the wound.

Each aooused, however. was charged ‘

separately without any allegation of any

common intent that an incised wound

should be caused, the charge on 3rd

accused in particular excluding the exist-

1
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enoe of such intent, since it was limited
to section 323 and was, therefore, incon-
sistent with his responsibility for the use
of a knife. The charges as framed did
not admit of the application of seotion
34? and accused oan accordingly he held
answerable only for the general violence
used. Convictions under section 323 must,
therefore, be substituted for those under
seotion 325.

The convictions under section 392 are
attacked, because there is no evidence
that the accused kept the jewels, since

they may have fallen on the ground, and
complainant admits that he did not look
for them there, and since the learned
Session Judge found that “aooused were
not common robbers and intended rather
to punish oomplainant than to steal his

ear rings.” There was, however, evidence
that they took the jewels from complain-
ant’s ears and it was for them to show
that they did not do so in order to keep
them. The punishment, which, as the
learned Session Judge held, they meant
to inflict on oomplainant, may as well have
been by deprivation of his property as by
causing pain. This objection, therefore, fails.

In view of the substitution of seotion

325 for 326 the sentences of rigorous
imprisonment are reduced to one month
in the case of each accused. The lines and
sentences in default are confirmed.

The orders to give security are, it is

argued, not authorised by seotion 1C6,
Criminal Procedure Code, because aooused
have not been convicted of “assault or
other offence involving a breach of the
peace,” assault including only the offence
specified in sections 351 or 358, Indian
Penal Code, and the breaoh of the peace
contemplated being a breaoh of the public
peace, not one committed as this was on
private premises. The order against accused
must be justified, if at all, as one ofthe
latter class; aud it seems to me to fall

within it. The English Law is not a
guide to the oonstructon of seotion 106,
sinoe under the Criminal Law Consolidation
Aot, 1861, seourity may be required on
oonviotion of any offence exoopt murder;
and 1 have not been shown and cannot
hud that the expression “breaoh of the
peace” has any recognized or definite

weauing iu Englaud us including only

[1918

breaches of the public peace or otherwise*
In India also it has nowhere been defined-

But the reference in seotion 504, Indian
Penal Code, to “the public peace” and in

seotion 107, Criminal Procedure Code, to

persons likely to commit a breaoh of

the peace or disturb the public tran-

quilly”, show how the restricted inter-

pretation of seotion 106 claimed by accused
could and presumably would, if it had
been intended, have been expressed. Neither
rioting nor assault, the two offenoes specified

in the latter section, necessarily involves &

breach of the public peace; and there is,

therefore, no ground for the application of

the doctrine of ejusdem generis. The first

case relied on by the accused, Muthiah
Chetti * v. Emperor (1), and the two
Caloutta cases referred to therein are not

relevant, since they decide that only an
actual breach of the peace must be an
element in the offence established, before

section 106 oan be applied. In Qu&en v.

Kunhiya (2) it was, no doubt, held by
a single Judge that section 280 (meaning
presumably 489) of the Code then in

force (corresponding with section 106) re-

ferred only to offences against the public

tranquillity. But the| former, like the

latter provision, refers to the breaoh of

the peaoe only generally and the judgment
gives no reasons for restricting the applica-

tion of the terms used. In Muthurakka
I'kevan

,
In re (3) Spencer, J., without dis-

tinguishing between breaches of the public

and other peace, held that robbery was not an
offence involving a breach of the peace

;
bnt

he also gave no reasons for his con-

clusion and apart from the distinction

referred to, which he did not mention,

1 am respectfully unable fo follow him.

When, as is the case, that distinction is sup-

ported by no clearer authority and is not

required by the wording of the seotion,

it should not, in my opinion, be recognis-

ed. That the conduct of persons who
enter on premises where their enemy is,

use violence to him, cut and tear his

ears and deprive him of his jwellery

involves a breach of the peaoe iu the

wider sense of the expression needs no

demonstration. The order was, in my
(1) 20 M. UK); 3 Or. L. J. 461.

(2) 4 N. W. 1\ H.O. R. 154.

(3) 80 1ml. Cas. 435; 2 L. W. 631; 16 Cr. L. J. 61 1|

18 M. L. T. 121.
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opinion, proper and must stand as part of

the sentence.

The criminal revision petition is allowed

to the
7
extent stated a3 regards the

sentence of rigorous imprisonment and is

dismissed in other respects.

M. c. p. Petition partly allowed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Criminal Appeal No. 44 of 1918.

April 2, 1918.

Present :— Mr. Justice Chevis.

RAJ BAHADUR and others—Convicts—
Appellants

versus

EMPEROR—Pkosecdtor—Respondent.
Criminal Procedure Code ( Act. K o/ 1898), i. 71

—

Offence falling under two sections —Procedure—Juris-

diction of British Courts—Abetment out of British

India of offence committed in British India—Penal
Code (Act XiV of 1860j, ss. 372, 420 -Cheating—
Selling married girl as virgin.

Where one act constitutes offences under two
diffeient sections of the Penal Code, the proper
procedure is to frame charges under both sections in

one and the sarao trial and to award a sentence under
either of the sections, [p. 448, col. 1.]

Courts in British India have no jurisdiction to try

a person who is not a British subject for abetting out

of British India an offence committed by another in

British India, [p. 447, col. 2.]

,

Accused sold a minor married girl to the com-
plainant representing her to be a virgin:

Held
,
that the accused were guilty of cheating,

[p. 448, col. 2.]

Appeal from the order of the Magistrate,

1st Class, with enhanced powers under section

30 of the Criminal Procedure Code, Hissar,

dated the 24th October 1917, convicting the

appellants.

Lala Hargopal for Mr. N. G . Pandit, for

the Appellants. ^

Mr. C . Bevan Petman (Government Ad-

vocate), for the Crown and Mr. 0. L. Gulati ,

for the Cojnplainant.

JUDGMENT.—This is a case which is
%

peculiar in several respects. Eight per-

sons have been convicted of cheating

Biru Mai of Surtia, District Hissar, by

selling to him a young married Rajput

girl as a Mahajan virgin and thus getting

Rs. 4,000 from him. . In a separate trial

the same eight have been convicted under

section 372 of selling the same girl to Biru

Mai. I have before ire an appeal of Suraj

Singh, one of the eight convicts, in whioh
lie appeals jointly from both the convictions.

This Appeal No. 153 of] 1918 was sent by

cases:

and need not

of the convicts

Indore and mis-

Mahajan virgin

S. N, DAK, ft. a.

Vak U M
I £h Court,

J ail to the- SVs^icrns 1 Jad gtf,Abu£ ftml
transferred to this Court. I have also

before me the present appeal, lodged by
Pleader on behalf of all the eight convicts

in the section 372 case. Lala Hargopal
tells me that this appeal does not relate

to - the conviction under section 420. I

understand from him that an appeal of

seven of the convicts against the con-

viction under section 420 has been dismissed

by the Sessions Judge as time-barred.

The facts are stated in the judgment of

the learned Magistrate

be repeated. That some
came with the girl from
representing her to be a

sold her as a bride to Biru Mai for Rs. 4,000

is clear enough. Others of the convicts

assisted from Indore by affirming to persons

sent by Biru Mai to make enquiries that

the girl was really a Mahajan virgin. But
these latter persons, vis., B^si Lai, Unkar
Mahajan and Musammat Ganga Bai, never

left Indore, and granting that they abet-

ted the act of cheating which was aotually

committed in Hissar, the question still is

whether any Court in British India has

jurisdiction over them. They are not

British subjects, and whatever offence they

committed was committed out of British

India, and 1 do not think that the fact that

the offence whioh they abetted •out of

British India -was committed by others

in British India gives the Courts in

British India jurisdiction. In this connec-

tion I woij|tf refer to Reg. v. Pirtai (1).

The above, however, relates to three

only of the convicts. But as regards all

the eight I have this further difficulty.

The offence of cheating and the offence of

selling the girl seem to me to lie in exactly

the same acts, and I am doubtful whether

after having been convicted of one offence

they, can be convicted of the other. 1

have carefully considered section 71, Indian

Penal Code, and it seems to me that it

is a case of v
an offence falling “within two

or more separate definitions of any law

in force for the time being by whioh offences

are defined or punished.” The section

goes on to lay down that in such a case

the offender shall not be punished with

a more severe punishment than the Court

whioh tries him could award for any one

(1) 10 B. H. C. R 356.
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of such offences. Offences under section

372 are punishable with a severer sen-

tence than offences under section 420. It

would, I think, have been perfectly right

to frame charges under both sections in

one and the same trial, and to award a

sentence not exceeding that allowed by

section 372. But I cannot find any

authority for trying and convioting a man
in two separate trials for the same offence,

even though that offence may be one

falling within two different sections of

the Penal Code. In some cases a man
commits two different offences by different

acts, e g. t
a man may oommit an offence

under section 457 by breaking into a

house at night in order to oommit theft.

Having so broken in he may commit a

separate subsequent offence by .committing

theft. But in the present case I am un-

able to see that the selling of thi girl

and the cheating of the purchaser are

different acts. In some cases no doubt a

sale is legally complete even before the

sale money has been paid or the property

handed over, but in such a case as the

•present, it seems dear that the offenders

did not part with the girl and never

intended to part with her until the price

had been paid, and had the price not

been paid the bargain would have been off.

Bo I am quite unable to soparate the

factum of die sale from the factum of

the cheating, and 1 am of opinion that the

appellants should not have been tried

twioe for the same aot, even though that

act constitutes an offence under two

different sections of the Penal Code. This

is sufficient to dispose of the appeal. * 1

may add that the learned Pleader for

the appellants has cited Mulu v. Empress

(2) as authority for the proposition that

the selling of a girl to a man who in-

tends to marry her is not an offence

falling within the purview of seotion 372,

Indian Penal Code, even though the

seller bo aware of the fact that the

girl is already married. This is the view

which was held by Plowden, J., though

Powell, J., doubted. But it is unnecessary

to consider whether this view is correct

or not, as l have already held that the

appellants should not have been tried

twice over for the same act.

12) 13 P. R. 1883 Or.

It remains to dispose of Suraj Singh’s
appeal from the conviction under seotion
420. The story for the prosecution is

that the girl was brought to Giddarwah
by Suraj Singh and others in order to
sell her in marriage to Chamba Mai.
That plan for some reason or another
fell through, but Biru Mai got news of
the girl and went over to Giddarwah and
negotiations commenced, which, after certain
enquiries had been made by Biru Mai in

Indore, led to the girl’s being taken off

to Surtia where she was sold as a bride
to Biru Mai for Rs. 4,000. Suraj Singh,
though a sowar in the Indore State, is

according to the record aged only 17,
and evidently played a minor part in the
whole affair. He is son of Musammat

'

Nathi, and so brother-in-law of Musammat
Gajjo Bai who is married to his brother.

So it is hard to believe that he wae not in

the plot to sell his sister-in-law. But I

have . searched the reonrd in vain for any
evidence to the effect that he joined in

making any misrepresentations to Birn Mai
when the latter went to Giddarwah. Biru
Mai himself says: “I put no particular

enquiries to Suraj Singh.” As to what
took place later on at Surtia it i 9 dear
that Suraj Singh did not even go there.

Biru Mai also says: "Raj Bahadur and
Suraj Singh said they were brothers and
that they had come to receive money
which was due to Basi Lai from Ganeshi.”
But I do not see how any such statement
would assist in persuading Biru Mai to

pay money for Musammat Gajjo Bai under
the mistaken idea that she was a Mahajan
virgin. I hold the case, therefore, not

proved against Suraj Singh.

The result is that I aooept both these

appeals and reverse the conviction and sen-

tences against all the appellauts under
seotion 372 and acquit them. The fines

inflicted under that section, if paid, will

be refunded. I also reverse the oonviotion

and sentence under section 420 in the

case of Suraj Singh and acquit him and
order him to be released, and the fiue,

if paid, to be refunded.

I do not order release in the case of

the other convicts as they have to undergo
their sentence under section 420, Indian

Penal Code.

Appeal accepted, L
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BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Original Civil Jurisdiction Appeal No. 25 of

1917.

November 5, 1917.

Present :

—

Sir Stanley Batohelor, Kt., Acting

Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Beaman and Mr.

Justice Marten.

SURAJMAL B. MEHTA—Plaintiff—

Appellant
versus

B. G. HORNIMAN and other—Defendants
—Respondents.

Defamation—Fair comment, plea of—Solicitor, con-

duct of, whether matter of public interest—Journalist

,

duty of.

The conduct of a Solicitor of the High Court, as

disclosed in proceedings jn the High Court, is a topic

of public interest and importance, [p. 469, col. 1.]

Whilo a journalist is bound to comment on public

questions with care, reason and judgment, lie is not

necessarily deprived of his privilege merely because

there are slight unimportant deviations from abso-

lute accuracy of statement, where those deviations

do not affect the general fairness of the comment.

The articles must be considered rather in their

entirety than by separate insistence on isolated

passages, and the Court must decide what impression

would* be produced on the mind of an unprejudiced

reader, who, knowing nothing of the matter before-

hand, read the article straight through, [p. 470,

ool. 2.]

Comment to bo fair must be commont on facts

truly stated, though later they may turn out not to

be true at all. [p. 475, col. 2.]

It is no part of the law of fair comment that the

comment must be the writer’s own: he is as much
entitled to publish derivative as original comment if

it be fair, and he chooses to adopt the former and

make it his own. [p. 481, col. 1.]

Fair comment impliedly permits of a much greater

latitude than the drawing of inevitable inferences.

All that is required is that the inference from fact9

truly stated should be fair, that is, one possibly out

of many equally or almost equally fair inferences,

[p. 483, col. 2.]

It is doubtful whether the standard to be applied

in determining, whether comment is fair or not,

varies according to the station of the plaintiff, and

the degree of personality in the libel. All that is

essential in this connection is, whether the subject-

matter of the libel is of public importance. If it is,

it can make no difference whether the person com-

plaining of it is an author, a statesman, or an attorney;

once that point is settled against the plaintiff the

resultant comment has to be justified upon exactly

the same loose general principles, and sentimental

considerations ought to have no play. [p. 491, col. 1.]

and Proprietor of the Bombay Chronicle

for alleged defamation contained in two

artioles which appeared in that paper on

the 7tli and 15th March last respectively.

This was ft suit for damages for libel.

FACTS appear sufficiently from the follow-

ing judgment of -

Macleod, J.—This is a suit for damages

filed by Surajmal B. Mehta, a Solicitor of

the High Court, against the Editor, Printer

29

ARTICLES*.
A Solicitor and His Clients.

, .

Certain circumstances connected with a suit ni

the Bombay High Court, which came to an abrupt

termination last week, seem to us to call for furthei

investigation and elucidation at the hands in \\ i • o

care the preservation of propriety of conduct m the

legal profession rests. In this case a Muhammadan

gentleman named Haji Ahmed Haji Hassan Dada

was sued by one Bhugwandas Goculdas Gandhi n

a promissory note for Bs. 3,000. The p am i

alleged that he was joint with his brother Sambhu-

prasad, and that the promissory note in question

was passed in favour of the latter who advanced

the money to the defendant out of the joint fami)

property . After Sambhuprasad’s death, the plaintiff

applied for Letters of Administration to the estate

of his deceased brother. He had repeatedly called

upon the defendant to pay the amount advanced

but the latter had failed to do so. The defenda ,

on the other hand denied that he had borrowed anj

sum whatever from the plaintiff. He was a rich

man with an income of about Bs 8,000 per month,

and a large property owner, whereas .he defendant

was a poor man, a clerk on a small monthly income.

He admitted the passing of the promissory not ‘

however, and alleged the following remarkabh

circumstances in connection therewith.

In 1912, the defendant entered into an agreement

to purchase a bungalow on Nepean Sea Road from

Tatia Saheb Holkar. Tatia Saheb was unable to

carry out the agreement because he had previous y

agreed to sell tho bungalow in question to a Mr.

Khambatta, who successfully sued him for a specific

performance of the contract. In that suit Messrs.

Surajmal & Co. were the Solicitors for Tatia Saheb.

Messrs. Surajmal andCompany were also the defend-

ant’ s Solicitors. The defendant alleged, that aftei

the suit Mr. Surajmal thereupon instigated him, tne

defendant, to file a suit against Tatia Saheb, bis own

client, for damages for failure to fulfil his contract

for sale of the bungalow. Mr. Surajmal, it was

ao-ain alleged, further persuaded the defendan, that

he would use his influence with Tatia Saheb to pay

to the defendant Bs. 20,0C0 to Bs. 25,COO as damages.

It was further agreed between them that it Mr.

Surajmal were successful in obtaining not less than

Rs 20 000 for the defendant, the latter was to pay

to him the sum of Rs. 3,0.0. Asa sort of security

for this he induced the defendant to pass a pro-

missory note for Rs. 3,COO in the name of hia clerk

Sambhuprasad, explaining that under the circum-

stances it was not proper for the note to be m fi

(Mr. Stirajmal’s) name. As a matter of fact M. .

Surajmal only succeeded in obtaining Bs. .,<.uu

damages for the defendant from Tatia Saheb and the

defendant, therefore, refused to pay him the Rs 3,000.

Mr Surajmal afterwards put up the plaintiff,

Sambhuprasad having in the meantime died, to bring

a suit against the defendant. This bare recital of
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In 1912, Tatia Saheb Holkar entered

into an agreement with one Ashidbai to

sell to her bis bnngalow at Nepean Sea
Road for Rs. 66,000. Ashidbai was the

nominee of her son, Haji Ahmed Haji
Hassan Dada (hereinafter called Dada).
The plaintiff acted as common Solicitor

and when the usual advertisement ftr

the main allegations of t lie defendant in the ease is

sufficient to reveal very grave misconduct on the

part of a Solicitor, if the allegations were well-

founded. As to that, after the tirst day’s hearing

and while Mr. Surajmal was still under a severe

cross-examination, in which he suffered from some
lapses of memory, the case was suddenly withdrawn,
the Judge, Sir Dinshaw Davar, appropriately remai Ic-

ing that the plaintiff had adopted a very wise

course That the plaintiff was merely the creature

of Mr. Surajmal admits of little doubt, in view of

the circumstances revealed. And that Mr. Suraj-

mal should have thus been content to have the ease

withdrawn and the very uglv allegations made
against him left unrefuted is a matter which demands
fnrthor inquiry. If the charge that he deliberately

instigated one of his clients to bring an action for

damages against another of his clients, sending him
to another Solicitor for the purpose, ami then arrang-

ing a settlement over that Solicitor’s head, were
true, then it is perfectly clear that Mr. Surajmal
would not be a suitable person for the practice of

the honourable profession of a Solicitor.

As regards the last named point it may be ns

well to elucidate the matter a little further, on the

basis of the defendant’s allegations, though the

matter was not f nilv revealed in Court. It is alleged

that in spite of the fact that the defendant was
represented in Ii is suit against Tatia Sahel) by
another linn of Solicitors, Mr. Surojmnl settled tin*

whole matter diiect with him and then wrote to the

other Solicitors stating: “We are informed bv our
client's agent that the above suit has been settled by
the parties out of Court We are informed that

your client bus written to you accordingly.’’ As a

matter of fact there was no intervention on the part
of any “agent” at all. The matter was sett led between
Air. Dada and Mr. Surajmal direct and the latter

wrote this letter, it is alleged, r t > prevent it being
known that he had communicated with or soon L)adu

in the absence of his Solicitor. That, again, is conduct
which requires explanation, and we trust that Mr.
Surajmal will bo called upon to give such explanation,
ns well ns that of other allegations made against him
hv the Chief Just ice or the Law Society.

A Mattkk for Investigation.
We referred last week to the case of Dundhi v.

Dada which was part heard in the Bombay High
Court and then incontinently withdrawn by the
plaintiff, and we suggested that the facts disclosed
during the hearing called for very strict inquiry, in

respect of the conduct of Mr. Surajmal B. Mehta
& Solicitor, who was one of the witnesses. But there
is a good deal more yet to be said, and which ought,
to bo said, about the whole affair. It- was roundly
alleged that the plaintiff in the ease was merely n
pnppot who had been instigated by Mr. Mehta to
bring the suit, that the promissory note on which lie

sued had been given without, any consideration, and
fit, the instance of Mr. Mehta, to secure his promise

of a commission of Rs. 3,000 from defendant, which
was to be paid in consideration of his obtaining from
his client, Tatia Salad) Holkar, Rs 20,00<>or Rs. 25,COO
as damages in a suit which Air. Surajmal Alehta had
instigated Mr. Dada to bring against Tatia Saheb,
and that Mr. Surajmal Mehta settled this suit for
Rs. P,000 over the head of the Solicitor who was
acting for Mr. Dada, dealing with the latter direct

and paying to him his own cheque, while ho after-

wards wrote to Mr. Dadn’s Solicitor a letter stating

that his (Surajinal’s) firm had been informed by the
Tatia Saheb’ s agent that the suit had been settled

by the parties out of Court, whereas, as a matter of

fact, there was no intervention by t lie agent and the
cheque was given by Mr. Surajmal Mehta himself.

The allegations of the defendant were largely

developed in the cross-examination of Mr. Surajmal *

Alehta by Mr. Darar and he Was still under cross-

examination when the case was adjourned on the

first day. When it was resumed on the 2nd day tho
plaintiff withdrew and the allegations remained
unanswered. In regard to these grave allegations

Mr. Surajmal was unable to remember whether the

version of the defence put to him was true or not.

He did not remember whether tho defendant went to

the other Solicitor, Mr. D’Cunha, at his suggestion or

not, nor did lie remember whether a draft of the

notice sent by the defendant to Tatia Saheb was
written by him and given to the defendant to be

taken to Mr. D’Cunha. Other matters of importance
he had also forgotten. Since it is to be presumed
that theso questions wero not put without the

oxistenco of evidence in tho possession of tho defend-

ant to back them up, it seems to us undesirable in

the public interest that the matter should be left at

a stage it had reached when the plaintiff thought fit to

withdraw the ease. There are other features of the

case, moreover, which require further investigation.

One witness for tho plaintiff said that the promissory
note was executed in his office at his table and in his

prosonce by the defendant, who was paid Rs 3,000

in currency notes, and further that the defendant

used the same ink and pen wbon ho put his signature

to the note. Another witness said the note was
written in his room, and not. in the room of tho pre-

vious witness and that, different pen and ink was used

for the signatures. When an action is brought on

such a document to recover a sum, which, it is stated

in evidence, was actually paid over to the defendant,

which tho latter denies, and having been supported

by evidence of the character indicated above, is

suddenly withdrawn without explanation, it is clear

that the matter cannot be allowed to rest there. Not
only the conduct of the Solicitor concerned requires

to be investigated, for his own sake as woll as that

of the public interest, but also tho remarkable cir-

cumstnncos revealed by the evidence of tho two
witnesses we have mentioned. We trust that the

attention of the Chief Justice and the Advocate-

(leneral as well as that of the Law Society and other

authorities will l>o drawn to tho matter.
% \
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•laims bad been published, one Khambatta

gave notioe that Tatia Saheb had already

agreed to sell the bungalow. to him. Even-

tually Khambatta had to file a suit

for speoifio performance which was decided

in bis favQur on the 6th September 1912.

Thereafter Dada bled a Suit (No. 907 of 1912)

•against Tatia Saheb for damages for breach

of bis contract; D’Cunba acted as bis So-

licitor in that suit while the plaintiff act-

ed for Tatia Saheb. The suit was settled

by Tatia Saheb paying Rs. 9,000 to Dada.

In 1915, one Bhagwandas Gordhandas filed

a suit against Dada to recover Rs. 3,000 on a

promissory note.

That suit came on for hearing before

Davar, J., on the 26th March 1916, and

was part-heard at the close of the day.

For some reason which is not apparent,

the plaintiff chose to oall his witnesses,

though the onus lay on the defendant to

prove his defence as soon as the promissory

note was admitted in evidence. The fol-

lowing Monday, the 28tb, the plaintiff did

not appear and the suit was dismissed wioh

coats.

A report of the case wa3 brought to

the notioe of the first defendant, who con-

sidered that owing to the nature of the

allegations made by Dada in his defence

and the cross-examination of the plaintiff’s

witnesses, it might be desirable to get fur-

ther information. He sent for Nauabhai

Cowasji Engineer and from the papers

given to him by Nanabhai he^ evolved the

articles which are now complained of. The

first artiole began by setting out the con-

tents of the pleadings. Briefly stated, it

may be said that Dada admitted signing

the note in favour of Shambhuprasad, the

brother of Bhagwandas. Shambhuprasad

was dead and Bhagwandas brought the

suit either as survivor of two co-owners

or as representative of his brother. Dada

however, contended that Shambhuprasad

who was a clerk in Surajmal’s employ

was Surajmal’s nominee under the follow

ing ‘circumstances. Surajmal had instigat

ed him to file the suit in his mother’s

name for damages against Tatia Saheb

promising that he would secure to Dada

' from Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 25,000 as damages

and in consideration for that Dada was to

pay him Rs. 3,000. Dada was made to

execute the promissory no*e as evidence
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of the bargain and it was made out in the

name of Shambhuprasad, as it was thought

it would not look well if Surajmal’s name

appeared on it. After the suit was settled

Surajmal asked him for Rs. 3,000, but as

he had only received Rs. 9,000 instead of the

larger amount promised, Dada refused to

pay. Thereupon Surajmal put up Bhagwan-

das, Shambhuprasad having died, to file the

suit.

Then follows the passage complained

of in the plaint. The writer remarks that

‘the bare recital of the main allegations of

Dada was sufficient to reveal very grave

misconduot on the part of the Solicitor if

the charges were well- foun led,’ and pro 1

oeeds to com nent on these allegations. In

the second artiole the writer, after again

setting' out what he considered to be the

allegations of Dada in his defence, states

that these allegations were largely develop-

ed in the cross-examination of Surajmal

and that when the plaintiff withdrew on

the second day, these allegations remained

unanswered. After -commenting on Suraj-

mal’s cross-examination he concluded:-— It

seems to us undesirable in the public in-

terest that the matter should be left at

the stage it had reached when the plaint-

iff thought fit to withdraw from the

oase.”

Paragraph 7 of the plaint sets out the in-

nuendo that the words in the passages com-

plained of meant, and were understood to meaD,

that the plaintiff had been guilty of dis-

honourable and unprofessional oonduot in

his practice as a Solicitor, that the plaintiff

had cheated and defrauded his client,

Tatia Saheb, that he was a dishonest wit-

ness and an unscrupulous Solicitor.

The first defendant in his written statement

denies the innuendo set out in paragarph 7

of the plaint.

He says that the words, in so far as they

consist of statements of facts, are a fair

and accurate report of the facts put in

evidence at the trial of Suit No. b.I7 of 1915

published bona fide and without malice and,

in so far as they consist of expressions of

opinion, they are fair and honest comments

made in good faith and without malice upon

the said facts which are matters of public

interest.

That is a defence of fair comment and

ipt a j
-ntificatiou: Digby v. Financial News>
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Limited (1). But paragraph 6 states “as to
such portion of the said words, if any, as
are not facts put in evidence at the trial
of the Said suit the same is true in substance
and iri fact.”

It is unfortunate that the plaintiff did not
ask for particulars of the statements referred
to in this paragraph.

hor the articles profess to comment only
on what was made public at the trial, and, if

in the articles there were no statements of facts
which were not made public, there was r.o
necessity for that paragraph.

Mr. Bahadurji, however, had to admit
that the articles did contain statements of
suoh facts but as far as I could gather, his
case was that there was nothing which it was
necessary for him to justify.

The law as to what is fair comment and
what it is sufficient to prove to justify fair
comment has been very clearly stated in
TJighu v. Financial News, Limited ( 1). The
plaintiff had issued an advertisement for
a partner to complete the formation of a
syndicate. One Carruthers wrote asking
particulars, which were given to him toge-
ther with certain reports and other docu-
ments. Carruthers handed these to the
defendant, who wrote an article commenting
satirically on the advertisement and upon
the particulars and documents sent by
the plaintiff to Carruthers. The defendant
pleaded that the faots on which the comment
was based were true, and the case came
before the Court on a summons taken out
by the plaintiff for further particulars of
the statements said to be true. In allow-
ing an appeal from an order for fur-
ther particulars Co/ens-Hardy, L. ,T.,

said:— *

It is essential that the defendant*... mu
show that the documents sent by the plain
iff to Carruthers really contained tl

statements which the newspaper artic
stated they contained. That, I think,
all that is meant by paragraph S of tl
defence, when it says that ‘in so fi

as the said words consist of statements i

fact, the same aro in their natural an
ordinary signification true in substance an
in fact.’ I cannot read that paragraph r

in any way raising the issue whetht

(0 (Ho7) 1 K. U. f.O 2 :il }»)», 507, .‘OP; 70, I, J K
L T. 172; 23 T. L .

II. 11 7 .

the statements made in the documents were
true.”

And Collins, M. R., said:

—

“Comment, in order to be fair, must be
based upon faots, and if a defendant cannot
show that his comments contain no misstate-

ments of fact, he cannot prove a defenoe
of fair comment. The usual way to begin
such a plea is by asserting that the faots

on which the comment is based are true,

that is, that the defendant has made no
misstatements in formulating the materials

upon which he has commented. If the

defendant makes a misstatement of any
of fhe facts upon which he comments, itat

nnee negatives the possibility of his comment
being fair.”

In Hunt v. Star Newspaper Co. (2), Fletcher

Moulton, L. J., said:—
In the first place, comment in order

to be justifiable as fair comment most
appear as comment and mu9t not be so

mixed up witli the faots that the reader

cannot distinguish between what is report

and what is comment. ..The justice of this

rule is obvious. If the facts are stated

separately and the comment appears as an

inference drawn from those facts, any injus-

tice that it might do will be to some

extent negatived by the reader seeing

the grounds upon which the unfavour-

able inference is based. But if faot

and comment be intermingled so that

it is not reasonably clear what portion

purports to be inference, he will naturally

suppose that the injurious statements are

based on adequate grounds known to

the writer, though not necessarily set out

by him.”

And Cozens- Hardy, M. R ,
said:

—

Bu( there still remains the question whe-

ther, if, and only if, the facts are substan-

tially true, the comment mado by the de-

fendants, based upon those true faots, was

fair and such as might, in the opinion of

the Jury, be reasonably made. I cannot

do better than adopt the language of Ken-

nedy, J., in Joynt v. Cycle Trade Publishing Co.

(J). 'The comment must. ..not misstate

facts, because a comment oannot be fair

(2) (IPOS) 2 K. b. 309 at pp. 317, 31P; 77 L. J. K.

b 732; P vs L. T. (iiP; 24 T. L. R. 452.

(3) (1904) 2 K. b. 292; 73 L. J. K. b. 7*2; 91 h. T.

155.
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which is built upon facts which are not

truly stated, and, further, it must not

convey imputations of an evil sort, except

so far as the fact?, truly stated, warrant

the imputation.’ And in Ddkhyl v. Labouchere

(4) Lord Atkinson said: ‘A personal attack

may form part of a fair comment upon

given facts truly stated if it be warranted

by those facts—in other words, in my
view, if it be a reasonable inference from

those facts. Whether the personal attack

in any given case can reasonably be inferred

from the truly stated facts upon which it pur-,

ports to be a comment is a matter of law for

the determination of the Judge, ...but if he

should rule that this inference is capa-

ble of being reasonably drawn, it is for

the Jury to determine whether in that par-

ticular case it ought to be drawn.’
”

Lastly, comment may sometimes consist

in the statement of a fact and may be held

to be comment if the fact so stated appears

to be a deduction or conclusion come to by the

writer from other facts stated or referred

to by him or in the common knowledge

of the person writing and tho^e to whom
the words are addressed and from which

his conclusion may reasonably be inferred :

see O'Brien v. Marquis of Salisbury

(5).

Now I come to the evidence of the

circumstances under which these articles

came to be written.

When the first defendant after reading

the report of the trial came to the conclusion

that there should be a farther inquiry,

he asked his Sub-Editor to procure the attend-

ance of Nanabhoy.
Surajmal was reported to have said in

his evidence : “His managing clerk then

(1909) was Nanabhoy Cowasji Engineer.

He had remained with him for five years.

Now he had dispensed with his services

and he was on hostile terms with him.”

With that evidence before him to send

for Nanabhoy was a very indisoreet step

on the part of the 1st defendant, if he

wanted to write a fair oomment on the

report of the trial, for it is difficult to

escape from thinking that the first defend-

ant must have expected to hear from Nana*

(4) (1908) 2 K. B. 3?o Note; 77 L. J. K. B. 728; 96

L. T. 399; 23 T. L. R. 364.

(5) (1889) 6 T. L. K. 133.

bhoy something to Surajmal’s detriment*

All the necessary materials for an article

he could have obtained from Messrs.

Ardeskir, Hormusji, Dinshaw & Co.,

defendants’ Solicitors. Though the first

defendant was probably not aware of it,

there was ample justification for Suraj-

raal’s statement regarding his late manag-
ing clerk. Nanabhoy left his service at

the end of November 1914 and went to

Mr. Vaobha, Solicitor. He took Dada with

him as a client for Mr. Vaobha, and,

immediately after correspondence was open-

ed by Mr. Vachha with Surajmal which
resulted in Suit No. 1499 of 1914 being

filed by Dada against Surajmal for an
account. Nanabhoy attended to that suit.

A reference to the Commissioner was
directed and to the account Sled by Suraj-

mal, Nanabhoy drew up objections and
surcharges, totalling about Rs. 73,000.

He also instigated Dada, during the pen-

dency of the suit, to call upon the Police

to institute an enquiry regarding one of

the items in the account and he was
looking after Dada’s defence in the suit

filed against him by Bhagwandas.
By February 1916, Dada seems to have

got tired of Vachha as his Solicitor, for

he discharged him and signed warrants
in both suits in favour of Messrs. Arue-

shir, Hormusji, Dinshaw & Co. The im-

mediate result was a consent decree in

Suit No. 1499 of 1914, whereby this suit

was dismissed and a decree was passed in

favour of Surajmal on his counter claim

for over Rs. 1,300. Nanabhoy’s advice

cost Dada over Rs. 5,000 in costs. Nana-
bhoy also was disappointed at not having
received a larger bonus than Rs. 5,000

from Surajmal for the business procured

by him. He wrote a letter to one Lax-
roidas in which he said he was asking for

Rs. 30,000.

On the first occasion when Nanabhoy saw
the first defendant he was asked if he

could procure the record of the case. On the

second occasion be brought a copy of the

plaint and proceedings and observations

for defendant’s Counsel. First defendant

knew that Nanabhoy was with Mr. Vachha
and he understood when he got these

observations that they had been drawn in

Mr. Vaohha’s office. It has now been

proved that they were drawn by Mr,
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Vaohlia and read without correction by
Nanabhoy. Nanabhoy did &ky they
were drawn by another clerk Thakurdas
and approved by him, but I must believe
Mr. Vaohha. When Dada changed bis

Attorneys Mr. Vaohha kept all the papers
and Messrs. Ardcfhir, Koimnsji, Dinshaw &
Co. had to get copies of the proceedings
from the plaintiff ’« Solicitors. They did not
draw any fresh observations from Dada’s
instructions for some reason not apparent,
and Counsel at the hearing had nothing
in t heir briefs except copies of the plead-
ings with the documents annexed thereto.
Unfortunately for himself the 1st defendant
read Mr. Vachha’s observations, and, though
it is denied, I think he probably bad
some conversation with Nanabhoy about
them. Sir ce tl e first defendant was
thir. ting for information it set ms very
improbable that Nanabhoy should hn\e
handed ever the papers and then departed.
It may he noted here that thefe observa-
tions contained a virulent attack against
Surajmal’s conduct as a Solicitor, though
the writer conceded that had nothing to
do with the merits of the case he was
dealing with. First defendant must also
have obtained before lie wrote the second
article some notes of the evidence given
by the first two witnesses at the trial,

which was not 'et out at length in the
Chronicle's report.

I now come to the articles of the 7th
and 15th March.
There can be no doubt, I think, that

reading the articles as a whole, the passages
complained of contain the innuendoes set
out in paragraph 7 of the plaint. The first
defendant candidly admitted that in his
opinion the legitimate inference to he drawn
from the report of the case was that Bhng-
wandas was the nominee of Surajraal in
the suit filed ly him and the comment in
the passages complained of certainly amounts
to this, that in the opinion of the writer
Dada’s defence was a true one and Surajmal
was deliberately evading answering questions
which he was able to answer, by pretending
that bis memory had failed him. Was then
the first defendant’s comment on the report
of the trial fair comment toted by the
rules to which I have referred above V In
the first place, was it based upon facts truly
•stated or were there misstatements of facts,

and in this letter there must be included tbe
omission of important facts, for unless a
report which is being commented on is

fairly set out tbe comment cannot possibly
be fair.

It cannot be said that the report of tbe
case was properly set out before tbe comment
began. True, the effect of the .plead-
ings is set out but pleadings are
very different from evidence, and nothing
is said about the evidence given cn oath
by Surajmal in examination-in-chief, denying
the allegations made against him by Dada.
His cross-examination is referred to in langu-
age which leads the reader to infer that

be completely broke down, and the first de-

fendant writes, ‘the case was suddenly
withdrawn, tbe Judge appropriately remark-
ing that, tbe plaintiff bad adopted a very
wise course.’ The Judge used those words
for reasons only known to himself; they
certainly are not apparent from the report,

but the addition of the word 'appropriately’

by the first defendant cannot be commended
under the circumstances, and gives a clue to

the state of his mind when commencing his

comments. It is obvious that saturated

with Mr. Vaohba’s observations „ he was
ready to pass judgment on a case the

trial of which had only just commenced.
His first remark is, that the plaintiff was
merely tbe creature of Mr. Surajmal admits

of little doubt in view of the circumstances

revealed. ” Tbe word “ little ” is evidently

equivalent to "no.” He continues, “and that

Mr. Surajmal should have thus been oontent

to l ave tbe case withdrawn and the very ugly

allegations made against him left nnrefuted

is a n atter which demands further inquiry.”

Of course, if Bhagwandas was Snrajmal’s

nominee, then Surajmal was the person

who gave the word for the plaintiff to

withdraw, but the recorded oiroumstanoes

nowhere poii t inevitably to the conclusion;

and if unrefnted ’ means ' disproved by

the decisions of tbe Court,’ then Surajmal
was content that tbe allegation against

him should go unrefuted. No doubt not

disproved ’ may be the dictionary meaning
of unrefuted, but in the second article the

first defendant writes that 'the allegations

remained unanswered’, and it can hardly be

contested that ‘unanswered’ ordinarily means
uncon trad ioted’

;
answer ’ means a reply

to a charge, a defence, so tbe denial of an
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allegation is an auswer to the making of

it and cot only does it seem clear that the

first defendant used the word ‘unrefuted
’

as equivalent to unanswered, but 1 fancy

that most men would read it in the same

sense. The point, however, is not very

material, as I have already observed that

the fact that Surajmal denied on oath these

allegations should have been stated before

the comment commenced.

The passage proceeds, if the charge that

he deliberately instigated one of his clients

to bring an action for damages against

another of his clients, sending him to an-

other Solicitor for the purpose and then

arranging a settlement over that Solicitor s

head, were true, then it is perfectly clear

that Mr. Surajmal would not be a suitable

person for the practice of the honourable

profession of a Solicitor.”

Then follow the words containing a very

remarkable admission: “ As regards the

last named point it may be as well to

eluoidate the matter a little further on

the basis of the defendant’s allegations though

the matter was not fully revealed in Court .

”

“ it is alleged that, in spite of the fact

that the defendant was represented in this

suit against Tatia Saheb by another firm

of Solicitors, Mr. Surajmal settled the

whole matter direot with him and then

wrote to the other Solicitors stating : We
are informed by our client’s agent that the

above suit has been settled by the parties

out of Court . . . We are informed that

your client has written to you accordingly.’

As a matter of fact there was no interven-

tion on the part of any ‘ agent ’ at all.

The matter was settled between Mr. Dada

and Mr. Surajmal direot and the latter

wrote this letter, it is alleged, to prevent

it being known that he had oommunioated

with or seen Dada in the absence of his

Solicitor.”

The allegations are that Surajmal, after

instigating Dada to file a suit against his

own client, Tatia Saheb, sends him to another

Solicitor to file the suit, but after that had

been done, arranged the settlement of the suit

with Dada without letting Dada’s Solicitor

know what was happening.

Truly the matter was not revealed in

Court nor in any of the proceedings; it

was revealed solely in the observations in

possession of the first defendant, which no

one had seen eSTcept Mr. Vaohha and

Nanabhoy. A very lame attempt was made

to show that the matter was revealed in

this passage in paragraph 4 of the written

statement of Dada:

“The said suit against the said Tatia

Saheb Holkar was settled by Mr. Surajmal

with the defendant for Rs. 9,000 damages.

When Mr. Surajmal gave the defendant a

cheque in payment of Rs. 9,000 he damanded

payment for himself of Rs. 3,000 under

the said promissory note, but the defendant

declined to pay the same as Mr. Surajmal’s

promise was to get this defendant at least

Rs. 20,000 by way of damages.”

Strictly speaking, it is a breach of pro-

fessional etiquette for a Solicitor appearing

for one party to have any conversation or

any dealing with the opposite party except

through his Solicitor, if he has one. Accord-

ing to Mr Surajmal this rule is not always

observed in Bombay, as he seemed to think

there was nothing wrong in settling direot

with the opposing party provided his Soli-

citor’s costs were secured. But how oan

aoy reasonable person spell out of the

passage in the written statement which I

have just quoted a charge by Dada against

Surajmal of having broken this rule of

professional etiquette, and I may note here

that there is nothing in the written state-

ment about Surajmal sending Dada to Mr.

D’Cunha. Now, it is transparently clear that

whatever the first defendant may say

now as to the meaning he read out of

that passage, he would never have said a

word in his article on this matter if it

had not been that he had these observations

before him, and it is purely an after-

thought to say that the passage in the

written statement contained the charge

made in the observations. It is obvious that

Counsel, when drawing the written statement

from these observations, deliberately and

rightly refrained from reproducing this

charge, considering Mr. Vaohba’s remark,

‘it is submitted that this act of Mr. buraj-

mal to hold communication with Dada in

the absence of Dada’s Solicitor, Mr. D Cunha,

was highly improper, hut we think we are not

concerned with that here.
7

But the first defendant made a worse blun-

der. Even if it oan be said that it was alleged

in the proceedings that Mr. Surajmal

settled the whole matter direot with Dada
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it, certainly was never alleged anywhere
that Surajmal then wrote to the other

Solicitor stating- “We are informed by
our client’s agent that the above suit has
been settled by the parties out of Court...

We are informed that your client has
written to you accordingly.”

This was taken direct from the observa-
tions and what is more startling, the com-
ment is also taken direct from the ob-

servations. What .justification was there for

the first defendant stating that the contents
of Surajmal’s letters which he got from
the observations were not only untrue,

but were so written deliberately in order
to screen the breach of etiquette committed
by him?

This brings me to the second article,

where these allegations from the observa-
tions are again repeated with the further
fact added that Surajmal paid Dada with
his own cheque. That statement has now
been proved to be false by the production
of Tatia Saheb’s cheque. It is dillicult to

see what object the first defendant would
have had in laying suoh extraordinary
stress on these facts which he had gathered
from the observations, unless he wished
whilst making a personal attack on Suraj-
mal on a matter outside the case to drive
home the inference he drew from the cir-

cumstances actually revealed that Dhagwan-
das was the nominee of Surajmal and that
all Dada’s allegations against him were
true.

For, after referring to the allegations of

the defendant including those which were
never made, ho goes on to tell his readers
that they were largely developed in the
cross-examination of Surajmal by Mr. Davar,
which was unfinished at the close of the
day.

As a matter of fact the cross examina-
tion on the allegation actually made had
hardly begun as Mr. Davar had practically
no instructions, and the first defendant’s
remarks as regards Surajmal’s memory were
singularly unfortunato.

Surajmal could not remember what he
said to Dada when Dada heard of Khambatta’s
agreement and askod Surajmal what ho
nlionlc! do or whether ho told Dada to go to

other Attorneys. Ho could hardly ho u.v-

peoted to remember the first, but it ho
told Dada to go to othor Attorney*, ns he

was acting for Tatia Saheb, that was the right

thing to say.

The only suspicious failure of memory as

appearing from the report was as regards

the draft of the notice to be sent to Tatia

Saheb olaiming damages. First defendant

might well presume that the questions put

to Surajmal were founded on evidenoe in

possession of Dada’s legal advisers. As a

matter of fact they bad no snob evidence, it

was never suggested in the observations and
these questions were soandalous questions

which, under the rules whioh govern

Counsel’s duties in cross-examining a

witness, should never have been put. Mr.

Vaohha had been subpoenaed to produoe

two drafts prepared by Surajmal when the

suit wTas settled. He came to Court with

these and showed them to Dada’s Counsel.

According to the statement made to me by

Mr. Davar, Mr. Vaohha, who had nothing to

do with the case, said to him, ask the witness

whether he drafted the notice to Tatia

Saheb, lie won’t deny it.” So Mr. Davar

put the question, and although Surajmal

first denied it, the question was persisted

in and he was bullied into going so far

as to say be could not remember whether

he had drafted the notioe. His explanation

now given here is that he was flustered

by Counsel’s persistent questions and seeing

papers in Counsel’s hands whioh were the

drafts referred to above, he got frighteued

and said he could not remember. This

is an excellent example of the abuse of

the powers of cross- examination (sse note

a t end), though of course first defendant was

entitled to draw bis inference from what

ho read, and was entitled to assume that

there was some foundation for the questions.

This, however, only shows the danger of

commenting on evidence whioh has remained

incomplete owing to a case having come

to a premature end. If this case had gonfe

on it would have been proved, as it has

now been proved, that Mr. D’Cunha drafted

the notioe on Dada’s instructions.

As to the words * other matters of

importance he had also forgotten,” they

were grossly unfair and the first defendant’s

attempt to explain thorn was ludicrous.

It iy obvious, therofuro, that following

tlio rulings 1 have oitod 1 must hold that

the first defendant has misstated the facts

on which his comment was based. He
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has laid the greatest stress on allegations

which were Dever revealed to the public

to support the conclusions he arrived at

and has, moreover, accepted those allega-

tions as true. The defence of fair com-

ment must, therefore, inevitably fail. I

must also find that from the report of

the case before the public, as far as it

went, it could not reasonably be inferred

that Bhugwandas was the nominee of

Surajmal, that is to say, using the word
‘infer’ in its strongest sense.

‘infer’ is a general term for drawing a

logical conclusion from given data or

premises, it is rarely used in the sense

of ‘conclude’, it generally denotes a step

in the process of reasoning, though it

frequently implies little more than surmise.

It is necessary, therefore, to consider the*

form of the inferences arrived at by the

first defendant in order to see whether
they are reasonable, and it is obvious that

they are definite conclusions. It would have

been reasonable to infer from the fact

that Bhagwandas withdrew his oase that

he was apprehensive that Dada would be

able to succeed in his defence and prove
that Bhagwandas was the nominee of

Surajmal, or that it was possible that

Bhagwandas was the nominee of Surajmal,

it was not reasonable to infer that Bhug-
wandas was the nominee of Surajmal.

The former are true inferences. The latter

is a conclusion. The first defendant has oon-

fused inference with assumption, he has

accepted as true anything that wa ? sug

gested by the one side and discarded as untrue

anything that was said by the other side,

without any discrimination and without

any attempt to weigh the merits of the

respective cases.

On the given data it was impossible

for any one to draw an inference in the

nature of a conclusion.

If the inference had been of a less

conclusive character, I might have held

it reasonable, and performing the functions

of a Jury I might have held that it ought
to have been made. Though when more
than one reasonable inference can be drawn
from given data, it would hardly be fair

comment to draw the most unfavourable
one without pointing out that others more
favourable could be drawn,

The suggestions made more than once

that the facts revealed necessitated a

further inquiry were superfluous. What
need of further inquiry? Mr. Horniman
had conducted the inquiry. The accused

had been convicted in absentia .

On the question of damages I must take

into aooount the fact that a most virulent

attack has been made upon the plaintiff

in his professional capacity and that no
attempt has been made by the defendants

to express regret for having published a

libel when it had become obvious that

conclusions had been come to on data
insufficient by themselves, apart from the

fact that some of them were not legally

available.

This is a flagrant instanoe of trial by
newspaper under the guise of fair com-
ment. The limits which are set to the
rights of newspapers to comment on matters
of public interest are extremely wide and
there is, therefore, all the more necessity

for caution to see that they are not over-

stepped, and that the fundamental princi-

ple that none should be condemned unheard
is adhered to.

There will be a decree for the plaintiff

for Rs. 3,Q00 and costs.

Note,—

S

ince this judgment was de-

livered, it has been brought to my notice

that my remarks regarding the oross exa*
ruination of Surajmal by Mr. Davar may
give rise to some misapprehension as I

did not mention the particular rules which
govern Counsel’s duties in cross-examining a

witness which I had then in my mind,
and I, therefore, think it desirable that this

should be done.

Counsel takes his instructions for con-

ducting a case from the Solicitor instructing

him, and from none else. He is not en-

titled to r«ly on faots within his own
knowledge. Nor is he entitled to put ques-

tions unless there be some foundation for

asking them. If he is instructed by his

Solicitor to put a certain question he may
assume that the Solicitor has some foundation

for so instructing him, bat if it is such a

question as is referred to in section 148 of the

Indian Evidence Act, he must observe the

provisions of section 149.

The question put by Mr. Davar, whether

Surajmal had drafted the notice, was not

put on instructions from Mr, Nariman,
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the Solioifcor in the case instructing him,

but was put at the suggestion of Mr. Va3hha,

an outsider, and was without foundation.

My criticism of Mr. Davar’s cross-examina-

tion was confined solely to th is point. I

should have had no fault to find with the

form of it if he had relied on well founded

instructions from Mr. Nariman.

The defendants appealed and the Court

(Scott, C. J., and Heaton, J.) delivered the

following
JUDGMENT.

Scott, C. J.—The question is whether the

1st defendant, in writing two articles in the

Bombay Chronicle upon certain proceedings

in the High Court which had just terminat-

ed, exceeded the limits of fair comment.

The articles were headed, one of the 7th

March, '“A Solicitor and his clients,” and the

other of the 15th March, “ A matter for

investigation.”

The plaintiff is a Solicitor of the High

Court.

In a suit hied by him as Solicitor for

one Bhugwandas upon a promissory note

for Rs. 3,000, made in favour of Sharabhu-

prasad deceased, the brother of Bhugwandas,

against Dada, the maker of the note, the

defendant pleaded that the suit was in-

stigated by Surajmal (the present plaintiff)

and that the note was really passed to secure

to Surajmal, who was the employer of

Shambhuprasad, the sura of Rs. 3,000 as his

reward in the event of his settling for

Rs. 20,000 or upwards a suit filed in the

name of Dada’s mother against Surajmal’s

client, Tatia fcaheb Holkar. Dada pleaded

hat though a settlement was effected by

Surajmal it was for Rs. 0,000 only and

therefore the promissory note was without

consideration. Dada’s case was set out

in detail in paragraph 4 of his written

statement, which is as follows :
—

“•!. The defendant says that he received

no consideration for the said promissory

note and that the same was passed by

him in the name of the said Shambhuprasad

Goouldas as the nominee of Mr. Surajmal

with whom the said deceased was serving

as a clerk, under the following circumstances.

“ On the 27th February 1912, the de-

fendant had entered into an agreement with

one Tatia Saheb Holkar for the purchase

from the latter of his bungalow situate at

Napean Sea Road at the price of Rs. 66,000.

The agreement was entered into by the

defendant in the name of his mother Hajiani

Ashidbai. The said Tatia Saheb Holkar

was unable to carry out the said agreement

as be had, prior thereto, entered into another

agreement for the sale of the same property

to one M. C. Khambatta, who obtained a

decree for specific performance of his

contract in uit No. 443 of 1912 filed in

this Honourable Court against the said

Tatia Saheb Holkar. In the said suit the

said Tatya Saheb Holkar was represented

by Messrs, Surajmal & Co. After the

decision in the said suit Mr. Surajmal

instigated this defendant to file a suit against

the said Tatia Saheb Holkar for breach of

his contract with this defendant for- the

sale to him of the said property.

•This defendant was unwilling to file any

such suit as the said Tatia Saheb Holkar

was willing to repay this defendant the

amount of earnest money with interest,

but Mr. Surajmal advised this defendant

that he was entitled to damages for breaoh

of the said contract and said that he (Mr

Surajmal) would use his influence with his

client, the said Tatia Saheb Holkar, and get

him to pay this defendant the sum of

Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 25,000 by way of damages.

Accordingly this defendant filed a suit

against the said Tatia - baheb Holkar

in this Honourable Court claiming Rs. 30,000

as damages. During the pendency of this

suit it was arranged that if the defendant

obtained Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 25,000 by way of

damages, Surajmal was to be paid Rs. 3,000

by the defendant, and ir. oonsequenoe of the

said arrangement the promissory note sued

on was passed in favour of the said Shambhu-

presad G. Gandhi as the latter said that it

would not look good for the uote to be in the

name of Mr. Surajmal.

“Tho said suit against the said Tatia

Saheb Holkar was settled by Mr. Surajmal

with this defendant for Rs. 9,000 for dam-

ages. When Mr. Surajmal gave this de-

fendant a cheque in payment for Rs. 9,000

he demanded payment for himself of

Rs. 3,000 under the said promissory note,

but the defendant declined to pay the

same as Mr. Surajmal’s promise was to get

this defendant at least Rs. 20,000 by way of

damages.
' For over seven years past the defendant
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used to entrust large sums of mo: ey to

Mr, Surajmal for the purpose of being

invested on mortgages and purchase of im-

moveable properties. As Mr. Surajmal

from time to time evaded rendering an

account of his moneys to the defendant,

the latter filed a suit against him, being

Suit No. 1499 of 1914, for accounts. The

said suit is still pending.”

By paragraph 5 Dada submitted that

Surajmal was a necessary party to the

suit. The parties went to trial and the

case came on before Davar, J., on the 26th

February 1916. The issues raised at the

hearing were:

—

”(t) Whether the plaintiff has any interest

in the promissory note? >

(2) Whether Rs. 3,000 were advanced to

the defendant by Shambhuprasad as alleged

in the plaint?

(3) Whether the promissory note was

not executed under circumstances mentioned

in paragraph 4 of the written statement.

(4) Whether the said Shambhuprasad was

not the nominee of Mr. Surajmal?

(5) If so, whether Mr. Surajmal is not a

necessary party to the suit?

(6) Whether the defendant is entitled to

a decree for his counter- claim?”

The plaintiff called two witnesses as to

the making of the note and the payment of

consideration in cash and called Surajmal

to deny the allegations of the defendant as

to the circumstances under which the note

was passed in order perhaps to show that

Surajmal was not a necessary party, for

the onus of proving the allegations in

paragraph 4 of the written statement was

on the defendant. Surajmal’s cross-examina-

tion commenced on the first day of the

hearing, but was not concluded when the

Court rose in the evening and the case stood

over for further hearing on Monday the

28th. It had been elicited in the cross-

examination that Tatia Saheb Holkar and

Dida were both at the date of the note

profitable clients of Surajmal. That Holkar

. after agreeing to sell to Dada or his mother a

property at Nepean Sea Road was sued

by one Khambatta for specific performance

of an earlier contract for sale of the same

' property. That Surajmal had conducted

the defenoe of Holkar in that suit after

having advertised for Dada or his mother,

the purchaser of the property. That after

Khambatta had filed his suit for specific

performance Dada had sent a notice of

olaim for damages for breach of contract

to Holkar. The last answers of Surajmal

in his cross-examination were as follows:—
“I d^n’t remember if Dada consulted

me before sending the notice. I did not

write the notice on behalf of the defendant.

I think D’Cunha did. Defendant asked

me what to do when he heard of Tatia

Saheb’s agreement with Khambatta. I

don’t remember what I told him, I don’t

remember if I drafted a notice on behalf

of the defendant. I will not swear that

I did not. I did not send defendant to

D’Cunha. I don’t remember if I gave a

draft of a notice to be taken to D’Cunha
to be written by him and addressed to me.

I can’t say whether I ciid it or did not.

1 do not remember if 1 told the defendant

to go to some other Solicitor, saying that I

would act for Holkar.”

When the Court rose the cross examin-

ing Counsel had not reached the question

of the alleged settlement by Surajmal of

Dada’s mother’s suit against Tatia Saheb
Holkar. The cross-examination, however,

was not continued for when the Court

sat again on the 28th February, the plaint-

iff Bhugwandas consented to a decree dismiss-

ing the suit with costs.

Reports of the proceedings, which are

substantially accurate, appeared in the

Bombay Chronicle ,
of which the 1st defend-

ant Horniman is Editor, on the 28th

and 29th February, and these reports were

brought to the notice of the latter by the

Sub-Editor. Upon those reports, with an

exception to be mentioned hereafter, were

based the articles complained of as libellous

by the plaintiff and defended by the defend-

ants as fair comment made in good faith

on facts put in evidence being matters of

public interest. The defendants plead that

such portions of the articles, if any, as are

neither facts put in evidence at the trial nor

fair oomment the same were true in substance

and in fact.

The plea “of facts put in evidence”

has been taken throughout the trial of

this libel action to include the allegations

of the defendant in his written statement.

The learned trial Judge decided the oise

in favour of the plaintiff and awarded him
Rs. 3,000 as damages.
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The matters principally complained of

are the following passages in the first

article: —
( )

“That the plaintiff was merely the

creature of Mr. Surajraal admits of very

little douht in view of the oiroumstanoes

revealed.”

() “That Mr. Surajraal should have

been thus content to have the case with-

drawn and the very ugly allegations made

against him left unrefuted i* a matter

which demands further inquiry.”

(c) “If the charge that he deliberately

instigated one of his clients to bring an

aotion for damages against another of his

clients, sending him to another Solicitor

for the purpose and then arranging a

settlement over that Solicitor’s head, were

true, then it i-: perfectly clear that Mr.

Surajmal would not be a suitable person

for the practice of the honourable profession

of a Solicitor.”

“As regards the last named point it

may te well to eluoidate the matter a

little further, on the basis of the defend-

ant’s allegations, though the matter was

not fully revealed in Court. It is alleged

that in spite of the fact that the defend-

ant was represented in his suit against

Tatia Seheb by another lirra of Solicitors,

Mr. Surajmal settled the whole matter

direct with him and then wrote to the

other Solicitors stating : ‘We are informed

by our client’s agent that the above suit

has been settled by the parties out of

Court.... We are informed that your client

has written to you accordingly.’ As a matter

of fact there was no intervention on the

part of any ‘agent’ at all. The matter

was settled between Mr. Dada and Mr.

Surajmnl direct and the latter wrote this

letter, it is alleged, to prevent it being

known that ho had oommunicated with or

seen Dada in the absence of his Solicitor.

That, again, is conduct which requires

explanation, and we trust that Mr. Suraj-

mal will he called upon to give such ex-

planation, as well as that of the other

allegations made against him, by the Chief

Justice or the Law Society.”

In the second article :

“(a) That Mr. Surajmal settled this

suit for Rs. 9,000 over the head of the

Solicitor who was noting for Mr. Dada,

dealing with the latter direct and

paying to him his own cheque while he

afterwards wrote to Mr. Dada’s Solicitor

a letter stating that hjs (Surajmal's)

firm had been informed by the Tatia

Sabeb’s ageut that the suit had been

settled * by the parties out of Court,

whereas, as a matter of fact, there was no

intervention by the agent and the cheque

was given by Mr. Surajmal Mehta him-

self.”

“(6) The allegations of the defendant were

largely developed in the cross-examination

of Mr. Surajmal Mehta by Mr. Davar and he

was still under cross examination when the

case was adjourned on the first day. When

it was resumed on the second day the

plaintiff withdrew and the allegations

remained unanswered. In regard to these

grave allegations Mr. Surajmal was unable

to remember whether, eto.”

It is urged for the plaintiff that no

oomment can be fair which is not built on

facts truly stated and that here we have

fftots not truly stated : Per Cozens-Hardy,

M. R., in Hunt v. Star ^ewspaper Com -

pan\i (2). In qualification of this

general observation other dicta must be

borne in mind:

—

“it is only, as was said by Bowen, L,

J., in Merivah v. Carson (6\ when the

writer goes beyond the limits of fair

criticism that bis criticism passes into the

region of libel at all. It is for the Jury

to consider what impression would be

produced in the mind of an unprejudiced

reader who reads the report straight through

knowing nothing about the case beforehand.

They must not dwell too much on isolated

passages, they must consider the report

as a whole. If there are suoh deviations

from absolute accuracy as to make the

comment unfair, they must find for the plaint*

iff; but, if there are no suoh deviations, or

the deviation is minute and within the latitude

of fair disoussion, and within the region of

that diversity of opinion which may be

fairly and roasanably eutertained by differ-

ent porsons upon the samo subject matter,

they should find for the defendant.” [b>ee

South lletton Coal Company v. North Eas*

lent News Association (7).]

(6) (I8SS) 20 Q. B. 1> 275 at p. 283; 58 L. T. 331;

T(i W. U. 231; 52 .1. l\ — til

.

(7) (18iU) 1 Q. B. 133 at pp. 143, 144; 63 L. I. Q. B-

208; 0 lb 2 40; 00 L, T. 8 i I; 42 W. R. 322; 5S J. V, 19*
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"it must be assumed that a man is en-

titled to entertain any opinion he pleases,

however wrong, exaggerated, or violent

it may be, and it must be left to the

Jury to say whether the mode of expression

exoeeds the reasonable limits of fair criti-

cism.n [ Merivale v. Carson (6).]

The matter commented on must be actual

fact. 'The very statement, however,....

assumes the matters of fact commented
upon to be somehow or other ascertained.

It does not mean that a man may invent

facts, and comment on the facts so invented,

in what would be a fair and bona fide manner
on the supposition that the facts were true...

If the facts as a comment upon which the

publication is sought to be excused do not
exist, the foundation of the plea fails.”

[ Lefroy v. Burnside (8).}

The defendant will not, however, be
liable for trivial mistakes made accident-

ally, for it is not to be expected that a

public journalist will always be infallible.

[ Woodgate v. Bidout (9).j

The facts in the present oase are of

two classes : (1) the pleadings in the

promissory note suit
;

the evidence record-

ed therein and the result of the trial
;

(2) oopies of certain documents which
came to the hands of the defendant con-

tained in observations for Counsel for

Dada, which defendant did not know
had not in fact reaohed the hands of

Counsel.

No exception is taken on the plaintiff’s

behalf to the materials falling under
group (1) but as I understood there was
a suggestion, but nothing more, that the

materials in group (2) could not properly

form the subject of fair oomment. It is,

however, certain that the document refer-

red to under group (2), namely, the letter

of Surajmal <fc Co. to D’Cunha was in

fact written and sent by the plaintiff to

D’Gunha. #
It is, therefore, not only a

fact in the sense of materials but an

unimpeachable fact. It is not invented.

It did exist, and was true; therefore, it

was an ascertained fact within Lefroy v.

Burnside (8).

The learned Judge, as to the first passage

complained of, was of opinion that though

(8) (1879) 4 Ir. 556 at pp. 565, 566.

(9) (1865) 4 F. & F. 202 at p. 217; 142 R. R. 657.

there was some foundation for the inference
that the plaintiff Bhugwandas was the crea-
ture of Surajmal, the inference was stated in

too positive a manner to entitle the defend-
ant Horniman to the protection of fair com-
ment.

In this connection the following observa-
tions by Lord Chief Justice Cockburn to
the Jury in Risk Allah Bey v. Whitehurst

(10)

(a oase of oomment on the proceedings
at a trial of the plaintiff for murder) are in
point:—

“If a public writer in the press should
write that which turns out not to be found-
ed upon the inference he draws, and
is unable to justify the conclusion he has
arrived at, yet if he has acted in good
faith in the discharge of his duty,
bringing to it the amount of care, reason,
and judgment which a man who takes
upon himself to discuss public questions
is bound to bring, so that the Jury is of
opinion that he has acted reasonably and
properly, he will be protected by that
privilege, although he may turn out to have
been in error.”

Sa» also in Hunter v. Sharpe (\\) (a oase
of medical advertisement), it was laid
down that a writer, in commenting upon
matters of public interest, is protected
and excused if in writing honestly and
with reasonable moderation and self-
control he makes, through mistaken infer-
ences on the matters of fact involved, defama-
tory statements the truth of which he cannot
substantiate.

In Lefroy v. Burnside (8), already refer-
red to, Palles, C. B., said: “It was con-
tended during the argument that the
statement of one fact cannot be excused
as fair oomment upon another fact. That
proposition is, in my opinion, far too wide,
and I cannot ooncur in it

; but I think
that when a matter of fact is to be
excused as oomment upon another fact,

the fact alleged and sought to be excused
must be a reasonable inference from the
facts alleged, and upon which it is a
comment. Whether the fact averred be
capable of being reasonably inferred from
3uoh other facts is a matter of law. ..If. ..it

be capable of being inferred, whether in

(10) (J86S) 18 L. T. 615 at p. 620.

(11) (1866) 4 F. and F. 983; 15 L. T, 421.
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the particular ca9e it ought to be inferred is

for the Jury”.

I can find nothing in the arfcioles to in-

die vte th \t the writer was not disoussing

the position of Surajmal, a3 disclosed in

the materials available, in perfect good faith

a id with suoh oire, reason and judgment

as a man is bound to bring to the dis-

cussion of matters of public interest. He
had before him the allegations of Dada

which denied consideration for the note and

alleged Shambhuprasad to b3 the nominee

of Surajmal. He had the hopelessly con-

tradictory evidenoe of the two witnesses

called to prove the making of the note and the

payment to Dada. He had the statements

in the evidenoe of Surajmal that he did

not remember his acts with regard to cer-

tain matters connected with the recent

litigation between his two clients Dada

and Tatia Saheb Holkar. The writer also

knew that plaintiff’s agreement to the dis-

missal of the 9uit with costs was equiva-

lent to an admission that his oase could

not be substantiated and was very sug-

gestive of the conclusion that the defend-

ant’s oase was true.

Under these circumstances it was, In my
opinion, a fair inference that the plaintiff

was the creature of Surajmal.

As to the second passage complained of,

it is contended that to say that Surajmal

left allegations against him unrefuted” is

false and an unfair mis statement. L do

not agree with this contention. I think

“unrefuted” means “not disproved” or 'left

standing as matters in controversy”, not

merely undenied.” That this was the

meaning of the writer is evident from the

second passage oomplainel of in the seoond

article: “The allegations of defen iant were

largely developed, etc.”

As regards the third passage complained

of, the question turns on the interpreta-

tion put by the writer upon an admitted

letter of Surajmal in whioh it is said:

“We are informed by our client’s agent

that the above suit has been settled...

We are informed that our client has

written to you accordingly”. Counsel for

the plaintiff contends that the writer’s

comment that as a matter of fact there

was no intervention on the part of

any agent at all is false as Tatia

Saheb’s agent Vinayakrao had taken
• •

p*rt in the settlement of the suit. The

defan lant’s Counsel contends that the state-

ment that there was no intervention on

the part of any agent refers to ‘‘wo are

informed by our clients agent, ani doos

not amount to an allegation that the

agent had no hand in tho settlement, bat

only that the knowledge of the settlement

was not derived from the agent as buraj-

mal had himself a direct hand in it. 1

think the passage is fairly open to the

interpretation suggested for the defence,

though the o emprehensive form of the

denial nf the agent’s intervention might

lead to the inference contended for by

the plaintiff’s Counsel. The further passage

that Surajmal wrote the letter t) pre-

vent it being known that he had oim-

munioated with or seen Dada in the ab-

sence of his Solicitor” is a statement of

one of the defendant’s allegations gathered

from the brief whioh had been shown to the

writer. The writer’s own comment is that

Surajmal’s conduct in the matter requires

explanation, a ornament which, it seems to

me, is not unreasonable.

As regards the first passage complained

of in the second artioie, it is complained

that the writer has invented the state-

ment that Surajmal gave Dada his own

cheque for the cheque given was in fact

Tatia Saheb Holkir’s. The first defend-

ant says he so interpreted paragraph 4

of the written statement of Dada. Though

the reading was mistaken I see no reason

for holding it was not Mr. Horniman’s

honest understanding of the passage. It

was an accidental mistake :
infallibility oan-

not be expeoted of a journalist.

The objections to the second passage

oomplained of in the second artioie have

already been to some extent dealt within

the discussion of the expression unrefuted.

Objection is also taken to the statement

that “other matters of importance he had

also forgotten.” Mr. Horniman mentions

three matters whioh Surajmal had for-

gotten whioh he (Hornimai) thought of

importance then. 1 shoal l say t le or

fretfulness as to the advioe f?iven to lUda,

when the latter asked what he should do

on hearing of Tatia’s agreement w ’

Khambatta, was important and that the

oth^r majors were unimportant, but Horm-
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man may have honestly thought them
important.

I think the defence of fair oorament

has in the present case been obscured by

the evidence that the plaintiff was allowed

without objection to give on the matters

left undecided in the promissory note

suit. Strictly speaking, such evidenoe was

irrelevant for the Court was only con-

cerned with the materials upon which

the comment was based and whether such

oomment was fair.

In the case of Woodgate v. Riaout (9),

where a Solicitor—the plaintiff—beiDg

charged in a newspaper article with pro-

fessional misconduct appearing in proceed,

ings then pending and unfinished gave

evidence in disproof of the comments and

faots alleged, his evidence was not

objected to, though the note of the reporters

suggests it could have been excluded.

There, however, the legal proceedings, on

which the comment complained of was

made, were in progress and unfinished.

The matter is different here, the oom-

ment was largely suggested by the man-
ner in which the proceedings terminated,

and I venture to think that if Sarajmal’s

evidenoe had not been taken, the trial

Court might have arrived at the same
"conclusion as I have come to, namely,

that the articles complained of are fair and

honest comment on a matter of much
public importance.

Heaton, J.—This is an appeal by Mr.

Horniman, the Editor of the Bombay
Chronicle

,
against a decree awarding to

the plaintiff, Mr. Surajmal, a Solicitor of

this Court, Rs. 2,GOO as damages for

libel. The libel is contained in two

articles which appeared in the Bombay
Chronicle . These artioles were comments
on a suit which had reoently been heard

before the late Mr. Justice Davar. It

was a ' suit on a promissory note passed

by a certain Mr. Dada, a former client

of Mr. Surajmal, in favour of one Shambhu-
prasad, a clerk of that same gentleman.

Shambhuprasad died and his brother Bhug-

wandas brought the suit, alleging that the pro-

missory note evidenced an actual loan of

Rs. 3,000 to Mr. Dada. Mr. Sarajmal

filed the plaint on behalf of Bhugwandas
and though before the suit came to trial

h$ "had ceased to be Bhug wandas* ...
,• * • . • . a ^ « - *

what has been written might suggest the
possibility that Mr. Surajmal had some-
thing to do with the affair. When Mr.
Dada came to put in his written state-

ment, it became apparent that Mr. Suraj
mal was alleged to have a very intimate
connection with the matter, for Mr. Dada
alleged that the real holder of the pro-
missory note was Mr. Surajmal himself,
that there had not been any loan at all

but that Mr. Dada had signed the pro-
missory note as a guarantee that he would
pay Mr. Surajmal Rs. 3,000 if he recovered
Rs. 20,000 or more as damages in

the suit then pending The precise terms
of Mr. Dada’s defence on this point are as
follows:—
“The defendant says that he reoeived

no consideration for the said promissory
note and that the same was passed by
him in the name of the said Shambhu-
prasad Gokaldas as the nominee of Mr. Suraj-
mal, with whom the said deceased was serv-

ing as a clerk under the following oiicum-
stances.

‘ On the 27th February 1912, the defend-
ant had entered into an agreement with
one Tatia Sdheb Holkar for the purchase
from the latter of his bungalow situated

at Nepean Sea Road at the price of

Rs. (6,(.00. The agreement was entered into

by the defendant in the name of his mother
Hajiani Ashidbii. The said Tatia Saheb
Holkar was unable to carry out the said

agreement, as he had prior thereto entered

into another agreement for the sale of the

same property to one M. C. Khambatta,
who obtained a deerte for 9peoifio perform

•

ance of his contraot in Suit No. 443 of

1912 filed in this Honourable Court against
the said Tatia Saheb Holkar. In the said

suit the said Tatia Saheb Holkar was
represented by Messrs. t'urajmal and
Co. After the decision of the said suit Mr.
Surajmal instigated this defendant to. file

a suit against the said Tatia Saheb Holkar
for breach of his contract with this defend-

ant for the sale to him of the said pro-

perty. This defendant was unwilling to

file any such suit as the said Tatia Saheb
Holkar was willing to repay this defendant

the amount of earnest money with interest,

but Mr. Surajmal advised this defendant that

he was entitled to damages for breach of

the said contract and snid that he (Mr
!
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Surajmal) would use his influence with his

client the said Tatia Saheb Holkar and

get him to pay this defendant the sum of

its. 20,000 to Rs. 25,000 by way of damages.

Accordingly this defendant filed a suit

against the said Tatia Saheb Holkar in

this Honourable Court claiming Rs. 30,000

as damages. During the pendency of this

suit it was arranged that if the defendant

obtained Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 25,'jOO by way
of damages Mr. Surajmal was to be paid

Rs. 3,UU0 by the defendant, and in con*

sequence of the said arrangement the

promissory note sued on was passed in

favour of the said Sbambhuprasad G.

Gandhi as the latter said that it would

not look good for the note to be in the name
of Mr. Surajmal.

“The said suit against the said Tatia

Saheb Holkar was settled by Mr. Suraj-

mal with this defendant for Rs. $,000 for

damages. When Mr. Surajmal gave this

defendant a cheque in payment of Rs. 0,000 bo

demanded payment for himself of Rs. 3,000

under the said promissory note, but the

defendant deolined to pay the same as

Mr. Surajmal’s promise was to get this

defendant at least Rs. 20,000 by way of

damages ”

It is material here to note that in efTeot

Mr. Dada charged two matters (1) that

the person really bringing the suit was

Mr. Surajmal and not Bhugwandas
and that the claim ns made wras

a false claim; and (2) that Mr. Suraj-

mal as a Solicitor had behaved in a

very questionable manner in the matter of

the suit between Mr. Dada and Tatia Saheb

Holkar.

The suit on the promissory note duly

oame on for bearing but by that time

Mr. Surftjmal had ceased to be Bhug*

wandus’ Attorney. Two witnesses were

oalled to prove the loan of Rs. 3,U00

and under cross examination apparently

presented a sorry appearance. Then Mr.

Surajmal appeared as a witness, but not

to prove the loan. He appeared as a

witness to refute Mr. Dada’s attack on

himself, and be did this early in the case

though bo might have waited until the

defendant bad given evidence and secured

the advantage of exposing the defendant

to cross-examination before bo himself

appeared a9 a witness. He did not

appear to say that there was a loan or

to speak to the promissory note sued on.

He deposed that he had nothing to do

with that promissory note and on that

part of the case was, as events happened,

never cross-examined. He was cross-

examined, however, as to his part in the

suit between Mr. Dada and Tatia Saheb
Holkar and undoubtedly he did not acquit

himself very well; for he professed him-

self unable to remember certain matters

which he might fairly be expeoted to

recollect. There the case ended for the

day and on the following Monday when
the case was oalled on, the plaintiff Bhug-
wandas consented to the claim being

dismissed with costs and the Judge

observed that he had adopted a wise

course. Mr. Dada consequently did not

appear as a witness and was not examined

or oro99-examined.

The articles ooraplained of by the plaintiff

Mr. Surajmal have been quoted from fully by

my Lord the Chief Justice and I need not re-

peat the quotations. On the facts appearing,

1 think the writer would have been

within the limits of fair comment had

he said that the claim made by Bhug-

wandas was extremely suspicious, indeed

probably false, and that the allegations

against Mr. Surajmal, both as to pro-

fessional raisconduot and as to his part

in Bhugwandas’ suit, had not, owing to the

collapse of the ease, been satisfactorily met and

that they demanded further and fuller en-

quiry. That would have been legitimate

comment. But Mr. Horniman went further

than this. He wrote: "That the plaintiff

(Bhugwandas) was merely the creature of

Mr. Surajmal admits of little doubt in

view of the oirourastanoes revealed". This,

when taken with the rest of the article in

which it appears, amounts to saying that

Mr. Surajmal, there was little doubt, had

committed the serious criminal offence of

engineering a false claim, It is a grievous

thing to say of any man, an atrooions

thing to say of a Solicitor, unle99 it id

true or unless there are the strongest

grounds for saying it. It is not true: Mr.

Horniman does not oontend that it is true.

Then were there strong grounds for saying

it ? 1 think the grounds were not strong

enough. What were they ?
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(1) Mr. Dada alleged in his written

statement that the claim on the promissory

note was false and that it was engineered

by Mr. Surajmal, and described in detail

how this was so because of Mr. fc.uraj-

mal’s intimate connection with the suit

between Mr- Dada and Tatia Saheb Holkar.

(2) The claim on the promissory note

was probably a false claim, for it had com-

pletely broken down.

(3) Mr. Surajmal had undoubtedly been

intimately connected with Tatia Saheb

Holkar’s suit.

(4) The promissory note was in favour of

a person who at the time it was made was

Mr. Surajmal’s clerk.

(5) Mr. Surajmal had presented the plaint

in the suit on the promissory note.

(6) He had given evidence in that suit

on the side of the plaintiff and had ap-

parently not acquitted himself satisfactorily.

What were the circumstances on the

other side ?

(i) There was no ostensible connection

between Tatia Saheb’s suit and the pro-

missory note or the suit on it.

(7) Everything that Mr. Dada asserted,

except this connection, might be perfectly

true and yet would not indicate that Mr.

Surajmal was the real owner of the pro-

missory note; apart from Mr. Dada’s

allegations, there was no ostensible or in-

herently probable connection between the

two suits.

(3) Mr. Surajmal had not directly sup-

ported the claim on the promissory note.

(4) He had appeared as a witness in

oiroumstanoes which placed him at a greater

disadvantage than there was any need for;

in other words, he had adopted the earliest and

most courageous method of clearing his charac-

ter.

(5) He was not cross-examined as to

his direot connection with the promissory

note, so any inferences as to what would

have transpired had he been so cross-examined

were absolutely conjectural.

(6) He had failed, in so far as he

failed under cross-examination, merely on

matters concerning the suit between Mr. Dada

and Tatia Saheb Holkar.
- - (7) Mr. Dada had not been examined or

cross-examined, so his story remained un-

tested, _

Treating myself as a Jury I should hold

. 30

Vyo

on these circumstances that it was not

fair comment to write as Mr. Horniman
wrote. It wa9, of course, apparently quite

possible that what Mr. Dada alleged was

true; it was a view which undoubtedly a

reasonable man might have adopted. But
it was a very conjectural view; especially

as Mr. Surajmal had not been cross-examin-

ed about the promissory note and as Mr.
Dada had not given evidence. To adopt

that view meant reliance to far too great

an extent on the untested assertions of Mr.

Dada, not supported by anything in the

cross-examination of Mr. Surajmal which
bore directly on the making of the promis-

sory note or the question who was its real

owner. It is not to my thinking fair com-

ment on so conjectural a foundation to write

in a newspaper of a person by name that

probably he has committed what is in effect a

serious criminal offence.

In writing as he did, it is quite plain to

my mind that Mr. Horniman eschewed im-

partiality; he took sides and became a

partisan. This is natural enough when we
become aware of the kind of enquiry Mr.

Horniman made before writing the articles.

He not only had before him the pleadings

in the suit and the evidence as reported

in the Bombay Chronicle
,

but he saw a

Mr. Engineer about the case. Mr. Engi-

neer knew a great deal about it. He was

a former clerk of Mr. Surajmal and at the

time the articles were written was on bad

terms with him. Mr, Engineer also had

had to do with preparing Mr. Dada’s de-

fence and supplied Mr, Horniman with a copy

of observations prepared for Mr. Dada’s

Counsel. These observations had not in

fact been given to or read by the Counsel

for Mr. Dada at or before the hearing of

the suit; but they had been prepared and

they described the whole matter in the most

unfavourable light for Mr. Surajmal. It is

unlikely that Mr. Horniman would be led

to an impartial view of the case by

seeing Mr. Engineer or by reading the obarva-

tions. Now a journalist or an Editor is

not bound to ba impartial, but when he

becomes a partisan he takes greater risks,

though no doubt he writes more interesting

matter thau when he remains impartial.

This is more especially so when the writ-

ing gives currency to charges redacting

very seriously on the honestly and pro-
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fessional conduct of an individual. I do
not use the word partisan’ in any derogatory
sense but according to its true meaning.
We are almost all of us partisans when
we take to criticism, and the law allows a
great latitude to partisan criticism of
the public utterances and doings of public
men; of persons who advertise themselves;
of books, plays, works of art and so forth;
but not so much latitude to criticism of
the honesty and reputation of individuals.
Public policy encourages freedom of speech
in the one case, not in the other, and
the standard of fair oomment is different
in the two olasses of oases.

The question before us is almost, if not
quite entirely, one of fact and not of law;
what is fair oomment never has been, and
presumably never will b?, defined. It is a
matter for a Judge of facts to determine in

each particular case in the light of the
oiroumstanoes of the case. But I have said
that the standard of fair oomment when a
person’s personal character is assailed is

different from the standard where there is

merely oritioism of public matters. That
may appear io be a statement of law, though
personally I think it is not, but merely an
indication of the frame of mind in which as
a Judge of facts I approach the case. But
if it is a statement of law there is, it seems
to me, excellent authority for it. 1 rely on
the concluding part of the judgment in

Wason v. Walter (12), especially this passage:—
As to the latter, the Jury were told that

they must be satisfied that the article was
an honest and fair oomment on the facts,

—

in other words, that, in the first place, they
must be satisfied that the comments had
been made with an honest belief in their
justice, but that this was not enough, inas-
much as suoh belief might originate in the
blindness of party zeal, or in personal or
political aversion; that a person taking upon
himself publicly to criticise and to oondemn
the conduct or motives of anoiher must bring
to the task, not only an honest sense of
justice, but also a reasonable degree of
judgmeut and moderation, so that the result
may be what a Jury shall deem, under the
oiroumstanoes of the case, a fair and legiti-

mate oritioism on the oonduot and motives
of the party who is the objeot of censure.”

Also on Pletoher* Moulton, L. J.’s judgment
{VZ) ( 1 8G‘J ) 4 B. 73 at p. ‘JO; 8 B. & 8. 071; 33

L. J. Q. B. 34; 1
(J L. T. 40‘J; 17 W. R. 10‘J.

in the case of Hunt v. Star Newspaper Company

(2) and especially on this passage at page 321:
“ Any other interpretation would amount

to saying that, where facts were only suffi-

cient to raise a suspicion of a criminal or

disgraceful motive, a writer might allege

such motive as a fact and protect himself

under the plea of fair oomment. No suoh

latitude is allowed by English Law.”
As compared with the accusation of a

serious criminal offence, the further accusa-

tion of unprofessional oonduot is less import-

ant; though it has occupied a large share

of the attention of the Judges both here

and in the trial Court. Taken by them-

selves the portions of the articles relating to

the professional misconduct a*e oertainly

less unfair than the portions rela ing to the

criminal offence; but they are so mingled

toge her and so interrelated that it is impo*-

sible t > say what, would be the character of

the article* had they been confined to the

case of professional misconduct.

It. is enough to sustain the decree of the

trial Court that the comments von the ac-

cusation of a criminal offence are found not

to be fair comment and I think tha*- decree

should be sustained. But I do not think that

Maoleod, J.’s judgment on the libel regarding

professional m'soonduot is shown to be wrong.

The A ri r er set out one absolute misstate-

ment of faot about the cheque; and one

assertion that * it is alleged,” whereas it

was not so alleged anywhere iu the pro-

ceedings before the Court. Whether these

wei e excusable misstatemeuts, and it so

whether the general effeot of the allegations

justified the articles, are questions of faot

and I am far from sure that Maoleol, J. s oon-

elusions were wrong on those questions of faot.

Scott, C. J.—In this case the appeal from

the Original Side w in heaid by this Benoh

of twT o Judges, and upon the.r differing, the

question is whether the appeal should be

decided in acoordauoe with the majority of

the Judges who heard the case, including

the trial Judge, or in accordance won the opi-

nion of the senior Judge of the Court. The first

result would follow if section 96 of

n,e Civil Procedure Code applied; the

second result would follow if clause 36 of

the Letters Patent applied. It oan hardly

be said that there is any long-standing

praotioe in regard to suoh appeals from
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the Original Side where there is a difference

of opinion in this Court. Until this year,

I am only aware of one case in which
the Judges have differed in a case of appeal

from the Original Side. That was the case

oiJehangir v . Secretary of State (13). There
the provisions of section 575 of the Code
were applied: the differing Judges referred

the point to a third Judge, and the decision

was given in accordance with the view of

the majority. There was no argument upon
the point, and the question was not raised

whether clause 3*5 of the Letters Patent

should not be preferred. A few weeks ago
the members of- this Bench differed in

another case from the Original Side, and
the point of law upon which they differed

was, following the precedent in Jehnngir's

case (13), referred to two other Judges
for decision. So far as ' I know,
these are the only oases in this Court in

which the point might have been argued,

but it was not argued in either case.

We have now heard full argument upon
the question, and we are of opinion that

clause 36 of the Letters Patent applies.

Section 4, clause (I), of the Civil Procedure
Code lays down that: “in the absence of

any speoifio provision to the contrary,

nothing in this Code shall be deemed to limit

or otherwise affect any ...special form of pro :

oedure prescribed, by or under any other

law for the time being in force”; and
olause (2) of that section shows that clause

(1) was intended to be of general appli-

cation. There cm be no doubt that the

provisions of the Letters Patent have pres-

cribed speeial forms of proselure in certain

o\sas, inter alia, where Judges of the same
Bench have differed. That the Letters

Patent in all cases is paramount with

regard to Original Side matters appears to

us to. be clear from the provisions of

section 129 of the Code, which says that:— •

Notwithstanding anything in this Code,

&ny High Court established under the Indian

High Courts Act, 186 L, may make such
rules not inconsistent with the Letters Patent

- establishing it to regulate its own procedure
in the exercise of its original civil jurisdic-

tion as it shall think fit, and nothing
herein contained shall affect the validity of

any suoh rules in force at the commencement
of this Code.”

(13)

6 Bom. L. R. 230.

The Original Side Rules are concerned not

only with the trial of cases by the trial Judge,

but also with the trial of appeals arising

in the original jurisdiction, and here we
have an indication that in suoh oases no-

thing should be done which is inconsistent

with the Letters Patent.

It has been urged that if the sections

of the Civil Procedure Code in relation to

appeals and the rules enacted thereunder

do not apply, there is nothing which will

apply to the trial of appeals from the Original

Side in the High Court. Section 4, how-

ever, does not prevent the application of the

Code except where speoial forms of procedure

are prescribed by the Letters Patent and

the rules made under the High Courts

Act and Letters Patent. It is only in the

oases thus specially provided for that the

provisions of the Code are excluded.

It is to be noted that in a somewhat
analogous case the Privy Council, in their

judgment in Hurrish Chunder Chowdhry v.

Kalisunderi Debi (14), held that section

588 of the Code of 1882 did not apply, and

as a consequence, olause 15 of the Letters

Patent relating to judgments was applied.

Again, in two other High Courts, in Madras,

as reported in Roop Laul v, Lakshmi Voss

(15) and in Allahabad, as reported in

Lachman Singh v. Ram Lagan Singh (16), the

Judges of those Courts have come to the

same conclusion as we now arrive at.

The result will be that the decision of the

Senior Judge will prevail, the decree will be

reversed and the suit dismissed, but without

costs as two Judges have decided in favour

of the plaintiff and only one in favour of the

defendant.

Heaton, J.

—

I oonour.

The plaintiff appealed under clause 15 of

the Letters Patent, and the Court after

hearing Mr. Strangman, Advocate-General,

(with him Mr. Mulli ), for the Appellant, and

Mr. Setalvad (with him Messrs. Bahadurji

and B. J. Desai), for Respondents Nos. 1 and

. 2, delivered the following

JUDGMENT.
Batchelo*r, Acting C. J.—This is an appeal

under olause 15 of the Letters Patent from

(14) 9 C. 432; 10 I. A. 4; 12 0. L. R. 511; 7 Ind. Jur«

161; 4 Sar. P. C. J. 4#6; 4 Ind. Deo. (n. 8.) 970.
^

(15) 29 M. 1.

(16) 26 A. 10; A. W. N. (1903) 162,

4
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a decree of a Bench of this Court consisting of

the Chief Justice and Heaton, J. These

learned Judges having differed in opinion,

it was held that the judgment of the

Chief Justice must prevail, i.c. %
that the

suit must be dismissed. The plaintiff con-

sequently brings the present appeal.

The plaintiff is a Solicitor of this Court

and the suit was filed to obtain damages for

libel alleged to be contained in two articles

which appeared in The Bombay Chronicle

and were admittedly written by the Editor

of that journal, the first defendant. To
him I shall refer in future as the defend-

ant, as the substantial defence is made on

his behalf.

The ciroumstanees in which the artioles

complained of came to be written are as

follows: Among the plaintiff’s clients were

two well-to-do men, one Dada and one Tatia

Saheb Holkar. In 1912, Dada, in the name
of his mother, Ashidbai, entered into an

agreement with Holkar for the purohase

of a valuable house, the property of Holkar.

But Holkar was unable to carry out this

agreement as he had already agreed to sell

the house to one Khambatta, who obtained

against him a decree for specific perform-

ance. Dada then instituted a suit against

Holkar * claiming damages for breach of the

contract of sale, and this suit was ultimate-

ly settled in January 1914 by the payment
of Rs. 3,(J00 by Holkar to Dada. At this

time there was in the service of the

plaintiff a clerk named Shambhuprasad,
who died in June 1914, leaving a brother

named Bbugwandas. In July 1915, Bhug-
wandas, through his Solicitor, the plaintiff,

filed a suit on a promissory note for

Rs. .4,000, executed by Dada in favour of

Sharabhuprasad. The suit was instituted

as a short cause, but, a written statement

being filed by Dada in August, the plaintiff

was discharged as Solicitor on the

reoord on 9th September lv)15. Stated

shortly, Dada’s defence to this suit was that

the promissory note had been passed with-

out consideration, that Shamuprasad was
the mero nominee or pretc nom of the plaint-

iff, and that the note was passed on an

understanding with the plaintiff that he

was to bo paid Rs. 3,000 if, as he promised,

he succeeded in obtaining for Dada a sum
exceeding Rs. ‘20,000 as damages in Dada’s

suit against Holkar. Dada went on to plead

that, as he had received only Rs. 9,000 in

his suifc against Holkar, he had refused

to honour the promissory note, and henos

the suit brought against him by the plaintiff

in the name of Bhugwandas. Bhugwandas’s

suit came on for hearing before the late

Davar, J., on Silurday the 26th February

1916. Issues were raised, among them
being the issue whether, as Dada contended,

the plaintiff was a necessary party. On the

Saturday two witnesses were called by

Bhugwandas a3 to the promissory note, but

admittedly these witnesses’ evidence was

not such as any Court could accept. Then

the plaintiff went into the witness-box,

being an indispensable witness for Bhugwan-

das, and denied generally the truth of the

allegations made against him in Dada’s

written statement. At this hearing a

beginning was made of the cross-examination

of the plaintiff, but this cross-examination

was far from being finished when the Court

rose for the day, and the case stood over

till the following Monday, the 28th Febru-

ary. On the case being called on on the

Monday, Bhugwandas, through his Counsel,

immediately submitted to a decree dismiss-

ing the suit with costs, the learned Judge

observing that in taking this course

Bhugwandas had acted very wisely. The

present plaintiff made uo intervention either

by way of protest or by way of applica-

tion to the learned udge for an enquiry

into the charges made in the written

statement
;
he acquiesced in the dismissal of

the suit with costs, and there matters rest-

ed for the time. A week later, that is,

on 7th March, appeared the first of the

two artioles now complained of, but again

the plaintiff made no sign. On the 15th

March, the newspaper published the seoond

of the two articles, and on the 18th Maroh

the plaintiff filed the present suit.

The question is, whether these artioles

libelled the plaintiff, in other
.

words,

whether the defendant in these artioles has

transgressed the limits of fair oominent

allowed to a journalist. I agree with the

Chief Justice in thinking that this question

must be answered in the defendant’s favour.

1 find that all material faots are truly stated

in the artioles, though it may be that there

are one or two small deviations from ab-

solute accuracy on minor poiuts whioh are

of no iniluenoQ on the conclusions, and
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I find that the conclusions are such as ought

to be drawn from the premises by a critic

bringing to his work the amount of

care, reason and judgment which is re-

quired of a journalist.

In the first place, it is not alleged that

there was any pre-existing malice or ill-will

between the parties, and it is not denied

that the subject-matter of the articles, the

oonduot of a Solicitor of this Court, as dis-

closed in proceedings in this Court, is a

topic of public interest and importance.

Then I must give it as my own opinion,

after a careful reading of the articles, that

the real object of them is, not to condemn

the plaintiff out of hand, but to pray for

further investigation into serious allega-

tions which had been made on

affirmation against his integrity, and which

were still left in the region of controversy.

I now read the material passages from the

articles oomplained of, as those passages are

set out in paragraphs 5 and 6 of the plaint:

“This hare recital of the main allegations

of the defendant in the case is sufficient

to reveal very grave misconduct on the

part of a Solicitor, if the allegations

were well-founded. As to that, after
^

t e

first day’s hearing and while Mr. Surajma

was still under a severe cross-examination,

in which he suffered from some lapses of

memory, the case was suddenly withdrawn,

the Judge, Sir Dinshaw Davar, appro-

priately remarking that the -plaintiff ha

adopted a very wise course. That t e

plaintiff was merely the creature of Mr.

Surajmal admits of little doubt, in view

of the oiroumstances revealed. And t a

Mr. Surajmal should have thus been con-

tent to have the case withdrawn and the

very ugly allegations made against im

left unrefuted is a matter which demands

further inquiry. If the charge that be

deliberately * instigated one of his clien s

to bring an action for damages agains

another of his clients, sending him o

another Solicitor for the purpose, an

then arranging a settlement over a

Solicitor’s head, were true then it is

perfectly clear that Mr. Surajmal would

not ' be a suitable person for 6

practice of the honourable profession o a

— Solicitor.”

“As regards the last named point it may

be as well to elucidate the matter a little

409

further, on
’

the basis of the defendant’s

allegations, though the matter was not

fully revealed in Court. It is alleged that

in spite of the fact that the defendant

was represented in his suit against Tatia

Saheb by another firm of Solicitors, Mr.

Surajmal settled the whole matter direct

with him and then wrote to the other

Solicitors stating : ‘We are informed by our

client's agent that the above suit has been

settled by the parties out of Court .We

are informed that your client has written

to you accordingly.’ As a matter of fact

there was no intervention on the par t of

any “agent” at all The matter was settled

between Mr. Dada and Mr .Surajmal

direct and the latter wrote this letter,

it is alleged, to prevent it being known

that he had communicated with or seen

Dada in the absence of his Solicitor.

That, again, is conduct which requires

explanation, and we trust that Mr Surajmal

will he called upon to give such explana-

tion as well as that of other allegations

made against him, by the Chief Justice or

tb

“That Mr. Surajmal Mehta settled this suit

e Da Q 000 over the head of the boll-

cdtor who’ was acting for Mr. Dada, deal-

ing with the latter direot and paying to him

biJ own cheque while he afterwards wrote

to Mr Dada’s Soilioitor a letter stating tha

his (Surajmal’s) firm had been informed by

the Tatia Saheb’s agent that the suit had

been settled by the parties out of Court,

whereas as a matter of fact, there was no

intervention by the agent and the cheque

• i___ ivTr Surajmal Mehta him-

Zi
gI

The allegations of the defendant

were larg
J
ly ^s^mal fey Mr#

Davar and he ' was still under oross-exami-

i- whpn the case was adjourned on the
nation when^ the

^ ^ re9umed on the

dav' the plaintiff withdrew and the

.

y
remained unanswered. In re-

allegations
allegations Mr. Suraj-

gard to the g
remember whether the

mal
.

was ™*b ’e

dJ;enoe put to him was true
version of^ did not remember whether the

°r not. H
the other Solicitor, Mr.

defendant or not, nor did
DOunha, at g

draft 0f the notice

h6rrSJdKS to Tatia Saheb was

written if bi» »“a l° “*
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to be taken to Mr. D’Cunba. Other matters
of importance be had also forgotten. Since
it is to be presumed that these questions
were not put without the existence of evi-
dence in the possession of the defendant to
baok them up, it seems to us undesirable
in the public interest that the matter
should be left at a stage it bad reached
when the plaintiff thought fit to withdraw
the case.”

As the case has been argued before us
by the learned Advocate-General for the
plaintiff, the imputations complained of as
libellous fall into two classes and may
conveniently be summarised as follows :

() the imputation that in bringing an
unsustainable suit against Dada, Bhugwan-

>
daa was acting merely as the creature of
the plaintiff, who acquiesced in the dismissal
of the suit, though Dada’s oharges against
him were thus left unrefuted and unanswered;
() the imputation that the plaintiff was

guilty of grossly unprofessional conduct
in the manner in which he settled Dada’s
suit against Holkar and in writing an un-
true letter with the object of disguising
that misconduct.

In regard to point (a) the defendant
pleaded fair comment : in regard to ( b )
the defence was justification quoad the facts
stated, and, for the rest, fair comment.
So far as concerns the law, the principal

authorities bearing upon the question of
libel by a journalist are oiled and con-
sidered in the judgments of the Chief
Justice and Heaton, J.

In the view 1 take of the oase no useful
purpose would be served by any further
discussion of these authorities. So far as
the question of law concerns this appeal,
I do not think we need travel far beyond
the decision of the Court of Appeal in
Hunt v. Star Newspaper Company (2)
where Cciene-Haidy, M. R., said:—“The
defenoe of fair comment only arises in
the event of the plea of justification
failing, but the plea of justification may
fail by reason of the facts stated not being
substantially true.” Heie, of course, on
the first charge the plea of fair comment
is the only point for consideration, for
there is no plea of justification

; but I
quote the passage to show that the Master
of the Rolls required only that the state-
jnent of facts shopld be, i.ot absolutely,

11918

but substantially, true. It is true that the
adverb is not repeated in the judgments
of the Lords Justices, but tbe learned
Advocate- General admits that he carnet
demand more than that tbe facts stated
should^ be substantially true. In tbe same
case Fletcher Moulton, L. J., as he then
was, lays down the law in tbe words
used by Lord Atkinson in JDakhyl v. Labouchere
(4), pointing out that where a Judge has
ruled that, a personal attack can reasonably
be inferred from tbe truly stated facts,
it is for the Jury to determine whether

in that particular^ case the inference ought
to be drawn.” “in other words”, the
learned Lord Justice continues, “a libellous
imputation is not warranted by the faots
unless the Jury hold that it is a conclusion
which ought to be drawn from those facts.”
The only other oases to which I think

it may be of advantage to refer are
South Hetton Coal Company v. Nvrth- Eastern
Neu-e Association (7) and Risk Allah Bey v.
Whitehurst (10). I need not disoues these
cases. I refer to them only as establishing
propositions which, in my judgment, are not
now open to controversy. These propositions
are that while the defendant is bound to
comment on public questions with care,
reason and judgment, be is not necessarily
deprived of his privilege merely because
there ore slight, unimportant deviations
from absolute accuracy of statement, where
those deviations do not affeot the general
fairness of the comment. The articles
must be considered rather in their entirety
than by separate insistence on isolated
passages, and the Jury— where there is a
Jury— in our case the Judges— must deoide
w’bat impression would be produced on the
mind of an unprejudiced reader, * ho, know-
ing nothing of the matter beforehand, read
the articles straight through.

These, in my judgment, are the material
propositions of law, and on the understand-
ing that thoso propositions are correct,
I am of opinion that the defenoe should
prevail.

On the first imputation, which I have
marked (o) above, the defendant’s case appears
to me particularly strong, and it is to be
noticed that this is the real gravamen of
the articles, tbe imputation marked (fc) being
far less serious. For professional misconduct
i?i 8f tiling a oase oyer the head of th§
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Solioitor on the record is venial indeed,

compared with instigating one’s clerk s

brother to institute a false suit.. It is now

admitted that, as to this first imputation,

the defendant is entitled to be judged by

the facts properly available to him at

the time when the artioles were written,

without regard to facts which the plaintiff

subsequently has established or sought to

establish.- The critical question, therefore,

is: what were the faots then known to the

defendant?

First ,
he knew that the antecedent pro-

babilities were in favour of Dada’s version,

for it was obviously unlikely that Dad a, a

rich man, would have borrowed Rs 3,000

from a Solicitor’s clerk of very limited

means. Secondly
,

he knew that Sharabhu-

prasad, to whom the note purported to he

passed, was at the time the plaintiffs

clerk. Thirdly, he knew that, practically

from the first, Dada had put forward one

and the same answer to the claim, an answer

which, in the circumstances, bore, on t e

face of it, to any one familiar with Indian

methods, a fair appearance of being true.

Fourthly
,

and above all, he knew the

fate of Bhugwandas’s suit, a circumstance

which spoke eloquently in favour of Da a

and was difficult of reconcilement with the

plaintiff’s denials. Indeed, if I had been on

a Jury appointed to try this issue, I shou

have said without any doubt that the o°™*

elusion here drawn by the defendant oug

\ to have been drawn, and was, in fact, t e

only reasonable conclusion open to a is-

interested mind. For, how stood the sui

when the Court rose on the Sa‘ur ay

evening? The two witnesses called to prove

the making of the note had oontradiote

each other beyond hope of reoonoilemen

And the plaintiff himself, so far forth as

his cross-examination had gone, had, m my

judgment,, out a pitiable figure. On t is

point I will content myself with quoting

the passage where his cross-examination a

to be broken off for the day. These are is

words ;— ,
__

"Dada sent a notice of claim to rlol ar.

I don’t remember if Dada consulted me before

sending the notice. I did not wr^® ®

notice on behalf of defendant. I thin

D’Ounha did. Defendant asked me what

to do when he heard of Tatia Sa e s

agreement with Khambatta, I don’t remem-

ber what I told him. I don’t remember

if I drafted a notice on behalf of the de-

fendant. I will not swear that I did not.

I did not send defendant to D’Cunha I

don’t remember if I gave a draft of a

notice to be taken toD’Cunha to be written

by him and addressed to me. I oan’t say

whether I did it or did not. I do not

remember if I told the defendant to go to

some other Solioitor saying that I would aot

for Holkar.”
.

In plain English, when directly questioned

whether he did not do certain thoroughly

unprofessional and dishonourable things,

plaintiff’s only answer is that he cannot

remember. Had his conscience been easy,

there could have been no tax on his memory.

As to the excuse that he was frightened

by Counsel,” Ido not believe it. That

would be a good argument in the case of

an illiterate villager, but is very unlikely to

be true of a Bombay Solioitor.

With this cloud resting upon him on

the Saturday evening, one would expect

to find the plaintiS anxious to dispel it

on the Monday morning. What we do

find, however, is that plaintiff is spared

from any further cross-examination as Bhug-

wandas consents to the suit being dismissed

with costs, the learned Judge observing

that in so doing Bhugwandas was acting

very wisely. What that meant must have

been manifest to all in Court. But the

nlaintiff stands by, aoquiesoes in the dis-

missal, and makes no sign or protest or

application that the charges against him

should be withdrawn or investigated As

a juryman, I should not hesitate te draw

the inference that his main anxiety was to

esoape further cross-examination, hoping

that H would be nobody’s business to inves-

tigate the charges now that Dada was
fclg*

r rl There were the two oases before

lAX’ of Bl«-. .nd that

nf Dada* Bhugwandas submitted to defeat,

worse shouM happen, and it was a

'"UitT.. L .u .b» a. pui.uii

i, .mngb lo
,

,h*
!0o the

following
evidence, when Mr. B iha-
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that the suit was going to be dismissed.
I was not surprised. I was quite indifferent,

as I was not concerned.” And he remained
unconcerned, and continued unconcerned even
after the appearance of the first alleged
libel on the 7th March. When the second
article appeared on the 15th March, and
it was clear that the attitude of unconcern
was not likely to evade the charges, then the
suit was brought on the ISth March.

Jt is true that, as the learned Advocate-
General has urged, the plaintiff had on
solemn affirmation formally denied that
Bhugwandas was his nominee, and I agree
that this fact ought not to have been
withheld, but ought to have been stated
for whatever it is worth. But the omission
cannot, 1 think, serve as a set-off against
all the evidence on the other side. I do
not think it can hi said that defendant
designedly suppressed all reference to plaint-
iff’s denial. I think rather he took it for
granted that his readers would assume that
the Solicitor charged with fraud would
deny the fraud, for, except upon that impli-
cation, no further inquiry would be needed,
and the gist of the artioles is to demand
inquiry.

On two small points of verbal criticism
I think it will bo enough to state my
opinion summarily. As to the phrase “little
doubt,” the defendant is entitled to say
that it^ means what it says, and does not
mean “no doubt.” As to “unrefuted,” I
think that refuted ’ means disproved, satis-
factorily met, put out of controversy; and
the word ‘unanswered’ in its context seem*
to mo to bear the same meaning as unre-
futed.’ On both points, therefore, I accept
the interpretation offered for the defend-
ant.

Upon this first imputation there is one
misstatement of faot. According to the
article it was plaintiff who explained that
it would not look well if the note wero taken
in the Solicitor s name, whereas in fact
Dada’s case was that it was Shambhuprasad
who offered this explanation. This in.
aoouraoy appears to me of no consequence for
three reasons; first

, the plaintiff, who should
know where he is libelled, has never com-
plained of if, nor was the point ever taken
till in this second appeal it was suggested
by my brother Mar ten; secondly, it is obvious
on Dada’s case, that even though the actual

speaker may have been Shambhuprasad, he
was the mere mouthpiece of his master, 'the
plaintiff, and, thirdly

, in the fourth paragraph
of Dada’s written statement it was expressly
asserted that the demand for Rs. 3,000 was
made by the plaintiff in person.

With regard to the argument that the
defendant was not justified in using the
“observations” brought to him, af his
request, by Engineer, the discharged clerk
and avowed enemy of the plaintiff, I
entirely agree that in seeking help
from Eng neer the defendant acted very
indiscreetly, and ran very grave risks.
But this oiroumstauoe will not affect the
result if I am right in holding that all

substantial matters of faot are truly stated,
and all comments on the facts are fair
within the meaning of the law as already
explained. In justice to the defendant it

must also he remarked that all that he
acted upon was, not any verbal assurances
or statements of Engineer, but three offioial

papers which, though produced by Engineer,
would naturally be assumed by the defend-
ant to be above reproach. Indeed the
present objection is confined to one of the
papers, viz. t the observations for Counsel,
and it is the fact that these observations
had never been submitted to Counsel But
the defendant did not know that, and I

do not think that he is obnoxious to very
grave oonsure if he supposed that these
formal observations for Counsel bad a founda-
tion in truth. All this, however, is not,

in my view, very material, beoause my
exoneration of the defendant is based on the
opinion that his facts are true and his com-
ments fair.

I have now discussed all the arguments
which were addressed to us on imputation
(“)» and for the reasons given I find that
the defence of fair comment, must suc-
ceed.

The second imputation, that which I

have marked (/») above, is, as I have said,

of a far loss serious character, and, may,
I think, be dealt with more summarily.
The gist of ir- is that the plaintiff settled

Dada’s suit against Holkar in a manner
contrary to professional rules or etiquette, and
then,— this is “the sting of it”, says the learned
Advocate General— wrote an untrue letter in

order to conceal the professional misconduct.
Tho letter in question, admittedly written
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by plaintiff to the other Solicitor, is in these

terms:

“We are informed by our client’s agent

that the above . suit has been settled by

the parties out of Court...We are informed
that your client has written to you accord-

ingly.”

The question really turns on the meaning
to be put upon this letter. But before

that is considered, it will be convenient

to notice the argument of the Advocate-

General that the defendant must fail here

because he is guilty of two misstatements
of faot. These misstatements are, it . is

said, first , that, according to the article,

plaintiff gave his own cheque to Dada,
whereas the faot is that plaintiff gave

Holkar’sJcheque; and, secondly
,
that, accord-

ing to the article, there was no interven-

tion of any agent at all, whereas the

faot is that, on behalf of Holkar, his

agent, Vinayakrao, took part in the

settlement.

As to the first of these statements, it

is admitted that it is a misstatement, and
that in faot the cheque was Holkar’s, and
not plaintiff’s. But the inaccuracy appears
to me to be immaterial and to fall within

the slight margin of error allowed by law
beoause it signifies nothing, and never
did signify anything, whether the cheque
was the plaintiff’s or Holkar’s: nobody
had ever suggested that the money was
plaintiff’s and it was common ground
that it came from the pocket of Holkar.

Moreover, I feel sure that the inaccuracy

was a bona tide slip due to a not unnatural

reading of a passage in Dada’s written state-

ment. The passage runs :—

-

**Tbe said suit against Tatia Sabeb
Holkar was settled by Mr. Surajmal with

this defendant for Rs. 9,000 for damages.
When Mr. Surajmal gave this defendant a

oheque in payment of Rs. 9,000, etc.”

In my opinion this passage would suggest
to many readers that Surajmal gave bis own
oheque.

As to the second alleged misstatement
of fact, that brings me to a considera-

tion of the meaning of the letter, for the

question whether there is, or is not, a

misstatement turns upon the meaning of

the passage which I have cited from the

letter. The defendant’s assertion is;—

“As a matter of fact, there was no in*

tervention on the part of any ‘agent’ at

all. The matter was settled between Mr.
Dada and Mr Surajmal direot, and the
latter wrote this letter, it i3 alleged, to

prevent it being known that he had com-
municated with or seen Dada in the absence
of his Solicitor.”

The passage which I last quoted from
Dada’s written statement is, l think,

sufficient answer to the contention that for

these allegations the defendant bad no better
authority than the Observations”. And as

1 read the present excerpt from the alleged

libel, what it imputes is that plaintiff

settled with Holkar (or his agent) and
Dada over the head of Dada’s Solicitor,

D’Cunha, and that there was no intermedi-

ary between plaintiff and Dada. Ido not
think the imputation is that Holkar was
not represented at the settlement, nor would
there have been any point in making such
an assertion. The point is, as I understand
it, that here again (according to Dada’s
version) the - whole business was really

plaintiff’s though Dada was put up to file

the suit, and consequently when the suit

came to be settled, we find plaintiff settling

on behalf of Dada without reference

to Dada’s then Solicitor, D’Cunha. I must
say candidly that that is what the passage
means to me after all the argument we
have heard, so that I feel safe in saying that,

at least, that is what the words may
have conveyed to a fair, unprejudiced reader.

But upon that meaning I find that the
defence is established. For there was no
reference to D’Cunha, and the letter

commented on was in faot written by
plaintiff.

In the present suit, no doubt, the plaint-

iff asserts that the settlement was made
by Engineer and Vinayak without consulting

him. Engineer, on the contrary, says that

plaintiff took part in the settlement and
that is intrinsically so much the more
probable story that I believe it, though
Engineer is a poor witness, and on their

merits, I see little to chose between him
and the plaintiff. In the suit of Bhugwandas
all that the plaintiff said upon this point

was: “The arrangement was brought about

by Nanabhoy Cowasjee Engineer who was
lately managing clerk.” Further oorrobora-

tion of this viesv is, J think, supplied by
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the admitted fact that plaintiff himself

drafted the letter, Exhibit 2, a letter from

Dada (in the name of his mother Ashidbail to

D’Cnnha apprising the latter that the suit had

been settled. I cannot doubt that plaintiff

was himself instrumental in making this settle-

ment with Holkar, and admittedly this was

done “over the head of" i.e., without reference

to. Dada’s Solicitor. When, therefore, we

find the plaintiff writing to the other

Solicitor that the plaintiff is merely inform-

ed” of the settlement by Vinayak, 1 think

it is perfectly fair comment to say that

this is svggettio falsi ,
intended to oonoeal

the fact that the settlement was made by the

plaintiff himself.

On these grounds I am of opinion that

on the second imputation also the defence

must be allowed, in other words the appeal

fails and this Court’s order should be that

the plaintiff’s suit be dismissed and plaintiff

should pay all oosts throughout.

Beaman, J.— In my opinion there is no

libel. Before going into the details of

this case I think it desirable to get, and

keep, dearly in view, some distinctions

between the principal defenoes to a libel

action, whioh are often confused, both

in argument and in judicial pronounce-

ment.

(1) A defendant may contend that the

f^ets complained of are not libellous; or

(2) a defendant may claim privilege; or

(3) defend upon the ground of fair com-

ment; or

(4) be may justify, that is, plead the

truth of the faots complained of.

The first of these defenoes may be neg-

lected. It always was, and still is, to somo

extent, a matter of law for a Judge and

not of fact for a Jury. Privilege and fair

comment are frequently confounded even

in the diota of most eminent English Judges.

Yet they have nothing in common. Privilege

implies that the matter complained of is a

libel but, in the circumstances of its publica-

tion, and more especially in the relation of the

paities, is protected. Fair comment never

is libel. Speaking generally, the defence of

privilege is particular to the defendant seeking

to avail himself of it, while fair comment

is common to everybody. The defence of

truth implies that the matter complained

of is libellous, but if true, there is a com-

plete answer. Fair comment may be true

or it may not. The language of the law

always seems to me very loose and inexaot

in treating of these topics Any statement

in positive form is pounced upon as a

statement of faot, going beyond comment

proper, and, therefore, outside the protec-

tion whioh the law gives to fair comment.

But it is clear that if by comment is

meant inference from faots truly stated,

the process of inference legitimately leads

to a conclusion whioh may be stated in

positive form without losing its essential

character.

Thus, that whioh in form is a statement

of faot, may, on examination, turn out to

be no more than what English Judges

have called a deduction from the faots,

and so, itself “fair comment” in no need

of justification. Analysing logically, I should

prefer the term induction to deduction, but

the reasoning of the law, in comparison

with the far more rigorous reasoning of

logic and metaphysio, is blunt edged, and

tends to conform to the notion that the

law ought to be, if it is not always, the

expression of the average common sense

of society. It is, therefore, usually

couched in the loose and general termino-

logy of average men of average reasoning

power, and while here and there it seems

to aim at, seldom reaches verbal precision.

These obervations are not merely academio

prompted by pedantry. This trial affords

striking illustration both in the judgments

before us, and in the arguments we have

heard, of the urgent need of a prelimi-

nary and very exact analysis of the law in

general, and the materials in the case to

whioh that law is to be applied.
.

I have

oarefully studied the leading English oases

cited in the judgments of the trial an

appeal Court, and I do not propose to refer to

any of them because that study has oonvinoe

me that the attempts at definition whioh they

contain are of very little definitive

value. The most famous and now perhaps

the most popular for example is tha ,

where the defence of fair comment is set up,

the Judge is first to determine, as pure matter

of law, whether the inferences complained

of can reasonably be drawn from t 0

true facts and thftt being done in favour
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o! the defendant, the Jury ia next to deter-

mine whether the inference? ought to be

drawn. Thus the final judgment is suddenly
transferred, if not altogether, very largely,

from the intellectual to the moral domain.
It is, I think, obvious that any inference

which' can reasonably be drawn is to that

extent a fair inference. It may not be the

right inference, but that is not the point.

From any given group of facts it is almost
always possible to draw more than one
perfectly reasonable inference. Only one of

them can be the true inference, but the others

may be just as fair. And for all purposes
of this limited defence it is the fairness, or

reasonableness of the inference or comment
which is decisive, not its ultimate proved truth.

The.Jatter will often depend upon further dis-

olosureandthe disproof of the truth of the facts

from which the inference was drawn. All such
considerations ought to be rigorously excluded
m handling a defence of fair oomment.
What then is meant by “ought to be drawn?”

Nothing more, I suppose, than that the average
common sense of the people either accepts or
rejects the inference as, although reasonable,
not reasonable enough, or as appears from two
of the judgments before us, that the con-
clusion reached by the inferential process
is too positively expressed, and had much
better have been stated in terms of pro-
bability. But here again it is dear that
we are really deciding upon the reasonableness
of the inference and nothing else. All

judgments of that kind are probably
influenced to a greater or less degree by
the then known faot that the inference
was untrue. I must pause here for a
moment upon> the term “ inference.

”

Inference is strictly a process from faot
A to conclusion B. But the subtlest reason-
lng is baffled when it tries to separate the
process from the conclusion, and the law,
which is not subtle at all, carelessly
identifies the inference with the conclusion.
For all practical purposes the use of

inference • for that which is reached by
inference must be accepted, and will be
found to raise no real difficulty. 1 find,

then, in this diotumj no real light or
guidance. For it all comes to this, that
any oomment or inference which the Judge
thinks the facts admit, must go to the
Jury and they are to say whether it is

fair, that is, reasonable or not. In doing

so, however, they would be affected in

all probability by a sense of fair play,

and allow the entrance of many factors

into the verdict which a more rigorous

logic would exclude. Remembering that

fair oomment never is libel, it is hopeless

to attempt definitions of what is and
what is not libel in that large class of

oases. For the plain truth is that the

only criterion is the verdict of the Jury in

each case. If twelve honest butchers, bakers,

grooers and cheesemongers say that the

matter is a libel, it is, and if they say

it is not, it is not, and there is the begin-

ning and end of it. Unfortunately Judges

in this country are deprived of that

flexible, but, on the whole, very satisfac-

tory, criterion, deliberately adopted by the

common sense of the English people to

correct the nice refinements and excessive

technicality of the trained judicial mind.

How necessary some such rude corrective

and standard is, the divergence of judicial

opinion, and the reasons which have led

to it in the oourse of this trial amply
prove. Another highly prized rule laid

down in the English oases is that oomment,

to be fair, must be oomment on facts

truly stated. The wide play given to this

principle in spite of its apparent rigidity

will be seen later when I deal- with the

actual materials upon which I base my
own conclusions. Suffisieut to say here

that, as a rule, it is almost meaningless.

Fair oomment is comment upon facts. In this

connection only true facts are facts at all.

If a “fact” be untruly stated, it ceases

to be a “faot”, and cannot, therefore, be

a ground of inference. As commonly applied

in argument, and sometimes in judgments,

this rule then is pure tautology, and repeats

as something new and added what is

necessarily implied in the proposition of

fair oomment. But what was really meant,

I think, was that the “faots” upon whioh

the oomment is founded, must be truly

stated, though later they may turn out

not to be true at all. For all purposes

of this defence a faot may be truly stated

and may yet be utterly untrue. In the

case we are considering some faots may

be of that kind, while others may not,

and these must be proved to be true,

if they have formed any material part of

the ground of inference, pr if they are
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libellous in themselves. Slurring over these

distinctions, or possibly, allowing the final

judgment to be swayed by the knowledge

that the facts truly stated were after all

untrue, accounts, I think, very largely for

the conflict of judicial opinion before us.

Much the most difficult part of the case

turns upon a right understanding and

a correct application of this factor in the law

of fair comment. First, it is necessary to

keep clearly apart the classes of facts I

have just mentioned. Here the comment,

alleged to be fair, is comment upon a

trial. All the materials put in evidence

at that trial, the plaint, the written state-

ment, the evidence, and the trying Judge’s

comment in dismissing the suit with costs

at the instance of the plaintiff are facts

the truth or otherwise of which the defend-

ant was under no legal obligation to

provo. lie could tako them as he found

them and comment upon them. It is quite

irrelevant to enquire now whether they

were true or false. Tho defendant had

to state them truly, that is all. The
comment went a li»tlo further, and touched

upon an intimately related matter, which,

as the writer said, was not fully revealed

at the trial. Here the plaintiff charges

him with having stated a fact which is

untrue, and was not put in evidence at

the trial, that is to say, a fact which tho

defendant himself adduced and first brought

to the notice of the public. Any fact

of tl at kind must he shown (a)

to be true ; or (b) to lie no more than an

induction from tho truly stated facts; or

(c) not libellous in itself
;

or (</) im-

material in the sense that the comment
complained of is in no way strengthened

by such fact, and will not lie weakened
by its dismissal from the ground of inference.

It is only in the latter connection that

f havo introduced tho qualification that

the untrue fact stated must not he libellous

in itself.

Although both Macleod and Heaton, JJ.,

have held that the statement, that Bhug-
waridas was the creature of Surajmal
admits of little doubt, ” went beyond the

limit of fair comment. tho greatest diffi-

culty in the case, and by far the greater part

of the argument before ns, centres upon tho

plaintiff’s contention that tho defendant has

invented two untrue facts at loast, and made

them ground of inference against the plaintiff.

It appears to me that whatever hope of

success the plaintiff and his legal advisers

could have had from the beginning to

the end of the trial was rooted in their

confidence that they could easily prove

the untruth of these faots, and so, as was

said repeatedly by the Advocate- General in

his argument, the plaintiff must suooeed.

But at no time during the ten or eleven

hours he was addressing us 'did the

Advocate-General appear to me to realise

certain qualifications, both upon what was

actually stated * in the impugned writing,

and the rule he relied on with so muoh
assurance. I tried over and over again to

bring these possible dangers before his mind,

but, as far as I was able to judge,

wholly without success. If the facts whioh

were thus declared by the plaintiff to have

been untruly stated, to have needed justifica-

tion and not to have been justified, were

eliminated from the case, there would have

been very little argument before us upon

the isolated question whether the comment

was fair or not. I shall presently show

that in my opinion no fact was untruly

stated that was in any sense material to

the comment, and that upon the facts

truly stated the comment was fair, and,

therefore, no libel. Before sorting the

materials I am going to deal with, on the

foregoing principles, I must advert to one

point which arose for the first time at

this late stage. Although the plaintiff has

so strenuously relied throughout upon the

untrue statement of facts, those upon whioh

the first and most serious comment was

made went virtually unchallenged. It is

true that in Macleod, J.’s judgment we find

him of opinion that there was a material

omission, and here and there a misstatement.

But such misstatements will, I believe, turn

out on examination not to be fco muoh

misstatements of faots, as themselves com-

ment. If we begin with the plaint and

enquire what was the libel of whioh the

plaintiff complained, we shall find that it

does not include the point I am now

dealing with. No one should know better

than the plaintiff in a libel action what

the libel is by whioh he feels himself

aggrieved. He knows exaotly where the

shoo pinches. Apart from all other con-

siderations i should be disposed to negleot
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anything in the writing as a whole which

the plaintiff himself did not allege to be a

libel. Now in the group of facts which

had to be truly stated as ground of inference;

before the defendant could oontend that his

conclusion that the plaintiff in Bhaowandas

V. Dada was really Surajmal himself was

fair comment, there is one misstatement.

The written statement says that it was

Shambhuprasad who suggested that the pro-

missory note should be in his, and not in

Surajmal’s name, as it would not look well

were it made out in favour of Surajmal.

In the articles the writer says that this

was Surajmal’s suggestion. I believe myself

that this was a purely accidental slip. It

makes little or no difference whether in fact

the suggestion came from Shambhuprasad,

Surajmal’s clerk, or from Surajmal himself,

if it were made at a meeting at which

Surajmal was present, or even were it made

later, in his absence, with his knowledge

and approval. No grievance was made of

this slip at ' the trial or in the Appeal

Court.
-

It is not mentioned in the plaint.

It had never occurred to the plaintiff

or his legal advisers at any time. But

towards the close of the Advocate-General s

opening, this point was given him from

the Bench and he eagerly availed himself

of it. If we turn to the judgment of the

learned Chief Justice, it is apparent that

it had not at that time been taken by

anybody. There the facts to be dealt with

are placed in two groups, and the first

in which this nlisstated fact would be

included was said to be virtually unchal-

lenged. I do not think we ought, now

that the case has reached its final stage

here, to pay any attention to this trifling

fcrror. I shall treat all the material facts

upon which the inference that Bhugwandas

was Surajmal’s nominee was based as

having been correctly stated, subject to

- any criticism or qualification which a close

examination of Maoleod, J.’s judgment may
6vok&

There remain, then, (1) an alleged material

omission in the group of facts upon which the

inference that Bhugwandas was Surajmal s

nominee was based; (2) two alleged mis-

statements of fact in the second group of

facts, the general gist of the comment

upon which was that Sarajmal had .been

guilty of writing a letter which was, to

say the least, a calculated suppressio veri,

and generally of professional misconduct.

These two facts are: (0 that Surajmal
paid Dada his own cheque for Rg. 9,000
in settlement of the suit ( Dada v.

Tatia Sahelt Hulkar); and (2) that “as

a matter of fact there was no intervention

on the part of any agent,” etc. It is

admitted that the defendant made a mistake
when he wrote that Surajmal paid Dada his

own cheque. The cheque given by Surajmal
to Dada was Tatia Saheb Holkar’s cheque.

But even were the mistake material, ^nd
later on I will show why in my opinion

it was not, it wa9 a very natural mistake.

In the written statement, a fact upon
which the defendant had every right to

make any fair comment he chose, it is

stated that ‘‘Surajmal gave me a cheque.”

Now, in everyday ordinary parlance, if A
were to say “I had an account with B

t

which he settled with me personally on

the basis of a reduction of ten per cent,

and gave me a cheque for the amount,”

T suppose that ninety-nine men out of a

hundred would take it for granted that

B gave A his own cheque for the amount.

It might turn out that he had a cheque

of G for the amount, which he handed to

A
y

but that would be an exceptional case,

and anyone writing with only the infor-

mation before him which was then before

Horniman, might very well have written

in perfect good faith that Surajmal paid

Dada his own cheque. The second of the

two facts alleged to be untruly stated

will need a little more detailed examina-

tion and analysis in its proper place.

I think the plaintiff’s case is put at its

highest, and is supported by the strongest

reasoning by which it could be supported,

in the judgment of Maoleod, J. I do not

recollect that anything was added to that

judgment, which could have been of any

service to the plaintiff, in the Advoaate-

General’s argument before us. Indeed, by

far the weightiest consideration I have

been 'able to discover in support of the

conclusion that Horniman’s first and most

serious inference went beyond the limits

of fair comment lies in the fact that two

learned Judges, Maoleod and Heaton, have

been of that opinion. I think, then, that the

best way of explaining why I have come to a

contrary conclusion and giving my own reasons
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against those on the other side, will be

to take these judgments and analyse them
oritioally. I may premise that the libels

oomplained of are really two, and distinct.

The first is that Surajraal was the real

plaintiff in the suit of Bhagwandas v.

Dada and that that suit was, as brought,

an utterly false claim to Surajmal’s know-
ledge. The second is that Surajmal in-

stigated Dada to file a suit against Suraj-

mal’s own olient Tatia Saheb Holkar, on
the understanding that Surajmal would
use his influence with Holkar to settle

the suit for a sum not less than Rs. 20,000
and that in consideration of Surajmal’s
proourring such a settlement, Dada would
pay him a sura of Rs, 3,000. Further,
that not only was Surajmal guilty of gross

misoonduot in thus setting one of his

clients against another, and agreeing to

take a secret commission, but that when
the settlement was made, although Dada
was in the hands of another Attorney

—

D’Cunha—Surajmal settled with him direct,

and then wrote a letter to D’Cunha,
conveying the idea that the settlement
had been made by the parties as much
behind his (Surajmal’s) back as behind
D’Chuna’s. That Surajmal had thus been
guilty of a breaoh of professional etiqueito
in settling with the olient of another
Attorney behind that other Attorney’s back,
and had been guilty of something much
worse morally, in writing to that Attorney
in a strain calculated to cover up this

breaoh of professional etiquette.

In the plaint I find the plaintiff setting
forth the innuendoes of which he com-
plains, and among them that he is

aooused of having oheated his client,

Holkar. There is nothing in the articles
or the comments which goes, or, as far as 1

can see, could go, that length. It was grossly
improper, if true, for Surajmal to have insti-

gated Dada to file a suit against Holkar.
At that time both were his clients. But
on the facts as they appear in this suit,

it was a perfectly good suit, and, seemingly
Holkar had no defence at all. The only
question would have been the quantum of

damages. If Dada had gone of his own
aooord to another Attorney to file that
suit, and had olairaed Rs. 25,000 damages
and Surajmal acting for Holkar had settled

for Rs. 9,000 even without Holkar’s know*

ledge in the first instance, provided that
Holkar approved of the settlement on those
terms, I cannot see that Surajmal would
have done anything 'unprofessional, or any-
thing which could possibly have been in-

cluded logically in the attack which Horni-
man made upon him in these two artioles.

It would have been, I believe, an impro-
priety, though a very venial one, were it

true that Surajmal, when the suit had
been brought, settled on behalf of his
olient Holkar with D’Cunha’s olient Dada,
“over the head’ of D’Cunha. But there is

nothing in all this which is, or comes
anywhere near, cheating Holkar. This
much the Advocate-General conceded when
I put it to him in the course of his

argument. It is very necessary, it is indeed
essential, to keep all this in proper focus,

and very clearly before the mind, when
we have to deal with the alleged misstate-

ment of fact contained in the passage: “As
a matter of fact there was no intervention
on the part of any agent, etc.” For the
whole argument there went upon the
ground that Holkar had an agent represent-

ing him with Surajmal, and, therefore, it

was untrue to say that there was no inter-

vention on the part of any agent. Keep-
ing these two alleged libels apart, for the

present, it is to be noted that, so far as

its reasoning goes, Heaton, J.’s judgment
is confined to the first. There he oaine

to the conclusion that it was not fair

comment to say that there was little

doubt but that Bhugwandas was Surajmal’a
oreature, and after that, as the learned
Judge very rightly said, it was unneces-
sary to go into the less serious charges.

It is unfortunate, I venture to think, that

we have thus not had the assistance of

Heaton, J.’s clear practical mind upon the

natural meaning in its proper context, and
as a whole, of the passage in which the

sentence “as a matter of fact, etc.,” occurs.

And 1 may add that while for purposes
of clarity I have separated the libels, which
the artioles are said to contain, I do nots

mean to say that, except possibly in

assessing damages, it matters whether
both or only one are or is proved.
On a first view it might be thought that

the facts out of which this suit has arisen

are extremely complicated. They really

are not. It would be better to lay out of
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the case at once and altogether the

suit for account brought by Dada against

Snrajmal and the criminal prosecution

in respect of one of its items which he

set on foot against Surajmal. It may
be conceded, as far as I am concerned
in this judgment, that both these pro-

ceedings were instigated by Nanabhoy. It

may be conceded that Nanabhoy was hostile to

Surajmal. No one denies it. But a great deal

of capital seems to have been made out of the

fact, partly by way of prejudice, and partly

to break down Nanabhoy’s credit as a

witness. Nanabhoy’s evidence is only

valuable to prove that Surajmal did in

fact settle direct with Dada, and that

this settlement was not effected behind
the back of Surajmal, and without his

knowledge. Later on, I hope to show
that the defendant was not bound to

"justify” here at all. I cannot help

feeling, after reading the trial before

Maoleod, J., that the defendant’s case was
jeopardized by his Counsel’s scrupulosity,

in avoiding all semblance of justification.

The defendant elected to defend upon the

ground of fair comment. That is a much
easier defence as a rule in such oases as

this than justification. Once committed
to it, defendant’s Counsel fought shy of

anything that might seem, however remotely,

to approach justification. He did not

even cross-examine Surajmal upon the

fact which, owing to a 3tep taken later

by defendant’s legal advisers, it is now
contended, he knew very well that he

must justify. It certainly was in my
opinio'h a serious tactical blunder, first,

to omit all cross-examination of Surajmal,
and, then, at the closing stage of the
oase, to put in an application for a com-
mission to examine Vinayak and Holkar
on \ this very point. Either it needed
justification or it did not. If it did,

then most surely Surajmal ought to have
been cross-examined upon it. If it did
not, there was no reason at all for

examining Vinayak and Holkar about it.

Probably defendant’s Counsel believed
that l.e must succeed on the ground of

fair comment and did not wish to take
the risk of enhanced damages, should
that expectation after all be falsified by
anything that looked like indirect justi-

•Nation. It does not follow that because

a defendant stakes his oase upon fair

comment, the conclusion so reached must
be false. All that such a defence means
is that the defendant does not care

whether the conclusion be true or false,

provided only he -can show that it is

a fairly reached conclusion from the premises
available to him at the time he drew it.

And he is in a somewhat delicate position

when the plaintiff, as in all such oases he
must, goes into the box and denies and denies

not only the conclusions but many of the

premises. Here the defendant’s position

was peculiarly embarassing, since the worst
conclusion he drew against the plaintiff

was no more than a repetition of the de-

fendant Dada’s allegation in his written

statement. When the plaintiff swore feat

it was quite untrue that he was the real

plaintiff in Bbugwandas’s suit, and that in

effect, Dada’s written statement was ffelse

from beginning to end, what was the defend-

ant to doP If he had cross-examined on

these points the Judge would, in all pro-

bability, have stopped him, pointing out

that he had not chosen to justify. If he

kept silent, as he did, the record would

indicate that his conclusion was false, and

that Surajmal had been grievously wronged

by his inference. All that is really irrele-

vant, but there can be no doubt, I think,

that it exercised a very great influence

upon the minds of both Maoleod, J., and

HeatcD, J. But as to this particular stdte*

ment which finds no place among the

facts put in evidence before Davar, J*, if

it were a new fact, and not an induction

from such facts duly put in evidenoe/fee

defendant would clearly have been obliged

to prove it. It is regrettable, then, that

he made no attempt to cross-examine

Surajmal on the point. The reason is

probably discoverable in the uncertainty

of his Counsel’s mind as to his position

at the time. There is a sentenofe in

Maoleod, J.’s judgment which seems to me

to support this conjecture. He says that

as far as he oould gather, defendant’s

Counsel did not admit that there was any

fact which he had to justify. If that were

so then a passage in the defendant’s Writ

ten statement had better have been wholly

omitted or differently worded. In paragraph 6

the defendant says: as to such portions of

the ' said words, if any, as are not facta
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put in evidence at the trial, etc., the

same is true in substance and in fact.

That certainly suggests that the defendant

thought some such portion there might

be, and that it, at any rate, would need

justification. If it was not to justify this

passage in the article that Nanabhoy was

called as a witness for the defence, it is

not easy to understand why lie teas called.

Then three other witnesses appear to have

been examined before Macleod, J., to provo

that Surajmal was really responsible for

the withdrawal of Bhugwandas’s suit, and

after they had been examined, and Strang-

man for the plaintiff wanted to call evi-

dence in rebuttal, Bahadurji for defendant

said that all this evidence might be struck

out, as he was not justifying. Strangman,

however, on being given an option (presum-

ably of having the evidence struck out

at once, or of leaving it on record and

calling evidence in rebuttal), elected to call

evidence, and seems to have been allowed

to do eo. It is not easy in these circum-

stances to know whether this evidence

was, in the understanding of the learned

trial Judge, on the record or not at the

end of the trial. 1 merely mention this

to indicate the uncertainty and confusion

which marked the conduct of the defend-

ant’s case before Macleod, J., and doubt

less contributed in no small measure to

the conclusion reached by that learned

Judge. Heaton, J., puts it quite plainly

that the inference which Horniman drew

was not only of a most serious and damag-

ing nature, but was not true. It was

not contended, the learned Judge adds,

that it na* true, lint that is surely laying

too much stress on the form of the defence,

and looking at the result of the trial whore

Surajmal, on this ground, was allowed to

have it all his own way. 1 preface, what

immediately follows, thus. It is admitted

that the subject matter of these articles is

of public interest, it is admitted that

Horniman bore no malieo to Surajmal.

Nanabhoy did not go to Horniman of his

own accord, Hronirnan sent for him because

be wanted further information. Ho knew

from the record of the case before Davar,

J., that Namabhny had been Surajmal's

managing clerk throughout the transactions

which led up to the suit of Bhagwamlus v.

VaJa. I doubt, whether, where the defence

is fair comment, malice or no malice is

much importance. But where it become8

necessary to compute the fairness or uufairnes8

of comment and the scales are fairly evenly

balanced, it would be bard indeed to exclude

the inllaenoe of such a factor as malice,

were it proved in the writer. And there

are passages in the judgment of Macleod,

J., which indicate, to say no more, a feeling

against the defendant on the supposition

that he was actuated by something very

like a malicious desire to discredit Suraj-

mal. I think it is perfectly clear, too,"

that both Heaton and Macleod, JJ., were

inlluenced to some extent by what came

out at the trial before Macleod, J. This

is suggested by the learned Chief Justice,

and 1 think that the suggestion is well-

founded. Yet it is quite clear that every

consideration of that kind lias to be banish-

ed from our minds in deciding whether,

at the time the articles were written and on

the facts then before the defendant, Horniman,

they were or were not fair comment.

It is needless for me to say that I have

a very high respect for any considered

judgment of Macleod, J. Where l find that

I am not able to agree with him, that senti-

ment compels me to state, if only as a matter

of courtesy, my reasons at length. I have

road Macleod, J.’s judgment several times

since the hearing of this appeal came on.

And 1 will begin my examination of his

judgment in detail by saying that I believe

ho was much influenced by two dominant

notions. First, bis sense of fair play was

affronted by Horniman’s method of supple-

menting the information he bad before him

in the reports of tho trial. Evidently,

Macleod, J., thought that had Horniman

been anxious solely to see this matter laid

before the public in the justest light, he

ought to have invited Surajmal’s own ex-

planations in tho first instance. Instead of

doing so he sends for Surajmal’s enemy.

Was that an honest way, was it a fair

way of approaching the elucidation of a

matter of public interest? Such l take

to have been what was uppermost in Maoleod,

J.’s mind in more than one part of his

judgment. Yet, if it means anything, it

means that Horniman was acting malioiously,

and this is nobody’s case now. Tho seoond

dominating influence easily distinguishable

in Macleod, J.’s judgment was that Horniman
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took some of his facts and some of his
comments from the observations prepared
by Mr. V atoha for Counsel in the suit of
Bhagwandas v. Dada. Now I want to say
here once and for all that 1 see no magic
in the use of "Observations.” No one
denies that Hornimau had recourse to the
Observations.” No one asserts that in doing

so he could claim any protection. If he
stated a fact from the "Observations” which
was not put in evidence at the trial, he
did. so at his own risk, and if it were
challenged he would have to prove it. If he
took comments from the "Observations” and
published them verbatim

, he made them his
own, and they would have to be judged
fair or unfair on that footing and that foot-
ing alone. It is no part of the law of fair
comment that the comment must be the
writer’s own : he is as much entitled to
publish derivative as original comment if

it be fair, and he chooses to adopt the
former and make it his own. But throughout
his argument before us the Advocate -General
appeared to think that he clinched his
contention that comment was unfair, or that
a fact was not true, by showing that it

oame literatim and, by Horniman’s own
admission, from the "Observations.” This
is very strange. Suppose that there had
been no observatians at all in this case,
but that Nanabhoy had told Horuiman orally
what was seated in them. Suppose Nanabhoy
had said: Here is a letter of Surajmal. You
see it suggests that he did not settle the suit
with Dada direct, and did not even know
that the parties had settled the suit till he
was told so by an agent of his client Holkar.
Now turn to Dada’s written statement, and
you find him swearing there that Surajmal
did settle with him direct. Turn again to
SarajaiaPs sworn testimony before Davar,

.
•» an<^ you don’t find a word about the

intervention of any agent of Holkar, but
a statement that Surajmal’s own managing
olerk settled the case with Dada direct.

.
y suggestion^ on that is that this letter

is a calculated lie, intended to conceal from
Ounha that Surajmal had settled the case be-

ind D’Ounha’s back with D’Gunha’s client.”
Horniman compares the letter with what

aPpaars on the record of the case, and
agree3 that this is the only reasonable
construction which could be put upon it.

°nld he not then be entitled to adopt

31

the suggestion made to him, and express
it as his own comment? Would it make the
slightest difference that it had been sug-
gested to him, and might never have, else,

occurred to him? None whatever that I
can see. These observations presumably
would have been aoted on had the suit of
bhagwandas v. Dada gone on. There can
be little doubt that this letter of Surajmal
to D'Cunha would have been put to Surajmal,
and if Dada’s version were true, I do not
see what other inference could possibly have
been drawn from it than that which the
defendant Horniman drew. Observations
of this kind, I suppose, contain facts and
comments, which Counsel are intended to

use. It may be that the Attorney who
drew these observations did not think that

this part of them would be relevant or at

any rate material in the suit. Bat there

they were and read in the light of what
had happened at the trial before Davar, J.,

I do not see why Horniman should not

have used them if he believed that any fact

they stated or any comment they made was
true and fair. Ic is upon that basis that

I discuss the question we have to answer

and I cannot help thinking it a pity that

the learned Judge, who tried the action,

and the Advocate-General, who argued the

appeal for Surajmal before us, should have
' been under what appears to me so grave a

misapprehension of the significance and

weight of a fact which no one denies, that

Horniman did draw upon these observations

in writing parts of the impugned articles.

I will now go over Maoleod, J.’s judgment,

noting only those passages which, in my
opinion, lead to wrong conclusions. I need

not delay over the fact3 leading up to

the suit of Bhagwandas and Surajmal.

On the pleadings, Maoleod, J., observes

“It is unfortunate that plaintiff did not

ask for particulars of the statements referred

to in this paragraph (paragraph 6 of the

written statement). For the articles profess

to comment only on what was made public

at the trial.”

Is that quite correct? The most debated

part of the alleged libel is introduced by the

writer’s statement : As regards the last

named point, it may be as well to elnoi.

date the matter a little farther on the

baiis of the defendant’s allegations, thong U
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the matter was not fully revealed in

Court.” When the learned Judge comes
to deal with the evidence, he remarks :

—

With that evidence before him (defend-

ant) to send for Nanabhoy was a very

indisoreet step on the part of (he defend-

ant, if he wanted to write a fair comment
on the report of the trial, for it is

difficult to escape from thinking that the

defendant must have expected to hear
from Nanabhoy something to Surajmal’s
detriment.”

Undoubtedly he did. The impression

left on his, or for that matter anybody’s
mind, by the report of the trial before

Davar, J., must have been most unfavour-
able to Surajmal. The Judge goes on to

say that defendant might have obtained all

the necessary information for an. article

from Messrs. Ardeshir, Hormusji, Dinshaw
Co. Then follows a long passage show-

ing that Surajmal had every right to regard
Nanabhoy as a bitter enemy. Later the

Judge says :
—

Unfortunately for himself, defendant
read Mr. Vatcha’s observations and though
it is denied, I think it is probable that

he had some conversation with nanabhoy
about them.”

Observe the word “unfoi tunately.”

Certainly it has proved unfortunate for the

defendant that these observations ever
came under his notice, but I doubt very
much whether this should have been so,

beyond, of course, this, that if defendant
took any faot from these observations, he
would lie under the obligation of proving
it. Then the learned Judge asks:

—

Was then the defendant’s comment on
the report of the trial fair comment,
tested by the mle to which I have
referred above P In the first place, was it

based upon facts truly stated, or were
there misstatements of facts, and in this

latter must be inoluded the omission of

important facts. For unless a report which
is being commented on is fairly set out
the comment cannot possibly bo fair. It

cannot be said that the report of the case was
properly set out before the comment began.”

It is to be remembered that the

Chronic had published a report of the

caso, and no exception has been taken to

that report that 1 know of. It is, of

course, true that that report is not repro-

duced in full in the artioles, but it had

been laid before the readeis of tie paper,

and the artioles appear to me to give a

fairly accurate resume of it. The judg-

ment continues: “True, <be effect of the

pleadings is set out, but pleadings are very

different from evidence and nothing is

said about the evidence given on oath by

Surajm-%1 in examination-in-ohief, denying

the allegations made against him by Dada.

His cross-examination is referred to in

language which leads th6 reader to infer

that he completely bro&e down and the

defendant writes, the case was suddenly

withdrawn, the Judge appropriately remark-

ing that the plaintiff bad adopted a very

wise course.’ The Judg6 used those words

for reasons only known to himself. They

oertainly are not apparent from the report

but the addition of the word ‘appro-

priately’ by the 1st defendant cannot be

commended.” I shall later resume for

myself what appear to me to be the salient

features of the case tried by Davar, J.

Here it is enough to say that what

Maoleod, .1., imputes to the defendant as

unjustifiable, is that he did not set forth

Surajmal’s examination-in-ohief ;
and that

he uses the word appropriately” in

recording Davar, J.’s remark upon the

termination of the case. I think that the

reasons which Maoleod, J., says were known

only to the learned Judge himself, and

certainly do not appear on the reoord,

are obvious enough. As to the omission

to include in the artioles what Surajmal

said in examination-in-ohief or a resume

of it, all 1 need say here is that any one

who had read the report of the oase, or

who had the information on record there

before him, would have understood perfectly

why Surajmal was called as a witness

for the plaintiff and what he certainly must

have said in his examination- in chief. His

cross-examination indicates that pretty dearly,

and it is upon his breakdown under

cross-examination and the sudden collapse

of the suit while that cross-examination

was in progress, that the writer wants

to concentrate publio attention. Then the

Judge goes on: "it is obvious that

saturated with Mr. V atoha’s observations

ho was ready to pass judgment on a

case the trial of which had only just

commenced.” That is a curious phrase
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to use about a oaae which had ended,
but of course the learned Judge meant
that the trial of it had barely commenced
before the plaintiff withdrew it and con-

sented to a decree against him with costs.

The judgment continues

:

His first remark is, ‘that the plaintiff

was merely the creature of Surajmal
admits of little doubt in view of the
circumstances revealed’ ‘and that Mr..

Surajmal should have been thus content
to have the case withdrawn and the very
ugly allegations made against him left

unrefuted, is a matter which demands
further inquiry’.”

It must be borne in mind in dealing
with 4all this part of the alleged libel

that Horniman inferred from the pleadings,
the evidence, the nature, and the end of

the suit that the defendant’s version was
true. The defendant had stated without
reservation that JSurajmal was the real

plaintiff, and Bhugwandas merely his

nominee. In the circumstances revealed
by the trial, as the writer says, he be-
lieved that the defendant’s declaration to

that extent was true, and, therefore, he
merely reiterates it in the sentence whioh
Maoleod, J., calls h is first remark. No
serious exception, I believe, could possibly
be taken to the next sentence. Doubtless,
the writer has already concluded that
the suit was Surajmal’s suit; therefore, if

that is fair comment, it follows that
the withdrawal of the suit was Surajmal’s
withdrawal, and the whole sentence goes
no further than saying that Surajmal’s
oonduot in allowing the suit to be thus
withdrawn, while the ugly allegations
against him were left unrefuted, certainly
was

^

a matter which demanded further
inquiry. Even were Surajmal not the real
plaintiff, as inferred by the writer, still

JiQ was as muoh interested in the sait
as the plaintiff, Bhugwandas, regard being
had to the written statement and the
I93ue3

# and the part he had taken in it

up to the time of its withdrawal, and it

surely was fair comment to say that his
conduct in -allowing the suit to be thu3
withdrawn without making any protest
o ailed for farther inqairy, Mislead, J.,

concedes that if Sarajmil were the real
Plaintiff, then it was he who gave the word
to withdraw; bat be add 3 that “the re-

\

corded circumstances nowhere point inevit -

ably to the conclusion, and, if ‘unrefuted,

’

means ‘disproved by the decision of the

Court,’ then Surajmal was content that the

allegations against him should go un-

refuted.” Now here the learned Judge certainly

adopts the view that comment, to be fair,

must take the form of an inevitable in-

ference. In my judgment that is not the

law. I do not like the use of such a

word as “inevitable” in such a connection.

Fair comment, with which alone we are

dealing, impliedly permits of a muoh
greater latitude than the drawing of inevit-

able inferences. All that is required is that

the inference from facts truly stated should be

fair, that is, one possibly out of many equally

or almost equally fair inferences. If out

of three or four inferences one was inevit-

able in the strict sense, then all the

others would oea.se to be reasonable in-

ferences at all, and would not fall to be

considered under the defence of fair com-

ment. What wxs the inevitable inference

from the facts before Horniman? If the

inference he drew was not the inevitable

inference, and, therefore, not fair comment,

it could only be beoause there was an

inevitable inference which excluded all

others, and, speaking logically, deprived

them of any semblance of reasonableness.

Dare any one say that there was such

an inevitable inference here, unless indeed

it were the very inference Horniman

drew? I will here, without qaoting, dis-

pose of Maoleod, J.’s treatment of the two

words “unref-ited” and “unanswered.” I re-

gret that I cannot agree with the learned

Judge in saying that the use of those

words by the defendant in their respes-

tive contexts necessarily meins that Saraj-

mil did not even deny Dadas allegations.

So far from that being so, I think anyone

would understand that the writer meant

that notwithstanding a nv denial aurajma

may have given, the breakdown of the

case in the middle of his cross-examination

just at a point where he was plainly

getting into deop water, and putting him-

self ia a very compromising light, left

Dada’s allegations still virtually in possession

of the field. Merely denying an accusation

is certainly not “answering it wtka sense

of the writer. Every prisoner who pleads

not gailby denies the charge, bat woali
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any one understand that his mere plea
had “answered” it? I think not. The
learned Judge then sets forth the next
two passages on which the plaintiff relies.

He sums them up thus: —
The allegations are that Surajmal, after

instigating Dada to file a suit against bis
own client Tatia Saheb, sends him to

another Solicitor to file the suit, but after
that had been done, arranged the settle-
ment of the suit with Dada without
letting Dada s Solicitor know what was
happening. Truly the matter was not re-
vealed in Court, nor in any of the proceedings.
It was revealed solely in the observations*...
which no one had seen except Mr. Vatoha
and Nana’ohoy.”

Now much of this at any rate was
revealed, as immediately appears in what the
learned Judge next says, in the written state-
ment of Dada. It is true that, there is no men-
tion there of Surajmal having sent him, Dada,
to D’Cunha, but he does most distinctly say
that Surajmal instigated him to (iie the
suit against Holkar, and it is hardly neces-
sary to add that Surajmal could not
very well have acted for both plaintiff
and defendant in such a suit. If he
really instigated Dada to bring this suit
against Holkar in the manner alleged by
Dada^ it is certain that by implication
he sent” Dada to another Solicitor,
formally to conduct that suit. The written
statement of Dada again does most ex-
pressly aver that Surajmal settled the suit
with him. Maoleod, J., comments upon this
as follows :

But how can any reasonable person spell out
of the passage in the written statement which
1 have just quoted a charge by Dada against
Surajmal of having broken this rule of profes-
sional etiquette? And 1 may note here
that there is nothing in the written
statement about Surajtaal having sent Dada
to D’Cunha.”

1 have commented on this in anticipa-
tion. 1 own 1 find it rather difficult to
follow the learned Judge in the first part
of the sentences last quoted. No one ever
supposed that Dada had accused Surajmal
of having committed this breach of profes-
sional etiquette. It was no concern of
Dada’s. But he certainly did accuse
Surajmal of having instigated him to

bring the suit against Holkar, and he
certainly did say that Surajmal settled
that suit with him. Then when Surajmal’a
letter to D’Cuuha was laid before Horni-
man, he comments on it in the manner
aboyo described. It is, as the writer makes
pretty dear, I think, a new allegation not
revealed in the proceedings before Davar,
J., but connected with them, and one
which might have been revealed or refuted
had that trial run its course. That is all
the passage in the article seems to me
to mean, and if Dada’s allegations were
true, a conclusion already inferentially
reached by the defendant, then it would
follow almost of necessity that this letter
was of the oharaoter imputed , to it.

Then the learned Judge oounludes that
defendant would never have written a word
of this portion of the articles, if he had
not had the Observations” before him.
1 agree that he would not, unless the
man who wrote the observations had
given him the same matter to use if he
chose. But as 1 have said, the mere faot
that the observations were defendant’s
source of information is of no consequence
or relevance whatever. The sole question
is whether the faot upon which the writer
is commenting now, is a fact, and, if so,

whether the comments are fair. There
are seemingly two facts, one, Surajmal’s
letter, the other, the assertion that as a
matter of fact there was no intervention
on the part of any agent at all. Both
came out of the observations. The one as
a fact, the other, I should say, as a
comment upon it, fully justified by the
contents of Dada’s written statement,
provided, of course, that statement wa 9 sub-
stantially true. Of course, as the learned Judge
says, the charge made in the article is not
taken direct from the written statement
of Dada, but from the letter of Surajmal
along with the contents of the written
statement. But if it be substantially true
or at any rate if it were eminently fair

comment upon the materials before the writer,
what can it matter that he did not take it

bodily out of the written statement? The
judgment proceeds :

But the defendant made a worse
blunder. Even if it can be said that it

was alleged in the proceedings that Suraj*
mal settled the whole matter direct with
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Dada, it certainly was never alleged anywhere

that Sarajmal then wrote to the other

Solioitor stating, etc. This was taken

direet from the observations, and what is

more startling the comment is also taken

direct from the observations. What justi-

fication was there then for the defendant

stating that the contents of Surajmal’s

letter which he got from the observations

were not only untrue but were so written

deliberately, in order to screen the breach

of etiquette committed by him?”
The whole passage illustrates perfectly

the point of view of the learned Judge,

and, in my judgment, the true cause of his

havihg come to what I feel was a wrong
conclusion upon the case. He admits, or,

to be more accurate, hypothetically half

admits, though with reluotanoe, that one

part of the comment might have been

upon fact3 put in evidenoe at the trial.

But prefacing his next observations with

the statement that the defendant committed
a worse blunder, he dwells upon what

- nobody denies, that it was not alleged at the

trial that Surajmal wrote the letter to D’Cunha
and that it was false, and deliberately

written to soreen his professional ^breach

of etiquette. What justification, he asks,

oould there be of that ? And the answer

is simple. Fair comment on a true fact.

If it be assumed that this was a blunder on

« the part of the defendant, the question is

prejudged. But was it ? The letter, alleged

or not alleged, is a fact. It is not denied.

It was before the defendant, and it appears

to me that he had a perfect right to

comment on it in the way he did. Its

truth was flatly denied by the defendant
in the suit before Davar, J., in his written

statement. From ^ the oourse, what was
elioited in, and the end of that trial de-

fendant had inferred, and 1 believe we all

agree that the inference was upon these

materials fair inference, that the written

statement was substantially true. If it

was, this letter was false. Not only that

but the defendant had the sworn evidenoe

/ of Surajmal himself, and who should have
known better that it was false ? When

- Surajmal gave that evidenoe he had probably
forgotten all about this letter. When it

had become a prominent feature in the libel

suit before Maoleod, J., he materially modifi-

ed the evidence he had first given, so a3
<

to explain the letter as best he could*

But when defendant wrote he had only

the record of the trial before Davar, J., to

work upon. And had nothing ever been

added to that, is there any one who could

deny that the inference that the letter was

false, to the extent of, at any rate, being a

suppressio veri
,
was a fair inference ? If so

far the inference wa9 not only fair, but, to

use Macleod, J.’s own term, ‘ inevitable,”

the reason assigned by the writer of the

article for Surajmal having written this false

letter, whether alleged or not, seems to

me to be as clearly fair comment. It is

the obvious reason, some reason there must

have been, and this feature in the settle-

ment of the suit of Dada v. Holkar is so

intimately connected with the truth as a

whole of the defendant’s version of the

faots in Bhagwandas v Dada
,
that although

not elioited in that trial, it became fair

matter for comment upon the whole case.

The learned Judge appears to have held

from first to last that nothing which was

not put in evidence at the trial before

Davar, J., oould possibly be ground of infer*

ence, in commenting upon the character of

that case. I do not agree. What was put

in evidenoe there was closely related to

the former suit, and any highly suspicious

feature in that suit, if true, lent support to

the main conclusion, which the defendant

had formed, that Dada’s defence was sub-

stantially true. This hreaoh of etiquette,

standing alone, was relatively unimportant,

but the reason for it was sinister in the

light of Dada’s allegations.

Almost all the Advocate-General’s force

of argument was concentrated upon this

much of the impugned article. It was

pressed upon ue, over and over again, as

though in that form the point was difhoult,

instead of being of the simplest, that the

fact stated, namely, that there was no in-

tervention on the part of any agent was

untrue, and that the innuendo that the

letter was false was wholly unwarranted,

because at the trial of the libel act,on

Siiraimal swore that the suit was settled by

Holkar’s agent, aud the defendant faded to

nrove by Nanabhoy’s evidence that it was

not and, therefore, the plaintiff must succeed.

This is very crude reasoning. In the first

it assumes that there u-as interven-

tion ’on the P art of an agent 10 th8 °nl/
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sense in which that was denied as a fact
in the article

;
in the next plaoe.it assumes

this to be an independent statement of
fact by the writer of the article, which as
a fact not put in evidence at the trial before
Davar, J., he bad to “ justify ”, and last,
it wholly overlooks the important need of
keeping distinct what was before the critic
when he wrote from anything that may
or may not have been proved at thesubsqu=nt
trial. If it can easily be shown that this
apparent statement of a fact, viz., that no
agent intervened in the settlement between
Surajmal and Dada, was not only a fair
inference, but by far the most probable and,
therefore, the fairest inference to be drawn
from the materials the writer had to comment
upon, the whole of this argument falls to
pieces, and becomes virtually irrelevant.
Let me suppose that the sentence, instead
of being worded compendiously as it is,
had been thuj oast: “But from the
written statement of Dada, and the evidenoe
of Surajmal himself on oath, it is clear
that no agent intervened in the settlement
between Surajmal and Dada, ” oould any
exception have been taken to it? I d 0
not think so. And yet that is exactly what
the sentence, taken in its context, really
raeans as is made perfectly clear from what
immediately follows.

The point of the passage is to show that
burajmal’s letter was in essonoe false, and
80 written to oonooal from D’Ounha his own
direot communication with D’Cunha’s client.
If we had not had the evidenoe taken at
the trial of the libel aotion before us, I
make bold to say we should all unhesitat-

i"*
1* ha

T
ve 00me t0 the frame conclusion.

While I do not think that lator
evidenoe, material or even in strictness
re evant, I may add that, speaking for my!
self, it does not satisfy me that the letter
was true. Maoleod, J., is said to have
believed Surajmal implioitly and to have
disbelieved totally the evidenoe of Nana-
bhoy. I am not concerned really with
that evidenoe taken at that time I admit
that it is usually unwise to interfere with
the estimate of so experienced and able
a trial .Judge as Maoleod, J., of the value
of evidence given before him. But I should
say that even were our judgment upon
this point to depend upon, or oven to bo
influenced by, that evidence, its whole

tenor leaves no doubt on my mind but
that Surajmal knew perfectly well of the
settlement with Dada before it was oom-
pleted. He was in no need of being
informed of it by Holkar’s agent as his
letter oertainly suggests that lie was. And
lastly, I think it almost absurd to insist
that oven if Holkar’s agent did not
intervene, that is to say, go to Dada
behind Surajinal’s back in effecting this
settlement, yet there certainly was an
agent of Holkar representing him in his
dealings with Surajmal. That might have
been taken for granted. There is nothing
improper in it. The object of the writer
WA9

t

to show up an impropriety in Suraj-
mal s method of doing business. His
remarks must be read in connetion with,
and striotly confined to, that objeot. It
is no answer to his statement that as a
matter of fact there was no intervention
on the part of any agent to reply thit,
between Holkar and Surajmal, the former
was represented by an agent. The learned
Judge then proceeds to deal with the
seoond article in which he remarks that
these allegations taken from the observa-

tions are repeated, with a further fact
added that Surajmal paid Dada with his
own cheque.” That was admittedly a
mistake as 1 have already said, but 1
think it is quite an unimportant slip. The
Judge then comments on this in these
words : It is difficult to see what object
the defendant oould have had in laying
s;oh extraordinary stress on these facts
which lie had gathered from the obser-
vations unless he wished, whilst making
a personal attack on Surajmal on a matter
outside the case, to drive home the
inference he drew from the oiroum 9tanoea
actually revoaled, that Bhugwandas was the
nominee of Surajmal and that all Dada’s
allegations against him were true.” Precisely.
That is undoubtedly what the defendant
was seeking to do. But does it deprive
,u *n of bis rights to comment fairly on
these materials too? When the learned
Judge used the word personal’, it is plain
that he suggested that the attack was in
some degree malicious. But it has sines
been admitted that it was not. He then
goes on to say that the defendant after
referring to tho allegations of the defendant
(ni Bhugwandas’s suit), including those which
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were never made, etc.” That is putting

the ease as strongly as it could be put

against the defendant. For, while some

of the allegations were not made in the

written statement of Dada, they certainly

were made to Horniman, and he had to

judge for himself upon the materials before

him whether the allegations were probably

true or false. What next follows deals

with some of the comments in the article,

and, for my part, even after giving the

greatest weight to Maoleod, J ’s opinion, I am
still quite unable to see that they exceed

the limits of fair comment. For example,

when the learned Judge oondemns the

writer s comments upon Surajmal s lapses

of memory, he says that these were singu-

larly unfortunate and supports that by this

process of explanation: * Surajmal could not re-

member what he had said to Dada when Dada

heard of Khambatta’s agreement and asked

Sarajmal what he should do, or whether

he told Dada to go to other Attorneys.

He could hardly be expected to remember

the first, but if he told Dada to goto other

Attorneys as he was acting for Tatia

Saheb, that was the right thing to say.

Does this fairly represent what was in the

jnind of the writer of the articles^ Sure-

ly not. In judging Surajmal’s evidence

before Davar, J., it is to be remembered

that he had been fully acquainted for

months with the nature of the defence.

He knew perfectly well what was being

put to him in cross examination and why.

He knew that when he was asked what he sai

to Dada when Dada came to him about Kham-

batta’s prior agreement, it was being

suggested that he told Dada to file a suit

for damages against Tatia Saheb. With

that knowledge in his mind, there was

no excuse at all for giving the evasive

answers he did. It is impossible, if he real y

had instigated Dada to do this, that he

should have forgotten it or in view of t e

correspondence preceding the suit of B lag-

wandas v. Dada
,
and the defendant s writ-

ten statement therein, that he would no ,

before going into the witness-box, have

searohed his memory for what did pass on

the oooasion referred to. He could no

have been taken by surprise on these points.

Presumably he was there to clear ns

character of the aspersions cast upon

it ip the written statement, and this was

one of the most serious of them. He
could at least have said : I do not ex-

actly remember what I said to Dada, after

this lapse of time, but I most certainly did

not instigate him to file a suit for damages

against Tafia Saheb.” If Dada had come

to Surajmal to file a suit for him against

Tatia Saheb, then doubtless it would have

been rightfor Surajmal to refuse to act for him

and advise him to go to some other Attoney,

if, indeed, that could be called advice at

all. But that surely is glossing over the

real implication of these questions and

answers, an implication as well known to

Surajmal as to Counsel examining bim.^ The

learned Judge admits that Surajmal’s in-

ability to remember whether he had drafted

the notice to be sent to himself aoting as

Attorney for Holkar, was suspicious. That

is putting it very mildly indeed. The

suggestion was not only that Surajmal

advised Dada to file a suit against Holkar,

in which, of course, Surajmal could not

act for him, but that he actually drafted a

notice of suit for him and sent him with

it to D’Cunha, in order that this notice

which he himself had drafted should in due

course be sent to him as Holkar’s Attorney.

I ask without fear of contradiction whether

it is, humanly speaking, possible that after

months in which to prepare himself for cross-

examination upon the salient fact that he

had instigated Dada to bring the suit he

should have been in any doubt at all

whether he had himself drafted the notice.

I say emphatically that it is not. He knew,

he must have known, whether he had done

such a thing, and if he bad

he could have given an unqalified V
to the suggestion. Why did lie not ? The

explanation again is perfectly obvious. Ve

are told that Counsel was flourishing papers

when he put the questions to the witnes .

If Surajmal had not a clear cons31^^
hfl had really instigated the suit, although

J: h,d not in foot
.be not...

dLpi.a b.ving dratted e».b . notie., Oonne.l

t“ ,d neat t. J^ ik M^oIT
Dada 8U3h a draft or not
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that D’Cunha drafted it under Dada’s
instructions. This was in the libel action.

But how was the defendant to know that
at the time he wrote the articles? He
might very well have presumed, as Maoleod,
J., admits, that Counsel had instructions.

But whether Counsel had or not appears
to me quite immaterial. For Surajmal’s
inability to remember whether he had
drafted the notice for Dada or not, what-
ever else it may or may not warrant, cer-

tainly would warrant an inference that
his conscience was very far from being
clear at that time, about the part he had
taken in launching that suit. And that
was quite enough for the defendant. I

am not quite sure, whether Maoleod, J.,

meant in the passage I am about to quote
to treat the sentenoe in the artiole as a
statement of fact or as comment on faot.

He says: as to the words ‘other raat'ers

of importance, he had also forgotten,’ they
were grossly unfair, and the defendant’s
attempt to explain them was ludiorous.”

What precedes the words in the second
artiole certainly resumes compendiously
the most important points which Surajmal
then swore he had forgotten, but there were
minor points of de*ail at any rate, and
one of them might fairly be called im-
portant, which Surajmal had also forgotten.
As I read the words through, they merely
sum up the concluding part of the oross-
examinatior, the gist of which has just
been given. It certainly would not have
ooourred to me on reading the artiole
that the plaintiff could make a speoial
grievance out cf this sentenoe, in view
of the substantial truth of what went
before, and the general tenor of the
passage as a whole. 1 should have thought
that this was too near going over every
line and word with a microscope, to find
the minutest flaw, a method that no Jury
would ever think of adopting. The learned
Judge prooeeds: “I must hold that the
defendant has misstated the faot on which
his comment is based. He has laid the
greatest stress on allegations which were
never revealed to the public, to support
the conclusions he arrived at, and has
moreover accepted those allegafions as
true.” If by “the faot” here the learned
Judge really means the sentenoe “other
matters of importance he had also for-

gotten,” all I oan say is that that is on
its face comment upon the record. It may
go too far, and to that extent it may not
be fair comment, but it certainly is not 6uoh
a faot untruly stated as the learned Judge had
in mind.

As to the allegations which were not
on (he record of the case before Davar,
J., I fail altogether to discover more
than one whioh can accurately be so

described, and that is the letter whioh
Surajmal wrote to D’Cunha. He did write
it. Suoh other allegations as flow from
it will be found on analysis to be no more
than inferences from facts pnt in evidence
at the trial. It is true that the writer of

the artiole says that ‘it is alleged, etc.*, and
that it is roundly alleged, etc.’ and does not
make it dear that these allegations were not
to be found in the record of the trial before
Davar, J. But what was the position ?

It was roundly alleged before Davar, J.,

that Surajmal had instigated Dada to file

the suit against Holkar. It was there, too,

alleged ihat Surajmal bad settled the
suit with Dada. Then this letter from
Surajmal to D’Cunha is unearthed, and com-
ments are made on it in the written state-

ment. It is impossible to say how far

this part of what was suggested by the

defendant’s Attorneys for use in the case

might have been brought out and either

proved or disproved by evidence, had the

case gone on. The note by the oompiler
of the observations in relation to Suraj-

mal’s letter does not conclude the matter.

It is almost oertain, I think, that had that

suit not come to so premature an end,

Surajmal would have been cross examined
and pretty rigorously about the part he

played in the settlement. And 1 see r.o

reason to suppose that had he then ad-

mitted, as he had admitted in a measure,
that the settlement was his own, though
brought about by his managing olerk, he

would not further have been called on to

explain this letter. When the learned

Judge says that defendant not only laid

the greatest stress on allegations whioh
were never revealed to the public, but

accepted them as true, it means no more
than, as I have tried to show already in

more than one connection, that the de-

fendant took risks of adopting a faot and

making it the ground of comment. But
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in what immediately follows Maoleod, J.,

went much further, for he said : “i must
also find that from the report of the
case before the public as far as it went
it could not reasonably be inferred that
Bhugwandas was the nominee of Surajmal,
that is to say, using the word 'infer’
in its strongest sense ” If the learned
Judge held that view, then he would not
have allowed this question to go to a
Jury at all. I can hardly believe that he
really meant that. Surely, whether that
conclusion was in the nature of fair com-
ment or not must have been left to a
Jury. For, with the materials before him
at the time, I doubt whether any one
could be found to say that the writer’s
inference was one which could not reason-
ably be drawn from the facts, although
it is possible that a Jury might have
thought it one which ought not to have
been drawn, nor do I understand what
the learned Judge means by "using the
term inference in its strongest sense.” An
inference is always an inference, whether
iA. be a good or a bad inference, and
whether an inference could be "reasonably”
drawn depends upon the degree of pro-
bability in its favour. I cannot wholly
agree with Macleod, J.’s definitions, or test
of reasonableness. An inference, if we
Jnust use exact terminology, is not a sur-
mise. A surmise is rather a guess, if the
word has a plaoe at all in logical
erminology. What Maoleod, J„ appears to

.

e distinguishing is a loose from a close
10 erenoe. He gives, to illustrate his
meaning, inferences which might reason-

S , ^ ^
aVe k®en drawn, as, for example,

at it would have been reasonable to
in er from the fact that Bhugwandas with-

8 oase
» that he was apprehensive

* ada would be able to succeed in his
e enoe and prove that Bhugwandas was
o. nominee of Surajmal, or that it was
* 6 ^*at Bhugwandas was the nominee

inf
It was not reasonable to

ei
L .t Bhugwandas was the nominee

firm
^re we not drawing very

ablft
*

,®^lno^OD8 here ? If it were a reason-

ttmf
1

^
e
j
enoe *bat Bhugwandas apprehended

ada would be able to prove that

Ve
Was creature of Surajmal, it is

that
pame thing as inferring

- -Bnugwandas was the creature of

Surajmal, for if he were not, upon what
possible ground could he have apprehended
that Dada would be able to prove that
he was ? Then follows this : "The
former are true inferences. The latter is

a conclusion.” Every inference, as I have
said before, ought to reach a conclusion,
though that conclusion may be positive
and unqualified or merely probable and
qualified. But the distinction here drawn
is one without a meaning and if I under-
stand the learned Judge aright, what he
really means is that the defendant was
much too positive in stating the result
of his inference, particularly as it turned
out not to be true. I do not agree that
the defendant has confused inference with
assumption. It is in the main oorreot to
say that he has accepted as true most,
if not all, that was said on Dada’s side
in the case before Davar, J., and necessarily,
therefore, where what Dada said was in

conflict with what Surajmal said, had
deolined to accept the latter as true.

But that position was reached by a prooess
of perfectly legitimate inference from
what was revealed at the trial as long
as it was restricted to matters there put
in evidence. As soon as the comment
went outside that group of facts, it de-

pended upon one ascertained and not con-

troverted fact and a comparison of that

with the conclusion inferied from the trial

and its contents, viz., that Dada’s version

was substantially true. There, again, I

see no confusion between inference and

as&umptioD. 1 do not agree with Maoleod,

J ,
that "on the given data it was

impossible for any one to draw an inference

in the nature of a conclusion.” It may
have been impossible for any one to oome

to a true conclusion by way of inference

upon the data then available, because some

of them turned out later to he false data,

but that is quite another matter and one

with which, in deoiding upon the fairness

or otherwise of defendant’s comment, I am

not concerned. 1 find the result of this

close critical examination of what Maoleod,

J really said very instructive in the light

of’ the manner in which the judgment was

used before us in argument. The impres-

sion left on the mind after a more or

less casual reading of Maoleod, J. s iudg-

merit is that that learned Judge found that
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tl>e defendant had based bis comments on

one or more material facts untruly stated,

and that in one or t wo particulars, though

here the judgment hesitates a little, the

writer’s comments were not fair. During

the argument before U9 we were told, over

and over again, that the sentence in the first

article that ‘there was no intervention, etc.,’

and the corresponding sentence in the second

article were utterly false and that this

was found by the learned trial Judge, who

had disbelieved Nanahhoy and had believed

Surajmal on the point. But 1 have not

been able to find anything in Maoleod, J.’s

judgment which goes that length. Indeed,

upon the most careful scrutiny, I cannot

find that the learned Judge has definitely

found a single fact stated as a fact in

the alleged libels to be untrue, except that

the cheque was not, as stated, Surajmal’s

own cheque, but Tatia Sahib’s. I have

now been over Macleod, J.’s judgement at

least six times in order that I may not

unwittingly do that learned Judge the

least injustice in dealing with his conclusions

and the means he has used in coming

to them. 1 gather that the facts which

towards the end he says that the defendant

untruly stated were : (I) not a positive

misstatement, hut an omission to state a

material fact which he ought to have stated,

riz.
t
that Surajmal had in his examination-

in-chief denied on oath the defendant

Dada’s case as a whole ; (d) that Surajmal

paid Dada Rs. 9,000 by his own ohequo
;

and (3) that the writer said that certain

matters were alleged, giving the public to

understand that they were alleged in the

suit of Bhugicandas v. Dada, whereas in fact

they were only alleged in the observations

prepared for the use of Dada’s Counsel in

t hat suit. I cannot find that the learned

Judge definitely points out a single one

of these allegations as untrue. As to the

draft notice which Surajmal is now alleged

to have written and sent by Dada’s hand

to D’Cunha, that is not mentioned in the

libel at all. Wo must confine ourselves

strictly to the libel complained of, and so

confining ourselves, and to Maoleod, J.’s

judgment upon it, 1 believe 1 am right,

in saying that l have set down every untrue

fact which that learned Judge held had

been made the ground of comment. It

comes to this, then, that there is one

untrue fact and one only, and that has

been admitted from the first. It was “roundly

alleged ” in the suit upon which the

comment was made that Surajmal had

instigated Dada to file a suit against Holkar.

It was roundly alleged in that suit that

Surajmal settled the suit with Dada and not

with Dada’s Attorney, and also that at the time

of that settlement Surajmal demanded the

Rs. 3,000 under the promissory note upon

which that suit was brought. It was not alleged

specifically, as a breach of professional eti-

quette on Surajmal’s part, that he had

settled the suit over the head of D’Cunha.

Nor was it alleged that he had written

the letter to D’Cunha, conveying a totally

false impression of what had really occurred.

But these matters were alleged in the

observations prepared not by Nanabhoy at

all but by Vatoha. And these allegations

ooming under the notice of the defendant,

be believed them to be true and utilised

them as the ground of one comment, ri*.

,

that there was no intervention on the part

of any agent, and one demand, that those

in authority should take the matter up and

insist upon Surajmal giving satisfactory

explanations. The comment, as I have

already pointed out, was fair, and, in my
opinion, necessary, from the materials before

the writer in the suit of Bhagwandas y.

Pada. Under rigorous analysis, then, this

elaborate and impressive judgment is shown

to bo almost void of any relevant and

important content.

I will now deal, much more briefly, with

Heaton, J.’s judgment in appeal. It is

virtually confined to one sentence in the

first article, " that the plaintiff was the

creature of Surajmal admits of little doubt.

Before going further 1 should like to

point out that isolating the sentence thus

from its context has given rise to some

want of proportion in handling it for the

purpose of the plaintiff's libel suit. It is

perfectly clear, when the sentences preced-

ing and following it are also read, that

what the writer meant was this. The suit

had broken down ignominiously after a

feeble attempt to prove cash consideration by

false evidence, just at the critioal point where

the cross-examination of Surajmal might have

been expected to force upon him disclosures

which would have substantiated Dada’s defence

as a whole. The Judge, in dismissing the snit»
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had, according to the writer, "appropriately
remarked that the plaintiff had taken a

wise course” and then defendant adds,
connecting this with the next, which is

the really important sentence, " that the
plaintiff was the creature of Surajmal, etc.,”

and goes on that Surajmal (now substi

tuted for the nominal plaintiff Bhugwandas
who has just been ruled out) should have
been content, etc.” The mere statement
standing alone that the plaintiff was the
creature of Surajmal, bad the suit in all

other respects been Iona fide
,
would not have

been libellous at all. But as soon as it

became clear that the suit was Surajmal’s,
that he was the real plaintiff, then it

became a matter of vital importance for

him to refute the serious charges brought
against him in the written statement, and
not to let the matter drop just when that
matter was being opened.
He had to prove that, although the pro-

missory note was for his benefit, and for

reasons of his own had been made out in

the name of his clerk Shambhuprasad, the
transaction was in all other respects honest,
or, in other words, that there had been
oash consideration, and not the considera-
tion alleged by the defendant. A great
deal of this judgment deals in generalities
upon which I have nothing to say beyond
this, that I doubt, with respect to the learned
Judge, whether the standard to be applied
in determining whether oomment is fair or
not, varies according to the station of the
plaintiff, and the degree of personality in
the libel. I doubt, whether there is any
standard. And I am sure that if there were,
it could not vary according to the factors
indicated by the learned Judge. All that
18 essential in this connection is, whether
the subjeot-matter of the libel is of public
importance. If it is, it can make no dif-
ference, whether the person complaining cf
ff is an author, a statesman, or an Attorney;
onoe that point is settled against the plaintiff,
the resultant oomment has to be justified
upon exactly the same loose general princi-
ples, and sentimental considerations ought
to have no play.
The learned Judge says: "On the facts

Appearing I think the writer would have
,-

en within the limits of fair oomment had
6 8a^ that the claim made by Bhugwandas

extremely suspioious, indeed probably
i • . i \ •

false, and that the allegations against Suraj
mal both as to professional misconduct and
as to his part in Bhugwandas’s suit had not,
owing to the collapse Of the case, been satis-

factorily met, and that they demanded fur-
ther and fuller inquiry ...But Ilorniman went
further than this. He wrote that the plaintiff
Bhugwandas was merely the creature of
Surajmal admits of little doubt in view of
the circumstances revealed ... This amounts
to saying, that Surajmal, there t\as little

doubt, had committed the serious criminal
offence of engineering a false claim. Itjs
a grievous thing to say of any man, an
atrocious thing to say of a Solicitor, unless
it is true, or unless there are the strongest
grounds for saying it. It is not true, Hor-
niman does net contend that it is true.”

I pause here to emphasize, what I am
afraid I must have already said more than
onoe, that it was Dada who said all this,

and Horniman merely adopted that as the
truth, by inference from what had occurred

at the trial ta^en along with the pleadings

and issues. The learned Judge was evident-

ly greatly influenced by his present convic-

tion that this was all false. But would he

have thought so at the time the artioles

were written and on the materials then

available ? It does not follow that the con-

clusion Horniman reached is not true because

he prefers to adopt the comparatively easy

defence of fair oomment than the defence of

justification. It is quite clear from what

the learned Judge has declared would have

been fair comment, that the dividing line,

when the article is read in its natural sense,

and kept entirely distinct from further infor-

mation elicited at the trial of the libel suit,

is extremely fine. And Heaton, J,, at any

rate, certainly would not have gone the

length, Macleod, J., apparently would, of

withholding this altogether from the Jury

on the ground that the inference was wholly

unreasonable. Indeed in another place he

admits that it was quite a reasonable infer-

ence, though he thinks that it was too

“ conjectural,” in other words, I suppose,

an inference which, while perfectly reason-

able, ought not to have been drawn. And

he is careful to point out that he is treat-

ing himself as a Jury, in coming to his

conclusion that the sentence I have so often

quoted was not fair comment. He was

powerfully influenced again by the gravity
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of the charge as it presented itself to him.

He says that it amounts to accusing Suraj-

mal of a serious criminal offence. Here he

refers to a keotion of the Indian Penal Code

which, as far as I know, ha9 hardly ever

heen enforced in any such connection as this.

But the actual conclusion that Surajmal was

the real plaintiff in the suit, standing

alone, is quite harmless and, left there,

could not be regarded as a libel at

all. It only becomes so, as Heaton, J., has

perceived, if the rest of Dada’s statement

were true.

It was, however, an inference that had

to be drawn before any part of the articles

need have been written. And it was an

inference, as I hope to show, which was

not only fair on the materials then avail-

able, and at the time it was drawn, but

by far the most probable inference. It is

on this point that I differ entirely from

Heaton, J., and still more from Maoleod, J.,

when he finds that it was not even a reason-

able inference.

Still treating himself as a Jury, Heaton,

J., quite correctly sets forth the grounds

upon which this inference, as he believes,

rests. He comes to the conclusion that

they are not strong enough to support it,

beoause he sets over against these other

grounds upon whioh a different inference

and one less unfavourable to Surajmal oould

have been based and, as he evidently

thinks, ought to have been based. It seems

to me, speaking 'with respeot, that in this

balance-sheet, as it has been called in the

argument before us, Heaton, J., ha* greatly

undervalued or omitted factors on what we
will oall the defendant’s oredit side, and

overvalued faotors on the debit side.

The result is a view much too favourable

in my opinion to the plaintiff. Heaton, J.,

ha9 omitted from consideration altogether

three items whioh I consider so important

as to be almost dooisive. He has paid no

attention to the undeniable facts giving

rise to antecedent probablities am Hinting

almost to certainty that the olaim was a

false olaim. He has paid no attention to

the dramatio and most significant ending

of the suit, and he makes no mention of

Davar, J.’s oomment. Remembering how
intimately versed that learned Judge was

in all the law’s chicaneries, what wide

experience be had of the worspr sort <?f

[1918

%

Attorneys and their • ways, and of false

claims of this kind, the few words he is

recorded to have spoken when the suit,

doubtless to his own surprise, came to an

abrupt end, surely deserve much considera-

tion.

On the other side of the account, 1 and

*2 are true, as stated. Bat they seem to

me to be quite outside the proper ground

of inference, at the time the dnferenoe had

to be drawn. 3. Of course, Surajmal had

not direotly supported the olaim on the

promissory note. How oould he possibly

have done so after acting as plaintiff’s

Attorney and drawing his plaint? I assume

that what Heaton, J., means is that he had

not direotly asserted any interest of his

own in the consideration. Else the passage

is meaningless. 4. Here I come to what

clearly influenced the learned Judge muoh

more in my judgment than it should have

done in Surajmal’s favour, and against

Horniman. He believed, although here again

I cannot help feeling that this belief had

been strengthened by the evidence in the

libel suit, that Surajmal was a much in-

jured man who took the earliest opportunity,

although it wa9 quite nee Hess for him

to have done so, of coming forward courage-

ously to clear his character. If we turn

once more to Ihe pleadings, and then to

the issues (whioh have not been noticed at

all by Heaton, J.) in Bhugwandas’s suit,

it is pretty clear that every one concerned

in that suit realised that from the first

Surajmal was at least as deeply interested

in it as the nominal plaintiff, Bhugwandas.

Bhugwandas pretended to want Rs. 3,000.

Surajmal was virtually on his trial. The most

serious charges had been brought against him.

It was not seriously contended before us, when

I put that point to the Advooate-General,

that any inference of the kind Heaton, J.,

was disposed to draw from Surajmal s

appearance in t lie witness box at that stage

of the case, was now contended for. I do

not see that any such ould fairly be drawn.

5. Here, again, with great respeot, I think

the learned Judge has diverged so widely

from what I oonoaive to be the true line

of approach to a just estimate of reasons

for and against defendant’s articles having

been fair oomment, a3 to have wholly missed

the sinister sig sifioanoe of the very fact

he is setting down to Surajoiar^ credit.

INMAN CASKS.
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Why was he not so cross examined? As
Horniman inferred, and as I think most
people would have inferred at that time, for
the very good reason that he did not care
to submit to that ordeal. This, of coarse,
depends upon the truth of Dada’s allega-
tions that it was Surajmal’s suit. If it

was, then, to use Macleod, J.’s words, he
gave the word for its withdrawal. Pre-
cisely, and if he did, what was the reason?
At- the time the artioles were written only
ODe reason would have occurred to any one.
That he had got into deep water already
and did not oare to risk any further ex-
posure, 6. Much the same criticism applies
to this item. And even were it the fact
that Surajmal was not the real plaintiff
and had no control over Bhugwandas, is it
not strange, keeping the pleadings
and the issues still clearly in mind,
that he should have entered no protest
whatever at this summary termination of
R suit, in which he was giving evidence as
Heaton, J., believed with no other intention
an a courageous desire to refute at

once and for ever Dada’s calumnies against
lm

» just at a point when his evidence
was of such a kind as to suggest that

9 preliminary portion at any rate of
these oaluminies was true. 7. The point
appears to me to be not so much that
ada. had not been examined and cross-

examined and, therefore, that the account
6 Rave in his written statement had not
een tested, as that Surajmal did not

insist that it should be tested. Of oourse
1 surajmal had nothing to do with the

8a^» ^ might be answered
a that was not his fault but Bhugwandas’s.
is again seems to me to beg the really

unporfcant question as it presented itself

7 f
n *ke articles were written. The learned

u R0 t putting himself in the place of a
aryman, then goes on to say that the
l0w taken by the defendant that Dada’s
arsion might be true was a view which
ny reasonable man might have taken,

•
.

,

t in his opinion it was too oon-
° that immediately follows

#
have been quite appropriate had

;
8ai^ *aa an ordinary course and ended

that
V0r^^0 ^ *or the defendant. But in

bein
O^

i
80, reasons given for this view

avaif
00nie°tnral would not have been

a *®» a*d I find it extremely difficult

to follow what was exactly in Heaton, J.’s
mind when he wrote this part of
his judgment. I do not think that
it would be useful to advert further
to any particular part of that judgment.
It will be simpler and serve my purpose
better if 1 now resume all that has gone
before in a statement of my own conclu-
sions and the reasons which have led me
to them.

These reasons seem to be so convincing
and the conclusions so obvious that I have
naturally felt much pressed by the simple
fact that two of my learned brethren have
come to a contrary conclusion, and I have
felt obliged to show that I have given
most earnest consideration to their judg-
ments.

Now what were the facts with which the
defendant had to deal when he wrote
his first article, the whole foundation of

which was the belief he had at that time
that Bhugwandas was a mere nominee of

Surajmal, and that the claim as presented

was utterly false, while the defendant

Dada’s version of it set forth in his written

statement was substantially true ?

First look at the nature of the claim. Here
is a clerk on Rs. 100 a month suing a

man worth lacs for a sum of Rs. 3,000

which, he alleges, he, out nf his poor

means, advanced on a promissory note to

this wealthy gentleman. This poor clerk

was in the employ of Surajmal. To go

no further, I do not see how any Judge

of experience could have helped having

his attention arrested and his suspicions

aroused ? I have no doubt but that Davar,

J., did not miss these points, and that even

before he bad bad to consider seriously

whether the whole of Dada’s story set

forth in his written statement was true,

he must have regarded the suit with grave

suspicion. On the very face of it, once

the relative positions and wealth of the

parties to it became known, it must have

almost been prejudged. Then there was

the remarkable sfory contained in the

written statement. This story had been

suggested- from the very first in the oorre-

spondenoa. It was finally given there pretty

fUl

And this was not the common kind of de-

fence; the defendant did not deny execution,

he did not; while admitting execution, merely
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deny that he had received cash consideration.

He frankly admitted the promissory note

sued on ;
and proceeded to explain how

it came to be made and why he refused

to pay. It was an elaborate story. It

revealed Surajmal from first to last, as

the protagonist in a subtle piece of roguery.

It is idle to say that when the case

was suddenly dropped, Surajmal had not

been examined as to the part he had

played in obtaining this promissory note.

That had to be introduced by showing

the part he had taken in the suit in

connection with which, and as a secret

commission for his services in which,

the amount of Rs. 3,000 was to be paid

him by Dada and the promissory note was

given for that sum in advance as security.

No one, I am sure, doubts but that, had

the case gono on, Surajmal would have

been examined searchingly on all these

points. But on the very threshold he had

broken down so badly that no wonder he

felt the game was up, and that to press

the matter further was only courting

inevitable and already foregone defeat.

The defendant contended that the nominal

plaintiff Bhugwandas (representing his de-

ceased brother Shambhu prasad) had really

no interest whatever in this promissory

note. The issues raised brought this point

of contest out in sharp relief. Every one

concerned in the suit must have known

that this was the real issue. It is true

that the plaintiff made an abortive, almost

ridioulous, attempt to prove the payment

of oash consideration. This presupposes

that Dada was in need of Rs. 3,000

and that ho did in fact borrow it from

Shambhuprasad. If that were not true,

and no one now contends that it was,

what alternative explanation of tho

facts can human ingenuity suggest other

than that alleged by Dada Y It is

very unfortunate that Shambhuprasad died

bsfoie this suit. Had ho been alive he

might have been bold enough to bring it,

but it is pretty certain that had ho tried

to support tho allegation of cash considera-

tion at tho trial, ho would have baen ex-

posed at oiico and the utter falsity of the

claim in too form it had taken would

have baen even moro clearly proved than

it has been. For Bhugwandas may at least

say that he know nothing about tho note.

It had come to him as part of his brother’s

property and be took it for granted that it

was genuine and in order. That would

have been well -
enough h^d not Snrajmal,

who, on the alternative case, knew perfectly

well’ what the real transaction was, been

Bhugwandas’s Attorney. How Bhugwandas

got the witnesses to prove oash payment

is not easy to understand unless Saraj-

mal had procured them. Shambhuprasad

would have been in a very different posi-

tion. Even if the suit broke down utterly,

Surajmal might have persuaded Bhugwandas

that he ran no risk as he could always

shelter behind his own personal ignorance

of the transaction. It would have been

extremely awkward for Shambhuprasad,

bad he been plaintiff, and gone into the

box to swear to the payment of cash,

and then Hie whole story had turned out

to be a deliberately false eonoootion. Even

then the question, every one acquainted with

the facts would have been asking, would

have been*. Who is responsible for all this

perjury? This much at least is certain,

that if Bhugwandas did not know the

truth of the note and was persuaded to

call in aid false witnesses to prove that

his deceased brother paid cash for it, Suraj-

mal must have known. A very noh man

does not make out a promissory note in

favour of his own Attorney’s clerk for

Rs 3,000 without receiving a penny in cash,

without there being some very strong

reason for such an extraordinary act, and

a reason w
opinion of one ftt least of the interested

parties to conceal. If there was no cash

oonsidoration—and this wo may take ta

have been proved beyond doubt—what

consideration was there? None that fc>ham-

blurprasad could have Riven. But a consi-

deration which Surajmal miRht have given

and yet dare not avow. Just suoh a oon-

sidoration, in short, as that alleged in

Dada's written statement. The only poss

ble escape from his dilemma involving, a

it doss, the substantial truth of every fact

and the complete vindication o

comment in tho alleged libels, is thai

Shambhuprasad, in the absencs of ms

master at Mahableshwar, toll a

story whioh i, Biv.»
<"*

ten statement, without Surajmal s
<

Wn

ledge, and so got the uote m h > 9
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name intending to dupe both Dadaandhis Bhagwandas v. Dada was filed as a short
own master Surajmal. That is a veritable oause. Correspondence had already indicated
tabula in naufragio. I do not know, to Surajmal, who was acting as Bhugwandas’s
whether it ever has been actually suggest* Attorney, that Dada meant to repudiate
ed, but ingenuity, driven desperate, might the claim, and, if necessary, fight it on
invent it. I hardly think it worth serious the allegations which were afterwards fully
consideration. It is so extremely improbable set forth in his written statement. The
that even had Shambhuprasad thought of it, written statement was only put in at the
could he have believed himself able to carry last moment, when - the suit was on for
it through without Surajmal on the one disposal as a short oau.-e. It was then
hand^ and Dada on the other getting scent transferred to the long cause list, and
of his treachery? I come back, then, to very shortly after that Surajmul ceased
this question. If there was no cash con* to act as Attorney for the plaintiff,
sideration for the note, what was the con- It is fair argument that he did not
sideration? Dada tells us in his written like the look of the written statement
statement with the utmost candour and and decided that if the suit was going
abundant circumstantiality of detail. There to be fought out, he had better keep out
was no cash consideration; no one has of the contest as much as he could. That
pretended at any stage of this litigation, was in September, 1915. This may not
as far as I have been able to discover, be such good argument, but it is permissible
that- when this promissory note was made, to doubt whether the suit would have
Dada was in need of money, or that ever oome on at all had it not been for
Shambhuprasad had Rs. 3,000 to lend, the settlement of the accouut suit. The
But if the consideration really was that withdrawal of all allegations in that suit
which is set out in the defendant’s case, might have heartened Surajmal to go
and that appears to

%
be almost the only on with this suit. He might have thought

possible alternative, it follows that Suraj- that Dada would never persist in these
mal knew perfectly well what was the allegations so soon after he had withdrawn
nature of the suit in which he filed the a number of other serious allegations in
plaint for Bhugwandas, and acted as his another suit. I say this because 1 am
Attorney as long as there was any ohanoe trying to put myself in the place of a
of it going through as an uncontesied critic about to comment on the euit before
short oause. It is instructive to note Davar, J., just after its dramatic ending.
SurajmaTs conduct in his relation to this Surely, he would have been asking himself
suit. I am not sure whether this was how, if Dada’s version was substantially
or could have been in defendant’s knowledge true, as the course and result of the suit

when he wrote the articles, and if it was seemed to indicate that it was, Surajmal
not, strictly speaking, it ought not to could have had the foolhardiness to press
find a place in the reckoning of factors it to a definite issue. Some such explana-
making for or against the defence of fair tion as this may have suggested itself,

comment. It was, however, laid before us That is to say, of course, if the intend-
in argument, and as far as I recollect, no ing critic had really known about the

objection was taken. The suit for account account suit and Surajmal s conduct in

brought by Dada against Surajmal was Bhugwandas s suit as plaintiffs Attorney,
settled by consent ten days before this
suit was brought on. The acoount suit Be that as it may, the suit did come
ended thus: Dada withdrew all his objeo- on in due course. The issues raised at

^ions and surcharges amounting to about the trial show how deeply Surajmal was

70,000 and submitted to a decree implicated. The attempt to prove cash

^warding Surajmal’s counter-claim for consideration had, as is now conceded all

Ks. 1,300 with costs. All allegations made round, failed, and failed ignominiously.

gainst Surajmal were withdrawn. It is If the suit had ended then and there no
only upon that last term that I dwell a one need have been surprised, although

foment, as possibly explaining the plaint- most people, who took the trouble to

15 8 hardihood in persisting in this suit, read the pleadings and the written state-
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ment, would have drawn their own con-

clusions, and those conclusions would have

been uniformly unfavourable to Surajmal.

Moreover, he could hardly have supposed

that under so vigilant and experienced a

Judge his own troubles would have ended

with the inglorious collapse of a manifestly

false suit, in defending which the most

serious charges were brought against him-

self. The least he could do was to brazen

it out as far as he was personally con-

cerned, aud by disproving the consider-

ation alleged by defendant indirectly • sup-

port the tottering case of the plaintiff.

Doubtless, he overrated his own ability

and resource, as a witness. Members of

the legal profession, who are constantly,

if Attorneys, suggesting lines of cross-examin-

ation, if Counsel, attacking hostile witnesses

by that method, usually think themselves

very well qualified to face so familiar an

ordeal. Experience only too frequently

shows what very poor witnesses they

make. Surajmal was no brilliant excep-

tion. Very soon he began to flounder.

His conscience could not possibly have

been as clear of offence as he wished the

Court to believe. He could only explain

his extraordinary answers, months later,

by saying that he was frightened, brighten-

ed of what? The point where he broke

down most calamitously was upon a chance

question whether he had not himself

drafted a notice to be sent to himself

by Dada’s Attorney, D’Cunha. He could

not remember. He was frightened. Frighten-

ed because he saw papers in Counsel’s

hands. But if he knew, as lie must

have known, had this allegation been

utterly false, that he had never sent such

a notice, that he never would have thought

of doing suoh a thing, there was nothing in

a paper flourished before his eyes to

frighten him. At this precise moment,

ju 3 t when he must have felt most keenly

that he was making a pitiable exhibition

of himself, and that there were many

worse rooks ahead, the Court rose for the

day. On Monday, Surajmal was present

in Court. The trial, as everyone thought,

was going on and without doubt many

were waiting eagerly to hear how Suraj-

mal would acquit himself under further

oross-examination. What happens ? The

plaintiff surrenders unconditionally ;
consents

to a deoree dismissing his suit with costs,

and the Judge passes it, remarking that

the plaintiff had adopted a very wise

course. Does Surajmal, who had, in the

opinion of one learned Judge, eagerly

accepted the first opportunity of vindicating

his character, thus displaying the courage

of an honest and injured man, raise any

protest? Not a word. He lets his character,

which his examination so far had certainly

not raised, or helped to clear, go at that.

When the first of these articles appeared

a week later, on the 7th of Maroh, does

he protest? He maintains the same cynical

indifferent silence which he has the hardi-

hood to explain in the libel act'on by

saying that he did not feel in any way

concerned about the suit, or care how

it ended. * It is only when the second article

appears, and he realises that the matter

will not b 9 allowed to rest that in sheer

desperation, as it seems to me, and self-

defenoe he brings this libel action The

first and perhaps the most important question

is, whether upon all the facts disclosed in

the pleadings and the evidenoe at the

trial before Davar, J., in view of. its

curious sudden termination, and the Judge’s

comment, was it a fair inference that, as

Dad a alleged, Surajmal was the real

plaintiff, and the nature of the transaction

underlying the promissory note was set

out with substantial truth in the written

statement? Speaking for myself, I should

say unhesitatingly that it was not only

fa»r comment, a reasonable inference, but

by far the most probable, and, therefore,

the most reasonable inference that could

at that time have been drawn. Does

any one seriously believe that between

Saturday night and Monday morning

Surajmal was not consulted? Does any one

seriously believe that had he declined to

consent to the suit being withdrawn, it

would have ended as it did ? When I pu

these questions in this form I mean them

to be answered, of course, with reference

to the materials before the defendant when

ho wrote the articles. Remember that the

nominal promisee of the promissory no

was Surajmal’s own clerk. The nomina

plaintiff was a man of no substance at all.

Presumably whatever information he go

for use in supporting his claim he g*

from his first Attorney, master of his
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been advised that there was still
a bghting ohance dependent upon the result

’ °! Dada 8 examination and the conclusion
! ot Surajmal s evidence. And putting
i myself now in the place of a juryman I

feel no doubt whatever wbat my verdict
would have been upon that, now generally
oonoeded to have been by far the most
important, part of the libel. There is no
question here of any facts untruly stated.
There never has been. It is simply a
case for a Jury to say whether, upon the
facts, it was fair comment to say that the
suit was Surajmal’s suit and that the o^se
made out by Dada in his written statement
was probably true,

I have never felt the least doubt myself
tint that wa9 perfectly fair comment. A9
to the rest of the libel I have shown
that it contains certainly one fact untruly
stated. But whether the cheque was Suraj-
mal’s or Tatia Saheb’s, is utterly
unimportant. I have pointed out thafc

it was a very natural mistake, suoh a
slip as any one might have made. As
soon as we dismiss the idea, which pervaded
the plaintiif-appellanfc’s argument right up
to the end of the hearing, that the de-
fendant was alleging, and had any con-
ceivable reason for alleging, that Surajmal
had settled the suit with Dada, without
Tatia Saheb’s knowledge or consent, the

unimportance of the slip is self-evident.

Let us suppose that Surajmal had settled

the suit for R=*. 9,0C0 without consulting

his principal Tatia Saheb. It would have
been a very daring thing to do, and one

whioh Surajmal could nob have defended,

had Tatia Saheb repudiated the settlement.

But he might even then have pleaded that
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lie so settled in the best interests of his

client and in the sure confidence that he

would ratify the settlement. Dada s case

from the first has beeu that he expected

at least Rs. 20,000 from Tatia Saheb,

acting under Surajmal’s advice. It ia

oertain, I think, that he would have got

some damages. H)w much was the only

question. If Surajmal bad ever told Tatia

Saheb that Dada meant to insist on a

minimum of Rs. 20,000 damages, he might

very well have settled for Rs. 9,000, reduc-

ing costs proportionately, with the certainty

that Tatia Saheb would gladly consent.

But 1 do not believe that it ever entered

the head of the defendant to make such

an allegation against Surajmal. He was

attacking Surajmal. He was holding up

his professional conduct to public reprobation.

He was pointing out that amongst his

tortuous dealings he had first instigated

one of his clients, Dada, to tile a suit

against another of his clients, Holkar, and,

then, after, for form’s sake, he had sent

Dada to another attorney, D’Cunha, he had

settled with Dada overthe head of D’Cunha.

And that he had then written a letter

(in this lay the sting of the accusation) to

D’Cunha meant to convey a false impression

and conceal his unprofessional conduot.

There would have been no sense at all

that I can see in suggesting that Surajmal

had settled this suit without Holkar’s know-

ledge, even supposing any one believed that

an Attorney could do anything of the kind.

What was charged against him he could

do, and as far as I can soe, he actually

did. Nor was it in itself a very serious

matter. No one would have attached any

importance to it but for the lying letter

which Surajmal next wrote to D’Cunha.

To make and bring home that charge two

things were necessary: (1) that Surajmal

did write the letter. That is admitted. (2)

That as between him and Dada no agent

of Holkar intervened. In other words, that

no agent of Holkar settled the suit with

Dada without Surajmal’s knowledge, and

only after the settlement had been made,

informed Surajmal of it. There the de-

fendant had Dada’s written statement to

go upon; and in addition Suraj null's own

evidence given before be realizsd that any

such point was going to be made against

hirp. Both, if true,—and why bhould the

defendant not have believed Surajmal him-

self upon oath regarding this matter?—

conclusively establish, the falsity of the

letter. It is only by insisting that the

sentence “as a matter of faot, etc.”, should

be wrenched from its context, and read as

an isolated statement literally, that the

plaintiff can make any show of a grievance

out of it. So read and meaning that

Holkar never had an agent with Suraj-

mal, it would doubtless be untrue. But I

cannot understand how such arguments

could be used, in face of the plain mean-

ing of the passage as a whole.

This, again, I consider to be perfectly

fair comment. And that disposes of the

whole matter, both law and fact.

I never was in any doubt, after hearing

the Advocate-General’s first day’s argument,

that there was no libel at all. My only

anxiety has been to understand how my

two learned brethren, Heaton and Maoleod,

JJ., whose opinions I must respect and

acknowldge to be fully as deserving of

weight as my own, had come to a contrary

conclusion. . .

1 am of opinion that the plaintiffs

suit should be dismissed with all oosts

throughout. ,

Marten, J —Iu this libel aotion the

plaintiff, Surajmal. is a Solicitor and the vhree

defendants are or were the editor, printer

and proprietor respectively of a newspaper

called The Bombay Chronicle. The alleged

libel relates to Surajmal’s P™fes01°n01

conduot in two actions, tu*„ Suit No. 907 of

1012 (Ashidbai v. T. S. Holkar), which was

a suit for -damages for breach of contract

of sale of real estate; and Suit No ..837

1915 (Bhagwandas v. Dada), whwh was a

suit o:. a promissory note for Rs. 3,0UU.

The oiroumstanoes giving rise to the

leged libel are as follows: In

irajmal had two rich dients w., Tatia

iheb Holkar, whom l will call Holkar,

,d Haji Ahmed Haji Hassam Dada.

i,„„, 1 win »„n

olkar sold some land m Nepean Sea

oad twice over, mV, first s a purchaser

died Khambatta, and, secondly, in tebrua y

}|‘2, to Ashidbai as Dadas nominee

s regards this second sale which was for

,S G-i.OOO. Sura j
nsl acted for both the vendor

-a The first purohassr
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Khambatta then brought an action for
speoi6o performance against Holkar and
obtained a decree therein. In that action
Surajmal acted for Holkar.

In August 1912 Dada, by his mother
and nominee Ashidbai, brought against
Holkar the above Suit No. 907 of 1912 for
damages for breach of the contract of
February 1912. This suit was settled in
January 1914 by Holkar paying Dada
Its 9,000 as damages. In this suit Suraj.
mal acted for Holkar and a Mr. D’Cunha
acted for Dada.

Meanwhile, on the 26th April 1913,
Dada had executed a promissory note for
Ks 3,000 in favour of a clerk of Suraj-
nials, named Shambhuprasad. This clerk
died on the 12th Jane 1914 leaving a
brother named Bhugwandas, who claimed
the promissory note as a joint family
asset to which he was entitled by
survivorship.

Subsequently, in July 19 5, Bhugwan-

"NT

9

Q
™ugbt a£a 'D8 t Dada the above suit

*915 to enforce the promissory
note. In this suit Surajmal acted for
Bhugwandas until September 1915, when

ere was a change of Solicitors, Messrs.

t

lra

m,*
^eb ^a & Do. thenceforth acting

q
1
*,.

.

a£wandas. Dada also changed his
solicitors, being represented at first by
.

a
°i? u

^ ^°* and afterwards, viz, t

TV
e rnary 1916, by Ardeshir, Hormusji,

Dmsha & Co.
The written statement in that suit

declared on the 17th August 1915 and
raised a startling defenoe, whioh in effect
was as follows:—Dada alleged that Suraj-

Instlgated h im to bring the 1912
’ a

*. Surajmal promised he would
ttuenae his diem!; Holkar to pay Rs. 23,000

w
3

' as damages
;
that Surajmal

? be paid hy Dada 3,000 if
damages were in fact obtained

;
that

sanh
note was in respect of

namo
and * was passed in the

us n
°

•

Urajmal ’

s olerk Shambhuprasad

submitted
1106 f°r Sarajmal

> wbo * ifc was

suit* tu \
Wa3 a D0Oeasary party to the

obtained Q a*
°nly Ra 9

>000 had been

°n
8 damages, Dada was not liable

no oon<*id
Pr

°?-1880ry nofce and bad received

°°anteml
e
.

ra^ 1

j
)n therefor, and he accordingly

delivery
aimed ^or

.

its cancellation and

This, then, was the position when the
19)5 suit came on for trial before Davar, J.
on Saturday, 26th February 1916, and it

will be seen that the suit involved issues
of a very grave character for Surajmal,
although he was not a party to the pro-
ceedings and was no longer on the record
as Solicitor for the plaintiff. At the trial
the plaintiff in that suit proceeded to call
his evidence although the onus would ap-
pear to have been on his opponent. His
first two witnesses claimed to have been
present at the execution of the promissory
note and the payment of the Rs. 3,0J0,
but appear to have been seriously shaken
in cross examination. Then Surajmal was
called and after denying in examination-
in-ohief the allegations made against him
was partly cross-examined by Mr. Davar,
when he soon showed a somewhat surpris-
ing ignorance as to what advice he had
given Dada when told of Khambatta’s
prior contract of sale : and as to whether
he had drafted a notice for Dada to send
to Holkar: and as to whether he had
advised Dada to go to another Solicitor.

Stopping here for a moment, I must
respectfully dissent from Mr. Justice

Maoleod’s criticism of this cross-examination.

In my opinion Mr. Davar was quite entitled

to ask the questions he did, and I may
further observe that before us the Advocate-

General expressly declined to put forward

any contention to the contrary. In fact

the cross-examination was never finished,

as on the Monday morning (28th February

1916) the suit was abruptly withdrawn,

and according to the newspaper report,

Exhibit S, the Judge observed that it was

an extremely wise step to take and ordered
.

that the suit should be dismissed with

costs. Surajmal appears to have acquiesced

in this, notwithstanding that the Satur-

day’s proceedings had been reported in the

public press. At any rate he made no

sign. Even the first alleged libel whioh

was published on the 7th March elicited

no response from him, and it was not

till after the publication on the 15th

March of the second alleged libel that

an apology was asked for and the present

suit instituted. It is also noteworthy that

in cross-examination in the present suit,

after stating that he was not surprised

at Counsel’s statement to the Court that

l.
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the 1915 suit wa* going to be dismissed,

Surajmal added, “l was quite indifferent

a9 I was not concerned.”

As regards the alleged libellous articles,

they have been read and re read several

time3 over and I do not think it necessary

to repeat them. It will be seen that they

demand an enquiry by the proper authori-

ties into Surajmal’s conduct in relation to

the 1912 and 1915 suits, and in particular

as to (l) the charge that the promissory

not9 for Rs. 3,000 was in effect a secret

commission or bribe taken by Surajmal as

the price for giving his client Holkar cer-

tain advice and that the 1915 suit was a

false suit engineered by Surajmal
;
and (2)

the oharge that Surajmal settled the 1912

suit over the head of Dada's Solicitor

and then by his letter of the 19th Janu-

ary 1914 endeavoured to oreate the false im-

pression that the parties themselves had set-

tled the suit.

Of these two charges, the first is by

far the most serious. The second is little

more than an alleged breach of profes-

sional etiquete, apart from the interpretation

to be put on the letter of 19th January
1914.

The defence is substantially one of fair

oomment. In particular the defendants do

not contend that oharge No. 1 is true.

As regards charge No. 2 they justify some
of the details obtained aliunde

,

and for this

purpose rely on paragragh 6 of the written

statement.

The legal principles governing a defence

of fair comment are set out by Lord Ludlow
in Smith Hetton Coal Company v. North •

Eastern News Association (7), by Lord
Cozens- Hardy in Hunt v. Star Newspaper

Company , Limited (2) and by Lord Atkinson
in Dakhyl v. Jjaboucherc (4) and have
been cited again in the Court of Appeal in

Walker v. Hodgson (17). I need not repeat

them. It is sufficient to say that in the

present suit the Advocate-General accepted

Lord Cozens-Hardy \s view in Hunt v. Star

Newspaper Company
,
Limited (2) that the

statement of facts must be substantially

true, and did not rely on the literal inter-

pretation of Lord Collins’ judgment in

JJighy v. Financial News, Limited (1), which

(17) (iro(J), l K. Ik 289; 78 h. J. K. B. 193; f.fl L.

T. 902.

is to the effect that there must be no misstate-

ment of fact whatever.

Turning then to the first oharge, there

is one clear -misstatement of fact, for it

was not Surajmal but Shambhuprasad, who

was alleged to have said it would not

look good for the promissory note to be

in Surajmal’s name. The misstatement is

not, however, pleaded nor was it raised at

either the trial or the first appeal; and

before us the point was only taken as

the result of a remark from the Benoh to-

wards the close of the Advocate-General’s

opening speech. Under all the oiroumstanoes

I think that the misstatement, even if now

admissible, must on the plaintiff s own

showing be regarded as too minute or trivial

for him to rely on as defeating the plea of

fair comment.
The Advocate- General largely relied on

the fact that the article omitted to men-

tion Surajmal’s denial of the charge

in examination- in-ohief. The article shows,

however, that ho was being cross-examined

and I think one would infer that he had

previously denied the charge. Otherwise

why was he called and what need would there

be to cross-examine himi'

I have carefully considered all the other

points raised on Surajmal’s^ behalf, e.g

as to the words “creature,” little doubt,

^

‘‘content to have the case withdrawn,^

and “the. ..allegations. ..left . unrefuted..

But as Sir Basil Scott pointed out in bis

judgment, we must consider what the writer

of the article knew at the time, and must

disregard matters subsequently proved or

alleged in the present, suit. At that time the

writer had not before him SurajmalB

evidence in the present suit.* But he did

have before him Surajmal’s conduct on the

withdrawal of the 1915 suit. I Q 1* 1 0

recognise that a lawyer may remember the

sayiDg: “No case, abuse the plaintiff s

Attorney” and may properly be slow o

take offence. But a line must be drawn

somewhere and 1 think it may be rawn

at a charge of fraud. Speaking formyse

I regard it as almost inexplicable or

any respectable Solicitor to behave i ®

Surajmal did in making no protestor

appeal whatever either to the Judge or o

the Law Society, so that his character

might be cleared of the charges o rau

made ogainst him. Surajmal’s owl) Q*-
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planation, viz., that he was quite in-
different as he was not oonoerned, demands
in itself an explanation, but this, of course,
wa9 said in the present suit and was not
before the writer of the article and I,
therefore, merely use it as showing that
even now no real explanation has been given
of Surajmal’s silenoe. In my judgment,
therefore, the writer was justified in draw-
ing very adverse inferences from Suraj-
mal’s behaviour and from the Judge’s
comment that it was extremely wise to with-
draw the suit,

,

There is, too, another important con-
sideration. The story as to the cash con-
sideration for the promissory note having
broken down at the trial, how came it

at Dada signed this promissory note in
favour of Surajmal’s clerk at a time when
he was engaged in litigation with a client
of Surajmal’s, viz.. Hoikary Dada’s story
is in effeot that it was a bribe. There
is no other explanation even now of this
promissory note, which admittedly is a
genuine document. I recognise that Suraj-
ma

, if innocent, would not know the real
origin of the promissory note, e.g., if it
was part of a fraudulent scheme
oonoocted by the deoeased clerk alone.
nt this possibility has to be taken into

oonsi oration with the other circumstances

°f fu
6 oa8e, an<^ the unexplained origin

0 e promissory note is, in my opinion,
a matter from wbioh an adverse opinion
oou fairly be drawn. In saying this I
nave not overlooked the fact that Dada
n is own showing was in effeot an
ooomphoe in the attempted fraud on

th° 1**
an^ ^at Nanabhoy from whom

wiT
6 obtained some information

nn

\

a
.

18°karged clerk of Surajmal and

would
58 *erms with him. A fair critic

men
* therefore, regard anything these

has
SaiC* caution, and in faot Dada

8°ne *n*° witness-box and

to ho
°y present trial was shown

does rw
nnre ^*able witness. The case

stator^
0

1
k°wever, depend on whether the

true
tS °f the8e two men were all

^hole^^H a* the articles as a

ation to tvT
a.^er nay best consider-

the
0

«j Qdgments - at the trial and on

Hot exn Q
I think the articles dide‘°eed the bounds So! Af*ir comment

as regards the first and graver charge I
have mentioned.

As regards the second oharge, it is true
that the defendant Hopniman amplified
the allegations made in paragraph 4 of the
written statement in the 1915 suit and
lelied on matters contained in observations
for Counsel,” which in fact were not be-
fore Counsel at the trial. But if in con-
sequence of this it becomes neoessary to
justify, I think Surajmal did in effeot
settle the 1912 action over Mr. D’Cunha’s
head. Even on his own showing his clerk
Nanabhoy brought about the settlement
in oompany with Holkar’s agent Vinayak-
rao. Surajmal further admits having
drafted the letter, Exhibit 2, which Mr.
D’Cunha’s client was to send to Mr.
D’Cunha informing him of the settlement
of the suit. I also think that Surajmal’s
letter of the 19th January 1914, Exhibit F,
was in such terms as to give Mr. D’Cunha
the erroneous impression that the parties

themselves had settled the suit. Under
these circumstances I am not disposed to

regard as vital any inaccuraoy id the
passage as a matter of faot there was no
intervention on the part of any agent at all.”

It is clear that no agent was acting for

Dada in the settlement. It is also clear

that Surajmal by himself or his clerk

Nanabhoy took part in that settlement,

and that Surajmal either knew of the

settlement himself or was informed of it

by Nanabhoy. That being so, why write

to Mr. D’Cunha, “We are informed by our

client’s agent,” meaning thereby Vinayakrao,

unless it wae to create a wrong impression ?

Under these circumstances, I think that

even if the passage alleges in effeot that

Vinayakrao gave no information or assist-

ance, it is not of a sufficiently substantial

character to defeat either the plea of

fair comment or that of justification. So

too, as regards the statement that feuraj-

mal gave his own cheque this is not true

but is either a fair inference from Dada’s

written statement or, if not, is unimportant

in the view I take of the case.

There are other points in connection

with this seoond oharge which have been

raised in argument and duly considered

by me, including what I have already said

about the unreliability of Nanabhoy, but

looking again at the articles as a whole
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and on a fall nonsideration of the circum-

stances, l think the defendants succeed

on this second charge as well as on the

first.

In the result, therefore, I think that the

plaintiff’s appeal should be dismissed and

the defendants’ oross appeal as to costs

allowed, the effect being that the action

will be dismissed and that the plaintiff

will pay the costs of the aotion and of

both appeals and will refund any costs

already paid to him.
Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 1707 of

1916.

April 4, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Richardson and Mr.

Justice Walmaley.

The SECRETARY of STATE for INDIA
in COUNCIL— Defendant—Appellant

versus

SHIB NARAIN HAZRA and others—
Plaintiffs—Respondents.

Limitation Act ( IX of 1908), *#. 15 (2), 29 (1) (b)—
Bengal Tenancy Act (VIII B. C. of 1885), ss. 104 II,

184, 185

—

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 80

— Suit under s. Will, Bengal Tenancy Act, against

Secretary of State—Notice under s. 80, Civil Procedure

Code -Limitation -Period of notice, whether can he

deducted— Local Act— Interpretation oj Statutes.

In computing the period of limitation for a suit

instituted under the provisions of section 104H, Bengal

Tenancy Act, against the Secretary of State, the

plaintiff is not entitled under section 15 (2) of the

Limitation Act to deduct the two months in rospoot

of the notice required by section 80, Civil Procedure

Code. [p. 5C5, col. I.]

Tho Bengal Tenancy Act is a Local Aot to

which tho saving clauso in soctiou 29 ( b

)

of the

Limitation Act applios. [p. 504, col. 2.]

Tho Bongal Tenancy Aot has always been regarded

as a self-contained Acton the subject of limitation

even as regards periods of limitation proscribed by it

to which sections 184 and 185 aro inapplicable,

[p. 504, col. 2; p. 605, col. 1.]

In interpreting tho plain words of a positive

enactment any suggestion of hardship is out of

place, [p. 505, col. l.J

OASES. [1918

Appeal against the decree of the Distriot

Judge of Midnapore, dated the 13th of May
1916, affirming that of the Subordinate Judge,

2nd Court of that distriot, dated the 25th

of February 1915.

Babu Ram Charan Mitter, for the Appellant.

Sir Rash Behari Ghnse
,
Babus Sajani Kanta

Sinha and Saroda Charan Maity
,

for the Re-

spondents.
JUDGMENT.

Richardson, J.—This is an appeal by the

Secretary of State in a suit brought against

him by the plaintiffs under the provisions

of seotion 104H of the Bengal Tenancy Aot.

As the suit was not instituted within the

period of six months prescribed by olause

(2) of the seotion, it is contended for the

Secretary of State, and has been contended

throughout, that the suit is out of time.

The Courts below have overruled this plea

of limitation, on the ground that the plaint-

iffs are entitled under seotion 15 (2) of

the Limitation Aot of 1908 to a deduction

of two months in respect of the notice which

seotion 80 of the Civil Procedure Code re-

quired them to give to the Secretary of

State or his representative before they oould

present their plaint. The question is whe-

ther the view so taken is right or wrong.

The preoise point which arises was deter-

mined in the Secretary of State’s favour by

the judgment of this Court in Appeal from

Appellate Decree No. 405 of 1914 (deoideJ

by Mookerjee and Walmeely, JJ» on

22nd August 1917) and since reported as

Secretary of State v. Qangadhar Nanda (l).

The learned Government Pleader relies on

that decision. On the other side, it has teen

strenuously urged by Sir Rash Behari Ghose

that the deoision is inoonsisient with other

decisions of the Court said to be in pari

materia and that it ought to be referred to

a Full Bench.

The argument turns on the division of the

Limitation Aot into parts with ^separate

headings—Part II being headed ' Limita-

tion of Suits, Appeals and Applications aod

Part III " Computation of Period of Limi-

tation” and on the effect of the paving

clause enacted in seotion 29 (1) (6)» ^°*

thing in this Aot shall affeot or alter any

period of limitation specially prescribed for

any suit, appeal or application by any

(1) 46 Ipd. Css. 228; 27 C. U J. 374-
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speoial or looal law now or hereafter in

force in British India.” It is said that that

clause applies expressly to the period of

limitation and does not necessarily make
Part III, relating to computation of the

period, inapplicable to a special period of

limitation prescribed by a speoial or looal

law. It is not suggested that the provisions

in Fart III oan be aptly described as general

principles of law, but it is argued that it

is a question of construction in each case

whether the Legislature intended (without

expressly saying so) that the speoial period

of limitation specially prescribed should or

should not be subject to those provisions.

Now I confess that I find the argument
at the outset somewhat difficult to follow.

To my mind the provisions of Part HI r o

affect the periods of limitation prescribe 1

in the Act itself by section 3, which is the

first and the enacting section in Part II.

Section 3 begins with the words Subjeot
to the provisions contained in sections 4 to

25 (inclusive) ”, those sections comprising
the remainder of Part It and the whole of

Part III, Stopping there, it hardly seems
that Part II and Part III oan be differ-

entiated in the manner which the argument
requires. The section as a whole enacts

that subject to the provisions specified,

every suit instituted after the period of

limitation prescribed therefor by the First

Schedule shall be dismissed, although limit-

ation has not been set up as a defence.” It

way well be that where a period of limit-

ation is prescribed by a special or looal

law, a suit need not be dismissed if limitation

is not set up as a defence, but I find it difficult

to say that the application of the provisions
•

®J
Part III to such a period would not

affect” it.

We were referred, however, to a number
°f authorities, decided for the most part
under Acts prior to the present Limitation
Aot. Under Act IX of 1871, the saving
olause relating to a period of limitation

J>resoribed by looal or speoial law ran:—
Nothing herein contained shall affect such

law” Under Aot XV of 1877, it was—“No-
thing herein contained shall affect or alter
the period so prescribed.” Apparently it

^as held that this change in the language
the effect of making the provisions in

6 latter Act, relating to the oomputa-
10n of the period of limitation, applicable,

in the absence of any reason for holding
the contrary, to speoial and looal laws pres-
cribing special periods of limitation. [Com-
pare Purran Chunder Ghose v. Mntty Lall
Ghose Jahira (2), decided under Act IX of

1871, with the following cases decided
under Aot XV of 1877, Behari Loll Mookerjee

v. Mungolanath Mookerjee (3), Golap Chand
NowlucTcha v. Krishto Chunder Voss Biswas (4),

Hossein Ally v Domelle (5), Khoshelal Mahton
v. Gunesh Dutt (6), Ni abutoolla v. Wazir Ali

(7) and Khetter MoTiun Chuckerbutty v. Dina
Bashy Shaha (8).] These cases or some of

them have been cited in later cases as autho-

rity for the rule of construction which they

appear to lay down. But the rule has by
no means gone unchallenged.

It was not followed in Girija Nath Roy
Bahadur v. Patani Pibee (9) in regard to

suits for arrears of rent under Bengal Act

VIII of 1869. In connection, however, with

previous cases, a distinction was there sug-

gested between the application of the pro-

vision corresponding to that contained in

section 4 of the present Limitation Aot and

the application of other provisions whioh

have the effect of extending the period of

limitation in particular circumstances. Sec-

tion 4 provides for the case where the

Court is closed when the period of limita-

tion expires and extends the period to the

day when the Court re-opens. The dis-

tinction bore fruit and led to what may

be roughly called the rule of the dies non
%
laid

down in Shooshee Bhusan Rudro v. Gobmd

Chunder Roy (10) and Peary Mohun Aich v.

Anunda Charon Biswas (11). Even this rule

has cot escaped criticism from high authority

[ Ahad Baksh v. Babar Ali (12) and Sheodas

v. Narayan Asaji (13)]. The rule, however,

has received legislative recognition in the

(2 )

(3)

(4)

(5)

1185.

(6)

(7)

Dec. (

(8 )

(9)

( 10 )

( 11 )

( 12 )

03)
1153.

4 C. 50; 2 C. L. R. 543; 2 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 33.

5 C. 110; 4 C. T,. R. 371; 2 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 681.

5 C 314; 2 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 811.

5 C. 906; 6 C. L. R. 239; 2 In<l. Dec. (n. s.)

7 C. 690; 3 Ind. Dec. (t». s.) 992.

8 C. 910; 10 c. L. R. 33?; 7 Ind. Jur. 84; 4 Ind.

10 C. 265; 5 Tnd. Dec. (s. s.) 1/8.

17 C. 263; 8 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 7 Id.

18 C. 231; 9 Ind. Dec. (K. s ) 1 o4.

18 C. 631; 9 Ind. Dec. (n. s.l 421.

It £ lit
1

86%. m » Bon;. D. R,
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General Clauses Aot in re9peot to Acts

passed by the Indian Legislative Council

since 18S7 (section 7, Act I of 1887,

section 10 of Act X of 1897: cj. also Bengal

Act I of 1899, section 12).

In Nagendra Nath Mullick v. Mathura

Mahun Parhi (11), a Full Bench held that

section 11 of the Act of 1877, correspond-

ing tu the same section of the present Act,

had no application to suits for arrears of

rent under Act No. X of 1859.

In Abdul Hakim v. Latifnnnessa Khatun

(15) it was similarly held that section 14

did not apply to a suit brought under

seotion 77 of the Registration Aot (HI of

1877). It was said that Khetter Mnhun
Ghuckerbutty v. Dina Bashy Shaha (8) could

not stand beside the Full Bench case

of Nagendra Nath Mullick v. Mathura Mahun
Parhi { 14). The decision in Matabba r Mollah

v. Shoshi Bhushan (10) i9 referable like

Nijabutoolla's case (7) to the rule of the

dies non.

The rule in the wider form has not fared

well at the hands of Full Benohe9 in Madras:

see Venkata Chengadu (17), Veeramma v.

Abbiah (18) and Abu Bakr v. Secretary of

Slate (19), The deoisicn of the learned

Judges in Srinivasa Aiyangar v. Secretary

of State (20) seems to me, if I may say so

with respect, to be inconsistent with the

Full Bench decisions, at any rate, thoso in

the two later oases.

In Guracliarya v. President
,
Belgaum (21)

the earlier Calcutta oases were followed, but
in Queen-Empress v. Nageshappa Pai (22)
more sober counsels prevailed. This last

oase, however, was under the Criminal Pro-

cedure Code.

The case of Moro Sadashiv v. Visaji Raghn •

noth (23) relates to minors. It was not

followed in Rebala Remana Reddi v. Rebala

Bobu Reddi (24), where the point was more

(U) 18 C. 308; 9 Ind. Doc. (x. s.) 246 (F. B.).

V 15) 30 <\ 532; 7 C. W. N. 5">0.

(10) 12 Ind. Cas. 33; 10 O. W. N. 2 ).

(17) 12 M. 108; 4 Iml. Doc. (N. s.) 107 < F. IF).

(18) 18 M. 99; 0 Ind. Doc. (x. s.) 418 (F. IF).

(19) 5 I nil. On s. 881; 34 M. 505; 7 M. L. '1'. 132; 20
M. L. 3. 283 (F. IF)

(20) 18 Tnd. Cas. 017; 38 M. 92; 24 M. L. .T. 41.

(21) 8 IF 529; 4 Ind. Doc. (x. s.) 727.

(22) 20 IF 543; 10 Ind. Doc (s. s ) 927.

(23) 10 IF 536; 8 hid. Doc (x. s.) 830.

(24) 18 Ind. Cas. 580; 37 M. 180; 24 M. L. J. 10; 13

M. L. T. 79; (1913) M. W. N. 114.

fully considered. Both these were decisions

on the Civil Procedure Code.

It is true that in Dropadi v. Hira Lai (25),

where the question arose under the Provin-

cial Insolvency Aot (No. Ill of 1907), a

Full Benoh of the Allahabad High Court

seems to have returned to the earlier cases

for guidance. But of the six cases to be

found in the Calcutta series from 5 Calcutta

to 10 Calcutta, four are referable to the rule

of the dies non
t
one [ Niiabutoolla v. 1Vazir

AH (7)] has been held to be overruled and

the remaining one [Behari Loll Mookerjee v.

Mungolanath Mookerjee (3)] also falls in

view of the Full Benoh decision in Nagendra,

Nath Mullick v. Mathura Mahun Parhi (14).

Since that deoision and the previous deci-

sion in Girija Nath Roy Bahadur v. Patani

Bibee (9), the general provisions of the

Limitation Aot have not been applied to

the various Rent Acts which have been in

foroe in Bengal.

Some stress was laid by Sir Rash Behari

on the ruling of the Privy Counoil in

Phoolbas Koonwur v. Lalla Jcgesh Sahoy (26).

That deoision turned on the construction of

the Civil Procedure Code of 1859 (Aot No. —

VIII of 1859) in reference to the Limitation

Aot of the same year (Aot No. XIV of 1859),

These Acts, of course, were clothed in their

own language. The applicability of the

general provisions of the present Limitation

Aot to special periods of limitation prescribed

by the present Civil Procedure Code raises

another question, which may perhaps depend

in some degree on the further question

whether the Civil Procedure Code is to be

classed as a
** special ” or local ” law

within the meaning of the saving olause in

seotion 29 (5) of the present Limitation

Act. [ Dropadi v. Jlira Lai (25).] In aDy oase

the decision relied upon has no bearing on

the question before us which arises under

the Bengal Tenancy Act. There is no dis-

pute that that is a Local Aot to which the

saving olause of the Limitation Act apphou.

Moreover, whatever may be said about

other Acts, in view of sections 184 and

185 and Schedule III, the Bengal Tenancy

Aot lias always been regarded as a self

-

(25)

10 Iiul. Cas. 149; 31 A. 495 at p. 500; 10 A. L.

j 3
’

(:G) 3 I. A. 7 at p. 24; 1 C. 226 at p. 241; 25 W.

R. 235; 3 Sar. P. C. J. 5?3; 3 Snth. P. C. J. 236; 1 lad.

Doc. (n. s.) 144 (P. C,).
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contained Code on the subject of limitation,
even as regards periods of limitation pres-
cribed by it to which sections 184, and 185
are inapplicable \_Akhoy Kumar Soor v. Be;oy
Ghand Mohatap (27), Kamal Krishna Kundu v.
Kedar Nath Kundu (28) and JRadha Shyamkar
v. Dinabandhzi Biswal (2£)],
On the question whether an Act embody,

ing the law on a particular subject is or
is not complete in itself, there are always
the observations of Lord Herschell in Bank
of England v. Vagliano (30), to which Lord
Maonaghten referred in connection with sec-
tion 188 of the Bengal Tenancy Act in the
oourse of the argument in Jatindra Nath v.
Prasanna Kumar (31).
The language of section 104 in the pre-

sent^ respect is not ambiguous and in inter-
preting the plain words of a positive enact,
ment suoh as this, any suggestion of hard-

19 °a
.^ Plaoe » It was argued that

lf lh® Period of limitation had been two
months the plaintiffs could not have sued
at all. Possibly that is why the Legislature
ohose the longer period of six months. If
the prescribed period had been twelve
months, instead of six, the same plea of
ardship would have been put forward.
In my opinion, therefore, the decision in

tne unreported case*, which is binding on
ne, is not inconsistent, but consistent, with

0 current of authority, and it would serve

T?

U
if ^ PurP°se to make a reference to

a Uull Bench.
The learned Government Pleader informed

8 a subject to the maintenance of the
rent assessed by the Settlement Officer, he
j

0.kj e°ticm to the plaintiffs being
e

.

ln tb0 Record of Rights as occupancy
q

S
!
n Plaoe °I the present description

to
d®rS ‘ ^ may well, however,

ulainf ff

1^ t^ ere are tenants under the

cinJ a’
they **re nofc Parties to this litiga-

an are not bound by the result of it.

(27)

e

29c
U
8L3

iS appea* should be

(29) 20 ?
d

',
C
n

S - 34; 10 °- L ' J - 517 -

'

533.
' ° 1 Cas * 76°i 18 C. W. N. 31; 18 C. L. J.

353^°39
9
R
)

J °r
; 60 L * J * Q- B * 145 i 61 L - T -

(an rt
- ?• ®57 i 65 J- p. 676.

H 9 If L
In
T f

a
io

8
p
2 ’ 38

t
l a * 1 afc p- 4

;
15 c - w - N.

h. R. ]. Qi \«*
t*

C* L. J. 51; 8 A. L. J. J; 13 Bom.
119 (P. o.).

L ‘ J * 92; 33 C * 27°i (19 ! 1) 2 M. W. N.

tfanda°45
re

T̂

rt
?.
d a3 8ecretary of State v'.~Oangadhar

’ 5 Ind
‘ C«. 228, 27 C, I;. J. 374.-Ed.

allowed in part. The judgments and deorees
of the Courts below must be discharged
so far as they vary the rent settled by the
Settlement Offioer, but the Reoord of Rights
should be altered in the manner agreed to
by the Government Pleader. No order rk
to costs.

Walm=ley, J.—I agree

Appeal partly allowed.

39—Limitation Act
on of instrn

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 839 of 1917,

Maroh 7. 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Phillips and
Mr. Justice Krishnan.

BALASUNDARA PANDIAM PILLAT
—Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

AUTHIMULAM CHETTIAR

—

Defendant—Respondent.

Specific Relief Act (I of 1877 N 39—

J

(IX of 1908), Sch. /, Art. 91—Cancellati

ment, suit for—Limitation, starting point of.

The word ‘entitled’ in Article 91 of Schedule I of

the Limitation Act means entitled by law, i.e., under

section 39 of the Specific Relief Act. Lp. 506, col. 1

J

In a suit for cancellation of a document time will

begin to run from the time when plaintiff becomes

aware of facts which create i Q him a reasonable

apprehension that lie will suffer injury if the document

bo left outstanding. [p. 506, col. l.J

Second appeal against the deoree of the

Court of the Subordinate Judge,

Tntioorin, in Appeal Suit No. 104 of i91d,

preferred against the decree of the Court of

the District Munsif, Tutioorin, in Original

Suit No. 362 of 1915.

JUDGMENT.—The right to bring a

suit to have a dooument adjudged void

and to have it cancelled is governed by

section 39 of the Speeifio Relief Act.

One of the provisions in this section is

that the person suing must have reason-

able apprehension that the instrument,

if left outstanding, may cause him
lUUIUgj * . ,

serious injury. Under Article 91 of the

Limitation Act timA begins to ran w e

the facts “entitling” the plaintiff to have

the instrument cancelled or set aside be-
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come known to him. We think that the

word “entitled” must be interpreted as

meaning “entitled by law,” i under section

39, Specific Relief Act, for we oan find

no other provision of law whioh gives

a right to bring such a suit to avoid an

injury before i
r

- is suffered. This is the

view taken in Singarappa v. Talari Sanjivappa

(1) and according to it the period of

limitation in the present case began to

run, not when the facts whioh would

render the document invalid became known

to plaintiff, but when he became aware

of faots whioh aroused a reasonable ap-

prehension that he would suffer serious

injury if the document were left out-

standing. The plaintiff says he felt this

apprehension when the document was

registered, and we oan see no circumstances

to justify us in finding that he must

have had a reasonable apprehension before

that date. If the date of registration is

taken as the starting point for limitation,

the suit is within time. We accordingly

Ret aside the decree of the lower Court

and remand the suit to the District

Munsif for disposal on the merits. Costs

will abide the result.

Appeal allowed-, Case remanded.

M C P«

(i
)'
28 M. 34f >

;
15 M. L. J. 228.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal fm>m Appellate Deckee No. 253 ok

1917.

July 12, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Walmsley and Mr.

Justice Panton.

Sreemati THANDAMOYKE DASI
Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

Srimali GOONAM AN 1 DASI and others

Defendants— Respondents.

Contract Act (IX of 1872), 8 2Z-Public policy-
Agreement to refer non -compoundable case to arbitra-

tion —Award, whether can be enforced.

On a complaint of cheating being lodged by the

plaintiff against the defendants, the Magisnato

referred the case to a gentleman for enquiry with the

su ro-estion that perhaps lie would be able to efleet a

ROiTlemont between the parties The parties then

agreed to refer their difference to arbitrators and the

Magistrate on being informed of this dismissed the

complaint. The arbitrators made an award in favour

of the plaintiff and the latter applied to have it

filed:

Held, that the award was not enforceable, as the

agreement to refer to arbitration was invalid having

been made to stifle a prosecution, [p. 507, col. 2.]

Appeal against the deoree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, 3rd Court, Hoogbly, dated

the 25th of May 1916, affirming that of

the Munsif, 2nd Court at Serampore, dated

the 29th May 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Manmatha Nath Roy, for the Appel-

lant.—The Court of Appeal below was wrong

in holding that as the agreement to refer

to arbitration was entered into in order to

stifle a criminal prosecution, the award was

invalid. No criminal prosecution began when

the parties went to arbitration. The crimi-.

nal oase was dismissed for non appearance

under seotion 203, Criminal Procedure Code.

It was wrong for the Court below to say

that the object of the agreement was to

stifle criminal prosecution, because at the

time when the parties went to arbitration

process in the criminal matter had not been

issued and there are rulings of your Lord-

ships’ Court to show that in such oases it

oannot be said that a oriminal oase has yet

begun. Reference to arbitration and the

award are valid in law inasmuoh as (1)

no proseoution was commenced at that time;

(2) the Deputy Magistrate himself helped to

have the matter settled. As the suggestion

of a settlement came first from the Magis-

trate and as he mentioned the oase as being

of a civil nature and as it was finally dis-

missed under seotion 203, Criminal Proce-

dure Code, it was wrong for the Court of

Appeal below to say that the arbitration wss

to stifle a criminal proseoution.

Secondly ,
as no process was issued the

criminal case oould not be said to have

been started. No criminal proseoution oan

be said to have commenced until and unless

a process is issued under seotion 204. Crimi-

nal Procedure Code. GolapJan v. Bholz Nath

(1) referred to. In Rai Charan Purkatt V.

Amrita Lai Gain (2) the reasoning of the

Judges is that if a criminal prosecution

is pending and if the object of the parties

(1)11 Ilid. Cae. 311; 88 C 8S0 at p. 887; 15 C. W.

N. 9.7.

I ml. Cas. 98; 11 L, J. 131 at p. 131,
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referring to arbitration id to 3tifle prose-

cution, then the award is invalid, otherwise
not. Hence Rat Charan Purkait v.

Amrita Lai Gain (2), on which the lower
Court relied, is distinguishable from th is

oase. DeRozario v. Gidab Ghand Anundjee (3)
referred to.

The five arbitrators who are respectable

gentlemen were unanimous in their award.
Babus Dwarka Nath Chakraburtty and

Cham Chunder Bhatt charjiya, for the
Respondents.—The agreement for submission
to the award of arbitrators was an invalid

agreement and was entered into by pressure.
The principle of law is tl at if a person is

under a shadow of a criminal .case and
if some agreement is entered into to stifle

that criminal case, such agreement is in-

valid Rai Charan Purkait v. Amrita Lai
Gain (2) referred to. If the result of the
agreement is to stop the criminal
oase then it is invalid. As Mr. Justice
Mookerjee points out in that oase, when the
object of the agreement is to stifle criminal
prosecution it is in essence a bargain and
hence against public policy. The award of the
arbitrators shows that my client wes guilty
of cheating whioh is a non-oompoundable
offence.

. When the arbitrators got notice of
the criminal oase, it was their duty not to

proceed further and they were functus officio

and by making the award they acted be-
yond jurisdiction.

Babu)Manmatha Nath Roy
,
in reply.— As for

the contention of my learned friend that
when there is a oomplaint against a person,
he ceases to be a free agent, I submit such
a contention is not oorreot, beoause it is not
a faot that whenever a oomplaint is made
even without the issue of summons, the
acoused ceases to be a free agent.
The question arises whether in a criminal

oase in whioh processes are not issued, the
parties can enter into arbitration before such
i8sue of processes and whether the award
ln an arbitration would be valid. The
arbitrators were quite justified in making

o award even after notice of the
criminal oase.

JUDGMENT.
almsley, J.—The plaintiff, new appellant,

ppaght the suit out of whioh this appeal
arises for the purpose of having an award
Passed by oertain arbitrators filed. The

6 Cas. 877; 37 0. 358,

plaintiff instituted a criminal oase on 7th
August 1913 against the defendants making
various charges, the principal one being
that they had persuaded her to execute a

document which she meant to be a benami
document but whioh they subsequently
treated as a genuine deed of sale. The
Magistrate referred the case to a gentleman
living in the neighbourhood for enquiry,

wi'h the suggestion that herhaps he would
be able to effect a settlement between the

parties. On 31st August an ekrarnama was
drawn up by whioh the parties agreed to

refer their difference to arbitrators. They
informed the Magistrate of this and on 1st

October the oomplaint was dismissed. The
result of the arbitrators’ meeting was an

award in favour of the plaintiff, and it. is

this award that she now seeks to get enforced.

The main defence taken by the defendants

is that the agreement was invalid because

it was made in order to stifle a proseou

tion; and this defence has been upheld by

both the lower Courts.

It is contended before us that, as a mat-

ter of faot, no prosecution had been started

because no process had been issued; and

cur attention has been drawn to two

cases where the suit was in the nature of

a suit for damages for malicious prosecu-

tion. There it was held that mere filing

f a complaint did not amount to a prose*

ition, but no useful analogy can be drawn

•om such oases. Here the point for con-

deration is whether the defendants, in

)ming to an agreement, did so under the

ressure of an imminent oriminal case.

; j s a i s0 urged that the Magistrate hira-

>lf suggested the reference to arbitrators;

at that 1 think cannot make any differ-

rice A third suggestion is that, although

totion 417, Indian Penal Code is one of

,e sections mentioned at the head of the

implaint, there is, in substance, no allege*

on of cheating. In the written complaint

» allegation i, di.Hne.lg th.n; tat ,n the

mplaint recorded by the Magistrate it

Xuon ii/tbe "oomplaint was that the

endants persuaded the

touts a benami document, but directly

had done so they turned round and

erted they had actually bought the pro-

/ There can, therefore, be no doubt

out quite Clearly.
.

The of he

3usation

fendants

Boute a
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ing; and cheating is an offence which is

not compoundable under the Criminal Pro-

cedure Code.

It follows on these findings that the case

comes within the soope of section 2 I of the

Contract Act as explained by illustration

;
and I am fortified in this view

by the decision to which reference is

made by the learned Munsif. In my opi-

nion, therefore, the Courts below have taken

a correct view of the case. The appeal

must be dismissed with costs, hearing fee

two gold mohurs.

Panton, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 2926 ok 1914.

August 6, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Soott-Smith and Mr.

Justice Martineau.

RAJADA and another— Plaintiffs —
Appellants

versus

GUULLA and others— Defendants

—

Respondents.
Civil Proved Hre Code (.!<*/ J' ot 1908), O. XXlff, r,

1 — Withdrawal of suit on behalf of minor
,

when

permissible—Minor, benefit of—Court, duhj of, to pro*

feet interests of minor.

Courts should bi* very jealous of the interests of

minors and should not allow a suit or p u t of a

suit instituted on a minor's behalf to bo withdrawn

without being satisfied that it is for his benefit.
| p.

510, col. l.j

In a suit for a declaration that the sale of certain

land will not affect the plaintiffs' reversionary rights,

it appeared that the plaintiffs luul in their minority

sued along with certain others for the same relief

asking in the alternative for pre-emption of the land

sold and that, subsequently there had been an amend-

ment of the plaint by which the other plaintiffs alone

ela imod pre-emption, it loing siated that the minor

plaintiffs had no money with which to pre-empt.

Later on an application was presented by all tin*

plaintiffs for permission to withdraw the prayer for

declaration. Tho Court did tut give its permission,

nor did it consider whether the withdrawal was for

the benefit of the minors. The ease proceeded and

eventually a decreo for pre-emption was passed in

favour of the adult plaintiffs, but by mistake the

names of all were entered in the decree:

Hold, that inasmuch as no reason was given by the

next friend for withdrawing the suit on behalf of t ho

minors, nor was the Court asked to allow the plaint-

iffs to withdraw from part of the suit with liberty

to institute a fresh suit, in respect of the subject-

matter of such part, nor was the interest of the minors

considered, the minors were entitled to bring a

separate suit for the relief which was abandoned in

the previous suit, [p. 509, col. 2; p. 510, col.l.]

Seoond appeal from the deoree of the

Additional Judge, Lahore, dated the 31st

August 1914, affirming that of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, 1st Class, Lahore, dated

the 10th June 1914, dismissing the suit

with costs.

Lala Durga Das, for the Appellants.

Lala Mathra Das ,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—In order to understand

the facts of the present case the following

pedigree table will be found useful

I

Kuna-”
Musa m mat

Mnnnn.

AZMAT.

I

Fnttsi,

r
Bakhsha

NftthuJ

Jamala-

r

Bela,

i

llajada

(Plaintiff).

W align,

Sajadal
(Plaintiff).

On the 2nd June 1903 Miuammat Manna,

Bela and Wahga sold S00 kanals of land

to Ghulla, defendant respondent, for

Rs. 6,000. On the 25th May 1909 a suit was

brought by Bakhsha and Janiala, adults,

and Rajada and Sajada, minors, through

Bakhsha, their next friend, for a deolara-

tion that the sale would not affeofc their

reversionary rights ;
and in the alternative

they asked for pre-emption of the land

sold. In November 1909 there was an

amendment of the plaint by whioh Bakhsha

and Jainala alone olaimed pre-emption, it

being slated that the minor plaintiffs had

no money with whioh they oould pre-empt.

Subsequently on the 20th Maroh 1911, mi

application was presented by the plaintiffs

for permission to withdraw the prayer for

declaration. No reason, however, was given

for this applioation. It oarne up before

the Court on the 6th May 1911 ;
but as

the plaintiffs were not present in person,

the hearing was adjourned until the 3th

May. On that date Jamal Din stated that

he did not wish for a deelaratsry aeoree
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but only for pre-emption. Bakhsha, plaintiff,

stated, * I relinquish the claim to a declara-
tory decree for myself and for the minors.”
The Court did not give its permission
fpr the withdrawal of this part of the
claim, nor did it purport to oonsider
whether the withdrawal was for the
benefit of the minors; it recorded an order
to the effect that costs would be consider-
ed at the time of the final order. The
oase was then proceeded with and even-
tually a decree was given for pre emption
of the land in favour of Jamala and
Rajada

; but in the decree by mistake the
names of all the four plaintiffs were entered.
Jamala and Rajada appealed for reduction
of the price as fixed by the Court. But
eventually their suit was dismissed on the
ground that they had not paid the sum
ordered within the time fixed by the
Court. Rajada and Sajada have now
brought the present suit for a declaration
to have the same alienation of land de-
clared invalid as against them.
The Courts below have dismissed the

suit on the ground that the plaintiffs
were bound by the withdrawal of part of the
previous suit on 8th May 1911, and the
plaintiffs have thereupon filed a second
appeal in this Court. It is contended on
their behalf that the withdrawal does not
bind them, mainly because it was without
the leave of the Court, whioh did not
consider whether it was in the interests
of the minors. In the plaint in the present
euit the previous suit was altogether ignor-
ed, no mention whatever being made of
it. The defendant Ghulla, however, in
his pleas referred to the previous suit

;

but plaintiffs were not called upon to put
in any replication to his pleas

;
nor were

they or their Counsel orally examined in
respect of them. If they had been, it is

possible that fraud or negligence on the
part of the next friend of the minors
anight have been specifically pleaded by
hem. Counsel for the appellants does not
now urge that there was any fraud on the
part of the next friend, but he urges
hat there was gross negligence, and he

cites Doraswami Pillai v. Thungasami Filialw and Ram Sarup Lai v. Shah Latafat
ossein (2) as authorities for the proposi-

0) 27 M. 377.
(2) 29 C. 735.

tion that in the circumstances the plaintiffs

are not bound by the withdrawal of the

previous suit.

In the Doraswami Pillai v. Thungasami
PillaVs case (1), where a suit, which was being

conducted on behalf of a minor, was with-

drawn without leave being asked for or

given to bring another suit, the order

passed on the petition for withdrawal was
set aside by the High Court on revision

on the ground that it was prejudicial to

the interests of the minor.

The case of Ram Sarup Lai v. Shah

Latafat Hossein (2) was one where

the next friend of a minor plaintiff with-

drew from the suit and it was held that

it was open to the minor through another

next friend to have the suit re opened on

review, on the ground that the former

next friend, though guilty of no fraudulent

conduct, was grossly negligent of the

minor’s interests in withdrawing from the

suit. At page 737 of the report the follow-

ing passage occurs :

—

“Against such conduot as his, a minor

is entitled to invoke the assistance of a

Court of equity either by au application

for review of judgment or by separate

suit. As remarked by Lord Hardwick in

Gregory v. Molesworth (3), the infant has such

a remedy when either gross laches or

fraud and collusion appear in the next

friend.” .

This oase may not strictly come within

the terms of seotion 462 of the Code of

Civil Procedure, because it is not proved

that the defendants entered into any

agreement or compromise with the next

friend of the infant, but it is within the

scope of the general principle enunciated in

Story’s Equity Jurisprudence, seotion 135J:

“in all cases where an infant is a ward

of Court, no act can be done affecting the

person, or property, or state of the minor,

unless under the express or implied direc

tion of the Court itself.”

The present oase is very similar to t e

one refe.red to above. No reason was

given by the next friend for withdrawing

the suit nor was the Court asked to

allow the plaintifE to withdraw from part

of the suit with liberty to institute a

fresh suit in respect of the subject-matter

(3) (1747) 3 Afck. 626; 25 E R- ll6°*

1
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of such part, nor does the Court appear

to have considered whether the withdrawal

was in the interests of the minors or not.

Under suoh oiroumstanoes, we consider that

the minors oan bring a separate suit for

the relief whioh was abandoned in the

previous suit. A Court should be very

jealous of the interests of minors and

should not allow a suit or part of a

suit instituted on their behalf to be with-

drawn without being satisfied that it is for

their benefit.

We accordingly accept the appeal and

setting aside the orders of the lower Courts

remand the oase to the Court of first

instanoe for trial on the merits. Stamps

in this and in the lower Appellate Courts

will be refunded and other costs will he

costs in the oase.
Appeal accepted

;

Case remanded.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Matrimonial Suit No. 3 ok 1910.

June 3, 1910.

Present-.— Mr. Justice Fletcher.

CHARLES WALTER GEORGE COX

—

Petitioner

versus

EMILY FLORENCE COX—Respondent.

Divorce Act (IV of 1369;, **. 7 ,
-Petition for

dissolution o) nuirriayc—Co-respondent not mode party

—Procedure.

A petitioner cannot be allowed to proceed m a

Court for the dissolution of bis marriage without

having observed all the safeguards imposed by the

law to prevent the chance of connivance or collusion.

[p. 511, col. 1.]
f

Where a petitioner for dissolution of marriage is

unable to discover the name of the co-respondent, he

should apply to be excused from making him a

party to the petition, on motion to the Judgo

supported by an affidavit be foro the hearing of the

petition, [p. 511, col. 1.] ... .... ,

Whore there is no co-respondent to a petition tor

dissolution of marriage, the Master ought not to issue

citation to the respondent unless the Judgo has

^ranted leave to the petitioner to proceed without a

co-respondent, [p. 511, col. 1.]

Mr. A. N. Ohaudhuri (with him Mr. P. C.

Mitter), for the Petitioner.

Messrs. Avetoom and A. C. Banerji
,
for the

Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—This is a petition present-

ed to the Court by C. W. G. Cox for the

dissolution of his marriage with the res-

pondent E. F. Cox on the ground of adultery

To this petition there is no oo-respondout.

The adultery alleged in the petition is

said to be proved by the admission con-

tained in a letter, dated the 3 1st January,

written by the respondent and addressed

to the petitioner, in whioh it is said that

she admitted that in a weak moment she

had committed adultery with a man who
sympathises with her but whose name she

will not give up. The other oase of adultery

alleged is in the month of December, when

it is said the respondent on three occa-

sions was visited in the petitioner’s house

by a man whose name the petitioner has

been unable to discover. Now the petition

was presented to the Court and the Master

directed citations to Hsue to the respon-

dent. In my opinion, he was wholly wrong

in doing that. However that may be,

the jurisdiction is a special jurisdiction

vested in the Court by the Indian Divoroa

Act to enable it to grant divorces in res-

pect of persons professing the Christian

religion and resident in India. The Aot

is ohiefl / modelled on the Matrimonial Causes

Aot of 1857. Section 7 is the first material

section, being placed under the headirg

“Jurisdiction”, and it says:— Subject to the

provisions contained in this Aot, the High

Courts and District Courts shall, in all

suits and proceedings hereunder, aot and

give relief on principles and rules which,

in the opinion of the said Courts, are as

nearly as may be conformable to the princi-

ples and ruleB on which the Court for

Divorce and Matrimonial Causes in Eugland

for the time being acts and gives relief.

The other section that is material

in this case, and whioh is substantially

taken from section 28 of the Matrimonial

Causes Aot of 1857, is section 11, whioh

enacts:
—
“Upon any suoh petition presente

by a husband, the petitioner shall make

the alleged adulterer a co-respondent to

the said petition, unless he i9 excuse

from so doing on one of the following

grounds, to be allowed by the Court: —

(i) that the respondent is leading
.

0

life of a prostitute, and that the petitioner

knows of no person with whom ®

adultery has been committed; GO * ®

name of the alleged adulterer is unknown

to the petitioner, although ho ^as ®

due efforts to discover it; (»0 tha

alleged adulterer is dead.’* Now t e 6

in England which govern this application
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are rules 4,5 and 6 of the Divorce Cjurt

Rules. First rule 4 provides: “Upon a

husband filing a petition for dissolution of

marriage on the ground of adultery, the

alleged adulterers shall be made oo respond-

ents in the cause, unless the Judge
Ordinary shall otherwise direct.” Rule 5

says: “Application for such direction is to

be made to the Judge Ordinary on motion

founded on affidavit.” That it must be

by affidavit shows obviously that the direc

tion must be by application to the Judge on

motion founded on affidavit before the hearing

of the petition. Then rule 6 applies to the

case where the address of the adulterer

is unknown to the petitioner. It is obvious

in this case that the direction ought to

have been applied for on motion to the

Judge supported by an affidavit and the

affidavit ought to be sufficient to satisfy

the Court that the petitioner, after having

made reasonable endeavours, has been

unable to find the name of the oo respond-

ent. It seems to me to be a matter of

grave public importance that a person should

not be allowed to proceed in a Court for

the dissolution of his marriage without

having observed all the safeguards imposed

by the law to prevent the chance of con-

nivance or collusion. In my opinion, the

Master ought not to have issued the citation

when the petition contained no co-respondent,

unless the Judge had granted leave to the

petitioner to proceed without a co-respondent.

In my opinion, the Court has no jurisdiction

to entertain the petition and that, therefore,

the petition must be dismissed with costs to

the respondent.
Petition dismissed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Miscellaneous Second CiyiL Appeal

Nc. 167 - lf 1917.

June 17, 1918.

Present: —Mr. Justice Wilberforce.

GIRDHARl LAL—J udgme.nt- Debt r

—Appellant
versus

ATTAR

—

Decree-Holder

—

MIR ZAMAN— Judgment-Debtor

—

Respondents.
Pre-emption

,
suit for ,

dismissal of— Vendee recover-

ing costs out of deposit —Suit decreed on appeal—
Deposit,

whether to he treated as intact—Civil Procedure

Code {Act V of 1908), s. 144.

A suit for pre-emption was dismissed by the first

Court with costs. The vendee thereupon recovered
his costs from the deposit of one-fifth of the purchase
price made by the plaintiff. On appeal the suit was
remanded and the plaintiff eventually got a decree:

Held, that the deposit made by the plaintiff must
be treated as if it were intact, and that the plaintiff
was bound to pay into Court only the balance of the
purchase price after deducting the full amount of his
deposit, [p. 5.2, col. 1.]

Miscellaneous second appeal from the order
of the District Judge, Rawalpindi, dated
the 2nd January 1917, affirming that of
the Subordinate Judge, 2nd Class, Rawalpindi,
dated the 11th November 1916, disallowing
the objection of the judgment-debtor.

Bhagat Gobind Das
t for the Appellant.

Dr. Nand Lai
, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—In these two connected
appeals the same questions arise to under-
stand which it is necessary to give a
brief recital of facts. Plaintiff sued for
pre-emption in three separate oases. He
made deposits of one- fifth of the purchase
price. His suits were originally dismissed
by the first Court with costs. The de*
fendant vendee then proceeded to recover
his costs from the deposits. The District
Judge on appeal remanded the oases for
re-trial on the merits and his decision was
upheld by the Chief Court. Plaintiff was
finally successful and obtained elaborately
prepared decrees from the first Court,
showing how the purchase money was to be
paid. The Court allowed the plaintiff the full
amount of his deposits and aRo allowed
him deduction of costs. Plaintiff paid
up the amounts as ordered by the Court.
In fact be paid up sums in exoess in
both oases. The vendee objected in the
first Court that the pre-emption money
was not properly paid. His objections were
disallowed and his appeals to the District
Judge were dismissed.

On appeal it is first argued that the
amounts wbioh the defendant vendee had
taken as his costs from the original deposits
could only have been recovered under section
i44, Civil Procedure Code, and that only the
balances standing at the credit of the plaintiff
could be deducted from the total payable.
I agree that plaintiff, if he had wished for a
refund of the costs taken by the vendee,
could only have proceeded uoder section 141,
but this section appears to have no appli.
cation to the present case. As it was
subsequently held that plaintiff was not
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responsible for these costs, the deposits

were rightly considered intact by the H rat

Court.

The second point taken is- that described

in ground 3 of appeal, viz., that the decree

did not authorize the decree-holder to deduot

costs allowed to him by the Chief Court.

This ground of appeal was not pressed before

me and the omission was clearly due to an

oversight. The first Court was, therefore,

justified in allowing a deduction of these

costs when the error was brought to its

notioe.

Counsel also objects to the inclusion of costs

of the appeal to the District Judge. In this

technical plea be is met by the faot that his

grounds of appeal are silent on the subjeot.

Under these circumstances and as the deduc-

tion was justly allowed by the lower Court,

I decline to take notice of this point.

The first ground of appeal, viz. %
that the

decree-holder did not deposit the money which

he was required tc do by the Court, is not

based upon the facts on the record. The

deoree holder did deposit the money which

he was required to do by the decree minus

his costs of the Chief Court, which he was

allowed to deduot by a valid order of the

Court.

I dismiss the appeals with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COU LIT.

Apreal from Order No. 113 cv 1918.

June 14, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syod Shamsul Iluda, Kt.

BEJOY KRISHNA NANDY and another

J p do ment- Debtors—Appellants

versus

Malta raj Kumar DHARENDRA
KRISHNA DEB BAHADUR and others

Decree-Holders— Respondents.

Appeal, right oj— Execution— Order overruling jutir,.

nient’debtor's objection to valuation, whether appealable,

—CiiH Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 47.

'j hero is no right of appeal against an order of the

executing Court overruling tho judgment-debtor's

objection to t-lio valuation put in by (ho .decree-

holder in tho sale proclamation and refusing the

judgment-debtor’s prayer for adjournment, of the sale

urnfissue of a fresh proclamation.

Dcoki Randan Singh v. Jlansi Singh, 10 1 ml. Cas.

371; 14 0. L. J. 35; 10 C. W. N. 124, Pouch Dttar

Thakur v. Maui llaut, 17 Ind. Cas. S3; 10 C. W. N.

970, relied upon.

Appeal against the order of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, 1st Court, Tipperah, dated the
6th of April 1918.

FACTS.—On the 6th of January 1918
the deoreo-holders made an application to

execute their decree. On the same day notices,

under Order XXI, rule 66, were issued

on the judgment-debtors. The judgment-
debtors did not appear on the due date and a

sale proclamation was issued on the 22nd
February 1918 fixing the 5th of April for

the sale. In the proclamation the valua-

tion put by tho decree-holders was in-

serted. On the following day the judgment-
debtors appeared and objected to the

valuation as put by the decree-holders.

They also prayed for adjournment of the

sale and issue of a fresh sale proclamation.

The objections of the judgment-debtors
were overruled by an order, dated 6th

April 1918. From the said order the

present appeal was preferred.

Babu Mohendra Nath Roy (with him
Babu Rupendra Kumar Mitter), for the

Respondents.—No appeal lies from the

said order. The settlement of sale procla-

mation is an administrative act and not

a judicial act in a judicial proceeding, and

orders made in that connection, do not oome
under section 47 of the Civil Procedure

Code. See Sicagami Achi v. Subrahmania

Ayyar (1), Deoki Naudan Singh v.

Bernsi Singh (2) and Panch Du.xr Thakur

v. Mani Rant (3).

Babu Qunada Charan Sen, for the Appel-

lant, referred to danga Prosad v. Raj

Ooomar Singh (4) and Rajah Ramessur Proshad

Narain Singh v. Rai Sham Krissen (5)

and submitted that the appeal was competent.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal must staud

dismissed. Clearly there is no right of appeal

in this case, as is shown by the authorities

of the cases of Deoki Na»dm Singh v.

Ban si Singh (2) and Panch Duar Thakur

v. Mani. Rant (3). The appeal is according-

ly dismissed with costs—two gold mohurs

.

Appe r l dismiss s I.

(1) 27 M 259; 14 M. L J. 57 (l'\ B.).

(2 1 10 1ml. (Jus. 371; 14 C. 1j. J. 3'>; 16 C. W. N. 124.

(3) 17 I ml. Cas. NS; 16 C. W. N. 970.

(4) 30 C. 617.

(5)

8 C. W. N. 257.
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PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeal from the Calcutta High Court.

February 28, 1918.
Present:—Lord Shaw, Sir John Edge, Mr.
Ameer Ali, Sir Walter Phillimore, Bar.,

and Sir Lawrenoe Jenkins.
IMAMBANDI and oihers—Defendants

—Appellants
versus

Sheikh Haji MUTSADDI and others—
Plaintiffs— Respondents.

Muhammadan Law—Guardianship—Mother acting us
de tact° guardian

,
powers of—Alienation bu mother,

validity of—Moveables and immoveables
,

distinction
between Marriage—Legitimacy—Acknowledgment, pre •

T!
l

onQ°r
ansi

Vg from—Civil Procedure Code (Act V
1908;, 0. XIII, r. 1—Documentary evidence, admis-

sibility of.

Lnder the Muhammadan Law a person who has
charge of the person or property of a minor without
being his legal guardian, and who may, therefore,
be conveniently called a

ll
defacto guardian”, has no

power to convey to another any right or interest in
immoveable property which the transferee can
enforce against the infant, nor can such transferee,
it let into possession of the property under sucli
unauthorised transfer, resist an action in ejectment
on behalf of the infant, [p. 523, col. 2; p. 524, col. 1.]A mother is entitled only to the custody of
the person of her minor child, but is not the
natural guardian of' the minor and has no larger
powers to deal with her minor child’s propextv
han any outsider or non-relative who happens
to have charge of the infant for the time being,
[p. 518, col. 2.]

A father alone,
^

or if he be dead, his executor (under

um i

U11
?J

Law) is the legal guardian of his minor
child. If the father dies without appointing au
executor (tcasii and his father is alive, the guardian-
ship of his minor children devolves on their «rand-
tather, and should lie also be dead, and have left
an executor, it vests iu him. In default of these
cle jin

e

guardians, the duty of appointing a guardian
devolves upon the Judge as representing the
{sovereign. But the powers of even the de jure
guardians to intermeddle with the property of
minors are confined within legal limits. If the mother
is the father’s executrix or is appointed by the
Judge as the guardian of the minors, she lias all the
powers of a de jure guardian. If there is

N no legal
guardian, the person in charge of«a minor, (<?. g. the
mother) has power as de facto guardian to incur debts,
or to pledge the minor’s goods and chattels, for the
minor’s imperative necessities, such as food, clothing
or nursing

,
but has no power to deal with the immove-

able property. [p 519, cols. l& 2
; p. 520, cols. 1 & 2.]

The Muhammadan Law makes a sharp distinction
between 1 goods and chattels” and immoveable pro-
perty with regard to the powers of dealing bv
guardians, [p. 52 J, col. 2.]
Hyderman Kutti v. Syed Ali, Jo hid. Cas. 576; 37

i

M
‘t

l

oi }
2 ¥• L T * 147

i 0912; M W. X. 889; 23 M.
L. J. 244, disapproved.

G/lear and reliable evidence that a Muhammadan
lias acknowledged children as his legitimate issue
laises a presumption of a valid marriage between
linn and the children’s mothor. [p. 517, col. 2.]

33

Mih ttal i Bib >e v. Prince Ahmed Haleemoozoaman’
10 C. L. R. 293, approved and applied.
Documentary evidence which has not been pro-

duced at the first hearing of a suit in accordance
with Order XIII, rule 1 of the Code of Civil Proce-
dure, may be admitted at any subsequent stage at
the discretion of the Court, [p. 517, col. l.J

Appeal from a judgment and decree of
the Calcutta High Court (Mookerjee and
Carnduff, JJ.), dated the 30th August 1911,
reported as 13 Jnd. Cas. 678, affirming a
judgment and decree of the Subordinate
Judge, Saran, dated the 14th July 1910.
FACTS of the case sufficiently appear

from their Lordships’ judgment. Ismail
Ali Kban died leaving widows and chil-

dren. Zohra claimed that she was his widow
and that two of her children were his

children. Zohra for herself and her children
executed a conveyance in favour of the
plaintiffs, who brought the present suit in
ejectment against Ismail Ali Khan’s admit-
ted wives and their children. The reliefs

9ough t were; (1) a declaration of the title

and status of the plaintiffs’ vendors; and

(2)

a decree for possession of the shares
covered by the deed of sale. The defend-
ants denied that Zohra was marriod to

Ismail and that her ohildern were legiti-

mate. Issues were framed. The eighth
issue was as follows

—
“Of what properties

the plaintiffs are entitled to recover posses-
sion?” The Subordinate Judge decided
all the material issues in favour of the
plaintiffs and allowed the claim against
the contesting defendants. The High
Court affirmed that decision. In reference to

the contention that Zohra as the de facto guar-
dian of her minor children was incompetent to

alienate her children’s shares, the learned
Judges of the High Court said as follows:

—

It has hnally been contended that Ena-
yet Zffira, as merely the de facto guardian
of her children, was not competent to

alienate their shares, and upon this point
reliance has been placed upon the oases
of Mcyna Bibi v. Banku Behari Biswas
(1), Mafuzzul Hosain v. Basid Sheikh (2),
Ram Charan Sanyal v. Anukul Chandra
A charya (3). Burgozi Row v. Fakeer Sahib (4),
JJmmi Begam v. Kesko Das{ 5), Syedan v. Telayet
(6', Hunoomanperszud Panday v. Musammat
0) 29 C 47?; 6 C. VV. X. 667.

(2) 4 0. L. J. 485; 34 C. 36; 11 C. \V. X. 71.

(3) 4 C. L.J, 578; 34 C. 65; 11 C. W. N. 160.

(4) 30 M. 197; 1 M. L T. 433; 17 M. L- J. 9.
- (5) 30 A. 462; 5 A. L. J. 474; A. VV. X. (19QS) 220

(6; 17 VV.K. 2*8.
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Babooee Alunraj Koonwcree (7). Tbe question,

thus raised, does not, however, properly

arise in tbe present suit. The contesting

detendants do not olairn through Zohra’s

children; on the contrary, they completely

repudiate any claim of the latter and it

is not open to them to contend that they

will be prejudiced it a decree is made in

favour of tne plaintiffs, it is conceivable

that the plaintiffs may have to face a

contest with the ninth and tenth defendants

when they come of age and are able to

assert their own rights; but in the present

litigation the plaintiffs are entitled to

succeed as against tbe first seven defend-

ants, who have denied the title of their

vendors.”

iience this appeal.

Air. Upjhun, K.G . , and Dr. Abdul Majid, for

the Appellants.—Concurrent findings of the

Courts below that Zobra was tiie wife

of Ismail Ali Khan cannot stand in this

oase, because the Courts arrived at them
by improperly excluding the account books

from consideration. Tbe accounts tiled by

the defendants were genuine and the

grounds on which the lower Courts excluded

them were not put to the defendants’

witnesses. The family aooounts for more
than twenty years showed that Zobra was
not tbe wife of Ismail, and in taot it was
conceded before the subordinate Judge
that the entries in these books completely

•

disprove and demolish plaintiffs’ oase and

this fact is admitted by the learned Counsel

tor tbe plaintiffs.” The account books

were admissible under section 34 of the

Indian Evidence Aot, 1672. Kolerenoe was

made to Govind boonduree JJcbea v. Juggo -

dumbu JJebea (6).

There is no evidence to support the

concurrent finding tfiat the defendants mu-
tilated the aooounts. If tbe accounts are

not left out of consideration, tbe concurrent

findings of tbe lower Courts on tbe other

part of tbe oase cannot stand as they

were arrived at after excluding the accounts:

fciee layammauL v. Sashachulla JSiaiker (9)

(7) 0 M. I. A. 393 at p. 413; 13 W. It. 31 (nutc);

»5ovostro 203//.; 2 buth. 1’. (J. J. 29; 1 bar. 1. O. J. 00-';

19 IT It. 147 U‘- C.).

(b) JJ. b. It. 103 at p. 171; 2 Sutii. T.C. J. 37o; 10

\Y It. I', (J. 0; 0 Al. Jur. 113; 2 Sar.l\ C. J. (ill. (P. D.),

\ij) iOM. 1. A. 429 at p. 434; 2 Sar. P. 0. J. 139;

U E, it. 1034 (1\ C.).

[i9l8

Rajeswari Kuar v. Rai Bal Krishan (10),
tauliem Valoo Ghetty v. Fauliam boor -

yah Ghetty (11) and Venkateswara lyan v.

{Shekhari Varma (12).

The evidence did not establish the alleg-

ed marriage ceremony. The requirement

of Muhammadan Law of an unambiguous ac-

knowledgment before witnesses is a matter of

substauoe and not of evidence: Baillie’s Digest

(iS6o Edition), pages 4, 5, 7, 749; Baillie’s

Muhammadan Law of Inheritance (1324),

pages 2d and 31; Eatawa-i-Alamgiri, Volume IV,

page 4e; and Aklemannessa Bibi v. Mahomed
Hatem (13). The evidence as to alleged

acknowledgments was not sufficiently spe-

cific as to the person referred to to raise

any presumption: Ashrufood Dowiah Ahmed
Hossein Khan v. Hyder liossein Khan (14) and

Musammat Butoolun v. Musimmat Koolsoom

(15).

Further, Zohra was not the legal

guardian of the minors and had no power

to alienate their shares : Mata Din v.

Ahmad Ali (10). The plaintiffs oould not

recover more than Zohra’s share.

Mr. DcGruyther, K, O., and Sir W,

Garth
,

for the .Respondents, were asked

by their Lordships to confine their argu-

ment to the questiou as to whether the

mother was competent to alienate the minor’s

share. Tbe widow has power to alienate

the minors’ share as their de jacio guardian.

Her aot is voidable and not void and tbe

minors on attaining majority would be

free to avoid the transaction. The case of

Mata Din v. Ahmad Ali (lb) did

not deoide the point. The sale was

good subject to the minors’ right to set

it aside on tbe ground that it was not

for their benefit or was not made for

any necessity or any other valid cause.

(10) 14 I. A. 142; 9 A. 713; 5 Sar. P. C. J. 80; 5 Ind.

Deo. (N. s.) 912 vl\ O.).

Cl) 4 1. A. 1U9; 1 Al. 252; 1 lud. Jur. 323; 3 Suth.

T. C. J. 337; 3 bar. 1\ O. J. 093; 1 lnd. Deg. (N. s.) io7

(12) 3 AL. 334; 3 1. A. 143; 5 lud. Jur. 642; 4 bar.

P. U. J. 269; 1 lnd. Dec. (N. 8.) 822 (P. C.).

v 13) 31 U. 349; 3 U. NY. N. 705.

(U; 11 Al. 1. A. 94; 7 NY. It. P. C. 1; 1 Suth. P. 0. J.

059; 2 bar. P. (J. J. 223; 20 E. It. 37 (P. C.),

(15) 25 NY. K. 444.

(lO) 13 lud. Cas. 970; 39 I. A. 49; 34 A. 213; 23 AL.

L. J. 0; 10 C. NY. N. 333; 11 Al. L. X. 145; (1912) Al. NY.

R. 133; 9 A. D. J.215; 16 0. L J. 270; 14 Bom. L. 14.

192; 16 0. C. 49 (P. 0.).
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Reliance was placed on the judgment of

Abdar Rahim, J., in Byderman Xutti v.

Syed Ali (17).

The following oases were discussed:

—

Si*a Ram v. Amir Begam (18), Nizim -

ud din Shah v. Anandi Prasad (19), Maji

-

dan v. Ram Narain (20), Ummi Begam
v. Keslio Das (5) t Syedun v. Velayet (6),
Bhutnath Dey v. Ahmed Rosain (21), Moyna
Bibi v. Banku Behari Biswas (1), Mafuzzul
Rosain v. Basid Sheikh (2), Ram Gharan
Sanyal v. Anukul Chandra Acharya (3),

Kali Butt Jha v. Abdul Ali (22), Eurbai
v. Biraji Byramji Shanja (23), Baba v.

Shivappa (24?
> ,

Pathummabi v. Vittil Umma -

chabi (25), Durgozi Row v. Fakeer Sahib

(4), Abdul Khadar v. Chidambaram Chettyar.

(25), Thattoli Kothilin Aliyamma v.

Runhamme.d (27), Amba Shankar v. Ganga
Singh (28) and • Husain Ali Mirza v.

Muhammad Azim Khan (29).

JUDGMENT.
Mr. Ameer Ali.—This is an appeal from

a judgment and decree of the High Court
of Calcutta, dated the 30fch August 1911,*
which affirmed the decree of the Subor-
dinate Judge of Saran awarding to the
plaintiffs possession of a shye in certain
landed property situated in that district.

The property in suit belonged originally to
one Ismail Ali Khan, a wealthy Muhammadan
inhabitant of the Sub-Division of Siwan
in the Saran District. The plaintiffs allege
that on his death in March 1906 he left

him surviving three widows and several
children, and that from one of these widows,
named Enayet-uz-Zohra, acting for herself

and for her tvo minor children, they
purchased the share in suit for the

(17) 15 Inch Cas. 576; 37 M.514; 12 M. L. T. 147;
(1912) M. YV. N. 8S9; 23 M. L. J. 244.

(18) 8 A. 324; A. YV. N. (1886) 10); 5 Inch Dec. (n. s.)

105.

(19) 18 A. 373; A. W.N. (1896) 99; 8 Ind. Dec.
(n. a.) 955.

(20) 26 A. 22; A. W. N. (1903) 183.

(21) 11C. 417; 5 Ind Dec. (n. s.) 1038.

(22) 16 C. 627; 16 I. A. 96; 13 Ind. Jur. 130; 5 Sar.
P. C. J. 326; 8 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 413.

(23) 20 B. 1 16; 10 iDd. Deo. (n. s.) 636.
(24) 20 B. 199; 10 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 692.

(25)

26 M. 734.

(26; 3 Ind, Cas. 876; 32 M. 276; 5 M. L. T. 201.

(27) 8 Ind. Cas. 1093; 34 M. 627; 20 M. L. J. 946;
9 M. L. T. 100.

(28) 9 O. C. 97.

(29) 31 Ind. Cas. 728; 18 O. C. 168,

*869 13 Ind. Caa. 678.—A'd.
~
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possession of which they brought the present
action.

It appears that shortly after Ismail Ali

Khan’s death the contesting defendants Nos.
1 to 7 applied to the Revenue Courts for

mutation of names (as proprietors) in the
Collector’s records, and, as usually happens
in these cases in India, especially in

Muhammadan families, immediately this

application was made, a claim was put
forward on behalf of Enayet-uz Zohra and
her children that they were equally entitled

with the other heirs of Ismail Ali Khan
to have their names entered as co-sharers
in the estate by right of inheritance, the
allegation being that Zohra was one of

his lawfully wedded wives and that her
children were his legitimate issue. The
Revenue Courts rejected her claim, holding
that it was not established to their satisfac-

tion that she was Ismail Ali Khan’s married
wife or that the children were his lawful

issue. They accordingly made an order
directing the registration of the contesting
defendants’ names in succession to Ismail
Ali Khan.

It should be mentioned here that the
defendants Nos. 1 and 5 are admittedly Ismail
Ali Khan’s married wives, defendants Nos. 2,

3, and 4 are his issue by defendant No. 1,

and defendants Nos. 6 and 7 his daughters by
defendant No. 5.

The plaintiffs are dealers in hide and live

also at Siwan. There seems to have been
litigation between them and Ismail Ali
Khan in his lifetime and since his death
they seem to have espoused Zohra’s cause.

The deed executed by Zohra bears date the
10th June 1906, and purports to convey
to the plaintiffs the shares of both herself

£jod her minor children, and in the suit

they are included as defendants Nos. 8 to 10.

The reliefs sought are of a twofold character:

first , a declaration of the title and status

of the plaintiffs’ vendors
; and, secondly

, a

decree in favour of the plaintiffs for possession

of the shares covered by the deed of

sale.

The contesting defendants denied, as

they had done in the Revenue Courts,

that Zihra was one of Ismail Ali Khan’s
married wives or that her children were
bis legitimate issue, and they further

contended that the shares the plaintiffs

claimed to recover did not pass under the
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sale. The sixth issue framed by the

Subordinate Judge seems to relate to this

point.

The plaint was tiled on the 25th ! March
1909, but it does not appear to have
been admitted until the 2nd April. The
contesting defendants filed their written

statements in July 1909
;
after that the

case dragged its slow length along until

the 18th June 1910, when the actual

trial began. In the interim, however,
various interlocutory orders were made, in-

cluding an order for the appointment of

Xohra as guardian ad litem for her
children (though her interest in the suit

was clearly adverse to theirs). Admittedly
she was never appointed under the Guardians
and Wards Act (VIII of 1890) a guardian
of their property.

The examination in Court of the plaintiffs’

witnesses commenced on the 16th June
1910

;
on the 18th June (the date given

in the judgment of the High Court does
not appear to agree with the date in the

order-sheet) they applied for a summons
against the defendants for the production
of certain bah in

,
or account books, belonging

to Ismail Ali Khan for the Fasli years
1291 to :1313 (1887— 1906). The order
on this application was as follows : “l
decline to issue summons at this stage.”

And there, so far as the plaintiffs were
concerned, the matter was allowed to

rest.

As a large part of the judgments of

both the Courts in India is occupied with
an examination of these bahis, viz., whe-
ther they are reliable or not, it is

necessary to mention that these very
books had been produced and filed in

Ismail Ali Khan’s lifetime on his behalf
in the litigation between him and the
plaintiffs; after his death they were re-

turned to the contesting defendants’ Pleader,
when it was discovered that a large num-
ber of leaves were abstracted from several
of the books. This was represented to

the presiding officer of the Court where
the books were tiled, but there is nothing
to show the result of the representation.

The plaintiffs’ case appears to have dosed
on the 26th June, and on the following

day the defendants commenced to examine
their witnesses. On the same day they

produced the bahi?. Tho Subordinate

Judge’s order on their petition is in

these term9 : “On the defendants’ applica-

tion filing therewith the bah is from 1294

to 1311 Fasli, it is ordered that they

be kept with the records, and that the

plaintiffs’ Pleader be informed accordingly. *

About this time the missing leaves turned up

mysteriously. The trial Judge says he

received them by post from some unknown

source ;
and apparently after receipt he

handed them to the proper officer. Upon

becoming aware of this fact the defend-

ants applied to the Court that the torn-

out leaves thus re-discovered might be ad-

mitted in evidence
;

and on the 29th

June, whilst the trial was proceeding and

evidently in the presence of the Pleader

for the opposite party, the Subordinate

Judge ordered that the leaves in question

should be used as evidence, and marked

them as Exhibits F 1 to F 5.

It is hardly likely that the leaves were

originally abstracted by the defendants

and that this roundabout way was

adopted for the purpose of getting the

books admitted as evidence. On the

face of it, the suggestion appears to be

absurd.
%

The use *tho contending defendants

wished to make of the aooount books was

of a negative character. These books con-

tain regular entries of payments by Ismail

Ali Khan to his admitted wives, defend-

ants Nos. 1 and 5, under^ the honorific de-

signation of Haveli Kcilan^ (
senior mansion )

and Haveli Khurd (“junior mansion”),

being euphemisms for wives. There is no

entry, however, of any payment to Zohra.

The defendants aooordingly asked the

Court to draw from the absence of any

such entry in her name the inference

that she was not Ismail Ali Khan s wife

and did not hold the same position as

the other ladies. Counsel for the plaint-

iffs seems to have been greatly impressed

by this argument ;
in fact, he appears

to have conceded that, if the books were

to be relied upon, Zobra’s olaim must

fail. He was thus driven to challenge

their genuineness. The Subordinate Judge

appears to have taken the same view

;

he thought that the books must be first

eliminated before the direct evidenoe oould

be properly appraised, and this reasoning

runs through the judgments of both the
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Courts in India. The trial Judge on cer-

tain grounds came to the conclusion that

the bahts must be put aside from con-
sideration as unreliable. He then proceed-
ed to discuss the oral testimony

;
and

in the result found that Zohra was, in

fact, a wife of Ismail Ali Khan, and that the
defendants Nos. 9 and 10 were his children
by her. He accordingly decreed the plaint-

iffs’ claim. And his deoree has been
affirmed by the High Court of Calcutta.
The learned Judges of the High Court
also felt impressed with the absence of

entries in the bahts in Zohra’s name, and,
therefore, proceeded to deal with them
first. This mode of treatment has been
strongly assailed, not without reason, be-

fore this Board. It seems to their Lord-
ships that the true criterion for the
determination of the question at issue was
missed by both the Courts. The onus of

establishing the title of their vendors lay

primarily on the plaintiffs
;

the evidence
furnished by the books was negative and
inferential, and in substance directed to

the oorroboration of the defendants’ wit-
nesses, who denied that Zahra was one
of Ismail Ali Khan’s wive3. Rule 1,

Order XIII of the Civil Procedure Code,
requires the parties or their Pleaders to

produce at the first hearing of the suit

all the documentary evidence of every
description in their possession or power
“on whioh they intend to rely.” But it

does not exolude the discretion of tlae

Court to receive any such documentary
evidence at any subsequent stage. In the
present case the books had been filed

previously in another Court, and when
produced on the 27fch June they were in

fact received and ordered to be placed
with the records. There seems to have
been no objection to their reception for

non-compliance with the provisions of the

Code. If the plaintiffs had taken note3

of certain entries in the books, as is

alleged they had done when the bcihis

were in the other Court, they could surely

have cross-examined the defendants’ wit-

nesses, who were called to prove the
books, as to the discrepancies. Their
Lordships are not satisfied that the books
are not the genuine account books of

Ismail Ali Khan. What effect the absence
jn them of entries in Zohra’s name may

have in the consideration of the general

evidence is another matter.

In the absence of any statutory pro-

vision making compulsory the registration

of Muhammadan marriages, the Indian
Courts, in oa9e of a dispute as to the
factum of a marriage, are usually left to

discover, or attempt to discover, the truth
from a mass of conflicting and often very
unsatisfactory evidence of witnesses. Such
has been the burden cast on the Courts
in the present instance. The plaintiffs

have endeavoured to prove in two ways
that Zohra was one of Ismail Ali Khan’s
wives, viz., first , by direct evidence of an
actual marriage, and, secondly

,
by the

acknowledgment by him of her children
as his legitimate issue, and by the
presumption of marriage arising from
such acknowledgment. The defendants, on
the other hand, tried to show that Zohra
was a woman of loose character, with the ob-
ject apparently of establishing that it was
most unlikely a man in Ismail Ali Khan’s
position would marry such a person. They
also called a number of witnesses, who
are said to have been on terms cf inti-

macy with him, to state that they never
heard him speak of Zohra as his wife.

Including the inference from the aooount
books, all the evidence on the defendants’
side is purely and naturally negative. In
their Lordships’ opinion, the oral testimony
regarding the solemnisation of a marriage
accompanied by ostentatious ceremonies and
high dower is by no means satisfactory,

and if the case had stood there, the
absence of Zohra’s name in Ismail Ali
Khan’s aooount books might have weighed
heavily against her. But their Lordships
find clear evidence of a reliable character
regarding his acknowledgment of her
children. Her case, therefore, comes within
the rule of Muhammadan Law to which
Garth, C. J., and Wilson, J. (afterwards
Sir Arthur Wilson), gave expression in

Mahatala Bibee v. Prince Ahmed Haleem -

oozooman (30).

In their Lordships’ opinion, the legal

presumption arising in favour of Zohra
from the acknowledgment of the children

is not displaced by the mere inference

the defendants seek to draw from the

(30) 10 C. L. R. 2‘13.
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absence of entries in her favour in Ismail

All* Khan’s aooount books. Such absence

is capable of explanation, and it is possible

she could have explained it had her attention

been called to the matter. One explanation,

however, is on the surfaoe: on the facts

proved in the case it is quite dear that

this lady’s father, though belonging to

the same clan as Ismail Ali Khan, was a

man considerably inferior in social status:

it is not at all unlikely that the deoeased

was not particularly proud of his connec-

tion with the daughter. This would ex-

plain both the absence of the entries

and his retioenoe about her to ordinary

acquaintances and even friends. On the

whole, their Lordships are of opinion that

both Zohra and her ohildren are entitled

to their legal shares in the inheritance

of Ismail Ali Khan. But the Courts in

India have awarded to the plaintiffs, on

the basis of the deed of purchase from
Zohra, a deoree for possession of her

share and the shares of defendants Nos. 9

and 10. And the question is, whether they

have acquired any title to the infants’

shares under the fale by the mother.

The defendants objected in the High
Court to the deoree of the Subordinate

Judge on the ground that she had no
power to convey her children’s interest to

the plaintiffs. The learned Judges over-

ruled the objection on the ground that

the question did not arise in the present

oase. Their Lordships regret to have to

differ from this view. This is an action

in ejectment ;
the defendants are in

possession
;

the plaintiffs, if they are to

obtain possession of the minors’ shares,

must do so on the strength of their own
title. It is essential, therefore, to con-

sider whether the title they allege to have
acquired under the conveyance by Zohra
is well-founded.

The question how far or under what
circumstances according to Muhammadan
Law, a mother’s dealings with her minor

child’s property are binding on the infant

ha9 been frequently before the Courts

in India. The decisions, however, are by

no means uniform, and betray two varying

tendencies; one set of decisions purports

to give such dealings a qualified foroe,

the other declares them wholly void and

ineffective. In the foimtr class of cu es

the main test for determining the validity

of the particular transaction has been

the benefit resulting from it to the

minor
;

in the latter, the admitted absence

of authority or power on the part of the

mother to alienate or encumber the minor’s

property.

In this conflict of opinion, their Lord-

ships think it desirable that a definite

rule should, if possible, be laid down;
and with this object they propose to

review briefly the provisions and prin-

ciples of the Muhammadan Law, as they

apprehend it, governing the subjeot.

It is perfectly dear that under the

Muhammadan Law the mother is entitled

only to the custody of the person of her

minor child up to a certain age accord-

ing to the sex of the child. But she is

not the natural guardian; the father alone

or, if he be dead, his exeoutor (under

the Sunni Law), is the legal guardian.

The mother has no larger powers to deal

with her minor child’s property than any

outsider or non relative who happens to

have charge for the time being of the

infant. The term "de facto guardian” that

has been applied to these persons is

misleading: it connotes the idea that

people in charge of a child are by

virtue of that fact invested with certain

powers over the infant’s property. This

idea is quite erroneous
;

and the judg-

ment of the Board in 2ata Din v.

Ahmad Ali (16) dearly indicated it.

There an infant’s share was sold by the

elder brother, in whose charge the child

was, along with his own share, to pay a

joint ancestral debt. The vendee at the

time of the sale wa9 in possession of

the whole property under a mortgage

executed by the ancestor. On attaining

majority the younger brother, ignoring

the sale, brought a suit against the vendee-

mortgagee for the redemption of his o*n

share. The defence set up was that the

sale by the infant’s de jacio guardian,

made for a valid necessity, was binding

on the infant. The lower Courts decreed

the plaintiff’s claim; on appeal to this

Board the arguments proceeded on the

same lines as in the present oase, though

in reverse order.

Lord Robson in delivering the judg-

ment of the Board observed a9 follows:—:
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**It is urged on behalf of the appellant

that the elder brothers were de facto

guardians of the respondents, and| es

suoh, were entitled to sell his property,

provided that the sale was in order to
v

pay his debts, and was, therefore, necessary

in his interest. It is difficult to see how

the situation of an unauthorised guardian

is bettered by describing him as a de

facto’ guardian. He may, by his de facto

guardianship, assume important respon-

sibilities in relation to the minor’s pro-

perty, but he cannot thereby clothe himself

with legal power to sell it.”

And he went on to add :

—

“There has been much argument in this

case in the Courts below, and before

their Lordships, as to whether, according

to Muhammadan Law, a sale by a de

facto guardian, if made for necessity or

for the payment of an anoestral debt

affecting the minor’s property, and if be-

neficial to the minor, is altogether void

or merely voidable. It is not necessary to

decide that question in this case.”

And he then proceeded to state the

reasons why that was not considered

necessary.

This latter passage in Lord Robson’s

judgment has created the impression that

their Lordships’ decision was confined to

the special facts of that case and left open

the general question regarding the validity of

alienations by unauthorised guardians of the

property of the minors.

As already observed, in the absence of

the father, ufider the Sunni Law, the

guardianship vests in his executor. If the

father dies without appointing an executor

(wasU and his father is alive, the guardian-

ship of his minor children devolves on their

grandfather. Should he also be dead, and

have left an executor, it vests in him.

In default of these de jure guardians, the duty

, of appointing a guardian for the protection

and preservation of the infants’ property

devolves on the Judge as the representative

of the sovereign (Bailie’s ‘ Digest,” Edition,

1875, page 689; Hamilton’s Hedaya, Volume

IV, page 555). No one else has any right

or power to intermeddle with the property

of a minor, except for certain specified

purposes, the nature of which is clearly

defined. But the powers of even the de

jijre guardians are confined within legal

limits. For example, whilst an executor,

guardian (wasi) may sell or* purohas^

moveables on account of the orphan unde

his charge either for an equivalent or at

suoh a rate as to occasion an inconsider-

able loss,” dealings with his immoveable

property are subjected to strict conditions

(Baillie’s “Digest,” page 687). The reason

for the restrictions is thus given in the

Hedaya (Volume IV, p*ge 553L

—

“The ground of this” (the difference in

the power of dealing with the two kinds

of property) “is that the sale of moveable
property is a species of conservation, as

articles of that description are liable to

decay, and the price is much more easily

preserved than the article itself. With
respect, on the contrary, to immoveable pro-

perty, it is in a state of conservation in

its own nature whence it is unlawful to

sell it—unless, however, it be evident that

it will otherwise perish or be lost, in which

case the sale of it is allowed.”

In fact the Mussulman Law appears to

draw a sharp distinction between moveable
and immoveable property ( A’k&r) in respect of

the powers of guardians, as will be seen from
the following passage in Baillie’s ‘ Digest,”

page 689:

—

“With regard to the executor of a mother
or brother,—when a mother has died leav-

ing property and a minor son, and having
appointed an executor, or a brother has died

leaving property and a minor brother, and
having appointed an executor, the executor

may lawfully sell anything but Akar* be-

longing to the estate of the deceased, but

can neither sell the Akar, nor lawfully buy
anything for the minor but food and
clothing which are necessary for his pre-

servation. The executor of a mother has

no power to sell anything that a minor
has inherited from his father, whether
moveable or immoveable, and whether the

property be involved in debt or free from
it. But what he has inherited from her-

self when it is free from debts and legacies

the executor may sell what is moveable, but

he cannot sell Akar. If the estate is

involved in debt or legacies, and the debt

is such as to absorb the whole, he may
sell the whole, the sale of Akar ooming

*Akar is immoveable property and includes houses,

groves, orchards, etc.
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within his power: and if the debt does
not absorb the whole, he may sell as much
of it as is necessary to defray the debts,
and as to his power to sell the surplus
there is the same difference of opinion as has
been stated above.”
When the mother is the father’s exe-

cutrix, or is appointed by the Judge as
guardian of the minors, she has all the
powers of a de jure guardian. Without such
derivative authority, if she assumes charge
of their properly of whatever description
and purports to deal with it, she does
so at her own risk and her acts are like
th ose of any other person who arrogates
an authority which he does not legally
possess. She may incur responsibilities, but
can impose no obligations on the infant.
This rule, however, is subject to certain
exceptions provided for the protection of a
minor child who has no de jure guardian.
A fatherless child is designated in the law
books an “infant-orphan” (yeteem snyhir).
The HedAja classifies the acts that may
have to be done for an infant under three
heads. It says:

—

Acts in regard to infant-orphans are of
three descriptions, viz., ( 1 ) acts of guardian-
ship, such as contracting an infant in mar-
riage, or selling or buying goods for him, a
power which belongs solely to the walee

% or
natural guardian whom the law has constitut-
ed the infant’s substitute in those points;
(2) acts arising from the wants of an
infant such as buying or selling for him
on occasions of need, or hiring a nurse for
him, or the like, which power belongs to
the maintainor of the infant, whether he be
the brother, unde, or (in tho oase of a
foundling) the mooltakit* or taker-up or the
mother, provided she be the maintainor of
the infant; and as these are empowered
with respeot to such acts, the ir ilee

% or
natural guardian, is also empowered with
respect to them in a still superior degree;
nor is it requisite, with respeot to the
guardian

%
that the infant be in his immediate

protection; (3) acts which are purely advanta-
geous f to the infant, eueh as accepting presents
or gifts, and keeping them for him, a

*A mooltakit is a person who undertakes to
I'l ing lip a founding or an orphan-child.

+ In I ho original the words art* r.afa matin:,
in can ‘mini ixed henofil

power which may be exeroised either by a
mooltakit

, brother, or uncle, and also
by the infant himself, provided he be possess-
ed of discretion, the intention being only to

open a door to the infant’s receiving benefac-
tions of an advantageous nature.” (Volume
IV, page 124, Bk. XLIV.)
The examples given under the secoud head

indicate the class of cases in which the

aots of an unauthorised person who happens
to have charge of a child are held to be
binding on the infant’s property. They
also help to explain and illustrate the

extent of such de facto guardian’s” powers.
The permissibility of these aots depends on
the emergency which gives rise to the impera-
tive necessity for incurring liabilities without
which the life of the child or his perishable

goods and chattels may run the risk of destruc-

tion. For instance, he may stand in imme-
diate need of aliment, clothing, or nursing;
these wants must be supplied forthwith.

He may own ‘ slaves” or live-stock : food

and fodder must be immediately prooured.

And these imperative wants may reoure

from time to time. Under such circum-

stances power is given to the lawful guar-

dian to incur debts or to raise money on

the pledge of the minor’s goods and
chattels ( mata’}* ( Majma-ul - Anhar, Vol. II,

page 571). And this power, in the absenoe

of a de jure guardian, the law extends to

the person who happens to have oharge

of tho child and of the child’s property,

though not a constituted or authorised

guardian.

There is no reference to the pledge or

sale of immoveable property (A’kar), as

the power of dealing with that class of

property i9 oon fined to the do jure guar-

dians, and is treated in the Fatawa-i-

Alameiri in a separate chapter (Baillie’s

“Muhammadan Law of Sale,” Chapter

XVI).
It is to be observed that under the

third “description” of aots that may be

needful for an infant, a person in oharge

of a child, although not a de jure guar-

dian, may validly accept on behalf of

his ward an unburdened bounty, it being

an act “purely advantageous” to the child,

to use the expression of the llsdaya.

* Mr. Hamilton translates mata as meaning
4

‘ personal chattels.”

which
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The reasoning on which it is sought

to give to persons who happen to have

oharge of the person and property of a

child, and are, therefore, called de facto

guardians,” the same powers as are pos-

sessed by de jure guardians, is purely

inferential. It proceeds on the analogy

of a dealing by an outsider who purports

to sell another’s property without any
^ authority from the real owner. Suoh a

person in the Hanafi Law is oalled a

fazuli,
or, as Mr. Hamilton spells it fazoolee

,

which expression is defined by Richardson

to mean a person busying himself in

things not belonging to him, or acting

without authority.” With the effect of the

acts of a fazuli their Lordships will deal

presently. Before doing so, they wish to

refer briefly to the state of the decisions

in the Indian Courts.

The Calcutta High Court, in sustain-

ing transactions entered into by de facto

guardians, has proceeded mainly on con-

siderations of necessity for and benefit to

the infant. The other High Courts, gener-

ally speaking, have cut the Gordian knot by
holding that. all such dealings with a minors
property were void.

Their Lordships do not feel oalled upon
to examine in detail either set of decisions.

But the last case on the subject in the
Madras High Court requires their careful

and respectful consideration [ Hyderman
Kutti v. Syed Ali (17)] In their judgment in

this case the learned Judges have ex-

amined the law at considerable length, and
their decision appears to divide itself into

three broad propositions: first, that as regards

the powers of guardians, de jure as well as

de facto
,

the Muhammadan Law recognises

no distinction as to the nature or kind
of property, viz., whether it is immoveable
or moveable

;
secondly, that in substance

the powers of an unauthorised person

who has charge of an infant are co-extensive

with those of a lawfully constituted

guardian, except in so far that the acts

of the former are subject to considera-

tions of necessity or benefit to the infant
;

and, thirdly (and this seems 'to form the

essence of the judgment), that dealings

by “a de facto guardian” are neither void

nor voidable, but are suspended” until

the minor on attaining majority exeroises his

option of either ratifying the transaction or

disavowing it.

With regard to the first of the above

propositions, their Lordships have already

indicated their views. In their opinion,

the Muhammadan Law, for obvious

reasons, makes a distinction, and

sharp distinction, between goods and

chattels” ( )nata
5

) and immoveable property

(A’kar) with regard to the powers of deal-

ing by guardians.

The second proposition, speaking with

respect, appears to their Lordships to lose

sight of the fact that the aots of de jure

guardians also are subject to the conditions

of necessity for or benefit to the infant.

So that upon the reasoning of the Madras
judgment, the powers of a de facto

guardian” would, to all intents and pur-

poses, be co extensive with those of a

de jure guardian. This oonolusion would
wipe out one of the most important safe-

guards provided by the Muhammadan Law
for the protection of the interests of infants.

The learned Judges say that :

—

“The law as regards the effect of deal-

ings with a minor’s property by a de facte

guardian otherwise than in a case of

absolute necessity or clear advantage to

the minor is but a corollary of the general

rule relating to sales by a person pro-

fessing to deal with another’s property,

but without having legal authority to do

so, i.e , by a fazuli, as he is technically

called
;
suoh sales generally are treated as

inanquf
,
or dependent.”

Then, after referring to various authori-

ties, they continue as follows :
—

“The result of the. above discussion is

that, according to Muhammadan Jurists, in

oases of urgent and imperative necessity,

suoh as those mentioned, the de facto

guardian can alienate the property of the

minor, no distinction being made between
moveable and immovable property.”

It would have been an advantage to

their Lordships if they had been placed

in a position to judge for themselves, on

the actual texts, the meaning of the Ara-

bian text- writers and commentators.

However, the Hedayeh and the Fatawa i-

Alamgiri are recognised as standard au-

thorities in India on the Hanafi branch

of the Sunni Law. Of the Hedayah there

is a rendering in English made by Mr.
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Hamilton under the orders of Warren
Hastings ;

and a largo part of the Fatawa-i-

Alamgiri has been paraphrased into

English bv Mr. Neil Baillie, which

is commonly known as Baillie’s ‘Digest’’

.(Hanafia Law). Both Mr. Hamilton

and Mr. Neil Baillie in their render-

ings have, with the object of elucidation,

occasionally added phrases whioh do not

exist in the original, but on the whole

the English versions of the Hedayah and

of the Fatawa-i- Alamgiri are valuable works

on Muhammadan Law.

The subjeot of sales by unauthorised

persons is treated in the Hedayah in

a separate seotion entitled ‘of Fazoolee

Beea,* or the sale of the property of

another without his consent” (Book XVI,
Volume II, page 508). It says:

—

“If a person were to sell the property

of another without his order the contract

is complete, but it remains with the

proprietor either to confirm or dissolve the

* sale as he pleases. Shafei is of opinion

that the contract, in this case, is not

complete, because it has not issued from

a lawful authority, for that is constituted

only by property or permission neither of

whioh exist in this case.”

It then proceeds to give the arguments

of the Hanafi doctors in support of their

view that the unauthorised contract is

* oomplete ” And then it adds :
—

“if the proprietor should die, then the

consent of the heirs is of no efficacy in

the confirmation of the Fazoolee sale, in

either case, that is, whether the price

has been stipulated in money or in goods
;

because the oontraot rested entirely on the

personal assent of the deceased.”

In other words, the so-called sale remains

wholly ineffective until it receives the

“confirmation” of the owner, to whom alone

belongs the power of “confirming” it.

If he dies before he has confirmed” it,

the transaction falls to the ground, as the

right to adopt the fazuli's act does not

pass to his heirs.

In the Fatawa-i- Alamgirit the subjeot

is treated under the designation of

* Correctly Bai\

| The “Book on Sale" in the Efttn\va-i-Alaingiri has

Ik'cii rendered into English by Mr Baillie under the

"dependent sales” (Volume 111, page 2 45
Baillie’s Muhammadan Law of Sa le,’

pages 218-219) :

—

When a person sells the property of

another, the sale is suspended, aooording

to us [Le., the Hanafis], for the sanotion or

ratification of the proprietor; and the existence

of both the parties to the oontraot, and of

the subjeot of sale, is a neoessary con-

dition to the validity of his sanotion

“if the owner should die before sanc-

tioning the sale, sanotion by his heir would

not suffice to give it operation.’ Sanotion

by an owner himself renders a sale

operative.”

The word in the above passage trans-

lated as ‘ suspended” is derived from the

same root as the word that has been

translated in the heading as dependent”

and in this connection really means is

dependent upon”; also the words or

ratification” have been introduced by Mr.

Baillie by way of explanation. The word

tjazat in the original is rightly rendered

into sanction.”

The Majma-ul- Anhar states the rule

relating to a sale by a jaznli in similar

terms; it says in substance that such a

sale is “established” (takes effeot) on the

sanotion of the mah

k

(owner), subjeot to

four conditions, whioh it specifies. And

then it adds significantly that according

to Shafei (the founder of the seooud great

Sunni School of Law) all dealings by an

unauthorised person are absolutely void

( batil ); Volume II, page 88.

In their Lordships’ opinion, the Hanafi

doctrine relating to a sale by an unautho-

rised person remaining dependent on the

sanction of the owner refers to a case

where such owner is sui juris
,

possessed

of the capacity to give the neoessary

sanction and to make the transaction

operative. They do not find any reference

in these doctrines relating to jtatuli sales,

so far as they appear in the lledaya

or the Fatawa-i- Alamgiri, to dealings with

the property of minors by persons who

happen to have charge of the infants and their

property— in other words de facto guardians.

The Hanafi doctrine about faeuli sales

appears clearly to be based on^ the

analogy of an agent who acts in ®

particular matter without authority, but

whose act is subsequently adopted or ratifies
• . . * • •

'
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by the principal which has the effect of

validating it from its inception. The

idea of agency in relation to an infant

is as foreign, their Lordships conceive,

to Muhammadan Law as to every other

system.

In this connection it should be noted

that whilst Chapter XII deals exclusively

with the effect of “dependent sales,” in

Chapter XVI the rules relating to the

powers of guardians are discussed at con-

siderable length (Baillie’s “Muhammadan
Law of Sale,” page 243; Fatawa-i Alamgiri,

Volume 111, page *29). 'The following

rule lays down the conditions governing

sales by the executor (i. e., the appointed

guardian) of the immiveable property of

an infant:—
“And, according to modern decisions,

the sale of immoveable estate by an executor

is lawful only in one of the three oases

following: that is, where there is a purchaser

willing to give double its value, or the

sale is necessary to meet the minor’s

emergencies; or there are debts of the

deoeased, and no other means of paying

them.” (Baillie’s “Muhammadan Law of

Sale,” page 247; Fatawai* Alamgiri, Volume

III, page 235.)

Having regard to the object in view,

this dictum appears to their Lordship3 to

apply to all forms of property which, like

A’kar, combine both seourity and permanency.

But it does not exclude the discretion of

the Judge to sanction any alteration of

investment in the interests of the infant.

The following case affords a further

illustration of the limitations on the powers

of “de facto guardians”:—
“a woman after the death of her

husband sells property that belonged to

him, supposing herself to be his executrix,

and her husband having left minor

children; she after some time declares that she

was not the executrix, her assertion,

however, is not to be credited as against the

purchaser, but the sale remains in suspense

till her children arrive at puberty. If

they should admit that she was the exe-

cutrix, the sale by her is lawful ;
but if

they deny the fact, the sale is void; and

though the purchaser should have manured

the purchased land, he has no recourse for

reimbursement against the woman. What

has been Baid is op the supposition that
% *

the woman sues for a cancellation of the

sale, on the ground that she was not the

executrix; but if the minor sues on that

ground, his claim is to be heard.” (Baillie,

page 249; Alamgiri, Volume III, page 234).

The rest of the passage is immaterial for

the purposes of this judgment.

The above oase shows that even where
the mother believes she is vested with
authority as her husband’s executrix, and
in that belief purports to deal with the

minor’s property, a purchaser let into pos-

session by her is liable to be ejected at

the instance of the minor. Her own sub-

sequent denial of authority does not affect

the purchaser’s position; but if the trans-

action is impugned by the rightful owner

—

i 20 ., the infant—the onus is on the vendee
to establish the foundation of his title,

that is, that his vendor possessed in fact

the authority under which she purported

to act.

A further rule, which is given in the

“Book on Pledges” (Mortgages) (Kitab-ur-

Rahn) of the Fatawa i-Alamgiri, which does

not appear to have been translated by Mr,
Baillie, is equally explicit. After stating

the principle applicable to the powers of

the father to pledge or mortgage his

minor child’s property, it goes on to say:

“the mother: if she pledges (mortgages)

the property of her infant child, it is not

lawful, unless she be the executrix [of the

father] or be authorised therefor by the

guardian of the minor- or the Judge should

grant her permission to pledge the infant’s

property Then it is lawful; and the right

to possession and user is established in the

Murtahin (pledgee or mortgagee) without

power of sale;” (Fata wa-i- Alamgiri, Volume
V, page 638).

It seems to their Lordships that the

power to sell cannot be wider than the power
to mortgage.

For the foregoing considerations their

Lordships are of opinion that under the

Muhammadan Law a person who has charge

of the person or property of a minor with-

out being his legal guardian, and who may,
therefore, be conveniently oal led a “de facto

guardian,” has no power to convey to an-

other any right or interest in immoveable
property which the transferee can enforce

against the infant: nor can suoh transferee,

if let into possession of the property under
^ . 4 • •
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aaoh unauthorized transfer, resist an action

in ejectment on behalf of the infant as a

trespasser. It follows that, being himself

without title, he cannot seek to recover

property in the possession of another equally

without title.

Their Lordships are accordingly of opinion

that the decree of the High Court, in so

far as it awards to the plaintiffs possession

of the shares of the defendants Nos. 9 and

10, should be discharged, and, subject to

this variation, it should be affirmed and

the appeal be dismissed with costs. And

their Lordships will humbly advise His

Majesty accordingly.

Their Lordships cannot help deprecating

the practice which seems to be growing in

some of the Indian Courts of referring

largely to foreign decisions. However use*

ful in the scientific study of comparative

jurisprudence, judgments of foreign Courts,

to which Indian practitioners oanuot be

expected to have access, based often on

considerations and conditions totally differ-

ing from those applicable to or prevailing

in India, are only likely to confuse the admi-

nistration of justice.

Apreal partly allowed.

Solicitors for the Appellants.— Messrs.

Truefitt and Francis.

Solicitors for the Respondents.— Messrs.

T. L. Wilson A Co.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeals from Appellate Decrees Nos. ‘2072

and 2082 ok 1916.

May *22, 1918.

Present :— Mr. Justice Fletcher and

Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Hilda, Kt.

In No. 2072 ok 19i6.

(tANGADHAR NANDA and others—
Appellants

In No. 2082 ok 1916

The secretary ok state fop

INDIA— Appellant
versus

Srimati JANAKIMONI DASI and others

—

Respondents.
hi hi Hat ion Act (IX of 1908), s*. 15 (2), applicability of

— Bengal Tenancy Act (VIII B. C.af 1885), s. 104f/,
suit under — Civil Procedure Code ( Act V of 1908', k.

80, notice under —Exclusion of time during currency of

notice.

The provisions of section 15, sub-section (21 of the

Limitation Act, do not apply to a suit instituted under

t He terms of section 10411 of the Bengal Tenancy Act.

Therefore, a suit under that section must be brought

in any event within the six months specified there-

in aud the plaintiff is not entitled to exclude the

period of the currency of the notice to the Secretary,

of State under serf ion 80. Code* ot Civil Procedure.

[p. 527, col. 1.]

Appeals against the decrees of the Dis-

trict Judge, Midnapur, dated the 12th

of June 1916, affirming those of the

Subordinate Judge, 2nd Court of that

District, dated the 23rd of July 1914.

FACTS.—These two appeals arose out of

the same suit brought by the respondent

under section 10411 of the Bengal Ten-

ancy Act. The facts are these:— After the

abolition of the salt agency, the Jalpai

lands were settled with tenants for pur-

poses of bringing them under cultivation.

The land in respect of which the suit was

brought was situate in the Mai Jalpai Es-

tate, of which the proprietors were the

appellants, Nandas. The predeoessor-in-

interest of the plaintiff-respondent took

settlement of the land for cultivation and

made the same oulturable. Soon after that,

i.e. %
in 1876, a settlement was made of the

Mahal by the Government under Regula-

tion VII of 1822, when the predeoessor-in-

interest of the plaintiff was recorded as

ooonpancy raiyut . Then there was a 9uit

between the Nandas and the predecessor-

in-interest of the plaintiff, which ended in

a compromise; the Nandas granting him a

ruiijati confirmatory lease.

In the year 1910 settlement of the Mahal

was made under Chapter X of the Bangui

Tenanoy Act for purposes of settling reve-

nue, the Mahal being a temporarily settled

estate, when the plaintiff was reoorded as

a tenure-holder, and her rent was increased

under section 7 of the Bengal Tenancy

Act. The Record of Rights was dually pub-

lished on the 2nd June 1910 and 10th

June 1910. The plaintiff thereupon gave

notice to the Secretary of State under

seotion 80, Civil Procedure Code, and after

the expiry of 2 months as required by that

section brought the present suit againt the

Nandas and the Secretary of State for

India in Council. The Nandas did not

\
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appear in the suit, but the Secretary of

State for India in Council appeared and
contested the suit.

Babu Ram Charan Mitter (with him Babu
Srish Chandra Ghowdhury) ,

for the Secretary

of State, 'Appellant in AppealNo. 20S2of 1916.
•—The plaintiff had no cause of action against

the Secretary of State. The latter was made
a defendant in a lower Court and was made
a party; although it was said there was no

necessity to make him a party and the suit not

being brought within 6 months, as required by
section 104H of the Bengal Tenancy Act, it

was barred by limitation. The other side

says that 8 months is the limitation, because

a notice is to be given to the Secretary

of State within two months before the insti-

tution of a suit, and he wants to add these

2 months to 6 months. My submission

is that those 2 months are included

within these* 6 months under section 104H,
Bengal Tenancy Act. The other side says

because 2 months’ notice was to be given

to me, limitation would otherwise be virtu-

ally reduced to 4 months. But this is not

so and I beg to invite your Lordships’

attention to Secretary of State v. Gangadhar
Nanda (1) in support of my contention,

and this deoision has been followed in

Secretary of State v. Shib Narain Hazra (2)

in thi3 Court decided by Richardson and
Walmsley, JJ. Whether the Secretary of

State is a necessary party or not, I have
every right to say that the suit is barred

by limitation.
t

[Huda, J.—You have been discharged
from the suit by the order of the District

Judge. Therefore, how are you affected by

the order F]

Government is interested in seeing that

the correct status of the plaintiff, i.e., whether
he is a raiyat or a tenure-holder, is established

in the Record of Rights. The lower Appel-

late Court was wrong in holding that the

Secretary of State was not a necessary

party.

Babu Saroda Charan Matty
,

for the Re-

spondents.—The Nandas are the landlords.

Government in its sovereign authority takes

the revenue. The Government, therefore, is

not a necessary party. There is no decree

(1) 45 Iml. Cas. 228; 27 C. L. J. 374.

(2) 47 lad. Cas. 502; 22 C. W, N. 302,

against the Secretary of State, therefore, he

had no right of appeal.

So far as the Nandas are concerned,

they did not contest the suit either in the

trial Court or in the Appellate Court.

The District Judge was quite right in re-

jecting their application. Order XLI, rule

4 or rule 33, Code of Civil Procedure, does

not help them. Rangamlal v. Jhandu (3)

referred to.

[Fletcher, J.—You are not entitled to

get the deduction of time. The question is,

have you a right of suit beyond 6 months Y ]

Sections 184 and 185 of the Bengal Ten-
ancy Act do not say that subject to those

provisions the provisions of the Limitation
Act will apply to cases mentioned in the

Schedule and not to other oases. There is

no such limitation in those sections. There-
fore, those sections do not exclude the

application of the Limitation Act to other

suits not mentioned in the Schedule to the

Bengal Tenanoy Act.

[Hcda, J.—They mean that.]

I submit not. Then there is section

29 of the Limitation Act, whioh says that

when any special period of limitation is

provided for by any special or local

Act, the provisions of the Indian Limi-
tation Act will not affect or alter that.

Exclusion of time requisite for notice under

section 80, Civil Procedure Code, cannot

affect or alter the period of limitation

prescribed, it simply gives a particular mode
of computation.

[Fletcher, J.— If section 15, clause (2)

of the Limitation Act, applies, it will extend
the time by 2 months,]

I submit, not. If your Lordships look at

the arrangement of the Limitation Act, you
will see that sections 12 to 25 do not lay

down any substantive rule of limitation.

They only provide for the mode of calcu-

lation or computation. JDropadi v. Hira Lai

(4) Srinivasa Aiyangar v. Secretary of State

(5)

,
referred to.

[Fletcher, J.—But the Bengal Tenanoy
Act is a complete Code.]

(3) 1 1 Iml. Cas. 640; 34 A. 32 at p. 34; 8 A. L. J.

1111 .

(4) 10 I ml. Cas. 149; 34 A. 490; 10 A. L. J. 3.

(o) 18 lnd. Cas. 017; 38 AI. 92; 24 M. L. J. 41.
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I submit not. Refers to Kripa Sindhu

Mukherji v. Armada Sundari Debi (6). ^
[Fletcher, J.—What is meant by “pres-

cribed” in section 29 and section 15?]

It means prescribed by any legislative

authority. It does not mean prescribed by

the Limitation Act only.

[Fletcher, J.—Suppose the Chief Com-

missioner of Assam passes any Act; would

you contend that this section will apply ?J

I-will say that.

[Fletcher, J.- —There is the case of

Secretary of State v. Gangadhar Nanda (0,

which is directly in point. That is clearly

against you. It was followed in a subse-

quent case.]

That is so. But those oases were wrongly

decided. See Behan Loll Mukerjee v. Mun-

golanath Mukerjee (7). The decisions are

conilioting. Therefore, the matter ought to

be set at rest by reference to a Full

.Bench.

[Fletcher, J.—Have you any reported

case under section 104H which is in your

favour?}

I have nut, but I say the reasons given in

those cases are not oorreol.

[Fletcher, J.—How can you say that?]

Because the exclusion of the period of

notice will not affect or alter the period

of limitation. The period of 6 months re-

mains the same, only the 2 months during

wbioh the notice is to be given will not be

taken into account for determining the

starting point for limitation. The fallacy in

those oases is obvious. Your Lordships

can refer this case to a Full Bench and see

what the effect would be. In the case of

other persons the period is 6 months but

in the case of Government it will be prac-

tically 4 months if the period of notice

under section 80, Code of Civil Procedure, be

not excluded.

[Fletcher, J.— At present we are not

convinced that these oases are wrongly

decided].

Then your Lordships will have to con-

sider another point. This is a suit for

declaration of status under the proviso

of section 111A, for whioh the limitation

is 6 years;

(0) 6 C. L. J. 273 at p. 290; 11 C.*.\V. N. 983; 35

C. 34.

(7) 5 G. 110; 4 G. L. 11. 371;.2 lud.Uoo. (,N. a.)

681 .

[Fletcher, J.—But you amended your
plaint so as to bring it under section 10 4H.
On the face of this amendment, how can
you say that?]

Even after the amendment the suit is

competent for purposes of sect ion 111 A
proviso. What was the amendment ? Be-

fore the amendment there were two

prayers: (1) For declaration of statas; and

(2) for reduction of rent. After the

amendment both the prayers were amal-

gamated into one. The prayer for declara-

tion of status was not omitted.

[Huda, J.—That is only ancillary to the

main prayer.]

But see Jogendra Nath Singh v. Secretary

of State (8) whioh says that the only

prayer competent in a suit under section

104H is regarding rent.

[Fletcher, J.— No, after amendment it is

a suit under section 104H.]
Then your Lordships will allow me to

amend the plaint.

[Fletcher, J.— No, we cannot allow you to

re-amend.]
[Huda, J.— You oan even now bring a

suit under section 111 A, proviso, if you like.]

Babu Shib Chandra Falit for Babu Khirode

Narain Bhuiyan
,

for the ^Appellants in

No. 2072 of 1916.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.—The question raised in these

two appeals is whether the suit was com-

petent. That arises on a consideration of

the t^rms of section 104H of the Bengal

Tenancy Act. First of all, it is quite dear

that, as against the Nandas, that is, one

set of defendants who has preferred one

of these appeals, namely, Appeal No. 2072

of 1916, the suit was brought eight months

after the tinal publication of the Reoord

of Rights. There does not seem to be any

ground why as against them the period

should be extended. As against the Secre-

tary of State for India in Council, the

reason why the suit was brought beyond

six months is this; The Secretary of State

was entitled to two months' notice under

the provisions of section 80, Code of Civil

Procedure, and the plaintiff’s view is that

he was entitled under the provisions of

seotion 15, sub-section [2) of the Indian

Limitation Act, to exclude the period during

whioh the notice to the Secretary of State

(8) 17 Ind. Gas. 921; 16 C. L. J. 385; 17 0. W. N.

5 3.
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was current. That, ot course, depends on

this : Does the provision of section 15, sub-

section (2) of the Indian Limitation Act,

apply to a suit instituted under the terms

of seotion 104H of the Bengal Tenancy

Act ? The decisions of this Court are clear

that it does not. There is, first, in sup-

port of it the decision in the case of

Secretary of State v. Gangadhar Nanda (l).

That case, it is admitted, is directly in

point. That decision was followed and

approved of in Secretary of State v. Shib

Narain Hazra (2) by Mr. Justice Richardson

and Mr. Justice Walmsley. It is quite

clear that we are bound by those two

considered judgments of this Court, unless

we see reason to disapprove them and

send them to a Full Bench. It has been

suggested in this case that these two oases

ought to be sent for consideration to a

Full Bench. I do not think so. I think

that both these cases were rightly deoided.

The only case that has been suggested as

having any value as against ' these two

decisions is the case of Behari Loll Mukerjee

v. Mungolanath Mukerjee (7). That deci-

sion is not consistent with the decision of

the Full Bench case in Nagendra Nath

.
Mullick v. Mathura Mahun Parhi (9). We
cannot send two considered judgments, the

terms of which we approve, for consider-

ation by a Full Benoh on the doubtful

authority of the decision reported as Be-

hari Loll Mukerjee v. Mungolanath Mukerjee

(7).
~

It seems to me quite clear that a suit

under seotion 104H of the Bengal Tenancy

Act must be brought in any event within

the six months specified in that seotion.

As against the Wandas, there is absolutely

no reason why the time should on any

account be extended. It is only in the

case of the Secretary of State, if at all,

that the plaintiff can say that he should

get an extension of time. But on the

decisions already referred to, in a suit under

section 1CLH of the Bengal Tenancy Act,

the parties are not entitled to exolude the

time during the currency of the notice to the

Secretary of State.

Then, another point is taken which seems

to be a point that has got no foroe in it.

It is said that this is not a suit under

seotion 104H but is a suit under seotion

11IA of the Bengal Tenancy Act. That

is a most extraordinary proposition to put

forward in the Court here. In the lower

Court, it was expressly objected by the

Government that the suit was not main-

tainable, it not being a suit under section

104H of the Bengal Tenancy Act. There-

upon, the plaintiff applied to the Court for

leave to amend and amended his plaint so

as to bring it under seotion 104H of the

Bengal Tenancy Act. How can he be now
heard to say that the suit is a suit under

seotion 111 A when he deliberately applied

to the Court to make such amendments as

would bring it under the provisions of seo-

tion 104H. That is a position that cannot

possibly be taken.

Finally, an appeal has been made that

we should permit the plaint at this stage

to be amended or rather re-amended so that

the plaintiff, having once made amendments
which he said were necessary to bring the

case under section 104H of the Bengal

Tenancy Act but which he now urges were

not sufficient for that purpose, might fur-

ther amend his plaint by taking back

shelter under seotion 111 A. It is quite

clear that he cannot be allowed to shift

his case between the two sections as he

finds most convenient. He must stick to

one case and having made his case under

seotion 104H, it is quite clear that on

the decisions of this Court already referred

to, the present suit was instituted beyond

the period of limitation mentioned in seo-

tion 104H, sub-section (2) of the Bengal

Tenancy Aot. In my opinion, the suit was

incompetent for the Court to deal with at

the very outset. Tne present appeals

must, therefore, be allowed and the plaint-

iff’s suit dismissed. In Appeal No. 2072,

the Nandas will get costs only in this Court

and will baar their own costs in the

lower Courts. In Appeal No. 2082, the

Sacretary of State for India in Council wilt

get his costs in this Court as well as in the

Courts below.

ShaMSUL Huda, J.—1 agree.

Appeals allowed,

•>

(9) 18 0. 368j 9 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 246 (F. B.).
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NA/.AK AL! V. ASBRAF ALI.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Miscellaneous Judicial » ase No. 913 of 1917.

December 28, 1917.

Present :— Mr. Prideaux, A. J. C
NAZAR ALI, Min^r, by Guardian COLLEC-

TOR, AMRAOTI

—

Applicant
versus

ASHRAEALLI

—

Non- Applicant.
r,nLcr-oi-at(orncit, must . action "f— Minor, soil

uyainst—Admission by unauthorised agent
t

whether

binding on minor.

A power-of-attorney should be const rued strictly,

[p. 528, col. 2.]

Where a power-of-attorney relates to matters

connected with the management of a minor’s jagir

<ml\, it cannot, in the absence of express provisions,

be held to authorize the person in whose favour ii

has been executed to defend the minor’s title to the

jd'iie in a suit. Any statements or admissions made
by such agent in a suit against the minor relating

1
,', the jagir cannot, therefore, bind the minor. ' j>. 528,

col. 2.j

Application for review of judgment in

Second Appeal No. 122 13, 191 I, dated the

29th September 1916.

ORDER.—This is an application by the

respondent, a minor, for review of my judg-

ment passed on the 29th September 1916

in Second Appeal No. 122-13, 1914. The
application was presented on the 23rd March

1917, and is thus barred by time 72 days,

and objection on this ground has been taken

to its admission. The application has been

iiled by the Collector of Amraoti as guard-

ian, and the circumstances accounting for

the delay, as shown in the affidavit of the

22nd March last, are so exceptional that L

have no hesitation in extending time. 1 do

so and proceed to consider the grounds on

which review is sought. These are as follows:

The fact that the applicant who is a minor

was not properly represented in the original

case and in the first and second appeals

was not brought to the notice of this Court.

The suit was tiled on the 22nd January

1912 and the plaintiff did not move the

Court by affidavit or otherwise for the

appointment of a guardian to represent the

present applicant. One Govindrao, alleging

himself to be the agent of Kasam Ali Deg,

appeared and made certain statements and

admissions on behalf of the minor applicant.

Dut ho was not a recognised agent for the

minor defendant and had no power to appear.

it was not until the 17th July 1912 that

the Court discovered that no guardian had

been appointed and proceeded to appoint

Mirza Kasam A ] i Beg. This was after the

statements and preliminary issues had been
recorded, and the appointment was made
without ascertaining the fitness of the said

Mitr.a Kasam Ali Beg to be a guardian. It

is contended for the applicant that the said

Mirza Kasam Ali Beg on whose power-of-

attorney Govinda the agent appeared was
formerly acting as the guardian of the

estate and person of the minor but was
removed from the guardianship by the Dis-

trict Judge, Amraoti, for mismanagement;
the Collector being appointed in his place

on the 6th September 1915.

The application of Miiza Kasam Ali to

be appointed guardian under the Guardians

and^ Wards Act was made to the District

Judge in November 1912 and orders were

passed on the 12th August 1913. That is

long after the statements of the agent

complained of had been made, and after

the date of the power- of attorney under

which the agent acted. As Mirza Kasam
Ali failed to put in an inventory of the

property, the District Judge was of opinion

that the estate was being mismanaged ;

he, on the 6th September 1915, removed

Mirza Ka3am Ali from the guardianship of

the property and appointed the Collector

such guardian.

It is clear that though this was the oase,

the said Mirza Kasam Ali failed to intimate

the fact to the Civil Courts, nor did he in-

form the Collector of the second appeal

tiled by Asbraf Ali then pending. In my
opinion in any oase the power-of-attorney

given to Govinda by Mirza Kasam Ali Beg
did not authorise the agent to defend a

suit of the character brought by Asbraf

Ali. The power related to matters connected

with the management of the Jagir, only. A
power ha« to bo strictly construed and in

the absence of authority in that power to

defend the minor’s title to the Jagir I cannot

hold that the said Govinda was a properly

constituted agent for M'rza Kasam Ali in

that suit. His statements and admissions

cannot, therefore, bind the minor. Mirza

Kasam Ali Beg did not live in British India

and would not, in my opinion, have been ap-

pointed guardian by the trial Court bad

that Court gone into the matter of his fitness

for the appointment. Taking the case as a

whole, 1 have come to the conclusion that

the minor applicant was not properly repre*
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sented and that the agent appointed by
Mirza Kasam All Beg was not empowered
by his power- of attorney to defend the suit

I, therefore, allow this review and cancel
the directions contained in my judgment under
review as to the burden of proof. I return the
case for trial de novo after the appointment
of the Collector as guardian for the minor.
No refund certificate will issue and costs will

abide the result, I fix Pleader’s fees as Rs 25.

Review allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
' Original Civil SriT No. 534 of 1912.

August 20, 1917.
Present:—Justice Sir Asutosh Cbaudhuri,

Kt.
The BANK of UPPER INDIA

versus

The ADMINISTRATOR GENERAL of
BENGAL.

Administration of assets—Priority—Crown debts —
Mortgage

,
English

, debts secured by — Mortgagee
,

rights

°f— Pictures
,
whether passto mortgagee Shares, deposit

of, effect of—Civil Procedure Code
(Act V of 1908), O.

XX, r, 13 (2)

—

Presidency Towns Insolvency Act (II[ of
1909), s. 49.

Iii the distribution of the assets of a deceased
person whose estate is under administration by a
decree of the Court, under Order XX, rule H (2),
Code of Civil Procedure, read with section 40 of the
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act, all debts due to
the Crown must bo paid in priority over all other
debts, secured or unsecured, except debts secured by
a first mortgage in English form. [p. 530, col, 2;

p 533, col. l.J

In au English mortgage the ownership is wholly
transferred to the creditor, which is, however, liable
to be divested by the repayment of the loan on an
appointed day. The mortgagee has the right to
outer upon possession of the property immediately
upon execution of the deed, unless the possession of
the mortgagor is protected by a covenant for quiet
enjoyment till default. The mortgagor has only the
right to redeem. The mortgagee is not obliged lo
aPPly f°r salo of the property mortgaged under
rulo 18 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act.
He has no debt proveable in the insolvency until his
security has been valued or realised. He stands
outside the bankruptcy, [p. 532, col. 2; p. 533, col. 1.]
The general rule is that unless a contrary intention

is shown, a mortgage of land or buildings passes the
right to the fixtures then upon the premises, and
fixtures attached by the mortgagor to the property
after the date of the mortgage will also, except
under an agreement to the contrary, pass to the
mortgagee [p. 533, C ol 1.]
The ownership of the property passes to the first

mortgagee in an English mortgage but not to the
puisne mortgagees, [p. 533, col. 1.]

The rule of law, that where the titles of the Crown
and of the subject concur the title of the Crown shall

be preferred, except so far as the Legislature has
thought fit to interfere with it, appears to be one of

34

universal application. L p. 532, col. 2.J
Shares merely deposited and not actually trans-

ferred do not create a right in favour of the depositee
superior to the right of the Crown, [p. 533, col. 2. ]

Mr. Buekland
, for the Alliance Bank of

Simla, Ltd.

Mr. Langford James
,
for the Punjab Gov-

ernment.
Mr Gregory

,
for the Administrator-General,

Bengal
JUDGMENT.—This matter was before

me on the 2nd September 1915 in connection
with the claim of the Administrator- General
of Bengal for the refund of a certain sum by
the Punjab Government, which that Govern-
ment claimed the right to set off against the

amount which was due to it forstill-head duty.
The question which now comes up for

consideration arises out of the claim
of that Government to priority, in respect

of the said amount for still-head duty, over
the Alliance Bank of Simla. Limited, and the
Delhi and London Bank, claimants Nos. 34
and 33, who are mortgagees.
The deceased died on the 20th January

1911. This suit was instituted on the 27th
May 1912 by the plaintiff Bank as un-

secured creditors. Letters of Administra-
tion to the estate were granted by this

Court to the Administrator* General on the

28th March 1912. The mortgages to the

present claimants were executed on the

lObh April 1908 and the 2nd November
1 9 i 0 respectively. By an order made by
this Court on the 29th August 1913
the Administrator- General was appointed

Receiver of the Distillery Company with

power to carry on the busine33 with

a view to the sale thereof. There was a still-

head duty due to the Punjab Government
at the time of the death of the deceased.

For the purpose of enforcing its claim
warrants of attachment of the machinery,
plants, stock and other moveable properties

of the distillery at different places were
executed under section 34 of the Excise

Act and section 70 of the Punjab Land
Revenue Act. These attachments were
issued on the 30fch September 1913 for

Rs. 1,84,926-0-3, The amount owing appears

not to have been definitely settled at the

time. These attachments were issued in

consequence of the proposed sale of some
of the properties by the Administrator-

General
v
who had obtained the consent of

the mortgagees. Certain steps were taken
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for the sale of those properties and they

were sold, but the sale was cancelled, and

the properties in respect of which the

warrants of attach rnent had been wi th

-

drawn were subsequently re-attached by the

Punjab Government The Administraior-

General then applied to this Court for

leave to sell, and on the 13th February

1914 leave was given to him to sell the

land, buildings, plants, machinery, etc. of the

sugar factories at certain places and to hold

the proceeds subject to all encumbrances,

attachments and distraints justly made on

those properties subject to the further

orders of this Court. On the 3rd May
1915 the Administrator General applied

for leave to sell the Amritsar Distillery

as a going concern, free from encumbrances,

but without prejudice to the rights of the

Punjab Government and of the mortgagee?.

An order was made by consent to that

effect on the 2nd June 1915. The Distillery

was sold on the 29th March 1 91 6. There

was a dispute as to a sum of Rs. 17,167-^-0

paid to the Government for duty on certain

spir ts supplied to troops by the Distillery

after the death of the testator. The Ad-

ministrator-General claimed that it should

be refunded, but the Government said that

they were willing to refund, provided the

amount was set off against their claim,

I held on the 2nd September 1 9 1 5, on the

materials then before me, that this amount

was refundable by the Government and it

has now been reported by the Assistant

Referee as an outstanding asset of the

estate. This is the position of the contend-

ing parties at present. The attachments

by the Government were withdrawn and the

sales were effected free from encumbrances,

but suoh sales were without prejudice to

their rights. The Government in addition

to their rights under the Exoise Aot claim

priority over all other debts as Crown debts.

The mortgage to the Alliance Rank is in

respect of the leasehold properties mention-

ed as items 5, 6 and 7 of Part 11 of Schedule

A to Referee’s report, and upon the distil-

lery and the buildings, plants and machinery

thereof in item 1 of Part 11 of Schedule A,

and also upon oertain shares belonging to

the deceased mentioned as item 7 (6) of

Part I of the said schedule. The mortgage

to the Delhi and London Bank is a second

mortgage of the same propeoties and a first

mortgage of the shares, items X to WW of

Part 1 of the said schedule, and of cer-

tain other securities held by the Bank,

mentioned in Schedule E, consisting of shares.

The assets of the estate are wholly in«

sufficient to pay off the debts. The adminis-

tration of the estate, therefore, being tinder

a decree of this Court is governed by

Order XX, rule 13, sub-olause (2), under

whioh the same rules have to be observed as

to the respective rights of secured and

unsecured creditors and as to debts and

liabilities proveable, as are in force in respect

to estates of persons adjudged or declared

insolvent within our looal limits, that is

to say, under section 49 of the Presidency

Towns Insolvency Act of 1 9Q9, whioh

provides that in the distribution of the

property all debts due to the Crown shall

be pr^d in priority. The question raised is

whether there is suoh priority against the mort-

gages in favour of the Allianoe Bank of Simla,

Limited, and the Delhi and London Bank.

In England under the old law it was

settled that the Bankruptcy Statutes did

not bind the Crown, but owing to the

Bankruptcy Aot of 1883, as amended, so far

as aotual proof in bankruptcy goes, the

Crown appears to be on the footing of an

ordinary creditor, although the provisions re-

lating to the remedies against the property

of the debtor and the general effect of

section 150 of that Act on the rights of

the Crown are by no means clear in every

respect, but we need hardly refer to the

English Law, as under the Civil Procedure

Code we havo to oonsider the matter in

view of our Insolvency Aot. Order XX, rule

13 (2), provides that the same rules shall

be observed ' as to respective rights of

secured and unsecured creditors and as to

debts and liabilities proveable.” This rule

closely follows section 25 of the Judicature

Aot of 1873, in whioh the same words were

interpreted by Jessel, M.R., as meaning debts

and liabilities which can be proved and

the manner iu whioh they are to be proved

[see Mersey Steel Iron Co . t>. Naylor (1)

which was affirmed in 9 A. C. 434*]. It is

argued on behalf of the Punjab Government

that in this country a Crown debt

(U (1S82) 9 Q. B. D. 648; 61 L. J. Q. B. 67$ 47 L.

T. 369; 31 W. il
L 60.

* Mersey Steel ^ Iron Co. v. Naylor,
1884) 9 A. 0.

434; 63 L. J. ^ . B. 497; 61 L. T. 637; 33 W.R.989.—W,
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is entitled to preoedenoe over every other kind
of debt, whether seoured or unsecured.
Thie has been based upon a passage in
Dr. Ghose’s work on Mortgages, 4th Edition
Volume I, page 415, and the authorities there
oited, to which I shall refer.

The question in Secretary of State v.
Bombay Landing and Shipping Company (2)
was whether a judgment recovered by the
Secretary of State was entitled to precedence
over the claims of ordinary creditors who
sought the benefit of a winding up order.
The Court held that the Crown was not,
e.ther expressly or even by implication,
bound by the Indian Companies Aot X of
1863, inasmuch as that Aot had not
worked any alteration in the ownership in
the property against which the Secretary
of State sought execution. The owner-
ship still remaining in the Company, the
doctrine which prevailed in Giles v. Grover
to) was applied. Rex v. Cotton (4) was

1°’ and the following observation
of Chief Baron Parker was oited with ap-
proval, viz., that the property was not alter.
ed was the true reason.” Ganpat Putaya v
Collector of Kanara (5) merely deoided that the
Crown had the first claim for levying
Court-fees on the prooeeds of a pauper suit.
Puthia Valappil Barga v. Veloth Assenar (6)
deoided that inasmuoh as the stamp fee
recoverable by the Government in oonneotion
with a pauper suit was a first oharge under
seotion 411, Civil Procedure Code, the purohase
of property sold to reoover the amount
due to the Government prevailed against
the subsequent purohase of the same pro-
perty sold in execution of auy other deoree.
In Gayanoda Bala Dassee v. Butto Kristo
Bairagie (7) the amount of Court-fees was
declared as the first oharge on the pre-
mises in whioh the pauper plaintiff succeed-
ed in getting her right declared, and
oale, J., decided that inasmuch as the Crown
had the prerogative of preoedenoe, it was not
necessary for the Crown to attach the
fund in Court whioh represented the pro-
ceeds of the property sold. These oases

(2) 5 B. H. C. R. 23.
(3) (1832) 9 Bing. 128; 131 E. R.533.
(4) (l7ol) Parker 112; 145 E. R.729.

LB;
7iJ l Mad ‘ Jur* 21* 1 Ind. Dec. (n.'s.) 5.

(6 25 M. 733, 12 M. L. J. 405.
U) 33 0. 1040; 10 C. W. N. 857.

do not directly deal with the question now
before me and do not appear to me to sup-
port the passage oited from Dr. Ghose.
Sale, J., relied upon Collector of Morad-
abad v. Muhammad Daim Khan (8), where
it was held that the principle that the
Government took preoedenoe of all other
creditors is not liable to exception in
the case of lien holders, upon the strength
of Ganpat Putaya v. Collector of Kanara (5), I
have already referred to, whioh does not appear
to me to support the principle enunciated by
the Allahabad Court in Collector of
Moradabad v. Muhammad DaimKhan(8)

t which
has now been expressly overruled by a
Full Bench of that Court: see Dost Muham.

med Khan v. Mani Sa*i(9). I find Stanley, C. J.,
took the same view of the Bombay case
and said, I am at a loss to see how the
Government’s claim in respect of the Court-
fee in such a case can be properly satis-
fied out of the property of the mortgagee
who is in no way liable for its payment.
The Court-fee is no doubt a first oharge
upon the interest of the mortgagors, but
before the mortgagor is entitled to any bene-
fit from the property mortgaged he must...
satisfy the subsisting mortgage.” The ques'-
tion of the preoedenoe of a Crown debt
oyer private hypothecation debts was
discussed in Rama chandra v. Pitchaikanni
(10). The learned Judges in that case
were not prepared to aooept Collector of
Moradabad

y. Muhammad Daim Khan (8) and
said they “ hesitated to import into places
outside the presidency towns the doctrine
of the common law of England relating
to Crown debts.” They held that the right
of Government to priority to a mortgagee
was not recognised in the Mofussil, was
shown by the express language of the Aot
whioh declared the land revenue to be a
first charge on the land—an unnecessary
provision if by common law every debt
due to the Crown was a first oharge
on the land. This case has been followed
in Ibrahim Khan Sahib v. Rangasami Naicken
(11). The Madras cases arose out of sales for
Abkari revenue and in the last case I have
referred to, the learned Judges held that

(8) 2 A. 196; 1 Iud. Dec. (n. s.) 678.
(9) 29 A. 537; A. W. N. (1907) 157: 4 A

(10; 7 M. 434; 2 Ind. Dec. (n. a.) 886,
(11) 28 M. 420.

Ii. J.
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the sale did not affect a mortgage which

had been created prior to the sale. In

some of the cases above referred to, a view

seems to have been taken that the law re-

lating to the priority of Crown debts in a

presidency town where the common law

of England may be applied, is different from

the law applicable to the Moffussil.

The English Law relating to the matter

is conveniently summed up in Coote on Mort-

gages, 8th Edition, pages 1386-88. It says that

a mortgagee is liable to have his security

postponed to certain claims of the Crown,

which by virtue of its prerogatives has

the right to issue an “extent ” or execution

against all the lands of its debtors, except

copyholds, and to follow such lands into

the hands of subsequent mortgagees or pui*

chasers, though without notice. 1 he Crown

claiming under an extent is like a judg-

ment-creditor, subject to prior equities and

to such encumbrances as the debtor has

lawfully created. Not only all interests

actually created by the debtor before the

lien of the Crown has attached, but also

the conditions to which the lands have

been subjected prior to the date of such

lien, are binding upon the Crown.

The question in England does not now

depend merely upon the common law, which

has been largely modified by special Statutes.

There is no general priority in all cases

for Crown debts over the debts of the sub-

ject. The matter before me is a matter

solely of the administration of assets under

the direction of the Court. In such a case it

has been held by James, L. J., in Henley Jy Co. %

Jn re (12) that whenever the right of the

Crown and the right of the subject with res-

pect to payment of a debt of equal degree come

into competition, the Crown right prevails.

It was held that the Crown having a right

of distress, which was not taken away by

the Companies Aot of 1862, could proceed

to distress and it was, therefore, right that

the Crown debt should be paid in priority

to the other creditors. Cotton, L. J., held that

this right existed even when the Crown sub-

mitted to come in under the administra-

tion of the assets in the winding up of

the Company. A distinction has always been

drawn between bankruptcy and winding up,

inasmuch as in the former, the whole of the

i l‘j) (1373) i) Oli. L. 409 at p. 481; 48 L. J. Ch. 147

Oj L. T. bo; 20 V/. K. 885

property is divested from the bankrupt

and passes to the trustee and beoomes

Viis property, while in the case of winding

up there is no suoh divesting. The deoision

of the Court of Appeal in Henley Sr Go., In re

(12) rested upon both grounds, namely, that

the property had not passed out of the Com-

pany and also on the right of the Crown

to be paid in priority to all other creditors

of equal degree. This oase was considered

Hew South Hairs Taxation Commis-

sioner v. Palmer (13). In England it has been

held that if for any reason the Crown loses

its prerogative remedies, suoh as extent,

or does not ohoose to avail itself of them,

it can still come in and olaim priority of pay-

ment in administration by virtue of the in-

controvertible rule of law that where the

King's and the subjects' title concur, the

King’s shall be preferred” [R. v. Wells (11) j.

Except so far as the Legislature has thought

tit to interfere with it, this rule appears to

be one of universal application. In the

present case there is no question of divest-

ing, leeause the assets are in the hands

of the Administrator-General as Receiver.

The question, so far a? we are ooncerned,

depends upon section 49 of the Presidency

Towns Insolvency Aot The position of seoured

creditors in that Act is different from that of

unsecured creditors, see seotioil 12, olause (.-)•

A secured creditor may not petition for

adjudication of an insolvent unless he is

willing to relinquish his seounty for the

benefit of the general body of creditors,

or gives an estimate of the value of his

security, and in the latter oase he may be

admitted as a petitioning oreditor to the

extent of the balance of the debt due to

him after deducting the value so estimat-

ed. Schedule II of that Aot provides for

the proof of debts by seoured and other

creditors. Clauses 9 to 16 are the rules

applicable to the former. A seoured credi-

tor may realise his security, or choose to

surrender it to the Official Assignee and

may prove for the balance. These rules are

the same as under the English Bankruptcy

Act, 1883. . ...

The mortgages in favour of the Alliance

Bank and the Delhi and London Bank are

(13) (1907) A. C. 179; 76 L.

1278; 23 T. L. lv 30 L; 14 Mansou
(1-1) 0812) 10 East 278 at p

14 K. 11. 347.

J. 1\ C. 41; 96 L. T.

106.

. 282; 104 K. K. 1094;

\
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English mortgages. In such mortgages the

ownership is wholly transferred to the

oreditor, which is, however, liable to be divest-

ed by the repayment of the loan on the

appointed day. The mortgagees have the

right to enter upon possession of the pro-

perty immediately upon execution of the

deed, but the possession of the mortgagor
is protected by a covenant for quiet en-

joyment till default. The mortgagor has

only the right to redeem. The mortgagee is

not| obliged to apply for sale of the
.
pro-

perty mortgaged under rule 18 of the Presi-

dency Towns Insolvency Act. He has no

debt proveable in the insolvency until his

security has been valued or realised. He
stands outside the bankruptcy. I, therefore,

hold that the Crown is not entitled to priority

over the immoveable properties so mortgag-

ed. In this I am supported by Dost Muham-
mad Khan v. Mani Ram (9) and Ibrahim Khan

Sahib v. Rangasami Naicken (II). The general

rule is that unless a contrary intention is

shown, a mortgage of land or buildings

passes the right to the fixtures then upon
the premises, and fixtures attatohed by the

mortgagor to the property after the date

of the mortgage will also, except under an

agreement to the contrary, pass to the

mortgagee.

in respect of the mortgages, the Alliance

Bank ranks first. The second mortgagee

has a right to redeem, so has the Official

Assignee on behalf of the insolvent debtor.

The ownership of the property passes to

the first mortgagee in an English mort-

gage, but not to the puisne mortgagee. I,

therefore, hold that he is not entitled to

priority over the Crown.

The next question is a3 to the shares.

The Alliance Bank claims paramount title

to certain of their own shares registered

in the name of the deceased whioh were

not mortgaged to them. The olaitn arises

upon clause 35 of their Articles of Asso-

ciation. I do not think this article affects

the right of the Crown. In Harrold

v. Plenty (15) the deposit of a certificate of

shares as security for a debt was held

to create an equitable mortgage, or in other

words, an agreement to execute a transfer

of the shares by way of mortgage. It was

not treated as a pledge, oji the ground that

(15) (1901) 2 Ch. 314; 70 L. J. Oh. 562; 85 L. T.

45; 49 W. R. 646; 8 Manson. 301; 17 T, L. R. 545.

a share is a chose in-action and the certificate

is merely evidence of title. Shares merely
deposited and not aotually transferred do not

seem to me to oreate a right in favour of the

depositee, superior to the right of the Crown.
I hold the same in respect of what is claimed

as the hypothecation of moveables.
Order accordingly.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 371 op 1917.

March 14, 1918.

Present'.—Mr. Justice Oldfield and Mr. Justice

g |jy © 1

1

ADH1KARI VISHNUMURTHIAYYA

—

Defendant No. 1—Appellant
versus

AUTHAIYA and others—Plaintiffs No3, 1

and 2 and Defendants Nos. 3 to 5

—

Respondents.
Ejectment

,
suit for, by tenant-in-common—Claim for

fractional possession—Co-tenant impleaded asdefendant
,

right of, to obtain decree for his share on plaintiff

succeeding—Offer to pay Court-fee in written statement

—Hindu Law —Alienation by widow—Suit for posses-

sion by reversioner against alienee from widow—Right

of co-rcvcrsioner defendant to obtain decree for his share.

Where a tenant-in-common sues in ejectment for

liia share alone of the property, the co-tenants

who are impleaded as defendants and who did not

ask to be made co-plaintiffs cannot, on the plaintiff

obtaining a decree, he given a decree for their

shares on payment of the requisite Conrt-fec. [p. 534,

col. 1.]

The procedure applicable to partition suits wliero

one co-owner seeks a joint declaration by which all

co-owners can benefit., cannot be resorted to in the

above class of cases, [p 534, col 2.]

Sonvisundara Mndali v. Knlandavelu Pillai, 28 Iff.

457; 14 M. L. J. 40 4, distinguished.

Plaintiff sued for recovery of his share of pro-

perty from 1st defendant, who was an alienee from

a Hindu widow. The plaintiff was a reversioner

next after the widow, as also was the 2nd defendant.

The 2nd defendant- offered to pay Court-fee for his

share, in the event of the plaintiff succeeding in the

suit. The plaintiff obtained a decree for possession of

his share, and defendants Nos. 3 to 5, legal representa-

tives of 2nd defendant, claimed a decree for their

share:
Held, that no decree could be passed in favour of

defendants Nos. 3 to 5 for their shares, [p. 535, col. 1.]

Second appeal against the decree of the

District Court of South Canara, in Appeal

Suit No. 55 of 1916, preferred against the

decree of the Court of the District Munsif of

Udipi, in Original Suit No. 167 of 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment,
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Mr. B. Sitarama Row % for the Appellant.

—

The lower Court erred in giving a decree
to defendants Nos. 3 to 5 for their share in the
property. The 2nd defendant, whose legal

representatives they were, did not ask to

be made co- plaintiff and by continuing as a
defendant, he risked his position. If the
plaintiff had brought a suit for a general
partition, then the position might be more
favourable for defendants Nos. 3 to 5.

Mr. K. Y. Adiga
, (with him Mr. K. P. Lahsh-

mnna Row', for the Respondents.—The pro-
cedure adopted in partition suits is appli-
cable to this case. The aotion must be
deemed to be brought by the plaintiff for
the benefit of his oo reversioner, the 2nd
defendant. On plaintiff’s succeeding, 2nd
defendant was entitled to he delivered his
share in this suit alone. He offered to pay
the Court-fee in the written statement.
JUDGMENT.— In this case the plaintiff

sued the 1st defendant, here appellant, to

recover the half share of property alienated
to the latter by a widow, whose husband’s
reversioners plaintiff and 2nd defendant are

;

3 to 5 defendants are 2nd defendant ’9 legal

representatives. The lower Appellate Court’s
judgment is concerned with the validity of

this alienation; and the 1st defendant has
not disputed the coireotness of its conclusion
in plaintiff’s favour before us. The appeal,
therefore, so far as it relates to plaintiff’s

claim, must be dismissed with costs as be-
tween him and 1st defendant.
As between 1st defendant and 3 to 5

defendants the faots are that, although the
suit was brought in ejectment by plaintiff as
a co-owner and 2nd defendant made no at-

tempt to disclaim his position as a defendant,
he offered in his written statement to pay
the neoessary Court-fee in case a deoree should
be given him for his share, proposing appa-
rently to follow the procedure which is

undoubtedly open to a defendant in a suit

for partition of joint property
;
and the

question is whether this procedure is open to

a tenant-in-oommon, when his co-tenant has
sued for possession of the common property
or a part of it.

Before, however, dealing with this question,

we refer to another argument: that he took

this course without objection being made to

his doing so at any stage of the li igation,

that it may now be too late for his legal

I epresentatiyes to sue separately and 11. at

[1918
•V

they should not be prejudiced by 1st defend-
ant’s acquiescence with the possibility that
they may suffer, if 1st defendant’s conten-
tion is allowed now. We are not impressed
by this argument. It was open to

2nd defendant to have himself made a plaint-

iff and pay duty on his claim in the ordi-

nary way. He ohose at his own risk to

adopt a procedure, whioh enabled him to

postpone payment of duty, until he oould
tell whether it would be worth while to

pay it; and, if he was wrong in supposing
that the benefit of that procedure was open
to him, he risked and his legal representa-
tives must take the consequences. But in

fact 1st defendant did not acquiesce in his

oonauot. The suit wa9 first tried before one
District Munsif and afterwards on remand
by another

;
and at each trial a distinct

issue as to 1st defendant’s right to recover
was framed and decided

;
and, although the

grounds of appeal to the lower Appellate
Court are badly worded, we are not pre-

pared to hold that Nos. 4 and 19 did not
ra»se 1st defendant’s present contention.

On the merits 3 to 5 defendants rely on
the analogy of the procedure in suits for

partition and ascertainment and possession
of a share in joint or oommon property,
in whioh relief was sought against an alienee

thereof and the fact, recognised in Raghuraj
Singh v. Bhhen Tewary (l), that a suit is

maintainable by one co-owner on behalf of

all against a trespasser, the inference sug-
gested being that all suits by one co-owner,
whether for the whole or of his share in the
property in question, must be regarded as
so brought and as terminable by a deoree
in favour of any or all of those on behalf
of whom the plaintiff i9 regarded as suing.
This is unsustainable. For it neglects tl e

distinction drawn in Hikmat Ali v. Wali*
un-mtsa (2) between suits in which the
plaintiff (as here) only claims his share and
those in whioh a comprehensive partition

between him and his joint owners or co-

owners is asked and in whioh he desires to

obtain a joint declaration by whioh all

interested in the property can benefit. Dost

Muhammad Khan v. Said Begam (3) and

(1 ) 37 Ind Gas. 3S4.
" (2) 12 A. 506; A. W. N. (1890) 128; 6 Ind, Dec.

(n. s.) 1076.

(3) 20 A. 81; A. W. N. (1897) 199; 9 Ind. Peg,

(n. $.) 411.
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Assanv. Pathuma (4b In Somasunlara Mudali
v. Kulandavelu Pillai (5) the plaintiffs,

although they purported to sue on behalf of

the co-owners, were not regarded as doing
so

;
and the conclusion was that a co-owner

defendant could not take advantage of the

decision as res judicata. The fact that the

defendant then in question was ex parte

makes no difference to the principle involved,

sinoe it was held sufficient that in the suit,
#

as framed, for the plaintiff’s share he oonld

not have been joined as a co plaintiff, and,
it may be added, he did not in order to

be °o joined obtain an amendment in respect

of the additional share he claimed. When,
as in the present case, the plaintiff sues for

his own share alone and not as representing

oo-owners, nothing regarding the latter’s

shares is or can legitimately be deoided.

The right of a defendant to execution of a

decree, which does not grant him relief

explicitly, has been reoognised only in cer-

tain well defined cases, of which this has
not been shown to be one. Tricomdas Co'*verii

Bhoia v. Gopinathji Thakur (6) is relied on;

but in it the defendant concerned had asked
to be made a plaintiff and the High Court
in appeal merely gave him the decree, which
would have been given at the trial if this

prayer had not been erroneously disregarded.
In these circumstances we hold that 3 to 5

defendants were entitled to no decree in

the present oase.

The result is that the appeal is allowed
to the extent that the decree, so far as it

is in favour of 3 to 5 defendants, is set

aside, but that it is confirmed in other res-

pects. Defendant No. 1 will pay the plaint-

iff’s costs in this Court. The District Munsif
gave no costs to 3 to 5 defendants and the

lower Appellate Court gave costs only to

4th defendant, who alone of them appeared
before it. Defendants Nos. 3 to 5 will pay
half of 1st defendant’s costs here and in the

lower Appellate Court.

M.C.P.

Decree modified.
(4) 22 M. 494; 9 M. L J. 37, 8 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 353.

(5) 28 M. 457; 14 M. L. J. 404.

(6) 39 Ind. Cas. 156; 44 C. 759; 1 P. L. J. 262; 15

A. L. J. 217; 25 C. L. J. 279- 32 M. L., J. 357; 21 M. L.

T. 262; 21 C. W. N. 677; (1917) M. W. N. 363; 5 L. W.
19 Bom. L. R. 450; 44 I. A. 65,

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Order No. 247 of 1916.

July, 3 1917.
Present:— Justice Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Kt.,

and Mr. Justice Walmsley.
NI3TARINI DASI—Defendant—Appellant

V6TSU S

MOHENDRA NATH KAR—Plaintiff
—Respondent.

Fraud—Ex parte decree set aside on ground of fraud— Revival of suit—Procedure—Civil Procedure Code
(Act V of 1 908J ,

0. "XXIII
,

r. 3—Adjustment-^/ suit.
The defendants instituted a suit to set aside an

er parte decree on the ground of fraud. The specific
fraud alleged was to the effect that the plaintiff had
agreed on a receipt of Rs. 44 from the defendants to
withdraw from the suit but that he had not inti-
mated this arrangement to the Court and had, on
the other hand, taken advantage of the absence’of
the defendants to secure against them an ex pa)ie
decree. This allegation was fully established and the
ex parte decree was set aside on the -ground of fraud:

Held
,
that the setting aside of the ex parte decree

revived the original suit and that the parties were
restored to the position they occupied on the day the
ex parte decree wns made, so that the agreement
between the parties under which the plaintiff had to
withdraw from the suit on receipt of Rs. 44 should be
carried into effect by a decree of the Court under
Order XXIII, rule 3, Civil Procedure Code, as an
adjustment of the suit. [p. 536, col. ].]

Appeal against the deoision of the Subor-
dinate Judge, Hooghly, dated the 30th
May 1916, reversing that of the Munsif,
Howrah, dated the 29th May 1915.
Babu Manmatha Nath Ray, for the Appel-

lant.

Baba Rain Charan Mitra
, for the Re-

spondent.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal is directed
against an order of remand made in a
Ruit for recovery of arrears of rent and
for ejectment. The suit was decreed ex
parte

,
by the trial Court, on the 1st June

1910. The defendants thereupon instituted
a suit to set aside the ex parte decree on
the ground of fraud. The specific fraud
alleged was to the effect that the plaintiff

had agreed, on receipt of Rs. 44 from
the defendants, to withdraw from the suit,

but that he had not intimated this

arrangement to the Court and had on the
other hand taken advantage of the absence
of the defendants to secure against them
an ex parte decree. This allegation was
fully established and the ex parte decree
was set aside on the ground of fraud. An
appeal was preferred against this deoree, but
the finding of the Court of first instanoe was
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not challenged. At the instance of the then

appellant, an addition, however, wa9 made
to the decree to the effect that the original

suit do stand revived. The propriety of

this direction has not been challenged be-

fore us, and in view of the decision of

the Judicial Committee in Kha:onrooni*sa v.

Rowshan Jehan (1), which has been re-

peatedly followed in this Court, cannot be

successfully questioned. The position, conse-

quently, is that the tx parte decree which

concluded the suit has been vacated and
the suit has been revived. Here the de-

fendant argues, as regards the further

progress of tho suit, that the parties have
been restored to the position they occupied

on the day the e.r parte decree was made.
This contention is obviously sound and was
accepted by the first Court; the Subordinate
Judge on appeal has, however, taken a

different view, and has remanded the case

for trial on the merits. This is clearly

erroneous. On the day tho ex parte decree

(subsequently vacated) was made, the true

position was that the plaintiff had in faot

agreed to withdraw from the suit on receipt

of a certain sum of money. Whether tho

agreement between the parties was to this

effect or not, oannot be investigated afresh

in this suit. This was the precise subject

of investigation in the suit to set aside the

ex parte decree on the ground of fraud;

indeed, this formed the sole material point

for determination in that litigation. Con-
sequently, it must be taken as conclusively

decided between the parties that on the day
the e.r parte decree was made in favour of the

plaintiff no ex parte decree should have been
made, but the arrangement between the par-

ties, namely, that tho plaintiff do withdraw
from the suit, should have been carried into

effect by a decree of the Court, under Order
XXIII, rule 3 of the Civil Procedure Code.
AVe must accordingly now give effect to

this adjustment of the suit.

The result is that this appeal must bo

alio wed, (be order of remand set aside

and a decree drawn up to the effect that

the plaintiff withdraws from the suit.

The appellant is entitled to her costs

in all the Courts, We assess the

hearing- fee in this Court at two gold vuJiurs.

Appeal alloU’Cil.

' (1)2 0. 184 at p. 101: 3 I. A. 291; 20 W. K. 30; 1

I ml. Dec. ( n. s.) 412 (P 0.).

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 206-B of 1917.

July 16, 1918.

Present :— Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.

ADAM KIIAN

—

Defendant No. 3—
Appellant

versus

DATTARAM and others— Plaintiff and

Defendants Nos. 1 and 2

—

Respondents.
Mortgage suit — Parly impleaded without objection,

nhetho can complain oj error in impleading him
after decision of suit.

A party who has been impleaded in a suit on his

own motion or being impleaded doe9 not object, can-

not, after being cast in the suit, change front and
complain of the error in impleading him. Having

taken the chance of a favourable verdict, lie cannot

be permitted to undo tho effect of an adverse verdict

by being permitted to retire from the suit. The
adverse verdict must, however, be oue which is correct

in point of law. [p. 537, col. 2.]

Appeal against the deoree of the Distrfot

Judge, Amraoti, in Civil Appeal No. 156 of

1916, dated the 29th March i 91 7, arising out

of Civil Suit No. 94 of 1915, decided by the

Sub-Judge, Yeotmal, on the 14th Jaly 1916.

Mr. M. V. Joshi
,

for th£ Appellant.

The Hon’ble Mr. M, R. Dixit, for Respond-

ent No. 1.

JUDGMENT.— This second appeal arises

out of a Ruit for foreclosure based upon

a mortgage, dated the 6th October 1909,

executed by the first defendant a9 manager
of a joint family consisting of himself

and bis brother, the second defendant.

The third defendant, who is the appellant

before me, was made a party on the sole

allegation that he was in possession of

the mortgage field No. 6. In Suit No. 55

of I9b5 the first two -defendants sued the

third defendant for, among other reliefs,

possession of the western half of survey

No. 6, on the ground that defendant No.

3 was in wrongful possession thereof. As
regards the eastern half share defendants Nos.

1 and 2 claimed pre-emption. On the 15th

May 1909 the defendants obtained on

appeal a dtoree for possession of the

western half of survey No. 6 and for

pre-emption of the eastern half on pay-

ment of Rs 626-10-0 within two months

from the date of the deoree. It is now
conceded that the money was deposited by

defendants Nos. 1 and 2 withiu the time

allowed by the deoree. In 1912 and 1913 de-

fendants Nos. 1 and 2 applied for ejeoution
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of the decree but failed to obtain an

order of the Court for delivery of posses-

sion on aooount of some teohnical defects

in the applications.

In the present suit the defendant No. 3

pleaded that he was holding held No. 6

in his own right, that possession was not

taken in execution of the decree in suit

No. 55 and that the right to apply for

execution was barred by limitation. There

was also an irrelevant plea that the third

defendant had no notice of the deposit

made by the first two defendants. There

was also an untenable plea that the

plaintiff’s mortgage was taken pendente

lite .

The Subordinate Judge held that the

plaintiff’s mortgagors duly deposited the

pre-emption money on the 14th July 1909,

and under Order XX, rule 14, acquired a

title from the date of the deposit. As

regards the plea of limitation it was

held that the right of the defendants Nos. 1

and 2 to exeoute the previous decree was

not barred by limitation at the date of

the mortgage. The learned Subordinate

Judge writes:

—

“The defendant No. 3 has no right of re-

demption at all, as he does not claim any in-

terest through defendants Nos. 1 and 2. Really

speaking he was not a necessary party

to a foreclosure suit, but his contentions

were heard and decided as the plaintiff

claimed possession also and the field was

in defendant No. 3’s possession. In order to

avoid multiplicity of suits I have adjudicat-

ed upon his claim : and I was within my

right to do so [vide, Qokul Chandra Bou v.

Rasheswari Chowdhuiani (!)]•

The usual foreclosure decree was passed

against the first two defendants and

possession was decreed as against all the

three. On appeal by defendant No* 3

the District Judge merely observes that

defendant No. 3 is only entitled to the money

deposited as the price of pre-emption.
.

It is conceded on behalf of the plaintiff-

respondent that defendant No. 3 was not

a necessary party, but it is argued as the

latter did not set up a paramount title,

the decree of the lower Court was correct.

The defendant No 3 did claim that he was

holding in his own right, but he certainly

(1) 11 Inch Cas. 82fi
;
14 C. L, .T. 108,

did not say that he was not a necessary or
proper party to the suit. The learned
Counsel for the plaintiff-respondent relies
upon the following passage in Dr. Gour’s
Transfer of Property Act:

“But a party who has been impleaded
on his motion, or being impleaded does
not object cannot, after being oast in the
suit, ohauge front and complain of the
error in impleading him. Having taken
the chance of a favourable verdict, he
cannot be permitted to undo the effect
of an adverse verdict by being permitted
to retire from the suit.”

This may be conceded, but it does not
touch the real question for deoision. The
adverse verdict must be one whioh is

correct in point of law. Now all that
-has been rightly decided in the case is

that the plaintiff’s mortgagors by paying
the pre-emption money acquired a title to
the entire field No. 6, and that at the
date of the plaintiff’s mortgage the mort-
gagors’ right to apply for execution had
not been barred.

The learned District Judge is wrong in
deoiding what the defendant No. 3 was entitled
to : what had to be decided was whether
the plaintiff can obtain any relief against
defendant No. 3. At the utmost the
plaintiff can only get a declaration that
his mortgagors had a title to mortgage
at the date of the mortgage. The plain-
tiff is not entitled to a deoree for posses-
sion against defendant No. 3 as he is a
mortgagee by conditional sale. He only
asked for a foreclosure deoree against all
the defendants. This, it is conceded, the
plaintiff cannot ask for against defendant
No. 3, nor has a deoree for foreclosure
been passed by the Subordinate Judge.
As mere mortgagee the plaintiff is not
entitled to possession against defendant
No. 3. His mortgage-money may be paid
by defendants Nos. 1 and 2 and a final decree
for foreclosure may never be passed.

The learned Advocate for defendant No.
3 only asks that the relief by way of
possession granted against his olient should
be disallowed. But he does not urge that
defendant No. 3 should now be discharged
from the suit, as he is willing that any
adjudication correctly arrived at should
bind him. I have also not been asked
by the plaintiff to pass a declaratory
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decree against defendant No. 3. Under
these circumstances, I modify the decree
pf the lower Courts by disallowing posses-

sion against defendant No. 3. Each
party will bear his own costs throughout.

Decree modified.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1269 of 1916.

November 19, 1917.
Present :—Mr. Justioe Seshagiri Aiyer

and Mr. Justioe Napier.

TH1RAV1YAM PILLAI and another
— Defendants Nos. 2 and 3— Appellants

versus

LAKSHMANA PILLAI— Plaintiff-
Respondent.

Civil Procedure Code (Art I' of 1908J, s. 73,0. XXI,
rr. 55, 83

—

'Asset* held by Court', meaning of—Proper-
ty of judgment-debtor

,
attachment of, at instance of

several decree- holders—Payment, into Court, of money
raised by private alienation under (>. XXI, r. 83—
Permission, grant of, in execution proceedings started

at instance of one decree-holder— Rateable distribution,

right to, of all attaching creditors.

Where money is paid into Court by any one of the
modes mentioned in Order XXI, rule 55, Civil Pro-
cedure Code, it is an ‘asset held by the Court’ within
the moaning of section 73 of the Code. [p. 539, col.

2 .]

Sorabji Coova rji v. Kola Rayhunath, 12 Ind. Cas.
911; 36 B. 156; 13 Bom. L. R. 1193, not approved.'

J. C. Qalstaun v. ]\'oomesh Chandra Bannerfee, 35 I ml.
Cas. 850; 44 C. 789; 25 C. L. J. 303, distinguished.
When permission is granted to a judgment-debtor

under Order XXI, rule 83, Civil Procedure Code, to
raise money by private alienation and the money
thus raised is paid into Court, it is paid under a
pending execution application, fn. 53°, col. 1.]

Where property is attached at the instance of
several decree- holders, permission should not bo
granted under Order XXI, rule 83, to satisfy only
one of the decrees, [p. 540, col. 1.]

Money paid into Court by virtue of a permission
granted under rule 83 of Order XXI should not
bo credited to the decree of the person in whose
execution application the permission was ordered,
but should be rateahly distributed among all the
attaching decree-holdors. [p 539, col. 2.]

Semblc.—The language of section 73, Civil Procedure
Code, is wido enough to cover cases where money is

in the hands of the Court, however realised, [p.639,
col. 1.]

Second appeal against the decree of the

Subordinate Judge, Madura, in Appeal
No. 40 of 1915, preferred against that of

the Additional Distriot Munsif, Madura,

iu Original Suit No. 153 of 1913,

[19t8

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. G. V. Amnthakrishna Aiyar

, for the
Appellants.—There were two attachments
on the property of the judgment debtor
and money paid into Court on behalf of
the judgment-debtor is an ‘asset held by the
Court’ for the benefit of both the attaching
creditors. No distinction should be drawn
between money realised v by Court sale
and money paid into Court by virtue of

the provision in Order XXf, rule 83. The
faot that the permission was granted in

the proceedings had at the instance of

the plaintiff oannot give him a higher right.

Mr. T. It Venkatarama Sastriar (with
him Mr. P. S. Narayanasw imi Iyer), for the
Respondent.—On the analogy of the general
provisions in Order XXI, the m iney paid
on the judgment-debtor’s behalf should be
taken to have been earmarked for plaintiff.

To enable all decree-holders to olaim
rateable distribution, the assets should
have been realised hy process of execution,
Sorabji Coo oarji v. Kola Rayhunath (l) and
Suikema Ratum Sahiba v. Mahomed Abdul
Aziz

. (2). Money paid into Court as the
result of a private alienation by the

judgment-debtor is not an asset held by the
Court.

J U DGM E NT. — Plaintiff and first de-

fendant obtained decrees against one
Thoppiah Pillai. Plaintiff applied for exe-

cution and an order was ^made for the

attachment of the judgment-debtor’s pro-

perty. The first defendant also applied for

execution and the same property was again

attached at his instance. When the pro-

perty was about to be sold, the judgment-
debtor applied under Order XXI, rale 83
of the Code of Civil Procedure, for per-

mission to raise money by private aliena-

tion. The Distriot Munsif gave him per-

mission. Why he granted it when there

was an attachment at the instance of the

first defendant, and why he aooepted
the payment by the judgment-debtor
of monies which could only have
oovered the amount due to the plaintiff

have not been explained. It seem9 to ua

that the permission should not have been
accorded, but a9 the jadgment-debtor ia

not before us, we shall not deal with

(1) 12 Inch Cas. 911; 36 B. 156; 13 Bom. L. R. 1198.

(2) 29 lud. Cas. 239; 38 M. 221 at p. 22-k
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that question any further. In accordance
with the permission, the judgment-debtor
executed a mortgage on the property and
the mortgagee paid into Court money just

enough to cover the plaintiff’s decree.

The District Munsif divided this amount
rateably between the plaintiff and the first

defendant. Thereupon this suit was insti-

tuted to contest that order. The Courts
below have held that the money should
entirely be given to the plaintiff, apparently
on the ground that it was deposited in

Court by virtue of the permission obtained
in the proceedings taken by the plaintiff.

We are unable to agree with them.
Mr. Venkatarama Sastriar, Vakil for the

respondent, in his able argument took us

through the various analogous provisions

contained in Order XXI and argued that

the money paid by the judgment debtor
must be taken to have been earmarked
for the benefit of the plaintiff. A significant

change has been made in the language of

seotion 73 of the present Civil Procedure
Code. In the old Code, the words were
4 4

9

whenever assets are realized by sale or

otherwise in execution of a decree.” In

the present Code, the words are ‘‘where

assets are held by a Court.” The change
was apparently intended to set at rest

the question whether the word realization”

should not be restricted to what is paid

in by virtue of process taken in execution;

but apparently the Legislature has not

succeeded in the object. There can be no
question that the language of the present

Code is wide enough to cover cases where
monies are in the hands of the Court by
whatever process the same has been realized.

It is true that the learned Judges of the

Bombay High Court hold that even under
the new Code, the money to be held by
the Court must have reaohed its hands in

execution. See So^abji Goovarji v. Kala
Raghunath (1). An observation of Mr.
Justice Bakewell in Suxkeena Katum Sahiba

v. Mahomed Abdul Aziz (2) lends support

to this proposition. It is not necessary to

express any opinion on this question, as we are

of opinion that when permission is granted

under Order XXI, rule 83, to raise money by

private alienation, the money is paid under a

pending execution application. The fur-

ther point which Mr. Venkatarama Sastriar

pressed before us was that the money

should be taken to have been paid solely

to the credit of his client’s decree. The
learned Vakil asked us to apply the analogy
of Order XXI, rule 55. In that rule
three classes of payments are indicated.
We are prepared to concede that if money
is paid outside the Court and the deoree-
holder certifies the payment, it cannot be
said that it is an asset held by the Court.
It may be that in such a case, as the
attachment would cease to subsist, rival
decree-holders can have no remedy, but
if money is paid into Court by the other
modes mentioned in rule 55, we are not
satisfied that this money cannot be regarded
as an asset held by the Court. If Sorabji
Coovarji v. Kala Raghunath (1) lays down
this proposition, we are not prepared to

accept it. It must be remembered that
an attaching oreditor acquires no lien upon
the prooeeds of the sale because he pro-
cured the attachment, and we fail to see
why the faot that the attachment is raised

in consequence of the payment made into

Court should take the money out of the
expression ‘assets held by the Court.” As
regards J. G. Galstaun v. Wonmesh Ghandra
Bannerjee (3) that was a deoision under
Order XXf, rule 89 That rule distinctly pro-
vides for payment to the deoree-holder or to

the purchaser, consequently the payment must
be taken to be earmarked.

Tl e learned Vakil for the respondent
conceded that where monies are realized by
process of Court solely at the instance of
one of the attaching decree-holders he
does not obtain, apart from getting his
expenses paid, any higher right than the
other decree-holders who have before
payment applied for execution. This being
so, we fail to see on what principle the
faot that the money was paid into Court
by virtue of the permission granted to raise

money privately should give a larger right

to the person in execution of whose deoree
permission was so granted. The polioy of

the Legislature seems to be to bring all

monies realized at least in process of

execution to the hotchpot to be shared by
all the deoree-bolders. It is analogous to

distribution on an insolvency. The language
of Order XXI, rule 72, shows that even
when monies are not actually paid into

(3) 3.
r
> Ind. Cas. 85C; 440- 789, 25 C, h. J, 3Q3,
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Coart, as in oases where the deoree-

ho’.der is given permission to purchase

property and the sale proceeds are applied

to the satisfaction of his deoree, the Legisla-

ture specifically provided for the money

being regarded as assets held by the Court.

The intention of the Legislature is to

afford every creditor equal oppor-

tunities of obtaining a rateable advantage

in the available assets of the judgment-

debtor. Therefore, unless there is some-

thing dear in the language of the provisions

of the Code to exempt a payment from

being applied to the benefit of all the

creditors, Court should incline to the

view that monies in the hands of the

Court should be shared by all decree-

holders rateably.

In this view, we must reverse the

deorees of the Courts below and dismiss

the plaintiff's suit with costs throughout.

The memorandum of objections is dismissed.

There will be no order as to costs.

M. (\ p.

Appeal allowed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 484 ok 1917.

August 2b, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.

DINDAYAL SHEODUTTA

—

Plaintiff

—

Appellant
versus

Musammnt SUKIIA and others— Defendants
— Respondents.

C. P • Tcnanci/ Act (Act IX <) ISOS), s. SI (l»)—
Rent suit—Appeal, second, whether lies.

To bring a case* under clause (/>) of section 81

of the C. I\ Tenancy Act it. is necessary that

there should have been an adjudication as

between persons impleaded as parties to the suit-

and having conflicting interests.

He in raj Asia ran v. Kanhailal, It C. 1\ L. R.81,

followed
plaintiff Malguzar sued the defendants for arrears

of rent, the amount of which was less than

Rs. 100 The defendants pleaded that they were not

liable for rent as they had relinquished their

share* in the* holding in favour of their nephew J.:

Held, that no second appeal lay, inasmuch as the

amount claimed was less than Rs 100, and the

case did not fall under clause (b) of section

81 of the C. P. Tenancy Act, J. not being a
part}- to the suit and the defendants and J. not

having conflicting claims with regard to the

tenancy.

Appeal from the decree of the Additional

Distriot Judge, Bilaspur, in Civil Appeal No.

780 of 1917, dated the 4th July 1917.

Mr, P. S. Kotwal , for the Appellant.

Air, Gangadhar Sitaram
,

for the Respond-

ents.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiff-appellant,

who is the Malguzar of the village, snes

the defendants for arrears of rent. The

defence was that by a compromise they

have relinquished their share in the hold-

ing in favour of their nephew one Jodha

and have, therefore, ceased to be liable for

rent. This defence has prevailed in the

Courts below, aud this second appeal, has

been tiled by the landlord.

The preliminary point for deoision is

whether having regard to the provisions of

section 98 of the Tenancy Act there is a

second appeal. The amount claimed was

less than Rs. 100. Admittedly there

will be no sejond appeal unless the

oase comes under clause ( b

)

of seotion SI,

that is,
“ unless ft question relating to a

title to land or some interest in land has

been determined as between parties having

conflicting olaims thereto.” The plaintiff’s

title to the land has never been disputed.

But it is urged that a deoision has been

arrived at regarding the rights to the tenanoy

as between the defendants and Jodha,

Jodha was not a party to the Buit, nor oan

the defendants and Jodha be said to have

had conflicting olaims with regard to the

tenancy. The defendants admit Jodba’s

right and do not dispute it. To bring the

case under clause (6) it is necessary that

there should be an adjudication as between

persons impleaded as parties to the suit and

having conflicting interests. Remraj Askaran

v. Kanhailal ( 1L Neither of these conditions

is fulfilled in this case. The appeal is

dismissed with costs, on the ground that no

appeal li©3 in the oase.

Appeal dismissed

,

(1) 1 1 C. P. L. R. 31.
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ARRACAN COY., LTD. V. HAMADANEE & CO.

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
First Civil Appeal No 1o7 op 1917.

February 14, 1918.
Present :—Sir Daniel Twomey, Kt., Chief Judge,

and Mr. Justice Ormond.
The ARRACAN COMPANY LIMITED—

Defendani s—Appellants
versus

H. HAMADANEE & CO.

—

Plaintiffs—
Respondents.

Construction of document—Contract for *ale of rice

milled by certain firms—Election—Breach of contract.

Defendant contracted to sell a certain quantity of

rice to the plaintiff, and the contract gave the
seller the right of delivering the milling of seven
specified firms. One of the clauses of the contract
absolved the defendant from liability in case of

accidents to machinery, etc. It appeared that tho
plaintiff agreed to accept the milling of the defend-
ant’s mill, but before the delivery was completed
the mill was burnt down Plaintiff sued the defend-
ant for damages for non-delivery of tho balance:
Held

, (1) that the clause giving the option to the
defendant to deliver the milling of anv of the
specified firms was inserted for the benefit of the
defendant and that the latter could not be com-
pelled to deliver from all the mills; [p. 542, cot. 1.]

(2) that the clause relating to accidents to

machinery referred to the mill from which delivery
was to be taken or was being taken and that that
mill having been burnt down, the defendant was
absolved from giving or completing delivery of so

much of the rice as remained undelivered under the

contract, [p. 642, col. 1.]

Mr. Lentaigne
t
for tbe Appellants.

Mr. N. M. Cowasji
,

for the Respond-
ents.

JUDGMENT.—The defendants in Rangoon
agreed to sell to the plaintiff 10,000 bags of

rioe, delivery to be taken “ex hopper in April

1916 at Moulmein” date at sellers’ option.

The contract was in writing, upon one of the

defendants’ Rangoon printed forms of rice

sale notes.”

The plaintiff took delivery of 6,442 bags

from the defendants’ mill at Moulmein
up to 26th April, when the mill was burnt

down and the deliveries under the contract

ceased. The plaintiff sued for damages for

breach of contract in not delivering the

balance. The defendants rely upon clause 16

of the contract: . .“Accidents to machinery,

strikes or sickness of mill hands or coolies

always excepted.” Clause 18 gives the sellers

the right of delivery under the contract the

milling of seven specified firms, some of

which have no mill at Moulmein, and the

defendants
1

mill is not included. No evi-

dence was taken at the bearing and there

is nothing in the contraot to show that the

defendants had a mill or were entitled to

give delivery of their own milling. But
the plaintiff in his plaint says that ‘in

terms of the said contract the defendants

delivered to the plaintiff 6,44:! bags,” and
the learned Judge on the original side

has assumed that the contract was for

tho defendants’ milling. He gave the

plaintiff a decree on the ground that clause

18 applied not only to the defendants’

mill, but to the other mills mentioned

therein as well; and that the defendants

were bound to deliver from those other

mills if they could not deliver from their own
mill.

Clause 16 is in the interest of the seller

and absolves him from giving delivery, if

prevented from doing so by a breakdown

in the mill Mr. Lentaigne for the defend-

ant appellant ooDtends that clause 16 refers

to the defendants’ mill. Mr. Cowasji for

the plaintiff-respondent contends that clause

16 would not operate to absolve the seller

from giving deliveiy, until all the mills

mentioned in the contract bad broken

down—which in effect means that clause 16

applies only to tbe last surviving mill.

If the contraot had stated that tho

defendants were selling their own milling

the defendants would not have been under

any obligation to deliver their own milling.

They could have selected any one or more

of the mills mentioned in clause 18; and

having communicated to the buyer their

election to deliver the whole or ^ portion of

the rice from one of those mills, the con-

traot would have to be read as if the buyer

had expressly agreed to buy that quantity

of rioe of that milling; and the buyer could

not require the seller to give him any other

milling.

If A agrees to buy rioe from B oi X mill-

ing “ex hopper” and gives B the right of

delivering, under the contraot, Y milling,

and if B elects to give Y milling, A cannot

compel B to give delivery of X milling.

And the fact that delivery of Y milling

has after B 1

a election has been communicat-

ed to A become impossible, does not alter

the case. Under the contraot, the seller

is entitled to say that he will give delivery

from one mill only. The learned Judge

was in error in construing clause IS, which .
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is clearly inserted for the benefit of the

seller, as if it imposed an obligation upon

the seller to deliver, in certain circumstances,

from all the mills.

Clause 16 clearly refers to the mill from

which delivery is to be taken or is being

taken; and means that if that mill breaks

down,’ the seller is absolved from giving

or completing delivery of so much rice as

the buyer would have had to take from

that mill if it had not broken down. The

clause absolves the seller from anticipating

and providing against a breakdown in

the mill from which delivery is to be

given.

In the present case the plaintiff aooepted

a milling notice on the defendants’ mill.

It must be taken, therefore, that the parties

had agreed that the defendants should be

at liberty to give delivery under the con-

tract from their own mill and the milling

notice has been taken to have been in

respect of the whole quantity of rice. Clause

16 therefore, applies to a breakdown

of
’ machinery in the defendants’ mill

whioh actually occurred, and the de-

fendants are absolved from any further

delivery.

The appeal

iff’s claim is

Courts.

is allowed and the plaint-

dismissed with costs in both

Appeal allowed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 87 of 1917.

April 17, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Prideaux, A. J. C.

SHRIRAM—Defendant—Appellant

versus

RAGHURAM and another— Plaintiffs—
Respondents.

Mortgage—Foreclosure, suit for -Costs, personal

decree for
,
whether can be passed—Appeal, whether lie*.

In a suit for foreclosure a Court may pass a

decree directing that the costs of the suit should

be reoororod personally from the mortgagor, if

there is a condition to that effect in the mortgage-

deed.
Dhondu v. Daulatpuri

,

3 N. L.'R. 97, followed. i

An appeal lies from a preliminary decree for

foreclosure directing the recovery of the costs of

‘the suit from the person of the mortgagor.

Appeal from the decree of the Additional

District Judge, Raipur, dated the 8th

August 1917, in Civil Suit No. 150 of

191?.

Mr./. C. Ghosh the Appellant.

Mr. A. Bhagwant ,
for Respondent No. 1.

JUDGMENT.—The suit from whioh this

appeal arises was filed on two mortgage

bonds, dated respectively the 7th May
1912 and A 8th March 1914.^ The fore-

olosure decree asked for has been obtained.

In this appeal I am concerned with the

question of costs. The lower Court, follow-

ing the stipulations in the two documents

sued upon, has given the plaintiff a personal

decree for costs of the suit against the

present appellant. It is contended for him

that this should not have bsen done. A
preliminary objection is raised that n:>

appeal lies. Sidha Gopal Brahmin . V.

Pnran (l) is quoted in support of

the objection. This authority does not

seem to me applicable, for the deoree in

the present case oannot be said to be

final. It seems to me that an appeal does

lie. On the merits, how.ever, I am of

opinion that the appellant has no case.

There is no valid reason why the mort-

gagee in the present oase should not get

his costs and as both mortgage-deeds

contain personal covenants to pay* the

lower Court was in its discretion justified

in directing that such costs should be

recovered from the appellant personally.

That a Court may award oosts personally

is clear from Dhondu v. Daulatputi (2).

The appeal fails and is dismissed with oosts.

, Appeal dismissed,

(1) 2 N. L. R. 49.

(2) 3 N. L. R. 97.
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GODAVARTHY S0NDAR4MMA V. GODAVaRTHY MANJAMMA,

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Letters Patent Appeal No. 97 of 1916.

November 15, 1916.
Present :—Justice Sir William AyliDg, Kt.,

and Mr. Justice Sesbagiri Aiyar.
GODAVARTHY SUNDARAMMA

—

Plaintiff— Appellant
versus

GODAVARTHY MANGAMMA—
Defendant No. 1 —Respondent.

Court Fees Act {VII of 18/0), ,y. 7 < v ) ,b', (d)
Suit for recovery of land forming part of entire estate

,

but neither sub-divided nor separately assessed — Valua-
tion, method of—Court-fee payable.
The Court-fee payable in respect of a suit for

recovery of land forming part of an entire area, but
neither sub-divided nor separately assessed to land
revenue, must be computed on the market value of
the land sued for under section 7 ( v ) Id) of the Court-
Fees Act. [p. 544, col. 2.]

Appeal, under clause 15 of the Letters
Patent, against the judgment of Mr. Justice
Coutts Trotter, in Civil Revision Petition
No. 6G3 of .915, praying the High Court
to revise the order, dated the 27th April
1915, of the Court of the Additional District
Munsif of Tenali, in Original Suit No. 43 of
1915. -

FACTS appear from the following judg-
ment of

Couits-Tfotter, J.—This case raises
the question of the construction of a section
of the Court Fees Act, VII of 1870, and
the way that the matter arises is this.
A suit was brought for the recovery of land
which was a definite plot forming part of

/ Survey No. 304 and was in fact 3 acres and
59 cents in extent. That Survey Number,
as a whole, consists of 4 acres and 42 oents,
out of which 83 cents had been sold away
before, leaving a residue of 3 acres 59 oents,
which was what the plaintiff was suing
for. The point is this, that according to
the construction of the Court Fees Act
will the question be determined as to what
Court has jurisdiction, because it is not
contested that on the method of valuation
of the land, the jurisdiction of the Court
to

.

try will depend. According to the
plaintiff the proper sub section to apply is

Bub seotion 5 f b) of section 7 of the Act,
which would be to apply a system of
multiplying the revenue payable in order to
arrive at the calculation provided by the
Aot for fixing the value of the suit. Accord-

to the defendant, it is sub- seotion 5 (d)
W the section whioh really governs the

matter, in whioh case the market-value of
the land has to be ascertained. According
to the plaintiff, as 1 say, seotion 5 (b)
applies and the words then are these:—
Where ths land forms an entire estate/’

that is not this case-— “or a definite share
of an estate, paying an annual revenue to
Government, or forms part of such estate,
and is recorded as aforesaid,” whioh by re-
ference to sub-clause (a) means “is recorded
in the Collector’s register as separately
assesssd with such revenue.” It is not
disputed that what appears in the Collector’s
book is this, a description of the whole area
covered by a particular patta

, an enumeration
of its extent and a figure representing the
total revenue payable in respect of that patta.
Then there follow particulars whioh show the
rate charged per acre. I am asked to
say by the plaintiff that the true construc-
tion of this Act is that because you can
by a mathematical calculation, arrive at what
fraction of the whole patta any piece of
land is, therefore, any and every bit of land
that you take within the whole patta must
be considered to be separately assessed to
revenue That seems to me to be a proposi.
tion whioh is utterly incapable of being
supported, if for no other reason because
it gives no meaning whatever to the
words ‘ separately assessed.” It is all
assessed; the only thing is whether it is

separately assessed as distinotfrom something
whioh is assessed as part of a whole, and
that is what I fiad to be the meaning of
the words. Within the meaning of these
words, therefore, the land in question in this
suit cannot fall.

Then it is said that, even if this is

not a part of an estate separately assessed
to revenue, nevertheless it may be regarded
as “a definite share of an estate.” Once
more I make the same criticism on that
construction as upon the other. It entirely
ignores the word ‘definite’, because every
share in an estate is in some sense a
definite share, and I have no doubt that
what is meant by the words “definite

share” is an undivided tangible fraction

of an estate as distinct from a defined
demarcated plot whioh has been taken
out of an estate. Supposing, for instance,

I sell Brownfield plot out of Whiteaore
estate, that would be, in my opinion, not
a definite share of an estate within the
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meaning of this enactment. But if 1

sell a fraction of my Blaokaore estate

and it has got to be divided up among

different kinds of land, that, I think, is

a definite share of an estate within the

meaning of the section. I observe the

same view was taken by a learned Judge of

the Allahabad High Court in Reference under

the Court Fees Act, 1870, section 5 (1).

I am conscious of the extreme inconvenience

of this decision but 1 se© n0 possible

escape from that construction of the Act.

It leads, no dnubt, to this absurdity in

some cases. For instance, you might

have a case where, if you sue for the

recovery of the whole plot, if it falls

under sub-section 5 (6), taking five times

the revenue would result in a
.

lower

value than if you sue for a portion of

the land which, according to this view,

has to be taken at the market-value.

Probably in the present case it may be

that a suit for the recovery of the whole

Survey Number will have to go to the

District Munsif, whereas the suit for a

portion of it may have to go to the Sub-

ordinate Judge’s Court. The result is,

doubtless, regrettable and I tried vei y

hard to avoid it; it seems to me that

the view of the person who drafted the

sootion in fact was that, wherever you

can calculate with reasonable certainty the

amonnt of revenue payable on a plot, you

should take 5 or 10 times the revenue

and in default of any possibility of measur-

ing the revenue then you must, in the

last resort, have reoourse to the inconvenient

and cumbersome method of valuation

by the market-value. That is a logical

and intelligible method and must have

been the intention of the framer of

the Statute, but if fo, he has fallen

very short of his object; because though,

as 1 say, the construction that 1 have

adopted is probably not what was intended,

it is the only possible construction on the

wording of the Siatute.

The result is that this petition is allowed

and I declare that .the subject matter

of this suit must be valued according

to its market value and the case must

be remar ded to the lower Court to as-

certain the market-value and determine the

(1) IG A. 403; 8 Ind. Dec. (.vs ) 320.

question of jurisdiction in accordance with

the value found. The petitioner’s costs in

this Court will be paid by the respond-

ent.

Mr. P. Narayanamurthy , for the Appel-

lant.—The Court-fee must be computed

under section 7 (r) (6) of the Court Fees

Act, and not on the market-value.

Though the land sued for is not sepa-

rately assesed, it is possible to determine,

by reference to the Collector’s register,

which furnishes particulars of the revenue

charged per acre, what fraotion of the

whole area the land in suit is. It must,

therefore, be deemed to be separately

assessed.

Mr. A. Krishnasawniy Aiyar ,
for the

Respondent.— Section 7 (r) ( b ) cannot

dearly apply. The language U9ed is a

'definite share' of an estate. A fractional

plot not sub-divided is not separately assessed.

The whole area is assessed. The Court-fee

should be calculated according to the

market- value,

JUDGMENT.—The report of the Dis-

trict Munsif now received places it beyond

doubt that the portion of Survey No. 304,

which is a part of the subjeot-matter

of the suit, has not been sub-divided and

separately assessed to land revenue.

It cannot, therefore, be valued under

clause (6) of section 7 (r) of the Court

Fees Act. The order of the learned Judge is

clearly right.

The appeal must be dismissed with

ODSts.

M. C. P.

Appeal dismissed.

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
Civil Regular No. 271 of 1910.

July 6, 1917.

Present:— Mr. Justioe \onng.

CONsTERDINE

—

Petitioner

versus

SMAINE

—

Respondent.
Divorce Art (IV of 1809), #. 4—Christian Marriage

Art (XV of 1ST 2), »\ 4, 5—Jurisdiction of Conti

matrimonial mutters -Fran d, itfiether ground for

annullinj marriage— Consent —“Rules, rit*s, ceremould
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awcZ customs” 0/ church, meaning of
—

‘ Solemnised ”,

meaning of.

Section 4 of the Divorce Act. which provides that
the jurisdiction exercised by the High Court in all

causes, suits and matters matrimonial shall be
exercised subject to the provisions of the Divorce
Act and not otherwise, docs not preclude the Court
from considering the provisions of sections 4 and 5

of the Christian Marriage Act and declaring a

particular marriage void as not having been sole-

mnised in accordance therewith, [p. 546, col. 1.]

The word “solemnised” in section 5 of the Christian

Marriage Act means “celebrated” and refers to the

ceremony only. [p. 5l7, cols. 1 & 2.]

Section 5 of the Christian Marriage Act deals

only with the ceremony and the person who may
perform it, and not with the capacity of the persons
on whom it is performed or with the capacity of

the person who performs it, save that he should have
received episcopal ordination [p. 547, col 2.]

There is no degree of deception which can avail

to set aside a contract of marriage knowingly made,
unless the party imposed upon has been deceived

as to the person and thus has given no consent at all.

[p. 546, col. 2.3 "
When fraud is spoken of as avoiding a marriage,

it means such fraud as procures the appearance
without the reality of consent: it does not include

such fraud as induces a consent, nor fraud which is

practised on a third party in order to procure a

license, [p. 546, col. 2.]

Messrs. Giles and Villa
,
for the Petitioner.

Messrs. DeGlanville and Miller
,

for the

Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—In this suit the petitioner

seeks to have it declared that his marri-

age with the respondent is null and void

(a) on the ground that his consent was

•procured by fraud, (b) on the ground that

they were married by a Roman Catholic

priest, who was by tbe rules and regulations

of his church incapable of marrying them
inasmuoh as the respondent was a divorced

woman, a fact of whioh he was unaware
when he performed the marriage cere-

mony.
Mr. DeGlanville for the respondent

raised a preliminary objection to the juris-

diction relying on sections 4, 18 and 19

of the Indian Divorce Act, the effect of

which is clearly, if this Act alone is to

be considered, to deprive the Court of any
jurisdiction to consider the petitioner’s second

ground. Mr. DeGlanville also urged that

section 4, whioh provides that the jurisdic-

tion then exercised by the High Courts
in all causes, suits and matters matrimonial
shall be exercised subject to the provisions
of the Divorce Act and not otherwise,
precludes the Court from considering the

provisions of section 4 of the Christian

Marriage Act, whioh declares that every
marriage solemnised otherwise than in

accordance with the provisions of section 5

shall be void. In support of his contention

he relied upon the case of Gasper v. Gon-

salves (l), in whioh Pontifex, J., held that

tbe High Court could not entertain a suit

of a matrimonial nature otherwise than

as provided by the Indian Divorce Act
and, therefore, had no jurisdiction to make
a decree of nullity on the ground that the

marriage was invalid. This case, however,

was decided ex parte. Further in Lopez

v. Lopez (2), where the question was
whether a certain marriage was void on the

ground that the parties were within the

prohibited degrees—one of the grounds on

whioh a marriage may be declared null

and void under the Indian Divorce Act,

it was also argued that the marriage was

void under the Christian Marriage Act

and Wilson, J., who delivered the opinion

of the Full Bauch, stated as follows:

“Section 5 of Aot XV' of 1872 enacts, as

did the Aot of 18:5, that ‘marriage may
be solemnised in India (l) by any person

who has received episcopal ordination pro-

vided that the marriage be solemnised

according to the rules, rites, ceremonies,

and customs of the church of whioh he

is a minister’. It was argued that the words

‘rites, rules, ceremonies, and customs’ here

used include rules as to capacity to marry,

and make those rules in each case depend

upon the law of the church whose minister

performs the marriage. That argument

would lead by a short process to the same

conclusion at which we have arrived upon

this reference. The construction of those

words is diffisult: we are not prepared to

express a unanimous opinion upon it and

it is unnecessary that we should deal with it.”

The case was, therefore, decided on the

Indian Divorce Act, but while it is unfortu-

nate that this Court is deprived of the

advantage of learning the views of the

Calcutta High Court on the meaning

of these words, it is signihoant that it never

occurred either to Counsel or to Court to

question the jurisdiction to decide the

referencs under the Christian Marriage Aot.

The Conrt refrained from doing so only

(1) 13 B L. R. 109. „ „ r , ^
(2; 12 C. 70 i at p. 7 U; ll lad. Jur. 62; 6 Ind. Deo.

(n. s .) 478.

35
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from lack of unanimity and because it was
possible to deoide the question raised in the

case under the Divorce Act. I am of the
same opinion: the Christian Marriage Act
in seotion 4 expressly declares that marria-
ges are null which are not solemnised
in accordance with the provisions of seotion

5 and I fail to see how if, as here, the
question is whether a particular marriage
was so solemnised, I can refrain from decid-
ing it and declaring the result in accord-
ance with the law. I cannot agree with
the decision in Gosper v. Gonsalves (1), if,

and so far as, it decides to the contrary,
and I am not bound by it, and if I were,
I should require to be satisfied that the
suit being one to declare a marriage solemnised
in Chandernagore, a French settlement,
null and void, the learned Judge had

deal with the case at

Divorce Act deorees
be granted in oases

where the marriage has been solemnised in

British India (seotion 2 ) and the same
is the case under the Christian Marriage
Act. Unless, therefore, Chandernagore is in

India, which seems to me doubtful under
the General Clauses Act, which defines
India as meaning British India together
with any territories of any native prince,
or chief under the suzerainty of His Majesty,
the decision would be one without jurisdic-
tion. As, however, I am not bound by
the decision, I do not propose to discuss
the point on whnh I have not had the
advantage of hearing argument. I hold that
I have jurisdiction to deal with both grounds
of the petition.

As regards the first ground, viz., that the
petitioner’s consent was obtained by fraud,
the cross-examination of the petitioner
showed that if there was fraud within the
meaning of the Divoroe Act, it was con-
doned and the authorities of Moss v. Moss (3)
and Swift v. Kelly (4) shew that the frauds
alleged do not, according to the principles
and rules of the English Courts which
under section 7 of the Divorce Act I am
bound to follow, afford grounds for granting
the relief sought. Thus in Swift v. Kelly
(4) the Judicial Committee stated as follows:

It would seem indeed to be the general
(3) (1897) r. 203; G'J L. J. l\ 154; 77 L. T. 220; 45

W. R. 635.

(4) (1835) 3 Knapp 257 at p. 293; 12 K. K. 018; 40
R. R. 22.
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law of all countries, as it certainly is of

England, that unless there be some positive

provision of Statute Law requiring certain

things to be done in a specified manner,
no marriage shall be held void merely
upon proof that it had been contracted

upon false representations, and that but for

such contrivances consent would never have
been obtained. Unless the party imposed
upon has been deceived as to the person

and thus has given no consent at all, there

is no degree of deception which can avail

to set aside a contract of marriage know-
ingly made,” and in Moss v. Moss (3) Sir

Francis Jeune expressed his agreement with

this view of the law of England, and stated

(page 268) that “when in English Law fraud

is spoken of as a ground for avoiding a

marriage, this does not include such fraud

as induces a consent, but is limited to suoh

fraud as procures the appearanoe without

the reality of consent.” In this case it is

not alleged that there was no consent, the

petitioner expressly pleads that he did

consent, but that his oonsent was procur-

ed by fraud. He also pleads that the license

wa9 fraudulently obtained by the re-

spondent oonoealing from the priest that

she had been divorced. The alleged fraud

upon the petitioner is expressly dealt with

by both the above authorities and the fraud

upon the priest is inferentially dealt with
.

in Moss v. Moss (3) and expressly in Swift

v. Kelly (4), where their Lordships say,
‘ If suoh bo the law touching oonsent to

the marriage itself and the fraud whereby
that oonsent was obtained, it would be ex-

traordinary indeed if another rule were allow-

ed to govern the case where fraud ha9 been

practised upon a third party, acting imma-
terially in granting the lioense to celebrate

it.” Moreover, seotion 19 does not include

fraud upon a third party as one of the

grounds for invalidating a marriage. At

the commencement of the second day’s

hearing I asked Mr. Giles whether in the

face of these authorities and the evidenoe

as to condonation it was worth while pro-

ceeding with the case upon the ground

of fraud, and he abandoned this portion of it.

It remains to deal with the second ground

viz., that the marriage was celebrated by a

Roman Catholic priest in this city of Rangoon
and that as the lady had beeu divoroed,

the marriage was null and void under the
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provisions of the Christian Marriage Aot.
Seotion 5 of tbe Aot provides that marriages
may be solemnised in India by (amongot
others) any person who has received epis-
oopal ordination, provided that the marriage
be solemnised according to the rules, rites,
oeramonies and oustoms of the ohuroh of
which he is a minister. There is no doubt
that in this case the celebrant had received
episoopal ordination and no doubt that the
marriage was celebrated according to the
rules, rites, ceremonies and customs of his
ohuroh, except as regards the fact that the
ady had been divorced. There is equally
no dobut on the evidence that according
to its rules and customs no priest of the
Church of Rome can celebrate a marraige
etween persons one or both of whom has
sen divorced, and no person can marry a

divorced man or woman. The question,
owever, is not whether the marriage is

valid in the eyes of the ohuroh which is
simple, but whether it is valid in the eyes
o the law which is difficult. It is exactly
the question on which the Calcutta High
ourt were not unanimous, and on which

unfortunately they expressed no opinion,
an the answer depends upon the mean-
mg of the words ‘provided that the marri-
age be solemnised according to the rules,
*} es, ceremonies and oustoms of the church.”
oooraing to the tenets of the Roman
uroh such a marriage is bigamous, no

priest can solemnise it, no person can enter
10

.

0 According to the law it is other*
WISe .and if the parties had had their
marriage solemnised by a marriage regis-

iar
.

or
_
a °lergyman 0 f the Church of

nr*

D n° (*?e8^on > so far as I can see,

hft

U
i/
ave ar*8©n, and it undoubtedly would

it

VQ 8 more Pradent if the lady, who
may be assumed desired to contract a

arriag0 that would be binding, had adopted

flo a ?°!J

r
?
e * Bat she elected not to do

•.A
D

,
yi

l8
» therefore, necessary to determine,

thePli
6

l
r the union is binding according to

in law
Ur°k°^ ^'ome

» hQ t whether it is binding

njJj!
my opinion in this Aot ‘‘solemnised”

eausceJebratedj see Queen-Empress v. Paul

extern
0

]

the Divorce Act gives the

fromtl?
rea90n9 and causes for which, apart

6 oeremony, a marriage may be declared

' W *0 U. 12: 1 Weir

null and void, the Christian Marriage Act
in these sections deals with the ceremony
and the ceremony only. Section 4 does
not say that persons may marry each
other if the law of the ohuroh by
which they are married so permits, and
does not say that priests may marry
such persons if and only if the
law of their church allows, but merely
provides, as it seems to me, how every
Christian marriage is to be solemnised or
celebrated. Every marriage, ”< it says,

shall be solemnised in accordance with
the provisions of seotion 5 and every
marriage not so solemnised shall be null.”

Again, seotion 5 does net say that Chris-
tians in India may marry one another
provided that they are married by a person
who has received episoopal ordination and
provided further that they are permitted
to marry each other by the rules of the
ohuroh and are married in accordance with
its rules, rites, ceremonies aud oustoms,

but that marriages may be solemnised in

India by certain persons, provided that

they are solemnised in accordance with

certain rules. In other words, the section,

in my opinion, deals only with the cere-

mony and the person who may perform

it and not with the capacity of the persons

on whom it is performed or with the

capacity of the person who performs it,

save as is expressed in the seotion, vu. t

that he should have received episoopal

ordination. It is not suggested that the

parties are not Christians, or that the

person who performed the marriage

oeremony had not received episoopal

ordination or that the ceremony was per-

formed in any way differently from that

in which marriages are celebrated in the

Reman Church, Such being the case, the

marriage, in my opinion, fulfilled the con-

ditions required by the Christian Marriage

Aot, and the parties in the eye of the law are

man and wife.

I dismiss the application with costs, eight

gold mohurs.

Petition dismissed.

820, 7 lad, Dec. (x. s.) 9.
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YEGNAKAMA nlKSH ADAR V. 901’ALA PATTAR.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Li: iters Pate mi- Appeal No. 97 ok 1917.

April 23, 1918.

Present :— Sir John Wallis, Kr., Chief,

Justice, Mr. Justice Sadasiva Aiyar and

Mr. .Justice Spencer.

YEGNA RAMA D1KSHADAR and others

— Appellants

versus

GOPALA PATi’Att and others—
Respondents.

Cu t/ Procedure Code (Art l' of 1908),$. 11, Sch.

II, intros 2o, 21 — Civil Procedure Code i Act Xl\ ol

jsSi), 520—Scheme Ior management of private

cndoicmcnt ,
settlement of, by award -Award

, filing of,

in Court and decree thereon — Variation of terms hg

eons: at of parties
,
legality of -lies judicata.

A cm.'i'nt, decree* cannot he set aside by the

C< mi '•• lit of I In* |>ai i it*s. Ip. 519, col. I.j

A decree embodying I he terms of an award

set l li ii ,r a scln-me ol management for a private

endowment cannot be varied or altered by consent ol

parties where the scheme does not provide for such

alteration.
;

p. 549, col. I; p. • )•> col. 1.]

Alterations in such a scheme can be secured only

by a suit tiled for the purpose, [p. 5-P.J, col. I.J

Per Wallis, C.J .— Where a decree which settles

a scheme fora temple proceeds on the basis that it

is a private endowment, the Court should not imer-

1'riv with such decree by raising an issue in any

subsequent ploceeding whether the endowment is

public. '1 lie lights of the public, if any, will not be

jeopardised by the decree or any subsequent order

made in proceedings between parties to the decree.

|_p. 5 19, col. I; p. 5 >0, col. I.J

Per Spencer, ./.— As against the parties themselves,

the decree will operate as resjudieata in subsequent

proceedings except when one of the issues before

the Court raises the question whether the scheme,

owing to a change of circumstances or for other good
reasons, needs to bo altered by the Court. Lp- but),

col. I.J

Appeal, under flection 15 of the Letters

Patent, against the judgment and decree of

Mr. Justice Abdur Rahim and Mr. Justice

Napier, in Seoond Appeal No. 273 of 1915,

reported as 11 Hid. C«s. 738, preferred against

the decree of the District Court of South
Malabar in Appeal No. iSl of 1913, preferred

against the decree of the Court of the Tem-
porary Subordinate Judge of South Malabar
at Palghafc, in Original Suit No. 48 of 1911.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Mr. T. [\. Ramachandra Aiyar, for the

Appellants —The temple is a private endow-
ment and the villagers who had the manage-

ment of it made a reference to arbitration for

framing a scheme. The arbitrators passed an

award which was tiled in Court and
acquired the force of a decree. The petition

for tiling the award in Court was un-

opposed. The villagers, by a majority, sub-

sequently vareid some of the provisions of

the scheme. That they could not do except

by obtaining the orders of the Court. The

consent of parties cannot have the effect of

vacating an order of Court, Ramanathan Ghetti

v. Murugappa Ghetti (1). The deoree does not

provide for the scheme being altered by the

villagers or being superseded by a fresh

scheme. None of the parties ever pleaded

that it was a publio wendoment and this Court

cannot go behind the allegations in the plaint.

Mr. G. V. Anantha Kiishna Aiyar,
for the

Respondents.— The temple belongs to the vil-

lagers and is, therefore, a publio endowment.

Neither the award nor the deoree in whioh

it was merged could bind the body of vil-

lagers. The deoree could not operate as

res judicata.

iiiven if it is a private endowment, there i§

nothing to prevent the parties from agree-

ing to modify the terms of the scheme. The

scheme is not unlimited in duration and

contingencies that arise have to he provided

for. There was no need to apply to Court

for directions. The award was only a ten-

tative arrangement providing for the exigen-

cies of the time, and it will be unreason*

able to hold that it should not be modified

in the light of future contingencies.

JUDGMENT,
Wallis, C. J.—The case made in the plaint

was that the villagers, including the plaint-

iffs and defendants, are the owners and

Urallars or managers of the suit temple

situated in their village, that is to say, that

it was a private endowmeni ;
and this was not

contested on the other side. Dealing with

the oase on this footing we agree with the

lower Courts and the learned Judges in

holding that the villagers,acting by a majority,

were entitled to make the reference to arbi-

tral ion, Exhibit A, for the purpose of settling

a scheme of management and that the

award made by the arbitrators, Exhibit B,

was afterwards properly tiled under section

526 of the Code of Civil Procedure, the llo

Urallars who joined in the petition being

entered as plaintiffs and the 46 counter-peti-

tioners being entered as defendants, and there-

upon became enforceable a9 a deoree. fne

order, Exhibit 0, recites that some of the

(1) 29 M. 2$ 1; 10 0. NY. N. S>5; 311 A. 139;
J

*•

L. T. H27; :i A. I*. J. 707; 4 C. U J. 189; 16

205; 8 Bom. L. R. 498 0.).
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oonnter- petitioners had withdrawn their
objections and that some had been removed
from the record so that the petition was not
opposed.

Assuming that this is to be treated as a
consent decree by virtue of the original
agreement to refer to arbitration, the next
question, as to which the learned Judges have
differed, is whether the villagers, aoting by
a majority, validly set aside the provisions
ot the award as regards the management
of the temple. Mr. Ramaohandra Aiyar
contended that they could not, relying on
the decision of the Privy Council in Rama-
nathan Chetti v. Murugappa Ghetti (1), whioh
does not appear to have been cited before
the learned Judges. It was held in that
oase that an agreement between several
branches of a family as to the manage-
ment by the various branohes of a private
endowment belonging to the family must
hold good until altered by the Court or super-
seded by a new soheme effected with the
concurrence of all parties interested. In
this oase there is the further objection that
the award has acquired the force of a decree.
The soheme of the management sanctioned
by the decree does not provide for any
alterations being made by the majority rf
the villagers, and I do not think that any
suoh provision oan be read into it. It is now
well settled that a oonsent decree cannot be set
aside by the consent of the parties. In The Bell-

T™ (
-

2 ' L
,

ord Esher, M. R., observed: “When,
at a trial, the Court gives judgment by oonsent
of the parties, it is a binding judgment
of the Court and oannot be set aside by a
subsequent agreement between the solicitors
or the parties even though it be placed in
the form of an order by oonsent on a sum-
mons and taken to a Registrar or Master
and by him made as a matter of course. It
is only the Court, with full knowledge of
all the faots on whioh it is called on to aot
whioh oan set aside the first judgment.” And
V\ ,

Hyddarsjield Banking Company v. Lister
(V, in whioh the grounds on which the Court
would set aside a oonsent decree or order
were considered, Lindley, L. J„ observed:A oonsent order, I agree, is an order and
so long as it stands, it must be treated as suoh,'

'2) (1885) 10 P. D. 161 at p. 165- 55 L J P a fia
L. T. 686; 34 W. R. 55.

’ 3; 63

12
(

R 331
9
72 r

G
t',oV

at p 280; fi<t L - J- Ch 523;R. 331; 72 L. T. 703; 43 VV. R 567.
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and so long as it stands ...it is as good an estop-
pel as any other order. I have not the
slightest doubt on it”. In the present eaS0
the respondents, if they wished to modify
the soheme in the award, should have filod
a suit for that purpose. I, therefore, would
allow the appeal and remand the oase to
the lower Court for disposal according to
law. Costs to abide.

I have already said that it is not the
case of any of the parties to the suit that
this is a public endowment. In Appu
Pattarv. Rurumba Bhagavati (4), where suoh
a case was not raised in the pleadings or
issues, but the lower Courts went into it
and the lower Appellate Court found that
the endowment was a public one, this Court
set aside the finding as at variance with
the oase disclosed by the plaint. I think
this was the proper oourse to take and
that we should not be justified in raising
suoh an issue now. The public are in no
way represented in this suit, there is no
one on the reoord to assert their rights, and
those rights oannot be in any way affected by
the decision in this oase.

Sadasiva Aiyar, J.— I agree with my Lord
I was, at first, inolined to hold that, on
the pleadings themselves, the temple in
question might be held to be a publio
religious trust and hence the old decree
settling a soheme on the award passed on a
private reference was a nullity and that
the plaintiffs, who rely upon That decree
ought to be non-suited on that ground It
is significant that neither side would unhesi-
tatingly assert that it is not a publio tem-
ple. In Mnthia Chettih v. Perinnnan Chetti
(o) my Lord the Chief .Justioe says (see
pages 232 and 233*): “it may be that a
oaste or a seotion of a oaste oan own a
temple as it has been held in Pragji Kalan v
Goiind Gopal (6), tha* they oan own vessels for
cooking anddining, but in Thackersey Den-raj v
Hurbhum Xursey (7) ... it was held that a temple
whioh was managed by a certain oaste was the
subjeot of a publio oharitable trust and that a
seheme oould be framed for it under seotion
539 of the old Civil Procedure Code. ...Even
if it had been shown that the temple was

(4- 11 Tnd Oas. 633; 21 M. L. J. 58S.
(•*>) 3 4 lad Cas. do 1; 4 L. \V". 22%.

Jfi) LI B. 534; 11 Ind. Jur. 451; 6 Ind. Dec. (x. s.)
3o2. '

(7) 8 B. 432
; 4^Ind. Dec. (n. s.)664.

Pages of 1 L. W.

—

Ed.
" ' —
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founded for the use of the particular section

of the caste (Ilayathakudi Kovil Nagarathar

sub-seotion of the Nagarathar caste), whioh

consists of several families not shown to be

otherwise than very distantly related to one

another, we should, as at present advised, be

inclined to hold that they are a section of

the public and that section 92 is applicable.

Serious inconveniences would arise from

holding that a temple of this kind was

the private property of such a large body of

persons as the I layathakudi Kovil N agarathars,

and we think that such private ownership

should be strictly proved.” To hold that a

temple alleged to belong to the fluctuating

residents of four large streets is a private tern*

pie is rather extraordinary, even though it is

not expressly admitted by either sidethat other

Hindu worshippers have been worshipping

in the temple. However, as the Oise seems

to have been argued all along on the foot-

ing that the old decree was a valid deoree

and as my Lord has, in his judgment,

sufficiently indicated that the interests of

those members of the public who would be

interested in the temple, if it was a public

temple, would not be jeopardised by the

deoision in this suit, 1 concur with my Lord

in the deoision in this auit just now pro-

nounced by him in favour of the plaint-

iffs.

Spencer, *J.—1 am satisfied, on the plead-

ings, that no case has been put forward as to

this being a public oharitable trust and

that no such plea should be allowed to be

raised now. I also feel no doubt that a

scheme for the management of a private

endowment, such as the village temple or

Devaswom whioh has been the subject

of an award and has further become em-

bodied in a deoree, cannot be altered merely

by the will of the majority of the persons

interested, unless in the scheme itself there is

a provision for suoh alteration. Against

those defendants among the villagers who

were themselves parties to the deoree, the

decree would operate as res judicata in sub-

sequent proceedings, except where one of the

issues before the Court raised the question

whether the soheme owing to a change

of circumstances or for other good reasons

needed to be altered by the Court. One

of the learned Judges, who heard the second

appeal (Abdur Rahim, .1.), considered it

reasonable to treat the award as intended

to be only a temporary arrangement. There

is nothing in the award, so far as I have

been able to discover, to limit the duration

of the scheme and, therefore, it must be

treated as remaining in force until set aside

or altered by a competent authority, that

is, by a Court having jurisdiction in the

matter.

I agree that the appeal should be allowed,

that the plaintiffs should be given a deoree

declaring the proceedings of September 25th,

1910, invalid so far as they purported to

contravene the deoree in Original Suit No. 292

of 1898.

I think the suit must be remanded to

the Subordinate Judge for deciding what

reliefs the plaintiffs are entitled to out of

those claimed in the plaint upon our deoision

on this point of law.

M.C.P.

Appeal allowed
; .

Case remanded.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 353 ok 1917.

August 28, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.

BHAOSINGH and others—Defendants

—Appellants

versus

MAH1PAT and others—Plaintiffs and

Defendant No. 5—Respondents.

Trespass—Suit against joint trespassers—Defendants

acting in concert -Title in one defendant, whether can

he retied upon brothers.

A defendant who is sued as a trespasser can rely

upon the title of his co-defendant if both are alleged

to have been acting in concert, even though his

own derivative title is not proved, [p. 552, ool. l.J

Appeal from the deoree of the 3rd

Additional Distriot Judge, Buldana, dated

the 4th July 1917, in Civil Appeal No. 7

of 1917.

Mr. M. V. Joshi, for the Appellants.

Mr. K. K. Qandhev, for Respondents

JUDGMENT.—The plaint allegesthat the

defendants Nos. 1 to 4 illegally dispossessed

the plaintiffs of the eastern half of survey
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No. 29, which belonged to the latter
and was in their possession till 1915
Paragraph 2 of the plaint farther states
the oause of aotion against the remaining
defendants in the following terms:

Before the Reoord of Rights the khata
of the field stood in the name of Dhurpati
defendant No. 5. As she and defendants
Nos. 1 to 4 have given the field in suit in
mortgage to Narayan Sab, defendant No.
6 in the year 1912, she and Narayan
Sah have been impleaded as defendants
Nos. 5 and 6. Defendant No. 7 is joined
beoause he helped in removing the crops.

”

The. plaintiffs’ prayer was that they be
put in possession of the eastern half
whioh the defendants Nos. 1 to 4 have taken
possession of and that the defendants be
directed to pay Rs. 97 as mesne profits.

The defendants Nos. 1 to 4 pleaded that
they were in possession under a mortgage
of 1388 executed by one Gopai, the
predeoessor-in title of defendant No. 5,
who was according to these defendants’
owner of a half share in the survey
number. The oase proceeded ex parte
against the remaining defendants. The
Mnnsif held that the plaintifEs were the
owners of the whole field and were in
possession till 1915, that Gopai’s title to
the half share was not proved, and that
defendant No. 7 did not help defendants
Nos. 1 to 4 in taking away the orops. Dis-
missing the suit against defendant No. 7,
the Munsif passed a deoree in favour of
the plaintiffs against all the other defend-
ants directing them to deliver baok
possession and to pay R3, 4Q ag meane
pro6ts.

Against this deoree defendants Nos. 1 to 4
appealed. The Additional District Judge
held that the plaintifEs were in possession
till 1915, that Gopai, the predeoessor-in-
title of defendant No. 5, had an interest
in the field but that the interest was
lost by lapse of time. The lower Appellate
Court further held that the mortgage by
defendants No. I to 4 was not proved. On
these findings the appeal was dismissed.

This seoond, appeal has been filed by
defendants Nos. 1 to 4. It is contended on
behalf of the plaintiffs-respondents that
the finding of the lower Appellate Court
regarding the appellants’ mortgage is fatal

to the appeal and that no question of
title on the part of defendant No. 5 can
be raised by the present appellants by
way of jus tertii. It is also urged that
Order XLI, rule 4, does not apply to the
case, as the appellants are bound to fail
upon the finding that their mortgage is
not proved. It is contended that rule 4
applies only when the Court is competent
to interfere with the deoree in favour of
the appellants, without reference to the
merits of the oase so far as the non-
appealing defendants are concerned, and
that the non-appealing defendants can
only be given the benefit of a decision
so arrived at in favour of the appellants.
On behalf of the appellants relianoe is
plaoed upon Order XLI, rule 33, and it is
further contended that the deoree of the
lower Courts proceeds upon a common
finding applicable to all the defendants
that the plaintiffs have proved their title.
I have oome to the conclusion that the
appeal must succeed even if the soope of
Order XLI, rule 4, is limited in the manner
contended for by the plaintiffs-respondents
and apart from a resort to the provisions
of Order XLI, rule 33.

The plaint is not very dear as to the
oause of aotion against the defendants
other than the four defendants. Although
the aotual dispossession, was by the first
four defendants, yet mesne profits have
been olaimed against all, and the Court
has deoreed both ejeotment and mesne
profits against all defendants exoept de-
fendant No. 7. In other words, the
deoree has been passed against the re-
presentatives of Gopai under whom the
appellants olaimed. This could only have
been passed upon the view that all the
defendants aoted in conoert in dispossessing
the plaintiffs, and this appears to be the
suggestion made in paragraph 2 of the plaint.
Upon any other interpretation of the
plaint it is difficult to see how the plaint-
iffs were entitled to anything but a
declaratory relief against defendants Nos.
5 and 6. The deoree of the Courts below
prooeeds then upon the ground that
although ejeotment was by the defendants
Nos. 1 to 4, all the defendants against whom
the suit has been deoreed were aoting in
conoert. To aot in conoert with another
person is to aot under his authority and
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hence the trespass may be justified by

showing title in that, person.

The appellants admit that they have

failed to prove their derivative title as

based upon their mortgage deed of 1888,

but, I think, they are entitled to say that

as the plaint prooeeds upon an allegation

of joint trespass, they are entitled to

defeat the plaintiffs’ claim by showirg

title in one of the co-defendants, The

plaintiffs cannot maintain a suit based

merely upon their previous possession

against defendant No. 5 if the latter has

a title to the land. Under these circum-

stances the aiguraent that defendants Nrs.

5 and 6 lave not appealed dors not,

carry muoh force. A defendant w o i-t

sued as a trespasser, can rply upon the

title of his co-defendant if both are

alleged to have 1 een aoting in concert,

even though his own derivative tit’e is

not proved. There is noth ire* in this

view which militates against the v'ew

adopted in Nunil Ham Pc tel v. Afarhnd Pat^l

(1), which is strongly relied upon

by the plaintiffsrespondents. I think

that notwithstanding the adverse find-

ing on their mortgage the appellants

are entitled to show that defendant No.

5 has a title to the land in dispute.

The plaintiffs denied that Gopai ever had

any interest in land. There was, there-

fore, no plea nor issue about Gopai

losing her rights by lapse of time. This

oan only be decided alter taking proper

pleadings and framing proper issues.

The deoiee of the lower Appellate

Court is set aside as against the defendants

Nos. 1 to 6 under Order XLI, rule 1*, and the

appeal is remanded to the lower Appellate

Court for a fresh decision with advertence

to the above remarks. Costs will follow

the result. There will be no order for

refund of Court-fees.

Appeal remanded.

(1) 12 C. 1\ L. H. 50.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Appeal Si its No. 47 of 1913 and No. 943

of 1914.

Ootober 25, 1915.

Present:— Sir John Wallis, Kt., ( hief

Justice, ar.d Mr. Justice Seshagiri Aiyar.

SUBBA REDDI— Df fendant No. 1

— A PPELLANT

versus

ALAGAMMAL *nd anoi her— Plaintiff am»

Defeni antNo 2— Respondents.
Hindu Iaiu-— Partition— Construction of deed—

Division of all Jamil ij properties except outstandings—

Severn nee in status—Presumption— Partial partition

,

valnlUg of.

A deed of partition executed between a Hindu

father and son recited that t lie division was effected

owing to misunderstandings among the female mem-
bers of the family and that the properties mentioned

in the schedule were divided. The outstandingsduc to

the family were not mentioned in the schedule:

Held, (Wallis, C- J„ dubitante) that the family

became divided in status even in respect of the out-

standings. [p. 555, col. 1 .]

Per Wallis, C. J.—The mere fact that members of

a joint Hindu family execute a document dividing a

particular item of property is not sufficient to raise a

presumption that they intend to become divided in

status. If such a presumption is to he raised, there

must be something else in the document to raise it.

[p. 553, col. 2 ]

Yaidganafh Aiyar v. Aiyasamg Aiyar,] I ml. ('as.

408; 32 M. 191; 19 M. L. .1. 94; 5 M. L. T. 49, ex-

plained.

Per Scshagiri Aiyar, J.— IV hen one member of a

joint family intimates his willingness to gel separate

from others, that effects a division in status and where

a partition is effected not specifically dealing with

some items of the joint property, the status of co-

parcenary cannot bo deemed to be continued in

respect of this property which is not divided, [p. f(5,

col. l.j

Appeals against the decree of the Court

of the Temporary Subordinate Judge,

Ramnad at Madura, in Original Suits Nos.

76 and 151 of 1911, respectively.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

The Hon’ble Mr. T. Haugachariar (with

him Mr. K. V. Krishnaswamy Ayyar ).— Tie
deed of partition only effected a seveiance in

respect of the properties specifically dealt with

in it. The outstandings have been reseivtd

and the co parcenary status continues with

respect to them. The exist&Doe of tie

outstandings was known to the parties and it

v as the intention of the parties that they

slu old be reserved. Moreover, the usual clause

it cited in all partition deeds, 'Hereafter theie

shall only he blood relationship between us

}» i.d not property relationship’, which is
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generally indicative of a complete severance,
fcaa been omitted in this deed.
Mr. S. Srinivasa Aiyangar (with him Mr.

A. Krishnasawmy Aiyar), for the Respond-
ents,—-There can be no partial partition.
From the language of the document and
the express recital as to differences
among the females, a presumption can
be raised that the parties intended to
necome divided in status. The exclusion
of outstandings was due to the feeling
that the debts and decrees should be
apportioned as they were realised, and
there was no use in dividing what might
subsequently turn out to be bad debts.

JUDGMENT.
A. P, No. 47 of 1913.

Wallis, C. J.— The only question of any
difficulty in this case is, whether Exhibit VI is
to be construed as effecting adivision in status
a? well as a division of the speoifio properties
with which it deals expressly. This appears
to me to be mainly a question of the construc-
tion of the document. In VaidyanaHi Aiyir
v. Aiynsamy Aiyar (l), where a partial
partition

, of property was held to raise a
presumption of division in status, there
was no deed of paitition and 1 do not
think that case is an authority for holding
tha f

* wherever the co parceners execute a
document dividing a particular item of

. I . _

ises a pmsumption that
they intended to beoome divided in statu--).
If such a presumption is to be raised,
there must, in' my opinion, be something

. else in the dooumer.t to raise it. This
was a oase of partition between the 1st
defendant snd his father, the 1st defendant
being the son by the seoond of the father’s
three » ives, and the partition was brought
about by the father who was ill and anxious
to make provision for his first and third
wives, as he did immediately afterwards
in the Will, Exhibit VII, which he
executed on the 3rd September the
partition deed Exhibit VI having been
executed on the ^5th August. Where-
as the partition deed appears to have
inoluded expressly all the joint family
properties exoept the oustanding deorees
and debts whioh were- not mentioned and
were considerable, the Will bequeaths to
the two wives not only the moveable and

r TLInd ’ Cas 408i M - 191
i
19 W. <- T. 94; 6 &r

i . 49.

OASES.

immoveable properties taken by the testator
under the partition deed, Exhibit VI, but
al-v o all the moveable and immoveable
properties, outstanding loans and properties
belonging to me at present but not in-
eluded in this Will, and the moveable and
immoveable properties, outstanding loans
and properties which I may hereafter
acquire.’’ This shows, if proof were neces-
sary, that at the time of Exhibit Vr all
parties must have been perfectly well
aware of the existence of other joint
family properties whioh were not included
in the partition deed and the question, in
my opinion, is whether from the terms
of the deed we can gather that it was
the intention of- the parties to remain
joint or beoome separate as to these items
also. I do not think any strong presumption
arises from the situation of the parties
who were father and son. If the father
was anxious to part if ion all the j lint family
properties with a view to leaving his share
to his two wives, it is strange be did not
do so expressly and it has been argued
that such was not his intention and that
he probably thought that the R<. 20,000
he took under the deed woull be sufficient
for these wives, and was willing that his
son should take the rest by survivorship.
As against this, there is the recital in the
deed that there had been differences between
the 1st defendant and his father as well as
between the women of the family. On
the whole I do not think it is safe to
draw any inference as to the motives
aotuaTng the parties. The partition deed,
however, after -providing for the division
of the scheduled properties, goes on: “As
we have effected partition in this manner”
and provides that the 1st defendant’^
mother who had been living in his
family should be maintained by him and
not, by her husband. I have come to the
conclusion, though not • without hesitation,
that these provisions are sufficient to enable
us to raise a presumption that the parties
intended to become divided in interest and
that the deorees and outstanding debts
were not divided then, simply because
they had not been collected and it was
not possible to make a satisfactory division
then as it could not be foretold what
they would realize. The appeal will be
disurssed with costs.
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A. S. No. 243 OF 1914.

This case follows my decision in Appeal
' I dismiss the appeal

47 of 1913.

J.— I agree. M r.

No. 47 of 1913, and

with oosts.

A. S. No.

AlYARj -- - -w

Rangaobariar frankly conceded that in the

faoe of the overwhelming evidence there

is regarding the consent ot his olient to

the division, he is not prepared to argue

that the partition was brought about by

undue influence.
. . , 0

The only question remaining for oonsidera-

tion is whether the father and son were

divided in status with reference to the

outstandings not specifically mentioned in

the deed of partition. In my opinion the

language of the document shows that the

narties to it were no longer to remain

Joint. It says, (a) we have lived hitherto as

members of a joint family (6) that owing

to differences among females, it has beoome

necessary to effect partition; (c) we shall effect

a partition in respect of the undermentioned

properties. The list of outstandings is not

among the properties mentioned in the sche-

dule It has also to he mentioned, as pointed

bv Mr. Rangaobariar, that the usual clause

“that from this day forward there shall not be

property relationship but only blood re-

lationship” is not to be found ,n this

document. Nonetheless I am of opinion

that the intention of the parties was to get

separated from eaoh other; the reason for

the necessity is given in the dooument.

The 1st defendant is the son by one of

the wives who was not living with her

husband, and the pleadings and the

evidence in this oase show that the father

effeoted the partition with a view to devise

his share of the properties to his other

two wives. I am unable to see that the

father had any objeot in allowing particular

portions of the property to continue as

Lint property. The explanation suggested

by Mr Srinivasa Aiyangar for their

omission from the schedule is the most na-

tural one. There were debts and decrees. It

was apparently thought that the moneys should

be apportioned as they were recovered Some

may have been or proved to be bad debts

and it was not thought expedient to divide

the debts at that time.

On principle, I am clear that the father

and son became divided ... status. It is

OASES.

pointed out by Mr. Ghose in his Hindu

Law that there is nothing in the Smirithis to

encourage a partial partition. The proptioe

has grown up in recent years. Mr. Mitra

in his Tagore Leotures dealing with this

speoial question quotes from the Simirithis

and commentaries to show that partial

partition was unknown to Hindu Law. I do

not think it neoesssry to quote excerpts from

the texts to substantiate this position (see

Mitra on the “ Law of Partition,” pages 330

and 331).

As regards the decided oases, Sir Richard

Garth in Radha Churn Dass v. Kripa Sindhu

Da*s (2) says: “ It seems indeed very

doubtful whether by the Hindu Law any

partial partition of the family property

oan take place except by arrangement.”

The decisions in Satya Kumar Banerjee

v. Satya Kirpal Banerjee (3), Bhowani Prosad

Shaha v. Juggemath Shaha (4) and Ajodhya

Pershad v. Mahadeo Pershad (5) prove that with

the oonsent of the oo-paroeners a partial

partition is possible. The decisions in

Timmi Reddy v. Achamma (6), Kandasami v.

Doraisami (7) only say that there oan be a

partial partition. On the other hand in

Vaidyanath Aiyar v. Aiyasamy Aiyar ( 1 ) it

was dearly laid down that when once a

partition was made, the presumption is that

it effeoted a oomplete severance of interest.

This was followed in Sundaramma v.

Kamakotiah (S). In Anandibai v. Hart Suha

Pai (9) Chandavarkar, says: “if it is prov-

ed that there has been a breach in the

state of union, the law presumes that there

has been a oomplete partition both as to

parties and property. The presumption in

question continues uutil it is rebutted by

proof of an agreement, which means proof

of intention on the part of some to remain

united as before and to confine the parti*

tion to the rest, or, if the partition was

intended to extend to the interests of all

individually, there must be proof that some

of them re-united.” I entirely agree. The

(2) 5 C. 474; 4 C. L. R. 428; 2 I ml. Dec. (n. s.) 9H.

(3) 3 Ind. Cas. 247; 10 C. L. J. 503.

(4) 3 Iml. Cas. 241; 13 C. W. N. 309; 9 C. L. J. 133.

(5) 3 I ml. Cns. 9; 14 C. W. N. 221.

((>) 2 M. U. C. R. 325.

(7) 2 M. 317; 5 Ind. Jur. 352; 1 Ind. Dec. (N. s.)

491.

(8) 2(> Iiul. Cas. 514.

(>J) 101ml. Cas. 911; 35 B.293; 13 Bom. L. K. 287-
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reoent,decision of the Judicial Committee in
Suroj Narain v. Iqbal Narain (10) indicates
that when one member intimates his will-
ingness to get separate from the others,
that would effect a division in status. In the
present oase there was an agreement to
become divided in oonsequenoe of mis-
understandings among the female mem-
bers of the family. I am unable to hold
that the status of oo-parcenary was intended
to be continued with regard to the pro-
perties not specifically dealt with in the
partition deed. It is oonoeded that, apart
from the language of the document, there
is no evulenoe to prove that the parties
intended to remain joint with refereDoe to
the properties not specifically mentioned I
would dismiss the appeal with oosts.

A. S. No. 243 op 1914.
I agree that this appeal also should be dis-

missed with costs.

M.c.p.

Appeals dismissed.

1 Fiji. «*,’?
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PEER MAHAMAD ROWPHER ». DALOORAM JAPANARATAN.
in urges that the decision on the first issue ha

f f
e'°Pened and that I must re- consider that

S. this Court, Ma Nyo V . Ma Yank
e deoides that the Judge deoidine tha

h '°h

io on the oonolusion of all the evidenn •

°aS6

J-

" tb ° previous
aZtlin

j ,

19snes and ^n decide them afresh r
d bound by this decision, with whioh I'entirel*

11

d agree. The only question is, whether th
7

" ?
artles hBviK

? consented to this course^ite is open to either of them to claim a fresht decision. The question covered by thail
a 19 not an easy one, and it is

7 *
„

If?8 “e

s that the translation of the Will the

I I f»l that I ,h„nld

r.r !,

h

iL'“Vr
in “*

srsa .

1 -h“,d -
lam not bound by tho previous rfania' 1

I do not think I Should decide adversely L*
t

the previous decision if I should have fi
ao, without hearing Counsel.

' 0 to do

The whole oase must, therefore be slaw jnow on all the issues as amended by me.
^

(1) 4 L. B: R. 236.
0rder accorSingly,

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT
Civil Regular No. 339 op 1915

July 31, 1917.

_ resent:—Mr. Justioe Robinson.
Tab OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE—Plaintiff

vers us
Baji MAHOMED HADY-Defendant

bound
Ce

f
Ure~J

?
d
%
eSY chan,Je of—Successor, whether

issue,
°f lessor on certain

' ^ *^udge who is called upon to decide n
the conclusion of all the evidence is not ho i i°

n
the previous decision of his processor on certainissues, and can decide them afresh.

erfcam

•h.

MS *°d *
Mr. Giles, for the Defendant.
ORDER —This oase came on forhearing last January before another Judgewho framed the issues. By consent of partieLhe heard arguments and decided the first

issue The case did not come up aga.A
till now for various reasons. Mr. Giles now

MADRAS HIGH COURT
Original Side Appeal No. 61 of 1917

p
March 13, 1918.

1917>

CaZITV ~Sir John Dili's, Kt
v /ST'S Sp»»r.f. PEER MAHAMAD ROWTHER—Appellant •

versus
DALOORAM JAYANARAYAN—

Respondent.
Contract Act (IX of 1K79) „ , a

goods by description— Wan-antu imV J
,6
I~Sale °f

hefore purchase, effect of-Breachof contracZ^DaZ^™Sect,o^l 13 of the Contract Act cToselv

Fp s:z% is ii” e--"“

-5.M SSUTfif Xa «ip

lr “T ;*«
quality, even where they have been insneef

0
^!!^

1’ 0

purchase. If, however/ the buyer haTelm ^the goods, there is no implied condition as
‘ ne

.
d

defects which such examination ou^l.t tof^revealed, [p. 657, col. l.J
° to h»ve
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Per J —Section 110 of tlm Contract Act

(leaH with defects which are detectable only by

expert examination. LP- 5 ;jS, c°h *

Appeal from the judgment and deoree

of Mr. Justice Coutts 1 rotter, dated

ICth August 1917, passed in the exercise

of the Ordinary Orignal Civil Jurisdiction

of this Court, in Civil Suit No. 375 of 1916.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Mr. M. D. Devadoss, for the Appellant.—

The goods were inspected by the plaintiff

before purchase. Section 113 of the Con-

tract Act, which applies to purchase of goods

by description, does not say that there is

any warranty as to their being of merchant-

able quality. Under section 116 the seller

is not responsible for latent defects in the

articles sold. There is no proof that the

damage by white ants was caused before

the goods were delivered in Madra®.

Mr V. V. Srinivasa Aiyangnr,
for the

Respondent.- Section 113 of the Contract

Act follows the language of the corre-

sponding sections 1 4 and 15 of the English Sale

of Goods Aot. According to the latter enact-

ment, there is an implied warranty as to

merchantable quality.

The inspection by the buyer can give

him no cause of action for defeots which

were revealed. Section 116 of the Contract

Aot does not apply to the facts of this case.

It refers to defeots detectable by experts.

JUDGM 10 NT.

Wall's, C, J.— This is an appeal from a

judgment’ of Mr. Justice Coutts Trotter

giving the plaintiff damages for breach of

contract, on the ground that the goods

delivered pursuant to the contract wero

found to be damaged by white ants and

not of merchantable quality. Mr. M. D.

Devadoss, in appeal, has raised a fresh

point that section 113, Indian Contract Aot,

does not mean that in the case of sales

by description and sales by sample there

is the same warranty that the goods are

of merchantable quality as is provided

in sections 14 and 15 of the English Sale

of Goods Aot, 1S93. It would be a very

extraordinary thing if these two Statutes,

which are founded on the same course of

English decisions, were found to vary in

8uoh a material particular as this. Tho

langauge used in section 113, Indian Con-

tract Aot, is not as clear as the language n*ed

in the Sale of Goods Act, which uses th»

word- “merchantable quality.” But the fir 4

illustration to sect ion 113, Indian Contract Act,

is clearly taken from the case of Gardiner v.

Gray (1), which was one of the earliest oases to

lay down that there was a warranty that the

goods ‘shall be saleable in the market under

the denomination mentioned in the contract

between them’ (the parties). There was

a series of oa*es subsequently, including

the case of Jones v. Just (-') down to

the case of Mody v. Oregson (3). That

ca<e was decided in U6S about

the time when the Indian Contract Aot

was under consideration, and it appears

fairly clear that the langauge of section

113 was borrowed from the language of

that eminent Judge the late Mr. Justice Willes

at page 55 of the judgment in that case.

He says: “ Another class of oases is that of

goods bought under specified commercial

description, either by sample, or even after

inspection of bulk ” (the two oases dealt

with in the section). He goes on: In suoh

oases it is an implied term, notwithstand-

ing the sample or inspection, that the

goods shall reasonably answer the specified

description in its commercial sense. The

sample in suoh oases is looked upon as a mere

expression of the quality tf ihe irtiole,

not of its essential character, and not-

withstanding the bulk be fairly shown or

agree with the sample, yet if from adultera -

1

tion or other causes not appearing by the

inspection or sample, though not known to

the seller, the bulk dees not leasotably

answer ihe description in a commercial

sense the seller is liable. ’ It is quito

clear that the language of section 113 is

modelled upon the language of the case

just cited, and does not mean to lay down

any rule different from that which is to

bo found in the English cases and whioli

has now been embodied in greater detail

in sections 14 and 15 of the bale of Goods

Aot.

That being so, the facts of the present

case are that the bales of yarn were

imported from England bound in iron

hoops- ;
and the evidence is that one hoop

was removed, when they were imported.

If the other hoops had been removed, and

(1) (1815) 4 Camp. 144; 16 R. U. 761.

1/2) ( I K6S ) 3 Q. B. 1 97s 9 B- & S- 141; 37 L. J. Q. B.

SO; IS L. T. 208: 16 W. B. 643. *

13) U'SOS) 4 Kx. 49; 38 b. J. K\ 12; 19 l4 . T. 458;

17 W. R. 17»>.
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the goods had been subjected to a detailed
examination, they would have lost the
character of imported gools under which
they were sold. The evidence is that the
outside of the bales was inspected before
purchase but without removing the hoops
or examining the oontents. That was suoh
examination as the case admitted of, and
it would not disclose the fact that white ants
had got in and had injured the yarn
Therefore, the fact that the goods were
inspected before purchase is no answer
Section 113 of the Indian Contrao , Aot
says: Where goods are sold as being of a
certain denomination, there is an implied
warranty that they are suoh goods as are
commercially known by that denomination
although the buyer may have bought
them by sample, or after inspection of the
bulk.” Seotion 14 of the Sale of Goods
Aot says that “the goods shall be of
merchantable quality

; 1'rovided that if
the buyer has examined the goods there
shall be no implied condition as regards
defects which suoh examination ought to
have revealed.” The present defect is
not a defect which the examination which
took: Iplaoe ought to have revealed.

Tjie only other point is as to whether
there were sufficient grounds to justify the
finding on the evidence of the learned
Judge that these goods were not of a

time they
were delivered by the seller to the buyer.
They were delivered in Madras and

despatched by rail to Calcutta and took about
l& or 16 days to arrive. They were exa-
mined on arrival and found to be very
badly damaged by white ants, and in
suoh a condition, according to the
unoontradioted evidenoe. they were no
longer merchantable as black yarn bear-mg Hanuman mark. Now, the question
wmcb Mr. Djvadoss has argue! is whither
it is suffi nently shown that that damage
took plaoe before delivery iD Madras.
Four Witnesses who are aooustomed to
handle yarn were examined on commission on
this su jjecl, an! the Jrd and 4th witnesses
who are the brokers of large firms in Calcutta
namely, Messrs. E ving & Co. and Messrs!
D inlay Muir and Co., say that the injury
was not reoent and that the goods were
worm-eaten very long before. There is
» alight discrepancy between the 3rd and 4th

witnesses, because the 4th witness speaks ofseeing the bodies of the dead ants where-
as the 3rd witness speaks only of the
stain,

_

But this is not a difference of any
great importance, as dead white ants would
not leave very many traces excepting the
stain to which both the witnesses speak,
“I* J

b° tb a“aoh Sreat importance
to the fact that there were no Jive white
ants to be found, which they would haveexpected to find if the damage bad been
reoent. White ants are such a common
plague >n India that there is no reason
for d’** believing these gentlemen, who musthave had abundant expsrience of goodswbioh have been damaged by white ants.
Ihe.r evidenoe is absolutely unoontradioted
and not shaken in cross-examination and inthe<e circumstances it is not open to ua to
differ from the learned Judge who has found
it to be sufficiently proved that the loss in-
curred was incurred before delivery by the
defendant to the plairtiff.

In the result, the appeal fails and must
be dismissed with costs.

Spencer, J.-I agree. The only ques-
?
D
,.

ot
It"

argU6d by Mr - D*va Goss waswhether there «as any implied warranty
of good quality In t.be five baJe8 of bJackyarn with Hanuman mark which weresold by the defendant to the plaintiff. Ifthe case were being tried in an English

urt of
^

Justioe, I oonsider that theappellants contention would be ouite nn

Sab
'f-

h

Tba
n°

( Se° ti0" ‘TolaaS
(.

) °f tbe SaIe of Goods Act, are veryolear. It runs as folio ws: Wheregoods are brought by description from
a seller who deals in goods of thatdescription ("whether he be the manu-

thm*
1

that ° th
n °^

’
* her

l
i8 an '“Plied oondi-

tion that the goods shall be of merchant
able quality; Provided that if the buyer hasexamined the goods, there shall be no
implied condition as regards defeots whioh
such examination ought to have revealed.”
the corresponding seotion in the Indian
Contract Act, section 113, is as follows: _
Where goods are sold as being of a oertain

denomination, there is an implied warranty
that they are snob goods as are commercially
known by that denominai ion, although the
buyer may have bought them by sample
or after inspection of the bulk.” I oon .

sider that the words ‘ after inspection of
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the bulk’ correspond with the proviso to

olanse (2) of section 14, Sale of Goods Act;

and I am fortified in this opinion by the com-

mentary on the seotion in Cunningham
and Shephard’s Indian Contract Aot, which

says: “ The seotion, following the English

Law, requires that the goods tendered shall

not only correspond to the description given

but shall also be saleable or merchantable

as suoh. It was so held in Gardiner v.

Gray (l).” Now, if these bales of yarn

were eaten by white ants in suoh a way that

the goods were perforated by the channels

made by the insects and were crumbling to

pieces, there can be no doubt that they would

not be saleable or merchantable -as yarn.

Mr, Deva Doss relied on section 116, Indian

Contract Aot, which deals with latent de-

fects. I do not think the seotion applies

at all to the present case. It deals with

defects which are only detectable by ex-

pert examination and would not apply to

the state of goods which, as here, are found, on

close inspection, to be thoroughly damaged
and disintegrated.

As regards the evidence, the statements

of the witnesses who were called in to exa-

mine the goods on arrival in Calcutta

were consistent on the point that the damage
could not have been reoently caused. De-

livery of goods was taken on the 9th and

11th August 1916 and a telegram was sent

off from Calcutta on the 26th August
reporting that they were damaged. There-

fore, the damage must have occurred on

some date before the 26th August
;
and

the evidence that the damage was not

recent proves that it is not likely to have

been caused between the 9th August and

the 26th August of that month. The differ-

ence between the statements of the 3rd and

4th witnesses, examined on commission on

behalf of the plaintiff as to whether dead

white ants were visible on the inspection

of the bales, is not material
;

for both of

these witnesses agreed that there were no

living white ants, and it is possible that one

witness was more observant and made a

closer examination than the other, so that

he detected the bodies of the dead white ants

while the other noticed only the stains left by

them. In the absence of any evidence of con-

tradiction in the 4 witnesses summoned for

tho plaintiff, I do not think there is any

reason to reject their evidence on the point.

l, therefore, agree that the appeal must

be dismissed with costs.

m. c. p. ""
j

Appeal dismissed.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S .

COURT.
Execution of Decree Appeal No. 13 of

1918.

June 20, 1918.

Present’.— Pandit Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C. f

and Mr. Daniels, A. J. C.

Musaymnat BASTI BEGAM

—

Decree-

Holder— Appellant
versus

SAJJAD MIRZA

—

Judgment-Debtor

—

Respondent.
Pleadings—Pleas, inconsistent

,
whether can he taken

— Execution application ,
dismissal of, and reference to

suit—Suit, order in, effect of.

Where a suit to enforce a security bond filed in

a Privy Council appeal was dismissed, on the grounds

(1) that the necessary parties had not boon implead-

ed and (2) that the claim was haired by section

47 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and on an

application for execution to enforce the said security

being made, the decree-holder was met with tho

plea that an order passed before the institution of

the above suit in a previous execution proceeding,

referring him to seek his remedy by suit, operated

as a bar to a fresh application for execution:

Held, that the order passed in tho suit had the

effect of nullifying tho previous order passed in tho

execution proceeding, [p. 559, col. 2.]

A party who sets up a plea, to which effect has

boon given by a Court in a previous proceeding,

should not be allowed to set up another plea incon-

sistent with it in a subsequent proceeding brought

for tho same relief [p. 559, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the Subor-

dinate Judge, Luokuow, dated the 10th

December 1917.

Mr. J. N. Chak ,
for the Appellant.

Babu Qoktil Prasadt
for the Respond-

ent.

JUDGMENT.
Kanhaiya Lal, A. J. C.—The question for

consideration in this appeal is whether a

security bond filed by an appellant for

the costs of the respondent under the

provisions of section 600 of the old Code

of Civil Procedure in respect of an appeal

to His Majesty in Council can be enforced
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against the surety by the sale of
the property hypothecated in the said
bond, in a proceeding taken to exeoute
the decree passed on appeal by His Majesty
in Council.

It appears that Sajjad Hussain and
Omrao Mirza filed a suit against Nawab
Abid Hussain Khan, Saiyid Pazal Hussain
and Musammat Basti Begam for a deolara-
tion that the properties comprised in three
deeds of endowment were waqf properties
and for possession of the same as trustees.
Ihe suit was dismissed by the Court of
first instance but decreed on appeal in
regard to the properties in two of the
deeds. The plaintiffs appealed and a seouri-
ty bond for Rs. 4,000 was filed on behalf
of Umrao

_

Mirza, one of the appellants,
ypothecating oertain property for the pay-

ment of the oosts whioh might be allowed
to the respondents if the appeal was nn-
successful.

The Court oharged with the execution
of the decree disallowed her application,
holding that the seourity bond could only
be enforoed by means of a separate suit.A suit was then filed by Musammat Basti
Jdegam for the enforcement of the seourity
bond, bnt it was dismissed on the grounds
that a regular suit was not maintainable
and that the necessary parties had not been
impleaded. The deoree holder applied again
to the Court oharged with the execution
of her decree, praying that the money
due to her might be realized by the sale
of the property hypothecated in seourity.
ibis application was disallowed on the
ground that the order disallowing her
previous application for execution operated
as res judicata. The Court below did
no give effeot to the order passed in

Tbe former was passed on the
8th June 1915 in the previous execution

proceeding, directing the decree-holder to
seek for remedy by a regular suit. The
latter was passed on the 20th December

t> in the regular suit filed in pursuance
pf that order. In the execution prooeed-

‘he judgment-debtor had objeoted that
the decree-holder could not prooeed against
the

_

property hypothecated without first
obtaining a decree for sale. When a suit

J, be tnrned round and

47 *be 8UI'* was barred by section
0 the Code of Civil Procedure. When

a fresh application for execution was
made, he reiterated the objection that no
order for the sale of the mortgaged pro-
perty oould be passed, until a deoree for
sale was obtained in the manner provided
by law. He thus took up inconsistent
positions, varying his defences according
to the nature of the proceeding taken bv
the decree-holder against him. As pointed
out in Mahommed Mehdi Ali Khan vMusammat Sharf-un-nisa ( 1 ) and Abdul
Qayum v. Fida Husain (2), a party who
sets up a plea, to which effeot has been
given by a Court in a previous proceeding,
should not be allowed to set up another
plea inconsistent with it in a subsequent
proceeding brought for the same relief.
In Bmdesivan Prosad Singh v. Lakpat Nath
tnngh (3) it was held that where a
jurisdiction was usurped by a Court in
passing an order against whioh an appeal
lay, an appeal against the order could
not be defeated by showing that the
order was without jurisdiction. In Bhagirathi
Bass v. Baleswar Bagarti (4) and Umesha-
nanda But v. Mohendra Prosad (5) it was
similarly held that a litigant should not
be allowed to oooupy inconsistent positions
in Court : or in other words to approbate
and reprobate for if the parties were
to be permitted to assume inconsistent
positions in the trial of their causes the
usefulness of Courts of Justice would inmost cases be paralysed.

t

J

h

ff ^ de°isi0n haS had
- moreover,

the effect of superseding the earlier one
In Bambar uingh v. Munawar Ali Khan

where inconsistent orders were passed
in different execution proceedings in con-
neotion with the same deoree, it was held
that the later deoision neutralized the
earlier. The deoision passed in the regular
8n

'i'

™ s
- tberefore

' bindl'ng on the partiesand the Court below was as much in error

T ^ /
—S y X. _ - I 1 1 'V 9 _

incon-
sistent with the pleading in the suit as
in refusing to allow the decree-holder to
enforce her deoree for oosts by the sale

(1) 3 O. C. 32.

(2) 30 Ind. Cas. 551; 13 A. L. J. 854.
(3) 8 Ind. Cas. 26; 15 C. W. N. 725.

19 cVV'l 55
Cas - 686; 17 C. Vf. N. 877; 41 C. 69;

(5) II Ind. Cas. 2B0; 14 C. L. J. 337.
(6) 30 Iud. Cas. 775; 37 A. 531; 13 A. L. J. 761.
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of the property hypothecated as seourity.

The surety, in this instance, was one o

the appellants himself. The security was

furnished under Order XLV, rule 7 of the

Code of Civil Procedure, and under sec-

tion 145 of the C >de, the liability of the

surety could in any event be enforced to

the extent to which he had rendered

himself personally liable in the manner

provided for the execution of decrees.

In Motilal v. Ghandras-mgji U), where

a bond was given as seourity for restitu-

tion in the event of a decree being re-

versed on appeal, a suit based on such a

bond was held to be maintainable. In

Shyam Sundar Lai v. Bajpii Jamarayan (fc>

the decree-holder was permitted to realize

his decree money by the sale of the

properties given in security without in-

stituting a suit unler section 67 of the

Transfer of Properly Act But m Uhandni-

btli v Babu Ram (0) and 'l.ohhan bmg i

v. Girwir Singh (10) a contrary view

wis taken, relianoe being placed on old

section 99 of the Transfer of Properly

Act, which has now been replaced in a

considerably modified form by Order XX AIV,

rule 14 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

Where a deoree for the payment of money

is obtained in satisfaction of a claim

arising under a mortgage, different con-

siderations arise. Mere the deoree is one

for costs, and it can be enforced, apart

from what was held in the suit, as if it

were a simple money -deoree, though a

suit for sale on tho security bond may

also bo maintainable.

The learned Counsel for the judgment-

debtor contends that the order passed in

the regular suit was based on two grounds,

the first in serial order being that all

the necessary parties had not been im-

pleaded. He argues that that finding render-

ed the deoision of any other matter in

the suit unnecessary. Hut the question

of the competency of a Court to entertain

a suit is logically the first question that

a Court has to decide before it can pro-

ceed to determine the other issues. In

Shib Oharan M V. Raghn Nath (ll), which

( 7) 12 Iml. Cas. 540; 36 11. 42; 13 Bom. L. B. 9(H).

(8) 30 C. 1060; 7 O. W. N. 014.

(o) 27 Ind. Cas. 365; 10C. W. N. 178.

/ 0 32 C 401; 0C. \Y. N. 372; 1 O. U J. 1 18.

( nj 17 A 17b A.W. N.UW.) « s 8 lnd. Deo.

(n. s.) 437 .

was followed in Jiioi Ram v. Salyan (1^)

and Bar Snhai v. Ali Muhammad Khan (13),

it was held that if there were two findings

of fact, either of which would justify in

law the making of a decree, that one of

such two findings of fact, which should

in the logical sequence of neoessary issues

be first found and the finding of whioh

rendered the other of such two findings

unnecessary for the making of the deoree

whioh was made, was the finding whioh

would operate as res judicata. This diffi-

culty arising out of the non joinder of

neoessary parties was the first matter

with which tho judgment dealt, but it

was not the first matier in the order of

logical s quenoe, because 'the matter could

only be taken up after the Court had

decided that it had jurisdiction to hear

the suit. If it came to the conclusion

that the suit was barred by seotion 47

of tho Code of Civil Procedure and that

tho remedy of the mortgagee was to apply

for the execution of her deoree by the

enforcement of the security, any deoision

dealing with the other matters raised in

the suit could only be ancillary or of

secondary interest. That portion of the

judgment which decided that a regular

suit was not maintainable has beoome

final and operates as res judicata ;
and

it is not now open to the judgment-

debtor, who was a party to it, to go

behind it and oontend that the application

for execution to enforce the seourity is

not maintainable. The previous order

passed in execution is superseded by the

order passed in the suit.

The appeal is, therefore, allowed and

the ease is remanded to the Court below,

with a direotion to reinstate the execution

proceeding and to proceed with the ap-

plication for execution in the manner pro-

vided by law. The appellant will get

her costs from the judgment-debtor throng )•

Daniels, A. J. C.— I oonour. To allow

a party to play fast and loose with the

Courts, as the respondent has been per^

mitted to do in this case, is nothing short

of a denial of justice. It is, in my

opinion, unnecessary form to deoide whet er

both tho findings on whioh the ^ubirdi-

(12/ 9 Iml. Ohs. 983; 8 A. L. J. 409.

(13) 20 Inch Cas. 261; 16 0. 0. 178.
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nftte Judge’s judgment of 20th December
ly^o was based constitute res yidia.ta
or on y one of them— a point expressly

°Pe
,

n
,

' n Har Sahai v. AH Muhammad
Khan (13), as the Court held that the
situation referred to did not really arise—
inasmuch as whether we adopt the view
of the law taken by the Chief Court of
the Punjab in Babu Lai v. Han Bakhsh (14)
or the view adopted by the Allahabad

r?,
0
x

Urt In Shib Gharan I'ti v. Raghu
Math (11), in either oase the finding that
the plaintiff’s remedy lay in the execution
department certainly did so operate.

Appeal alfowed.

(14) 41 I„d. Cas. 479; 13 P. R. 1918; 122 P. W. R-
jyi7t

llOHAJIMAB ILT1FAI HObAIN V. ALIM-UN-NIbSA,

Proceeding No 21 1 of 1917-1S, is undoubted-

V*
of
u ,

exchai)ge Payable on demand ands chargeable with a duty of one annannder Article 13 of the Schedule I of the

Answer accordingly.

COURT OP THE FINANCIAL
COMMISSIONER, BURMA.

Revksoe Stamp Reference No. 5 of 1918
March 14, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Thompson, P. C.
In re M. A. RAEBURN & Co.

Stamp Act (II of 1899), Sch. /, Art. 13-13,71 ofexc/iange—Order on firm to pay specified sum to
cet tam person or bearer.

An order directing a certain firm to pay a sped-

hill f
Um money to a certain person or bearer is a

oil ot exchange payable on demand and is charge-
«:

0
,
wi

,

th a duty of 0De anna under .Article J 3 of
Schedule I of the Stamp Act.

Case referred by the Collector of Rangoon,
nnder section 56 (2) of the Stamp Act, as to
^
L1
®

,

r ^ke following document was charge-
able with stamp duty.

MEMO.
_

>

Rangoon
, 6th February 1918.

1. S. Periohiappa Chetty,

12, Mogul Street.
Pay to Messrs. Goolam Ariff Estate Comp-

any or bearer rupees three hundred and
seventy-five only.

Rs. 375.

A.. R. Raeburn Company.
RDER.—The instrument which has

been referred to me by the Collector of
Rangoon under seotion 56 (2) of the Indian
amp Act, and which is filed at page 3 of his

36

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Execution Second Appeal No. 296

of 1917.

April 10, 1918.
Present Sir Henry Richards, Kt., Chief
Justice, and Justice Sir P. C. Baner/i KtMOHAMMAD ILTIFAT HUSAIN

Decree- Holder—Appellant
tersus

ALIM-UN-NISSA and others—Judgm^.
Debtors— Respondents.

Cnil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908^, (), XXXIV
r. 6, order refusing to pass decree under

, whether decree

Yation nj~Court Fees ^
YYVTv'

(le1, refusing to make a decree under OrderAXXn

,

rule 6 of tlie Civil Procedure Code is adecree within the meaning of the definition of thatterm m section 2 of the Code, and an appeal against
it must bear ad valorem Court-fees, calculated upon

[p

G

562 col f]
^ SUbjeCt ',natter of the aPPeal.

FACTS appear from the following
Report of the Stamp Reporter. — This

is an appeal against the decree of the
Courts below refusing to grant the
decree- holder appellant’s application for a
personal decree under Order XXXIV, rule
6 of the Code of Civil Procedure, on
the ground that it was time- barred. On
the authority of the ruling of this Court
to be found in Tajammul Husain Khan y.
Muhammad Husain Khan(l), ad valorem Court -

fee must be paid both in the lower
Appellate Court and in this Court on the value
of the relief sought. Accordingly a Court-
fee of Rs. 295 must be paid in eaoh Court on
Rs. 5,456, the value of the appeal in each
Court. A Court-fee of annas eight having

(1) 35 1ml. Cas. 158; 14 A. L, J<32S
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been paid in the lower Appellate Court and

of Rs 2 in this Court, there is, therefore, a

deficiency of Re. 587-8-0, or Re. 550 minus

Rs.
'2 S -°

, t ,

Objection having been taken to the above

report before the Taxing Offioer, he referred

the case to the Judges hearing the Appeal

who made the following

ORDER.—A report has been sub-

mitted by the ofiioe that the appellant

was liable for additional Court-fees in the

lower Appellate Court calculated upon the

value of the subject-matter of the appeal.

The application was for a decree under

Order XXXIV, rule 6, made in the

original mortgage suit. The application,

of course, could be made on an S arnia

stamp, hut the question is what should

the tee he which either side would have

to pay if they were dissatisfied with the

ruling of the Court to which the applioa-

tion was made. In the present case the

Court made an order dismissing the

application for a decree under Order XXXI V,

rule 6. in the oase of Tajammul Husain

Khan v. Muhammad Ilusuin Mian (1) Mr.

Justice Tud ball held that the defendant

against whom a decree under Order AXXIV ,

rule 6, had been made was obliged to

pay an ad valorem Court-fee on the decree

which had been made against him. The

learned Judge was of opinion that the

decision appealed against was clearly a

“decree” within the meaning of the Code

of Civil Procedure. We think that the

view taken by Mr. Justice ludball was

correct. The only difference between that

case and the present is that the Court

of first instance, instead of granting a

decree under Order XXXIV, rule (5, refused

to make such decree. We think that an

order refusing to make a decree under

Order XXXIV, rule (3, must be regarded

as a “decree” within the meaning of the

definition of that term in the Code of

Civil Procedure. We think that the report

of the office as to the liability of the

appellant for payment of ad valorem Court-

fees in the first appeal was correct and

that the amount must be paid by the

appellant.

Order accordingly .

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Execution Second Appeal No. ‘z96

of 1917.

April 10, 1918.

Present :—Sir Henry Richards, Kt., Chief

Justice, and Justice Sir P. C. Banerji, Kt.

MOHAMMAD LLT1FAT HUSAIN

—

Decree-Holder—Appellant

re rsus

ALIM-UN-NISSA and others— Judgmbnt-

Dehioks—Respondents.

Civil j
J)Ocedure Code (Act V of 1908^, 0. XXXIV,

r. 6 Application for personal decree, whether applica-

tion in execution—Limitation, commencement of—Limi-

tation Act (IX ol iDUNj, Sch. I, Art. i«l.

An application under Order XXXI V, rule 6, is an

application in the original suit for a now dccrco aud

it cannot bo regarded as an application in execution.

Such an application should be made within three

years from the time when the right to make such

application accrues and the Article which go\orus

the application is Article 1J$1 of the Limitation Act.

[p. GO.*, col. l.J * .

Some mortgaged property was put up to sale in

execution of a mortgage decree in 1DII aud was

purchased by the decree-holder. The proceeds of

the sale being insutliciont to satisfy the niortgngo

debt, the mortgagee made an application in iifi3

under Order XXXIV, rule 6, for n peisonal decree.

That application proved ineffectual and ho made

another application for a similar decree in 1D1&:

held, that the application, not being an application

for execution of the original mortgage decree, was

barred by time and that the interim application did

not save limitation, [p. 6(33, col. i.]j

Execution seoond appeal from a decree

of the District Judge of Budaun.

Messrs. Iqbal Ahmad and Mukhtar Ahmad,

for the Appellant.

Messrs. N. A. Haidar and Muhammad
Yusuf

,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.— This appeal arises out of

an application under Order XXXIV, rule 8.

This rule applies to cases in which after

the mortgaged property has been sold the

mortgagee comes to Court and asks for a

personal deoree for the balance left due.

The rule provides that where the net

prooeeds of any such sale are found to be

insufficient to pay the amount due to the

plaintiff, if the balance is legally recover-

able irom the defendant otherwise than

out of the property sold, the Court may

pass a decree lor such amount.” In the

present case the original mortgage deoree

was obtained in February l90d. The

mortgage i property consisted of two villages.

In the events which happened the mort-

gagee became entitled to the equity of

redemption of one of the village! the
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result being that the two interests (that is,

i
i

,nlerest of the mortgagee and the

person Th
m°r‘^8

'0^ in oneperson. This operated to discharge themortgage to the extent of the value ofthe property acquired by the mortgagee

put un
y
to

r

I'

1 °f,her Viil8ge was
P p to sale and purchased by thedecree-holder. Accordingly the mortgaged
property and all rights in respect of itwere exhausted in the year 1911, and itwas on t is basis that tbe applied fora personal decree was made. The apnli-cation was made in the year 1915

, butthere was another application for a similar
deoree in the meantime (1913) if (u.
present application can be regarded as an
application for execution of the originalmortgage decree, then perhaps the appli-
cation which was made in 1913 wouldsave
limitation. If, on the other han(J
present application is not an application for
execution of the original mortgage deoree butn application for a fresh decree, then the
application should have been made withinthree years from the time when the right
to mahe such application accrued, and the

Art
8

,

W
o
h
,

1C ‘ g°
L
vern8 the application is

Article 181 of the Limitation Act. Webnd it impossible to hold that an appli-
°a,1

|

0
.

n
,

for a decree under the provisions
of Order XXXIV, rule 6, is an appli!

deer?
exeoutiou of ‘he original

decree which was a deoree for the sale
oertam property; we think that it isan application in the original suit for anew decree and that it cannot be regarded

as an application in execution. In a some-what similar case of Behari Lil v. Bisheshar
Oauil (1) Mr. Justice Chamier seems
to have expressed the view that Article 181
governs an application for a deoree under
-Order XXXIV, rule 6. In this view the
rder of the Court below dismissing the

r.
0
,

#l,°" wa8
,

although the reasons
the Courts deoision may be open to

question. We dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

(1) 14Ind.Caa.59l; 9 A. L. J. 569.

madras high court
Civil Appeal No. 177 of 1916

Maroh il, 1918.

T~J
aat

J°
e S ' r Wil,iam Ayling, Ktand Mr. Justice Seshagiri Aivsr

’

Sn TOSAPATI VENKATlrATS'iAJUARU and otseks- Dependants Nos. 1 T0 46 and 7—Appellants
’

versus
Sn Raja VATSAVAYA VENKATA Qribhadrayyamma jagapati raIa'DUR GA RU-Plaintife r. L AHA ’

Contract Act (IX of 18721 i 23
Contract to finance litigation’ and to share

5’ 64
’ 65~

decreed on success, nature of~Lca,llrcontract - Consti notion 0f document
ail

~Z,
Contln9*nt

Failure to advance full »«ini»,,t
Champerty—

Breach of contract—Refund of con^
U
^?

n
> e&ect °f—

"9>'t </ lender
particular manner and charge onimountZ

0""^ <n
mine—Compromise effected differentia n compro.
ability of Assignment offZJe p^rf^'J-ft™,Bcnejit of contract

, participation iiTnhi'
lldlty °f

effect of Transfer of Property Act IV 0n^6
, 58 Registration Act {XVI of 1908) J 6

’

altered, creation «<. nJe^Id££5%
JZ^jz7t:ze

e

s

Up to

d
pnc

c
e rneys to

with the object of financing
c
l

ertam limit

but fails or refuses to pay°the full ^mo^
fc

,

ile ,afcter
»

nevertheless, enti tled,
P

under section 64
’

1° tl*’Contract Act, to a refund of thn •> ^
advanced by him. [p. 574, col. 2.]

mouufc actually

Chokalingam Mudaliar v. Mahomed ql. a , *

Ind. Cas. 894; 23 M. L. J. 68^12 M L T
17

M. W. N. 1212 and U. Dakiil i- Co v t
694j

' I912>
K B 666; 84 L. J. K. B. 203L followed

^ U916) 1

Underwood v. Lewis, (1894) 2 O R Qn*; ga t . ~
B. 60; 9 It. 440; 70 L. T. 833; 42 WSumpter v. Hedges, (1898) J Q B 673-67 1

5
T
17 and

« * "

the subject of it is to he treated as aTat Tp
6^

againsTa J'ZZ*and in favour of persons who are th«m i

ProPerfcy
to find the necessary funded the personfi

UaMe
IS to get a share of the property in lhi

fiuancinS
the success of the litigation as if the fnii

^0116 °f

was paid and no provision is made for
“LrSdof the amount in the event of failure th*

”d
action cannot be treated as a loan. [p. 571 coj iT®'Such a contract is champertous but the °t

' J
-

is entitled to recover what he ha's ZUnceFTTevent of the litigation ending successfuBv to thepromisor, [p. 57J, col. 1 .]
7 to fche

A person cannot be charged with liability merelyon the ground that he has benefited by a cont™5
entered into by another, [p. 575

, coi, j j

7 ntraot

An assignment of future property is not invalidm India. Section 6 of tbe Transfer of Pronertv
does not contain a total prohibition agafnet theassignment of all future property, but must
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construed as an exception to the general rule m
favour of transfers of property, present ami futuu.

[ i». 57 2, col. 2.3 . ,

Portions of a section should be construed cjus*Icm

generis with the rest of the section. Ip. 672, col. 2,

p. 573, col. 1.] / x r A-

The words ‘of a like nature’ in clause («) of section

6 indicate that the 'possibility' referred to therein

must belong to the same category as the chance of

an heir-apparent or the chance of a relation

obtaining a legacy, [p. 573, col. l.J

Under section 58 of the Transfer ot 1 roperty

Act, a property can be specific so long as it is

identifiable, though it may not be in existence on

the date of the transfer. A transfer, therefore, u

otherwise valid, is not rendered inefficacious by

reason of the subject-matter not having been in

existence on thedato of the agreement |_P- c0, ‘ l *J

Where a loan is charged on a property, a mere

default of the lender to pay the full amount of the

charge would not deprive him of his lien in respect

of the money actually advanced. There will be a

lien pro tonto. [p. 573, col. 3.] ... ....

Where a loan advanced with the object of financ-

ing a litigation is charged on an amount winch

may be secured by a compromise in the suit to be

effected in a particular manner, and the compro-

mise is effected in a different manner, the lien

will not attach itself to the substituted property,

especially where the parties put an end to the

contract before the compromise, [p 573, col. 2 J

Where there is a blend of moveable and immove-

able properties in respect of which a charge is

created, if the document creating the charge is not

registered, it will only deprive the promisee ot his

right in the immoveable property and will not utloct

Ids rights in the moveable property, [p. &74, col. l.J

L’niaka Veclil v. Tltiruthipalli, 1 Imt. Cus. 1; 32 M.

410; 10 M. L». J. 584, followed.

IMaintilV's husband, agreed on 25th May 1003 to

advance moneys up to a limit of Ks. 1,50,000 to

defendants Nos. 2, 3 and 4 with the object ol

financing a suit by the latter to recover a Zenumlari,

in consideration whereof I lie hitter agreed to convey

to plaintiff a 3/10t ha share in the property m t ho event

of their succeeding in the litigation. It was stipulat-

ed that the defendants should no! compromise the

-suit with their adversaries without the lender’s con-

sent. This agreement was varied in 1008 by another,

where under the lender was to advance two lakhs

,.f rupees and get a fourth share and no compromise

was to be entered into by the defendants without the

consent of the lender or of his Vakil. The amount

advanced was charged on the amount which might,

be secured under the compromise. Plaintiff’s hus-

band, after advancing about Us. 70,000, declined to

advance any further sum as there were misunder-

standings between himself and his debtors, lhe

s„it by defendants was compromised, but not

i„ the manner specified in t-lio agreement.

Plaintiff’s husband having died, plaintiff sued to

recover the amounts actually advanced and interest

thereon and to have it elmigcd on the amount ot the

compromise:

Held (1) that plaintiff was entitled to a personal

decroo for refund; [p. 574, col. 2 ]

(2) that the lien created on property to come into

existence in future was valid; >.57*, &.A. 1.]

(3) but that the lien could not be fastened on the

amount of t lie compromise as plaintiff’s husband had,

prior thereto, broken the contract and the compro-

mise effected was not in accordance with the

agreement, [p. 573, col. 2.J

Appeal against the decree of the Court of

the Temprorary Subordinate Judge, Yizaga-

patam, in Original Suit No. 10 of 1913.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

The Hon’hle S. Srinivasa Aiyangar (Advo-

cate-General), for the Appellants.—The

agreement between the parties was not a loaD.

The object of the transaction was to

finance a litigation in favour of persons who

had no funds and, though the arrangement

is beneficial to the lender in the event of

the litigation ending successfully to the

borrower, there is no provision for refund

of the amount advanced in case of failure.

The contract was distinctly ohampertous

and unenforceable and plaintiff is not en-

titled to a return of even the amount actual-

ly advanced by her husband. The trans-

action should be treated as a contingent

ooutraot, which could be enforced only if

the contingency provided for, viz., the suc-

cess of the litigation, happened: Kalka Singh

V. Paras Ram (1).

Assuming that the transaction was a loan,

no lien was created under the agreement

on the amount of the compromise actually

effected by the parties. The compromise

contemplated by the parties and to whioh

the lien was t" attaoh was

assented to by the lender

Mr. V. Krishnaswami Aiyar.

not fasten itself on the amount of the com-

promise whioh was different from what the

parties intended.

No charge can be created on property

whioh is not in existence on the date of

the contract. In India, at any rate, future

property cannot be assigned. In seotion

5 of the Transfer of Property Aot, the

comma after the word ‘ property ’ and before

the words * in present or in future governs

the word ' conveys’ and not the word pro-

perty’. Seotion 5 nowhere indicates that

property can be conveyed, beotion

not indicate it either. Clauses (u)

of seotion 6 only illustrate the
« it

a compromise

or his Vakil,

The lien oan-

future

G does

to (l)

general principle that future property should

(l) 22 C. 434; 22 1. A. fi
c

; 6 Snr. P. C. J. 5 to; 5 M.

Ti. .T. 14; Rafiquo A Jackson’s P. 0. No. 137; 11 Ind.

Dec. (n. s.) 290 a*. C\).
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not be conveyed. The present case falls
under other mere possibility of a like nature’
in clause (a) of section 6. The words ‘speoi-
fao immoveable property’ in section 58 in-
dioate that property notin existence can-
not be the subject of transfer.
The lender in this case broke the contract

and is not entitled to enforoe the lien if

enforoed - Nor is the
plaintiff entitled to a personal deoree for
the amounts actually advanced by her hus-
band under section 64 of the Contract Act
as the agreement was to advance a specific
amount, was one and indivisible and no
apportionment could be claimed on the prin-
oiple ofquantum meriut.

Defendants Nos. 1, 5 and 6 were not par-
tiee to the contract and could not be made

benefit

1161,6^ b8°aaSe ihey P^tioipated in its

Srinivasa Aiyangar, for the Respond-

nfcl •

transaction is a loan and the
plaintiff is entitled to a refund of the
amounts actually advanoed by her husband.
the written agreement bet *een the parties
expressly recites that the amount advanoed
was a loan and there is also mention of
interest. Even were it ohampertous as a
tratto in litigation, the promisee is entitled
to recover sums actually advanced, in the
event of its terminating in the borrower’s
favour.

' j • -
on property to oome

into existence subsequently is not invalid.
In Tailby v. Official Receiver (2) assign-
ments of future property have been held
,° .

8 vai ld. The principle is applicable

p
lndla and section C of the Transfer of

Property, Aot does not derogate from its
applicability. The seotion must be oonstrued
as an exception to the general rule in
avour of transfers of property, present or
future.

. #

w°rds specific immoveable property’
ju section 58 of the Act refer to property
* is identifiable though not actually in

exis enoe on the date of the transfer, and
ft ransfer is not invalid merely because

0 property is not then in existence.

® J
len

» though originally agreed to be
t0 a O9m f>romis0 brought about

Wl the consent of hi3 lender or his

5 (if,

Vakil, is not wiped out because the com-
promise was brought about differently.The prov’smn for the lender’s or hisVaki! s assent was intended to safeguard
the lender s interest and there was nothing
to prevent the plaintiff’s husband from
accepting the compromise if it was for
his benefit.

The plaintiff is entitled, under seotion 64
of the Contract Aot. to a refund of theamount aotually advanosd even though it was
short of the stipulated amount: Chokalingam
Judahar v. Mahomed Sheriff Saheb (3) and H.
Dakin & Co v. Lie (4), and the lien can also
be enforced pro tanto-. Anakaran Kami v
Saidamadath Avulla (5), Chinnayya Rawutan v.'
Chidambaram Chetti (6), brumal Raju v
Pandla Muthial Naidu (7), Rashik Lai v . Ram
Narain (8) and Munsl.i Bajrangi Sahai v. Udit
A arain Singh (9).

The breach of contraot, on the part of the
plaintiff’s husband, did not put an end to the
contraot as a whole. The contraot ended
only in respect of moneys to be advanced
after the date of the breach: Freeth v
Burr (10) and Mersey Steel and Iron Co, v .

Naylor (11).

JUDGMENT.—This is an offshoot of
the suit for Vizianagaram Zemindari, namely
Original Suit No. 18 of 1903, on the file

of the District Court, Vizagapatam. The
present defendants were the plaintiffs in
that suit, and it was instituted to recover
the Zemindari of Vizianagaram. That suit
was dismissed by the Court of first in-
stance in 1908. An appeal was preferred to
the High Court which was disposed of by
a compromise in March 1913. The present

i62?U
l

w'.

S

a.

1

iit‘
°' 523i 58 r" J ’ Q" B ' 75 60 h - r

(3) 17 led. Cas. 89 1; 23 M. L. J. GSO; 12 Af . L T
594; (1912) M. W. N: 1212.

’ ’ ’

(4) (1916) 1 K. B. 566; 84 L. J. K. B. 2031.
(5) 2 M. 79; 3 Ind. Jur. 312; J Ind. Dec. (s. s )

326. . ,

(6) 2 M. 212; 5 Ind. Jur, 356; 1 Ind. Dec. 1

(7 . s )

419.
'

(7) 9 Ind. Cas. 289; 35 M; 114, 21 M. L. J. 169-
(1911) 1 M. W. N. 113; 9 AT. L. T. 286.

(8) 13 Ind. Cas. 573; 34 A. 273; 9 A. L. J 198.

(9) 10 C. W. N. 932.

(10, (1874) 9 C. P. 20S; 43 L. J. C. P. 91;- 29 L T
773; 22 W. R. 370. ..

(11, (1884) 9 A. C. 434; 53 L. J. Q. B. 497; 51 L T
637; 32 W. R, 989.

' *
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suit is by the widow of the Zemindar of

Tuni, who financed that litigation on behalf

of the plaintiffs (the present defendants),

for a snm of nearly two lakhs of rupees. The

Subordinate Judge decreed the claim.

The negotiations which led to the oon*

traot need not be gone into in any detail.

Up to May 1906 the expenses of the liti-

gation were borne by the present defend-

ants from their own pocket. On i) e

22nd May 1906 the first agreement Ex-

hibit A was executed by the 2nd defend-

ant and his sons, the 3rd and 4th defend-

ants, to the then Zemindar of Tuni, by

which in consideration of the latter agree-

ing to assist the defendants with money for

the expenses of the litigation, they under-

took to give him a certain share in the

Zemindari. Exhibit A l was also executed

on the same day to sell a share of the

estate. On the 14th August 1907 Exhibits

B and B1 were exeouted, whioh altered

the original agreement in some material

particulars. We shall have to refer to thej-e

agreements at some length later on. After

arguments had begun to be addressed by

the Pleaders engaged in the Vi/Janagaram

case, the Zemindar of Tuni complained

that the funds supplied by him were being

misspent by the' defendants. This led to

angiy correspondence between the parties,

and ultimately the Zemindar of Tuni refus-

ed to advance any further sums. This

was about the end of February 190S. The

suit wai proceeded with with the help of

others and judgment was pronounced

against the present defendants on the 25th

July 1908. It is common ground that

the Zemindar of Tuni did not supply any

funds for the appeal tiled in the High

Court, nor was he asked to do so. The

amount advanced by the plaintiff s hus-

band before February 1908 amounted to

about Rs. 93,000. The Zemindar of Tuni

died in 1911.

The plaint in this suit, as originally

framed, alleged that the defendants broke

the contract and that the plaintiff was

entitled to be paid out of tbe moneys

secured under the compromise the amount

of principal and interest due to her for

the moneys aotually lent, and that she

was also entitled to a 3/32nd share in the

balance of the compromise amount and in the

ftpnpitie8 secured under the compromise.

The plaint was subsequently amended by

alleging, in the alternative, that it having

become impossible for the plaintiff s bus-

band to be a party to the compromise

owing to his death, and also because of

the fact that Mr. V. Krishnaswami Aiyar

on whose assent the compromise was to

be effeoted died on the 22nd December

1911, the oontraot between the parties

became void, and that under section 65

of the Indian Contract Act the plaintiff

is entitled to a refund of the moneys

actually advanced by her husband, although

she may not be entitled to specific perform-

ance of the oontract to give a share in

the balance of the compromise amount and

in the annuities. These new allegations

are contained in paragraph 29 (a), (6)

and (c) of the plaint and in prayer (e)

of paragraph 38. The 2nd defendant s

plea is that the plaintiff’s husband broke

the oontraot, and as the agreement was

ohampertous she is not entitled to any

relief whatsoever. He also pleads the bar

of limitation. Defendants Nos. 1, 5 and

G contend that they were not parties to

the arrangement entered into by the *J n(l

defendant with the Zemindar of Tuni and

that their share in the compromise amount

is not liable for the plaintiff’s claim. A

large number of issues were framed by

the Subordinate Judge. With most of

them it is not necessary to deal in this

appeal. His main conclusions are that the

seoond agreement sperseded the first; that

the plaintiff’s husband was justified in

breaking the oontraot between him and

the 2nd defendant; that the suit is not

barred by limitation; that the share of

defendants Nos. 1, 5 aud 6 is also bound by

the oontract of the 2nd defendant. On

the additional issues framed regarding

section 65 of the Contract Act, his find-

ing is that section 65 applies to the case

and that the plaintiff is entitled to a refund

of the amount aotually advanced by her hus-

band with interest thereon.

A number of interesting questions of law

have been argued before us by the Advocate-

General on one side and by Mr. K. Sriuivaea

A iyan gar on the other. Before dealing

with the legal questions, we shall first

consider the question as to who broks t \Q

contract. The Subordinate Judge’s judg-

ment is by no means full or clear*
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have been obliged to deal with the faots of
the ease as if we were hearing the ease as the
Court or first instance.
The main features of the two agreements

should be set out before proceeding to
examine the other documents bearing on
the question of the breach of contract.
Under Exhibt A the arrangement was
that the Zemindar of Tuni should advance
Rs 1,50,000 for the expenses of the suit,
and that 3/ 16th of the property in suit,
n
.
am®7 the Zemindari of Vizianagaram,

should be conveyed to the lender for that
consideration. The sub-paragraphs of para-
graph 1 refer to the mode of application of
the money to be advanced. Paragraph 2,
sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), deal with the
mode of conveying 3, 16th share. 2 (c) says
that if the lender was unwilling to take
either a sale-deed or a permanent lease
of the Zemindar

i, the debtor shall pay the
amount with interest at 3 per cent, per
mensem thereon on the seourity of the
emiDdari. There is a penal provision in

which we need not refer to. Para-
graph 3 is important. It provides for the
oreditor advancing not less than Rs. 50,0 j0
and that if he was unwilling to lend
further sums certain modified terms
should be substituted. The 3rd clause of
that paragraph says: “if you should your-
self give up the conduct of the above
said suit in the lower Court without spend-
Jng the Rs. 50,000 as abovesaid, you
shall forfeit all expenses incurred till then.”
Clause 5 of the same paragraph says that
no compromise should be entered into with-
out the oonsent of the oreditor. Exhibit
A1 is merely an agreement to convey
the 3 16th share in case the Rs. 1,50,000 was
advanoed by the oreditor. A and Al were
in May 1906. Apparently after the suit
ad proceeded for some months, it was
ound that more money would be required
than was agreed upon in Exhibit A, and
apparently also the parties intended to
change the terms of the contract in some
particulars. As a result of further negotia-
tions, Exhibits B and B1 were executed on
the 14th August 1907. Exhibit B oorre-
Ponds to Exhibit Al and B1 to A. We
are mainly concerned with Exhibit Bl. The
material ohahges introduced in the new agree-
ment may be thus stated:

—

W Instead of Rs. 1,50,000 the Jender

These are the
the first and the
the time of the
plaintiff’s husband

agreed to advanoe two iakhs of rupees if thesewere required.

(b) Instead of getting only a 3/l6th share
the lender secured a fourth share and also
an additional property which was the summer
residence of the Zemindar.

(c) The stipulation as to forfeiture was
omitted.

(d ) The old provision that there should
be no compromise without the oonsent of

with a P™viso
that if Mr. V. Knshnaswami Aiyar advised
that a compromise was beneficial, it should be
agreed to.

main differences between
second agreements. At
second agreement the
had lent Rs. 66,090. In

t

P
h a7 R

aP
«« nnn

f

,

Exhibit Bl is 8tated
that Rs. 66,000 plus a sum of Rs. 5,500 spent
by the lender himself had been advanoed
up to that date; and that a further sum
of Rs. 16,000 would be paid almost im-
mediately. The same paragraph says: “ft
is also agreed that we should be rendering
accounts as stated above and you should
be again giving money within a week after
being asked for.” There is a dispute as to
whether the last portion of the 1st paragraph
and the 2nd paragraph have been correctly
translated. So far as the 1st paragraph is
concerned, a fresh translation has been made
which has been accepted by the learned
Vakils as fairly accurate. As regards the
2nd paragraph the Chief Interpreter ad-
mitted that the language is so ambiguous
that he is unable to say whether the parties
intended to say that no further accounts
regarding the Rs. 66,0C0 should be asked
for or whether they stipulated for a fresh
scrutiny of the aooounts in respect of the
sums already expended. Having regard to
the fact that full accounts had not been
furnished by this time, we are inclined to
agree with the learned Vakil for the re- »

spondent, though not without some hesitation,
that the parties did not understand by
paragraph 2 that there should be no sorutiny
of the accounts in respect of moneys already
advanoed. The Rs. 16,000 agreed to be
lent immediately under the new agreement
was given within three months of that
agreement. Admittedly before the second
agreement, Exhibit Gr was sent by the 2nd
defendant iq the plaintiff’s husband. That
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aooounted for an expenditure of Rs. 49,11/

and gave credit to a sum of Rs. 3S,000

received. It showed a balance of

Rs. 1 1,117-10-7 as being still due. This

was on the 11th January 1907. Exhibit

G1 is dated the 31st August 1907. Although

it covers a period before the second agree-

ment was entered into, it is dear that this

account was not in the hands of the plaintiff s

husband when Exhibit B1 was signed. G2,

dated 6th January 1903, gives particulars

of expenditure aggregating to Rs. 36, 141-10-8

and acknowledges receipt of Rs. 27,000,

leaving a balance of Rs. 9,141-10-8 to be

paid by the creditor. Between the date of

the seoond agreement and January 1908 the

parties seem to have been working bar-

moniously. On the 19th January 1908 the

first note of discord appears. Exhibit F

written on that date by the Diwan of the

Zemindar of Tuni to the 2nd defendant com-

plains: “Contrary to the original agreement

the amount of Rs. 10,450 for the day fees

of M. It. Ry. B. Venkatapatiraju Garu and

Rs. 2,165 for the fees of the said Venkata-

patiraju Garu’s younger brother are

entered therein. These items were read

out to Sri Maharajabvaru. He was pleased

to say that settlement was not made to

pay fees to these persons and that Rs. 12,615

specified as fees payable to those persons

should be recovered from them, and ex-

pended for the costs of the suit in future”.

At the end of the letter it is stated: “In

your credit and debit aooounts, particulars

of some items are not written. 1 shall

write the letter soon about them. Im-

mediately after this credit and debit are

settled, I shall send the money required”.

By this time Exhibit G was in the hands

of the Zemindar and his Dewan. Neither

at the time of the seoond agreement nor

until this date was any complaint made
tli at out of the moneys advanced by the

Zemindar of Tuni the two Vakils referred

to in Exhibit F should not have been

paid. It was conceded that there is no

writing to show that these two gentlemen

were not to be remunerated from the funds

supplied just like other Vakils engaged in

the cafe. We are referred to some evidence

regarding an oral agreement between the

Zemindar of Tuni and the 2nd defendant.

We have not the least hesitation in saying

that we do not believe this evidence. The

VENKATA SUBHADRAYYAMMA,

reply to Exhibit F is Exhibit IX. It is

dated the 27th January 1908. It draws

attention to the fact that aooounts had

been sent containing entries of payments

to the two Vakils and that those entries

had not been objected tc at the time of the

second agreement; it also contains a denial

of the suggestion that the two Vakils agreed

to work gratis. One statement in that

letter was somewhat sharply criticised by Mr.

K. Srinivasa Aij angar. About the end of this

long letter the 2nd defendant says: “Moreover,

I have sold some portion out of the land

I am entitled to in the Vizianagaram

Samasthanam and have deposited the said

sale amount with yon on aooount of the

expenses of the suit, settling that you will

give the money whenever asked by me.

While so you cannot raise suoh objeotiors

as these.” It is true that this is a rather

extravagant way of stating that the in-

debtedness is on the side of the plaintiff.

But if we look at Exhibit B, the language

does not appear to be altogether irrelevant.

This is what Exhibit B says: “We further

hereby deolare to have received from you

the abovesaid amount, Rs, 2,00,000, and its

interest as abovesaid for the neoessary suit ex-

penses as consideration of the abovesaid sale-

deed as per this seoond agreement, dated this

day, and therefore execute to you the same.

Apparently the parties agreed to regard it

on paper as if one-fourth of the Zemindan

was sold to the plaintiff’s husband and

that be was to treat himself as being in

possession of the two lakhs of rapees, the

consideration amount, as a depositary from

whom the money for the expenses was to be

drawn from time to time. Apart from this

sentence no objection can be taken to the

tone of the letter, Exhibit JX. We do not

think the suggestion is in any way grotesque,

having regard to the language of Exhibit B.

After Exhibit IX was received, Exhibit F2 was

sent by the plaintiff’s husband to the 2nd

defendant. Here again objection is taken

to the payment to the two Vakils: “Besides,,

some of your officials have told in person

that no fees need be given to them”. It

then proceeds to say: “As the debit and

credit accounts sent by you have not been

examined previously, they have now been

got examined At the time when

you first submitted credit aud debit aooounts

we have not oily said in a definite
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manner in the presence of many persons of the business”. Apparently the 2ndthat fees should not be given to Sree Ven- defendant thought that some frivolous
katapatiraju Garu and Sree Narasimharaju excuses were being offered to keep baok
Garu, but your men also have told us from the supply of money and that he was being
the very beginning that as they are persons unjustly suspected. That accounts for the
connected with you they will work in oonneo- tone of this letter. It is the letter of
tion with this suit without taking fees.” The man who felt that he was not in thetwo statements are somewhat inconsistent, wrong, and that the creditor was trying
one statement saying that no accounts were to find some exouse for breaking off the
looked into, the other that the aocounts were agreement. We do not understand this
looked into and that the defendants’ men letter as a refusal to give the vouohers
were told that these entries regarding pay- and receipts asked for in Exhibit FI It
ments to the two Vakils were objection- naturally complains that the objections
able. The letter winds up by saying: “if taken to the aocounts already sent are not
before this you spend this money (referring bona fide. The Dewan in the witness-box
apparently to the money to be got back stated that although he was appointed atfrom the two Vakils), you give proper the time the second agreement was entered
particulars for such of the items as regards into, he had not looked into Exhibit G1
which no details were given or with regard before writing Exhibit F. It is impossible
to which there are disputes, and also send to aooept this story. It may be that
reoeipts and vouohers for the remaining Zemindars are not in the habit of examining
items, namely, fees for Madras Vakils, eto., accounts sent to them, but to ask us to believe
we shall compare them, and if we find that the Dewan of the lender did not satisfy
them oorreot and proper, we shall send himself that the entries in the accounts sent
money if any more money is still wanted before the new agreement was entered into
for purposes of this suit.” Here again for were proper, is something whioh we oan-
the first time we find objection is being not agree to. To Exhibit VIII, Exhibit M
taken to vouohers for payments made not was the final rejoinder. That is dated 21st
being sent. Before considering the reply to February 1908. The burden of that letter
this letter it must be mentioned that on the ™ that the money paid to the two local
same day as Exhibit F2, FI was sent in whioh Vakils was improperly spent. It ends by
objection was taken to the expenditure on saying: If you do not give a proper
out fees and other miscellaneous charges reply for this and as we oonsider that
and also to the failure to furnish details, according to the terms of agreement with-
vouohers and receipts for sums debited. out affecting our rights that the disputed
The sums objeoted to do not amount to terms are not properly debited under the
any large figure. To these two letters suit costs, we shall take proceedings in the
Exhibit VIII was the reply. It is dated Court according to law for the recovery
the 14th February 1908 and it says: “The of the above sums from you and from
necessary particulars and the oredit and those who have received the same from
debit accounts, as well as the reoeipts you.” There oan be np doubt that this
with my signatures, were given already, letter was intended to finally break off

There is no necessity for your asking the relationship between the parties. In
again regarding the settled credit and our opinion there was no justification for
debit aocounts and they are not wanted, such conduct on the part of the plaint-

Without raising any objection at that i® 8 husband. The attempt to prove that
time, you are now raising objections, there was no agreement to remunerate the
keeping something in your mind. I have local Vakils from the funds supplied by
no objection whatever to your ascertaining the lender has miserably failed. On the
the particulars hereof if you want to know other hand we have the evidence of the
them. They might have been ascertained 2nd defendant, who has deposed straight-

oorreotly from the account sent already. When forwardly that it was part of the original

oredit and debit accounts were sent with agreement that the local Vakils should be
my responsibility and signature, there will remunerated from the borrowed money,
be no proper grounds for the stoppage We have the faot that Exhibit (J was sent
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containing various entries relating to pay-

ments to these two Vakils; it was in the

hands of the plaintiff’s husband and his

Dewan lorg before the second agreement

was entered into. We totally disbelieve

the suggestion that the plaintiffs husband

and his Dewan did not examine these

accounts before Exhibit Bl was entered

into. At the time of B l at any rate a

new Dewan had taken oharge of the plaint-

iff’s husband’s estate. We cannot accept

his evidence that he did not examine

Exhibit G before the second agreement

was entered into. There is no reason for

presuming that the local Vakils were ex-

peoted to work gratis. Mr. Srinivasa

Aiyangar referred to the fact that the two

Vakils were related to the defendants,

and he also made a faint suggestion that

the Vakils obtained a share of the money

secured by the compromise. There is

absolutely no reliable evidence for this

latter suggestion. The fact that these

Vakils were related is not a ground for

holding that they agreed to work gratis

in the suit It seems to us that the

objection to the payments made to these

Vakils was only a pretext for break-

ing off from the contract. We can only

oonjeoture the reasons, as the parties have

not adduced all the evidence on the ques-

tion of the motive which led the plaintiff’s

husband to refuse to finance the litigation

any further. But we feel no hesitation

in holding that the payment to these two

local V>k ;D was not a good ground for

refusing to oarry out the terms of the

oontraot. Mr. K. Srinivasa Aiyangar

commented upon the entries contained in

Exhibits G and Gland argued that they

are lacking in definiteness and that the

creditor would be justified in objecting to

the bald entries regarding large sums of

money said to have been paid to Vakils.

They may have furnished good grounds for

asking for particulars and for objecting to

make further payments unless these particulars

were furnished. Bat it was not on these

grounds that Tuni refused to advance

further sums. We are, therefore, unable to

aooept these post facto comments as hav-

ing influenced the pliintiff’s hmhwi’s
oondaot in the s"-ep he took. Apparently

until the ti ne o' E chiblt F, the plaintiff’s

husband trusted to thp honesty of the 2nd

defendant and never doubted that any pay.

ments made by him were otherwise than

honestly spent. There is no evidence that

the 2nd defendant ever refused to give

particulars. We must, therefore, hold

that the oontraot was broken by the

plaintiff’s husband and not by the 2nd defend-

ant.

It was argued by the learned Vakil for

the respondent that it was only a term

of the contract that was broken and not

the oontraot itself. Our reading of the

correspondence does not lead to this result.

Exhibits F series and M leave no room

for doubt in our mind that the plaintiff’s

husband intended to break off further

connection with the 2nd defendant and that

he did convey that idea to him.

This being our view on the most im-

portant question of fact in the case, we

now prooeed to oonsider whether, even

though the plaintiff’s husband may have

broken the oontraot, the plaintiff is not

entitled to recover the moneys actually

advanced.

It is not easy to understand on what

basis the Subordinate Judge has given the

decree in favour of the plaintiff. Mr. K.

Srinivasa Aiyangar who appeared iu support

of the judgment contended that the

money advanced by his client’s husband

was a loan, and that it was a oharge

upon the amount of the compromise. It

may be that some snoh idea was present

to the mind of the Subordinate Judge, as

in paragraphs 2, 16 and 17 there is a

reference to a lien. However, we have

now to examine Exhibit Bl to ascertain

whether the money advanced by the plaint-

iff’s husband was regarded a3 a loan and

whether it was made a oharge upon the

sum seoured by the compromise. The

learned Vakil for the respondent referred

us to paragraphs 1, 4, S and 12 in support

of his contention. In the 1st paragrap i

in more than one place the money to be

advanced by the lender is spoken of as a

loan. At the same time it . must be

mentioned that the vernacular expression

used in the document is usually rendered

as giving’ or ‘to give.’ This i9 not

seriously disputed. Therefore, too much

importance cannot be attached to the use

of the word ‘loan* by the translator. The

aanjq observation applies to paragraph
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In paragraph 8 the amount advanoed is judgment on our surmise that thespoken of as principal aDd interest found traot is not a loan,
due to you . Again in paragraph 12 the

' A • « A ..

571

oon-

expression is, the prinoipal money advanced
by you together with interest at Re. 1
per cent.” If the dooument stood by itself,
there would be great force in the conten-
tion for the respondent that the money
advanced was a loan, but we have to take
into account the fact that the avowed
object of the transaction was to finance a
litigation against a person in possession
and in favour of persons who were them-
selves unable to find the necessary
funds, There is the further fact that the
document provides that, even though less
than Rs. 2 lakhs was advanced for the
purpose, the lender was entitled to the
sale of the share as if the full amount
was paid. There is the additional circum-
stance that no provision is made for the
refund of the amount in case the suit
is dismissed. As against these condsidera-
tions Mr. K. Srinivasa Aiyangar pointed
to the fact that the Zemindar of Turn’,
though not a relation of the defendants,
belonged to their caste, and that it was
considered a meritorious act to help that
caste in getting possession of the property
which the late Raja of Vizianagaram bad
resolved upon giving to a person who did
not belong to the family. Taking all these
various elements into consideration, we are
R3t satisfied that the object of the under-
taking was to give a loan. The transaction
18 on ^6 face of it ohampertous, although
as has been laid down by the Judicial
Committee, that would not prevent the
promisee from recovering what he has
advanced in case the litigation
proved successful. The agreement between
he parties partakes of the character

of the contracts commented upon by the
udioial Committee in Ranee Bhobosoonduree

Rosseev. Issur Ohunder Butt (12) and Zalk
ingh v. Paras Ram (i), to which our

attention was drawn by the learned Ad-
vocate- General, as contingent contracts whose
enforoibility depended upon the happening
o a particular event, namely, the success of

0 litigation. However, as the oonstruo-
lou of the dooument is not altogether free
rom doubt, we do not propose to base our

18 W* R> 140: 11 B. L. R. 36; 2 Sutb. P. C.
. 3 Sar. P. 0. J. 136 (P. 0.) %

Now we shall prooeed to deal with the
other arguments in the ease on the basis
that the plaintiff’s husband advanoed a
loan to the 2nd defendant. The next
question is whether a lien was created on
the compromise amount by Exhibit Bt
There was an interesting discussion by the
learned \ akils on the question whether in
India a oharge can be created upon pro-
perty which was not in existence on the
date of the dooument. Mr. K. Srinivasa
Aiyangar for the respondent relied upon
the observations of Lord Watson in Tailbv
v Official Receiver (2) for the proposition
that an assignment of after aojuired pro-
perty will be valid, provided it is identifi.
able. In the same oase Lord Maonaghten
points out:

“It was well settled that an assignment
of future property for value operates in
equity by way of agreement, binding the
conscience of the assignor, and so binding
the property from the moment when the
contract becomes capable of being performed
on the principle that equity considers as
done that whioh ought to be done,
and in accordance with the maxim
whioh Lord Thurlow said he took to be
universal ‘that whenever persons agree con-
cerning any particular subject, that, in a
Court of Equity, as against the party him-
self, and any claiming under him, volun-
tarily or with notioe, raises a tiust ’ ” The
general trend of the views enunciated by
the other noble Lords who took part in
the case is in favour of holding that a
transfer of property to come into existence
at some future time is nothing more than
an agreement to convey that property when
it does come into being. This and other
oases were considered very recently by the
Court of Appeal in Industrials Finance Syndi-
cate Ltd . v. Lind (13). The question there
was whether a mortgage of an expectant
share as one of the next-of-kin of a living per-
son was good as against the trustee in bank-
ruptcy. WarriDgton, J., held that it was, In -

dustrials Finance Syndicate Ltd. v. Lind (14).
In the appeal against the learned Judge’s judg-
ment, Pbillimore, L. J., states the law thus:

Assignments of property not then in

03) (1015) 2 Ck. 345; 84 L. .T. Ch. 88-1

(U) (1915) 1 Ch. 744, 64 h. J, Ch. 684,
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existence pass, as such, nothing. A man

cannot in equity, any more than at law,

assign what has no existence. See per

Jessel, M. R., in Collyer v. Isaacs (15). The

assignment does, however, operate as a con-

tract to assign if and when the property

comes into existence, and to^ use the words

of the same great Judge, “ when it has

come into existence, equity, treating as done

that which ought to be done, fastens upon

that property and the oontraot to assign thus

becomes a complete assignment.” This is in

effeot what Lord Maonaghten said in Tailby v.

Official Receiver (2). Swinfen Eady, L. J., says

the same thing in Hardy v. Fothergill (16)

kes, L.J., while affirming the above view, says

at page 37 1 in Industrials Finance Syndicate

Ltd. v. Lind'\ 13): “it appears to me tolbe mani-

fest from these statementsof the law thatequity

regarded an assignment for value of future

aoquired property as containing an enforceable

seourity as against the property assigned,

quite independent of the personal obliga-

tion of the assignor arising out of his

imported covenant to assign.” It was

argued that an assignment of future pro-

perty does not merely amount to an agree-

ment to convey when the property comes

into existence, but it is a right in rem.

There are observations in the judgment of

Warrington, J., which lend support to this

broader contention. But it is unnecessary

to pursue this subject any further, because

in either view, as pointed out by Bhillimore,

L. J., the right will not attach to the

property if. when the property comes into

existence, the oontraot had ceased to be

enforceable. This is what the learned Lord

Justice says at page 366: “Ido not under-

stand an assignment which at the time only

operates as a contract, but when the property

oomes into possession operates without more

as an aotual assurance; and even if this were

intelligible, 1 do not understand why in its

ohrysalis state it is not subject to the laws

of a chrysalis, why, being still only a

oontraot, it. is not discharged by a discharge

of contracts.” The applicability of this

doctrine to Indian conditions was hotly de-

bated at the Bar. In the Transfer of Pro-

perty Act, section 6 enunoia es how far

and to what extent properties can be trans-

(15) ( 1RS2) 10 Oli- D. 342 at p. 351; 51 L. J. Ch. 14;

45 L. T. 5(57; 30 W. R. 70.

(10) (18N8) 13 A 0. 351 at p. 350; 58 L. J. Q. B.

44; 50 L. T. 273; 37 \Y. R. 177; 53 J. 1\ 30.

ferred. In section 5 the expression transfer

of property” has been defined as ‘ an act by

which a living person conveys property,

in present or in future, to one or more

other living persons, ”eto. As pointed out

by the learned Advocate* General, the

existence of a comma after property and

before the words ‘ in present or in future
*

shows that these words |in present or in

future ’ govern the word conveys ,
and not

the word ' property.’ Therefore, there is

nothing in section 5 to indicate that future

property can be conveyed. The learned

Advocate- General further argued that olausea

(a) to (i) of section 6 are only illustrative

of the general principle that future pro-

perty should not be oonveyed at all. There

is great force in this contention. At the

same time it must not be forgotten that

the framers of the Indian Act were aware

of the pronouncement in Tailby v. Official

Receiver (2), wherein it was held that there

can be a valid assignment of future pro-

perty. It is more reasonable to hold that

the Indian Legislature imposed restrictions

upon the extent to which future property

can be assigned. In other words, seotion 6

must be read as an exception to the rule

that future property can be oonveyed, and

not as containing a total prohibition against

all future assignments. We have in the

Indian Contract Act provisions for transfer-

ring future property. As Mr. K. Srinivasa

Aiyangar pointed out, the Indian Companies

Aot seems to contemplate the transfer

of future property. Therefore, we incline

to the view that section 6 must be con-

strued as an exception to the general rule

in favour of transfers of property, present

and future. It is true, as the learned

Advocate-General contended, the observations

in Sumsuddin v. Abdul Husein (1/) on this

question are obiter
,

but having regard to

the high authority of Sir Lawrence Jenkins

who pronounced the judgment, and having

regard to the other reasons indicated y

us, we thiuk that seotion 6 does not con-

tain a total prohibition against the assign-

ment of all future property. Nor are we

prepared to agree with the contention ^hat

the words in clause (<i) of seotion 6, any

other mere possibility of alike nature ,
would

cover oases like the present. Apart from

the general rule that portions of the same

(17) 31 B. 105; 8 Bom. L. R. 781.
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section must be construed ejusdem aeneris with fW
the rest of the section, there is a I ! ^ 0Me «” 00“P™ which

•

the rest of the section, there is a clear
indication in the words “ of a like nature'’
that the possibility must belong to the same
category as the chance of an heir-apparent
or the chance of a

• . , vuaioo rv niUilcame into existence was not due to either ofthese two contingencies. The argument thatalthough a compromise may be otherwise

k.

r

°u
gh

j ?
b°^ t

’
lt; was open to ^e plaintiff’s

a com

or the chance of a relation obtaining a husband n h
’ T? l° the

legaoy. We are, therefore, unable to find promise beoause
^ —

°

h
7any restriction against a transfer of the assent and fnv m v-

provi8I0n
.

for his

kind now in dispute in section 6 of the advice wac f u ^
Kriahnaswami fAiyar’a

Transfer of ProDertv Ant. Dn 1L ,,

or
m ,

hls benefit, does not meetTransfer of Property Aot. On the question
whether an immediate oharge was created
_ I A a V _

2.1 1 • rr*
' IJUU 1X1ee

l

the difficulty. The lien which is claimed
is in respeot of a property got under aour attention was drawn to the decision par^ull^p o^ise^Xt^m Palamappa v. Lakshmanan (18). which the l Xi.*-

‘ Whatever may bein Palaniappa v. Lakshmanan (18), which
seems to Jay down the proposition too
broadly. Navagee y. Administrator•General
of Madras (19) expresses the law more
guardedly and we are inclined to agree with
the latter decision.

As regards the contention that section 58
of the Transfer of Property Aot in speak-
ing of mortgages uses the expression “speci-
fic immoveable property,” it is enough
to say that property can be speoifio so long as
jt is identifiable, though it may not be in ex-
_ A A % V _

the personal rights against the debtor,
treating the money advanoed as a loan
in order that the lien may fasten upon’
the compromise amount, it must have
relation to the two contingencies provided
for in the agreement. The speoifio pro-
perty or the identifiable property on
whioh the hen is sought to he attaobed
!S not the property whioh the parties
contemplated by the agreement. We may
state at once that we are in entire agree-
ment with the contention of the learnedistence on the date of the transfer. Therefore. Vakil for the r^ondenVlhat

' tbfZreon this part of the argument we are in- fact that only Rs. 93 COO
*
out of th

L°_:_:?f
ee

T‘
th ‘be, contention ^ contemplated Rs. 2 lakb’s was advLoed

would not derogate from the lien if it
. » — — «* otherwise existed. It is settlpd law fi. n i.

Clous by reason of the subject-matter not a mere default on the part of the lenderhaving Vwmn ii. j.i. .r i *enaer

^ V A.

Mr. K. Srinivasa Aiyangar that the transfer,
if otherwise valid, is not rendered ineffica

having been in existence on the date of
the agreement.
The real difficulty arises from the use

of the words moveable and immoveable
properties obtained by such compromise”
m clause 12 of Exhibit El. In clause 9

? right is given to a twelfth of the property
in case the whole of the expense for the
litigation in the first Court is borne by the
ender. The clause says: “ It has been agreed
that you should without fail meet all the
expenses incurred in the Original Court.”
I^hen oomes clause 10, which prohibits any
comprom j8e without the consent of the lender.
Clause 11 stipulates for an enforceable
compromise in case Mr. Krishanaswami
Aiyar gave his assent to it. Then follows
the expression in clause 12 whioh we have
quoted. The words “ such compromise ”

°ftn only refer to a compromise to which
either the plaintiff’s husband consented or

Jmioh was brought about on the advice of
Mr, Krishnaswami Aiyar. It is not disputed

® In<h D° c - (n. s.) 1005.
(19) 22 Iml. Cas. 566; 38 M. 600.

to pay the full amount of the oharge
would not deprive him of his lien in
respect of the money aotualJy advanoed.
See AnaJiaran Kasmi v. Saidamadath Avulla
(5), Chinnayya Rawutan y. Chidam-
baram Chetti (6), Tirumal Rajuy. Pondla
Muthial Naidu (7), Rashik Laly Ram Rarain
(8) and Munshi Rayrangi Sahaiy. JJdit Narain
Singh (9). These cases lay down that
there will be a lien pro tanto notwith-
standing default on the part nf the
lender. That principle would be applicable
to the present case where the lender has
advanced a portion of the amount whioh
was agreed to be charged upon the pro-
perty. But as we pointed out, the indentity of
the property is wanting, as clause 12 creates
a charge only on property secured by a
compromise effected in one of the two
ways suggested in the previous clauses.
In this view our conclusion is that no lien
was created over the money given by the
plaintiff’s husband. The theory that a
lien on specific property would attach
itself to the substituted property contemp-
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latea that the contraot creating the

original lien subsists. Granting for argu*

ment’s sake that the lien on the com-

promise amount contemplated in clauses 10

and il will fasten itself upon the new

compromise amount, the fact that before

that compromise was effected the parties

had broken off relations, would render this

impossible. Vide observations of Lord Justice

Phillimore already quoted. We might

also say that the faot that the agreement

was not registered would not affect the

creation of a lien, because under the

compromise it was moveable property,

namely money, that was largely seoured,

and it is against suoh moveable property that

the Subordinate Judge has created a charge.

In our opinion, section 49 of the Registra-

tion Act leaves no room for doubt that

where there is a blend of moveable and

immoveable properties in respect of which

a charge is created, if the document creat-

ing the charge is not registered, it would

only deprive the promisee of his right in t ho

immoveable property and would not affect

his rights in the moveable property. See

also Pulaka Veetil v. Thiruthipalli (20),

Mr. K. Srinivasa Aiyangar put forward

an alternative argument, to the effect that

the refusal on the part of the plaintiff’s hus-

band to pay money did not put an end to

the contraot. He referred to the language

of section 55 of the Contraot Act and

argued that the contract was at an end

only in respect of moneys to be advanced

after the date of the breach. We agree, to

this extent that it is not every repudiation

that will entail a breach. See Chitty on

Contracts, page 771. Lreeth v. Burr (10)

and Mersey Steal and Iran Co. v. Naylor

(ID, to which the learned Vakil drew our

attention, relate to the performance of

contracts on specified occasions. In those

cases it was held that failure to perform

the contract on one of the occasions

would not necessarily put an end to the

contract as a whole. But as we read

Exhibit Bl, this contract is not of that

nature. It does not speoify the dates or

occasions on which the payments are to

be made. Moreover Exhibit M finally and

without reservation put an end to the con-

tract as a whole. We do not think it is open

(20)

1 Ind. Cai. 1; 32 M. 410; 19 M. L. J. 584.

to the plaintiff to say that the contract sub-

sisted after the date of Exhibit M.
The next argument of the learned Vakil

for the respondent is that section 64 of the

Contract Act applies to the case. We think

he is right in this contention. The deci-

sions in Ohokalingum Mudaliar v. Mahomed
Sheriff Sakeb (3) and in H. Dakin and Co.

v. Lee (4) bear him out in this conten-

tion. Therefore, if the suit were in time,

although the plaintiff may not be entitled

to a charge upon the property, she would
still be entitled to a personal decree against

the defendants. The argument of the

learned Ad vocate- General on this part of

the case is that the agreement is one and
indivisible and that consequently there oan

be no apportionment ui the principle of

quantum meruit. The decisions in Under-

ico d v. Lewis (21) and Sumpter v. Hedges

(:‘j) and the citations from L«ake on

Contracts all relate to cases where the

performance of the contract in its entirety

is rendered impossible by the breach of

a single condition. For example, the case

of the painting of a pioture or the

building of a house entrusted to a person

may become unenforceable if there is a

breach in the course of the performance of the

contraot. The reference to solicitors’ contracts

is not in point, because, as is pointed out on

page 38 of Leake on Contracts, under the

English Law the solicitor oan in equity

claim payment for work done pro rata.

In our opinion, an agreement te advanoe
money from time to time bears no analogy
to cases of painting or building contracts.

Therefore, we think that under seotion 61

of the Contraot Act tie party who paid

money would be entitled to a refund of it,

even though he did not perform the whole of

his part of the contract.

Accepting this view the difficulty is

about limitation. A faint argument was
put forward by Mr. K. Srinivasa Aiyangar
that limitation would commence only from
the date when the funds oame into exis-

tence. We fail to see how the oause of

action which accrued on the date of

Exhibit M oan be regarded as having
been suspended or stopped and having

(21) (1894) 2 Q. 13. 306; 64 L. J. Q. B. 60; 9 R 440
J

70 L. T. 833; 43 W. li. 517.

(22) (1898j 1 Q. B. 673; 67 L. J. Q. B. 545; 73 L. T.

378; 46 W. R. 464.
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started again when the compromise money
was secured. We think that as soon as
the contract was broken, the plaintiff had
a cause of action, and if she brought a
suit within three years of that breach she
could have recovered the money advanced
by her husband. We must, therefore,
hold that her claim is barred by limita-
tion.

As regards the liability of defendants
^os. 1, 5 and 6, there can be no doubt that
the confraot with the 2nd defendant is
not binding on them. The learned Vakil
for the respondent contended that the 2nd
defendant was acting as their agent. There
is no allegation about such agency in the
plaint; there is no issue and there is no
discussion in the lower Court’s judgment
on this question. Before the Subordinate
Judge their liability was claimed on the
ground that they benefited by the agree-
ment of the 2nd defendant. The learned
Vakil for the respondent frankly conceded
before us that mere participation in the
benefit will not render a party liable if
he was otherwise not a party to the
contract. We need only refer to Ram
Tuhul Sing v. Biseswar Lall Sahoo (23),
Ruabon Steamship Go. v. London Assu? ance

(24)

, Ralima Bee v. Roskan Bee (25) and
Abdul U ahid Khan v. Shalukha Bibi (26)
for the proposition that a party cannot be
charged with liability merely on the ground
that he has benefited by a contract entered
into by another.
We must, in these oiroumstanoes; bold that

the decree against defendants Nos. 1, 5 and 6
should be set aside.

If we were otherwise inclined fto give
a decree to the plaintiff, we would have
held that there is no substance in the
argument that interest is not payable on
the amount, although we would have been
inolined to restriot the interest to 6 per
oont. .after the date of the suit, We have
given anxious consideration to the case,
having regard to the fact that the plaintiff’s

(23) 21. A. 13l
; 16 B. L. R. 208; 23 W. R. 305; 3

6ar. P. C.J. 477 (P. O.).

<*f)
(1900) A C. 6.; 69 L. J. Q. B. 86; 81 L. T. 585;

48 W. R. 225; 9 Asp. M. C. 2; 6 Com. Cas. 71; 16 T. L.
it. 90.

(25) 30 M. 526; 17 M. L. J. 439; 2 M. L. T. 468.
(26 » 2l C. 496; 21 I. A. 26; 6 Sar. P. C. J. 399;

961 ^p
0

^^
aolc80n,, C, No. 134; JO Ind. Dec. (n. b.)

husband has advanced a large sum of money
which undoubtedly has benefited the appel-

V*-*L
tS

. .

The caflefor the plaintiff bristles with
difficulties of various kinds. We have been
reluctantly forced to come to the conolnsion
that the plaintiff’s claim is barred by limit-'

.
Therefore, we reverse the decree of

the Subordinate Judge and dismiss the suit
with ooats throughout.

M. 0. P.

Appeal allowed.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 30S3

of 1915.
July 8, 1918.

Piesent. Mr. Justice W'almsley and
Mr. Justice Panton.

GIRIBALA DASI and others-* Plaintiffs
Appellants

versus

KUDRUTULLA. PARAMANICK and
others—Defendants— Respondents.

Bengal Tenancy Act (VIII B. C. of 1885J, J. S8
Ejectment of pun havers of occupancy holding on
failure to attorn, unit for— Suit alleged to have been
Jiledby agent of plaintiff without authority—Burden of
proof.

Section 88 of the Bengal Tenancy Act does not
warrant a decree in the landlord's suit for the eject-
ment of the purchasers of a holding on their failure
to jointly and severally attorn to the landlord within
a time to be fixed by the Court, [p. 577, col. I.]

In a suit for the ejectment of the purchasers of
an occupancy holding, the defendants pleaded that
the suit was bad as it was instituted by the naib of
the plaintiff without her knowledge:

Held, that as the plaintiff was a lady, the ouus was
upon the defendants to prove affirmatively that the
plaiutiff was ignorant of the suit and that it was
not enough for them to point to a few facts which
gave cause to suspect that it was the mil who
instituted the suit and then to call upon the plaintiff
to prove that she had authorised the institution of
the suit, [p 676. col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the District
Judge, Dinajpur, dated the 6th Septem-
ber 1915, affirming that of the Munsif, 2nd
Court at that plaoe, dated the 17th August
1914.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. B. Chakra tarty (with him Babus Ram

Ohuran Mitter and Akhoy Kumar Banerjee )
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for the Appellants.— Division of a holding

without the consent in writing of the land-

lord is not binding on the landlord. See

section 88 of the Bengal Tenanoy Act.

The onus is on the person who asserts

that there is a sub-division of the holding to

prove that the landlord consented. Defend-

ants are asserting that proposition, so they

must show that there was a sub-division with

the consent in writing of the landlord.

There was in fact no consent in writing and

it has riot been proved that the landlord

did consent. Rajani Sundari Dassi v. llara

Sundari Dassi (1) is a strong case and is

in favour of the appellants.

The section is clear and the suit ought to

have succeeded.

Babu Girija Prasanua Sanyal
,

for the Re-

spondents.—The cause of action stated in the

plaint has been deoided by the Courts below.

The only prayer asked for was a prayer for

ejectment. Relief now claimed is for a de-

claration that the sub-division is not binding.

Therefore the contest is on a side issue.

Both the Courts below find that the sub-

division was made and fully recognised.

The fact of consent is established on evidence.

The case reported as Rajani Sundari Dassi

v. llara Sundari Dassi (l) comes under the

amended section of the Tenanoy Act. Sec-

tion 88 of the Bengal Tenanoy Act has not

been amended in Eastern Bengal and Assam

and therefore the case in Rajani Sundari

Dassi v. llara Sundari Dassi (1) has no ap-

plication to this case. The case reported as

Pyari Mohun Mukhopndhya v. Qopal Paik (2)

governs the present case.

Babu Ram Gharan Mitra
,

in reply.—My
friend’s contention is that the suit was

one in ejectment originally and therefore it

could not succeed on the ground that the

sub-division was not authorised. There is

nothing in the written statement giving a

lie to the statement in the plaint. The

parties went on trial on the 7th issue as

the main issue. Oa the question of recog-

nition the law is clear. See section 88 of

the Bengal Tenanoy Act. The law is the

same from 1885. Amendment was made in

West Bengal and the law remained the same

in East Bengal.

(1) 41 inch Cao. 501; 22 C. \Y. N. 003.

(2) 25 C. 531 V- 53 i; 2 C. W. N. 375;

lice. IN. *•) 3 ?2.

13 hid

[Walmsley, J.—We are concerned with the

section whioh has no proviso.]

There is no room for the contention that

a landlord would be bound by his agent’s

granting receipts as shewing that the

tenancy had been sub divided; that would

not be tantamount to express consent of the

landlord given in writing.

JUDGMENT.
Walmsley, J,— The plaintiff, now appellant,

brought the suit, from whioh this appeal

arises, to eject the defendants from a hold-

ing on the ground that the holding is an

occupanoy raiyali
,
which cannot be trans-

ferred without the consent of the landlord,

and that the defendants by their purohase

from the landlord’s registered tenant had

acquired no title.

The defendants replied that the holding

was one at a fixed rate of rent and that

they had with the consent of the landlord’s

naih divided the holding into three equal

parts, each of which bore a third of the

former rent of the whole. They also assert-

ed that the suit was brought by a dis-

honest naib and without the knowledge of

the landlord.

The first Court found that the holding

was an ordinary occupancy holding, that is, a

holding whioh cannot be transferred with-

out the consent of the landlord, and the

defendants do not appear to have challenged

this finding in the lower Appellate Court.

Both Courts found that the suit had been

instituted without the knowledge of the

landlord, and that finding is one of the

points pressed on appeal. It appears to me
that the onus of proof has been placed on

the wrong shoulders; the plaintiff is a lady

and the defendants ought to have proved

affirmatively that the plaintiff was ignorant

of the suit; it was not enough for them to

point to a few facts which give oause to

suspect that it was the naib who instituted

the suit and then to call upon the plaintiff

to prove that she did authorize the institution

of the suit.

The substantial question, however, is

whether the plaintiff has a right to eject

the defendants. The suit as framed wa9

clearly based on the grouud that the defend-

ants had bought the holding from the re-

gistered tenant without the landlord’s con-

sent. The plaintiff’s advisers, however, al-

lowed themselves to be lod away from tb
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main issue by the defendant’s pleading,
and the question which was discussed in
the Courts below, and the question which
forms the subjeot- matter of the grounds of
appeil to this Court, is whether there had
been a subdivision of the tenancy sanction-
ed by the landlord. It seems obvious to
me fhat in allowing the seventh issue to be
framed as it was, and in not asking for an
issue upon the question whether the transfer
required the landlord’s sanction or bad re
oeived the landlord’s sanction, there was an
implied admission that the defendants had
become the plaintiff’s tenants of the holding,
provided it was kept entire. Be that as it

may, however, the grounds of appeal do not
x^aise the point that the transfer had not
been recognised, so we cannot go into that
question.

Then, if we assume that the subdivision
has not been authorized, I do not see how
the plaintiff can obtain a decree for eject-
ment. It is suggested that we should
direct that if the defendants do not ‘jointly
and severally attorn to the plaintiff” within
a time to be fixed by the Court, they shall
be ejected from the holding. But I cannot
find in section 88 of the Tenancy Act any
"Warrant for such a decree. Whatever view
we take of the finding on the matter of
the subdivision of the tenancy there can-
not be an order for ejectment, and as that
is the only form of relief mentioned in the
plaint, we cannot pass a decree directing
that the subdivision is not binding on the
landlord.

The plaintiff’s appeal is dismissed with
oosts,

Panton, J.— 1 agree.

Appeal dismissed.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Civil Revision No PSO of J9t7.

April 25, 1918.
Present -.—Sir Henry Riohards, Kt„ Chief
Justice, and Justice Sir P. C. Banerji, Kx.
MOHAMMAD ZAKI

—

Plaintiff

—

Appellant
versus

The MUNICIPAL* BOARD of MAINFORI
D
—Defendant— Respondent.

LiuU Procedure Code (Act V of I908J, 0 . XXXIII
,

f. b^Rrouincial Insolvency Act (IU of 1907), «. 20—

37

Leave to sue in forma pauperis

—

Insolvency of plaintiff—Receiver
,
whether can continue suit.

Where a plaintiff obtains leave to sue in forma
pauperis and after the commencement of the suit

is adjudicated an insolvent, the Receiver in insol-

vency is entitled to continue the suit just as the
insolvent could have done.

Civil revision against the deoree of the

Subordinate Judge, Mainpuri.
Mr. Baleshwari Pershad

, for the Appel-
lant.

Mr. A. E Ryves
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—We think that the order
of the Court below was clearly wrong.
One Nisar Ali brought a suit and made
an application to sue in forma pauperis.

Eventually he was permitted to bring the
suit in this way. Meanwhile he was
adjudicated an insolvent. The Reoeiver in

the insolvency wished to continue the
proceedings. The learned Subordinate
Judge points out that he had never given
leave to the Reoeiver to sue in forma
pauperis and that the Reoeiver not being
personally liable either to the Government
or to the defendants, he ought to pay
Court fees. He accordingly made an order
that the Receiver should pay the Court-
fees on the plaint and on all the appli-

cations. We think that once Nisar Ali
obtained leave to sue in forma pauperis in

a suit which had been commenced before
his insolvency, the Reoeiver was entitled

to continue the suit just as Nisar Ali
could have done, and in this respect the
order of the Court below was wrong.
The Court is, of course entitled, to order
the Reoeiver to give security for t hecoat*

as required by Order XXII, rule 8. This
matter is not now expressly before us.

We have only to consider the legality of

the order passed by the Subordinate
Judge. We allow the application, set

aside the order of the Court below and
remand the case to that Court, with
directions to re- admit the case and deal

with it aooordiDg to law as pointed out by
us. Costs here and heretofore will be costs

in the cause.

Appeal allowed
;

Case remanded .
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MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 767 of 1917.

April 22, 1918.

Present :

—

Mr. Justice Phillips and Mr.

Justice Krishnan.

N. RANGA ROW

—

Plaintiff—
Appellant

versus

RANGANAYAKI AMMAL and others

—Defendants— Respondents.
[Jin it'll ion Ad {IX "I 190SJ, Sch. I, Arts. 120, 125—

Alienation bo widow, ichnt amounts to—Mortgage by

husband, suit on— Withdrawal of defence by willow

—Collusion—Sale in execution of mortgage decree—
Purchaser, whether alienee from witloio Suit by

reversioner— Lunitut ion.

A Hindu reversioner im pencil inif an alienation by

a widow need not prove an actual transfer by the

widow. It is enough if lie proves that the widow

had done an act which resulted in the transfer <>t

the property, [p. 57°, col. 1.]

Shea Sinyh v. Jeom
,

1!) A. 521; A. W. N. (1897)

141; 9 I ml. Dee. (n. h.) 3RD, followed.

The withdrawal by the widow of her defence to

an action on a mortgage executed by her husband

would not he tantamount to an alienation by her,

and if a decree is passed in the suit and the mort-

gaged property is sold, t he Court-sale cannot ho

treated as a private sale by the widow, unless it is

shown that it was the necessary result of some

collusive arrangement made by her to use the Court

as a medium of transfer, i. tv, that she intended to

transfer the property by means of a Court-sale and

took steps to bring it about, [p. 579, col. 2; p. 580,

col. 1.]

[bunion v. Jlcchcr, (1835) 3 Cl. & l' in. 4/0 atoll; 9

Bligh (N. s.) 532; o IS. It. 1517, considered.

Shea Sinyh v. Jeoni, 19 A. 524; A. W. N
.

(
I S97 ) 141;

9 I ml. Dee. (N. s ) 339, Runi Samp v. Ram Pei, 29 A.

239; A. W. X (1907) 33; 4 A. L. J. 100; 3 M. L. T. 59

and Tallaprinjada Sundara ppa v. Ilaorngapalli Srec-

nunuln, 30 M. -K)2; 17 M. L. J. 288; 2 M. L. 1. 3( 0,

distinguished.

A suit by the reversioner to set aside such a sale

is governed by Article 120 am! not by Article 125

of Hie Limitation Act. [p. 579, col. 2; p. 580, col. 2 j

One K. executed a mortgage in favour of R. R. in

1883. In a suit by /f.’s widow the mortgage was

recognised as valid and in another suit by a subse-

quent mortgagee it was held to he valid against the

widow. In execution of a decree against R.Ii
,

his

mortgagee interest was sold and purchased by /»’. A.

R. A. Iirought a suit on the mortgage. The widow

at first contested l Iso suit hut afterwards abandoned

her defence. A decree was passed and the property

was sold in Court auction and was purchased by

2nd defendant. In a suit by the plaint itT, the nearest

reversioner to /v., to set aside (he sale, impleading

the widow as 1st defendant:

Held { 1) that the suit was not maintainable, as

under the circumstances the Court-sale could not he

treated as an alienation by the widow;
[ p. 579, col,

2; p.580, col. 2. J

(2) that as the suit was brought more than 6 years

from the dale, of the sale, it was haired under Article

120 of the Limitation Act. Ll’* 680, col. 2.J

Second appeal against the decree of the

Corn t of the Subordirate Judge, Triohi-

nopoly, in Appeal Suit No. 94 of 1916,

preferred against the deoree of the Court of

the Distriot Munsif, Namakkal, in Original

Suit No. 1157 of 1913.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Mr. A. Krishnaswami Aiyar (with him Mr,

B. Samayya), for the Appellant.—Though

there has not been an actual alienation by

the widow, her oonduct amounted to an

alienation. She did not press her defence

in the suit by Rama Aiyar, who purchased

the mortgage interest of her husband’s

mortgagee. The lower Appellate Court

has found that she received Rs. 900 to

confess judgment and withdrew her defenoe

from corrupt motives. Her aotion was

such as to contribute to the Court sale of

the property and should be treated as an

alienation by her, though it was effeoted

under odour of Court process. Bandon v.

Berber (l) and Shoo Singh v. Jeoni (2).

The suit is governed by Article 1*25

of the Limitation Act and was in time.

Mr. 7i . Knppmicami Aiyar ,
for the Re-

spondents.-— The Court-sale cannot, be

treated as an alienation by the widow.

She had nothing to do with the mort-

gage, which was effected by her husband.

The mortgage was found to be valid

against the widow in prior judicial pro-

ceedings. Her withdrawal of the defence

in the suit to enforce the mortgage

cannot be said to be fraudulent or collusive.

It was unlikely that she would have

succeeded if she had pressed her defenoe.

The Sub- Judge only says that she pro-

bably received Rs. 90J. There is n0

distinct finding on the point. Unless it

is shown that the Court-sale was the

result of a collusive arrangement to whioh

the widow was a party, it cannot be

treated as her alienation.

Tho suit is clearly barred under

Article 120 of the Limitation Aot. In this

view of the matter, Artiole 125 oannot

apply.

JUDGMENT.
Phillips, J.— Plaintiff’s suit is brought

to sot aside an alienation made by 1st

(1) (1835) 3 CL A Pin. 479 at p. 511; 9 Bligh (N. a.>

532; ti Pi. U. R>17. . r»

(2) 1>) A. 524; A. W. N. (1S07) 1 Hi 9 IuJ - Deo '

(n. s.) 339.
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defendant, widow of one Krishna Ayyar,
plaintiff being the nearest reversioner.
Krishna Ayyar sold the property in 1883 to
hisi concubine and another and they executed
a hypothecation deed in favour of oneRama Rao in 1885. In a suit by the
widow this mortgage was reoognised as
valid and in another suit by a subsequent
mortgagee it was again held to be valid
against the widow. A decree was obtained
against Rama Rao, and in exeoution his
mortgage- deed was sold and purchased
by one Rama Ayyar, who brought a suit
npon it The widow at first contested
the suit, but abandoned her defence,
ibe mortgaged property was, therefore,
brought to sale and purchased by 2nd
defendant in Ootober 1902. It is contend-
ed for the appellant that this sale in
1902 amounted to an alienation by the
widow and that this suit brought in 1913
is Jithin time. The only question that
need be considered now is whether the
faots of the oase establish the faot that this
sale amounted to an alienation by the widow,

j
statement by the widow (Exhibit D)

admitting the claim has been found by
the Subordinate Judge not to have been
presented by the widow herself, but in
other portions of his judgment he finds
that she confessed judgment from corrupt
motives. It is alleged that she received
Rs. 900 as consideration for not con-
testing the suit, but the Subordinate
Judge only finds this to be probable and
does not say it was proved. It is
sufficient for plaintiff’s oase to prove that
the widow had done an act which necessarily
resulted in tbe transfer of the property. {Vide,
Shea Stngh y. Jeoni (2).] The question,
therefore, for deoision is whether the
widows withdrawal of her defence
amounted to such an aot. Tt must be
remembered that tbe mortgage had
already been held in judicial decisions to
be valid and binding on the widow, and
although tbe Subordinate Judge has now
found that it is not valid, his decision
is based on evidence given 30 years after
the mortgage was executed, and his find-mg is merely that consideration has not
been proved. Except for the allegation that
the widow received Rs. 900, there is no
avidenoe of collusion between her and the
P am iff in the suit on the mortgage-bond.

In view of the previous proceedings it
was most unlikely that a defenoe by the
widow would have been successful. That
being so, the sale would, in all probability,
have taken place without any aot on her
part and, therefore, I am unable to say
that the widow’s action had, as a necessary
result, tbe transfer of the property, nor
oan it be said that she materially
contributed by her action to the transfer.
Her action in 1900, more than 12 years
before suit, followed by tbe sale in 1902 can-
not, therefore, be said to amount to an aliena-
tion. Article 125 of the Limitation Aot is,
therefore, inapplicable and under Article
120 the suit is barred by limitation.
A number of other questions have been

argued for respondents Nos. 2 and 3,
which were deoided against them by the
Subordinate Judge, but it is unnecessary
to discuss them in view of the above
finding.

The second appeal fails and is dismissed
with C08tg.

IvRistiNAN, J,—The judgment of the
lower Court that this suit is barred by
limitation under Article 120 of the Limi-
tation Act is, in my opinion, correct-
The appellant’s Vakil has contended that
Article 125 applied but on the faots found
the sale in question cannot, by any stretoh
of language, be considered as one “made”
by the widow.

.

The saIe impugned is the Court sale
in 1902 in which the 2nd defendant
purchased the plaint property for Rs. 3 100
Ordinarily a Court sale cannot be treated
as a sale by a private individual. But
the appellant’s Vakil has relied on the
oase of Bandon v. Becher (1), to show
that a Court-sale should be treated as a
private sale where it is the result of a
collusive suit or proceeding in Court
Assuming this argument is oorreot to
justify us in treating the Court-sale’ in
this case as a private sale by the widow
it must be shown that it was the neoessary
result of some collusive arrangement made
by her to use the Court as a medium of
transfer, or, iu other words, that she
intended to transfer the property by means
of a Court-sale and took steps to bring
it about. Any failure to defend on her
part an action in which a decree wa3
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passed in execution of which the property

was sold by the Court, is insufficient to

make the Court-sale her sale, unless the

deoree and sale were the necessary result

of her action and unless the failure to

defend was itself part of the contrivance

adopted by her to bring about the intended

Court-sale. The evidence in the present

case falls far short of these requirements.

The mortgage suit in which the sale took

place was in no way a collusive suit.

The widow had nothing to do with the

original mortgage-deed itself. All that is

proved is that, though the widow set up the

defence in the mortgage suit that the mortgage

sued upon was not valid and was without con-

sideration, she subsequently did not appear

and press her defence and that she aoted

thus from some ‘corrupt motive,” because

the Subordinate Judge says she probably

received some Rs. 900 from the plaintiff

in that suit to abstain from defending.

It is not shown that her defenoe would

have succeeded and would have led to the

suit being dismissed and the property

being saved. It may be noted that, in

a previous suit by one Peruma Goundan,

she did press her present defenoe to a

decision, but the decision was against her

and in favour of the mortgagee. It is

true that the Subordinate Judge now
linds that it is not proved by the 2ud

defendant, the auction-purchaser, that any

money passed under the mortgage to

Krishna Ayyar, the widow’s husband and

the original owner of the property. In

the mortgage suit the burden was on the

widow to establish that the mortgage had

no consideration against the mortgagee’s

assignee, Rama Ayyar. It is one thing to

find that an auotion- purchaser, in a

Court-sale, who is a stranger to the

previous transactions, has failed to prove

consideration in the suit and quite another

thing to hold that the widow would have

Buooeeded in establishing failure of con-

sideration against the mortgagee’s assignee,

in the former suit, where the burden of

proof was on her. The present finding,

therefore, does not lead to any conclusion

that the mortgage deoree was the result

of her failuie to press her defence.

The plaintiff attempted to show that

that deoree was one passed on a con-

fession cf judgment by the widow and for

the purpose he relied on a statement

filed in Court, Exhibit D. But the lower

Court has found that it is not proved that the

widow either signed or presented it to

Court. This is in accordance with what

appears in the judgment in that suit,

which shows that Exhibit D was neither

noticed nor aoted upon. In th6 above

oiroumstanoes the lower Court was right

in holding that the Court-sale could not

be treated as an alienation by the widow.

The oases quoted by the learned "Vakil

for the appellant in Sheo Singh v. JeomA2)

and Ram Sarup v. Ram Vei (3) are both

dearly distinguishable as, in both of Diem,

it was proved that the widow intended

by the collusive proceedings, one being a

decree for possession and the other an

arbitration, to get her husband’s property

transferred to others and that she carried

out her intentions by such mean9. In the

present case the suit was not a collusive

one and whatever collusion there might

be in not pressing the defenoe, it is not

shown that it was intended to, and did

in fact, bring about the Court sale now

sought to be avoided.

There being thus no alienation by the

widow Article 125 of the Limitation Act

cannot apply, and the suit being a declara-

tory one the only Article applioa e

is Article 120; and under it the suit is

dearly barred, being more than 6 years

from the date of sale.

The case mainly relied on by the Sub-

ordinate Judge, Tallaparagada Sundarappn V.

Beorugapalli Sreeramulu (4), is not
!

n

point, as there was no alienation at all in

that oase as the property had only been

attached and not sold, as appears from the

statement of facts in the report. ®

apart from this his view of the law

correct and 1 accept it. Ho has disousse

various other questions aud given findings

on them; aud though the learned vakil

for the respondents has attacked those

findings, it is quite unnecessary to consider

them as the suit fails on the groun 0

limitation.

(3) 29 A. 239;

M. L. T. 59.

14) 30 M. 402}

A. W. N. (1907) 33; 4 A. L.J. 160;

17 M. L. J. 2S8
}
2 *4. L, T-
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I agree with my learned brother that
the second appeal should be dismissed with
oosts.

m. c. P.

Appeal dismissed.

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
FULL BENCH.

Second Civil Appeal No. 722 op 1916.
February 19, 1918.

Present :
— Sir Stanley Batohelor, Kt.,

Acting Chief Justice, Mr. Justioe
Shah and Mr. Justioe Kemp.

NARSAGAUDA SAVANTGAUDA
PATIL

—

Dependant— Appellant
versus

CHAWAGAUDA ADGAUDA PATIL
—Plaintiff—Respondent.

Limitation Act (IX of 1908,), Sch. 7, Art. 91, appli-
cability of—Suit to recover possession of property sold
during minority —Limitation.

Article 91 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act
does not apply to a suit for possession, where the
plaintiff alleges and proves that a sale-deed is void
because it was executed by him while a minor, but
does not claim expressly to have it cancelled or set
aside, [p. 588, col. J,p. 589, col. 1.]

Appeal from the decision of the District
Judge, Satara, in Appeal No. 72 of 1915,
confirming the decree passed, by the Sub-
ordinate Judge, Tasgaon, in Civil Suit
No. 286 of 1911.

The appeal was heard by Beaman and
Marten, JJ., on the 18th December
1917,. when their Lordships referred some
questions to a Full Bench by the following

JUDGMENT.
Beaman, J.—The plaintiff- respondent in

these two appeals sued to recover the
plaint lands. The defendants relied prin-

cipally upon two sale-deeds of the year
1903 executed to them by the plaintiff,

These deeds were executed in March,
while the plaintiff has since proved that
he only attained majority the following
June. But in the deeds themselves he is

described as a man of twenty years of age.

The Court of first appeal has found
as a fact that the defendants were not
deceived by the false representation in

the deeds, and that disposes of the issue
of estoppel.

The principal question we have to answer
is : whether, since the plaintiff admittedly
did not sue to have the deeds of 1903
set aside or cancelled within three years,
he can succeed in these ejeotment suits,
and so indirectly deprive these deeds of
all legal effect ?

It is clear that unless he oould dis-
prove the apparent rectitude of his own
deeds, his suits would necessarily be
defeated by their mere production. It is

also quite clear that the onus of proving
that he was a minor in March 1903 was
upon the plaintiff. It is admitted that he
was well aware of the grounds upon
which he has, in effect, got these deeds
cancelled or treated as void, from the
date on whioh he attained his majority,
the 10th June 1903. He brought these
suits in 1911.

The first material proposition necessary
to the success of the defendants’ conten-
tion is that where the law ef limitation
compels a person to obtain the cancella-
tion or setting aside of a deed within a
oertain time, and he fails to do so, he
cannot, after the expiration of that time,
challenge the deed. He must either show
that it is void or voidable within three
years or admit it to be valid in all

respects. If that proposition is unsound,
there is nothing left to argue about. It
also become? hard to discover- any prac-
tical reason why Article 91 should not
be wiped out.

If it be argued that while the affirma-
tive right to have a deed set aside or
cancelled is gone if not exercised within
the prescribed period, that does not pre-
clude a person, against whom the deed
is set up by way of defence, from prov-
ing after the expiration of the former
period that he might have got the deed
cancelled, the answer is that, for all

purposes of scientific theory and exaot
reasoning, no distinction oan be drawn
between oases of deeds under Artiole 91
and oases of adoption under Artioles 118,
119.

The policy of the Statute is quite clear
and the same in both oases.

If a man wishes to avoid his own deed
(and I doubt whether Article 91 will
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apply to any but a man's own deed) ae

void ab initio
,

or voidable for any reason,

the law declares that he must prove all

facts nocossary tu bo proved before the

dcod in seen to be void or voidable,

within three year3 .

If a man wishes to prove that an

adoption never took place, or was invalid

(here is a protty close correspondence

between void and voidable deeds under
Article 91), he must do so within six

years. If questions of that sort are to

be left open for twelve, or, may be, sixty

years, proof might be very difficult to get,

and very unsatisfactory.

The second proposition which the de-

fendants must establish is that Article

91 applies to void as muoh as to void-

able deeds. If it does not, then, again,

there is nothing left to argue about. No
reason, theoretical or practical, for so

restricting the operation of the Article

occurs to mo. If the need of the Article

is to be sought in the expediency of

adducing proof of these matters within a

comparatively short time, it must be felt

just as muoh where a man seeks to show
that his deed was void ab initio as

where he seeks to show that it has since

become voidable, or was in its nature

voidable from the first. Where upon the

face of it a deed purports to have been

made by a major, and he desires to prove

that he was not a major at the time, the

issue is as muoh one of fact, as much in

need of proof, as an issue of fraud or

undue influence.

This case is as good as any other for

practical illustration.

It is everybody’s case that the defend-

ants were in possession of the land as

mortgagees in 1901. In 1903, the plaint-

iff sold them the lands by registered

deedp, in which ho describes himself as

being twenty years of age. Let us suppose

that fifty-nine years after the dato of the

mortgage the plaintiff were to sue to redeem.

The defendants would, of course, rely upon the

sale-deeds of 1903. On any other view than

that to which 1 incline it follows that

the plaintiff might, fifty-six years after

having executed these sale-deeds, go into

the question of his minority at the

ti mo.

If we turn to section 39 of the Speoifio

Relief Act, we find that the same relief

is given against void and voidable deeds.

I do not know that it has ever yet been

suggested that Article 91 of the Limitation

Schedule was not framed with special

reference to all oases of the kind provided

for in seotion 39 of the Specific Relief Aot.

Where proof must be given before a Court

can know whether an instrument is void

or not, then, regard being had to the object

of Article 91, I do not think any valid reason

can be given for saying that that Artiole

was not intended to oovor void instru-

ments. There may be many void instru-

ments which one, if not b)th parties to

them, intended to be operative. Bsnami
deeds are on a different footing, for the

parties to them, ex hypothesis never intended

at any time that they should be operative

inter se. So it was held in Petherpmnal

Chstty v. Muniandy Servii (1).

Neglecting exceptions of that kind and

omfining myself to deeds which would have

to be proved to be void or voidable by

one injuriously affected by them, it seems

to me chat the true principle governiug

all cases of the kind, no matter upon

what facts they may arise, has been laid

down in Jagidamba Ghaodhrani v. Dakhina

MoJiun Roy Ghiodhri (2) and for this

High Court finally settled and most clearly

stated by Jenkins, C. J., in the Fall

Bench oaso of Shrinivas Murar v. Hon-

want (3).

That case arose upon Articles 118, 119,

but “deed” might be substituted for ‘ adop-

tion” throughout the judgment without

affecting the cogency of the reasoning, or

the applicability of the principle in the

slightest degree. As to earlier cases of

this High Court, such as Nnbab Mir

Guy id Alamkhan v. Yasinkhm (4), the

dictum of Sir Charles Sargent upon which

the plaintiff relies was obiter. The reason

given for it lias no relevancy at all to

(1) 35 0. 551; 10 Horn. L. H. 590; 12 C. W. N. 562, 5

A. L. J. *290; 7 C h. .1. 528; 14 Bur. L. R. 108; 35 I.

A 98; IS M. L. J. *277; 4 M. Ti. T. 12; 4 L. B. R. 266

( 1\ C.).

(2; IS 1. A. 8 b 13 C. 308; 10 1ml. Jnr. 307; 4 Sar.

T. C. J. 715; 0 l ml. Doc. in sJ 70i (l\ 0.).

CO) *24 B ‘260; l Bom. L. R. 799; 12 hub Deo.

(n. s ) 709 iV. lb).

(4) 17 lb 755; 9 Imi. Doc. (n. s,) 496.
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the principle I am discussing. For all

purposes of Article 91 it cannot make the
slightest difference whether possession were
taken under deed, later impugned, or
independently of it, so long as, if valid,
that deed would confirm the possession
and make it unassailable.

In many of the judgments to which we
have been referred, I find a confusion of
reasoning arising out of assuming that
Article 91 has some theoretical connection
with Articles 142 and 144. It is only where
those Artioles will not help, that recourse
must be had to Artiole 91. I give this
example. A takes possession of B's land
as a trespasser. Two years later, B sells
his land to A. Five years later B sues in
ejectment A could get no help from his
adverse possession, which began before the
sale-deed. But if my view of Artiole 91
be right, B’s suit would necessarily fail.

He could not challenge the sale-deed, and
as long as it stood unchallenged it is a
complete answer to B's suit. Probably
no deed falling within the contemplation
and intention of Article 91 would be found
which, if it related to immoveable pro-
perty, did not confer title, as from its

date, and as soon as that is clearly
realized all the confusion to which I have
been alluding must disappear.
Where one principle is equally applicable

to several groups of facts the establishment,
of that principle upon one of those groups
of faots must, by implication, if not expressly,
overrule a deoision upon another of those
groups of facts, which rests upon a differ-
ent and irreconcilable principle. Thus
in my opinion even were it more than an
obiter dictum

, so much of Sir Charles
Sargent 8 deoision in Nabab Mir Sayad
Alamkhan v. Yasinkhan (4) as the plaintiff
relies on wa9 overruled by the Full Bench
deoision in Shrmivas Murar v. hanmant (3),

If we substitute “deedV for “adoption”
m the first of the three questions in the
answers to which Jenkins, C. J., thought
that the principles deducible from Jagadamba's
case (2) were best expressed, and I oan dis-

cover no good reason why this substitution
should not be made, the whole of the close
and powerful reasoning of that judgment
will apply totidem verbis to the case before
us. Prior to that decision in 1899 there had
been some oondiot of judicial authority in

this High Court, and there still is between
the Bombay and other High Courts.
But as a Bench of this Court we are, of
course, bound by the decision of the Full
Bench in Shrinivas ’ case (3), unless it oan be
distinguished. I do not think it either can,
or ought to be. In my opinion, and speak-
ing with all respect, the reasoning both
of that and Jagadamba's case (2) is unanswer*
able, hi or do I think it prudent to
strain ingenuity to find fine distinctions
and so sow a crop of exceptions, impair-
ing what would otherwise be a very simple
easily intelligible, and uniformly appli-
cable principle to every case of the kind.
I mention before concluding a certain
amount of argument arising out
of nou est factum case3. A moment’s
reflection will show that they are utterly
irrelevant, and I do not think any useful
purpose will be served by examining that
set of arguments. If the plaintiff cannot
impeach his deeds of 1903 in these suits
because he did not do so within three
years, it is plain that he must fail. It is

as plain that lie cannot obtain the relief
he asks in these ejectment suits without
disturbing those deeds. In ray opinion no-
thing, fmm the theoretical standpoint,
turns upon the deeds which a plaintiff,
situated as this plaintiff is, has to get -

rid of, being void or only voidable. The
point, and the only point, is within what
time oan he be allowed to prove that his
deeds are either void or voidable?

I would, therefore, hold that these suits
are time- barred and must be dismissed
with all costs. But since there might be
a reasonable doubt whether such a deoision
does not oonfliot with Nabab Mir Sayad
Alamkhan v. Yasinkhan (4) and further
whether assuming that it does, the latter
decision was not by necessary implication
overruled by the Full Bench in Shrinivas
Murar v. Hanmant (3) and, lastly, since the
point is one of far-reaching importance,
we would submit the following question to a
Full Bench:—

“If a plaintiff in ejectment has execut-
ed a deed or deeds which, if legal, valid
and in all respects binding upon him as
upon their face they purport to be, would
defeat the title upon which he sues in eject-
ment, the burden of proving that they
are void or voidable being upon him, would
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such ejectment suit be governed by Artiole

91 or by Artiole 142 or 144 of the First

Schedule of the Limitation Aot?”

Marten, J — In this second appeal the

real point depends on Artiole 91 of the

Indian Limitation v Act. Does Artiole 91
apply to a suit for possession, where the

plaintiff alleges and proves that a sale deed
is void because it was executed by him
whilst a minor, but does not claim ex-

pressly to have it cancelled or set

aside?

The plaintiff was born on the 10th June
1885. Whilst a minor he exeouted, or

purported to execute, a sale-deed dated
the 16th March 1903 in favour of the
defendant. He filed the present suit on
the 28th July 1911. The plaint merely
prays for possession and ancillary relief.

It pleads the void sale-deed, and the
plaintiff's then infancy, but ignores a mort-
gage of 30th August 19C1 exeouted by
the plaintiff’s guardian in favour of the
defendant. The defendant appeals to

have taken possession under that mort-
gage.

In the Courts below, the case almost
entirely turned on whether the plaintiff

was estopped by a statement in the sale-

deed that he was then twenty. Both
-Courts found that there was no estoppel,

hroause the defendant was well aware of

the true facts and was in no way deceived

by the false statement. The estoppel point

was again argued before us, but it is clear

that on the facts as found in the Courts
below the defendant must, fail on that

point. I will only add that if it was
necessary to go into the facta, they are
such as to arouse the greatest suspicion

in a Court of Fruity in considering the
dealings between the infant and the de-

fendant with whom he was living. The
Court of first instanoe described the defend-
ant as a perfectly unscrupulous man (see page
13, line 59) and the lower Appellate Court
considered his oonduot to be verging on
fraud (see page 3, line 41). The Court of

first instance treated the suit as in effect a

redemption suit, and decreed possession on
payment of Rs. 199 The lower Appellate

Court held nothing remained due on the

mortgage and deoreed possession only. We
must, 1 think, accept ibis finding of fact

l?y tho lower Appellate Court. So too I

think that, in the absenoe of objection

made in the Court below, it is not row
open to the defendant to contend ihat

the suit cannot be regarded as a redemp-
tion suit and must, therefore, fail. So far

as mere recovery of possession, is concerned,

the suit would appear to be one for re-

covery of possession whether regarded as an
e eotment or a redemption suit: see Hunt v.

Worsjold (5).

This leaves us then with the bare point

of law under Artiole Ll, a point which

was practically taken for granted in favour

of the plaintiff in i he Courts below when
once he had succeeded on the estoppel

point. It is now settled by the Privy

Council that in India a mortgage by a

minor is void ab initio: see Mohori Bibee v.

Dharmodas Qhose (6). On the other hand, a

mere plea of non est factum appears to be in-

sufficient in England, for, according to

Simpson on Infants, page 4, the infancy

must be pleaded specifically. The appel-

lant says, however, this is beoause in

England some minors’ contracts are void-

able only, and that in India a plea of

non est factum would suffice. Assuming,
however, that infancy ought to be plead-

ed, does such a plea involve iu effeot a

claim to cancel or set aside the sale-deed

under Article 91 P

In Petherpetmal Ghetty v. Muniaudy Sercoi

(1) the Privy Council held that Artiole

91 only applied to suits in which the

document sought to be set aside was in-

tended to be operative against the plaint-

iff and would remain operative if not

set aside. They further held that Article

91 did not apply to a benamt deed, if

I may properly use that expression. This

decision has since been applied in Jagardeo

Singh v. Phuljhari (7). The Calcutta

Courts appear to consider that a void

dee!, as opposed to a voidable deed, does

not require to be set aside or cancelled

and consequently is not withiu Artiole 91

[see Sham Loll Mitra v. /imarcw<Jro Nath
Bose (S), Banku Behart Shaha v. Krishto

(5> ! 1 896 ' 2 Ch. 224 at p. 228; 65 L. J. Ch. 548;

T. 456; 44 W. R. 461.
* 6

1

RO C. 639; 5 Bom. L. R. 421; 30 I. A. 114; 7 C.

W. X. 441; 8 Sar. P. C. J. 374 (P.C.h
(7) 10 A. 376; A. W. N. (1908) 156; 5 A. L. J. 421.

(8) 23 0. 460; 12 Tod. Deo. (N. a ) 306.
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Qobindo Joardar (9) aDd Harihar Ojha w
Dasarathi Misra (10).] In this Court a
similar view appears to have been taken
in Abdul Rahim v. Kirparam Dayi (11)
by Birdwood and Parsons, JJ. Another
distinction was taken by Sir Charles
Sargent and Mr. Justice Candy in Nabab
Mir Sayad Alamkhan v. Yasinlhan (4)
viz,

t that where a defendant did not get
possession under the sale-deed but only
used it to defend bis title, Article 91
did not apply. That case followed Bhag *

vant Govind v. Kcndi (12), a decision of
Sir Charles Sargent and Mr. Justice Bayley.
Standing alone these two latter cases
would appear to govern the present case,
for defendant’s Counsel did not dispute
that his client took possession originally
under the mortgage and not under the
sale-deed.

The cases above cited appear, however, to
have been decided on a different line of reason-
ing to that which eventually prevailed in
the adoption cases of Jagadamba Chaodhrani
V. Dakhina Mohun Roy Ghaodhri (2) and
Shrinivas Murar v. Hanmar.t (3), the former
being a decision of the Privy Counoil and
the latter of a Full Bench of this Court.
The force of that reasoning in the adop-

• tion cases is apparent. Its reconciliation
with the other line of oases, xiz, % the
deed oases, is not so apparent. Curiously
enough the above authorities in the deed
oases do not appear to have been oited
in the adoption cases. As regards other
cases under the Aot, a suit to set aside
a deed on the ground of undue in-
fluence must be brought within three years
[see Janki Kunwar v. Ajit Singh ( 1 3)] as
must a suit to set aside a bond for
fraud : see Bakatram Nanuram v. Kharsetji
(14). Even in forgery oases or in suits
by a ward to set aside a transfer of
property by his guardian the period of
limitation appears in general to be three
years : see Articles 92, 93 and 44. If
then Article 91 does not apply in the
present case, the plaintiff would have

(9)

30 C. 433.

(10) 33 C. 267; 9 C. W. N. 636; 1 C. L. J. 408.
(11) 16 B. 186; 8 Ind. Dec. (n. .) 601.
U2) 14 B. 279; 7 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 645.
(13) 15 C. 58; 14 I. A. 148; 12 Ind Jur. 9; 5 Sar. P.

O. 92; Rafique. & Jackson’s P. C. No.' 99; 7 Ind. Dec.
(n. s.) 624 (P. C.).

(14) 27 B. 560; 5 Bom. L. R. 633.

- **** ir tne
suit be regarded as an ejectment suit or

years under Article *148
if the suit be regarded as a redemption
suit.

The defendants further relied on seotinn
39 of the Speoifio Relief Act. but a8 at
present advised, I doubt whether that
seotion parries the matter much further
It is a permissive and not an obligatory
section.

6

Under the above circumstances I . am
of opinion that the case is one whichby reason of its general importance and
of the oonfl.ct of authority requires con-
sideration by a Full Bench.
The questions to be submitted to the PullBenoh should, I think, be as follows viz •_
1. Whether Article 91 of tho* Inri*

Limitation Aot, 1908, applies to a Lhfov
possession, where the plaintiff alleges ant
proves that a sale- deed is void because
it was executed by him whilst a minor
but does not claim expressly to have it
cancelled or set aside.

2 Whether in such a case as thatmentioned ,n the last question, it makesany difference that the defendant originally
obtained possession of the property undersome instrument other than the void sale-
deed r

Mr. R. S. Ravalkar, for the Appe]Jan t.
Mr. R. N. Koyajee, for the Respondent
JUDGMENT OP THE PULL BENCH.
Batchelor, Ao. C. J.-In this reference

the facts are these; The suit, which was
filed in September 1911, was brought to
obtain possession of lands. The plaintiff
attained majority on 10th June 1903- on
the 16th Maroh 1903, and consequently
while he was still an infant, he executed
a deed of sale in favour of the defendant
The defendant had obtained possession under
a mortgage of 1901, exeouted by the
plaintiff s guardian in his favour. In the
plaint the sale-deed of 16th Maroh 1903
is mentioned, and it is pleaded that the
deed is void by reason of the plaintiff’s
then infanoy: there is no prayer that the
deed should be set aside or cancelled.
The question we have to deo'ide is

whether the suit is governed by Artiole
91 of the Indian Limitation Aot of 19CV.
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if it is so governed, then it is barred;

otherwise it is in time.

The sale-deed of Maroh 1903 was, and

is, void and inoperative by reason of the

plaintiff’s infancy. That being so, it is

contended for the plaintiff that he was

under no obligation to sue to get it set

aside or oanoelled, and that his omission

to bring such a suit does not expose his

present suit for possession to the bar

created by Artiole 91 of the Indian Limita-

tion Act.

I think that this contention should suooeed,

and, in my opinion, the question is in

substance answered by decisions of the

Privy Council. In Bijoy Gopal Mukerji v.

Krishna Mahishi Debi (15) the heirs of a

Hindu sued, first, for a declaration that an

Ijara granted by the deceased widow had

become inoperative against the plaintiffs

after her death, and, seoondly, for khas

possession of the properties. Their Lordships

held that the suit was substantially one

for possession, and was governed by

Artiole 141, not by Article 91. In deli-

vering the judgment of the Board, Lord

Davey said, speaking of the Hindu widow:

—

“Her alienation is not, therefore, absolutely

void, but it is prima facie voidable at the

eleotion of the reversionary heir. Ho may
think (it to allirm it, or he may at his

pleasure treat it as a nullity without the

intervention of any Court, and he shows

his election to do the latter by commencing an

action to recover possession of the pro-

perty. There is, in fact, nothing for the

Court either to set aside or cancel as a

condition precedent to the right of action

of the reversionary heir.” Now if that is

true even of a voidable transaction,

subsequently avoided by the election of

the party interested, it seems to me that

it must a fortiori be true of a transaction

which, as here, was void ah initio : in

that case there was a real obstacle, which

at least had temporary operation : here

there never was at any time any real

obstaole at all, but the thing which

seemed to constitute an obstacle was in

the eye of the law no reality at all.

Petherpennal Chetty v. Muniandy Senai (1)

is, l think, even more directly in point.

(15) 34 1. A. 87; 9 Bom. 1 ,. U. 602 at p C04
; 11 C.

W. N. 424; 5 C. L. J. 334; 2 M. L. T. 133; 17 M. L. .1.

154; 4 A. L. J. 32D; 34 C. 329 (1\ C.).

There in a suit for the possession of

land it appeared that the plaintiff s pre-

decessor-in-title had, six years prior to

the institution of the suit, executed a
henami deed of sale of the land oollusively

and in order to defeat the claim of a
prior equitable mortgagee. Counsel for

the defendant contended— I quote the report—
that before he (the plaintiff) could recover the

land, he must first set aside the conveyance,
and a suit for that purpose was barred by
Act XV of 1877, Sohedule II, Artiole 91.”

Upon this argument a speoifio question was
raised by Lord Atkinson, who answered it

in these words, which I set out because
they seem to me decisive of the point now
under conisderation:

—
‘ As to the point raised

on the Indian Limitation Act, 1S77, their

Lordships are of opinion that the conveyance
...being an inoperative instrument, as, in

effect, it has been found to be, does not

bar the plaintiff’s right to recover possession

of his land, and that it is unnecessary for

him to have it set aside as a preliminary

to his obtaining the relief he claims. The
144th and not the 91st Artiole in the Second
Sohedule to the Act is, therefore, that whioh
applies to the case, and the suit has con-

sequently been instituted in time.” It is

important to observe that Artiole 91 was
exoluded.not in terms because the oonveyanoe
was henami

,
but beoause it was, as found

in the suit, inoperative. So here, the deed
of sale by the infant was inoperative and,

consistently with these decisions, I think we
are bound to hold that the present suit is

not barred by Artiole 91. The same con-

clusion is suggested by Beni Per •

shad Koeri v. Dudhnath Boy (16), where a

suit was brought in 1893 to recover pos-

session of the village. The plaintiff’s ancestors

had parted with possession in 1836, when
a grant for life had been made to another
person. In 1619 the grantee executed a
permanent pot tah of it to one Ram Golam
and in 1S55 the grantee surrendered the

village to the plaintiff’s predecessor, who
allowed Ram Golam to remain in possession

paying rent as stipulated in the pottah, It

was found that the pottah was void against

he grantor. The question remained whe-

ther the plaintiffs were entitled to eject the

(16)261. A. 216 at p. 221; 27 C. 156 at p. 165; 4
0. W. N. 274; 7 Snr. 1\ 0. J. 580; 14 I ml. Dec. (n. s.)

103 (P. C.\
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defendant, who claimed title under Ram
Golam. It was contended that the suit was
barred because the plaintiff’s predecessors
might and ought to have sued for a declara-
tion of their right to possession on Ram
Golam’s death under section 39 of the
Specific. Relief Act, and that such a suit
was barred under Article 91. But Lord
Davey said: It is sufficient answer to this
argument to say that, though such an action
might have been brought, the Maharajah
was not bound to bring it, and there was
no necessity for him to do so. Accord-
ing to their Lordships’ view the pottah
(whatever its construction) had become a
spent instrument, and had no longer any
vitality as a grant of the property,” In
our case the deed of sale can be in no
better position, for it never had any
vitality a3 a conveyance of the property.
On the same principle the Indian High
Courts, especially here and in Calcutta,
have held that it is not necessary in the
oase of a void deed to sue to have it set
aside or cancelled.

These decisions seem to me to require
a conclusion in the plaintiff’s favour. I
need not refer to other decisions of the
Judicial Committee which have been cited
for the defendant, for in none of them
was the Court concerned with a deed
suoh as we have here. The only oase
where the facts bear a superficial resem-
blance to the present facts and where
the decision went the other way is Janhi
Kunwar v. A)it Singh (13). There the deed
involved was a grant of land, alleged to
have been obtained by fraud and undue
influence from one of the plaintiffs. It

was decided that the suit was governed
by Article 91. But then their Lordships
held that the suit was a suit,. not to
obtain possession but to set aside the
grant, and—what seems to me of greater
significance— it was never found that the
deed was liable to be set aside : on the
contrary, the Judicial Commissioner found
no proof of undue influence or fraud, and
their Lordships saw ''no ground for
thinking that on that matter he came to
a wrong conclusion.” The deed, there-
fore, was never ascertained to be even
voidable.

If I am right in thinking that the
point before' qs is oonoluded by the de-

cisions of the Privy Council, it becomes
unnecessary to consider whether the rul-
ings of our own Court are consistent
with the conclusion. This I say merely
in order to explain the present judgment,
and not with any desire to cast doubt
upon these rulings. That most canvassed
for the defendant was Shrinivas Murar v.
Eanmant (3), a Full Bench decision where
the leading judgment was delivered by
Sir Lawrence Jenkins, C. J. As I have
said,

.

I am net concerned to reconcile this
decision with the cited decisions of the Privy
Council, but I may say that for my own part
I can see no inconsistency. In Shrinivas ’ case
(3) an essential part of the suit was a prayer
for a declaration that an adoption was
invalid.

.

It was held that, this part of
the 'olaim being exposed to the bar of
Artiole 118 of the Sohedule, the whole olaim
was time-barred; but nothing was decided as
to the applicability of Artiole 91

, as it was
nobody’s oase that thatArticle entered into the
controversy. I need not say that I am very
sensible of the weight of my learned brother
Beaman’s arguments that it would have
tended to logioal symmetry and simplicity
of principle if the Legislature had treated
adoptions and deeds on the same footing.
But they have not done so, and separate*
Articles of the Limitation Aot are provided
for these separate cases. It is of oourse
not for us to assign reasons for this
action of the Legislature, but presumably
it was thought that a substantial distinction
existed between adoptions and deeds.
Among possible grounds for suoh a distinction
would be the greater publicity and the
change of status consequent on an apparent
adoption. This, however, is merely con-
jecture; whatever the reason for it may be
the difference of treatment is there and in
a well-known passage in Quinn v. Leathern
(17) the Earl of Halsbury, L. C., has
warned us against the danger of applying
rigorously logioal tests to propositions of
law: A oase”, bis Lordship there says
“is only an authority for what it actually
deoides. I entirely deny that it can be
quoted for a proposition that may seem to
follow logically from it. Suoh a mode of
reasoning assumes that the law is necessarily
a logioal Code, whereas every lawyer must

(17) (1901) A. C. 495 at p. 506; 70 L..J. P. C. 7

6

- 85
L, T. 2S9; 50 YV. R. 139; 65 J. P. 708; 17 T, L. R. 7^9 ,
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acknowledge that the law is not always

logical at all.”

On these grounds, and with sincere

respect for the contrary view of Beaman,

I conolude that the first of Marten, J.’s

two questions should be answered in the

negative. That is sufficient for present

purposes, and I do not think we should

deoide more than that.

Shah, J.—I agree.

K*mp, J.—The facts out of which this

reference arises are few and simple in their

inception. The plaintiff, who attained his

majority on 10th June 1903, purported,

on 16th March 1903, to execute a sale-deed

qf some of his lands in favour of this

defendant, who was already in possession

qf those and other lands of the plaintiff

by virtue of a mortgage of 30th August

1901 executed in his favour by plaintiff’s

guardian. The plaintiff filed this suit on

8th September 191 1 for the lands, alleging

that on the date of the sale-deed he was

a minor. The matter oomes before us on

a reference from Beaman and Marten, J J.,

who held divergent views on the question as to

whether Article 91 of the Indian Limitation

Aot applied to plaintiff’s suit. Both learned

Judges have framed questions for deoision by

this Full Benob. With great respect toBeaman,

J., I think the question framed by him is in

|;oo general terms. It proceeds on the

assumption that there is no difference between

a minor’s deed and other deeds of the

description mentioned in the question, and

1 take it he framed his question for

decision in this form on the argument by way

of the analogy of the principles governing

adoption oases, whioh he considered applicable

and whioh he applied to the facts of the pre-

sent case. With great respect I am not pre-

pared to adopt that line of reasoning, and I,

therefore, personally must decline to answer

the question in the wide terms in whioh it is

framed.
The questions framed by Marten, J., appear

tp me to cover more appropriately the point

for determination and I, therefore, confine

myself to a discussion of the precise point

raised by them. The question in short is:

Whether Article 91 of the Indian Limitation

Act, IX of 1908, applies to the plaintiff’s

suit?

"Now, I may preface my remark with

the general view which I take ot the

scope of Artiole 91. In my opinion, it

applies to suits the main object of whioh

is to cancel or set aside an instrument

not otherwise provided for by the Aot.

If there be any other substantial relief

prayed for and the cancellation of the

instrument be not actually necessary or

merely auxilliary to the granting of such

relief, Artiole 91 does not apply. It would be

otherwise if the prayer for possession in a

suit be merely consequential.

The further question, therefore, arises

whether the plaintiff can escape the applioa*

tion of Artiole 91 by filing hi9 suit for pos-

session in this oa9e.

The determination of this question may
be considered from the point of view of all

deeds or instruments whi^h, like a minor’s

deed, are void at their inception, or it may be

considered from the point of view of the pecu-

liar position of a minor in the eye of the law,

t. e.
% by a consideration of arguments

applicable to a minor’s deed in particular.

The adoption of this latter method is

another reason for declining to answer

the question in the form propounded by

Beaman, J.

Now, as to the sale deed in this case,

regarded in common with other instru-

ments whioh are declared by law to be

void at their inception, I am en-

tirely in accord with the judgment of my
Lord as to the distinction pointed out by him
between such instruments and adoptions and
as to the result arrived at by him that Artiole

91 does not apply to suoh void instruments.

I think the point is really concluded by

authority: see the decisions of the Privy

Council in Bijou Oopal Mukerji v. Krishna

Mahishi Dshi (!.*>) and Petherpermal Ohetty

v. Muntandy Servai (1).

I respectfully deprecate the application to

other instruments of arguments based on the

analogy of the principles in decided oases in

adoptions. Analogy, like parity of reasoning

may be a useful servant to invoke in

the determination of complex questions of

law but must bs handled cautiously, and

where legal problems can be solved by the

application of straightforward principles of *

law, I fail to see any place for the appli-

cation of any arguments based on an

alogy.

But a minor’s deal stands on a particular

footing by itself. It has been deoided
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by the highest tribunal that a minor’s

contract is null and void ab initio

Mohori Bibee v. Dharmodos Ohose (6). The
law proteots minors and the disability of

infancy goes no further than is necessary

for the protection of the infant: Burnaby
v. Equitable Reiersionary Interest Society

(It*) per Pearson, J. at p. 421.

Unlike the law in England which, in

certain oases, gives a binding effect after

majority to a contract entered into by
an infant during infancy, the law here
declares the minor’s contract void and inoap-

able of ratification.

That being so, it can scarcely have
been intended to impose an obligation on
the minor, after attaining majority, to

set avside a transaction entered into during
minority and which it has expressly de-

clared to be void and incapable of ratifica-

tion. If that were its intention, the attitude

of the law would be inconsistent and it

would be inflicting an obligation upon the
minor in consequence of an attempted con-
tractual obligation entered into by him
during minority. I think this is a suffici*

ent answer to the defendant on this

point.

Section 39 of the Specific Relief Act is

permissive, not obligatory. There is, there-

fore, no obligation on the minor to sue under
that section and if be does not need to sue
under that section, it cannot be said by
not suing he loses the right which he
in common with every other person posses-

ses to the period of limitation for a suit for

land.

J, therefore, think that the answer to; the
first question asked by Marten, J., should be
in the negative.

In the second question propounded by
Marten, J., another consideration is intro-

duced, viz., the legal effict of the mortgage
of 30th August 1901 exeoutod by the

minor’s guardian. The determination of

that question depends on whether the

present suit can be treated as a suit by
the plaintiff for redemption of the mort-
gage. The lower Courts have so treated

it and the referring Bench apparently in-

clined to the same view. Apparently the

plaintiff does not objeot to this and the

(18) (1885) 28 Ch. D. 416; 54 L. J. Ch. 466; 52 L. T.

850; 33 W, R. 639.

mortgage must, therefore, be taken as es-
tablished and binding on him. This question
does not, therefore, to my mind arise for deci-
sion by us.

Appeal dismissed.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1962 of 1915.

April 18, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justioe Abdur Rahim

and Mr. Justioe Bakewell.
NAGAPPA and others—Defendants

Nos. 1 to 3—Appellants
versus

S1DDALINGAPPA and others— Plaintiff
and Defendant? Nos. 4 and 5—

Respondents.
Civil Procedure Code ( Act V of 1908), O. VIII, r. 5,

scope of—Minor, suit against—Omission to deny allega-
tion of fact in plaint, effect of— Issues, framing of—Vatu
of Court. *

The scope of Order VIII, rule o, is only this that
the. omission to deny an allegation of fact in the
plaint is not to be taken as an admission in the
case of minor defendants, and the rule has nothing
to do with the conduct of the suit afterwards. For
instance, if at the framing of issues or at the trial
the person representing a minor defendant admits
certain allegations of fact, it cannot be said that rule
6 in any way affects such admission. What the
Legislature apparently contemplated by rule 5 was
that if, for instance, the guardian of a minor defend-
ant allowed a case to proceed ex parte, then the
plaintiff must provo those facts alleged in the plaint
which were not expressly denied in the written
statement iiled on behalf of the minor defendant, [p.
590, cols, I & 2.]

Courts are not bound to raiso issues on questions
of fast of their own motion where parties do not ask
for them. The omission to raise such issues implies
an abandonment of such questions by the party
interested. Where, however, the question is one
purely of law, such as limitation or jurisdiction, it is

incumbont on the Court to frame proper issues on
such question. [p. 590, col. 2.]

Second appeal against the decree of the
District Court, Bellary, in Appeal Suit

No. 101 of 1913, preferred against the decree

of the Court of the District Munsif, Penu-
konda, in Original Sait No. 389 of 11112.
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This second appeal coming on for

hearing on the 16th and 17th August
1917, upon perusing the grounds of appeal,

the judgments and decrees of the lower Ap-
pellate Court and the Court of first instance,

and the material papers in the suit and upon
hearing the arguments of Mr. L. Venkata •

raghava Aiyar for the Appellants and of

Mr. S. Desihachari for the 1st Re-

spondent, and the other respondents not

appearing in person or by Pleader, the Court
delivered the following

JUDGMENT.—The suit was instituted by
the 1st respondent in this appeal in order to

recover a certain sum of money under a

mortgage deed against the appellant*", who
are minors and who were represented in the

suit by their guardian. The first question

argued before us is that there was no proof as

to the proper execution of the mortgage-
deed and its attestation according to law.

But the defendants appeared by a Pleader

throughout the proceedings, the written

statement did not raise any question as to

the execution of the mortgage, there was
no issue framed with reference to this point,

and so far as we can gather from the

record, no objection on that soore was
taken at the time of the trial. The learned

Pleader for the appellants contends that,

inasmuoh as Order VIII, rule 5 of the

Civil Procedure Code, says: “Every allega-

tion of fact in the plaint, if not denied

specifically or by necessary implication, or

stated to bo not admitted in the pleading

of the defendant, shall be taken to bo

admitted except as against a person under

disability,” it made it incumbent upon the

Court to require proof of the execution of

the mortgage before there could be any

decree given against the minors. But the

soope of Order VI II, rule 5, is only this,

that the omission to deny an allegation of

fact in the plaint is not to be taken as

an admission in the case of minor defend-

ants, and the rule has nothing to do

with the conduct of the suit afterwards.

For instance, if at the framing of issues

or at the trial the porson representing

a minor defendant admits certain allegations

of fact, it cannot l>3 said that rule 5 in

any way affects such admission. What the

Legislature apparently contemplated by rule

5 was that if, for instance, the guardian of

a minor defendant allowed a case to prooeod

ex parte
,
then the plaintiff must prove those

facts alleged in the plaint which were not

expressly denied in the written statement
filed on behalf of the minor defendant. In

the case of a defendant who is a major, an
ex parte decree could be based not only on
facts expressly admitted in the written

statement but also on those allegations of

faot in the plaint which are not denied

in the written statement. Here what
happened was, the Pleader appearing for

the defendant stated that he did not want
to adduce oral evidence in the case

;
so

also did the Pleader for the plaintiff.

Then certain documents relevant to the

issues raised were filed and apparently no
objection was taken as to their admissibility

and they were marked as Exhibits, we may
take it, by consent. The issues that

were raised relate to questions of limita-

tion and res judicata and those were the

points apparently argued at the trial. We
think that wo should be perfectly justified

in this case in saying that any question

as to the execution of the document was
waived at the time of the framing of issues

and the trial of the suit.

Our attention has been drawn to certain

rulings, notably to one of the Bombay
High Court reported as Ganoo v. Shri

Dev Sidhcsicar (1), where Mr. Justioe

Fulton at page 362 lays down that it is

the duty of the Court under the Civil

Procedure Code to see that proper issues

necessary for the decision of the case are

framed. But thero the question was as

to whether the notice served by the land-

lord on the tenant in a suit for ejeot-

nient was a proper one, and as proper
notice was a part of the cause of action

it was held to be the duty of the Court
to see whether in the plaint the cause

of action was properly stated and that it

was proved at the trial. The proposition,

however, as to the duty of the Court to raise

proper issues is laid down in broad terms.

But we do not think that it was iutended to

lay down that upon questions of faot it

is the duty of the Court, even though
the party in whose interest it is to raise

the necessary issue does not choose to do

so, to frame such issues of its owu motion.

Any general proposition of that character

(1) 26 B. 300; 4 Horn. L. It. 68.
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would, in our opinion, be subversive of
proper conduct of oases and we are un-
able to assume that the learned Judges
of the Bombay High Court intended to
lay down any suoh rule. On the other
hand, we agree with the ruling of this
Court reported as Fonnusami Fillai v.
Pasupathi Mudaliar (2), where it is laid
down that an omission to raise an issue
on a question of faot implies an abandon-
ment of that question by the party in-
terested. No doubt, where the question
is one purely of law, suoh as limitation
or jurisdiction, it is incumbent on the
Court to frame proper issues on suoh
questions, but it would not be safe to extend
any suoh rule to issues of faot. We, there-
fore, overrule this objection raised by the
appellants’ Pleader.
The next contention in the appeal relates

to the admissibility of Exhibit D which
is a deposition of the present guardian
of the appellants in a former suit. The
defendants’ Pleader apparently consented
to Exhibit D being admitted in evidence
and the statement contained therein whioh
amounts to an admission saving limitation
that could have been proved if the guardian
had been called. It was open to the
Pleader for the defendants to dispense
with any suoh proof. We, therefore, do not
think that there is any force in this objection
either.

On the next question as regards the
amount of interest whioh has been allowed
in the deoree, -that is, at the rate of
Rs. / 5 a year, it is difficult to ascertain
from the records upon what material this
sum was arrived at, • and it would be
necessary to call for a further finding
on this point, allowing the parties to adduce
evidenoe with respect thereto. But the
learned Pleader for the appellants wants
time to consider whether it would be
desirable in the interest of his clients that
a finding on this point should be called for.
We, therefore, allow the case to stand over
for two weeks.

This seoond appeal coming on for
further hearing on the 3rd October

^
upon perusing the grounds of appeal,

he judgments and • decrees of the lower

(2) 5 Ind. Gas. 813; 7 M. L. T. 106.

Appellate Court and the Court of
first instanoe and the material papers
in the suit and upon hearing the argu-
ments of the Counsel for the appellants
and of 1st respondent, and the other
respondents not appearing irj person or
by Pleader, the Court made the following
ORDER.—The lower Court will submit a

finding as to how much is payable on account
of interest according to the terms of the
bond Exhibit A. Fresh evidenoe may
be taken. The finding will be submitted
in 8 weeks and the parties will be at
liberty to file objections to the same
within 10 days after notice of return of
the same shall have been posted up in
this Court.

In compliance with the order contain-
ed in the above judgment, the District
Judge of Bellary submitted the following

FINDING.—The High Court has called
for a finding as to how muoh is payable on
account of interest under the bond Ex-
hibit A.

2. Under the mortgage bond Exhibit
A one-fourth share of % e grain pro-
duced on the mortgaged land was to be
given by way of interest on the amount
of the mortgage loan.

3. The amount of interest originally
allowed is Rs. 300, at the rate of Rs. 75
per year for each of four years from
1908 to 1912,

.

4
\ The onIF evidence on the subjeot

is given on the side of the plaintiff and
this has all been given after the remand.
It is the plaintiff’s oase that the lands
mortgaged under Exhibit A form part
of the lands sinoe sold to him under
Exhibit B. The extent sold under Exhibit
B is 21-65 acres, while the extent of
land mortgaged under Exhibit A is 5-16
acres (plus a small fraction), and so the
yield on the mortgaged lands will be
something under a fourth of the yield
on the whole extent of the land sold.
The calculation has to be made this way,
as both plaintiff and P. W. No. 2 give the
yield for the entire extent of the laud
sold under Exhibit B, while it is not
made quite clear to what P. W. No. 3 re-
fers; but it is not a very satisfactory
way of making it, as according to the plaint-
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iff’s evidence 3 acres of the whole extent

are wet and the rest dry, the lands

hypothecated being well-fed. The plaint-

iff’s evidence as P. W. No. 1 shows

that two crops of grain were being raised

on the whole land and that each crop

would yield 24 to 20 Pallas, while he also

says that he was getting 20 or 25 Pallas

for his half share. This statement would

make out that the produce yielded about

50 Pallas of paddy a year, and the plaint-

iff would be entitled to a fourth share

or rather less than 4 th of this—that is,

to only about 3 Pallas. P. W. No. 2 says

that tbe plaintiff’s Jth share was about 6

Tooms (=4 4/5tb Pallas) from each of

the crops, and this is clearly with re-

ference to the full extent of land sold,

and so according to this witness plaint-

iff’s fourth share on the mortgaged lands

would be hardly 2.1 Pallas. P. W. No. 3

says that plaintiff was getting 6 or 7

Tooms for each of two crops per year

from the hypotheoa, and by the hypotheoa

I take it that he means the whole ex-

tent of lands sold and not merely the

lands mortgaged, as otherwise his reckon-

ing would be very much at variance with

what is spoken to by P. Ws. Nos. 1 and

2 . I would hold on this evidence that

plaintiff for his fourth share of the

mortgaged property is only entitled to 2
‘

Pallas of grain per year.

5, As to the value of this grain, plaint-

iff says now that it is worth Rs. 6 or

Rs. tf.g-0 a Pall a; while P. W. No. 2 says

that it fetches Rs. 5 or Rs. 5-8-0 a

Toom, which comes to much the same

thing. In a deposition (Exhibit D) in a

previous suit, however, when speaking, as

j understand, of the year 1907, he has

said that the price per Palla was at that

time Rs. 3 -

8

0. He has not been cross-

examined as to this statement, and prices

no doubt vary and tend to go up, but

1 do not think that they can have varied

so much as to have nearly doubled since

the date of Exhibit I). On the other

hand, it has to be remembered that the

defendants (appellants) have set up no

counter-evidence to that put forward by

the plaintiff. On the whole I think that

it maj be taken that the price per Palla

for the four years has been on an aver-

age Ri. and At this rate 1 find that

the plaintiff is entitled to interest of

Rs. 12 t a year, representing 2^ Pallas

per year at Rs. 5 per Palla. He is,

therefore, entitled to Rs. 50 in all for

the four years.

This second appeal ooming on for

final hearing after the return of the find-

ing of the lower Appellate Court upon

the issue referred by this Court for

trial, the Court delivered the following

JUDGMENT.—The decree will be varied

by allowing iuterest at Rs. 12-80 per

annum on Rs. 200 from Maroh 190S till

the time fixed for payment. Time for

redemption will be extended to 18th August.

In other respects the decree will be

confirmed. There will be proportionate

costs.

M.O.P.

Decree varied .

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. ‘*84 L of 1917,

May 31, 1918,

Present :
— Sir Henry Rattigan, Kt.,

Chief Judge.

D A LI PA — Defendant

—

Appellant

versus

LABHU RAM— Plaintiff—

Respondent.
Limitation .4cf (/X of IfiCS), s. 10, Sch. J, Arts, 60,

145, ayiylicabilitij of—Suit to recover money deposited

with defendant— Limitation applicable.

Whoro money is sent by the plaintiff to the defend-

ant to keep, on the understanding that it is to bo

returned when demanded, a suit to recover the

money is governed by Article 60 of Schedule I of

the Limitation Act. Section 10 of tho Limitation

Act has no application to such a suit [p. 593, col. 2.]

Article 145 of Schedule I of tho Limitation Act

doo« not apply to a deposit of money, except in tho

case of coins which are ear-marked and where it

is tho intention of tho partios that tho identical

shall bo returned to tho depoaitor. [p. 593, col. 2.]

Second appeal from the order of the Dis-

trict Judge, Jullnndur, dated the 29th August

1917, reversing that of the Muusif, let

Class, Jullundur, dated the 20th February

1917, dismissing the claim and remanding

the case for re decision.
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Data Japan Nath, for the Appellant.

TTTr £a?l> CAW
- lor the Respondent,

JUDGMENT.—According to the allega-
tions in the plaint, plaintiff; Labhu Ram,
from time to time in 1907, 190Sand 1909
sent from America to his father-in law,’

t ooa
8
,
a
^8 of money aggregating to a total

of J26 dollars or Ra. 094-15 0 with the
request that the money should be kept for
P aintiff by way of deposit (amanat ) until
reqmred by him. It is alleged that plaint-
fi returned from Amerioa about six years
or so before suit and shortly after bis
return demanded the money from Bhupa.
tfhnpa is said to have died a year or two
before suit and in 1916 plaintiff preferred
the present claim against Dalipa, defend-
at>* as the adopted son of Bhupa for
recovery of the said amount of Rs. 694-15 0

iTV Prellmlna ry objection defendant urged
that the claim was time-barred. The
Munsif was of opinion that Article 60 of
the Indian Limitation Ant applied to the
oase and that the suit was, therefore, barred
by time, having been instituted more
than 3 years from the date of demand.

e District Judge on appeal held that
seotmnlO of the Act was not applicable
and that the suit was not barred and re-
manded the case under Order XLI, rule

f
6

' for disposal on the merits. Defendant
has preferred a further appeal to this Court
and I have heard Mr. .lagan Nath on his
behalf and Mr. Faqir Chand on behalf of
the respondent.

n,
lt

ro
aP

-

P0arS t0 me that the decision of
the .Division Bench reported as H. H. Raja of
tandkote y. Sardar Gurdyal Singh (1) i 8
id point upon the question of law involved
and that upon its authority I must hold
that section 10 of the Indian Limitation
Act has no application to the present
suit. In that case the Division Bench ex-
pressly dissented from the proposition that
the words in section 10, “in trust for a
specific purpose,” cover cases where money
ls held for the benefit of the creator of a
so-called trust. “The effect of such con-
s ruction (the learned Judges observe)
Wou d be that any person who entrusted
money to another for his own uses could,
^ Qv ti e lapse of any time, bring; a money
sui against hint or his representative.”

(0 34 P, E. 1898?

88

This would, in our opinion, be opposed
to the principles on which the law of limi-
tation is based. It would render a large
number of the Articles of Schedule II of the

P'
m ‘‘at '°

Q
n meaningless de.g., Articles

60, 62 89, 90, 9S, 100, 105, 133, 134, 145)
as under the section so oonstrued suits
under these Articles would not be barred bv
aDy length of time.”

This authority, though opposed to the
rulings of the Bombay High Court cited
by the Distriot Judge, has the support ofmany decisions of the other High Courts
and is of course binding upon me as a
single Bench. Mr. Faqir Chand argued
that in any event Article 145 of the Limi-
tation Act was applicable to the present
claim and cited in support of his argu-
ment Gangahari Chakrabarti v. Nabin Ghtndra
Bamkya (2) and Lola Gobind Prasad v.
Chairman of Patna Municipality (3). With
every respeot, I oannot agree that this
Artiole oan be applied to a deposit of money
except in the oase of ooins which are ear-
marked and where it is the intention of the
parties that the identical coins shall be
returned to the depositor, and I prefer to
follow the deoision of Wallis, J., in Bala -
knshnudu v. Narayanasaiumy Chetty (4).

In my opinion Artiole 60 of the Limi-
tation Aot (which is not one of the Articles
inoluded in the Schedule to the Punjab
Loans Limitation Aot of 1904) covers the
facts of the present oase. The money was
sent by plaintiff and aeeepted by Bhupa
by way of deposit and was repayable on
demaud. Aooording to the plaint it was
on these terms and conditions that the
money was sent and as Bhupa accepted
the money on those terms and conditions,
he must be taken to have impliedly agreed
to keep it in deposit and to repay it when
required to do so. It follows that the
present claim is time barred and the suit
must be dismissed.

I accordingly accept the appeal and
setting aside the order of the Distriot
Judge, I dismiss the suit, but under the
circumstances of the case I leave the parties
to bear their own costs throughout.

Appeal accepted.

(2) 31 Inrl. Cas. 959; 20 C. W. N. 232
; 23 C. L. J.

145.

(3) 6 C. L. J. 535.

(4; 21 Ind. Ca«. 852; 37 M. i75.
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BOLU8AWMY V. VENKATADR1 A IT A RAO.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Appeal against Order No. 204 ok 1010.

August 17, 1917,

Present:— Mr. Justice Abdur Rahim and Mr.

Justice Bakewell.

BOLUSAWMY and another— Defendants

Nos. 2 and 3—Appellants

versus

Sri Rajah YENKATADR1 APPA RAO
BAHADUR ZEMIN DA RGARU— Plaintiff

— Respondent.
Madras Estate* Lund Ad (lot H)CSj t

ss. 3 ? 10), -0

.— ‘Tori 1; -bed*,
1 ncaiiimj of.

Jn using tho expi’esniuu ‘lank-Lcils’ in section 3

(10) of Madras Act I of 1DOS the Legislature was

alluding to such class of tank-beds as are cultivable,

i.c., as are capable of being cultivated when the tank

has become dry or when there is no water in the tank

in certain years.

Whore tank-beds are capable of being cultivated or

used in any such manner, the rights of the land*

holders over them are not affected by the enactment

of section 20 of the Act.

Appeal against the order of the Court

of the Subordinate Judge, Kistna at Ellore,

in Miscellanous Appeal No. 61 of 1915,

preferred against the decree of the Court

of the District Munsif, Tanuku, in Original

Suit No. 990 of 1912.

Mr. Narayanamurthi
,
for the Appellant.

JUDGMENT.— The Subordinate Judge in

bis judgment say?: “The land involved in

this appeal is admittedly cultivable tank-bed

land and even at present admittedly the

land is liable to submersion.” The question

is whether the land is a ryoti land within

the meaning of section 3 (16) of the Es-

tates Land Act, 190^. That clause says:

“Ryoti land means cultivable land in an

estate other than private land but does

not include ( a ) tank-beds; (5) threshing

Hoors, cattle-stands, village-sites, etc., etc.”

So far as tank -beds are concerned, what
the Legislature was alluding to was such

class of tank- beds as are cultivable, that

is to say, as are capable of being cultivat-

ed when the tank has become dry or

when there is no water in tho tank in

certain years. Mr. Narayanamurthi for

the appellants contends that what the

Legislature meant was the bed of a tank

which is full uf water. It is ditlioult, however,

to assume that the Legislature was dealing

with land that could not be cultivated at all.

Section 20 uf the Act was also referred

to by the learned Picador. That section

lays down; “Threshing li >ors, cattle-stands,

Al'A tJLLAH KHAN V. UMAR DIN.

village sites and other lands situated in

any estate which are set apart for the

common use of the villagers shall not be

assigned or used for any other purpose

without the written order of the District

Collector,” but with reference to tank-beds

the section says: * Nothing in this section

shall apply to tank-beds in any estate or

affect the rights of the landholders over

them.” That seems to be a quite clear

provision that so far as tank beds are cap-

able cf being cultivated or used iD any

such manner, the rights of the land-holders over

them are not affected by theenaotment of sec-

lion lO.

Then Mr. Narayanamurthi seemed 'to

argue that since this class of land does

nnt come within tho definition of private

land” we must take it as ryoti land, but

there is no warrant or authority for that

proposition. In faot, tho definition of

"ryoti land” contemplate the existence of

non ryoti lands which are not private

lands. If the land in suit is not ryoti

the defendant is liable to be ejected, unless

be could make out that all lands which

are not private lands are to be treated

on this same footing as ryoti lands. Such

a presumption as we have said is clearly

negatived by the wording of clause 16,

section 3. NVe, therefore, hold that the deci-

sion of the Subordinate Judge is right, aud

the appeal must be dismissed with

costs.

M. C. P.

Appeal dismissed

.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Civil Revision Pet.tion No. 70S of 1917.

June 26, 191S.

Present :—Sir Henry Rattigan, Kt.,

Chief Judge.

ATAULLAH KHAN—Plaintiff

— Petitioner

versus

UMAR DIN— Defendant—Respondent.

Punjab Tenancy Act (XI Jot 77~“I |*oi tso

added by Ac: III of 191Z—Jurudiciio* of <-:vu an
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It is clear, therefore, that the plaintiffs,

Avenue CaiirU-SuU for possession -Pleadings—
Examination of parties by Court—Defendants claimingoccupancy rights.

"'mug

Plaint
3

tw
eC^eiit

,

S

f
Uit

f
he plaintiff* asserted in thepian t that the defendants were mere trespassers

ton*
1

hV f
e
f

6n
t

daU
^
S in their writtei1 statement con.tended that the plaintiffs had no rights whatsoeverin the land but on examination by Court the plaint-

at wilfal d T t]

i%
d
?
fencUuts were their tenants-and

*

tho defendaufcs Pleaded that they wereoccupancy tenants of the settlers of the village-

AcfmnMQpf
61, th° Proviso added by ° Punjab

\ ct HI
0*

fi
Ctl0n 77 °f tho Punjab' Tenancy

ihoKreoT.rt
^ 10tlU-Ued f°r Presentation to

Petition for revision of the order of the

tqi

*

rl0 ‘ Jud5e
’ Amr,tsar

. dated the 14th May
1917 affirm.ner that of the Subordinate Judge,
1st Ckss, Amritsar, dated the ‘26th January

f h*
™t

?
1

rn,n* the Pla ''nt for presentation
to the Collector.

Khwaja Zia-ud-Din, for the Petitioner.
Mr. Nand Lai, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The order in this case will
als° the petitions for revision Nos.

709, 710 and 711 of 1917. The Courts below
have held that they have no jurisdiction
under section 77 (3) of the Punjab Tenancy
Aot to entertain defendants’ plea that they
have occupancy rights in the land in dispute
and have consequently returned the plaint
to the plaintiff to be presented to the
competent Revenue Court. The facts are
fully stated in the judgment of the District
Judge and it is unnecessary for me to
repeat them. In the plaint and in the
written statement filed by the defendants,
no allegation is made that the defendants are

1 ^
SI £ . ^

intiffj, on the contrary
the plaintiffs in their plaint assert that the
defendants are mere trespassers and the
defendants in their written statement con-
tend that plaintiffs have no right whatsoever
in the land. In the oiroumstanoes, I should
Pave been prepared to hold that section 77
°t the Punjab Tenancy Aot was inappli-
oable to the case, inasmuch as this could
not, upon the written pleadings, be regarded
as a suit between a landlord and a tenant,
it appears, however, that plaintiff J next
riend and the defendants ware examined

.

the
,

Court upon their pleadings and
at plaintiffs then urged that the defend

ants were their tenants-at will, and the
* 0 enuants pleaded that they were the
ooupanoy tenants of Muhammad Bakhsh and

tHe other settlers of the village.

at all events, have not abandoned the
position that the defendants are their tenants
“

I

s on ^half of the plaintiffs'
that the Revenue Courts have already found
in the previous case between the parties
that the relationship of landlord and tenant
does not exist between the parties and
that it is consequently futile to refer the
case again to the Revenue Courts. Onthe other hand, it is impossible for the
.

V1 C°urt3 in a case of this kind to
ignore the plea put forward by the de-
fendants, and the only course open to them
is to aot under the proviso whioh was ap-
pended to section 77 of the Punjab Tenancy
Aot by the Punjab Aot III of 1912, Thewhole case will thus be triable by the
Revenue Courts, and it will be for them
to deoide how they onght to deal with the
defendants plea regarding the acquisition

opinion, there
is no ground for interference in any of these
oases, and I accordingly rejeot these petitions
with costs.

Petition rejected.

madras high court.
Sscond Civil Appeal No. 1671 of 1916.

February 12, 1918.
Present:—Mr. Justice Bake well and

Mr. Justioe Phillips.
KIZHEKKE MANJAMBRATH AVULLA— Plaintiff—Appellant

versus
C. K. P. KANNA KIJRUP and others .

Defendants— Respondents,
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 190S>* V) it . o

0. XXXI V, r. 1 -Suit for redemption of kanoiii—Pint
suit against karnavaii personally—Subsequent suit
oyciuist tarwau, Hiaiutuincib ility of.

Where a mortgagor brings a suit for redemption
against some of the co-owners of the equity ofredemption and obtains a decree, a subsequent suitou the mortgage against the other co-owner* is
barred under Order II, rule 2 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, [p. 596, col. 1.]

Plaintiff sued the /car/ur ran of a tancad in hi-
persoual capacity for redemption of a Icanom and
obtained a decree. He then had knowledge of fc!, 0
tar,cad's interes iu the Icanom. Subsequently
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he brought anotbor suit for redemption against all

the member* of tin* tarwad:

Meld, that the bubsequeut suit was barred by tlie

provisions of Order II, rule 2, Civil Procedure Code.

(iovindtt v. Mann Vtkraman

,

14 284 at. p. 280; 5

Ind. Deo. (n. a.) 200, explained aud distinguished.

Second appeal against the decree of the

Court of the Temporary Sub- Judge, Telli-

eberry, in Appeal fc>mt No. 95 of

preferred against the decree of the Court of

the District Munsif, Tellioherry, in Original

Suit No. 538 of 1912.

Mr. K. 1\ M. Menon ,
for the Appellant.

Mr. 0. Madkuvan Nair, for the Respond -

ents.
JUDGMENT.

Bakkwell, J.—The question argued before

us is, whether the plaintiff is debarred from

bringing hie suit by reason of the omission

of some of the co-owners of the property

ill his provioQS suit for redemption in contra-

vention of the provisions of Order XXXIV,
rule 1,

The plaint states expressly that the

previous suit was against the 1st defend-

ant in his personal capacity and this

also appears from the order dismissing the

4th defendant from that suit
;

there is,

accordingly, no question of the members

of the 1st defendant’s Tarwad other than

the 4th defendant being bound by the

previous decree.

The plaint does not allege that tlie

plaintiff was ignorant of the claims of those

persons to the Kanum right, and 1 think

that there was sutlioient evidence to support

the tiuding of the learned Subordinate

Judge that he had notice of that claim

when he brought the previous suit.

It is obvious that if a mortgagor were

at liberty to bring separate suits for re-

demption against several oo- mortgagees

under the same mortgage, in whioh separate

accounts would have to he taken, there

would be an unnecessary multiplicity of pro-

ceedings aud great confusion might arise:

see Mlakant Baner :
i v. Suresh Chandra Mullick

(1), and such a course is in contravention of

Order 11, rule 2.

The plain till’s claim is against all the

eo-ownors that they shall jointly deliver up

possession of the mortgaged property and

{s based on the Kanom deed, and 1 think that

M) "2 C. 414 ftt p. 423; 12 I. A. 171; 9 Ind. Jur. 439;

a bur. T. U. J. tiSb; 0 lud. Doo. (N. 2bl (1\ 0.).

this constitutes
** the whole of the claim

which he was entitled to make in the pre-

vious suit within the meaning of Order II,

rule 2, and that this rule prohibits another

suit against the other co-owners.

For these reasons I would dismiss this

appeal with costs.

Phillips, J.

—

Thefindingof the Subordinate

Judge must bo accented that plaintiff had

knowledge of the fact that the 1st de-

fendant’s Tarwad had a Kanom right in

the property in respect of whioh 1st de-

fendant the Karnavan executed the Marupat,

Exhibit B. The oase, however, appears to

be somewhat similar to the oase of Govinda

v. Mann Vtkraman (2). It is contended

that, in that case, the first suit was for

rent while the seoond suit was on the

mortgage, but the second suit also inoluded a

claim for the rent dooreed in the first suit,

and it was held that the claim was

neither yes judicata nor barred under section

43 of the Civil Procedure Code corresponding

to Order II, rule 2 of the present Code.

That case is, however, distinguishable from

the present case, on the grouud that in

the second suit the basis for the

claim for rent was the mortgage, whereas

in the first case the claim was based on

a lease. In t no present oase, the second

suit is based on the same cause of action

as the first. In the first suit plaintiff,

knowing that the Tarwad had a right in

the Kanom, sued the Karnavan alone in

his personal oapaoity, and omitted to sue

in respeot of his claim against the larwad.

1, therefore, agree that the present suit is

barred under Order 11, rule 2.

M.C.P.

Appeal dismissed .

(2) 1 * M.2S4 at p. 289; 6 lud. Deo. (N. s.) 200.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Ciyil Appeal No. 19/

1

of H15.

July 22, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Shadi Lai and

Mr. Justice Wilberforoe.

1 1ARG 0 A

L

- Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

HARISH CIIANDAR and another—

1 ) A K A N D AN I S— Re sPON DENTS.

Civil Procedure CoU [Act V oj 190$), 0. XF/I, rr *

2, 3

—

Dismissal for default—Procedure tchert both rules

applicable.
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Where a default takes place within the meaning
of both rule 2 and rule 3 of Order XVII of the Civil
Procedure Code and there is not enough material
on the record to enable the Court to proceed to
judgment, the Court should proceed undor rule 2.

Second appeal from the decree of the
District Judge, Amritsar, dated the 28th
April 1915, affirming that of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, 1st Class, Amritsar, dated
the 19th December 1913, dismissing the
suit with costs.

Dr. Nand Lai, for the Appellant.
Mr. Santanam, for Nand Singh, defendant

No. 2, Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The summons of plaintiff’s
witnesses had been returned unserved for
want of oorreot addresses and on the 16th
November the first Court directed plaintiff
to give oorreot addresses within three days.
It is apparent that these correct addresses
were not given as ordered although the
exact facts are impossible to verify, the
necessary papers having been destroyed.
Erom the grounds of appeal to the District
Judge which are silent on this subject and
from his deoision, there can be no doubt
that they were not furnished as ordered.
An adjournment was granted for the 19th
December, on which date plaintiff and his
Pleader failed to appear and the suit was
dismissed under rule 3 of Order XVII.
The lower Appellate Court has also held
that rule 3 is applicable to the case and -

against this decision the plaintiff has pre-
ferred this seoond appeal.

It is clear to us that a default tobk plane
within the meaning of both rule 2 and rule
3 of Order XVII; and the only question
for deoision is under which rule the suit
should have been dismissed. Although
there is a confliot of authority among the
High Courts whether rule 2 or 3 should be
applied where there is material on thi

record to enable the Court to pronounc;
judgment, there is no such conflict when
such material does not exist, as was tin
case in the present suit. • The Calcutta
High Court judgments published as Marian
ni88a v. Ramkalpa Gorair. (1), Kader Khat
V. Juggeswar Prasad Singh (2) and Enatulh
V. Jiban Mohan Roy (3) are sufficient authori

(1) 34 C. 235; 6 C. L. J. 260.
' (2) 35 C. 1023.

1bW T
28 In <*. Caa. 769; 41 C. 966; 18 C. W. N. 775

19C.-L.-J.635,

ties that, where there is no sufficient

material on the record to enable the Court
to proceed to judgment, rule 2 should be
applied. The same appears to be the view
of the only published authority of this

Court, Ramrattan v. Hyat Muhammad (4).
Wo hold, therefore, that the suit should
have been dismissed under rule 2 of Order
VII.

We, therefore, accept the appeal and set

aside the deoision of the lower Appellate
Court and remand the ease for trial on
its merits. As, however, the plaintiff appears
to have been guilty of dilatory tactics
so as to defeat the claim of Nand Singh,
defendant, we order that plaintiff shall
pay the costs incurred hy Nand Singh up
to date.

Appeal accepted.
(4) 41 P. R, 1880.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Civil Revision Petitions Nos. 1394 and 1393

of 1916.
February 18, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Spencer.
M4MIDI APPAYYA and others—

Petitioners
versus

YEDAN VENKATASWAMT, minor by his

next friend PILLIMETLA NANNT,
AND OTHERS RESPONDENTS.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), Sch. II, paras.
12, 14, 15—Arbitration—Absence of some arbitra-
tors at meetings, effect of—Award signed by some only
of several arbitrators, legality of—Time for taking
objections and for remission of award—Limitation Act
(IX of 1908J, Sch. I, Art. 158.

For a final award by arbitrators to be valid, it ia

essential that all the -arbitrators should have been
present at all tho meetings including the last, that
witnesses should have been examined in the presence
of all and that all should have consulted together
as to the form that their award should take. [p. 598
col 2.]

The period of ton days’ limitation for applying to
set aside an award prescribed under Article 158 of
the Limitation Act is not applicable to proceedings
under para. 12 or para. 14 of Schedule II of tho
Civil Procedure Code, and there is no limitation for
making an application to remit an award for recon-
sideration of the arbitrators owing to some illegality

being apparent on the face of it- [p. 593 col. ?.]
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Tl'jih r Suhib v. (> irin Chctiiar
,

19 Ind. Cas. 496; 24

M. L. J. 483; (1913) M. W. N. 338; 13 M. L. T. 349,

followed.

The fact that when an award is presented, it bears

the signature of sonic only of t he arbitrators is an
illegality on the face of the award which should load

t ho Court to remit it for rc-considoration of the

arbitrators,
i p. 599, col. i.j

Petitions, under section 115 of Act V of

1008 and section 107 of the Government of

India Act, praying the High Court to revise

the order, dated 24th July 191(J, of the Court
of the Principal District Munsif, Be/wada,
in Civil Miscellaneous Petition No. 1018 of

1916, in Original Suit No. 574 of 1914, and
the decree dated 4th February 1916 of

the 9aid Court in the said Original Suit

No. 574 of 1914 respectively.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. T. Ramachandra Rou\ for the Peti-

tioners.—The award is invalid because all

the aibitiators were rot present at, all

the meetings. It is an indispensable

requisite that all the arbitrators should

consult together and the award should be

the outcome of their joint deliberations.

The award was signed by only two out

of the three arbitrators. That is an
illegality on the faoe of the award which
should, therefore, have been remitted for

re-consideration.

The lower Court was wrong in thinking

that Article 158 of the Limitation Act
applied and that objections should have
been taken within 10 days from the sub
mission. The Artiole does not apply to

Sohednle II, Civil Procedure Code.

Mr. V. Ramadoss
, for the Respond-

ents.—The award was signed by the

majority and was valid. No objection

was taken by the petitioners within ,0

days of the submission, after which date
the award became final.

JUDGMENT.—These civil revision peti-

tions arDe out of a suit in which there

was a reference made by consent of the

parties to three arbitrators and a decree was
passed by the Court on the award of two of

them.

The parties agreed to abide by the deci-

sion of the majority, hut the petitioners

seek to impugn the legality of the award
which two out of the three arbitrators have

signed because the arbitrators did not all

meet together and deliberate upon the matter

submitted to them, as appears from the

3rd arbitrator’s separate award or report

and from the 2nd defendant’s affidavit. It

is a well established principle in regard

to arbitration that for the final award to

he valid, it is essential that all the arbitrators

should be present at all the meetings in-

cluding the last, that witnesses should be

examined in the presence of all, and that

all should consult together as to the form

that their award should take [vide Nand
Ram v. Fakir Chami (1), Thammirajti v.

Btipirajn (2) and Abu Hamid Zakir Ala v.

\Golam Sancar (3) Also Banerji’s Law of

Arbitration in India, 2nd edition, page 225 J

} After the District Munsif had passed a decree

in the terms of the award of the majority of

the arbitrators, the defendants Nos. 2, 4 and 5

presented a review petition which was

rejected without going into the question

of the legality of the award, mainly for

the reason that the review petition was

put in nearly three months after the decree

had been passed, while Article 158 of the

Limitation Act allows only ten days’ time to

apply to sot aside an award from the date of

its submission to the Court.

The respondents support the District

Munsit’s order declining to review his own
judgment on the ground of limitation, and

further raise the same objection against the

High Court’s entertaining the present peti-

tion and quote Qhulam Khan v. Muhammad
Hossain () in support of their contention.

It has, however, been held in this Court

that the period of ten days’ limitation for

applying to set aside an award prescribed

under Artiole 158 of the Limitation Act is

not applicable to proceedings under

section 12 or 14 of Schedule II of the

present Civil Procedure Code and that there

is no limitation of time for making applica-

tions to remit an award for re-consideration

of the arbitrators owing to some objection

to the legality of the award being apparent

on the face of it [see Hyder Sahib v. Gtria

Chet tint (5)].

(1) 7 A. 523; A. W. N. (18S5) 139; V lnd. Deo.

(x. s.) 539.

(2) i'3 M. 113; 4 lnd. Deo. < n. 8.) 42$.

(3 40 Ind. ('ns 422; r5 C L. J. 396; 92 C. W. N.
301.

(4) 29 O. 167. 6 C. W. N\ 226; 29 I. A 51; 12 M. L.

J. 77; l 1’om. L. K. 161; S Snr. P. O. J. 154; 25 P. R.

19 *2 t P. O.i.

(5) 19 Ind. Cas. 496; 24 M. L. J. 433; (1913) M. W.
N, 338; 13 M. L. T. 349.
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I think that the fact that the award,
when presented, bore the signatures of only
two out of the three arbitrators was an

1 illegality on the face of the award [see
; Ramesh Chandra Dhur v. Karunamoyi Butt
(6)j and that this omission should have
attracted the attention of the Court and
should have led to consideration whe-
ther the award should not be remitted under
section 14, clause (c), of Schedule II of the
Civil Procedure Code for re consideration by
the arbitrators.

The Pleader for defendants Nos. 2, 4 and
5 filed an affidavit in which he explained that
he did not file objections to the award of the
two arbitrators, as he thought that the award
of the third arbitrator, which was favourable
to his clients, was the only award on the
record. The District Munsif observes that
the latter cannot strictly be termed an
award and that the Pleader had no good
reason for being misled and was negligent.
He should have lost no time in filing
objections and he should have been present
at the hearing on February 3rd, 1916,
whenhe would have known about the award
of the two arbitrators dated 9th January and
filed on January 12th. He has not scrupled
to suggest that this award was subsequently
written and ante-dated, although the Court
stamp shows it to have been filed in Court
on the 12th. But the mention in the Court’s
B diary of the receipt of only one award
without an entry being made when the 3rd
arbitrator’s report was received on the 17th
has given oooasion for the Pleader to say
that he only knew of one award and he
has thus taken advantage of the Court’s
omission to mention both awards. It would,
in my opinion, have been unfair to the
defendants to put them on terms owing
to their Pleader’s neglect to look into the
award and to give them another chance of

objecting to the award which was unfavour-
able to them, on condition of their paying
the plaintiff’s costs for the hearing on
February 3rd and 4th.

Accordingly I set aside the order and
decree of the lower Court and direct that,
if the petitioners pay into Court such costs
as the District Munsif may allow to the
plaintiff for the hearings of February 3rd
and 4th and if within ten days of the

599
/

receipt of this order in that Court the de-
fendants file objections to the award
filel on January 12th, the District
Munsif will consider those objections and if

be finds them to be true and substantial objec-
tions to the legality of the award, will remit
the award for re-consideration of the same
three arbitrators. In case the arbitrators
refuse to ccnsider it, it will then be time for
the lower Court to determine whether it

will set aside the award under section 15
of Schedule If of the Civil Procedure Code
and decide the case itself.

Costs of Civil Revision Petition No. 1394
of 1916 will be costs in the cause and will
abide and follow the result.

These civil revision petitions having
been posted to be spoken to this day,
the Court delivered the following further

JUDGMENT. In the event of the petitioner3

failing to file objections and to deposit the
plaintiff’s costs, as above mentioned, within the
time allowed, these petitions will stand
dismissed with costs of Civil Revision Petition
No. 1394 of 1916 as from that date.

m.c.p.

Cases remanded.

ALLAHABAD HTGH COURT.
.

Execution First Appeal No. 160!
of 1918.

July 15, 1918.
Present :— Mr. Justice Tudball and Mr.

Justice Abdul Raoof.
B ALWANT SINGH — Judgment-debtok

—

Appellant
versus

JOTI PRASAD and othees—Decree-
holders—Respondents.

Hindu. Law—Adoption by widow— Widow allowed
to remain in possession of estate—Adopted son, position
of—Transfer of interest, validity oj—Transfer of Pro-
party Act (IV of 1882^, $. 6 (a).

Where on an adoption being made by a Hindu
widow it is agreed between the widow and the
natural father of the adopted son, acting on the
latter’s behalf, that the widow should remain in
possession of her husband’s estate till her death,
a vested right in the estate is created in favour of(6) 33 C. 498.
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the adopted son and merely his right of enjoyment
and possession is postponed till after the death of
the widow. A transfer of such vested right by
the adopted son during the widow’s lifetime is

unaffected by section 6 (a) of the Transfer of Pro-
perty Act. [p. 60\

Exeoution first appeal from a decree
of the Subordinate Judge, Saharanpur.

Mr. Nehal Chand
,
for the Appellant.

Messrs. B. E. O' Conor and Lakshmi Narain
,

for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out
of an execution proceeding under two
deorees, dated (1) the 22nd of Juno 1917
and (2) the 15th of Deoember 1917,
both of whioh were passed in one and
the same suit No. 63 of 1915, (1) Rni
Bahadur Lala Jot i Prasad, (2) Lala Raghu*
nath Singh and (3) Lala Beni Prasad,
plaintiffs vtTsus (1) Choudhri Ralwant
bingh, (2) Rana Indar Singh defendants.
The application for execution was made
on the 17th of December 1917, and the
prayer made was that possession over
Talluqa Naogawn, entered in the list

annexed to the application, he deliverod
to the decree-holders against the judgment-
debtors Nos. 1 and 2. A further prayer
was that tlio Collector of Saharanpur,
who was in possession of the property as
a Receiver, be asked by a Rubkar to
deliver possession of the said property to
the decree-holders and to hand ever to
them such sums of money as may be
with him in deposit, on aooonnt of the
prefits of the said property. Objections
were raiped by Balwant Singh, judgment-
debtor, to the exeoution of the decree.
Those objections have boon disallowed by
the learned Subordinate Judge of Saharanpur
by his judgment, dated the 5th of April
1918. Choudhri Balwant Singh, judgment-
debtor, has appealed and in the memo-
randum of appeal has raised pleas embracing
almost all the objections whioh ho had raised
in the Court below. In order to appreciate
the pleas raised and the argument addressed
to the Court on behalf of the appellant
it is necessary to state shortly the previous
history of the litigation.

One Raja Raghu bir Singh was the owner
of a considerable property known as the
Landhaura Estate. Ho died in the year 1868,
leaving Rani Dharamkuar, who was
piegnaiit at the time, as his widow. It

is an admitted fact that before his death

he permitted and authorized his widow
to adopt a son for him, in case the child

born of the widow died in its infancy.

He further gave permission to adopt another

son in case the one adopted was to die

in his ohildhood, in her life time.

A ohild was born after the death cf

Raghnbir Singh, but be having died, Raoi
Dharamkuar adopted one Indar Singh, in

1877. The latter having died, she adopted

one Rambadan Singh in 1SS3, who also

having died in lrS5, one Bharat Singh
was seleoted in 1S93 for adoption, but
hefore his adoption had taken place, he
died in 1896. Eventually, Choudhri
Balwant Singh, the appellant in this

appeal, was adopted on the 13th of

January 1899 and a deed of adoption was
exeouted on that date and was formally

registered. The material portions of the

said deed having a bearing upon the

questions in dispute in this appeal are

these :

—

In paragraph 3, it is stated that on
the death of the Raja, Rani Dharamkuar
entered into proprietary possession of all

kinds of property (liar qirm matrukah hi

maltk o viustahiqq o qabxz hut ) and that she
was in possession of all the property
belonging to the Rsyasat of the said

Raja Saheb at the time of the exeoution
of the doenment. In paragraph 4, it is

stated that being the owner of a consider-

able property, the Raja in his lifetime,

owing to religions needs and other require-

ments, was anxious to have a con born who
may fulfil the religious needs and who may
be the owner of the Reyasat. In paragraph
5, it is stated that as the lady, at the
time of his last illness, was pregnant, he
did not adopt a son himself in his life-

time. In paragraph 6, it is stated that

during his last illness, having suddenly
become hopeless of his life, he, by way of

precaution, directed the lady, “That in case

a daughter is born or if a boy having
born dies, I enjoin upon you and order
you that you should adopt a boy for me,
so that he may keep our name alive and
after your death may be the absolute owner
and possessor of my entire estate and if

porehauoe, the sou adopted, according to

this permission, dies iu your lifetime then

you will continuj to have the power of
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urther adoption” In paragraph 10, it is

stated that she in Jane 1893 selected

Choadhri Balwant Singh, 9on of Choudhri
Ramnawaz, for the purpose of adoption
and from that date the said Balwant Singh
oame under her-proteetion and was brought
up by her. In paragraph 11, it is

stated that the executant adopted Choudhri
Balwant Singh on the 13th of January
1899. In paragraph 12, it is stated that
The said Balwant Singh will be consider-

ed the adopted son of Raja Raghubir
Singh and of the executant and he will

perform all the religious duties towards the
said Raja Saheb and the executant after

the death of the executant, and after her
death he will be the absolute owner of

the property of the Reyasat Landhaura.”
The most important provision is contained in

paragraph 1.3, which runs thus:

That during her lifetime the executant
will continue to have all the rights over
all the properties of the Reyasat of Lan-
dhaura left by Raja Raghubir Singh whioh
a Hindu widow has over her husband’s
estate according to the Hindu Law and
that she will continue to be the owner and
in possession as before, that the said Bal-
want Singh, my adopted son, will have no
right to interfere with ray rights of owner-
ship and with the management and supervi-
sion of the Reyasat during my life. But
the said adopted boy will be maintained
aoeordiDg to his position and status and
he will be properly brought up and that
she has adopted Balwant Singh on these
conditions and Choudhri Ramnawaz, the
father of Balwant Singh, has given him in

adoption on these very conditions and this
was in accordance with the wish and
permission of the Raja Saheb ” On the
same date Choudhri Ramnawaz Singh

' executed an tqrarnnma in whioh, after
naentioning that he had willingly given
his son Choudhri Balwant Singh, aged

J6
years, in adoption, to Rani Dharamkuar,

he stated "that from this date the son
ceases to have any connection with hia natural
family and that the said son will, from
to-day, acquire all the rights which an
adopted son has under the law in all the
property left (matrukah) by Raja Raghubir
® lngh deceased and whioh are in the posses-
sion, of the Rani Saheba. But it has been
agreed between

. me and Rani Saheba that

CASES. 1 01

according to the wish and permission of

R*ja Raghubir Singh tho Rani Saheba
will oonfcinue to be malik aur kabiz (owner
and in possession) of the entire Reyasat dur-
ing her life...

”

Disputes having arisen between Choudhri
Balwant Singh and his adoptive mother,
Rani Dharamkuar, the latter instituted a
suit against him in H05 with the objeot
of getting rid of him. It is unnecessary
to give the details of that litigation; it is

enough to state that the suit was dismissed
and Choudhri Balwant Singh was success-
ful. His position as the adopted son of Raja
Raghubir Singh was made seoure.

In 1911 Choudhri Balwant Singh filed a
suit No. 1 of 1911 against Rani Dharam-
kuar for possession of the properties of

the Reyasat Landhaura, but the defendant
having died during the oourse of the suit,

in the month of November 1912, the fur-

ther prosecution of the suit became unneces-
sary.

During the oourse of the litigation with
Rani Dharamkuar, Balwant Singh had to

mortgage and sell portions of the property
of the Reyasat in order to procure funds
to carry on the fight with his adoptive mother.

The property, the subject-matter of the

present dispute, viz., Mauza Ahmadpur Nao-
gawn, was sold to the present respondents,

(1) Lala Joti Prasad, (2) Lala Raghunath
Singh and (3) Lala Beni Prasad, sons of

Lala Bansi Lai, under a sale deed, dated the

3rd of March 1911.

After selling the property in dispute to

the respondents, Balwant Singh leased the

property by a deed of lease, dated the

2nd of August 1913, to Rana Dharam
Singh, the father of Indar Singh, the judg-

ment-debtor No. 2.

In 1914, Choudhri Balwant Singh filed a

suit No. 61 of 1914 against the present

decree-holders, in which he assailed the sale-

deed, dated the 3rd of March 1911, in favour

of the respondents on the ground of fraud, want

of consideration, etc., and prayed that it be

set aside. That suit was referred to arbi-

tration on the 17th of September 1914,

and when the award was filed in Court

certain objections were taken to its valid-

ity but eventually a decree was passed

on the award on the 3rd of February

1915 against Balwant Singh, whose suit
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was dismissed on that date. In pursuance
of the decree passed on the award, the
present respondents decree holders deposit*
ed Rg. 65.000 in Court to be paid to

Balwant Singh. Against this decree,
Chouduri Balwant Singh tiled an appeal in the
High Court which was registered as First
Appeal No. 121 of 1915. In the mean*
time the present respondents filed a suit

No. 63 of 1915 in the Court of the
Subordinate Judge of Saharanpur against
Choudhri Balwant Singh in which they
impleaded Rana IJharam Singh, the lessee
of the property in dispute, under the lease,

dated the knd of August 1913. Subse-
quently, the name of Rana Indar Singh,
his minor son, was added to the array
of defendants, under the guardianship of

Mnsammat Sukhdevi, the grandmother of

Rana Indar Singh.

The reliefs olaimed in the plaint were
(a) that the lease, dated the 2nd of August
19 i 3, be declared invalid and possession he
delivered to the plaintiffs as against the
defendants Nos. 1 and 2, (6) that mesne
profits be awarded against the defendants, (c)

that a sum of money by way of damages
for the price of trees cut down by the
defendants he awarded against them.

Thus in addition to First Appeal No. 121
of 1915, Choudhri Balwant Singh appellant
versus Rai Bahadur Lala Joti Prasad and
others, two other matters between the
parties were pending in the High Court,
viz . ,

First Appeal No. 123 of 1915, Civil
Revision No. 2 of 1917, and as mentioned
above the Original Suit No. 63 of 1915,
Rai Bahadur Joti Prasad and others plaint-
iffs tersus Choudhri Balwant Singh and
Rana Indar Singh defendants, was pending
in the Court of the Subordinate Judge of
Saharanpur. The respondents in this case
and Choudhri Balwant Singh tiled a com-
promise in the High Court by which
they settled all their disputes. Two para-
graphs of this compromise, which have a
material bearing upon the present proceedings
were these :

—

‘ (1) That if Balwant Singh pay, on or
before 19th September l 9 1 7, in the Court
of the Subordinate Judge of Saharanpur
for payment to Rai Joti Prasad and
others aforesaid the following sums
t iz„

(a) Rs. 2,50,000 with simple interest

thereon at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum
from 18th January 1915 up to the date of

payment.
(b) Rs. 65,000 with simple interest

thereon at 6 per cent, per annum from
17th March 1915 up to the date of pay.
ment.

(ci The amount due under deoree No. 51 of

1915 with interest as provided in the said

decree up to the date of payment, the said Rai
Bahadur Lala Joti Prasad, Lala Raghunath
Singh and Lala Beni Prasad shall and do
hereby abandon all claim and interest under
the sale of March 1911 and their suit for

possession of the Taluqa Naogawn shall

stand dismissed, parties bearing their own
costs throughout the litigation, and the
Collector of Saharanpur as the Receiver
of the property shall deliver Naogawn to

Choudhri Balwant Singh together with all

profits in his hands.

(2) That if the said Choudhri Balwant
Singh does not pay into Court the amount
aforesaid in terms of the preceding olanse on
or before the 19th of September 1917, his

suit and First Appeal No. 121 of 1915, First
Appeal from Order No. 123 and Civil Revision
No. 2 of 1917 shall stand dismissed, both
parties paying their own costs, and the
Original Suit No. 63 of 1915 shall stand
decreed with costs and the Collector of

Saharanpur, who is in possession of

Naogawn as Receiver appointed by the
Court, shall deliver possession of the said

Taluqa together with profits thereof in his

hands to Rai Bahadur Lala Joti Prasad
and others plaintiffs in that case.” It

was further stated in the compromise that
This compromise is filed in the three

cases pending in this Hon’ble Court and
the parties will tile a copy of this

compromise in Suit No. 63 of 1915 within
one week from this date, and apply to

the said Court to decree the claim in

accordance therewith.” It appears that a
copy of this compromise was tiled in the
Court of the Subordinate Judg« of Saharanpur
in which the Suit No. 63 of 1915 was
pending and the learned Subordinate Judge
was requested to pass a decree in the
suit in accordance with the terms of the
compromise. No objection was raised on
behalf of Balwant Singh but Rana Indar
Singh objected that, as he was not a
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party to the compromise, a decree could

not be passed as against him cn the

compromise and that as separate ‘decrees

oould not be passed against the two de-

fendants no decree should be passed even
against Balwant Singh. The learned

Subordinate Judge, however, overruled the
objections of Indar Singh and passed a

decree against Balwant Singh on the basis

of the compromise on the 22nd of June
1917, ordering that a oopy of the

above-mentioned compromise be attached to

the deoree.

Subsequently a compromise was also

effeoted between the plaintiffs Rai Bahadur
Lala Joti Prasad, etc., and Rana Indar
Singh, under the guardianship of Rani
Sukhdevi, his grandmother, and under the
terms of the compromise a deoree was
passed by the Additional Subordinate Judge
of Saharanpur in the suit against defend-
ant No. 2 also on the 15th of December
1917. Choudhri Balwant Singh did not
deposit the amount which he was required
to do, on or before the 19fch of September
1917, under the compromise. The necessary
result of which was that the suit of Bal-
want Singh No. 61 of 1914 stood dismissed,
and Suit No. 63 of 1915 of the plaintiffs

against Balwant Singh and Indar SiDgh
stood deoreed. Hence this application for

execution of the two decrees passed in

the Suit No. 63 of 1915 was made and
the Court was asked to deliver possession
to the plaintiffs, decree-holders, over Taluqa
Naogawn. The judgment debtor No. 1

objected to the execution of the deoree on the
grounds :

—

(1) That at the time of the execution
of the sale-deed, on the basis of whioh
the deoree under execution had been obtained
the objector had merely a obance of succession
after the death of Rani Dharamkuar whioh
oould not be transferred under the law
and having regard to the provisions
of section 6 (a) of the Transfer of Property
Act, no right vested in the transferees
under the sale.

(2) That the transfer being contrary to
law, the compromise between the parties
and the subsequent deoree passed on the
compromise oould not validate the
transfer.

(3) That the compromise ought not to have
been accepted and a decree ought not to have

been passed on its bvsis, under Order XXHf,
rule 3 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

(4)

That as the compromise was net
Bled in Court within a week, as pro-

vided by the compromise, a decree ought
not to have been passed on it.

On behalf of the decree-holders it was urged
that the provision of section 6 (a) of

the Transfer of Property Act was not
applicable to the facts of this oase.

That the deoree passed in the Suits Nos.

61 of 1914 and 63 of 1915 operated as

res judicata.

That the judgment debtor, in his Suit

No. 61 of 1914 himself, had accepted

the award inspite of an objection by the

decree-holders and that he had benefited

under the award by receiving Rs. 65,000

under it and that he was now estopped

from objecting to the award aod the com-
promise.

The learned Subordinate Judge of Saharan-

pur decided that the oase of an adopted

son. where the adoption was made by a

widow on the condition that the adopted

son would have no right during her life

to the ownership or possession of the

property, was distinguishable from the oase

of a mere Hindu reversioner who is to

succeed after the death of a widow. In

his opinion inspite of a condition postpon-

ing the rights of an adopted son, till

after the death of the widow, the

adopted son would have a vested interest

in the property left by the deceased

owner. Tn this view, apparently, he did

not think it necessary to deal with the

question of estoppel and res judicata

raised in the pleadings. He was of opinion

that the interest acquired by Balwant

Singb, being of a higher character than

the mere contingent reversionary interest

of a collateral to suoceed to property on

the death of a Hindu widow, he was

capable of dealing with it effectively,

though the operation of the transfer made

by him may be postponed till after the

death of the widow. He based his judg-

ment on the general principles of the

Hindu Law and disallowed the objections

raised by the judgment debtor. Towards

the end of his judgment, there is an

indication that he was also of opinion

that the objection now raised by the

judgment-debtor ought to have been raised
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by him at the time the compromise was
filed and before a deorce was pissed on
it. The pleas raised in the memorandum
of appeal presented to this Court raise two
main questions :

—

(1) Whether the transfer made by Balwaut
Singh was ineffective as being opposed to

the provisions of section 6 (a) of the

Transfer of Property Act? and
(2) Whether the subsequent compromise

effected in the Suits Nos. 61 of 1914 and 63 of

1915 had the effeot of removing any defeot
existing in the sale? Only these questions
were argued before us.

In order to determine the first question,

we think it necessary first to examine the

provisions of the deed of adoption together
with those of the agreement exeonted
by the natural father of Balwant Singh.
In doing this we ought to keep in mind
the general rules of the Hindu Law, as

applicable to an adoption. The adopted
son on his adoption leaves his father’s

gotra and oannol take his estate nor
does ho offer pindas to him. As soon as
the adoption is made, he is transferred
to the family of the adoptive father. He
stands exaotly in the same position as if

he had been born to his adoptive father,

rfe divests the estate of any person in

possession of the property of the adoptive
father. If a widow happens to bo in

possession of the estate the result of the
adoption is that her limited estate
at onoe ceases. He becomes the full owner
of the property and the widow’s rights
are reduced to a mero claim of mainten-
ance. Suoh being the law, it lies upon
the judgment-debtor to establish beyond
doabt that the deed of adoption contained
such valid conditions as to prevent the
operation of the law. He will have, in

the first instance, to show that there was
an intention to prevent the vesting of
the right to property in the adopted son
and that intention was given effect

to- by some legal and valid provision
in the deed of adoption. On a considera-
tion of the terms of that deed wo find

that thore is nothing in it which would
prevent the vesting of the right in the
adopted son. It is provided in the deed
that the son would leave the family rf

his natural father and would live with
l*is adoptive anther. H j would be brought

up under her guardianship and would

ba supported and maintained according

to his position and status, murlaba an

r

hasiyat ke mutvatiq. This would show that

Balwant Singh was to be treated as an
adopted son and his position and status

was to be maintained as suoh. In this

view, the condition reserving 'to the

widow the right of ownership and posses-

sion during her lifetime would simply
mean that though Balwant Singh was to

he the rightful owner as ai. adopted son,

the widow was to remain in possession
during her life, exercising all the powers
of ownership as an ordinary Hindu
wid ow. Thii construction, to a large ex-

tent, derives support from the clear

wordings of the agreement executed by
Ramnawaz Singh, the natural father of

Balwant Singh:

—

Tarikh imroz'i se pisr-i-masfur ka nptie

khandan se kuchh taluq nahin raha hai
aur pisr mazkur ko icoh haquq jo qanunan
pisr i mutabanna ko hasil hote hain aj

ki tarikh se kill jaidad tea matruka Raju
Raghbir Singh Sahib marhum ura maqbuea
junabah Rani Sahiba masufah men hasii

honge, lekin yih shart mabain manmoqir
our junabah Rani Sahiba masufah hasab
mansha wasiyat-o ijazat Raja Raghbir Singh
Sahib marhum qarar pai hai keh junabah
Ram Sahiba masufah apni zindgi tak
badastur mahk aur qiibiz kul reyasat

rahaingi."

vtz.
% From this date the son ceases to have

any connection with his natural family
and that the said son will, from to-day,
acquire all the rights whioh an adopted son
has under the law in all the property
left ( matrukah

)

by Raja Raghnbir Singh
deceased, and which are in the possession
of Rani Saheba. But it has been agreed
hot ween me and Rani Saheba that according
to the wish and permission of Raja
Raghubir Singh, the Rani Saheba will

oontinue to he malik aur qibie (owner and
in possession) of the entire Reyasat during
her life.”

In this view of the construction of the
deed of adoption it becomes unnecessary to

oonsider the question whether it is lawful
for a Hindu widow to make a condi-
tional adoption so as to prevent the
adopted son from taking possession of, and
epjoying rights qf o vaer«h ip .over, th$
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property of tbe adoptive father during
her life and whether such a condition
creates an interest in favour of an adopted
son, of the nature which is contemplated
by clause (a), section 6 of the Transfer of

Property Act.

It ha9 been held in several cases that
an agreement depriving an adopted son of

his right to take possession of the property
of the adoptive father is not prohibited by
the law and such an agreement has been given
effect to. See for example Kali Das v. Bijai
Shankar (1) and Visalakshi Ammal v. Siva-
ramien (2y. But we have not been referred to

any case in whioh it has been held that the
interest of an adopted son under suoh a condi-
tional adoption is exactly similar to the interest
of a contingent collateral Hindu reversioner.
The latter kind of interest has been held to
be a mere chance of an heir-apparent
succeeding to an estate, and as suoh has
been held to be non-transferable. Irrespec-
tive of the construction which we have put
on the terms of the deed of adoption, we
are of opinion that it has not been shown
that the interest created in favour of
Choudbri Balwant Singh under the condi-
tional adoption in question was a mere
possibility of succession to the Landhaura
Estate after tbe death of Rani Dharamkuar.
In our opinion both according to the
interpretation of the deed of adoption and
the law, a vested right was created in his
favour, and merely his right of enjoyment
and possession was postponed till after the
death of the lady. Such being the case,
we are of opinion that the transfer of Taluqa
Naogawn in favour of the decree-holders
under the sale-deed, dated the 3rd of March
911, was unaffected by the provisions of

section 6 (a) of the Transfer of Property
Act.

We agree with the lower Court that on

.

* 3 finding alone the objections of the
judgment-debtor were bound to fail, but we
are also of opinion that the subsequent
compromise and the decrees passed thereon
e t no room for any contention on the
point. Rani Dharamkuar having died in

p?
Ve*?ker 1912, the property vested in
oudhri Balwant Singh. He was at the

Hno a married man 29 years old and oquM
(,W)V’ 3915 A ’ ^ N*( 1891 ) 14l 5 7 Ind. Dec.

(2) 27 M. 577{ 14 M. h, J. 310 (F. B.).

deal with it as he liked. (Jnder the com-
promise he eutered into a new agreement,
according to which the property sold was to
vest in the deoree-holders in the event of
his failing to pay to them certain sums of
money before the 19th of September 1917.
The parties understood their positions fully
and by a lawful agreement completed a
binding contract. A decree was passed on
the compromise which put an end to all
disputes between the parties. It is too late
now to try to go behind the compromise
and the decree. It has, however, been argued
on behalf of the appellant that if it was a
mere expectancy that was transferred by the
sale-deed in question it was open to him to
impugn both the compromise and the
decree when possession was claimed in
execution. In support of his contention
the learned Counsel for the appellant
relied upon the case of Ramasami Naik v.
Ramasami ChetH (3). That was a case relat-
ing to an impartible and inalienable zemindari.
The nature of the interest which was trans-
ferred in that case by mortgage and the
circumstances under which the consent
decree had been obtained are stated at
page 261* of the report in these words :

—
Wo now come to the most serious

objection urged by the appellant. It is said

that by the suit mortgage and the consent
decree the 2nd to the 5th defendants
purport to transfer only their chance of

succeeding to the zemindari
,

and that

such a chance or mere possibility is

inoapable of transfer in India by virtue

of section 6 (a) of the Transfer of Property
Act. As pointed out by Muttusami Ayyar,
J. [ Sivasuhramania Naicker v. Krishnammal

(4)J, in the case of this zemindari the

interest to whioh each zemindar succeeds is

his separate property and consists of his right

to the income of the zemindari as beneficial

owner for life. This is the interest which

defendants Nos. 2 to 5 have sought to

transfer by the mortgage and the consent

decree. At the dates of mortgage and

decree they had a mere chance nf

succeeding to this interest dependent in

the case of each on his surviving all

the male members of the family older

(3) 30 M. 25i; 2 M. L. T. 167; 17 M. L. J. 201.

(4) 18 M. 287 at p. 291; 5 AI, L. J. I6S; 6 Ind Doc.

(n. s.) 54-9.

*Page of 30 M.— ffd.
i
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than himself so as to make him for the

time being the oldest member.”
At the bottom of page 262* the learned

Judges who decided the case remarked :
—

' it is further urged that the defendants

cannot go behind the decree. If, how*

ever, the mortgage did not operate as

a transfer of interests of defendants Nos. 2

to 5, neither could the consent decree

in the circumstances of the present oase.”

Now, what were the circumstances to

which the learned Judges referred ? The
circumstances were these :

—

The only interest which the defendants

Nos. 2 to 5 in that case had, was a mere
chance of succeeding to a life-interest on

the happening of a certain event as described

at page 26 t* above mentioned. In that case

there can be no doubt that the interest trans-

ferred was of a kind contemplated by sec-

tion 6, clause ( a

)

of the Transfer of Property

Act. The mortgage was made of such

interest and at the time the consent decree

was pasted it was still a mete chance

.

In the present oase irrespective of the

nature of interest which Choudhri Balwant
Singh possessed at the time of the sale-

deed, he had a full and complete interest

which had oome into existence before the

compromise and the consent decree. If the

widow had been alive at the date of the

consent decree, in that case the ruling

might have bad a bearing on this question

.

No case has been cited having a direct

bearing upon the facts of the present case.

In our opinion it is not open to the judg-

ment-debtor to go behind the compromise

and consent decree in this oase.

Over and above all that we have men-
tioned above there is the fact that what
Choudhri Balwant Singh purported to

transfer both by the deed of sale and the

compromise was not a mere expectancy but

the full right of ownership; even assuming

that be bad no vested interest at the

date of sale he subsequently became the

full owner and was such at the date of

the compromise, lie had received the sale

consideration and the respondents had also

paid a further sum of Rs. 65,000 and they

are entitled to the estate whioh subsequently

became vested in the minor after the

death of the Rani. At the date of the

sale Choudhri Balwant Singh claimed to

* of SO M.— lid.

be the full owner and was aotually suing

the Rani for possession and he purported

to transfer the full right. We think that

the decision of the Court below is right

and the appeal should be and is hereby

dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed. •

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
FULL BENCH.

Second Civil Appeal No. 1824 of 1916.

April 17, 1918.

Present :—Sir John Wallis, Kr., Chief Justice,

Mr. Justioe Oldfield, Mr. Justice Sadasiva

Aiyar, Mr. Justioe Spenoer and Mr.
Justioe Bakewell.

Sree Rajah VASIREDDI VENKATA
LAKSHMI NARASAMMA BAHADUR
MANNE SULTAN GARU, DHAR-

MAKARTHA ok BHAVA NARAYANA-
SWAMY DEVASTANAM—

Plaintiff—Appellant
versus

Tui SECRETARY ok STATE kok INDIA
in COUNCIL represented ly the COL-
LECTOR, GUNTUR - Defendant

—

Respondent.
(Irani, const* actio, i of— Water rights—Grant of land

bounded by non-naviyablc river - Ownership of bed of

river— Presumption — Burden of proof.

Where a grant is made of land which is bounded
on ono side by a non-uavignblo river, the onus of

showing that the grant did not cover the bed of the

river ad medium Jilum aqu<r. is on the grantor. Tho
presumption may be strong or weak according to

the circumstances of the particular case, and tlio

amount of evidence required to rebut it will vary

accordingly, [p. 610, col. 1.]

(Authorities reviewed.)

Second appeal against the decree of the

Court of the Temporary Subordinate Judge,

Guntur, in Appeal Suit No. 1S7 of 1915,

preferred aqainst the decree of the Court of

the Additional District Mnnsif, Bapatla, in

Original Suit No. 10 of 1913.

This second appeal coming on for hearing

on the 10th Deoember 1917, upon perusing

the grounds of appeal, the judgments and

decrees of the lower Appellate Court and

the Court of first instance and the material

papers in the suit and upon bearing the argu-

ments of Messrs. T. 1". Venkatrama Aiyar and

R. Rajagopala Aiyar for the Appellant,

and of the Government Pleader on behalf
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of tbe Respondent and the case having stood
over for consideration till 13th December
1917, the Court (Seshagiri Aiyar and Napier,
JJ.) made the following
ORDER OF REFERENCE TO A FULL

BENCH.
This is a suit by the trustee of a temple

for a declaration that the lands belong to
him and that the Secretary of State is not
entitled to put up the grass thereon to
auction or to interfere in any manner wit!)
the rights of the plaintiff. The plaint, as
originally instituted, contained the statement
that the Inam granted to tbe temple com-
prised lands on both sides of the Tunga-
bhadra river and that consequently tbe
entire bed of the river belonged to the temple,
t hss been found by the Subordinate

Judge, and we see no reason for not accept-
ing that finding, that the boundary of ihe
inam village is the river itself and that no
lands on the other side of the river were
granted to the temple. On this finding it
has been argued before us that the plaint
temple is entitled to half the bed of the
river.

.

The learned Government Pleader took
exception to this change of case on the part
o t e plaintiff; but we think that in the
circumstances of the case the plaintiff should
no be refused relief because he put his case
too high.

The point for consideration, therefore, isw ere a grant is made fixing one of the
oun aries of the lands granted as a river,

whether the grantee is entitled to half the
e o that river. The decisions of the

^ngiish Courts seem to be uniform in this
espeo

. Lord v. Commissioners for the
1 y of ydney (!) an(j Maclaren v. Attorney-
en^a for Quebec (2) and other oases referred
.

ln
. i

'086 ^wo decisions have accepted the
noip e that where the lands are bounded

nd
a r

JT
er

* grantee is entitled to lands

La^
d
'r
mfilum aqucc ' In Gity °f

n .»
a*r CCommissioners v. Central London

urn
^ House of Lords applied this

learnt
^ case of highways. All the

e Lords who took part in the decision

“J
- 1

7

£ i £<f
58i 83 L - J - 1 • G *”> 11 <

ftsT* ** ?i ft. £ £

affirm that it is an established principle of
law that the ‘ ownership of frontages on
either side of the street extended ad medium
filum rw, just as, had the division or
boundary between two subjects been a
stream, the ownership of the riparian pro.-
prietors would have extended ad medium
filum daminis' 9

. In Whitmores (Edenbridge

)

IAm. v. Stanford (4) this rule was extend-
ed to artificial channels. In this country,
Balbir Singh v. Secretary of State for India in
Council (5) accepts tbe principle of the Eng-
lish decisions. Howell v. Howell (6) is to tbe
same effect. In Secretary of St-te v. Kadirikuth
(7), the learned Judges fay that the rule
that riparian proprietors are entitled to the
bed of the river ad medium filum is not
applicable to navigable rivers. That is an
indication that if it is a non-navigable river,
the principle of English Law would be ap-
plied in this country. In Sundaram Ayyar
v. Municipal Council of Madura (8), Justice
Bashyam Aiyangar extended the doctrine to
highways. The matter was recently dis-
cussed by three Judges of this Court in
Secretary of State v. Janakiramayya (9). Mr
Justice Oldfield seems to doubt whether the
principle referred to is applicable to India,
Mr. Justice fcadasiva Aiyar on tbe other
hand apparently sees no objection to the
applicability of that doctrine to India. Mr.
Justice Bakewell expressed no opinion on
that question. The learned Government
Pleader referred us to two oases decided
by the Judicial Committee as throwing some
doubt upon the applicability of a similar prin-

ciple to Indian conditions. In Sri Balusu
Ramalakshmamma v. Collector of the Godaiari
District (10), the decision turned upon the

fact that the ownership of the bed of the river

was not the question raised for decision in

tbe Courts below. In rejecting the conten-

tion which was put forward for tbe first

(4) 0909) 1 Ch. 427; 78 L . J. Oh. 144; 99 L. T.

924; 25 T. L. R, 169.

(5) 22 A. 96; A. W. N. (1899) 194; 9 Iud. Dec. (x.

s.) 1093.

(6) 36 Ind. Cas. 5*7; 14 A. L. J. 684.

1 7) 13 AI. 369 at p. 375; 4 Ind. Dec. (x. a.) 969.

(S' 25 M. 635: 12 M. L. J. 37.

(9) 30 Ind. Cas. 609; 29 M. L. J 389 at pp. 421, 430;

2 L. W. 763; 18 AI. L. T. 277; (1915; AI. VV.

67 1 •

(10) 22 M. 464; 1 Rom. L. R. 696; 3 C. \\
r

. NT . 777

26 T. A. 107; 7 Sar. P. C. J. 534; 8 Ind. Dec. (x. s.)

332 (P. C.).
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time before the Board, Lord Hobhouse made

use of these observations:
'* The result is

(hat their Lordships, having grave doubts

whether the presumption applicable to littlo

English rivers applies to great rivers such

as the Godavari, would require to know much

more about the river in question and the

mode in which it has been dealt with, before

deciding as to the presumption or its rebuttal.”

In a more recent case reported as Raja Sri -

r>ath Roy v. Dinctbandhu Sen (11), in which the

question related to the right of fishery pos-

sessed by a riparian proprietor, Lord Sum-

ner in delivering the judgment of the Judi-

cial Committee says at page 531* after

reviewing at considerable length the English

and American Law on the subjeot: In pro-

posing to apply the juristic rules of a distant

time or country to the conditions of a par-

ticular place at the present day, regard must

be had to the physical, sooial and historical

conditions to which that rule is to be

adapted.”

Having regard to the observations of the

Judicial Committee and to the difference in

opinion between two learned Judges of this

Court, we do not think it desirable that wo

should finally dispose of this matter. The
question is of very great importance to the

Government as well as to private proprietors,

and wo think it desirable that the opinion

of the Full Bench should be invited on the

subjeot. We, therefore, propose the following

questions for the opinion of the Full

Bench ;

—

Whether, when Government makos a grant

in India of a village which is described as

bounded by a non- navigable river, the right

of the grant co extends to half the bed of the

river, and
Whether the onus of proving that the

grant did not cover the bed of the river is

on the grantee or on the grantor.

This last question has become necessary

having regard to the observations of Lord

Hobhouse in Sri Balum Ravialakshmamma
v. Collector oj the Godavari District (10),

wherein he says the question of presumption

or it? rebuttal in a country like India would

(11) 25 Ind. On*. 407; 42 C. 480; 18 C. W. N. 12.7:

20 C. L. J. 385; 27 M. L. J. 419; 10 M. L. T. 319; 1 L.

W. 733; (1914) M. W. N.654; 16 Bom. L. K. 901; 12 A.

L. J. 1193; 41 I. A 221 (P. C.).

#Pago of 42 C.—Ed.

depend upon considerations different from

those which obtain in England.

This appeal oame on for hearing before

the Full Bench on the 8th a*A 9th April 1918.

Mr. T. V. Venkatrama Aifar, for the Appel-

lant.—The English rule that a grant of land

bounded by a non navigable river gives the

ownership in the bed to the grantee applies

to India, in the absence of a statutory pro-

vision to the contrary. The rule which had

its origin in the theory of convenience has

become settled law. It is only in the case

of navigable rivers that the bed vests in the

Crown and does not pass to the grantee. This

rule is unaffected by the rights of the Crown

to regulate the distribution of water supply.

The soil of the river belongs to riparian

owners ad medium filum. That is the

common law of India. Reference was

made to Bengal Regulation XI of 1825.

The rule of construction is also the same.

Referred to Ilunooman Doss v. Shamchurn

Rhufta(\'2 ) ,
Bhageeruttee Dabea v. Greesh Chun •

der Chou'dhry (13), Rojah Neelanund Sing v.

Rajah Teknarain Singh (M), Khagendra Rarain

Choivdhry v. Matangini Debt (15). Baban

Mayacha v. Kagn Shravncha (16), John Doe v.

Rast India Company (17), Mickleticait v.

Newlay Bridge Co. (lS), Powell v. Powell (6),

Balbir Singh v. Secretary of State for India in

Council (5), Secretary of State v. Kadirikutti

(7), Sundaram Ayyar v. Municipal Council of

Madura (8), Sri Balusu Ramalakshmamma v.

Collector oj the Godavari District (10), Secretary

of State v. Janakirama yya (9), Secretary of

State v. Maharaja of Bobbili (19) and Kesava

l'illai v. Pcdu Reddi (20).

Mr. V'. Ra mesam (Government

for the Crown.—The English

an artificial rule of conveyancing,

not be applied to India, especially where the

grant was made long before the rule became

settled. The question is one of intention and

(12) 1 llay 420.

(13 ; 2 Uny 541.

(14) Cal. S. D. A. U. (1S62) 100.

(16) 17 C. 814; 17 I. A. 62; 5 Sar. P. 0. J. 52S; 8

I ml. Dec. (n. s) 1087 (P. O.).

(10) 2 P> 19; 1 I ml. Deo. (n. s) 441.

(17) 0 M. I. A. 207 at p. 288; 10 Moo. P. C. 140; 1

Sar. P. C. J. 540; 19 E. R. 100; 1 10 U. R. 21.

(18) (1880) 38 Ch. D. 133; 55 L. T. 83 p ; 51 J. !•

1 32.

09) 32 Ind. Oh*. 279; 30 M. L. .1. 103 at p. 178; 19

M. L. T. 0: 3 L. W. 119; 0915) M. W. 1025.

(20) 1 M. H. C. R. 258.

Pleader),

rule is

It should
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the. fact that the grant was of a small
strip of land in a ryotwari village has to be
taken into consideration. The Crown could
not be presumed to have partea with what
was useful for it, river beds being valuable
property which could be used for grazing
The intention of the parties has to be taken
into account.

Bengal Regulation XI of lb25 affords no
parallel. Th9 rule might hold good in the
case of zemindarms and large inam villages.
The common law of India, which has been
recognised in Madras Act II[ of 1905, is that
the bed of a natural stream vests in Govern-
nient and the onus is on the persons disput-
ing it. The contrary theory is inconsistent
with the rights of the Crown to regulate and
distribute the supply of water in rivers. A
distinction must be made between the rivers
in Bengal which are full and the rivers in
Madras where the river-beds are cultivated
and yield good returns.

OPINION OF THE FULL BENCH.
In Bengal Regulation XI of H25, the

Legislature,aoting, as recited in the preamble,
on reports from the law officers as to the
provisions of the Muhammadan and Hindu
aws and on a consideration of the decisions of
e Sudder Adalut, proceeded in section 4

o make a distinction as to the ownership
°. Ohurs in navigable and non navigable
rivers, which, in the opinion of Sir M R.

estropp, C. J
, in Baban Mayacha v. Nagu

iravucha (16) raised an inference, though
Dot conclusive, that the beds of non navigable
rivers are generally private property'. The
observation of the Judicial Committee in
o n Doe v. East I<.dia Company ( A 7 ) appears
o proceed upon the same view. The law
was laid down in the same way in Rajah
Eeelannnd Sing y. Rajah Teknarain Singh ( 14)

y the Calcutta High Court in Hunooman
lossv. Shamchurn Bhutta (12) and Bkagee -

-^a^eo v * Greesh Chunder Chowdliry
i where the Court held that *' by the

Qommon law of this country the right to the
0 th© bed of a river, when flowing with*

to f u
es^tes of different proprietors, belongs

Qqu^ jf
r^Par ^au owners, ad medium filum

Presidency the decisions of the

Inn
0r

?i
° Ur^ ln Srec Rajah Qoppalapaty Jogee

anadheruzev
. Sub. Collector of Rajahmundnj

.

an the High Court in Subbaya v.
<21 ) S. D. A. (1838) ISO.

Ya/lagad.da (22) were to the same effect. It
is only in the case of navigable rivers that
the presumption has been laid down the other
way by the Judicial Committee in Eckowii
Bing v. Heeralcll Seal (2D, Felix Lopez v.
Muddun Mohun Thakoor (24) and Nogender
Chunder Ghose v. Mahamed Esoff(2b), while in
Forbes v. Meer Mahomed JDssein (26), it

appears to be assumed that in the case of
non- navigable rivers the ownership of the
bed is in the riparian owners. The decision
of the Judicial Committee in Kali
Kissen Tagore v. Jodoo Lai Mullick (27) and
Khagendra Narain Chowdhry v. Matangini
Debi (15) appears to proceed on the same
basis. In Sri Balusu Ramalakshmamma v.
Collector (>f the Godavari District (10), where
the appellant before them sought to base
her title to the Lanka in question on the pre-
sumption arising from the fact that she was
the owner of both banks of the river, their
Lordships observed that such a claim was
not made by the pleadings or by the issues,
and ttas one about which much evidence
might and probably would have been given
if it had been raised; and they accordingly
declined to discuss the question because it

was r.ot relevant to the case made by the
plaintiff, and merely observed that, having
grave doubts whether the presumption ap-
plicable to little English livers applies to

great rivers suoh as the Godavari, they would
require to know much more about the rivers

in question before deoiding as to the
presumption or its rebuttal. This reserva-

tion, in a case in which the question in

their Lordships’ opinion did not arise and in

which (he authorities above referred to were
apparently not cited, cannot be taken as a

ruling that the piesumption is generally

inapplicable in (he case of non-navigable

rivers in thi3 part of India. Certain dicta

as to the ownership of river-beds were also

cited from recent cases in this Court, but

they are far from uniform and in none of

these cases was the present question con*

('22) 1 M. II. C. R. 255.

(23) 2 R. L. R. (P. C.) 4; 12 M. I. A. 336; 11 W. R.

(P. C.) 2; 2 Suth. r. C. J. 171; 2 8a r. P. C. J. 329; 20

E R 292.
'(24) 5 B. L. R- 52 J ;

13 M. I. A. 467; 14 W. R.

(P. C.) 11; 2 Suth. P. C. J. 336; 2 Sar. P. C. J. 594; 20

E. R. 625.

(25) 10 B. L. R 406; IS W. R. 113.

(26) 12 B. L. R 210: iO \V. R. 41.

(27) 5 G. L. B. 97; 6 J. A. 120; 1 Sar. P. G. J. 61,

39
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sidered in the light of the authorities. We, for

therefore, consider it unnecessary to refer to defe

them. The result of the authorities in our defe

opinion is that, as regards a grant of land that

in India described as bounded by a non- Smn
navigable river, the onus of showing that brea

the grant did not cover the bed ml medium Alla

filuni aqwe is on the grantor. The presump- on

tion may be strong or weak according to the the

ciroumstanoes of the particular case, and him

the amount of evidence required to rebut it lear

will vary accordingly. We do not think it ovid

desirable to attempt to lay down any more the

definite rule. Reference has been made to Qou

The Madras hand Enoroaohment Act, Act peai

] 1 [ of 1905, but that Act cannot affect the Cou

pre existing rights, if any, of the grantee in stat

this case.

M. C. P.

Itefc’cnce answered.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Cm l Revision No. Ill ok 19 IS.

July 23, 191 S.

Present :
— Mr. Justice Abdul Kaoof

MAKHAN LAL PAftSOTTAM DAS
— Dependant— Applicant

versus

CHUNNI LAL BRIJ LAL
— Plaintiff — Opposite Paki y.

I'rcvi ncinl Small Causes Courts Act (IX
<>J

l^ST),

,s‘, 25

—

Jurisdiction, >iueslion ol, decision oj — Revision,

-ichcthcr lies.

A suit tor compensation for hivach ot contract

having l icon brought in the Court of Small Causes

at Agra, a prcliminnry object ion was raised that

the alleged broach having taken place at Allahabad,

i lie Court at Agra bud no jurisdiction. The Court,

after taking evidence, held that it bad jui isdiction:

Held, that no revision lav against the order, inas-

much as the case had not bei n decided on the merits

nor had it been ‘disposed of within the meaning
of section 25 of the Provincial Small Causes Courts

Act. fp. 131 1, col. l.J

Civil revision from an order of tilt)

Judge of the Court of Small Cau.-es, Agra.

Mr. Damoihir Das, for I ho Applicant.

Mr. Narain 1‘rasud Ast liana, lor the

Opposite Party.

JUDGMENT.— A preliminary objection

is raised on behalf of the orposi party

to the hearing of this application. The
facts of the ease are these:—Tim o air.fc-

iff brought a suit in the Court of bmall

Causes at Agra, claiming compensation

for an alleged breach of contract by the

defendant. The suit was contested by the

defendant on two grounds, namely, U)

that the suit was not cognizable by the

Small Cause Court at Agra as the alleged

breach of oontraot bad taken place at

Allahabad; (2) that there was.no breach

on the part of the defendant and that

the suit was not maintainable against

him. As regards the first point the

learned Judge of the Court below took

evidence and came to the conclusion that

the su was rightly instituted in the

Court of Small Causes at Agra. It ap-

pears that the parties had requested the

Court to decide the first point at that

stage before taking up the question raised

on the second plea in defence. The de-

fendant has filed this application for

revision against the decision of the Court

below on the question of jurisdiction. Mr,

Narain Prasad argues that under seotion

25 of the Provincial Small Causes Courts

/ ot in m-ler to entitle a party to come

up in revision it is necessary that the

case must have been decided by the

Court below. That section runs thus:—
"The High Court, for the purpose of

satiating itself that a decree or order

made in any case decided by a Court of

Small Causes was according to law, may

call for the case and pass such order

with respect thereto as it thinks tit.

The learned Vakil who appears for the

applicant replies that there has been a

decision in the case by the Court below

within the meaning of section 25, and

1m relies noon two cases, namely

liamanathan < lettv v. Maruthappa Kone

(l) and Umcsk Chandra v. Rakhal Chandra

(.2). The particulars of the latter case

are clearly distinguishable from the faots

of the present case. In that case what

happened was that in a suit tiled in ft

Court of Sum Causes a question of title

arose on ilu legation contained in the

plaint and the Jourt was of opinion with

roLrence to Uk provisions of section ‘-3

Act LX of lc:>7 that the suit should

bo .n,d by a Civil Court on the regular

Mile. The plaint was, therefore, returned

for
i
.esemation to a regular Civil Court.

(1 )
*5 I ud i'as. fi lm 16 M. L. T 502.

(,2) 10 lad. t.us. 6; 15 0. W, N. 666; U O.Ii. J. ill.

nu
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It was against the order returning the for revif
plain under section 23 of the aforesaid applioathAct that a revision was applied for and is hereby

was argued by the opposite party that oase will
as the oase had not been decided on the
merits, the High Court had no power
under section 25 of the Act to revise
the order. It was held by the Calcutta

'gh Court that it was not contemplated
b

,

y *he
L

word decided” that the oase ,
should have been decided on the merits. r ,1The learned Judges observed in their
judgment as follows “\¥e are not Pr„.rprepared as at present advised to put

P f
this narrow construction upon the terms "S,,
°f section 25 nor to adopt the view

ML
rsuggested by the learned Vakil, for the
1

opposite party, that the term ‘decided’ rampr•" 8e°tlon 25 means ‘to ad.judicate finally
BAMCH

Sma 1

1

8

Cause"
8

P
B

,

esides in 80 far as the mu, cons
ause Coart is conoerned the oase once of tin

“as be0n decided.” not indicate ,

It. the oase of Kamanathan Chetty v.
V‘ iation fMaruthappa Konp ( \) i a t a
Cypres, doc

Whn AISA A If
U; ’ fche learned Judge ditions-App

ided the oase observed: -“Mr. charity, effect
beshagiri Shastri raises a preliminary of)872J,ss.
object,on before me that this petition does

a ’ld
nnot lie under cpntfnn 9^ m c? n P'otedmc C.

CunQoa P I K

0n ^ ^ 10 ^mall application o.

* a .

0uids because there is no suit, validity

sitTn, n° rf c
y

,!

he Subordinate Judge One A. a B
. j

0 Small Cause side, and he son as his van
quoted Subal Ram Butt v. Jagadanctnda Tirukkadalm
Majumdar

(

3

) for the position that unless
properties.”

senfinn ofe u
d0o»sion on the merits the temples

J* bas no application. With all special alloti
spect I am unable to follow this decision. Afc fch ' reSisl

a no word dem'dArr ok testator decla
,

ueoiaea in section 25 means 1 .1 wdisposed nf ’ it a , . , ,

ed by the Wi
:

does not mean that there It also transp
jr

a 00clslou upon the merits.” In for a declare
e present instance the oase has neither disP l,to and s

he!
0
^
e° lded 0n the merits nor has it^800 di 3 DORA^ 1 , «

stating tliat h

It is a f ; 1

1

d
°; ln any Other manner. and intended

; n _ -1 • .

0n of the Court await- that behalf. 1
« dedsion. Merely a preliminary i»sue Civil Procedur
to jurisdiction has been decided and

6ll

for revision I accordingly dismiss the
application with costs. The stay order
is hereby discharged. The record of the
oase will be sent back to the Court below.

Application dismissed.

madras high court.
Civil Appeal No. 226 of 1916

April 25, 1918.
Present : Mr. Justice Abdur Rahim
and Mr. Justice Seshagiri Aiyar.
MUTHUKRISHNA NAICKEN

Defendant No. 1—Appellant
versus

RAMCHANDRA NAICKEN and others— Plaintiffs—Respondents.
Will construction of—Bequest, religious, for perform

-

ancc of thal.gaism temple. -Allocation of income
not indicated— Uncertainty— Surplus income, appro-
priation of, for religious instruction, legality of—
Cy pres, doctrine of, applicability of, to Indian con-
ditions—Appointment of vars (successor) for conducting
charity, effect oj— Trust, creation of-Evidence Act (I
of 187 2) ,

ss. 6, 32 (3), (7)—Statements by testator in
judicial and other proceedings, admissibility of—Civil
Procedure Code (Act V o} 1908J,s. 92—Scheme for
application of surplus income— Compromise of scheme
suit, validity of.

thfi Q "i- 7.
UiX* D0en aeoidea and

this a
10a

*

l0D ^or revi^on if* made against

Ce TIT of the prelim nary issue.

applicable
h

The
a ',eS

I— ar6
’ theref(!‘'e -

mast n
* ® preliminary objection

reboterl
and tbe application must be

reg 4rcj in <-k

Ver
*

and ab°ve this, having
I do nnf

olrOQrn9fcanoes of this case,
nofc think that this is a proper case

^ 1 *ud. Cas. 288; 13 0. W. N. 403.

Due A. a Hindu, left a. Will appointing his brother’s
sonas his vars “to conduct charities Tiruvedanthai,
Tirukkadahnalai and Tirupathi with the help of my
properties.” The mode of conducting the charity
was specified to be the giving of thaligais in
the temples on the Tirunakshatram day, but no
special allotments were made for the purpose.
At the registration of the Will in his house the
testator declared before the Registrar that he intend-
ed by the Will to bequeatli properties to charities.
It also transpired that, in a suit against the testator
for a declaration that part of the properties in
dispute and some other properties did not belong to
him solely, the testator had filed a written statement
stating tliat he acquired the properties for charity
and intended to make a testamentary disposition in
that behalf. In a suit instituted under section 92,
Civil Procedure Code, for removal of the 1st defend-
ant, the vars aforesaid, from trusteeship and for a
scheme for the management of the trust:

Held, (
l ) that the dedication was definite and not

void for vagueness or uncertainty.[p. 616, cols. 1 & 2.J
Runchordas Yendravandas v. Parvatibai, 23 B. 725;

1 Bom. L. R. • 07;3 C. W. N. 62.; 26 I. A. 71; 7 Sar.

P. C J. 543; 12 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 48-c. (P. C.) and Partha-

sarathi Pillai v. Thiruvengada Pillai, 30 M. 340; 2 M.
L. T. 198; 17 M. L. J. 379, distinguished.

(2) that the mention of the word ‘vars* in the

Will did not make the 1st defendant the sole owner
of the properties subject to the carrying out of the

directions relating to charity, but only constituted

him trustee for the charities; [p. 615, col. 1.]

* \
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was to be effected, the whole fund will be regarded
l'h uttilal V. ZW .1/W/, 21 lb 420; 2 Horn. L. lb 46;

12 I ml. Dee. (n. s.)812 and Sara jmani v. Rabi Xalh

Ojha, 30 A. 81; 5 A. L. J. 07; 12 C. \V. X. 231; 18 M.
L.J. 7: 10 Bom. L. Tb 59; 7 C. L J. 131; 3 M. L. T.

1 14; 35 I. A. 17 (l*. C.), distinguished.

Ymilala Xaraximha Appa Ron' v. Parlhata rulhy Appa
R"ir

,
23 Ind. Cas. 100; 37 M. 190; 18 C. W. N. 551;

15 M. L. T. 285; (1914) M. W N. 299; 26 M L. J. 411;

19 0. L. J. 309; 12 A L. J. 315; 10 Bom. L. R. 328; 41

I. A. 51 ( B. C.), followed.

(3) that the* direct ion as to the performance of limit-

i/ai was not meant to be exhaustive hut otdv illustra-
• »

live and that it was competent to the Court, al ter

tin; allotment of a particular fund for the Ihaliya , ,
to

direct the rest of the income to he devoted for impart-

ing religions inst met ion; [p. 022, eol. 2; p. 623, col. l.J

(4) that statement s made by I he t estat or at the

registration of the Will and in judicial proceedings
relating to the properties comprised in the bequest
were admissible under sections 0 and 32 of the

Evidence Act; [p. 017, eol. 2; p 018, eol. 1 ]

(5) that the trust was a public and not a private

trust
.

[p. (IRS, eol. 1 .]

tiatlmpptniym v. Pcriasa mi, 14 M. 1; 5 Ind. Dee,

( S

.

s
. ) 1, Trnnbiilc v. La Irshat a it, 20 B 495; 10 Tnd.

Dec. (,\. s.) 891 and tiriratuja Chariar v. Prana lint

Huhara Clmriar, 30 1ml. Cas. 7b 18 M. B. T. 122;

(1915) M. W. X. 531; 2 L. \V. 032, distinguished.

A Court should not sanction a compromise of a
suit under section 92, Civil Procedure Code, under
which any portion of the trust properties is given
to any of tin* parties, [p. 014, col. 2.]

Per Abtlnr Rahim
,

./.—The rule as to cy pres is

quite in harmony with the teachings of Hindu
Sastias and has been applied in many cases relating

to charitable gifts by Hindus. (_p. 014, eol. 1.]

Per St'tihnijiri Aiijar
t
J —The principal consideration

where the object mentioned does not exhaust the

corpus of the fund, is to find out whether there

was a general testamentary intention or purpose.

Kvon though the object may be* specified and tbe

bequest, otherwise delinite, if the law will not allow
the appliem ion of the fund fort lie purpose, it may bo
that the Courts are not at lihertv to infer a general

testamentary intention in f worn* of elmrit v in general
* •

and to direct the application of the property to

other purposes of a charitable kind. [p. 616, eol. 2.j

The primary rule is to ascertain whether the object

aimed at bv the testator could be earn'd out without
making a new Will for him. Although there may
be vagueness in t lie selection of the places or in

the allocation of I lie funds, so long ns it is ascer-

tainable that tin* testator bad a particular object in

view and that he intended that the funds left by

him should be appropriated to that object, Courts

are bound to see that i lie person." appointed by t bo

testator do not misappropriate the funds. 1

p. 617,

col. 1]
Jf the Court can ascertain that there was a geneml

elmrit able intention, the fact that the particular

object for which the charity was intended did not.

exist or that the fund intended for that charity

could not exhaust the whole income, will not bo

any reason for bolding that tlio bequest failed in

whole or in pari. If it appears that tin* donor intend*

,.,| Dial, in any event, the* fund should be devoted

j,, charity and that a particular institution was

uunicd nr. rely as the diuiiuel b>v. hieh that inlcutica

as having been dedicated to charity and the Court

will proceed to carry out the intention of the testator

on the principle of cypres, [p. 61/, cols. 1 & 2.3

The rule of English Law that even answers to

interrogatories may be regarded either as a codicil

or a Will may not apply to testamentary dispositions

in India. Under the Hindu Wills Act and the Indian

Succession Act it is doubtful w hether such informal

declarations could be regarded as testamentary, [p.

017, cob 2.‘j
. . f ^ .

There is nothing in the religion ol the Hindus,

in their traditions and in the consciousness

of the people, which will compel Courts to respect

prejudices which sap at the root of religion and

which pervert and not advance its precepts. There*

fore, whenever grants made to religious institu-

tions are not ear-marked or, if car-marked, arc not

intended to exhaust the recurring income, and

whenever thev are made as a general thanksoffering,

it is proper and legitimate to direct their application

to the promotion of knowledge, [p. 621, col. 2.J .

Indian Courts have umplo powers to giTC

directions towards the application of the trust income,

even though the trustee may not himself bo com*

potent similarly to apply it. The doctrine of cy pres

should receive as extended an application as possible

m> as to give effect to the true intent and aim of the

donor. His lapses, his ignorance and his failure to

understand the situation should not fetter tlio

Courts Si) long as the purposes specified by him are

not violated, fp. 622, col. 1.3
, ,

Under section 92, Civil Procedure Code, the Court

can sanction a scheme on a cy pres application of a

charitable trust, [v. 623, col. l.J

Appeal against the decree nf the Court

of the Temporary Subordinate Judge,

Chingleput, in Original Suit No. 13 of 1916.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

The Hon’ble Mr. T. Rangachariar, for the

Appellant .— The suit is not maintainable

under section 92, Civil Procedure Code. The

1st defendant was appointed the testator s vars

under the Will. The term t ars is a well-

known Hindu expression and connotes that

1st defendant became the owner of the

properties and was the sole beneficiary

under the Will.' The devise was burdened

with an obligation to perform the charities.

The language of the Will in order that

the charity to these places’ made it clear.

There was no direction as to the utilisa-

tion of the properties comprised in the

Will.

The dedication was vague and indefinite

and the bequest for charity was, therefore,

void. lr followed that either the entire

property comprised in the Will or the un-

spent balance after meeting the objects of

tlio charity should bo treated as tbe uq-
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deposed of residue. The direction as to There arhe dom? thaligais in the temples could the oonfe,not be understood as meaning that the ant Thoonssorated food should be distributed to son ‘hasthe poor. The food is offered to the deity the ohariand generally returned afterwards to persons its perfmgiving the thaligai. That is the popular ed.aooepanoeof thaligai. Reference was made The teto Runchordas \ andravandas v. Parvatihai ( 1 ) trar raav

^ 2 ^

a> asarathi Pillai v. Thiruvengada Piliai swerstoit

G 13

The statement made by the testator
before the Registrar and his written state-
ment in the previous suit are inadmis-

trust*

6

Th^
a

-

PriVate and n0t a publio
tha
}
lgai was only intended for

was rn r
n
|

S
-a

b
,

eneSt ‘ The bluest

doll 'r
,V ' Dal who was direoted todo certain religious acts. Sathappayyar v.enasami ( 3), Trimbak v, Lakshman (4) andnranga Ohanar v. t’ranatharthihara Ghariar

to th;
9 d°°

1

tnn
f
of cv pres oannot be applied

tention
-

artl0U
L
ar WilL The *»tatorS

tent,on is speoifie and, that is, to do thaligais

ion t7 i

°0Urt has no W™dio-‘on to restnot the fund for that purpose

fied Th
?^ar * fc,es are distinctly speoi-

in i-h* j ?.
e

*? no ambiguity or vagueness

liffiona

6 loatl0n
- The testator was a re*

that fh
ma

u
a

*

n!
?
a sanyas * and ho directs

be nnnf
0

°
j

lties be was conducting should

appointed*
1

*?
after his death by the person£ y
i

hun ‘ The infcention of the

'far*’
clear. The uso of the word

the
j‘,°u

j
not bs taken as implying that

of the n,
6n

.
dant WaS t0 have absolute control

the 1st ^
P
f

F

!f
3

' \
ars means successor, and (

e endant is only appointed trustee, t

/l
bere are expressions in the Will negativing

d the conferring of absolute rights on 1st defend-
e ant. Toe testator says that bis brother’s
0 son has no share or right’. The object of
7 the charity, the places and the oooasion for
a its performance are all definitely indicat-
r ed.

? The testator’s statement before the Regis-
' trar may be treated as a Will or codicil. An*
1 ® wer9 to interrogatories are regarded as Wills

Jarman on Wills, page 35.

r
.

to utilization of the funds for religious
. instruction, the direction by Court should

not be understood as proceeding on the con-
sent of parties.

JUDGMENT.
Audor Rahim, J.— I agree in the con-

elusions arrived at by my learned brother
in his learned and exhaustive judgment
which I had the advantage of reading.
On the question of the interpretation of
the Will of Alavandar, there can be little

doubt that he intended to devote all his
properties to charity and did not desire
to make a gift of them to the appellant.
It will be superfluous on my part to add
anything to the reasons given in my
learned brother’s judgment on this point.

Nor can 1 usefully add anything to what
he has said on the question whether the
provisions of the Will constitute such a

definite and certain gift to religious and
charitable objects as the Courts could

give effect to. The testator was a religious

minded and charitable person and wias

particularly attached to certain temples

at Mahabalipuram and Tirupathi
;

and,

reading the Will in connection with the

other relevant evidence in the case and
in the light of the history of Alavandar’s

life, it seems to me that his intention

was clearly to further the interests of

Hindu religion by endowing certain forms

of worship in connection with those

temples.

e^A.Vli l
2
&} p

°*"-
t
L - r - CO7; 3 C. W. X. 621;

*85 (p f q ^

* • C. J. 543; 12 Inti. Doc. (n. s.)

(3) 14 u “• L - T
:
19S; 17 M. L. J. 370.

(4, 20 R 49s
5

<N - s ) '

v (5) 30 Indr 1)00 (n - s -> 804 -

N - 031; 2 L. \y
C
632

7 ; 18 Ml lj - T ‘ 122
• 0915) M. W.

The third question relating to the

scheme and the application of the doctrine

of cy pres has, I must admit, given me
some difficulty. This is not a case of an

ancient foundation where, owing to changes

in the circumstances since the aate of the

foundation, surplus income has become

available that was not in the oontempla-
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tion of the founder and about which he

has given no specific directions. The
suit has been instituted immediately after

the death of the founder and the ques-

tion is whether he intended that the

entire inoome of the property should be

devoted to the peiformanee of Thalikai in

the temples mentioned in the Will or not.

My learned brother has described in his

judgment what a T1 alikai consists in.

But there is nothing clearly to show
either that Alavandar himself devoted .all

the inoome of the property merely to offerings

of food to the deity or that he intend d that

the entire inoome should be devoted to

that pnrpose alone. My learned brother

is of opinion that Alavandar could not

have intended that the income of the

property, however much it might increase

in course of time, should be spent in

Thalikais alone, and having regard to his

intimate knowledge of these matters

I should not be justified in suggesting

any doubt as to the soundness of this

conclusion. 1 aocept his conclusion that

the mention of Thalikai was, to use his

own language, meant to be illustrative

and not exhaustive, and I have no hesita-

tion in holding that a general charitable

intention is apparent from Alavandar’s

Will. In that view of the intentions of

the donor, the application of the surplus

inoome in the way outlined in my learned

brother’s judgment would be substantially

carrying out the testator’s intentions. As
to the law on the question of the doctrine

of cy pre.s', whether the ancient texts of

Hindu Law clearly enuncinate suoh a

dootrine in so many words or not, I am
persuaded that the rule is quite in harmony
with the teachings of Hindu Sastras and

has been applied in many cases relating

to oharitable gifts by Hindus. I, therefore,

agree in the decree proposed.

Sesh/uiiri Aiyak, J.— One Alavandar left

a Will appointing his divided brother’s

son, the 1st defendant herein, as his vars.

The Will is dated the 22nd June 1911.

The testator died on the 8th August of

the same year. The present suit was

brought under section 92 of the Civil

Procedure Code in December 1914, alleg-

ing that the property left by Alavandar

was dedicated to charity, that the 1st

defendant had misappropriated the funds,

that therefore he should be removed from the

trusteeship of the oharity, and that a soheme

should be framed for its management. The 1st

defendant contended that the dedication was ’

incomplete and ineffective and that con-

sequently he was entitled to the property left

by the Will. The Subordinate Judge came to

the conclusion that the property was
dedicated to certain charities and that

the 1st defendant was guilty of aots of

malversation. In the result h6 held that

it was not necessary to remove the 1st de-

fendant from his position as trustee, but

that a co-trustee should be appointed with

him and that a scheme should be framed

for the management of the trust proper-

ties. The 1st defendant has appealed.

It may be stated at the outset that the

plaintiffs, who obtained the sanotion of

the Advocate-General for instituting the suit,

presented a compromise along with the

1st defendant in this Court. As, in our

opinion, the compromise was aimed at

giving a portion of the trust property to

the 1st defendant, we refused to aocept it and

directed the case to be argued on the merits.
N

The main question relates to the oon- .

struotion of the Will. In that doonment

the testator says that he left the family

while he was young and became a Sanjasi.

The evidence show9 that all the proper-

ties were his self- acquisition. It i9 un-

necessary to consider whether he was

really a Sanyasi as mentioned by him.

The Will states: “As T am now infiim

and weak in body, I, in order that

charities may be continued after my life

(with) the undermentioned immoveable and

moveable properties to the following places,

viz. t
Tiruvedanthai, Tirukkadalmalai ai d

Tirupathi, have by this Will appointed my
younger brother Veerasami Naioken’s son

Muthukrishna Naicken who has no share

or claim as my ‘Vars,’* and have given

him all affairs after my life.” Mr.

Rangaohariar first contended that under

the Will his client, the 1st defendant,

became the owner of the properties, sub-

ject to the carrying out of the directions

relating to the charity. I am unable to

agree with him. The learned Vakil argued

that the language of the Will was

ambiguous. He referred to the expres-

sion “in order that the oharity to these

places.” There can be no doubt th^t
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what the testator meant was that the
charity should be performed in those
places. The next suggestion was that
there was no direction as to the utilization
of the properties mentioned in the Will,
beoause^ there is no participle governing the
words

^
under-mentioned properties”. The

word with’ has been added by the trans-
lator.. We asked the Bench Clerk to trans-
late it, and he agreed with the previous
translation. From my kn vledge of Tamil
1 feel no doubt that these two translators
are right in introducing the word “with” be-
fore the words under-mentb ned properties.”
Alavandar was an illiterate man, and in
construing the Will of persons of that
class, we must put ourselves in their position.

The next contention was based on the
use of the word ‘W’ in the Will. The
contention of the appellant’s Vakil was that
the 1st defendant was instituted heir to
the whole property, the suggestion being
that the term vars” was used in its techni-
cal sense. I do not think that this con-
tention is well founded. The word “vars"
in the oontext only means “tuocessor.”
he testator says in the previous portion

that he himself has been conducting the
charities. In the very next sentence the
estator takes oare to say that this
rother a son has no share or right”, this

indicates that !t is not a beneficial in-
crest in or ownership of the property that
lavandar was giving to his brother’s son,
at only the privilege of conducting the

o arities which he had been pe forming
uring his lifetime. He further says that
epa^a should remain in his name not-

withstanding that his brother’s son was to
0 his successor. The expression “I give

power” does not mean that rights
o isposition over the property are given,
u only rights of managing the property

as rustee. I feel no doubt that the pro-

Pjf
r * was dedicated to oharity and that
0 st defendant was appointed as the

r8 trustee. Mr. Rangaohariar referred to
wo oases to explain the meaning of the
erm vars

, Ghunilal v. Baimuli (6) and
U7q,j Manx v. Babi Nath Cjha (7). If we

812^ 24 B,42
°i 2 B°m. L. R. 46; 12 Ind. Dec. (n. s.)

L' J * 67
J 12 G - W. N. 231; 18 M.^ l ^ 7 °- L ’ 1 !3,; 3 L - T -

accepted the contention of the learned
Vakil, we would be making a Will for Ala-
vandai from the language employed under
very different circumstances by a testator
in Bombay and by another living on the
banks of the Ganges, a procedure not only
repugnant to all ideas of construction but to
the decision of the Privy Council in Ven-
kata Narasimha Appa Row v. Parthasarathy
Appa Ron (8). In the expressive language of
Lord Moulton in that case, what the Court
has to do is “to put itself into the test-
ator’s arm-chair, to look to the surrounding
circumstances consistent with his raoe and
religious opinions” but not to add under
any circumstances to the testamentary dis-
position. The following sentence is pecu-
liarly applicable to the present case: “That
native testators should be ignorant of the
legal phrases proper to express their in-
tentions, or of tho legal steps necessary
to oarry them into effeot is one of the most
important of *he ‘surrounding circum-
stances’ which the Court must bear in
mind, and it is justified in refusing to
allow defects in expression in these matters
to prevent the carrying out of the tes-

tator’s true intentions, but those intentions
must be ascertained by the proper con-
struction of the words he uses, and once
ascertained they must not be departed
from.” Applying this test I agree with
the opinion of the Subordinate Judge that
the bequest was to the charity and not to

the 1st defendant subject to the performance
of certain charities.

The next point argued by the learned

Vakil was that the dedication was vague
and indefinite, and that consequently either

the whole of the property or such portion

of it as would remain unspent after meet-

ing the special purpose mentioned in the

Will should be regarded as undisposed of

residue. Before dealing with the oases

quoted in this connection, I might refer to

the language itself in which the bequest

is clothed. I have already mentioned the

fact that the testator referred to the cir-

cumstance that he himself was performing

the charities in the three shrines already

referred to. At the end of the Will he

(8) 23 Ind. Cas. 166; 37 M. 199; 18 C. W. N. 654;

15 RT. L. T. 285; (1914) M. W. N. 299; 26 RI. L. J.

411; 19 C. L. J. 369; 12 A. L. J. 315; 16 Bom. L. R.

328j 41 I. A. 51 (P. C.).
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says.: “after ray lifetime Thaligai shall be

given in Swami Kovil at the Tirunakshat-

ram every month”. The contention for the

appellant was that Thaligai referred to

was not intended for distribution to the

poor or in the temple. I am to a certain

extent conversant with observances in Vishnu

temples. 1 am aware that when a rich,

man speaks of giving a Thaligai i«» a

temple, he very often stipulates that the

food should be offered to the deity, and

that after deducting certain Swatantrams,

the rest of it should be returned to him

for use in his house. But ordinarily when

a devotee establishes a fund for Thaligai

in a temple, it means that the consecrated

food is to he distributed among the De-

santries’, as they are called, or the wor-

shippers who might assemble at the time

of the Aradhanam. The ordinary signi-

ticance of making Thaligai is the latter

and not the former one. I must, therefore,

refuse to accept the contention that the

Thaligai was intended to be offered by the

1st defendant in order to be utilised by

him in any way he liked later on. There
is force, however, in the contention r.f the

learned Vakil about the way in which the ub-

ordinate Judge has read the sentence referred

to above. The Subordinate Judge seems to

think that the word Swami Koil only refers

to Mahabalipuram or Tirukkadalmalai.

I think ho is wrong here. The testator

meant to refer to all the tlneo temples
mentioned by him and not to ono alone.

I am also satisfied that the Subordinate
Judge is wrong in thinking that the

Tirunakshatram referred to was tho birth

-

star cf the deceased testator. I cannot

accept the view that the testator was
speaking of his birth star as Tirunakshatram,
Tirunakshatram in the chief \ ishnu temples

is the birth star of the deity. Every
month that Nakshatram falls on a particular

day, and that is generally a clay in which
tho ged is taken cut in procession, or

some special ceremonies are conducted.

Therefore the Tirunakshatram referred to

by tho testator is tho birth-star of the

deities in tho three temples. Subject to

tlies e corrections in tire view taken by

the Subordinate Judge, I agree with him
that there is no vagueness in the dedica-

tion. The three plans in which tie

charities are to be performed are men-

tioned; a particular form of oharity is

indicated, and the particular occasion iii

which such a charity is to be performed

is also mentioned. I see nothing vagQe

in such a disposition.

Now I shall examine the oases quoted

by the learned Vakil for the appellant.

In Runchordas Vaiidravahdas v. 1’aivalibai

(1) there was no specification of the

oharity or of the locality in wbioh the

charity was to be performed. In that

ease the Judicial Committee quoting

Morice v. Bishop of Durham (9) stated:

“Unless the Mibjeot arid the objects can

be ascertained, upon principles, familiar in

other cases, it must be deoided that the

Court can neither reform mal-administra-

tion nor direot a due administration.” That

defect does not exist in the present

case. Here the subject and the

objeots are both ascertained and speoiBed.

In the other case, rarthasarathi Pillai v.

Thiruvengoda Pillai (2 -, Subraraania Aiyar,

J., in a very learned judgment, pointed

out that a bequest for Dharmam would

not by itself be invalid, but felt bound,

by reason of the decision of the Judicial

Committee in Rutichordas Vandravandas v.

Panalibai U), to hold that the bequest

in that particular case was void for un-

certainty. In this Madras case beyond saying

that the executors shall utilise the pro-

perties for Dharmam no place and no

mode of charity were indicated. On the

other hand the decision in Surja Kumcari

.
v. Pande Har Karain Ram (1C) shows that

dispositions like the present arc enforceable.

The principal consideration where the

object mentioned does not exhaust the

corpus of the fund is to find out whe-

ther there was a general testamentary

intention or purpose. Even though the

object may be specified and the bequest

otherwise definite, if the law will not

allow the application of the fund for the

purpose, it may be that the Courts are

not at liberty to infer a general testamen-

tary intention in favour of charity in

genexal and to direct the application of

he property to other purposes of a

charitable k nd That was in effect the

decision in Doraisaicmy Pillai v. p'andanatham-

.{)) (lSOa) 10 Vos. Jun. 522 at p. 540; 33 E. R. 947;

7 It. R. 232

(10) 38 1ml. Cas. ICO; 39 A. 311; 15 A. L. J. 182.
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mal (11) to which the learned Vakil drew
our attention. In that case the proper-
ties were endowed for a Chatram which
the testator intended to build. Before
his death the Chatram was not built.

The learned Chief Justice and Coutts
Trotter, J., came to the conclusion that

as the object for which the endowment
was made had failed, the property lapsed
into the residue. But here, as I pointed out
already, the places wherein the charities are

to be performed are in existence.

In recent years the Engish Courts have
viewed with less disfavour similar bequests
to charities. In Wordie's Trustees v. T1

r
ordie

(12) it was held that “ a bequest to such
oharitable institutions or societies which
existed for the benefit of women and children
requiring aid or assistance of whatever
nature but the said institutions and societies

to be under the management of Protest
ants” was not void for uncertainty. Again
in Cameron's Trustees v. Mackenzie (13) “a
bequest of residue to trustees to distribute
the same among such charitable institutions,

persons, or objeots as they might think de-
sirable ’’was held enforceable. And in Banner-
man's Trustees |v. Bannerman (14) ‘a power
in favour either of religious or oharitable in-

stitutions, one or more, conducted according
to Protestant principles” was held good.
The primary rule is to ascertain whether
the objeot aimed at by the testator could
be carried out without makiDg a new Will
for, him. Although there may be vagueness
in the selection of the places or in the alloca-
tion of the funds, so long as it is ascer-
tainable that the testator had a particular
objeot in view and that he intended the funds
left by him should be appropriated to that
object, Courts are bound to see that the
persons appointed by the testator do not
misappropriate the funds. The Corporated
Society v. Trice (15), Bunting v. Marriott (16),
Biscoe v. Jackson (17) and Attorney-General
V, Lau'es (IS) all show that if the Court can
CD SOInd. Cas. 225; (1915) M. W. N. 478; 2 L.

W. 577.

02) (1915) S. C. 310.
03) (1915) S. C. 313.
(14) (1915) S. C. 398.
05) 1 J. & La. T. 493.

1Q
06) (1854) 19 Bear. 163; 52 E. B. 311; 105 R. R.

rp yf) 0887) 35 Ch. D. 4G0; 5G h. J. Cli. 540; 56 L.
T. 753; 35 W. R. 554.

ft

O«)(l849) 8 Hare 32; 19 L. J. Ch. 300; 14 Jar. 77;
08 E. K. 261; 55 R. R. 181.

ascertain that there was a general charitable
intention, the fact that the particular objeot for
which the charity was intended did not exist
or that the fund intended for that charity
could not exhaust the whole income will
not be any reason for holdingthat the be-
quest failed either wholly or in part. As
was pointed out in T/Oscombe v. \\ intring-
ham (19), if it appears that the donor intended
that in any event the fund should be devoted
to charity and that a particular institution
was named merely as the channel by which
that intention was to be effeoted, the whole
fund will be regarded as having been dedi-
cated to charity and the Court will pro-
ceed to carry out the intention of the tes-
tator on the principle of cy pres. The decision
in Abdul Kader v. Bai Safiabu (20) is to the
same effect. My conclusion on this part of
the oase is that there is a general charitable
intention in the Will of Alavandar that the
property left by him should be appropriated
for the performance of charities in the three
temples already mentioned, and, therefore, no
part of the bequest fails for want of definite-

ness.

There is also another consideration which
induces me to hold that the bequest is valid.

Exhibits A (1) and B, two statements made
by the testator, show that he intended to

make a Will like the present one and that

he intended by that Will to bequeath pro-

perties (o the charities. Mr. Rangaohariar
objected to receiving these two documents
in evidence. I think both the documents

were properly admitted by the lower Court.

It may he that the suggestion of Mr. T. R.

Ramaohandra Aiyar that Exhibit A (1)

should be regarded as a oodioil is some-

what far-fetched. The citation from Jarman
on Wills, olume I, page 35, that even answers

to interrogatories may be regarded either

as a oodioil or Will may not apply to testa-

mentary disposi ions in this country. Under

the Hindu Wills Act and the Indian Suc-

cession Aot it is doubtful whether such

informal declarations could be regarded as

testamentary. But I think Exhibit A (1) is

admissible in evidence under section 32,

clause 7) of the Evidence Act. It is a

statement taken by the Sub-Registrar in

(19) (1S50) 13 Bcav. 87; 51 E. R. 34; .88 R. R.

432.

(20) 12 Iml. Cas. 702; 36 B. Ill; 13 Bom. L. R.

1025.
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the house of the testator before registering
the Will, and it was made two days after
Exhibit A. 1 think the language of clause
7 of section 32 covers this oase. 1 also
think that this statement is part of the
rtsgtstie and as suoh receivable in evidenoe
under section 6 of the Evidenoe Act. As
regards Exhibit B it was a written statement
tiled by Alavandar in a suit brought against
him to declare that part of the properties
in dispute and some other properties did
not solely belong to him. In his written
statement he said that ho had acquired the
properties for the purposes of a charity and
that he intended to make a testamentary
disposition in that behalf. This is certainly
a statement which was opposed to the pecu-
niary interest of the person making it and
as suoh is covered by seotion 32 (3) of the
Evidence Act, Reading Exhibits A ( 1 ) and
B along with Exhibit A, 1 am of opinion
that the testator had a clear testamentary
intention in favour of charity.

The next point for consideration is whether
the trusts deolared by the testator are public
trusts or only private trusts as contended
for by Mr. Rangaohariar. J have already
pointed out that the use of the word
thaligai ” should not mislead us. The

charities were intended to be performed in
three public religious institut'ons. One of
the objects was to feed the devotees. 1
fail to see how this can be regarded as a
private trust. The decision in Sathappayyar
v. Periasami (3), which related to a gift by
the then Zemindar of Sivaganga to his own
religious preceptor with a view to the pro-
perty being utilised for a special purpose,
has no bearing upon this question. In that
oase it was held that the gift was primarily
to the preoeptor and that there was only a
direction or a suggestion that the properly
should be appropriated in a particular manner,
and that consequently the beneficial interest
vested in the preoeptor. Nor has Trimbak
v. Lahshman (4) any bearing on the present
question. In Srirmiga Ohariar v. Pranathar-

thihma Ohariar (5) the grant was to a per-
son and an object was specified. It was
held that it was not a publio trust. These
authorities are not applicable to oases whore
there is no bequest to any individual but
only to charity.

Before dealing with the question as to how

the funds should be appropriated, I might
deal with the contention of Mr. Ranga-
ohariar that his client should be the sole
trustee. It is true that the suit was insti-
tuted within six months of the death of the
testator. Nonetheless the evidenoe in this
oase shows that the personal habits of the
1st defendant are of such a nature as would
justify oo-adjutors being appointed along
with him. Moreover, I cannot shut my eyes
to the faot that the 1st defendant claimed in
this suit that no part of the property should
go to the trust. At the same time I am
in agreement with Mr. Rangaohariar that
the 1st defendant should not be wholly re-
moved. The best course will be to appoint
two r ore trustees, of whom one at least
should be a non- Brahmin, to oo- operate with
him in the management of these properties.
It is desirable also that the 1st defendant
should bo given a salary to see that the
oharities are properly conducted. The details
of the soheme will be left to the lower
Court.

I his brings me to the last question, whe-
ther it is open to us to direct the appli-
oation of the income to objects other than
the performance of Thaligai in the temples;
1 do not at present propose to do anything
more than indicate in the general way the
objects on which the fund may be spent.
On a rough calculation the inoome which i 9

likely to be derived is about Rs. S.000 a
year. After paying the expenses of the
management and the remuneration of the
trustee, there may be a balance of about
Rs. 6,000. In my opinion one-fourth of it,

namely, Rs. 1,500 should be spent in the
three temples, Us. 500 in each, for the
purpose of feeding people and conducting
Utsavams. The balance should be utilised
for giving religious instruction. Mr. T. R.
Ramaohandra Aiyar, without seriously object-
ing to the allocation, of any portion of the
inoome to education, made ns understand that
such a provision in the scheme must not be
taken to have been made by consent of the
parties. As the question regarding the ap-
plication of surplus income comes up before
the Courts very often, l propose to deal with
the jurisdiction of the Court in suoh mat-
ters.

Although the extent of % jurisdiction over
temples oxorevsed by the ancient kings of tho
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land is not traoeable in any of the writings
handed down to us, there can be no manner
of doubt that the affairs of religious institu-

tions were direotly under the control of

the sovereigns. The Muzerai Department
of Mysore, and the conduct of temple
affairs in Travanoore and Cochin all point

to the ooi elusion that the administration
of Devastanams has been and is a

department of the State. Even Mutts are

subject to Governmental supervision. The
Mutt properties in Mysore often pass into

the hands of the Government with a view
to their more efficient management. There
is no reason for presuming that a differ-

ent state of affairs prevalied in ancient
India. Regulation VII of 1817 states in

the preamble that “it is the duty of the

Government to provide that all such en-

dowments be applied according to the real

intent and Will of the grantor.” It is

not unreasonable to assume that such a

duty was inherited from the acient sovereigns
of the land, although the notion that
the sovereign is bound to administer eoclesi-

astioal affairs properly is an English idea as
well. In Koufcilya’s Arthasastra, in the
chapter headed “Replenishment of the
treasury,” some Machiavellian advioe is ten-
dered to the king regarding the appropria-
tion of the temple income. The minister, like

those that served some of the English Kings,
seems to have been concerned only with
aiding the king in securing money for temporal
purposes without reference to the morality
or legality of the attempts. I have refer-
red to Chanakya’s disingenuous advioe to

the sovereign only for the purpose of show-
log that the revenues from the temples
were indented, upon rare occasions, for
the general administration of the land.
There is evidence that in the days of the
i^ast India Company the surplus income
from the temple properties was appropriat-
ed to general purposes. Controversies are
still oarried on by individual institutions
claiming a refund of such income. In
more reoent years, the Legislature has en-
acted a law (vide th6 Tirupati Devastanam
Aot) authorising the utilisation of a portion

the temple inoome for the purposes
el advancing secular education. Courts

.
ave sanctioned expenditure for imparting

instruction in Sanskrit and Tamil (vide
the scheme for the Rameswaram Devasta-

nam).
.

I see no reason for holding that
these instances have been considered by
religious devotees as amounting to a mis-
application of the temple inoome. A re-
markable letter by the Rajah Sarabhoji of
Tanjore, dated the 28th January 1801, ad-
dressed to the then British Resident shows
in what spirit and with what intents
religious charities were gifted and adminis-
tered. After referring to the faot that
persons from all over India travel by foot
to Rameswaram where Chatrams have been
built, the letter says: “For the accommoda-
tion of these travellers principally, the
Chatrams have been established and to
each of them a pagoda, ohoultries and
schools are annexed.” Then the nature of
the charities is explained. Then follow
these sentences: In each Chatram.a tea-
cher to teaoh the four Vedams is appoint-
ed and a school master and dootors skilful
in the cure of diseases, swellings and the
poison of reptiles. All the orphans of stran-
gers who may come to the Chatram are
placed under the care of the school-master.
They are also fed three times a day and
once in four days they are anointed with
oil. They reoeive medicine when they re-

quire it. Clothes also are given to them
and the utmost attention pud to them.
They are instructed in the sciences to

which they may express a preference

and after having obtained a competent
knowledge of them the expenses of their

marriage are defrayed.” The above extract

explains with what eye ancient kings looked

upon the dispensation of oharities.

I have been at pains to find cut whe-
ther the Hindu Shastras countenance the

distinction between religious and charitable

purposes. My research shows that in India

religious purposes have been considered

only as a branch of the charitable purpose.

Jaimini in Lis Sutras says ”***##* *”

“Dharma or charity is that whioh is ordain-

ed ” K. L. Sarkar in his Mimamsa
Rules of Interpretation rightly points out

that this ordaining is not from the Vedas

alone, it may be from the Smritis and

some of the accepted Itihasas and Puranas

as well. When the Tanjore Rajah in

providing for the safe conduct and comforts

of the pilgrims considered that education

is a form of charity whioh would enable

the donor to attain salvation, he interpret
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ed truly the Shastraic injunctions in this

behalf. Yaidyanatha Dikshitar, who has
in his monumental work prescribed the

duties of house- holders, discusses at some
length the form and nature of charity best

calculated to lead a man to Heaven. He
first quotes a very well-known text from
Taittiriya Upanishad on the excellence of

Dharma:

—

ti

•A* *

* #

:X; -V *

* # * '

»

Then he quotes

Manu:

—

a few very apt siokas from

* * :•* * *>>

In the matter of Danam the Veda says:

“All beings praise Danam. * *

“Everything rests on Danam. Therefore, it

is said that Danam (gift; is t lie noblest and
the supreme.”

Manu says:
—

“There are three classes of

the highest gifts: namely, the gift of cows,

land and saraswathi, viz., (learning). Gift of

learning is more praiseworthy than giving

of focd. In learning, Pan Yulya (know-
ledge relating to the Para Brahman)— is

considered to be superior. And, therefore,

Swarga (Heaven) and Moksha -(salvation)

are vouchsafed to the donor of such know-
ledge. He who imparts knowledge to the
ignorant or constructs rest houses, attains

the same merit as a person who has gifted

land.”

From the above extract it will be seen
that among all the commendable gifts the

gift of a cow, of a piece of land and of

education are considered to be the noblest.

Of these three, the gift of education is

more praiseworthy than the other two.

In education, that which imparts to the

donee a knowledge of the Supreme is to

be preferred.” It is clear from the above
Smriti text that Manu regarded ti/lyn

dharmam or gift of education of any kind
as conducive to salvation. 11 is preference

of Para Yulya, education relating to a

knowledge of Para Brahman
, shows that

in his opinion every endeavour to remove
ignorance and to infuse light is acceptable

to God. In the face of such a pronounce-

ment, it would bo absurd to argue that

a general gift by a devotee intended as a

propitiatory offering to God would be
misspent if a portion of it is utilised for

giving seoular education. The final soheme
approved by the District Board of Tanjore
for the utilisation of the surplus funds
shows that they carried out the letter and
spirit of the instructions given by Rajah
Saraboji in the letter already referred to.

What the District Board and the Legisla-
ture have done is not beyond the compe-
tence of Courts which act as the sovereign’s

delegated authority in conserving and properly
administering charitable gifts.

The difficulties we are experiencing are
traceable to the constitution of committees
under Aot XX of 1863. The supervision
of the sovereign power ceased, and with
it the power to apply the surplus income
to purposes most conducive to the general
welfare and comforts of the devotees. The
first committees applied thGir minds to

conserving the income and to spending it

on rituals and ceremonials which the

common people most desired. They were
not given the powers which the sovereign
exeroised. The Aot was so drawn up as

to leave most essential matters unprovided
for. The earlier trustees owed their ap-

pointments, in not a few oases, to the

accident of being temporarily in charge
of the affairs of an institution. The
result has been disastrous. When au in-

effective law is administered by a person
anxious to be maintained as trustee, and
who feels that he is responsible to no one,

there is bound to be peculation and mis-
management. The multiplication of Utsa-
vams is due more to a desire to find

channels of expenditure which might give

a profit to the spender than to serve tbe

legitimate wishes of the devotees. Moneys
have been recklessly allotted for these

tamashes
,

not in a few instances, to the

detriment of tbe more legitimate ceremonials
in tbe temple. 1 am glad that it has
been recently ruled that money borrowed
for fireworks is not chargeable on the
trust. See AJiraja A rs

u

v. Sheik Bydau
Sahib (21). I do not believe that sane
men would seriously advance tbe theory
that it is more pleasing to God that

(21 ^ 4 4 Iml. Oils. 815; 23 M. L. T. 278; 34 M. L. J.

35S; (1018) M. W. N. 331.
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moneys should be spent in fireworks and
in engaging dancing girls than in imparting
education to the sons of the devotees.
There can be no manner of doubt as to
the wishes of the people on such matters.
But we have unfortunately a machinery
for the administration of religious in-
stitutions which gives scope for abuses of
a serious kind on the part of those
entrusted with the management of such
institutions.

The Hindu Shastras, as I pointed out,
attaoh great importance to the imparting
of knowledge. True religiousness, accord-
ing to Hindu notions, is possible only to
those who are learned. I fail to see why
the application of temple income to the
promotion of knowledge, which in the main
must lead a man aright, should be con-
sidered improper. No doubt when a
devotee ear-marks the offering for a
particular purpose, it is not open to the
authorities to divert it to other purposes.
Even here, when the purpose is legitimately
satisfied by the application of a portion of
the income, the balance can be devoted
to the promotion of useful knowledge.
But in the vast majority of oases where
the offerings are contributed without any
set purpose, the management will be justified
in applying them to purposes connected
^ith the diffusion of knowledge. A suffi-
cient portion of the income may be
spent on speotacular demonstrations which
attract and please the ordinary worshipper.
He often desires that the deity should
have such accompaniments to festivals and
ceremonies as would please the eye and
give an air of magnificence and of sump-
tuousness. But panderings to such
cravings should have limits. I do not
say that a Puritanic standard of religious
ness should be imposed. But it is not

6 ^notion of the managers to encourage
observances which have no connection with

e fundamentals of religious worship. In
very many instances, expenditure on
smashes produces the opposite effect. The
worship, of the deity is lost sight of, in

Q desire to witness the amusements
;an not infrequently, vice is encouraged

an
.
spread by th83e practices. I have no

esitation in saying that the modern
evelopments regarding processions lead
9 people far away from the paths of

religion and are calculated to bring it

into disrepute. I think there is nothing
in the religion of the Hindus, in their
traditions and in the consciousness of the
people, which will compel Courts to respect
prejudices which sap at the root of religion
and which pervert and not advance its
precepts. Therefore, whenever the grants
made to religious institutions are not
ear-marked or, if ear-marked, are not intended
to exhaust the recurring income, and
whenever they are made as a general tlianks-
olfering, it is proper and legitimate to
direct their application to the promotion of
knowledge.

There is one other aspect of the ques-
tion. The donations made to a deity often
take the striotly legal aspect of charity
as understood by English lawyers. Grants
for feeding the devotees, for giving them
shelter, for giving them water are made
in connection with religious institutions.
Grants are frequently made to reward
persons who chant the Vedas or the
Prabhandam when the Utsavams are in

progress. I cite these instances to show
that in the eyes of a donor, the feeding •

of the poor and the encouragement of
educated men are regarded as purposes
gratifying to the deity? If that is so,

how can a management be charged with
misapplication, if it use3 the surplus
funds to enable young men to gain know-
ledge or to give them food while reading

in schools and colleges? In England it

has been held that the advancement and
propagation of education and learning are

charitable purposes. See Whicker v. Hume
(22). I think this principle is applicable with

greater force to Indian conditions. In

Thompson v. Thompson (23) it was held

that where the gift is general and in-

direct, its application to provide a fund

for unsuccessful literary men would be

valid. Where the relief of poverty is the

object of the donor, it has been held

that the object can be effectuated by the

apprenticing of poor ohildren or by giving

pensions to destitute men. See Attorney-

General v. Minshull v 24 and Attorney -General

(22) (1853) 7 IT. L. C. 124; 23 L. J. Ch. 3 )8; 4 Jut*.

(n\ sj 93 3; 1 1 13. R. 53; 31 L. T. (o. s.) 319; 115 R.

It. 70.

(23) (1341) 1 Coll. 331; 8 Jiu*. 833; 63 E. R. 4 3 1;

63 R. R. 109.

(2 t) (1793) -4 Ves. Jim. 11; 31 E. R. G.
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v. Wansay (25). In Estlin
,
lure; Pritchard v.

Thomas (26), appropriation of such funds

for founding homes for lady teachers was

upheld. In Hall v. Derby Sanitary Authority
(27)

the establishment of orphanages from

such funds was held to be proper.

Further, as pointed out by Mr. Gana-

pathi Aiyar in his Hindu and Muhammadan
Endowments, page 58, the Hindu Shastras

do not draw a sharp line of distinction

between religious and charitable grants.

The word “Poorta” which signifies pious

acts open to all classes of society oonnotes

both religious and charitable acts. See

also West and Buhler, pages 20^ and 207.

It would, therefore, be idle to impute to

Hindu devotees an intention that in mak-

ing offerings or donations they contemplated

purely religious purposes as opposed to

charitable purposes.

I have thas far endeavoured to show

that the trustees of a temple would be

acting well within their powers in using

temple income to promote knowledge. As

regards the functions of the Court in such

matters, there can be no doubt.
^

I pointed

out in Sitharam Chetty v. Suhramania

Aiyer (28) that the Courts in this country

havo inherited the jurisdiction of the

Chancery Courts in England. In a Tinne-

velly case, Chidambarnnatha Thambiran v.

Nallasiia Mudaliar (20), which 1 deoided sit-

ting with the learned Chief Justice, 1

held that just as a Court of Chancery

would not allow a trust to die for want

of a trustee, so also the Indian Courts

have ample powers to give directions to-

wards the application of the trust income

even though the trustee may not himself

be competent similarly to apply it. The

doctrine of cy pres should receive as extend-

ed an application as possible so as to give

effect to the true intent and aim of the

donor. His lapses, his ignorance and his

failure to understand the situation should

not fetter the Courts so long as the pur-

poses specified by him are not violat-

ed.

(25) (180s) 15 Vos. Jun. 231; 33 K. K. 742.

(26) (1903) 72 L. J. Ch. 6S7; 89 L. T. 88.

(27) (1886) 16 Q. H. D. 163; 55 L.J. M. C. 21; 54

L. T. 175; 50 J. P. 278.

(28) 32 1ml. Cas. 211; 39 M. 700; 30 M. L. J. 29; 19

M. L. T. 25; 3 L. VV. *43.

(29) 42 lnd. Cas. 366; 41 M. 124; 33 M. L. J. 357;

22 M. L. T. 218; 6 L. W. 666.

It w is pointed out in Attorney- General v.

Jjnwes (18) the jurisdiction of the Courts of

Chancery should be exeroised with a view to

prevent the failure of the donation altogether.

Courts in this country should act on the

same principle.

In the present case I have held that

there is a general charitable intention.

The mode of carrying it into effect is

not provided for with any certainty. It

would be absurd to suggest that the Rs. 6,000

should be wholly spent in Thaligais.

The truth is that the donor intended that

his earnings should be spent in the tem-

ples without taking care to provide how

they should be spent. His mention of

Thaligai was meant to be illustrative and

not exhaustive. The evidence to which

Mr. Raraaohandra Aiyar drew our attention

shows that in his lifetime, Alavandar spent

monies for other religious purposes than

giving Thaligais. Very likely the testator

did not expect such a large income from

the properties. He was not educated

enough to give the necessary directions

in his Will for the proper allocation of

the income. That duty can be performed

by the Court. As was pointed out in

Ommanney v. Butcher (301, Courts have often

to supply defeots of this nature in a trust

bequest. A 1 pointed out before, when

the mode indicated by the donor cannot

reasonably exhaust the income, the doctrine

of cy pies oan be invoked.

In England, the appropriate mode of

effectuating a charitable trust is by sanc-

tioning a scheme. The case-law on the

point is thus summarised in 4 Halsbury,

paragraph 316. As this judgment has

already become lengthy I shall content

myself by extracting the passage here: A

sohemo is generally necessary on any cy pres

application of a charitable trust unless the

trust is altered merely in detail.

“Schemes are also required where the

trusts of the instrument of foundation are

ambiguous or insufficient and no particular

objects are defined, or where there are no

trustees, or the trustees are dead or refuse

to act or where there has been an increase

in the revenue of the charity, or the persons

managing the charity havo misapplied its

property, or where for any other reason

(30)

(1823) Turn U. 260; 37 K. H. 1098,
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K
a

,

hmin worsbl PPers. large discretion

giving n r .

a aDoe should be spent for claims for arrea

(jain
6 1^ 10us education in Tamil Praban- °r withhold th

Ty-ii reference to the

dismissed
6

p
8u2£estions, the appeal is of the widow, j

Courts will
^°Sts of botb parties in both to saying that e

M C p

C07Ile out of the trust fund. deoided upon its

clear that as soc

Appeal dismissed. the Court that f
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K.JTBAY HIGH COURT.
T Civil Appeal No. 67 of 1916

Maroh 19, 1918.
Present- Ur, Justice Beaman and

KARRaoa nX'
dusGoe Heaton.KARBASAPPA GOOLAPPA NAREGAL

defendant—Appellant
IT a t r a

versus
A
p
A GOULAPPA NAREGAL

n K'ndu Law—XV\

f

TlFF—RESPONDENT.
Court, poioer of Fldow -Maintenance, arrears oj—
n«c««ary.

U au’ard arrears —Demand, whether

t d- In dealing with claims for arrears ofmade by Hindu widows Courls Bol? !

00

discretion to grant or withhold those arreais ivifh

Z r
r
oreuce

r
t0 ‘he urgent needs and nocess t esIS of the widow, [p. 623, col. 2.J

eoessities

he As soon as the widow satisfies the Court that
to r,n

" a
.

ut at the t; '»o at which she was
, entitled to maintenance, provided tint t;m

a
e " .th,,, the period of limitation, the Court mi-ht inor any given case award her arrears to that extent and
t- that would be quite independent of any demand on
1 obe

art; In
,°U"r 'V?'dS ' while a demandisano^d

le
to b

f

e
!!
n

.

ma acic ovldence of need on tne widow’spart, it is not in a demand that the right to obtainarrears of maintenance is rooted. Nor fsany demand
ie necessary, [p. 623, col. 2.]

J d

g First appeal against the decision of theIW Class Subordinate Judge at Dbarwar.
d in Suit ISo. 4/0 of 1914.

e Mr. V.V. Bhadkamkar
, for the Appel,

lant.

o Mr, hilkanth Atmaram
, for the Re-

3 spondent.

JUDGME NT. -On the point of arrears
}

ot maintenance the case-law, to which we
;

have been referred, yields, as far I 0an
t

sop, no definite principle upon which all

:

cai-03 of the kind can be deoided. The
most that can be said of it, I think, ia
that the highest authority sanctions a very
large discretion in Courts dealing with
claims for arrears of maintenance to grant
or withhold those arrears with special
reference to the urgent need and necessities
of the widow, and this amounts virtually
to saying that every such case must be
deoided upon its own faots. It is very
clear that as soon as the widow satisfies
the Court that she was in want at the
time at which she was entitled to main-
tenance, provided that time is within the
period of limitation, the Court might in

any given case award her arrears to that
extent, and that would be quite inde-
pendent of any demand on her part. In
other words, while a demand is allowed
to be prima facie evidence of need on the
widow’s part, it is not in a demand that

the right to obtain arrears of maintenance
is rooted. Nor indeed is aDy demand
necessary.

In the faots before us, therefore, we have
no guide in the authorities to any principle

whioh could be uniformly used in deoiding

whether arrears of maintenance ought or

ought not to be granted. Here, the plaintiff

has asked for six years’ arrears and the

lower Court has awarded them, though at
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ft lower rate than tlie maintenance it has

decreed to her in future. We are in some

doubt, however, whether the facts warrant

this liberality. It must always be a factor

in dealing with the merits of a particular

case that the plaintiff has postponed making

her claim. If during a period of six year9

she has been living in her father’s house,

while it would not be safe to conclude

that she was not in want and forced by

want to continue to depend upon her

father’s bounty, it may be the ground of

a reasonable inference that she was not

driven by absolute necessity to enforce her

rights of maintenance against her husband’s

family. Then, again, in oases of this kind

the criterion cannot be that the woman
had found a shelter somewhere and bare

subsistence. For that would not bo

incompatible with her having been in

real want, and, as far as I can see, no

very adequate ground for transferring the

responsibility for her maintenance from

her husband to her natural family, lint

one would suppose that if the pinch of

want was being very severely felt a

Hindu widow would insist upon her

rights, particularly if her husband’s family

were well-to-do, while her father’s family

were extremely poor, long before six years

bad elapsed. It can only be upon the most

general ground and a balance of the most

general and shifting considerations of this

kind that we can come to what must be called

rather a oommonsense than any other

conclusion upon the point before us.

Treating the case in that manner, wo

have decided that justice does not require

that the widow here should have more

than three years’ maintenance, and to

that extent we amend the decree of the

Court below.

As regards the quantum of her main-

tenance in the future, where we find a

Hindu Subordinate Judge treating a Hindu

widow with so much liberality as in the

present case, wo should bo very reluctant

indeed to interfere and so suggest that

wo generally agree with the extremely

harsh and rigorous altitude of the Hindu

mind towards women so unfortunately

situated as Hindu widows often arc. We
have hear 1 all the arguments that could

ba addressed to us upm ths somewhat-

meagre evidence recorded, ani while on

that evidenoe the scale of maintenance

might appear to be unduly liberal, one

cannot say that the learned Judge is wrong

in conjecturing that the defendant has

managed to conceal bis true means, which

are very likely much more ample than is

revealed in the evidence.

Wo do not, therefore, think it right to

interfere upon that part of the case, and

we would, with the slight variation

suggested above, oontirm the decree of the

lower Court and dismiss this appeal with

all costs.

Appeal dismissed.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 8*21 cf 1917

March 20, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Sadasiva Aiyar and

Mr. Justice Napier.

RAMALINGAM AYYAR and others—
Dekendanis Nos. 5,0 and 7

—

Appellant*

versus

S. SUBBAI6R—Plaintiff— Respondent.
Limitation ..let (IX of 1908), 4, 14, scope oj—

Limitation, expiry of, on holiday — Plaint, presentation

of, <>n succeeding day, in icrony Court, effect of—Insti-

tution in wrong Court for prompt realisation oj debt

— Good faith—Return of plaint for presentation to

proper Court — Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1909),

s. 20.

Section 4 of the Limitation Act is a particular

statutory provision, not for tho purpose of comput-

ing the period of limitation prescribed as in section

14, but allowing in certain circumstances the filing

of suits after the period has expired, [p. 625, col. 2.J

The section can be availed of only if tlio suit,

appeal or application is filed in the proper Court

when the time for doing so has expired on a

holiday, [p. 6*25, col. 2.J
Mira Mohidccn v. Xallapcrumal, 12 Ind. Cas. 58;

36 M. 131 ;
*21 M. L. J. 1000. 10 M. L. T. 254; (1911)

2 M. W. N. 22!, followed.

Section 14 of the Limitation Act only prescribes a

certain rule to be observed in computing tho period

of limitation prescribed for a suit, appeal or appli-

cation, in reckoning tho number of days if

time lias expired, the period allowed by tho section

may be deducted from the period that has actually

expired, [p. 625, col. 2.]

Where a plaintiff instituted a suit on the day after

tho last day of limitation, the last day being a holiday

in a Court within whoso jurisdiction one only of -

t ho defendants resided and tho Court declining to

give leave under section 20 (6), Civil Procedure Code,
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returned the plaint for presentation to the proper
Court, which was subsequently done:

Held, that the plaint not having been presented to
a proper Court on the day after the last day of
limitation, the suit was barred.
The institution of a proceeding in a Court with a

view to prompt realisation of the claim from the
defendant, who is an officer of that Court, is not a
proceeding lacking in good faith within the meaning
of section 14.

°

Second appeal against the decree of the
District Court, Tinnevelly, in Appeal Suit
No. 618 of 1915, preferred against the decree
of the Court of the Additional District Munsif,
Tinnevelly, in Original Suit No. 360 of 914.
FACTS.—The plaintiff presented his

plaint in the Court of the District Munsif,
Ambasamudram,* as the first executant of
the bond resided there. The other execut-
ants resided in different jurisdictions.
The District Munsif acting under section
20, clause (b) of the Civil Procedure Gode,
declined to give leave for the institution
of the suit in that Court, in consequence
of whioh the suit was subsequently filed
in the Court of the District Munsif of
Tinnevelly.

The Dislriot Munsif of Ambasamudram
gave the following reasons for returning the
plaint in his order returning it:

—
“The plaint*

iff is living in Tinnevelly. The bond was
exeouted in Tinnevelly” [This latter
statement is not quite correct as it was
exeouted in a different place.] The'
defendants Nos. 2 to 4 are nearer Tinnevelly
than Ambasamudram. The only reason
alleged for filing the plaint in my Court
is that the 1st defendant is here. I think
that the balance of convenience is in favour
of the plaint being presented to the
District Munsii exercising jurisdiction in
Tinnevelly town. I decline to give per-
mission for suit being filed here.” The suit
was then’ filed in the Tinnevelly Munsif ’s

Court. The 1st defendant was Head Clerk of
the Ambasamudram Munsif’s Court.

Mr. K, B. Quru8awmi Aiyar
, for the

Appellants.
Mr. B. Sitaram Row

,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Napier, J. (after stating faots as

above) With regard to the question
whether the suit was bona fide filed in the
oart of the District Munsif of Ambasamud*

f
am

» [ <*0 not think that the fact that
Q thought he

. would be more likely to
gafc his money paid by the 1st defendant

if he} sued him in the Court of whioh he
was an officer shows want of bona tides .

A man has a perfect right to endeavour
to get the payment of his money, and I
see nothing improper in suing his debtor
where he thought he would be more
willing to discharge the debt. But the
real difficulty in the way of the plaintiff
seems to me to lie, in the language of
the section, as follows:

—
“in computing

the period of limitation prescribed for any
suit, that is to say, in reckoning the
number of days to see if time has
expired, you may deduct from the period
that has actually expired the period
allowed by section 14, namely, “the time
during whioh the plaintiff has been
prosecuting with due diligenoe another
Civil proceeding” in a Court whioh is

unable to entertain the suit. But the
right by whioh the plaintiff can file his
suit the day after a holiday is given by
section 4, which is where the period of
limitation prescribed for any suit, appeal
or application expires on a day
when the Court is closed, the suit, appeal
or application may be instituted, preferred
or made on the day that the Court re-opens,”
that is to say, although the period of
limitation has expired a suit may be
filed after the expiration of the period of
limitation. That is how I read the
section. It is a particular statutory pro-
vision, not for the purpose of computing
the period of limitation, but allowing, in

certain circumstances, the filing of suits after
the period has expired. If that is so, then
section 14 will not help the plaintiff because,

as I have pointed out, it begins with the
phrase: In computing the period of limita-

tion prescribed for any suit,” prescribed,

of course, having reference to the Articles.

If this plaint had been presented in a proper

Court on the day after that on which the

limitation expired, that day having been a

holiday, then the plaintiff would have been

able to take advantage of the specific

provision in section 4; but as be has no»>

done so, in my opinion, he is not entitled

to take advantage of that provision. That
seems to me to be th^ view taken by Mr.

Justice Spencer in Mira Mohideen v. Nalla-

perumal (l) and I agree with him in that

(1) 12 Ind. Cas.oS; 36 M. 131; 21 M. L. J. 1000, IQ

M. L. T. 254; (1911) 2 M. W. N. 221,
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view. I would, therefore, allow the appeal and

dismiss the suit against defendants Nos, 5

to 7 also. There will be no costs in any

Court.

Sadasjya Aivar, J.— I agree.

m.c.p.

Appeal dismissed.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeal from the Punjab Chuck Codrt.

January 29, 1918.

Present ;— Lord Buokraaster, Sir Walter

Phillimore, Bart., and Sir Lawrence Jenkins.

HARDIT STNGH and others

—

Plaintiffs— Appellants
versus

GURMUKH SINGH and others—
Defendants— Respondents.

Atlrersc possession - Joint holding—Co-sharer m
e cclusi vt‘ possession, effect oj.

Where one monitor of a joint family alone occu-

pies the joint estate, that by itself affords no evi-

denee of exclusion of other interested members of

1 he family. Uninterrupted sole possession of such

property, without more, must be referred to the

lawful title possessed by the joint holder to use

the joint estate, and cannot be regarded as an

assertion of a right to hold it as separate, so a-s to

assert an adverse claim against other interested

members.
J
p. 026, eol. 2.J

Where possession can be either lawful or unlaw-

fill, in the absence of evidence, it must be assumed
lo lie the former, [p. 626, eol. 2.

j

l’laiut ill's and defendants wore joint owners of

an estate and were recorded in the revenue papers

as such It appeared, however, that the defendants

alone had been in possession of the joint estate. In

1890 the revenue records wore tho subject of

challenge, but the defendants took no steps to get

t lit* in rectified, with the result tlmt the plaintiffs

continued l*» be recorded as owners of their joint

share:

Held
,
that the mere fact that the defendants had

all along held possession of the joint estate did nut

amount to an ad verso exclusion of the plaintiffs from

their joint share. { p. 627. o»l. 2.J

Appeal from the doore3 of t li e Chief

Court cf the Punjib (Shall Din and

Beadon, J J . ) ,
dated the 20th December 1913.

Sir William Garth
,
for tho Appellants.

JUDGMENT.
Loud Buckmaster. - The question in this

appoal is whether the appellants have an

interest jointly with tho respondents in

a village known as Bhagsar. .

In tho proceeding-?, out of which the

appeal has arisen, the appellants we/e tho

-

plaintiffs and the respondents were the

defendants, and in that suit the two
material issues were, first ,

whether the

property in question was part of" a joint

family estate, and secondly
,

if it were,

whether the plaintiffs, who were members of

the family, bad lost their right by abandon-

ment, aoquiesoence, or adverse possession.

The finding of the two Courts that the pro-

perty wae originally joint is not challenged,

and the only question i3 that raised by the

seoond issue. Upon this the Subordinate

Judge of Ferozepore found in favour of the

appellants, and his judgment was reversed by

the Chief Court of the Punjab. In consider-

ing the soundness of this latter judgment it

is important to bear in mind certain facts

with regard to the possession of joint property,

which distinguish it from property sepa-

rately held. In the former case the phrase

“exclusive possession” has an equivooal

meaning ; in the latter it has not. If

by exclusive possession of joint estate is

meant that one member of the joint family

alone occupies it, that by itself aff >rd9 no

evidence of exclusion of other interested

members of the family. Uninterrupted

sole possession of such property, without

more, must he referred to the lawful titlo

possessed by the joint holder to use the

joint estate, and cannot be regarded as

an assertion of a right to hold it as

separate, so as to assert an adverse olaim

against other interested members [Maharajah

Sir Luc-hmeswar Singh Bahadur v. Sheikh

Manowar J [ossein (1) and Corea v. Appuhamy

(2)]. If possession may be either lawful or un-

lawful, in the absence of evidenoe, it must

he assumed to be the former. The faot,

therefore, that this village of Bhagsar has

been occupied for many years by the

defendants and their predecessors is in-

sufficient to prove exclusion of the plaintiffs

without further evidence. This evidenoe

the respondents sought to -find iu oertain

proceedings that took place in 1890, and

as the Chief Court has recorded their

opinion that the respondents’ view of

these matters is oorreot, and this Board

has not had the advantage of hearing

Counsel for the respondents, it becomes

(1) ID I. A 48; ID 0.233; 6 S.u. l\ C. J. 133; 10

link Loo. (x. s ) 614.

(2) (1912. A. C. 230 at p. 23d; 81 L. J. P. 0. 151;

103 L. T. 536. -
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time was allowed in order to have these
necessary to submit this evidence to close
scrutiny.

The facts seem to be these : A disposi
tion of part of the property appears to
have been made by Wasawa Singh and
Hazara Singh, the fathers of the defend-
ants, in favour of two people, named
Phala and Mala, who were respectively
the brothers- in*law of Wasawa and Hazara.
Mala^ appears to have takeu proceedings
in 1890 in assertion of his right for
partition of this land. The records of the
proceedings appear to have been lost, apart
from an order, dated the 2Cbh February

^ an<^ ^ 1S only from the material
hus furnished that it is possible to ascer-
tain what the proceedings were. This ord^r
states that on the 10th November 1S90
an order of partition was proposed and
partition bad been all but prepared when

*
® Pontiff, Mala, objected on the ground
at it was prejudicial to him, and on

an enquiry being directed he asserted that
0 was entitled to one-third of certain

Nos. 39 to 41, the property of the
sons of Wasawa and Hazara, referred to in
the order as Basawa and Hazara. This the
8ons of Wasawa and Hazara disputed, and
asserted that Mala should get a share in pro-
portion to Rs. 5-14-3, being his share
s own in the jamabawn papers. What

is share was meant to be it is iropossi-
e to know. It may be that it represents
e 80are to which Mala might be entitled

upon the
, footing that the property was

joint y held with the appellants’ predeces-
sors, and that the sons of Wasawa and
azara were asserting that the estate was

,

01n
. ^

held by them with others in order
to defeat Mala’s claim. Both Mala and
.

6 oooupanoy -tenants disputed the entries

y
0 rev®Due papers, and those entries

h \a
*

.

S^ 0we(^ that the estate was then
o jomtly by Wasawa and Hazara and

p
predecessors of the plaintiffs. The

onr consequently directed that it was
oxpc ien (; to postpone the partition until

e o jeotors had obtained relief against

0i
e «W« ln the revenue papers in a
” °urt. Now these entries were advert

th f Vu
ohjsctors, because they showed

. .
estate was jointly held with

0j
. ^ predecessors, and unless their

to tk .

Wa? removGd Mala’s share would be
a extent ^educed. Three months’

entries rectified, and that was in substanoe
the whole effect of the order. No suit
was brought in pursuance of this permission,
and the entries were continued on the same
footing in the revenue papers, down to
and including those for 1905 and 1906,
and clearly showed the interest of the
plaintiffs in the joint estate.

These facts led the Chief Court to the
conclusion that the defendants set up in
1890 adverse possession, and that that
possession bad continued for more than
twelve years before the institution of these
proceedings. If their Lordships were so
able to interpret the proceedings referred
to, they would not be prepared to differ

from the judgment of the Chief Court,
but in truth they can only find that at

that time the revenue rocords were the
subject of challenge, though apparently
not by the present respondents, and that the
parties interested in their alteration took
no steps whatever to secure rectification,

with the result that the appellants have
remained, as shown by these records,

entitled to their joint share in the
property.

The absence of all the preliminary pro-

ceedings leading up fo the order, to which
reference ha9 been made, has caused much of

the difficulty in this case If these could be

examined ro.uoh that is now obscure might
be made plain, but it is only possible to recon-

struct them from the order now in existence.

Their Lordships are uuable to think that

the information thus obtained is sufficient

to justify them in holding that an estate,

which must be accepted as having origin-

ally been joint, which i9 recorded as joint

throughout the whole of the revenue records,

is an estate from which the defendants

were adversely excluded, as the Chief Court

think. Apart from the effect of these pro-

ceedings, the Chief Court, in agreement

with the Court below, do not appear to

regard the evidenoe of actual user as suffici-

ent to establish the contention of abandon-

ment or exclusion, and this conclusion is in

agreement with their Lordships’ view.

For tbi 3 reason they will humbly advise

Hi* Majesty that the appeal be allowed

with costs and the judgment of the Sub-

ordinate Judge restored.
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Their Lordships’ attention has been

direoted to the fact that the appellants

only claimed a two thirds share of the

estate, bat for some unexplained reason

three fourths has been awarded to them
by the decree of the Subordinate Judge.

This must be due to some error in draw-

ing up the order, for it is inconsistent both

with the claim and the evidence. In these

circumstances the decree of the Subordinate

Judge must be altered by substituting therein

the words two-thirds share” in the place

of the words ‘ three-fourths share,” and so

altered, the decree should be restored.

Appeal allowed.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Civil Miscellaneous Second Appeal No. 71

of 1916.

October 10, 1917.

Present : —Mr. -lustioe SadvivA Aiyarand

Mr. Justice Bake well.

MUD A CHINNASUBAMMA—Petitioner

—

Appellant
versus

PA PIRED D1 GARI CHINNAYYA Minor,

by his Guardian ad litem

NAGAPEDDAYYA (Legal Representative

oh Respondent)

—

Respondent.
Civil Procedure Codr ( Act 1' o/ 190S), as. 1-14,15',

0. XX7, r. 9 I— Order refusing to .set aside execution

sale
,

reversal oj, in appeal— Auction-purchaser not

part >1 to proceedings—Restitution
,

claim to, maintain-

ability of.

An order refusing Inset aside an execution sulo

under Order XXI, rule 90, Civil Procedure Code,

was reversed on appeal. The auction-purchaser was
not a party to the proceedings. The judgment-

debtor applied for restitution of the property from

the auction-purchaser:

Held, (l that section 144 of the Civil Procedure

Code did not apply, inasmuch as no decree had

been varied or reversed on appeal but only an

order under Order XXI, rule 90, refusing to set

aside a sale in execution;

(2, that an order could not be made under sect ion

151 of the Civil Procedure Code on the analogy of

section 144, inasmuch as the auction-purchaser was

not a party to the proceedings instituted for setting

aside the sale.

Appeal against the order of the Tempo-

rary Subordinate Judge, Cuddapah, in Appeal

[1918

*

Suit No. 71 of 1916, preferred against the •

order of the District Munsif, Nandalnr, in

Civil Miscellaneous Petition No. 183 of 1913,

in Original Suit No. 168 of 1995.

Mr. V. Ramesam
,
for the Appellant.

Mr. N. Ghendrasakara Ayyar
,

for the

Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—Section 144 of the Code

of Civil Procedure cannot in terms apply

as no decree was varied or reversed, but only

an order under Order X&I, rule 90, refusing

to set aside a sale in execution, was reversed

by the Appellate Court.

Assuming that seotion 151 of the Code of

Civil Procedure allows an order for res-

titution in appropriate oases, even though

it does not fall under seotion 144 of the

Code of Civil Procedure, such an order

cannot be made on the analogy of seotion 144,

unless the auotion-purchaser was a party

before the Appellate Court which set aside

the sale in the proceedings instituted for

setting it aside.

The mere fact * that the decree-holder

wa9 a party to those proceedings will not

suffice as the Court auction-purchaser is

not the representative of the deoree-holder.

Manickka Odayan v. Rajagopala Pillai (1)»

which held otherwise, has been disapproved of

in Nadamuni Narayana Iyengar v. Veerabhadra

Pillai (2), to both of whioh decisions the

present learned Chief Justice was a party.

The Munsif says, that the auotion-purohaser

need not at all be a party to any pro-

ceedings for confirmation of or* setting aside

the sale. The petition for restitution does

not expressly state that the Courtauotion pur-

chaser was a party to the proceedings taken to

have the auotion sale set aside. No records

have been produced before us to establish

that f.iot. We, therefore, cannot hold that

seotion 1 51 empowers the Court to pass an

order for restitution against the person not

shown to be a party to, and so bound by

the order of the Appellate Court setting

aside, the sale.

The appeal is dismissed with costs.

M.C.l*.

Appeal dismissed.

(
I ) 30 M. 507; 2 M. L. T. 347; 17 M. L. J. 291.

<2» H I ml. Cas. 429: 34 M. 417; (1910) M. W. N.

6(i

9

M. L. T. 152; 21 M. L. J. 928.|
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BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1185 of 1916

April 5, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justioe Shah and Mr. Juatioe

Kemp.
VISHNU JAGANNATH JOSHI

—

Defendant—Appellant
versus

VASUDEO RAGHUNATH OKA—
Plaintiff—Respondent.

Trespass Injunction
,

suit for—Trees overhanging
plaintiff*s land Damages

, proof of, whether necessary
Custon allowing trees to overhang, whether reason-

able—Easements Act (V of 1882J, s. 18—Customary
easemer.t—Right to retain trees overhanging another's
land.

Where trees belonging to one man overhano-
another mans land the latter has the right to cut
off the overhanging portions of the trees, and he
has the right also to maintain an action to enforce
ihat right, if it is disputed, apart from any ques-
tion of damages, [p. 629, col. 2,]
A custom that a person over whose land trees

belonging to another overhang is not entitled to
complain is neither definite nor reasonable. I”

d

630
col. I.]

^

Quaere.—Whether the right to retain trees over-
hanging another’s land is a customary easement
within the meaning of section 18 of the Easements
Act?

Second appeal from the decision of the
Assistant Judge at Ratnagiri, in Appeal
No. I of 1916, confirming the deoree
passed by the Subordinate Judge at
Chiplun, in Civil Suit No. 262 of 1915.
^Mr. P. V.Ni'fsure

, for the Appellant.
Mr. N. V. Gokhale

, for the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.

Shah, J.— This seoond appeal arises out
of a suit brought by the plaintiff for an
injunction ordering the defendant to
remove the trees overhanging his land and
for damages. Both the lower Courts have
allowed the plaintiff’s claim as to the
injunction, and directed that the defend-
ant should remove and out off the
portions of the trees in suit whioh over-
hang the land of the plaintiff at his

expense, failing whioh the plaintiff is to

be at liber.' y to out them down at defend-
ant’s costs. The damages were not proved
and the claim as to damages was conse-

quently disallowed.

In the appeal before us two points have
been urged by Mr. Nijsure

: first, that, as

no damages are proved, no injunction

could be granted; and, secondly, that the

defendant should have been allowed to

prove the alleged looal custom as to his

Tht
!|

eta
,'

n the trees overhanging the
plaintiff s land.

As to the first point I have no hesitation in
disallowing the appellant’s contention. - It
is clear on the authorities, and for the
purpose of this point it is not disputed
before us, that the plaintiff has the right
to out off those portions of the trees
which overhang his land. This right is
recognized in Lemmon v. Webb (1>, Bari
Krishna Joshi v. Shankar Vithal (2) and
Lakshmi Narain Banerjee v. Tara Prosanna
Banerjee (3). It is conceded that if the plaint-
iff had sued only for an injunction he could
have maintained the action. The last twoof the
cases cit>d abovo are instances of such
actions. But it is urged that a <? the
plaintiff has in faot olaimed damages and
has failed to prove them, his claim as
to injunction, cannot be allowed. * No
authority is cited in support of this pro-

I am unable to
make his claim for an injunction depend-
ent upon his ability to prove actual
damages. The plaintiff has the right to
out off the overhanging portions of the
trees, and, in my opinion, he has the
right also to maintain an action to en
force that right if it is disputed, apartfnm any question of damages. Jn the
present case the matter does not rest
there. It has been found by both the
Courts that the overhanging trees are
likely to cause damage to the plaintiff.
Under these oiroumstanoes the first point
fails.

*

As regards the alleged oustom, the
defendant described the custom in the
written statement in these terms ; '*No
owner of plantation can make a complaint
against another owner even if these
trees grow in any direction in the air
There is a Vahivat (oustom) to this effeot
in our province continuing for over
thousands of years.” When the issues
were framed, there was no speoifio issue
raised as to this oustom. After the hear-
ing of the suit commenced, an applica-
tion was made on the 29th of November
1915 in whioh the defendant requested
the Court to raise the issue as to oustom

(1) (1895) A. C. 1; 64 L. J. Ch. 205; 11 R . n6- 7i
L. T. 647; 69 J. P. 564. * 4

1

(2) 19 B. 420; 10 Ind. Dec. (n,"s.) 284

(3)

31 C. 944$ 8 aw. N. 710.
*
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in these terras : “Does defendant prove

that there is a cus'om in the village

not to complain against overhanging of

eocoanut trees over every neighb or’s land?”

The trial Court disallowed ti e application

of tho defendant for this issue and tho

evidence relating to it. It is urged be-

fore us that the trial Court should have

allowed the defendant an opportunity of

proving this custom. Having regaid to

the terms of the issue it seems to me
that the trial Court was right in dis-

allowing the defendant’s application. As
Rtated in the written staten ent and as

indicated in the proposed issue, there is

a custom in the village not to complain

against the overhanging of eocoanut trees

over neighbours’ lands. Jt seems to me
that suoh a custom would not be reason-

able and cannot be pleaded. In effeot. it

amounts to a plea that a person whose
right to land is infringed cannot sue in

respect, of that infringement. Apart fiom
the form in which the alleged oustom is

stated by the defendant, it seems to me
that in substance it is indefinite and
vague

;
and, in my opinion, ii will serve

no useful purpose to direct at this stage

an enquiry as to a custom, which, as stated

by the defendant, does not appear to be

either reasonable or definite.

In this view of the case it is not

necessary to consider Mr. Gokhale’s argu-
ment on behalf of the respondent that
there could be no customary easement in

respect of the right to overhang the
trees on a neighbour’s land as such a
right is not an easement within tho
meaning of the definition of ‘easement’
under the Indian Easements Act. I ex-

press no opinion on tho general question

as to whether the right to retain tho
trees overhanging the neighbour’s land is

a customary easement within the raeanir g
of seotion 18 of tho Indian Easements Aot.

On these grounds I would dismiss this

appeal and confirm the deciee of the lower
Appellate Court with costs.

Kfnp, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

r*'

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
StcosD Civil Appeal No. 1114 of 1916.

January 22, 1918.

Present :—Mr Justice Spencerand Mr.
Justice Bakewell.

KUTTI VENTI VEN KATA RAMANAMD R-
I HI— Defendant No. 3— Afpkllant

versus

MACHERLA SUNDARA RAMIAH and
others- Plaintiff and Defendants
N os. 1, 2, 4 and 5- -Respondents.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of ss. ?G, 47,
0. XX /, rr. 53 3 , 93, O. iXXIV, r. 14— Maintenance,
decree Joe,

charged on immoveable property—F.rfnition
.

— Sale of propoly chained- Sale, setting aside of—
Orilev for rc-) ay men l oj purchase-money

, enforceability

oj.

There is nothing in Order XXX IV, rule 14, Civil

Procedure Code, to prevent a maintenance decree-
holder from proceeding in execution against tho

properties charged under tho maintenance decree,

j
p. G3

1 ,
eol 2.]

Stncbagia Animal v. Monika Mudali
,

42 Ind. Cas.

975; 33 M. L .1. GOi: 2/ M. L. T. 38G; 0917) M. W.
N. 7S2; G L». w 701, followed

Vcnkatasubhamma v. Ycnkanna
, 17 M. L. .1. 217,

not followed

Where a property charged with maintenance is

brought to sale, but the sale is subsequently set

aside', the purchaser is entitled under Order XXI,
ru e 93, Civil Procedure Code, to an order for

refund of tho purchase-money with or without
interest in the Court’s discretion and to execute
tho order under section 30 as if it were a decree,

f p. 05]
,
col. I

.]

In such a case tho purchaser can enforce pay-
mont of 1 lie amount ordered to ho refunded to him
by attaching the maintenance decree and executing
it muler Order XXI, rule 53 ^3; of the Civil Pro-

cedure Code. [p. 032, col. 1.]

Second appeal against the decree of the

District Court, Codaveri at Rajahmundry, in

Appeal Suit No. 54 of 1$15, pieferred against
the decree of the Court of the Principal Dis-

trict Munsif, Rajahmundry, in Original Sait
No. 541 of 1911.

Mr. B. Appa liao
,
for the Appellant

Mr. P. Somosundaram for Mr. P. Narayana*
murthi

,
for the Respondents.

JUDO Mr. NT —The first defendant obtain-

ed a decree for maintenance against defendants
Nos. 2 to 5. By the decree a charge was creat-

ed over certain immoveable property concerned
in the present suit. In executing the deoree the
property which was subject to the charge was
attached and sold for Rs. 9C 0. The plaintiff was
the purchaser. He paid the purchase money
into Court, and the first defendant drew out
Rs. 3(55-7 0 of it. On 3rd defendant’s petition

the sale was subsequently set aside on the 14th

September 1908. The plaintiff applied for a
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refund of his purchase-money and obtained an
order on 1st December 1908 that 1st defend-
ant should within one month deposit in Court
the money drawn out by her with interest at

6 per cent.

Subsequently in execution of that order
he attached on 15th December 1908 1st

defendant’s maintenance decree. He applied
to sell the property charged under the
maintenance decree but his application was
dismissed on 22nd April 1910, for what
reason it is not clear, from the records
before us. 'Finally he brought this suit in

1911 against defendants Nos. 1 to 5 to reoover
the purchase- money. In the plaint there
is a prayer for sale of the debt of Rs. 607
due to 1st defendant from defendants Nos. 2
to 5. But the Courts below have treat-

ed this as a suit by the holder of a decree
to enforce a oharge and have passed decrees
in the form prescribed by Order AXAlV,
rule 4 (1), Civil Procedure Code.

The points argued in second appeal are

(1) whether the plaintiff’s suit is maintain-
able in its present form; (2) whether the
plaintiff is entitled to recover from defend-
ants Nos. 2 to 5 the amount due to 1st

defendant up to the date of his attachment
of the maintenance decree or the amount
due to her on the date when this suit was in-

stituted.

In considering the maintainability of the

present suit it is necessary to keep distinot

the plaintiff’s cause of aotion to recover

from 1 st defendant the amount of purchase-

money taken out of Court to which be

alone became entitled upon the sale being

set aside, and his cause of aotion as

against defendants Nns. 2 to 5, who are the

judgment debtors in the maintenance suit,

to execute the decree attached by him as if

he were the original deoree-holder.

As against 1st defendant the plaintiff as

purchaser was entitled by Order XXI, rule

93, to an order for repayment of his pur-

chase-money with or without interest and

to execute the order under section 36,

Civil Procedure Code, as if it was a decree.

He appears to have followed this procedure

when he obtained the order of 1st December

1908 and to have executed the order when he

attached the maintenance decree.

The interest the plaintiff is entitled to

against 1st defendant is interest up to the date

of repayment of the purchase-money taken

by her. Under Order XXI, rule 93, it was
disoretionary with the Court to direct the
payment of interest and the Court in its

order of 1st December in faot fixed the inter-

est at 6 per cent, up to the date of pay-
ment. Having got this order it was unne-
cessary for the plaintiff to get a personal
decree against this defendant; but in order
that she might be bound by the order or
decree to be obtained against defendants
Nos. 2 to 5, it might have been advisable
to make her a party to any proceedings
against the family property of defendants
Nog. 2 to 5.

As between defendants Noe. 2 to 5 and the
plaintiff there is no privity of contract
for the return of his purchase-money. He
can only recover it by virtue of his right to

step into the shoes of the maintenance
decree-holder and to execute her decree
in any manner lawful to her [Order XXI,
rule 53 (3)].

It was held in Venhatasubhamrria v. Venkanna
(1) that the maintenance deoree-holder
must institute a fresh suit and could not,
in execution of bis or her maintenance
decree, bring to sale the properties made
subject by that decree to a charge for
maintenance. Section 99 of the Transfer
of Property Act, which was held to preclude
the deoree-holder from proceeding in exe-
cution, has since been repealed, and it has
recently been decided by this Court in
Soicbagia Ammal v. Mamba Mudali (2)
that there is nothing in Order XXXIV,
rule 14, which has taken the place of
section 99, Transfer of Property Act, to
prevent a maintenance decree holder from
proceeding in execution against the pro-
perties charged under the maintenance
decree. The learned Judges who decided
that oa9e remarked that the position of a
widow who, by virtue of her maintenance
decree, for the first time acquires a oharge
on specified immoveable properties, is differ-

ent from that of a holder of a oharge
under section ICO of the Transfer of Pro-
perty Act ( although section 100 speaks of

charges arising by operation of law as well
as those created by act of parties), and
that it does not fall within the scope of Order

(1) 17 >r. L. J. 217.

(2) 42 I nd. v.as. 975; 33 M. L. J. GO 1 ; 22 M L T
3S6; (1917) M. VV. N. 782; 6 L. \V. 701,

' ’ ‘
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rule 14 We are not prepared to dis-
sent from their opinion.

Accordingly it was open to the plaintiff
as representative of the maintenance decree-
holder under Order XXI, rule 53, to proceed to
attaoh and bring to salethedefendants’immove-
able property. Instead of doing so he has
launohed this suit, alleging in his plaint that
all the parties agreed that that was his only
remedy. The question of estoppel has been
argued before us but it is unnecessary to go
into it, as there was no issue rai c ed on
the point at the trial and as the plaintiffs
suit need rot be dismissed simply or. the
ground that his proper remedy lay in
execution, seeing that under reoh'on 47,
Civil Procedure Code, it was always open
to the Court in which the suit was insti-

tuted to treat the suit as a proceeding and deal
with it accordingly.

The objection to the suit is a good ob-
jection. I he plaintiff is not the he Ider of
the charge nor the transferee of the main-
tenance decree-holder’s interest. He has
not as yet brought the maintenance decree
to sale and purchased it himself. He has
not done more than attaoh the deoree, an
act which gives him a right to exeoute the
deoree by virtue of Order XXI, rule 53
(3), but not a right to institute a Anitas
mortgagee for the sale of the mortgaged
Property, as that right remains vested in
the holder of the charge or mortgage,
namely, 1st defendant. As regards interest
the plaintiff appears to be entitled to re-
cover it up to the date of repayment of
his purchase- money from the defendants Nos. 2
to 5 to an extent not exceeding the past
and future maintenance due to 1st defend-
ant on the date of plaintiff’s instituting
these proceedings. The Appellate Court has
exonerated 1st defendant from interest and
the plaintiff has not appealed.
We allow the 3rd defendant’s appeal

with costs here
,
and in the Courts below

and we remand the plaintiff’s suit to the
Court of the Distriot Munsif for being
disposed of as a proceeding in execu-
tion under section 47 (2), Civil Procedure
Code.

m. o.

Appeal allowed
;

Case remanded.

[1918

PRIVY COUNCIL.
Appeal from the Allahabad High Court.

November 12, 1917.

Present :—Lord Parker of WaddiDgton,
Lord Wrenbury, Sir John Edge, Mr.
Ameer Ali and Sir Lawrence Jenkins.

Musammat SAKlNA BAI and others

—

Appeli ants

v rsus

KANIZ FATIMA BEGUM—Respondent.
Civil Procedure Code (Act I’ oj Hi08^, s. 60 (g)

—

G rant, construction of—Sa)ind granting ‘talnka* in lieu

of pension— ‘Talnka’, uhether can be attached.

'J lie operative part of a sanad recited that Govern-
ment had granted a talnka with all lands cultivated

or uncultivated to one K. for his life as revenue-free

jagir by way of maintenance and that after the

death of K the ihka would continue to stand in the

name of his children as a permanent zemindari
assessed to a light amount of jama:
Held

, (1) that the subject-matter of the grant was
land and not a money payment in the nature of

a pension and was not, therefero, exempt from
attachment under section 60 (9) of the Civil Pro-

cedure Code; [p. 633, col. 1.]

(2) that the grant was a maintenance grant in

the case of K. but not in the case of his children [p.

633, col. 2.]

Appeal from a judgment and deoree of the

Allahabad High Court (Mr. Justice Piggott

and Mr. Justice Rafique), dated the 24th

March 1914, reported as 25 Ind. Cas. 120.

Mr. B. Dube
,
for the Appellants.

Messrs. .4. Af. Dunne
,
K. C. t and Ramsay

,

for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Lord Parker of Waddington.—In this oase

the respondent, a widow, having obtained

a decree for dower against the appellants,

attached a number of villages inherited by

the judgment-debtors from her deoeaeed

husband. Objection was taken to the attach-

ment on the ground that the villages constitut-

ed a political pension within section (60)

(?) of the Code of Civil Procedure. The
Subordinate Judge upheld this objection,

but bis decision was reversed on appeal by

the High Court of Allahabad. The appel-

lants are now appealing to His Majesty in

Council from the decision of the High Court.

Their Lordships are of opinion that the

point at issue depends entirely upon the

true construction of the Sanad under which

the appellants derive their title. This

Sanad, a translation of which will be found

on pages 88 to 92 of the reoord, is dated

the 13th August 1819 and it appears from

the recitals (1) that one Karim Khan, tfce

appellants’ ancestor, was then entitled ta
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receive from the Government Rs. 16,COO,
whether by way of pension for his life
or as a lomp sum payment is not very
material; (2) that the Government had
recently purchased a Pargana, comprising
the villages in question in the suit, from
the Raja of Barhiapur; and (3) that the
premises granted were intended to be in
lieu of Rs. 10,000 out of the Rs. 16,000
which Karim Khan was entitled to receive
The operative part of the Sanad witnesses

that the Government had granted the
Taluk»” of the said Pargana together

with all lands cultivated or uncultivated to
Karim Khan for his life as “revenue free
Jagir by way of maintenance/’ and that
after the death of Karim Khan the said

Ilaka will continue to stand in the names
of his children and Ahfad as a permanent
Zemindari assessed to a light amount of
jama 1

'.

The appellants contend that the subject-
matter of. the grant witnessed by this Sanad
is not the Pargana which the Government
had purchased, but the revenue which
prior to the purchase had been payable in
respect of such Pargana. Karim Khan is,

according to them, entitled to receive such
revenue for his life without paying any
jama in respeot thereof. After his death
his desoen Jants are to receive it, paying a
light iamo

J
which will be subsequently

assessed. In this way they contend that
what is granted to Karim Khan for life

and afterwards to his descendants, is merely
the right to a money payment in the
nature of a pension. The respondent, on
the other hand, contends that the subject-
matter of the grant is the Pargana itself

with the lands, whether cultivated or waste,
to be held by Karim Khan for life, revenue-
free, and by his descendants after his
death subject only to a light jama

,
in other

word», that the subject-matter of the grant
is land, and not a money payment in the
nature of pension.

Their Lordships are of opinion that the
contention of the respondent is correct.

It may be true that the use of the
words “Taluka”, “Ilaka,” “Jagir,” and
Zemindari” is not entirely inconsistent

with the appellants’ construction of the
Sanad, but these words point, in their Lord-
ships’ opinion, to the grant being a grant of

land rather than of revenue charged on land.

It will be observed that what the Khan
is to enjoy for his life is the usufruct of
the Ilaka, as well as the Zemindari rights.
According to the appellants’ contention, he
is to have only Zemindari rights in the
sense of a right to collect the revenue,
whereas the word usufruct appears to point
to an aotual occupation and user of the
soil, subject, of course, to the rights of
third parties. The word “Jagir” primarily
points to occupancy, though it may be
oocupancy of an office, suoh as that of
collector of revenue. Where, however, a
Jagir held for life only is, as in this Sanad,
used in contradistinction to an Ilaka held
as a permanent Zemindari, it i< an almost
necessary inference that the ocoupancy re-
ferred to i9 an oooupanoy of land.

Their Lordships find it impossible to
distinguish this Sanad from the Sanad in
question in the oase of Amna Bibi v. Najam -

unnissa Bibi (1) and they agree with the
decision in that case. They also agree
with the Court below that the correspond-
ence on which the nnreported case relied
on by the Subordinate Jadge appears to have
turned is quite irrelevant upon a question of
construction.

The only other point to which reference
need be made is the contention that the
Sanad was in the case of the descendants
of Karim Khan, as well as of Karim
Khan himself, a maintenance grant, and
that in oonsequenoe the premises granted,
even if consisting of land, were inalienable
and, therefore, not subject to attachment.
The arswer to this contention is a simple
one. In the case of Karim Khan the
grant is expressed to be for bis maintenance.
In the case of his descendants, it is not.
The right inference, therefore, is that it

was not a maintenance grant in thelatter case,
though it was in the former.

Their Lordships will humbly advise His
Majesty that the appeal fails and should he
dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

Solicitors for the Appellants: Messrs.
Barrow

, Rogers and Neville,

Solicitors for the Respondents: Messrs.
T. L. Wilson Go.

(1) 2 Ind. Caa. 100; 31 A. 382; 6 A. L. J. 519; 5 M.
L. T. 388.

*
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BHARAT 8INGH V. BINDA CHARAN.

OUDH JUDICIAL* COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 88 of 1913.

September 9, 1 9 i 5.

Present :—Mr. Stuart, A J. C., and Syed
Mohammad Ali, A. J. C.

Ghaudri BHARAT SINGH — Defendant
—Appellant

versus

BI ' 1)A CHARAN and others—Plaintiff*

— Respondents.
Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882,), s. (J (c*)—

-

Profits
,
transfer of right to receive, validity if.

A transfer of a share of t ho profits of a village

which have at the time actually accrued tine, i- an
assignment of a debt and not of a mere right to sue

and is, therefore, not bad in law under the provisions

of section 6 (<?) of the Transfer of Property Act,

although the tranfer of a right to sue is a necessary
incident of the transaction [p. 634, col. 2.

]

Shyam Chnnd Koondoo v. Land Mortgage Bank of

India, Ltd .,9 C 695; 12 C. L. It. 440; 4 Tiid.Dec. (n. s.)

1112, Durga Chunder Hoy v. Kailas Chinnier lloy, 2

C. W. N. 43; Pragi Lai v. ’Patch Chand,5 A. 207; A. W.
N. <1882) 219; 3 Ind. Dec. (n s.) 166 and Alai

Mahomed v .8 C Chinnier
,

1 Ind. Oas. 827; 36 C.

345; 13 C. \\
r

. N. 384, distinguished from.
*

Appeal from the decree of the Subordinate
Judge, Unao, dated the 22nd May 1913.

Mr. J Jackson and Babu Aditya Prasad
,

for the Appellant.

Pandit Gokaran Nath Misra and Babu
Lakshmi Narayan

, for the Respondent*.

JUDGMENT.—The learned Counsel for

the appellant lias confined his arguments
in appeal to two points only and contests
the decision of the lower Court on no
other point.

The first point is with regard to the
legality of the assignment to plaintiffs

Nos. ()— 8. Ho contends that this assignment
is had in law under tho provisions of
section G, clause (*), Aot IV of 1882.
The second point is with regard to the

amount of profits to he awarded. He
contends that the terms of the sulahnama
of 1865 are still in force and that they
confine the profits to Rs. 1,200 a year, tho
enjoyment of certain land rent-free, and
the financing of certain family ceremonies.
The respondents argued that the appel-

lant cannot take up the first point, as he
definitely abandoned it, according to their

asserti)n, in tho lower Court. We could

not go so far as to say that he definitely

abandoned it, and we allowed the Counsel for

the appellant to argue it.

The facts are as follows:—Plaintiffs Nos,
1-5 applied to the Revenue Court for

partition of a 4/5tbs share in six villages. The
appellant disputing their proprietary title,

they filed a suit in the Civil Court on
29th June 1909, and satisfactorily established

their title. The decree affirming their title

and their right to partition was finally

affirmed by the Court of the Judicial Com-
missioner on 17th February 1913. This
deoree impliedly gave title to plaintiffs

Nos. 1—6 to recover the profits of a 4/5ths

share of the six villages from the appellant

from March 1901, the date of his father’s

death. The right of recovery was subject,

of course, to the provisions of the law of

limitation. On the 8th Maroh 1912 plaintiffs

Nos. I— 5 transferred to plaintiffs Nos. 6—

8

(the present respondents) their rights in

the profits of the three years preceding the

date of the transfer, that is to say, for

the three Fasli years 1317, 1318 and 1319,

the Rabi profits of 1319 being in existence

on 8th Maroh 19 i 2. The deed of transfer

provided that the transferees might retain

excesses in certain events, and should in

other events he remunerated on a sliding

soale.

There is nothing objeotionable in the

terms of the deed of transfer. It assigns

profits actually in existence for valuable

consideration. The learned Counsel for the

appellant argues that it is bad in essence

as a transfer of a right to sue. If it

were a transfer of a mere right to sue

it would he bad in law, but we consider

that it is not a transfer of a mere right

to sue, but an assignment of a debt. The
transfer of the right to sue was a neces-

sary incident of the transaction, hut does

not affect the essence of the transaction

which was an assignment of a debt. That
debt, though not an ascertained amount,

or liquidated, was definitely asoertainable.

It was not an amount • awardable at the

discretion or volition of a Court. It was

not of the nature of damages. The appel-

lant as Lamhardar was under an obligation

to disburse to the other oo- sharers their

legal profits, hut he had to disbarse them
not as damages personal to himself, bnt as

their share of the collections that he made
on their behalf and his own. There is no-

thing in common between such profits and

mesne profits to which reference is made
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in Shyam f'hand Koondoo v. Land Mort-

gage Bank of India
,
Limitfd (1) and Dnrga

Chunder Roy v. Koilas Ghunder hoy
which were damages due from a trespasser,

or compensation for the wrongful attach*
menfc of moveable property in execution of

a decree [Bragi Lai v. Fateh Chand (3)]
or damages for breach of contract [ Abu
Mahomed v. S. C. Ghunder (4)]. In all the

latter oases the transfers were clearly

transfers of the right to sue and nothing else,

but here the situation is completely different.

We, therefore, find against the contention of

the learned Counsel for the appellant upon
the first point.

Our decision upon the seoond point is that
the limitation of profits under the terms of the
Sulahnama of 1865 existed until the death
of Laohhman Singh only. After the death
of the latter the remaining sharers took
the rights to profits of ordinary members
of a oo parcenary body of revenue payers.

This was not a case of members of a joint

Hindu family.

This concludes all the points argued in

the appeal. We dismiss the appeal. The
appellant will pay his own costs and those of

th$ respondents.

Appeal dismissed.
0

I

(1) 9 C. 695; 12 C. L. 11. 4.40
; 4 Inch Dec. (x. s.)

1112.

( 2 ) 2 C. W. N. 43.

(3) 5 A. 207; A. W. N. (1882) 219; 3 Inch Doc.

(n. b.) 166.

(4) 1 Inch Cas. 827; 36 C. 345; 13 C. W. N. 384.

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 206 of 1917.

March 14, 1918.

Fresent

:

— Mr, Jnstioe Beaman and

Mr. Justice Heaton.

GOPAL JAYVANT SHIRGAONKAR
—Plaintiff—Appellant

versus .

SHRENTWAS YITHAL PAI—Defendant

— Respondent.
Transfer of Property Act (IV o/ 1882j, s.-?. 108 (j),

115

—

Lease
,

assignment of—Assignee, position of •

Forfeiture of lease.

Section 115 of the Transfer of Property Act
designedly confines forfeiture to the case of an
under-lease, so that where a lessee has assigned his
entire interest under the lease the assignee’s interest
cannot be forfeited by any act of the original lessee
[p. 635, col. 2; p. 637, col. 1.]

Appeal from the decision of the Dis*
trict Judge, Ratnagiri, in Appeal No. 547
of 1915, confirming the decree passed
by the Subordinate Judge, Vengurla in
Civil Suit No. €0 of 1915.

Mr. V. T). Kamat
, for the Appellant

Mr. Y. N. Nadkarni
, for Respondent No. 3.

JUDGMENT.
Beaman, J.—The plaintiff sued the de-

fendants Nos. 1,2 and 3 in ejectment as
upon a forfeiture for the recovery of the
demised land and arrears of rent primarily
from defendants Nos. 1 and 2, the plaintiff’s
lessees, and thereafter generally, should
they not be liable, from whomever the
Court should find responsible. The 4th
defendant is merely a tenant of defendant
No. 3, and we are not concerned with
her. The plaintiff’s father originally ]e t
the land permanently to the grandfather of
defendants Nos. 1 and 2, and defendants
Nos. 1 and 2 in turn assigned this
permanent lease to defendant No. 3. Now
along with the assignment of a lease go*
all covenants running with the land and
there remain only in the assignor personal
covenants or obligations which may be
enforced against him by the lessor. By
such assignments privity of estate is at
onoe established between the original lessor
and the assignee of the lease

; and should
the lessor aooept rent from the assignee
then privity of contraot is likewise estab-
lished, and the resulting position is that
the original lessee, the assignor, stands liable
merely as a surety to the lessor for all
the contractual covenants of the lease. I
think it follows from this very clearly
that mere repudiation by the original
lessee of the lessor’s title will not work a
forfeiture against the assignee of the
lease. That is the only ground upon which
forfeiture was asked in the present suit.
The oase will be entirely different where
it is a sub lease, or, as it is called in
section 115 of the Transfer of Property Aot
an under-lease. But having regard to the
change in the legal rights and obligations
of the first lessor and lessee upon the
assignment of the whole lease, I think
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i6 mast follow (and this rule mast be a
rale withoat exception) that no mere act
of the' kind complained of by the first

lessee can operate so seriously to the
prejudice of the assignee of the lease. It

is true that some attempt may be thought
to have been made to provide against suoh
abuses by the terms of section 115 of the
Transfer of Property Aot. But since that
section, in my opinion, is confined, and
intended to be confined, to oases of sub-
leases, or under-leases or parting with part
of the interest under the original lease,

the principles whioh will come into play
would be very different from those upon
whioh the rights and obligations of a
lessor and the assignee of a complete lease

will have to be inquired into and deter-

mined. Therefore, I think that the Court
below was quite right in rejecting the
plaintiff’s claim to recover possession of

the land as upon a forfeiture. The
assignee of the lease has never denied the
plaintiff’s title and has expressed himself
ready and willing to pay all the rent due
to the plaintiff under the assigned lease.

If» 18 true that he says that he has aotually
paid that rent to his assignor in the
belief that he in turn was passing it on
to the original lessor, the plaintiff. It

is pretty clear, I think, that the plaintiff

did not desire to recover the rent from the
assignee, thus establishing privity of oontraot
as well a9 privity of estate between them,
and that is the reason, I should think,
why matters have been allowed to drift

on as they have done. It is also true
that the rent is very small, only Rs. 3
a year, and that the plaintiff would doubt-
less have been very glad to forego it, if

by doing so he could have regained pos-
session of the demised land. The decree
of the lower Court, however, only allows
the plaintiff rent against the original
lessees, defendants Nos. 1 and 2. That,
in the oiroum3tanoes, I think, is wrong
and that the defendant No. 3 should be
made under the decree jointly liable for

the arrears of rent. Had he contested the
point, it might have needed more con-
sideration, but he does not contest it and
his Pleader has expressed his readiness

to aooept joint liability for the arrears of

rent decreed against defendants Nos. 1 and
2- That being so, and with that small

amendment, I would oonfirm the decree
of the lower Appellate Court, but the
result would be slightly different since the
suit could not be dismissed against defend*
ants Nos. 3 and 4. _And the proper order
would be that the plaintiff’s suit should
be decreed to the extent of obtaining all

arrears of rent against defendants Nos. 1,

2 and 3 jointly and that no relief Deed
be awarded against defendant No. 4, and
that the suit in so far as it was to reoover
possession of the land should be dismissed.

But the plaintiff should have his oosts

throughout from defendants Nos. 1 and 2.

Defendant No. 3 should pay his own
oosts, and the plaintiff should pay the
oosts of defendant No. 4 throughout.

Heaton, J.—This appeal raises an in-

teresting and an important point. It

appears that in 1867 a person, whom I

will call the lessor, leased certain property
to the lessee. In the year 1888 the lessee

transferred absolutely the whole of his

interest in the property to the father of

defendant No. 3, whom I will call the

assignee. Quite reoently it happened that

the rent was not paid by the lessee and
a9 clause (;) of section 108 of the Transfer
of Property Aot tells U9, the lessee was still

liable to pay the rent, although he had
parted with his interest to the assignee;

though, of course, he on his part was
entitled to recover whatever rent was
agreed upon between him and the assignee.

However, the rent payable to the lessor

fell into arrears, and on a demand for it

by the lessor, the lessee repudiated the

lessor’s title. I think that it is clear in

this oase that if the only persons oonoenned
had been the lessor and the lessee the

latter would have incurred a for-

feiture, for a suit brought by a lessor

has been held to show his intention to

enforce the forfeiture and put an end to

the lease. In this oase, therefore, itseem9

to me that there is a dear oase of

forfeiture as between the lessor and the

lessee, were they the only persons con-

cerned. But the defendant No. 3, the

assignee, very naturally asserts that at any
rate there was no forfeiture of his interest

in the property. He ha9 never repudiated

the lessor’s title, nor has he failed to

pay rent demanded from him. Both the

lower Court? held that there is no forfeiture
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of the interest of defendant No. 3 and
the suit as regards possession has been
dismissed, and I think rightly dismissed,
for it is futile to grant a decree for
possession against defendants Nos. 1 and
2, the representatives of the original
lessees, and it would be wrong to make
a decree for possession against defendant
No. 3, the assignee. The reason why I
think it would be wrong to make suoh
a decree against the assignee is to be found
primarily in section 115 of the Transfer of
Property Act. I have already referred to
clause O’) of section 108. That clause empowers
the lessee to transfer his interest absolutely,
or by way of mortgage, or by sub- lease,
clearly recognising these different methods
of transfer and the different interests which"
they oover. Then, we have the general
law as to forfeiture which is contained in
clause (g) of section 111, Then, we come to
section 115, the second part of which says that
the forfeiture of a lease annuls all under-
leases except in particular cases which we
need not consider. Bat it does not enact that
forfeiture annuls any other kind of transfer
by the lessee except the under-lease, and see-
ing that other kinds of transfers are, as I
have pointed out, clearly recognised, I infer
that the second part of section 115 de-
signedly confines forfeiture to the case of
an under-lease. That in itself would, I

think, justify the inference that where the
lessee has transferred his interest in other
ways than by way of under-lease the trans-
feree’s interest is not forfeited by the act
of the original lessee, i cannot find in the
Transfer of Property Act anything which
seems to me to suggest that this con
elusion is erroneous. For instance, if we
turn to clause (e) of section 111, we find

forfeiture provided for where the lessee

does certain things, and that word, reading
this part of the Transfer of Property Act
as a whole, does not seem to me to mean
the lessee or his assignee. Then the pro-

visions about the assignment, to which 1

have already referred, give the power of

assignment and on an assignment the in-

terest of the lessee is vested in the assignee.

The general intention of the Act is made
clearer still, I think, by the words of sec-

tion 108, which enacts that the benefit of

the lease shall be annexed to, and go with,

the lessee’s interest as such, and may be

enforced by every person in whom that
interest is from time to time vested. It

seems to me, therefore, clear that the
Transfer of Property Act does very em-
phatically recognise that his interest in the
property may be transferred by a lessee to
an assignee and this may be done without
the consent of the lessor, and if that can
be done, it seems to me to follow as a
matter of reason that when the entire in-

terest is transferred by the lessee to the
assignee, then the assignee is not respon-
sible for acts done by the lessee. His
responsibilities are those arising out of his
aoquired interest in the property leased.
That being the general conclusion at which
I have arrived from a study of the pro-
visions of the Transfer of Property Act,
I think that the decrees of the lower Courts
were quite correct in refusing to direct the
dispossession of defendant No. 3. But as
the assignee gets the interest in the pro-
perty, so also he becomes liable to the
obligations attaching to that interest, and
one of those obligations is the payment of
rent, not merely to the lessee or as-
signor, but to the original landlord, the
lessor, and though the assignee is not
under any direct obligation personally to

pay the lessor, yet if the rent is not paid,

the lessor can demand it not only from
his original lessee but also from the per-
son to whom the lessee’s interests have
been transferred. That seems to me to
follow as a matter of reason just as clearly

as the other conclusion follows, i.e. % that the
assignee is not responsible for the acts of
the lessee after the lessor has assigned his

interest in the property.
Therefore, just as 1 think that the deorees

of the lower Courts were right in refusing a
decree of dispossession against defendant No.
3, I think they were wrong in refusing to
make defendant No. 3 responsible equally
with defendants Nos. 1 and 2 for the arrears
of rent. And so I agree with the decree
proposed by my learned brother.

Decree modified.
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A//1 y UDD1N MANOAL V. TARA SANKAR GHOSE.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeals from Appellate Decrees Nos. 1849,
1852, 1553, lr55, 1856, 1858, 1859, 1861,

1853 to 1868, 1870 to 1873,1876, 1878, 188S
and 1895 of 1913.

July 8, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Walmsley and Mr.
Justice Panton.

AZIMUDDIN MANUAL and others

—

Defendants— Appellants
versus

TARA SANKAR GHOSE and others—
Plaintiffs—Respondents.

Appeal— Parties, necessary, not bronyht before Court
,

effect of —Dcnyal Tenancy Act (VII l IJ C. of 1885J, s.

105 —Application for enhancement of rent by two land-
lords—Appeal dismissed ns ayainst one landlord

,

whether can proceed ayainst other.

Aii appeal cannot proceed unless all the parties

necessary for the determination of the case are

brought before the Court, [p. 038, col. 2 )

I n a case which arose out of an application made
under section 105 of the Bengal Tenancy Act by
two landlords for settlement of fair rout and for

enhancement, after the decision of the lower
Appellate Court one of the landlords died leaving

two sons, of whom one was a major and the other

a minor. The tenant defendants, who preferred an
appeal to the High Court having failed to pay the
costs of the Deputy B°gistrar who was appointed
guardian of the minor son, the appeal ns against
him was dismissed at the risk of the appellants:

Held, that the appeal must fail in its ontiroty as
all the parties necessary for the disposal of the case

were not before the Cou^t. [p. 039, col. 1.]

Appeals against the decision of the Special

Subordinate Judge, Bogra, dated the 30th
September 1912, modifying that of the

Settlement Oflioer at Bogra, dated the

22nd November 191 1

.

Babus Mahendra Nath Pay and Banku
Behari Bhaduri

,
for the Appellants.

Babus Sarat Ghnnder Boy Chowdhury and
Bhudeb Chandra Roy

,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT. ^
Walh.slky, J.— These appeals are by tho

tenants and they arise out of proceedings

under section 105 of the Bengal Tenancy
Act. The plaintiffs were the two landlords

Tara Sankar and Kali Sankar. After the

deoision of the lower Appellate Court, Kali

Sankar died leaving two sons, Asutosh a

major and Sudhansu a minor. The appel-

lants applied to have the heirs of Kali

Sankar substituted and caused a notice to

be issued to Asutosb calling upon him to

show oau-e why ho should not be appointed

guardian of his minor brother. Asutosh did

pot appear. Orders were thon passed by the

Court that the Deputy Registrar should be
appointed guardian of Sudhansu. Defend-
ants failed to pay the costs of the Deputy
Registrar, with the result that on 12bh June
1918 a Bench of this Court ordered that

the appeals should stand dismissed as against

the minor at the risk of the appellants. The
only respondents, therefore, now before the

Court are Tara Sankar, one of the original

plaintiffs, and Asutosh, one of the two sons

of the second plaintiff.

A preliminary objection is taken on behalf

of the respondents that in the absence of

Sudhansu the appeals cannot proceed on

the ground that all the parties necessary

for the determination of the oase are not

before the Court. It is pointed out that the

case arose out of an application made under

section 105 of the Bengal Tenancy Aot

for settlement of fair rents and for enhance-

ment and that such an application must
under section 188 be made by all the land-

lords; but the result of what has happened

in the course of the present appeals is that

one of the landlords is now absent. Refer-

ence i9 made to the oase of Bejoy Qopal Bose v.

Umesh Chandra Bose (1), where a somewhat
similar situation arose. The Judges there held,

The decree was ft joint decree in favour of

all the plaintiffs, and if the defendant

desired to question the correctness of that

decree, he was bound to bring before the

Court all the parties affected by that decree,”

and the appeal wa9 dismissed a9 he had

not done so. Another oase is Tarip Dafadar

v. Rhote annessa (2) . A third oa9e 19 Basir

Sheikh v. Fatle Karim Biswas (3). It is urged

on behalf of the tenants that between the

oase of Bejoy Copal Bose v. Umesh Chandra

Bose (1) and that of Basir Sheikh r. Fasle

Karim Biswas (3) the new Civil Procedure Code
came into force; and the difference between
Order XXII, rule 4, of the new Code and

section 368 of the old Code is emphasized.

Under the law as it now stands the words
‘ as against the deceased defendant ” have

been added after the words the suit shall

abate.” It is also pointed out that in the

case of Basir Sheikh v. Fails Karim Biswas

(3) tho Judges proceeded very much on the

(1) 6 C. W. N. 192 at p. 196.

(21 10 C. W. N. 981.

(5) 28 IuJ. Cas. 703; 19 C. W. X. 290.
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ground that two of the plaintiffs being
omitted from the appeal they would be able
to execute the decree in its entirety. That
is one of the reasons giveD. But the learned
Judges also referred to the oases of Bejou
Gopal Bose v. Umesh Chandra Bose (1) and
Tarip Dofadar v. hhotejannessa (2) which I

have just mentioned, and it appears to me
that those earlier oases proceeded not on the
words of section 368 but on the general
principle that all the parties necessary for
the disposal of the oase must be brought
before the Court,

I think, therefore, that the preliminary
objection must be sustained and the appeals
referred by the tenants be dismissed with
costs, one gold mohur in each case.

The learned Vakil on behalf of the
landlords intimates that he withdraws the
cross-objections tiled in connection with
these appeals. We make no order as to
costs, in the cross-objections.

Panton, J.— I agree.

Appeals dismissed.

639
V . BALLARAM SAK'SARAM GUJAR.

section 47, Civil Procedure Code. The execu-
tion applications were dismissed by the Mun 9 if
under Order XXI, rule 14, for fa lure to pro-
duce a certified extract from the khewat as
ordered. The appeals have been dismissed
by the District Judge and the decree-
holder appeals. It appears to me that
the appellant is right in his contentions
that Order XXI, rule 14, does not apply. In
neither case was the application one for
the attachment of land. The decree passed
was one for sale on a mortgage where a
preliminary attachment is not necessary,
and the execution applications, which I
have perused, merely ask for sale of
the property, not for its attachment. In
Appeal No. 40 there is an additional
reason why the rule does not apply as the
application does not relate to land at all.
The property the sale of which is asked
for consists exclusively of trees. I ac-
cordingly allow both appeals and direot
that the execution applications be restored
to the file. The appellant will have oosts
of the appeals.

Appeal allowed .

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Execution c f Decree Appeal No. 40 of 1916.
November 28, 1916.

.. Present:— Mr. Daniels, A J. C
Pandit IQBAL NARAIN

—

Decree-
holder—Appellant

versus

JASKARAN and another—Judgment-
deb tors— Respondents.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 190^1 O XXI, r.

14, applicability of—Decree for sale on mortgage—
Execution Attachment

,
tchcthec necessary.

A preliminary attachment is not necessary in

cases where an application is made for sale in

execution of a decree passed for sale of mort-
gaged property, aud therefore Order XXT, rule 14,

Civil Procedure Code, does not apply to such an
application

.

Appeal against the order of the District

Judge, Lucknow, dated the 8th September
1916, upholding that of the Munsif, North
Lucknow, dated the 13th July 1916.

JUDGMENT—These are two connected

appeals in an execution case coming under

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 80 of 1917.

March 22, 1918.
Present

:

Mr. Justice Beaman and
Mr. Justice Heaton.

BHARMA SHIDAPPA BHORE
Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

BALARAM SAKHARAM GUJAR—
Defendant— Respondent.

Limitation Act (IX of 190SJ, Sell. /, Art. 119—Suit
1 establish aioption— Limitation.
Where an adoption is challenged and the rights

: the adopted son are interfered with, the latter
bound to b-ing his suit to establish his adoption

itlnn six years ot the interference under Article 119
' Schedule I of the Limitation Act. [p G 10, col. 2. 1

Plaintiffs adoption was challenged in i901 and a
;cree was passed against him. In 1913 he brought

a suit for a declaration that he was not bound °bv
thc decree in the former suit:

Ucld t that the plaintiff having failed to establish
his adoption within six years of the decree in theformer suit, the present suit was barred hv time fn
CIO, col. 2.]

I P-
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VANAMATTl 9ATTERAJ C V. BOLLAPRAGADA PALLAMRAJD.

Appeal against the decision of the Dis-

trict Judge, Belgaum, in Appeal No. 92 of

1914, confirming the decree passed by the

Subordinate Judge at Chikodi, in Civil Suit

No. 5 of 1915.

Mr. V. D. Limnye

,

for the Appellant.

Mr. Ktilkanth Atmaram
,

for Respondent

No. 1.

Mr. P. V. Kane, for Respondent No. 2.

JUDGMENT.
Beaman, J.—Jn my opinion the Courts

below were right in holding this suit barred.

The plaintiff’s adoption was challenged in

1901 and his rights were clearly interfered

with as a result of that litigation. That

is plain from the frame of the present suit,

in which he seeks to have it declared that

he is not bound by the decrees in the

former suit. It is, therefore, in my opinion,

clearly a case within the principle of

Jagadamba'* case [ Jogadamba Chaodhrani v.

Dakhina Mohun Roy Chaodhri (1)]. That

case was made the foundation of a Full

Bench decision of this Court in Shrinii as

v. flanmant (2) and although there have

been two later decisions of the Privy Council

in the oases of Tkakur Tirbhuwan Bahadur

Singh v. Raja Ramethar Bakhsh Stngh (3)

and Muhammad Umar Khan v. Muhammad
Kliaz~ud-Din Khan (4), whioh may appear to

conflict with the principle of Jagadamba'

s

case (l)
,

it was pointed out by a Bench of

this Court in the case of Skrinivas Sarjerao v.

Balvant Venkatesh <5) that those decisions

left the authority of Shrinivas v. Hanmant

(2), as far as this Court is concerned,

quite unshaken. 1 entirely concur with that

view. Having carefully considered those

decisions of the Privy Council, it is clear*

that neither of them professes to overrule

Jagadamba's case (1), although without any

reference to it there is one sentence in the

later Privy Council oase whioh appears to

conflict with it. However that may be, we

(1) 13 I. A. 84; 13 C. 308; 10 Ind. Jur. 307; 4 Sar.

P. C. J. 716; 6 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 705 (P. C.).

(2) 24 B. 260; 1 Bom. L. R. 799; 12 Ind. Dec. (n.s.)

709 (F. B.).

(3)

33 1. A 166; 8 Bom. L. R. 722; 10 C. W. N.

1065; 16 M. L. J. 410; 3 A. L. J. 095; 4 C. L. .1. 40 >; 1

M. L. T. 265; 9 O. C. 377; 28 A. 727 (P. C.).

(4) 13 Ind. Cas. 344; 39 I. A. 19; 14 Bom. L. R. 182;

39 C. 418; 126 P. R. 1912; 6 P. W. R. 1912; 12 P. L. R.

1912; 22 M. L. J. 240; 11 M. L. T. 76; (1912) M. W.

N. 77; 9 A. L. J. 137; 16 0. W. N. 458; 16 C. L. J. 172

(P. C.).

(5) 20 Ind, Gas. 162; 37 B. 513; lb Bom. L. R. 533.

are bound by the authority of our own High
Court. Under that authority the plaintiff

was bound to bring his suit within six

years to establish his adoption, He failed to

do so; and, inasmuch as he admittedly cannot

succeed in this litigation without establish-

ing the validity of his adoption, it follows

that his present suit is out of time aDd

ought to have been dismissed, as it was

dismissed by the lower Courts, with all

costs upon the plaintiff. I think this appeal

must likewise be dismissed with all costs upon

the plaintiff.

Heaton, J.— I concur.

Appeal dismissed.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 934 op 1917.

March 26, 1918.

Present:— Justice Sir William Ayling, Kt.,

and Mr. Justice Coutts Trotter.

VANAMATTl SATTERAJU—Plaintiff-

Appellant
versus

BOLLAPRAGADA PALLAMRAJU and

others— Defendants —Respondents.
Contract Act (IX of 1872J, s. 239—Partnership—

Sailing vessel
,
co-owners of— Freight and earnings of

ship— Accounts, claim for ,
on basis of partnership

,

maintainability of.

Co-owners of a vessel are not, as such, partners,

hut only tenants- iu-commou, but if the vessel is

put to use to earn freight, tho co-owners become

partners in the employment, [p. 642, col. 1.]

Seoond appeal against the decree of the

Court of the Subordinate Judge, Cooanada,

in Appeal Suit 92 of 1916, preferred

against tbedeoree of the Court of the District

Munsif, Cooanada, in Original Suit No. 3c3 of

1915.

Mr. A. Kirshnaswami Aiyar, for the Appel-

lant.

Mr. P. Naroyanamurthi
,
for the Respond-

ents.

JUDGMENT.—In this oase the plaintiff

sued for a deoree for the dissolution of his part-

nership with the defendants and the learned

Sub-Judge dismissed the plaintiff’s suit ou
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a point taken for the first time in his
Court, namely, that the suit was not
maintainable as, assuming the faots alleged in
the plaint to be true, there was, in law, no
partnership.

These faots were contained in the 3rd,
4bh and 5th paragraphs. Paragraph 3
says that the plaintiff and the 1st defend-

i ant entered into an arrangement in or
about December 1907 to oonstruot at their
joint expense a boat and another smaller
boat attached to it, the plaintiff making
certain advances towards it, among
certain other stipulations which need not
b3g>ne into in detail, and agreeing that
the licenses, when the boat was completed,
should be taken in the name of the 1st
defendant, that the boats should be plied
for hire, that the 1st defendant should
keep the accounts and that net profits

and losses derived from the user of the boats
should be shared equally between the
plaintiff and the defendants. Paragraph
4 sets out the amount advanced by the
plaintiff towards the capital and paragraph
5 states that the 1st defendant had been
letting the boat for hire and managing
the whole business and had earned
large sums of money by way of profit from
her use, for which he had not accounted to

the plaintiff.

Now, the learned Subordinate Judge,
having perused a section in Lord Lindley
on Partnership on this extremely difficult

subject, apparently has come to the con-

clusion that people who own a ship in

oommon in no circumstances are partners.

The law of England no doubt is that a mere
part ownership of a ship does net constitute

the relation of a partner. That is clearly

stated in all the books and in all the

oases. And there is no doubt that -section

239 of the Indian Contract Act has tended

to import into the law of this country

some of the very fine distinctions derived

from the law of England, where special

reasons of public policy led to the making
of these close distinctions between mere

co ownership and co-partnership in regard

to the vessels. Although it is quite true

that the co-ownership in a vessel does

not constitute the relation of partners but

merely that of tenants in-common,

yet when the ship begins to be put to

use, to earn freight, a very different state

of things exists. Abbott on Merchant Ship-
ping, Part I, Chapter III, page 132 of the
14th Edition, says this: “Firstly, co-owners
are, as such, tenants-in common of their
9hip : and, secondly, if they employ their
ship in earning freight, or otherwise as a
money making machine, they become joint
adventurers or partners in the employ-
ment,” and for that proposition Green v.
Briggs (l) is cited. That is a very long
judgment of Wigram, V. C., and he cites
Holderness v. Shackels (2) and says this:

The Court distinguished between
the ship itself and her earnings; and
held in that case that although part
owners were tenants-in-oommon of the
ship, they were jointly interested in the
use and employment of the ship, and that
the law as to earnings must follow
the law in partnership oases.” And in
Hill, Ex pirte(S), the Vice-Chancellor said :

There is no lien on the ship because that
was not joint property, but the earnings of
the ship would have been joint property
and liable to the joint creditors, not from
any doctrine peculiar to the earnings of
a ship, but on the general principles
applicable to the joint property of every
partnership. If, in this case, the Thames
had been employed on a whaling voyage,
and the money now at the Bank repre-
sented the cargo, no dispute could have
arisen. Then is freight, qua earnings,
distinguishable from other earnings of a
ship, for the purpose under consideration?
In the absence of authority establishing
such distinction, or a clear principle
requiring me to adopt it, I will not admit it.”

In Young, Ex parte (4), one of the
cases relied on by the respondents* Vakil,
in which Lord Elden’s mind was distinot-
ly called to the distinction between the
ship and her earnings, he said, “l have no
doubt that freight is liable to the joint
demand. As to the ship, it stands upon
the nice distinction of a tenanoy-in oommon”,
And I notice that Lord Lindley points out

there are two oases under the English Law

CD (1848) 17 L. J. Ch. 323; 6 Hare 395; 67 E. B.
1219; 12 Jur. 326; 77 R. R. 156.

(2) (1828) 8 B. & 0. 612; 3 Man. & Ry. 25; Dan. &
LI. 203; 7 L. J. K. B. (o. s.) 80; 108 E. R. 1170; 32 R.
R. 496.

(3) (1815) 1 Madd.6l; 56 E. R. 24.

(4) (1813) 2 V. & B. *12; 35 E.R. 311; 13 R. R.73,
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of employment of a ship, one is where
she is employed by some only of the total

oo-owners, which, in English Law, oan be

done against the will of the rest. For

reasons of public policy it has been held

that the majority of the oo-owners of the

ship who wish to employ her may force

the hands of others. Therefore, one sees

that, if a ship is employed under these

conditions, it may very well be right that the

law should guard the unwilling oo-owners

from being m*Te co-adventurers in an

employment which they did not approve

of. With regard to the second case what

Lord Lindley says at page 37 is this :

“Where a ship is employed by all the

part-owners, or by some of them, but not

against the will of the others, they all

share her gros3 earnings, and contribute

to the expenses incurred in obtaining them

and in such a case there is little, if

any, differeme between the account wbioh

is taken between the part owners and that

whioh would be taken if they were

actually partners.” And similarly Abbott

lays it down quite plainly at page 133

that
'* each part owner, who does not before

the commencement of anadventure effectually

withdraw authority from his oo owners to

sail the ship on his behalf, is liable as

a partner for the whole of the expenses

of that adventdre.” We, therefore, hold

that, so far as the earnings of the ship

go as regards the freight that she earns,

on the allegations in the plaint there

exists a partnership between the plaintiff

and the defendants, and the plaintiff, if

be oar. prove these allegations, will be

entitled to a dissolution of partnership
•

and taking of accounts as regards freight.

But he is not a partner but only a co-owner

in respeot of the actual bull of the ship

and be will not be entitled, in any event,

to have bis prayer granted as regards the sale

of the boat or boats used by the partnership.

The preliminary objection on whioh the

learned Subordinate Judge dismissed the

case was due to a misapprehension and it

must be remanded to him for disposal upon

the merits. The appellant will have the

oosts in this Court. The costs in the Courts

below will boosts in the cause.

M. 0. P.

Appeal allowed
\

Case rtmatuled .

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Okiginal Civil Soit No. 1213 of 1917,

April 11, 1918.

Prpsent :— Mr. Justice Kajiji.

P. W. MONIE AND OTHERS

—

PLAINTIFFS

versus

The REV. ROBERT SCOTT—Defendant.

City of Bumbo ij Mu nicipal Act (111 of 1888), ss. 140

(c), 143 (1) (a), (2) I d)

—

Universities Act (VIII of

1904J, *«. 21 (1) (c), ( t"

) , 25 (1», (2) (m)— College

hostel, tchcfhec liable to be assessed to general tac—
Hostel fee, whether rent—Cha ritablc purpose, what

is— Portions occupied by Superintendent and Projessor

— Civil Procedure Code (Act T of I908J, s. 90, O.

XXX VI— Special case, whether cun be ic-opened.

The extra sum paid by the resident students of a

College in respect of hostel accomodation is not

paid as rent within the meaning of sub-clause (cl)

of section 143 (2) of t lie City of Bombay Municipal

Act, but is an additional fee paid by them for the

advantages derived by them and more attention

paid to them for looking after their social, moral and

physical welfare than the non-resident students

of the College, [p. 044, col. 1.]

The portions of a College hostel occupied by the

resident students of the College are exempt from

taxation under section 140 (r) of the City of

Bombay Municipal Act, as they aro exclusively

occupied for charitable purposes within the meaning

of section 143 (1) (a) of the Act. [p. 644, col. 2.]

The portions of a College hostel occupied by the

Superintendent or a Professor and the peons aro

exempt from taxation under section 143 (1) (a) of

the C i
t y of Bombay Municipal Act, if the presence

of the occupants on the promises is absolutely

necessary for the discharge of thoir duties of

supervision and physical welfare of the students ns

required by section 21 (1) (c) of the Universities

Act. [p. 045, col. l.j

It is settled practice that where a special case is

stated by consent, it can only be ro-opened by mutual

consent, [p. 615, col. 1.]

Mr. Campbell (with him Mr. Inverarity),

for the Plaintiffs.

Mr. Mirza (with him Mr, Setxlvad), for

the Defendant.

JUDGMENT—This is a case stated for

the opinion of the Conrt under section 90 and

Order XXXVI of the Code of Civil Pro-

cedure The plaintiffs, who are the Muni-
cipal Commissioner and the Municipal

Corporation for the City of Bombay, seek

to recover from the defendant, who is the

present acting Principal of the Wilson

College, municipal property taxes in respeot

of the buildings known as hostels belong-

ing to that College. The Wilson College

is atliliated to the University of Bombay.
Section 21 (l) of the Indian Universities

Act, 1904, provides that a College apply-
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ing for affiliation to an University must
satisfy the^ Syndicate of the University,
inter alia, (c) that the buildings in which
the College is to be located are suitable, and
that provision will be made, in conformity
with the regulations, for the residence, in
the College or in lodgings approved by the
College, of students not residing with their
parents or guardians, and for the super-
vision and physical welfare of students;”
(/) that due provision will, so far as cir-

cumstances may permit, be made for the
residence of the Head of the College and
some members of the teaching staff in or
near the College or the place provided for
the residence of students.”
Under section 25 (1) and (2) (m) the

Senate of an University is empowered with
the sanction of the Government to make
regulations to provide, inter alia, for the
residence and conduct of students, and the
Senate of the Bombay University has ac-
cordingly made the following regulation,
tiz.j that each College shall provide resi-

dential quarters for such a percentage of
its students as the Syndicate may from time
to time approve.” In order to satisfy the
requirements of the provisions of section 21
(l) (c) of the Indian Universities Act, 1901,
and pursuant to the above quoted regu-
lation, the Wilson College has erected three
buildings known a9 hostels, two of which
are in the College compound and the third in

close proximity to the same, for the use of its

students. The first is capable of accommodat-
ing thirty students, the second, forty-four

students, and the third, one hundred and
twenty-six students. It appears that in

addition to the students an European Pro-
fessor and an Indian Superintendent reside

in the first and second hostels and an
European Superintendent and an Assistant

Superintendent reside in the third hostel,

and that all these are on the staff of the

College. In the second hostel a peon is

accommodated in the outer compound.
The fees payable by students of the Wilson
College in respect of each of the two
terms in- a year are as follows:

—

1 Non-resident students, Rs. 48, and a

sum of Rs. 3 as subscription towards the

Gymkhana.
2. Resident students the above sums of

Rs. 48 and Rs. 3 and an additional fee—the

average amount of whioh is about Rs. 23.

Pursuant to section 140 (c) of the
City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, the
Municipal Commissioner has caused the three
hostels to be assessed for payment of the
general tax as set out in paragraphs 8 and 9
of the case.

The defendant contends that the Wilson
College is exempt under section 143 (1) (a)
and (2) (<!) of the City of Bombay Munici-
pal Act, 1888, from payment of the general
tax in respeot of the three hostels. Section
143 (1) (a) and (2) (d ) runs as folio ws:—

(1) The general tax shall be levied in
respeot of all buildings and lands in the
city, except

(a) Buildings and lands or portions
thereof exclusively occupied for public
worship or for oharitable purposes;

(2) The following buildings and lands or
portions thereof shall not be deemed to be
buildings exclusively oooupied for public
worship or for charitable purposes within the
meaning of clause (o), viz.,

id) Those in respeot of which rent is
derived, whether such rent is or is not
applied exclusively to religious or oharitable
purposes.”

Mr. Campbell for the plaintiffs has very
fairly conceded that he is not going to
oontend that the fees paid by the resident
students are rent within the meaning of sub-
section (2) (d ) of section 143 of the City of
Bombay Municipal Act, 1883. The main
contention of Mr. Campbell for the plaint-
iffs is that these three hostels are not
exclusively occupied for charitable pur-
poses.

It seems to me that it would be better
and certainly more convenient to divide for
the purposes of argument hostels into
portions occupied by students, and portions
occupied by the Professor, Superintendents
and Assistant Superintendent. The plaint-
iffs contend that both these portions are
rateable for payment of general tax, as they
are not exclusively oooupied for charitable pur-
poses within the meaning of section 143 (1)
(c) of the City of Bombay Municipal Act.
The onus to prove that they are so occupied
is on the defendant. Let us, then, first

consider the question of the portion oo-
oupied by students. From the statement
of the case ifc appears that the resident
students on an average pay Rs. 23 more per
term than the non-resident students. Then the
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question arises: Are students tenants of the

College? In my opinion they are clearly not;

for none of the incidents relating to tenancy
exists in a case like this. The students have
to observe certain rules framed for regulating

their conduct; they are liable to be turned

out of their rooms at any time without notice

and without refund of fees or part of fees.

Certain restrictions are placed even on

their user of the rooms in their occupation,

and it is evident that there would be no

discipline if these students were regarded as

regular tenants of the College and had their

legal rights of tenants. I, therefore, hold that

the extra sum paid by resident students is

not paid as rent within the meaning of

sub clause (d) of section 143 (2) of the City

of Bombay Municipal Act, but is an ad-

ditional fee paid by them for the ad vantages

derived by them and more attention paid

to them for looking after their social,

moral and physical welfare than the non-

resident studems of the College who pay a

less fee.

Then the next question for consideration

is that— is the portion of the hostels

oooupied by the students exclusively

oooupied for oharitable purposes within the

meaning of section 143 (1) («)? It must be

borne in mind that the words “oharitable

purposes” must not be taken in their

popular sense and as it was held in the

case of University of Bombay v. Municipal
Commissioner

,
Bombay (1), the words “charit-

able purposes” have acquired a technical

meaning in the Presidency of Bombay and
in that sense they include all purposes
within the meaning of Statute 43 Eliz,,

o. IV. It is not disputed that the College

is a oharitable institution. Then, is the
hostel an integral part of the College as

contended by Mr. Mirza for the defendant?
Jn my opinion, the hostel cannot be con-

sidered a part of the College but must
be regarded as a separate institution which
every College must ereot and maintain;

for the Indian Universities Act, 1904,

contemplates that the College authorities

will provide accommodation in the College

itself or in some convenient building near

it for the residence of the students who are not

living with their parents or guardians and for

some members of the teaching staff in or near

the College or the place provided for the

residence of such students. Therefore, it is

incumbent upon every College affiliated to

the University to provide quarters for

such students. Further, it is admitted that

the Syndicate of the University requires

the College authorities to submit periodical-

ly a statement of students for whom
residence is provided in the hostel. I must,

therefore, hold that hostels are erected and

maintained by the College as part of the

general educational scheme of the

country and the object of the hostel is the

advancement of learning and it, therefore,

falls within the general objects which are

oharitable and which are mentioned by Lord

Maanaghten in Income Tax Commissioners v.

Pemsel (2) and, therefore, the portions ooou-

pied by the resident students are exempt from

taxation, as they are exclusively oooupied

for oharitable purposes within the meaning

of seotion 143 1A) (a) of the City of Bombay
Municipal Act.

Now as to the portion oooupied by the

Professor and Superintendents. On behalf

of the plaintiffs it is contended that this

oooupation must be held to be a benefioial

one and therefore rateable. Bearing in

mind the fact that hostels are provided for

residence of students who do not reside

with their parents or guardians and that

the Indian Universities Aot, 1904, seotion

21 (1) (c), contemplates that the College

authorities will perform the duty of

supervising, looking after and taking

care of students residing in the

hostel, how can a College disoharge the

duty imposed upon them by the Legislature

except some one, or so many of their teaching

staff as are necessary, reside in the hostel?

That is why a Superintendent is given

quarters in the hostel for the proper dis-

charge of the duties imposed upon them

by the College authorities and as required

by the Indian Universities Aot. In my
opinion, it. is absolutely necessary for the

soheniu of education that provision must be

made for the residence of neoessary members

of the teaching staff to reside in the

quarters provided for students. Residence

for such members is compulsory for the

soheme of education for the proper disoharge

of their duties. Materials and details are

(2) (1801) A. C. 631 at p. 583; 61 L. J. Q. B. 265;

65 L. T. 621; 65 J. P, 805,(1) 16 13. 217; 8 Ind. Deo. (n. b.) 623.
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necessary to oome to a definite oonolnsion

as to whether more than one Superintend-
ent is neoessary for the proper supervision

and physical welfare of students or that
the portions now occupied by a Professor

and Superintendents are absolutely neoessary
for that purpose, or that any portion of

suoh quarters is used for any other pur-
pose. These are considerations neoessary
to determine the question before the Court:
Bent v. Roberts (3) and the case of The Oxford
Bate (4). Mr. Mirza for the defendant
offered to adduce evidenoe by calling the
defendant but the plaintiffs’ Counsel would
not agree to this course being adopted, and
it is settled practice that where a special

case is stated by oonsent it can only be

re-opened by mutual oonsent: Hamilton, Fraser

Sf Go. v. Staler, ,
Badford 4’ Go. (5).

On the materials before me it appears
that in the first hostel there is accommoda-
tion for thirty students and in the second,

for forty-four, and that although these are

regarded as two buildings, it is really one

as there is intercommunication between them,

and the third hostel has accommodation for

one hundred and twenty-six students T,

therefore, hold , on the materials before me,
that the premises occupied by one Super-
intendent for the first and second hostels

and the premises occupied by one Super-
intendent in the third hostel and the portion

occupied by tbe peon in the outer compound
are neoessary for the discharge of their duties

of supervision and physical welfare of studen's

as required by section 21 (1) (c) of the

Indian Universities Aot and are exempt
from taxation under section 143 (l) (a). As
to the portions oocupied by the Professor

and the other Superintendents or Assistant

Superintendent, I have no evidenc9 to show
what thp terras of their employment are

or what their duties are suoh as to make
their presence on the premises absolutely

necessary for educational purposes and for

due performance and proper dnoharge of

the duties imposed upon them by the College;

and, therefore, the portions oocupied by them
will, under the circumstances, be liable for

taxation, but I will give liberty to the

(3) (1878) 3 Ex. D. 66; 47 L. J. Ex. 112; 37 L. T.

673; 26 W. R. 128.

(4) (1867) 8 El. & Bl. 184; 27 L. J. M. C. |33j_3 Jur.

(n. a.) 1249; 120 E. R. 63; 112 R. R. 506.

(5) (1884) Solicitors’ Journal, p. 478.

defendant to prove when occasion arises
that the terms of their employment and
their duties are suoh as to make their
presence on the premises absolutely neoes-
sary and that the portions occupied by them
are neoessary and are exclusively occupied for
that purpose.

Therefore, the answer to the question
submitted is that the defendant as repre-
senting the Wilson College is liable to be
rated for the general tax leviable under
section 140 (rj of the City of Bombay
Municipal Aot in respeot of the parts of
the hostels occupied by parsons other than
the students and one Superintendent in
I he first and second hostel and one in the
third hostel and the peon. Each party to
bear its own costs.

Answer accordingly.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONERS
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 259 of 1917.
January 3, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Lindsay, J. C.
GHIRRAO and oTdERs—

D

efendants—Appellants
versus

Sardar KARAM SING-H

—

Plaintiff
s —Respondent.

Landlord and tenant —Tenant ejected from holding
whether can continue to occupy house in village abadi.

*

Where a tenant is ejected from his agricultural
holding in a village, he has no right to occupy a house
in the village abadi against the will of the zemindar
[p. 646, col. 1 .]

Appeal from the decree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, Bahraioh, dated the 3 1st May
1917, confirming that of the Mansif, Bahraioh,
dated the 5th September 1916,

Babu Basudeo Lai
,

for the Appellants.
Messrs. Mohammad Naseem

, Mumtaz Husain
and Imtiyaz Ali, for the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—This appeal has arisen

out of a suit in ejectment. The plaintiff

Sardar Karam Singh is the Talukdar of
the village and the allegation in the
plaint was that tbe three defendants,
Ghirrao, his son Babu Ram and his
brother Matadin, had been tenants in the
village of Damodra belonging to the plaint-

iff. It was alleged that they had beep
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ejected by process of law from their

bolding and the plaintiff brought this suit

for the purpose of having them ejeoted
from the residential house whioh they
occupy in the village. The plaintiff’s oase

was that having ceased to be cultivators

in the village the defendants had no longer
any right to retain the house. The
Talukdar stated that he was unwilling to

allow them to remain in the village.

He asked them to vacate the land upon
which their house stands and they had
refused to do so; and it was this refusal

which constituted the cause of action for

this suit.

It was admitted that Ghirrao, the 1st

defendant, had been ejected from the

holding in the village but the plea was
taken that the members of the family
to whioh the defendants belonged were
not really cultivators but village Pandits.
It was denied that the second and the

third defendants had followed the calling

of an agriculturist.

Th’s question was determined against
the defendants by both the Courts below.

The learned Subordinate Judge in his

judgment has oome to the conclusion that the

defendants are agriculturists and that the

family originally settled in the village

as suoh. There is documentary evidence
to show that Bhawani Din, the father

of the first and the third defendants, was
a cultivator in this village as far back
as the year 1808, l am bound by the
finding of the lower Appellate Court and
this matter is concluded. It follows, there-

fore, that if the^e people have been ejeoted
from their agricultural holding in this

village, they have no right to occupy a

house in the village abodi against the
will of the Zemindar. This is, as I

understand it, the general law whioh ap-

plies in this part of the country to the
relations between landlords and tenants.

The law has been expounded in a judgment
of Knox, J., whioh is to he found reported

as Shohrat Singh v. Jhagru (1). There
it was laid down that the general law
of the hind is that if a tenant is ejeoted

fr( m the tenancy or abandons it then,

unless there he some special custom to

the contrary, the site upon which he has

(1) 30 I ml, Cus. 782; 13 A. L J. 7

built his house reverts to the Zemindar

and the tenant must remove the materials

therefrom. The same principle has been

followed by another learned Judge of the

Allahabad High Court in a judgment

which is to be found reported as Phul Bibi v.

Zahur Alt (2). So far as I am aware,

this law laid down with respect to the

relations between Zemindars and tenants

in the Agra Provinoe is equally good law

for Oudh, and the learned Advocate for

the appellants has not been able to refer

me to any authority of this Court whioh

lays down the law in the contrary sense.

The judgment of the lower Appellate

Court appears to me, therefore, to be quite

correct and is not open to interference on

any ground of law.

The appeal fails and is dismissed with

costs.

Appeal dismissed.

(2) 28 Iml. Cns. 8-19.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Civil Miscellaneous Petition No. 1583

of 1918.

July 26, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Oldfield and Mr.

Justice Phillips.

AMBA alias PADMAVATI—Petitioner

versus

SRINIVASA KAMATHI—Respondent.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908,1, 110, 0.

XLIY, r. 1, (>. XLV—Privy Council, appeal to—Leave

to appeal in forma pauperis—Jurisdiction of Ihyh

Court.

The nigh Court has uo jurisdiction to grant leave

to a party to appeal to the Privy Council in forma

pauperis, [p. 047, col. 1.]

Rainkishen I.al v. Manna Kumri
,
44 Ind. Cas. 731; 3

P. L. J. 179, followed.

Munni Ram Awastij v. Shco Churn Awasty, 4 M. I.

A. 114 at p. 136; 7 W. R. lP. C.) 29; 1 Suth. P. C. J.

ICG; 1 Sar. P. C. J. 323; 18 E. It. 64*, not followed.

Petition presented under sections 109 and

110 and Order XLV, rules 2, 6 and 8 of Act

V of 1908, praying that, in the oiroumstanoes

stated therein and in the affidavit filed

therewith, the High Court will be pleased

to grant a certificate to enable the petitioner
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to appeal to His Majesty in Council against
the decree of the High Court, in Appeal

t
24 0f 1916

> reported as
44 Ind. Cas, 483, preferred against the
decree of the Court of the Subordinate
Judge of South Kanara, in Original Suit
iNo. 73 of 1914, and to grant leave to peti-
tioner to prefer the said appeal in forma
pauperis.

Mr. C. V. Ananthakrishna Aiyar
, for the

Petitioner.

Mr. B. Sitaram 1?ao, for the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—The petition, in so far

as it is for a certificate that the ease is
a fit one for appeal to his Majesty in
Council, is not opposed. We certify accord-
ingly under section 110 of the Code of Civil
Procedure.
The petition is further for leave to appeal

in form* pauperis. In Munni Ram Aicasty
v. Sheo Churn Awasty (1), Counsel (Mr.
Moore) referred generally to a praotioe of
the Courts in India granting such leave men-
tioning Bengal Regulation -XXVIII of 1814.
But no precedent for its grant has been proved
in this Court and the authority of decisions
in other High Courts is against it. Jagada -

nanda Asram v. Rajendra Boy (2) and Ram.

kishen Lai v. Manna Kumri (3). We res-
pectfully adopt the grounds of the latter
decision and dismiss the petition as far as it

relates to leave, to appeal in forma pauperis

.

There will be no order as to costs.

M. c. P.

Petition partly granted.

(1) 4 M. I. A. 114 at p. 136; 7 W. ft. (P. C.) 29: 1
Suth. P. C. J. 166; 1 Sar. P. C. J. 323; 18 E. It. 643.

(2) 18 Ind. Cas. 129; 17 C. L. J. 381.
(3) 44 Ind. Cas. 731; 3 P. L. J. 179.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 589 of 1917.
July 1, 1918.

Present'.—SirHenryDrake-Brockman, Kt., J.C.
APA PANDURANG and another—

Plaintiffs—Appellants
versus

DAMDIA and another— Defendants—
Respondents,

Hindu, Law— Widow, remarriage of, effect of-~
Succession to deceased son of first marriage.

647

ninau widoir is entitled to succeed
by a son of jhcr first husband *‘fthe son dies after the re-marriage. [p. B«, Zl2.

TV
pP®

aiI from the decree of the Additional
D.stnot Judge, Betul, dated the 20th August
1917, in Appeal No. 61 of 1917.

lairf

r ' Bhiwani Shanker, for the Appel-

entNo.^.
T’ iIan9almoort ’^ for Respond-

JUDGMENT. This litigation relates toa house wh.oh belonged originally to one
r irangi, whose family tree is as follows

Mahagya

I

Punjya,

I

Damdia
(defendant No. J.)

r
Kolliya.

i

r

Pirangi

r
Madho.

r

Budliu
—Maina

(defendant No. 2.)

I

‘

Naid
.

After the death of Eirangi his son K'r»iL
died without issue so that Budhu ' bJ***
sol. oweer. Fifteen bff“„

'

"
,£'“1

wee filri, m 1902, Bedim m, „„„,Sby his sons both of whom died in 1908 T
the meantime JBudhu’s widow Maina’ hadre-married in 1906. Madho and Nandu eachleft a.widow, but both those women remarned almost immediately after their has-bands’ deaths and Maina, bavin* snonZLT
mother of BudhVs sons was in n?

88

when the suit was brought.
P ssess,on

The plaintiffs are vendees from th«
ant Damdia and having failed to obtafnpossession from Maina sued for possession onthe ground that she having re-married oouldnot inherit her sons’ property.
The trial Judge, following Sammar vMusammot Bhago ( 1 ) and referringto Sadhu vMussavimat Patar,go (2) and Laxman vGundaji (3), dismissed the claim on the groundthat a re-married widow is entitled to succeed

to the property left by the son of her firsthusband if the son died after the re-marriage
The plaintiffs appealed on the strength

of the decision of Stanyon, A J O in »
(1) 5C. P.L.H. 86.

’ *">• U, in Basorey

(2) 16 C. P. h. K. 99.

(3) 7 Ind. Cas. 543; 6 N. L. R. 103 t p. 105
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v. Ballubhdass (4), where it was held that

& Hindu widow who remarries beoomes

thereafter incapable of inheriting any pro-

perty whioh. but for her re-marriage, she

would have inherited from a lineal successor

of her former husband. The APP el -

late Court considered the learned Additional

Judioial Commissioner to have taken a

different view in Kashirao v. Ukarda(s) and

concurring with the trial Judge dismissed the

aP
fn second appeal it is pointed out for the

plaintiffs that in the oase reported as Kashirao

v. Ukarda (5) the propositus Pandharinath

died in 1896 and his mother Manjai remarried

in 1897 after inheriting the held in dispute.

It is contended therefore that the remarks at

page 118* of the report, regarding the posi-

tion which would have obtained had Manjai

claimed after remarriage, constitute a mere

obiter dictum and should not be taken into

acoount. It is further urged that just as a

widow by remarriage oeases to be thepn/Jit o-

her husband so Bhe must oease to be a Gotraja

Sapinda of her son, to whom therefore she

oanuot inherit. The decision in Barney v.

Ballabhdass (4) above cited is said to be pre-

cisely in point and it is urged that if I am not

prepared to follow it f should make a

reference to a Bench.

On a oareful perusal of the judgment in

Basorcy v. Ballabhdass (4), I have oomo to the

conclusion that with all respect to the learn-

ed Additional Judioial Commissioner who

deoided it I should not regard it as bind-

ing upon me. It seems dear from tho faots

stated at page 17 it that the plaintiffs failed to

prove the date on whioh Musammat Chatuna

remarried and that their olaim was really

barred by limitation, inasmuoh as she had held

the land in dispute as ocoupanoy tenant in

her own right, not as heir of her son Dhira

by her first husband Latorey.

The ante-penultimate paragraph of tho

judgment does indeed support the appellants,

but for tho reason already stated this por-

tion appears to

That it was reoorded without any basis in

the arguments of the Counsel seems to be

indicated by the faot that it oontams no

(4) 8 Iud. Can. 1146; 6 N. L. It.
J71.

(5)

:U Inch Cas. 290; 11 N.L. It. HO.

reference to the important decision in Sam-

mars. Musammat Bhago (1). Moreover, the re-

erence to Vrijbhuhandas v. Bai Parvati (b)

is not intelligible, for in that case none of the

women concerned had been remarried. The

Bombay oase really in point is Basappa v.

Bagava (7), where a Full Bench of four Judges

held, following the Calcutta decision relied

on in Sammar v. Musammat Bhago (.1), that a

remarried Hindu widow is entitled to succeed

to the property left by her son by her first

husband, the son having died after the re-

marriage. An earlier Bombay oase to the

same effect is Chamar Haru v. Kashi. (8).

And in a recent Calcutta oase of Ganga Frasad

s.Bamasrey Shahu (9), Mookerjee and Casperz

JJ referred to Akora Suth v. Boream (10),

Chamar llaiu v. Kashi (8) and Basappa v.

Bagava (7) as showing the Legislature to have

recognized that remarriage not only does not

operate as physical death of the widow, but that

it does not operate even as a oivil
f°

r

all purposes. Again in Las man v. Gundan (d),

Bose A J. C., pointed out that a mother stands

on ’an altogether different footing from a

widowsuooeeding to her son, because he is part

of her body, a connection whioh oannot be put

an end to by the mother remarrying. Bose,

A. J. C., further remarked that the Hindu

Widows’ Remarriage Aot, 1856, could not

apply to the oase of a mother remarrying

during her son’s life, inasmuoh as she had

then no interest in her deceased husband s

property by inheritance to him or his line*

successors. He considered that the Aat

not apply prospectively and a remark to the

same effect is to he found in Kashirao v.

1

\n this state of the authorities I do not feel

at all pressed by the decision in Basorey v.

Ballabhdass (4) and following the earlier dec.-

sion of this Court oonfirm the deorees

tho Courts below. ,

This appeal is dismissed with costs. In

the lower Courts costs will be paid ft8

already ordered.

Appeal dismissed,

(G) 32 B. 2G; 0 Horn.
J,

R. 1187-

(7) 29 11. 91; 6 Bom. L. K- / 1 9 IM-

IS) 26 B. 388; 4 Bom. L. K. 73.

(9) 10 ind. Cn3. GO; 15 C. \V. N. o79; 38 C. 86-. 13

C
(1*0) n

&

W. It. C. R. 82; 2 B. L. R. A. C. J. 199; 4 M.

J. 23G; 1 Ind. Dec. (N. s.) 781.

M'uj-ce of II N. L. R.

—

Paste oi 6 .N. h, K.—
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OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civjl Appeal No. 101 of 1915.
December 21, 1917.

Present : - Mr. Stuart, A. J. C , and Pandit
Kanbaiya Lai, A. J. C.

RAM SEWAK and others —Plaintiffs—Appellants
versus

Thakur BALDEO BAKHSH SINGH
Defendant— Responde >t.

Mortgage in favour of manager of joint Hindu family—Suit by sons of mortgagee - Disclaimer of interest by
other members of family—Registered conveyance
whether necessary — Succession certificate, whether
required-interest

,
high rate of—Compound interest

whether penalty.
*

A mortgage-deed stood in the name of a person
who together with his sons and nephew formed a
joint Hindu family. After his death the sons claimed
the entire money due on the mortgage, and the
nephew stated that he had received from the sons
his share of the mortgage money and had no objection
to the sons realizing the entire mortgage money:

Held
, (1) that a registered deed of assignment by

the nephew was in the circumstances not necessary
to give the sons a right to sue; [p. 650, col 1.]

y£) that the plaintiffs being the survivors of a joint
Hindu family, a succession certificate was not required
to enable them to bring a suit on the morto-a^e
[p. 650, col. 1.]

A covenant to pay compound interest in case of
default at the rate originally fixed is not necessarily
penal, [p. 650, col. 1.]

J

Where a mortgage-deed provided for payment of
interest at Rs 1-8-0 per cent, per mensem and for
payment of compound interest with six-monthly rests
if the mortgage money was not paid within the fixed
period:

Held
,
that the rate of interest secured by the

mortgagee-deed was neither penal nor hard and
unconscionable, [p. 650, col. 1.]

Appeal from the decree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, Sitapur, dated the .18th Sep-
tember 1915.

The Hon’ble Pandit Gokaran Nath Misra
and Mr. K. P. Trivedi

,
for the Appellants.

Babus Ishwari Prasad and Basudto Lil
y

for the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out of

a suit brought by the plaintiffs appellants
for the reoovery of money due on a mort-
gage effected by the defendant-respondent
in favour of Gayadin, the father of plaint-
iff No. 1 and the grandfather of plaintiffs

Nos. 2 and 3. The defence was that the
covenant as to the payment of interest at
Rs. 1-8-0 per cent, per mensem was hard
and unconscionable and was obtained by
undue influence exercised by Gayadin at a
time wheD the defendant was in embarassed
• • ^ . ..

oiroumstanoes and that the farther cove-nant t° pay oompound interest with six-monthly rests ,f the mortgage money wasnot paid within a year, was penal andunenforceable. The learned SubordinateJudge found on all these points aPAinnf

!E:Af
ndrvJhere was a fnrther pleathat the plaintiffs were not the only heirs

ayadin or the sole owners of themortgage deed m suit. or. in other words!that the suit was bad for non-joinder ofRam Dayal his nephew. The learnedSubordinate Judge accepted this plea anddismissed the suit.
P ana

In so dismissing it, the learned Subordi-nate Judge overlooked the provision ofOder J. rule 9, of the Code of Civil Pro-

Te TV TT k
ayS d °Wn that D0 suit ‘ballbe defeated by reason of the misjoinder ornon-joinder of the parties, and the Courtmay in every suit deal with the matter incontroversy so far as regards the rightsand interests of the parties actually before

it The Court below was asked by the
plaintiffs to implead Ram Dayal as a co!defendant. if h,s impleading was necessary
b“‘ the defendant objected that Ram Dayalshould be a co-plaintiff, because he bad aninterest in the mortgage-deed in suit. RamDayal however, stated in his evidence thate had no share in the mortgage-deed insuit, inasmuoh as the plaintiffs had paidhim Rs. 1,100 on account of his share ofthe principal and Rs. 1,000 on account ofinterest thereon 10 or 15 days after thegrant of a certificate of guardianship toMusammat Rupm on aooount of her minor
sons, who are now plaintiffs Nos. 2 and
,

It appears that GayadiD, Loke and Go-

TTiTT tbrf brothers; the last named
died ohildleis. Loke left a son named RamDayal. Ram Dayal olaimed a share in thefamily property, including the mortgage-
deed in suit and other deeds of mortgageOn the 30th April 1909 Ram Dayal agreed
to acoept Rs 2,400 from the present plaint-
iffs in satisfaction of all bis claims to the
family property and secured the payment
of that amount by taking Rs. 100 in cash
before the Sub-Registrar and stipulating
for the payment to him of Rs. 1,100 out
of the mortgage-deed in suit and Rs. 1 200
out of another mortgage deed with interest
thereon after that date. This agreement
was registered. Whether it was open to
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him to receive his share of the money
direotly from the mortgagor or not, his

admission in this case that he bad received

the money payable to him on account of

the mortgage deed in suit from the plaint-

iffs is sufficient to protect the interest of

the defendant.

The learned Counsel for the defendant-

respondent contends that a registered deed

of assignment was needed to enable the

plaintiffs to claim the share belonging to

Ram Dayal; but the statement of Ram
Dayal being that he had no interest left

in the mortgage deed, the plaintiffs as the

sole heirs of Gayadin are entitled to sue.

Section 45 of the Indian Contract Act has

no application, because no promise was

made by the debtor to Ram Dayal, who
is not one of the heirs of Gayadin. As

a matter of further precaution, Ram Dayal

has now been added as a respondent to

this appeal and as a defendant to the suit

on his own application. The statement

made by him in this Court, similar to

what he said in the Court below, is that

he had received his share of the money
in the mortgage- deed in suit from the

plaintiffs and that he had no objection to

the plaintiffs’ realizing the entire money
due on the mortgage. On the face of it,

the deed stands in favour of Gayadin,

whose heirs have brought the suit, and an

assignment by Ram Dayal in favour of

Gayadin was in the circumstances not

necessary to give the plaintiffs a right to

sue.

The rate of interest, secured by the deed

of mortgage, is not penal nor hard and
unconscionable. In the case of default of

payment of the principal money within a

year, the interest was to bo oompoundable
at the original rate every half year. As
pointed out by their Lordships of the Privy

Counoil in Similar Koer v. Rai Sham Krishen

(1), a covenant to pay oompound interest

at the rate originally fixed in case of de-

fault is not neoessarily penal. The plaint-

iffs are the surviving members of a joint

family, of which Gayadin was the manager,

and no succession certificate under Act VII
of 1889 was needed.

(1) 34 C. 150 :il |».

0 Horn. L. It. 304;

M. L. T. 75; 34 I. A,

158; 4 A. L. J. 100; 5 C. L. .T. 106;

11 O. W. N. 249; 17 M. L J. 43; 2

9 (P. C.).

The appeal is, therefore, allowed, and
the claim of the plaintiffs decreed with

costs here and below and future interest

at 6 per cent, per annum from the date of

the suit till realisation. Six months’ time

will be allowed for payment. A decree

will be framed in terms of Order XXXIV,
rule 4, of the Code of Civil Procedure. The
defendant-respondent will bear his own costs

throughout.
Appeal allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 173

of 1917.

June 18, 1918.

Present Mr. Justice Fletcher and

Mr. Justice Panton.

Chowdhury JADAVENDRA
NANDAN DAS MAHAPATRA

—

Defendant No. 3 - Appellant

versus

GAJENDRA NARAIN DAS
MAHAPATRA and others—Plaintiffs

— Respondents.
Appeal—Appellate Court refusing to accept report

of Commissioner,
whether hound to order Iresh local

enquiry —Commissioner, examination of—Discretion oj

Court—Remand, order of— Party accepting remand
,

whether can object subsequently.

Whore mi Appellate Court refuses to accept the

report, of the Commissioner for local inquiry, it is

not bound to order a fresh local inquiry. The matter

is within the discretion of the Court, [p. 651, col. 2.J

On an application by a party for the examination

of the Commissioner for local inquiry the Court is

bound to see that thero is some real ground for

examining the Commissioner and that the application

has not been made for the purpose of annoying him

or for some frivolous purpose. Tho Court has a

discretion ns to whether it should permit or refuse

a party to examine tho Commissioner, [p. 651, col 2.J

The* appellant obtained from tho District Judge

a remand on the ground among others that the

decision in u former boundary suit was not to be

treated as res judicata between tho parties:

Ucld, that if the appellant was not satisfied with

the order as to res judicata, l\e should have appealed

against the order but. tlmt having taken the remand,

be must be taken to have accepted the condition laid

down by tho Judge as to res judicata, [p. 651, col. 2.3

Appeal against the decree of the Ad-

ditional Distriot Judge of Mymensingh
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dated the 7th Jane 1916, affirming that
of the Subordinate Judge, 3rd Court of
Mymensingh, dated the 25th January 1915.
Babu Gunada Gharan Sen, for the Appel-

lant.

Babus Mahendra Nath Ray and Saroia
Gharan Matty

,
for the Respondents.
JUDGMENT.

Fletcher, J.—This is an appeal by the
defendant No. 3 against the deoision of the
learned Additional Distriot Judgeof Midnapore
dated the 7th June 1916, affirming the
decision of the Officiating Subordinate
Judge of the same place. The suit was
brought for possession of a portion of a
Khal on declaration of title. Three points
have been raised in this appeal against
the judgment of the learned Additional
Distriot Judge, The first point raised is

as regards limitation. It is said that the
learned Judge for the finding he arrived
at on the question of limitation relied on
evidence which was inadmissible under
the terms of the Indian Evidence Act,
There are two answers to that. The first
answer is that the learned Judge was
invited by the parties to give his deoision
on the evidence on the record and, in
the grounds of appeal, no question was
raised with reference to the two docu-
ments objeoted to. The learned Judge
might not unreasonably suppose that no
grounds of appeal having been taken
against the admissibility of those two
documents he was entitled to refer to
them. The second answer is this: certain-
ly, the first document, namely, the judg-
ment in the criminal oase, was admissible
and the second document, namely, the
plaint, was not used by the learned Judge
for the purpose of acting on the so-called
admission contained therein but was used
for the purpose of the learned Judge
discovering what the suit dismissed was
about. In those circumstances, the learned
Judge was obviously entitled to satisfy
himself as to what the suit the judgment
in which was given in evidence was
about, for, the suit having been dismissed
for default, the learned Judge, unless he
read the pleadings, was absolutely in the
dark as to what the case was about.
The next point is that the learned Judge

refused to permit a oase of res judicata
to be gone into. The grounds on whioh

he refused that are these. This oase was
on appeal before the learned Distriot
Judge on a former oocasion. The present
appellant obtained from the Distriot Judge
a remand and that remand was granted
on the grounds stated in the learned
District Judge’s judgment. And, amongst
those grounds, the learned Judge held that
t e deoision in the former boundary suit
was not to be treated as res judicata be-
tween the parties. If the present apel-
lant was not satisfied with that order,
he oould have appealed against that. He
having taken the remand on the condi-
tions mentioned by the learned Judge in
his judgment, must be taken to have
accepted the oondition laid down by the
learned Judge that .-the deoision in theformer boundary suit was not to betreated as res judicata between the parties
The third point is one that has

'

no
substance in it. It is said that thereought to be a fresh looal enquiry the
learned Judge having refused to aooent
the report of the Commissioner That w
a matter clearly within the discretion ofthe learned Judge and it is not shownthat he wrongly exercised that disoretionThen the appellant states that he wished
to examine the Commissioner but h«was not allowed to do so. I n a
like this, the Court is bound to see thatthere is some real ground for examining
the gentleman who had undertaken theduty of the Commissioner and that it iq
not for the purpose of annoying him or forsome frivolous purpose. The learned Judgeobviously has a discretion in a matter ofthis nature as to whether he should permit
or refuse a party to examine the Commis-
sioner. It has not been shown to us thatthe learned Judge improperly exercised thediscretion that the law vested in him in
declining to allow the appellant at the stage
he applied to examine the Commissioner
The present appeal fails and must be dis-missed with costs.

Panton, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed.
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OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 193 op 1917.

May 27, 1918.

Present :—M. Lindsay, J. C.

NADIR SINGH and others—Plaintiffs

—Appellants
versus

Babu INDAR SEN STNGH

—

Defendant
—Respondent.

Oudh Rent Act (XXll of 1886J, .s'. \OTG—Juris-

diction of Civil Court— Declaration that plaintiff is

under-proprietor and not tenant, suit for
,
maintainability

of—Oudh Laws Act (XVIII of 1870^, n. 25— “Trans-

ferred", meaning uj.

A Civil Court has jurisdiction to try a suit tiled,

by a person who has been held by the Revenue
Court to be a tenant under section 107G of the

Oudh Rent Act, for the purpose of obtaining a

declaration that he is an under-proprietor and not a

tenant [p 652, col. 2.]

The word “transferred”, as used in section 25 of

the Oudh Laws Act, is of general import and its

moaning cannot be restricted to cases in which the

transfer has been made under orders of the Court

[p. 653. col 1.]

Suraj Bakhsh v. BhugwanDin, Selected Decision No.

7 of 1903, dissented from.

Appeal from the decree of the Distriot

Judge, Fyzabad, dated the27th February 1917,

upholding that of the Subordinate Judge,

Fyzabad, dated the 14th September 1916.

Mr A. P. Sen
,
for the Appellants.

The Hon’ble Pandit Gokamn Nath Mura
and Pandit Harkaran Nath Misra

,
for the

Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiffs-appellants

brought a suit out of which this appeal

has arisen for the purpose of obtaining a

declaration that they were under- proprietors

(pukhtadars

)

of certain plots in a village

called Benipore described in the plaint.

It appears that recently the defendant

taluqdar took proceedings under Chapter

VII A of the Oudh Rent Act against the

plaintiffs and obtained an order of the

Revenue Court under section 107 G. The
Revenue Court held that the lands now
in suit were in possession of the plaint-

iffs as rent-free lands and were liable

to be assessed to rent. The rent was

assessed and the Court declared that

the plaintiffs were tenants of the de-

fendant.

The plaintiffs now oome to the Civil

Court for the purpose of olaiming a

deoree for declaration that they are not

tenants but under-proprietors of the lands

in question. The suit was contested on a

variety of grounds. Amongst other pleas

one was taken to the effect that the

Civil Court had no jurisdiction to enter-

tain the suit. The Court of first instance

aooepted this plea and dismissed the plain-

tiffs’ claim, though it is proper to observe

that the case wa9 also decided on the

merits. I only mention the question of

jurisdiction here beoause it was not debat-

ed in the lower Appellate Court
;
and the

learned Counsel for the respondent in

this Court has informed me that he is

not in a position to support the opinion

of tli e Court of first instance. It is clear

that the Civil Court had .jurisdiction to

entertain this suit. The Judge of the

first Court relied upon a ruling reported

as Rup Narain v. Badri Prasad (1). This

ruling was afterwards doubted in another

oase to be found reported as Matai Singh v.

Ajudhya Singh (2) and it was finally

overruled by a Benoh deoision to be found

reported as Shankar Sahai v. Gojadhar Prasad

(3). There is no doubt therefore that the

suit was cognizable by a Civil Court.

To oome to the merits of the oase, it i9

admitted that in the year 1893 the pro-

perty in suit was mortgaged to one Bhaiya

Kamta Prasad by a deed of conditional

sale. The mortgagee brought a suit for

foreclosure and obtained a deoree on the

22nd of December 1893. Eventually the

deoree was made final and possession was

delivered to the mortgagee. After this

the defendant taluqdar brought a suit for

pre-emption on the basis of this fore-

closure and obtained a deoree on the 15th

of August 1896. It is said that in execu-

tion of the pre emption deoree the taluqdar

obtained formal possession but never

sueneeded in obtaining actual possession

of the property now in question. No rent

appears to have been paid by these

plaintiffs until the taluqdar suooeeded in

obtaining from the Revenue Court the order

under section 107G of the Oudh Rent

Act to which I have referred above. The

lower Appellate Court has dismissed the

claim of the plaintiffs. It applied the

provisions of section 25 of the Oudh Law

(1)

3 Iiul. Cas. 667; 12 0. C. 225.

(2) 24 I ml. Cas. *221; 17 O. 0. ML
(3) 43 I ml. Cas, 2-)’'; 20 O. J. 171; 4 0. L. J. 409.
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Aot (Act XVIII of 1876) and held that the
result of the foreclosure was to deprive
the plaintiffs of all proprietary or under-
proprietary interest in the lands which
were comprised in the mortgage and to
leave them only with a right of occupancy
as ex-proprietary tenants in such lands as
they held as sir at the time foreclosure
took place. It was of opinion that on
the evidenoe it was shown that the lands
now in question were the lands which
the plaintiffs held as sir at that time,
and consequently it was of opinion that
they could not set up any rights as under-
proprietors. All they could claim to
be was that they were oooupancy tenants.

It has been argued here in the first

place that the learned Judge was wrong
in applying section 25 of the Oudh Laws
Act to the case. That section has been
repealed, but it was in operation at the
time the foreclosure proceedings took place.
1 agree with the learned Judge that
section 25 did apply to the facts of this
case. ^The argument here is that the
word transferred”, as used in section 25,
is not applicable to cases in whioh the
transfer has been made by way of fore-
closure

;
and in support of this argument

a decision of the Board of Revenue, Suraj
Bakhsh v. Bhagwan Bin (4), has been re-
lied upon. I am unable to accept the
opinion of the learned members of the
Board, It seems to me that the word
transferred”, as used in section 25, is of

general import and that its meaning can-
net be restricted, as has been argued, to

oases to whioh the transfer has been made
under orders of the Court. Even if that
argument were to be accepted, it seems
to me sufficiently obvious that in the pre-

sent case the transfer of the mortgagor’s
rights to the mortgagee was oertainly

effected by an order of the Court, for it

is common ground that the property was
transferred in the first instance under a

foreclosure decree and was subsequently
transferred by a decree of Court in favour of

the defendant taluqdar.

It is true that after this transfer took

place no proceedings were taken by the

Deputy Commissioner, as provided by
the section, for the purpose of determining
the extent of the lands which the

(4) Seleoted Decision Nq. 7 of 1903.

ex- proprietors were to hold as] oooupancy
tenants, nor was anything done to determine
the rent of the lands whioh were to be
so held All the same 1 cannot aooept
the contention for the appellants that be-
cause these proceedings were not taken by
the Deputy Commissioner, it necessarily
follows that the ex mortgagors remained in
adverse possession of the plots whioh were
then in their oooupation If the plots now
in dispute were in the actual cultivating
oooupancy of the plaintiffs at the time
foreclosure took place, it follows that the
highest right they can set up in respect
of these lands is that of occupancy tenants.
1 he Deputy Commissioner, if he had taken
proceedings under the section, might have
a lowed them oocupanoy rights in all these
plots. He oertainly could not have allowed
them any higher rights and he might have
allowed them lass by ooufining their
rights to a portion only of the lands whioh
they then held. On the other hand, I ftm
not satisfied that it is shown on the evi
denoe that the lands cow in dispate were
in the aotual cultivating oooupanoy of the
plaintiffs at the time when foreclosure was
made; and before I can come to a proper
deoision in the cafe it appears to me to
be necessary that this matter should be
investigated. The fact that the plaintiffs
describe these lands as their sir lands does
not necessarily lead to the conclusion that
at the time of foreclosure they must have
been in their aotual cultivating oooupanoy”
to use the words of seotion 25.

*

I remit the folJowing issue to the lower
Appellate Court for determination:
Were the lands now in suit,* or any of

cultivating occupancy of the
plaintiffs at the time of the foreclosure of the
mortgage?
The learned Judge will take such evidenoe

on this issue as the parties may desire to
produce and he will return his finding
to this Court within two months from
the date of this order of remand. Fifteen
days to run from the date of the lower
Court’s finding will be allowed to the
parties to file objections, if they are so
minded.

Issue remitted.
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BALOBRAO APPARO V. ANAP RAO.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 331-B of 1917.

July 2d, 1918.
Present :—Mr Mittra, A. J. C.

BALOBRAO APPARAO

—

Defendant No. 2

—Appellant
versus

ANAD RAO and others—Plaintiffs and
Defendants Nos. 1 and 3—Respondents.
Pre-emption— Treex standing un land and tight of

easement, whether go with land.

In a suit for possession of a piece of land by
pre-emption, the trees standing on the land and
all rights of casement appertaining to the land pass
with the land.

Appeal from the decree of the Court of

the 1st Additional District Judge, Akola,

dated the 10th May 1917, in Appeal No.
254 of 1916.

Mr. M. Ghackerbutty
,
for the Appellant.

Mr. G. L. Subhedar
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal wasGled before

the judgment in Surya Bhan v. llenni (1) was
published. The learned Counsel for the appel-

lant admits that the ruling in question

governs this case. This disposes of the first

ground of appeal. As to the second ground of

appeal the trees would undoubtedly go with

the land on pre-emption. So would a right

of easement. It is urged that these rights

were separately valued. But this is not

so, as far as the sale-deed is concerned.

Some statement was made to this effeot

in the first Court. The price of pre-emption

decreed includes the value of all rights.

There is no error of law pointed out by
the Appellant’s Counsel. The appeal is, there-

fore, dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

(1) 42 I ml. Cas. 447; 14 N. L. U. 51.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Civil Appeal from Appellate Order No. 107

of 1918.

July 31, 1918.

Present :—Justice Sir Ali Imam, Kt., and

Mr. Justice Thornhill.

MAKRU RAI and others— Defendants
— Appellants

versus

SARJUG PURS HAD MISSER and others

—Plaintiffs— Respondents.
Bengal 'tenancy Act ( 17// B. C. of 188\J, s. 174 —

Amount to he deposited— Decretal amount with easts—
Civil Procedure Code (Art I' of 1 1)08 J, O XXI, r. 8 ).

The amount of money required lo be deposited

[1918

MAKRU RAI V. SARJUG PERSHAD MISSER.

by the judgment-debtor under section 174 of the
Bengal Tenancy Act is the amount recoverable
under the decree with costs, and not the amount
specified in the proclamation, as is the case under
rule 89 of Order XXI of the Civil Procedure Code,
[p. 655, col. 1.]

Appeal from a decision of the District
Judge of Darbhanga.

Mr. Murari Prasad, for the Appellant.
Mr. Har Nandan Pershad . for the

Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Imam, J.—The only point of law on

which the learned Vakil on behalf of the
petitioner has addressed us arises on the
question of the construction of section 174,
Bengal Tenancy Act, and rule 89, Order
XXI, Civil Procedure Code. The appellants
were the judgment-debtors in a rent-decree.

In execution of that decree a proclamation
of sale was issued for satisfying the
deoretal amount. Thereafter the sale took
place and under section 174 of the Bengal
Tenancy Aot the appellants deposited the

amount mentioned in the sale proclamation
with 'five per cent, on the purchase-money.
The learned Munsif, before whom the

amount in question with the five per

cent, was deposited, accepted the sum and
set aside the sale. The respondents then

preferred an appeal to the learned District

Judge of Darbhanga, who reversed the

order passed by the Munsif and direoted

the sale to be restored.

The ground on which the learned District

Judge has held that the deposit made by

the judgment-debtors was insufficient is

based upon a comparison of the language
of section 174 of the Bengal Tenancy Aot
and rule 89, Order XXI of the Civil

Procedure Code. Section 174 with reference

to the amount contains these words: the

amount recoverable under the decree with

costs”, whereas the rule contains the words,

the amount specified in the proclama-

tion.”

It is not for a moment claimed by the

appellants that they deposited the amount
recoverable under the decree with costs.

Their learned Vakil frankly admits that

the amount specified in the proclamation

was deposited, but he has contended that

in fact, although the langaage of the two

sections is different, the deposit made of

the amount specified in the proclamation

would work out to be the araouut reoover*
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able under the deoree with costs. With
this contention we are not in sympathy,
nor are we satisfied that the amount in
question is the same. The difference of
language has a purpose, as the two Aots
have different legislative schemes. The
learned Judge in dealing with this aspect
of the question has very rightly drawn
attention to sub-section 3 of rule 89,
Order XXI, which clearly shows the posi-
tion of the decree-holder under the Code
with respect to any further charges that he
may claim under the deoree and in respect
of whioh be may receive satisfaction. No
such provision has been made in section
174. We are, therefore, of opinion that the
learned Judge below was right in the
construction he has placed upon the seotions
and that, therefore, his order restoringthe sale
was a just and proper one. In the circum-
stances the application is rejected with oosts.

Thornhill, J.

—

I agree.

Application rejected.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 217 of 1917.
November 26, 1917.

Present :—Mr. Lindsay, J. C.
LACHHMI NARAIN and others

—

Plaintiffs—Appellants
versus

DAYA SHANKAR and another

—

Defendants—Respondents.
Limitation Act (IX of J 9080, s. 20, Sch. I, Art. 1 32—

“

Debtor” in s. 20, meaning of—Hindu joint Jamily—Son, whether debtor or agent of fathe j
— Mortgage-

deed—Money payable by instalments—Default inpay-
ment of instalments— Suit instituted more than 3 2
yea) s after default— Limitation— Waiver.

Where a mortgage-deed provided for payment of
the mortgage money by certain definite instalments
and further stipulated that if the instalments were
not paid at the appointed time and if any default
were to take place, then the contract relating to the
payment of future instalments was to be deemed
rescinded and the mortgagees were to be entitled
to bring their suit at once and claim interest at a
certain rate:

Held, (1 ) that a suit brought by the mortgagees
on the basis of the above mortgage«»deed more than
12 years after the date when the first default in

payment was made was time-barred under Article
132 of Schedule Iof the Limitation Act;[p. 656, col. I

J

(2) that no question of waiver on the part
of the mortgagees could arise for consideration in

connection with a mortgage bond, the enforcement
of which was being sought by a sale of the property,

[p* 656, col. l.j

t • • • .
' u i meLimitation Act, means the person -who is liableunder the contract of debt. Hence, where a fatherand his son form together a joint Hindu familyand a debt is contracted by the father, the son isin the lifetime ol the father neither a debtor nor inthe absence of any evidence, an agent of the fatherfoi the purposes of the said section, [p. 656 col 2 ]Appeal from the decree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, Unao, dated the 10th March 1917
upholding that of the Munsif, Purwa (Unao)’
dated the 23rd August 1916.

*

Babu Jlargolind Das
,
for the Appellants.

Fandit Harkaran Nath Misra and Babu
Bisheshwar Nath irmaUata, for Respondent
No. 1.

JUDGMENT.—The only question for dis-
cussion in this second appeal is a ques-
tion of limitation. The suit was a suit
tor sale on a mortgage and the Courts
below have decided that it was time- barred.
In my opinion the decision is correct. The
document upon which the suit was brought
was executed on the 27th of October 1394
and the suit was instituted on the 3rd of
April 1916.

01

Turning to the mortgage-deed, we find
that the mortgagor was one Sheo Mangal
who, it is said, is now deceased and is re-
presented by his sons Daya Shankar and
Har Shankar, defendants. The mortgage
was made in favour of two persons Sukh
Nandan Lai and Lai Behari, who are the
predecessors-in-title of the present plaintiffs.
The question of limitation must be deter-
mined with particular reference to the terms
of the mortgage-bond. The deed provides
that the principal sum in respect of whioh
the mortgage is being executed is a sum
of Rs. 800 and the agreement was that
this money was to be paid up in certain
definite instalments of Rs. 40 and 50 each.
It was agreed between the parties that if
the instalments were not paid at the
appointed time and if any default were to
take place, then the contract relating to the
payment of future instalments was to be
deemed rescinded and the mortgagees were
to be entitled to bring their suit at once
and claim interest at the rate of 12 per
cent.

The evidence shows that the first default
in payment was made on the 11th of April
1895, and consequently on the terms of the
bond a suit for sale ought to have been
brought within 12 years of that date. The
learned Counsel for the appellants has re-
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ferred to the fact that payments were made abl e jn oertain instalments. No interest

on aooount of principal after the date of wag to be charged and consequently any

this default, and he relies on these pay- payments made must have been on aooount

raents as proof of waiver on the part of of principal. Then the question arises, if

the creditors. The answer to this is that these payments were made, were they made

no question of waiver can arise for con- by t b e dettor or by his agent duly autho-

sideration in connection with a mortgage-
r j fled on this behalf ? That they were not

bond the enforcement of which is being made by the debtor seems to be admitted,

sought by a suit for sale of property. In The debtor in the case was the exeoutant

such a case the Article of limitation to be 0 f ^he mortgage-deed, Sheo Mangal. It has

applied is Article 132 of the Schedule to been argued, however, that Sheo Mangal

the Limitation Act. The provision about his sons constituted a joint family

waiver in connection with the question of and tbat Daya Shankar was a debtor

limitation is to be found in Article 75 of w ithin the meaning of sub seotion (1) of

the Schedule, but that Article refers in
80o fcjon 20. I very muoh doubt whether

terms to suits based upon promissory notes
fcbat argument can be maintained

,
because

or bonds. Nothing to be found in Article
ftp pears to me that this part of the sec-

75 oan be applied to a suit to which
t jon mu9 t be striotly construed and the

Article 132 applies in order to make out na fcara l meaning be attributed to the word

some other rule of limitation than that “debtor’’ is the person who is liable under

which is laid down in the latter Article it- the oontraot of debt, and that person in

self. This plea, therefore, must fail.
this case was Sheo Mangal. I have to

The learned Counsel then has relied upon observe that it is admitted that all the

the general exception which is deolaied by payments endorsed on the baok of the

seotion 20 of the Limitation Act. 1 have dooument were made while Sheo Mangal

been referred to the dooument of mort- wa8 gtjn aii ve . I do not think, therefore,

gage on the back of which, it is true, that with reference to the terms of this

there are recorded certain payments.. These
section Daya Shankar oan be treated as a

are set down in a somewhat peculiar way. debtor, nor again it is, I think, possible to

First, we have one or two notes of payments oontend that he was the duly authorised

followed by a signature, then five and six agent 0 f the debtor. No agency oan be

memoranda of payments followed by an- inferred from the fact that Daya Shankar

other signature; and similarly a third set and bis father Sheo Mangal were 'members

of payments followed by another signature.
a jQj n t Hindu family. Sheo Mangal,

It has been stated here that the signature w bile alive, was presumably the managing

in eaoh case is that of Daya Shankar, member of the family and certainly there

the son of the mortgagor Sheo Mangal,
ig n0 autb 0rity that I know of for the pro-

who is impleaded here *s the first defend- po9 jti0n that the son, in the absence of any

ant. Now before any reliance oan be evidence, could be deemed to be a duly

placed on these endorsements for the put- authorised agent of his father for the pur-

pose of extending the period of limitation
pose pay jng ft debt. It seems to me,

under seotion 20 it must be shown, in the
therefore, that the whole argument with

case where the payment was payment of regard to seotion 20 of the Limitation

a part of the principal, that it was made
Acfc fa j] 8 and that the plaintiffs are not

by the debtor or by his agent duly autho-
entitled to the benefit of that seotion.

rised in this behalf. We have also to take
0^ er question remains for deoision.

notioe of the proviso to the seotion which T b 0 su it wft8j jn my opinion, time-barred

says that, in the oase of part payment of
Rnd wft8 r jghtly dismissed. The oonsequenoe

the principal of a debt, the fact of the
j8 {bat the appeal fails and is dismissed

payment must appear in the handwriting w j tb 008 ts .

of the person making the same. It may .
. ,

be stated at once that no question of pay- Appeal dismissed.

ment of interest oan arise in this case for,

as I have already stated, the principal

eum was Rs. 800 and that was to be pay-
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SRINIVASA THATHACHARIAR, In re.
'

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision Case No. 635 of 1917.

Criminal Revision Petition No. 5C1
of 1917.

January IS, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Bakewell.

In re SRINIVASA THATHACHARIAR—
Accosed— Petitioner.

Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 189Hj
,

s. 14 i—
Trustee of temple required to abstain from interfering
with conduct of adyapakani service—Order, whether
de'inite.

Where a trustee of a Vaislinavite temple was
directed under section 144. to abstain from “in any
way interfering with the conduct of the adyapakani
service:”

*

Held, that the order was definite and sufficiently
defined the acts from which the trustee was
required to abstain, and that it rendered the acts
certain’ within the meaning of the section.
Ramunadhan Chetti v. Murugappa Ghetti

, 24 M. 45:
2 Weir 92, applied.
Abayeswari Debi v. Sidheswari Debi, 16 C. 80; 13

Ind. Jur. 179; 8 2nd. Dec. (x. s ) 53, doubted.
Petition, under sections 435 and 439

of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898,
praying the High Court to revise the judg-
ment of the Court of the Joint Magistrate,
Chingleput, in Criminal Appeal No. 16 of

1917, confirming the sentence and conviction
passed by the Court of the Taluq 2nd Class
Magistrate, Conjeevaram, in Calendar Case
No. 1 of 1917.

Messrs. T. R. Ramaekandra Ayyar and V.
M. Vedantam, for the Accused.
The Public Prosecutor, for the Crown.
ORDER.— The first point taken is that

the act for which the petitioner was con-
victed does not fall within the order passed
under Criminal Procedure Code seotion 144.

It is true that the order mentions a
specific act, but it also includes all acts of

the same kind by the general words, “in any
way interfering with the conduct of the
Adyapakam service.” I think that these
words sufficiently define the acts from which
the petitioner was required to abstain
and thus renders them certain” within the
meaning of seotion 144. I may also point

out that the petitioner as trustee had powers
of management over the temple and its

property and the act done was within
those powers, and the order as regards him
may be read as directing him ‘to take oertain

order” in the management of the temple.

I think that the oase falls within

Ramanadhan Ghetti v. Murugappa Ghetti

SUKHU KALWAR V. EMPEROR.

(l) and I have some doubt as to the decision
in Abayeswari Debi v. Sidheswari Debi (2).
The learned Magistrate seems to have

made a slip as to the liability of defence
4th witness in his discussion of the
credibility of that witness, but there was
sufficient evidence on whioh he could act,
and. I do not think that this vitiates his
decision.

The conviction of the petitioner for the act
complained of is also questioned, but I see
no reason to differ from the Magistrate in his
conclusion. The fine is not excessive. The
petition is dismissed.

Petit ion dismissed.
M. c. P.

(1) 24 M. 45; 2 Weir 92.

(2) 10 C. 80; 13 Ind. Jur. 179; 8 1ml. Dec. (x. s.)
53.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 456 of 1918.

June 18, 1918.
Present :— Mr, Justice Newbould and
Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

SURHU KALWAR

—

Accused— Petitioner
versus

EMPEROR

—

Opposite Party.
Calcutta Police Act (IV of 18669, s. 54 (n\ offence

under—Findings necessary for conviction.
The preliminary condition which must be fulfilled

before effect can be given to seefion 54 (r<) Gf the
Calcutta Police Act is that there must be reason to
believe that the property found in the accused’s
possession is stolen property, [p. 658, col. 1.]

1 he Court has lirst to find on sufficient materials
that there is reason for such belief, and it is no t
until it has come to such a finding that it can
consider whether t lie accused has been able to
account for possession of the property, [p. 658, col. 2.]

Rule granted against an order of the 4th
Presidency Magistrate, Calcutta, Northern
Division, dated the 8th May 1918.
FACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. J. N. Banerjee (with him Babus Jyotish

Ghandra Hajrah and Santosh Kumar
Pal), for the Petitioner, submitted that
upon the findings of fact arrived at in this
oase fhe conviction under section £4A of the
Calcutta Police Act was not tenable. The

42
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petitioner was first of all tried under sec-

tion 411, Indian Penal Code, with respect
to some articles alleged to have been stolen
and was acquitted. The present proseou-
tion was in respect of another artiole found
in the same searoh and alleged to have
been stolen. There is no evidence in this

case that the silver bar is stolen property
except that of the Police Officer, who says
he simply suspeots it to be stolen pro-
perty, but gives no reason for so saying.
This is not enough. The defence has satis-

factorily explained why the accused could
not produce the key of I he box. Even if

he did not wilfully prodnoe the key that
would not be a sufficient reason for believ-

ing that this artiole found in the box was
stolen property; the box might contain
various other things which the accused did
not like that the Police should searoh.
Then as regards the accused’s failure to

aooount for his possession of this artiole,

he ought not to have been asked to do so

before the Magistrate had sufficient reasons
for believing that the article was stolen
property. The section itself is dear on this

point.

Referred o (j,ueen Empress v. Dhanjibhai
Eduiji (I), Queen v Behary Sing (2), Sheo
Surun Sakai v. Mohomed Fazil Khan (3).

JUDGMENT.—The petitioner has been
convicted under section 54 (a) of the Cal-
cutta Police Aot, which provides that a
person in possessin of anything which there
is reason to believe to have been stolen
or fraudulently obtained shall be liable to

punishment, if he fails to account for suoh
possession. The preliminary condition
which must be fulfilled before effect can
be given to this section is that there must
be reason to believe that the property
found in the accused’s possession was stolen
property. The reasons given by the Magis-
trate for coming to this belief in the present
case are stated in his judgment as follows :

‘ First, that tins silver bar was found
along with other articles alleged to have
been stolen and olaimed by a oertain per-
son, about which there was already a case
under section 411, Indian Penal Code,
against the accused; secondly

, that the

(1) 20 B. 348; 10 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 793.

(2) 7 W. R. Cr.3

(3) 10 W. R. Cr. 20.

tiois

aooused was asked to produce the key of

the box in which these articles were but
he did not, and the box had to be broken
open by the Police Officer; and thirdly

,
that

the accused failed to aooount for the

bar.”

As regards the first of these reasons,

the accused was acquitted of the charge
referred to and in the absence of anything
to show that the other articles were stolen,

nc inference against the aooused oan be
drawn from the fact that this silver bar
was found with those other articles. As
regards the seoond of those reasons, the

failure of the accused to produce the key
is not shown to have been wilful. His
story is that it was not then in his pos-

session, and this has not been rebutted,

The third ground is not one on which the

Magistrate is justified in finding reason
for believing that the property was stolen.

He had, first, to find on sufficient mate-
rials that there was reason for suoh belief

and it was not until he had come to suoh

a finding that he oould consider whether
the acoused had been able to aooount for its

possession.

Taking this view, we make the Rule
absolute and set aside the oonviotion and
sentence passed on the petitioner. The
petitioner is acquitted of the offence oharged

and his bail bond will be discharged.

Rule made absolute .

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision Case No. 655

of 1917.

November 2l, 1917.
Present :—Justice Sir William Ayling, Kr.,

and Mr. Justice Phillips.

SUNDARAM AYYAR—Accuse*— »
Appellant

versus

EMPEROR—Respondent.
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V oj 1895J, 8 . 562—

Penal Code (Act XLV oj 1860J, 8 . 420—'Ohsating,*
u/hsthsr covers ojjsnci under t, 420, Penal Cods,
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,

lhe '™rd “cheating” in section 562, Criminal Pro-ce ure Code, cannot be given an extended meaning

Penal CodI
er °ffenCe "Dder SeCtion 420

'
India“

«• ,6cr- >-'•

a. ,4ii »*•*
Case referred for the orders of the High

Court under section 438 of the Criminal
Procedure Code by the Dietrict Magistrate,

ioi 7 ^’ h,S Letter R> °- C ' No - 1370 of1917 MagJ.

INDIAN OASES.
659

from Jh r
,D ^ N°rayan v ' Rarnji Das (2),

W.Z T T8t r
f

sPeotf'^y dissent.

1 yV
e S

-

et a8lde the order of the Sab- Divisiona Magistrate and direct him to dispose of thooase according to law.
P 86 of the

M.C.P.

Mr. K. S. Jayarama A
Aocused.

Order set aside.

War
, for the

Mr. C. Narasimha Chariar
, for the Publi

Prosecutor.
10

ORDER.—The question for decision in
this case ,s, whether we can give an ex-tended meaning to the word “cheating” in
seotion 562 of the Criminal Procedure Code

49n
aS

,

to °ov®ran offenoe under section
4
jj° ,

Indian Penal Code (oheating
and dishonestly inducing delivery of property,

MlV
31 Ind. Cas. 381; 16 Cr. h. J. 781; , 7 Bom. L. R.

375
2) “ lnd ' °aS - U3i U A - L ' J - ^65; 15 Cr. L. J.

We should be glad to do so, as we re-
cognise that equally strong reasons on public
and humanitarian grounds may exist for
lenient treatment of an offenoe under
either seotion. On the other hand, a careful
consideration of the wording of seotion 562
of the Criminal Procedure Code seems to
preclude the possibility of such a construction,
if the term cheating” is to be held to cover
offences under seotions 418, 419 and 420 of
the Indian Penal Code, which are included
with section 417 in the same group in Sche-
dule Ilto the Criminal Procedure Code, a simi-
lar extension must be allowed to the terms
theft and dishonest misappropriation.”
The former must be held to cover offences
under seotions 380, 381 and 382 of the Indian
Penal Code and the latter offences under
seotion 404 of the Indian Penal Code. But
such a construction is impossible in face of
the fact that the Legislature has specifically
mentioned theft in a building” (seotion
380, Indian Penal Code) in section 562 of
the Criminal Procedure Code in addi-
tion to simple theft (seotion 379). The
inference is irresistable that “theft in
a building” was not intended to be included
in the term theft” and we oannot give a
narrow interpretation in the oase of “theft”
and a wide one in the oase of "oheating”.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT
Criminal Application No. 215 of 1918

April 15, 1918.
Present-.-Mr Justice Piggott and

Mr. Justice Walsh.
SURENDRA NATH MUKE RJI— Appellant

versus

r j
EMPEROR

—

Opposite Party

made to Police leading to discovery
7

’

f

28
f
—?tfement

admissibility oj —Defence riaht nf ti
. ^ /?ct deposed,

diction and proof
of—Part of confession, disbelieved, "effect of—Crim-'^ltnnl -Defence, whether bound to giveeLlaZifiZA°cused went t° a Police Station and made the SportI have killed my wife and her corn™

port'

my house”, in consequence of which the Police ‘“pro
11

ceedmg to h.s house, discovered the corpse of'Ts

‘

wife m an inner room of the house-
P « ot his

that under section 27 of the Evidence Actthe officer who had taken down the
the accused was entitled to depose that the accusedt0 afc the and place stated and said-I have killed my wife and her corpse is lyin

'
fumy house and that in consequence of that statementthe woman’s corpse was discovered as indicated hvthe accused; but that when this had been deposedby the prosecution, the defence were entitled torequire the produet.on of the record made at th

.

Police Station and to insist upon proof of the wholeof that record, [p. 661, col. l.J
010

Per Walsh, J. - Where there is no evidence ofoffence except a confession, the confession must betaken as a whole. The Court cannot select, fromthe only evidence which it is proceeding to act nnTm order to find the crime established as a fact at al
'

portions which it rejects as untrue and treat

ool.T;. “oo'lT]"
” * 9 trUthfld

CP. 66^
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In a criminal trial it is not desirable to call upon

the defence to frame a theory cither at the beginuiiig

or at any other stage of the hearing, particularly in

a case of diilieulty in which the thoory ol the pro-

secution itself is not. clear, [p. GGo, col 2.]

Appeal from an order of the Sessions

Judge. Allahabad, dated the 21st March

1918.

Mr. G. R. Alston
,
for the Appellant.

Mr. A. E. Ry es
t
Government Advocate,

for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.
PmuoTr, J.—On the 3rd of December last,

somewhere about 2 o’clock in the day, a young

Bengali, Surendra Nath Mukherji, whose age

is given in the record as 22 years but who ac-

cording to his father’s evidence was not yet

quite 20 years of age, presented himself

at the Kotwali Police Station at Allahabad

and made a certain report, a record of

which was entered in the Police register

provided for the purpose. In oonsquenoe

of ( his report the City Inspector, Muhammad
Said, proceeded at once to the house in

the city in whioh the said Surendra Nath

Mukherji was living. He found the door

leading into the inner apartments looked and

it was opened with a key produced from

his person by the above mentioned accus-

ed. The latter then led the way to a

oertain room on the north-east side of the

courtyard which was fastened on the out-

side by a chain. He unchained this door

and led the Police Oliicer and certain wit-

nesses, one of whom, Bande Husain Khan
has been called at the trial, into the room.

O/i the (ioor was lying the oorpse of a young

girl named Sunilabala Debi, wife of Surendra

Nath Mukherji aforesaid. As to the age

of this girl there is sorno little conlliot of

evidence, but we shall not bo far wrong

if we take it to have been about 15 years.

She was quite dead and was wearing

only a bodioe and a loin cloth. Some
part of this loin-cloth was in some way
drawn together or heaped up under the back

of the nook. There was a slight out or

incision on the great toe of each of the

Jeet, and with reference to these the

accused made a statement and produced

from a reoess in the same room an imple-

ment with which ho said those incisions

had been made. The corpse was subse-

quently examined by Mr. Kashi Nath,

Assistant tu the Civil Durgoun uf Allahabad.

tl9i8

With regard to the inoisiors above spoken

of Mr. Kashi Nath was quite satisfied that

they had been inflicted after death, and this

is in accordance with the statement to whioh

the accused himself has adhered throughout.

The only other external mark of injury

was a slight redness of the skin on the

left side of the neck. This was evidently

a mere patch, described in the Assistant

Surgeon’s evidence as 1 y inch long into q inch

broad. A further examination of the corpse

disclosed that death was almost certainly due

to asphyxiation, but beyond this the Assistant

Surgeon was not prepared to go. He was

asked a number of questions as to the

possibility of death by strangulation or

death by suffocation and as to the presence

or absence of indications tending to prove

that this suffocation, or strangulation, or

whatever it was, had been in its nature either

homicidal or suicidal. The general effect of

his evidence seems to me to be to leave these

questions absolutely opeu. In one portion of

his evidence the Assistant Surgeon seemed to

incline towards the belief that death had

been caused by suffocation rather than by

strangulation, though he admitted himself

to be puzzled by the absence of any marks

of external injury about the mouth or nose.

At the very end of his examinatiotr after

he had protested that he was unable to

give any decisive answer on the question

of strangulation or suffocation, he told the

Court that on the whole strangulation by

means of a soft cloth seemed to him

more in conformity with the post mortem

appearances than any other theory. This

is in itself an opinion expressed with much

doubt and reserve : it is not altogether

consistent with other portions of the evP

donee given by the same witness. It is

difficult to understand how, on the theory of

strangulation effected in this manner, the only

mark left upon the neck should have been

the small red patch already referred to.

On the evidence, moreover, it would seem

that what is ordinarily the most oharao-

teristio symptom of death by strangulation,

namely, the protruded tongue, was entirely

absent. Surendra Nath Mukherji was

eventually put on his trial on the oharge

that he had murdered his wife. Of the

Assessors who heard the evidence one finds

him guilty and the other not guilty. The

learned Sessions Judge finds him ,
guilty
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and has passed sentenoe of death. The
reoord is before us for confirmation of that
sentenoe and we have had the advantage
of hearing the petition of appeal present-
ed on behalf of the convict argued by
Ir. Ross Alston. The evidence on the

record is admittedly moat scanty. At the
very outset of the trial a question arose
as to the admissibility in evidence of the
statement recorded at the Kotwali Police
Station at 2-30 P. m. on December the 3rd.
Ihe learned Sessions Judge was at first
disposed to reject that statement as
inadmissible by reason of the provisions
of section 25 of the Indian Evidence Act.
-L/ater on, upon further consideration of the
provisions of section 27 of the same Act,
he has allowed it to be put in evidence.
I have no doubt that the provisions of
both these sections apply to the circum-
stances stated and require to be con-
sidered. A mere statement in evidence by
the Gity Kotwal that the accused came to
the Police Station and made a report in
consequence of which the corpse of’ his
wife was, discovered in an inner room of
his residential house, would be calculated
to work unfairly from the point of view
of the proseoution and from that of the
defence; section 27 of the Indian Evidence
Act was no doubt introduced on purpose
to obviate the possibility of such unfairness.
Under that section the City Kotwal was
unquestionably entitled to depose that
Surendra Nath Mukherji came to him at the
time and place stated and said: “i have
killed

^

my wife, her corpse is lying in my
house,” and that in consequence of this state-
ment the woman’s corpse was discovered as
indicated by the aooused. Now when once this
muob had been deposed to on behalf of the pro-
secution, the defence were dearly entitled to
require the production of the reoord made
at the time at the Kotwali Police Station
and to insist upon the proof of the whole
of that reoord if they thought it advisable
to do so. I think that the statem 9 nt
should have been put in evidence in this
manner at the request of the defence; but
as the case stands, I see no reason to
object to its appearance on the record and
I find it necessary to consider it in ‘mine
detail. According to this statement the
aooused reported that his wife had been
serioasly misconducting herself for some-

which bo
the great
regard to

the state-

heard that
a pieoe of

of Decem-
spent the

time past and that she bad been carrying onan illicit correspondence with another man.
oi this reason, the statement says, theaccused made up his mind to kill herHe arranged that he should be alone withher in the house at about noon on the

-
y n Q uestl

t

°n. He had spent the night
in remonstrating with her, and continued
to do so; but her only reply was, "leaveme alone : I want to go away.” There-upon the aooused tied her loin cloth i nundher neck and killed her, after
inflicted the (wo inoisions on
toes already spoken of. With
these the explanation given in
menfc is that the accused had
person.- strangled by means of
doth would come to life again.
On the following day, the 4th

",
,

1917
’ "!e accused, having llJBnight in Polioe oastody, was placed before

a Magistrate of the First Class, to whom
he made a confession. We have before
“ s the record of that oonfeadon and also
the evidence of Mr. S. E. Anthony, the
Magistrate who took it.

According to Mr. Anthony, as som as
be began to q-esMon th G accused and
before he had even completed (he prehVJ-

wbich a Magistrate always
oases, the aocused interrupt-

ed him by saying: T have killed my
wife. The confession itself adds very
little to this bald sta'ement. It repeats the
allegation of unchastity against the girl
in geDeral terms, and adds that the
aoousad had obtained possession of letters
written by her to some other man. For
this reason, he says, he murdered her by
strangling her with the dhoti she was
wearing.

.

After the enquiry preliminary
to commitment the aooused was again ex-
amined by the same Magistrate on the
21st of December 1917. He then declined
to answer most of the questions put to him
and claimed his right to reserve his defence
for the Sessions trial. To the Sessions
Judge the accused said that he had gone
out on the morning of December the 3rd
and returned about 11 o’clook, to find the
bouse door shut and no answer returned
to his knocks. He then climbed over one
of the walls and, in the olosed room already
spoken of, found his wife lying dead
with hsr own loin cloth tied round tfio

nary questions
puts in these
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neck. He unfastened the cloth and, in the
attempt to discover whether life was quite

extinct, inflicted the outs on the toes whioh
have already been referred to. He came
out of the house, looking the door behind
him and told one Tarak Nath Mukherji,
a telegraph signaller, what had happened.
On the advice of the latter he first sent
a telegram summoning his own father,

who was in Calcutta at the time, and then
went to the Police Station intending to

report that his wife had committed suicide.

He alleged that, somewhere inside

the Polios Station, before he went upstairs

to the room where the City Inspector
Mohammad Said was sitting, he entered
into conversation with some subordinate
Police elei k, who strongly advised him not
to report that his wife had committed sui-

cide hut to say that he had killed her
out of jealousy on account of her miscon-
duct. He says this Munshi gave him fur-

ther reasons for adopting this course and
that, after he had gone upstairs, the City
Kotwal also urged him not to be afraid,

but to fay that he killed the woman and
that he would get off all right. He ascrib-

ed his subsequent confession to the Magis-
trate to Police influence. He now denied
having killed the girl, asserting that he
was very much in love with her. He
said, further, that she had attempted to

commit suicide on other occasions. The
defence evidence was mostly direoted to

this point; but the telegraph signaller
Tarak Nath Mukherji confirmed the accused’s
statement so far as it concerned him. Two
physicians, Dr. Nogendra Nath Datt and
Nauak Prasad Varna, a homooopathio prac-
titioner, gave evidence that they had
attended the gi*d on two different occasions
after what appe .red to be attempts on her
pirt to commit suicide by poisoning. Evi-
dence was also given of an occasion on
whioh it was said the accused’s wife had
left her house deolarmg her intention of
drowning herself in the Jumna river. The
evidence of the accused’s father, Benod
Behari Mukherji, and of a neighbour,
Nimai Charan Mukherji, suggests farther
that the girl was of a wilful and hysteri-

cal temperament, that she would resort

to hunger-striking and t) beating her head
» n the ground if her will was crossed in any
^vay.

I have set out the evidence for the defence

in the first instance because there is really no
further evidence for the prosecution beyond
that already indicated. A younger brother of

the accused’s was oalled, but he gave oo evi-

dence particularly relevant to the case, ex-

oapt that in cross examination he support-

ed the allegation for the defence as tj

previous attempts to commit suicide. The
recorl before us suggests that the prosecu-

tion intended in the first instanoe to pro-

duce certain further evidence, and more
particularly that witnesses who were present

at the disoovery of the corpse were to be

examined as to statements made by the

aocu^ed at that time and as to a certain

pantomime gone throngh by him, in illus-

tration of the manner in whioh he had
compassed his wife’s death. It is not dear
whether this part of the prosecution case

was dropped beoause those responsible for

the conduct of the case were satisfied that

there was no substance in it, or beoause

it was supposed that evidence of this nature

could not be given without contravening

the provisions of section 26 of the Indian

Evidenoe Act. The evidence is certainly

not before us and I only allude to it beoause

of this latter possibility. I think that

the witnesses were entitled to depose to

any actions performed by the accused in

their presence and, after they had done

so, the defence would have been entitled

under other provisions of the Indian Evi-

denoe Act to put questions (if they deemed
it advisable) as to any words used by the

accused whioh accompanied or explained

those aotions. If any evidenoe of this sort

was available I oan only say that, in so

difficult a case, I feel some regret that it is

not before me.

The learned Sessions Judge in finding

the aooused guilty has proceeded upon a

line of reasoning whioh sounds convincing

enough, if all the premises assumed by the

learned Sessions Judge are granted. He
takes it that the case must neoessarily

have been either one of suioide or one of

wilful murder. He comes to the conclu-

sion that the evidenoe as a whole and

more particularly the statement of the Assist-

ant to the Civil Surgeon, considered along

with appropriate passages in certain medi-

cal treatises to whioh the Court was

en‘itled to infer under the proviso to
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however natural or in themselves commend,able, can he allowed to interfere for a

tr.!th

e
"

t-
anJ att6mpt t0 out thetruth. Speaking on the basis of an experi-ence which goes back for a considerablenumber of years, and which calls to mymind more than one case analogous tothe present in some of its most import-ant features, I take it upon myself to saythat m all oases m which the supposedvictim of a murder is a youne- o-frl ti

Medical Officer conducting the post mortem ex!animation should invariably make a thoroughand careful examintation of the organs of

the’ n
T

"f
he

i TT 4 °aSe WS h&ve >'f ‘hatthe parties had been married for about ayear and, according to the evidence, theyhad been separated for almost six months ofthat time, it appears not very probable
that the medical examination, if directed
expressly to this point, would have proved
that this unhappy girl was at the time ofher death a virgo intacta- but if this had
happened to be the case, it would havethrown a most important light upon the
consideration of the entire evidenoe. Even
apart from this possibility, it might have
disolosed some evidence bearing upon one
conceivable view of the case wbioh has been
entirely kept out of sight at the trial, but
which I think it impossible altogether to
overlook.

Subject to these preliminary remarks, Inow come to close quarters with the main
grounds upon *hioh the judgment of the
Court below has proceeded. Is it fairly
esiablfabed on the evidence that the present
case is either one of suicide or of wilful
murder, and moreover is the hypothesis
of suicide absolutely excluded by the evi-
dence? It is not a matter about wbioh it
is possible to enter into any course of
detailed reasoning. The question is as to
the inferences to be drawn from the evidence
of the Assistant to the Civil Surgeon consi-
dered in the light of any standard autho-
rities on medical jurisprudence Speaking
for myself I oan only say that, on the
evidence as it stands, I think that the
theory of suicide, although shown to be
somewhat improbable, oannot be said to be
definitely excluded. I would go further
and say that, in the case of a young
girl of this age and of such antecedents
and temperament ‘ as I believe to be proved
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by the defence evidence, the possibility of

death by accident, or by some undiscovered

natural cause, is not altogether excluded.

There remains yet another possibility at

which I have taken it upon myself to

hint in an earlier portion of this judgment.

To put the matter bluntly, assuming that

this girl met with her death at a moment
when she was alone in a cot tain room with

her husband, I should not even then be

satisfied that the accused had caused her

death by inflicting any injury upon her

with such guilty intention or such guilty

knowledge as would be necessary to support

a oharge of culpable homicide. The possi-

bility would remain that he had been

resisted in an attempt to exercise his mari-

tal rights, resisted perhaps with cries

and screams, and in an attempt to stifle

those cries he bad used more force that

lie realized and driven a nervous and hysteri-

cal child into death by suffooation, without

any intention of producing such a result

or knowledge that he was likely to do

so. The most curious and exceptional fea-

ture of this particular case is to be found

in the two outs inflicted upon the feet

after death. I am quite unable to believe

that a man who had deliberately murder-

ed his wife would inflict these curious

post mr.rtem injuries for any such motive

as that suggested in the statement taken

down at the Allahabad Kotwali. If ho

merely wished to make sure that his

victim wa3 dead, he could have used a

cutting implement to better purpose in a

great variety of other ways. 1 feel con-

fident that the explanation subsequently

offered by the accused of these injuries is

the true one, namely, that ho was trying

desperately to see whether there was not

some life left in the apparently inanimate

body. It is at least possible that ho suspect-

ed the girl was shamming death and intended

to put that to the test.

This brings me, therefore, to the final ques-

tion. We are asked to convict this young
man of murder, substantially upon a retracted

confession and to do this in a case in which,

putting that confession on one side, there

is not, in my opinion, definite proof that

murder lias been committed at all. [

should feel in any case most ieluotant to act

upon a retracted confession under such

circumstances. In this particular case I

feel no hesitation in going a good deal fur-

ther. Farts of the confession in question

I definitely disbelieve. I do not believe

the reason given in the statement recorded

at the Kotwali for the cuts ir.fiioted after

death on the feet. I do not believe the

imputations on the ohastity of the unfor-

tunate girl thrown out either in this state-

ment or in the confession subsequently

recorded before the Magistrate. Practically

I come back to this. Disbelieving so

much of the confession, am I prepared to

feel satisfied beyond the possibility of doubt

that the accused was speaking the truth

when, at the outset of his statement be-

fore the Magistrate on December the 4th,

he began by saying: 1 have killed my wife?”

To this my answer is, firstly ,
that I am

not satisfied beyond all doubt that the

accused was speaking the truth when he

said this. If be bad been induced by in-

judicious advice, no matter from what

quarter that advice may have proceeded,

to tamper with the truth in other por-

tions of his statement, he may not have

been speaking the truth when be uttered

these words. Secondly
,

as I have already

pointed out, I might be prepared to believe

that the accused truly said that he bad kill-

ed his wife, and yet hold that in doing

so he had not committed the offence of

murder, or even that of oulpable homicide,

1 am satisfied as the case stands that the

conviction and the sentence recorded in the

Court below cannot be affirmed and that, on

the materials on this record, the appellant

cannot be convicted of any lesser offenoe.

Walsh, J.— I agree that this appeal must

be allowed. I have formed no theories about

the case, but if I bad to direct a Jury l

should feel myself compelled to tell them,

not as a matter of law but as a matter of com-

mon sense, that upon the mysterious condition

of the evidence in this case it was their duty

to give the defendant the benefit of the

doubt.

As I have said before, and I repeat it

because I think it is sound and indeed I think

what my brother has said is in accord with it,

that when a confession is the only evidence,

that is to say, when there is no evidence of the

crime except the confession relied upon,

you must take the confession as a whole,

that is to say, you cannot seleot, from the

only evidence which you are proceeding to
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aot upon in order to find the orime estab-
lished as a faot at all, portions of it which
you reject as untrue, and treat the balance
which remains as truthful evidence. This
does not seem to me a principle of law so
much as a statement of sound reason and
logic, and few cases could afford a better
illustration of it than the present case. There
are two statements in the confession, namely,
the adultery by the deceased girl with other
men, and the existence of love letters writ-
ten by her, the first of which is in the
highest degree improbable and the second
of which is demonstrably untrue; but they
are so completely involved in the confes-
sion itself as, to my mind, to constitute
the confession a piece of testimony which
no reasonable man would aot upon in the
ordinary affairs of life in a business of his
own. The Judge has, I think, unfortunately
treated this retracted oonfession, and the
explanation given for its original utterance,
as being necessarily an attaok upon the
Police. He says, “

it is no doubt a re-

tracted one but for all that, it is singularly
free .from suspicion.” He further say^, *

it

was made in the presence of a Polioe
Officer who is above suspicion in the matter
of bringing any pressure to bear upon the
aocused.’ r In the sense in which the Judge
used the words “ free from suspicion, ” I

agree with him. Where I differ from him,
and I think it was a fatal misdirection,
is in drawing the inference from that
conclusion that the oonfession itself is ne-
oessarily true. It is quite consistent with
all the facts of the case, and with the
oonfession itself, that the accused was
persuaded to make it voluntarily in his

own interest, and was honestly supposed
to be doing it in his own interest by the
person who prompted him. I am inclined

to think that the oonfession in that sense
was quite voluntary and I accept the evi-

dence of Mr. S. E. Anthony about it. But
it is perfectly consistent with that hypo-
thesis that nonetheless the confession was
false, as indeed it has been shown to be
to a large extent. There is one unsatis-

factory feature about the trial and the way
m which the conclusion was arrived at.

There is great doubt, even mystery, upon
the medical testimony and the appearance
of the body, as to how the death was caus-
ed at all. In the calendar two witnesses

OASES.

were vouched, and sent up to the trial, for
the purpose of proving that the accused had
illustrated the manner in which death had
been caused. It may be, I do not stop for the
moment to enquire that it is not open to us
now to look at that evidence, but it is part
of the history of the prosecution and it

is impossible for me to shut my eyes, in
a case of this importance, to the faot that
either because a doubt existed as to its
legitimacy as evidence, or as to its trust-
worthiness, the point was deliberately
abandoned by the proseoution. it is an
elementary principle of oriminal law, and
certainly should be applied in a case of this
gravity and difficulty, that the accused is
entitled to the benefit of any point, such as
this which was essential to the questions
which lay at the root of the enquiry, which
had been put forward and subsequently
abandoned by the proseoution. A further
difficulty in the oase to which my brother
has already referred, and wbioh has been
entirely overlooked in the decision of the
case, is the bearing upon what really
happened of the cuts inflicted on the deceased
woman’s toes after death.

The judgment reads in some particulars
like a category of grievances against the
accused and his friends. It cannot be too
often repeated, because it ought always to be
remembered and I think in this case it was
forgotten, that there is all the difference
between a trial of a criminal oase where
a man’s life is at stake and a civil suit.

It is not desirable to call apon the defence
to frame a theory either at the beginning
or at any other stage of the hearing,
particularly in a case of difficulty" in which
the theory of the proseoution itself is by
no means clear and whether there was
any misunderstanding or not, Mr. Ross
Alston, if he did refuse, was perfectly within

his rights in declining to accept the in-

vitation. I feel bound also to say that

it is due to the father of the acoused, to

whom this oase must in any view have

been a source of great anxiety and who
obviously was in a position of considerable

difficulty in the witness-box, to say that,

in my opinion, without having beard any-

thing suggested against his demeanour at

the trial, and after reading his evidence

over and over agaiD, he gave it with can-

dour and freedom from any trace of dis-
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honesty. He dealt in detail with the con-

versations whioh he had with his son, and
with the Vakils who were advising at that

critical moment in the defenoe, but as far

as I can see, the evidence whioh he gave
was, as I have said, candid and straight-

forward and I do think that some better

reason should have been given for throw-
ing over the whole of his testimony than
the mere faot that his name was Mukherji.
The telegram, the absence of whioh is

commented upon, is now in our hands.

It has been produced by Mr. Ross Alston.

There is one very ourious feature about
it, whioh only shows the importance in a

oase of difficulty of probing every clue,

and this is the duty of the Police, as far

as possible. Certainly before 2 o’olook, if

not considerably before, the accused was
at the Kotwali and from that moment re-

mained in the custody of the Police. His
witness says that the conversation about
sending the telegram took plaoe about 1-30.

The telegram itself states officially that it

was handed in at the Allahabad Telegraph
Office at 12 minutes past 3, We are now
informed that that hour relates to some
transaction inside the office. The state-

ment on the form is that the time was
noted at the moment when it was handed
in at the telegraph office. Therefore, the
inference to be drawn from the telegram
itself is, either that it was handed in at

a time when the accused was in the custody
of the Police or that there is great re-

missness in the telegraph office with regard
to the entries of these matters. It is im-
possible to say that eases may not, and
do not often occur, when the time and
day of an act done, recorded accurately

and officially, becomes of vital importance
in an enquiry, and if the praotice is in

the post office to enter as the hour for

handing in a telegram something whioh is

two hours wide of the mark, the sooner
that practice is abandoned the better. The
entry ought to be accurate, and made in

ordinary language, either in English or the
language whioh is used for the telegram,

so as to be readily understood by any
person of ordinary intelligence without con-

sulting a Code. This is a side issue, but
it does so happen that the point has not

actually been oleared up in the ^videnoe. [

agree that the oonviotion must be quashed.

[ 1^18

By the Court.—We accept this appeal, set

aside the oonviotion and sentence in this

oase, aoquit the appellant Surendra Nath
Mukherji of the offence charged and
direct that he be forthwith released.

Conviction set aside.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Criminal Appeal No. 327 op 1917.

October 8, 1917,

Present:—Mr. Justice Phillips and
Mr. Justioe Krishr.an.

EMPEROR

—

Appellant
versus

LAL BAGE

—

Accused—Respondent.
Madras Police Act (XXIV Mad. of 1859,1, s. 40

—

'Mum ul', pa nmeat of, to Police Officer— Offence.

The mere demand by a Police Officer of 'mamul'
or a customary payment with a view to extend his

fuvour to the person making the payment is in

itself a threat and consequently, the obtaining of

money by such a demand comes within section 46 of
the Police Act. [p. 667, col. 1.]

Appeal under section 4 7 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure (Act V of 1898)
against the acquittal of the accused by
the Sub* Divisional Magistrate, Guntur,
in Criminal Appeal No. 20 of 1917, pre-

ferred against the oonviotion and sentence

by the Stationary Sub-Magistrate, Guntur,
in Calendar Case No. 51 of 1917.

Mr. E. R. Osbornet for the Crown.
Mr. K. P. Padmanabha Pillai

t for the

Accused.

JUDGMENT.—The prosecution oase is

that proseoution 1st witness paid three

annas to aoonsed as a “mamul.” The
demand of the mamul” is spoken to not

only by proseoution 1st witness but also

by proseoution 2nd witness, and the

payment of the money was witnessed by
proseoution 4th witness, the Circle

Inspector. The Sub Magistrate who tried

the case believed these witnesses, and there

is certainly no reason, in our opinion,

for disbelieving proseoution 1st witness,

who made his statement to the Inspector

at the earliest opportunity. Accused’s

story is that he paid three annas to

proseoution first witness as earnest money
for purchase of a goat, qnd that proseoq*
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tion 1st witness returned the money ashe withdrew from the bargain. Defence
witnesses Nos. 1 to 3 are examined in
support of this story, but the proseoution
witnesses were not cross-examined as to
their presenoe at the soene of offenoe and

.

b - Magistrate lias given good reasons
for rejecting their evidence. On the faots
we think the Deputy Magistrate has paid
too little regard to the opinion of the
Magistrate who heard the evidence, an
opinion in which we entirely agree.

r,
AS

.

re
£ards point of Jaw the

JJeputy Magistrate oonsiaers that all the
elen ents necessary to constitute an offence
under section 46 of the Police Act ere
not established. The mere demand of a
mamul ’ or oustomary payment made in

order to obtain the favour of th« official
demanding it is itself a threat and con-
sequently the obtaining of money by such
a demand comes within seotion 46 of the
Police Aot. In this case we have also
the evidence of proseoution 1st witness
that he paid as the Police were troubling
him, and in Exhibit A he says the Police
threatened to take him to the Police
Station

; we, therefore, restore the con-
viotion by the Sub-Magistrate under sec-
tion 46 of the Police Act and oonfirm
the sentenoe of imprisonment but reduoe
the fine to Rs. 15.

M. c. p.

Appeal allcwed.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Cbimnul Revision No. 268 of 1918.

July 23, 1918.
Present:— Mr. Justice Jwala Prasad.
RAM JBYAS RAI alias BYAS RAI—

Petitioner
versus

EMPEROR— Respondent.
fenai Code (Act XLV of 1860^, s. 403-Misappro-

evifeZZe
Dishonest motive—Overt act of dishonesty,

chief element for a conviction under section

Priat*
> ^>ena^ Code is the dishonest misappro-

r°
n^*he property or conversion to one’s own

IP- 669, col. 2.1

In the absence of any overt act on the part ofthe accused no inference of dishonest LZ'
f

can be imputed to him simply because Z *1

68

coh 20
Certam documents in custody.

[p . eG9,

Criminal revision from a decision of theMagistrate, Shahabad. 0

Mr. SushilMadhab Mullick
, for the Pot;

tioner.

r '_Th
,

i"

»,
*”

against the oonviotion of the
under section 403 of the IV^teZCode. The petitioner has been sentenced^imprisonment of 25 days wi(h a fi neo f

The faots and oiroumstances relating to thi a
oase are shortly as follows:—
A sale-deed was executed in favour of oreGulzar Ra, on July the 26th, 19.7, whereby some land of the vendor was oonvev

ed to the petitioner. That land Kas ;nthe possession of the opposi'e party IrderRai by virtue of a mortgage deed exeout
ed for Rs It 5. Under the terms of tLesale-deed the petitioner was entitled tredeem the faid mortgage in favour of thoopposHo party. Gulzar Rai. the executant
ot the sale-deed, did not register it arj(j
therefore, the petitioner had to apniv in
the Sub-Registrar of Koilwar for having
a compulsory registration of the
The Sub Registrar refused to register the
sale-deed. The petitioner, therefore, appeal-
ed to the Distriot Sub-Registrar of Arrah
In support of his oase the petitioner filed
before the Distriot Sub Registrar certain
documents amongst which were the said
rehan - deed in favour of Inder Rai and a
bahi belonging to him. We are concerned
only with these documents in this case
The petitions whereby the documents were
filed before the Distriot Sub- Registrar are
Exhibits 5 and 6, dated the 5th Septem-
ber and J 3th October 1917 respectively.
Among other witnesses Jnder Ra i, the
opposite party, was alo examined as a
witness on behalf of the petitioner in the
registration appeal. He is witness No. 7, and
was examined on the 5fch September. The
Distriot Sub-Registrar allowed the appeal
of the petitioner and compulsorily regis-
tered the sale-deed. Shortly after on the
24th November a petition was filed before
the Sub Registrar for the return of the
documents. This petition purports to be
on behalf of both the petitioner £r.d lidtr

* V- ^
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Rai, the opposite party, through a Mukh-

tear named Bhagwafc Prasad. On the 27th

November 1917 the papers were returned

to the petitioner in the presence of the said

Mukhtear. Four months after, on the 1st

March, the opposite party, Inder Rai, made

an application for the return of the docu-

ments. He was then told by the clerk in

the registration department that the docu-

ments were already returned to the peti-

tioner. A slip was also written by the

olerk to the petitioner requiring him to

see him at once. This slip is Exhibit 12.

On the 6th March, Inder Rai, the opposite

party, made another application before the

Sub-Registrar asking for the return of the

documents. In this application he has re-

ferred to the previous application made by

him: this is Exhibit 9. The Sub- Registrar

then called both the parties. The parties

then took time to settle their differences

out of Court. This was not done. The

opposite party again appeared before the

Sub Registrar complaining to him that the

papers which were taken away by the

petitioner were not returned to him. The

Sub-Registrar then passed an order that

the opposite party might take any step

he liked in the criminal Court and that

the Registrar oould not help him. Inder

Rai, therefore, instituted proceedings out of

which this matter has arisen. The Courts

below have oonvioted the petitioner hold-

ing that he did not return the documents

to the complainant, Inder Rai, but retain-

ed them with a view to misappropriate

the money due on the mortgage bond by

setting up a redemption of the mortgage

and that he thereby committed a criminal

misappropriation under section 103 of the

Indian Penal Code.

The Courts below have held that the

petitioner took back the documents from

the registration department but did not

return them to the opposite party. There

oan, of course, be no doubt that the

parties were both on friendly terms prior

to the filing of the documents before the

Sub- Registrar and also that Inder Rai

gave evidence before the Registrar not long

before the documents were returned to

the petitioner. Gulzar llai, the vendor of

the petitioner, after the execution of the

sale-deed resiled from it and would not

register the deed and hence the proceedings

in the registration department arose. The

money due under ,th9 mortgage bond to

Inder Rai, the opposite party, was not paid ,

and oould not be paid because the time

for the payment, namely, the end of Jeth

stipulated for in the mortgage bond had

not arrived. This was admitted by the

petitioner. Inder Rai was ready to give

every assistance that lay in his power

in order to support the oase of the

petitioner, so much so that although

the money was not paid to him he handed

over the documents without any demur

and the documents were accordingly filed

on behalf of the petitioner. He further

supported the petitioner’s case by giving

bis evidence on the 5th September 1917.

The registration case being over, one would

naturally expeot that the parties would

apply for the return of the documents

soon after the order of the Registrar was

passed. The petition, therefore, of the 24th

November, whioh purports to have been

filed on behalf of both the parties, is ODly

natural. It is also clear that both the

parties joined in the petition for the re-

turn of the documents. Some of the docu-

ments filed belonged only to the petitioner

and others belonged to Inder Rai, the oppo-

site party. This is supported by the evi-

dence of Bhagwat Prasad Mukhtear, who

says that both of them appeared before

him and joined in the application filed

by him for the return of the documents.

This is a very important fact whioh bears

upon the motive in this oase, but unfor-

tunately the Courts below have not con-

sidered it and perhaps their attention was

not drawn to it. As the documents were

filed only on behalf of the petitioner, the

registration department returned the docu-

ments to him in the presence of Bhagwat

Prasad. The Courts below have made much

of the fact that the registration department

clerk ought not to have returned the

documents to Ram Byas Rai, the petitioner,

but ought to have returned them to both

the parties, as the application for the

return of the documents was made by both

of them. 1 do not appreciate this, I

would rather think that the documents

oould not be returned to inder Rai a9

they were not filed on his behalf. No Court

or otlioe can take the responsibility of re-

turning documents to a person on whose
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kehal * they are not filed simply because
the documents might belong to that per-
son. For the purpose of returning a doou-
ment the Court reoognises only the per-
son on whose behalf the document is filed.

o ut At°
fc remains thafc tbe petition of the

^4th November was filed on behalf of both
the parties, and Inder Rai, therefore, knew
that the documents were going to be re-
turned. The petitioner, when he appeared
before the Sub-Registrar, stoutly denied
having retained the documents with him
at that time and boldly asserted that the
documents were made over, soon after they
were taken back from the registration
department, to the opposite party. It ap-
pears to me that there is a good deal of
substance in the plea of the accused, inas-
much as if the documents were not re-
turned to the opposite party for four months
he would surely have come to Court and
repeated his grievance long before the
1st of March, the date on which he made
his first appearance before the registration
department and complained in respect of
the documents. This throws a great suspi-
cion on the complainant’s case. The present
course adopted by the complainant, opposite
party, four months after the documents were
returned to the petitioner, is probably due
to some unfortunate dispute which has
since cropped up between the parties.
There is an indication of this in the report

run^
e Sub-Registrar to the Sub-Divisional

Omoer, in which he says that there was
something else in the hearts of both the
parties and that he, therefore, advised them
to have their grievances settled by arbitra-
tion. They took time to do it but could
oot make up their differences. The evi-
ence in the case is too meagre for a

®ore and certain findipg that the petitioner
Jd not make over the documents to the

opposite party. Even if it be admitted
.

t'ke documents were not returned, there
ls

.

n°l'hing to show that there was a cri-

minal motive on the part of the petitioner.

.
® Courts below have said that the ob-

of the petitioner was to misappro-
mortgage money and to set

P he redemption of the mortgage. The
opposite party is in possession of the land
°r gaged to -him. The petitioner’s case

tew J

a *ODfi
f
been that no money was paid

e °PPosite party and that the mortgage

has not been redeemed. This was his case
when he applied for the compulsory regis-
tration of the sale-deed and has been so
throughout the proceedings in the registra-
tion department. Even when he appeared
before the District Sub- Registrar four
months after the documents were returned
to him, he said that the mortgage of Inder
Rai was not redeemed. This was his case
in the trying Court and as well as in
this Court K vide the sworn petition of
motion). There is nothing to show that
there has been any attempt thereto on*
his part to deprive Inder Rai of his money
or to use the documents for his own pur;
poses. In the absenoe of any overt act
on his part, no inference of dishonest
motive can be imputed to him simply by
the retention of the documents, Queen y.
Abdool (1). The chief element for a con-
viction under section 403 is the dishonest
misappropriation of the property or conver-
sion to one’s own use, Crown v. Muhammada
(2), Bhuban Mohan Banerjee v. Tansuk Boy
Seraogi (3). The petitioner’s avowedly
honest statement all through that the
mortgage has not been redeemed has not
been at all considered by the Courts
below in imputing a dishonest motive to
him.

I, therefore, set aside the conviction
and sentence of the petitioner and direct
that he be discharged from his bail
bond. The tine, if paid, should be re-
funded.

Conviction set aside.
(1) 10 W. R. Cr. 23A.

(2) 28 1\ L. R. 1906; 3 Cr, L. J. 299.

{3) 6 C. W. N. 34.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Criminal Miscellaneous Petition No. 141

of 1918.

July 8, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Sadasiva Aiyar
and Mr. Justice Napier.

In re MARAPPA GOUNDAN.
The SESSIONS JUDGE of

COIMBATORE— Referring Officer

—

Petitioner.

'riminal Procedure Cole {Set V of 1898), *.436—
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Offence, minor
,
cognizance of, by Court—Graver offence

disclosed, charge for ,
not pressed by prosecution—

Commitment to Sessions on graver charge
,
legality of.

Whore a Magistrate takes cognizance of a minor

offence against an accused, and a graver offence

triable by the Sessions Court is disclosed in evidence

but the prosecution does not press for the framing

of a charge in respect of such offence, a commitment
to the Sessions Court in respect of the graver offence

is illegal.

Krishna Reddi v. Snbbamina

,

24 M. 136; 2 Weir

544, explained.

Petition praying that in the circumstances

stated in his Letter D. No. 3230, dated the

3rd April 1918, the High Court will be pleased

to quash the commitment of Marappa Goundan,

accused, in Sessions Case No. 21 of 1918, on the

61e of the Sessions Court, Coimbatore (P. R.

No. 2 of 1918 on the file of the Court of the

Sub-Magistrate of Mettupalayam),

The Hon’ble Mr. T. Richmond
, for the

Accused.

Mr. E. R. Osborne ,
th6 Public Prosecutor,

for the Crown.

ORDER.—The decision in Krishna Reddi

v. Subbamma (1) goes only to this extent,

that, where the proseoution had pressed

for the framing of a charge of a higher

offence triable by the Sessions Court, even

if the Subordinate Magistrate had originally

taken cognisance only of a charge relating

to a lesser offence, the refusal of the

Magistrate to frame the charge for the

higher offence might be treatfd as an order

of discharge in respect of that offence and

that section 436 of the Criminal Procedure

Code would, in those oiroumslanoes, givo

the District Magistrate jurisdiction to

direct the Subordinate Magistrate to commit

the aooused to the Sessions on the graver

charge.

In the present case the offence of attempt

at rape was not mentioned in the Police

charge sheet on which the Subordinate

Magistrate took oognizanoe of the case

and the proseoution did not press for the

framing by that Magistrate of a oharge

against the aooused in respect of that

offence.

The Sessions Judge was, therefore, justi-

fied in holding that the decision in

Krishna Reddi v. Subbamma (1) could not be

extended so as to oover this case, and we

accordingly accept the reference. Quashing

(I) 24 M. 136j 2 Weir 044.

the commitment we direct the Subordi*

nate Magistrate of Mettopalayam to

proceed with the trial of the charges for

the minor offences framed by him against

the aooused.

M. <J. P.

Gommintmenl quashed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Revision Petition No. 447 ok 1918.

May 17, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Martineau.

GANPAT

—

Convict— Petitioner

versus

EMPEROR —Respondent.
Renal Code (Act XLV of 18607 ,

s. 377— Unnatural

offence—Proof— Evidence
,
uncorroborated

, of person on

u'hom offence committed, whether sufficient.

In cases under section 377 of the Penal Code it is,

as a rule, unsafe to convict on the uncorroborated

testimony of the person on whom the offence is

m;i id to have been committed, unless for any reasons

that testimony is entitled to special weight [p. 670
,

col. 2.]

Petition, under section 439, Criminal

Procedure Code, for revision of the order

of the Sessions Judge, Multan, dated the

28th January 191S, affirming that of an

Honorary Magistrate of the 1st Class,

Multan, dated the 20th December 1917,

convicting the petitioner.

Mr. Mukand Lai Puri ,
for the Peti-

tioner.

JUDGMENT.—The oonviotion rests sole-

ly on the evidence of the boy Muhamda,

whose statement is not supported by Sulla

and Yarn, the alleged witnesses of the

offence.

No semen was found on the clothes

either of Muhamda or of Ganpat, and no^

injuries were found on their persons.

Muhamda admits that he had hurt his

thigh while ploughing 2 or 3 days before

and that it hied, so this would account

for the blood colouring matter found on

his loin cloth, and the presence of suoh

matter on Ganpat’s loin cloth might be equ-

ally well explained.

It appears to me that in a oase of this kind

it is, as a rule, unsafe to convict on the

uncorroborated testimony of the person on

whom the offence is said to have been

committed, unless for any reasons that

testimony is entitled to speoial weight.

Muhamda is a boy of 14, and it cannot
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be said to be improbable thebe may havebeen tutored. The offence is said to

ber^ and
en

it°

0mmit
f

ted ^ the 10th Oot°-ber, and ,t s noteworthy that the boyadmits that he did not tell his fatherRamzan about it till the next day andR was not till the 12th that a report was£ade at the Thana. I also note thatRamzan speaks of only of Sulla havingbeen mentioned to him by Muhamda as
tness of the ooourrenoe. whereas*aru is said to have witnessed it as

Further, there is an important disore
Panoy as to where the boy went after the
commission of the offence. He says inCourt that he was first taken by the
witnesses to the well and that in the
evening (not the morning, as stated by the
learned Sessions Judge in his judgment)
Pe was taken by the aooused and Mehra
to Shamkot and stayed the night with
the aooused. But in the report at the
lhana what he said was that after the
aooused had run away he returned to his
well, and Ganpat’s brother Babu kept him
there for the night.
From this disorepanoy alone it would

appear that Muhamda is not an entirely
straightforward witness. He has not
sa.isfaotorily explained why after Sulla
an aru had oome up and the aooused
Pad run away, he did not go straight to
nis father and oomplain to him.

n my opinion, therefore, implioit reli-
anoe cannot be placed on Muhamda’s evi-
cnoe, and Ganpat should not be oonviot-

©a thereon.
I aooept the application, set aside the

oonviotion and sentence, and acquit Ganpat
an direct that he be set at liberty and

© fine, if paid, be refunded. c

Revision accep ed.

in Proceedings under s in-Bona fide claim of right set up-.Proceduremmmm
Procedure 'codef

60 ^'0118 1» < 1 >

trate to inquire whether the “JT Magls .

proper course to adopt, [p. 671, col. 2 ]

d

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 859 of 1916.

August 28, 1916.
Present :—Mr. Justice Fletcher

and Mr. Justice T«unon.
*^^-R MULLICK and another —

Petitioners
versus

•
EMPEROR— Respondent.

rimmal Procedure Code {Act V of L8MJ, ss. 133,

Criminal revision against the order of the

tui
D7ZTmTr' D,ub'™’ d* t-d

“Sr“d

Party
bU Bote

‘ ^ the Opposite

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher J.—This is a Rule calling uponthe District Magistrate of Howrah to show

°rder8 under se3ti°™ 139 (1)and 140 (1), C°de of Criminal Procedure, oom-
plained of m the petition should not be
set aside or why snoh other order should
not be passed in the matter as to this
Court might seem fit and proper on
grounds Nos. 1 and 2 mentioned in the peti-
tion. The proceedings with whioh we are
concerned in this oase are proceedings
taken under section 133, Code of Criminal
Procedure. The learned Sub Divisional
Magistrate of UJuberia proceeded to enquire
on a complaint that public rights had
been interfered with aod he came to the
conclusion that the channel was, in fact
a public channel. Mr. Mukherjee, who
appears for the petitioners in this oase,
says that, having regard to the rulings
of this Court, the Magistrate ought to
have first enquired whether his clients
had a Iona fide claim of right to the
channel

;
and, if he found that they had,

then he should have referred the parties
to the Civil Court. No doubt, in certain
decisions of this Court the rule is stated
to that effect: but those words do not appear
in the section and I think that every

must largely turn on the particular
naton/toa q ffonf.incf it No doubt, in

oase— o f — -

c roumstanoes affecting it

normal oases that course is a wise aud
proper course to adopt. It is not con.
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venient that a Court of this nature should
adjudicate and settle matters whioh can
properly be referred to the Civil Court.
But there are other cases— cases of

urgency—where that rule, notwithstanding
the fact that it may place one of the
parties in a less favourable position, oannot
be followed and it seems to me that
the present case is one of those cases where
the Magistrate has got to choose whether
he would proceed with the case and deter-

mine it or whether serious injury would
be caused to the other party. I think in

this case we ought not to interfere with
the orders complained of, the Magistrate
having determined that the public have
a right to the water of the channel, as

it would, if the petitioners’ argument be
assented to, seriously affect a very large
portion of land of the persons who appeared
before the learned Magistrate.

The other point that has been made is

that the learned Sub- Divisional Magistrate
was guilty of a serious contempt of Court
in ordering the bund to be out after an
order had been made by this Court on
the 16th August last staying all further
proceedings. It is said that the order
was communicated to the learned Magis-
trate by a Mukhtar. Whether the learned
Magistrate believed the statements made
by the Mukhtar as credible or not we
do not know. There is no answer to the
affidavit filed by the petitioners and 1 do
not know whether the Magistrate ever
knows of it or not. There seems to be no
reason, if the petitioners intended to com-
municate an order of an urgent nature to
the Magistrate, why an order in some
form or other should not have been taken
from this Court to oommunicate to the
Magistrate. Whether any actual rule
exists or not as to that I do not know;
but I take it that, whore the order is

of a very urgent nature, there cannot be
any difficulty in procuring an order from
the Court and sending it down by the
party who obtains the order to oom-
munioate it to the Magistrate. I do not
think we oan assume in this case that the
learned Magistrate was deliberately aoting in

defiance of the order of this Court. 1

think this is a case where we ought not
to interfere, having regard to the nature
of the public right whioh the learned

Lists

Magistrate has found to exist. That bemg
so, the Rule fails and must be discharged.

Teonon, J.— I agree.

Rule discharged.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Criminal Appeal No. 286 of 1918.

July 18, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Sadasiva Aiyar
and Mr. Justice Napier.

EMPEROR

—

Appellant
versus

S. VARADACHARIAR—Accused-
Respondent.

Madias City Municipal ,-tcf (III of 1904', $s. 282
420—Construction of inflammable pandal— Offence—
Ou nce and occupier

,
liability of.

Tlio words ‘‘whoever contravenes” iu section 420 of
the Madras City Municipal Act, 1904, cover owners as
well as occupiers of the promises.
The construction of an inflammable pandal ortho

continuance of an existing one is an offenco undor
section 282 read with section 420 of the Act.

Appeal, under seotion 417 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure, 1898, against

the acquittal of the aforesaid accused by
the Court of the 4th Presidency Magis-
trate, Egmore, Madras, in Calendar Case
No. 17776 of 1917.

The Crown Prosecutor, for the Appellant.

Mr. A. 8. Krishnasicamy Ayyangar
, for the

aooused.

JUDGMENT.—We are quite dear that

this section 2b2 (of the Madras City

Municipal Act, 1901) read with seotion

420 (of the Act) was intended to reproduce
section 264 of the old Act (The City of

Madras Municipal Act, 18S4), whioh made
the new construction of an inflammable
pandal or the continuance of an existing

pandal, etc., of that oharaoter au offence.

The pandal in question is olearly unlawful
and there is no written permission of the

President to legalise it. We think that

the language of section 420 (the Madras
City Municipal Act, 1904), “Whoever con-

travenes”, is wT ide enough to cover an
ow’ner and occupier of premises whioh
oflend against the section.

We set aside the acquittal and impose
a fine on the defendant of Rs. 5.

Acquittal set aside.

M. 0. P.
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ABBAS BAND! B1BI V. ABDtJL GHAN1,

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 208 of 1917.
Present:—Mr. Stuart, A. J. C., and Pandit

Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C.
Musammat ABBAS BANDI BIBI

AND ANOTHER—PLAINTIFFS— APPELLANTS
versus

ABDUL GHANI and another—Defend-
ants — Respondents.

O'.tJk Laics Act (XVIII of 187 $), Ch. II, s. 9—Pre-
emption — Sale of house by riaya.— Suit for pre-emption,
maintainability of.

A sale by an occupier of a bouse in a village who
lias merely the ordinary rights of a riaya in it, does
not give rise to a right of pre-emption exercisable
under Chapter II of the Oudh Laws Act, inasmuch
as under section 9 of that Act, unless the transferor
is a proprietor of a proprietary or under-proprietary
tenure or a share iu such a tenure, no right of pre-
emption comes into being, [p. 674, col. 1.]
Mangal v. Raja Partub Bahadur Singh

, 4 0. C. 26,
followed.

Appeal from the deoree of the District
Judge, Fyzabad, dated the 23rd February
1917, confirming that of the Munsif, Akbar*
pore, dated the 23rd October 1916.

Syed 1 Vazir Hasan
, for the Appellants.

Mr. Mohammad Wasim, for the Respond-
ents.

JUDGMENT.—The facts of this case are
very simple. A widow oalled Asuda was
the occupier of a house in Kasba Jalalpur,

Fyzabad district. She had in this house the
ordinary rights of a riaya

,
that is to say,

she owned the materials but had no title

in the site. She sold this house to one
Abdul Gbani. The proprietors of the village

have sued to exercise a right of pre-emp-
tion under the provisions of Chapter II,

Act XVIII of 1876. The lower Courts
dismissed the suit, relying on the decision

in Mangal v. Raja Partab Bahadur Singh
(l). The learned Counsel for the appellants

at the first hearing of this appeal admit-

ted that, if that decision were followed,

this appeal must fail, lie stated, however,
that he proposed to question the view of

the law taken in that decision. The appeal

was accordingly referred to a Bench for

deoision. In Mangal v. Raja Partab Baha-

dur Singh (1), Mr. Spankie laid down that,

unless the sale was one by a proprietor

or under-proprietor of the land in a village,

no right of pre-emotion was created. The
learned Counsel for the appellants has

argued on the following lines. Under the

(1) 4 O.-O. 26.

43

provisions of section 6, Act XVIII of 1876,
what is referred to as “the right of pre-
emption” is stated to be “a right of the
persons hereinafter mentioned or referred
to to acquire, in the case hereinafter
specified, immoveable property in preference
to all other persons.” He points out that
that section does not specify who are the
persons . who acquire the right but that
those persons are specified in section 9 in the
order in which they are entitled thereto, that is

to say—
(1) co-sharers of the sub-division (if any)

of the tenure in which the property
is comprised, in order of their rela-
tionship to the vendor or mortgagor,

(2) co-sharers of the whole mahal in the
same order,

(3) any member of the village-corn-
munity,

(4) if the property be an under-proprietary
tenure, the proprietor.

He thus finds the persons entitled to the
right. He then proceeded to consider what
was the property to whioh the right ap-
plied. That is found in section 7. It is

the property in all village communities,
whether proprietary or under-proprietary,

and in the oases referred to in seotion 40
of the Oudb Land Revenue Aot, and ex-

tends to the village site, to the houses
built upon it, to all lands and shares of

lands within the village boundary, and to

all transferable rights affeoting such lands.

He urged that, as this was a house built

upon the village site, it was property to

whioh the right applied, and, as he finds

the appellants amongst the persons entitled

to the right and the property in suit as

property subject to the right, he argues

that there must be a right of pre-emp-

tion in their favour. This argument,

however, ignores the existence of two other

necessary conditions. To establish such a

right of pre emption as created by Chapter

II of the Aot, we must disoover as constitu-

ent elements

—

firstly, the person entitled to the

right,

secondly ,
the property over whioh

the right can be exercised,

thirdly
,
the nature of the trans-

fer,

fourthly ,
the status of the trane«

feror.
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His argument does not cover the two
latter points. The nature of the transfer
is given m seotion 10. It must be a pri-
vate sale or a foreclosure of a mortgage.
Were there was a private sale, so that
question is settled. But where his argu-
ment fails is with regard to the fourth
point. Under section 9, unless the transfer-
or is the proprietor of a proprietary or
under- proprietary tenure or a share of
sue i a tenure, no right of pre-emption
oomes into being. This point is not made
very clear in ilangal v. l{,va Partab Paha-
dur Singh (1). But it is undoubtedly the
point upon which Mr. Wpankie based bis
decision. The words of the Chapter must
be strictly construed. It could not be
suggested for a moment that, where the
transfer has been by a gift, any right of
pre eruption oould exist and it is equally
the ca«e that, where the transferor is not
a proprietor of a proprietary or under-
proprietary tenure or a share in suoh a tenure,
!'°. r ' 8,lt nf pre-emption comes into
being.

We, therefore, accept the principle laid
down in Mangal v . Raja Partab Bahadur
bu.gh U; and dismiss this appeal accord-
ugly. I he appellants will pay their
own costs and those of the respondents.

[1918

Appeal dismissed.

LPrER BURMA JUDICIAL COMMIS-
SIONER’S COURT.

Seconw Civn, Appeal No. BDO < k 1917
iMay 6, 191 S.

Present:— Air. Saunders, ,1. C.
MAUNG MYO— Plaintiff

—

Am i.uvr
VCVSU s'

lM A L N G KY \\ KT U — D k fe n dant
Respondent.

Jh’lumation IJa meujes, nr ,

7

/*,„•, mainfainnbili!,, «>/

rc*l ,ccl °J dianje ''hid' has formal subject ot
complaint. ' J

Whore one man Hmrgos another with an HYonoo
ami without unreasonable delay makes that eliai ^oM io subject of a complaint to tho Police or to 1 he
Co.nl, he is protected from an action for defamation
ol character in respect of allegations contained in
the charge. If the complaint j« disused, tho

accused has two remedies, one by obtaining sanction
1 <h lie prosecution of the complainant for bringing
a false charge, and the other, if he has suffered loss
01

r
,rT r

-
r

’ b*’ a s,ilt for damages for false and
malicious prosecution, [p. 675, col. 2.]

Mr. G. S. Fillay, for the Appellant.
Mr. Tha Gyice, for the Respondent,
JUDGMENT.— Plaintiff sued for R$>. ICO,

damages for defamation of character, on the
ground that the defendant had falsely
charged him with setting fire to his, defend-
ant’s house. The defence was that the
charge was true. The first Court gave
plaintiff a decree for Rs. GO. On appeal
the lower Appellate Court stated that
the suit was for damages for malicious
prosecution according to the plaintiff-res-
pondent’s Advocate, and on the authority
of certain Indian cases dismissed the plaint-
)ll’s suit.

r

I he plaintiff now comes to this
Court in second appeal under seotion 13
of the Upper Burma Civil Courts Regula-
tion.

The plaintiff-appellant urges that his suit
vas net cr was not merely for damages
for false and malicious proseoution, and no
statement of his Advocate in the lower
Appellate Court could alter the nature of
the suit which was to be ascertained from the
record. This is ui doubtedly the case. The
plaint as tiled alleged in paragraph 2
that the defendant had come to the plaint-
ids house, while the plaintiff was asleep,
wilh the headman and village elders, and
hnd charged the plaintiff with having set
hie <0 his house. The plaint went onto
{•tale tlat the dtfe ndant was cn bad terms
wilh the plaintiff, that the charge was
fftUe, that the plaintiff had been defamed
thereby and had suffered loss and injury.
The case was at first dealt with ex parte,
but the defendant appeared later and was
allowed to defend the suit. The Judge
of Ihe lower Appellate Court says in his
judgment tlat “the plaintiff was too
premature. He had not even waited tosee
wlmt tlm result of ti e inclination given to the
lolice would be.” But there is nothing
cn the record <0 show when theinforma-
iu n was laid with the Police

; and though
the defendant appeared and was examined
before issues on the 21st July 1916, the
s uit laving boo r: filed on the 1st July 1916,
Rrd t,lfn stated that he had lodged a
complaint with the Police, in his cross-
examination when examined as a witqoss, he
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admitted that this suit had been filed before
he had made his complaint to the Police. It

would seem, therefore, that the suit oould not
have bean a suit for damages for a false
and malicious prosecution since, at the
time it was filed, no step had been taken
towards prosecuting the plaintiff; the
cause of action cannot, therefore, have been
a proseoution which had not even reached
the stage of a report to the Police at the
time the plaint was filed.

The judgments relied upon by the lower
Appellate Court appear to lay down that
unless and until cognizance is taken of a
complaint by a Court and some action is

taken to require the plaintiff to appear
and answer a charge, it cannot be said
that there is any proseoution and there can,
therefore, be no right of action for damages
on the ground that there is a proseoution
which is false and malicious. This view
appears to have been dissented from in the
Bombay case of Ahtnedbhai y. Framji Edulji
( l), and in the case of Bishun Pergash v. Ful-
man Singh (2) a Bench of the Calcutta High
Court in 1914 examined the case-law on
the subject and expressly dissented from
the view taken in the Calcutta and Madras
cases relied upon by the lower Appellate
Court. I am bound to say that there appears
to me to be much force in the arguments
by which the learned Judges in this later

case arrived at their conclusions. It is

not neoessary to refer to them in detail

because, as has been pointed out above,
this suit was not a suit for damages for

malioious and false prosecution. But I

have referred to these cases beoause there

appears to be another question arising in

this suit which is referred to in two at

least of the oases cited which appears to

be of importance, and that is whether an
action for defamation would lie against a

defendant in respect of a. charge which has
formed the subjeot of a complaint to the Polioe
or to Court. In the case of Bishun Pergash v.

Fulman Singh (2) oited above, the plaintiff

also olaimed damages for defamation, hut
the Judges refused to consider this claim
on the ground that it was not put in

issue and for other reasons. In the oase of

(1)

2S B. 226; 5 Bom. L. R. 940.

(2) 27 lad. Cas. 449j 20 C. L. J. 518; 19 C. W. N.
935,

Golap Jan y.Bhola Nath (3), however, it was
held that even if the complaint to the Magis-
trate was defamatory, still the complainant
was entitled to protection from suit and this
protection was the absolute privilege award-
ed in the public interest to those who
make statements to the Courts in the
course of and in relation to judicial pro-
ceedings. This view of the law appears to be
correct. Defamation of character is not
a ground for claiming damages for false
and malioious proseoution which may be
granted upon proof of actual loss or damage.
The law provides sufficient protection for
an aooused person in the prosecution of a
complainant who has deliberately brought a
false charge. But if this is the case, it
appears to me to be more than doubtful
whether a plaintiff 13 entitled to sue for
damages for defamation on the ground
that the allegations which formed the
subject of the complaint to the Polioe nr
Magistrate had been previously made out-
side the Court, and whether if he were
so entitled the effect would not be to
deprive the complainant of his privilege and
would not b^ opposed to public policy.
A person who had reason to believe that
an offence had been committed, would be
very seriously and unfairly handicapped if

he were bound to keep his reasons to him-
self and to go to Court without making
any enquiry into the truth of his suspicions,

under penalty of having to meet an action
for damages if he did not follow this course.

Iam of opinion therefore that the defendant-
respondent having taken his complaint
to the Police and to Court, so far as the re-

cord siloes, without unreasonable delay was
protected from an action for defamation
of character in respect of allegations con-

tained in his subsequent oomplaint. This
being so, the plaintiff-appellant’s suit was
bound to fail. He had, when the com-
laint was filed and was dismissed, two
remedies, one by obtaining sanction for the

prosecution of the defendant for bringing

a false charge, and the other, if he suffered

loss or injury, upon the authority of the

Calcutta case of 1 914 cited above, by a suit

for damages for false and malicious prose-

cution. In this view of the oase the appeal

is dismissed with costs throughout.

Appeal dismissed.

11 Iml, Cas. 311; 38 C. 850; 15 C. W. N. 917.
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HR1J INDRA BAHADOR SINGH V. DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, KHERI.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Civil Revision No. bl ok 1917.

June 11, 1917.

Present;—Mr. Stuart, A. J. C., and Pandit

Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C.

BRIJ INDRA BAHADUR SINGH—
Plaintiff—Applicant

versus

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER of KHERI
for MAHEWA ESTATE and another

—

Defendants - Opposite Pakty.
Civil Piucehtrc Code (Act I’ of 1908J, 1 15

—

Ibnision— Interlocutory order, whether open to revision.

Set-lion I In, Civil Procedure Code, authorises the

Court to call for the record of any case which lias

lioen decided, hut where there has been no decision

anti the ease is still pending, interlocutory orders

passed during l ho course of the hearing cannot be

made the subject of revision, unless those orders have

the effect of determining the ea<e, so far as the party

applying for revision is concerned, or concluding the

claim otherwise in a manner not open to appeal,
i p.

070, col. '£\ p. 077, col. 1.]

Revision against the order of the Second
Additional District Judge, Lucknow, dated

the 15th May 1917.

Messrs. Moti It'll Nehru
,
II C. Dutt and II.

K. Uhuse
,
for the Applicant.

Messrs. John Jackson
, Ram Bharosc Lai

and Sita Ram
,
for Respondent No. 1.

Babu Salig Ram t for Respondent
No. 2.

JUDGMENT.—This is an application for

revision of an order passed in a suit, pending
in the Court of the Second Additional Judge
of Lucknow, refusing to permit an amend-
ment of the plaint in certain particulars.

The plaintiff is a minor find has insti-

tuted a suit, claiming possession of the
Mahewa Estate, as the heir-at-law of the
late Taluqdar, Rajendra Bahadur Singh.
The defendant, Jai Jndra Bahadur Singh,
olaims the estate as the legatee of Rajendra
Bahadur Singh. The plaintiff is represent-
ed in the suit by his mother, who is his
next friend. The allegation of the plaint-
iff in regard to the Will set up by Jai
Indra Bahadur Singh is that Rajandra
Bahadur Singh was a man of weak in-
tellect and mind, and was for various
reasons in fear of Sheo Indra Bahadur
Singh, with whom he lived and who was
the manager of his estate, and that the
latter took advantage of his position and
of Rajendra Bahadur Singh’s .v.-akness.
and got him to oxeoute a Will in favour

of his own son, Jai Indra Bahadur Singh
by the exercise of ooeroion and undue
influence.

These allegations were denied by the de-

fendants. In his replication the plaintiff

reiteratpd what he had stated in the plaint

and affirmed that Sheo Indra Bahadur Singh
had got his brother Rajendra Bahadur
Singh to execute the Will by fear and nndne
influence.

The plaint was verified by the next

friend of the plaintiff, and the replication was

verified by her general agent.

It is now sought to amend the plaint

so as to add that the execution of the

said Will by Rajendra Bahadur Singh was

also denied. The ground on whioh the

amendment was pressed in the Court

below, was that the mother and next friend

of the plaintiff had ou previous oooasions

contested the genuineness of the Will in

other cases to whioh the plaintiff was a

party and that her agent and Coansel

had wrongly represented her as admitting

the execution of the said Will by Rajendra

Bahadur Singh without her knowledge or

permission. The Court below disallowed the

application.

The learned Counsel who now appears

for the plaintiff urges in revision that

the next friend of the minor was in any

event entitled to apply for the amendment

of the plaint in the interest of the minor,

if on a reconsideration she thought that

she had wrongly made admissions prejudicial

to his interest. We cannot, however, allow

that question to be considered in revision

because, as pointed out in Hei tnchal Kunicar

v. Lanhai Lai (l) and in Nand Rainv. Bhopal

Singh ^2), no application for revision lies

from an interlocutory order whioh does

not determine the case. An appeal wou

lie from the final decree whioh might ®

passed in the suit. Section 115 of t ®

Code of Civil Procedure authorizes the

Court to call for the reoord of any

case, whioh has been deoided, ®

where there has been no decision, and t 0

case is still pending, interlocutory ordors,

passed during the course of the hearing,

cannot be made the subjeot of revision u 0

those orders have the effeot. of determine

(1)

4 Ind. Cas. 878; 12 0. 0. 405.

(2) 15 lad. Ou, 1« 34 A. 593i 10 A ***
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tbe case, so far as the party applying for
revision is oonoerned, or concluding the
claim otherwise in a manner not open to
aPPeal - In Biasat Ali v. Bae Bajeshar
Bali (3) and in Allahabad Bank v.
Muhammad Baza Khan (4) an appli-
cation in revision was entertained from
an order adding or refusing to add a
person as a party to a suit, because so
far as the right to add that person as
a party was concerned, the order had
the effect of concluding H. In Musammat
Aand- un-nisa v. Mukhtar Ahmad (5),
an application for revision was similarly
entertained from an order directing tbe
plaintiff to eleot and remove one of tbe
two inconsistent allegations, because the
effect of the foroed removal would have
been to determine that part of the case.

In the present case, it is open to the
plaintiff to contest tbe propriety of the
order refusing him leave to amend the
plaint under seotion 105 of the Code of
Civil Procedure, when an appeal is filed
from the final decree. The oonsequenoes of
the application for amendment being al-
lowed in appeal may sometimes be em-
barrassing. as evidenced by the deoision
in 8 evugan Ohetty v. Krishna AiyangarW, but the ground on whioh the ap.
plioation for amendment is pressed in
this Court is different from that urged
in the Court below, and it may be still
open to the plaintiff to move the Court
below for a reconsideration of its order.
We do not desire at this stage to express
any opinion on the merits of the application
for amendment.
We disallow the application for revision

aooordingly. Tbe opposite party will get
one set of costs from the applicant.

Revision rejected.

J3)
6 Ind. Cas. 977, !3 0 . C. 109.

(4) 16 Ind. Cas. 592; 15 0. C. 304.

« ^ *nd - Cfts ' 488
1 4 0. L. J. 230.

M. l! if 557
' °a9 - 268i 36 M ' 378

'
22 M- h. J. 139;

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Letters Patent Appeal No. 65 op 1916,

March 13, 1917.
Present:—Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Kt., and

Mr. Justice Beaohcroft.
FROSUNNO KUMAR BAIDYA—

Defendant No. 1—-Appellant

RAM CHANDRA DE and another
Plaintiffs—Respondents.

Letters PiitenKGal), cl 15-"Judgment," meaning of

i(

Order dismissing appeal without investigation, whether
judgment - Limitation Act (IX of 190S), s. 5—.Appeal
delay in presenting—Review, time spent in obtaining
exclusion of -Sufficient cause.
The term “judgment” in clause 15 of the Letters

Patent means decree” or “order", consequently anOffiPP CiT rliamioort n v. i • , i . .
1 *order of dismissal of an appeal without investigation

a “judgment.” [p. 670, col. 1.]
.1 i • • -J

of the merits may be ~ JUU6 ...C1II,. lf- o / coi. i.jQuxre.-Whether an order dismissing an appealon the ground that it had been preferred after the
period of limitation prescribed therefor and that
sufficient ground had not been made out for exten.
sion of the period under section 5 of the Limitation^ctjsa judgment within the meaning of clause 15
of the Letters Patent.
An appellant is not entitled, as a matter of right

to a. deduction of the period during which his
application for review remains pending in the Court
below. He has to seek extension of time under
seotion 5 of the Limitation Act, in other words to
satisfy the Appellate Court that he had sufficient
cause for not preferring the appeal within the pre-
scribed period, [p. 679, ool. 1.]

Letters Patent Appeal against the deoision
of Mr. Justice Newbould, dated the 21st
Maroh 1916, in Appeal from Appellate Decree
No. 2545 of 1913, against the deoision of the
Subordinate Judge, 1st Court of Chittagong,
dated the 7th October 1912, affirming that
of the Munsif, 2nd Court at Patiya, dated
the 8th July 1911.

FACTS appear from the following judg-
ment of

Newboqld, J.— This appeal admittedly was
filed after tbe period of limitation had ex-
pired. The appellant filed a petition support-
ed by an affidavit asking that the appeal
might be registered and it was ordered that
it should be registered, subjeot to objection
at the hearing.

- The facts of the case, so far as they are
neoessary for dealing with the point now
raised, are as follows:—The appeal against
whioh this seoopd appeal was preferred was
disposed of on the 7th October 1912, On
tbe next day, 8th October 1912, an appli-
cation was made for review of that judg-
ment, That application was dismissed on

a

i
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the 12th April 1913. The present appeal

was filed in this Court on the 9th July

1913; hut the application for registering

the appeal after time was not made till the

4th August J9i3. The learned Pleader for

the respondent has conceded for the sake

of argument that the appellant is not to

blame for the delay that took place be-

tween the 8th October 1912 and the 12th

April 1913 in disposing of the application

for review. His contention is that the appel-

lant ought not to be allowed to proceed

with this appeal because be has given no

explanation for the delay of the period

between the disposal of the review appli-

cation and the filing of this appeal. In my
opinion, this contention must be allowed.

The facts of this case are similar to those

of the case of Gobinda Lil Vas v. Shiba Vos

Chatterjee (1). In (hat. case, the question was

whether an appeal tiled after time on account

of the delay in the hearing of an applica-

tion for review should be admitted. The

two learned Judges who heard the Rule

(Raropini and Mookerjee, JJ.) differed, (be

former holding that the filing of an appli-

cation for review was no sufficient ground

for extending the time for filing an appeal

and Mookerjee, J., on the other hand, hold-

ing that the Rule should be inado absolute

and time for filing the appeal extended ‘ as

the grounds upon which tho review was

asked were primn facie proper and reasonable

and the appeal to this Court was presented

with clue promptitude, as speedily as might

be, after the disposal of the application for

review of judgment.” In that case, the

application for review was rejected on the

24th November, the petition for leave to

tile the appeal was drawn up on the 27th

November and presented to this Court on

the 30th November, which was the next day
for hearing applications. On behalf of tho

appellant, it is contended that the time

oooupied by the application for review' should

be ignored and tho appellant should be al-

lowed tho ordinary ninety days from the date

when that matter was decided. This con-

tention lir.ds considerable suppoit from a

decision of the Punjab Chief Court in Kami
Bahhsh v. Danlat Lam (2*. That decision was
considered in tiro judgment of Mookerjee,

J., to which 1 have already referred, at page

( I i 33 C. 1323; 10 C. W. N. 98(5; 3 C\ b. J.

(2) 183 V. It. 1888 (p. 178.).

1330*. In discussing this and other decisions,

he remarked :— Upon a review of these

authorities, it is clear, that there has been

some difference of judicial opinion as to the

manner in which the discretion of the Court,

in extending the period prescribed for an

appeal, should be exercised. The earlier

Full Bench cases in this Court lay down

that as an ordinary rule, allowance should

be made for the period during which an

application for review is rending, and the -

later oases lay stress on the condition that

such application for review must be a bona

fide and a proper one presented and oarried

on with due diligence and that the appeal

itself is presented without unreasonable delay

after the rejection of the application for

review.” In the present oase, in the absenoe

of any explanation of the delay between

the 12th April and the 9th July 1913, I

cannot say that this appeal was presented

without unreasonable delay after tbe rejec-

tion of the application for review. I must,

therefore, refuse to exeroise in the appel-

lant’s favour the discretionary power given

to me by seotion 5 of the Limitation Aot.

The petition of appeal is, therefore, reject-

ed with costs, one gold mohur .

Babu Mahini Mohan Chuckerburty ,
for the

Appellant.

Babu Chunder Sekhar Sen
,
for the Respond*

ents.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal under

clause 15 of tbe Letters Patent from a judg-

ment of Mr. Justice Newbould. The appeal

was dismissed by him under section 3 of

the Indian Limitation Act, on the ground

that it had been preferred afte* the period

of limitation prescribed therefor and that

sufficient ground had not been made out for

extension of time under section 5.

A preliminary objection has been taken

that the appeal is incompetent as the decree

made by Mr. Justice Newbould is not a

“judgment” within the meaning of clause 15

of the Letters Patent. In support of this

view reliance has been placed upon the decision

in Cabinda Lai Das v. Shiba Das ChatKr.iee(l).

On behalf of the appellant that case has

been distinguished, on the ground that there

tho Court had to deal with an application

for registration of the appeal after expiry

of the period of limitation and that the

•Png* of 33 C.

—

Kd.
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effect of the, order was that the appeal was
never registered, while in this case the ap-
peal was registered and was dismissed sub-

sequently under section 3 of the Indian
Limitation Act. We need not decide whether
the distinction is or is not substantial; but
we observe that the deoision in Gobinda
Lai Das v. Shiba Das Ghatterjee (1) has been
criticised and distinguished in the case of

Mathura Sundari Dassi v. Haran Chandra
Shaha (3). It may also be pointed out that
as repeatedly ruled by this Court [Doucettv,
Wise (4), Upendra Nath Bose v. Bindeshri
Prosad( 5) and Krithen Doyal Gir v. Irshad All
Khan (6)], the term “ judgment ” in clause

15 of the Letters Patent means “ decree or

order,” and that consequently an order of

dismissal of an appeal without investiga*

tion of the merits may be a “ judgment.”
In the present case, however, it is not

necessary for us to enter upon a discussion

of this question, because, the appeal, if

competent, must fail on the merits. The
application for review was, no doubt, pre-

sented to the lower Coart with due diligence

on the 8th October 1912, that is on the

day following the disposal of the appeal in

that Court. The application for review was
dismissed on the 12th April 1913, but the

appeal to this Court was not presented till

the 9th July 1913, and no application was

made under section 5 of the Indian Limi-

tation Act till the 5th August 1913. No
explanation has been offered for this delay.

The decision in Gobinda Lai Das v. Shiba

Das Ghatterjee (1) shows that the appellant

is not entitled, as a matter of right, to a

deduction of the period during which the

application for review remained pending in

the Court below. He has to seek exten-

sion of time under section 5 of the Indian

Limitation Act, in other words, to satisfy

this Court that he had sufficient cause for

not preferring the appeal within the pre-

scribed period. He is consequently under

an obligation to explain satisfactorily why
he did not come to this Court till the 9th

July 1913, and further why he did not

apply for extension of time till the 4th

(3) 34 Ind. Cas. 634; 43 C. 857; 23 C. L. J. 443; 20

C. W. N. 594.

(4) 2 Ind, Jur. (n. s.) 280 at p. 296.

(5) 32iud.Cas. 468; 22 C. L.J. 452; 20 C. W. N.
210 .

(6) 31 Ind. Cas. 965; 22 C. L. J, 525,

August 1913. This he has completely failed

to do. The appeal was obviously barred
by limitation and there was thus no ground
whatever established for extention of time.
The result is that the decree made by

Mr. Justice Newbould is affirmed and this

appeal dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed .

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 195 op 1917.
August 20, 1917.

Present :—Mr. Lindsay, J. C.
MANNA LAL and others— Plaintiffs

—Appellants
versus

BHAGWANDIN and another—Defendants
— Respondents.

Hindu La"'— D'ht incurred by father—Sons, pioui
obligation oj, nature of—Sons, position of, during father's
lifetime— Decree against co-parcenerfor separate debt—
Co-parccncr's interest in joint property, whether liable to

attachment and sale —Creditor of co-parcener, position of.

So long as the father in a Hindu family is alive;

the pious obligation to discharge his debts which is

imposed by the Hindu Law upon his sons cannot be
enforced, [p. 680, cols. 1 & 2.]

Under a decree against any individual- co-parcener
for his separate debt, a creditor may during the
life of the debtor seize and sell his undivided in-

terest in the family property, [p. 680, col. 2.]

Appeal from the decree of the Distriot

Judge, Lucknow, dated the 17th April 1917,

confirming that of the Subordinate Judge,

Unao, dated the 13th November 1916.

Mr. St. G. Thompson
,
for the Appellants.

Babu Basudeo Lai
,
for Respondent No. 2.

JUDGMENT.—The deoision of both the

lower Courts in this case is erroneous and

must be set aside. The facts of the case may
be very briefly stated. One Bhagwandin, who

is the first defendant in the suit out of which

this appeal has arisen, made a mortgage in

favour of the second defendant Naraindin-

of a 4 pies share in certain Zemindari pro-

perty. This mortgage • was made in the

year 1907. Later on the mortgagee brought

a suit for foreclosure, the defendant im-

pleaded beiDg the mortgagor Bbagwandin.

When that suit was instituted, the sons
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of Bhagwandin, who are the plaintiffs in the
present case, applied to be made parties on
the ground that they were interested in

the subjeofc-matter of the dispute. The
defence whioh they put forward was that
the property was joint ancestral family
property, that their father had no right
to mortgage the ancestral property and that
there was no reason whioh in law would
justify the passing of a decree whioh would
bind the family property on the ground
that the debt had been borrowed for

legal necessity or in the interests of the
joint family. The Court which was dealing
with that oase gave effect to this defence.
It dismissed the suit for foreclosure but gave a

personal deoree for the mortgage debt against
the father Bhagwandin. Thereafter the
decree-holder proceeded to take out execu-
tion of this personal deoree and in execution
it seems that he attached the 4-pies share
whioh had been mortgaged in the year
1907. The sons objected to this attachment.
Their objection was dismissed and in con-
sequence of the order of dismissal they
filed the present declaratory suit. The relief

which was claimed in the suit was that
it should be declared that the entire family
property was exempt from attachment, and
sale in execution of the personal deoree
obtained against Bhagwandin the father.
In the alternative it was prayed that if

the whole of this relief be not granted,
it should nevertheless be declared that the
interest of these sons of Bhagwandin was
not liable to be taken in execution of

the deoree. Both the Courts below have
dismissed the suit in its entirety.

They have proceeded on the principle that
the sons are liable to pay the father’s debt
and that, therefore, it was not possible in
the present proceedings to hold that this
property whioh belonged to them was not
liable to be taken in execution in order
to satisfy the father’s debt. However, we
have it on the authority of a very recent
decision of their Lordshipsof the Privy Council
whioh is reported as Sahu Ram Chandra
y. Bhup Singh (I), that so long as the father
in a Hindu family is alive, the pious ob-
ligation to discharge his debts whioh is

( 1 ) 39 Ind. C as. 280; 15 A. L. J. 437; 21 C. \V. X
098; 1 P. [j. W. 557; 19 Bom. L. R. 498; 20 O L J
1; 38 M. L. J. 14; (1917) M. W. N. 4«9; 22 M L T
22; 0 h, W. 213; 39 A. 437; 44 1. A. 120 (P. O.).

’ ’ *

018

allowed by the Hindu Law upon hissons cannot
be enforced. To quote the words of Lord
Shaw, whioh are to be found at page 443*
of the report, ‘ While the father, however,
remains in life, the attempt to affect the
sons’ and grandsons’ share in the property
in respect merely of their pious obligation to
pay off the father’s debts, and not in respeot of
the debt having been duly inourred for the
interest of the estate itself, whioh they with
their father jointly own, that attempt
must fail; and the simplest of all reasons
may be assigned for this, namely, that before
the father’s death he may pay off the debt,
or after his death there may be ample
personal estate belonging to the father him-
self out of whioh the debt may be dis-

charged.” Consequently I must hold that
the reason whioh has led the Courts below
to their deoision is not a good reason in

law, and obviously the proper deoree to be
passed in the oase was a deoree declaring
that the interest of these five plaintiffs in

this share, whioh is joint family property,
was not liable to be attached and sold in

execution of the deoree. The learned
Counsel for the appellants has argued very
strenuously that the plaintiffs are entitled

to have a declaration made in respeot of

the entire joint family property including
the interest of the father Bhagwandin, but
that proposition does not appear to me
to be maintainable. It has, I think, been
settled definitely that under a deoree
against any individual oo-paroener for his

separate debt a creditor may during the
life of the debtor seize and sell his undivided
interest in the family property. Consequently
it appears to me that it was competent to

the decree- holder in this case to epply
for attachment and sale of the joint un-
divided interest of Bhagwandin in this

ancestral family property and to have the
share brought to sale. The pnrohaser of

such an interest is after his purobase
entitled to enforce his rights by partition.

I am giver, to understand that while these
proceedings have been going on in Court, the

property has already been brought to sale

and has been purchased by the decree-

holder himself. In that case I may observe
here that he has bought the property
subject to the result of this litigation and
the result will be that he will be deemed

M'nsre of 15 A L, J.

—

Ed.
'
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to have acquired only the interest of Bbag-
wandin in this joint family property. I

allow the appeal to this extent, therefore,

that I give the plaintiffs a decree declaring

that their interest in this joint undivided
family property, consistingof 4-pies Zemindari
share, was not liable to attachment and sale in

execution of the decree obtained by the
second respondent against their father
Bhagwandin. The plaintiffs are entitled to

oosts in all three Courts.

Appeal allowed.

UPPER BURMA JUDICIAL COMM.'S-
SIONER’S COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 370 of 1916.

April 22, It 18.

Present :— Mr. Heald, J. C.

MAUNG PWE and otaer?

—

Appellants
versus

U INGUYA and another— Respondents.
Buddhist Law

,
Burmese—Succession—Pongyi,

whether can inherit from lay relatives after ordination

A pongyi or rahan divests himself of all worldly
possessions at the time of his ordination and there-

after is incapable of inheriting property from his lay

relatives [p. 682, col. 2.]

Mr. Pershad for Mr. C. G . S. Pillay
,

for the Appellants.

Mr. Tha Gywe
f
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiffs, U Inguya
and U Nyannawun, are Burmese Buddhist

priests. They sue their cousin Maung
Pwe for partition and possession of their

two-thirds share of the undivided estate of

the common grandfather Tha Byo. Tha
Byo bad three children, one son Maung
Gyi and two daughters Ma Cheik and

Ma Nge. U Inguya is a son of Ma
Cheik, U Nyannawun of Ma Nge, and

Maung Pwe of Maung Gyi. The plaint-

iffs’ case is that the lands in suit,

whioh belonged to Tha Byo, remained

undivided in the hands of his descend-

ants and are now in the possession of

Maung Pwe, and that they, as represent-

ing Tha Byo’s two daughters, are entitled

to recover two-thirds of the estate from
l

Maung Pwe who represents the son.

The second' plaintiff U Nyannawun also

alleged that Maung Pwe had been

paying him one-third of the produce of

the land annually as his share of the

income, and because Maung Pwe had refused

to pay in the year 1275, he claimed to recover

twenty baskets of paddy from Maung Pwe as

arrears.

Maung Pwe replied that Burmese
Buddhist priests oannot inherit from their

lay relations, .that he had been in adverse
possession of the lands for over twenty years,

that the plaintiffs relinquished their rights

in his favour some sixteen years ago ard
that, even if the plaintiffs could inherit,

they would not be entitled to the shares which
they claimed.

The trial Court framed issues as to

—

(1) Whether the plaintiffs, being
pongyis

, oould inherit from (heir lay rela-

tives,

( 2 ) whether their claim was baired by
limitation,

(3) whether they had relinquished their

rights in favour of Maung Pwe,
(4) what share they would be entitled

to, supposing that they oould inherit, and
(5) whether the second plaintiff was entitl-

ed to recover arrears of his share of the pro

duce.

After recording evidence, the Court
found on the authority of the ruling of

this Court in Ma Five v. Maung Myat
Tha (1) that the plaintiffs being pongyis

could not inherit from their lay tela-

tives, and on this finding dismissed their

suit.

The plaintiffs appealed to the District

Court whioh, holding on the authority of

Mi Taik v. U Wiseinda (2) that it was

settled law that pongyis could inherit,

set aside the judgment and decree of the.

trial Court and direoted that the suit

should be re admitted and deoided on the

merits.

The trial Court then found that, in view

of the fact that the last of Tha Byo’s

children died some thirty years ago and

Maung Pwe had been in undisputed posses-

sion ever since, the plaintiffs’ claim was

barred by limitation.

The plaintiffs again appealed, and the

District Court held that the claim was

(1) U. B. R. (1897-01) IT, p. 54.

(2) 2 Chan Toon’s Leading Cases 23 5.
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not barred by limitation and again remanded
the ease for trial on tho merits.

The trial Court then found that Maung
Pwe failed to prove that the plaintiffs

had relinquished their rights in his favour,

and holding on the evidence that the

plaintiffs succeeded in proving that they

were each entitled to one third of the estate

and that the second plaintiff was entitled

to recover from Maung Pwe one-third of

the produoe of the lands from 1275 B. E.

onwards, gave judgment for plaintiffs with

costs.

Maung Pwe appealed but his appeal was

dismissed with costs.

He now comes to this Court in second

appeal under the provisions of section

100 of the Code of Civil Procedure and

he still alleges that under Burmese
Buddhist Law a priest cannot inherit from his

lay relatives.

The rulings of this Court on this point have

undoubtedly been conflicting.

In Ma Five's case (1), cited above, the learned

Judicial Commissioner, Mr. Burgess, held

that a Burman on entering the monastic order

retained no interest in the property which he

possessed before his ordination.

In Ma Taik v. U 1 Viseimla (2) another

Judicial Commissioner, Sir George Shaw, ex-

pressed the opinion that there was nothing in

Burmese Buddhist Law to prevent a monk
from acquiring by inheritance property which
he proceeds to devote to religious purposes.

In U Tilawka v. Nga. Shwt Kan (3)

my learned predecessor Mr. MoColl said:

“i think it is clear that a monk is

debarred by the rules of his order from
mortgaging property descended from his

ancestors, and indeed from owning such pro-

perty.
1 ’

All doubt in the matter seems now to

have been set at rest by the decision

of the Chief Court of Lower Burma in

th 3 case of Shwe 'Fan v. Tun Lin

(4). In that oase the question before

tho Pull Bench for decision was whe-
ther tho next-of-kin of a pongyi are

entitled on his death to inherit from
him lands which he received after his

ordination ( a ) as inheritance, or (b)

as a gift. In order to decide the first

('0 20 Iml. Cns. til:*; 2 U. 13. H. (1914-10), 01.

(1 )
Civil Kofcnmco No. 1 of 1010.

part of this question the learned Judges
found it necessary to decide whether a

pongyi can inherit lands from his lay

relatives after his ordination, whioh is

the very question whioh arises in the

present case. On this point the judgment
of the Chief Court is as follows: “We
are not prepared to hold that a pongyi

can inherit from his lay relatives. When
a pongyi or rahan is ordained, his sever-

ance from his family is so complete that,

if he was a married man before, he is

regarded as having divorced his wife. He
is certainly out off as completely from his

original family as if he bad been adopted

into another family. We consider it incon-

sistent with a pongyi s personal status that

he should inherit from his natural family

with w hom all ties of relationship have been

annulled.”

This ruling suppDrts the opinion of my
learned predecessor and I have no hesitation

iu following it.

The first plaintiff in the present ca3e

was admittedly ordained before his mother

died, so there osn be no doubt that he

could not inherit from her and it is as

her heir that he olairas a share in the

land in suit. His claim must clearly

fail.

The second plaintiff says that his

parents both died when he was a child.

If this is true he had already acquired

the status of heir before he was ordained,

and the question arises whether or not,

after his ordination, he can still claim to

be heir to his parents. There can be no

doubt that Burmese Buddhist priests

divest themselves of all worldly possessions

at the time of ordination. That being so,

the second plaintiff must have divested

himself of his rights as heir to his parents

and grand -parents when he entered the

priesthood, and he cannot now claim to

be heir to Tha Byo. His claim to a

share of Tha Byo’s estate must, therefore,

fail.

But if he had no right to the lands,

ho clearly had no right to any share of

the produoe, and the contribution of

twenty baskets of paddy whioh he alleges

Maung Ewe paid to him as h is share of

the produce must bo regarded as a

charitable gift, which is what Maung
Ewe says it was. As a matter of fact it was
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not Maung Pwe who gave the paddy,

but Maung Pwe’s tenants, and the evidence

goes to show that they gave it not by
direction of Maung Pwe but as a result of

the influence of the pongyi. However that

maybe, it seems clear that the second plaint-

iff had no right to demand trie payment
and his claim under this bead also must bo

dismissed.

I find, therefore, that the plaintiffs were
not entitled to claim any share of the estate

in suit or of the income thereof and I set aside

the judgments and decrees of the lower

Courts and dismiss the plaintiffs’ suit with

all costs.

Appeal decreed.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 200 of 1914.

February 24, 1916.

Present:—Mr. Lindsay, J. C.

RAM DAYAL and others— Plaintiffs —
Appellants

versus

LALTA PRASAD and others—Defendants
— Respondents.

Negotiable Instrument* Act (XXVI of 1880, s. 83,

applicability of—Huncli payable at sight—Holders for

valrnble consideration— Consideration money, return

of.

Section 83 of the Negotiable Instruments Act

lias no application to cases of hundis payable at

sight, inasmuch as such hundis arc presented not

for acceptance but for payment, fp. 684, col. 1.]

Holders of hundis for valuable consideration are

entitled to return of the consideration money paid

by them to their endorsers, if thehundis subsequently

turn out to be worthless and no payment can be

obtained upon them. [p. 684, col. 2.}

Appeal from the decree of the District

Judge, Hardoi, dated the 17th February

1914, reversing that of the Subordinate Judge,

Hardoi, dated the 30th August 1913.

The Hon’ble Pandit Gokaran Nath Misra,

for the Appellants.

Mr. John Jackson and Babu Sahg Ram, for

the Respondents.
JUDGMENT.—These two appeals

(Nos. 200 and 201 of 1914) may be

disposed of by one judgment. They

have arisen out of two suits brought by

two sets of plaintiffs against the same set

of defendants. The prinoipal defendants

in the case were the third, fourth and
fifth defendants whose names are Lalta
Prasad, Mul Chand and Phul Chand. The
facts of the case may be briefly set out.

On the 24th of December 1912 two hundis

were drawn by the first defendant Sheo
Prasad upon a firm in Cawnpore, which
was owned by the sixth defendant in the
suit, Salik Ram. These hundis were hand-
ed to the second defendant Gur Dayal in

payment of certain moneys due to him by
vSbeo Prasad. This defendant endorsed the
hundis to the third and fourth defendants
Lalta Prasad and Mul Chand. It is

necessary to explain here that Lalta Prasad
is the father of the fourth defendant Mul
Chand and also of the fifth defendant Phul
Chand, the latter being a minor whose
age is given as nine years. Lalta Prasad
and his two sons have two places of
business, one at Kachhauna in the Hardoi
district and another in Sandila also in the
Hardoi district. The former business is

run in the names of Lalta Prasad and
Mul Chand while the business at Sandila
is carried on in the names of Mul Chand and
Phul Chand. After the hundis had been en-

dorsed to the Kachhauna firm owned by Lalta
Prasad and Mul Chand, the hundis were
passed on by the Sandila firm to the present
plaintiffs. The hundis were sent by these
plaintiffs to the seventh defendant Gauri
Shankar, who carries- on business at Cawn-
pore. The hundis were endorsed to him
not by way of negotiation but merely in

order to enable him to present the hundis

for payment as the agent of the plaintiffs.

The seventh defendant Gauri Shankar took

the hundis to the firm owned by Salik Ram
upon which the hundis were drawn. They
were first taken to Salik Ram’s place of

business on the 28th of December, on

which date it is said Salik Ram was not

there. On that date his munim wrote on

the hundis the word dekha\ meaning that

the hundis had been presented. Presenta-

tion for payment was made on successive

dates from the 28th of December up till

the bth of January 1913 and on this

latter date Salik Ram dishonoured the

hundis. He took objection first of all to

the endorsements in favour of the plaint-

iffs and he also made a further objection

regarding the cancellation of the hundi

stamps. As soon as this was done, the

i
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hundts were returned by the seventh
defendant Gauri Shankar to the plaintiffs,
who thereupon oommunioated with their
endorsers defendants Nos. 3 to 5, from
whom they claimed the money. These
defendants refused to pay and these suits
were instituted. The Court of first in-
stance deoreed the olaims. The Subordinate
Judge held that there were irregularities
in the endorsements in favour of the
plaintiffs in this way, namely, that where-
as the hundis had been endorsed to Lalta
Prasad and Mul Chand by the seoond
defendant Gur Dayal, the endorsers who
passed the notes on to the plaintiffs were
Mul Chand and Phul Chand, the mem-
bers of the other firm trading at Sandila.
He also was of opinion that the stamps
had not been properly oanoelled, and for
these reasons it was held that the hundis
could not be used in eyidenoe, but he
was of opinion that it having been proved
that the plaintiffs had given value for
these hundis whioh were subsequently dis-
honoured, the third, fourth and fifth defend-
ants were liable. It may be noted here
that in the defence put up by these three
defendants it was contended that the
endorsements in favour of the plaintiffs
were in order and also that there was no
irregularity about the stamps. For this
reason they contended that there was no
cause of aotion against them. A further
plea was put forward to the effect that
no reasonable notice of the faot of dis-
honour had beon oommunioated to theso
defendants. This plea was based upon the
terms of section S3 of the Negotiable
Instruments Aot, a section whioh can
have no application to the faots of the
present case. Seotion 83 provides a rule
relating to the presentation of bills of
exohange for the purpose of acceptance
Here the hundis were not being presented
for aooeptanoe, but for payment for they
were payable at sight. The third, fourth
and fifth defendants went in appeal to
the Distriot Judge, who dismissed the suits
He has taken a view of the law which
in my opinion is altogether untenable
After adverting to the finding of the
Court below regarding the informality in
the endorsements and the irregularity
about the cancellation of the stamps, he
wont on to say that there was no ques-

[1918

tion of loan in the case. He pointed out
tbat in the plaints and throughout the
cases it had been alleged that the two
hundis had been sold and that it was
not the case for the plaintiffs that any
money had been lent upon them. Then
he went on to point out that the defend-
ants Nos 3 to 5 were holders for valu-
able consideration and he argued in this
way, namely, that as the plaintiffs wanted
these hundis and paid for them, they took the
hund,s over with their eyes open and
subjeot to all risks. One of the risks he
mentioned was that the drawee might go
bankrupt, as he apparently did in the pre-
sent case; but I am informed and the matter
has not been disputed that Salik Ram did not
become bankrupt until after the date upon
whioh he refused to cash the hundis The
learned Judge sums up his discussion by
saying, In any case the plaintiffs knew
what they were getting or oonld have
known and now that the hundis are worth-
less the loss must fall on them.” This
is an altogether mistaken view of the
rights of the parties. The faots remain
that the plaintiffs in these two suits gave
money to the third, fourth aid fifth drferd-
ants for hundis whioh have turned out
to be worthless and upon whioh no pay-
ment oonld be obtained. This being so,
they are in every way entitled to the
return of their money. The third, fourth
and fifth defendants were dearly liable to
the plaintiffs. I. therefore, allow both these
appeals, set aside the decree of the Court
below and restore the orders of the Court
of first instance with costs to the appel-
lants both here and in the Court below.
Babu Salig Ram, who has appeared in
this Court on behalf of the respondent
Gauri Shankar who was impleaded as the
seventh defendant, has pointed out that
his client was impleaded without any
oause of action being shown against him
and without any relief being sought
against him. There can be no doubt as
to the correctness of the plea. Gauri
Shankar had only been actiug as the agent
of the plaintiffs and there was no relief
which they could seek against him. I,
therefore, direct that Gsnri Shankar’s
costs be paid by the present plaintiffs-
appellants in all three Courts.

Appeal allowed
(
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PATNA HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 63S o? 19 17.

August 1, 1918.
Present—Mr. Justice J wala Prasad,

GOBIND MISSE R— Plaintiff—Appellant
V6TSU S

BEHARI GOPE^ AND ANOTHER

—

Defendants—Respondent^.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908J, *. II—Res

judicata, plea of
,
whether can be taken in appeal—

Question left undecided by Appellate Court but decided
by trial Court

,
whether res judicata.

The plea of res judicata is a question of law and
can be raised at any stage of a suit [p. 6S7, col. 1.1
Au Appellate Court’s judgment takes the place of

and supersedes the decision of the trial Court, so
that the principle of re* judicata cannot apply where
a question is left open and undecided by an Appellate
Court, although it was decided bv the trial Court. r

p.
686, col 2 ]

Appeal from a decision of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, Monghyr.

Syed Mohammad Tahir
,
for the Appellant.

Messrs. Laht Mohan Ghose and Baranasi
Prasad Jhunjhunwala

,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiff is the
appellant. He brought a suit for ejeoting
the defendants from the lands in suit
under section 66 of the Bengal Tenancy
Act after serving them with a notioe
under seotion 4*9 of the Bengal Tenancy
Act, alleging that they are his under-
tenants. There is also a prayer to recover
Rs. 26-9-0 the rent of the land as damages
including oesses, and also mesne profits
from 1322 E. S. up to the recovery of
possession.

The defendants on the other hand claimed
that they had acquired the rights of
occupancy tenants and that the plaintiff
was merely a tenure- holder on the basis
of a mustajri lease, and not an occupancy
tenant of the land. Thus the pleadings
of the parties raised the following issues
framed by the Munsif who tried the case.
Th e issues were:

—

(1) What is the status of the plaintiff
in relation to the jote in suitP (Issue No. 4 of
the Court below).

(2) Are the defendants shikmidars of
the plaintiff^ (Issue No. 5 of the Court
below).

The Munsif decided both the issues
against the plaintiff aal held that the
plaintiff was a tenure-holder and that the
defendants were occupancy raiyats of the

s

disputed land. The Munsif accordingly dis-
missed the suit of the plaintiff.
The plaintiff appealed to the District

Court and raised the question that the
defendants were precluded from claiming
that they were occupancy tenants and that
the plaintiff was a tenure-holder, inasmuch
as the status of both the defendants and
the plaintiff was decided in a previous
litigation between the parties. In other
words, the plaintiff contended that the
plea of the defendants was barred by
res judicata. Prior to the present suit there
were two suits brought by the plaintiff
against the defendants and the contentions
of the parties are based upon the decisions
in those oases It is, therefore, necessary
to give briefly the history of those two
cases.

In 1911 the plaintiff brought the first
suit under seotion 66 of the Bengal
Tenancy Act for the ejeotment of the
defendants in the Court of the Munsif of
Monghyr, being Suit No. 45 of 1911. In
that suit it was held that the defendants
are under-raiyats and the plaintiff i8 the
raiyat of the land in suit.” Upon that
basis a decree for rent was made with
the direction that if the decree amount
be not paid within 15 days, the plaintiff
to get khas possession of the jote land.”
The judgment of the Munsif is Exhibit
12 and the decree is Exhibit 9. There
was no appeal from that deoree. Appa-
rently the defendants paid the amount
of the deoree and hence they were not
ejected.

Subsequently the plaintiff brought another
suit in the same Court for the rent of
1318 and the first 8 annas kist of 1319,
and for ejeotment. This suit was numbered
123 of 1912. The same MuDsif, who
decided the first case, held contrary to his
previous decision that the “defendants
are under-raiyats and the plaintiff a raiyat”

and dismissed the suit. The Munsif did
not give effect to his former judgment
on the ground stated by him in the
following words: “ihe judgment, Exhibit 2,

shows that the decree for ejeotment in

that suit was based upon the entry in the
khatian

t
that is, the defendants are under-

raiyats and the plaintiff a raiyat
, but it

has now been found in this case that the
said entry is not correct. So I hold
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that the defendants are not precluded

from raising this question in this suit.”

This judgment is dated the 15th June

1912 and is Exhibit L) filed by the

defendants.

On appeal by the plaintiff, the Addi-

tional Subordinate Judge upheld the afore-

said decision of the Munsif on a ground

quite different from that of the Munsif in

the following words: “it appears to my

mind that there would not have been
.

a

decree for ejectment in this suit on quite

a different ground. The arrears sued for

were one for the last half of 1318^ and

the first half of 1319”, and hence “there

could not be a decree for ejectment in

this suit under section 66 as there was

a claim for the arrears of the first half

year of 1319 The Pleaders on both

sides now admit that there could not

have been a decree for ejectment in this

suit under section 66, as there was a

claim for the arrears of the first half

of 1318.” The Subordinate Judge con-

cluded his judgment in the following

words:—
“It is, therefore, unnecessary for me to

deoide if the defendants were raiyats or

under - raiyats of the land.” This judg-

ment is Exhibit 1) in Rent Appeal No.

136 of 1912.

Upon the judgment and the deoroo,

Exhibits 12 and 9 respectively, in Suit

No. 43 of 1911, the plaintiff contended before

the lower Appellate Court that the plea by

the defendants as to their status is barred

by the principles of res judicata. The

learned Subordinate Judge at one place

in his judgment said that section 11 of

the Code of Civil Procedure and tho

judicial decisions would “apparently make

the decision of the first suit res judicata

on the question of status.” But curiously

enough the learned Subordinate Judge did

not give effect to his finding, on the

ground stated by him “that in the

peouliar circumstances of the case 1

cannot hold that tho first previous judg-

ment now relied upon by the appellant

can operate as res judicata and disallow

this contention of his”. I fail to

appreciate this. The principle of res judicata

bars the jurisdiction of the Court to

entertain tho matter already decided

betwoon the parties by a Court of ooinpotont

jurisdiction. All the requirements of

section 11 of the Code of Civil Procedure

were complied with, as held by the learned

Subordinate Judge. Hence no circumstances

would at all prevent the decision of that

case from operating as a bar to the enter-

tainment, by any Court, of the issues

deoided in that case. I, therefore, hold

that the decision in suit No. 43 once for

all determined the status of the parties.

I cannot yield to the contention on behalf

of the respondents that the decision arrived

at in that suit was subsequently held

in Suit No. 123 of 1912 to be wrong,

and hence the judgment oannot operate as

res judicata. It was for the defendants

to Ret right the decision of the Munsif

by an appeal or proper proceedings sanc-

tioned by law. This was not done, and it

was not open to the defendauts to dispute

in any way the validity of that judgment

and to set up the plea that they have

the status of ocoupancy tenants in the

subsequent suit No. 123 of 1912, nor is

it open to them to raise the plea in the

present suit.

The judgment in Suit No. 43 of 1911

is final and is binding between the parties

as to their respective status in the land in

suit.
,

It is then contended that the deoision

in the second case operated as res judicata.

The Subordinate Judge has aocepted this

view and l think that he is entirely

wrong. The Appellate Court’s judgment in

that case is Exhibit 11 and the decree

is Exhibit 8. No doubt the Munsif in

his judgment Exhibit D, dated the 15th

June 1912, held that the defendants were

not under- rail/ its and he did not at all

take into consideration the decision in the

first caso. The Appellate Court, however,

left tho question undeoided and thought

that for the purpose of that case it was

unnecessary to decide the status of the

parties, inasmuoh as the suit of the plaintiff

was dismissed on the ground that it com-

prised claims for more than one year in

contravention of section 65 of the Bengal

Tenancy Act. The Appellate Court’s judg-

ment has taken the place of and superseded

the decision of tho Munsif. It is well

known that tins principle of res judicata

oannot apply whore the qaestiou is loit

upon and undooidod by tbo Court.
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Ifc wa3 then contended that the question
of the defendants’ status was left open
in the jadgment of the Subordinate
Judge in the second case, and hence it

was open to the defendants to show by
evidence that they have acquired the
status of occupancy tenants in the lands
in suit. It has been suggested that the
decision of the Subordinate Judge in the
second suit leaving the question of the
status open would operate as res judicata
upon the contention of the plaintiff that
the question was concluded by the decision
of the first case. I am not able to
appreciate this argument. This appears to
me to be an argument in circle. The decision
of the first Court was a final adjudication
of the status of the parties and is a perma*
nent bar to the points decided therein
being agitated in any Court.

Lastly it has been contended that the
plea of resjudicata cannot be given effect
to as it was not raised in the trying
Court. The plea of res judicata is a
question of law and can be raised at any
stage.

In the case of Muhammad Ismail v.

Chaitar Singh (1) a Full Bench of the
Allahabad High Court held that the plea
of res judicata can be taken for the first

time even in second appeal. Latterly the
same Court in Kanahai Lai v. Suraj Kunivar
(2), a Divisional Benoh of the same Court
qualified the above by holding that the
Appellate Court is not bound to entertain
the plea, for it cannot be decided upon
the record before that Court if its con-
sideration involves the reference of fresh
issues for determination by the lower
Court.

In the present case the plea of res judicata
does not appear to have been raised in the
first Court but the judgments and decrees
of that case were filed and marked as
Exhibits in that Court. The plea was
not only definitely taken in the lower
Appellate Court but was entertained and
deoided by that Court, On the other
hand, it does not sppear from the judg-
ment of the lower Appellate Court that

(1) 4 A. 69; A. W. N. (1881) 116; 2 Inch Dec.
(a. a.) 634.

^^

)

2

9

l

9
£- 416

i A. W. N. OS99) 164; 9 Ind. Dec.

were
the

the

this

the

hold

any objection was taken by the respondents
to the plea being raised and determined
by that Court. The materials
sufficient for the determination of
plea in the 6rst Court and also in
lower Appellate Court and so in
Court as well. I, therefore, overrule
contention of the respondents and UUJU
that the plea was rightly entertained by
the lower Appellate Court and that the
plaintiff is entitled to press it in second
appeal in this Court. Upon the judgment
and decree of the first ease in emit No.4d of 1911, which were conclusive and
operative as res judicata, the defendants
are only under-raiyats and are liable tobe ejected from the holding under section
ob of the Bengal Tenancy Act the
conditions of which have been’ fullv
complied with. y

The Munsif has held that the notice
under section 49 of the Bengal Tenancy
Act was properly served and that it was
valid and sufficient for the purpose of
the suit and also that the issue regard-
ing the payment was not pressed by the
defendants ( vide the deoision of the
Munsif on issues Nos. 3 and 8). These
findings of the Munsif have not been
challenged by the defendants either before
the lower Appellate Court or in this Court
and must be accepted.

*

The plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to a
deoree for possession as well as to recover
rent of the land for the year 1320 and
damages and mesne profits from 1322 up
to the date of recovery of possession.

The result is that the suit is deoreed
with oosts throughout. The appeal is also
decreed with costs.

Appeal decreed.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 278 of 1917.
February 5, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Lindsay, J. C.
Musammat S A

I

YED-UN-NISA

—

Plaintiff—Appellant
versus

MAIKU LAL and others—Defendants
Respondents.

Adverse possessions
,

tacking of\ when allowable—
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Mortgagee from trespasser
,
whether can tack possession

of himself and trespasser as against true owner—Trans-
fer of Property Act (IV of 1882,1, s. 41

—

Estoppel
,

doctrine of—Consent of true owner— Transferee from
trespasser

,
position of—Acquiescence of real owner

,

effect of.

In cases where the tacking of possessions is

allowed, it is essential that the adverse possessions

which are to be tacked must ho of the same or of

an identical nature. Thus, a mortgagee from a
trespasser cannot, as against the true owner, tack his

mortgagee possession to that of his mortgagor, the
reason being that the latter is a trespasser on the
proprietary right, whilst the mortgagee holds
adversely merely to the extent of his mortgagee
interest, [p. 689, col. 2.]

The legal principle which is embodied in section

41 of the Transfer of Property Act is based upon the

doctrine of estoppel, and the mere circumstance
that the real owner kept silence and advanced no
claim for a long time cannot be treated ns evidence
of such an implied consent on his part to the con-
tinuance of the trespasser’s possession during that

time, as can be profitably availed of by a transferee

from the trespasser, [p. 690, col. 2.]

Appeal from the decree of the District

Judge, Sitapur, dated the 11th April 1917,

upholding that of the Probationary Munsif,

Silapur, dated the 31st January 1917.

The Hon’ble Pandit Qokaran Nath Misra
,

Syed Zahar Ahmad and Pandit Harkaran
Nath Misra

,
for the Appellant.

Mr. Mohammad Wasim
,

for the Respond-
ents.

JUDGMENT.— The facts of this case

are a little complicated and require to be

set out in some detail. The suit was
brought by the plaintiff appellant Musammat
Saiyed- un-nisa for recovery of 1-anna 13/11
pies share in a property described as

Chak Naya Gaon. The defendants in the

oase, Maiku Lai and others, are in posses-

sion of this property under a mortgage
whioh was executed in their favour in

the month of May 1904; and they resisted

the plaintiff’s claim on various grounds
whioh will be presently noticed.

The plaintiff Musammat Saiyed- un-nisa

is the daughter of a man named Fakir
Bakhsh, who died in the year 1898.

This man left the plaintiff and another
daughter and also four sons Aziz Bakhsh,
Amir Bakhsh, Sultan Bakhsh and Sattar

Bakhsh. After Fakir Bakhsh’s death the

four sons took possession of the property

to the exclusion of the plaintiff and her

sister. Mutation was effected in their

names in equal shares. After this in

the year 1899 one of the sons. Aziz

Bakhsh, executed a deed of gift iu favour

of his wife Musammat Khurshed Qadar
Begam, by whioh he purported to transfer
to her a 6-annas share in Chak Naya
Gaon. Later on Aziz Bakhsh and his
three brothers joined in executing a sale-
deed of the whole 16-annas of Chak
Naya Gaon in favour of Baldeo, Behari
and others. After this took place a suit

wa9 brought by Musammat Khurshed
Qadar Begam to recover the whole 16-
annas of Chak Naya G*on. From a
reference to the proceedings in this previous
litigation it would seem that Khurshed
Qadar Begam never got po session of the
property whioh her husband Aziz Bakhsh
had transferred to her by gift. It is also

clear from the revenue records that no
mutation was ever made in Khurshed
Q\dar Begam’s favour after the deed of

gift had been executed by her husband.
In her suit Khurshed Qidar pleaded that

she was entitled to a 6-annas share of

Chak Naya Gaon by virtue of the deed
of gift executed by her husband, and she
claimed to be entitled to the other 10-

annas by right of pre emption. The oa9e

was fought out to this Court and was
eventually settled by a compromise. The
result was that Khurshed Qadar Begam
was given a decree for the whole 16-

annas. She was to get 6 annas under
the deed of gift and was to pay a sum
of Rs. 5,800 for the purpose of pre-empt-
ing the remaining 10-annas. In order
to enable her to raise the money whioh
she was required to deposit in Court in

satisfaction of the pre eruption decree,

Khurshed Qadar Begam mortgaged the

entire 16 annas to the second defendant
in this suit, Prag Dat, on the 23rd of

May 1904. She borrowed a sum of

Rs. 6,000 and deposited the necessary amount
in Court retaining the balance for herself.

The mortgage was a mortgage with posses-
sion and it is under this mortgage that the

defendants now claim.

In the year 1909 the present plaintiff

Saiyed-un-nisa and her sister sued their

brothers and Khurshed Qadar Begam and
certain other persons who were alleged to

he transferees, for the purpose of recovering
their shares of the estate left by their

father Fakir Bakhsh. Those oases were
also fought out to this Court and in the
end the claim of Musammat Saiyed-un-nisa
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was decreed. Her sister’s suit failed on
the ground that it was barred by limi-
tation. After obtaining a deoree from this
t^ourt, Sayed-un-nisa applied to the Revenue
Uiurt for mutation. She was resisted by
the present defendants who pleaded that
they were in possession and the result
was that mutation was refused. She has,
therefore, brought the present suit for the
purpose of recovering her share of the
property from these mortgagees.

In the fifth paragraph of the written
statement, the defendants set up their
title as mortgagees under tlfe deed of the
23rd of May 1904. In the 11th and 12th
paragraphs of the written statement,
reference is made to the facts which have
been set out above regarding the history
of the dealings with this property since
the time of Fakir Bakhsh’s death. In
the 13th paragraph of their statement of
defenoe, the defendants pleaded that their
mortgagor Khurshed Qidar Begam was
the owner in possession of the entire 16
annas of Cbak Naya Gaon, and they
claimed that they were entitled to hold
possession, being the mortgagees from the
absolute owner. As an alternative plea to
this, they pleaded that at any

.
rate

Khurshed Qadar Begam was the ostensible
owner and that they were in possession
as mortgagees in good faith and for
consideration. In the 14th paragraph
it was pleaded that the suit was barred
by limitation and in the 15th paragraph
the defendants stated that in any event
the plaintiff was not entitled to recover
possession without redemption of the
mortgage of the 23rd of May 1904.
The Court of first instance dismissed

the suit and its decree has been affirmed
on appeal by the learned Distriot Judge.

In second appeal two pleas are raise'
In the first place it is argued that tb
Courts below were wrong in applying tb
provisions of section 41 of the Transf(

Property Act for the purpose of hole
ln^ in favour of the defendants that the
were transferees in good faith and f
valuable consideration. The other plea

at the Courts were wrong in holdii

_ at the suit was barred by limitatic
n my opinion both these pleas must

allowed.

To deal first with the question of
limitation, it is obvious from what has
been stated that the oase for the defend-
ants is that they are mortgagees in
possession claiming under a deed which
was executed in their favour on the 23rd
of May 1904. They obtained possession
under this deed, and as the present suit
was brought on the 29th of January 1916
the suit, as a suit for possession, is
clearly within time. It seems that
these defendants imagine that they are
entitled to join on to the period of their
own possession as mortgagees the period
during which Musammat Khurshed Qadar
B9gam and her predecessors, who were
trespassers, were in possession. But the
learned Counsel for the respondents had to
concede in the course of the argument
that this position was not open to him.
If the case for the defendants is that by
virtue of adverse possession they have
acquired the right of mortgagees, then the
answer is that their possession in this
capacity has not extended over the full
statutory period of 12 years; and for the
purpose of resisting the plaintiff’s claim
to possession of the property, it is not
possible for them to say that they are
entitled to the benefit of the period
during which Khurshed Qadar Begam or
her predecessors were in possession. In
oases where the tacking of possessions is
allowed, it is well established that the
adverse possessions which are to be tacked,
must be of the same or of an identical nature.
A mortgagee from a trespasser oannot,
as against the true owner, tack his
mortgagee possession to that of his mort-
gagor, the reason being that the latter
is a trespasser on the proprietary
right, whilst the mortgagee holds
adversely merely to the extent of his
mortgagee interest. It is plain there-
fore that the defendants oannot be heard
to say that they have acquired the rights
of usufructuary mortgagees by prescription
as against Saiyed un-nisa, and no oase is

or can be set up on their behalf that
they are in any way entitled to possession
a9 absolute owners. So much for the plea
of limitation.

There remains the other question of the
applicability of section 41 to the transac-

tion of mortgage relied upon by these
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defendants. I have already mentioned that

in the 13th paragraph of the written

statement the defendants set up a plea

that Khurshed Qadar Begam was “at any

rate the ostensible owner of the Obak

Naya Gaon” at the time she made the

mortgage in the defendants’ favour. For

the purpose of section 41 of the Transfer

of Property Aot, it is not sufficient for

the defendants to say that Khurshed

Qadar was the ostensible owner of the

property, it was also ncoessary for them

both to plead and to prove that Khurshed

Qadar was the ostensible owner with the

oonsent, express or implied, of Alusammat

Saiyed un-nisa. In this respect it seems

to me that the defendants’ oase has failed

entirely. No such oonsent on the part of

the present plaintiff as is required by sec-

tion 41, has been established. All that

has been made to appear, is that from

the time of Fakir Bakhsh’s death up till

the time when Saiyed-un-nisa brought

the suit against her brothers and Khur-

shed Qadar, she never attempied to make

any claim with respect to her share of

the inheritance. In dealing with this

question, the learned Judge of the Court

below has made the following observations:

—

“it has been argued that the plaintiff

did not oonsent to the ostensible owner-

ship of Khurshed Qadar. It seems to me
that the argument that she afterwards

claimed that she had been dispossessed,

does not help her. if a person on being

dispossessed of property, does not take

immediate aotion to recover possession, it

seems that until such aotion is taken, the

person must be said to be consenting to

the continuance of the possession.” In the

first plaoe this is not a oorreot statement

of the faots in this oase. It is quite

clear that Saiyed-un-nisa never obtained

possession of this property after the death

of her father Fakir Bakhsh. it was not

until she brought her suit against her

brothers and Khurshed Qadar that she

got a deoree for possession. She had not

been in possession before that time; and

again it is not in my opinion a oorreot

statement of the law to say that mere

aoquiesoenoe on the part of Saiyed-un-nisa,

that is to say, her failure to come forward

and assert any claim to the property,

oau be treatod as evidenoe of. oonsent in

law. 1 may mention here that it was

proved in the previous oase, and the

fact is practically admitted, that at the

time when her father died, Musammat
Saiyed-un-nisa was not more than 15 or

16 years of age. The property was seized by

her brothers immediately after the death of

her father and no question of oonsent on the

part of Saiyed-un-nisa oan arise in these

oiroumstances. Being a minor, she was in-

capable in law of giving any oonsent.

Again it is not sufficient in a oa9e of

this kind to prove that the real owner of

the property merely kept silence and al»

vanoed no claim. The legal prinoiple

whioh is embodied in section 41 of the

Transfer of Property Act is based upon

the doctrine of estoppel, and unless the

defendants can point to some positive con-

duct on the part of Saiyed-un-nisa from

whioh an implied oousent could be inferred,

they oanuot be allowed to avail themselves

of the provisions of this section. No

express oonsent is, of course, pleaded in the

present oase. There i9 nothing whatever

to show that Saiyed-un-nisa took any steps

for the purpose of deceiving persons who

were dealiug with the property. She did

not stand by or encourage ^ the dealings

of the defendants with her property and

it oaunot be said that she was under any

duty to the present defendants to come

forward and tell them at any time that

she had a claim to the property, even if

we are to suppose that a lady in her

position had the means of knowing that

her property was being alieuated. On

the faots it would be difficult to assume

that she ha 1 auy knowledge of what was

going on. Silence or aoquiesoenoe on

the part of the owner only amounts to

deception where there is a duty to speak.

All that the defendants oau point to here

is that Musammat Saiyed-un-nisa never oame

forward to claim the property between the

date of her father’s death in 1893 and the

year 1908 or 1909 when she brought her

suit against her brothers and Knurshed

Qadar Begam. If the view of the law

accepted oy the lower Appellate Court 13

recognized as oorreot, there is an end to

the dootriue of adverse possession, for, if*

as the learned Judge supposes, a person,

who is dispossessed of property, must be

deemed to be oonsentiug to the oontiuu-
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Appeal'allowsd.

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
Civil Miscellaneous Application No 10

of 1918.
August 14, 1918.

Fresent: Sir Daniel Twomey, Kt„ Chief
Judge, and Mr. Justice Maung KinMA ON BWIN—Plaintiff—Appellant

„ , „ versus
MA SiIWE MI ANP others—Defendanis
n - n ,

—Respondents.
Otinl Procedure Code (Act V of 1908b 0 XVII r 3

suit or“fnn
d
°?S "0t 3Ct Ullm vires in dismissing a
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’
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Mr. fobertson, for the Appellant.
fcr the Respondents.

No lfii rTnf-
C

.

iviI Miscellaneous Appeal

Dellant i

*dlne
.

was allowed to the ap-
o pay translation and copying feo3 by

naid
25th

*

,

Febr“ary - The fees had not been
paid on that date and there was no ap-
pearance on behalf of the appellant before
the Assistant Registrar although the case

2oliTua °D ‘he waraiu® list on the
and on the ^ iw* ofthe 25th February. The Assistant Registrar

ordered that the Advooate should be re-minded and that the case should be laid
before the Bench on the 4th Maroh. When
the ease was called on the 4th Maroh no
cause was shown for further extension oftime R was admitted that no intimation
had been sent to appellant up to that
date. The Court thereupon direoted that the
appeal should be dismissed for default.

Subsequently an application was made to
review the order of dismissal on the ground
that the Court had exceeded its jurisdiction
under Order XVII, rule 3, in making the order
of dismissal. The apphoafcion was admitted
and notice was issued to the respondent.
The learned Advocates on both sides havenow been heard. Mr. Robertson for the
appellant cites the Allahabad case of Sitara
Begam v Tulshi Singh (1). fn that case
it was held that a Court had no power
to dismiss summarily a plaintiff’s suit
merely because the plaintiff had failed to
comply with an order of the Court direct-
ing him within a certain time to pay in
a sum of money as the cost of preparing
a map whioh the Court considered to be
necessary for the decision of the suit. But
the learned Judges remarked that the
Munsif in that case was certainly not
bound to adjourn the hearing of the suit,
that it was for the plaintiff to establish
her claim by suoh evidence as she was in
a position to adduce on the date fixed and
if that evidence failed to substantiate the
claim, it should, of course, be dismissed.
It Ts true that Order XVII, rule 3, does not
expressly authorise the Court to dismiss
the suit where the party to whom^ time
has been granted, fails to produce his evi-

dence or to cause the attendance of his

witnesses or to perform any other act

necessary to the further progress cf the

suit. What the rule says is that the

Court may, in those circumstances, proceed to

decide the suit forthwith notwithstanding

the party’s default. Mr. Giles argues that

(l) 23jA. 462; A. VV. S. (1901) 149,
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this is intended to be a oonoession to

the party who is at fault inasrauoh as it

permits the Court to pronounce a decision

there and then on such dehoient materials

as it may have before it. The wording

of the rule oertainly favours this view.

We have to oonsider what course remains

for the Court to follow when it does not

or cannot on the materials before it, pro-

nounce a decision. It is oertainly not

bound to grant an adjournment to the

party at fault for the purpose of doing

that which he has already had sufficient

time to do. The wording of the rule

show* that the default of the party may

be suoh as to prevent the suit from pro-

ceeding any further. In such oiroumstanoes

it seems reasonable to infer that the suit

must be strusk otf or dismissed. The de-

fault in the present case oonsistmg in

omitting to take necessary step3 for the

preparation of Bench oop : es and transla-

tion of vernacular documents without which

it was obviously impossible that the case

could proceed, it was not a case in which

the Court could proceed to decide the suit

forthwith, the materials before the

Court being insulfiiient for that purpose.

In the Allahabad case it was no doubt

possible for the Munsif to decide the case

without the aid of the map which he had

called for, but if Bench oopios and trans-

lations are not provided for a Benoh

appeal, it is obviously impossible for the

oase to proceed at all.

T wo Madras oases of Skaik Suheb v. Mahomed

(2) and Pethaperumal Chctti v. M. Servaigaran

(3) were also cited on behalf of the applicant.

Theie oases are authorities for holding that

an order of dismissal for default does not

always operate as a bar to a subsequent

suit. But they do not show that a Court

acts ultra vires in dismissing a suit when

materials essential for the progress of the

suit are wanting owing to the plaintiff’s

default.

We are of opinion that the order dis-

missing the appeal in the present oase was

a lawful order and we dismiss the application

for review with oosts, Advocate’s fee 3 gold

Application dismissed.

(2) 13 M. 510, 4 Ind. Doo. (n. sA 1061

(3) 18 M. 406; 0 M. L. J. 189; 6 Ind. Doo. (n. s.)
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MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1311 op 1917.

April 19, 1918.

Present Mr. Justice Phillips and

Mr. Justice Krishnan.

SUNDARAM AYYANGAR-Legal
REPRESENTATIVE OP DEFENDANT No. 1—

Appellant

versus

RAMASWAMl AYYANGAR and another

Plaintiff and Defendant No. 2

—

Respondents.
Madras Revenue Recovery Act (Mad. II of 1864,),

s. 37A, 38 (1), proviso
t
99—Madras Regulations I and

II of 1803

—

Madras Regulation VII of 1828, s. 3 -Sale

for arrears of revenue—Confirmation by Deputy

Collector and approval by Collector
,

effect of —Unality

of order -Board of Revenue, powers of, to direct Collector

to cancel sale—Suit- to set aside cancellation and for

l
msscss ion—Limitation.

Where u certain power is given to the Collector by

Statute, it is not open to the authority having only

general powers of revision over him, to direct him to

pass a special order contrary to what ho has already

done. [p. 693, col. l.J

Where a revenue sale is confirmed by the Deputy

Collector and approved by the District Collector

under section 3 ot Madras Regulation VI 1 of 1828,

the order becomes final under section 33 (3) of the

Madras Revenue Recovery Act. [p. 693, col. l.J

The Hoard of Revenue has no jurisdiction to inter-

fere with such order and direct tho Collector to

cancel the sale. [}>. 693, col. 1.]

Where, therefore, a Collector, under the Boards

directions, in supersession of his order approving of

a sale, cancelled it and tho purchaser brought a suit

for setting aside the order of cancellation and for

possession:

Held
, (1) that the action of tho Board of llovonuo

was wholly without jurisdiction; lP* ^93, col. l.J

[2) that the suit was not governed by tho limita-

tion period prescribed in section 59 ot tho Madras

Revenue Recovery Act as the order cancelling tho

sale was only a review of tho previous order con-

firming the sale. [p. 693, col. 2.J

Damodra Niular v. Manicka Vachaka ,
3 Ind. Cas.

•163; M. 65; 19 M. L. J. 725; 6 M. L. T. 177,

followed.

Venkata v. Chcngadu
,
12 M. 168; 4 Ind. Deo. (n. 8.)

467, luiman Naidu v. Bhassoori Sanyasi, 26 M. 638

and Iswara Pattar v. Karuppan ,
3 M. L. J. 256, distin-

guished.

The proviso to section 38 of tho Madras Revenue

Recovery Act does not give powor to set aside a sale

after it. lias boon confirmed under the first part of

the section. Lp. 693, col. 2.J

Second appeal against the decree of

the Court ot the Temporary Subordinate

Judge, Salem, in Appeal Suit No. 135 of

1916 (Appeal Suit No. 62 of 1915, on the

tile of the District Court, Salem) preferred

against the deoree of the Court of the Addi-
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ttSSmST* in 0ri,i"' s”“

jaJf
r ' K ‘ Bha^m Aiyangar, for the Appel-

Mr. B. Somayya. for the Respondents.
I he Government Pleader, for the Crown.
JUDGMENT :—In this ease a revenue

laid r h6
M’

1D Whi°h lst defendant’s

(II oTVX M
a

r RflVenUe R e«o
Xery Act

37A of f a
pe * ltlon nnder seotion

5 .
•

of ‘ hafc Aot to set aside the sale, wasd.sm.ssed and also a petition under seotion

were 1 °f These twp orderswere passed by the Deputy Collector, andhM °rd
f ° f eonfirmation of sale, wasapproved by the Distriot Collector under

3 of
P
tr

6

M ^°°nfe
;
red °n h,'“ by seotionS of the Madras Regulation VII of D28By th,s confirmation the order of oonfirma-'

•
u
?

seotlon 38 (3) of Act H of

the Ro “Tr o
finaL Lat6r °n

' however,
the Board of Revenue directed the Collect-or to cancel the sale and ha cancelled it

this last order and to recover possession of
the property purchased by him at the revenue

Tnd
deoreed by the Subordinate

S fi

S
t °tjeotion taken is thatunder Madras Regulations I and II of D03

whiob gave the Board of Revenue power
of general superintendence over Collectors,

sal

6 B
wn

d had th ® P° Wer *° set aside the

CnlT f

h
!
D arrta ' n power is *>ven to the

Collector by Statute it is not open to the
authority having only general powers of
revision over him, to direct him to pass
a special order contrary to what he had

,

cantir T- \
n th,

'

S oa8e t!l e order
'

j T* n

^

6
p.
8a 6 ‘bough purporting to be

passed by the Collector was really the order
the Board of Revenue who had no such

nnt
We

E
A0t 11 of 186 ^ havenot been referred to any authority in *

aooeptiit
th ' 3 oontention and we cannot

Cell l

8 n6
,

Xt argned '‘hat as the Distriot

Assistft

0

^ n^ii
powers °f revision over

of a
^°ffe°tors exeroising the powers

VlT nf l oo‘o°^’
under Madras Regulation

Act Tr * h}? had nnder motion 38 (3) of

oanoftli;«° it
P°we-r Pasa the final order

3g foy ? .

e 8a ^e * The order nnder seotion

Passed Tn fv*
U °f 1864 wa8

>
h0-ever «

his case by the Deputy Collect-

; or, and when his order was confirmed by
the Distriot Collector, it became a final
order passed by the Collector within the
meaning of seotion 38 (3) and neither he nor
the District Collector had himself power
under the Act to pass any further order. We
oannot accept a further contention that the

i . —a gives power
to set aside a sale after it has been con-
farmed under the first part of the seotion
Ifae power given under that clause is one
that must be exercised in lieu of the
confirmation of the sale.

The third point is that this suit is barred
by limitation under seotion 59 of Aot II of
^64, as it has not been brought within

six months of the order oomplained against
The order setting aside the sale, was in efifeot
a review of the previous order confirming the
sale anti therefore, following Damodra Nadar
v. Municka Vachaka (1), we think that seotion
59 is inapplicable, for it was an order passed
wholly without jurisdiction, and nor under
any power conferred by the Aot. l n this
view Venkata v. Chengada (2); RamanNaidu v. Bhassoori Sanyan (3) and Iswara
Pattar v. Karuppan (4) can be distinguished.

The last argument is that, on the merits
the sale should have been set aside’
The finding of tbe Subordinate Judge that
no substantial injury was prored to be
due to the only irregularity in the oonduot
of the sale, oonoludes this point.

The seoond appeal is accordingly dis-
missed with oosts of the lst respondent
The memorandum of objections is dismiss-
ed.

M. C. P. Appeal dismissed
;

Memo, of objections dismissed
,

(1)

3 Jnd. Cas. 463; 33 M. 65; 19 RT. L. J 725. fi Af
L. T. 177.

1

(2) 12 M. 168: 4 Ind. Dec, (n. a.) 467,
(3 ) 26 M. 638.

(4) 3 M. L. J. 255.
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SAJJAD MIRZA V. NANHI IHANAM.

OUDHjJUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT,

a Second Civil Appeal No. 254 of 1917.

February 18, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Lindsay, J. C.

SAJJAD MIRZA and another— Defendants
Nos. 1 io 3—Appellants

versus

Musammat NANHI KHANAM and others—

Plaintiffs afd Musammot JINA BEGAM
and others— Dependants— Respondents.
Contract Act (IX of 1872J, *. 23—Bcnami purchase

—Government servant
,
purchase by, in contravention of

Government orders
,

validity of—Public policy—Pos-

session of benami purchaser under void transfer for

more than 12 years, effect of—Adverse possession.

A purchase made benami by a Government

servant in contravention of Government orders in

that respect is void on the ground of public policy,

and the real purchaser acquires no title under such a

purchase, [p. 695, col. 2.]

A benami purchaser, holding under a void transfer

but remaining in possession of the property for more

than 12 years from the date of tho purchase, acquires

by prescription a good title to the purchased property

as against tho ostensible purchaser, [p. 696, col. 1.]

Appeal from the decree of the Distriot

Judge, Sitapur, dated the 2nd May 1917, con-

firming that of the Subordinate Judge,

Sitapur, dated the 22nd December 1916.

The Hon’ble Syed Wazir Hasan
,

for the

Appellants.

Mr. Mohammad Wasim> holding brief of

Mr. Mohammad Nasim
t

for Respondents

Nos. 1 to 4.

JUDGMENT.—The suit out of which this

appeal has arisen, was brought for the pur-

pose of recovering a \0-bisica share in the

village of Muradnagar, the plaintiffs claim-

ing title as- heirs of one Murteza Beg to

whom it is alleged the property once belong-

ed. One of the plaintiffs, Ali Husain, a son

of Murtaza, subsequently withdrew from the

.suit: the result of this is that the remain-

ing plaintiffs claim to recover a one-third

share of the property in question.

The defendants were the heirs of one Asad

Beg, the brother of Murtaza, and certain

others claiming under them by transfer, and

various pleas were raised for the purpose of

defeating the plaintiffs’ claim: such of them

as require to he disoussed at this stage,

will be referred to in the oourse of this

judgment
Meantime a short statement of the faots

will serve to eluoidate the points which

firise for determination in this Ccurt.

It is now admitted that Murtaza Beg was

at the time after the history of the pro-

perty in suit begins, a Government servant

in the distriot of Sitapur where he was "

employed as a Sadr Munsarim in the Settle-

ment Department. In this oapaoity he

was subject to certain orders of Govern-

ment published in a Resolution No. 1252 A,

dated the 17th September 1870, prohibiting

servants of Government from acquiring land-

ed property in the districts in which they

were employed under pain of dismissal

from service.

It has been found by the Courts below

and the matter is no longer in dispute that .

Murtaza Beg in contravention of these orders,

acquired this 10-biswa share in Muradnagar

by means of three sale-deeds ezeouted in

the year lfc71. The transactions were benamx
t

the objeot of Murtaza being to oonoeal from

Government the fact that he had acted in.

defiance of iti orders. One of the deeds

was drawn in favour of Asad Beg, the brother-,

of Murtaza; a seoond was in favour of ' bis

brother-in-law, Muhammad Jafar, who was

also a son-in-law of Asad Beg, the third

deed was in favour of Murtaza’s son Abul

Hasan.

The finding is that Murtaza paid the

price in eaoh instanoe and that he was the

real purchaser and this disposes of the de-

fence set up to the effect that the property

was in fact aoquired by Asad Beg for himself.

Murtaza Beg died in the year 1875

and there is evidence on the record to show

that at the time of his death, he was aotually

in possession of this property the rents of

whioh were oolleoted on his behalf by an

agent of his named Ahmad Khan.

At the time of Murtaza’s death, his

children were young, and there is evidence,

accepted by the Courts below, to show that

Asad Beg assumed management of the pro-

perty at the request of Murtaza’s widow.

In the year 1877 Asad Beg made a mort-

gage of this Muradnagar property in favour

of Mehrban Khan to seoure a loan of

Rs. 250 whioh, according to the recital in the

deed, was borrowed for the purpose of

paying Government revenue due in respeot

of the estate. Asad Beg then died in the

year 1880 and mutation was thereafter

effected ic favour not of Asad Beg’s heirs but

in favour of Abul Hasau who was

Murtaza’s eldest son and soon after t^is
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on the motion of Abnl Hasan himself,
mutation was made in favour of the other
heirs of Murtaza as well. After this had
been accomplished, we find that in the
year 18S1 Abul Hasan executed three
deeds of further charge in favour of
Mehrban who had taken the mortgage
above referred to from Asad Beg in the
year 1877, and later on the equity of redemp-
tion was transferred to this mortgagee by
the heirs of Murtaza.

In the year 1907 Sajjad Mirza, the son
of Assad Beg (the first defendant in the
present suit), sued for redemption of the
mortgage executed by his father in 1877
and obtained a decree in spite of the
mortgagee s defence that he had no real
title to the property and that the equity
of redemption had passed to him by a
transfer from the true owners, z. e ., the
heirs of Murtaza Beg. It' was held that
the mortgagee could not be permitted to deny
the title of his mortgagor Asad Beg. The
result was that Sajjad got possession in
1908 by virtue of the decree for redemp-
tion.

^Having lost the property, the represen-
tatives of the mortgagee brought a suit
against the vendors of the equity of re-
demption and succeeded in recovering the
purchase money on the ground that con-
sideration for the transfer had failed.

These are the circumstances which have
led to the filing of the present suit.

I have now to notioe the pleas which have
been urged here in seoond appeal, premising
that the trial Court has given the plaintiffs a
deoree for recovery of a one-third share of
the 10 biswa.8 of Muradnagar subject to
payment of a one third share of the money
which Sajjad Mirza had to pay for
redemption; this decree has been upheld
in appeal by the Distriot Judge.

point urged is that the
P aintiffs have no right to reoever on the

^at the transfers of the year
71 now found ' to have been made in

avour of Murtaza Beg, were void as
e
!
ng opposed to public policy. Another

point of a kindred nature is that the
rans ers were fraudulent in the sense that
nr aza Beg worked a fraud upon the
****** which employed him by oon-

D
ln

^
foot that he had acquired

r Perty jn pontrayention of Government

orders and thereby avoiding the dismissal
from service which would have ensued had
the real facts been known.

This latter aspeot of the oase does not
seem to have been presented in either of
the Courts below: the other argument
was advanced, however, and repelled on
the strength of two Full Bench rulings
of the Allahabad High Court reported
as Bhagwan Dei v. Murari Lai (1) and
Kamala Devi v. Our Dial (2) respectively.
The judgments in these cases overrule
two previous decisions of the same Court
reported as Shiam Lai v. Ghhaki Lai (3)
and in Sheo Narain v. Mata Prasad (4).

I may say at once that I am unable
to accept the doctrine laid down in the
Full Bench judgments just mentioned and
that if the decision of this case turned solely
upon the question of the validity or invalidity
of these transfers to Murtaza Beg regarded
from the point of view of public policy,
I should have had no difficulty in finding
that Murtaza acquired no title under the
three benami deeds of the year 1871.

However, I need not go into this
question, for the purpose of deciding this
appeal.

Let it be assumed that the deeds did
not operate to transfer any title to Murtaza
Beg either on the ground that the trans-
actions of transfer were against public
policy, or constituted a fraud upon the
Government.

The findings of fact are that Murtaza
actually had possession of this Muradnagar
property from the time of its acquisition
till the time of his death and that his

heirs were in possession after his death
as far as it was possible for them to be.

The Courts below hold that Asad Beg’s
ostensible possession after Murtaza’s death,

was in reality possession on behalf of

Murtaza’s heirs and that he was aoting

for them when he made the mortgage
with possession in favour of Mehrban in

the year 1877. The possession of the

mortgagee from that year up till the

( 1 )
36 Ind. Cas. 259; 14 A. L.

m

m J. 962; 39 A. 51.

(2) 3C Ind. Cas. 319; 14 A. L. J. 969; 39 A. 58.

(3) 22 A. 220; A. W. N. (1900) 30; 9 Ind. Dec.

(n. s.) 1177.

(4) 27 A. 73; 1 A. L. J. 412; A. W. N. (1904) 167,
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time of redemption in 1 90S was the
possession of the real owners and no
possession adverse to them began to run
prior to the latter year when Sajjad Mirza
got redemption and began to assert an
adverse title.

On these facts it appears to me to be
impossible to argue that Murtaza’s heirs
have still no title to the property. If

their father began to hold without any
title in the year 1871 and if after his

death, his heirs have held proprietary
possession till the year 1908 (actual
possession having been with their mort-
gagee from 1877 till 1908) a good title

to the property has been acquired by
prescription. It could not for a moment
be contended that the persons who sold
this Muradnagar .property in 1871 and
who, if it be assumed that the transfers
were void, continued to be the true owners,
could have successfully maintained a suit

against Murtaza’s heirs after the lapse
of twelve years’ possession on their part

:

the title void in its inception beoame a
good title by virtue of more than twelve
years’ adverse possession.

These being the facts, the heirs of
Asad Beg, the defendants to this suit,

oannot claim that they have a title to this
Muradnagar property. They have failed to

prove that the propeity was acquired by
Asad Beg in 1871 as they asserted: and
at the most they can only show about
eight years’ adverse possession for they
opme into possession only ini 90S and the
present suit was brought in 1916.

I am dear, therefore, that title to this
properly is with the plaintiffs and that
the suit was brought within limitation.
This finding disposes of the pleas raised
in the first, seoond and fourth grounds of
appeal.

There remains to be noticed only the
point taken in the third ground it is

pleaded that the judgment in the redemp-
tion suit brought by Sajjad Mirza
opera'es «s res judicata on the question of
title.

It was admitted before me that this
point was not taken in the Courts below.
There the argument was that the judg.
ment which barred the present suit, was
the one which was delivered in the suit

frpnipht by the ex-mortgagee after redemp-

[1918

tion to recover from the heirs of Murtaza
the money which he had paid to them
for the equity of redemption. That plea

was bound to fail beoause the present de-

fendants were no parties to that suit.

As for the plea of res judicata dow
raised, if it is possible for the defendants

to raise it for the first time in seoond

appeal, I am of opinion that it oannot

prevail.

In the first place the heirs of Murtaza
were not and could not have been parties

to the redemption suit for at the time

that suit was brought, they had lost all

interest in the mortgaged property as

they had conveyed the equity of redemp-

tion to the mortgagee. The suit was not,

therefore, one inter partes and it oanDot

he said that the present plaintiffs claim

through the mortgagee who was the

defendant in that suit. On the oontrary,

it has been explained that after the

mortgagee was obliged to submit to

redemption and lost the property he

compelled the present plaintiffs, by means
of a suit, to refund to him the money
whioh he had paid to them as the price

of the equity of redemption.

Further it was never decided upon the

merits in that suit that the present plaint-

iffs had no interest in the property now
in dispute. It is true that the mortgagee

tried to put forward the defence that

they and not Sajjad Mirza were the real

owners, but the defenoe was ruled out on

the ground of
,
estoppel as the mortgagee

who had taken the mortgage from Asad

Beg, the father of Sajjad Mirza, could not

be heard to allege want of title in his own
mortgagor. The result was to prevent the

mortgagee defendant from raising a ques-

tion of title to the mortgaged property

and consequently there was not and could

not be any determination of that question.

There is nothing, therefore, arising out of

the litigation in the redemption suit to bar

the claim now put forward by the plaintiffs.

I have now disposed of all the pleas raised

in second appeal. The decree of the Court

below is right and is affirmed.

I dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.
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RAM SUMRAN PROSAD V . SHYAM KUMARI.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. 78 of 1915.

August 9, 1918.

Present-.—Mr. Justice Roe and Mr. Justice

Jwala Prasad.

Babu RAM SUMRAN PROSAD and another

Plaintiffs—Appsllants
versus

Musammat SHYAM KUMARI and others—
Defendants— Respondents.

Hindu Law— Widow-—Compromise by widen', whether

binding on reversioners— Collusion—Burden of proof

A Hindu widow is entitled to avoid the expenses

of litigation by compromising a bona fide claim,

subject to the qualification that the compromise is

made for the benefit of the estate and not for the

personal advantage of the widow. [*P- 699, col. 1.]

Where, however, the reversioners seek to set aside

such a compromise, the burden is on them to show
that the compromise was entered into by the widow
collusively for the purpose of conferring upon herself

a benefit at the expense of the estate, [p. 700, col. 2.]

Appeal from a decision of the Subordinate

Judge, Darbhanga. \

Messrs. S. M. Mulick
,
Hcnihar Frasad Sinha

,

P. N. Sinha and Naresh Chandra Sinha
,
for

the Appellants.

Messrs. Fugh ,
Sultan Ahmed ,

Chandra

Sekhar Banerji
,
Saroshi .Chandra Mittcr ,

B.

N. Witter, Tahir and Murari Frasad, for the

Respondents.
JUDGMENT.

R 0E
,
J.—The plaintiffs in this case are

aggrieved by a deoree of the Subordinate

Judge of Darbhanga, dismissing their suit

for a declaration that certain agreements

entered into by a Hindu widow with

regard to the estate to which they are

reversioners, be set aside as fraudulent

arid collusive. The facts of the case and

pleadings thereon, Lave been clearly set

forth in the judgment of the learned

Subordinate Judge. On the 18th July

1895 the former holder of the estate,

Brij Mohan Lai, brought a suit against

the defendants Brij Bihari Lai and Gobind

Lai to recover Rs. 44,893 with interest

upon two mortgage bonds, dated 23rd June

and 30th Deoember 1894. During the

pendency of the suit Brij Mohan Lai

died and his widow, the present defend-

ant No. 1 Musammat Sbyam Kumari,

was substituted as plaintiff. The suit

was not defended by Brij Bihari Lai an

Gotnnd'Lal, but a claim was made by

the Maharajah Bahadur of Darbhanga

upon a piitr morlga'ge, The learned

Subordinate Judge in decreeing the suit

against the mortgagors made an order

that the prior mortgage of the Maha-
rajah should be redeemed by deposit

of nearly Rs. 25,000 before the mort-

gaged property could be brought to sale

on the mortgage of Brij Mohan Lai.

The matter was taken to the Judicial

Commit* ee and in 1904 the decree made
by the learned Subordinate Judge was
upheld. The widow Musammat Shyam
Kumari made the neoessary deposit and
proceeded to take steps to bring the mort-

gaged property to sale. Finally on the

20th June 1912, all the mortgaged pro-

perties, ten in number, were put to auc-

tion and purchased by the decree-holder

Musormmat Shyam Kumari herself for

Rs. 65,075. At this stage the sum due
under the mortgage amounted to

Rs. 1,41,959-2-6. The mortgagors Brij

Bihari Lai and Gobind Lai were oonneotions

of the late Brij Mohan Lai. They approached

the widow for a lenient treatment of

their case. They had put in an appli-

cation for the setting aside of the sale

on the ground of fraud and irregularity

and had also put up a minor member
of their family to bring a suit contesting

the mortgage deoree. The widow apparent-

ly was tired of the litigation which had

been going on for eighteen years, but her

main idea in compromising the matter

was to spare as far as possible Brij

Bihari Lai, her husband’s relative She

says in her evidence that her main reason

for compromising the suit was to avoid

further expenses in litigation; but this

statement seems to have been put into

her mouth by her own Pleader. The arrange-

ments for the settlement of the dispute were

as follows :

—

The widow was to allow the sale to

be set aside, and private purchasers, one

of whom was the w.dow’s own brother,

were to purchase eight of the mortgaged

properties for some Rs. 69,000. Of this

Rs. 66,000 was to be paid to the widow

in cash and the balance Rs. 3,000

wa8 to remain with Brij Bihari Lai.

On receipt of the Rs. 66,000 in cash the

widow was to certify full satisfaction of

the deoree. The two properties not sold

to private parties, were to remain in pos-

session of Brij Bihari object to ft
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mortgage lien to the widow to the extent
of Rs. 5,000. When these negotiations came
to the ears of the present plaintiffs, the
reversioners to the estate, they put in a
petition praying that the widow be restrained
from settling the matter on these terms
and asking permission to oontest the
judgment -debtors’ application to set aside
the sale. This petition was refused.
The arrangements made with the widow
were oarried into effect The sale was
set aside and full satisfaction certified.
On the following day, the reversioners put in
the present suit asking for a declaration that
all the defendants, that is to say, the widow,
the judgment-debtors and the purchasers
of the property, have in collusion and oon-
cert with one another, with a view to
make wrongful gain and to deprive the
plaintiffs of their reversionary rights quite
improperly and without any right and lawful
necessity, oaused the sale of the properties
mentioned, to be set aside by means of
collusive and fraudulent proceedings and
that the plainiiffs are not bound thereby.
To this plaint there was a note or post-
script added, that in case the defendant
first party, that is the widow, intentionally
fails to take out execution of the deoree
on the mortgage, the plaintiffs will bring
a suit for the appointment of a Receiver
and get the said deoree exeouted through
the Receiver. The learned Subordinate
Judge devoted his attention to two main
issues in the case. Firstly, whether the
parties were governed by the Mitakshara
or Mithila Law ar.d seeor.dly

, whether the
compromise made by the widow was
fraudulent and oollusive. He deoided the
first of these issues in favour of the plaint-
iffs, and it is admitted at the Bar on
behalf of the respondents that he could
not on the evidence have arrived at any
other decision. Upon the question of fraud
and collusion, be was of opinion that the
plaintiffs had not made out their case.
He summarises his^ conclusions on the evi-'

denoe as follows:— “l, therefore, find that
in compromising the case, her intention
was far from injuring the plaintiffs’
reversionary rights in any way, but she
was moved by pity towards the condition
of Lala Babu and while she was so moved,
she did not forget the interest of the
estate whioh was duly protected.”

If we oould agree with the learned
Subordinate Judge that this was the
logical conclusion to be drawn from the
evidence, the case would, of oourse, be at
an end. For my own part I entirely fail
to see what benefit the reversioners got
out of this arrangement. The difficulty
that confronts us is that there is on
the reoord no tangible evidence upon
whioh we can satisfy ourselves as to the
actual value of the property that bad been
sold in execution of the decree. There
is a great deal of evidence to show that
in the circumstances of the oase no one
was prepared to give more for it than was
obtained. But this unwillingness to buy
the property at a higher figure was due
less to considerations of the value of
the property than to considerations of the
somewhat complicated legal position that
would arise from the setting aside of the sale
and the disposal of the properties by private
treaty. It would have been easy for
either side to have produced the papers
of the recently completed Reoord of Rights
as the basis for an aoourate computation
of the value of the property. But neither
side took this step. We must assume
that if it had been possible for the plaint-
iffs to have proved that the sale by
private treaty wa9 at prices grossly in-
adequate, they would have produoed these
papers. On the other hand, it may be
equally said that if the prioes paid
aotually represented the value of the thing
told, the defendants would have put these
papers upon the reoord. The whole question,
therefore, seems to me to be one of the
burden of proof.

That it was accepted in the Court
below that the burden of proof lay upon
the plaintiff, is clear from the frame of
the 6th and 6th issues. Are the appli-
cations for setting aside the sale and
also the applications dated the 19th
August 1912, filed iu Execution Case
No. 179 of 1910, certifying satisfaction of
the deoree under execution and agreeing
to the sale being set aside fraudulent,
oollusive and illegal? If not, whether the
order setting aside the sale will stand
good ?

Whether the sale of the properties by
defendants second party to defendants third
party was fraudulent and invalid P and
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have the purchasers acquired a valid title

to them against the reversioners P

In dealing with the decisions of the

Judicial Committee upon the right of a

Hindu widow to compromise litigation

which is in her charge as representing

the estate, the Courts in Calcutta have

taken two broad lines, the one based on

the decision in Imrit Konwur v. Roop Narain

Singh (l), the other on Katama Natchier

v. Rajah of Shivagunga (2). And the broad

line of decisions has been that a widow has no

right to bar the succession of the rever-

sioners to the estate as a whole but is entitled

to release a part of the estate by compro-

mise of a bona fide claim, provided that

the compromise is not showc to be un-

fair or made solely for her own benefit

to the prejudice of the interests of the

reversioners. The whole case law was

reviewed in the arguments in Khunni

Lai v. Gobind Krishna Narain (3). The

standpoint from which compromises such

as the compromise before us, have been

attacked, has invariably been that the

release of a part of the estate by the

widow is in faot an alienation, and the

conclusion of their Lordships was upon a

review of the case law That the true

test to apply to a transaction which is

challenged by reversioners as an alienation

not binding on them is, whether the alienee

derives title from the holder of the limited

interest or life-tenant. In /the present

case,’' they say at page 367 ,
Kbairati

Lai acquired no right from the daughters

of Daulat, for ‘the oompromiseK to use

their Lordships’ language in Ram Mewa

Kuwar v. Rani Hulas Kuwar (4), is based

on the assumption that there was an

antecedent title of some kind in the parties,

and the agreement acknowledges and de-

fines what that title is.’

The parties in the case before us whose

purohase is challenged, derived their title

not from the widow but from the 0^“erf»
Brij Bihari Lai and Gobind Lai. Their

(1) 6 C. L. R. 76 P. C.). _ „ p p oi. i

(2)

9 M.I.A- 639 at p. 604-2
Ya Mn*'

Suth. P. C. J. 620; 2 Sar. P. C. J. 25; 19 E. B. 8

^
3

(3) 10 Ind. Cas. 477; S3 A. 356; 2lM
.

^

J
T

64
^’

(1911) 1 M. W. N. 432; 10 M. L. T. 25; 13 Bom, L. R.

427; 13 0. L- J. 675; 8 A. L. J. 652; 15 C. W. N.645,

38 I, A# 87 (P. C.)# 0 q c Qr p
(4) 1 I. A. 157 at p. 166; 13 B. L. R. 312; 3 Sar. P.

C. J.314(P. C.h

Page of 33 A.— Ed.

rights to bold it free of all incumbrances
was not derived from the widow, but
from the right of the mortgagor judgment-
debtor to set the property free from the

mortgage by a deposit of the whole
deoretal amount at any time prior to the

confirmation of the sale. This right was
established in the Calcutta High Court
by the decision in Bibijan Bibi v Sachi
Bewah (5). A right to redeem is not
extinguished until the sale has been
aotually completed and the proceeds of

the ?ale dealt with. The learned Chief
Justice at paragraph 868 quotes the views of

the Courts of Madras, Bombay and
Allahabad as consistent with his own.
The question before us, therefore, is

whether the widow was competent to com-
pound with the mortgagor judgment debtor

upon his right to redeem by accepting

in full satisfaction of her claim less

than half of the amount aotually due
upon it. It is immaterial in my view
whether we regard the subsisting mortgage
deorre as moveable or immoveable pro-

perly. If by the composition made, she was
wasting it to the detriment of the reversioners,

her action ?vould not be binding upon them.

But I hold that the burden of proof is on the

reversioners to show that this composition

entailed waste cf the property. A widow’s

power to compromise has frequently been

compared with the powers of a guardian

to compromise and the power of the Karta

of a Mi’akshara family to effect a settle-

ment. in Baboo Lekraj Roy v. Bo boo Alahtab

Chand (6) it was said that the interests

of infants would seriously suffer if a

notion were to prevail that guardians

were bound for their own security to con-

test all claims against an infant’s estate,

whether well or ill-founded
;
and such a

notion might prevail if the compromise

of a claim of debt confirmed by a deoree

of a Court were to be set aside after

sixteen years without distir ot proof of

fraud, and at page 615* of the same

Volume dealing with an order treating

the widow ap the sole representative of

(5) 31 C. 863; 8 C. W. N. 684.

(6) 14 M. I. A. 393 at p. 399; 17 W. R. 117; 10 B. L.

R. 35; 2 Suth. P. 0. J. 536; 3 Sar. P. C. J. 43; 20 E

R. 833.

"
*See General Manager o] the Raj Durbhunga v.

Maharajah Coomar Ramapat Singh
,
14 M. I. A. 695 at

* p. 615

—

Ed.
• • %
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an estate it was said: “From the above
statement it is clear, that unless there
be some fatal irregularity in the mode in

v hioh the decree of the appellant was
obtained or drawn up, or some fatal

irregularity in the mode in which that
decree has been prosecuted, the estates
have been regularly sold, and that the
suit of the respondent, seeking to set aside
the order for sale must fail.” These case?,

however, do not deal direotly with the
power of the widow to settle disputes.
The basis of all decisions upon the effeot

of a contested decree against a widow is

to be found in Katama Nntchier v. Ra ah of
Shivagunga (2): The same principle which
has prevailed in theCouits of this oountry
as to tenants-in-tail representing the in-

heritance, would seem to apply to the oase
of a Hindu widow, and it is obvious that
there would be the greatest possible in-

oonvenienoe in holding that the suo#eed-
ing heirs were not bound by a deoree
fairly and properly obtained against the
widow.” In Tarinet Churn Gangooly v.

Watson & Co. (?) Markby, J., said at page
417, column 2: “it seems to us much
more reasonable to hold that, as represen-
tative of the entire estate in the litigation,

she has the same control with respeot to
compromise as she has with respeot to

the assertion of rights and wi'h respeot
to appeal against an adverse deoision.
It is, of course, possible that the trust
thus reposed in the widow may be
abused without detection, as may the
very large discretion which, as the law
now stands, she undoubtedly possesses
in other matters. But, on the whole, we
think it will be found most favourable
for the heirs that she should have the
power of compromise at every stage of the
proceedings.”

And in Karimuddin v. Gobind Krishna
Naratn (8) it was said that the preserva-
tion of the estate and the costs of litiga-

tion for that purpose, are objects which
justify a widow incurring debt and alien-
ating a sufficient amount of property to
discharge it. It seems to me dear that
if a widow is entitled to encumber the

(7) 12 W. It. 413; 3 B L It. A. 0. 437.
(S) 3 I nd. Cas. 795; 13 0. W. N. 1117 at i>

1 3

1

A. 497; 19 M. L. J. 087; 10 C L. J. 24S
: 1 1 Bom L »

911; 6 A. L. J. 807; 0 M. L. T. 275; 30 1. V m
(T. C-).

estate for the purpose of carrying on a
litigation, she is equally entitled to avoid
the expenses of litigation by compromising
a bcna tide olaim. Mookerjee, J., in
Mohendra Nath v. Shamsunnessa (9), referring
apparently with approval to the deoision of
Markby, J., above quoted, lays down the rule
that the principle in Katama Natchier's case

(2) is not limited to decrees in suits contested
to the end and is subject to the qualifica-
tion that the compromise was made for
the benefit of the estate, and not for the
personal advantage of the limited owner.
Upon consideration of this point he held
that the deoree which has not been
suooessfully impeached on the ground of

fraud, coercion, collusion or any like

reason, operates as res judicata between the
parties to the present suit.”

I hold that in the oase before us the
burden of proof was on the plaintiffs

to show that the compromise entered into
by the widow Musammat Shyam Kumari was
entered into oollusively for the purpose
of conferring upon herself a benefit at
the expense of the estate. All that has
been shown, is that instead of stripping
the judgmen»-deb ors, near connections of
the family, of every item of property
winch they possessed, they were allowed
to retain a sum of Rs. 8,000. The
litigation had already lasted 18 years;
there were oases pending which might
prolong it for many years further, it is

our common experience that though there
may be nothing valid in the objections
taken to an auction sale, the judgment-
debtors will almost invariably oarry on
their objections to the sale from Court
to Court merely for the purpose of hold-
ing on to the property for a few more
years. The widow would no doubt have
succeeded in the end, but she would
have spent perhaps Rs. 3,C00, perhaps
Rs. 10,000 in the ensaing litigation.

1 he compromise of the claim whereby
she avoided this expense, seems to me
to have been a fair and reasonable settle-
ment. 1 he whole faots of the case were
clearly before the Court. The Court was
aware from the petition of the present
plaintiffs that there were reversioners to
be considered. There was no fraud upon
the Court. Thare is nothing to iudioate

1 9) 27 1ml. Cas. 954; 21 C L J. 157; 19 C. Xf f

J
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that the widow proposes to waste the

money that has gone into her hands

or to give it away.
.

If- it remains in the

estate, or if it remains in her hands, it

will come to the reversioners in due

course, and in the absence of proof, that

the sum obtained by the compromise was

grossly inadequate, it cannot be said that

it has been proved that there was a

fraud on the reversioners. The relief

which the reversioners might and should

have applied for, was a declaration that

the widow be required to pay into

Court the sum received upon the com-
promise in order that it might be in-

vested for their own bene6t. This relief

they have not asked for. Instead they

seek to make the property, which pur-

chasers have taken in good faith, free

of all encumbrances on payment of

Rs. 69,000 (as far as we know its full valae),

subject to the residue of the mortgage
debt, another Rs. 75,000. In asking that
this compromise be set aside, the re-

versioners are seeking to impose upon
the purchasers of this property a loss of

Rs, 75 000' to which they should not be
held legally liable, and a gain to them-
selves of Rs. 75,000 to which they are

certainly not in equity entitled.' The
compromise made by the widow was at

least a far fairer arrangement than that

by whioh the reversioners seek to set it

aside. In my view the learned Subordi-

nate Judge was right in refusing to the

reversioners the declaration whioh they

sought. I would dismiss these appeals

with costs. ,

Jwala Prasad, J.~ I agree to the order

proposed by my learned brother.
* Appeals dismissed .

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 54 of 1915.

May 31, 1916.

Trpffnt' — Mr. Kendall, A. J. L.

AJODHIA BANK, LIMITED, FYZ A BAD

PLAlNTl FF—A PPkLLA NT

versus

Sheikh ABDUL GHANI ahd others-

T)»vfndants—Respondents.

Mortgage ŝuit on-Interest from date fixed for pay

merit to date of realisation—Contractual rate of intercity

whether can he allowed— discretion of Court,

The rate of interest which a Court can allow in

a mortgage decree from the date fixed for payment
to the date of realisation, is in its discretion. In
exercising its discretion, however, the Court will

ordinarily refer to the contractual rate, if it be a
reasonable one. [p. 701, col. 2.]

Appeal from the decree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, Eyzabad, dated the 23rd April

1915.

Mr. Har Narain DasSy for the Appellant.

JUDGMENT.—The suit out of which
this appeal has arisen, was brought on a

registered mortgaged deed for Rs. 3,500.
Interest at 10 per cent, per annum was
provided for in the deed, The suit was un-
defended. The lower Court decreed princi-

pal and interest to the date of suit and
costs. Six months were allowed for payment;
and for that six moLths the lower Court
decreed the contractual rate of interest,

but deoreed it only upon the principal
sum. It further decreed interest at 6 per
cent, per annum from the date of payment till

realisation, but this again only on the
principal sum of Rs. 3,500. Hence this appeal.

Respondents have not appeared.
There was no reason whatever why the

contractual rate of interest should not have
been decreed upon the decretal amount
from the date of the decree to the date of
payment.

The rate of interest whioh the Court
can allow from the date Sxed for payment
to the date of realisation, is in its discretion.

In exercising its discretion the Court will

ordinarily refer to the contractual rate, if it

be a reasonable one. It was laid down
by Lindsay, J. C., in Allahabad Bankt Limit-

ed ,
Lucknow v. Rani Suraj Kuar (1) that

according to the practice of this Court, the

interest at the contract rate can be awarded

in oases of this kind up till the date of

realisation, provided the rate is deemed to

be reasonable. I do not find that the rate

of interest in the present oase can be termed

unreasonable.

I, therefore, allow this appeal and pass

a decree for Rs. 5,628*13*6 and costs. If

this amount with interest at the rate of 10

per cent, per annum be not paid within a

further period of 3 months of this date,

(1) 26 lnd. Cas. 177; 1 O. L. J. 544.
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the mortgaged property shall be sold, future

interest being allowed to the date of realiza-

tion at the contractual rate. Appellant may
have his costs of this appeal.

Appeal allowed .

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Appeal Suit No. 78 op 1917.

February 5, 1918.

Present :—Justice Sir William Ayling, Kt.,

and Mr. Justice Seshagiri Aiyar.

BOBBA PADMANABJUDU and anotier
— Plaintiffs— Appellants

versus

BOBBA BUCHAMMA

—

Defendant

—

Respondent.
Specific Relief Act (I of 1877), s. 42—Declaration

that Will containing power to adopt was not executed
,

unit for ,
maintainability ot— Discretion of Court.

A suit lies under section 42 of the Specific Belief

Act for a declaration that a Will giving power to

the testator’s widow to adopt a boy was not in fact

executed, [p. 704, col. 2.]

Sandagar Singh v. Pardip Narayan Singh, 43 Ind,
Cas. 484; 34 M. L. J. 67; 4 P. L. VV. 52; 23 M. L. T.

31; 16 A. L. J. 61; 7 L. W. 146; 27 C. L. J. 186; 22 C.

W. N. 436; (1918) M. W. N. 323; 20 Bom. L. K. f 09;

45 C. 510 (P. C.', followed.

Srcepada v. Srecpada, 12 Ind. Cas. 176; 35 M. 592;

(1911) 2 M. W. N. 194 and Qovinda v. Perunnlcv\ 12 M.
136; 4 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 444, not followed.

(Authorities reviewed.)

Per Seshagiri Aiyar
,
J .—Whenever a cloud is cast

or attempted to be cast on the title of a plaintiff, he
is entitled to come to Court under section 42. But
where the cloud is flimsy or of a shadowy character
or where the machinery of the Court is utilised to

unnecessarily harass the defendant, tho Court might
refuse to grant relief even though tho plaintiff can
oxorcisohis right of suit. [p. 702, col. 2; p. 703, col. 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the Court
of the Subordinate Judge, Bezwada, dated

the 1st November 1916, in Original Suit

No. 48 of 1916.

Mr. P. Narayanmnurthi
,

for the Appel-
lants*

Messrs. B. Narasimha Row and 0. Rama
Rao, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Seshagiri Aitar, J.— Plaintiffs suo for a

declaration that a Will t*aid to have been

made by their brother, the deoeased husband

of the defendant, authorising her to adopt a

boy, was never executed. The defendant
pleaded in limine that suoh a suit i9 incompe-
tent. The Subordinate Judge dismissed

the suit; the only question in appeal is whe-
ther this decision is right.

The diversity of judicial opinion on the
construction of section 42 of the Specific

Relief Act is so great that 1 have resolv-

ed upon oon6ning my citations to the
oases decided in Madras and to tbe deci-

sions of the Privy Council. If l may
say so with respect, the consideration of

this question has been rendered difficult

by mixing up two distinot issues. Seotion 42
of the Speoifio Relief Act, while indicat-

ing the character of the right which may
be deolared by a Court of Law, leaves

it to the discretion of suoh Court to grant

or refuse the relief claimed. In arguments
addressed to Courts, and not infrequently

in decisions also, the question of the right

of suit has been mixed up with the ques-

tion of exercising discretion in regard to

the relief.

If 1 had only the language of the

seotion to guide me, I would have little

hesitation in holding that suits like the

present are within seotion 42 of the Act.

There oan be no doubt that the plaintiffs

are entitled to proteot their alleged legal

right as surviving oo-paroeners to their

deceased brother’s estate. It must also be

admitted that tbe defendant is denying
that, character by setting up the Will

which, if true, would deprive the two
plaintiffs of a third of their property There

is a further consideration: in seeking the aid

of seotion 42, a plaintiff may oonsider that if

time elapses, the pretensions of the defend-

ant who is interested in denying the

plaintiff’s title, may gain momentum and

may in the course of years render the

task of refuting those pretousious very

difficult. In fact, as 1 said iu Gandla

Pedda Saganna v. Biuanappa (1), whenever

ft cloud is oast or attempted to he oast on

the title of a plaintiff, he is entitled to oome
to Court under seotion 42.

It may be that, in many instances, the

apprehended danger or the cloud on title

may hj of such a shadowy character and

so ’liiney that the Court in its discretion

might refuse to grant the relief prayed

(1) 26 Ind. Cas. 232; 38 M. 1162; 27 M. L. J. 520j

16 M. L. T. 310.
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for. But that is no ground for saying

that the suit is not maintainable.

There have been numerous instances in

which notwithstanding an undoubted right

to litigate, Courts have refused in their

discretion to grant relief. The object to be

borne in mind in such oases is to see that the

machinery of the Court is not utilised for

unnecessarily harassing the defendant.

With these preliminary observations, I

shall proceed to consider the decisions bear-

ing on the section. In Madras there

are oases whioh hold that where the

plaintiff is not likely to be immediately

affected, the suit should be dismissed as

incompetent. Apparently the old English

doctrine whioh prevailed before the enact-

ment of the Speoifio Relief Act, to the

effect that a declaratory decree ought

not to be made unless there is a right

to some consequential relief whioh, if

asked for, might have been given by the

Court, has been accepted as a correct

interpretation of section 42 of the Act. In

Kathama Nachiar v. Dorasinga Tever (2),

Sheo Singh Raiv. Dakho (3), Nogendro

Ohundro Mittro v. Sreemutty Kishen Soondery

Dossee (4) and Sadut Ali Khan v. Khajeh

Abdool Ounnee (5), the Judioial Committee

enunoiated this view with reference to

cases whioh arose before the passing of

the Speoifio Relief Aot. In Madras even

after the Aot, that view was adopted.

Oovinda v. Perumdevi (6) is one of this

class. The decision whioh the Subordinate

Judge has relied on, tie., Sreepada v.

Sreepada (7), belongs to the same category.

On the other hand, we have Qovinda Pillui

v. Thayammal (8) and Ghinnasawmy

Mudaliar v. Ambalavana Mudaliar (9),

whioh seem to take a broader view of the

section. It is true in the latter case an

adoption was set up; but apparently no

(2) 2 I. A. 169; 23 W. R. 314; 15 B. L. R. 83; 3 Sar.

P. C. J. 456; 3 Suth. P. C. J. 106 (P. C.).

(3; 5 I. A. 87; 1 A. 688; 2 C. L. R. 193; 3 Sar.

P. 0. J. 807; 3 Suth. P. C. J. 529; 2 Ind. Jur. 396; 1

Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 4S1 (P. C.„>.

(4) Sup. Vol I. A. 149; 19 YV.R. 133; 11 B. L. R.

171; 3 Sar. P. C. J. 203 (P. C .;.

v5) Sup. Vol. I. A. 160: 19 W. R. 171; 11 B. B. R.

203; 3 Sar. P. C. J. 229 (P. C ).

(6) 12 M. 136; 4 Ind. Dec. (N. s.) 444.

(7) 12 Ind. Caa. 176; 35 M. 592; (1911) 2 M. VV.

N. 194.

(8) 28 M. 57; 14 M. L. J. 209.

(9) 29 M. 48.

hostile aot followed upon the setting up
of the adoption. In Puttanna v. Rama -

krishna Sastri (10) the learned Judges
held that the relief under seotion 42 is not
restricted to oases covered by illustrations

(e) and (/) to that seotion, and granted a
declaration that a Will alleged to have
been made by the last male owner, was
never made. There are three reoent Madras
cases which may be shortly noticed. In
Ramahishna Pattar v. Karayana Patter (11)
all that was laid down, was that seotion 42
is not intended to enact a declaration in

respect of a personal contract. In Muchirazu
Ramachandra Row v. Secretary of State

(12)

Mr. Jastioe Ayling with Mr. Justice

Tyabji held that a declaration can be
given against an order debarring a person
from acting as a Vakil to another in a
village Court. My learned colleague there
said that even if the suit may not be cover-

ed by the Speoifio Relief Aot, the relief

can be granted. These are the only
Madras cases which need be consider-

ed.

Now as regards the Privy Council cases,

reliance was placed by both the parties on
Pirthi FqI Kutwar v. Guman Kunwar (13).

The real decision in that case was that

in the exercise of the discretion vesting

in the Court below, it bad rightly refused

to grant the prayer. It was a suit in

which the son’s widow in possession

sued for a declaration that an adoption

by th6 father’s widow was void and
ineffectual. The Judioial Committee did not

say such a suit would not lie. They said

that they saw no reason to interfere

with the discretion exercised by the Court

below. In Janaki Ammal v. harayanasami

Aiyar (14), whioh was relied on by Mr.

Narasimha Row, it was pointed out that

a cause of action with whioh the plaint-

iff came to Court, namely, waste by the

widow, having been found to be untrue,

(10)

30 M. 195; 17 M. L. J. 374.

(11; 26 Ind. Cas. 883; 39 M. 80; 27 M. L. J. 634;

(1914) M. W. N. 912.

^2; 31 Ind. Cas. 310; 39 AI. SOS.

(13) 17 C. 933; 17 I. A. 107; 5 Sar. P. C. J. 569;

Rafique & Jackson’s P. C. No. 118; 8 Ind. Dec. (N. 8.)

1167 vP-C.).

(14) 37 Ind. Cas. 161; 43 I. A. 207; 31 M. L. J. 225j

39 M. 634; 20 M. L. T. 168; 14 A. L. J. 997; (1916) 2

M W. N. 188; 20 C. W. N. 1323; 18 Bom. L. R. 866; 24

C.’l. J.309;4L. W. 530 (P. C.).
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it was not open to the plaiotiff to ask
that his right a9 reversioner to succeed at
some future time should be declared. In
the last but one paragraph of the judg-
ment, it is said that if the plaintiff came
to Court for a bare declaration of his
rights without alleging that there was
any infringement of suoh a right, the
Court would reject such a suit, and the
fact that a false cause of action was
alleged in the plaint, was no ground for
deciding the contingent title of the plaint-
iff. I do not think that this decision
helps the respondent. In another Privy
Council case, Sheoparsan Singh v. Z?am-
nandan Prashad Narayan Singh (15), Sir
Lawrenoo Jenkins sounds a note of warn-
ing against the machinery of the Court
being abused by suits under section 4 1 of the
Specific Relief Act. Here again it was
decided that a mere declaration of the
right of the plaintiffs to succeed at some
future time should not be granted. In
Saudagar Singh v. Pardtp Narayan Singh
(ltj) Lord Parker in delivering the ju Ig-

ment of the Judicial Committee says: "it
appears to their Lordships to be clear
on this section that where any deed is

executed, the result of which may be to
prejudice the interests of the reversionary
heirs, those heirs, though still reversionary
and though they may never get any title

beoause events may preclude them from
doing so, may have a declaration as to
the effect of the deed.” Applying that
principle to the present oase, it may be
said that where a Will is set up the
result of which may bo to prejudice the
interest of the plaintiffs, though ultimately
the adoption referred to in the Will may
not take place, the plaintiffs are entitled
to the declaration they have claimed. In
my opinion this latter pronouncement of
the Judicial Committee which is binding
on us is decisive of the question; and if

I may say so with the greatest respeot,
gives effect to the true intent of seotion
42 of the Speoifio Relief Act.

ft»(15) 33 Ind. Cue. 014; 43 I. A. 01; 14 A. L. .1. 460; 30
C. W. N. 738; 18 Bom. L. K. 307; 23 C. L. J. 021-
(10161 1 M. W. N. 410; 20 M. L. T. 1

; 3 L. W. 514- 31
M. L. J. 77; 43 C. 604 (P. C.).

(16) 43 Ind. Cas. 434; 34 M. L. J. 67; 4 1*. L XV
62; 23 M. L. T. 31; 16 A. b. J. 61

; 7 L. W. 146; 27 U L
J. 186; 22 C. W. N. 436; (1018) M. W. X. 323; 20 Bom.'
L. K. 609; 46 0. 610 (P, C.).

An examination of some of the Madras
oases to which I have referred, notably
Gavinda v. Perumdevi (6) and Sreepada v.
Sreepada (7), tends to show that where
there is no possibility of immediate injury
fiowing from a contemplated act, deed, or
other instrument, the Courts should not
allow a suit to be instituted. With all
respeot I should like to point out that
instead of saying that a suit does not
lie under suoh circumstances, it would be
more correct to say that Courts should not
grant relief in suoh oases. Qovinda v. Perum*
devi (6) and Sreepada v. Sreepada (7) are
really instances of oases in whioh the Courts
in their discretion would have been jus'i-
fied in refusing the relief: and I do not
think any harm will be done by interpret-
ing them in the way I have indicated.

In the present oase it may be open (o
the lower Court to find on hearing the
evidence that the alhgation 9 are not of
suoh a oharaoter a* to oompel the Court
to grant the relief. In my opiuion the
conclusion oome to, that the suit is not within
the meaning of seotion 42 of the Speoifio
Relief Act, is wrong. I would, therefore,
reverse the decree of the Subordinate Judge
and remand the suit for disposal on the
merits. Costs to abide the result.

Aylinq, J.— I am in entire agreement
with the conclusion arrived at by my
learned brother, whose judgment I have
had the advantage of perusing, and to
which 1 can add little. It seems to me
that the defendant in this oase (widow
of plaintiff’s undivided brother) was in-
te rested in setting up and utilising the
power to adopt contained in her late
husband’s alleged Will, in other words, in
denying plaintiffs’ right of succession by
survivorship to the whole joint family pro-
perty In suoh oiroumstanoes, the present suit
would appear to be under seotion 42 of the
bpeoitio Relief Act. I can see nothing in
the seotion to justify the view whioh
seems to have been taken by the learned
Judges in Sreepada v. Sreepada (7) and
having regard to the other rulings quoted
in my learned brother’s judgment, and in
particular to the spirit of the latest Privy
Counoil case of Saudagar Singh v. Pardip

• J 1
•

• m
^ we are justified

1U deohuiug to follow it. It Beams to me
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tbat there eau be co question of the ex-
pediency of allowing the genuineness of such
documents as the present to be tested as
early as possible. The difficulty of ascer-
taining the truth, tends in almost every
case to increase with the lapse of time,
we have reoently heard arguments in a
case in which an adoption was made,
based on a disputed authority to adopt
said to have been given 28 years before.
A view of the law whioh in such a
case precludes the possibility of determin-
ing the facts as to the alleged authority
until so late is one whioh I should be
loth to adopt unless compelled by irresis-
tible reasoning to do so.

I concur in the order proposed by my
learned brother.

Appeal allowed.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
First Civil Appeals Nos. G3 and 76 of 1916.

August 1, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Jwala Prasad and

Justice Sir Ali Imam, Kt.
HANUMAN BAKSH and others— Plaint-
iffs—Appellants in No. 63 and Respond-

ents in No. 76
V6YSUS

TIKAIT GANESH NARAYAN SAHA DEO
AND OTHERS—DEFENDANTS — RESPONDENTS IN

No. 63 and Appellant in No. 76.
Ckota Nagpur Encumbered Estates Act (VI of 1876

B- C.)j ss. 6 (c), 12A—Contract by disqualified pro-
prietor, validity of—Ratification of contract to pay
debts incurred during period of disqualification, validity

.of
A disqualified proprietor under the Cliota Nagpur

Encumbered Estates Act is incompetent to enter
into any contract which may involve him or his
heirs in pecuniary liability . '[p. 706, col. 2.]
No suit can be brought upon. a contract entered

into by a disqualified proprietor after he emerges
out of his disqualification by which he promises to pay
any debt incurred by him during his disqualification
[p. 707, col. J.]

Appeals from a decision of the Subordinate
Judge, Ranchi, dated the 3 1 st January 1916.

Messrs. Saroshi Charan Mitra and Baranashi
Prasad Jhunjhunicala, for the Appellants in
No. 63 and Respondents in No. 76.

• Messrs. Rai Guru Saran Prasad and Atul
Krishna Ray, for the Respondents in No. 63
and Appellant in No. 76,

JUDGMENT.
Jwalv Prasad, J.—This is an appeal by

tb9 plaintiffs who are proprietors of a firm

in the town of Ranchi, called the firm of
Hukami Chand-Hardatt Rai. Hardatt Rai
is dead, and the plaintiffs, hi 3 sons, are
now the proprietors of that firm. They
brought a suit in the Court of the Sub-
oidinate Judge of Ranchi for recovery of
Rs..4S,225-1-10 principal and interest, on the
basis of a hand- note, dated the 4th May
1911. The hand-note is said to have been
executed by Raja Raghubar Sahi Deo,
father of defendant No. 1 and grandfather
and great-grandfather of defendants Nos. 2
and 3 respectively.

The hand-note in question is said to have
been executed in respect of Rs. 31,315,
which was found due from Raja Raghubar
Sahi Deo to the plaintiffs’ firm on the date
of the hand-note.
The Raja was the owner of the Zemin-

dari known as Burway Estate, and de-
fendant No. 5, Manmotba Nath Chatterji,
was the manager and agent holding general
power- of* attorney. Manmotha Nath Chat-
terji executed the hand-note on behalf,
and with the permission, of Raja Raghubar
Sahi Deo. The Raja died in January
1914. The defendants are the heirs and
surviving members of the family. The
present suit was accordingly brought against
them on the 4th of May 1914.
The defendants in their written state-

ment took all possible pleas, the most im-
portant of which was that the Raja was a
disqualified proprietor under the Chota
Nagpur Encumbered Estates Aot (VI of
1876 B. C.) and was, therefore, inoompe-
tent to incur debt or to enter into any con-
traot involving pecuniary liability, and that
the debts for whioh the hand-note in suit
was executed, were all incurred during the
said disqualification of the Raja and therefore
the plaintiffs are not entitled to recover any-
thing on the basis of the said hand-note.
The defendants denied that the Raja

ever borrowed any money from the plaint-
iffs father, or that there was any necessity
for the debts, or that the defendant No. 5,
the Manager had any authority to execute
the hand note in question.
The Court below, however, held that the

hand-note was genuine and was executed by
Manmotha Nath Chatterji as a duly eon-
stituted agent on behalf of the Raja, and
that the loans were taken from time to
time for valid purposes of the Raja and

45
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the family. The entire sum with the ex-
ception of Rs. 533-2-0 was advanced by the
plaintiffs’ firm between December 1907 and
1st Ootober 19C8 and on an adjustment of
account, Rp. 17,790 was found due from
the Rajvto the firm on 1st Ootober 1908,
on which date a hand-note was executed for
the said sura. Thereafter Rs. 533-2 C was
borrowed. The total sum, principal and
interest, amounted to Rs. 21,999-8-6 on 26th
July 1909 for which another hand-note was
executed. On the 4th of May 1911, the
amount due from the defendants’ father
came to be Rs. 31,315, for whioh the pre-
sent hand-note on the same date was exe-
cuted. The Court further held that “the
debts were contracted for the purposes of
the management of the estate and the estate
was certainly benefited.” Upon these find-
ings, the Court below held that “the debts
are binding upon the defendants unless by
law they are not recoverable.”

As to the question of limitation raised
by the defendants, the Court below held
that the suit was brought within 3 years
from the date on which the hand-note in
question was executed and hence it was not
barred by time, although the debts were
actually contracted long before the exe-
cution of the hand note. This view appears
to be correct inasmuch as the hand note
in question created a new contract between
the parties and affords a new starting point
for the purposes of limitation.

I he Court below gave a deoree to the
plaintiffs for Rs. 533-2-0 with interest,

against all the defendants and dismissed
the suit in respeot of the rest of the claim
on the ground that the debts were in-

curred during the period that the Raja was
a disqualified proprietor under the protec-

tion of Act Vi of 1876 of the Chota Nag-
pur Encumbered Estates Aot and was,
therefore, incompetent to enter into any
contract involving him in pecuniary liability

under section 3, clause (<•) of the Act, and
heuoo the suit of the plaintiffs is barred

by section 12A, added to the Act by virtue

of the Amending Aot 111 of 1909 13. C.

The plaintiffs have appealed to this Court

and contend that the Court below is wrong
in dismissing any portion of their claim.

On the other hand, the defendants have

appealed against the order of the Court be-

low giving a decree to the plaintiffs in

respect of Rs. 533-2 0 with interest.

The principal question that arises in con-

nection with the plaintiffs’ appeal is, whether
the debts inourred by the Raja covered by the

hand-note in question are recoverable or not

from the defendants. The Court below has

held thatthe debts were all inourred (with the

exception of Rs. 533-2 0) between December
1907 and 1st Ootober 1908. This finding is

borne out by the evidence on the record and in

fact it has not been seriously challenged.

The Burway Estate belonging to the Raja
was brought under the operation of the

Chota Nagpur Encumbered Estates Aot,

on the 29th September 1897 and was re-

leased on the 16th July 1909 {Vide Exhibits

D and 4) with a cash balance of Rs. 12,000
after discharging all the liabilities of the

estate. The aforesaid debts, therefore, were
inourred while the Raja was under the

disqualification imposed by the said Aot. The
disqualification is contained in section 3,

clause (c) of whioh enacts “so long as

such management continues, the holder of

the same property and his heir shall be

inoapable of entering into any contract

which may involve them or either of them
in pecuniary liability.” The Raja aud his

heirs, the present defendants, were, there-

fore, incompetent to enter into any contract

involving them or either of them in pecuniary

liability up to the 1st October 1908. The
disability ceased on that date.

It is contended on behalf of the plaintiffs

that the hand-note in question of the 4th

of May 1911 was executed long after the

Raja had emerged from the disability and
was free to enter into any contract.- It

is said that the hand-note in question is not

only a ratification of the original contracts

when the debts were actually inourred,

but was also a new contract. Reliance is

plaoed upon the case of Gregson v. Udoy

Adfcga Deb ( l), where their Lordship3 held

that “it is quite competent to a person emerg-

ing from a state of disability to take up and

carry on transactions commenced while he

was under disability in suoh a way as to bind

himself as to the whole,” and at page 233*:

“Ho became as free to manage his affairs

as any other parson.” Upon the principle

of ratification their Lordships held that the

(1) 17 C. 223 at p. 232; 10 I. A. 221; 13 Ind. Jar.

•110; 5 Sar. P. C. J. 410; 8_Ind. P oo, (x. g.)6S0 (P.C.)

•Page of 17 C.—151.
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fW “i*/ UP0" Seotion 11 of the Ind *an
Contract Act, according to which a person is
competent to contraot provided he is notd squalified from contracting by any law to

io eis subject. To remove the doubt
created by the conflict of authorities and
to prevent the disqualified proprietors from
confirming or ratifying any oontract entered
into by them during the period of their dis-
qualification, or from entering into any new
oontraot in respect of the aforesaid debts,

nsr ™-A was added to the Act in

u 1 . . ,

8 S0otl°n enaots that “no suit
shall be brought to charge any person towhom property is restored (1) up0n any
promise made after suoh restoration to pay
any debt contracted while the management
of the property was vested in the Mana-
ger, or (2) upon any ratification, made
after suoh restoration, of any promise or
oontraot made while the management of
the property was vested in the Manager.”
The Amending Aot was brought into force
on the 24th Maroh 1909 and it is, there- I

fore, contended that it could not havi the I

retrospective effeot of taking away the right 1

of the Raja, whioh he, as a disqualified t

proprietor, had before the release of his s

estate, to oonfirm or ratify any debt in- 1

curred by him during the disqualification t

or to enter into any oontraot in respeot c

thereto. It is more than doubtful whether c

he had any suoh vested rights. Even if t

he had any, the Raja ceased to be a dis- 1
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(2) 33 e. ‘363; 10 C. W. NT . 149.
(3) 33 C. 1065; 4 C. L. J. 238,

(4) 7 C. L. J. 678,

e Qualified proprietor on the 1 6th July 1909
B Sa m

6
'?', o

Wb®n the Aot earne into force
3 (24tb MaroI> ]909 > the right to enter into
,

any oontraot m respeot of the debts in
t question had not accrued at all. Besides,
i the Amending Act does not at all purport
t to take away the right, if any, in the dis-
i qualified Proprietor to confirm, , atify or
. deal with the debts inourred by him
. during the inoompetency and, therefore, does
. not destroy any existing vested right that

a disqualified proprietor may have. The
: section simply bars a suit in respect of thedebts incurred during the disqualification

by reason of any promise or ratification
subsequent to the cessation of the disquali-
fication. The bar in the seotion affects a
creditor, and not a debtor (disqualified
proprietor) The contention, therefore, of
t e plaintiffs fails They are not entitled
to enforce their claim by means of a suitIn other words, their suit is incompetent.

'

It is then contended that the seotion barsthe suit against only the “person to whom the

f::
P8;V S

/ir
t0red ’’ In Resent case it

is said that the property was restored to theRa j a, and not to the present defendants, who
are his heirs and hence the suit against the
heirs is not barred. It may be conceded that
the Act being a penal one, must be strictly

?,

tr°ed and that no bar can be placed uponthe plaintiffs suit unless it oomes within
the express terms of the section. Wehave, therefore, to see whether the section
contemplates any bar against the present
defendants. The estate of the Raja wastaken under the Act. The Raja and his
hevrs were disqualified from entering intoany contract involving them or either ofhem in pecuniary liability; vide section 3

*

fW I
n°‘,fioat,OD

- Exhibit 0, will show
that the estate was restored to the owner
(hereof and in Exhibit D the name ofRaja Raghubar Sabi Deo is mentioned as
the person to whom the estate was re-
stored. Prom Exhibit A, report of theManager paragraph 12, it fa clear that
the members of the family, namely, the
defendants were maintained at the expense
of the estate. In fact they claim to be
the heirs of the Raja and that the estatehas devolved upon them as suoh. There-
fore when the estate was restored to the
Raja, in effeot it was restored to the de
feudauts who are the son, the grandson

&
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and the great-grandson of the Raja and
were fully represented by him. I, there-

fore, hold that section 12A bars the

present suit against the defendants. The
appeal is accordingly dismissed with costs.

As to the Appeal No. 76 of 1916 I am
also of opinion that it should be dismissed

with costs. This appeal relates to the sura

of Rs, 533-2-0 which the Court below has

decreed with interest against the defendants.

This sum was borrowed at the time when
the hand-note of the 26th July 1909 was
executed, and hence after the Rija ceased

to be a disqualified proprietor. The Court
below has found it as a fact and 1 agree

with that finding. It has alyo been held

by the Court below that the debt was
contracted for the family purposes which

benefitted the defendants. There is no

substance in this appeal and it is accord-

ingly dismissed with costs.

Imam, J.— 1 agree.

Appeals dismissed.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 92 of 1917.

February 26, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justioe Phillips and Mr.

Justioe Krishnan.

Maistry RAJABHAI NA RAIN of CUTOII,
ANJAR—Defendant—Appellant

versus

llaji KARIM MAHOMED of BOMBAY
THROUGH HIS RECOGNISED AGENT HUSSAN

1YOOD SAIT— Plaintiff

—

Respondent.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 11 OSj, *. 20 - 'Cause

of action’, meaning of— Carnage by tea — Short dclivc) 7 ,

damage s Jar— Freight illegal! y collected, suit for return

of— (lateral average contribution
,

claim for— Juris-

diction —Peril to crew and cargo—Jettison—Principles

governing general average —Municipal Courts, juris-

diction of, over foreigners.

The term ‘cause of action’ as used in section 20,

Civil Procedure Code, means the whole bundle of

material facts which ii is necessary for a plaintiff to

allege and prove in order to entitle him to succeed,

[p. 709, col. 2.]

A claim for general aveiage contribution can be
sustained only when the voyage has been completed
and the vessel has reached its place of destination or

some other port safely. If there are several general

average acts during the same voyage the principle is

to make each owner of a sacrificed interest contri-

bute to all the sacrilicos in whatever order of time

they may have occurred. The time of jettisoning

cannot be taken as the time when the value of the

goods is to bo ascertained because t lie whole adventure

may afterwards bo brought to au end by the total

oss of tho ship and cargo whoa there can be no

contribution at all. [p. 710, col. I; p. 70?, col. 2.]

A claim for general average may be laid at the place

where the voyage lias safely ended, [p. 710, col. 1 .]

A Municipal Court is entitled to exercise juris-

diction over a non-resident foreigner where the cause

of action arises within its jurisdiction. The question

whether its decree can be enforced against him in

the foreign State is a question for disposal for the

Courts of that State, [p. 710, col. 2.]

Plaintiff chartered 1st defendant’s vessel to sail

from Cutcli to Basra; where it was to take 7b0

bundles of dates and discharge them at Calicut. First

defendant, was a resident of Cutcli where the

charter party was entered into. Hie ship experienc-

ed rough weather on her way from Basra to Calicut,

in consequence whereof the master ( 2nd defendant)

had to jettison 1G5 bundles. The ship, however,

reached Calicut in safety. The master refused to

deliver to plaintiff any of tho goods till tho wholo

freight was paid. Plaintiff paid the freight under

protest and sued the owner of the ship and tho

master in the Calicut Munsif’s Court for (1) the

return of the excess freight collected, and (2) tho price

of the bundles short-delivered, or (3) tho amount

due on a general average contribution. The defend-

ants objected to the jurisdiction of the Court:

Held
, ( 1 ) that the claim for return of freight was

properly laid in the Calicut Court as the freight was

collected at Calicut; [p. 703, col. 2.]

(2) that, as Calicut was the place of performance of

tho contract, the Calicut Court lmd jurisdiction to

entertain the claim for the price of the short-

delivered goods, [p. 70?, col. 2.J

( 3 ) that as tho voyage safely came to an end at

Calicut, plaintiff’s cause of action for general average

arose in Calicut, [p. 710, col. 1.]

Second appeal against the decree of the Dis-

trict Court of South Malabar, in Appeal Sait

No. 274 of 1916, preferred against the deoree

of tho Court of the Principal Distriot Munsif,

Calicut, in Original Suit No. 1035 of 1913.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Mr. T. ii. Ramachandra Ayyar (with him

Messrs. A. Sundaram ,
T. i?. K*ishna$wamy

A t/j/ar and V. A. Kti-shna Ayyar) t
ior the Appel-

lant.—Tho Munsif s Court at Calicut had no

jurisdiction to entertain the claim for general

average. The jettisoning was not in Calioufc.

As soon as the saorihoe was made and the peiil

ended, the cause of action for contribution was

complete.

The Calicut Court could not also exercise

jurisdiction over 1st defendant who was a

subject of a foreign State. Any deoree that

it might pass, could not be enforced against

him. The vessel against which the claim

was made, was a foreign ship.

The Hon’ble Mr. T. Richmond, for the Re-

spondent.—The vessel landed at Calioufc, the

p )rt of destination and the causa of a 3 1ion

for general average arose only on the data

of its arrival. No claim oiL that nature
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could be sustained while the ship was still
on its voyage.
Though the 1st defendant was a resident

ot a Native Mate, he submitted to the juris-
diction of the British Court and is bound by
its deoree, though it is a question whether it
oan be enforoed against him in Cutch

judgment;
Krishnan, J.—The question raised before

us in second appeal is one of jurisdiction.
Ihe faots necessary to be stated for the
deoision are these. The plaintiff chartered
a vessel named “Ganga Patharatb ” belong-mg to the 1st defendant to sail from Cutch
to Basra and there to take on board 700
bundles of dates and to discharge the same
at Caliout. The charter-party was entered
into at Cutch, the 1st defendant being a
resident of that plaoe and a subjeot of the
State of Cutch. Second defendant is the tindal
or the master of the ship. The ship sailed
to Basra and took on board 651 bundles
of date, but on her voyage to Calicut she
met with rough weather in the Arabian
Sea and to save her and the cargo the
master had to jettison 165 bundles of dates.
On her subsequent arrival in Caliout the
master refused delivery of any of the plaint-
iff’s goods till the freight for the whole
consignment was paid and the plaintiff
thereupon paid it under protest and took
delivery of the remaining bundles. He has
now sued in the Caliout Court for the
return of the excess freight collected and
for the price of the bundles short-delivered
or in the alternative, for what is due to
him on a general average” aocount.

The objection as to jurisdiction was taken
in the first Court but it was overruled and
a deoree was passed against the 1st defend-
ant for the refund of the excess freight

and for money due as “ general average
contribution.” The 1st defendant has ap-
pealed to us and has again raised before us
this question of jurisdiction.

The plaint, as I read it, combines 3

claims based on three different causes of

aotion; the first, for the refund of

freight, based on the fact that it was illegal-

ly oolleoted from the plaintiff and this took

plaoe in Caliout; the seoond for the prioe of

goods short-delivered which, according to the

contract in the oharter-party, were to be

delivered in Caliout and the third, in the

alternative, a claim for “ general average”

if the Court found that the goods were
properly jettisoned. The cause of aotion for
the first arose wholly in Calicut and for
the second in partin Calicut, as that was
the place of performance. It is clear that
as regards these two causes of aotion, the
Caliout Court had jurisdiction but, as to the
cause of action for the 3rd claim, the learned
Pleader for the appellant had argued that
no part of it arose in Caliout. It is, there

-

fore necessary to see what exactly is the
plaintiffs cause of aotion for his claim for
general average. It is now settled that the
term cause of action’ as used in section 20
Civd Procedure Code, means the whole bundle
of material facts which it is necessary for
a plaintiff to allege and prove to entitle
him to succeed. To sustain the plaintiff’s
olaim in the present case, it was necessary
to establish that his goods were properly
on. board ship, that they were properly
jettisoned to avert a danger which threatened
the whole adventure and that, as a result,
the ship and cargo against which con-
tribution is olaimed, weresaved from damage
or destruction. As laid down by Bovil C J

The whole law on the subject is founded
on the principle that the loss to the indi-
vidual whose goods are sacrificed for the
benefit of the rest, is to be compensated
according to the loss sustained on the onehand

_

and the benefit derived on the
other. bee Fletcher v. Alexander (1). To
deoide the extent of suoh sacrifice and the
amount of contribution properly claimable
the voyage must have been completed or
must have been definitely brought to an end
at another port. See Carver on Carriage
by Sea, seotion 416. Before the olaim for
contribution can arise, the ship and cargo
must have been brought to a safety in port
for as observed by Bovil, C. J„ i„ the case
above oited, page 383*, the time of jettisoning
cannot betaken as the time when the value
of the goods is to be ascertained because
the whole adventure may afterwards be
brought to an end by the total loss of the
ship and cargo when there can be no con-
tribution at all. To ^complete, therefore, the
cause of action for “ general average” it
is necessary to allege that the voyage has
ended and. the ship or the goods against

is olairaed
’ bad been brought to

(1) (I 865 ) 8 C. P. 375 at p. 382; 37 L. J. C P 193 .

18 L. T. 432; 16 W. R. 803. ^
*Pnge of (186SJ 3 C. P —Ed, '
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safety in port. In fact it was held in

Whitccross Wire Co. v. Saviil (2) that a

maritime adventure is not at an end till

all the goods are delivered. At any rate

it is clear that it oannot be ended till the

ship reaobes its destination or if the voyage

be abandoned, some other place of safety.

Appellant’s Vakil relied on the observations

of the Privy Council in Strang, Steel & Co .

v. A. Scott A Co. (3), viz., “ In jettison the

rights of those entitled to contribution, and

the corresponding obligations of the contri-

butors, have their origin in the faot of a

common danger which threatens to destroy

the property of them all; and these rights

and obligations are mutually perfected when-

ever the goods of some of the shippers have

been advisedly sacrificed and the property

of the others has been thereby preserved,”

and argued that as soon as the particular

peril which necessitated the sacrifice passed

away, the cause of action for contribution

was complete. But it seems to me that

it oannot be predicated that the property of

the others has been preserved till the

maritime adventure has come to an end.

Their Lordships’ observations are, therefore,

not against the view I am taking. If there

are several general average aots during the

same voyage, the principle is to make each

owner of a sacrificed interest contribute to

all the sacrifices in whatever order of time

they may have ooourred. See Carver, section

417. This oan hardly be correct if the right

to contribution regarding any one sacrifice

is to he taken to be complete as soon as

the particular peril is past. 1 am, there-

fore, of opinion that the faot that the

voyage safely came to an end, is a part of

plaintiff’s cause of aotion for general average

and as that took place in Calicut the Calicut

Court had jurisdiction under section 20, Civil

Procedure Code, to try the suit so far as

it referred to general average as well.

The learned Vakil for the appellant

raised a further objection to jurisdiction

on the ground that his client was a foreign

subject, residing in Cutch and not in

British India and that the vessel itself

against which the olaim was made, was a

foreign ship.

(?) (1882) 8 Q. B. D. 058; 51 L. J. Q. B. 426; 40 L.

T 043; 43 W. R. 588; 4 Asp. M. 0. 531.

'(a) 17 O. 302 at p. 370; 10 I. A. 240; 5 Sar. P. C. J.

338; 8 Iud. Doc. (N. s.) 780 (l\ C.).

This objection is not valid, as a Municipal

Court is entitled to exercise jurisdiction

over a non-resident foreigner where the

cause of aotion arises within its jnrisdiofcion.

The question whether its decree oonld be

enforced against him in the foreign State, is

a question for disposal for the Courts of

that State. If the 1st defendant did not

wish to be bound by the decree, he should

not have appeared and pleaded to the cause

and appealed and filed a second appeal as

he has done; he has clearly submitted to

the jurisdiction of the British Court. This

objection must also be overruled.

It may be mentioned that the respondent

urged that, under section 21 of the Civil

Procedure Code the objection as to juris-

diction could not be urged before us without

showing that there was a failure of justioe.

In the view I am taking it is not necessary

to discuss the soope of this seotion.

No objection has been urged on the merits

The seoond appeal, therefore, fails and is

dismissed with cosls.

Phillips, J.—I agree. Plaintiff’s canse of

aotion against the ship owner with whom he

contracted, i9 primarily the non-delivery of

the goods contracted to be delivered, and it

is only in order to meet the defence of

‘jettison’ set up, that he has to rely on the

doctrine of ‘ general average ” according

to which the ship owner is still liable to

contribute to the loss sustained although to

a limited extent. In this view at least a

part of plaintiff’s canse of aotion arose at

Calicut and the suit was rightly filed in the

Court there.

Appeal dim issed.

m. c. r.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Sfcond Civil Appeal No. 584 of 1917.

July 29, 1918.

Present:— Nr Justice Jwala Prasad

and Mr. Justice Coutts.

RAMA SINGH— Defendant No. 2

—

Appfllant

versus

HARAKHDHARI SINGH and others-

Plaintiffs and Musammat SAKALBASI
KOKR— Defendant No. 1— Respondents.
Evidence Act

(
1 vf 187”J, 3—Bengal Land
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In tl>e case that thehusband of defendant No. 1 was joint withthem and that she had not inherited theproperty nor was she in possession thereofThe learned Subordinate Judge who triedthe case, held that the husband of defendant

Tv'th'Trr! tr°
m the Pla, ntiff andthat the defendant No. 1 was herself inpossession of the property but that the sale-deed in question was executed without any

legal necessity. Accordingly he passed adecree in favour of the plaintiffs declaring
hat the alienation of the properties infavour of the defendant No. 2 is invalidand not binding upon the plaintiffs “after

the death of the defendant No 1 ” tu
reversioners felt themselves aggrieved bythe last few words, namely, “after the death
of the defendant No. 1” and preferred
an appeal to the Distriot Judge The
learned District Judge held that it was
agreed between the parties according to
the terms set forth in the compromise peti-
t.on Sled m the land registration case that
if Musammat Sakalbasi Kuer (widow) makesany transfer or creates any incumbrance

that will be null and void and there will

tl 1 L

RAMA SINGH V. HARAKHDHARI SINGH.
ratwn Act (VII B C of 187S) -'Court,' meaning oj-Deputy Collector holding enquiry under Land Reqis-

1 ration Act whether Court -Judicial enquiry-Con-
st.uction of document—Compromise restraining powers
of transfer of widow.
A Deputy Collector holding au enquiry under theBengal Land Beg.stration Act for the purpose of

registering the names of riva! claimants, is a Court
within the meaning of section 3 of the Evidence Act

[pViz" coU ''f

heM ^ him ’S a jU(1iciaI enquiry!

Where a compromise deed entered into between
a Hindu widow and her husband’s reversioners
provided that if the widow made any transfer or
created any incumbrance it would be null and void
and that there would be no injury to the title of the
reversioners:

.

Held, that the compromise gave the widow the
rights of a Hindu widow in her husband’s estate
[p. 712, col. 2.]

Appeal from a decision of the Distriot
Judge, Patna.

Messrs. Sami and Khurshed Husnain
, for the

Appellant.

Messrs. Fakhuruddin
,

A bam Bhusan Mu-
kherji and Ram Gopal Choudhry, for the Re-
spondents.

JUDGMENT.
Jwala Prasad, J.—This appeal arises

out of a suit- brought by the plaintiff
for a declaration that a sale-deed dated
the 8th January 1915 executed by Musam -

mat Sakalbasi Kuer, defendant No. 1
in favour of the appellant is invalid
and inoperative as against the plaintiffs
that the appellant did not derive any title
thereunder, and that it cannot in any way be
binding upon them.

The plaintiffs are agnatic relations or
reversioners of Hiabal Singh who died in
the month of Fagoon 1309 Fasli without
any issue. The defendant No. 1 is his
widow. The defendant No. 2 the appellant
purchased from the defendant No. 1 the pro-
perties in question by a sale deed dated
the 8th January 1915 whioh is the subject-
matter of the suit. Shortly after the death
of Hiabal Singh, the plaintiffs and defend-
ant No. 1 applied ‘“to the Collector for regis-
tration of their narr.es in respect of the
properties left by Hiabal Singh under Act
VII of 1876 (Land Registration Act). The
plaintiffs who are the reversioners olaimed
to have succeeded to the properties by
right of survivorship. The defendant No. 1

the widow on the other hand said that
her husband was separate from the plaint-

iffs and that she inherited the properties

as an heir under the Hindu Law. The
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be no injury to the title of Jadunath Singh

and Palakhdhari Singh and their heirs and

representatives.” The learned District Judge

accordingly held that the alienation made

by defendant No. I was null and void and

that it conferred no title upon the alienee

the appellant. Upon this finding the judg-

ment of the Court below was varied.

The transferee of defendant No. 2 has,

therefore, preferred the present appeal to this

Court.

It is contended on his behalf that the

terms of the compromise petition could

not be used in evidenoe inasmuch as it

purported to affeot immoveable properties

of over Rs. 100 in value and, therefore, re-

quired to be registered under section 17

of the Indian Registration Aot III of

1877. The learned Subordinate Judge had

given effect to this contention but there

is no reference of this in the judgment

of the learned District Judge. Apparently

the point was not taken in appeal before

him. There is no mention of this plea in

the written statement filed by any of the

defendants. The plaintiffs based their olaira

upon the terms of the compromise petition

and filed a certified copy of it and also

of an order-sheet of the land registration

oase wherein the Deputy Collector directed

a deoroe to be prepared in terms of the

compromise. No decree, however, appears

to have been filed and perhaps no decree

was prepared by tho land registration

department, but there can be no doubt

that the compromise petition was given

effeot to inasmuch as the name of the de-

fendant No. 2 was registered. It was in

respect of the property about which there

was a dispute between the parties in

the land registration department that the

o’ause in question was inserted curtailing

the right of the defendant No. 1 to transfer

or incumber the property. On behalf of

the appellant it is contended that the

enquiry held by the land registration de-

partment for the purpose of registration

of the rival claimants, was not a judicial

proceeding, or an equiry by a Court. There

does not appear to be any substance in

this contention regard being had to

the definition of the word Court” given

in the Evidence Act, section 3, which

says Court includes all Judges, Magistrates

and all persons except arbitrators logally

advised to take evidenoe. Seotions 52 and

53 of the Land Registration Aot require

the officer holding the enquiry under the

Act to take evidence. Be that as it may,

there can be no doubt that the compromise

petition itself purported to give the defendant

No. 1 the right of a Hindu widow neither

more nor less. The terms of that compromise

referred to above namely that the transfer

made by her will be null and void

and would not in any way prejudioe the

right of the reversioners and their heirs

and representatives, are intended to give

her a life estate with such powers and

limitations as are vested in a Hindu

widow. This is obvious from the position

of the parties and from a true interpreta-

tion of the terms of the compromise. All

that appears to have been intended is that

alienation made by the widow should not

bo binding upon the reversioners at all.

There is no intention that the widow shall

not be able to deal with the property as

a Hindu widow under the Hindu Law.

This appears to be the view of their Lord-

ships of the Privy Council in the case of

Bill Sctliodra v, Rni Jang Bahadur (l) dealing

with a compromise petition exactly of the

nature that we have in this case. The

finding of fact in this oase has not been

challenged that the alienation by the widow

was without any legal necessity. Apart

from the compromise petition the result is

the same under the Hindu Law that the

alienation in question, namely, the sale deed

exeouted by the defendant No. 1 in favour

of the defendant No. 2 the appellant is

invalid and not binding upon the plaintiffs.

This is the only relief that we oan give.

There is no oooasion for adding to the

decree the words * after the death of the

defendant No. 1” as was done by the

learned Subordinate Judge, or in holding

that the alienation was absolutely void and

conferred no title upon the alienee as

hold by the learned District Judge. The

plaintiffs themselves do not want to disturb

tho possession of the ladj; they simply

want a declaration that the alienation is

not valid and not binding upon them. This

is obvious from relief No. 1 in the plaint.

In supersession of the decree of the Court

below, a fresh decree will be prepared in

(1) S C. ‘224; S I. A. 2 10; 4 Sar. P. C. J. 291; 6 Iml,

Jur. 108; 4 I mi. Doc. (n. s ) 148 (P. C.),
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terms of this judgment. The appeal is

deoreed in a modified form. There will be no
order as to costs.

The cross-objection relates only to the
order of the Court below whereby no costs
were given to either party. I think that the
learned District Judge is right in holding
that no party was entitled to any oosts.

Codtts, J.— I agree.

Appeal partly allowed.

Petition under rule 16 of the Godaveri
Agency Rules referred to the High
Court by the Government of Madras in
its proceedings G. O. No. 302.?, Home
(Judioial), dated the 16th December 1916
preferred against the Order of the Court
of the Agenoy Distriot Mnnsif of Polavaram
dated the 4th October 1916, in Civil Misoel’
laneous Petition No 6 of 1915, in Execution
Petition No. i>‘3 of 1910, in Execution
Petition No. 65 of 1903, (OriginaTtuit
No 1 of 1897 on the file of the Court
ot the Government Agent, Godaveri).

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Civil Miscellaneous Petition No. 3782

of 1916.

November 18, 1917,
Present :— Mr. Justioe Sadasiva Aiyar

and Mr. Justice Bakewell.
Sree Raja MANAYA M MAB ALAKSHAM-
AMMA GARU

—

Counter-Petitioner
—Plaintiff— Petitioner

versus

MUCHIKA APPALARAJU

—

Petitioner
—Defendant No. 1—Respondent.

Godaveri Agency Rules
,
rr. 10, 16—Decree of Govern -

went Agent
,

execution of, by Agency Mnnsif—Order
by Agency Munsif in execution proceedings

,
nature

of—Appeal to Government, maintainability of.

The employment of an Agency Munsif by the
Government Agent to execute a decree of the latter’s

Court under rule 10 of the Godaveri Agency Rules
does not make the Agency Munsif the incumbent
of the judicial office of the Government Agent
himself. The Government Agent continues to pre-
side in his own Court and the Agency Munsif is

only an employee under the Government Agentin the
matter of the execution of that particular decree.

He occupies the same position as a Commissioner or

an Amin ora Ministerial officer employed by an ordi-

nary Court to assist it in particular judicial proceed-
ings. [p. 715, cols. 1 & 2.]

An order, therefore, passed by the Agency Munsif
in the course of execution of a decree of the Govern-
ment Agent, is not a decree, and no appeal lies

against it to the Government under rule 16 of the

Agency Rules, [p. 716, col. l.j

Maharaja of Jeypore v. Sri Xiladevi Pattamahadevi
,

27 M. 109; 13 M. L. J. 151, distinguished.

The proceedings of a Subordinate Officer of a
Court of Justice do not become the proceedings of the

Court itself unless the Statute Law makes them so

in respect of paticular matters or unless those pro-

ceedings are submitted to the Presiding Officer of

the Court and adopted or approved of by him. [p.

715, col. 2.]

ivir

Petitioner.
A 'var

> for

Mr. V. Ramesam, for the Respondent
ORDER.
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’ is a Petition
to the Government under rule 16 ofthe Godaveri Agenoy Rules which hasbeen preferred to the High Court for dis-
posal. The petition prays to set aside theorder of the Agenoy Munsif of Folavaram
dated 4th Ootober 1916 passed in P ?•

’

Bo. 93 of 1910 o' m.1,

.

The appellant was the deoree-holder onOriginal Suit No. 1 0f 1897 on the fileof the Government Agent's Court, theecree of the High Court in appeal inthat suit being dated January 1902
As regards execution of decrees of theAgency Courts, the relevant rules are asfoUows Rule 10 (1) with the exception

1, ii

C
°i.

art ° f tb ® Gf1Ternment Agentwho shall he at liberty, in the execution

M
dTee

u a
° eD,phy an assistant orMunsif, all decrees of other Courts withinh.s jurisdiction shall be carried ini"effect by the Court by whioh the suitmay have been decided.” “if tbe

against whom or the property against which
it is sought to execute any decree resides’or is situated within the jurisdiction of a

’

Court of the same Agency other thanthe Court issuing the decree, such decree
shall be executed in tbe manner provided
in rule 14 clause (') R” (that ; /Jforwarding the process in execution to theCourt of the Divisional Assistant withinwhose jurisdiction tbe person or propertv
resides or l.es who shall erdinarily
the same to be executed). Clause (2)decrees shall be exeouted bv an
iiddr^ssed tp tbe proper officer pf the
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Court.” In the present ease, the Govern-

ment Agent seems to have employed the

Polavaram Agency Monsif to exeoute the

Agency Court’s deoree of 1902. That

decree awarded to the plaintiff possession

of the forest lands of Singanapalli. To

give such possession in execution, the

boundary lines between the Singanapalli

forest and Chengondepalli forest had to

be demarcated. On the 18th July 1904

the Agency Munsif determined by descrip-

tion on paper the boundary lines as

fellows : (a) East by a line drawn from

Maredukoyya Diinma to the summit of

Raoha Kodutula Konda and ( b

)

thenoe

midway between the plateau on the top

of the said hill and of Darakor.da to the

centre of Yerrakonda, (c) summit shall

rest in Singanapalli. Then in 1910, the

plaintiff applied by Execution Petition No. 93

of 1910 for the cutting of the boundary

line as above fixed in the order of July

1904. The Munsif appointed a Commissioner

to cut the boundary line and he out the

boundary line according to the best of

his ability and aooording to the three

directions (a), (6) and (c) above given in the

Munsif’s order. While the Commissioner

was thus cutting the boundary line, the

defendant presented Civil Miscellaneous

Petition No. 6 of 1915 against the Com-
missioner’s proceedings to the Agency
Munsif, his principal objections to the

Commissioner’s doings being that Terra*

konada and Darakonada referred to in

direction (b) in the order of 1904, were

not the hills which the Commissioner

thought to bo of those respective names
but that they were two other hills and

that the Commissioner should be direoted

to draw t lie boundary line between the

tops of the two correct hills and not of

the wrong hills. The Munsif practically

accepted the defendant’s (judgment-debtor’s)

contention and passed an order accordingly,

It is against that order, that the present

appeal in the usual form of a petition

to the Government under rule 16 has

been filed.

It is dear that if this order of the

Agenoy Munsif in execution of the Govern-

ment Agent’s deoree is the judicial

order of the Agenoy Munsii’s Court itself

in execution, no appeal is provided against

it under the Godayeri Agency Rules,

Those Rules are published in the Madras
Code, Volume II, 1915, pages 1258 to

1263 and it is only against the deoree in

original suits (see rule 4) that appeals
lie from the Munsif to the Assistant

Agent, a second appeal from the Assist-

ant Agent to the Agent and a third

appeal from the Agent by petition to the

Government (which means practically to

the High Court) under rule 16. The
Civil Procedure Code not applying, orders

passed in execution are not decrees. [See
Sri Sri Sri Vikramadeo Maharajulum Garu
v. Sri Neladeii Pattamadhadevi Garu (1).]

Hence no appeal lay even to the Assis-

tant Agent from the order in dispute and
rauoh less, of course, a third appeal to

this Court. (See Civil Misoelloneous

Petition No. 513 of 1911 deoided by
Sundara Aiyar, J. and myself).

Mr. T. R. Ramaobandra Aiyar who ap-

peared for the petitioner-decree-holder,

(who might be called the appellant) was,

therefore, obliged to argue that though
the order purports to be one passed by

the Agency Munsif, it is, in the eye of

the law, an order of the Government
Agent himself and hence rule 16 whioh
allows a petition against all proceedings

of the Government Agent (including proceed-

ings in execution) to the Government applies

in this case. The sole question, therefore, is

whether the order of the Agenoy Munsif

under appeal, is in the eya^of the law a

proceeding of the Government Agent him-

self. Mr. Ramaohandra Aiyar’s arguments, if

I followed him aright, were formulated in

two ways, (1) an Agenoy Munsif employed
by the Government Agent under rule 10

to exeoute the deoree of the Government
Agent’s Court becomes himself the Govern-

ment Agent or the Government Agent’s

Deputy by delegated authority and his

order became a proceeding of the Govern-

ment Agent himself; (2) even if the Mun-
sif’s Court did not become the Government
Agent’s Court, the Munsif became an offioer

of the Government Agent’s Court and his

proceedings as an officer of the Government
Agent’s Court became the prooeediugs of

the Government Agent himself. On the

first branch of the argument, he cited

Broom’s Legal Maxims, page 655: ‘
It may,

U) *J0 M. 1-00.
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likewise, be well to observe, that delegat-
ed jurisdiction, as distinguished from pro-
per jurisdiction, is that which is oommunicat*
ed by a Judge to some other person,
who aots in his name, and is called a
deputy; and this jurisdiction is, in law,
held to be that of the Judge who appoints
the deputy, and not of the deputy; and in this
oase the maxim holds, delegatus non 'potest

delegare “Nor can an individual olothed
with

.
judicial functions delegate the dis-

oharge of those functions to another, unless
as in the oase of a County Court Judge,
he be expressly empowered to do so. 51
and 52 Viet. Ch. 43, sections 18 to 21.” 51
and 52 Viot. Ch. 43, sections 18 to 21 allow
a County Court Judge to appoint a Barrister
of not less than 7 years’ standing to
act for him as his deputy when he is tempo-
rarily incapacitated through illness etc. It is

clear that such a deputy is the only Judge of
the County Court during the period of his

deputation and his employment does not
create another judicial offioe. Now the
employment of the Agency Munsif by the
Government Agent to execute a deoree of
the latter’s Court under rule 10 cannot
make the Agency Munsif the incumbent
of the judicial office of the Government Agent
himself. The Government Agent continues to

preside in his own Court and the Agency
Munsif is only an employee under the Govern-
ment Agent in the matter of the execution of
that particular deoree. I at 6rst thought
when considering these obsoure and un-
satisfactory Agency Rules that rule 10 pro.

bably meant that the Government Agent
might transfer the execution from bis

own Ccurt to that of the Agency Munsif.
But seeing that rule 10, clause 1 does not pro-

vide even for the transfer of a decree
for execution from one Court under the

Government Agent to another Court even
under the same Agent but only for exe- ^
oution of processes sent by one such Court
to another and that the word- ‘transfer*

seems to have been scrupulously avoided,

I think, after the best consideration that

I have been able to give to the subject

that the Munsif or the Assistant

Agent employed by the Government
Agent tc execute the latter’s deoree, does

not thereby acquire independent judicial

powers over the execution proceedings and
that he does not beoome the Government

Agent’s Court by and in being so employed
and is only in the same position as a Com’
miss'oner or an Amin or a Ministerial
Officer employed by an ordinary Court toassist it m particular judioial
proceedings. The analogy of a delegationby a County Court Judge to a Barristerwho is the sole County Court Judge forthe time being cannot, therefore, be in-vohed so as to make the proceedings ofthe Agency Munsif the proceedings of theGovernment Agent himself.
As regards the second branch of theargument the proceedings of a Subordinate

Officer of a Court of Justice do not become the proceedings of the Court itselfunless the Statute Law makes them so inrespect of particular matters or unlessthose proceedings are submitted to thePresiding Officer of the Court and adop edor approved of by him. Mr. RamacbandraAiyar referred us to the decision in MaharZ
L VZe V ‘ Sr\NilM P^nahadZCD as supporting his contention

rul nlf
a

th7 v
ut ° f a pefcition uride '

:

Agency K.W „d ,h„.
“ »

in the statement of facts in the reportof that case. The order in .•

in that case is said in the report (Zed£|
the A

*0 have been passed bythe Acting Senior Assistant Agent and tohave been oon6rmed by the Agent onappeal against which appellate judgmentthe petition is said to have been presentedunder rule 20 which relates, howeverto appeals against decrees. This reoarlseems to be a mistake beoause ordersn execution are not decrees. In the body 0f7 U7ment
’,
h °Wrer

’ ru,e 31 is «ferred toand that is also the rule mentioned in thereport of the same case as found in 13 Madras
' La

o
151 \-MaJiaraja of Jewcre

V. Sn Niladevi Pattamahadevi (2) 1 Hencnwe must take it that the appeal in thatcase was against an order in execution
passed by the Government Agent himselfand not against an order in appeal froma Senior Assistant Agent. This is alsoconfirmed by the following sentence ZPag6

A
”

! °[ the re^nrt : was furtherurged that the order was not tRof r n
(2) 27 M. 109; 13 M. L. J.

™ ° f the

*Page of 27 M.

—

Ed,
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Agent but of bis Assistant, and so rule

31 was inapplicable, but we find that the

order was passed under the authority o

the agent as is expressly stated

therein.” Thus the order in that case

was the order of the Agent himself though

signed by the Assistant Agent under t is

express authority of the Government Agent.

That is, the Government Agent applied

his judicial mind to the matter, passed an

order and asked the Assistant Agent to

sign the order for him (the Agent). Hence

the High Court held in that case that

rule 31 corresponding to Godaveri Rule

16 applied and an appeal by way of petition

lay. Similarly in Civil Miscellaneous Petition

No 532 of 1911, Sir Sankaran Nair and Sir

William Ayling, JJ., treated that petition

as an appeal against the order of the

Agent directing the Special Assistant

Agent to dismiss certain petitions as barred

by limitation while oonoeriing that against

an order of the Special Assistant Agent

himself, no appeal lay. In the present

case, the order of the Agency Munsif was

not passed with the knowledge or signed

under the “authority” of the Government

Agent The Government Agent did not

pass the order himself and did not give

authority to the Agenoy Munsif to sign

the order for him. I do not, therefore,

think that the decision in Maharaja of Jeypore

v. Sri Niladevi Pattamahadevi (2) applies to

this oase.

In the result, I would uphold the

preliminary objection put forward by Mr

Rameeam that rule lli cannot be invoked

in this case as there was no order by the

Government Agent himself. I think that

where the Government Agent employs tlm

Munsif to exeoute the Government Agent’s

deoree, the Agent retains full control over

the proceedings whioh are being conducted

by the Agency Munsif as the Government

Agent’s employee and that the appellant s

proper oourse was to have made representa-

tions to the Agent against the proceedings

of the Munsif and if the Agent passes

proceedings on suoli representations against

the appellant, to apply afterwards by

petition under rule Hi. 1 would, there-

fore, dismiss the present petition with

°°I wish to state in conclusion that it

seems to be high time that these unsalis-

factory Agency Rules are revised, by a

proper draftsman. In Rajendra Singh v.

Maharaja of Jeypore (3), .Seshagiri Aiyar

and Napier, JJ., state: “It is somewhat

anomalous that the Agent should hear

appeals from oases whioh he alone has

power to entertain and whioh are beyond

the pecuniary jurisdiction of the Divi-

sional Assistants. The analogy of the

Civil Courts Aot in the Presidency is

against suoh a procedure. But we have

to interpret the rules as we find them

however muoh we may consider that they

should have been different.” I find also

that in 1863 itself, the rules relating to

criminal justioe had been cancelled in the

Ganjam and Vizagapatam Agenoy and the

Code of Criminal Procedure seems to be

now in force in the Agenoy tracts. It is

to be desired that though all the elaborate

rules of the Civil Procedure Code may not

be made at onoe applicable to the Agenoy

traots, the rules aotually framed should

follow the language of the corresponding

sections of the Civil Procedure Code as

as far as possible, instead of using the

loose expressions found in most of the existing

ru ]e q #

Bakewell, J.—I agree with the order

proposed by my learned brother.

M. c. r.
,

Petition dismissed.

(3) 30 I nil. Cn9. 70.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Appeal Suit No. 291 of 1917.

April 25, 1 91 S.

preseu t :—Mr. Justioe Abdur Rahim and

Mr. Justioe Sesbagiri Aiyar.

VKNK ATA REDDI and others—

Defendants— Appellants

versus

KUPPA REDDI and another—Plaintiffs

— Respondents.
Hindu La w—Pa >'t it ion—Jost abagam, or allotment

of extra share to eldest member, validity of—‘Living ««

eommensalitu and failure to keep accounts after parti•

tjon, effect of—lie-union or release— Throwing extra

share into hotchpot
,

effect of- Registered document,

whether necessary— Registration Act (XVI of 190S,/,

17 .
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, °!j “l
ea 0f s ' vin" jestabagam or an extra share

to the eldest member of a Hindu family has become
obsolete and the allotment of such a share at a
partition will not bo binding on the other shares.
Lp. 718, col. 2.J

.

T,ie fact that after partition, the members lived
in commensahty, incurring marriage expenses
indiscriminately will not, under Hindu Law, amount
to a re-union, [p. 717, col. 2.]
Ram Pershad Singh v. Lakhpati Koer, 30 C.231- 30

T wwp °r

\

Y ' l

S
2t

\
B°m • L R ‘ 103; 8 Sar - p - c -

J. dSO (H. U); and Batabax v. Rukhmabai, 30 C. 725;

P°P ^ n w N ' 642; 5 Bom ‘ L * K- 8 Sar.R ‘

f

9* ^P ’ ^*)» followed.
rX

.

h
V?!

nt llvln° of tIie members after partition, or
their failure to keep accounts, or their incurring
marriage expenses indiscriminately or makin-
acquisitions jointly or even the throwing in of an
extra share by the eldest members into hotchpot will
not have the effect of converting separate property
into common property. The extra share cannot be
given up except by a document duly registered,
tp. 718, cols. 1 & 2.]

Thyalambal v. Krishna Pattar, 32 Jnd. Cas. 955’
considered.

Appeal against the decree of the Court
of the Subordinate Judge, Coimbatore, in
Original Suit No. 32 of 1916.

Mr. A. Krishnaswamy Aiyar
,
for the Appel-

lants.

Mr. T, R % Ramachandra Aiyar
,
for the R9

spondents.

JUDGMENT.
Sbshagiri Aiyar, J.-One Kuppa Reddi

had four sons. The eldest was Ramasami
Reddi the father of defendants Nos. 1 to
3 He died in 1914. The last was one
Mu.hu Reddi, who died fifteen years ago,
and the plaintiffs are his sons. There were
two other sons. In July 1906 there was
a partition among the brothers evidenced
by Exhibit U. The family properties were
divided into two schedules. Schedule B, was
allotted to the second and to third brothers
and schedule A was given to the first and
the sons of the fourth brother. These
latter were represented by their mother
as guardian. The document also says that
as No. 1» out of us has been managing

the affairs as the head of the family, one
share in addition is included.”

The present suit is for a half share in
the properties which were taken by the
first and the fourth brothers. The defend-
ants’ case is that the plaintiffs are entitled
only to a third share, and that the plaint-
iff can have no right to the eldest bro-
ther’s extra share. The Subordinate Judge
came to the conclusion that the A oohe-

dole properties, which fell to the first and
fourth branches, should be shared equally by
the two branches. He found that, since
the partition, the two branches lived in
commensality, kept no aocounts and enjoyed
the properties as if they were members of
an undivided family. This conclusion
on facts is not seriously disputed in
appeal.

The real question argued before us was
whether Exhibit U effeoted a division in
status between the first and the fourth
branches of the family, and whether sinoe
iy0 t> their properties were enjoyed by the
two branohes as tenants-in-oommon or as
oo parceners. There oan be no question of
re-union because, on the date of the parti-
tion, the plaintiffs were minors. That isnow settled by the deoision of the Judicial
Committee in Bam Pershad Singh v. Lakhpati
Koer (I), vide also Balahux v. Rukhmabai

There are some outstanding faots whioh
incline me to hold that the first and the
fourth branohes of the family became di-
vided inter se. Tn the first place, if the
object was to send away the seoond and
the third branches, there was no necessity
for tne members of the fourth branch
being represented by their mother as
guardian. Under the Hindu Law although
the mother may be the natural guardian
as long as the family remains undivided
she has no right of respresentation in
respect of the family property.

Another oiroumstanoe is that an extra
share was in terms given to the eldestmember who was the manager of the
family This, in my opinion, points to
the tact that the properties were divided
into five shares, that eaoh brother took a
share and an extra share was given to
the eldest member. The fao t that Ex-
hibit U does not say that the properties
were divided into five shares, does not
in my opinion, negative this view. The
shares of the four brothers under theHindu Law are well ascertained and the
dooument speaks of an extra share It
oan only mean that an additional "fifth
share was given to 1 he managing member^ view of mine is strengthened bv the

(1) 30 C 231; 30 I. A. l;7Cff N 162.=f n/ ,
R. 103; 8 Sar. P. C. J. 380 (P. C )

' B°m ' L '

(2) 30 C. 725; 30 T. A. 130; 7 C. W. N. 642- 5 R
L.K.4(39;VS Sar. P. C. J.470 (P. C .).

’ om '
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oral evidence given in the oase. Three

of plaintiffs’ own witnesses speak to the

properties having been divided into five

shares and one extra share having been

given to the managing member. P. Ws. Nos.

3, 10 and 32 give definite evidence on

this question. D. W. No. 1 says that the

property was divided into five shares.

D. W. No. h who is a paternal uncle of

plaintiffs and of defendants says that

there was a division into five shares and

an extra share was given to the managing

member. L>. W. No. 7 also gives similar

evidence. It may be said that D. W. No. 12

i 9 an interested witness. Apart from his

evidence, the evidence I have referred to,

is so clear and consistent and fits in so

well with the probabilities of the case

that I am not prepared to reject this

evidenoe as contended for by Mr. Rama-

obandra Aiyar. I have, therefore, oome to

the conclusion that in the partition of

1906, the shares of the brothers were

ascertained and that an extra share was

given to the senior brother. In that view

there can be no doubt that the A schedule

properties were held by the two branches

as tenants-in-oommon. The decision of

the Judicial Committee in Balkishen Das

v. Ram Narain S*hu (3) and Ram Pershad

Singh v. Lakhpati Koer (1) are practically

on all fours with the present oase.

The next question is whether the joint

living, the failure to keep accounts and

the fact that marriage expenses were

incurred indiscriminately without reference

to the shares belonging to the two branches

and the fact that acquisitions were made

jointly, would constitute what was original-

ly separate property into the co parcenary

property.

Mr. Ramaohandra Aiyar suggested that

it was open to the first branch to throw

its extra share into the hotchpot. A trans-

action of this nature oan only be re-

garded as a gift of a half of the extra

share to the fourth branch. Such a trans-

action must be in writing and registered.

It can bear no analogy to renunciations

by a member of a joint family in favour

of others. Mr. Krishnasami Aiyar quoted

the decision in Thyalambal v. Krishna Pattar

(i), where a learned Judge of this Court

suggested that, even when members are

undivided, in order that the self-acquisitions

of any one of them may become joint

family property, there must be a document

which the law would recognise as a proper

conveyance. It is not necessary in this oase to

go that length. In my opinion, the giving

up of the extra share by the senior branoh

oan only be by a duly executed registered

dooument and, as that has not been done,

T must hold that that share has not beoome

the common property of the two branohes

of the family.

Of oourse the plaintiffs are entitled to

an aooount of the inoome due to their

share from Ramasami Reddi, the managing

member and his sons. Whether Article 44

or Article 144 of the Indian Limitation Act

applies to the oase, it is not necessary to
_

decide at this stage.

The question as to whether more than

three years have elapsed since the 1st

plaintiff attained majority, has not been

put in issue. If the suit was brought

within three years of his attaining major-

ity, the question as to whether Article 44

applies, need not be considered.

There oan be no question that the act

of the mother in consenting to give an

extra share to the managing member, is

not binding on the plaintiffs. The old idea

of Jeshtabagam has now beoome obsolete

and consequently the consent of the mother

to Ramasami Reddi taking au extra share

could not prejudicially affect the plaintiffs.

If there is no bar of limitation, the

plaintiffs will be entitled to a fourth °

the extra share given to the first branoh.

On the question of accountability, Mr.

Krishnasami Aiyar suggested that Article 62

of the Limitation Aot applied. Here again

it is not necessary to express an opinion

until the question of the age of the first

plaintiff is settled.

The further question as to whether the

first plaintiff can be regarded a9 competent

to give a discharge in respect of the rights

of his brother who is still a minor, will

also have to be dealt with only if the first

plaintiff is found to have been more than

21 years of age on the date of the

suit.

(3) 30 C. 738; 30 1. A. 139; 7 C. \V. N. 578; 5

\j. K. 461; 8 Sar. 1\ C. J. 489 (l\ C.).

bum.

(4) 32 hul. Caa. 955. V
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The deoree of the Subordinate Judge
must be reversed in so far as it gives to
the plaintiffs an equal share with the
defendants in A sohedule properties. In
lieu of that, there will be a declaration
that the plaintiffs are entitled to one-third
of the properties and to a fourth in the
extra share provided that claim is not
barred by limitation. There must be a
further declaration that the plaintiffs are
entitled to an account of the income from
the defendants provided that also is not
barred by limitation.

As regards the memorandum of objections
Mr. T. R. Ramaohandra Aiyar confined
his argument to five items disallowed by the
Subordinate Judge. As regards item 6$
we think the conclusion of the Subordinate
Judge cannot be supported. P. W. No. 19
gives definite evidence that the* money
whieh he borrowed, was from Ramaswami
Reddi and that, at the request of the
3rd defendant, he exeouted a promissory
note for the amount of the consideration
to Narayanasami Reddi, the brother-in-law
of the defendant. The third defendant in
the witness-box in a non committing way
Bays that he did not collect but he does
not say that the debt did not exist. We
think that the plaintiffs are entitled to
their share in item 68.
As regards items 23, 65 and 74 we see

no reason to differ from the Subordinate
Judge. The original document has not been
produced and there is not sufficient evidenoe
to connect the items with moneys belonging
to the family. As regards item 35, the evidenoe
of P. W. No. 25 is very definite and dear.
The third defendant in his deposition says
that he collected item 35. There is no
reason for not giving the plaintiffs deoree
for the balance of Rs. 410 in respect of
this item. We must modify the deoree of
the Subordinate Judge in this behalf.
As regards items 50 and 69 Mr. Rama-

ohandra Aiyar finally admitted that they
are not included in the valuation of his
memorandum of objections. We must,
therefore, confirm the judgment of the
Subordinate Judge as regards these items.
As a result, in addition to the declara-
tion already indicated, the decree of
the Subordinate Judge must be modified by
giving the plaintiffs their share in items 68
and 35.

The oosts of all the parties here and

final" decreed
^ '-the

Abdur Rahim, J.—J agree.

m. c. p.

Appeal partly allowed.

PATNA high court.CiML Revision Case No. 141 of 1918
July 24, 1918.

Present: Mr. Juetioe Mulliok and
rm , ,, 'i"atl8e Thornhill.
BRAJA BHUSAN TRIGUNAIT

and OTHERS—Pet,TIOners
versus

SR[S CHANDRA TEWARI-.
n- 1 r, 7

Opposite Party
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 19081 • iikcrnment oj India Act

, 1915 fo Geo V 6—Receiver
, leave to sue ’

6 ’ 6I^’ s
- W

—Revision—High Court'power of inter/?*
Proccd^re
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Application for revision against the order

of the Subordinate Judge, Manbhum.

Messrs. P. R' Das, S. A. Palit and

Achalendra Nath Das
,
for the Petitioner.

Messrs. Hasan Imam
,

A. M. Mullik and

N. K. Mitra ,
for the Opposite Party.

JUDGMENT.

Mulliok, J.—This is an application for

revision of an order made by the Subordi-

nate Judge of Manbhum refusing leave

to the petitioners to sue a Receiver who

has been appointed by the Court in an

administration suit between certain members

of a family known as the Trigunait bro-

thers.

It appears that so far back as lbJt a

Mokarrai lease of certain properties was

given by the Trigunait brothers to one

Nagendra Nath Mitra. In 1899 Nagendra

Nath gave a sub-lease of 101 bighas out

of that property to Jogendra Nath Bose,

whose interest by subsequent transfers

devolved in 1908 upon a company called the

Angarpatra Coal Company . Charu Chandra

Mitra, the representative of Nagendra

Nath subsequently defaulted in payment

of rent and royalty upon his lease and

in 1914 it became necessary for the

Receiver who had, as stated above, been

appointed in the administration suit between

1 he co-sharers to sue Charu Chandra Mitra

for arrears amounting to something liko

Rs. 61,000.
.

On the 4th May 1914, an application

was made in the course of that suit by

the Receiver for an attachment before

judgment and a conditional attachment was

in fact issued by the Court.

In the meantime, the Angarpatra Coal

Company had gone into liquidation and

on the 4th November 1914, Charu

Charndra Mitra purchased the right, title

and interest of the Company from the

liquidator.

On the 6th November 1914, Charu

Chandra Mitra exeouted a sub lease of

those properties in favour of the present

petitioners, Braja Bhusan Trigunait and

others who wore at that time and still are

also one-third oo-shareia in the property

which is the subjeot of the administration

suit.
. . ......

Tho case the petitioners h that the

purchase of the -1th November 1911,

made by Charu Chandra Mitra was in

fact made with the money of the peti-

tioners and in their behalf and that Charu
Chandra Mitra was a mere benamidar.

It is contended that by that purohase

and the subsequent lease, the petitioners

have entered into the shoes of the Angar-

patra Coal Company as sub-lessees under

the lessee, and that their interest has

not merged in the interest of Charu

Chandra Mitra, the judgment-debtor in the

above mentioned rent suit, which ended

in a decree on the 27th April 1915.

It next appears that when the deoree-

holders proceeded to bring the leasehold

properties to sale, the Executing Court

discovered that the conditional order of

attachment of the 4th May 1915, was

defective and on the 11th June 1917

made the following order : — Copies of

attachment, peon’s reports etc., filed. No
description or mention of the properties

attached given in the writ (copy of

which has been tiled) under the circum-

stances ordered : Issue process of attach-

ment of immoveables 6xing 3rd July for its

return. Decree-holder to file process-fee at

once.”

Apparently nothing was done before the

3rd July by the decree-holder, but we

find that without issuing a fresh attachment,

the Court did proceed to issue a sale

proclamation fixing the 15th June 1918,:

for the sale.

Desirous of protecting their leasehold

interest, the petitioners on the ISth May
1918 applied to the Subordinate Judge

before whom the administration suit was

pending, for leave to sue the Receiver or

in the alternative, for an order that the

Receiver should sell the properties subjeot

to the right, title and interest of the peti-

tioners. The Court called for a report

from the Receiver and on the; 4th

June 1918 recorded an order declining

either to sell the property subjeot to

the right of the petitioners or to give

leave to the petitioners to sue the

Receiver. Against that order the peti-

tioners came to this Court on the 13th

June 1918, and obtained a Rule calling

upon the Receiver to show oause why
leavo should not be granted. There was

an application for an interim stay of the

sale which was refused, but we learn
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that in fact no Pale has yet taken place.
Since the issue of notice upon the Re-

ceiver and in anticipation of sanotion from
this Court, the petitioners have filed their
threatened suit.

Now tire question for decision is whether
or not this Court should interfere with the
Subordinate Judge’s order refusing leave to
the petitioners to sue the Receiver.

It will be convenient to deal with the
merits of the case first.

The general principle applying to cases
of this kind in wbioh application is made
to sue a Receiver in respect of properties
in charge of the Court, is that unless the
Court is satisfied that there is no question
at all to try or there is no legal founda-
tion to the claim, leave should not, as a
matter of course, be refused. The onus
is, therefore, strongly, on the Court to show
that no foundation for any olaim has been
made out.

In this oase the petitioners contend that
they are the purchasers of the right, title
and interest of the Angarpatra Coal Com-
pany and that on the 4th May 1918 when
the conditional order of attachment was
made, Charu Chandra Mitra, the defendant,
bad no possession or title thereto. In the
second place the petitioners desire to es-
tablish that they and not Charu Chandra
Mitra are the real purchasers of the interest
of the Coal Company. If they can estab-
lish that Charu Chandra Mitra is their
benamidar and that he acquired that
status on the 4th . November 1914, then
obviously that which can be sold in pur-
suance of the attachment of the 4th May
1914, must be something exclusive of the
right, title and interest of the Angarpatra
Coal Company.

It is contended by the opposite party and
found by the Subordinate Judge that the
petitioners have no bona fide olaim, that the
allegation of benami purchase is on the
face of it false and that on the 4th May
1914, what was attached, was the whole
right, title and interest of Charu Chandra
Mitra in the 101 bighas of land leased out to

Nagendra Nath Mitra. It is also argued
as an alternative that if the property pur-
chased by Charu Chandra Mitra on the
4th November 1916, was not included
within the property at'aohed on the 4ih
May, then upon tho principle of merger

that which was acquired on the 4th Novem-
ber 1916, merely augmented the right,
title and interest which Charu Chandra
Mitra had

.

on the 4th May 1914, and,
therefore, is liable to be sold in execution
of the decree, and reliance is placed in
support of this contention on JJmes Chunder
Sircar v. Zahur Fatima (i).

^Now if the petitioners can establish as a
fact that there was a benami purchase
made in their behalf and with their money
by Charu Chandra Mitra, then obviously
the argument as to augmentation is need-
less. That contention oan only be support-
ed if Charu Chandra was the real purchaser
and the true owner of the properties on
the 4th November. In the oase above
cited, the interest of a mortgagor was
augmented by a subsequent addition of
properties and what was attached, was the
whole right, title and interest of the mort-
gagor judgment-debtor and it was held
that it was perfectly competent to the
decree holder to bring to sale by reason
of the principle of accession all the proper-
ties of which the mortgagor became possess-
ed after the mortgage, and before the
sale. That oase, however, has no application
here. The question of merger and aug-
mentation oan only apply if i u fao t the
whole right, title and interest of Charu
Chandra was attaohed on the 4th May and
Charu Chandra wa9 the true owner on the
4th November 1916. Now both these
points are points which the petitioners
desire to establish by a 3 uit,

On what materials then has the Court
below come to the finding that there is

no shadow of a olaim, that there is no legal
foundation and that there is no question
for trial ?

It appears to me that the learned
Judge, has proceeded on suspicion. He may
be right but the petitioners in an applica-
tion to sue the R)3 liver, are entitled to an
inqiiry upon the materials furnished by
the parties, and if they so desire, to ask the
Court to take evidence if the Court is not
inclined to give leave as a matter of course.
The question whether there was a bsnami
sale, is a question of fao!; which cannot be
determined without investig ition. The

(l) 18 C. 16 i; 17 I. A. 201; 6 Sar, P, C. J. 507- 9
Ind. Deo. (x. s.) 110.
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,

a. -.i^l. and evidence of a case to be tried and the fonnda-

question whether the whole right, title and <

interest of Chain Chandra was attached I

ou the 4th May, is again a question which

certainly requires a fuller investigation than

that which has been made by the learned

Subordinate Judge. From the attachment

order it appears that no boundaries are

shown to have been publishel by the

Court on the 4th May 1914. But it is

contended by the opposite party before us

that the Court was subsequently satisfied

that the attachment order was sufficient

and on that footing, the Court proceeded

to advertize the properties for sale, that

again is a question which depends upon

evidence. If it should turn out that there

was no specification of boundaries which would

entitle the decree holder to sell the properties

which are now in suit, the petitioners will bo

seriously prejudiced if the sale is allowed to

proceed. The learned Subordinate Judge,

however, brushes these considerations aside

by the observation that the application is

premature and that in any event the peti-

tioners will have ample remedy after the

sale by bringing a suit against the pur-

chasers. In my opinion snob a course will

seriously prejudice the petitioners.

If the properties of the petitioners are

about to he wrongfully sold, then it is very

little comfort to inform them that they will

have ample remedy after the properties have

passed to third party purchasers.

It is for these cases that an action in

the nature of a “ quia timet-” is designed

bo that the party who apprehends injury to

his property, may obtain a declaration from

the Court as to his interest in the proper-

ty beforo any damage in fact takes place.

Therefore unless the Court can show strong

ground for throwing out the petitioners

application, I think the petitioners are en-

titled to get leave to suo the Receiver. It

is not necessary in this connection to cito

many authorities. The principle is well re-

cognised in the Courts in Ungland and has

been followed among others in the case of

Lane v. Capsey (2) and in Pound
,
Son and

Hutchings ,
In re (3). In ray opinion upon the

materials at our disposal there is prima facie

tion of a legal claim.
.

We will now deal with the legal question

which has been raised as to our jurisdio-

tion to interfere with the order of the

Subordinate Judge either under section 115,

Civil Procedure Code, or under section 107,

Government of India Act, 1915. Reliance

has been placed by Mr. Hasan Imam on

behalf of the opposite party on Balaknshna

Mayan. Vasndeva Aiyur (4), where their

Lordships of the Privy Council affirmed the

principle that section il5 applies to juris-

diction alone, or the irregular exercise, nr

the non-exercise of it, or the illegal assump-

tion of it. In other words, where a Court

with jurisdiction makes an order erroneous

either in law or in fact that order oanno

be revised under seotion 1 lo. To like effeot

has reliance been placed upon Kumar Chatuira

Kishore Boy v. Basal Ali (5).
,

On the point whether the decision in the

present matter was a ease within the mean-

ing of section 115, Civil Procedure Lode, I

will assume that it was. An ex pur ®

application or an application to a Court for

leave to sue a Receiver may upon the an-

alogy of the case which their Lordships of

the Privy Counoil were called upon to

oonsider in the above oited deoision may, 1

think, be held to be covered by seotion 115.

Then a more serious question is whether

there was material irregularity in the exer-

cise of the jurisdiction which was admit-

tedly vested in the Subordinate Judge, in

my opinion the omission of the Subordinate

Judge to go into the allegations which were

made, was material irregularity. If a

which has jurisdiction to try a suit, declines

to go into evidenoe when required to do so,

but merely proceeds to dispose of the sun

upon the pleadings or upon allegations made

in petitions, that is material irregularity l

the exercise of jurisdiction which is, 1 thinK,

revisable under seotion 115, Civil Prooe u

Code. Upon the view that I take of t e pro-

! eeedinga of the learned Subordinate Judge.

there was such material irregulari y in

> oase. On the other hand if he had invea-

(2) (1891) 3 Cli. 411; 01 b .1. Cl». 55; 05 b. T. 375;

40 W. K. 87.

(3) (1889) 42 Cl*. 1*. 402 ui
i>.

l7l; i)S b. fit. 792;

02 b. T. 137, 3S W. K. KS*. 1 Meg. 303

(4 40 1ml Cas. 050; 21 C. L. J. ^ \
015; 2 l\ L \Y. 101; 33 M. L. J.

c
( 1017) M. W. N. 028; 40 M. 79b b L. W. 501; -- •

N. 50; 1 1 bur. b T. 4S. n f t

(b) U 1 mb On*. 763; 22 C. W. V 0-7; -i °* Ij * *

418.
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tigated tbe facts either by taking evidence
or by sDtnc other adequate mile of enquiry
I should have said that there was no irre-
gularity in the exeroise of his jurisdiction
and our interference would not have been
warranted on that ground.

But apart from section 115, the petitioners
are on much stronger ground under section
1U7, Government of India Act. There is
no statutory provision which requires a party
to take the leave of the Court to sue a
Receiver. The rule has come down to us
as a part of the rules of equity, binding
upon all English Courts of Justice in this
country. It is a rule based upon public
policy which requires that when the Cjurt
has assumed possession of a property in the
interest of the litigants before it, the author-
ity of that Court is not to be obstructed
by suits designed to disturb the possession
of the Court. The institution of such suits
is in the eye of the law a contempt of the
authority of the Court and, therefore, the
party contemplating such a suit, is required
to take the leave of the Court so as to
absolve himself from that charge. The
grant of such leave is made not in exercise
of any power conferred by Statute but in
exercise of the inherent power, which every
Court possesses to prevent aots which con-
stitute or are akin to an abuse of its
authority. Now it is a settled principle
that the High Court is entitled in exercise
of its powei-3 of superintendence to oorreot
and supervise subordinate Courts whenever
they appear to have wrongly exercised their
inherent powers. The question is funda-
mentally one of jurisdiction and, therefore,
attracts the operation not only of section
107, Government of India Act, but also of
section 115, Civil Procedure Code.

This jurisdiction under seotion 107 of
the Gevernment of India Act mu 3 t of
necessity be vague, but there is no doubt
that there is a residae of jurisdiction
which the Court will always exeroise when-
ever it appears that there has been some-
thing in the nature of a denial of the
right of fair trial. In the case before us
there has been, in my opinion, such a denial.
As to what the effect of the grant of

leave will be, it is scarcely our province
to inquire at the present moment, but we
may mention that an offer was made by
Mr. Das on behalf of the petitioners that

he was ready to pay the whole of the
deoree money into Court pending the trial
of the suit. No doubt an application will
be made in the Court in whioh the suit
is instituted for an injunction prohibiting
the defendants from proceeding with the
sale. Whether that injunction will be grant-
ed, and, if so on what terms, are matters
for the trial Court. Possibly tbe partiesmay be able to arrange that the whole of
the deoree money or at least that part of
i which is due to the opposite party as
proprietors of tbe two-thirds share, may be
paid into Court and that those proprietors
will be permitted to draw it out on giving
adequate seourity for the same. We have
however, already observed that we cannot
at this stage give any directions upon these

The result

allowed with
mohurs.

is that the application is

costs. Hearing fee three gold

Thornhill, J.— I agree.

Application allowed ,

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Civil Appeal No. 160 of 1917.

February 22, 1918.
Present: Justice Sir William Ayling, Kt.

and Mr. Justice Seshagiri Aiyar/
KRISHNA IYER Represented by his
authorised agent Y. KRISHNA ] YE R

Plaintiff—Appellant
versus

o VY iY M. 1 IN A i iiA IYER AND OTHERS
Defendant s— Respondents.

Hindu Law— Widow—Reversioners
, suit bu—Cum-

promise, whereby reversioners take on widow's death—
Reversioner predeceasing widow - Survivor, interest ofnature of—Transfer of Property Act (IV of \ 882) s. 19*A suit by two of the reversioners of a deceasedHindu against his widow for a declaration that an
alleged Will by the deceased was not genuine ended
in a compromise which provided that the property
should go to the reversioners on the widow’s deathOne of the reversioners having predeceased thewidow, the survivor claimed (lie entire property on
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the deutli of tlic widow, to the exclusion of the

deceased reversioner’s sons:

Held, that, by the compromise, the reversioneis

look a vested interest in the property which did not

pass by survivorship, but was heritable and divisible

between the two donees.

Appeal against the decree of the Court

of the Temporary Subordinate Judge,

Tanjore, in Original Suit No. 28 of

1916. , v
Messrs. 7’. K. Muthulirislnia Aiyar and JS.

Muthuswamy Aiyar,
for the Appellant.

Mr. A. Krishna^wami Aiyar ,
for the Ko-

spondents.

JUDGMENT.— The facts of the case areas

follows:— One Knppuswami Aiyar was the

last male owner of the properties in suit and

of other properties. He made a Will under

which his mother, his widow and his

natural brother were the legatees. Original

Suit No. 27 of 1901 was brought by

the widow Minaohi against her mother-

in-law Seshiamraal and against her hus-

band’s natural brother Srinivasa Iyer

disputing the genuineness of the Will.

The suit ended in a compromise Exhibit D.

Thus the widow’s claims were settled.

Thereupon two persons claiming them-

selves to be the nearest reversioners of

Kuppuswami Aiyar sued in Original Suit

No. 32 of 1902 the widow, the mother

and the natural brother for a declaration

that the Will was not genuine. This

suit also ended in a compromise, Exhibit

F. The present suit is by one of the

two plaintiffs in Original Suit No. 32 of 1902

for a declaration that ho is solely entitled

to the property secured under the com-

promise. It may be mentioned that the

the other plaintiff in Original Suit No.

32 of 1902 predeceased Seshiaramal.

Seshiaramal died a few months before the

present suit. Plaintiffs case is that as of

the two plaintiffs who got the compromise

decree, he alone was alive when Seshiam-

mal died, the heirs of the other plaintiff

are not entitled to any rights. The com-

promise provided for the property being

taken possession of on the death of Seshiam-

mal. We are unable to agree with the

appellant that the two plaintiffs did not take

a vested interest in the property. The

widow of the last male holder having been

bought off by the mother by tire compromise

of the previous litigation, sho was virtually

the full owner of lire properly uf Kuppu-

swami, with the exception of some of the

properties given to his natural brother.

It was competent to Seshiaramal to have

alienated the property in any way she

liked. Consequently the compromise which

secured to the then plaintiffs rights

dependent upon the death of Seshiammal,

was a vested interest. See seotion 19 of

the Transfer of Property Act and

Bewun Persad v. Musammat Radhn ~eeby

(1) and Bhagabati Barmanya v. Kali Uiaran

Singh (2). This vested interest under the

Indian law does not pass by survivorship,

but is heritable and divisible between the

two donees. We do not think they can

be said to have sued or obtained the

properties as reversioners because they

were not reversioners to Seshiammal.
.

u

this view, the Subordinate Judge was right

in holding that plaintiff is not the sole

owner.

But he was wrong in refusing to give

a deoree for partition. We must reverse

the deoree of the Subordinate Judge and

direct him to give a deoree to

for one-half of the suit properties lnolud.

ing in those words also the properties

for which the suit properties may have been

exchanged.

Plaintiff is entitled to mesne profits at

the rate admitted in Exhibit 1UB.

Future mesne profits from the date o

Exhibit 1 1 1 13 up to delivery will also be

provided for. Appellant must pay the re-

spondent’s oosts in this Court. Costs in the

lower Court will be provided for in the

revised decree.

M.C.l*.

Appeal allowed*

< (l)4M.I.A. 187; 7 W. R. P. C. 85; 1 Suth. P. C.

J. 172; 1 Sar. P. C. J. 327; IS E R. 051.

(2) 10 I ml. Cas. 611; 88 C. 468; 21 M- L- J- 387,

C. \Y. N. 893; 9 M. L. T. Ill; 13 C. I*, J- 334, 8 A- n.

J. 433; 13 Bom. L. U. c7o; (1911) 2 M. W. V 29 ,

1. A. 54 (l\ C.).

1 1
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PATNA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Original Order No. 293 of 1917

with Civil Revision No. 4 of 1918.
July 4, 191S.

Present:—Mr, Justice Mulliok and Mr. Justice
Thornhill.

Sheikh ABDUL HAQUE

—

Plaintiff
Appellant

Babu MUHAMMAD YAHYA KHAN anb
others—Defendants—Respondents.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1P08J, O / V 10—
Government of India Act 1915 f5 *$• 6 Geo. V, C. 61) <
101—Addition of parties—Application to add defendant
rejected Appeal, whether lies — Revision— High
Court, power of superintendence of.
Whore an application under Order I, rule 10 of

the Civil Procedure Code asking that a certain per-
son be added as a party defendant to the suit and
praying for permission to amend the plaint accord-
ingly is rejected, no appeal lies against the order
rejecting the application. Where, however, it appears
that the Court has exercised wrong discretion in
rejecting the application, the High Court can inter-
fere in revision under section 107 of the Government
of India Act.

Appeal from a deoision of the Subordinate
Judge, 2nd Court, Saran, dated the bth
September 1917.

Mr. Muhammad Hasan Jun. for the Appel-
lant.

Messrs Fakhruddin and Panchanan Banerjee
,

for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Mullicf, J.—The plaintiff brought a suit

against the defendants for specific perform-
ance of a oontraot of sale in respect of
some immoveable property and the defendants
filed written statements between the 4th
June and 12th June 1917, although the
plaint was filed very nearly seven months
before. TVhen the written statements were
filed, the plaintiff discovered that the pro-
perty was alleged to have been sold by
the defendants to a lady named Bibi
Batul and on the 3rd July 1917, the
plaintiff applied to the Court for leave to
add Bibi Batul as a party defendant and
to amend the plaint by adding a prayer to
the Court to declare that the alleged sale
in favour of Bibi Batul was fraudulent and
not binding upon the plaintiff.

On the 25th July the learned Subordi-
nate Judge declined both prayers observing
the plaintiff, wants to kill two birds with

one shot, which he cannot be allowed to
do”.

It is to be observed th*t the plaintiff

purported to make this application foramendment and addition of parties underOrder XXII, rule 10 of the Civil Procedure
Code, but as a matter of fact, the assign-ment of the property having been made
prevous to the institution of the suit,
this rule had no application and the proper
provision under which the plaintiff should
have applied, was Order I, rule 10 of the Civil

On the 27th August 1917, the plaintiff
again repeated his prayer asking substan.
a ^ /

or
,

the same reliefs. That second
request also was refused. The plaintiff
has accordingly filed fi rst 0 f all an appeal
against the order of the 27th August

JJJ'
7r±Sm

R r,
thVeoond fme leave toadd B,bi Batul and has also by way

of precaution filed an application for re-
V1810U.

Now it is quite clear that the applioa.
tion having been made under Order I, rale

9I7
D0

-li

PPe
fn

1

i

6S - Appeal No • 29^ of

comI
WI

’ therefore
> be dismissed with

•

Let
m

tar
r r.P t0 tbe a PPl‘'°ation for re.

vision. Now I fail to see what prejudice wouldhave been caused to the defendants by theaddition of Bibi Batul. On the contrary it isrn every way desirable that the litigation
should finally end and finality can only bereached by investigating the rights of Bibi

^ 1S

L
matter - Th e learned Sub-ordinate Judge has exeroised a wrong dis-oretion in refusing leave to amend as wellas in refusing to allow Bibi Batul to bemade a defendant. The Courts have a l.

ways reserved to themselves a residual power
of superintendence under the provisions ofthe Charter Act which are now reproduced

Act'

6

to °i t f

°f th0 G°Verument of IndiaAct, to interfere in oases of this sort, and
in exeroise of that power I think we should
direct the learned Subordinate Judge tomaxe the additions in the plaint which the
plaintiff asked for in his petition of the3rd July 1917, and to dispose of the case
according to aw. We also direct the Court
to fix au early date for the tiling of a
written statement by Bibi Batul and to
see that the trial is prosecuted more ex-
peiitiously than it has hitherto been.

As these alterations in the plkirat areindulgences winch the plaintiff is obtain-mg, he will have to pay to the defendant^
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the costs of this hearing, which will be

assessed at odo gold mohur.

It appears that in the matter of the ap-

peal the learned Vakil for the plaintiff

has already paid the costs for the appoint-

ment of a guardian to the minor defend-

dants. This item will be exoluded from

the costs which will be payable by the

plaintiff to the defendants in the ap-

peal.

Thornhill, J.—I agree.

Appeal dismissed,

Revision allowed.

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 581 of 1917.

March 20, 1918.

Present :-Mr. Justice Shah and Mr.

Justice Marten.

HARGOVIND FULCHAND—and others—
Plaintiffs—Appellants

versus

N A JA SURA—Defen pant—Respondent.
Gujarat Talukdars' Act (VI Bom. of 18889, s. 29 E

— Limitation Act (IK at 190*9, 8ch. I, Art. * 82 (5)—
Decree against talukdar

—

Execution, application for

,

unaccompanied hy certificate of managing officer, whe-

ther “in accordance with law"— Time between date of

decree and submission of decretal claim, exclusion of.

The plaintiff obtained an instalment decree on tlio

10th September 19 >0 against the defendants who
wero talukdars The first instalment became pnynbleon

t he 1st April 1911, and in consequence of the default

in payment, the whole amount became payable on

that day. The plaintiff presented an application for

execution on the 1st April 19»4, but it was rejected

on tlio 15th June 1914 as the cert ideate of t ho manag-

ing officer required by section 29 K of the Gujarat

Talukdars’ Act was not produced. Subsequently the

plaintiff applied to the managing officer for a

certificate in August 1914 and obtained a certificate

on the 29th August 1914. Ho then made the present

application for execution on the 28th February 1916

accompanied with the certificate of the managing

officer:

Held, that the plaintiff was entitled under section

22F, sub-section (3) of the Gujarat Talukdars’ Act

to exclude tlio period from tlio 1 6th September 1910,

the date of the decree, to August ID 14, the date of

the submission of the claim under the decree, from

the period allowed for tho execution of the decree,

and that, therefore, the application of the 28th

February 1 DIG was within time. [p. 732, col 1.]

Per Shah, J—Tho application ' of the 1st April

1914 was in accordance with law within the meaning

of Article 1*2 (5) of Schedule 1 of the Limitation

Act and operated to eavo limitation, although no

certificate of the managing officer was produced as

required by section 29 E il) of the Gujarat Talukdars

Act. [p. 729, col. 1 ]

The words <4

in accordance with law in Article 1^2

(6) of Schedule 1 of the Limitation Act refer to the

form and procedure relating to the application, unless

there is a clear and definite prohibition outside the

Act which would render an application not in accord-

ance with law within tlio meaning of the Limitation

Act. [p. 727, col. ?,]

Section 29E of the Gujarat Talukdars’ Act does

not lay down any prohibition against execution, but

only provides a method of securing the result that

execution shall not be proceeded with until tho

certificate that tho decree-claim has been duly

submitted, is produced or until the prescribed

period lias expired after the decree-holder lias

made a proper effort to obtain the certificate.

Therefore in spite of the provisions of section

29K it. is permissible to a decree-holder to

apply in accordance with law for execution in

order to save limitation under Article 182 of the

Limitation Act. without obtaining the certificate

under section 2f«E, though it is not permissible

to proceed with the actual execution in the absence

of the certificate, [p. 729, col. 1.]

Per Marten, J.—An application for execution of a

decree against a talukdar which is not accompanied

by the certificate required by section 29E *.l) of the

Gujarat Talukdars’ Act, is neither “in accordance

with law” nor made to the “proper Court.’’ within the

meaning of clause (o) of Article 182 of Schedule I

of the Limitation Act and docs not, therefore, operate

to extend tho limitation under that clause, [p. 732,

col. 2.]

Appeal from the deoision of the District

Judge, Ahraedabad, in Appeal No. 344 of

1916, confirming the order passed by the

Subordinate Judge, Dhandhuka, in Darkhast

No. 94 of 1916, dismissing the application,

Mr. (7. S. 7lao, for the Appellants.

Mr. 77. V. Vivitia ,
for the * Respond-

ent.

JUDGMENT.

Shah, J.— The facts which have given

rise to this seoond appeal, are few and

undisputed. The plaintiff obtained an in-

stalment decree on the 16th September

1910 against the defendants, who are

Talukdars. The first instalment became

payable on the 1st April 1911, and in

oonsequenoe of the default in payment, the

whole amount became payable on that

day. The plaintiff presented an application

for execution on the 1st April 1914, but

it was rejeoted on the 15th June 1914

as the certificate of the managing officer

required by seotion 29E of the Gujara
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Talukdars’ Aot was not produced. Sub-
sequently the plaintiff applied to the
managing officer for a certificate in August
1914 and obtained a certificate on the
29th August 1914. He then made the
present application for execution on the
28th February 1916 accompanied with
the certificate of the managing officer.

Both the lower Courts have dismissed
this application on the ground that it

has been made more than three years
after the amount became payable under
the decree, and that the intermediate ap-
plication of the 1st April 1914 cannot
save the bar of limitation as it is not in
accordance with law within the meaning
of Article 182 of the Indian Limitation
Act, the certificate under section 29E
not having been produced with it.

This appeal was adjourned to ascertain
the dates of the notice under section 29B
and of the submission of the ‘decree-
claim’. It is now admitted that the
notice under section 29B was published on
the 5th November 1908, and the claim in
respect of which the deoree was subse-
quently passed, was submitted on the 27th
April 1909. It is not disputed before
us that apart from the submission of the
claim before the date of the decree, in

fact there was no submission of the
decree-claim before August 1914, when the
application for the certificate under section
29E was made.
On behalf of the appellants two points >

are urged in support of the appeal ; first ,

that the Darkhast of the 1st April 19 i4

was in accordance with law within the

meaning of Artiole 182 in spite of the

absence of the certificate under section 29E,
sub-section (O, and secondly

, that under
sub-section (3) of seotion 29E the ap-

pellant is entitled to exclude the time

from the date of the deoree to the date of

the application for the certificate, which
must be taken to be the date of the

due submission of the decree-claim within

the meaning .of that subsection. It is

common ground that if either of these

contentions is allowed, the present applica-

tion would be in time.

As regards the first contention, I am of

opinion that it should be allowed. The
expression used in Article 182, clause 5,

in the third column of the Schedule of

the Limitation Act is 'applying in
accordance with law to the proper Court
for execution.” In the present case in
form the application was in accordance
with law, i,e .

9
in accordance with the

provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure
relating to such an application, and it
was an application to the proper Court
for execution. Unless the, words “in
accordance with law” are to be very widely
construed, 1 think that a person appliesm accordance with law’, when he makes
an application in the prescribed form, and
asks for the execution of the deoree, i.e

,

for relief granted by the deoree and not
for any relief outside the deoree, nor for
any relief which is prohibited by law. I
think that sufficient meaning is given
to the expression by interpreting it in
that way.

It is clear that the Limitation Aot
must be construed strictly, and any pro-
vision, in the nature of an exception,
should be liberally construed. The expres-
sion, in my opinion, is fairly susceptible
of a limited construction, and for the pur-
poses of the Limitation Act, the “apply,
ing in accordance with law” may fairly
be understood to refer to the form and
procedure relating to the application, un-
less of course there is a clear and definite
prohibition outside these Acts, which
would render such applying not in accord-
ance with law within the meaning of the
Limitation Act.

It is contended for the respondents that
seotion 29E of the Gujarat Talukdars’
Aot contains suoh a prohibition. That
section provides that on the publication
of a notice under seotion 29B no proceeding
in execution shall be instituted or con-
tinued until the decree-holder files a
certificate from the managing officer that
the deoree-olaim has been duly submitted
or until the expiration of one month from
the date of receipt by the managing
offioer of a written application for suoh
certificate, accompanied by a certified copy
of the decree. No doubt the expression
no proceeding shall be instituted” if

literally construed, is susceptible of the
interpretation that there is a prohibition
to make any application for execution
until the proper certificate is produced or
the prescribed period of one month has
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elapeed after t lie written application is

made. But these provisions, in my opinion,

should be read in the light of the soheme
ard the main purpose of these groups of

sections in the Act. The scheme is to

secure a due submission of all the claims

to the managing officer with a .view to

ascertain and liquidate the liabilities of

a Talukdari estate which is taken under
management, and in the case of decr*e-

olaims to secure their due submission

before the execution is proceeded with. The
purpose is not to prohibit the tiling of

any suit or the execution of a decree,

but to give the managing officer an
opportunity of considering the claim before

the olaimant or the decree-holder pursues

his usual remedy in the Civil Courts.

This is clear from sub-section (3) of

section 29D and snb-seotion (2) of seotion

29E. In sub section (3) of section 29E
the proceedings have been referred to as

“stayed or temporarily barred by reason

of the claim not having been duly
submitted.” It shows that the effect of

sub-section (1) is not to prohibit the

making of any application, whioh may be
necessary to keep alive the decree for

the purpose of the Limitation Act, but to

insist upon a dear proof of the due sub-

mission before the execution is proceeded

with or to allow the execution to be

proceeded with after one month has elapsed

from the date of the application for a

certificate of thedue submission of the decreo-

olaim. It seems to me that the certificate is

entirely extraneous to the application contem-
plated by the Limitation Act, and its

production is undoubtedly a condition prece-

dent to the actual execution of the deoree but

not necessarily to the making of the applica-

tion.

The use of the expression in accordance

with law’ in Order XXI, lule 17, sub-

rule (2) of the Code of Civil Procedure
lends some support to the view that the

same expression in Article 182 may be
appropriately construed as referring to the

application itself and not to any extraneous

aooompaniment like the certificate under
seotion 29E of the Gujarat Talukdars*

Act.

It has been urged with somo force by

Mr. Divatia that the seotion provides that

no proceedings in execution shall be insti-

tuted or continued without the oertificat0

or without allowing the necessary period t°

lapse. But, in my opinion, in effect i*

means no more than this that the exeou*

tioh shall not be proceeded with unless

the necessary certificate is produced or

unless the prescribed time has elapsed after

the application for suoh a certificate. In
the Code of Civil Procedure and the Limita-
tion Act the word ‘institute’ is used with
reference to a suit, and in the course of

the argument no instance of its use with

reference to an application, has been point-

ed out to us. Taking the meaning of the

word with reference to the context in seotion

2yE it seems to me that sufficient effect

is given to it by reading it in the sense I have
just mentioned.

I am fortified in this view by the con-

sideration that there is no provision allow-

ing the decree-holder any deduction of

the time between the date of his application

for suoh a certificate and the date of the

certificate or of the month whioh must
elapse before an application for execution

can be filed. It may happen in some oases

that the period of limitation prescribed by
the Limitation Act may expire during this

interval; and it is not reasonable to attri-

bute to the Legislature the position that
while the filing of an application for exe-
cution within the period prescribed by the
Limitation Act, may be practically pro-
hibited, no provision should be made for

deducting the time taken up in obtaining
the certificate which is rendered obligatory
by the Act. It is noticeable that under
sub-section (3) the time up to the date of
due submission” can be excluded, and not

the time taken up in obtaining the oeiti-

fioate. Further unless the due submission
of the decree claim, and the application for

a oei tifioate under seotion 2! E, were intended
by the Legislature to be simultaneous,
there would be some provision exclud-
ing the time that may be reasonably
allowed after the duo submission of the
decree olaim and before the application for
the certificate under seotion 29E in order
to enable the managing officer to deal
with the olaim. But there is no suoh pro-
vision.

I do not say that the expression “no
proceeding shall be instituted” i§ not sus-
ceptible of the construction put upon it by
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the lower Courts and urged by xVlr. Divatia
with ability before us. But on the whole
I think that in spite of the provisions of
section 29E it is permissible to a decree-
holder to apply in accordance with law
for execution in order to save limitation
under Article 182 of the Limitation Act
without obtaining the certificate under sec-
tion 29E, though it is not permissible to

prooeed with the aotual execution in the
absence of the certificate.

I have not so far referred to the various
oases which have been oited on either side.

No case has been oited to us in which
the effect of section 29E of the Gujarat
Talukdars’ Act has been considered with
reference to the meaning of the expres-
sion in accordance with law’. I do not
consider it necessary to refer to oases
which deal with the provisions in other Acts,

as they would have a bearing on the point

only by way of analogy. I may, however,
observe that the oase of Chatur KushaU
chand v. Muhadu hhogaji (1), which has
been relied upon for the respondents, is

clearly distinguishable, because the applica-

tions in that case were held to be not in

accordance with law as they were forbid-

den by section 22 of the Dekkhan Agricul-
turists’ Relief Act; the expression then
used in section 22 wa9 that ‘ no agricul-

turists’ immoveable property shall be attaobed
or sold.” The case of an express prohibition

stands on a different footing.

I do not read section 29E as laying

down any prohibition against execution,

but only as providing a method of secur-

ing the result that the execution shall

not be proceeded with until the certificate

that the decree claim has been duly sub-

mitted, is produced or until the prescribed

period ha9 expired after the decree-holder has

made a proper effort to obtain the certificate.

I am, therefore, of opinion that the appli-

cation made on the 1st April 1914 was
in accordance with law within the meaning

of Article 182 though no certificate of the

managing officer was produced. The present

application is, therefore, not barred by limi-

tation.

The second point urged on behalf of

the appellant in the course of the argu-

- ment has not been considered by the

lower Courts. It is really a new point;

(X ) 10 B. 91; 5 Inch Dec. (n. s.) 445,

UUL 1 1 J u X C4U I O
#

^ *- jjui in
dispute, and as it is a point of limitation
we have heard the Pleaders on the point
fully; in

_

fact we invited arguments on
the point in view of the diffioully
and the doubt that ne felt on the first

the course of the hearing. The
whether apart from the inter-
application for execution, the

application is, within time by
reason of the exolusion of the time from
the date of the decree to the date of the due
submission of the decretal claim, i.e., on the
facts of this case to the date of the application
for the certificate Mr. Divatia has argued
that sub-section (3) has no application to
the present case as the original claim was
duly submitted before the decree was
passed and that no further submission of
the olaim was necessary under the decree.

It may be that the Legislature did not
contemplate what in snbstanoe would be a
second submission of the same claim to
the managing officer. But the fact remains
that section 29E clearly refers to the due
submission of the ‘deoreeolaim’ wbiohwould mean the decretal olaim or the olaim
under the decree and not the original
claim in respect of which the decree has
been subsequently passed. Now in this oasewe are not concerned with the submission of
the olaim before the deoree but with the duesubmission of the deoree olaim. Mr. Divatia’s
contention most, therefore, be disallowed
On the faots either admitted before’ us

or appearing on the record, the decree-claim
was brought to the notice of the managing
officer when the deoree-holder applied in
August 1914 for a certificate of the due
submission thereof. The officer has given
the certificate under section 29E and the
fact of the due submission of the olaim
in respect of the deoree, is beyond dispute
But whether the officer had in view the
submission of the olaim in 1909 before
the decree was passed or the submission
of the deoretal claim when the application
for the certificate was received, ia a

, . ^

no means easy
to deoide. From the terms of the oerti.
fioate, however, it o*n be inferred that
the managing offioer had in view the due
submission of the decretal olaim after the
date of the decree. In the absenoe of any
further information, on the faots of this

point in

point is

mediate
present
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oase, ifc is a fair inference that the deoree-

claim was submitted when the application

for the certificate was made. Thera is no

particular form prescribed for the sub-

mission of the dacretsl claim and if the

oeriitied oopy of the Jecree with a proper

certificate from the Court as provided in

section 290, gnb-seotion (1) is sent to

the managing officer, it may be a clue

submission of the claim. This was done

in August 191 4, and the managing offijar

has certified that the claim in respect of

the decroe was duly submitted to him.

It follows, therefore, that the appallant

is entitled to exolude the time from the

date of the decree to some period in

August 1914.

No doubt this view involves the result

that in such a case as we have here, the

decree-holder may practically extend the

time for execution according to his own

choice by making the application for the

certificate at any time. It is probably a

result not contemplated by the Legislature,

and it may not he desirable that it

should be possible to extend the time in

that manner. It constitutes a difficulty

in the way of the appellant on this point.

But if the Legislature will insist upon

certificates in all oases of decretal claims

without any exception *nd if oases of this

kind are not provided for in any other

way, I do not see how sub-section (3)

can he held to be inapplicable to the present

case; and after all it has no further effect

than that of saving limitation.

After giving the point my best con-

sideration I am of opinion that the decree-

holder is entitled to exolude the time from

the date of the decree up to August 1910.

On this ground also the present application

for execution would he within time.

I would, therefore, allow this appeal,

set aside the orders of the lower Courts

and remand the Darkhast for disposal

according to law.

Costs throughout to he costs in the

DarkhasL
#

Maktbn, J.—The respondent is a Gujarat

Talukdar whose estate is being managed

under the Gujarat Talukdars* Act,. 1888,

in pursuance of a Government Notification

dated the 5th November 190?. The

appellant is the holder of a money-decree,

against the respondent, dated the 16th

September 1910. In endeavouring

execute this deoree under a Darkhast,

presented on the 28th February 1916, the

appellant has been met by Artiole 182

(5) of the Indian Limitation Act and

section 29E (1) of the Gujarat Talukdars*

Act and has failed in both Courts below.

Before us the appellant has re argued

the points on which he failed in the Courts

below and has also urged an alternative

point, suggested to his Pleader by my .

brother Shah, that his Darkhast is

saved on the facts of this particular case

by section 29E (3) of the Gujarat Taluk#

dars’ Act. 1 propose to deal with this

alternative point first. Section 29E (1)

and 29E (3) run a9 follows:—
“Section 29K (I). On the publication of

a notice under section 29B, sub-section (1),

no proceeding in execution of any deoree

against the Talukdar whose estate is taken

under management or his property shall be

instituted or continued until the deoree-

holder files a certificate from the managing

officer that the deoree olaira ha9 been duly

submitted, or until the expiration of one

month from the date of receipt by the

managing officer of a written application for

such certificate, accompanied by a certified

oopy of the decree.”

“Section 29E (3). In computing the

period of limitation prescribed by the

Indian Limitation Act, 1S77, or by section

230 of the Code of Civil Procedure for any

application for the execution of a deoree,

proceedings in which have been stayed or

temporarily barred by reason of the claim

not having been duly submitted, the time

from the date of the notice published under

section 29B, sub-section (1), or of the

deoree if it was passed subsequently to the

publication of the notice, to the date of due

submission, shall he excluded.**

I think the words ‘decree-claim’ in sub-

section (1) mean “the claim under or by

virtue of a decree.” In other words a

deoree is essential, and consequently it- is

not sufficient to submit the claim to the

managing officer before any decree is

obtained. This construction is, I think,

borne out by the concluding words of sub-

section (0, which require the written

application for a certificate to be accompanied

by a certified copy of the deoree. It is the

deoree and the execution thereof which is
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particularly important to the managing
officer. A suit may or may not end in a
decree. It is the decree aud above all

the execution of it which effeots a practical

alteration of the position.

For the purposes, therefore, of sub-section

(1)1 disregard the respondent’s submissions
of his claims to the managing offioer in

April 1909 as they were prior to the decree

and for the matter of that to the suit as

well. Further, his Pleader before U3 has

formally admitted that there was no sub-

mission between the date of the decree

(16th September 1910) and some date

from 11- 29th August 1 914, and that the

submission, if any, made after the deoree was
in August 1914 when the managing offioer

gave his certificate. I have already said

that the Government Notification was pub-

lished on 5th November 1908* Consequently

sub-section (1) prevented the appellant from
instituting execution proceedings till August
1914 when he got the requisite certificate.

This brings one to sub section (3). That
sub section is still dealing with proceedings

for the execution of a deoree and, in

my opinion, the word claim’ means
the same as decree claim’ under sub-

section (l). This is, I think, borne out by
the context, viz., the words ‘ application for

the execution of a deoree proceedings in

which have been stayed or temporarily

barred by reason of the claim not having

been duly submitted. ”> On my construction

of sub-section (l) no bar can arise from

a non-submission before decree, and con-

sequently the above words in sub section (3)

must refer to a bar arising from a non-

submission of a deoree-olaim.

Further, in the present case, time has to

be calculated under sub section (3) from

the date of the decree, as it was passed

subsequently to the Government Notification,

and under sub-section (3) this time has to

be calculated up to the dale of ^due

submission.” I think the words due

submission” refer again to due submission

of the deoree-olaim. I do not accept the

respondent’s contention that the due

submission in the present case was in

April 1909 before the decree and consequently

that sub-section (3) has no application.

On the contrary, I thick, the Legislature

intended the exemption in sub-section (3)

to apply to all execution proceedings

barred under sub-section (1) and did
not intend to omit one branch of them*
viz., proceedings in which a submission bad
been made before decree of a claim whioh
might or might not correspond to the
amount awarded by the deoree itself.

Respondent’s Pleader has urged that the
above construction of sub seotions (1) and
(3) would unduly favour a deoree holder
in the matter of limitation. That, however is
for the Legislatute to deoide on. The Gujarat
Talukars’ Act is an Act of a special nature.
Its details may cause difficulty owing to
the drafting. But in its broad outlines the
soheme of the Act seems to me as follows.
For certain reasons a Talukdari estate may
be attached and managed by a Government
Offioer (section 26). In that event all
creditors must submit their claims [section
‘29B (1)], whioh are then investigated
[seotion 29D (1)] and may be oom-
promised [seotion 29D (2)]. If the estate
appears to be hopelessly involved or there
is any other sufficient reason, then Govern-
ment management may be withdrawn and
possession of the estate restored to the
owner (section 29).

How then does the Act deal with the
claims of creditors in the event of such
withdrawal, e.g, (]) creditors who have
submitted their claims and been paid no-
thing; (2) creditors who have submitted
and compromised their claims and been
paid an instalment; and (3) oerditors who
have not submitted their claims?

As regards class (2), the proviso to
section 29D (2) would apparently prevent
claims being time- barred prior to the with-
drawal, of management. Similarly as re-
gards class (3), it would seem from section
29F (2) ( c ) and (3) that on the with-
drawal their claims would revive and that
the period of Government management
would, be excluded in calculating the
periods of limitation. The words “during
the continuance of the management or
afterwards” in seotion 29B (3) cause some
difficulty in this respect but as the oases
provided for by section 2£F (2) (c) are
expressly sayed, presumably the latter seo-
tion is intended to have some operation,
Counsel have net, however, referred me to
any clause keeping alive expressly the
olaims of class (1) of creditors unless it
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be by the joint operation of sections 29D (3)

and 29E (i) and (3).

Be that as it may, I think that section

29F (3) shows that in certain oases

the whole period of Government manage-
ment is to be excluded in reckoning limi-

tation. That being so, i see nothing
strange in the Legislature saying in section

29E that in oertain other oases, a portion
of the period of Government management
is to be excluded, viz., down to the date of

the submission of the olaim under the
decree.

In the view, therefore, which I take of

section 29E (3), the period from 16th
September 1 9 1 0 (decree) to August 191-1-

(date of submission of olaim under decree)

must be excluded in the present case.

Consequently in my judgment the Darkhast
of 28th February 1916 was in time, and,

therefore, this appeal ought to be allowed.

Apart then from costs, it is unnecessary
in the view I take, to consider the other

branoh of the appellant’s case, viz., that

time should run from another Darkhast which
was presented on the 1st April lyl4and
which in the absenoe of any certificate,

was dismissed. But as the point was
argued and has a bearing on costs I

ought perhaps to state the view whioh
I take. Air. Rao contended that this Dar-
khast was an application in accordance
with law to the proper Court for execution”

within the meaning of Artiole 182 (5) of

the Indian Limitation Aot. He had to

contend that on the one har.d this was
an application by the appellant for execu-

tion under Article 182 (5) of the Indian

Limitation Aot, and that on the other

hand, the appellant had not in so doing
instituted proceedings for execution within

section 29E of the Gujarat Talnkdars’ Act,

“Institution,” he said, did not begin till the

application was admitted under Order XXI,
rule 17 (4). The ordinary meaning, how-
ever, of institute” is to begin or to com-
mence. Accordingly, I think that execution

proceed inge were instituted, a. e., begun or

commenced when the Darkhast of 1st April

1915 was presented to the Court. This ia

in accordance with the explanation to section

3 of the Indian Limitation Act whioh states

that a suit is instituted in ordinary oases

when the plaint is presented to the proper

[1918

officer. But this institution of execution

proceedings was contrary to the express

provisions of section 29 E for no certificate

had been obtained or even applied for. I

do not think those provisions are directory

merely, or that we can read “instituted”

as meaning proceeded with. I think, there-

fore, the application was not in accordance

with law.

Further, I doubt whether the application

was ‘ to the proper Court” for execution
within the meaning of Artiole 182 (5).

Explanation II says that the proper Court*

means the Court whose duty it is to exe-

cute the decree or order.” At the date of

this Darkhast, it was the duty of no Court
to execute the decree or order for there

was no certificate from the managing officer;

and in fact the Darkhast was dismissed for

want of 9uoh a certificate. The contention
of the appellant really amounts to this that

this utterly irregular application of his pre-

vented time running. I do not think this is

the case. Nor do I think it correct to say
that provided the application fulfilled the
formal requirements of the Civil Procedure
Code, it did not matter that it was contrary to

the Gujarat Talnkdars’ Aot.

Certain authorities were cited to us but
I do not propose to discuss them as
they were on other Acts and depended
on different expressions e. g., “entertain.”
Institute” is, 1 think, a stronger and

more definite word than “entertain.” I may
refer to section 18 of the Religious Endow-
ments Act, l S63, as an instanoe of both words
being used in the same seotion.

It was argued that hardship might result
if the period of limitation expired during the
month after the application for a certificate.

However, on my construction of seotion 29E,
this would be extremely unlikely to happen.
Even if it did, I see no particular hardship in

giving a creditor a delay of say two years and
eleven months instead of three years.
On the points, therefore, argued before

the lower Court I agree with the findings
of the learned Judges in the Courts below.
On the new point taken before us
the appellant succeeds. On the other hand,
he did not take this point in the Courts
below. I think, therefore, on the whole
that in allowing the appeal we should
direct that the oosts throughout up * to

INDIAN OASES.
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date of both parties should be costs in
the Darkha9t of 1916. The actual order
of this Court will be as indicated by my
learned brother.

Appeal allowed

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Civil Appeal No. 282 of 1916.

February 18, 1918.
Present :—Sir John Wallis, Kt., Chief Justice,

and Mr. Justice Spencer.
The MIDNAPORE ZEMINDARI COM-
PANY, LIMITED

—

Defendant No. 1—
Appellant

versus

MALAYANDI . APPAYASAMI NAICKER
AND ANOTHER PLAINTIFF No. 1 AND DEFENDANT

No. 2

—

Respondents.
Service tenure

,

palayams held under—Grant for
Military and Police services—Alienation by zemindar—Abolition of services before alienation

t effect of—
Liability of palayam for poligar’s debts - Omission to

issue permanent sanad, effect of—Regulation XXV of 1802,
Regulation VI of 1 83 i and Madras Act III of 189% scope
and effect of—Spes successions, mor tgage and sale of ,

effect off on transferor's title— Mortgage decree —Personal
liability clause, sale on foot of— Vendee, adverse pos-
session off whether bars successors of mortgagor—Limi-
tation, commencement of—Limitation Act (IX of 1908J,
Sch. I, Arts. 120,142, 144.

In India, apart from Statute, lands held on service
tenure are inalienable beyond tho lifetime of the
holder, [p. 736, col. 2.]

Muppidi Papaya v. Ramana, 7 M. 85; 7 Ind. Jur.
595; 2 Ind. Dec (n. s.) 844 and PaJcJciam Pillay v.

Seetharama Vadhyar
,
14 M. L. J. 134, followed.

The subsequent enfranchisement of the lands
from service will not validate alienations previously
made. [p. 7^6, col. 2.]

Vaddadi Sannamma v. Koduganti Radhabhayi, 43
Ind. Cas. 935; 34 M. L. .T. 17; 22 Al. L. T. i32;
(1918) M. W. N. 23; 7 L. W. 237; 41 M. 418 (F. B.)

and Padapa v. Sivamirao Shrinivas, 24 B. 556; 2 Bom. L.

R. 548; 4 C. W. N. £17; 27 I. A. 86; 7 Sar. P. C. J. 710;
12 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 901 (P. C.), followed.

Lands originally held on service tenure and which, on
that ground, are inalienable, become alienable on the
abolition of the services. They become subject to the
ordiuar}' laws of descent and disposal as in the case
of ordinary property, [p. 736, col. 2; p. 737, col. 1.]

Ravlojirav v. Balvantrav Venhatesh ,
5 B. 437; 3

Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 288 and Musammat Kustoora Koomaree
v. Monohur Deo, (1864) W. R. 39, followed.

Section 8 of Regulation XXV of 1802 recognises
and gives' effect to the above principle, [p. 737, col. l.J

The omission to issue or the delay in issuing a

eaitad under Regulation XXV of 1802 finally settling

the pcishcush payable by tlie holder, will not affect,
the alienability of such lands after the abolition of
the services, [p 743, col. 2; p 744, col. 2.]
The effect of section 5 of the Regulation was to

release the lands forthwith from the condition of
rendering Police service or at any late that was the
policy of the Government and there is nothin"- in
the Kegulation to prevent effect being given to°that
intention without the grant of a permanent sanad
The prohibition against alienation of the lands oh
the grounds of public policy definitely ceased after
the passing of Madras Act III of 1895 which has
repealed Regulation VI of) 83 1 except to a limited
extent [p. 742, eols. 1 & 2.]

-a. mere transfer ui a spes succession is in property
does not operate on the transferor's interest when
he gets possession of the property, [p 745, col 1.1
Ramasami Kaik v. Ramasami Chetti. 30 M 255-

2 M. L. T. 16/; 17 M. L. J 201, followed.
Obiter— U here a poligar or zemindar who ordi-

narily represents the estate is dispossessed and fails
to sue for possession, the person dispossessing him
gets an indefeasible title after 12 years and the
successor of the dispossessed zemindar cannot claim
a fresh starting point from tho date of his succession
unless he shows that the previous holder had
effectually debarred himself from suing and there
was no one who could have sued successfully, fp 745
cols. 1 & 2.1

1 ’ ’

Appeal against the decree of the District
Court, Madura, in Original Suit No. 5 of
1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. Eardley Norton (with him Messrs. 7'.

R. Venkatrama Sastriar and S. Varada
chanar), for the Appellant.—The plaintiff
having abandoned hia contention that the
Paliayam was inalienable by the custom of the
family, the only question is, whether it was
alienable by reason of its having been im-

"

pressed with Military and Police services.
Even if such conditions existed originally
the services were abolished by Regula-
tion XaV of 1802 and by the disarmament
proclamations, Exhibits XXVI and XXVI
(a) in the case. The Peishcush was settled in
1804 on the basis of the Permanent Settle-
ment. The sanad, however, was not issued,
but that i9 not conclusive of the retention
of the services. It is only evidence of en-
franchisement which was effected virtually
by tbe Regulation.

Though it is an unsettled Palayam till

the issue of a sanad
, the estate is liable for

the debts of the holder. In Arbuthnott v.
Oolaguppa Chetty (1) an unsettled Palayam
was held liable for debts contracted by a
Poligar in the hands of his successor. Ifc

(1) 5 M. H. C. R. 303.

i
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follows, therefore, that an unsettled Paliayara

is alienable.

No appreciable services of a Military

nature were rendered by the Kannivadi

Zaraindar after the establishment of British

rule, especially after the Permanent Settle-

ment Regulation. The Police services had

become obsolete. Fifth Report, pages 101

and 102, Regulation XI of 1816, sections

36 and 39 and Madras Act III of 1905.

There was no differentiating feature in

regard to services rendered by the Zemin-

dar. They do not relate to the land and

only pertain to the duties of citizens general-

ly under the Criminal Law.

In 1905 the sanad was issued under

Regulation XXV of 1802 by which the

services were abolished. Plaintiff's claim,

therefore, to sue as an office-holder, is not

maintainable. Radhabai v. Anantrav Bhagvant

( 2 ).

A holder of an office has a qualified power

of alienation. The reported decisions do

not go beyond that. The alienations by the

father are in the nature of antecedent debts

and are binding on the son.

The suit is barred. Plaintiff’s father was

dispossessed in 1900 and the suit should have

been brought within 12 years of that date.

Assuming that the mortgagor was a life-

tenant, still he represented the estate. He
was certainly entitled to impeach the trans-

action as his interest was only spes successionis.

Ramasami Naik v, Raniasamy Chetti (3),

Sham Sundar Lai v. Aehhan Kunivar ( 4) and

Kunjaru Venkatramanayya v. Dejappa Konde

(5).

Military services continued to be rendered

even after the Permanent Settlement.

Apart from Statute, Military service imports -

impartiality and inalienability except for

the holder’s lifetime. The cessation of

service or the enhancement of the Peishoush

does not affect these incidents. The effeot

of the disarming proclamation was only to

suspend the service, but the services were

not released except by the issue of a sanad.

The sanad fixes the Peishoush payable finally

and, till that is done, the old tenure con-

tinues, Kachi Ytiva Ringappa Kalakka Thola

Udayar v. Kachi Kalyana Ringappa Kalakka

Thola Udayar (6). The estate continues to be

inalienable till the tenure is formally com-

muted. Exhibit 3 by which the Peishoush

wss fixed, was only a temoorary arrange-

ment. Nelson’s Madura Manual, Part IV,

pages 20, 21.

Military service imports inalienability.

All service tenures import the same. Minakshi -

sundaram Pillai v. Chockalinga Royer (7),

Muppidi Papaya v. Ramana (8), Pakkiam

Pillayv. Seetharama Yadhyar (9), Vusa Chan •

drakantam v. Vusa Snbbarayudu (10), Ka-

mara Peda Subbayy

a

v. Kakerla Chennappa(l\) %

Raja Lelanund Sing Bahadoor v. Government

of Bengal (12), Rani Keshabati Koeri v. Mohoir

Chandra Mondal (13), Ram Surohee Singh V.

Kashee Roy (14), Sartaj Kuari v. VecraiKuayi

(15), Rama Krishna Rao v. Court of Wards (16)

Nilmoni Singh Deo v.Bakranath Singh (17^

Durga Prashad Singh v. Broio Nath Bose (18),

(6) 21 M. 562 at pp. 598, 00 1; 11 M. L. J. 191.

(7) 15 M. b. J. 10.

(8) 7 M. 85; 7 1ml. Jur. 595; 2 Ind, Dec. (n. s.)

The Hon’ble Mr. S. Srinivasa Aiyangar ,

Advocate General, (with him Mr. A.

Krishnaswami A'yar), for the Respond-

ents.—Military and Police services were

attached to the grant of this Palayam.

Being a service tenure, the estate could not

be alienated beyond the lifetime of the holder.

That is an incident irrespective of Statute.

That is the common law of India. The

(2)

9 13. 198 at p. 212; 5 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 133

(K B.).
,

(3) 30 M. 255; 2 M. L. T. 167; 17 M. L. J.

20 1

.

(4) 21 A. 71; 2 C W. N. 729; 25 1. A. 183; 7 Sar. I

.

C. J. 4l 7; 9 I ml Dec. (N.s.) 755.

(5) 42 Ind. Cas. 540; (1917) M. W. N. 079 ut y.

GSU. 22 M. L. T. 233; G L. W. 030; 34 M. L. J. 319.

344.

(9) 14 M. L. J. 134.

(10) 25 Ind. Cas. 085; (1914) M. W. N . 745; 1 b. W,

827; 1G M. L. T 347; 27 M. L. J. 745.

(11) 28 Ind. Cas .842; 28 M. L. J 803.

(.12) 0 M. I. A 101 at p. 125; 4\V. R. P. C. 77; 1 Sar,

\ C. J. 505; 1 Sutli. 1\ C. J. 248; 19 K. R 38.

(13 1 14 Ind. Cas. 227; 10 C. W. N. 802; 39 C. 1010.

(14) 0 W. It. 170.

(15) 10 A. 272; 15 I A. 51; 5 Sir. P. C. J. 139; 12

ml. Jur. 213; 0 Ind. Doc. (N. s ) 182 (P. C.).

( 10) 22 M. 383; 1 Bom. b R 277; 3 C. W. N. 4t5; 2b

L . A. S3; 7 Sar. P. C. J. 481; 9 M. L J. Sup. 1; 8 Ind.

Dec. (N.s.) 270 (P. C.).

(17) 9 C. 187; 9 T. A. lot; 5 Shomo L. R 6S; 4 Sar.

l\ C J. 335; 4 Ind. Dec (n. s ) 777 (P. C.).

(IS) 15 Ind Oas. 219; 39 C. 698; 23 M. b. J. 23;

10 G.*W. N 482; (1912 M. W. N. 415; U M b.T. 337;

) A. b. J 432; 15 C. 1. -1 461; 14 Bin. b. i; 4t5;39 I.

A. 133 (P. 0.).
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Bukronath Singh v. Nilmoni Singh (IS) and
Heresford v. Ramasubba (20).

.

A° n " 3ettled Palayam, though hereditary,
is not alienable beyond the holder’s life-

I“ Radhabai v. Anantrav Bhagoant
Ul.West, J,, observed that the tenure
continues even if the services had become
obsolete.

. Regulation XXV of 1302 applies to pro-
prietors wh ° had obtained a sanad by virtue
of the Regulation. The Regulation is appli-
cable only to such oases. Where the sanad
was not issued, Polioe services continued to
exist. A arayma v. Chengalammi. (2D, Secre-
tary of State v. Rajah of Venkatagiri (22),Muttu
Vaduganadha T'varv. Dora Kingha Tevar (23).
In Collector of Trichinopoly v. Lekkamani
and Oolagappa Chetty v. Arbuthnot (2D,
all that the Privy Counoil laid down was
that proprietary right, i.e., ownership might
exist even where no sanad was granted.
The enhancement of Peishcush has nothing

to do with the nature of the tenure. An
alienation void in its inception, oannot

validated by a subsequent sanad.
Radhabai v. Anantrao Bhagumt (2) was
wrongly deoided. Padapi v. Stvamirao Shii -

mvas (25), Kola Narayan Kulkarni v. Han-
mapa (26), Gangabai v. Basvant Ballappa (27)
and Vaddadi Sannamma v. Koduganti Radha

-

bhayi (28).
No question of limitation arises. Plaint-

iffs father was personally liable under the

I
• . . n

^^ ^ oppose the
application for a decree absolute. He could
not have sued for possession. The plaintiff
oould sue at any time within 12 years of
his succession.

This appeal coming on for hearing ou
the 13th, 17th, 18th, 21st and 22nd

(19) 5 0. 3S9 at p. 408; 4 C. L. R. 593; 2 fuel. Deo.
s. / 858,

(20) 13 M. 197 at p. 205; 4 Ind. Dec. (x. s.) 850.
(21) 10 M. 1; 3 lad. Dec. (x. s.) 7M.

X
S?*

Cas * 2 p;3;31 M. L J. 97; (1916; 2 M. W.
N. 96; 4 L. W. 133; 20 M- L. T. 234.

3 J'l* at p. 307; S I. A.. 90; 4 Sar. P. C.
J. 239; 5 Ind. Jur. 438; 1 Ind. Dec. (x. a.) 757.

Q SZ*> 1
J;
A - 26s & 282i 21 W • R - 358

; 14 B - H. 115;
3 Sar. P. C. J. 318; 7 Mad. Jur. 190 (P. C.).

(25) 24 B. 556; 2 Bom. L R. 548; 4 C. W. N. 517;%r » 86 i 7 Sar. P.C. J. 710; 12 Ind. Dec. (x. s.) 901
(P. C.).

(26> 5 B. 435; 3 Ind. Deo. (n. s.) 287.
(27) 5 Ind. Caa. 865; 34 B 175; 12 Bom L. R.

JL «j 9

,
43 Ind. Cas. 935; 34 M. L. J. 17; 22 M. L. T.532;

(1918) M. W. N. 23; 7 L. \V. 237; 4i M. 418 (F. B.).

of January 1918, and having stood over for
consideration till this day, the Court deli-
vered the following
JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal from the

deoree of the District Judge of Madura in
a suit brought by the plaintiff as heir of
the late Zemindar of Kannivadi to recover
the Zemindari from the 1st defendant, the
M.dnapore Zemindari Company, and the
^nd defendant olairaing under it. The
defendant Company, acquired the Zemindari
for more than thirteen lakhs of rupees from
the Liquidator of the Commercial Bank of
India, which in December 1^95 had advanoed
money on a mortgage to which the plaint-
iffs grandfather the then Zemindar and
his son the plaintiff’s father were parties
and had subsequently obtained a consent
deoree for sale, and brought the Zemin-
dan to sale and purchased it after the death
of the plaintiff’s grandfather and the suo-
cession of his father to the estate. At the
date of the Court sale in 1900 the Zemin-
dari was an unsettled Palayam, but in 1905
the Bank suooeeded in obtaining a perma-
nent sanad under Regulation XXV of 1802
at the same Peishcush as had been paid
without alteration for more than a hundred
years.

The ground on whioh the plaintiff has
succeeded in the lower Court in recovering
the Zemindari from the transferees of the
auction- pnrohaser, is that at the dates of
the mortgage and the mortgage decree and
of the sale thereunder, whioh were prior
to the issue of the permanent sanad of 1905
the Zemindari was held on the tenure of
rendering Military and Polioe service as well
as of paying the Peishoush demanded; and
that in these oirourastanoes it was inalien-
able by the plaintiff's grandfather and his
father after him for more than the terms
of their respective lives. These contentions
the District Judge has aooepted. At the
hearing of the appeal the learned Advocate
General raised the farther contention that
the Zemindari was made inalienable by the
provisions of Regulation VI of 1811.

The appellants did not admit that snob
services, if they existed, would render the
Zemindari inalienable, and contended that
even if this were so, this defeot in the Bank’s
title was cured by the grant of the sanad
to them in 1905 which admittedly put an
end to such services if they were then in
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existence, and rendered the Zemindari freely

alienable. Their main case, however, was

that in 1895 the date of the mortgage to

the Bank and afterwards the Zemindari

was not held on any conditions of Military

or Police service. As regards Military service

they contended that, when after the cession

of Dindigal to the Company by Tippoo in

1792, the then Poligar who had been ex-

pelled by Tippoo for failure to pay the

Peishcush imposed upon him, was restored

by the Company, the incident n£ Military

service was suppressed by the Company in

accordance with its settled policy as a neces-

sary preliminary to the introduction of

settled Government. As regards the Police

or Kaval duties, they admitted that such

duties were at first required of the Palayagar

by the annual snnads issued to him by the

Collector of Dindigal of which several from

1796 to 1804 have been exhibited, but

they contended that in accordance with the

provisions of section 5 of Regulation XXV
of! 1802 and the polioy declared therein,

this Police or Kaval service was abolished

before 1812 and referred to the Fifth Re-

port and Regulation XI of 1816. They
contended that the Peishcush was permanent-

ly settled at the beginning of the last

century, and that the delay in issuing

permanent sanads in the case of this and

some other Palayams was due to other

causes and without any idea of claiming

Military and Police services from them. As
regards the alienability of such unsettled

Palayams, they relied upon the decision of the

Judioial Committee, in the Gundamanaikanoors

caselOolnqappa Ghettyv, Arbnthnot and Collector

of Trichinopoly v. Lekkumani (24)], not

only that such Palayams were hereditary but

that debts incurred by the holder for the time

being, were binding on the Palayam in the

hands of his successors, which could not be

the case if they were inalienable except for

the lifetime of the holder for the time

being. The present contention they con-

tended, was an afterthought. The Zemindari

after being held under Government manage-

ment was restored to the Zemindar in

1843 on payment of a sum of money for

arrears which he had to borrow. To dis-

charge this and other indebtedness of his

predecessors one of the Zemindars in 1861

granted a thirty years’ lease of the Zemin-

dari which was in the nature of a usufruc-

tuary mortgage. His successor obtained

from this Court a decree in the nature of

a redemption deoree, and recovered the

Z amindari by paying off the sum payable

to the lessees under the deoree in respect

of advances made by him to discharge the

indebtedness of the estate. The mortgage

to the Commercial Bank in 1895 was in

respect of the indebtedness incurred by the

Zemindar in redeeming the Zsraindari.

That it was regarded as binding on the

Zemindari was shown from the fact that the

next heir, the plaintiff’s father, joined in the

mortgage and consented to the deoree for sale.

As regards the inalienability of lauds held

on service tenure, it is held in India that,

even apart from Statute, they are inalienable

beyond the lifetime of the holder, Mayne,

section 338, Muppidi Papaya v. Ramana (8),

Pakkiam Pdlay v. Seetharama Yadhyar (9)

and we must so hold. The learned Advocate-

General also relied upon the statutory

prohibition against the alienation of servioe

lands contained in Regulation VI of 1831,

but as will be pointed out later, the general

statutory prohibition was repealed before

the date of the alienations now in question

by Madras Act III of 1895, and the limited

prohibition contained in that enactment does

not affeot the present case. The further

contention that the subsequent enfranchise-

ment of the land from servioe, as by the

issue of the sanad of 1905 in this case,

would validate alienations previously made,
is supported by certain observations of

West, J., which appear to have been

made obiter
, in Badhabai v. Anayitrav

Bhagrant { 2) but is 'opposed to the recent

decision of a Full Bench of this Court in

Vaddadt Sannamma v. Koduganti Badhabhayi
(2S) by which we are bound, and also to an

express decision of the Privy Council in

Padapa v. Swamirao (25) to which our at-

tention was drawn by the learned Advocate-
General. This contention of the appellant

must, therefore, be rejected.

The further contention that, assuming the

Zemindari to have been held at first under
the Company on service tenure, the aboli-

tion of these services would render it alienable,

is supported by the judgment of West, J., in

the case already referred to in which Sargent,
C. J., and two other learned Judges of the

Bombay Court concurred. The learned

Judgo observed in Radhabai v. Anantrav
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(2): "So long as lands are assigned by the East India Conby the severe,gn to the support of a public peaceable land-holdersofhee oi the larid tax payable on lands is doubt that Kannivadiremitted in consideration of services to be this nature. Dind.V,] ;
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lemiLieu m oonsiaeration ot services to be
performed by a particular family or line
of holders, the lands are according to the
principles of the Hindu Law and the cus-
tomary law of the country, incapable of
an alienation or disposal, such as to divert
them or the proceeds of them, from the
intended purpose-- Bavlojirav v. Baliant -

rav Venkatesh (29;. This principle has
been recognized in many decisions— Musam -

mat Kustoora Koamarec v. Monohur Deo (30)
^ ^ # TIT .When an
estate is freed from its connection with
a public office, the reason arising from
that connection for the preservation of
the estate, intact and unencumbered,
necessarily fails. There is not in the
lands themselves, according to Hindu
Law, any inherent quality limiting them
to special kinds of ownership and devolution.
They become subject to the ordinary laws of
descent and disposal, just as where a parti-
cular custom concerning them has been
abandoned; or they have passed into a
family not subject to the custom.”

It has been held in some later oases that
in this case the learned Judges were under
a misapprehension as to the service in
question in that case having been abolished,
but the principle laid down in the above
passage was not questioned in any of these
cases, nor were we referred to any author-
ity the other way. We entirely agree
with the deoision of the Bombay Court- on
this point and have decided to follow it.

It is, moreover, the principle to which the
Legislature has given effect in section b of

Regulation XXV of 1802.

In the Narzgunty case [ Xaraguntp
Lutchmecdavamah v. Vengama Naidoo (31)],
the Judicial Committee accepted the descrip-

tion of Palayagars in Wilson’s Glossary as
1

having been originally petty chieftains occupy- {

ing usually tracts of hill or forest, subject to
1

pay tribute and service to the paramount *

power, but seldom paying either, and more 1

or less independent; but as having, at F

present, since the subjugation of the country, '•

(29) 5 B. 437; 3 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 288.
*

(30) (1884) W. R. 39.
1

(31) 9 M. I. A. 66; 1 W. R, P. C. 30; 1 Sutli. P. C. J. ^

460; 1 Sar. P. C. J. 826; 19 E. lb 666. t

A by the East Ind.a Company, subsided into
o peaceable land-holders. There can be no
s doubt that Kannivadi was a Palayarn of
e this nature Dmdigal, in which it is situ-
e ated had formed part of the dominions of
0 Hyder and Tippoo for sometime when it
- was ceded to the Company by the Treaty

of Senngapatam in 1792. At that time
t he Palayagar was not in possession, having
3 been expelled by Tippoo for failure to pay
- the revenue demanded from him The
’ Company restored the Palayarn to him; and

the h

r

3

1

question for oousideration, is on
. what terms this was done. The report of
' \Zr

BTd
°L

Revenne
- Did, of January

t7.o shows that the precise terms on which
the restored Dindigal Palayagars were tohold their Palayams, had not then been
settled, and that it was proposed to exaot
certain Kaval or Police servioes from them
which were then necessary for the preserva-
tion of order. The Hoard transmitted a
draft sanad defining the position of the
restored Palayagars. The annual sanads
subsequently issued for some years no
doubt foHow this draft sanad Exhibit E
or 1,96, E2 for 1797, El for 1809,

’em
°°
0
rresP°nding Muebdika for

i-Ol, and E3, the Muchilika for 1803
lhere can soarcely be any doubt that a
similar sanad was issued for 1795 and
* . , . .

whioh no sanad
is forthcoming, and these sanads may be
taken as containing the conditions whioh
the restored Palayagars were required to
observe Paragraphs 1 tc 5 deal with thepayment of tribute, and the rendering ofKaval services. Paragraph 6 is important
as showing that the Government was al-ready impressed with the necessity of
suppressing the Military service of the Pala-
yagars as a first condition of the introduc-
*!°n

. ?!
0
p

e
,

rly Government. It provides
that the Palayagar is to render an account
of the number of armed men in the Palayarnand to abide by the orders of ihe Govern-
ment as regards the dismissal of such ofthem as may appear unnecessary for the
performance of the duties of the Palayarn
aud proceeds: 'Since it is the duty of the
Circar to protect the country from foreign
enemies, you are only to take a few of the
inhabitants of the Palayarn into your ser-

„Ve
_.
ha7° re

!i
sed ‘be translation as

17

the result of the discussion during the
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argument. The Palayagar was again en* was to be fixed and the pikes issued to them

joined not to take up arms “because the stamped and registered. The proclamation

Company’s troops have been specifically concluded by announcing to the Palayagars,

appointed for that purpose.” Any breach “the intention to establish a permanent

of the conditions was to involve forfeiture. assessment of revenue on the lands of the

Except as to the amount of the Peishoush, Palayams upon the principles of Zemindari

the terms continued the same down to tenure, whioh assessment being once fixed,

1803 (Exhibit E3) after whioh there is shall be liable to no change in any time to

no evidence of any exchange of sttiiculs come, that the Palayagars becoming by these

and Muohilikas. means Zemindars of their hereditary estates

Exhibit XXVI of 2nd of October 1799 will be exempted from all Military service,

is a proclamation by Major B-mnerman, and that the possessions of their ancestors

addressed to the inhabitants of the Tinne- will be secured to them under the operation

velley Palayams after the rebellion of the of limited and defined laws, etc. The District

Tinnevelly Palayagars, ordering tho surren- Judge has read the concluding paragraph,

der of arms and threatening these who re- which was merely an announcement of the

tained them, with death. In their Revenue policy declared in the despatch from the

Letter to Port Saint George of 11th Pebru- Couit of Directors, as limiting the announce-

ary 188 1 (Fifth Report, page 51, Edition of ment earlier in the proclamation tbaj the

Higginbotham) the Court of Directors sane- Military service hitherto rendered by the

tioned the gradual introduction of tho Per- Palayagars and Sherogars had been sup*

manent Settlement into Madras, but laid pressed, and he has held that the intention

down, page 53, that it was of first import- of the proclamation as a whole was that

auoe that “all subordinate Military estab- their Military service was to continue until

lishments should ba annihilated within the the issue to them of permanent aanads,

limits, subject to the dominion of the Com- Reading the proclamation as a whole and

pany,” and observed that this was so in- in the light of the despatch from the

controvertible as to preclude all expectations Court of Directors, we think it is dear

to be derived from an attempt to introduce that the suppression of Military service was

a permanent system of laud revenue or the intended to be unconditional,

exercise of a regular judicial authority till It has, however, been contended that

this essential preliminary was secured. In Military service was exacted from the Zemin-

conformity with these instructions, Lord dar even after the proclamation, and as muoh

Clive on 1st December ibOl issued a importance was attached by the District

proclamation addressed to the Palayagars, Judge to the documents exhibited by the

Sherogars and inhabitants of tho Southern plaintiffs to show this, Exhibits D, E, F,

Provinces announcing the determination of G series, it is necessary to refer to them

the Government to suppress the use and in some details. Exhibits D to D3 ff>)

exeicise of ail weapons of offence without are extracts from the Dindigal Diary kept

the authority of the British Government. by tho successive Collectors. The other

The proclamation went on: “The Military Exhibits of importance in this connection

servioe heretofore rendered by the Palayagars are letters written by or to this Palaya-

and Sherogars having been suppressed, and gar of Kannivadi relating to the events

the Company having in consequence charged mentioned in the Diary. The District Judge

itself with tho protection and defence of relies on these to show that after the

the Palayagar countries, the possession of British occupation, Military services were

fire arms and weapons of offence has mani- being rendered. Most of these Exhibits

festly become unnecessary to the safety of relate to the period anterior to 180 i, and

the people.” General disarmament was, in many cases relate only to Police duties,

therefore, enjoined, but the Palayagars and Among the latter duties may be iustanoed

Zemindars were permitted to retain a the attempts made to seize an outlaw, named

certain number of persons carrying pikes Tombu Gour for whose arrest a reward had

for the purpose of maintaining tho pomp been offered, referred to iu Exhibit Do (<r)

and state heretofore attaohed to the per- under dates September 25th, December i6tb,

suns of the Palayagars, ” but i ho number 17iK> and January 10th, *797
;

and tb$
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Collector's warning on Jane lOfch, 1795 tothe Palayagar In Exhibit D, which the

4th 17 Os’
a0knf

!

W
u
edged in 1)4 on July

r
’
179°’ ag

f
nst harbouring a rebel, namedopaya Naiok
; and the Assistant Colleo-

Zf Exhibit D 3, dated July

f'
th>

.

17y9, to the palayagar directing himto seus some marauders, named PujariEw / ar/ i"ay 'vhom the Tah8ii -
dar had been endeavouring to oapture by
p aomg a guard of peons at the entrance
of the Kanmvad, District, as appears from
the entry of January lgtb, >. 799, in Exhibit

V , O-®.
Assistant Collectors^ order of

i

h W£tS aok nowleged next day by
the Palayagar in Exhibit D7. in which he
repudiates the idea that he has been friendly

pi
“ara

1

nders
- and °n January 19thm Exhibit D2 he promises the Collector

not to assist them.
The Collector’s directions to makegood

property stolen by thieves belonging to his
estate in the entries in Exhibit D3 (a)
o Eovember 4tb, 1796, of March 4th and
th, April 16th, and September 6th, 1797

oqf. '“c
E
f
hlb,t US (6> under dates August

1797’
Sept

?
mb® r Ihth and October 30th,

T
’ 07I '^o>

h,blt Dl under da tu ofJune 27th, 179o, merely indicate that theKaval system, according to which Kavalgars
or watchmen are held responsible for tracing
the whereabouts of stolen jewels, etc., and,
if they fail, are themselves required tomake good the value of such articles,
existed in those early times. In those days
it appears from the entries of April 4th
and 5th, 1797 of Exhibit T)3 (a> from
the. entry of July 2)st, 1798, of Ex-
hibit D3, and from Dio that there was
a Kaval fund for remunerating Kavalgars.
This fund is stated in Exhibit D3 (a) to
be quite unconnected with the Peishcush or t

tribute payable in ‘Kitts’ (or instalments) by c

the Palayagar for his Palayam and it appears J
from Exhibit D16 that it was a fund raised by e
contributions of ‘watching fees’ paid by the s
subjects of the Crown into the hands of the 1
Palayagars who were held responsible for its n
administration. This resembles the present si
day system under which village Kavalagars k
or watchmen are appointed by the villagers ai
to watch their orops and other property, of
and every ryot contributes at the time of of
harvest a few measures of grain from his th
stock at the threshing floor for the re* th

to muneration of the Kavalgars for the^current
e year ff the Zamindar held any lands on
y condition of rendering Kaval service, they
3a must have been resumed before 1812 as
°* will lie shown later.

*

ly Affain we find the Collector iu Exhibitm Di on January 9th, l',99, instructing the
V Ealayagar to arrest any Europeans (pre .

J- su.nably deserters from the East India
'y Company’s British troops) found straying
ie more than two miles from camp withoutn a passport. Again in Exhibit D17 in October
it 1/97 the Palayagar of Kannivadi is stated
<t to have promised his assistance to the
y Collector against the Palayagar of Komara-
6 vadi, a deposed Palayagar who had escap.
y ed from confinement at Vellore. The nature
1 of the assistance to be rendered is not
r mentioned in this Exhibit, but from Exhibit

(.6) it appears that ho and four or five
i other Palayagars were to come with their
’ respective men and act as an escort of "Old

[

Luoki Lakshmana Naiok ” in conducting him
from Komaravadi as soon as the arrest of this
escaped prisoner was effected.

So much for the resords relating to the
period before the formal abolition of Militarv
duty. y

The District Judge has concluded from
certain Exhibits of a later date than 1801
that Military assistance was rendered by
this Palayagar during the fightiug by theCompany s army against Virupakshi Naick
and against the dumb boy called Panohala-’
kuriohi Oomayana who led an insurrection
against Government, and also in the re-
hellion of Lakshmana Naioken, i n the

VsX
of Eo ''eotora Hurdi8 a"d Parish in

Io(J 3 aud 1804.
An account of the part played by the

Kannivadi Palayagar in connection with
the fighting that took plane on those
occasions, is given in Exhibits E and GBoth of these reoords proceed from inter
ested sources. Exhibit F is a petition
signed by the Zemindar nf Kannivadi in
1637 and presented to the Board of Reve-
nue, in which he appealed for the re-
storation of his Palayam whioh had been
kept under the management of Government
and Exhibit G is a genealogical history
of the family written by another member
of the family. It was to the interest of
the writers of these documents to magnify
the meritorious services rendered by various

t
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Palayagars of Kannivadi to Government

from time to time. Gl, G2, G4, G5, Go, G/,

and GS are records similar to G.

Exhibits G and G7 mention the fact

that the Palayagar’s men were then m
lfcOd- without arms (no doubt in pursuance

of Government’s declared policy), and thus

when they accompanied the Company’s sepoys

in pursuit of Lrkshraana Naioken, it was

necessary for Mr. Parish to arm -0 o

them before they could be of any assistance

to him. At the same time the work that

they were expected to perform, seems to

ment and still mere to its armed forces

in the field. The practice of making such

requisitions for the supply of touring officers,

is not yet altogether obsolete. The fact

that in the years 1803 and 1804 such re.

qnisitions were made and complied with

in a few instances, does not, in our opinion,

show that the Palayam continued to be

held on condition of rendering Military

service and still less that it was so held

at the time of the alienations now in

question nearly a hundred years later.

We have next to deal with the well-

have been that of guarding roads .... known Regulation X.W of 180 ' on which

knew tli©

1)13 the

in Juno

and passes, acting as spies of the enemies

movements and as guides to the

British troops through the forest tracks

and hill passes. They could not fight because

they had no arms. A more reliable account

of what happened, is to be found in^ the

contemporary document, Exhibit Eo, of

July < st, iSOi, in which it is stated that

15 men from the Kannivadi Palayagai

people were sent as guides to “ Captain

Hamilton’s army because they

different routes.” In Exhibit

Palayagar of Kannivadi reports

1804 to Mr. Parish that lie had despatched

a spy to bring intelligence regarding the

rebels. It would be absurd to treat this

Palayarn, as a feudal lief held on condition

of rendering Military service simply becauso

the holder on one or two occasions assisted

the intelligence branch of the Company s

regular army.

The allusions in Exhibits Dll and DI-j

to
*' our troops ” and our detachment

in the account of the engagement with

Lakshmana Naioken only show in our opinion

that the Kannivadi men identified their

cause with the cause of the Government,

and we think that the description of lighting

refers to the doings of the Company’s

soldiers, and does not mean that any Military

establishments of the Palayagar were em*

ployed in 1

1

1

0

fictufil lighting.

Exhibits D10, E7.E8, ElJ, refer to tho

supply of bamboos to be paid, for the

use of the British troops (evidently in order to

provide them and their officers with quarters).

Exhibit Ed relates to the supply of oattle

(probably for feeling the troops). It was

regarded as the duty of the whole popu-

lation to furuish the necessary supplies

against payment to the officers of Govern.

the Permanent Settlement rests in this

Presidenoy so far as it affeots the present oase.

It was held by the Judicial Committee in

Collector oj Trichinopoly v. Lekkamam and Oola-

giippn Chetti/v. Arbutknot (-4) to be dear that

the affirmative words of the seooud section

‘that in consequence of the assessment, the

proprietary right of the soil shall become

vested in the Zemindars,’ etc., did not either

give to, or take away from, the former owners

of lands not permanently assessed, any

right which they then had. It merely

vested in all Zemindars an hereditary right

at a fixed revenue upon the conclusion of

the Permanent Settlement with them.. It

is a maxim that affirmative words in a

Statute without any negative expressed or

implied, do not take away an existing

right”. This interpretation is strongly sup-

ported by the title of the Regulation which

For declaring the proprietary right of

lands to be vested in individual persons,

defining the rights of such persons,

permanent assessment of the land

l0(Cliuv . As regards the somewhat ambi-

guous preamble, their Lordships observe

that it did not assert a right, on the

part of Government to deprive or dispossess

Zemindars in their lifetime, or their heirs

after their deaths, for the purpose of trans-

ferring their rights to Government, or to

new holders at the will of Government,

independent of any considerations connect-

ed with the realization of revenue. They

then proceeded to explain the sweeping

statement in the preamble to Regulation

XXXL of 1802 that tho ruling power had in

conformity to the ancient usage of the oountry

constantly resorved to itself and had exer-

cised the actual proprietary right of lands

of every description, and that consistently

is

la

and for

under a

revenue*
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with this principle, all alienations of land,
except by the consent of the ruling power,
are violations of that right, and observed
that the words alienations of land’ referred
not to mere transfers from one proprietor
to another, but to grants for holding lands
exempt from the payment of revenue”.
Ft Dally their Lordships observed: “There is
no difference in this respect (its hereditary
character) between a Playam and an ordinary
Zemindari. The only difference between a
Palayam or Zemindari which is permanently
settled and one that is not, is that, in the
former, the Government is precluded for
ever from raising the revenue; and in the
latter

f
the Government may or may not have

that power. ’’The latter words appear to mean
that Government may in a particular case have
precluded itself from raising the revenue, even
though it has not issued a permanent sanad.

Applying these principles, their L)rdship3
proceeded to deal with the connected case
of Collector of Trichxnopoly v. Lekkamani and
Oolagappj Chetty v . Arbuthnot (24). The
judgment is appended to the judgment in
Marungapuri case whioh follows Collector
of Tmchinopoly v. Lekkamani and Oolagappa
Chetty v. Arbuthnot (2i). In the former
case, a Razinamah was entered into in
the time of the late Zemindar making the
Zemindari liable for debts incurred by him.
It having been held that the Razinamah
could not be enforced except by suit, a
suit was instituted but discontinued on the
death of the Zemindar by order of the
Court whioh directed a fresh suit to be
brought against the heir when nominated.
A suit was accordingly brought against
the minor Zemindar in whioh it wa9 claimed
that the revenues and corpus were equally
answerable (page 270*;. The Civil Judge
held the debt binding on the revenues of
the Zemindari in the hands of the successors
and deoreed the claim to that extent. The
High Court reversed this decision, and held
that-, as the Palayam in question was only held
on life-tenure, it could not be made liable in

the hands of the son for the debts incurred by
the father. The Judicial Committee held that
piima facie the Palayam wa9 hereditary, and
that being so, apparently as a matter of oourse,
they held it liable in the hands of the son for
the father’s debts, if th9 revenues are

liable in the bands of succeeding Zemindars,
#?age~of i r. 4,

—

E<t.
‘

that is equivalent to saying that the corpus is
liable and the decision would be conclusive
of the present case, but for the fact that
the point that the Palayam was inalien-
able by reason of its owing Military and
Polioe service, was not raised. It is, however,
very significant that it was not raised in
that case though the defendant on the re-
cord was Mr. Arbuthnot, the Collector of
Madura who represented the minor Zemindar
as agent of the Court of Wards and would
have been likely to know if the holders
of unsettled Palayams were liable to render
any services such a9 to render their estates
inalienable and an exception to the
general rule as to the “free liberty” of pro-
prietors of land to make alienations whioh is

conferred by section 8 of the Regulation. This
contention has not been raised in any
other case before the present, and this con-
sideration adds to the already heavy burden
on the plaintiff of showing the existence
of the bar to alienation on which he relies.

The question of the continuing liability

of the Palayagar for Police servioe may now
be dealt with in connection with the provi-
sions of section 5 of the Regulation. These
provisions show a general intention to release
land-holders from the performance of Polioe
services except in special cases to be dealt
with in the permanent sanad when issued
and to resume all lands and rusums grant-
ed for Polioe service. The first part of
section 5 provides as follows: “The Govern-
ment having charged itself generally with
the maintenance and support of such estab-
lishments as may be requisite in the
several provinces, cities and towns for the
better keeping of the Police, no lands shall be
considered, as heretofore, to be holden on the -

condition of performing Police duties, unless
the same shall be specially provided for
in the sanad i-milkiyat i-istimrar.” With this

must be read section 15, whioh provides
that Zemindar3 shall aid and assist the
officers of Government in apprehending and
securing offenders of all descriptions, and they
shall inquire and give notice to the
Magistrates of robbers or other disturbers of

the public peace who may be found, or
who may seek refuge in their Zemindaris,
an obligation which was not regarded as
incompatible with the power of alienation,

and is very similar to that imposed on people
generally and land-owners in particular by
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Chapter IV of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

Road literally section 5 operated to

release all lands forthwith from the con-

dition of rendering Police service. If

this be too strict a construction, it at

least shows that it was the policy of the

Government to release them, and there is

nothing in the Regulation to prevent effect

being given to that intention without the

grant of a permanent sanad. Police ser

vices had been required in this case by the

annual sanads of which E3 for Fasli 1*213,

le03-4 is the last. The issue of these

sanads appears to have been discontinued

and there is no evidence of any Police

service being demanded after 1S04. Admitted*

ly Police service was as a rule abolished

in all the Palayams and Zemindaris that

received permanent sanads
;

and as will

be seen, the faot that no permamen -

. sanad

was issued in the case, had nothing to do

with the question of Police service It appears

ffora the Fifth Report that the Kaval

lands or lands granted for the discharge

of Kaval duties which were quite different

from those which the ofTioers of an organized

Police force are expected to perform, had

been resumed before 1812, but as regards

Madras, the Report does not deal with the

question of Police. A Police force under

officers oalled Darogas had been introduced

but did not work well, and, in accordance

with the recommendations of Sir Thomas
Munro, the Court of - Directors issued in-

structions which were embodied in Regulation

X[ of 1 810. By this measure recourse

was had to the indigenous Police system

of the country. Under that system, Police

as well as revenue duties had been imposed on

the village headman, who was responsible

as to both to the Zemindar or Palayagar

where there was one. By the Regulation,

the headman as regards Police duties, was
made responsible to the Tahsildar or Indian

Magistrate of the looality, and Zemindars

were deprived of all Police powers except

in so far ns any of the duties of the

Tahsildar might be conferred upon particular

Zemindars by the Government under section

39. This the Court of Directors considered

should only be done in particular oa-e- of

approved respectability i.rn \s illmgi es* to co-

operate in promoting the vie vs of the

Government. -toG n 39 .vus repealed by

Aot XVII of 1 862 as having become ob-

solete and tli us vanished tho last trace of

the Police powers formerly vested in the

Zemindar as head of his district. The Police

Aot XXIV of 1859, which took away the

control of the Police from the Tabsildars

and created a separate Police Department,

defined Police, in section 1 as including

‘general’ and village Police, Cuttoobadies,

Kavalgars, and all other persons who

exercise any Police functions throughout the

Madias Presidency. This was before the

repeal of section 39 of Regulation XI of

18 1 G, and there is no suggestion that tbfe

Kannivadi Zemindars were ever regarded

as corning within this definition of Police. Be

this as it may, this definition of Police was

repealed by section 2 (2) of Madras Aot

III of 1895, which substituted the following

definition. “The word Police shall inolude

all persons appointed under this Act,” thus

excluding Cuttoobadies Kavalgars, etc.,

whose Police function* had become obsolete.

The same enactment also repealed Regula-

tion VI of 1 83 1 which made lands held

on service tenure, inalienable, and only re-

enacted the provision against the alienation

as regards village officers, except in the

Scheduled Districts. In the Scheduled

Districts the prohibition against alienation

was continued, not only as regards the

emoluments of village officers, but also as

regards “other emoluments granted or

continued in remuneration for the perform-

ance of duties connected with the collection

of tho revenue or the maintenance of order.**

In the rest of the Presidency, the Legislature

evidently thought that village offices were

the only offices the emoluments of whioh

required to be protected from alienation.

This enactment, whioh came into force

before the alienation now in question, goes

far to show that at the date of that

alienation, the services formerly required of

the Palayagars and others had become entire-

ly obsolete and that there was no longer

any sufficient reason for prohibiting the

alienation of their lands on the grounds of

public policy.

It, is not questioned that the issue of

peinmnent sanads under Regulation .aXVin
the teims in which they were issued, released

the granites from coi ditious of Police service

anil there is no reason to suppose that the

delay in issuing the sanads in this .and

other cases, was due to any design of
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retaining the right to Police services whioh
were regarded as a thing to be got rid of
as quickly as possible. In this connection an
observation in Ohauki Goundcn v. Venkatara-
manier (32) whioh was referred to with ap-
proval by Scotland, C.J., in Lekkamani v. Sri-
mat Ranga Kristna Muttu Vira Puchaya Naikar
(33)may be cited again, and with greater force
now that the assumption that Palayagars
had only life-estates, has been displaced.
The Palayagar of an unsettled Palayam may,

according to the generally reoeived theory
as to his rights, have only an estate for
life in his Palayam; but for suoh an estate
as he has, his relation to the Government
on the one side and to the occupiers of
lands within his Palayam on the other side,

resembles that of a Zemindar.” There is

really no reason now why an unsettled
Palayam should be inalienable any more
than a settled one.

As regards the revenue history of this
particular Palayam, in 1798, a commission
reported that these Poligars should be
allowed personally to retain one-third of
the computed value of their land. Mr.
Hurdis, who was Collector from September
1796 to December 1803, was directed to
carry out a field survey and to p resent to
the Board of Revenue a detailed report such
as would enable them to arrange a Permanent
Settlement (Nelson Manual Part 4, page
31). Unfortunately, as Mr. Nelson observes,
he overestimated the capabilities of the
District and the Permanent Settlement of
Dindigal introduced on the basis of this

survey had to be abandoned. Exhibit
XXVI 1 ( b

)

shows the total beriz of the
Kannivadi Palayam as estimated by Mr.
Hurdis. Of this the Palayagar was allowed
as before provisionally to retain 30 per
cent, leaving a Peishousb of Pagodas
10,897 or Rs. 38, 39 14-2 payable to Govern-
ment. This Peishcush did not repre-

sent 30 per oent. of the real income, or

anything like it, and owing to the

defective nature of Mr. Hurdis’s assessment
and possibly other reasons, a permanent
sanad was not issued to this and other

Palayagars on the basis of his assessment.

From 1816 to 1843 in consequence of

the Palayagar’s inability to pay the

Peishcush, Government took the Palayam

(32) 5 M.H. R. 208.

(33) 6 M. H- C. R, 208.

under its own management and
allowed him the 10 per cent. on the
net collections. In 1843 the Palayam was
restored to the Palayagar. Exhibit XXVI
(o>. This Muchilika which was then taken
from him, appears to proceed upon the
footing that all he was liable to do, was
to pay the Peishcush demanded of him
and that in default of payment the Palayam
was liable to be «old. It certainly goes
to show that no condition of Military or
Police service was recognised as existing
at that time. Exhibits XXIfy and XXWi
dated 9th July 1 S 43 are mortgages of
the Zemindari to pay previous debts and
save the Zemindari from annexation
by Government. Exhibit XXIII is a lease
for 30 years, dated 20th July 1S6 1 in
discharge of debts whioh are stated to
have been contracted by the Zemindar
himself, his father and his ancestors
Exhibit H series show that negotiations
went on for some years after this as to
the grant of a permanent sanad and
that Government were prepared to grant
a permanent sanad without increasing
the Peishcush, but that this intention was
not carried into effect in the supposed
interest of the Zemindar himself. Exhibit
H5. Nothing is to be found about any
Military or Police service in this oorre-
spondence. In 1881 on the death of the
Zemindar Baugaru, who had executed the
lease of ISol, his brother who succeeded,
brought a suit to recover the Zemindari
from the lease*. In his plaint he raised the
contention that the alienations of his pre .

deoessors were not binding on the estate in
his hands, and this was the subject of the
fourth issue. It was not, however, suggested
that the inalienability depended in any
way on the duty of rendering Military
and Police service. The District Judge
held that the lease was not binding on
the plaintiff as a lease but was binding
on him as a mortgage, and gave a decree
for redemption. Before the High Court
the Zemindar does not seem to have press-
ed the appeal on the ground that thG
alienations by his predecessors were not
binding upon him. Probably the decision
of the Privy Council in Collector of Trichi -

nopoly v. Lekkamani and OAagappj Qhetty v.
Arbuthnot (24) was held conclusive on this
question. In the High Court the controversy
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appears to have been as to the amount
of the mortgage debt. In connection with

this litigation and the subsequent

redemption, the Zemindar contracted

usufructuary mortgages, Exhibits 7, 8, 5,

9, 6, 7o, 4, 22 series 8 and 10, and
lastly a consolidating mortgage Exhibit

2 on 14th December H95 and a supple-

mentary mortgage Exhibit 18, dated 10th

February )b98. Exhibit 2, to which the then

Zemindar and bis son the father of the

present plaintiff were parties, was for

upwards of ten lakhs of rupees.

The Bank brought Original Suit No. 23 of

1897 on this mortgage and obtained a consent

decree for sale against the Zemindar and
his son on 16th Auguc?t 1S98, Exhibit XW,
by which the defendants were to pay

Rs. 13,15,000 on or before 15th August 1900
and the estate was to be sold in default. The
plaintiff’s grandfather died on 16th July 1899.

On 14th March H 00, the Bank applied for an

order absolute for sale under section 89

of the Transfer of Property Aot, and on

21st March 1900 the Court made the order

as follows: ‘Defendant by Mr. Subramania
Aiyar does not put forward any objection.

Decree made absolute”. The estate was
subsequently sold and purchased by the

Bank, who obtained a sanad in 1105,

and then sold it to the present 1st defend-

ant. The plaintiff’s father died on 24th

May 1911, and it was in the present

suit instituted on 23rd July 1914, that the

content. on that the Zemindari was
inalienable on account of the Zemin-
dar’s liability to render Military and

Police services, was raised for the tirst time.

In our opinion this contention is only

an ingenious afterthought. The liability of

these unsettled Palayams for ancestral debts

was treated by the Privy Council in Collector

oj 'Trichine poly v. Lekkamatii and ()olaguppa

( 'hefty v. Arbuthnot (24)as necessarily follow-

ing from the establishment of the hereditary

nature of the estate. Theie are now no Police

or Military services to be rendered. In this

particular estate there have been continued

alienations by way of mortgage which have

been treated as binding by succeeding

Zemindars. Though the contention that

they were not binding, was laised in the

litigation of 1881, this was not on the

ground of any Military or Police service,

and the contention was not pressed in the

High Court. Lastly, the fact that the

plaintiff’s father was a party to the

mortgage of 1895 and to the consent

decree and did not object to the sale,

shows that the alienable character of the

Zemindari was fully recognised.

The learned Advocate General has relied on

certnin decisions such as Narayana v. Chenga -

lamina (21) and Udayarpaliyam case [ Kachi

Yuva Rangoppa Kahkka Thvla Udayarv. Kachi

Kail, ana Rangappa Kalahka Thola Udayar (6)]

and Ramnad cate ( 4) in which it was held

that certain Zemindaris restored by British

Government to the heirs of the former

Zemindars were restored with the incident

of impartiality which had originally attach-

ed to them in their character of petty

chieftains rendering service to the para-

mount power, but the«e oases did not

decide or proceed on the footing that

any such services were still to be render-

ed
;

and, as those were oases in which

a permanent sanad had been issued, it

is clear that there were ho such services

in existence at the date of suit. He also

relied on certain decisions as to Ghatwal
tenures in Northern India, but in these

cases the succession is not purely here-

ditary, and Government by the exercise of

the right to ohoose the successor from and
among the heirs, manifests i s continued

recognition of the office of Ghatwal even

though the duties have become nominal.

On a full consideration of the whole ques-

tion, we are unable to agree with the

District Judge, ar.d have come to the con-

clusion that the Military and Police services

for which the Zemindar was at one time

liable, had been abolished long before the

alienations in question, even though
Government for quite other reasons bad
delayed the issue of a sanad under Regula-

tion XXV of 1802 by which the Peishoush

payable by him as a peaceable land-owner
exempt from such services, would have been

finally settled.

The only remaining question is whe-
ther the suit is barred on the grouud
that, when the suit was instituted, more
than twelve years had elapsed from the

time when the 1st defendant’s vendor got

into possession under their purchase at

the Court auotion. There can be no

(34) 24 M.013.
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doubt that, assuming the estate of the
Zemindar to be for life only as contended
by the plaintiff, the Zemindar for the
time being would ordinarily represent
the estate as held in Radhabai v.
Anant) av Bhogvcint (2) and numerous
other oases, and that, therefore, time
would have begun to run against the
plaintiff’s father from the date when the
Bank got possession and the suit would
be barred as more than twelve years had
elapsed before it was instituted. The
question, however, arises whether the
plaintiff s father had not debarred himself
from suing to recover possession and whe-
ther time did not begin to run only from
the date of his death and plaintiffs
succession. As has been already stated,
the plaintiff’s father joined in the mort-
gages of 1895 and consented to the
decree being passed against him for the
sale of the Zemindari and personally for the
mortgage debt and did not objeot to the
order for sale. At the date of the mort-
gage and the oonsent decree, he was only
a reversioner with a spes successionis and
had no power to alienate his interest in
the Zemindari either by executing the
mortgage or consenting to the decree, and
these alienations did not take effeot against
him when he succeeded, as held in
Rainasami Nailc v. Ramasami Ghetti
(3), which is in accordance with- a
very recent decision of the Judicial Com-
mittee not yet reported*. At the date,
however, of the application for the order
for sale, which he did not oppose, the
plaintiff’s father had snoceeded to the
estate, and his life-interest in the
Zemindari was liable to be attached
and sold in execution of the oonsent
decree in so far as it made him
personally liable. If the oonsent decree
had been for sale only, it may be that the
sale would not have passed his life- in-

terest even though be did not oppose the
order for sale, but he was also personally
liable on the decree and at the date of
the application for the order for sale, he
had no answer to an application for the
attachment and sale of his lifp.’ntprpst

in execution of the decree against him
personally. In these circumstances, it may
be that the sale was binding on his life-

interest; and, if so, it is argued he was
not in a position to sue for possession and
that his successor had a fresh starting
point. The starting point under Article
142 is the date of the dispossession or
discontinuance. To avoid the bar, it would
apparently be necessary to hold that the
fact that the plaintiff’s father had de-
barred himself from suing for possession,
took the case, not only out of Article 142 but
also out of Article 141, as the present plaint-
iff s father^ would appear to come within
the word ‘plaintiff’ as used in that Article,
and to make Article 120 applicable to
the case. The starting point in that
Article is, when the right to sue aocrues,
and there would be no difficulty in hold-
ing that the right to sue does not accrue
until there is some one who can sue
successfully. See Murray v. East India
Company (35), Musurus Bey v. Gadban (36),
and the reoent decision of the Privy Council
in Boona Mayana Kena Ronna Meyappa Ghetiy
v. Soona Navena Suppramanian Ghetty (37) in
the view we take of the ofher question, it is

unnecessary to discuss or decide the point. In
the result the appeal must be allowed and the
suit dismissed with costs throughout.
M. c. I\

Appeal illoived.
(35) 5 B. & AM 204; 106 E. R. 1107: 24 R R. 325
(36) 11891) 2 Q. B 352; 6< L. J. O. B. 621; 9 B

519; 71 L. T 51; 42 W R. 545.

,
<37 ) 35 Ind. Cas. 323; 43 I A. 113 at p 120-20 C W

N. 833
; (1916) 1 M. W. N. 455; 18 Bom. L. B. 642; 85

L. J. P. C. 179 (P. C.).

- BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 905 of 1915.

April 5, 19 IS.

Present :—Sir Stanley Batchelor. Kt.,
Acting Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Marten.
DADOO BHAOO and others— Defendants—Appellants

Since reported as Amrit Narayan Singh v Ganga
S ingh, 44 Ind. Cas. 408; 7 L. W. 581: 23 M L. T.
142; 22 C. \V N. 409; 27 C. L. J. 296: 34 M. L J.

298. 4 P. L. W. 221; 16 A. L. J. 265; (1918; M. W. N.
306; 20 Bom. h. R. 546; 45 C. 59!>.— -AW.

versus

DINKAR VISHNU APHALE

—

Plaintiff— Respondent.
Bombay Land Revenue Code (Act V of 1879^), 3

120', 2 7—“Alienated village what is— Village in
which the entire property in the soil has been granted
whether alienated.

1

In the definition of the word “alienated” in section
3 ' l »• of r. lie Bombay Lind Revenue Code the words
“transferred in so far as the rights of Government to
payment of tl»e rent or land revenue are concerned “
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prescribe a certain minimum requirement, amt where

that minimum requirement is satisfied, the definition

also is satisfied, notwithstanding that the transfer

may cover cerfain other interests over and above

those contained in the minimum requirement.

[p. 746, cob 2; ]>. 747, col. 1.] ..

Where the Government has transferred to the

grantee of a village not. merely its own rights to

receive the land revenue but. the entire property in

the soil, the village is an “alienated” one within the

meaning of section 3 (20) of the Bombay Land

Revenue Code and section 217 of the Code is appli-

cable to it. [p. 7 17, col. 1.

]

Second appeal from tbe decision of the t irst

Class Subordinate Judge, with Appellate

powers at Satara, in Appeal No. 122 of 1913,

reversing the decree passed by Second Class

Subordinate Judge at Karad, in Civil Suit

No. 1513 of 1910

Mr. Cuj/ajee (with him Mr. S. S. Patkar), for

the Appellant.

Mr. G. S. Rao
t
for tbe Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Batchei-Or, Acting C. J.—The suit out of

which this appeal arises, was filed by an

Inamdar to eject the defendants. One of

his pleas wss that the defendants Nos.

1 to 3 were his yearly tenants. The

plaintiff’s position as an Inamdar was con-

ceded, but his olaim to own the Mirasi

lands, was
the only

decide, is

to these

or oooupanoy rights in these

denied by the defendants, and

question which we have to

whether the plaintiff s olaim

Mirasi rights should be allowed.

The first Court held against the plaintiff

upon this point, but that decree was re-

versed on appeal, and the present appeal

is brought by the defendants Nos. 2 to 5. It

seems dear that prior to ISirO, the plain-

tiff’s position as Inamdar was accepted,

and gave rise to no disputes. But in

18S0 the Survey Settlement was intro-

duced into this village, and in the Settlement

Register the present appellants were entered

as the Khatedars. Since lbbO admittedly

they have beer, cultivating the lands,

paying only a sum equivalent to the annual

assessment.

The contention for the defendants is

that, by virtue of the provision of section 217

of the Bombay Land Revenue Code,

the effect of the introduction of the

Survey Settlement in 1880, was that

thereafter the defendants had the same

rights in respect of these lands in their

occupation, as holders of land in unalien-

ated villages had, and have, under the pro-

visions of tbe Bombay Land Revenue Code.

It is not denied by Mr. Rao on behalf

of the respondents that if section 217 is

to be applied to the facts of this case,

then the defendants’ contention must

prevail. But Mr. Rao urges that seotion

217 is not applicable to the present faots,

because the village in questiou is not

an alienated village within the meaning

of that expression as it is defined in

olause (20) of seotion 3 of the Bombay

Land Revenue Code.

The 9ole question, therefore, for our

determination in this appeal is whether

the village is or is not an alienated

village within the definition. The defini-

tion runs in these words : alienated”

means “transferred in so far as the rights

of Government to payment of the rent

or land revenue are concerned, wholly or

partially to the ownership of any person.”

Now the fact which we have found for

us here i9 that, by the grant of this

village to the plaintiff’s predecessor- in-

title, there were transferred to him not

merely the Government’s rights to receive

the land revenue, but the entire property

in the soil. That being so, the learned

Pleader for the respondents oontends that

the transfer was not such a transfer as

is referred to in the definition, but was

a transfer in excess of the definition.

The aotual point before us was considered

by my learned brother Beaman in Pandu V.

Pamclinndra Ganesh (1). The decision there

being the decision of a single Judge is

of course not binding upon us, but equally

of course it is entitled to careful con-

sideration at our hands. In that judg-

ment my learned brother referred to the

argument that in the definition of alien-

ated,” the greater must include the less,

and I must confess that 1 have never

been able to escape from the weight

of this argument. It appears to me that

the words ‘‘transferred in so far as the

rights of Government to payment of the

rent or land revenue are concerned,

prescribe a certain minimum requirement,

and whore that minimum requirement is

satisfied, the definition also is satisfied,

notwithstanding that the transfer may

(1) 43 I ml. Cas. 7?8; 42 B. 112; 20 Bom. L. E* N

16 .
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cover certain other interests over and
above those contained in the minimum
requirement.

Adapting the. words of the definition
to the facts of our present case, it seems
to me strictly true to say that in the
case of this village there were trans-
ferred to the

. plaintiff’s predecessor the
rights of Government to payment of the
rent of land revenue. And I am myself
unable to see how that statement beoomhs
less true because over and above those
rights, other interests were also conveyed.
I cannot but think that if the object of
the draftsman had been to exolude all

those oases where the transfer involved
other interests than those which I have
described as the minimum requirement,
he would have altered the phraseology of
the clause, as, for instance, by the inser-
tion of the word “omy” after the words
“in so far,” or, better, by the addition
of clear words expressly excluding the
case where other and larger interests
were transferred. It appears to me, there-
fore, on the best consideration that I can
give to the aotual words of the clause, that
those words are in favour of the defendants’
argument.

It may also be observed that the Land
Revenue Cede appears to reoognise only
two clauses of property of this description,
namely, ‘ alienated” and “uoalienated.”
Unquestionably the village in this case
is not an unalienated village. I think,
therefore, that within the meaning of the
Land Revenue Code it must be regarded
as an alienated village. That that was
the view of the Government itself, seems
to be beyond all doubt, for, in 1881, as

I have said, the Survey Settlement was
introduced into this village under the pro-

visions of section 2 1 1> of the Bombay
Land Revenue Code as into an alienated

village. It has not been suggested to us

in argument that Government would have
had any title or pretext for introducing

the Survey Settlement into this village,

except on the footing that the village

was an alienated village within the defini-

tion in the Land Revenue Code. And
^.though I feel the force of my brother

Beaman’s argument as to the scope and
character of the Land Revenue Code, it

may, I think, be fairly stated that the

47

Code, whatever may have been its original
intention, is not now confined to a scheme
for regulating the rights of Government
as agamst the agricultural payers of
assessment. There are many sections of
the Lode which indicate a somewhat larger
object, and among them I may notice sections
cd, bo and 88.

On ih^0 grounds, it appears to me
that the weight of the argument is in
favour of the view that this is an alien-
ated village, notwithstanding that the whole"
property in the soil was granted byGovernment to the plaintiff's predecessor
If that is so, then admittedly section

aPpl>es to the ease, and the deoree
under appeal must be reversed. I would
therefore, reverse that deoree and restore
the decree of the trial Judge with costs
throughout.

Marten, J._ I agree. The question in
this oase is whether the suit lands are
in an alienated village within the meaning
of the Land Revenue Code. That in its
turn depends on the definition of “alienated”
in seotion 3, sub-section (20) of the Code
whioh runs as follows : ‘Alienated’
means transferred in so far as the rights
of Government to payment of the rent
or land revenue, are oonoerned, wholly
or partially to the ownership of any
person.” y

Now in fact in the present case the
riahts of Government to payment of
land revenue have been transferred to the
ownership of a person. Therefore, the
definition has been satisfied in the pre-
sent ease, if one regards it as imposing"
a minimum requirement for “alienation”
-within the meaning of the Code.
But the rights of Government to the

rent or to the soil itself have also been
transferred. It is, aeoordingly, aaid by the
respondents that the above is not the
correct view of the definition, and that
the intention of the Legislature is to
impose not a minimum, but an absolute
requirement. The alienation must be of
the land revenue neither more nor less.
Consequently the definition must be read"
just as if the word “only” had been
nitroduoed into it so that it would run
“in so far only as the rights of Govern-
ment to payment, etc., are oonoerned ”
In my opinion, this view of the respond.
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ents as to the meaning of the definition

is not correct. I tbink the definition in

its ordinary language merely imposes a

minimum requirement, and as that mini-

mum requirement has been sat.sned in

the present ca«e, it is immaterial that

further rights in addition to the mere land-

revenue rights were also granted.

It i^, however, said that this is con-

trary to what the G ivernment or the

Legislature must be presumed to have

intended. I think the best way of

gathering those intentions, is to pay close

attention to the exact language wliioh is

used But supposing one goes outside the

language of the Code, and sees what

view Government has taken in practice,

one finds that so far from Government

thinking that it had no further interest

in lands where it had granted the land

revenue rights as well as the rights to

the soil and that consequently the Code was

not to apply to suoh lands, Government

introduced in 1861 at the request of the

Inamdar the Settlement Survey under the

Code into this very village. Therefore, so

far as the intention of Government lif not

of the Legislature) can be ascertained, one

sees in their acts that they applied, and

thought they were entitled to apply, this

Code to this particular village, and 1 think

it is an obvious inference that they thought

that this particular village was an alienatod

village within the meaning of the Code.

I think there is also some substanoe in

what Mr. Coyajte has urged lisfore jis as

to the use of the word " rent ” or land

revenue.” But t do not base my judg-

ment on that. I rely, so far as the words

of the Code are oonoerned, on the Code

itself.

1 think it is also noticeable that the

plaintiff himself has acted as if the Code

applied to this land, for he has put in

force certain powers under the Code, or

has applied to the Collector to put in force

certain powers under the Code, which, as I

understand the facts, could not be done

unless the village was an alienated village

whithin the meaning cf the Code.

One may also observe that, as my Lord

the Chief Justice has pointed out, one cannot

say that the Code is merely oonfined to

Government lands. At any rate, as a re-

Bult of later amendments, we have the

Reoord of Rights which applies to all

lands. Possibly that point does not apply

here, because the material date here is, I

suppose, 1881. But as pointed out by Mr.

Coyajee, there are certain other sections in

the Act which would still apply to land

in which the Government would not neces-

sarily retain any rights.

As regards the case of Pandu v. Ram -

chandra Ganesh (1), I have given it my best

consideration, but I think the learned Judge

really took the same view, at any rate in

the first instance, as we take of the words

of the Act. As 1 read his judgment, he

was only perhaps over persuaded by
^
the

possible results that might follow from

adopting what is, 1 think the literal in-

terpretation of the Act. Personolly I think

it is safer to adopt a literal interpreta-

tion of the Act. And if we are really

erring in thus ascertaining the intention

of the Legislature, then it will be for the

Legislature to make an appropriate amend-

ment. If any suoh amendment is made, or

even, if no suoh amendment .is made, I

hope the authorities may at some compara-

tively early date, see their way to have a re-

enacting Code which collects in one single

Act of the Legislature all those various

amendments which have been made since

1 S7D. It is now extremely embarrassing

for the ordinary practitioner to try and

find his way through these various Aots and

amending Acts that have taken place over

all these years. And one is almost bound

to rely on some text- book which has done

this work, which, in my opinion, is more

properly done by a consolidating and amend-

ing Act. This is, I think, nonetheless

necessary, because the Act seems to me to

be a particularly difficult one to construe,

at any rate, as regards some of its provi-

sions.

I agree that this appeal must be allowed,

and that the order of the trial Judge must

be restored with costs throughout.

Appeal allotted;

Decree reversed .
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MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 128 of 1917.

March 8, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Abdur Rahim and

Mr. Justice Napier.
SEETHARAMA AYYAR and another—
Defendants Nos. 1 and 2

—

Appellants
versus

NARAYANASWAM1 PILLAI and another
— Paintiff and Defendant No. 3

—

Respondents.
Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), s 130—

Actionable claim,' assignment of—Assignment effected
by entry in accounts

,
validity vf ‘Instrument in

writingf meaning of—Novation, absence of, whether
material— Contract Act (IX of \ 81

2

, s. 62, sco^e of.

The words ‘instrument in writing/ in section 1,
c0

of the Transfer of Property Act, do not mean a
document couched in technical language or in any
particular form. What is intended is that the
transfer should be made in writing and it is sufficient
if the intention of the creditor to transfer the debt
due to him to the transferee, can be gathered from
the writing, [p. 749, col 2

, p. 7£0, col. 1.]
After the date of t lie transfer, the transferee is

the only person entitled to sue for the debt. [p. 750,
col. 1.]

An assignment made in a statement of accounts
by way of an entry is an assignment within the
section [p. 7*30, col. I.]

An assignment does not become invalid for want of
consent of the original debtor or by reason of the
absence of a novation of contract, [p. 750, col. 2.]

Second appeal against the decree of the
Court of the Subordinate Judge of Kumba-
konam dated the 3 1st of August 1916, in

Appeal Suit No, 5 of 1916, preferred against
the decree of the Court of the District Mnnsif
of Tiruvalar, in Original Suit No. 275of 19l4.
FACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. T. R . Rama chertdra Aiya? (.with him Mr.

T, R. Krishnasami Aiyar)
t
for the Appellants.

— The transfer of the debt is contained in

a mere entry in an account. The assign-

ment of an actionable claim must be in a

formal document. sigDed by the transferor or

his agent. A mere entry in an account

book is not an instrument in writing.

In this case, the original debtor was not a

parly to the transfer. There is no novation

or substitution of contract as contemplated

by section 62 of the Contract Act.

Mr. T. V. Gopalasicami Mudaliar ,
for the

Respondents.—The entry in the account book
fulfils all the requirements of section 130

of the Transfer of Property Act. Ihe as-

signment is in writing, the intention to

transfer is clearly expressed and it is signed

by the assignor. Theso aro the only re-

quisites for transfer of actionable claims.
No particular form of transfer is prescribed
by the section.

Section 130 of the Transfer of Property
Act is not controlled by section 62 of the
Contract Act. This is not a case in which
a debtor substitutes a new contract for the
old one. Section 130 deals with cases of
transfer by the creditor to which the debtor
need not be a party.

The second appeal coming on for hearing,
the Cour*- delivered the following
JUDGMENT.— There was a settlement

of accounts between the plaintiff and the
guardians of the defendants Nos. 1 and 2
and in that settlement a sum of Rs. 600
due from one Sam tamoertbia. Pillai, hus
band of the 3rd defendant, is alleged to
have been assigned to the plaintiff by the
guardians of defendants Nos. 1 and 2.
The first question that arises, is whether there
was such an assignment as is contemplated
by section 130 of the Transfer of Property
Aot. There is no question hut that the
sum of Rs. 600 was in fact due from the
3rd defendant’s husband to defendants
Nos. 1 and 2. Section 130 (1), Transfer
of Property Act says “The transfer of
an actionable claim shall be effected only
by the execution of an instrument in
waiting signed by the transferor or his
duly authorised agent and shall be complete
and effectual upon the execution of such
instrument and thereupon all the rights
and remedies of the tranferor, whether by way
of damages or otherwise, shall vest
in the transferee, whether such notice of
the transfer as is hereinafter provided
be given or not.” The instrument in
writing which is put forward as an assignment
in this case is in these words ‘By way
of direction given to receive the principal
of Rs. 600 and interest due by Katboor
Sambamoorathia Pillai Rs. 6i0.” It is

an entry signed by the guardians of defend-
ants Nos. 1 and 2 in a statement of accounts,
and it is argued that this is not an
instrument in writing within the meaning
of section 130, Transfer of Property Aot.
The learned Pleader for the 1st respondent
has not cited to us any authority in support
of the contention. The words ‘'instrument
in writing” do not seem to us to mean a
document couched in technical language or
in any particular form, All that is ap-
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parently intended is that the transfer should
be made in writing. It. is well established
law that assignment of a chose in action

does not require any particular form of

conveyance or words of transfer. It is

sufficient if the intention of the creditor
to transfer the debt due to him to the
transferee, can be gathered from the writing.
The fact that the assignment is made in a
statement of accounts by way of an entry,

would not make any difference and, in the
absence of authority, we are not prepared
to uphold the contention of the Pleader
for the 1st respondent on this point. There
being an assignment within the meaning
of section 130, Transfer of Property Act,

the debt vested in the plaintiff from the
the date of the assignment and he would,
therefore, be entitled to sue for it. The
section itself expressly says that all the
rights and remedies of the transferor shall

vest in the transferee even without any
notice of the tiansfer being given to the

debtor though, if no notice has been
given and the debtor pays the debt to his

original creditor, ho will be absolved from
liability to the transferee of the debt.

This is made clear in a decision of this

Court in Oopalakrislina v. Oopaiakrishna

(1). It was also ruled by a Pull Bench
of this Court in Muthuknshna Aiyar v. Vera
llaghava Aiyar (2) that “the rights of the

transferor being vested in the transferee

by the express words of the seotion, the

transferee is the only party entitled to

sue”. In laying down this proposition, the

learned Judge followed the ruling of the

Privy Council in Shyam Kumari v.

Uameswar Singh (3). We oannot, there-

fore, agree with the lo.ver Appellate Court
in holding that defendants Nos. 1 and 2 are

solely entitled to sue the husband of the

3rd defendant for the amount duo to them;
on the contrary they have no interest on
which they can sue.

The Subordinate Judge argues that, as

there was no novation of the contract in

the case inasmuch as the 3rd defendant’s

husband was not a party to the arrangement

(1) 41ml. Cas 420; 33 M. 123 at p. 1 2‘»; 7 M. I, T.

97.

(2) *21 1 ml. Cas 313; 3N M 297; 25 M. L. J. 35(5;

(1913) M N. 839; M M. L. T. HI.

(3) 32 C 27; 31 1. A. 179; N C. W. N. 7M>. 0 Horn. L.

K. 754; 8 Knr. }\ (’. ,T. 9S3
V I\ <?.).

between the plaintiffs and the guardians

of the defendants Nos. 1 and 2, there is no
substitution of the original contract by

%
any new contract. But section 62 of the

Indian Contract Act which deals with the

effect of novation, is a general provision

of law relating to substitution of the contraot

by another. To such a substitution, all the

persons concerned must be parties. But
seotion DiCT, Transfer of Property Aot,

providing for transfer of claims is a specific

provision which cannot be affected by the

general rule relating to novation of con-

tracts as enacted in seotion 62, Indian Contraot

Act.

Section 62, Indian Contraot Aot, covers

cases in which the liability of a debtor

to pay to his original creditor is extinguished

because of a new contract by which he

has made himself liable to a third person.

But seotion 130, Transfer of Property Act,

provides for transfer of choses in action

by the person to whom the amount is due
to a third person. It does not deal with

cases of transfer of the liability of a debtor

to somebody else. The debtor, it is well

established, cannot transfer his liability

without the consent of his creditor. We
are, therefore, of opinion that the Subordi-
nate Judge’s judgment is wrong and liable

to be set aside as it proceeds upon
an erroneous view of the law.

We set aside the judgment of the

Subordinate Judge and restore the decree
of the District Munsif with costs here and in

the Court below.

M C.P.

Appeal allowed.

SIND JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Miscellaneous Civil Appeal No. 14 ok 1915.

November 9, 19 7.

Present:— Mr. Crouch A. J. C. and Mr.
Hayward, A. J. C.

NOTAND — Appellant
versify

KISH NT B -V i— lit* sponuknt.
Pcolwtc ami AJiuinist radon Act f'l'o/lSSl), 76,

98— Orders forcrh {hiring accounts, scope of.
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Sections 76 and 98 of the Probate and Adminis-
tiation iU‘fc c°utemplafcc orders merely directing theoxlnb.tmg of accounts in Court. Orders purporting
to bx the capital ot the trusts and giving directions
foi their administration arc entirely outside the scope
ol these sections. 1

Appeal against the order of the Joint Judge,
oukkur.
Mr. Isardas Oodharam, for the Appel-

lant.

Mr, Kimatrai Bhojraj, for the Respon-
dent.

JUDGMENT.— This is an appeal against
two aocount orders passed by the joint
Judge of Sukkur-Larkana purporting to
be under the Probate and Administration
Aot.

It appears that the appellant Notandas
is a trustee under the Will of one Doulu-
mal, who died in 1913, leaving his pro-
perty in trust for the provision of a small-
monthly pension to his widow Kishnibai,
and for the distribution of the remainder
in charity. The appellant obtained Probate
of the Will in Certificate Case No. 37 of
1903 in the District Court of Sukkur-
Larkana, and that Probate order was con-

May 1906, by the Sadar Court
The respondent Kisbnibai sub-
filed a suit against the trustee
the whole of the estate on the

ground that the Will was void for uncer-
tainty. That suit was dismissed and the dis-
missal confirmed on appeal in 1909 by this
Court.

The appellant appears, after obtaining
Probate, to have submitted accounts from
time to time, though the aotual accounts
have not been placed before us. But such
documents as have been included in the
paper-book, show that such accounts were
filed and examined by the officers of the
District Court, Sukkur-Larkana. It is said
that these accounts were finally passed on .

the 2nd December 1911. The respondent
Kishnibai will not admit that, though she
is not prepared to deny that the accounts
were submitted and passed. It is difficult
to believe that those accounts were not
finally passed in the course of the eight
years whioh elapsed between the death of
the testator and the alleged final order
of 1911 of the District Court. But, how-
ever that may be, it seems to us quite
clear that the orders now in question
dated the 9th April 1915 and 19th May

*

firmed in

of Sind,

sequently
olaimiDg

191o were not orders mei^ly exhibiting
the accounts in Court as contemplated by
sections 76 and 98 of the Probate and
Administration Act, These orders purport
to fix the present capital of the trust at
some R?, 50,000 i. e

, the capital as it
9tood some 12 years after the death of
the testator. They further go on to pro-
vide for the future administration of the
trust making directions for the manner

"

in which the pensions should be paid out
of the trust funds and the repairs effect-
ed out of the trust property and finally
ordering that further accounts should be
submitted half yearly to the Court. We
agree with the decision of the learned
Judicial Commissioner in the case of
Hemandas Ramrakhiomal v. Chellaram DhaU
loomal (1) that such orders are entirely
outside the scope of sections 76 and 98 of
the Probate and Administration Aot.
^ therefore, set aside these orders and

allow this appeal wi»h costs.

Orders set aside
; Appeal allowed.

(1) 32 Ind. Cas. 504; 9 S. L. It. 134.

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 44 of 1917.

March 22, 191S.
Present:— Sir Stanley Batchelor. Kt., Acting

Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Marten.
NIJALINGAPPA NIJAPPA HALAGATTI

Defendant No. 1—Appellant
versus

CHANABASAWA SATAYIRAPPA
NESARI— Plaintiff

—

R spondest.
Mortgage—Mortgagee i n. possession —Redemption—

Improvements
,
cost oJ\ whether must, be paid—Transfer

of Property Act (IV of !«S2), ss. 63, 72, ^6.
The Trausfer ot* Property Act is silent upon the

question of a mortgagee’s right to recover from his
mortgagor the reasonable ami proper costs of lasting
improvements effected by hihi on the mortgaged
property This, however, does not mean that*tho
intention of the Legislatu e was that this right should
never ho recognised. In a proper case, therefore,
a mortgagee should be allowed the benefit of money
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laid out by him on lasting improvements, so far as

it has enhanced the value of the mortgaged property,

[p. 752, col /; p 753, c >1. ]

Per Marten, J.— In allowing costs of improvement

the Court should bo on its guard against extra-

vagant or unfounded claims, it should enquire

strictly into the 6c tut jides and fairness of the claim

in each particular case. [p. 753, col. 1.]

Second appeal from the decision of the

District Judge, Belgaum, in Appeal No. 3

of 1916.

Mr. li. C. Coulee (with him Mr. A. G.

Desai ), for the Appellant.

Mr. Dhirajlal K. Tkakore
,

(with him Mr.

K. H. Kelkar ), for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Batchelor, Acting G. J.—This was a suit

to redeem a mortgage. The mortgagee,

who had gone into possession, claimed to

be entitled to reoover upon redemption the

costs of a oertain lasting improvement

which, as he alleged, he had made in the

property, T»e property mortgaged was

agricultural land, and the lasting improve-

ment claimed by the mortgagee was the

sinking of a well in this land. Admittedly

the well was sunk, and though the exact

effect of the sinking of it on the character

of the land, has not been determined, it

appears from the judgment of the trial

Court that there is good reason to suppose

that the profits of the land were increas-

ed by reason of the sinking of the well.

The mortgagee’s claim on this head has

been disallowed by both the lower Courts

and this appeal is consequently brought by

the mortgagee, who contends that, on the

facts found, he ought to he held entitled

to oast upon the mortgagor the reasonable

costs incurred by him in the digging of the

well.

The point is not perfectly clear by reason

of the silence of the Transfer of Property

Act upon the question of the mortgagee’s

rights to reoover from his mortgagor

the reasonable and proper costs of lasting

improvements. It is consequently contended

on behalf of the respondents that a mort-

gagee in India is not entitled to make
any such cl dm. In support of that argu-

ment Counsel cited the decision of the

Madras High Court in Arnnacliclhi Ghetti v.

Sithayi Animal (l). No daub" if reference

be made to the phraseology of sectiou 72

of the Transfer of Property Act, there is

(l) 19 M. 3?7; 0 l ml. LW. (v.V) 993.

room for the contention that the mortgagee
is not entitled to improve the property,

though he may spend money in preserving it,

and in managing it, as a person of ordinary

prudence would manage it, as he is requir-

ed to do under section 70. I am also

bound to admit that I do not think that

the case before us can faHy be brought
within the purview of section 63 of the
Act, which makes provision for accessions to

mortgaged property.

I think we are confronted with the plain

question whether the silence of the Transfer
of Property Act upon this point should
lead the Court to decide that a mortgagee
in India is never entitled to reoover
from his mortgagor the reasonable costs

incurred in lasting improvements. In
my opinion this question should be answered
in favour of the mortgagee. If the
Indian Statute hsd expressly deprived the
mortgagee of this right, there would of

course be an end of the matter. But the
Statute has not done so, and from its

mere silence, I am not prepared to infer

that the intention of the Legislature was
that this right should never be recognised.
The right was considered by the Privy
Council in Henderson v. Astwood (2), where
Lord Maonaghten, in delivering the judgment
of the Board, in speaking of the then
mortgagee, one Davies, says: “It would be
contrary to common justice to deprive Davies
of the bonetit of the money laid out by
him on those improvements, so far as they
enhanced the value of the premises”. Then
reference was made by his Lordship to

Shepurd v. Jones (3), where the whole law
on this subject, as it prevails in England,
is expouned by the Court of Appeal. It

seems to me probable that the sileuoe of

the Indian Legislature upon this point is

to be ascribed rather to a desire to confine
the codified la v to broad general provisions
than to a deliberate design to deprive the
mortgagee in suitable cases of that which
their Lordships of the Privy Council regard
as common justice.

I think, therefore, that the lower Ap-
pellate Court s decree must be reversed, and
there must be a remand of the case to

(2) (IS94) A. 0. 150 at \\ 103; 0 U. 450.

(3) llSSS) 21 Ch. 0.409; 47 L. T. 004; 31 W. K.
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the District Court in order that all the
requisite questions may be considered and

?f?
lde^L

TheSe question8 of ^cfc will be :

u; What sum of money was spent by
the mortgagee on the digging of the well ?
KA) Was that a reasonable and proper
sum for a mortgagee to spend, having
regard to the total value of the property
mortgaged P And (3) Was the well a
lasting or permanent improvement enhanc-
ing the value of the property ? If all these
questions are answered in the mortgagee’s
favour, then, in my opinion, he is entitled
to recover the fair amount of his expen-
diture from the mortgagor in so far as
it has enhanced the value of the property,
in addition to Rs. 600 found due at
the foot of the mortgage. Costs costs in the
suit.

Marten, J.—I agree. As regards the
point under the Transfer of Property Act,
I think that the silence of the Act does
not prevent us from doing what is spoken
of by their Lordships of the Privy Councilm Henderson v. Astuvod (2) as common
justice, namely, in a proper case to allow
a mortgagee the bent fit of money laid out
by him, so far as it has enhanced the value
of the mortgaged property.

As regards the merits of the case, so
far as we have them before us, I may
repeat what Sir George Jessel said in
Shepard v. Jones (3) : “All I can say is,

that there being in my opinon a prima
facie case that the property was increased
in value, it is fair that there should be
an inquiry to ascertain whether it was so
increased. Of course that inquiry will be
whether any and what sum ought to be
allowed in taking the accounts of the
defendant by reason of lasting improve-
ments, and that will leave the whole case
open.” I, therefore, agree with the inquiries
which my Lord the Chief Justice has
directed to bring out these points.

1^ will only add that in allowing costs
of improvements the Court must naturally
be on its guard against extravagant or
funded claims. It was said in argument
that if we were to allow a mortgagee to
charge for improvements, the Courts might
be exposed to all sorts of extravagant
demands on the part of mortgagees. The

answer is that the Court should inquire
strictly into the bona fides and fairness of
the claim in each particular oase.

Decree reversed
;
Case remanded.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 3246

of 1915.
April 26, 1918.

Present:— Justice Sir John Woodroffe, Kt
and Mr Justice Smither

NAGENDRABALA DASSY—Defendant
Appellant

VGTSU8

AMRITA LALL CHATTOPADHYA and
others—Plaintiffs— Respondents

Landlord and ^mz^-Darputni Icasc-Sum payable
by darputnidar to superior landlord

, whether rent—
Revenue and cesses paid by darputnidar, whether can
be deducted.

Under the terms of a darputm lease out of Rs 142
fixed as the darputni rent, the darputnidar had topay Rs. H2 to the superior landlord of the putnidar
ant

A ^.balance Rs 30 to his landlord, the putnidar:
Held, {l

)

that the sum of Rs 112 payable to the
superior landlord of the putnidar was rent- fn 754
col. Uj 1 ’ ’

(2) that the sum of money which the durputnidar
paid into the Collectorate as revenue and cesses on
behalf of the superior landlord by his direction
could not be disallowed as a voluntary payment
and that the darputnidar should get credit for the
same in respect of the rent payable by him. Tp 754
col. l.J

x ' ’

Appeal against the decree of the Subordi-
nate Judge, Murshioabad, dated the 26th
of November 1^15, reversing the decree of
the Munsif, Lalbagh, dated the 24th of
May 1915.

Baba Tarak Chandra Chakrdbarty, for the
Appellant.

Babu Tarakeswar Pal Cliowdhury
, for the

Respondents.
JUDGMENT.—The plaintiff is the Putni-

dar. The defendant is Darputnidar. Under
the terms of the document under which
the defendant Darpntm’dar holds, Rs. 1*2
was fixed, to use the language of the docu-
ment as the annual rent. The meaning,
therefore, of this description of annual rent is

that this money is primarily payable by the
Darputnidar to his superior landlord, the
Putnidar, But in conformity with a com-
mon arrangement entered into, to provide
for cases in whioh the Putni is sold and
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the Darputnidar’s interest thereby is in

danger, it was arranged that of the sum
of R->. 142 payable to the plaintiffs Rs. 112

should be paid by the Darputnidar to the

superior landlord and the balance R<. 30
should be paid by the Darputnidar to his

landlord, the Putnidar.

Now, the defendant expressly covenanted
to pay this sum, and that sum has not been
paid. The effect of the document is that

the defendant must pay Rs. 112 to the

plaintiff unless the defendant can produce a

receipt from the landlord for that amount.
It was argued that the sum of Rs. 112

was not rent, because it was assigned to

the landlord. There is nothing here which
establishes the faot that the landlord re-

leased the Putnidar from his liability to

pay rent. Jn the result the first ground
upon which the appeal is based, fails.

The seoond ground, I think, has been
made out. It is that the lower Appellate
Court is wrong in not giving credit to the

defendant for the amounts paid as revenue
and oesses on behalf of the Zemindar. The
lower Appellate Court rejeoted the defend-

ant’s olaim to deduct the sura of

Rs. 161- 10-4 j on the ground that it was
a voluntary payment. This money was, it

is said, paid into the Collectorate by the
direction of the superior landlord of the

plaintiffs. There is a clear finding that the

defendant paid altogether Rs. 1G4- 1 0 4

A

into the Collectorate as revenue and
oesses due by Biseswari Dasi, the superior
landlord of the plaintiffs. Looking at this

matter substantially the money was paid to

the plaintiffs, for the money was payable in

the first instance, as I have already held, to

the plaintiffs under the document, though by
an arrangement between the Putnidar and
the Darputnidar there was a direction that
Rs. 1 i 2 of this money should be paid to the
landlord. In this particular instance this

was done, for what was done with the

money subsequently and under the orders

of the landlord, is immaterial. 1 hold,

therefore, that this was not a oase of volun-

tary payment, and I now proceed to deal

with the other objections which have been
raised.

It is said that the sura which I have
mentioned was the sura due in respect of

the 8 anna9 and not the whole 10 annas.

Hut this argument appears to me to be dis-

posed of by the finding of the learned

Subordinate Judge to which I have referred.

It has also been said that there is a diffi-
%

culty in the way of our giving effect to this

set off, because, the kabuliat stipulated that

no payments to the superior landlord of the

plaintiffs should be recognised unless dakhilas

were granted by the landlord; and it is said

that there are no such dakhilas in the

present oase. In this particular oase the

fact cf payment has been otherwise proved

and it is found in the judgment that this

took plaoe and under the circumstances I do

not see that 1 can or should ignore that faot.

The result is that the appeal is decreed

to this extent, that appellant is entitled to

a set off of the sum of R 9 . 164-10

against the amount of rent claimed. The
decree of the lower Appellate Court will

be altered accordingly; in all other respeots

it will stand.

As regards costs the parties will be en-

titled to their costs in all the Courts up to

the High Court according to the degree of

their success in this Court.

Smituer, J.— I agree.

Decree altered,

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER'S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeals Nos. 361 and 362
ok 1917.

April 30, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Lindsay, J, C.

RAM RUP SINGH— Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

DEBI PERS1IAD SINGH and others—
Defendants— Respondents.

Revenue payers, entries in
,
value of— Vnder^proprie*

torn right
,
claim for .

Whore a person is entered in the revenue papers
ns an under-proprietor, but it appears from other
evidence that he does not hold such a status, the

entry in the revenue papers is of no avail to him for

the purposo of establishing his title as au under-
proprietor. [p. 757, col. 1.]

Appeals from the deoree9 of the District

Judge, Py/.ibad, dated the 2Sth May 1917,

reversing the ord«r of the Subordinate Judge,

Pyzibad, dated the 29th November 1916.

Mr. A . P, Sen, for the Appellant.

Pandit llarkiran Nath Misra
, for the Re-

spondents.

JUDGMENT.—These two appeals have
arisen out of a suit for declaration brought
by the plaintiff-appellant, Ram Rap Singh,
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The suit related to a Dumber of plots ofand situated in the village of Mathani

case foTthe
18 b ‘ekas °dd ' Thecase for the plaintiff, as set out in his^ th^ h ® ia the °wner of theands in question. The suit was broughtin consequence of a ease instituted by thedefendants against the plaintiff in a Reve-

fend f

Drt ' In
j
these Prooeed >ngs the de-fendants succeeded in getting an order

SThe la

e

nd^
eVeDUe

•i

C0Urt f°r resumP‘ionor the lands in suit on the ground thatthey were held as muafi. The RevenueCourt assessed rent upon the lands and

The
t

d
P7

a
H

6
**° Pr6Sent defe°dants.

was the proprietor of the area in questionand a number of technical pleas were

held
d

th
y
r

°f defeDCe
- T he first Court

sh w if h
tb
\ P,aiDtiff had faded to

toThe I / mu
any ProPrietar.v titleto the lands The Subordinate Judge.

nro Oed
0

H-
Wa8

ir

f

T"'0" that the Pontiff had

he Jav«
h
h“

Se f

H
t0

,

be an under- proprietor andhe gave him a declaration accordingly.

Jndl
h
fl,r

r

i

he8™appealed t0 the DistrictJudge, the plaintiff contending that he ought
to have been declared the proprietor of

th
qaestlon

’ On the other hand .the defendants maintained that the first

nSiff
88 Wr°ng *n holding ‘hat the

Plaintiff was an under proprietor.
the result was that the District Judge

dismissed the appeal of the plaintiff and
allowed the aupeal of the defendants, so that

plaintiffs suit was dismissed entirely.

.

e has brought these two appeals
against the deorees of the learned DistriotJudge and as they both deal with the same
matter, so they may be disposed of together,may say at onoe that after hearing
ounsel m the oase, I am satisfied thatnoth appeals must fail.

nJ„
he "h

.

ole oa,e of the plaintiff rests
•

°erfam proceedings which were taken

At
aSat‘ I

.

ement Court in the year 1873.

thn i

&
-

°De ®arnet Singh who was

is
8 grandfather was alive. It

in
mi ^&t Sarnefc Singh had share3

viU
* Dl

i
mt0r ,

of vilIa^3 including this

of th«
°f^ani ‘ Bxhibifc 3 ^ a copy

DlainHff
8^ I°a *iIOn w^i°^ was made by the

Court • Singh to the Settlement

his nL*
1" stated the nature of
01

' sai<^ ia that application or
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plamt that he was entitled to an area of22 bighas 11 biswas on the basis 0 fZemindari rights and also on the basis ofan occupancy right by which he held theands free of rent. ffe stated that thelands were recorded in his name ,n thesettlement papers and he wanted a deola-

Officer If
-

,S righVrom *be SettlementU nicer . It is proved that the dispute batween the plaintiff and his grandfather wasdisposed of by a compromise. A sulahnamawas Put in, in which it was stated that SarnetSingh had given the lands in dispute tothe Plaintiff: the plaintiff informed theCourt that he had received full satisfaction
of his claim. As a result of this oompro-mise the Court passed an order consign-ng the oase to records. No formal decreewas drawn up nor was any definite decla-
ration of Ram Rup’s right given by theSettlement Officer. In short he seems to

rg
0

‘•Tj
8 '1 th® °a9e a9 if the Plaintiffhad withdrawn it. It is to be observed

that the Subordinate Judge who dealt with
the present case had the record of the
settlement litigation before him. It is
apparent from the notes made by the
Subordinate Judge that the Settlement
Officer who was dealing with Ram Rup
Singh s claim in the year 1873 mentioned
in the record that the nature of the claim
which Ram Rup Singh was making was

V
?,

ry
Y°o

find thafc in tbe year
1876 the share of Sarnet Singh in this
village of Malhani was brought to sale in
execution of a decree and was purchased
by the predeoessors-ininteresfc of the pre-
sent defendants. Previous to this sale a
statement was drawn up and sent for
sanction to the Chief Commissioner. Exhi-
bit 4 is a copy of this sale statement, and
in it we have particulars of the share of
Sarnefc Singh which was being offered for
sale. It is described as comprising 74
bighas odd of cultivated land. Out of this
area 53 bighas odd were said to be in
the cultivation of tenants and to yield an
annual rent of Rs. 130 odd. It was further
stated thafc the rest of the cultivated area,
that is to say 22 bighas odd, was held
rent-free by Ram Rup Singh under the decree
of the Settlement Court.

It may also be mentioned that in the
year 1882 this village was divided by
partition, and it is proved by Exhibit
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A-12 that while partition was going on

the plaintiff Kam Kup Singh applied to

the Court, saying that he was in possession

of 22 bighas odd of sir whioh he held

rent-free as “zemindari maurusi .” He asked

the Court to arrange that his possession

over these lands should not be disturbed

in the oourse of the partition proceedings.

From the document iry evidence cn record

it is established that for a long series of

years Ram Rup Singh has been recorded

as an under- proprietor of the lands now
in dispute, and it further seems that in

the Revenue Court from time to time

Ram Rup Singh has been treated as a

person holding a privileged tenure by reason

of the order of the Settlement Court

which was passed in the year 1S73.

The learned District Judge was of opinion

that the plaintiff could not claim to be

proprietor of these lands on the strength

of the suhiknama
,
becarsj this deed was

not registered and was not embodied in

any decree made by the Settlement Court.

He further held that as the plaintiff set

up the case that he was the full proprietor

of these lands the Court of first instance

ought not to have given him a declaration

that he was an un ier-proprieto.v Further

the learned District Judge was of opinion

that the Court of first instance was wrong

in holding that Ram Rup Singh had

acquired an under proprietary title in these

lanos by moro than 1 4 years’ adverse

possession. It is argued here that the Dis-

trict Judge was wrong in saying that the

sulahnama did not operate o con er a

proprietary title. It is argued that on the

terms of this document it should be held

that a proprietary right was granted to the

plaintiff. It is further argued that although

there was no formal order or decree of the

Settlement Court, neveitheless it should be

held that the order passed by the Settle-

ment Officer amounted to a recognition and

declaration of Ram Kup Singh’.-. right as

a proprietor. In any oase it is urged that

the District Judge should have allowed the

declaration of the first Court to stand, if

it was shown that the plaintiff had

made out a oase of under-proprietary right.

It is not necessary for me to discuss

the technical points which ware raised in the

judgment of the Court below. The learned

Counsel for tbej respondents has argued the

case on 'the merits and his position is that

even if full effect be allowed to the language

of the sulahnama
,
no case either of pro-

prietary or under-proprietary right is made
out. It seems to me that this contention must
be upheld.

In the 6rst place, we have the oral

evidence of Ram Rup Singh who was ex-

amined as a witness on his own behalf.

His story is certainly a very confusing

one, and it is very difficult to understand

in what way he is trying to make out

that he is the proprietor of the lands in

dispute. He 6ays that he got these lands

in a partition effected between himself

and bis grandfather, Sarnet Singh.

He was unable to explain how if a

partition was made lie failed to get any
share of the property whioh was held in

28 other villages. Again it is not at all

easy to understand in what way this

partition was made. At one place Ram
Rup Singh says that his father wa9 dead

at the time the partition was made and that

his father had separated from Sarnet SiDgh
be'ore his death. At another plaoe he

says that his father died some 7 or 8

years after the partition took plaoe. He
admits that his father’s name . was never

entered in the kheu\it
}
and he also says

that even after the petition Sarnet SiDgh used

to make all the collections till the time

of his death. It is also significant that the

plaintiff admits that there was no entry

in his favour in the khewat up till the

time of Sarnet Singh’s death. Altogether
this story of the partition is a peculiar

one and it is by no means established

that the proprietary title whioh the plaintiff

is now asserting regarding these lands was
derived by any partition between himself

and his grandfather. One statement made
by the plaintiff seems to me to be con-

clusive against his assertion that he is

the proprietor of the lands now in questiou.

He states distinctly that he has never at

any time paid Government revenue for these

lands or paid any rent to the defendants who
now represent Sarnet Singh. It is impossible

to suppose that if the plaintiff was the owner
of these lauds he c mid have esoapsd the

liability of paying the Government revenue
for them. It is equally difficult to ooaoeive

how he oan be an under- proprietor if he

has .never paid auy under-proprietary jrenl*
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further, the olaim for proprietary rights
8®em.s

,

be nnmaiDtaiDable in view of the
admitted faot that when the villaee wasbemg parftioned in the year 1882, the
plaintiff never put forward his proprietary

ao as to have his share in the village
dPld

!
d 0n the contrary after a perusil

ot all the doouments in the oase the pro-
per oonelusicn seems to be that insome way or other the plaintiff in
the year 1878 got a grant of a rent free
tenure from his grandfather Sarnet Singh
More than this is not established and Iam satisfied that the evidenoa falls far
short of showing that the plaintiff has
acquired any under-proprietary title.
On the oontrary all the entries seem tome to be consistent with the view that the

plaintiff was merely the holder of a rent-free
tenure. He oercainly was treated on no other
footing when the share of Saruet Singh
was sold by publio auction in the year
1876 and in spite of the entries in the
revenue papers whioh are in his favour,
I think it has been properly contended’
that his status is not that of an under-
proprietor. In the year 1884 when the
predaoessor-in-interest of the defendants tried
to reoover arrears of rant from Rim Rjp
Singh, the olaim was dismissed in appeal
by the Deputy Commissioner on the ground
that Ram Rup Singh was the holder of
a rent-free tenure (oompare Exhibit No.
31) and the status of the plaintiff has, I
think, been oorreotly described in the order
of the Deputy Commissioner of Fyzibad,
dated the 1 7th June 1914. This order, 1
may state, was restored in appeal by order
of the Board of Revenue. The Deputy
Commissioner points out in his order that
there is no judicial decision according to
which the land now in question could be
eemed to be held in under-proprietary

right. In my opinion the Deputy Commis-
sioner was right in holding that Ram Rup
^ingh could show at most that he was
the holder of a rent-free tenure.

In these circumstances I am satisfied that
on the merits of his case, apart from all
so moalities, the plaintiff was not entitled

a declaration that he is either the pro-
prietor or the under-proprietor of the
disputed land. The result is that both
aPpeals fail and are dismissed with costs.

Appeals dismissed.
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BOMBAY HUGH COURT.
Civil Extraordinary Application No. 58

of 1 917.
^ n np 9 ^ 1 Q ] Q

Present :—Sir Ba*il ’Sootf,’ Kt.. Chief

\r a m ~t ,

Jrh
'

ae’ and Mr Jcatiee Shah.
VATaAL ABAf VrSHNU SUKHTANKAR

and another— Applicants
versus

SAMBHAII PANDURANG NABAR-
Oppeggv r,

C u; l Procedure Code (Act V of 190,SJ, 0. XXII or
' ,

r'—Death of „ne of weed plaintiffs—Legal
’’

Co ntl^rr'p
b
‘\

reco ‘ JS^Aue,U dispute—
f/ f

}
uurtj uj —Procedure*

One of several plainlitfs having died one Q wasbroil / ht on the locmnl as her legal representath-ebnng n.h.ged that he was the adonted son of thedccea-od i»iil>so.|rienrly the daughters of thedeceased apphed that 's name should bo deletedfrom there, -o,d and rhat they should bo substitutedas the legal representatives of their mother Thoouit held that it could not alter its previous orderas rule : of Order XXI! of tho oivil Procedure Oodo
piovided that after tho record had been amended byadding the representative of the deceased plaintiff asa party the Court shall proceed with the suit:

Held, that a question having arisen as to whether
V " lls (

I
1’ WJls not the legal representative of thodeceased plaintiff, the Court was bound to determinen .iT.l,r rule •“> of Order XXH of tho Civil Procedure

Cotie. [p 7£S, t-ols. 1 A 2.J

Application against an order passed by the
Subordinate Judge at Malvan, in Suit
No. 205 of 1914.

Mr. A. 0. Desai
,

for the Applicants.
Mr. S. Y. Abhyankar

,
for Opponent No. 4.

JUDGMENT.
Scorr, C. J.— Ihe question for decision

arises with reference to the constitution of a
suit No. 205 of 1914 filed by five persons,
the fourth of whom was Radhabai. She
died after the suit had been filed on the
10th of March 1916 and on the 18th of April,
an application was made on behalf of the
minor Govkd Sambhaji, son of the 1st
plaintiff, that be should be brought on
the record as heir and legal representative
of the deceased Radhabai, relying upon
an alleged adoption. The learned Judge
acceded and the record was amended by
the substitution of Govind Sambhaji’e
name for that of Radhabai. The peti-

tioners having Je-»rnfc of the application

applied on the 26th of July tha^ Govind’s
name should be deleted and that the minor
daughters of Radhabai should be brought

upon the record in his place. The learned
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Judge, however, after hearing the evidence

adduced by the disputing parties, held

that he could not alter his previous order,

as rule 3 of Order XXII provides that

after the record has been amended by

adding the representative of the deceased

plaintiff as a party the Court shall prooeed

with the suit.

It appears to us that this is taking too

narrow a view of the provisions of Order

iXII. Rule 5 provides that where a

question arises as to whether any person

is or is not the legal representative of

the deoeased plaintiff or the deceased de-

fendant, such question shall be determined

by the Court. The learned Judge, how-

ever, has held that he oannot determine

the question.
.

Now let us consider what injustice that

might work in the oase of a deoeased

defendant. There might be a suit tiled

by the plaintiff against several defendants,

and on the death of one of these de-

fendants the plaintiff might apply to have

some one substituted as representative who

was not really the legal representative

and could be relied upon not to put for-

ward any defenoe on behalf of the de-

oeased defendant’s estate. This obviously

might lead to grave miscarriage of justice

and yet if the learned Judge’s view is

correot, an order once having been made

for adding a bogus representative of a

deoeased defendant the suit must be pro-

ceeded with without any real representative

of the estate being brought in, even though

the Court is aware that the defendant s

interests would ir t bo defended by the

bogus representative. In the oaso of

plaintiffs the danger is not so great, for

plaintiffs oannot sever in their attack and

all are represented by the same legal

advisers, and, therefore, one plaintiff can

generally be relied upon to proteot the

interests of all the plaintiffs, even though

some have died and are represented by

persons who take no interest in the proceed-

ings. Tested, however, from the point of

view which I have suggested, it is clear

that it would be a very unfortunate reading

of rule 3 if we held ourselves bound

to aooede to the view of the learned

Judge and held that once an order, though

obviously a mistaken order, has been made,

it is not in the power of the Court t)

oorreot it notwithstanding the provisions

of rule 5. We oannot take that view of

the case.

A question has arisen as to whether

Govind is the legal representative of the

deceased Radhabai, and suoh question has

to be determined by the Court. We,

therefore, set aside the order of the lower

Court and direot it to determine the issue

left undetermined upon the application of

petitioners. Costs costs in the oause.the

Application accepted.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Appeal Suit No. 321 of 1916.

November 2, 1917.

Present :—Mr. Justice Abdur Rahim and Mr.

Justice Oldheld.

KOMANDUR SRINIVASA SESHA.-

CHARLU and others— Plaintiffs—
Appellants

versus

KOMANDUR SESHAMMA andotkkrs

— Defendants— Respondents.

Will construction of— Gilt by implication— English

, nlest
applicability of, to Hindu Wills—Bequest by

Hindu /<» his dauqhtcr—Absolute estate ,
grant (y,

presumption as to- Devito to two daughters ,
one with

and the other without offspring-Direction that off-

spring to be born to daughter having no issue should

take like offspring oj other daughter-Kxpress words oj

qiit to latter, absence of, efject of.
t .

The general principles of construction governing

Kn<dish Wills are applicable also to Hindu Wills, eg.,

where there are no express words of gilt but the gi

can be implied from the language used in the \\\u,

the Courts should have regard to the dominating

intention of the testator and effectuate that inten-

tion by ascertaining it from the entire scheme ot

the Will. [p. 701, cols. 1 v* 2.]

Scale v. Rawlins, (1893) A. C. 31?; 61 L. J. Ch.

421 • 00 Ij T. 542, explained. . .

There is no positive presumption of Hindu Law ia

n gift hv a person to bis daughter is of an absolute

estate, [p. 702, col. 1.] hvn
A Hindu testator devised bis property to his two

daughters, 8 and A. A had issue at the time of the

death of the testator while 8 had none The

recited that as .4 was attending to the testate

comforts and had male offspring who wOuld perform

karmams (ceremonies after death) to him, ke ga't

t wo out of three shares and ho gave 8. who ha

issim, the remaining one share. Tho Will further

recited that any person adopted by S-> should

_

t»ct her share, but that if any male o\\M 'V*s borh
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favour he was making the

her he
_

should, like the children of A., enjoy hismother s share from generation to generation-
7

to /LiTJ fr 'T T giH 0f an alj3 °l ut e estate

. ,

t afc though there were no express wordsOf g,ft to her chi |d ren> th took thc version 'afterA. s death, [p, 760, col. 2.]

Appeal against the deoree of the Distriot
Court NeUore, i Q Original Suit No. 43
of 1914.

Mr. A. Krishnaswami Aiyar (with him
Messrs. K. Bhashyam and K. Krishnaswami
Aiyar), for the Appellants.

Mr. K. V. Krishnaswami Aiyar for Mr. S.
Varadachanar

, for the Respondents.

. .
point involved in

re ^a ^ 0:i ^e oonstruotion of
a Will executed by a Hindu. The docu-
ment is marked as Exhibit A in the
case. The oonstruotion of the document
is by no means free from difficulty. But once
the rules of construction applicable to such
oases are borne in mind, we think that we have
eD

?u
gh

l
m this Wil1 from whioh we oan

gather the intention of the testator intheevents
that have happened. He had two daughters,
one called Seshamma and the other Andalam-
mal, the younger daughter. Seshamma had
no child, but Andalammal had two sons.

e question we have to consider is,

whether there was any gift to Andalammal’s
children or whether the gift was to
Andalammal of an absolute estate or of a
daughter’s estate according to the Hindu Law.
The Will starts with saying that the

property should be divided into shares;
one share should be given to Seshammi
and. the other two to Andalammal, it

having been already reoited that the
testator s two daughters were alive as his
heirs and that, of these daughters,
Andalammal had male offspring. The
testator says: Therefore, the remaining
half should be divided from the said
Varada Reddi and, as out of my aln^e
said two daughters, Andalammal ha9 been
attending to all my comforts and as her
male Sinthathi (translated as offspring)
are entitled to perform Karmams to me,
she should enjoy two-thirds—two of the
three shares, and Seshamma should enjoy
the third share.” Then the testator
provides that his daughters should divide
and enjoy in three shares in the above-
said manner above 60 Ankanams of 91’te.

After her. death (meaning the death of
his sister-in-law B, Seshamma in whose

• • - c • « • • • « •

II
bequest), my
said land in

three shares.”

to

to

she

go

daughters should enjoy the
the proportion of the above

f °T.
w®

'T
0

-°r
fche rn0re '“Portant olause

in the Will; Jn enjoying in the above
manner as my elder daughter Seshamma
has no male issue, she should be enjoying
the third share that oomes to her
without cmtraotiug debts and after her
death, the said third share should gomy seoond daughter Andalammal and
her Sarithathi (offspring). But if
adopts a son, this property should not
to the adopted son. If a male issue Is
hereafter born to my daughter, that is
Seshamma, that grandson should, like the
Santhathi (offspring) of my younger
daughter, enjoy her (elder daughter’s)
third share, having power of gift and sale
from son to grandson and so on from
generation to generation.” There is only
one other sentence to whioh reference need be
made, where the testator provides that the
younger daughter alone shall have the right
of collecting the said debts and of causing the
said Karmams or obsequies to be performed.
The learned District Judge has held

that though it was the intention of the
testator to make a gift to the children
of Andalammal, he omitted to do so
and, therefore, the Court cannot carry out
what might have been the intention of
the testator but whioh he failed to oarry
out in the Will. If the District Judge is
right in his reading of the Will, no
doubt the decree passed by him would
be correct. It may at once be said that
there is no gift to the ohildren in express
and clear terms. The learned Pleader for
the appellant, Mr. A. Krishnaswami Aiyar,
however, argues that taking the whole
Will into consideration, three things are
dear:— (i) that it was the intention of
the testator to make a gift to the
children of Andalammal; (2) that that
intention can be gathered as a matter of
construction, especially from the words
^should, like the Santhathi of my younger
daughter, enjoy her third share, having
powers of gift and sale from son to grand-
son and so on from generation to genera-

tion;” and (3) at any rate that this is a

case of an implied grant. Nothing can be
clearer from the reading of the Will
than that the testator was extremely
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anxious that his property should go to her children. If she were

his daughters and their natural children.

This is to be gathered espeoially^from the

fact that in the contingency of Seshamma

not bearing a son, the property should

not go to any adopted ton of hers. It is

not suggested that he had any other

relatives or kinsmen besides those mentioned

in the Will on whom he would like the

property to devolve, fle starts by saying

that he is making provision in respect

of all his property moveable and immove-

able. The District Judge, however, thinks

that what the testator intended was to

make a gift to his two daughters of

estates corresponding to a Hindu daughter s

estate and that he assumed that Andalam-

mal who was the younger daughter would

survive Seshammal and himself. That

being so, the oontingenoy that actually

happened, namely, the death of Andalammal

before the death of the testator, was not

within his contemplation and he failed to

provide for it. All this depends upon

what construction is to be placed upon

the Will. The learned District Judge

does not take all the provisions together

in order to arrive at the mind of the

testator. He first of all takes into con-

sideration the words in the earlier part of

the Will, that is to say, where the

testator mentions the disposition into shares

1 /3rd in favour of Seshamma and 2/drds

in favour of Andalammal, and infers that

they are given estates such as a Hindu

daughter would take by inheritance under

the general Hindu Law. Proceeding

upon that basis he construes the other

olauses of the Will, and that is exactly

the nature of the argument which has

been addressed to us by the learned

Vakil for the respondents. Now take

the case of Seshamma. The testator in

the earlier part of the Will oontents

himself merely with saying that she is

to take 1/drd of the properties, but he

goes on afterwards to lay down what is

to happen in case Seshamma should die

without issue and in case she was to

have an issue or she was to adopt a

eon. All these provisions clearly indioate

that so far as Seshamma was concerned,

she was intended to take only a life-

estate and if she left no is^ue, her share

to go oyer to Andalammal f*nd to

to have male

issue, the son or sons were to take

direotly under the Will on the death of

Seshamma. If that was the testator’s

intention with regard to SeBhamma’smale

issue, it seems to us to be quite dear

that similar was his intention with respeot

to Andalammal’s sons He gives 2/3rds to

Andalammal as her sons are entitled to

perform his Karmams. The sobeme of the

Will was not to givo anything less to

Andalammal and her ohildren than what

was given to Seshamma and her sons, but

to treat the former on the same footing

as the latter. Then we have this clause:—
“if a male issue is hereafter born to my

elder daughter, the grandson should, like

the Santhathi of my younger daughter,

enjoy her third share
n

. Should like

the Santhathi of my younger” oan have no

othei meaning than that it was the intention

of the testator that they should take the

property given to Andalammal after her

death. No doubt this is a case of

inartistic careless drafting, but we do not

see what other meaning can be given to

these words than what we have stateo.

The learned Pleader for the respondents

suggests to us that by these words all

that the testator meant to convey was

that he expected that his younger daughter’s

ohildren would, in the ordinary course of

Hindu Law, enjoy the property which he

was giving to that daughter. But that

is not a possible construction,, having

regard to the fact that the gift
.

over

af er the life-estate of Seshamma is to

her male issue and so it oan hardly be

contended that in her case the testator

did not dispose of the reversion. The

reversion in both the oases was in-

tended to be placed on the same footing

that is to say, in the case of each

daughter, it is to go to her ohildren Numerous

oases have been cited to us, but so far

as the construction of this document is

concerned, little help is to be derived

from the provisions of other Wills. But

there are certain general rules of con-

struction which are applicable to this case.

They are clearly laid down in the well-known

judgment of Right Hon’ble Pemberton Leigh

in Towns v. WetituK.rO> (l), extracts from whioh

( 1 ) ( 1S.Y*) 1 1 Moore P. C. 526; 6 W. H- 397; H 15.

R. 701; 117 R. U. SI,
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have been quoted in more than one case
as laying down the proper rules for the
construction of Wills like this, which do
not contain express words of gift but
where the gift is to be implied no doubt
from the language used, but having
regard to the dominating intention of the
testator to be ascertained from the entire
scheme of the Will. In Sweeting v. Prideaux
(2), Hall, V. C., upheld a gift which
could only be implied from the general
tenor of the entire Will. He cites with
approval the proposition laid down by
Lord Justice Knight Bruce, in the oase
of Key v. Key (3), in these words:— “in
common with all men I must acknowledge
that there are many cases upon the
construction of documents in which the
spirit is strong enough to overcome the
letter; oases in which it is impossible for

a reasonable being, upon a careful perusal
of an instrument, not to be satisfied from
its contents that a literal, a strict, or an
ordinary interpretation given to particular

passages would disappoint and defeat the
intention with which the instrument, read
as a whole, persuades and convinces him
that it was framed. A man so convinced
is authorised and bound to oonstrue the
writing accordingly.” Then he quotes the

passage above alluded to from Right Hon’ble
Pemberton Leigh’s judgment**
and, on the other hand, if the Will shows that

the testator must necessarily have intend-

ed an interest to be given which there

are no words in the Will expressly to

devise, the Court is to supply the defect

by implication, and thus to mould the

language of the testator so as to carry

into effect, as far as possible, the inten-

tion which, it is of opinion, that the

testator has on the whole Will sufficiently

declared.” These rules of construction

relating to Wills have not, so far as we
are aware, ever been doubted either in

England or here. It will not serve any
useful purpose to go through the different

oases to see how far the Courts have
gone to effectuate the intention of the

testator in particular cases provided that

(2) (1876) 2 Ch. D. 413; 45 L. J. Ch. 378; 34 L. T,
240; 24 W. R. 776.

(3) (18531 4 De G. M. & G. 73 at p. 84; 1 Eq. Rep.
82; .22 L. J. Ch. 641; 17 Jur. 769; 22 L. T. (o. s j 67: 43
E

f
R. 435; 102 R

r
R. 28.

intention is to he gathered from the entire
Will, although the gift is expressed in
defective or elliptical form of language. But
one of the strongest oases seems to us to be
Kedfern

, hire; Redfern v. Bryning (4). There
Bacon, V. C., relied mainly on the scheme of
the Will as showing that the testator intended
to make an equal division of all his
esiate among his children and though
there was an omission with respeot to one
of the children, he felt himself justified
in supplying that omission, being clear as
to the intention of the testator. He says:
I think upon a reasonable construc-

tion of the words which the testator has
used, the words whioh are suggested by
the statement of olaim ought to be read
as if they were inserted in the Will.”
On behalf of the respondents we have
been referred to the oase of Scale v.
Rawlins (o). But all that is laid down
there is that the Court is not at liberty
to speculate upon the intention of the
testator if there is no language in the
Will by whioh that intention is expressed.
It does not, in any way, throw doubt
upon the other rule to whioh we have
referred.

Mr. K. V. Krishnaswami Aiyar has
asked us to say that the general princi-
ples of construction such as we have
mentioned are not applicable to Hindu
WilH. The argument is that under the
Hindu Law or under the rules of con-
struction of Hindu Wills, a presumption
against part'al intestacy has no room and,
therefore, the English Law has gone much
further than we should be justified in

going towards carrying out the intention

of the testator. But we do not find that
this is borne out by authority. On the
other hand there are a number of oases

which have laid down that the rule in

question applies to Hindu Wills as well

L Ellokassee Dossee v. Durponarain Bysack

(6), Cheda Lai v. Oobind Ram (7) and
Seshayya v. Narasamma (8)]. The learned

(4) ( 1877) 6 Ch. D. 133; 47 L. J. Ch. 17; 37 L. T. 241;

25 W. R. 902.

(5) (1892) A. C. 342; 61 L. J. Ch. 421; 66 L. T.

542.

(6) 5 C. 59 at p. 63; 2 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 649.

(7) 30 A. 455 at p. 459; A. W. N. (1903) 205; 5 A. L,

J. 519.

(8) 22 M. 357: 8 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 255.
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Pleader for the respondents also enunciat-

ed a proposition that in oases of bequest

to a Hindu daughter she takes an absolute

estate. There again he is unsupported by

any authority. On the other hand, the

decided cases and oertainly the later de-

cisions lay down the contrary proposition.

No doubt there are some recent decisions

which say that there is no presumption

that the gift to a Hindu daughter is

only of a life-estate or of an estate

which the daughter takes under the

Hindu Law of intestate succession. But

there is no authority for saying that there

is any positive presumption that such a

gift is of an absolute estate. We may

also mention that it was attempted to be

argued that the mention of the offspring’

of Andalammal was only by way of

limitation, indicative of a gift of inherit-

ance. But that does not seem to us to

be the proper construction having regard

to the entire scheme of the Will. By
Santhathi, the testator apparently meant

her ohildren or perhaps her sons, because in

the Will sometimes the word Santhathi is used

by itself, and sometimes the phrase the male

santhathi is used. No such question was

raised at the trial and there oan be no

doubt that what the testator meant was

the ohildren of Andalammal as the direct

objeots of bequest.

We allow the appeal and reverse the

judgment of the Distriot Judge. There

will be a declaration that the plaintiffs

are entitled to 2/3rds of the properties

claimed in the plaint and Seshammal

to l/3rd for her life. There will be a

preliminary deoree for partition and

there will be an enquiry into the mesne

profits to which the plaintiffs are entitled

as olaimed in the plaint. The appellants

are entitled to their costs from the re*

spondents here and in the Court below.

Out of the costs payable by the respond-

ents, the Court fees payable by the appel-

lants will be realised.

Appeal allowed.

M. C P.

BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
O .iuinal Civil Jurisdiction Appeal

No 20 cp 1917.

December 3, lbl7.

Fresent :— Sir Basil Scott, Kt., Chief

Justice, and Mr Justice Batchelor.

L AXMIBAI

—

Plaintiff—Appellant
versus

RADHABAI—Defendant—Respondent.
Costs—Successful party, whether can he deprived of

costs—Practice— Discretion of Court —Appellate Court,

interference by.

Whore a plaintiff comes to enforce a legal right,

and there has boon no misconduct on his part— no

omission or nogleet which would induce the Court to

deprive him of his costs — tho Court has no discretion

and cannot take away the plaintiff’s right to costs,

[p. 703, col. 2 ]

Appeal Courts should interfere with the exercise

of discretion by the lower Courts as to costs when
there has been any misapprehension of facts, or

violation of any established principle, or where there

has been no real exercise of discretion at all. [p.

70 \ col. 2.]

Mr. Kanga (with him Mr. Munshi)
t
for the

Appellant.

Mr. Mirza
%
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT. -This suit was filed by the

widow of Dhaku Sikharam against the

defendant claiming to be entitled to sole

possession and enjoyment of the estate of

the deceased during her lifetime, subjeot

only to a right of maintenance of the

defendant. It was alleged by the plaintiff

that the defendant was a woman living

with the deceased who was not entitled

to the rights of a Hindu wife, and that

on the death of the deceased she was only

entitled to maintenance out of the property

until she formed some other connection.

The prayer was that it might be declared

that according to the custom of the com-

munity the defendant was only entitled to

provision being made for her maintenance

out of the estate of the deceased; that the

plaintiff was solely entitled as a Hindu

widow; that the defendant might be ordered

to discover and hand over to the plaintiff

the property now in her possession or

power balonging to the estate of the

deceased, including the title-deeds of the

Panvel property; and that it might be

declared that the ornaments did not form

part of the estate of the deoeased, but

formed part of the stridhan property of

the plaintiff. Then there was a prayer

for injunction and Receiver.

The defendant put in a written state?
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ment claiming to be a co-widow of Dhaku
Sakharam, and joint owner of his estate
with the plaintiff. An application was
made by the plaintiff for a Receiver to
take charge of the property in the pos-
session of the defendant and belonging to
the estate of the deceased, and it was
admitted that the defendant was in pos-
session of certain outstandings recover-
able on account of the estate of the
deceased. On that application by con-
sent the parties deposited with their
respective Solicitors property in their pos-
session pending the hearing and no further
order, therefore, was made.
At the hearing the issue was in sub-

stance whether ths defendant was, as she
olaimed to be, oo-widow of the deceased,
and that issue was decided against her.
A reference was then made to the Com-

missioner to take an aooount of the estate
of the deceased, and an enquiry as to the
proper amount to be allowed to the de-
fendant for maintenance. Before the Com-
missioner by consent it was agreed that
R/S. 7-8 0 should be allowed to the de-
fendant for maintenance and the defendant
put in a claim for certain ornaments, five

in number, as to which evidence was led
before the Commissioner, but the claim
was disallowed, and the Commissioner
certified and reported that the immoveable
properties belonging to the estate of the
deceased were as shown in the schedule
to his report and that the title-deeds * ere
in the possession of Dubash and Co.,

Attorneys for the defendant.
The matter then came up as to further

directions and costs before Mr. Justice

Beaman, who was not the trial Judge.
It was represented to him on behalf of

the defendant that the issue of marriage
had only occupied a short time; that
a suit was necessary and that costs should
come out of the estate. On behalf of the

plaintiff it was stated that the estate was
small, the defendant had never any case,

and had lost all along the line, but they
did not ask for costs against the defendant,
because they could get nothing. The learned
Judge, however, thought that it was the

plaintiff’s Attorneys’ suit. He characterised
the suit in very strong terms, and thought
that the plaintiff was more in fault than
the defendant.

We have been taken through the whole
of the proceedings up to the final decree
which are printed in the appeal paper-book
and we have also been taken through various
documents printed at the instance of one side
or other very unnecessarily at the end of
the book; and we have come to the con-
clusion that the plaintiff’s Counsel was right
in contending before the learned Judge that
the defendant had never any case at all
and had lost all along the line. Under
these circumstances we have to consider
whether the order as to costs out of the
estate which belongs exclusively to the
plaintiff for her life should stand. In Cooper
v. Whittingham (l) Sir George Jessel ob-
served : ‘Where a plaintiff comes to enforce
a legal right, and there has been no mis-
conduct on his part—no omission or neglect
whioh would induce the Court to deprive
him of his costs—the Court has no dis-
cretion, and oannot take away the plaintiff’s
right to costs.” ‘ It is no answer where a
plaintiff asserts a legal right for a defend-
ant to allege his ignorance of such right
and to say ‘if I had known of your right
1 should not have infringed it.’ ” These
principles were given effect to in Kuppu -

swami Chetty v. Zamindar of Kalahasti (2).
In Ranchordas Vithaldas v. Bai East (3) an
Appellate Bench of this Court laid down
that “ the principle to be deduced from
these decisions is that Appeal Courts should
interfere with the exercise of discretion

by the lower Courts as to costs when there
has been any misapprehension of facts,

or violation of any established principle,

or where there has been no real exercise

of discretion at all.” It appears that this

is a case in which there has been a mis-
apprehension of facts on the part of the
learned Judge who made the order of

costs and a violation of established principle

by throwing upon the plaintiff the costs of

the unsuccessful defendant, where the plaint-

iff has been guilty of no misconduct. The
plaintiff did not ask for costs against the

defendant, because she would get nothing.

That was what was stated by her Counsel

in the lower Court, and we do not make

( 1 ) (18S0> 15 Ch. D. 501 at p. 504; 49 L. J. Cli. 762;

43 L. T. 16; 28 W. It. 720.

(2) 27 M. 341.

(3) 16 B. 676 at p. 682; 8 Ind. Dec. (n. s.)

029.

i
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an order against the defendant for the

same reason now. Bat the order as to

costs out of the estate must be delet-

ed, for we do not think it is right in

principle that the defendant should, under

the circumstances of this case, have her costs

out of the estate.

It remains to consider the oosts occa-

sioned by the unnecessary printing of the

affidavit of Laxmibai and certain corre-

spondence printed, it is said, at the instance

of the defendant’s Attorneys. We think

that those oosts must be paid by the

Attorneys personally and not be allowed

to fall upon their clients.

Another matter is the Judge’s o der

obtained for the amendment of the memo-
randum of appeal by the addition at the

instance of the Attorney for the plaintiff

of a very unnecessary paragraph, asking

for relief in respect of a matter in respeot

of whioh relief had already twice been

asked for in the unamended memorandum.
Costs of the Judge’s order must not be

costs in the cause, but must be paid by

the plaintiff’s Attorneys personally. No
order as to oosts of this appeal. There

was a consent order that all the property

in the possession of both parties should be

deposited with their respective Solicitors.

The property in the possession of the de-

fendant’s Solicitors will not be subjeot to

for costs. They must, therefore,

property over to the plaintiff’s

for and on account of the plaint-

their lien

hand the

Attorneys

iff.

Order accordingly.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 824 ok 1917.

March 22, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Phillips and Mr.

Justice Krishnan.

CHOKKALINGAM CHETTIAR—Plaintiff

—Appellant

versus

KURUNTHAPPAN CHETTIAR and

others—Defendants—Respondents.
Civil Procedure Code (Act T of 1908), ‘J| —

Jurisdiction, objection to, omission to raise in Trial

Court—Appellate Court, power of, to record finding on

question of jurisdiction.

Where an objection to tho jurisdiction of ft Court

to try a suit is not taken in that Court at the proper

time, the Appellate Court should not allow such

objection to be raised before it and record a finding

thereon.

Second appeal against the deoree of the

Court of the Temporary Subordinate Judge,

Ramanad at Madura, in Appeal Suit No.

109 of 1916, preferred against tbe deoree

of tbe Additional District Munsif, Sri-

villiputhur, in Original Suit No. 335 of

1915.

Mr. AT. D Devadoss,
for the Appellant.

Messrs. K. S. Kanuibcidhrci Iyer and T. A.

Anantha Iyer, for tbe Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—Objection is taken to the

dismissal of plaintiff’s suit on the ground

that the Subordinate Judge, having found

that the Sattur District Munsif had no

jurisdiction, was bound to return tbe plaint

to be presented in tbe proper Court and

had no power to dpoide tbe case on the

merits. Section 21 of the Code of Civil

Procedure, however, says that no Appel-

late Court shall allow an objection to

tbe place of suing to be taken unless it

was taken before the settlement of- issues and

unless there has been a consequent failure of

justice. These conditions were not present,

and so the Subordinate Judge should not

have allowed tbe objection to be taken.

We must, therefore, set aside hi9 finding as

to jurisdiction and on tbe finding a9 to

consideration tbe second appeal fails. As

respondents Nos. 1 to 3 took the objection as

to jurisdiction in tbe lower Appellate

Court we disallow their oosts here. Seoond

and 6th defendants not having appealed

against tbe deoree to tbe lower Appellate

Court and here and not pleaded want of

consideration, we are

fere on their behalf,

dismissed.

M.C.P.

not prepared to inter*

Tbe seoond appeal is

Appeal dismissed.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeals Prom Original Decrees Ncs. 114

cf 1912 and 409 of 1911.
Jane 21, 1918.

Present Mr. Justice N. R. Chatterjea and
Mr. Jastioe Greaves.
In No. 114 of 1912

BIPRODAS PAL CHOWDHURY and
others— Plaintiffs—Appellants

versus

KLDAR NATH ROY and others

—

Defendants— Respondents.
iN No. 409 of 1911

KLDAR NATH ROY— Defendant —
Appellai t

versus

BIPRODAS PAL CHOWDHURY and
others— Plaintiffs—Responders.

Bengal Tenancy Ad (VIll B. C. of L885J
,

s$. I03B
1G], 167—Patni, sale oj—Rent-free lands within patni’
whether incumbrance—Record of Rights

, entry /«-!
Presumption—Burden of proof.

7(55

Within a patni talalc created in 1*07 which was
purchased by the plaintiff in execution of a rent-
decree, there were certain lands in the possession
of the defendant which were recorded in the settle
raent records as rent-free lands. The plaintiff sued
to recover possession of those lands bv ejecting the
defendant on the allegation that the defendants
interest was an incumbrance within the nieanin- of
section J6i of the Bengal Tenancy Act:

°

Held, (1) that the defendant’s interest could not bedeemed to be an incumbrance unless it was shown
that the zemindar was in possession of those lands at
the time when the pa/ai was grouted; [p. 769, col.

p, /70, col. ),]

mi??
having regard to the provisions of section

J03B of the Bengal Tenancy Act and the pleadings
°i the plaintiff and to the facts that there was no
evidence to show that any rent had ever been realisedm respect of those lands and that the defendant and
his predecessor-in-title had been in possession for a
long period without payment of rent, it was incum-
bent upon the plaintiff to show that the zemindar
was in possession of the lands in dispute at the date
of the creation of the patni and that the incumbrance
of the defendant came into existence after that date
[p. 770, col. 1

J

Appeals against the decrees of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, Nadia, dated the 3rd of
August 19il.

In No. 409 of 1911

Babus D. N . Chakerbutty, Kali K. Chuktr-

butty
, Sarat K. Ghose

,
for the Appellants.

Babus Mohendra N. Roy and Amarendra
N. Bose

, for the Respondents.

Babu Sib Ch . Palit
t for the Deputy

Begiatrar,

In No. 114 of 1912
Babus Mohendra N. Buy and Amarendra

N. bese
,
for the Appellant.

Babu RupendraK. Mitra, for the Respond-
entg.

JUDGMENT.
N. R. Ceatterjea, J.—These two appeals

arise out of a suit for possession of 289 highas
and 7 cottas of land situated in Mouza Phnlia
appertaining to Taraf Santipur.

It appears that Mouza Pbulia and 37
other Mouzas constituting Taraf Santipur
originally belonged to the Maharaja of
Nad‘a. Before the Permanent Settlement
the Kajas successor deolined to take settle-
ment of the Taraf and it was, accordingly
Jet out in temporary ijara by the Govern-
ment to different persons from time to
time. Maharaja Tej Chandra Bahadur ofBnrdwan purchased the right of the last
i.aradar. UltimateJy it was permanently
settled with Ihe Maharaja about the year 18C0
and the latter granted a Patni of the Taraf
to one Ramesh Chandra Mukerjee in 1807
The Zemindari interest passed to certain
persons who may be conveniently referred
to as (he Tagores. The Zemindar in exe-
cution of three decrees for arrears of rent
against the Fatnidar put up the Patni to
sale and it was purchased by the plaintiff
on the 2nd of Ootober 1899 and the « a )ewas confirmed on the 28th November 1900.On the 10th September 1901 the plaintiff
applied for seftlement and Record of Rights
under Chapter X of the Bengal Tenancy
Aot. In these proceedings the lands were
entered as rent-free.” Objections were
raised by the plaintiff to the entry but
they were deoided against him by the
Settlement Officer on the 25th Mav 190Q
On the 27th June 1909 the plaintiff took
steps for service of notice under section
lb7 of the Bengal Tenancy A ot for annul-ment of the moumbraDoe of the defendant..
On the 21st July 1909 (he present "uRwas brought on the allegation that the lands
formed part of the Mai lands of the Patni
which was granted in 1607. The defence
was that the lands were revenue-free Lakhraj
that the defendants’ predecessors had pur-
chased them from the representatives of
one Mr. Broderiok, that they and their
predecessors had been in possession of the
lands without payment of any rent from
before the ereation of the Patni, and even
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from before the Permanent Settlement and

that the suit was barred by limitation.

Several other pleas were taken which will

be referred to later.

The defendant No. 1 olaimed the lands as

Lakhrajdar and defendants Nos. 2 to 5

olaimed as Mourasidars under the defendant

No. 1. The Court below held that no notice

under section 167 of the Bengal Tenanoy
Act had been served upon defendants

Nos. 2 to 5 and accordingly dismissed the suit

as against them. As against the defendant

No. 1, it held that notice had been served,

that the suit was not birred by limitation,

that the defendant had failed to prove that

the lands were held by them from before

1790 and accordingly deoreed the suit

against her. The defendant No. 1 has

preferred Appeal No. 409 of 1911 and the

plaintiff has preferred Appeal No. 114 of

1912.

The grounds taken on behalf of the defend-

ant-appellant are, first, that the sale of the

Patni having taken place, in execution of

three rent deorees, was not a sale under
whioh the plaintiff could annul inoum-
branoes.

Secondly, that the notice which was served

upon the defendants, not having been signed

by the Collector, was not a legal notice as

contemplated by section 167 of the Bengal
Tenanoy Aot.

Thirdly, that the finding of the Subordi-
nate Judge that the plaintiff became aware
of the enoumbranoe of the defendant with-
in one year of the institution of the suit

is erroneous.

Fourthly, that the Court below has wrong-
ly placed the onus upon the defendant of

proving (a) that the lands in suit were
held as valid Lakhraj from before 1790;
and (6) that the possession of the defendants
commenced from before the creation of the

Patni in 1807, and lastly that the question

of limitation has been wrongly decided.

In order to show that the lands in dispute

formed part of the Mai lands of the estate,

the plaintiff produoed various documents for

showing that there were no Lakhraj lands

(except a few bighas) in the Mouza. The
Quinquennial register mentions the name of

Jaga Mohon Roy as the proprietor of Taraf

Santipur. That Register, whioh was for a

period of 5 years commencing from 1202

tikis

(1795), shows that the area of Mouza Phulia

was 1739 bighas

,

the jama assessed being

Rs. 246. Next there is a Dowl of ijara
,

dated 20th April 1799, in the name of

Maharaja Tej Chandra of Burdwan in respect

of Taraf Santipur for one year which, how-

ever, does not give the area. The evidenoe

does not show exaotly when the Perma-

nent Settlement was made, but it appears

that it was after 1206 and before 1212.

The plaintiff’s case is that Taraf Santipur

was permanently settled with
.
Maharaja

Tej Chandra in 1207 (1800). There is no

evidence to show the area whioh was aotaally

settled at the time of the Permanent Set-

tlement as the papers relating to the Perma-

nent Settlement have not been produoed.

The plaintiff, however, has produced certain

other papers to show the area of the Mai
lands of the Mouza. The Mahalwar Regis-

ter gives the area of the Mai lands of the

Mouzi as 577 acres odd (about 1,743 bighas)

and the Lind Registration Aot Registers

show that the area of the Mouza was 588
acres (Mai lands 577 acres and resumed
Lakhraj lands 11 acres). The Rsvenue
Survey Map gives the total area as 655

acres, which includes the 577 acres Mai and
the resumed and released Lakhraj land.

These documents would go to show the area

of Mai lands to be 577 acres, i.e., about 1,739

bighas. 1 n the recent Settlement proceedings

the total aieaof the Mouza is shown as 1,726

big has, out of which 655 bighas are recorded as

Mai, and the rest as Lakhraj. The learned Sub-
ordinate Judge was cf opinion that the area

as given in the Settlement proceedings cannot
be correct, and the lands claimed as Lakhraj
in those proceedings “must be due to encroach-

ment as otherwise the quantities recorded

as Mai in the registers cannot be explained.
n

Some other registers were produoed on
behalf of the plaintiff. The Pargana Regis-
ter kept under Regulation VIII of 1800
does not mention any Lakhraj land in the

Mouza and the Kanongoe Register shows
only 28 bighas as Lakhraj in the names of

certain persons under whom the defendant does

not claim. The Thak Map shows only 3 acres

odd as Lakhraj, and the Thak statement
does not mention any Lakhraj lands in the

Mouza. The learned Subordinate Judge
held upon these documents that the plaintiff

had given sufficient prima facie evidenoe to

show that the disputed 289 bighas oanuo
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be Lakhraj lands of the Mouza, and that
the onus had been shifted on the defendants
to show that the Lakbraj existed [before
December 1790. He has found from cer-
tain old documents that 85 bighas were
purchased as Lakhraj by the Brodericks
vthe predecessors of the defendants) from
time to time, but with respect to 65 bighas
(out of the 85 bighas

)

there was no old
document to show that they were Lakhraj
before 1790. As regards the remaining 20
bighas there is a Taidad of a date prior to
1790, but there is nothing to connect the
names of the persons mentioned in it with
the persons who executed the conveyance
(Exhibit Q*5) in favour of the Brodericks.
There are no old documents with respect to
the remaining lands, and the Court below
accordingly held that the defendants had
failed to show that any of the lands in
suit were held in Lakhraj right from before
the 1st December 1790, and that, therefore,
the lands in suit are Mai lands.

As already stated, there is no direct
evidence to show the area of the lands
which was permanently settled. But the
quinquennial register shows the area of the
Mauzas to be 1,739 bighas

, which is nearly
the same as the area which appears from
the recent Settlement proceedings. The
quinquennial register was for a period im-
mediately preceding the Permanent Settle-
ment; ordinarily, therefore, and in the absence
of anything to show that there was any
change between the date of the register
and the Permanent Settlement, the Court
would be justified in holding that that was
the area which was permanently settled
with the Zemindar in 1800, and having
regard to the evidence, the finding of the
Court below that the lands were assessed
as revenue-paying lands at the time of the
Permanent Settlement may be accepted.
The Patni was granted by the Zsmindar

in 1807. The Patni kabuliyat shows that
all the rights (excepting certain rights with
which we are not concerned in this oase)
which the Zemindar had in Taraf Santi-
pur were settled in Patni with the Patni-
dar. It is contended, however, on behalf of
the appellant that the plaintiff must not
only show that these lands were included
in the area which was permanently settled
with the Zemindar, but also that he was
In possession thereof at the date of the

Patni grant, and that the Patnidar loot
possession after the commencement of the
Patni, in other words, that the incum-
branoe of the defendants oame into existence
after the date of the Patni.
The respondent on the other hand con-

tends that if the lands were inoluded in
the Permanent Settlement, it is for the
defendants to show that the possession of
their predeoessors-in-title commenced before
the date of the Patni, and that the Zemin-
oar lost possession between the date of the
Permanent Settlement and the date of the
Patni grant. The documents produced by
toe plaintiff mentioned above with the ex-
oeption of the extraot from the quinquen-nm register and the ijara Dowls are all
sabsequent to thedate of the Patni grant.

I he defendants’ predecessor Swarnamoyi

nc«J
aDda

/r°m tbe Br°deriok8
"A 27

?
(1
t A, and the oral evidence

adduced on behalf of the defendants shows
possession for over 60 years; one of the
witnesses Chandra Kant Banerjee (83 years
old; speaks to the possession of the Saheb
frorn^ before the Thak survey and Swarna-
moyi s possession for the last 40 or 45
years. The Kanongoe Register and the
Pargana Register are of the years 1825 and
1^43 respectively, but in the case of Bipra-
das Pal v. Monorama Debi (1) the probative
value of these registers was considered and
it was held that they were of no eviden-
tiary value. However that may be, they
do not prove actual possession of the dis-
puted lands by the Patnidar. The registers
under ths Land Registration Act would
not mention Lakhraj lands which were not
valid revenue-free lands, and they and theThak Map date from periods subsequent
tc the date from whioh the defendant has
proved the possession of his predecessors-in-
title, and all the documents with the ex-
oeption of the quinquennial register and theDowls referred to above are subsequent to
the date of the Patni grant. These doon-
ments, therefore, do not show whether these
lands were in the possession of the Zemin-
dar at the' date of the creation of the PatniWe have been referred to three decisions
of this Court in whioh some of tbe ques-
tions raised in this oase were considered
They arose out of suits for possession of •

(1) 47 Iud. Cas, 49; 22 C. \V. N. 396; 45 C, 574 ,
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lands situated in the very same Patni Taluk

viz., Taraf Santipur, which were claimed by

various persons as Lakhraj. In two of

them Biprodas Pal Chowdhury was the

plaintiff, and in the third he was the de-

fendant. All the cases were decided against

Biprodas Pal Chowdhury. In the first case,

Kalikananda Mukherjee v. Bipro Das Pal Chou -

dhuri (2), it was laid down that it was

for the purchaser of the Patni to show

that the possession of the defendants com-

menced after the oreation of the Patni, or

that the proprietor cf the estate was in

possession at the time when the Patni was

granled; and that unless he could show

that, the interest acquired by (lie defendant

could not be deemed to be an inoumbrance

whioh be could annul. It was further

held that the doctrine that possession fol-

lows title has no application to a case like

the present, where the plaintiff has to

establish possession at a particular point

of time, and that the mere production of

the kabuliyat by which the Zemindar

purported to let out in the Patni the whole

estate (though an ancient document) is not

evidence that the Zemindar was in posses-

sion of the entire land of the estate, unless

there was an assertion in the kabuliyat

that the grantor of the Patni at the time

was in possession of every parcel of land

comprised within the boundaries of the

Patni, or an allegation in the document

that the grantee of the Patni obtained

actual possession of every piece cf land

within the tenure granted to him. In the

second case (Second Appeal No, 2700 of

1915 and analogous cases decided by

Fletoher and Newbould, JJ., on the 29th

May 1917, unrerorted) in whioh the exe-

cutors of Biprodas Pal Chowdhury were

the appellants, the learned Judges held that

it was clearly covered by the decision in

Kalikananda Mukherjee v. Bipro Vas Pal Chou •

duri (2) and followed the principles laid

down in that case. In the third case,

Bipradas Pal v. Monorama Deli (1), the

probative value of some of the registers

produced in this case was considered as

stated above.

The oases referred to above, however,

related to lands in Mouzas other than

Fulia, and the evidence is not the same in

(2) 20 Iud. Cas, 436; 19 C. W. N. 18; 21 C. L. J.

266 .

[1918

all the cases, (in particular it may be noted

that the quinquennial register was not

produced in those cases) though the right

of the plaintiff and some of the questions

of law raised are common to all the

cases.

The case of Kalikananda Mukherjee v. Bipro

Das Pal Choudhuri (2) was sought to be

distinguished on the ground that in that

case there was evidence to show that the

defendants had been in possession before

the date of Patni, but the decision was

based not upon that ground, but upon the

ground that it was for the purchaser of

the Patni to show that the possession of

the defendant commenced after the oreation

of the Patni and other grounds mentioned

above. The correctness of some of the

propositions laid down in that case has also

been challenged, but it is unnecessary to

c insider in the present case the correctness

of the principles laid down in that oase

as applicable to all oases of this description

generally. In the present oase the lands

were entered in the Record of Rights a9

“rent-free”, and lands though they are not

held revenue-free from bafore the Perma-

nent Settlement, but are held without pay-

ment of rent from a period subsequent to

the Permanent Settlement and before the

creation of the Patni, would come under

that description. Under seotion 103 (B)

of the Bengal Tenancy Aot the entry in

the Record of Rights shall be presumed to

be correct. The onus is, therefore, upon the

plaintiff to prove by evidence that the

entry is incorrect. The plaintiff himself

alleged in his plaint that during the period

“the Government was realizing reveuue by

khan ijara settlement, the ijaradars in collu-

sion, with the view of reduoing the revenue^

caused the creation of Sanads of imagi-

nary revenue- free rights”, though he added

that ' at the time of the inquiry by the

Government, the grantees of the Taidads

had no possession at all in the lands

mentioned in them and they were not

registered.” Although, therefore, there is no

admission that such persons had any pos-

session of the lands, it shows that there

had been assertions of hostile title at that

time. It is further alleged in the plaint

that “until the That and Revenue Sur-

veys of 1852 the quantity of the Mai lands

was not at all ascertained”, that they were
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ascertained at the time of those surveys, publio servant in the discharge of his

and that the defendants were not in pos- official duty. (Section 35 of the Evidence
session of the lands in suit at that time. Act, first portion.) The area (1,157 bighas)

It is also alleged that Maharaja Tej given in Exhibit J1 is the same as that
Chandra Bahadur had khas possession of given in Exhibit J2 which was filed in

Taraf Santipur for a short time only. 12j7 (1800), i.e.
t
in the very year in whioh

The defendant has produced copies of the the Permanent Settlement of the Taraf is

quinquennial Terij (Exhibits Jl and J2 of the alleged by the plaintiff to have been con-
land and Jama of Monza Fullia of the eluded with the Maharaja; and this return
years 1207 and 1212). Exhibit J2 was of (Exhibit J2) was submitted by the Maha-
the year 1207, atid it was a return sub- raja and not by an ijaradar. The Maha-
mitted by the Talukdar Maharaja Tej raja is described in Exhibit J2 as ‘Taluk-
Chandra and while it showed that the total dar’, whioh indicates that it was before the
jama of the Mouza was Rs. 298-11 >2 the Permanent Settlement. It appears, therefore,
area in possession was only 1,157 'bighas. that the same area (1,157 bighas) whioh
Exhibit J1 was for the year 1212. This was shown as the area of the Mouzi by
also showed the area to be 1,157 bighas the Maharaja in 1207, continued to be in

and jama as Rs, 298 11 2, and was sub- the possession of the Maharaja in 1212
mitted by Ram Narain Cbatt6rjee as when Exhibit J2 was filed by his ijaradar
ijaradar” (under) “Zemiudari of Maharaja after the Permanent Settlement. The learned

Tej Chandra Bahadur”. The learned Sub- Subordinate Judge was of opinion that
ordinate Judge observes: “the quinquennial the quinquennial register Exhibit 41 is

register (produced by the plaintiff) was more reliable than the returns Exhibits Jl,
kept under Regulation XL VI II of 1793, while J2; but they refer to two different periods;
the Terij Exhibits Jl and J2 were only the register Exhibit 41 was for a period
returns to be submitted under the Regu- of 5 years commencing from X202 (1795)
lation; that it is not impossible, though it whioh preceded the Permanent Settlement
is difficult to be positive about it at this of the Taraf, whereas the Terij Exhibits
distanoa of time, that the returns embodied Jl and J2 were for the years 1207 (1800)
in the Terij might have been submitted and 12 ;2 (1805) respectively, and the latter
with some motive; with regard to Exhibit Exhibit Jl was for a period subsequent
41 whioh is an extraot from an autho to the Permanent Settlement. Exhibit Jl

. rizsd register no such suspicion can arise, might possibly have been submitted by the
and as such Exhibit 41 appears to be ijaradar in order to help persons who were
more reliable than the Terij Exhibits Jl in possession under invalid Lakhraj right,
and J2”. It is also pointed out on behalf However that may be, the fact lemains
of the respondents in this Court that under that in 1*03 the return submitted by the
section 12 of Regulation VIII of 1800, the ijaradar under the Maharaja showed only
quinquennial register was not to show the T,157 bighas as in his possession and there
area of Moozas, so that in i 2 1 2 (1805) is no suggestion in the evidence that there
when Exhibit J was filed it was no longer was any other ijaradar. This was 2 years
necessary to show the area. But no ob- before the Patrii was created, and is some
jection was* taken to the admissibility of evidence to show that a large quantity of
the documents Exhibits Jl and J2, aud the land in the Mouza was in the possession of
Court below considered their comparative persons other than the Zemindar or the ijara-
value. Although it might have been un- dar under him.

necessary for insertion in the register, they Having regard to the fact that under
appear to' have been submitted to, and section 103B of the Bengal Tenancy Act
accepted by the authorities, and in any the onus is upon the plaintiff to prove
case the statements made more than a that the entry in the Record of Rights is

century ago by persons who are dead are incorrect, to the facts admitted in the plaint
admissible in evidence. If Exhibits Jl viz., that “imaginary” Lakhraj rights were
and J2 are not returns, but entries in the set up even before the Permanent Settle-
register, they would be evidence as being ment, that Maharaja Tej Chandra Bahadur
entries in a publio record made by a was tin khas possession only for a short

to
A
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period before granting the Patni, that

until the Thak and Survey of 1852 the

quantity of Mai lands had not been at all

ascertained; and also to the facts that

there is no evidence to show that any
rent had ever been realized in respect of

these lands, that the return Exhibit Ji
showed only a small quantity of land in

the possession of the Maharaja’s ijaradar

in 1212 (1805) and that the defendant
and his predeoessor-in-title have been in

possession for a very long period without
payment of rent, wo think it was inoura-

bent upon the plaintiff to show that the
Zemindar was in possession of the lands
in dispute at the date of the creation of

the Patni, and that the incumbrance (the ad-
verse possession) of the defendants came
into existence after the date of the Patni.
This the plaintiff has failed to show,
beoause the quinquennial register is of a period
prior to the Permanent Settlement, and
there is no evidence going back to 1807 when
the Patni was granted.

But even assuming that the Zemindar
was in possession of the lands in dispute
at the date of the grant of the Patni, and
that the incumbrance of the defendant
came into existence after the grant of the
Patni, the plaintiff cannot succeed unless
the incumbrance of the defendant has been
annulled within one year from the date of

the sale, or the date on which he first had
notioe of the incumbrance as prescribed by
section 1G7 of the Bengal Tenancy Act.
The sale at which the plaintiff purchased
the Patni became final on the 28th
November 1900. The notice under section
167 was served upon the defendant No. 1

on the 27th Juno 1909; the plaintiff, there-
fore, must show that he had first had
notioe of the incumbrance within one year
prior to the 27th June 1909. The learned
Subordinate Judge observes “There is no
direct evidence adduced on the plaintiff’s

side, but the circumstances proved would
go to show that plaintiff could have no
knowledge of the alleged Lakhraj claim
before the defendant No. 1 set up that
claim during the attestation proceedings.
There is no evidence on the defendants’
side also to show that at any time before
the attestation proceedings, the plaintiff had
any occasion to be apprised (hat the lands
woro claimed by defendant No. 1 as

[mi

Lakhraj. I accordingly hold that the suit

is not barred by one year’s limitation as

regards defendant No. 1, the notioe having
been served within one year from Septem-
ber 1908.”

It appears, however, from the evidence of

plaintiff’s own witness Mangal Sardar, who
is the plaintiff’s halsana for 11 years, that

when the plaintiff attempted to measure
the lands of Mouza Fullia in 1307 (1900)
the defendants stopped the measurement.
This witness was formerly in the service

of the Pal Chowdhurys of Baira (the oo-

sharers of the defendants Nos. 2 to 5)

and he speaks to the possession of the

said defendants for 40 years, and of the

Broderick Saheb prior to that period. In
the plaint itself it i9 stated that "on the

plaintiff attempting to measure 'amicably
those Mouzas and by appointing an Amin
to determine the areas of lands in the

possession of tenants and different persons
and to measure the same for the purpose
of ascertaining other particulars, the said

Bar patnidar, the tenants, and other persona

conspired and put obstacles to the measure-
ment. So the plaintiff could not at all

ascertain the Mai lands and could not get

possession of the lands in olaim.” This
attempt to measure the land as stated by
the plaintiff’s witness Mangal Sardar took

place immediately after the plaintiff’s pur-

chase, i’.e„ in the year 1900. No steps were
taken for the service of the notioe under
section 167 until 1909, although for about 9

years after the plaintiff’s purohase, he had been
kept out of the lands. The plaintiff, therefore,

undoubtedly had notice of the possession of

the defendants. It is contended on behalf of

the plaintiff that possession for a period less

than 12 years is not an incumbrance. But
as pointed out in Kalikananda biukherjee v.

lhpro Dus Pul Ohoudhuri (2),
" the slightest

enquiry such as a prudent owner would
in ordinary course have made, would have
disclosed that the occupants of the land
claimed to hold them without payment of

rent to the proprietor or his representatives.”
The plaintiff himself alleges in the plaint

that imaginary revenue-free rights had been
set up in collusion with ijaradar *• from
before the Permanent Settlement. H 9 admit
that about 9 years before the suit he ha
been prevented from measuring the land
lie has not oxvuinei himself to show who
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he became aware of the incumbrance. Hav-

ing regard to all the circumstances it is

impossible to hold that the plaintiff became

aware of the incumbrance of the defendants

for the first time within one year before

the 27th June 1909. We are accordingly

of opinion that the suit is barred by reason

of the fact that the incumbrance was not

annulled within the time prescribed by section

167 of the Bengal Tenancy Act. It is un-

necessary, therefore, to consider the quostion

raised in Appeal No. 114 of 1912, viz
,

whether the right of defendants Nos. 2 to

5 is an incumbrance, whether any notice

is required to be served upon those defend-

ants and was as a matter of fact served

upon them.

In the view we have taken, it is also

unnecessary to consider the other contentions

raised in the defendant s appeal.

The result is that Appeal No. 409 of 1911

is allowed and Appeal No. 114 of 1912 is

dismissed and the suit dismissed with costs.

In Appeal No. 409, the appellant will be

entitled to half the costs of this Court in-

cluding the costs of the supplementary paper-

book which will be taxed.

Greaves, J.—I agree.

Appeal No. 409 of 1911 allowed ;

‘ Appeal No. 114 of 1 912 dismissed.

SIND JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’ ,

COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. 14 of 1915.

October 1C, 1917.

Present:—Mr. Pratt, J. C., and Mr.

Crouch, A. J. C.

[VANJI MAMOOJI -Pl un. iff-Appellant

versus

HULAM HUSSAIN SHEIKH TAYAB—
Defendant—Respondent.

Provincial Insolvency Act (III of 19079, 16--

'ending"> meaning of-Leave to commence suit, when to

nhtnined—Court, inherent authority of, to terminable

oceedings in insolvency -Interpretation of Statutes-

ords and phrases having technical meaning, inter-

TheTrsf’and most elementary rule of construction

that it is to be assumed that words and phrases

sused in their technical meaning if they have

uired one. [p. 772, col. 1.]

A le-al proceeding is said to be ‘pending, as soon

commenced, and until it is concluded, that is, so

CASES.

long as the Court having original cognizance of it,

can make an order on the matters in issue, or to be

dealt with thereiu. [p. 772, col. 1.]

Firm of Gopaidas v. Pahlumal Hemanmal, SO Ind.

Cas 37; 9 S L. R. 34-, overruled.

A Court has no inherent authority to terminate the

proceedings in an insolvency and deny to creditors

and debtors, the exercise of lights clearly conferred

by Statute, [p. 772, col. 2.]

Insolvency proceedings would be considered as

still ‘pending’ within the meaning of section 16 of the

Provincial Insolvency Act where the Receiver has not

yet been discharged and the insolvent has not

applied for and obtained his discharge. [p. 772, col.

2 -]

The ‘leave’ to commence a suit, referred to ill

section 16 (2) of the Provincial Insolvency Act should

he obtained before the institution of the suit, and
cannot be obtained subsequently to its institution, [p.

773, col. 1.]

First appeal against the order of Mr.
Fawcett, A. J. C., Sind.

Mr. Dipchand Chandumal
t
for the Appel-

lant.

Mr. Kalumal Pahlumal
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Crouoj, A. J. C.—This is an appeal against

an order of Fawcett, A. J. C., dismissing

a suit of the appellant on the ground
that no leave to commence the suit had
been granted by the Court exercising

jurisdiction under the Provincial Insolvency

Act.

Ghulam Hussain Sheikh Tayab had been
adjudicated an insolvent in Insolvency

Proceeding No. 1 of 19.1. The insolvent

had absconded and the matter proceeded
in his absence. Such assets as could be
discovered were realized, and a final

dividend was deolared and paid. On the
matter being called up on the 6th August
1913 the insolvent was still absconding,

and it was suggested that the matter
should be put on the dormant file. The
Court (Hayward, A. J. C.) passed the
following order: ‘ The insolvent has not
appeared to claim discharge. The pro-

ceedings should, therefore, be struck off the

file and sent to the Record Room.”

The present suit was filed on the 23rd
September 1913, in respect of a debt

whioh was proveable in the insolvency

proceedings. The plaintiff had not obtained

leave under section 16 of the Provincial

Insolvency Act to file the suit, and a

preliminary issue— Is the suit maintain-

able because of the pendency of the insolvency

proceedings against the defendant ?” was
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decided in the negative and the suit was dis-

missed.

In his judgment the learned Judge held on
the authority of Hawes

,
In re

, Jeffery, Ex parte

(1) and McHenry, Ex parte, McHenry, In re (2)
that, as the Receiver had not been discharged,
the proceedings were still pending, and that

the leave mentioned in section 1G of the Act
must be obtained previous to the institution

of the suit.

Mr. Dipohand Chandumal, who appears
for the appellant, has argued, firstly, that
the proceedings were not pending, and,
secondly, that in any case the proper order
should have been not of dismissal, but of

stay of the suit until the necessary leave had
been obtained.

Now, the first and most elementary rule

of construction is that it is to bo assumed
that words and phrases ar6 used in their

technical meaning if they have acquired
one. When the Provincial Insolvency Act
was drafted “pending”, as applied to a

legal proceeding, had been the subject of

definition in several oases, and there was
then no longer any doubt as to the mean-
ing which Courts attached to it. Stroud,
in the edition of It 90, refers to tho
oases decided up to that date, and states,

A legal proceedings is ‘pending’ as soon
as commenced, and until it is concluded,
that is, so long as the Court having ori-

ginal cognizance of it, can make an order
on the matters in issue, or to be dealt with,
therein.” This definition was put in rather
more emphatic terms by Jessel, M. R., in

Clagett's Estate, In re, Eordham v. Clagett (3)
and its correctness has not been impugned.
As pointed out in the judgment of the lower
Couit, there were several orders which the
Court could have made in the insolvency
proceedings, in particular, the debtor
could, at any time, have applied under section
44 for an order of discharge, and tho Court
could have passed an order granting or refus-
ing it.

I accept Mr. Dipchand’s contention that
the two oases relied on by tho lower
Court constitute no safe guide to the
construction of section 1G, for, thero is

(1) (1874) 9 Cli. 144; 43 L. J. Bk. 27.

(-')(: 883 ) 24 Gli. I ). 35; 63 L. J. tit. 27;
921: 31 \\

r

. K. 873.

(3) (1882) 20 Cl.. D. 037 at p. 063.

48 Ij. T.

no provision in the Provincial Insolvency
Act for the discharge of a Receiver.

It is clear from the judgment of the
learned Judicial Commissioner in the oase of
Firm of Gopaldas v. Pahlumal Hemanmal (4\
on whioh special reliance is placed by
appellant, that it had not been brought
(o his notice that there was direct authority
for construing the word “pending.”

Mr. Dipohand urges that a Court has
an inherent right to terminate any pro-
ceedings before it, and did so in intention
and effect when it passed the order of 6th
August 1913. Ho has, however, quite
failed to convinoe me that the Court oan
arbitrarily terminate the proceedings in an
insolvency and so debar the insolvent from
obtaining his discharge, an unscheduled
creditor from proving his debt, and the
Receiver from getting in and distributing
property of whioh he becomes aware at

a late stage. He has nothing to appeal
to beyond the vague and dangerous phrase
‘ini erent authority”, but no Court nan
have inherent authority to deny to creditors
and debtors the exercise of rights clearly

conferred by Slatute. Nor did the Court
in this case purport to finally bar all the
rights of creditors or of the insolvent.
The effect of the order was merely to

strike off the matter from the list of

those cases whioh it was the duty of the
office to bring up before the Court from
time to time for orders, and to plaoe the
record in the place appropriate to files

which are not required for reference within
any defined time. I would hold that the
insolvency proceedings were still pending
when the suit was commenced.

If the insolvency proceedings were pend-
ing, then section 16, prima Jude, constituted
a clear bar to tho filing of the suit. If
the full facts had been disclosed in the
plaint itself, it would have been the duty
of the Court to reject it under Order VII,
rule 11, Civil Procedure Code, and if the
plaint was liable to rejection it would seem
to follow that tho only oourse open to the
Court on being informed of the bar was to
dismiss the suit.

If we look exclusively to the clear words
cf tho section, thero oan be no doubt what-

(4)30 Iml. Cns 37; 9S. L. R. 34,
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ever that in the absence of leave a cre-
ditor has no right of suit. This was the
view taken by Davar, J., in In re Dwarkcdas
ejbhandas (5). As soon as the defendant

has brought to the notice of the Court
t at the insolvency proceedings are still
pending against him, the statement by
paintiff that he has “the leave of the
Court beoomes a ^material proposition of
act which he must allege in order to show

t at he has a right to sue, and as soon
as the Court realises that the plaint dis-
o oses no complete cause of action, dismissal
is the only course, for, had the plaint
rankly stated the full facts, it would have
been rejected in limine

,
and no plaintiff

oan obtain a -right of suit by deceiving the
Court.

•

'

4>^aiD a s pointed out in the judgment
in Baloo Pirooy. Aladin MHlia ( 6 ), the Court
exercising jurisdiction under the Insolvency

°.\,
0a

.

n leave only to “commence a
suit

;
it oannot give leave to continue a

suit which has been instituted contrary to
a rU

|f i°^
^aW ’ Offioial Receiver and

e
.

debtor are, otherwise, amply protected
against the final result of any suit; the
provision that no creditor shall commence
a suit, without leave gives protection against
a particular form of interference with the
winding up of the estate. Under the Act
no creditor is bound to prove in the in-
solvency. and the order of disoha-ge does
not release the insolvent from an unscheduled
debt. Hence any unscheduled oreditor who
oan obtain a decree oan put pressure on
the insolvent for the rest of his life, and,
where the disclosed assets are insignificant,
it may be more profitable to a creditor to
institute a suit than to file a claim. But
the winding up of the estate would be
almost impracticable if a large number of
creditors were to institute proceedings. The
mere cost of ensuring that the estate was
adequately protected in all the suits
would waste a considerable portion of
the assets, the books of aocounts
would have to be taken from Court
to Court and the Official Receiver might
in several oases have to appear in person.
Hence if the .trying Court condones the
unlawful institution and merely stays the

1 31 *?d ’ Cas - ^ 40 235
i
17 Bom. L. It. 92;

(6)

,0 .S No. 299 of 1911.

suit, while leave is being sought from the
Court exercising insolvency jurisdiction, (he
Official Receiver can fab ly claim that he
his not received that special form of
protection from proceedings in the ordinary
Civil Courts to which he is clearly eo-
titled.

The decisions cited by Mr. Dipohand, based
3.3 thsy 3 T0 on Statutss with provisions
essentially different from those of the Pro.
vinoial Insolvency Act, afford little assistance
in solving the problem before us. In
Brownscombe v. Fair (7) the defendant
against whom bankruptcy proceedings were
pending applied that a suit instituted
against him might he stayed under section
10 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, and it

was held that the plaintiff should not be
allowed to continue the aotion. There was
no request that the suit should be dismiss-
ed, but the stay order was unconditional.
The Provincial Insolyenoy Act contains no
provisions similar to those of section 10
of the English Act and the only procedure
by which relief similar to that conferred
by an unconditional stay order can be given
is dismissal. The decision in Firm of
Gupaldas v- Pahlumal Hcmanmal

(4 )
followed that of the Privy Council in
Mahammid Azmat Ali v. Lalli Bagam
(S). That was a case under sections 4 and
C of the Pensions Act, 1871, and it was
held that the provision in section 6 that
“A Civil Court, otherwise competent to try
the same, shall take cognizance of any such
claim upon receiving a certificate from suoh
Collector” justified a Court in proceeding
to hear a suit even though the plaintiff
had not filed his certificate until some
time after institution. “Cognizance” is defined
by Webster as (I) “jurisdiction or the
power given by law to hear and decide
controversies; ( 2 ) the hearing of a matter
judicially”. Hence, the seotion was dearly
open to the construction that a Court might
proceed with the hearing on receiving a certi-
ficate

Similarly, the word “entertain”, which
according to Webster means “(i) give
reception to; ( 2 ) receive and take into con-
sideration,” was construed in Bendall v.

(7) ( 1 8S3) 08 L. T. 85.

(8) 8 C. 422; 9 I. A 8; 4
Jur. 291; 17 P. R. 1352; 4
(P. C.).

Sar. P. C. J. 310; 6 Incl.

Ini. Dec. Cw s .

)

289
/

*
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Blair (9) as equivalent to “proceed with the

hearing.” And this construction was adopted

in Bando Sulmio v. Jamba Tavnappa (10) when

section 47 of the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief

Aot was in question. Fernandez v. Rodrigues

(11) was a case under section 30, Civil Pro-

cedure Code (Aot XIV of^lb82), and it

was held that the words One or
_

more

of such parties may with the permission of

the Court suo or be sued” enabled a plaint-

iff to obtain the permission after institution.

This has been laid down in Srinivasa

Charier v. Raghava Churiar (12), L hennu

Menon v. Rrishnun (13) and Baldeo BhartLi v.

Bir Qir (14).

“To sue” is to proceed with an

action and to follow it up to its

proper termination OVebster) and, is obvi-

ously, not the same as “to commence an

action.”

But the Courts have not hesitated to*

dismiss any suit that has been instituted

in clear breach of a rule of law. Thus,

when a suit was brought in defiance of

the provision in the Court of Wards Act

(Bengal Aot IX of 1S79, section 55) that

“no suit shall be brought on behalf of

any ward. ..unless the same be authorized

by some order of the Court”, it was dis-

missed, Dinesk Chunder Roy v. Qolam

Mastapha (15). So also the terms of seotion

433, Civil Procedure Code, lfcb‘2, were

strictly enforced in Chandnlul Khushalji v.

Aicad (16).

I would hold, therefore, that the lower

Court had no alternative but to pass the

order complained against and would dismiss

the appeal with oosts.

Pkait, J. C.

—

1 oonour and resile from

my judgment in Firm of Gopaldas v. Pahlui^al

Hemanmal (4). The word “pending” should

be construed not as I there construed it, but

in the sense that it was still possible to the

Court to make an interlocutory order in the

proceedings. This construction does not in-

volve hardship for, in the circumstances of

(9) ( 1899) 45 Cli. D. 139; 59 I. J. Ch. 641; 63 L.

T. 265; 38 W. R. 689.

(10) 7 Inch Cas. 9S6; 12 Horn. h. It. 801.

(1|) 21 It. 7HJ; ll I ml Deo N. s.) 628 (1?\ It.).

( 12 ) 23 M. 28: 7 M. L. J. 2>1; 8 Inch Dee. (x. s.)

4l4
(13.25 M

.

399.

.14 22 A. 269; A. W. X. c 1900 69; 9 Ind Dec.

(n- R )
12lh

v 15) 16 O, 89; 8 Inch Dee. N. s.j 69.

(16) 21 11. 351; 11 Inch Dec. (n. s.) 237.

the present case, leave would have been

given as a matter of course, I also agree

that the suit oould not have been stayed in

order to enable the plaintiff to obtain

leave. The Privy Council oase under the

Pensions Aot is distinguishable for the

reasons given in Chandulal Khushalji v. Atrad

(16).

The plaintiff should have obtained leave

to withdraw from the suit with liberty to

hie a fresh suit when the bar of seotion

16 of the Provincial Insolvency Aot was

discovered. But this procedure oannot

be adopted in appeal, Eknath Ronoji v. Ranoji

Baiaji (17).

The order made by the lower Court was,

therefore, correct.

Appeal dismissed.

(17; 10 Inch Cns. 813; 35 B. 261; 13 Bom. L. R. 237.

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. Ill op 1917.

May 6, 1918.

present:— Sir Daniel Twomey, Kt.,

Chief Judge, and Mr. Justice Maung Kin.

The BANK ok BENGAL, AK\AB

—

Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

AUNG THA HLA and others—Defendants

— Respondents.
Mortgage— Priority-' Registered and equitable morU

gages - Negligence—Xot ice—Search in registration office,

absence of.

A subsequent mortgagee who has wilfully

abstained from the obvious course of searching in the

registration othco cannot obtain priority over an

earlier registered mortgage merely on the ground

that the latter did not call for the title-deeds and

retain them in his control, [p. 777, col. 2.]

(Case-law considered.)

Appeal against the deoree of the Distriot

Court, Akyab, in Civil Sait No. 276 of

1916.

Mr. Giles, for the Appellant.

Mr. N. M. Cowasjee (with him Mr. Lambert ),

for Respondent No. 3.

JUDGMENT.—In July 1910 the defend*

ant* respondent Mg Tha Baw deposited the

title-deeds of certain agricultural lands

with the Bank of Bengal, Akyab, as seourity
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for advances made to him by the Bank
from time to time. His indebtedness to the

Bank fluctuated from month to month. On
April 29th, 1914, he cleared his account with

the Bank by two payments of Rs. 5,000

each but he allowed his title-deeds to

remain in the possession of the Bank and

on May 23rd, 1914, he took a fresh advance
of Rs. 10,000. From that time onward his

indebtedness to the Bank continued up to

the date of the suit, the amount fluctuat-

ing between Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 62,500.

The Bank admittedly during the whole

period of their dealings with Mg. Tha Baw
up to May 1916 made no enquiries as to

the freedom of the property from encum-

brances either at the Akyab Registration Office

or at the Sub-Registration Office of the

sub-district in which the lands were situat-

ed. It, therefore, entirely esoaped the

notice of the Bank that on the 21st May
1914, i.e. % during the period when he was
temporarily free from debt to the Bank,

Mg. Tha Baw executed jointly with

his wife a mortgage of certain of his

lands to Rai Gyaw Thu and Co.,

a firm of money-lenders at Akyab, and
that this mortgage was duly registered at

the Sub-Registration Office at Myohoung
where Tha Baw lives. This registered mort-

gage included some of the lands of which

the title-deeds were with the Bank. The
principal money secured by this registered

mortgage was Rs 30,000 but of this amount
only Rs. 4,000 or Rs. 5,000-consisted of

new money, the remainder representing

sums due on a previous mortgage of 191

1

to Rai Gyaw Thu & Co. and on certain

promissory notes. When taking this mortgage

the Company did not call for the title deeds of

the lands but were satisfied with the produc-

tion of some tax receipts and with the mort-

gagor’s assurance that the property mortgaged

by him was free from encumbrances, as in

truth it was.

The Bank sued Tha Baw in this suit,

No. 276 of 1916, for Rs. 20,557 due on

two promissory notes, and in the four con-

nected suits Nos. 277, 278, 279 and 281

they 'sued him for various sums due on

other promissory notes; and in each of

these five cases the Bank prayed for a

mortgage deoree against the property of

which they hold the title-deeds. Rai Gyaw
Thu & Co. as subsequent mortgagees were

joined as co-defendants in all these suits.

Mortgage decrees have been granted in

favour of the Bank, but the Distriot Court
has ordered in each oase that as regards
the property mortgagod to the Bank on
21st May 1914 the mortgage of the Bank
shall rank after the registered mortgage.
The Bank appeals on the question of

priority.

The Distriot Court after referring to the

authorities has held on the one hand that

the registration of the Company’s mortgage
was not tantamount to ' notice to the Bank
of the Company’s mortgage, but the Court
decided on the other hand that the Company
had failed to do all that a reasonable and
prudent man would have done in omitting
to call for the title-deeds. But the Court
also decided that the Bank had been wanting
in prudence in abstaining from enquiry as to

encumbrances before starting the fresh series

of advances to Tha Baw, i e.
y on May 23rd

1914 And the learned Judge’s conclusion

is that as neither of the two creditors

can be said to have done all that a reason-

able and prudent man would have done
to secure his position things must lie as

they fall, and as regards the items of

lands in dispute between the Bank and the

Company the Company has priority.”

The learned Counsel for the appellant
supports the Distriot Court’s decision that
registration is not tantamount to notice, but
argues that the latter part of the judg-
ment is in the nature of non sequitur for it

imputes blame to the Bank for omitting to

do what the earlier part of the judgment
shows to be unnecessary. We are asked to

hold also that Rai Gyaw Thu and Co. were
guilty of gross negleot within the meaning
of section 78 of the Transfer of Property
Act in not demanding and looking after

the title-deeds, as their omission to do so

left the mortgagor in a position to hold
himself out as unencumbered owner of the

property.

Mr. Cowasjee for the respondent Company
contends that section 78 of the Transfer
of Property Act doe3 not apply and that

the Court should be guided only by the

provisions of sections 79 and 80. Section

80 prevents the Bank from acquiring

priority in respect of advances except in the
oase provided for in section 79, and that

the section is clearly inapplicable beoause
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no maximum was expressed to be secured

by Tha Baw’s mortgage by deposit of the

title deeds with the Bank. But section

SO does not override section 76. Section

SO merely prevents the Bank from getting

priority by tacking its subsequent advances

to any prior advance. It does not prevent

the Bank from getting priority for its sub-

sequent advances by showing that it was
induced to make such subsequent advances

through the fraud, misrepresentation or gross

neglect of the prior registered mortgagee.

No question of fraud or misrepresentation

has been raised in this case. The question

to be decided is whether in the circum-

stances described above the Court should

impute gross neglect to Hai Gyaw Thu &
Co. and whether such neglect on their

part was a proximate cause of the Bank’s

action in advancing money to Tha Baw from
May 23rd, 1914, onwards.

In England in former times a mortgagee
who left the title-deeds with the mortgagor
was liable to forfeit his priority even if

there was no imputation of negligence.

But this is not the present state of the law.

In Northern Counties of England Fire Insur-

ance Co. v. Whipp (1), a much less rigorous

rule is laid down. According to that case

the Court will not postpone the prior

legal estate to the subsequent equitable

estate on the ground of any mere careless*

ness or want of prudence on the part of

the legal owner. Lord Justice Fry remark-
ed that the omission to use ordinary care

in enquiring after or keeping title-deeds

may be, and in some cases has been, held to

be t ufficient evidence that the owner of the

legal estate has assisted in or connived at

the fraud which has led to t lie creation

of a subsequent equitable estate without
notice of the prior legal estate. But it

appears that the English Law now imposes
no duty to be careful as between an earlier

and a later mortgagee and that the prioi ity

of the former can bo displaced only
whero he has assisted in or connived r.t

the fraud committed on the latter. It is

obvious that in a country where oompulsoiy
registration of assurances is universal, the
possession of title-deeds is of less import-
ance as a badge of title than in England

(1)

(issl) 2 C CL. I). 481’; 53 L. J. ( I,. U-p. f>l i, t
toil; 32 \Y. It. 02(5.

where registration is enforced only in certain

limited areas. It would be unreasonable,

therefore, to construe section 78 of the Trans-

fer of Property Aot as involving a more strin-

gent rule than that now enforced in Eng-

land. Moreover, what may in England

amount to gross negleot sufficient to render

the first mortgagee responsible for the fraud,

committed on the second mortgagee, should

not necessarily be regarded in the same

light where the hrst mortgage is register*

ed under a system of compulsory public

registration. Mortgages are frequently

effected in this country without produc-

tion of title-deeds, the mortgagees depend-

ing on the words of their mortgagors as

to freedom from previous enourabranoes

and trusting to registration of their mort-

gages to protect them as regards future

encumbrances.

The Bank in this case aoted as if there

was no Registration Aot in force in this

country and as if the mere possession of

the title-deeds conferred an impregnable

title on the Bank. The Bank continued

to advance large sums of money month

after month to Tha Baw without ever

attempting to ascertain whether any 6noumb-

ranee on the property was registered.

On the question whether registration of

a mortgage is notice thereof to the whole

world the Indian High Courts are not

unanimous. The Bombay High Court has

held that registration isnotioe.* The Allaha-

bad High Court in Churaman v. Balli (2)

held that where a deed of sale bad been

registered, a subsequent mortgagee who
failed to search the register was guilty

of gross negligence in not so doing and

could not be treated as a bona fide mortgagee

without notice. The Madras High Court

until recently held that registration was r.ot

notice. Vide Vamodara v. Scmasundara (3),

Shan Maun Mull v. Madras Building Co. (4)

and Madras Building Co. v. Rowlandson (5),

but the later judgment in Rangasami V.

Annamalai (6) shows a marked change of

(2)

9 A. SOI; A. W. N. (1887) 121; 5 Ind Deo.

(n. s.l 831.

(3)

12 M.42P; 4 Tiul. Dec. (x. s.) 648.

(41 lo M. 268; 2 M. L. J. 95; 5 Ind. Dec. (n. 8.)

53S.

(f>) 13 M. 383; 4 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 979.

(6) 31 M. 7; 17 M L. .1 499; 3 M. U T. 87.

•See Btilmakundas v. Moti
}
18 8.444; 9 Ind. Deo.

(n. s.) 805.
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opinion on the subjeot. It was held in
that ease that the failure of a prior mort-
gagee to obtain the title-deeds from his
mortgagor did not in the circumstances of
the case amount to gross negligence within
the meaning of section 78 of the Transfer
of Property Act, and that in considering
what amounts to gross negligence on the
part of the prior mortgagee one of the
circumstances to be taken into account in
this country is that a universal system
of registration is established by law. The
decision of Mr. Justice Jenkins in the
Calcutta oase of Monindra Chandra Nandy v.

Troyluckho Nath Burat (7) contains an
expression of opinion showing that the
learned Judge was in favour of the Bom-
bay practice, by which registration is

regarded as notice. He said:
J<

The existence
of grofs negligence must be determined
according to the circumstances of each
case, and one of the circumstances to be
taken into consideration here is the faot
that in this country a universal system
of registration exists. Registration is

prescribed by Statute, and he, who regis-
ters his deed promptly, reaps the reward
of his care and diligence in the security
and priority he thereby gains.” He also
cited the remarks of Lord Cairns in Agra
Bank Ltd. v.^ Barry (8) beginning with
the words, Has it ever been decided with
regard to a Registration Act such as that
prevailing in Ireland that negligence in
not asking for the title-deeds or not taking
up the title-deeds shall postpone.. .security ?”
Mr. Justice Jenkins said that though the
circumstances of that oase differed from
those with which he had to deal, the
Lord Chancellor was enunciating a general
principle whioh furnished a useful guide
on the point which called for his deoision.
It was a oase in which, as in the present
case, the subsequent mortgagee had neglect-
ed to search for prior encumbrances in

the Registration Office. This oase has not
been followed by the Calcutta High Court in

the later case of Nanda Lai Roy v. Abdul Aziz

(9), in whioh that Court re-affirmed the
rule whioh had hitherto been followed in
the Calcutta High Court that registration is

not per se notice. It is clear, however, that there

(7) 2 C. W. N. 750.
. (8) (1874) 7 H. L. 135.

19) 34 Iud, Cqs. 115; 43 C, 1052.

IS now a preponderate of authority in the
Indian High Courts in favour of the view

n
subse[3 uent mortgagee who has

willfully abstained from the obvious course
ot searching in the Registration Office can-
not obtain priority to an earlier registered
mortgagee merely on the ground that the
latter did not call for the title deeds and
retain them in his control.

The appeal is, therefore, dismissed with
costs.

I I f
h6
f itt

i0n in C!vil First A PPeal No.III ot 1917 governs also Civil First Anneals
Nos. 112, 1 13, 114 and 115. These four
appeals are, therefore, also dismissed with
costs.

• 1

Appeal dismissed.

~ ^ W a A iA

Appeal erom Appellate Decree No.' 1920

Present

op 1916.
June 20, 1918,

Mr. Justice Fletober and Mr.
Justice PantoD.

AMAR CHANDRA and others— PDA iNTIFFa—Appellants
t trsus

Srimati NOOR KHATDN and others

r
T Defendants—:Respondents.

acq u i>vd by ?lin.ator ^ *

lonci fide believes that the person who settle?! !
^ d

the land had a right to’settle hi'“ Zy V ™ °“
period of years, acquire a right in the land as a ,

Wght." [p

r

.

C

778,

S

coI.°2

e

]

d that tllC S6ttlCr had no s“ch

Appeal against the decree of the Additional

Snd H r®

Jn^° f Chita^> dated the22nd of May 1916, modifying that of the

Sri itusT
1

mi <hat plaoe
- dated th °

FACTS appear from the judgment
Dr. Dwarka Nath Hitter (with him Babu£t»Wra bath Sarhar), for the Appellants.—

The plaintiff is the appellant. This was a
suit to reoover possession of two boldines
recorded in the Cadastral Survey as
Nos. 3132 and 3125. Certain

^ defendant
set up dartaluq* under an estate Taraff
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Mohamad, Touzi No. 128. Other defend-

ants pleaded that they took as aotua

cultivators under the taluks The fars

Court held that the defendants were able

to establish durtduq, and d.sm.ssed the

plaintiff’s suit for khtu possession. Appel-

late Court reversed the decision and gave

the plaintiff a deoree for possession through

oaltivatora.
. n . • f 1 ^

In Hajra Sardara v. hunja Behan bag (.U

it was held that long possession merely

would not entitle a tenant to acquire a

right of ocoupanoy.

Babu Atindra Nath iluhherjei, for the

Respondents.—Finding is that the cult.-

vators are oooupanoy raiyats.

[Fletcher, J.- You must prove a better

title against the landlord as you are a

trespasser.!

I am in possession from l JJO.

[Fletcher, J.-That does not matter:

possession must be in good faith; you

cannot have a right of occupancy .f you

cultivated the land as a trespasser.J

I was in 6ona fide possession. L exeonted

a kahdiyit in favour of the landlords and

did other acts to show my be-nafides. It has

been held in Kali Prosanm Das v. Bhagaban

Mali (2) that if a person is settled on the land

as a raiyat by a trespasser, when bis name is

recorded in the Settlement Record as a

raiyat he is to be treated as a raiyat by

the Zemindar and oannot be ejeoted.

[Fletcher, J.-You are a trespassing

raiyat ,
you

1 • • 1 j
••

it has been held by judioial decisions

that if a raiyat bona fide, believes that be

L a cultivator then he - entitled to

acquire rights of oooupancy. If the finding

j 8 not clear on the point as to whether

you took settlement bona fide, then the

oase must be remanded in order to hud

out whether the cultivator took settlement

under a bona fide belief that the alleged

taluqhir or dnr-taluqdar had a right to

make such a settlement. ]

JUDGMENT.—The only question raised

in' this appeal is this: whether the plaintiff

is entitled to evict the actual cultivators

who are the defendants Nos 1, d, 5, b,

7 £ 9
i
U and 15. It is found that the

(j) jo lint. C:\s. 27b 25 C. I,. J. 02c nl P- 1>2/; 21 C.

17 lint- Cas. 587; 17 C. L. J. 431; li C. W. N.

348 ,

[1918

alleged taluqdars and the durlaluqdars

have no interest in the property. The

actual cultivators claim possession under

an alleged settlement from the alleged

durtaluqdars. The decisions of this Court

show that the aotual oultivator who

honestly and bona fide believed that the

person who settled him on the land had

a right to settle him may, after a period

of yean, aoquire a right in the land as

a raiyat. The learned Judge of the lower

Appellate Court in the present oase has

made no finding as to whether these culti-

vators defendants bona fide believed that

the alleged dur-taluqdars had the right to

settle them on the land of whioh they

took settlement. The deoree of the lower

Appellate Court is accordingly set aside as

regards the cultivating defendants, namely,

the defendants Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, S, 9,

14 and 15, and the oase is sent baok to

that Court to have the question determined

as to the belief of the said aotual culti-

vators as stated above. Costs of this

appeal will abide the result of the further

bearing by the learned Subordinate Judge

as directed.

Decree set aside
;
Oase^sent bicdt.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Appeal Suit No. 344 of 191*3.

November 8, 1917.

Present:—Mr. Justioe Abdur Rahim and

Mr. Justice Oldfield.

PU r/HAKK AL EDOM alias PUTHAN
EDOaM KARNAVAN AND KAIKARYA-

KARTHAMU VALIA ACHAN AVERGAL
— Defendant— Appellant

versus

MAHDEVA PATTAR—Plaintiff—
R kNPO S HRNT

Civil Procedure Cod/ (Act V of 1908,), 0. XXX/X-

Injunction . effect of—Malabar Law—Injunction rn.

I minimi karnn van from contractin') loans for managing

t r wad prog-'rhj -/. win contracted for necessity—
Creditor

,
rights of—Tarwad, liability of.
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In a suit by the members of a Tar wad to remove
the Karnavan from office, the Court passed an injunc-

tion restraining the latter from contracting loans

to manage the property. The Karnavan neverthe-

less borrowed money for the necessary purposes of

the Tarwad while the injunction was in force. Tn a

suit by the creditor for repayment of the loan:

Held
,
that the effect of the injunction was what

was laid down in Order XXXIX, Civil Procedure

Code, and that both the Karnavan and the Tarwad
were liable for the debt. [p. 780, col. 1.]

Eastern '['rust Co. v. McKenzie
,
Mann Sf" Co. Ltd .,

(1915) A. C. 750 at p. 709; 84 L. J. P. C. 152, distin-

guished.

Delhi S' London Bank v. Ram Narain
,
9 A. 497; A. W,

N. (1887) 107; 5 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 769 and Manohar
Das v. Ram Autar Pande

t 25 A. 431; A. W. N. (1903)

92, followed. /

Appeal against the decree of the Court of

the Subordinate Judge of South Malabar at

Palghat in Original Suit No. 49 of 1915 and

applioation praying that in the circumstances

stated in the affidavit filed therewith the High

Court will be pleased to amend the decree in

the said Origiual Suit No. 49 of 1915 in

respect of the amount of proportionate costs to

plaintiff.

Mr. C. V. Ananthakrishna Aiyar
y

for the

Appellant.

Messrs. T. R. Ramachandra Aiyar and

A. S. VenJcu Aiyar, for the Respond-

ents.

JUDGMENT.—The first question argued

before us is on the merits of the case.

As a matter of fact, money was advanoed

by the respondent as alleged by him, and

we think there was necessity on the part

of the Karnavan who held the office pre-

vious to the appellant to borrow money
for Tarwad purposes. As regards the faot

of the advances, the only evidence is on

the side of the respondent which supports

his case, and that case is corroborated by

the production of receipts obtained from

different persons to whom payments were

made either on aooount of maintenance,

or salaries or for payment of hist. No
doubt, the respondent himself was in debt

to a large extent but he gives evidence

that he borrowed money from different

persons in order to make a loan to Andi

Achan. He brought the loan to the notice

of the Court and it must have been known
to the appellant in the suit.

On the question of necessity the Edom
consists of 160 members and the income,

all told, taking it at the highest, does

not amount to more than Rs. 12,000 a

year, and the admission of the appellant
himself is to the effect that unless jungle
trees are leased from time to time the

income is not sufficient to meet the main-
tenance charges, after paying the necessary
outgoings. There is evidence to show that

at the time when Andi Achan borrowed
from the respondent he had large payments
to make amounting to nearly Rs. 3,000
and he did make this payment in full.

We are, therefore, unable to say that the
finding of the Subordinate Judge on this

point is wrong.

Then it is pointed out that the present
appellant and a number of other members
of the family had instituted a suit against
Andi Aohan for removing him from the
Karnavan’s office and in the course of that
suit an injunction was obtained restraining

him from managing the property. We
take it that the effect of the different

orders passed in that connection was to

prohibit his contracting loans. Because the
injunction seems to be very widely worded
restraining Andi Achan from carrying on
the management of the property which
would have authorised him to oontraot
loans for the purpose— he however obtained
permission afterwards to raise Rs. 3,000
by leasing jungle trees. But then the
evidence shows that he was unable to

find such a lessee. Therefore he applied
to the respondent and obtained from him
the amount on the bond in this suit.

It has been argued that sinoe there was
an injunction restraining Andi Achan from
borrowing money, this bond exeouted to
the respondent is not enforceable even
though the money was advanoed for
necessary purposes of the family and was
utilised for such purposes. We have not
been referred to any authority whioh
supports the proposition, for the English
case, Eastern Trust Go. v. McKenzie

, Mann
S' Go ., Ltd., (1), oited by Mr. C. V. Anantha-
krishna Aiyar does not seem to touch the
question at all. On the other hand, the
ruling in the Delhi Sf London Bank v.

Ram Narain (2) whioh has been followed
in Manohar Das v. Ram Autar Pande (3)
lays down the law to the contrary. We

(1) (1915) A. C. 750 at p. 769; 84 L. J. P. C. 152
(2) 9 A. 497; A. W. N. (18S7) 107; 5 Ind. Deo.

(x s.) 769.

(3)

25 A. 431; A- W. N. (1903) 92,
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think the effect of an injunction like cuis

is what is laid down in the oivil Pro-

cedure Lode, and it will be going much

too far to say that a person in the posi-

tion of- Andi Aohan being so restrained

is not liable to repay the money which

he has in fact borrowed, and it the money

was borrowed and utilised for the benefit

of the Tar wad that the Par wad is not liable.

We, therefore, uphold the judgment of the

Subordinate Judge and dismiss the appeal

with costs.

As regards the application for amendment

of the decree we think that it .must be

allowed. The proportionate cost whioh the

Subordinate Judge has directed as being

payable to respondent is Rs. 432-10-1.

In this be has proceeded on a wrong

basis, because the only amount for which

deduction has to be made is the Court-fee ;

and calculating on that basis, the costs

payable in the lower Court to the respond-

ent would be Rs. 573-10-1. The decree

will be modified accordingly.

M C.P.

Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 379

of i 91 7

.

June 20, i9lS.

Present : — Mr. Justice Fletoher and Mr.

Justioe Panton.

Pai Ghoivdtiury SATlSH CHANDRA
MU STAPI AND ANOTHER—PLAINTIFFS

—

Appellants

versus

ABDUL MAJID MAHAMAD and others

— D E FE N pA N To—R E S PON D E NTS

.

Banjul Tcnanc ij
Act (

I 111 B. C. oj s. «-0 (2)

Presumption, rebuttal oj, by statement in rent receipts

that holding is sarasari

—

Appeal, second—Document,

statement in, value oj — High Court, whether can inlcrjcrc

with finding of lower Appellate Court.
'

The weight to be attached to a statement in a

rent receipt or any other document is a matter

within tho cognisance of tho Court of first appeal,

with which the High Court in second appeal is not

entitled to interfere, [p. 7>S
i ,

col. l.J

Tho mere statement in some rent receipts that a

holding is sarasari is not siillieient to rebut, the pre-

sumption arising under section ;>0 ol the i>engal

Tenancy Act from tho fact that the rent has been

unchanged lor more than 50 years, [p* 731, col. l.J

Appeal against the deoree of the Special

Judge of Jalpaiguri, dated the 2Cth of

November 1916, affirming that of the

Assistant Settlement Officer of that place,

dated the 22nd of September 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Nagendra Nath Ghose, for the

Appellants.—The question for determination

in this appeal is whether the presumption

arising under section 50 of the Bengal

Tenancy Aot by the production of rent

reoeipts for more than twenty years at a

uniform rate, has been sufficiently rebutted

by the plaintiff landlord. The literal

meaning of the word sarasari used in the

rent receipts is loose. Even according to

the Hnding of the learned Judge the word

sarasuri means that the rent is enhance-

able. If that i9 so, when the rent

receipts proved by the tenant in support

of his case contain the word sarasari
t the

lower Appellate Court has erred in hold-

ing that the presumption under section 50

has not been rebutted. The plaintiff is

entitled to make use of that statement in

the rent reoeipts in showing that the

tenant cannot claim to hold at fixed

rent or rate of rent. If your Lordships

decide the case on a proper interpretation

of the word sarasari
,

the judgment of the

lower Appellate Court cannot stand.

Babu Jitendra Kumar Sen Gupta
,

for the

Respondents, was not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.- This appeal i9 preferred

by the plaintiffs against the decision of

the learned Special Judge of Jalpaiguri, dated

the 20th November 1916, affirming the

decision of the Assistant Settlement Officer

of the same place. The only question is

whether the learned Judge of the Court

of Appeal below* was right in holding

that the landlords had not rebutted the

presumption arising under section 50 of

the Bengal Tenancy Act. The tenants

have proved that their rent has been

unchanged for over 50 years, and the

learned Judge remarks that it is exceed-

ingly improbable in that view that the

tenancy was originally a temporary one.

AY hat is relied on is this, that the word

sarasari appears in some rent reoeipts.

The learned Judge states that the mere

statement in some rent receipts that the

holding is sarasari would pot be, in his
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opinion, sufficient to rebut the
t.on under section 50 of LT iTenancy Act. The learned Judge f„ Tyopinion, was clearly entitled to come tothat conclusion. The weight to 1

r.t
d i * t™* ™*

matter i&J, thT^ " ° bvi°UsIy a

learned Judge and heT
D 'San0e ° f the

that conclusion I £ at

"r“ld iT
1"” he k“

».'»? .w, II:.
*«“' » ft-

Panton, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT
Ciyil Revision No. S op 19 ] 8 .

July 28, 19i£.
Present-.-Sir Daniel Twomey, Kt„ Chief

D ,

and Mr< Justioe Ormond.
Babu GORIDUT BAGLA-Plainue*’-

Petitioner

versus
Babu H. ROOKMAN-Defendant-

n . .7T1 ,
Respondent.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908; * nr
of- Revision-Irregularity 115

’ ^

« and° ”re^^^
provided the irregularity is material and the mi’
coin & 2

s

]

d aa i ',j,lstico thercby- [p-

Mr. /. E Das, for the Appellant.
Mr. Leach

, for the Respondent
JUDGMENT

Ormond, J._Tbe plaintiff petitioner
defendant-respondent were partners
two timber businesses carried on, one „„Rangoon and the other at Moulmein.the Rangoon business ceased before the

fn.
a8
/
De8S began ' The defendant

fananoed the business and kept the books.

fo R?
a
Al'nn

eie0fd a Pr°missory noteor Rs. 4,500 in favour of the defendant

Monf
8 8hare ° f the 1089 « ‘heMoulmein business and the note is dated

783
,

and
in

at

Plamtiff on the promissory
4

notf and

No S o? iS" Th
Civi

' S »i‘

;pp i

the case of the nhint

was l ilt Te
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‘ ,
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r

se“
ISS

Tlfe D
te

(

WaS
T

°anoe]led by theease. The District Judge found thatiCirvvirr _j i i wthe promissory note had In '77 7““
made on the same day that the “release”
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bearing on the matters at issue. There

will be a preliminary deoree accordingly,

in eaoh suit.” On that order a preliminary

decree for dissolution of partnership was

drawn up according to form 21 of Schedule

D of the Code. The date of the dissolu-

tion was given as the 8lh of March 1917,

i.e., the date of the consent order. Ihe

defendant made an oral application for

the amendment of the decree to alter toe

date of the dissolution from the 8th of

March 1917 to the actual and admitted

date of dissolution, >iz. y
28th of April

1914. On the 7th of September 191 7 the

District Judge held that there was no

necessity to alter the date. Then on the

20th of September 1917 the defendant

put in an application with an eight-anna

stamp asking the Court “to amend the

deoree or to review it or to take up the

case de novo as it was obvious that there was a

mistake or error on the face of the deoree.

The District Judge held that the ap-

plication was an application for the amend-

ment of the deoree under section 152 of

the Civil Procedure Code, and he dealt

with it only on that' footing. It may be

noted that as an application for review

the application was clearly barred by

limitation and moreover was not Pr°Pej'ly

stamped. On the 1 4th of December 1917

the District Judge held that the order of

8th March 1917 was a consent order for

these Commissioners to be appointed in

order to examine the accounts and to

report if there was any fraud and that under

Order XXVI, rule 16, the Commissioners

would have power to examine any wit-

nesses who were necessary, as it was un

likely that fraud could be detected by the

mere perusal of aooonnts. The loarned

Judge held that he had erred in adopt-

ing the form of preliminary deoree No.

21, Schedule D, and that instead of Uie

order being for "a preliminary deoree” it

should have been for “an order”. lie ad-

journed the hearing for parties to agree

as to the form whioli the amendment of

the preliminary deoree should lake. On

the 18th Deoember 1917 tho District

Judge heard the Advocates of the parties

and on the 28th Deoember he passed an

order cancelling the oonsent order of the

Sth March, on the ground that the parties

wt.,o not “ad idem," From that order the

plaintiff-petitioner applies to this Court in

revision.

It is dear that the parties had agreed

on the Sth Maroh that these two Com-

missioners should take the accounts and

the District Judge so found on the 14th

Deoember. In my opinion the District

Judge had no jurisdiction, upon an ap-

plication to amend the deoree for the

formal order) so as to bring it into

conformity with the judgment, to annul

the order.

Mr. Leaob, for the respondent, contends

that the Distriot Judge having jurisdic-

tion to entertain the application, this

Court cannot interfere in revision. He

relie 9 upon the recent pronouncement _by

the Privy Council upon seotion 115 of

the Code, contained in the case of Bala •

krishna Udayar v Vasudeva Aiyar (1), and he

cites a recent oase decided by Mr, JostioeRigg,

KoSan HIa v. Maung Po Thet (2), in whioh

the learned Judge has apparently held that

the deoision in Zeya v. Mi On Kra Zan

(2) is shown to be not good law by the

above Privy Counoil ruling. The learned

Counsel also cites the recent case of

Kumar Chandra Kishore Roy Ohowdhury v.

Basat AH Ohowdhury (4).

Seotion 115 of the Code allows re-

vision if it appears that the lower Court (fl)

exercised a jurisdiction whioh it had not,

or ( b ) failed to exeroise a jurisdiction whioh

it had or (c) acted in the exeroise of its

jurisdiction illegally or with material

irregularity.

In Zeya v. Mi On Kra Zan (3) it was

held by a Bench of this i ourt, that

where the lower Court has applied its mind

to the case and duly considered the faots and

the law applicable, then, although its

deoision may be erroneous, the error can-

not be ourreotfd on revision, but that

if the lower Court has failed to take

into account some proposition of law or

some material fact in evidence, it has

(1) 40 I ml. Cns. MO, 22 0. W. N. 60 at p 58, 16 A.

L. .1 . 045; 2 l'. MV. 101; 39 M L. J. « ; * C^'
u:<; 1S1 Bom.L. U. 715; ^1017. M. W. «28; 40 M.

703; 0 Ii W. 501; 11 Bur L. T. 48-

(2) Civil Revision No. 30of 1918.

(3) 2 L. B. R.383 w v
(4) 44 1ml. Cas. 763; 27 C. L. J. 418; 2- C. W. N

027 .
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acted illegally and its decision may be
revised,

*R
In

r^! •

P
t

riV
?

Counoil case above cited
the Distnot Judge under section 10 of
the Bengal and Madras Native Religious
Endowments Aot ordered a Committee to
elect a member. The High Court on
revision set aside the order on the ground
that the District Judge had no jurisdio-
tion to pass such an order under seotion
10. On appeal to the Privy Counoil the
decision of the High Court was upheld.The effect of the Privy Counoil judgment
is that a wrong construction of the seotion
by the Distnot Judge would not have
been a ground for revision if it had not
involved a question of jurisdiction: but
inasmuch as he bad by such wrong con-
struction assumed a jurisdiction which he
did not possess, the High Court could
interfere in revision. The judgment does
not deal with clause (c) of seotion 115 be.
yond paraphrasing it as “'the irregular
exercise of jurisdiction.” I can find
nothing in this judgment which is
inconsistent with the decision in Zeya's
case (3;.

Id Chandra Kishore '

s

case (4) the question
before the District Judge was whether
property whioh had been sold by theCourt had fetched an adequate price. The
property was admittedly a 2/3rds share
in a certain Taluk, but the District Judge
erroneously assumed that it was only a
J/drd share and upon that assumption he
found the price realised was adequate.
Upon application in revision to the High
Court the two Judges disagreed as to
whether an application for revision would
be under section 115. Upon appeal to aBenoh of 3 Judge, 2 Judges held that
the High Court could not interfere in
revision : the District Judgs having merely
oome to an erroneous conclusion of fact
With great respect I do not agree with
this deoision. Supposing all the faots of a
oase are admitted but the Judge erroneously
assumes them to be exaotly the opposite, the
injured party would then have no remedy in
revision. The question I think resolves itself
into th's: was the method irregular by which
the conclusion of faot or of law was arrived

, .

" tbs Judge arrives at a con-
clusion of law or of faot without having
considered the law or a material part of

the evidence, or by misunderstanding orerroneously recording the statements ofPleaders or witnesses, the method ofriving at such conclusion is illegal andirregular, and is a ground for r • ?
d

provided the
,,

!LX s“"*red

The present oase is one of acfinm ui. ,

jurisdiction in annulling the consent'//*
upon an application to bring the f ^lorder into conformity with the in/ !
rather than of arriving at a

J T6"*’

of fact in an irregular" manner. Two"Sset aside the order of the District 7 /
of the 2Sth December 1917 and rest

86

the consent order of 8th March f7°the accounts to be taken by the Co!/missioners. The costs of this annh'/iOpold *“*“”> "»«. I Xk,
Twomet, 0. J —I oonour. The Privy Connml case reported as Balkrishna Udavar

'

Order set aside.
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COURT.

Miscellaneous Civil Appeal No 9
of 1918.

April 5, 1918.
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a
™as
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.
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•

J
-

°f *Ult—
directing stag for limited period valid

ln
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'
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, effect of
* matter of

An arbitration tribunal in which
decision rests with the nominee of /,

ultlma^
ono of the parties belongs cannot1 saiT

°
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,

-1
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When a Court finds that a’n agreement of ,to arbitration provides for the a™ ‘t I°f
Cr?ee

umpire who would most certainly uu n
"

against one party, the Court should ret •
Sca,cs

diction to try the suit and refuse anv inT Us
i uris -

stay thereof, [p. 788, col. 2 ]
J “PPbcation for

I
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An order for stay under section 19 of the Arbitra-

tion Act ought not to be restricted by a time limit,

[p 786, col. •
.]

Where an agreement of reference provided that

in ca.se of dispute the matter should he refened to

the arbitration of two merchants who wore members

of the Karachi Indian Merchants Association and in

case of disagreement between the arbitrators, to an

umpire nominated by the said arbitrators or in case

of their inability to do so by the Managing Committee

of the Association, and it was proved at the trial

that the Rules of the Association were so imperfectly

drafted and the Association so loosely constituted

that the establishment of a valid tribunal of arbitra-

tors was a matter of considerable dilhculty:

Held
,
per Pratt

,
J. C —That under such circum-

stances the Court would hesitate to enforce the

arbitration, [p. 786, col. 1.]

IVr Fawcett
,

A. J. C.—That both the parties

appeared to be under a mistake of fact as to the

validity of the constitution of the Association but

as the matter was not one essential to the agreement,

the agreement of reference was not void under

section 20 of the Contract Act and hence could not bo

avoided on this ground. []>. 786, col. 2; p. <87, col. 1
»

J

The Court should exercise its discretion, in refusing

to stay a suit or granting leave to revoke a sub-

mission, in a sparing and cautious manner and should

not do so, unless the applicant can establish that

there is *'ood ground for apprehending that there

will be a" fail urc of justice if tho^ reference to arbu

t ration is allowed to proceed, [p. /90, col. 2.J

Appeal against the order of Mr. Crouch,

Additional Judicial Commissioner, Sind.

The Hon’ble Mr. Strangman ,
Advocate-

General, Bombay, for the Appellants.

Messrs. Kaluinal PcihLiomal and F. J.

Deverteuil, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Pratt, J. C.—This is an appeal from

an order made by the learned Additional

Judicial Commissioner staying under sec-

tion 19 of the Indian Arbitration Act,

lb'99, a suit filed by the plaintiffs-appel-

lants against the respondents.

The suit was upon a oontraot under

which the defendants bad agreed to soli

to the plaintiffs cotton at the rate of

Rs. 35 -

2

0 a maund deliverable in January

not later than the 25th. The plaintiffs con-

tended that the defendants had commit-

ted a breach of this contract by failing

to deliver and the suit was for damages

for that breach. The contract was on Karachi

Indian Merchants Association terms and

contained an arbitration clause which was in

the following form :
-

“Any dispute whatsoever, including oon-

structi jn of this document, aiising out of

this contract shall ho referred to the

arbitration of two merchants who are

members of the Karachi Indian Merchants

Association under the provisions of the

Indian Arbitration Act, 189^, as subsequently

amended.
' y

“if one party fails to appoint an arbi-

trator for 7 clear days after the parly

having appointed his arbitrator has served

the party making default with a written

notice to make the appointment, the party

who has appointed an arbitrator may

appoint that arbitiator to act as sole

arbitrator in the reference.

“Should the two arbitrators be unable

to agree the dispute shall be referred to

an Umpire nominated by the said arbi-

trators. If the two arbitrators are un-

able to agree to an Umpire, the latter

shall he nominated by the Managing .

Committee of the Karaohi Indian Merchants

Association. the decision of the arbi-

trators or the Umpire, as the case may

he, shall be final and binding.”

To enforce this agreement of reference

the defendants applied for stay of the

suit. It was prima jacic the daty of the

Court to aot on the agreement and stay

the suit and the onus was, therefore, on

the plaintiffs to show cause why the suit

should not he stayed.

The plaintiffs did show cause and oalled

evidence but the lower Court ordered the

suit to he stayed without calling upon the

defendants.

The case against stay of the suit was based

on two main grounds. In the first place,

plaintiffs contended that the tribunal of

arbitration constituted under the agreement

of reference would not he impartial and

that there was the reasonable prospeot of

bias. In the second place, they contended

that there would he difficulties in con-

stituting the tribunal of .
arbitration as

the class from which the arbitrators were

to be selected could not easily be ascer-

tained with the result that even if parties

went to arbitration, the award might be

impeached on the ground that the arbi-

trators nominated did not belong to the

olass and were not empowered to aot.

Now on the first point the plaintiffs

showed to the satisfaction of the lower

Court that the market rate of ready

ootton on due date was Rs. 57-59 per

maund, whereas contracts made on the

Indian Merchants Association terms had
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finding is altogether outside the pleadings

been settled at R 9 . 41 to 43',. Plaintiffs

the majority
were either

lower rate

contended that this lower rate was not
an actual market rate but an artificial rate
under which certain contracts had been settled
or compromised by cross-contracts. The plaint-
ills urged that the parties would more certainly
appoint arbitrators one in favour of the
higher and the other in favour of the
lower rate and that the final decision
would, therefore, rest with the Umpire
selected by the members of the Managing
Committee of the Karachi Indian Merchants
Association. They then gave evidence that

of this Managing Committee
pecuniarily interested in the
or were in favour of the

lower rate; and contended that the arbi-
tration would be vitiated by the bias of
the Umpire.

The lower Court thought that the arbi*
tration might never reach the Umpire.
It expressed a hope that each party
would appoint an independent arbitrator
and these arbitrators might be able to
settle the matter without the appointment
of. an Umpire. Possibly this pious hope
might be realized but that does not oonolude
the matter. Jf the agreement of reference
provides that the final decision should
rest with an Umpire who is biassed,
that is surely a matter which the Judge

when exercising his dis-

whether or not he should
jurisdiction to try the

It' is not the oase of either party that
delivery was not intended. Moreover that
finding would involve the conclusion not
only that the main contract is void as one of
wager, but also that the collateral oonr.raot
of reference to arbitration is equally in-
valid.

On the question of bias,
seems to me that there is

defendants to rebut.

therefore, it

a case for

that

firm

not

shall

should consider

cretion as to

surrender his

suit.

umal contends that the fact that
the members of the Managing Committee
are in favour of the lower rate is not
evidence of bias, for that lower rate is

an actual market rate. His case is that
ootton delivered under the Karachi Indian
Merchants Association terms is cotton of
an inferior quality and fetches lower price
beoau&e the condition as to place of delivery
is not so favourable as in the case of
ootton bought under the other contract
terms prevailing in the market. But this
was not the view of the lower Court.
The judgment does not prooeed on this

ground. The learned Addirional Judicial
Commissioner held that the lower rate of
the Association contract is due to the
fact that in these contracts there is no
intention to give or take delivery, This

50

The second ground arises out of the
Rules of the Karachi Indian Merchants Asso •

ciati m. The plaintiffs contend that if
both the arbitrators and the Umpire are
to ba appointed from among membars of
the Association and its Managing Committee,
it should be reasonably certain who those’
members are. The annual repart of the
Association gives a list of membars which
includes several firms, implying that every
partner of the firm named is a member.
On the other hand rule 1 (2) of
the Rules of the Association says expressly

more than on member of the
be admitted as a member. The

Judge seeks to reconcile this discrepancy
by suggesting that the name of the firm
in the liar, of the members in the^annual
report is falsa descriptio of the name of
the actual partner who is a member. But
there is no evidenoe to support this
explanation and it is not that given by
the Secretary. Mr. Kalumal seeks to
reconcile the list of the members with
the rule, first, by suggesting that each
firm had a right to appoint a representative
who alone is a member; and secondly

, by
suggesting that all the partners of the firm
are members, but that only one partner is an
active member while the other members
are passive members. With reference to
Mr Kalumal’s first explanation if only the
representatives were members, their names
would appear in the list. But the names
of no representatives appear either in the
list or in the report of tie proceedings.
And with reference to

second explanation the
distinction between the
and the passive members,
explanations show that

Mr. Kalumal’s
rules make no
active members
These different
Mr. Kalamal

himself is in doubt as to who the members are
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They also introduce further elements of the provision for stay of suit is designed

uncertainty. Who are the representatives to obviate. The Judge has to decide whe-

whose names are not recorded anywhere? ther the Court or the arbitrator shbuld

Are the passive members qualified to exercise jurisdiction. If he decides id favour

act as arbitrators, or to take part in of the arbitrator he declines jurisdiction;

the appointment of the Managing Committee? and any future revival of the suit should

Again if all partners of the firms are depend on a future order on proper cause

members, the very fact of partnership being shown.

might be a souroe of dispute for the

constitutions of the firms vary from time

to time. This uncertainty as to the

membership reflects on the constitution of

the Managing Committee, for if that mem-
bership is in doubt then the membership

of the Managing Committee which is select-

ed by the Association must be equally

doubtful. Rule 2 (<?) of the rules providing

for the appointment of the successor to a

member of the Managing Committee ap-

pears to assume that all the partners of

the firms are members and conflicts with

rule 1 (2) which provides that only one

partner can be a member.

It is no answer to these objections that

the contracting parties are bound by the

rules and that their agreement should

be construed as referring to tie facto mem-
bers, for the doubt arises as to the meaning

of the rules and the fact of membership.

It may be that these matters are oapable

of being made certain and that the agree-

ment of reference is not void, but the plaint-

iffs’ case is that the rules are so imperfectly

drafted and the Association so loosely con-

stituted that the establishment of a valid

tribunal of arbitration would bo a matter

of considerable difficulty and that the Court

should for that reason hesitate to enforce

arbitration.

On this ground also it seems to me that

plaintiffs have made out a prima facie case

against stay.

I would also observe that the order of

stay made by the lower Court for a period

of two months is an order which is not

contemplated by section 19 of theArbitra

tion Aot. An order of stay for a limited

time involves this difficulty that at the

expiry of that time the suit automatically

revives although the arbitration may still

be pending. There is thus the conflict of

jurisdiction which, as pointed out in the

case of Doleman v. Ossett Corporation (l),

(I) (1912) 3 K. 1J. 257; 81 I,. J. K. 1>. 10J2; 107 L.

T. 581; 76 J. R 457; 10 L.U. it. 915.

I would, therefore, remand the appeal

to the lower Court with the direction to

record the evidenoe cited by the respondent.

This evidence is embodied in a list of

witnesses and documents to be put in by

Mr. Kalumal to-day. Evidenoe to be certi-

fied to this Court within a week,

Fawcett, A. J. C.—There oan be no doubt

that there is a considerable divergence

between the Association Rules, as to mem-
bership both of the Association and its

Managing Committee, and the practice which

appears to have been generally followed.

It would certainly seem advisable for the

Association to take steps to make either

the practice conform with the rules or the

rules conform with the practice.

But I think it is important to bear in

mind that we are not now considering the

validity of some aot either of the Associa-

tion or its Managing Committee to whioh

the doctrine of ultra tires would be appli-

cable. The question of the validity of the

present practice arises only incidentally in

connection with clause 17 of the oontraofc,

and the first thing to be decided is the

meaning to be assigned to the words “mem-
bers of the Karachi Indian Merchants As-

sociation ” and “the Mauaging Committee
of the Karachi Indian Merchants Associa-

tion.” It is at the present stage desirable

to say as little as possible on the main
point in controversy and to avoid prejudging

any of them. But I think it may safely be

said that, at any rate, in my opinion, there

are grounds for the contention that what

the parties in making this contraot had in

contemplation was the aotual Association

and its Managing Committee, as constituted

in practice, whether that constitution was

actually valid or invalid. If so, the most

that could be said is, I think, that both

parties were under a mistake of fact as

to the validity of their constitution. But,

unless it was an implied torm of this oou-
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tract that the members of the Association
and its .Managing Committee had been valid-
ly appointed in accordance with the Rules
of the Association, I do not think that
the Court could hold that the matter, on
which there was this mutual mistake, was
one essential to the agreement, so as to
make it void under section 20 of the Con-
traot Act. In support of this I may refer
to Debendra Nath l)utt v. Administrator- General
of Bengal (2). There the sureties who had
given a bond for due administration of the
estate in a case where the Letters of Admi-
nistration had been obtained by fraud, were
held bound by their bond, although the
sureties were unaware of this fraud and
were under the mistaken belief that the
Letters of Administration had been validly
granted. It was held that the liability
of the sureties under the administration
bond did not depend on the validity or the
invalidity of the grant; and this decision
was upheld by the Privy Council on appeal,
Debendra Nath Dutt v. Administrator- General
of Bengal (3). If the real agreement was
what I have already stated, then I do not
think that this objection is one which can
be raised by the plaintiffs, especially as
all except one are members of the Associ-
ation and some of them are also members
of the Managing Committee. I am not
disposed, therefore, as things stand, to in-

terfere on this particular ground with the
discretion exercised by the lower Court.
I also do not think that the plaintiffs

have shown that it is impossible in any
case to obtain two arbitrators, and if neoes-
sary an Umpire, from among the members
of the Assooaition or the Managing Com-
mittee who had been validly appointed un-
der the Rules of the Association. I know
of no warrant for saying that a mere pos-
sible difficulty on this point would justify
the Court in refusing to stay the suit.

It is, I think, on a very similar footing
to the question of bias, and it has often
been held that a mere suspicion of possi-
bility of bias is not sufficient to justify

interference with an agreement for abritra-
tion Similarly, I think that a mere pos-
sibility in a technical point of this descrip-

tion is not ordinarily sufficient to justify
the Court in refusing to stay a suit under sec-
tion 19 of the Arbitration Act.

Bat. the other objection raised by the
plaintiffs is, I think, on a mare substantial
basis, and I ccncur generally vvith what the
Judicial Commissioner has said on that point.

that the assumptions made by
the Court below are justifiable in the cir-
cumstances of this case. They might be
lustifiable, if the arbitrators had to be
chosen from a body of archangels. But
the Court cannot rightly lose sight of the
fact that they have to come from a body
of traders, with whom their financial in-
terests would generally outweigh any
other factor likely to influence them. We
have the main fact established that the
majority of the Managing Committee are
in favour of a lower rate in the neigh-
bourhood of Rs. 40 as opposed to a higher
rate in the neighbourhood of Rs. 59, whioh
the plaintiffs say is the proper rate to be
fixed. It is, I think, at any rate at the
present stage, unnecessary to decide whioh
is the proper rate; that is more for the
Court or arbitrators or Umpire who may
eventually have to deal with the dispute
on its merits. But the fact that the major-
ity of the Managing Committee are in
favour of the defendant’s contention cer-
tainly affords basis for bringing the case
within the general rule that an order of stay
will not be granted, if it oan be shown
that there is good ground for apprehending
that the arbitrator will not act fairly in the
matter (Halsbnry’s Laws of England, Volume
I, page 453). There are abnormal ciroum-
stanoes in this oase whioh differentiate it
from the ordinary one, and 1 think that
the plaintiffs have made out a prima facie
ease in regard to this point, whioh it is
for the oi her side to rebut, if they oan.
1, therefore, eoneur in the order proposed bymy learned colleague.

(2) 33 C. 713; 3 C. L. J. 422; 10 C. W. X. 673.
(3) 35 C. 955; 10 Bom. L. R. 648; 12 0. W. N. 802;

35 I. A. 103; 14 Bur. L. R. 197; 4 M. L. T. 21; 18 M.
L. J. 367; 8 0. L J.94(P. C ).

Pratt, J. C.—The evidence of the defend-
ants has now been certified before us and
on the question of bias it does not establish

•
t hearing that

there is a different market rate for cotton
purchased on Association terms. Such
oontraots had been settled in January at alower rate, bat a settlement rve is clearly
not a market rate, for it is controlled by
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other factors such as the solvency of the

seller or the urgency of the buyer’s need for

cash.

It is, however, contended that the market

rate is for the arbitrator to decide and that

if the Couit considers the rate as affecting

the question of bias it would be usurping

the functions of the arbitrator. And further

it is contended that the plaintiffs knew

that members of the Managing Committee

were dealers in ootton and that on the terms

of the reference it was a reasonable ex-

pectation that a ‘bear’ might be an Umpire

and be in favour of a lower rate. As to

these contentions I may remark incidental-

ly that they are diametrically opposed to

the defenoe raised in the lower Court.

The defendants’ case there was that the

Managing Committee were either disinterest-

ed or were in favour of a higher rate.

But apart from tha t
. I do not think the

arguments now put forward are sonn-i. It

may be admitted that the same strict rule

of bias which applies to a Judge does not

apply to an arbitrator ohosen by parties.

If the plaintiff’s only complaint was that

a ‘bear’ might be appointed Umpire, ho

would be estopped for it was a reasonable

expectation on the terms of the contract

that the ‘bear’ might be so appointed. It

might also have been anticipated that if

a ‘bear’ were appointed Umpire, he

would be in favour of the lower rate

if there were two market rates. But

the defendants have failed to prove

that there is a lower market rate and

plaintiff could not reasonably anticipate

that the Umpire would be in favour of a rate

which was not a market rate at all. There is,

therefore, no estoppel against the plaintiff.

And in considering the question of rate we

are not usurping the functions of the

arbitrator, for wo do not decide which of

two market rates is the proper one but

merely that a particular rate is not a

market rate at all. On this our conclu-

sion is that the class from which t >e

arbitrator is to be seleoled is interested in

declaring that to be a market rate which is not

a market rate.

An arbitration tribunal in which the

ultimate decision rests with the nominee of

the class having such an interest is notan ini

partial tribunal.

The defendants attempt to meet this

objection by undertaking that the members

of the Managing Committee who have this

pecuniary interest will not take part in the

appointment of an Umpire. This seems to

me to make' their case worse. It is an attempt

to improve upon the agreement of reference

by amending the procedure for the appoint-

ment of an Umpire and it is, therefore,

an admission that the arbitration under

terras of the reference will not be im-

partial.

It is also contended that the Court should

not interfere unless and uutil the arbitra-

tors disagree and the reference to an Um-
pire becomes necessary. Bat the Court

must deoide the question of stay when the

applicati hi is made and on materials be-

fore it. When it finds that the agreement

of reference to arbitration provides for the

appointment of* an Umpire who will most

certainly tilt the scales against one party, the

Court should retain its jurisdiction to try the

suit.

It has also been said that it is ft

serious thing to interfere with a mercantile

arbitration whioli, as Lord Sumner said

in the case of Produce Brokers Co. v. Olympia

Oil A Coke Co. (4), is a system

devised by mercantile men to suit their

needs and (which) ha3 beeu found

to be highly beneficial to business.

There is a great force in this argument

and the Court should always approach

the question of stay with a bias in

favour of keeping the parties to their

agreement to refer to arbitration. But

these considerations have less weight with

me in this case, for I have great doubt

as to whether the form of the contraot used

hero represents a legitimate and bona fids

business. I am far from saying that the

present contract was one of wager or that the

parties had no iutentiou to give or take

delivery. That is a matter whioh may or

may not bs in issue. But the provision in

the oonoract that the seller should offet*

delivery; the absence of any ole *r specifica-

tion of the quality of cotton or of the

place of delivery; the lower rate fdr

which many theories have been advanced

but for whioh no satisfactory explanation

is supplied by the evidence; the admission
%

(l) (1910) 1 A. C. 311; 85 L.J. K. B. 1GJ.
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of some dealers that delivery is not ex
peofced, all these circumstances' do suggest
that these contracts are primarily intended
to meet the demand of a purely specula-
tive business. And again the interest of
the mercantile community cannot require
that the settlement of business disputes
should be by a tribunal that is not impar-
tial.

It seems to me, therefore, unnecessary
to prooeed with the consideration of the
second point affecting the constitution of
the Karachi Indian Merohant9 Association.

In these circumstances I think the Court
should exercise its discretion to refuse
the application for stay. I would, therefore,
reverse the order of the lower Court and
allow this appeal.

Costs to be costs in the oauso.

i awcett, A. J. C,—I concur that sufficient
reason has been shown why the matter
should not be referred in accordance with
the submission in this oase and that the
lower Court should accordingly have ex-
ercised its discretion under section 19 of
Act IX of 1899 by refasing to stay the
suit. In ooming to this conclusion, I see
reason to modify the view expressed by
me in my previous judgment as to the
inadvisability of this Court entering
into the question whether the rate
contended for by the respondents is

a proper one or not. F >r the evidence
Binoe obtained and certified makes it clear
that prior to July 1917 it had never been
suggested that there should be different
market rates of settlement at due date for
the two kinds of contracts, viz., those on
European office terms and those on Associa-
tion terms. And with regard to the sub-
sequent period no evidence ha9 been adduced
by the respondents to show that, as a
matter of fact, where damages have been
duly paid under clause 4 of the Associa-
tion contract they have been fixed at a
rate differiug from the market rate for
ready cotton with anything like the wide
divergence now contended for by the
respondents; while in regard to contracts
for future delivery in January 1918 (like
the contracts in suit) the only evidence
adduced relates to cases of “settlement”
tb whioh other considerations apply. For
the respondents Mr. Peverteuil has not

relied on any of the additional evident*
that has been adduced as rebutting the
appellants case, but has put forward are u-
ments which would more appropriately
have been addressed to us at the previous
heanng His strongest point is that, for
the plaintiffs to suooeed, it must be established
there is a definite probability that the
Umpire appointed will, in fact, be biassed,
and that until be is appointed any inter
ferenoe with the arbitration., is prematureHe urges that the most the appellants'
have done is to show a probability that
the electors of the Umpire will be biassed
and that it cannot properly be assumed
that, even if they appoint a nominee, he
will misconduct himself. It i3) no doubt
the ordinary rule that bias is not lightly
to be presumed, and that there is a primary
presumption in favour of honesty. But in
this case there has been an unusually full
enquiry in which both sides have had ample
opportunity of plaoing every material con-
sideration before the Court. If, as t j,
result of that enquiry, it oould ’

be said
that the appointment! of a biassed Umpire
was imprnb ible or of little probability, then
Mr. D-verteuil’s argument would, I think
he sound. But, in my opinion, it has been
dearly shown that the probability of a
biassed Umpire being appointed is so strong
that it amounts to a praotioa! certainty
Informing this opinion. I have not over-'
looked the offer of some 12 interested
members of the Managing Committee not
to vote in the eleotion of an Umpire This
goes, however, vary little way towards
securing a really unbiassed Umpire Itwould obviously not be difficult to arrange
that, under a specious display of a fairand proper eleotion of an independent Umpire
one really biassed in favonr of respondents’
should be appointed. And suoh a course isone that respondents might naturally trv
to take in order to make interference with
the appointment of the Um D ire or the
upsetting of his award as difficult as dos
sible The Court should, of course, bereluctant to snspeot a dishonest intention
of this kind; but I am very nnfayourably
Impressed by the shufflmg and far from
.straightforward attitude adopted by the
respondents in this case Not only hasthere been a oomplete ohange 0 f groundfrom that pleaded in the first affidavits
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ut thero is also a significant refusal to

listen to any proposal that tho appointment

of an Umpire should, in the special^ cir-

cumstances of the case, be made by the Court

or otherwise taken out of the bauds of

the Managing Committee of the Association.

It certainly looks as if the respondents are •

anxious to keep tho appointment in the

hands of the Managing Committee, because

by these means they believe that they can

seoure the appointment of an Umpire who

has a bias in their favour. In aU the cir-

cumstances, I think that thero is adequate

and reasonable’ ground for appellants antici-

pation of bias and that (in regard to the offer

already mentioned) they may well say, limeo

Danaos et dona jerentes The case is quito

different from that of M essrs. \'olkart Bros.

v. lnrm of Kodumal Kalumal (5) referred to

by Mr. Deverteuil. The oontraot in that

case provided for the appointment of an

Umpire by the two arbitrators, in case

they were unable to agree on an award;

and under section 8 of the Arbitration

Act, this appointment could, if the

arbitrators failed to make it, be made by

the Court. The oircumstances there were

also quite different from those established

in this case. Moreover, a oase like this

appears to me to be on quite a different

footing to one where the submission clause

in the oontraot appoints a named arbi-

trator, who is in the employ of one of

the parties and, therefore, known by the

other party to be likely to be biassed in

favour of hi* employer. Though under

the present contract the right of appoint-

ing an Umpire is vested in the Managing

Committee of the Association, yet it

would surely be within the contemplation

of the parties that an unbiased Umpire

should be so appointed. 1 do not, there-

fore, think there is any good ground for

respondents’ contention that tho appellants

are estopped from showing that circum-

stances have arisen which make the

appointment of an Umpire by the Managing

Committee objeotionable and likely to result

in failure of justice.

To sum up, I think it is a oase where

the Court has a duty to weigh the real

probabilities and act on them, if it con-

siders they outweigh the initial pre-

(j; 0 S. Mis. Application No. 10 of 1918.

sumption in favour of honesty and freedom

from bias. I think there is no reasonable

doubt on the evidence and arguments

in this oase that each party will appoint

an arbitrator thought to be safe on his

side, and that, with such a wide difference

between the two opposing rates, there will

ho disagreement both as to tho award and

the person to be appointed Umpire. In

my opinion, therefore, it is a practical

certainty that an Umpire will have to be

appointed by the Managing Committee,

and in that event, I think, there is a

strong probability that an Umpire biassed

in favour of respondents will beappoin'.ed.

The Court should, of course, exercise its

discretion, in refusing to stay a suit or

granting leave to revoke a submission, in

a sparing and cautious manner aud should

not do so, unless the applicant can

establish that there is good ground for

spprehending that there will be a failure of

.lustioe, if the reference to arbitration is

allowed to proceed (Halsbury’s Laws of

England, Volume 1, Articles 951 and ^59 at

pages 449 and 453). But in the proved

oircumstances of this oase I am clearly of

opinion that sufficient ground has been

shown for the Court’s interference under

section 19 of the Arbitration Aot. I,

therefore, concur in the proposed order.

Order reversed .

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Miscellaneous Civil Appeal No. 115

ok 1918.

August 8, 19. S.

Present :—Justice Sir Ali Imam, Kf, and

Mr. Justice Thornhill.

Maharaja <ir RAMESHWAR SINGH
BAHADUR— Decree-Holder— Appellant

versus

KE3HWAR RAI

—

Iudomknt Debtor

—

RESPONDENT.
Res jiulieata —Execution proceedings -yon-transfer*

able holding —Failure to raise objection as to non*

transferability in previous execution proceeding— Sstop*

pel— Tenant
,
whether can object to silo of non-transfer

*

able holding to which landlord consents.
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A. tenant- can object- to the sale of a non- transfer-
able holding in execution of a money-decree even if

the landlord consents to it.

If a tenant judgment-debtor omits to raise an
objection as to the non-transferability of a holding in
an execution proceeding in which the holding is

attached, he is estopped from raising it in a subse-
quent execution proceeding in execution of the same
decree.

Appeal from a decision of the District
Judge, Darbhanga.

Messrs. Purnendu Narayan Sink a and
Murari Prosud

,
for the Appellant.

Mr. Baikunthanath Mitter
t
for the Respond-

ent.

JUDGMENT.
Imam, J.—The appellant who is a decree-

holder proceeded to execute his deoree as a
mere money decree against the respondent
and took cut attachment against a non-
transferable holding in the year 1913. It

is admitted that when the attachment was
made in that year the judgment debtor
did not raise any question of the non trans-

ferability of the holding. That execution
proceeding seems to have ended infruotuous-
ly. A fresh attachment was issued in the
year 1915 when the judgment debtor object-

ed to the sale of the holding on the

ground mentioned above. The learned
Munsif of Madhubani held that the judgment-
debtor was estopped from raising the ob-

jection on the ground of non transferability

as he had failed to do so in the previous
execution proceeding. The judgment-debtor
appealed to the learned District Jadge of

Durbhanga, who allowed the appeal and
held that the failure to raise the objection

in the previous execution was no bar to

its being advanoed against the present at-

tachment. He accordingly ordered that the

property under attachment was not sale-

able.

The question, therefore, for consideration

is, whether the omission to object to the

sale on the ground of non-transferability

in the previous execution proceeding is a

bar to its being advanoed now. The learned

Vakil appearing for the appellant contends
that on the authority of Mungul Pershad

Dichit v. Grija Kant Lahiri (1) and Mazzem
Hozsein Mondal v. Sarat Kumari Debt (2)

the judgment-debtor is barred from raising

he objection.

.(1) 8 C. 51; 11 0. L R. 113; 8 I. A. 123; 4 Sar. F.

C. J. 249; 4 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 32.

(2)

5 Ind. Cas. 89; 14 C. W. X. 433; 11 C. L. J. 357.

On the authority of Dayamoyi v. Ananda
Mohan Roy (3) and Narayani v. Nabin
Chandra Chcicdhari (4) it is quite clear that

even if the landlord consents to the sale of a
non- transferable holding the tenant can
successfully object to the sale of such a

holding. It is not denied that this is the
case-law on the subject since ]yl4, when
the decision in Dayamoyi v. Ananda Mohan
Roy f3) was given. It is contended that

even if this is the law the judgment debt-

or cannot take advantage of it because
of the decisions reported as Mungul Pershad
Dichit v. Grija Kant Lahiri (1) and Mazzem
Hossein Mondal v. Sarat Kumari Debi (2).

On the other hand, the learned Vakil for

the respondent contends that the state of

the case-law in 1913 was uncertain, and,

therefore, his olient in the earlier execution
proceeding failed to raise the objection.

There seems to be not much force in this

contention. On the authorities referred to

during the address at t-he Bar it is quite

clear that there were conflicting decisions

on the point which were considered and
finally ounoluded by the Full Benoh deci-

sion in Dayamoyi v. Ananda Mohan Roy (b) f

indeed the learned Vakil for the respond-

ent does not contest the fact that the
decisions prior to the Full Behch case were
not uniform. The uncertainty of the case-

law in 1913, however, cannot be aooepted

as a sufficient justification for the omission

in the earlier execution proceeding to raise

the objection on the ground of non-trans-

ferability. In the circumstances the view
taken by the lower Appellate Court appears
to be unsustainable. The order of the

learned District Judge is set aside and that

of the learned Munsif restored. The ap-

peal is allowed with costs throughout.

Thornhill, J.— I agree.

Appeal allowed.

(3) 27 Iml. Cas. 01; 20 C. L. J. 52; 42 C. 172; 18 C.
W. N. 971.

(4) 36 Ind. Cas. 803; 21 C. W. N. 400; 25 C. L. J.

351; 41 C. 720.
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SIND JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Se'/jnp Civil Appeal No. Dof 1014.

October ‘JO, 1916.

J mm!:— Mr. Hayward, J. C.. and Mr.

i Touch, A. J. C.

PAMANDAS K II EMCHAND and others

— Plaintiff 5— Appellants

ve rsus

IHIRANAND KHATANMAL and otrers—
Dffknd^nts- Re P'JNPFNiS.

Mortgage—Separate utils by first and second mort-

gagee without impleading each other — Sales undei

separate decrees— possession ami enjoyment, right to—
Puisne mortgagee

,
suit by, for sale, without im pleading

prior mortgagee— Decree, form of Court, duty of, in

ordering sale— Court, power of, to sell property of per-

sons not parties to suit

A Court cannot sell the right, title ami interest of

any person who is not a party to the suit [p 7ufi,col. 1.]

Where two separate suits are filed by a first ami
second mortgagee respectively, neither impleading
tho other, and each brings the property mortgaged to

him to sale, the present right of possession and en-
joyment of the property passes to the first purchaser
and this right cannot he sold again [p. 794, col. .]

Where the second mortgagee brings the property
to sale first, and the purchaser obtains possession,

t lie purchaser under the first mortgagee’s decree has
no right to turn him out but lie ran, qua first mort-
gagee, bring the property to sale in a properly
framed suit. [p. 794, col. i.J

Where the first mortgagee brings the property to

sale first, and the purchaser obtains possession, the

purchaser under the second mortgagee’s decree has
no more than the rights of the second mortgagee; he
line no right to possession.

[ p. 794, col. 1. j

A puisne mortgagee may sue for salo without
making the prior mortgagee a party to the suit; but
where tho prior mortgagee is impleaded, tho r ourt
should not ordinarily permit a sale subject to tho
first mortgage. Tho proper form of the decree is

Form No 8 in Appendix D to the Civil Procedure
Code. [p. 794, col. I.J

When a person holding both a first and a second
mortgage sues on tin* second mortgage only, the
Court should ordinarily refuse to order a sale unless
it he free of both the mortgages [p. 7i'4, col. 2.

1

Second appeal against the decision of the
Joint Judge, Hyderabad.

Mr. A imntrai Bhojtaj
,
for the Appellants.

Mr. Motiram Ramcha'td, for the Res-
pondents.

JUDGMENT.
Ckooch, A. J. C.— In this case plaintiff

obtained a mortgage decree on a first

mortgage, ordering that properties in lists

D, E, F, G and H to be sold subject to

the condition that properties D, E, F and
G were to be sold before H, which had been
bought by private pale by defendants \os. S
— Id and bad passed into their possession.

The mortgpgor bad, however, executed

three other several mortgages of properties

D, E and P respectively in favour of the

plaintiff. On each of these three mort-

gages a separate suit had been instituted

and orders for salo had been obtained.

Sales in pursuance of these decrees were

effected, but at a date subsequent to

the date of the decree obtained under the

first mortgage. The purchasers were the

defei dants Nos. 8 and 9 and some strangers.

At the sale, it was notified that a deoree

for sale had been obtained by the first

mortgagee.

In execution of his decree on the first

mortgage, plaintiff applied for sale of

properties G anu R. No one appeared to

oppose, and an ex parte ordtr was passed

for the sale of these two properties. But on

the application of the defendants Nos. 8— 13,

who contended that property H should not

be sold until G had been exhausted, for

G had not been mortgaged a second time
and was still in the bunds of the mort-

gagor, and also D, E and F sold, the Court
held that execution should proceed against

G only in the first place, leaving plaintiffs

to file a fresh application .for the sale of

properties 1), E, F and H.
On appeal this order was affirmed, but

there was a declaration added that properties

D, E, F and G should he exhausted before

H was brought to sale.

Plaintiff’s legal representatives now ap-

peal, asking that ( 1 ) G he sold and that if

the whole debts be not realised, that H
be sold; and that it be declared that pro-

perties D E and F are not liable to be
sold at all having already been sold un-

der the deoree of the second mortgagee;

(2) they allege they have a grievance in

that the first Court varied its order for

sale though passed after due notice; and
(3) that, in any case, the original order

of the first Court that the properties G
and H be brought to sale should be re-

stored.

The two last objections may be disposed

of very briefly. It is contended that the
first Court had no power to review, or

amend, an order for ssleonoe duly passed,

and that the origin il order for sale of

all the properties should he restored.

But it is not admitted that the original

order was duly passed, for it is not ad-
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mitted that notice was issued. This is a
Question of fact into which we cannot
inquire in second appeal and one for the
solution of which the record offers no
material. Farther we are of opinion that
a Court ha9 fall power to vary any order
for sale in execution which it ha9 passed
through ignoranoe of material faots. We
cannot restore the order which we oon9ider
was legally and properly set aside.

Mr. Kimatrai contends that, once a pro-

perty has been sold under a mortgage
decree, it cannot be sold over again, and
that if it be again sold the conflict between
the two purchasers will be determined not by
the priority of the mortgages under which
the property was brought to sale, but by
the priority of the purchase. If this be
the law, no title will pass to the purchaser
under the sale which would be held

under the order now appealed against and
his clients would be exposed to litigation.

In support of these somewhat startling

assertions, Mr. Kimatrai has been able to

cite reported decisions which seem to offer

support, and it becomes necessary to deal
with the points raised at some length.

It will, I believe, simplify the discussion
if I first state as briefly as possible what
the law is. As we are dealing with
simple mortgages only, it is unnecessary to

bring the complications occasioned by the

English form of mortgage into dis-

oussion:

—

• (l) When an owner mortgages his pro*

perty by simple mortgage, the mortgagee
obtains nothing more than a right to obtain

from the Court an order that the property

be sold. Inasmuch as the estate is not

vested in the mortgagee, there is no right

of foreclosure. See sections 58, 60 and 67
(a) of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882.

The rule follows inevitably from the form
of mortgage. As the properties with
which we are now concerned are not

situate in Karachi we need not consider

the effect of seotion 69.

(2) If a mortgage be without pos-
session, the mortgagor retains (l) a right

to redeem; and (2) the right of physical

possession and enjoyment, and also a limited

jus abuttndi. See seotion 66, Transfer of

Property Act.

(3) When a mortgagor sells his interest

in the mortgaged property or executes a

further charge on it, he can transfer or
charge only such right, title and i-iterest
as is still vested in him; for no one can
legally dispose of property which is not
his. Ordinarily, he can transfer the right
of present possession and enjoyment of the
right to redeem and nothing more. After
executing the second mortgage lie has
the right to redeem t h 8 second mortgage,
and if the second mortgage be without
possession he also retains the present right to
possession.

(4)

Where a first mortgagee brings the
mortgaged property to sale in a suit in
which the mortgagor, but not the seoond
mortgagee, is a defendant, the purchaser takes
(1) the right of the mortgagor to present
possession and enjoyment; (2) the right of
the mortgagor to redeem the seoond mort-
gage; and (S) the right of the first mort-
gagee to bring the property to sale. In
such case, the first mortgage is deemed to
be kept alive and not to merge in the
equity of redemption and can be used a9 a
shield against the claim of the seoond
mortgagee. Mata Din Kasodhan v. Knzim
Husain (1) and Chandulbai v. Basarmal
Topanmal (2).

The Court oannot sell the right, title and
interest of any person who is not a party to
the suit. Umes Chunder Sircar v. Zahur Fatima
(3) and Chandulbai v. Basarmal Topanmal

(2)

* Hence it follows that a puisne mortgagee
who is not impleaded is not affected by a
sale. The right to redeem the first mort-
gage and the liability to be redeemed by
the mortgagor or his transferee, persist.
Neither in this rule nor in the following do
I purport to deal with the effeot of notice
or estoppel, both of which may have results
which do not properly come within the scope
of the law of mortgage.

(5; Where a seoond mortgagee brings
the mortgaged property to sale in a suit
to which the mortgagor, but not the first
mortgagee, is a defendant, the purchaser
lakes (17. the right of the mortgagor to
present possession and enjoyment and (2) the
right to redeem the first mortgage.

(6) From these two rules it follows that
where there are two separate suits filed by

(1) 13 A. 432; 7 Ind. Dec. (x. s.) 2/d (F B )

(2) 28 Ind. Cas. 6,; 8 S. L. R. 261.
(3) 18 U. i6l

; 17 i. A 2ul; 5 Sar, P. C. J
Incl. Dec. (n. s.) 110 (P. Cj.

C. J. 507- 9
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the first and seoond mortgagees respectively,

neither impleading the other, and each brings

the property mortgaged to him to sale, the

present right of possession and enjoyment

passes to the first purchaser and this right

cannot he sold again.

Hence, where the second mortgagee brings

the property to sale first and the pur-

chaser obtains possession, the purchaser

under the first mortgagee’s decree has no

right to turn him out but he can, qua first

mortgagee, bring the property to sale in a

properly framed suit.

And where the first mortgagee brings

the property to sale first, and the pur-

chaser obtains possession, the purchaser in

the suit tiled by the seoond mortgagee

has no more than the rights of seoond

mortgagee; he has no right to posses-

sion.

(7)

a, Where the first mortgagee, before

the second mortgagee has brought the

property to sale, obtains a transfer of the

right, title and interest of the mortgagor,

then having the legal title of the mort-

gagor vested in him, he can foreclose the

seoond mortgagee. This was the position

dealt with in the case of Chandulbai v.

Basarmal Topanmal (2). If the seoond mort-

gagee ohose to exercise his right of redemp-

tion, the first mortgagee, as holder of the

equity of redemption, would, it seems, be

entitled in his turn to redeem both the

first and seoond mortgages; but this is a

position which no Court seems to have been

called on to deal with.

(8) A puisne mortgagee may sue for

sale without making the prior mortgagee

a party to the suit but where the prior

mortgagee is impleaded, the Court should

not ordinarily permit a sale subject to the

first mortgage. For, it is the duty of the

Court to make a decree which shall deal

finally with the question between the parties

and preclude the necessity of further litiga-

tion for enforcement of any right arising

out of the mortgage or mortgages in ques-

tion.

The proper form of decree is No. 8 in

Appendix D to the Civil Procedure Code.

The seoond mortgagee and the mortgagor

are given successive opportunities to re-

deem. If the seoond mortgagee fails to

redeem the first mortgage, h:s suit is, at

the option of the first mortgagee, either

dismissed—that is, he is in effect foreclosed—

.

or the property i9 sold free of both mort-

gages.

The right of a puisne mortgagee to

sue without impleading the prior mort-

gagee is given by the explanation to Order

XXXIV, rule 1.

It follows that, where the person who
holds both a first and second mortgage sues

on the seoond mortgage only, the Court should

ordinarily refuse to order a sale unless it be

free of both mortgages.

As to the duty of the Court see Venkata •

ra)nana Iyer v. Gompertz (4) and Sundar Singh

v. Bholu (5).

We are now in a position to apply the

law to the facts of this case. When the

plaintiff brought the properties D, E and

F to sale by right of his several puisne

mortgages, the Court should properly have

insisted on the property being sold free of

all charges whioh the plaintiff held; had

it done so, very muoh unnecessary litigation

would have been avoided. But where

property is sold in execution of a mortgage-

decree, the question what was the nature

and extent of the interest sold depends

not on what the Court might have done

or ought to have done but on what the

Court did, what the Court intended to sell,

and what the purchaser had reason to

think that he was buying. See the oases

cited in the judgment of Stanley, C. J., in

Tuayat Singh v. Izsat-un-nissa Begam (ft). In

this oase, both Courts have held that the sale

was subject to the decree for sale obtained

under the first mortgage, and accordingly the

defendants Nos. 8—13 obtained only the right

to redeem the first mortgage and the right

to present possession. The plaintiffs as

first mortgagees now have the right to bring

the property mortgaged to them to sale free

of all encumbrances, unless their mortgage be

redeemed.

I will now examine the various oases

on which Mr. Kimatrai has relied in argu-

ment.

(4) 31 M. 425 at p. 427; 3 M. L. T. 397; 18 M. L. J.

03ft.
**

(5) 20 A. 322; A. W. N. (189S) 59; 9 Ind. Pec. (\\ s)

5615.

(6) 27 A. 97 at p. 123; A. W. N. (1904) 174; 1 A.

L. J. 435.
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In Venkatanarasammah v. Ramiah (7) the
same property was mortgaged to two several
persons. The first mortgagee brought the
property to sale in a suit to whioh the
second mortgagee was not a party, pur-
chased it himself and obtained posses-

sion. The seoond mortgagee then brought
the property to sale in a suit to which
the first mortgagee was not a party, pur-
chased it and succeeded in dispossessing the

plaintiff. The plaintiff sued for possession. It

was held that nothing whatever passed to the

defendant by the second sale and possession

was awarded to the plaintiff. The learned

Judges were not in agreement as to whether
the defendant’s mortgage was capable of

being still enforced.

This is an illustration of rules 4, 5 and
6 above given. Both Judges held that de-

fendant took nothing by his purchase of

the rights and interests of the mortgagor
because these had already been sold to

plaintiff, but they did not assert that de-

fendant as second mortgagee had lost any-
thing by the sale to plaintiff. Kernan, J.,

vas of opinion that his right had not been
affected by the sale; Innes, J., thought it

possible that defendant might be barred of

any further remedy by having already brought
a suit on his mortgage.

In Nanack Chand v. Teluckdye Koer (8)

the owner of certain property mortgaged
it, on the same day by two several deeds,

to two several mortgagees. Both mortgagees

obtained decrees on their mortgages as

against the mortgagor only. The defendants

got their decree first and under it brought
the right, title and interest of the mort-

gagor to sale, purchased it themselves and
obtained possession. The plaintiffs subse-

quently got a decree on their bond and
also bought the right) title and interest of

the mortgagor and brought the suit for

recovery of possession. It was held that

the right to possession depended not on

the priority of the mortgage but on the

priority cf possession.

. This was, of course, a perfectly correct state-

ment of the law as applied to the parti-

cular facts. For, whether the defendant’s

(7) 2 M. 108; 3 In cl. Jur. 360; 1 Ind. Dec. (n. s.)

346.

(8) 5 C. 265; 6 Ind. Jur. 81; 4 C. L. R. 358; 2 Ind.
Dec. (n. s.) 779.

mortgage was first or seoond, he neverthe-
less obtained by his purchase the present
right to possession vested in the mortgagor
and if plaintiff desired to raise the question
of priority of mortgage, he should have done
so in a properly constituted suit.

In Sundar Singh v. Bholu (5) the plaintiffs
sued for -sale on a seoond mortgage. They
had already obtained a decree for sale on
a first mortgage. It was held that there
was nothing in the Civil Procedure Code
or the Transfer of Property Act whioh
prevented the holder of two independent
mortgages over the same property from
obtaining a decree for sale on each of them
in a separate suit. But the learned Judges
added the following obiter dictum: “ What
benefit the two decrees will be to the
plaintiffs it is difficult to see, exoept that
the plaintiffs may execute one of these
decrees by sale of the property, and if there
is a surplus arising from the sale, they may
probably attach that surplus in execution
of the other decree. One thing is quite
clear, that the plaintiffs cannot sell the
property twice over, and they cannot sell

under the seoond deoree subjeot to the first.

That would be selling the equity of re-
demption, a right which is not acknowledged
or recognised by Act IV of 1862 and
would be a mischief whioh has been struck
at by section 99 of that Act. This Court
in Mata Din Kasodhan v. Kazim Husain (1),
whioh has been followed in many other
cases, has recognised that the intention of
the Legislature was to put an end to the
abuses which existed before Act IV of
1882 came into force, and that there can
be no sale of equity of redemption apart
from the property itself at the instance of
the mortgagee.”

Though isolated sentences in this passage
suggest that novel rules of law were be-
ing laid down, the passage taken as a whole
is found to do no more than declare that
the Courts should not allow a person who
holds two independent mortgages to bring
the property to sale piecemeal (rule 8).

In Mata Din Kasodhan v. Kazim Husain (1)
the first mortgagee had obtained a transfer
of the right, title and interest of the morgagor.
The second mortgagee brought a suit for
sale of the property without asking for
redemption. It was held that the first
mortgagee, not having exhibited any inten-
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tion of foregoing altogether his rights under

his mortgage deed, was entitled to keep it

alive and to u-( if as a shield against the

olaim of the plaintiff to the extent of the

amount due lo him on the day on whioh

he took i he assignment of the mortgagor’s

interest
;
and also that the plaintiff could

not bring the property mortgaged to him to

sale without first redeeming the prior mort-

gage.

The hare decision in this case presents

no special features and is in accordance

with rules 7 and 8. But in his judgement.

Edge, C. J., expressed the opinion that under

a decree for sale in a mortgage suit the

property which might he effectively brought

to sale was the specific in. moveable pro-

perty, and not merely the rights and

interests of the plaintiff and his mortgagor

in such property, and that as a gemral

rule a mortgagee had no right to bring

mortgaged property to sale without redeem-

ing the prior mortgage.

It i9 difficult to understand what is

meant by saying tint it is the specific

immoveable property ” which is brought

to sale. Mr. Kimatrai contends that under

a sale in execution of a mortgage decree the

whole specific immoveable property, the fee

simple in fact, is sold, and consequently

cannot be sold again. But, in a properly

drawn decree it is not the property, with-

out qualification, that is sold, but the ‘ mort-

gaged property.” And it is well established

that no Court has jurisdiction to dispose

of property, or interests in property, vested

in persons not parties to the suit before

it. With the exception of dicta of the

learned Chief Justice in this judgment
there seems to be no authority what-

ever for contending that the Court can

sell the fee simple of an estate

notwithstanding that it is not wholly vest-

ed in the parties whose rights it is

adjudicating.

In asserting that a puisne mortgagee
oannot bring the property to sale without
first redeeming the first mortgage, the

learned Chief Justice may be construed

as having raised a more rule of procedure

into a rule of substantive law having
universal application. But it would be

fairer to restrict the application of every
part of his judgment to the facts with

whioh he was actually dealing. If this be

done it is consistent with the view adopted

in recent legislation.

Fortunately, the confusion suggested by

this judgment has been completely cleared

up by the framers of the new Civil Pro-

oedure Code. Formerly, the Transfer of

Property Act contained not ODly the law

as to mortgages, but also the rules of

procedure to be followed in enforcing

rights under mortgages, with the result

that there was no clear demarcation between

substantive law and pure procedure. By
repealing all the seotions whioh deal with

procedure and repeating all essential rules in

Order XXXI V and adding in the appendix

some extremely useful and instructive forms

of decrees, the Legislature has put the

questions now before us outside the region

of controversy. Rule 4 and the forms of

decree make it clear tha» only the mort-

gaged property should be sold. The Aot

does not state that the interests of parties

not impleaded are not affected by any sale,

probably, as suggested by Messrs. WoodrofFe

and Amir Ali, because it was considered

unnecessary to do so: it is too obvious

to need assertion. That the equity of

redemption can be sold when the prior

mortgage is not impleaded is made dear

by the Explanation to rule 1 of Order

XXXIV.
In Akatti Moidin Kutti v. Chirayil Ambn

(.9) the proprietor of oertain land mort-

gaged it to plaintiff in 1890 and in 1893

executed a second mortgage to the defendant.

In 1 8
i

‘ 5 .
the defendant sued on his puisne

mortgage, obtained a deoiee and purchas-

ed the property in 1899. Plaintiff then

sued defendant for possession. It was held

that defendant, was entitled to retain

possession.

As defendant had purchased the mortgagor’s

present right to possession, he was en-

titled to retain it until plaintiff had

enforced his rights in a properly framed

suit. It must be assumed that plaintiff

was not a party to the suit filed by

defendant a^d that defendant was not a

pirty to the previous suit filed by the

pliintiff
;
the report is silent on the point.

In Kutti Chettiar v. Subramania (10)

t lie same property bad been sold twice

(0) 2 : M. 4Sf> at pp. 4S*, 4$3.

U0) 4 I ml Cns. 1077; 82 M. 4S5; 19 M. L. J. 728.
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over in exeonfcion of two several mort-
gages. The 6 rat sale was in execution
°:

.

0 decree on the puisne mortgage
obtained in a suit to which the first
mortgagee had not been made a party.
•Plaintiff, the purohaaer at the seoond
auction, sued to recover possession from
the purchaser at the first auction. It was
held that any relief to which he was
entitled oould not be enforced in a suit for
possession.

This deoisicn is an illustration of rules
, 5 and 6. But in the judgment the

roilowiug passage, on whioh great reliance

'‘to-
811 p ^aoe<^ Mr. Kimatrai, appears: —

When, therefore, defendants bought the
house in execution of their decree no sale-
able interest was left in the judgment-
debtor. As pointed out in Venhita-
narasammah v. Ramiah (7), Nanock Chnnd
v. Teluckdye Koer (8) and Akatti
Moulin Kutti v. Chirayil Ambn (9)
where there is a question between the
purchasers at twodistinot Court sales
held on different dates in execution of
two several mortgage-decreee, the Court in
deciding between the two competing titles is
guided not by the dates of the several
morgages but of the several purchases.
For both the mortgagees have an equal
right to sell the property, and once it
is sold at the instance of one mortgagee
there is no further saleable interest
left in the judgment-debtor to be sold
again.”

This passage offers no difficulty if we
realise that the Court was referring to
suits for possession, and that the right to
possession was the only matter in dispute.
The Court did not hold that plaintiff was
entitled to no relief. An examination of
the above oases makes it clear that they
give no support to Mr. Kimatrai’s main
contentions. His case was founded in a
confusion between "possession” and "absolute
ownership.”

I would, therefore, dismiss the appeal
with costs. Mr. Kimatrai asks that the
Court will amend the order of the lower
Court by ordering the sale of the properties

E and F but appellant must pursue
the ordinary course and file a regular
application for sale. It is possible that
he may be now barred from obtaining the

, order.

Haywkrd, J. C. — I concur in the con-
clusion reached by my learned brother. It
appears that the plaintiffs obtained a first
mortgage on certain properties represented
by D, E, F, G, and H. They subsequently
obtained seoond mortgages on the same
properties. Third parties then purchased
the properties represented by H..

The plaintiffs did not commence by suing
out their first mortgage but obtained
decrees on their second mortgages and
proceeded to sell the properties represented
by D, E and F. The plaintiffs in the
meanwhile have obtained a decree on their
first mortgage ou the condition that they
proceeded first against the properties
represented by D, E, F and G and
afterwards against the properties repre-
sented by H. They, therefore, sought to
sell not the properties already sold and
represented by D, E and F but the
properties represented only by G and
asked for permission to sell after those
the properties represented by H. The
original and first Appellate Courts both
held in effect that the. equity of redemp-
tion only ha3 been sold of the properties
represented by D, E and F and that it

would be necessary to sell further the
remaining interests in the properties repre-
sented by D, E and F after the sale of
properties represented by G before per-
mission oould be granted to sell the pro-
perties represented by H according to the
condition in the decree.

This second appeal has been brought
to obtain a declaration that there remain
no interests to sell in the properties
represented by D, E and F and a direction/
for the sale after the properties represented
by G of the properties represented by H.
The respondents strongly object, as they
are the third parties who purchased the
properties represented by H. It seems to
me that their objections must be upheld.
So far the equity of redemption only has
been sold in the properties represented by
D, E and F and the purchasers have
merely bought the right to redeem the
prior mortgage. There was, in my opinion,
no legal bar to such a sale as pointed
out by my learned brother and the result
is that the purchasers must, in order to
prevent a further sale of the interests
remaining in the. properties represented
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by D, E and F, redeem the prior mort-

gage. The cases quoted before us in

support of a contrary conclusion would

appear to have been mainly cases of com-

petition in ejectment suits between

different purchasers at diffrent sales under

different mortgage decrees and to have no

relation to regularly constituted mort-

gage suits. Such is the case of Chandul-

bni v. Basarmal Topanmal (2) We have

moreover here to give directions for the

execution of the prior mortgagee’s mort-

gage decree and not to consider whether

it was proper to have allowed this piece-

meal sale of the various interests in the

properties under the subsequent and prior

mortgages. It might no doubt be argued

that the procedure was at the time

improper though it would apparently have

been proper now under Order XXXiV,
rule 1, of the Schedule to the Civil Pro-

cedure Code, as pointed out in the note

at page 321 of Shepherd and Brown on

section 75 of the Transfer of Property

Act, 7th Edition.

Appeal accordingly dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

PATNA 1IICLI COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Order No. 297

ok 1917.

duly 24, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Mulliokand

Mr. Justice Thornhill.

SHEO SARAN RAM and others—
J r DOM E NT- D E BTO R S—A P PE LLANTS

versus

BASUDEO PRASAD SAHU and others—
1

)

h OR K K H OL D E R S— R ES PON D E NTS.

Presidency Towns Insolvency Art (III of 19009, ns.

17, 25—Insolvency i>roceedi»grt
nli ’liter bur execution

of decree— Limitat ion Ac I (IX gl IPOS), s. l.», £ch. i,

Arl. 1 S2

—

Execution—Insolvency of judgment-debtor—
Limitation

,
running oj.

Tlio pendency of an insolvency proceeding under

the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act does not of

itself, in t ho absence of a protection order under

section ‘25 of the Act, bar the remedy of a decree-

holder to execute bis decree by surest of the judg-

ment-debtor Limitation for execution of a decree,

therefore, continues to run against a decree-holder

during the pendency of an insolvency proceeding ami

[p: io not entitled to exclude the period during which

the insolvency proceeding has been pending from the

period allowed for execution of the decree, [p. 799,

col. 2.]

A decree- holder arrested his judgment-debtor in

execution of his decree. On the 19th August 1911,

however, the judgment- debtor was released on the

production of an adjudication order made under the

Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. No further action

was taken by the decree-holder and the execution

proceedings dropped In January 1916 the adjudica-

tion was annulled. The decree-holder then applied

for execution:

Held, that in the absence of a protection order

under section 25 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency

Act t he decree-holder was at liberty to execute his

decree by arresting the judgment-debtor, and that,

therefore, limitation continued to run against the

decree-holder and the present application for execu-

tion was barred by time. [p. 799, col. 2; p. S00, col. l.J

Appeal from a decision of the District

Judge, Shahabad.

Mr. Eajendra Prasad
,
for the Appellants.

Messrs. Parmeshwar Dayal aod Jadubans

Sakai
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Thornhill, J.—The facts presented to the

Court are as follows. The respondents in

execution of a money-decree had a judg-

ment-debtor brought up under arrest in the

Court of the 1st Subordinate Judge of

Arrah. On the production of an adjudi-

cation order made in the High Court of

Calcutta under the Presidency Towns In-

solvency Act, he was released on 19th

August 1911. Subsequently no further

action was taken by the decree-holders and

the execution proceedings dropped. In

January 1916, the adjudication was annulled.

The decree-holders then applied for exe-

cution, when it was held that the applica-

tion for execution was not time-barred.

On appeal to the Distriot Judge of Shah-

abad this order was upheld, the Distriot

Judge holding that although the deoree-

holders could have taken steps in the

insolvency proceedings towards realizing

their deoree at the same time they were

prevented from executing the decree

against the judgment debtor, and, therefore*

the time during which the judgment-

debtor was an undischarged insolvent mu9t

be excluded in calculating the time allowed

for execution.

The question is, can this period be excluded

in calculating the three years referred to

in Article 182 (5) of the Limitation Act.

The deoree- holders suffered from no

disability, and, thoroforo, can bavo no o**
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tension of time under section 6. Section 9
provides that when once time has begun
to run no subsequent disability or inability
to sue stops it. As pointed out in Mitra’s
Law of Limitation, “Disability is want of
a legal qualification to act. Inability is the
want of physioal powers to act.” Accord-
ing to Bird wood, J., in Hanmantram Sadhuram
Pity v. Arthur Bowles (1), the inability re-
ferred to in section 9 is a personal n ability
affecting the plaintiff himself and having
reference to his condition, or state, or
position, and not to the circumstances of
the person against whom he is entitled to
institute a suit.

Seotion 15 of the Act of 1877 gave relief
in computing the period of limitation
prescribed for any suit the institution of
which had been stayed by injunction or
order, but this section was held not to
apply to applications for execution even
where the execution had been stayed by
an injunction, Bajarathnam v. Shelalayanimal
v2), but the difficulty was got ever by
considering the decree-holder’s application
for execution, after the removal of the
injunction, as only an application for the
continuation or revival of the previous
application which had been interrupted owing
to a cause for which the decree-holder was
not responsible, Lakhmi Chand v. Ballam
Das (3).

In Ashrafuddin Ahmed v. Bepin Behari
Mullick (4), after the deoree-holder had
applied for execution of the decree, the
judgment-debtor represented that, as all
his property had vested in a Receiver,
proceedings in execution could not be carried
on, and thereupon the Court released from
attachment the salary of the judgment-
debtor which had been attached at the
instance of the decree-holders. After the
discharge of the Reoeiver the decree- holders
applied to the Court to re attach the
salary of the judgment-debtor and to allow
them to proceed with the execution case
originally instituted by them from the
point which it had reached and at whioh
it was stopped by the order of the Court.
It was held that the application was no
fresh application for execution but a mere

(1) 8 B. 561; 4 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 750.
(2) 11 M. 103; 4 lucl. Dec. (n. s.> 72.

,
(3) 17 A. 425; A. W. N. (1895j 82; 8 Ind. Dec.

(N. s ) 594.

<4) 30 C. 407.

79 9

oont.nnat.on of the previous application,
and the period of limitation applicable to
lt

. 7,
as ‘ hat Prescribed by Article 178

Ac
t

^o

f

8

1 87
7

°

D^ Sohedule of the Limitation

In consequence of conflict of decisions thelaw was amended and seotion 15 ( 1 ) „f
Aot IX of 1108 enacted that in computing
the period of limitation prescribed for any
suit or application for the execution of adecree, the institution or execution of which
haa been stayed by injunction or order
the time of the continuance of the iniuno.
tion or order, the day on whioh it was
issued or made, and the day on which
it was w.thdrawn, shall be excluded,
inis Act came into operation on the 1stJanuary 1909, and the Presidency Towns
Insolvency Act one year later.

The latter Act, seotion 25,' expressly pro .
vides. that any insolvent who shall have
submitted his sohedule as aforesaid may
apply to the Court for protection, and the
Court may on suoh application, make an
order for the protection of the insolvent from
arrest or detention.

There is also a provision in that seotion
that no suoh order shall operate to pre .
judioe the right of any creditor in the
event of such order being revoked or the ad-
judication annulled.

It, therefore, appears clear in the present
case that the execution taken out by the
decree-holders under whioh they had the
judgment- debtor

.

arrested was not' inter-
rupted by the insolvency proceedings asno protection order was made. He ’wassimply released when it was known that
he had become an insolvent, presumably
on the ground that the decree- holders
thought it useless to proceed further
Seotion 17 of the Presidency Towns In-’
solvency Aot provides that during the
pendency of the insolvency proceedings a
creditor shall have no remedy against the
property of the insolvent save wilh leave
of the Court, but it does not exolude the
arrest of the person.

It would, therefore, appear that the
decree- holders execution arresting the
judgment-debtor in 1911 was neither stayed
by any injunction or order, nor was it
interfered with by the insolvency proceed-
ings, and, therefore, the present application
oannot bo taken as a continuation or reyivu]
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of the former proceeding, even on the

Srgnments advanoed in Ashrafuddm Ahmed

v. Bepin Behari MuVick (l), which was

a decision prior to the Limitation Act ot

1908. lL ,

Having regard, therefore, to the above,

and to the express provisions of section 10

of Aot IX of 1908, coupled with the tact

that the Insolvency Court had power to

stay any suit or other proceeding pending

against the insolvent in any other Court

(section 18', but made no such order, we

think the decree holders’ application tor

execution is time barred.

Mullick, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.

APPKAL FROM APPELLATE DECREE No. 2728

of dig.
June 5, 1918.

Present:— Ur. Justice Fletcher and Justice

SirSyed Sbamaul Hilda, Kt.

AKRURM^NI BA1SNABI— Defendant

No. 1

—

Appellant

versus

MADHAB CHANDRA ClI AKRABARTY,
Inrank, and others— Respondents.

Tmisjer <f Property Act (IV of' S*>), s. W«())-

Lease, transfer of- Lesser, ordinal, liability oj, Joe rent.

Under section !<»', rhuisi* j', ot tlio l’ransfer ot

Property Act, the liability of n lessee to pay rent con-

tinues even alter he lms parted with bis interest in

the lease, and it is no answer to a suit tor rent that

the transferee from the lessee is willing to pay the

rent.
,

. . .

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge, Rangpur, dated the iMrd August

1 9 1 o ,
modifying that- of the Munsif, Rang-

pur, dated the 2nd August 19 1 5.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Balm Girija Prasanna Sanytil, for the Ap-

pellant.—This appeal is on hehalf of the

defendant, and it arises out of a suit for

recovery of arrears of rent under the

Transfer of Property Aot. The defence was

that the defendant had sold her interest

to another person, Bahu Jntindro Nath

Lahiri, by a registered Kobala, and as the

sale was in 1318 B. S. and the suit is for

the rent for the years 1219 to 1221 B. S.,

she is not liable for the rent sued for.

[Fletcher, J.—-Unless there is a contract

to tho contrary, tho dofondant is liablo

under section 108, clause (j), of the Trans*

fer of Property Act ]

Section 10S (?) of the Transfer of Proper- •

ty Aot is intended to protect the interests

of the landlord in those cases where his

interests would be jeopardised by reason

of the land being transferred to a man of

straw. That is not the case here. The

transferee of the defendant is ready in

this case to pay all arrears due after the

transfer.

The Court of Appeal below was also

not right in reversing the finding of the

primary Court on the Question whether the

interest granted by the lease was perpetual.

Babu Atul Chandra Gupta
,
for the Respond-

ents, not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.—This appeal must stand

dismissed. The suit was a suit for rent

against the original lessee of a property to

which the provisions of the Transfer of Pro-

perty Act apply. The liability of the origi-

nal lessee who has transferred the land is

contractual; that liability subsists under the

provisions of section 10b (?) of the Trans-

fer of Property Act, notwithstanding that

the defendant No. 1 has parted with her

interest in the leasehold property.

Then, the next point is this: It is said

that the Munsif found that the interest

granted by the lease was perpetual. The

learned District Judge says it was unneces-

sary to make such a finding for the de-

cision of the case. I agree with the learned

District Judge. Not only it was unneces-

sary but it was improper after the defend-

ant No. 1 had parted with her interest to

adjudicate on what was the nature of the

lease granted in the absence of the transferee.

All that the learned Judge had to adjudi-

cate on and did adjudicate on was that the

lease was subsisting at the time the present

suit was brought.

Tho appeal is accordingly dismissed with

oosts.

Sham sul Hu da, J.—

1

agree.

Appeal dismissed.
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ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Ckiminal Appeal No. 303 op 1918

July 15, 1918.
Present:— Mr. Justioe Piggott.
BABU RAM

—

Appella(,t
versus

EMPEROR

—

Opposite Party
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898 J

’

8 103Search of house- Witnesses present at search, cv4e~
of, value of—Anns Act (XI of \ 878J, ss . 19 (f ) ciTf

searches- UgaliTy T""
e"‘p0Wcred to Reluct

teTyrrS t:sis:-Crimma Procedure Code to witness a search if itcan be shown to be false, [p. 80 / col 2 1The power of search in respect' of an offencepunishable under section 19, clause (f, of the ArumAct, must, by virtue of section 30 of the Act be

'l!

the preseuce of some officer speciallyappointed by name or in virtue of his office bv theLocal Government in this behalf, [p. 802 col 2 1Where a Police Officer in charge of a reportingstation is specially empowered by the Local Govern*.ment to conduct searches in respect of offencesunder section 19, clause tfj of the Arms Act asearch conducted by such officer in respect of ’anoffence under that clause without obtaining awarrant from a Magistrate is not illegal, [p. 802° col.

Criminal appeal from an order of the
{sessions Judge, Mainpuri, dated the 8th
April 1918.

Messrs C. R. Alston and A. P. Dube, for
the Appellant.

Mr. L-ht Mohan Banerji (Government
r leader;! for the Crown.
JUDGMENT. Babu Ram appeals against

his conviction on a charge under section

* i-naV
the Indlan Ar^ s Aot (XI

t! uJ- The °aSe again8fc him is that
he had in his possession and under his control
two swords, one gun, one pistol and certain
ammunition jn contravention of the pro-
visions of the Arms Act, that is to say,
without having any license for the same.
The evidenoe has been fully set forth and
discussed in the admirably lucid and con-
vincing judgment of the Session i Court
and I do not propose to go into it at
length. The essential facts are that a
certain^ house was searched upon informa- J

fion given by one Khiali Ram, who has <

Pe§n produced as a witness for the pro- i

eecution, and that the arms which are j

the subject-matter of the charge were t

found, in a reoeptaole formed by hollow- i

J*
3 ®* 0Q ^ a wood, the receptacle i

itself being buried underground iu a \

51

small room in a oorner of the building.
e oase for the defence is that the

discovery of the arms in that place does
not prove that they were in the possession
or under the control of Babu Ram. The
suggestion further is that it is a matter
ot fair inference from the evidenoe that
they had been concealed in that place by

?
onemies of Babu Ram in order to get
him or his father Hulas Rai into trouble,

' Ihe decision of the questions thus raised
must depend, upon the proper appreciation
ot certain evidence given by Sub-Inspector
lafuz All Khan and the witnesses Angan

Eal and Sikhar Chand on the one side,
and the witnesses Maharaj Singh, Chunni
Eal and GAal on the other. Maharaj
bingh and Chunni Lai were official wit-
nesses to the search, that is to say, the
witnesses from the neighbourhood of the
appellants house whose' attendance had
been procured by -the Sub Inspector in
accordance with the section 103 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure. The Sub-Inspec-
tor had complied with the law by calling
in these two persons, but the fact that
he had done so does not bind the Court
to aooept as true their evidence, if it
oan be shown to be false. Jn the present
case

.

the Sub-Inspeotor for reasons
sufficiently apparent had taken the trouble to
secure the attendance of two other wit-
nesses; the evidence given by himself and
by these men, Angan Lai aDd Sikhar
Chand,^ receives strong corroboration from
the unimpeachable testimony of Rai Bahadur
Man Singh, Superintendent of Police, and
Mr. Sheo Rakhan Singh, Deputy Magis-
trate. I have not toe slightest doubt, after
an examination of the record, that the
learned Sessions Judge, who had the
concurrence of the Assessors, was perfectly
right iu rejecting the evidence of Maharaj
Singh, Chunni Lai and Gokul. Anything
less convincing on the face of it I have
rarely* read. Their assertion that the
house in question had been lying vacant
for years is conclusively disproved by the
observations made on a subsequent date by
the Superintendent of Police and the Deputy
Magistrate. The most crucial point in
their evidenoe, namely, the assertion that
the Sub-Inspector on entering the house
went straight to. the remote and some-
what isolated chamber in which the discovery
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was made, is introduced in a singularly s

unconvincing manner in the evidence of

Maharaj Singh, and is, in my opinion,

quite sufficiently oontradioted by the

ordinary probabilities of the case. The con- 1

duct ascribed to the Sub-Inspector by the -

defence evidence is that of a man at once >

unscrupulous and singularly guileless and

open in betraying himself by his actions.

I am satisfied that the inner room in which

these arms were found was under the

control and in the exclusive possession of

(he appellant Babu Ram. He had the

key of the outer door of the house in hie

own possession. He was the only inhabitant

of the home (along with his family, at

tho time ot the search, and he produoed

from his own possession the key of the

inner room from which alone the small

closet in which the unlicensed arms were

found could be approached- I have not

been asked by the prosecution to recon-

sider the question whether the learned

Sessions Judge was right in refusing to

record the oonviotion in this case -undpr

the first clause of section 20 of Aot X(

of 1 s7S. Personally I find it difficult to

understand with what purpose the offenoes

mentioned in clause (/) of section IS of

tho said Act are included in the list of

offences specified in the tirst portion of

Hection 20, if that section was not intended

to apply to suoli a oase as the present.

The question must not he oonfused by

reference to the wholly distinct question

of the scope of the second clause of section 20

of Act XI of 1878 ,
in respeot of which 1 in

no way dissent from the opinion pronounoed

by a learned Judge of this Court in the

case of Ram Samp v. Emperor (1). The

sentence passed, however, was within the

power of the Court below under seotion

iff of Act XI of 1878, and I see no

adequate reason for making a formal altera-

tion in tho conviction.

A strong point has beon made on^iehalf

of tho appellant of the alleged illegality

of the search of this house by the Sub-

inspector Mafuz. Ali Khan, without a

warrant from a Magistrate. 1 find nothing

in the provisions of Chapter VII

of the Indian Arms Act to make suoh a

searoh illegal. Seotion 25 deals with the

(1) If A. L. J. 833j as A. 309; A. W. X. (1908) 11; 3

Cr. L-J- 83.

speoial oase of a Magistrate who reoeives

information that a person who has arms,

ammunition or military stores in his posses-

sion, is keeping them for some unlawful

purpose or that for any other reason

suoh person cannot be allowed to remain

in possession of the same without danger

to the publio peace. In oases falling

under seotion 25 it is wholly irrelevant

whether the arms, ammunition or military

stores in question are or are not covered

by license. Unlicensed possession of arms

punishable under seotion 19, olause W of

Aot XI of 1878, is a oogmsable offence,

and is, therefore, an offenoe whioh under

the Code of Criminal Procedure a great

many Polioe Officers are entitled to inves-

tigate. In the oonduot of such an investiga-

tion a searoh for the purpose of discovering

the arms in respeot of which it is believed

that an offenoe has been committed

would be legal under seotion 165 of the

Code of Criminal Procedure. The LfgiBla-

ture, however, has seen fit to restrict the

powers of Polioe Officers in the matter of

offenoes punishable under seotion 19,

olause (/) of the Indian Arms Act by

the speoial provisions of seotion dO o

the said Aot. The power of searoh in

respeot of an offenoe punishable under

that particular olause of the Aot is

required to be made in the presenoe of

some offioer specially appointed by name

or in virtue of his office by the Local

Government in this behalf. The ooa

Government has seen fit to empower,

amongst other persons, Polioe Officers in-

oharge of reporting stations, by virtue of

their offioe, to oonluot suoh searobes.

Sub-Inspector Mafuz Ali Khan was on

the date in question an offioer in oharge

of a reporting station and there is nothing

illegal in the aotion taken by him. 1

am quite satisfied that the appellant has

been rightly oonvioted and I am not pr®‘

pared to interfere wi.h the seventy of the

sentence passed by the Court below,

think the learned Sessions Judge has

i given an adequate reason for the same. 1

r dismiss the appeal. The appellant must

[ surrender to his bail to undergo the unexpire

i portion of his sentenoe.

3 Appeal divnisted'

i
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CHANDRA NATH MUKEFJEE V. EMPEROR.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 293 of 1918

Jane 20,1913.
Present:—Mr. Justice Newbould and
Justioe Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, K>CHANDRA NATH MUKERJEE, MinorrZnS SHIB KRISHNA ROY

’

CHOUDHURY—2nd Party— Petitioner
versus

,EMPEROR (EAST INDIAN RAILWAY
COMPANY)

—

Opposite Party.
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898J, s. 144-

da,wer n
n
i°
f *{ag 'stmte to Pass order-imminent

2 mZhs
’ Ca '1 be S€t aSide after exPirg °f

The jurisdiction of a Magistrate to pass an order

nn”

d
tU

SeC l°n H4' Criminal Procedure Code, dependson the urgency of the case. A mere statement by

!rL^
a

-

glSt
?te

,,

th
.

at he considers the ease to be

W, f

n0t
f
u

,

fhci
?
nt t0 S‘ve him jurisdiction, if thefacts set out by him show that in reality there

is no urgent necessity for action, |_p. 804, col. 2.1
In a proceeding to set aside an order of a Ma~is-trate under section 144, Criminal Procedure Code, the

d 110fc b3
J usfcified il1 considering

whether the opinion expressed by the Magistrate on

ff /
1 riS^® of fc

.

he Parties is right or wrong: what
it has to consider is, whether the Magistrate’s orderwas made with jurisdiction or not, [p. 804, cols. I & 2.1

Where a Magistrate by an order under section 144,Criminal Procedure Code, directed the petitioner toremove an obstruction to a culvert through which
drainage of the Railway menial quarters used to flow
into, his tank and the only fact set out in the
Magistrates judgment indicating any imminent
danger was that a rainfall of one inch in an hour
would flood the menial quarters and compel their

HeZd, (1) that this was an imminent danger of quite
a different kind to that contemplated by section 144,

*

j.Procedure Code: it was a danger to the
inhabitants of a particular quarter who might be
inconvenienced but was not a source of danger to
public health; [p. 804, col. 2.]

(2) that the order under section 144, Criminal
Procedure Code, should be set aside even though
more than 2 months had expired since its passing
inasmuch as a prosecution of the petitioner under
section 188, Indian Penal Code, fordisobedience to the
order had been instituted, [p. 801, col. 1.]

Rale against the order of the District
'Magistrate, Bnrdwan.
FACTS.—Petitioner was the owner of a

tank near Bnrdwan Railway Station. The
railway authorities used to pour the washing
and drainage of their menial quarters into
this tank and these made the tank fearfully
foul and insanitary. The Municipality serv-
ed the petitioner with a notice to keep
the.,tank perfectly clean. The petitioner
thereupon let it out by taking a kabuliyat

,

dated Aswin 1324 B. S., and also put

INDIAN OASES.
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certain obstructions to prevent the railwaydra1Da?e from f ]]ing .nto ^ tan

9

k;
a™

a sfr; '» t-SSt

'

zsrand the District Magnate hearing the

fnt
00

rf-
b° tf

?
8ides deoided tfl e matter

IfteJ the TrS V°Ur - Then ^metime

taking evidenoe of both sides, passed

Pro!
1

?
61, U

r
d
r Se°ti0n 144 of the CriminalProcedure Code on the 13th March 1918direclmg the petitioner to remove the obstruo

tion within 7 days and allow the drainagewater of the railway qnarters to fall into the
petitioner’s tank The petitioner thereuponmoved the High Court against that order.

p,
Mr

„
l ' K

f Babu Ambika Pada
Chaudhury), for the Opposite Party, raised
a preliminary objection that two months
having expired the petilioners were time-
barred The order of the Magistrate has
spent its force and what is the use of inter-
fering after 2 months? In such cases your
Lordships have always refused to interfere.
In the matter of Krishna Mohun Bysack ( 1 )In the matter of the petition of Chunder Nath Sen

s/\
Ana

<l
d
s

a
n

hanta BhMachar3ee y. Oarr
Stephen (3), Queen- Empress y. Pratip Chunder
Ghose (4), Hurbullubh Narain Singh yLuchmeswar Prosad Singh (5) oited
Baba Manmatha Nath Mukerjee (with him

Babu Haradhan Chatter3ee), for the Petitioner.— Your Lordships have interfered in such oases
eyen after two months [see Thomson y. Emperor

(6)

, Chandra Kanta Kanjilaly. Emperor (7)1 in
oases of imminent danger to public health.

As regards merits I submit: (1) The
ord®! of *he Magistrate does not comewRhm the provision of seotion 144,
Criminal Procedure Code, and the materials
on the record do not giy0 the Magistrate
jurisdiction to make the order.

(2). No order can legally be passed under
seotion 144 whioh will have the effect of
causing nuisanoe to the petitioner’s tank.

(1) 1 C. L. R. 68.

(2) 2 C. 293; 1 Ind. Jur. 841; I Ind. Dec. (a g ) 473
(3) 19 C. 127; 9 Ind. Dec. (if. s .) 630

’ ‘

(4) 25 C. 852; 2 C. W. N. 593; 13 Ind. Dec. (ns) 555

Dec^ (n s ) 725
^ P ' 192:3 °- W-

S3 ' 59°
: 13 W' N - 195

= 5 L. T. 96,

(7) 36 Ind, Cas. 144; 20 C. W, N. 981; 17 Cr. L. J. 464,
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An order under this section (section 144) is

only justifiable it there be satisfactory ground

for holding that the 2nd party’s action has

caused serious and imminent danger- to the

health of the locality.

JUDGMENT.—This is a Rule calling upon

the District Magistrate of Burdwan and the

East Indian Railway Company • to show

cause why the order of the District Magis-

trate directing the petitioner to remove an

obstruotian to a certain culvert should not

be set aside. The order in question was

passed under section 144, Criminal Procedure

Code, and a preliminary objection has been

taken that as more than two months have

expired since the order was passed, the

order has spent itself and that this Court

cannot now interfere.

Our attention, however, has been drawn

on behalf of the petitioner to the decision

of this Court in the cisa of Chandra Kanta

Kuniilal v. Emperor (7). In that

oase an. order under section 144,

Criminal Procedure Code, which had expired

was set aside. The only difference which

we can .*ee, so far as the present point

is concerned, between that oase and the

present one is that in that case the peti-

tioner had been prosecuted under section 188

before the Rule was obtained. In this oase

the Rule has been obtained against the

order under section 144 only; but we are

informed that a prosecution under section 188,

Criminal Procedure Code, for disobedience

of that order has since been instituted. We
do not think it necessary to require the

petitioner t> make a fresh application to

quash the prosecution which has since been

instituted in order to give him a locus standi

to question the order under section 44,

Criminal Procedure Code. Sooner or later this

Court will have to determine whether this

order was made with or without jurisdic-

tion and as the parties are now before us,

we think that that question should be decid-

ed in these proceedings.

Stated shortly, the dispute between the

parties is, whether the opposite party have

a right to drain a certain triangular piece

of land belonging to thorn into the peti-

tioner’s tank or whether they have not.

into the morits of this dispute we have

no intention of entering. In fact, in those

proceedings wo should not be justified in

cuusidoring whether the opinion expressed

by the Magistrate on the civil rights of the

parties is right or wrong. What we have to

consider is, whether the Magistrate s order

was made with jurisdiction or not. Jans-

diction under section 144, Criminal Procedure

Code, primarily depends on the urgency of

the oase. The Chapter is headed: Tem-

porary orders in argent cases of nuisance

or apprehended danger.” In onr opinion m

the present oase although the Magistrate

has held that the present state of the land

round the railway menial quarters is a

source of imminent danger to the pnblio

health in oonsequenoe of the -ad P»rtjr

act in closing the oulvert which admits

the drainage water into his tank, we cannot

find in his statement of the facts any jneti-

tication for the finding that the danger >s

imminent. It appears that this dispute has

been going on for some time and on a pre-

vious occasion proceedings under the same

section resulted in an order directing the

removal of the obstruction of, the Paasa«®

of water into the petitioner s tank being

revoked on the 2nd October 1917. The

Magistrate has held that the evil is

cumulative one. That may be so; u 1

not shown that the culminating point Has

been reached at which there is imminent

danger. The only fact whioh he sets oat

in his judgment whioh would >nd,'»te

imminent danger is that ft rainfall of

inch in an hour would flood the menial

quarters and compel their evaouation. Bat

this is an imminent danger of quite a,

different kind to that on whioh, this order

is based. It is a danger to the inhab -

tants of this quarter who may be moon-

venienoed but is not ft soaroe of da°8et

pnblio health. The mere statement by tM

learned Distriot Magistrate that he con-

sidered the oase to be imminent is not sam-

cient to give him jurisdiction, if the f»oU

set out by him show that really there was

no urgent necessity for action in this con-

nection, and that we so hold in the present

case We accordingly make the j*“l® ab!?°:

lute and set aside the order of the District

Magistrate, dated the 13th March 191S, under

section 1 11, Criminal Procedure Code>]
,a
®f®T

against the petitioner, on the ground tha*

it. was made without jurisdiction.

Rule mad6 awoluw*
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ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 282 of 1918.

July 4, 1918.
Present: Mr. Justice Tudball and Mr. Justice

Abdul Raoof.
EMPEROR

—

Applicant
versus

GCJLAB and others—Con/icts—Opposite
p A RTY

-clZthln'h
CACt

,

XlV °f ,J:6<y- Si - 3!W
. Excep. 4, 301Lulpable homicide not amounting to murder—Deathcaused in sudden fight—Offence.A dispute arose over the payment of the rent ofa certain field between the three accused and thedeceased. The former attacked the deceased and hisnephew Awth lathis and a regular fight took placebetween the parties. The result was that consider-

able injuries were caused on both sides and that the
deceased was killed:

Held, (1) that lathis being lethal weapons, theaccused must have known that thov were likolv tocause death; fp 805, col. 2; p. 80S col. 1.]

^
ie c

,

as® f
?
H nndcr Exception 4 to section300 of the Penal Code and that all the accused were

?‘ode
y
S

a

8ofc
e

o

" C

lj
nder SeC“°n 301 °fthcP0naI

a J
°
J
riminal revis

.

ion fr°m an order of the First
Additional Sessions Judge, Aligrah, dated
tie 9th February 1918.

Mr. R. Malcomson (Assistant Government
Advocate), for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.—Notice was issued by a
learned Judge of this Court to the three
persons Gulab, Majid and Ghafoor to show
cause why they should not be oonvioted
of an offence punishable under section 3 j4
or the Indian Penal Code; why the senten-
ces passed on them should not be enhanc-
ed, or why they should not be ordered (o
be re-tried on a charge under section 332
of the .Indian Penal Code. The facts of
the case, as found by the Court below
and which • appear to us to have been
correctly found, are as follows:—There
was a sugarcane crop standing in three
fields.. It had been sown by the deoeased
Hardial and his partners Jahangir, Bhagwan
Sahai and others. These fields had been
given to Hardial by the accused to enable
him to recoup himself for certain monies
which he had advanoed to them and which
were due to him from them. The mort-
gage of an occupancy holding is of course
oontrary to law. No bond was executed in
this case but the fields were actually made
over to Hardial and he cultivated them.
ne of his duties was to pay the rent.

T • • • * •

The evidence shows that be bad failed
to pay two. instalments. On the date in
question he and bis friends and his ne-phew Ganga Prasad were cutting the sugar-
cane crop when the three accused appear-
ed upon the scene and Gulab objected tohis cutting the crop as he bad not paid the rentHard'a

1

replied that he had intentionally notpaid the rent beoause the aooused owed himother money and that he had set it off againstthe debt. Abuse followed between the partiesand thereupon, according to the evidence forthe prosecution, the three men attacked Hardialwith their lathis. Ganga Prasad was alsoarmed*
with a lathi and a regular fight took plaoabetween two men on one side and threeon the other The result was considerable
injuries on both sides. Hardial received
three blows on the head, one On the cheek
one aoross the ear and some on his body’The injuries on the head were all on the
right side. According to the evidenoe forthe prosecution some of the injuries were
inflioted after be had been knocked downand the fact that the injuries on the face
ear and head are

.

ail on the right side*
is some indication of the fact that this
really occurred. Ganga Prasad also received
considerable injuries. Upon other persons
arriving at the scene, (he accused fled. TheCourt below has oonvioted the aooused
under section 32 j of the Indian PenalCode of having voluntarily caused grievous
hurt relying upon the ruling in the case
of Lhandah Si?igh v. Emperor (l)
obvious that the offence of culpable
homicide either amounting , 0 murder ornot amounting to murder was committed.A mans life had been taken. It is obvii
ously impossible in oases of this description
to be able to prove that the fracture of
the 9 dull which resulted in death was
oaused by a blow from the lathi of anv
special one of the assailants In the present
instance Hardial had three fractures of the
skull and had received three lathi blows
upon the head. The three acoosed were
all armed with the same olass of weannn
They all attacked Hardial. A lathi i3 a

‘

lethal weapon, as has been repeatedlv
held in this Court for very many years

7

The person who uses a lathi must know'

(I) 48 Ind. Cas. 438; 16 A. L. J. 1 !
; 40 A. 103; 1E)tr. Lj, j. lou. 1 M

Me; *>,
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on an occasion like this, that he is very

likely to cause death. The three aooused

were moved by a common intention. That

intention may not have been to cause

death, but in carrying out their intention

they all used deadly weapons and they

must be deemed to have known that

they were likely to cause death. VVe can-

not agree that the aooused can only be

convicted of voluntarily causing grievous

hurt. It is impossible to say whose lathi

fraotured the skull. The other blows in-

flicted on the body of Hardial caused

only simple hurt. It appears to us that

the present case falls within Exception 4

of seotion 300 of the Indian Penal Code,

wherein it is stated * that oulpable homi-

oide is not murder if it is committed
without premeditation in a sudden fight in

the heat of passion upon a sudden quarrel

and without the offenders having taken

undue advantage or acted in a cruel cr

unusual manner.” If five or more persons

had banded together in this matter on behalf

of the acoused, no one would have hesitated to

have held all five guilty of the offence of

oulpable homioide not amounting to murder
(seotion 149 of the Indian Penal Code).
Why, because the number is reduced to

three, these three should not be equally

guilty under section 304 of the Indian
Penal Code, we fail to understand. If

one man alone had committed the offence

he also would have been oonvioted under
section 304 of the Code. It is illogical to

say because two others joined with him
with similar weapons, that, therefore, the
offence committed by the three is reduced
to the lesser offence of voluntarily causing
grievous hurt. With all due respect 1o

the learned Judge who decided it we find

it impossible to agree with the opinion
expressed in the case of Chamlan Singh v.

Emperor (1). If the facts were as
they are reported, then the offence, in our
opinion, was not even ore under seotion

304 of the Indian Penal Code. It was a
oruel and a brutal assault, premeditated
and committed for the purpose of revenge
upon an unfortunate man. The offence com-
mitted appears to us nothing mere cr less

than murder and all three aooused were
equally guilty as they w'ere clearly moved
by the same intent and had the same
objeot and all three used lethal weapons, We

do not agree with the view of the law taken

in that case and in that respeot we would

point out that it was quite inconsistent

with the remarks to be found in the case

of Hanuman v. Emperor (2). The remarks

at page 563* are worthy of note. They inn

as follows:
—

“it is impossible to prove by

direct evidence the intention of a particular

individual. The intention can only be in- .

ferred from the reasonable and probable

result of his act or conduct. The learned

Judge seems to confuse the meaning of the

term intention with desire. It is quite

possible that these persons had no wish

either colleotively or individually to kill

Sbeoratan (as is indicated by the faot

that no wound was discovered on his head)

but nevertheless if they beat him in the

way it is proved that they did, they must

be taken to lave had knowledge that

their act must in all probability oauee

death cr suoh bedily injury as was likely

to cause death, and if so they are guilty

of murder. Uider ciroumstanoes suoh as

these it is quite immaterial to ascertain

whose blow was the immediately fatal one.”

The learned Judges who deoided that case

distinctly dissented from the rule of law

laid dewn in the case of Dhian Sivgh v.

Emperor (3), which was a judgment

of a single Judge cf this Court. They
distinctly say: We cannot agree with

the rule of law laid down in Lhian Sirgh

v. Emperor (3).” We should also

call attention to the decision of this Court in

the case of Empeior v. Bam Nticau (4).

This was similarly a case of three nen
who with the same intent and object

attaoked another, 'ihey were armed with

lathis. Ihey ii dieted serious injuries

which resulted in death. All three of

them were found guilty of the effenee of

murder. These esses no doubt are distin-

guishable from the case before usforLeie

the matter was a sudden one, it sprang

up suddenly and the injuries were inflicted

in the heat of pass.or. We think that the

oase falls within Exception 4 of section 300

(2; 21 Tmh Cas. 1005; 35 A. 5 GO; 11 A. L. J. 926; 14

Cr. L. J. 685.

V«; 14 I ml. Cns. 649; 9 A. L. J. 180; 13 Cr. L. J.

265.

(4) 21 Imi. Cas. 6G3; 35 A. 506; 11 A. L. J. 804; 14

Cr. L. J. 616.
~

* PagtPof 35 A.-J?jT
~ "
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°f the Indian Penal Code. We> therefore,
alter the oonviotion in the present ease
from one under seotion 325 of the Indian
renal Code to one under seotion 304 of the
Indian Penal Code and in view of the oiroum-
stances of the case, we do not think it
necessary to enhanoe the sentences that have
been passed.

Conviction altered.

INDIAN OASES,
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SIND JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Criminal Acquittal Appeal No. 59/3
of 1917.

March 2J, 1918.
Present: -Mr. Crouob, A. J. C., and

Mr. Fawcett, A. J. C.
EMPEROR

—

Appellant
versus

RAMLO AND OTHERS— A cot SED— OPPOSITE.
Penal Code (Act XLV of 1860J, ss 70, 147,448—

Husband carrying away wife by force against her will— Offence, nature of—Husband, right of, to use force to
compel wife to live with him—Restitution of conjugal
right

, suit for.

. P
ol'h under the English and Indian Law, although

it is the duty of a wife to reside and cohabit with her
husband, the husband has no right to use force or
violence to enforce this right even when the wife’s
refusal to live with him is without any reasonable
cause, [p. 808, cols. J & jj.]

.
There is nothing in Hindu or Muhammadan Law to

justify a husband in using force or restraint to
compel his wife to live with him, instead of having
resort to a Civil Court for restitution of conjugal
rights. Nor can such action be justified umler
section 79 of the Penal Code. [p. 808, cols. 1 & 2.]
Where a Hindu husband in company of several

associates forcibly entered the house of a third person
and took away by force his married wife from there
against her will:

Held, that the husband and his associates were
guilty of offences under sections 1 47 and 448, Indian
Penal Code [p. S08, cols. 1 & 2.]

Appeal by the Looal Government against
an order of acquittal passed by the Additional
Sessions Judge, Hyderabad.

Mr. E. Raymond
, Public Prosecutor for

Sind, for the Crown.
Mr. Lalchand Hassomal

,
for the Accused.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal by the
l^ooal Government against an order of acquit-

tal under motions 147 and 448, Indian PenalCode, in respect of aoonsed Nos. 2 (Ramlo), 3

?
rG
^' u)and 7 (Pitho) passed bythe Additional Sessions Judge of Hyderabad

in an appea! against their convictionsunder those seotions by the Sub-Divisional
Magistrate, Mirp.r Kb„. Noli.., b“

‘

not yet been served on Gaju and Pithoand the appeal has, therefore, been heardonly in respeot of the other two.

PitTio-c T

all
!
ged are ^ follows:—

Pitho s wife Jivat was said to have been

Pi hn
6d
filT

y ^ ‘7° m8n against wll0|uPitho filed a complaint under seotion 4 9S,Indian Penal Code, in the Court of the

mh% T ag
fo

r

,

a
i
6

' Jamesa bad. On the11th September 1916, there was a hearing
of that case at which Jivat was presen?having been called as a witness. Afterher examination she applied to the Court
1 1 1 ground that
the oompla.nant and his party were going
to take her away by force. The Magistrate
wrote a letter to the Sub-Inspector asking
him to see that no foroe was used to herand ordered a Police constable by nameMahomed Parial to escort her to the Sub-
1 nspeotor or wherever she wanted to go
In accordance with h er desire he went
with her to the hou^e of a P \y O
Overseer Allah bux, where the then accused’s
Counsel, M.rzi Farukhbeg, had put up. He
refused to keep her with him as he feared

'

serious oonsequenoe.s, seeing a crowd nf
Kolhis, to which community the present
accused belong, had collected and assumed
a threatening attitude. The Policeman
however, asked M..z* to let her remain
in tne house until lie got more Police
from the Tbana to assist him and Mirza
assented to this. As soon as the Policeman
lefC a large number of Kolhis (among
whom the acoused are said to have been)
rushed into the bouse. Jivat thereupon ran
into an inner apartment and closed its door
from inside. The Kolhi offenders, however
broke it open and foroibly removed her
with them. Some of them were armed
with hatohets, some with lathis and some
with stioks. The acoused Ramlo and
Nanji with li others were accordingly
chargpd with rioting under seotion 147
Indian Penal Code, and house trespass under
section 448, Indian Penal Code.
The Additional Sessions Judge did not
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upset the conviction on the only grounds

specified in the memorandum of appeal to

him, viz., that the identity of the appellants

was not satisfactorily established and that

it was proved that they were elsewhere

at the time: but did so on the ground

that J 'it ho had the right to compel his

wife to aocompany him even though it

was against her will and that he was

justified in calling upon his associates to

help him in removing the woman from

what he calls the “wrongful custody” of

Mirza and Allahbux. He gives no authority

for th is view and is clearly wrong. Mr.

Lalohand who represented Ramlo and

Nanji admitted he could not support it,

at any rate as regards the offence under

section 147, Indian Penal Code.

The general English Law is that though

it is the duty of a wife to reside and

cohabit with her husband, yet the husband

is not entitled if his wife refuses to live

with him, even without any reasonable

cause, to restrain her by force or to keep

her in confinement. Halsbury’s Laws of

England, Volume XVI, page 318, Article 627.

This was established by the case of Reg. v.

Jackson (j), overruling a supposition to

the contrary which previously existed

and which has probably led to the Additional

Sessions Judge’s decision. The law in India

is dearly the same. Sections 339, 340
and 350, Indian Penal Code, mnke no ex-

ception in favour of force or restraint by

a husband to his wife suoh as is provid-

ed for in the case of rape (seotion 375) ;

and the only possible exception applicable is

seotion 79, Indian Penal Code. To fall under
this, it would have to be shown that a husband
is, under Hindu or Muhammadan Law, justi-

fied in using force or restraint to compel
his wife to live with him inspite of the

general English Law and the provisions of

the Penal Code already mentioned. This
point is discussed in Wilson’s Digest of

Anglo Muhammadan Law, Edition 1895,
pages 48— 50, and 2nd Edition, page 1 51, and
his conclusion is against any suoh exception in

favour of a Muhammadan husband. In the pre-

sjnto: se the husband is a Hindu and no great
er protection from the ordinary criminal
law can be claimed for him. No doubt,

(l) (1801) i q. B 071 ; 00 r, j. q. u. 3.iG; G4 Ij T
070; 39 W. K. 407; 55 J. P. 210.

as ruled in Tekait Mon Mohini ' Jemadai V*

Basanta Kumar Singh (2), Hindu Law (as

does English Law) imposes on a wife ths

duty of residing with her husband wherever

he may choose to reside ;
but there is

certainly no authority for the proposition

that he can enforoe his right to -demand

that his wife shall live with him by

violence instead of by resort to a civil

Court for restitution of conjugal rights.

As regards the offenoe under seotion 44S,

Indian Penal Code, Mr. Lalohand submitted

that the primary intent of the trespassers was

not to intimidate, insult or annoy any

person in possession of the property but

to carry away the woman. Her forcible

removal was, however, an offence and the

trespass was, therefore, done with intent to^

oommit an offenoe and so falls under the

definition of criminal trespass. In the

oases Queen-E mpress v. Rayapadayac>ii

(3) and Gaya Bhar v. Emperor (4), which

are relied on by the Additional Sessions

Judge, the intent was to do an act which

was not an offence (viz,, sexual intercourse

with an adult unmarried woman) and these

consequently have no application to the

present case.

The main faots alleged which have been

recapitulated above are clearly proved by

the evidence in the case and have not been"

questioned by Mr. Lalohand or by the

Additional Sessions Judge in his judgment.

The only remaining question is, whether

it is proved that Karnlo and Nanji were

among the persons who entered the house

and took part in the forcible removal of

Jivat.

Against them is the evidenoe of Jivat,

who was in the best position to identify

her assailants as the affair happened about

sunset. She states that they and two

others named by her broke open the door

of the room in which she was and took

her out. She further says that Ramlo had

a knife in his hand. We are asked to

discredit her testimony on two ground#.

The first is that according to the reoord

of her statement to the Police she said

that all the Kolhis entered the room,

(2) 28 C. 751; 5 C. W. N. 073.

(3) 19 M. 240; 1 Weir 537; 0 hub Dec. (n.s.)

872 .

(4) 85 I ml. Cas. 979; 38 A- 517; 14 A. L. J. 719; 17

Cr. L. J. 419.
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Jivat as to this explains that what she
really said was that all the Kolhis entered
the house and that she did not say that
all entered the room, but only some came
the¥e. This is certainly more probable for,

as the number of Kolhis who entered the
house is alleged to have been 40 or 50,
it would be almost a physical impossibility
for all of them to enter the room withoat
impeding the ones who took an active
part in the removal of the woman. Having
regard to the informal way in which
Police statements are recorded it i 9 not
unlikely that a mistake was made of the
kind alleged by Jivat, and this cannot be
taken as a discrepancy which really discre-

dits her subsequent testimony. Secondly ,

reliance is placed on the defence evidence
of the Honourable Mr. Bhurgri and Mr.
Nur Mahomed as to the alleged statement of

Jivat to them. The former states that she
said that ‘Pitho and 2 others whose narmes
she did not know had carried her away
from a house”, while the latter deposes
that she said Pitho bad taken her away
and there were two other Kolhis -aith him
whom she did not name. But Mr. Bhur
gri’s statement that she said she could

not name the two others is not supported
by Mr. Nur Mahomed and it is very
unlikely that she would not know the

Kolhis in question. She might have said

that Pitho had taken her away because

she knew it was done at his instigation
;

and as to the number who took her from
the room it is only a reduction by one
of the number stated at the trial. Thus
even accepting the evidence of the Honourable
Mr. Bhurgri and Mr. Nur Mahomed the

woman is not seriously discredited, and
the discrepancy in their evidenoe is suffi-

cient to throw doubt on the aoouraoy of

their memories.
Jivat’s testimony is corroborated by

Alladito, who says he saw Nanji and three

other men carrying away Jivat and by

Mirza and Allahbux, who both name Ramlo
as known to them previously and having

been among the Kolhis who entered the

house. No substantial reason for discredit-

ing them on this point has, in our opinion,

been advanced by Mr. Lalchand. They
appear to be disinterested witnesses who have

given their evidence without any bias either

against accused or in favour of thePolioe case.

In addition there is the testimony of a large
number of prosecution witnesses who merely
said they identified all the accused as pre-
sent without naming any particular ones.
This evidence is not so trustworthy and
has not been much relied on by the Public
Prosecutor.

According to Jivat whose evidence on
the point is not oontradioted, Ramlo is a
brother-in law and Nanji a cousin of
Pitho. Nanji is also Patel of the Kolhis
and Ramlo is the Karadar of the Honourable
Mr. Bhurgri. It is, therefore, not unlikely
ti at they would assist Pitho and take a
leading part in this organised attempt of
the Kolhis there to get forcible possession
of Jivat’s person.

No identification test was held by the
Police, but as remarked in Punhu v. Em-
peror (5) the weight to be attaohed to the
identification of an accused by any particular
witness generally depends more on the
opportunities he had to observe him and
on his general credibility than on the
evidence that be actually pioked out the
accused from a number of other men.
In this oase we think Jivat’s identification

of Ramlo and Nanji corroborated by the
other evidence mentioned is amply sufficient

to prove that they took part in the riot-

ing and house trespass oharged against
them.

We, therefore, reverse the acquittal and
conviot them under sections 147 and 448,
Indian Penal Code. The two accused took
a leading part in an organised criminal
act of defiance to the authorities which
calls for a deterrent punishment. We
restore the concurrent sentences of six

months’ rigorous imprisonment passed on
them by the First Class Magistrate.

Order of acquittal reversed.

Order reversed.

(5) 27 Jnd. Cas 905; 6 S. L. R. 203; 16 Cr. L J. 233.
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RAGHUNATH V. EMPEROR.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 236 of 1918.

May 23, 1918.

Present— Jnstioe Sir P. C. Banerji, Kt.

RAGHUNATH and others—Accused

—

Applicants

versus

EMPEROR

—

Opposite Partt.
Public Gombling Act (III o/1867_), as amended by Act

I of 1917, ss. 3, 4

—

Keeping common gambling house—
Being found in gaming house— Proof—Presumption.

In order to sustain the conviction of an accused
person for keeping a common gambling house it is

necessary for the prosecution not only to prove
that the accused owned the house, or was the oc-

cupier of it, and that instruments of gambling were
kept or used in it, but that they were kept or

used for the profit of the accused. In the absence
of evidence to show that profit or gain was actually

made, a conviction cannot be maintained upon
mere suspicion [p. 810, col. 2.]

Where it is not established that a particular

house is a common gaming house, the presence of

the accused in that houso can raiso no presump-
tion against them, and even if the house is a
common gaming house, no presumption will arise

against them unless it can be shown that gambling
was going on at the time when thoy were present,

[p. 810, col. 2; p. 811, col. 1.]

Criminal revision from an order of the

First Class Magistrate, Meerut.
Mr. Nihal Chand

, for the Applicants.

Mr. R. Malcomson (Assistant Govern-
ment Advooate), for the Crown.
JUDGMENT.—The applioants have

been convicted under the Gambling Act
III of 1867, as amended by Act I of

1917. Raghunath has been convicted under
seotion 3, the others under seotion 4 of the Act.
The case against these persons was that they
were carrying on wagering or betting on sottas

relating to the sale of opium. Raghunath was
charged with keeping a common gambling
house. Under Aot I of 1917 wager-
ing or betting has been included in the
definition of “ game, ” and any artiole used
as a means or appurtenance of or for the
purpose of carrying on or facilitating gaming
is inoluded in the expression “ instrument
of gaming. ” What happened was this.

The Police raided the shop of Raghunath
where he deals in cloth. They found the
other accused (and some others) assembled
there, sitting round a lighted lamp and some
writirg was being done by one of the persons
assembled. The Police seized a number of
papers whioh were found in that room. They
also found money in a box of Raghunath and
Joose silver pieces and money in the possession

of the other accused. It was stated that the

papers whioh were discovered were papers used

for the purpose of betting and were, there*

foie, instruments of gambling. What th$

papers really were it is difficult to say.

They contained writings whioh were in

cypher. Odo witness, namely, Kundan Lai

(proseoution witness No. 6), attempted to

explain what some of the papers meant.

If his statement is oorreot the papers

show that they related to betting. The

paper whioh wa9 being written at the time

the Polioe raided the house of Raghunath

has not been produced or proved. I have

considered the evidence and have heard

the arguments addressed to me on behalf

of the acoused and the Crown. It is very

difficult to say whether the papers found

did in fact relate to wagering or betting.

With the exception of one paper the others

did not show that this betting, if any,

was going on after the passing of Aot

I of 1917, whioh made betting an

offenoe under the head of gambling.

Having regard, however, to the nature of

the papers, it may be assumed that they

related to gambling In order, however, to

sustain the oonviotion of Raghunath for

keeping a common gambling house it was

neoessary for the proseoution to prove not

only that he owned the house, or was the

occupier of it, and that instiuments of

gambling were kept or used in if, but

that they were kept or used for the pro-

fit or gain of Raghunath. There is not a

partiole of evidence to show that he made

any profit or gain out of the transaotioDS

whioh might have taken plaoe in hjg house.

It is possible that he made some profit,

but in the absence of evidence to show

that profit or gain was made he oould not

be convicted merely upon suspicion. There*

fore, in my opinion, his oonviotion for keep-

ing a common gaming house as defined

in Act I of 1917 cannot be sustained.

As regards the other accused there is no

evidence whatever that they were engaged

in betting or wagering when the Polioe

raided the house. As it has not been established

that the house was a common gaming

house, their presence in that bouse oan

raise no presumption against tbem and

even if the house was a oomraon gaming

house, no presumption will arise against

them unless it can be shown that gambling
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was goiDg on at the time when they
were present. As to this there is no evi-
denoe whatever. It is probable, as 1 have
said above, that gambling (that is betting or
wagering) used to be carried on in Raghu-
nath’s house; but that alone would not
justify his conviction or the conviction of the
other accused, in the absence of evidence show-
ingthat his house was a common gaming house
within the definition of that expression in
the Act and that the other accused gambled
in that house.- Under these oiroumstances
the conviction must be set aside. I allow
the application, set aside the conviction
of the accused and the sentence passed
on them and direot that the fines, if paid,
be refunded. 1 also direot that the
moneys seized in the house be returned
to the persons from whose possession they
were seized.

Application allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Reference No. 26 of 1917 and

Appeal No. 722 of 1917.
January 14, 1918.

Present:— Justice Sir Charles Chitty, Kt.,
and Mr. Justioe Smither.
EMPEROR—Prose cl tor

versus

KABILI KAI ONI— .Accused.
Confession

,
retracted, value of- Ill-treatment by

Police, allegation of- Bio den of proof—Trial by Jury-
Functions oj Jury in appraising value of conjession.
Ihe question of the relevancy and admissibility of

a confession is for the Judge to decide. When he has
decided that it is lelevant and it has been laid befoie
the Jury, it is for them to appiaise its value as evi-
dence and one test which they will hate to apply is

whether it appears to them to have been fieel> and
voluntarily made. [_p. 611, col. 2.]
An accused person who at his trial retracts his con-

fession recorded by the Magistrate, alleging that it
was the outcome of ill-treatment and inducement by
the Police, should prove his allegations, [p. 81 J, col. 2.]

Reference made by the Sessions Jndge,
Assam Valley District, dated the 6th
Deoember 1917.
Babu atindra Mohan Chowdhuri and (Hogan

Chand Boral
, lor the Accused. ,

Mr. Orr
, for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.—The accused Kabili Katoni
has been found guilty by the unanimous
verdict of the Jury of the murder of one
Mangal Singh and has been sentenced to

death by the Sessions Judge of the Assam
Valley Distriot. The case has come before
us under section 374 of the Criminal Pro.
cedure Code, and there is also an appeal by
the acoused to this Court.

It was argued that there had been such a
misdirection by the learned Sessions Judge
as vitiated the verdict of the Jury and that
the acoused was entitled to a new trial. The
passage relied upon was that where the
learned Judge was dealing with the burden
which lay upon either side to prove such
facts as they asserted. “ In this oase” (he
said) it is for Kabili to satisfy the Jury
that he was ill treated by the Police or
that inducements were offered.” On 12th
September 1917, Kabili had made a detailed
confession before a Magistrate. To that
confession he adhered, with some slight
differences and additions, before the Commit-
ting Magistrate on 27th September. On 5th
December 1917, before the Court of Sessions
he retraoted his confession. He said that after
his arrest the Police tied his bands behind him
arid kept him in confinement; they ill-treated
him in various ways and pressed him to
tell everything and make a confession; as
the Police ill-treated him be repeated the
story they told him. Further, he said that
he was brought to the Magistrate by two
oon&tables, who told him that he would
be i eleased if be told the Magistrate every-
thing they instructed him to say; that he
confessed to the Magistrate through fear of
the Police; and that his statement to the
Magistrate was false. Now the question of
the relevance and admissibility of the eon-
fessicn is for the Judge to decide; when
be has decided that it is relevant, and it
has teen laid before the Jury, it ]s for
them to appraise its value as evidence, and
one test which they will have to appjy j8
whether it appears to them to have been
freely aL d voluntarily made. Speaking
generally, the burden of proving any fao fc

which he asserts is upon the accused. In
this oase, if he alleged ill-treatment* by
the Police or any inducement by them to
him to confess he should have done some-
thing to. prove it. Here the prosecution
tendered the confession and examined the
Magistrate recording it to show that it was
voluntarily made. Not a question was asked
of the Magistrate in oross- examination to
suggest the contrary, nor was a question
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asked of Hie Sub-Inspector who had had

charge of the cas6 throughout to suggest

that there had been any improper conduot on

the part of the Police by way of either ill-

treatment or inducement. Fifteen days after

the confession the accused adhered to it

before the Committing Magistrate. It was

not until the trial in the Court of Session

that- the accused withdrew his previous

statements. It cannot be said that the

direction of the learned Judge was erroneous,

still less that it vitiated the verdict. The

charge must be read as a whole, and later

on the learned Judge was careful to im-

press upon the Jury that it was only if

they found the statement to have been volun-

tarily made that they could take it into

account as evidence. He left it to the

Jury to decide whether in the circumstances

the oonfession should be regarded ns genuine

or not. There seems to be no force in the

contention that the Jury were misdireoted

by the Judge.

Turning to the facts, which we are en-

titled, and indeed bound, to oonsider under

Chapter XXVII, Criminal Procedure Code,

they are veiy simple and it is unnecessary to

recapitulate them, as they are set out clearly

and succinotly in the charge to the Jury.

The story told by Nepali Lalung clearly

implicates Kahili, Rabiiam and himself in

the murder of Mangal Singh, The question

is whether it cm be accepted as the true

version of the matter. Nepali was on his

own showing an accomplice and was tendered

and accepted a pardon under section 337,

Crimii al Procedure Code. It was essential

that his evidenco should ho corroborated in

material particulars. The Jury evidently

were of opinion that it was, and also the

Judge, as he accepted the Jury’s verdict.

We see no reason to differ. In the first

place we have the confession of the accused

Kahili which appears to have been freely

and voluntarily made. It differs from
Nepali’s story in some important particulars.

Nepali describes Rabiram the brother of

Kabili as being present and taking a lead-

ing part in the murder. Kahili’s oonfession

makes no mention of Rabiram, but this was,

no doubt, from a desire on his part to screen

his brother. Rabiram was also put upon
his trial hut was acquitted by the Jury,

presumably because there was nothing

against him but Nepali’s statement. Then

Nepali states that MaDgal and Kabili went
away in Dasibar’s boat and that he fol-

lowed in another boat and joined them
afterwards; while Kabili says that Mangal
and Nepali were in Dasibar’s boat, and that

he joined them afterwards. Dasibar corro-

borates Nepali. The motive for the orime
spoken to by Nepali is corroborated both by
Kabili’s confession and by the evidence of

Namala, the wife of Sat Singh, with whom
Mangal is said to have had an intrigue.

Kabili adds on this point that both Mangal
and he used to visit Namala. It would
appear at - first sight that Nepali’s story was
improbable, inasmuoh as he poses as a

dose friend of Mangal Singh. Why then
should he for a paltry sum of R9. 20, whioh
does not appear to have been paid, join

with Kabili and Rabiram in murdering
Mangal Singh deliberately and in cold blood?

It may be that Nepali has not told tho whole
truth on the question of motive. Something
of that kind i9 indicated by Kabili, when
in his oonfession he stated that Mangal
Singh and Nepali Lalung also had quarrels

between them. But Nepali has never sought

to exculpate himself with regard to the

share whioh he took in the actual murder.
After giving the case our best consideration,

we find it to be a true oa9e against Kabili

Katoni. There appear to be no mitigating

circumstances, whioh would justify the

infliction of the lesser sentence. The mur-
der was most cruel and deliberate. We
accordingly dismiss the appeal and confirm

the sentence of death.

Appeal dismissed.

MADRAS HIGH COURT,
Criminal Revision Cask No. 56 of 1918.

Criminal Revision Petition No. 43

of lylS,

July 17, 191S.
Present:—Mr. Justice Sadasiva Aiy^r and

Mr. Justice Napier.

KUTTI CHAMI MOOTHAN and others

—Accused— Petitioners

versus

RAMA PATTAR—Complainant
W VQPDV n F VT

P'nnl C'o.tc (Act XU of I860), s. 295—'ZV/JI*',
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meaning of—Entry of members oj Moothan caste into
precincts of temple open to non.Brahmins— Offence.

.

lh
f
word ‘defile’ in section 295, Indian Penal Code

is not confined to tlie idea of making dirty but is also
extended to ceremonial pollution, which however
niust be proved.
Where the accused, who belonged to the Moolhan

caste in Malabar and claimed the status of Vaisyas,
entered into the Nallambalam of a temple which
was open to non- Brahmins:

Held, that their act did not amount to ‘defiling’
tlm temple within the meaning of section 295, Indian
Penal Code,

Petition under sections 435 and 439 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, pray-
ing the High Court to revise the judg.
ment of the Court of the Sub-Divisional
Magistrate of Palghat Division, in Criminal
Appeal No. 113 of 1917, confirming the
conviction and sentence passed on the
accused in Calendar Case No. 203 of 1917,
on the file of the Court of the 2nd Class
Magistrate of Alathoor.

Napier, J.—1 agree. I accept the con*
tention that the word defile* cannot be
confined to the idea of making dirty but
must also be extended to ceremonial pollu*
tion, but it is certainly necessary to prove
po lution. The caste of the accused is not
one of the polluting castes, vide Malabar
Gazetteer, page 117. Neither is the act
alleged, one confined by right to Brahmins
as was the case in SivaJcoti Swami (1)
where a goldsmith touohed the idol It is

simply presence in that part of a temple which
is open to non-Biahmins but is alleged
not io be open to the caste of the accused.
In my opinion this is not ‘defiling’ within
the meaning of section 295 of the Indian
Penal Code.

M. C. P.

(1)1 Weir 2-53.

Conviction quashed.

" Mr* K% Laksmana Ran, for Mr. Dorai
swamy Ayyar, for the Petitioners.

K* P. Kesava Menon
,

for the Re-
spondent.

The Public Prosecutor, for the Crown.

ORDER.
Sadasiva Aiyar, J.—-The accused belong

to the Moothan” oaste, which is one of
the divisions of the Sudra caste. There
is nothing to show that their caste status
is. less -high than that of IV airs and on
the other band while most Nairs are con-
tent to call themselves Sudras, Moothans
have been trying to claim the status of
Vaisyas as following the profession of trade;
their women are called Chettiohiyars and
some of them have adopted the Vaisya
surname “Gupta”.
The prosecution theory that while a

NaiPs entry into the Nallambalam of the
temple does not pollute the temple or
the idols in it, the entry of a Moothan
does so is prima facie improbable and I
may say it almost amounts to an absurdity.
The contention that the particular custom

in this temple is to make such entry an
act of pollution, is sought to be proved
by th9 evidence of Brahmin and Nair
witnesses who gave no reason for their
extraordinary opinion, which is clearly of
very little worth

I would set aside the conviction and
sentences and order the fines to be re-

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
' Criminal Rsvision Case No. 524 of 1918

July 17, 191*.

Present :—Mr. Justice Richardson and
Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

JALALUDDIN PESHAWARI

—

Petitioner
versus

- EMPEROR—Opposiie Party.
Bengal Excise Act (V B. C. of 1909J, ss. 40, 83 (a)

— Offence under s. 4(5—Complaint by Police Officer
below rank of officer. in-charyc of Police Station, legality

of—Magistrate
,
jurisdiction of, to take cognizance of

offence—Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of lb 98^1 ss
530 (p>, 537.

Ou the report of a Junior Sub-Inspector of Police
below the rank of an olficer-in-charge of a Police
Station, a Magistrate took cognizance of a case under
section 4'i of the Bengal Excise Act and convicted
the offender:

Held, tl) that the Magistrate’s proceedings were
void under clause ( p) of section 530, Criminal Pro-
cedure Code, inasmuch as he was debarred by
section 83 a) of the Bengal Excise Act from taking
cognizance of the ease on such a report or complaint;
[p. 815, col. 1.]

(2) that the-defect in the proceedings was not a
mere irregularity to which section 537, Criminal Pro-
cedure Code, applied, as that section presupposed a
trial by a Court of competent jurisdiction. [p. 815,
col. 1.]

Rule against the order of the Chief
Presidency Magistrate, Calcutta.-

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. Langford James (with him Babas

Manoj Mohan Bose
,
Manmuhan Bose and J. M,

Mitlra), for the Petitioner.—This is a Rale
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to show cause why the conviction and sen-

tence of the petitioner under section 46

of the Bengal Excise Act of 1909 should

not be set aside. The provisions of section

83 of the Bengal Excise Act not having
been complied with, the whole proceeding is

invalid. Mr. R. K. Mukerjee, on who?e
complaint the accused was sent for trial,

was not an officer authorised or empowered
to send up the aooused for trial. The
defect is not one whioh oau be oared by
seotion 537 cf the Criminal Procedure Code,

because the trial must bs held by a Oo.irt

of competent jurisdiction. Here everything
was done without jurisdiction and so the

conviction cannot stand. Raters to section

530 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

Mr, Orr
, Deputy Legal Remembrancer,

for the Crown, submitted that in the

Presidency town, oases were generally sent

to the Magistrate by the order of the

Assistant Commissioner of Police or Deputy
Commissioner of Police, and in this case

the aooused was sent for trial by the order
of the Deputy Commissioner of Police, and
Mr. R. K. Mukerjee was the formal com-
plainant.

[Mr. Langford James : —Mr. R. K. Mukerjee
had no authority to institute the com-
plaint.]

He was a Sub-Inspector not below the
rank of an officer-in oharge of the Thana.
Refers to seotion 4 of the Code of Crimi-
nal Procedure in whioh the expression
offioer-in-chargeof a Police Station” has been

defined. Refers also to section 19 of the
General Clauses Act (X of 189/). Refers
also to rule 18 of the Excise Manual,
Volume II, page 249. Even assuming that
there had been any defect in the procedure
that was cured by seotion 537 of the Crimi-
nal Procedure Code.

Mr. Langford James
, briefly replied.

JUDGMENT.—This Rule was issued on
the Chief Presidency Magistrate of Calcutta
to show cause why the conviction of the
petitioner and the sentence passed upon him
should not be 86t aside on the ground
specified as ground (c) in the petition.
Ground (c) is in these terms: “For that
the whole trial was irregular and invalid
inasmuch as the junior officer Mr. R. K.
Mukerjee was not legally competent to
send up this case to the Magistrate”. The
petitioner, it appears, has been convicted

and sentenced under seotion 46 of the

Bengal Excise Aot, 1909. Clause (a) of

seotion 83 of the Aot lays down that no

Magistrate shall take cognizance of an

offence referred to in seotion 46 except on

his own knowledge or suspicion, or on the

complaint or report of an Excise Officer

or an officer empowered in this behalf by

the Local Government. Now, the only com-

plaint or report whioh we can find in this

case is the document marked Exhibit A,

The heading is '‘Report of serious case of

seotion E Town on the 10th day of April

1918”. The doouraent purports to be

signed by R. K. Mukerjee. In the first

column the name of Sub-Inspector R, K.

Mukerjee appears again as the name of

the complainant^ It may be that Sab-

Inspector R. K. Mukerjee had been autho-

rised by one of his superior officers to

make this complaint or report, bat we oan

see no reason for saying that the oase was

not instituted by the report or complaint

made by him or that the Magistrate did

not take cognizance of the oase on that

report or complaint. The Sab Inspector is

not an Excise* Offioer and the question

therefore is whether ^he was an offioer

empowered in this behalf by the Looal

Government” within the meaning of seotion

83 (a). Turning to Chapter X of Volume

11 of the Excise Manual we find a number

of rules or instructions issued by the

Board of Revenue. Rule 18 refers to

section S3 (a) and states that the officers

empowered by the Local Government are

Police Officers not below the rank of officers-

in-oharge of a Police Station. The rule

quotes a Government notification whioh was

not plaoed before us, and there is no reason

for supposing that the effect of the noti-

fication is not accurately reproduced. There

is no definition of “offioer-iu-oharge of a

Police Station” in the Excise Aot but the

term is defined in the Criminal Procedure

Code [section 4 (/i)]. In the present case in

our opinion Sub-Inspector R. K. Mukerjee

was an offioer below the rank of an officer-

in-oharge of a Police Station. He was a Sub-

Inspector attached to the Jorasanko Police

Station, but at all material times he appears

to have been subordinate to Sub-Inspector

Masud Hussein who was the oflner-inoharge

of the Station. The mere faot that both

officers were Sub Inspectors is not sufficient.
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Mr. Orr, appearing for the Crown, has urged
that this objection to the trial was nob
taken in the Court b9low until the evi-
dence had all been recorded. But it was
taken at that stage and it was open to the
Magistrate then to take additional evidence,
if there was any doubt as to a question of
fact on which his jurisdiction depended.
He did not take that step. Apparently he
had no doubt as to the facts and no sug-
gestion seems to have been made that the
facts were not as we have* stated them.
He seems to have thought that he had no
power to quash the whole proceedings. He
had power, however, if it was shown to him
that the proceedings hid not been legally
instituted and that he had no jurisdiction
fro hear the case, to acquit the accused on
that ground. The defect was not a mere
irregularity to whioh section 537 of the
Criminal Procedure Code applies. Apart
from anything else, that section presupposes
a trial, by a Court of competent juris-
diotion. Here the Magistrate’s proceed-
ings are void under clause (p) of section 530.
He had tried an offender whom he was not
empowered to try. In the circumstances
he was debarred by the Act from taking
cognizance of the oase.

-
.

We may mention that this is the second
time within \ a few days in which the
authority of a Police Officer to make a com-
plaint or report under section 83 (a) of the
Bengal Excise Act has been brought in

question before ns, and we are of opinion
that in such cases the complaint or report
should show on its face that it is made by
some officer who has the requisite authority.

The result is that this Rule is made ab-
solute and the conviction and sentence are
set aside on the ground that the Magistrate’s
proceedings are void. The petitioner will be
discharged from his bail-bond.

Rule made absolute.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 110 op 1918.

May 22, 1918.
' Present :—Justice Sir P, C. Binerji, Kt.
SHEO SAMPAT PANDE —Applicant

versus

EMPEROR

—

Opposite Party.
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898,1, as. 4,

Ido m-Pe, ,at Code (Act XLV oj I860;, ss. J93, 210
Complaint what is—Sanction to prosecute—

legaUtyof
°''' W ‘t,WUt sanction or complaint,

Accused, who held a decree against the com.plainant recovered m execution of the decree a sumarger than was due thereunder. The complainant

t
.

aPPI,0d ‘° Court for sanction toprosecute the accused. No sanction was granted,
01 ^ as any action taken under section 476 of the

Se
m
rn,wr n°

Ce re C0de ‘ The P^ding officer ofthe Court, how-ever, addressed to the Magistrate ofthe district a letter in which he stated all the factsand concluded by soliciting orders in the case. TheSub-Divisional Ofhccr through whom the letter was
1“s

.

tead
.

°f sending it on to the District
Magistrate himself ordered the prosecution of the“d$ of

1

the Petrel ^
Held, (1) that the letter addressed to the District

Magistrate did not amount to a complaint within

Code”
ea

"p
m
fI? ref 2.J

476 °f the Cr,miBal Pr°Cedure

(2) that no sanction having been granted undersection 19.1 of the Criminal Procedure Code andthero being no complaint under section 476 of the

n£,.
the

[p:8.
l

6?col
O

20
iOtiOn of the accused —

Criminal revision from an order of the
Sessions Judge of Gorakhpur.

Mr. Peary Lai Banerjee (with him Mr. N

.

P. Upadhyaya)
, for the Applicant.

Mr. R. Malcomson (Assistant Government
Advocate), for the Crown.
JUDGMENT.—The applicant Sheo Sam-

pat, who is an old man of seventy, has
been convicted under seotions 193 and
210 of the Indian Penal Code under
the following circumstances. Sheo Sampat
brought a suit in the Revenue Court
against one Barbu for arrears of rent. He
claimed Rs. 16-11-0 as principal and interest;
an ex parte deoree was passed in his favour
on the 29fch of September 1916 for Rs. 9 . 4.0
and Rs. 2-5-0 costs, total Rs. 11 9 . 0 .* The
judgment-debtor, Barbu, made an application
to have the ex parte deoree set aside. This
application was granted. The oa-e was
re-beard and on the 24th of May 1917 a
decree was made for Rs. 8-3-0 whioh includ-
ed costs. On the 19th of May 1917, Sheo
Sampat filed an application for execution
of the deoree. In that application the
date of the deoree was erroneously mention-
ed as the ,20fch of June 1917 and the amount
claimed was put down as Rs. 16-11. 0. He
took out attachment of some property of
the judgment-debtor. Meanwhile the judg-
ment-debtor deposited the full amount of
the deoree. In pursuance of the order of
attachment of the property of the judgment-
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debtor some bullocks were attached by the

Amin. The judgment debtor paid the Amin
Rs. 17 5 (3 which was the amount mentioned

in the warrant of attachment, and this

amount was received by Sheo Sampat who

granted to the judgment debtor a receipt

in full for the aforesaid sum of Rs. 17-5-h*.

Subsequently he filed an application in the

Court which was executing the decree,

stating that he had made a mistake and

that the amount due to him was only

Rs 8 3 0 and no more. Three days before

the date of that application the judgment-

debtor had applied to the Court to sanction

the prosecution of Sheo Sampat. No sanction

was granted. The Assistant Collector of

the second olasa
,
who was the Tahsildar

in whose Court the execution proceedings

were held, did not take action under section

476 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, but

on the 6th of October 1917 he addressed

to the Magistrate of the district „ a letter in

which he stated all the facts and conolud

ed by soliciting orders in the case This

letter was intended to be submitted to

the District Magistrate through the

Sub Divisional Officer, Mr. Gurney.

Mr. Gurney instead of sending the

application to the District Magistrate him*

self ordered the proseoution of Sheo Sampat

and issued process against him. He himself

tried the case and convicted heo Sampat
and sentenced him to two years’ rigorous

imprisonment and a fine. This conviction

was upheld by the lower Appellate Court.

The first contention in revision is that

the trial was without sanction and was,

therefore, ill* gal. The offences of which the

applicant Sheo Sampat has been convicted

are offences referred to in section 195 of

the Code of Criminal Procedure. Therefore

it was absolutely necessary cither that

sanction for the prosecution was granted or

that a complaint was made by the officer

before whom the offence was committed,

or some officer to whom lie was
subordinate. As I have already stated, no

sanction was granted and as no proceedings

were taken under section 47c it cannot be

said that a complaint was made under

that section. There remains, therefore,

the question whether the letter of the 6th

of October 1917, addressed to the Magistrate

of the district, amounted to a complaint

within tho moaning of that expro3sion as

defined in the Code of Criminal Procedure.

I fir d it very difficult to hold that it was

a complaint. All that the Tahsildar did was

to state the facts of the case. He did not

ask that any action should be taken by

the Magistrate, nor did be intend that the

Magistrate should prooeed according to law

against Sheo Sampat. The only thing stated

in the letter after stating the facts was
4,

I beg to solioit orders.” From this it may

be inferred that be asked the Magistrate

of the district, who also happened to be

the Collector to whom the Tahsildar was

subordinate, to instruct him as to what

action he should take in the matter. It

would be stretching the meaning of the

expression ‘'complaint” to hold that the

Tahsildar by writing this letter made a com-

plaint and intended the letter to be treated

as a complaint against Sheo Sampat with a

view to the Magistrate taking action. If

that had been the intention, be would not

have solicited orders which apparently

meant orders to him to take some

action in the matter. Under these oiroum*

stances I am uDable to agree with the

learned Sessions Judge that there was a

complaint by the Tahsildar in this oase,

aud that consequently the Magistrate who

tried the ease should take oognizanoe of it.

In my opinion, as there was no complaint,

the trial was illegal and the conviction must

be set aside

I have also considered the merits of the

case. I am unable to hold that the aooused

Sheo Sampat intentionally made a false

statement in his application for execution.

The statement contained in that application

was no doubt false but I am not satisfied

that he knew that the statement was fahe,

or believed that it was untrue, and that

li8 made the untrue statement iutentionally.

In this view the conviction of Sheo Sampat

cannot bo maintained.

I allow the application, set aside the con-

viction aud sentence and direct that the fin9,

if paid, be refunded. The applicant need not

surrender to his bail. The bail bond ie

discharged.

Order set aside.
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SIND JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Miscellaneous Civil Appeal No. 5 of 1917.
Ootober 16, 1917.

Present: Mr. Pratt, J. C„ and Air. Crouch,
A. J C

Dr. Sheikh MAHOMED YAKUB -Appellant
versus

Musammat R A DH IBAI—Respondent.
Civil Procedure Code (Act J'o/igOS;, (). XXIII, rr.

Vo ,, \

and
,

Mortis Act (VIII of 1890;, ss. 17,W(b)~Vith,lraual of s,nt after decree
,
ohether per-

mutable—Compromise regarding removal oj guardian
duly appointed by Court

,
legality of~Hindu Law—

lather, rights of, as natural guardian, whether affected
by conversion to other religion —Castr Disabilities
Removal Act (XXI of lHr>0)

,
s. 1 .

n V'e PYv
C
r

e
r

d
r

,U’e
,°

f "’ifchd™'val from a siiit underOlder XXIIJ, rule 1 ,
of the Civil Procedure Code

applies only to pending suits, before a decree has
beer. made. [p. 817, col. 2.]

i
j /i ,

» ,

guardianship dulv made under
the Guardians and Wards Act, and on which an order
appointing a guardian has been duly made, cannot
be withdrawn under Order XXIII, rule 1, Civil Pro-
cedure Code, by the applicant during- the course of
an appeal filed by the opponent, in spite of both the
appellant and the respondent being consenting
parties to the withdrawal, [p. 817, col 2

; p. 819, col.
1

J

.Nor can the respondent’s withdrawal be recorded
as a compromise under Order XXIII, rule 3, Civil
Procedure Code, inasmuch as its effect would be to
withdraw from the determination of the Court the
consideration of the welfare of the minor and to
deteat the provisions of sections 49 and 42 of the
Guardians and Wards Act. [p. 818, col. ].]

Section 19 (b) of the Guardians and Wards Act
recognizes the natural right of the father, but as the
section is controlled by section 17 of the Act the
paramount consideration in appointing a guardian is
the welfare of the minor, [p 818, col. 2; p. 819, col. 1.]

lliat portion of the Hindu Law which disqualifies a
father, on account of the loss of caste involved in his
conversion to any other religion, from becoming the
guaidian of his children after his conversion having
been abrogated by Act XXI of 1850, the mere fact of
conversion of a Hindu father to Tslam is not, per se,
sufficient to deprive him of his natural rights of
guardianship over his children, [p. SI 9, col. 1.]

Appeal against the order of the Distriot
Jcdge, Hyderabad.
The Hon’ble Mr. Faial-i- Hussein

,

assisted
by Mr. T. Q. Elphinston, for the Appellant.
Mr. Abdul Rahman Mahomed Yakub

,
for

the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
*>RATr

» J* C.—This is an appeal by Dr.
Wassanmal alias Sheikh Mahomed Yakub
against an order of the Distriot Judge,
Hyderabad, appointing his wife Radhibai
guardian of the persons of four of their
nainor ohildren—two girls aged 13 and 7 and
wo boys aged 4 and 2 years respectively,

52

The appellant, who was a Hyderabad
Arm!, was converted to Islam on the 6th
August 191b and his wife the respondent
thereupon applied to the Distriot Judge
to be appointed guardian of these ohildren.

1 he order under appeal was made on
113 application of the respondent and the

appellant contends that his conversion does
not affect his natural right to be guardian of
his ohildren and that the District Judge
erred on the merits in deciding that he
was not fit to be their guardian.

Subsequent to the order of the Distriot
Judge the respondent Radhibai returned to the
protection of her husband and her Counsel
states that she withdraws her application
to he appointed guardian. It is contended
that we should give effeot to this with-
drawal by setting aside all orders that
have been made on her application.
The procedure provided in the Civil Pro-

oedure Code is applicable, so far as may be to
proceedings under the Guardians and Wards
Act VIII of 1890. But Order XXIII, rule I
(1 ), does not allow a plaintiff who has appeal-
ed to get rid of the decree that has been
made by the simple prooess of withdraw-
ing the suit. The case of Satyabhamabai v.
Ganesh (1) is an authority on the point"
and it was there said that rights actually
vested and created by the decree oannot
be annulled by the plaintiff’s withdrawal
of his own free will and without the
consent of the Court. There have been
conflicting decisions as to whether a
plaintiff-appellant can in appeal withdraw
with leave of the Court under Order A XIII
rule 1 f2), from a suit which has been
dismissed. But we think the correct view is
that taken in Eknath Ronojiv. Ranoji Bnu-aji
(2) that this procedure only applies to pending
suits and before the deoree has been made.
The effeot of these two oases is that with-
drawal with or without leave of the Court
from a suit or of a suit does not enable'
a party in appeal to get rid of the
decree.

No doubt here the parly seeking to
get rid of the order of the lower Court
is the party in whose favour the order has
been made, but that does not affect the
question for the same line of reasoning
applies. A party in whose favour a deoree

(1) 29 B. 13; 6 Bom. L. R. 533.

(2) 10 J ml. Cas. 813; 35 B. 261; 13 Bom. L. R, 237.
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or order is passed oould get it set aside

by adjustment or compromise under Order

XXILI, rule 3. If the respondent’s withdrawal

be regarded as a compromise under which

the appellant is declared guardian, then in

my opinion that would not be a lawful com-

promise and the Court should not record

it. Its effect would be to withdraw from

the determination of the Court the con-

sideration of the welfare of the minors and

it would defeat the provisions of section

40 of the Guardians and Wards Aot, under

which the guardian cannot be discharged

without leave of the Court, and of seotion

42, which empowers the Court in that event

to appoint another guardian.

The appeal must, therefore, be heard and

decided on the merits.

Under section 19 ( b ) the District Judge

oould not appoint the mother guardian un-

less he found that the father was not tit.

The District Judge considers that up to

the date of his conversion the appellant

was fit to be guardian of his children

and has based his order solely on ovents

that ocourred at the time of the conversion.

These events are those deposed to by

Radhibai. On the evening that he embrac-

ed Islam the appellant took his wife and

children out for a drive on the pretext

of giving them an outing, lie took them

to a house where he confined them and

separated the mother from the children.

Then in the morning he brought Radhibai

back to his brother’s house and left her

there and disappeared with the children.

This evidence has been believed by the

District Judge, and we think it more prob-

able than the suggestion that the children

were removed without appellant’s knowledge

by some of the Hindu relations. We have

also no doubt that the appellant withheld

the children from the Court and wilfully

disobeyed orders made from time to time

for their production. The telegrams from

Kashmore in particular show that the

appellant was aware of the whereabouts

of the children.

On these facts the District Judge says

the appellant was guilty of cruelty in

separating the children from their mother,

that he subordinated the children’s interests

to a fanatical zeal for their conversion

and that ho withdrew the o! illren from

the guardianship of the Court.

[1018

These do not appear to me to be suffi-

cient reasons for depriving the father of his

natural rights. If he is condemned for

oruelty in separating the ohildren from

the mother, allowance must be made for

his fear that the mother would separate

the ohildren from him. I -think what

was operating upon his mind was not

fanatioism but fear of the Hindu relations.

The Distriot Judge refers to a dictum

of Bowen, E. J., in the oase of Agar-Ellif,

In re: Agar- Ellis v. Lascellts (3), where with-

drawal of a ward from the jurisdiction of

the Court was instanced as a oase where

the Court would interfere with the rights

of the father. But the learned Judge was

there referring to the partial restriction

on the rights of the father when he is

restrained by the Court from taking a ward

of the Court out of jurisdiction. This is

made dear by the corresponding passage

in the judgment of Cotton, L. J., at page 333

of the same report. The case is one whioh

does not support the Distriot Judge s order,

for it proceeds on the ground that the

Court should not, exoept “ in very extreme

oases,” interfere
“ with the discretion of

the father but should leave to him the

responsibility of exercising the power which

nature has given to him by the birth of the

hild.” „ ,

1 shall not, however, refer to English

ases for two reasons. In the first plaoe, as

ointed out by my brother Crouch in the

aterlooutory jugment in this matter, the dtcta

f English Judges refer to different sooial

onditions. And in the seoond plaoe,Jbe

vhole law is contained in Aot Vlll of

S' 10 which is a consolidating Act. As

aid by Lord Herschell, in Bunk of England

r. Vagliar.o (4): "The purpose of snoh a

Statute surely was that on' any point speoi-

ioally dealt with by it the law should be

.soertained by interpreting the language

ised, instead of, as bsfore, by roaming over a

rast number of authorities in order to

liscover what the law was, extracting it

>y a minute critical examination of the prior

leoisions.”

If wo refer to the Act the law is per-

ectly simple. Seotion 19 (b) reooguues

(3) (1SS3) 21 Ch o. 317; 53 T„ J. Ch. 10, 60 L. T.

(1) tisiu) A. C. 107; 60 L. J. Q B. 1«, bl b.

53; 3) NY. U. 057; 55 J. t\ 070.
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the natural right of the father, but this
‘S eontroHed by section 17 according to
which the paramount consideration is the
welfare of the minor. If a reference is
necessary on this point I would mention
the cases of Skinner v . Drde (5).
In the matter of Saithri (6) and In re Gulhai
and Inlbai (7).

It is suggested that as seotion 17 refers
to what ,s consistent with the law to
which the minor is subject, Hindu child-
ren cannot be subjected to the guardian-
ship of a Muhammadan father. But the
father is guardian under Hindu Law and
that portion of Hindu La* which disquali-
ties the father on account of the loss of oaste
involved in his conversion is abrogated by ActAaI of lb50.

.

Th" s the question whether the appellant
is a fit person to be guardian of his
children must be deoided by considerations
affecting the welfare of the minors. Now
after the District Judge made his order
the mam ground on which Hadhibai’s ap-
plication had been made was removed by
her return to her husband, for the appellant
m now able to provide a home for his
children.

The question of the appellant’s oonduot
at the time of his conversion I have already
dealt with. There remains only the question
of religion.

The mere fact of conversion is not psr
8e a reason for declaring the father unfit,' for
the Courts oannot say that one religion is bet-

. ter than another.

• i*
10 sirl of 13 and perhaps also the

girl of 7 are old enough for Hindu beliefs
and Hindu ritual to have made some
impression on their minds. Their oonver-
sion would be a break in the continuity

-of their spiritual development. Ir. would 1

also have the effect of breaking the ties I

of relationship and affection connected with ?

their Hindu life. But no w that the mother 1

has returned to live with the father a c

breach with Hindu relations is, I am afraid, v

inevitable. And as to religion the pirent 3
have agreed that the ohildren shall make t
their own selection when older. This is \

not an ideal arrangement but is per- t

J. 5*21
l

t q
‘ 10 B - L - R - 12

5

; 2 Suth. P. C.

{ A o
a
o

C - J - 34
'
20 E - R - S02.

32
6
B ‘

6ft

7
QVnd * Dec * (N * 8,) 6S3 -

V )d2 B. B0{ 9 Bom. L. It. 923,

s haps the best possible in the ciroum-
0 stances.

6 As the parents are living together and
a are able to provide a home for the ohil-
a dren, I think the welfare of the children
;

will be promoted by their living in that
1 home. The elder girl who is old enough

to express an intelligent preference wishes
5 to live with her parents. I think we
) should allow the family to resume its normal
• life and should refrain from passing any

order which might disturb the harmony of
the family by impairing the authority of the
father as head of the family and natural
guardian of his children.

Although the respondent has not contested
the appeal, we have heard two Hindu
relations who have opposed it with a heat
which betrays the odium theologicum. They
suggest that the appellant might at some
future time drive Eadhibai out of his
house and deprive the ohildren of her care.
I cannot believe there i3 any ground for
this suggestion b it if the appellant does
break up the children’s home, the respond-
ent will be able to renew her applica-
tion.

I would accordingly reverse the order
of the District Judge and make no order as to

costs.

Crcuc.j, A. J. C.— I concur. The word
“suit” in Order XXIH means, I consider,

the attempt to gain an end by legal process,
and the withdrawal by the plaintiff from
such an attempt cannot have the effeet

of depriving any other party of rights
conferred by any order passed by the
Court in the suit, or relieve the plaintiff

himself of any duties so imposed. Once
a person has, on his own petition, been
appointed a guardian, the question whe-
ther nr not the guardianship should be
terminated is one for the Court to decide,

and a mere statement that he withdraws
his petition oannot change the special status

of the minor which has been created by the

Court.

If this Court were now dealing with
the case on the original side, there can
be no doubt that it would be not only

unnecessary but improper to remove the

father from his position as guardian and
appoint the mother. The mother is con-

tent to live with her husbmd and the

children, so far as they are competent to
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raise no objection to
Aut and 'cotiou 42 ot ,),e

express an opinion,

residing with their paronts, under the

usual conditions. The father has boon

guilty of robbing, which amuuuls to such

misconduct a3 in law renders him unfit to

bo guardian; the mother lias shown horsclf

to bo a peison of resolute character and

strong conviotions, with a powerful backing

in her religious opinions. The mere possi-

bility that the father’s influence may over-

ride that of the mother, and that the

children may at some future time be forced

to adopt an uncongenial religion, forms no

good ground for taking the very serious

step of depriving the father of that authori

ty which is vested in him by law and

which he is anxious to retain and trans-

ferring it to the wife who is unwilling to

accept it. The case as presented to us

in appeal is essentially different from that

with which the lower Court had to deal,

and, though in ordinary cases I consider

that great weight should be attached to

the opinion formed by the trying Court of

the fitness or unfitness of a person to be

guardian, I have no hesitation in the

present oase in agreeing to an order revers-

ing that of the lower Court.

Order reversed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Original Decree No. 39

ok 1915.

August 17, 1917.

Present :— Justice Sir John WoodrolTe, Kr.,

and Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kr.
RA-lANl KANTA MOOKERJ&E and

OTH E K S — PLA I

N
'T

I

V F i—APP E L L A NTS

versus

SECRETARY ok STATE for INDIA—
Defendant— Respondent.

Banjul Tenancy Acl (VI 1 1 II. C. <>/' ISS-V. 10 111,

111 A - Specific Rclicj Act (l of 1877), x. 42, suits

under— Limitation— Limitation Act (IX of IPOS), Sch.

/, Art. 120.

Section 10 til of the Bengal Tenancy Act refers
only to suits by persons aggrieved by an entry of a
rent settled in Settlement Kent Kell prepared under
sections 104 L to 104-11 of the Act, or l>y an omi-sion
to settle such rent. fp. 822, col 2 ]

Where in a suit, which was described in the plaint
is one under section 1041 L and section 111 A of

Specific Relief Act, the reliefs claimed by the plaintiffs

u.-rr inia- olio the following:

—

(l.n) That the pla in li ff < may he declared as occu-

pancy raiyats,

(Lho) That i lie laud of schedule cha below may be

declared as included in Hie right which the plaintiffs

may he held to have.

(./o) That proper rents limy he fixed of the lands

in the possession of the plaintiffs and time lor pay-

ment of the said rent may he fixed.

{glut) That the tenants under the plaintiffs may
be held to have no rights as settled raiyats or occu-

panev raiyats.

(ana) That the tenants under the plaintiffs may bo

declared to he lorfu tenants (under-tenants):

//. -hi, that so far as relief fya) was concerned, the

suit was ono under section 10-4 1 1 ot the Bengal

Tenancy Act and was governed hy the special law of

limitation provided by that section^ but that the

claim for other reliefs was outside the scope of

that section, and to that extent the suit was one

under section 42 of the Specific Relief Act, as pro-

vided by the proviso to section 1 1 1 A of the Bengal

Tenancy Act, to which the limitation applicable was

that provided by Article 120 of Schedule I

of the Limitation Act. [ p. 822, col. 2; p. 823,

col. 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, Noakhali, dated the 8th

December 1914.

Babus Ounadu Charan Sen and Satish

Chandra Bhattacharyya ,
for the Appellants.

Babus ham Charan Mitra and RamesJi

Chandra Sen, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The facts of this oase are

shortly these. In the course of a proceeding

under Chapter X of the Bengal Tenancy

Act for settlement of rents and prepara-

tion of Settlement Rent Roll in accordance

with the provisions of seotion 104 of that

Act in respeot of a Mahal called Char

Khundkar hearing Touzi No. 1516 of the

Noakhali Colloctorate, plaintiffs claimed

that they were occupancy raiyats in res-

pect of all the lands described in schedule

cha of the plaint. The Revenue Officer,

however, held that plaintiffs were tenure-

holders and only in respect of lands included

in schedule ya covering an area of 1,309

bighas 9 cottas S chittaks
,
and he assessed

the rent payable by the plaintiffs on the

footing of their being tenants of that class

by giving them an allowance of 33 per oent.

on the assets. The plaintiffs being recorded

a 4 tenure holders, those bolding under

them were recorded as occupancy raiyats.

Against these orders of the Revenue Officer

passed prior tc the final publication of

the Record of Rights, under rules framed
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by the Looal Government, an appeal lay
to the Commissioner of the Division
and the plaintiffs filed an appeal to the
Commissioner of the Chittagong Division, who
heard arguments but did not deliver judg.
ment. On the 30th of August 1909, while the
appeal was still pending before the Commis-
sioner the reeord'was finally published. Mean-
while, the Looal Government framed new
rules whereby the authority of the Direotor
of Land Records was substituted for that of
the Commissioner of the Division for the
purpose of hearing appeals under section
101G and although nothing was said in
the rules regarding pending appeals, the
Commissioner of the Chittagong Division
sent the appeal to the Director of Land
Rsoords for disposal. The parties seem to
have acquiesoed in the transfer of the
appeal to the Direotor of Land Records,
who heard the parties and oame to the con-
elusion :

—

The present suit is brought by the
plaintiffs for a declaration that they are
oooupanoy raiyats and not tenure-holders,
that they are oooupanoy raiyats in respeot
of all the lands described in schedule cha
of the plaint and net in respeot of lands
of schedule ga only, that the assessment
of rent made on the basis of their being
tenure-holders and the refusal of the Reve-
nue Authorities to recognize their tenancy
in respeot of the remaining lands of sche-
dule cha was illegal, that the Revenue
Authorities were wrong in not fixing a
time from which such rent was to take
effect. The reliefs claimed by the plaintiffs
are the following :

—
(hi) That the plaintiffs may be declared as

oooupanoy raiyats.

(k lia) That the land of sohedule cha
below may be declared as included in the
right which the plaintiffs may be held to

(&) That the plaintiffs’ jote covered an
area slightly in excess of 1,309 bighas 9
cottas and 8 chittaks.

(u) I hat the plaintiffs were tenure-
holders.

(m) lhat those holding under the plaint-
iffs were occupancy raiyats.

(iv) That the rent entered as payable
to the plaintiffs by the tenants holding under
them should in certain cases be raised.

(y) That 30 per cent, on the assets
allowed to the plaintiffs by the Revenue
Offioer was a correct basis for assessing the
rent payable by the plaintiffs and should
stand.

The decision of the Direotor of Land
Records on points (i) and (ir) involved an
alteration, in the record as finally published,
h or this and for certain other questions
which arose under Regulation VII of 1822,
with which we are not concerned, the
Director of Land ^Jlecords referred the oase
to the Board of Revenue under section
104G (2) of the Bengal Tenancy Act as
well as under the provisions of the said
Regulation. This order of the Director
of Land Reoords is dated the 15th of
April 1910. The judgment of the Board
of Revenue is dated the 2od of May 1911,
*nd it affirms the decision of the
Director of Lind Records on all the
points.

have.

(gi) That proper rent may be fixed of
the lands in the possession of the plaintiffs
and time for payment of the said rent may
be fixed.

(gha ) That the tenants under the plaintiffs

may be held to have no right as settled
raiyats or ocoupanoy raiyats.

(una) That the tenants under the plaint-

iffs may be declared to be korja tenants
(under-tenants).

(cha) That a decree may be passed for

costs in Court with future interest.

(chha) That a decree may be passed
granting any other relief which the plaint-

iffs are entitled to get in the fair judgment
of the Court.

The suit was described in the plaint as

one under section 104H and section 111A
of the Bengal Tenancy Act and section

of the Specific Relief Act. The learned

Subordinate Judge, without entering into

the merits of the case, has dismissed the

suit on the ground of limitation. He holds

that the suit is one under section 104H
of the Bengal Tenancy Act and not having

been brought within six months from the

date of the certificate of final publication

of the Rosord of Rights or wichin six

months from the date of the disposal of

the appeal by the Board of Revenue i s
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barred by the special limitation provided in that the date of plaintiffs knowledge is

that section. wholly immaterial. Plaintiffs have not

On appeal, it has been urged before shown that there has been any error in

U8_ dating the judgment and we must presume

(a) That the plaintiffs were not aware that it has been correctly dated,

of the date on which the Board of Revenue As regards the third point, we are of
^

gave their decision and that, therefore, the opinion that except in so far as the plaint-

date of decision should, for the purpose iifs ask for proper rent to be 6xed for

of limitation, be deemed to be the date lands regarding which their tenanoy has

on which the plaintiffs became aware of been recognised and for a date to be fixed

such deoision and that, as a matter of from which such rent is to take effect,

fact, they came to know of it after a

copy of the judgment was forwarded to

the Commissioner on the 13th of Ootober

mi.
( b ) That the Commissioner of the Divi-

sion was wrong in not deciding the appeal

himself and its transfer to the Director

of band Records was illegal and as the

Commissioner to whom the appeal lay has

passed no decision on the appeal, the suit

cannot be said to have been filed more

than six months after such decision.

(c) That the suit is not one under sec-

tion 104H and, therefore, the special limita-

tion provided by that section does not

apply.

As regards the first and the second

points, it appears to ns that the Commis-
sioner having transferred the appeals to

the Director of Land Records and the

plaintiffs, who were the appellants, having

raised no objection to such transfer, _ but

having on the other hand acquiesced in

his jurisdiction by appearing and arguing

the appeal before him, should not be allowed

to raise the objection now. Even if plaint-

iffs’ contention is correct, they must be

held to have abandoned their appeal to

the Commissioner and the suit, if it is

one under section 104H, would still be

barred. The Director of Land Records

delivered his judgment on the 15th of

April 1910, and if he was the final appel-

late authority the suit tiled on the 12th

of April 1912 was clearly out rf

time.

Assuming, however, that the appeal to

the Director of Land Records was not

finally disposed of until the Board of

Revenue gavo their deoision on the recom-
mendations made by the Director, wo still

think that the date of such decision must-

be taken to be the 2nd of May 1911, i. e.,

the date which it purports to bear and

the other reliefs claimed in tbe suit are

outside the scope of section 104H. That

section only refers to suits by a person

aggrieved by an entry of a rent settled in a

Settlement Rent Roll prepared under sec-

tions 10IF to 104H or by an omission to

settle such a rent. Therefore, in so far

as tbe plaintiffs are aggrieved by the rent

settled as payable by them as tenure-

holders in respect of lands of schedule ga

and desire to have suoh entry corrected,

the suit falls within the scope of seotion

104H and has rightly been held to be

barred by limitation. It may also appear

at first sight that as regards lands as

to which the plaintiffs’ right as tenants

has been negatived, the case is one of

omission to settle a rent, but it cannot

be said that so far as the plaintiffs are

concerned they are aggrieved by suoh

omission. They are aggrieved not by the

omission to settle their rent, but by the

omission to recognise their tenancy. "We,

therefore, think that tbe plaintiffs’ claim

frr reliefs ether tl.an the one marked ga

is not barred by limitation. It is true that

the declarations asked for, if granted,

would afford grounds for alteration of

entries as to rents but tbe mere faot

that under the law plaintiffs cannot got

suoh an alteration effected by means of this

suit, is not enough to deprive them of

the right to get these declarations which

may be of vnluo to them apart from the

question of correction of the Settlement

Rent Roll regarding the rent entered in

it or omitted from it. These declarations

are not necessarily ancillary to the prayer

for .settlement of a new rent.

Wo, therefore, hold that relief claimed

in paragraph ga is barred under seotion

1C4H, but that tbe olaim for other reliefs

is outside the scope of that seotion and

to this extent the suit is one under section
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42 of the Speoifio Relief Aot, to which the
limitation applicable is that provided by
Article 120 of the First Schedule of the
Limitation Act. The right to maintain such
a suit under certain conditions is expressly
saved by the proviso to seotion ill A of
the Bengal Tenancy Act. The view we
take is supported by a decision of Chitty
and Ohatterjea. JJ., in the oase of Promoda
Nath Roy v. Asirud din Mandal (1).
The question whether the suit is other-

wise competent and i3 properly framed to
enable the Court to grant any of the
reliefs asked for, is one which we need not
consider at this 3fcage.

Upon this view of the oase we dismiss
the suit with regard to prayer r/z, but
as regards the other prayers we
set aside the decision of the Court
below and remand the oase for the trial

of the other issues. Costs will abide the
result.

Case jemanded.

(1)11 Xml. Cas. 262; 16 C. W. N. 896.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
First Civil Appeal No. 376 of 1915.

April 29, 1918.
Present:—Mr. Justice Piggott and Mr. Justioe

Wakb.
The BHARATPUR STATE

—

Plaintiff

—

Appellant
tersus

The SECRETARY of STATE—Defendant
— Respondent.

Escheat —Resident in village dying ail haul heirs—
Zemindar, rights of— Wajib-ul-arz, entry in, value of—
Grant, construction of—Burden of proof.
A sahukar, who was the owner and occupier of a

house situate within the limits of Mouza S and also
within the limits of the town of G, died without leaving
heirs and the Secretary of State took possession of
the house and its sito as the ultimate heir to the
property of a deceased person. The plaintiff claimed
the site as the Zemindar under the Settlement of

1850, by which the Government had conferred upon
him revenue-free proprietary rights over the soil of
Monza S, and asserted that the deceased was owner
only of the materials of the house with a right of
residence therein but had no right to trausfer the
site or the right of residence. The wajib-ul-arz of
the Mouza provided that residents of the Mouza had

no propnetary rights in anything except the
materials of the houses, that they could not sell the
site or the right of residence in the sites and that in
the event of the death of an occupier of such a
house, without legal heirs, the proprietor of the
Mouza would be entitled to possession of the house
along with the sito. The defendant contended that
the house in suit, being situated within the limits of
a town, was not subject to the ordinary law govern-
ing the relations between occupiers of houses and
the ground landlord in the inhabited sites of agri-
cultural villages:

Held, (l) that unless the defendant could show
that the effect of the Settlement of I860 was not
to grant to the proprietor in the mahal in the
village any substantial rights of ownership in res-
pect of what was described in the papers of that
Settlement as the abadi appertaining to the mahal

,

the defendant could not successfully maintain that
the residents possessed anything more than a
limited interest in the houses occupied by them or
in their sites; [p. 827, col. 2.]

(2) that upon the evidence, as between the parties
to the suit, it must be held that the plaintiff had
successfully discharged the burden of proof which
lay upon him and that the deceased did not possess
an absolute interest alienable at his will and
pleasure in respect of the property in suit but merely
a limited interest which could not be the subject of
escheat to the CrownT [p. 827, col. 1.]

First appeal from a decree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge of Muttra.

Messrs. Motilal Nehru and Baldeo Ram Dave
,

for the Appellant.

Mr. A. E. Ryces
, for the Respond-

ent.

JUDGMENT.
Pjugott, J.—This is an appeal by an un-

successful plaintiff, the Bharatpur State,
against the Secretary of State for India in

Council, in which the plaintiff’s claim was
for possession of a certain house. The
bouse in question was admittedly situated
within the limits of a village known as
Mauza Sakitra. Without going further
into the arguments which have been ad-
dressed to us on the point, I am content

to say that I accept the argument of the
defendant respondent to the effect that it

is also situated within the limits of the

town of Gobardhan. The last owners and
occupiers of this house mentioned either

in the plaint or in the written statement

were two persons of the name of Dip
Chand and Mansa Ram, who were Sahukars

by profession and resided and carried

on business in the said house. It

is common ground that both these persons

are now dead and have left no heirs en-

titled to inherit their property. The de.
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fendant, acting through the Collector of

Muttra, has taken possession of this house

and its site in assertion of his olaims as

ultimate heir to the property of a deceased

person The plaintiff’s claim is that he is

the owner of the site on which the house

stood, that Dip Chand and Mansa Ram
were no doubt the o wners cf the materials

of the house and had a right of residence

therein, which could have descended to

their heirs if any. Nevertheless, according

to the plaintiff’s case, Dip Chand and Mansa
Ram had no transferable interest in respect

of the site or the right of residence there-

on, and were, therefore, in respect of this

house merely the owners of a limited in-

terest. With regard to the question of

law on which this claim is based there

has been no argument before us. Both

parties are agreed that the law on the

subject is correotly laid down in the oase of

Tulshi Ham Saha v. Our Dayal Singh (1).

It is conceded on behalf of the defendant-

respondent that if Dip Chand and Mansa

Ram possessed in respect of the property

in suit merely a limited interest, then

this interest of theirs oould not be the

subjeot of escheat to the Crown and the

olaira of the plaintiff as owner of the

soil cannot be resisted. The case for the

defendant, however, is that the house in

suit, being situated within the limits of a

town, is not subject to the ordinary law
governing the relations between occupiers

of houses and tlm ground landlord in the in-

habited pites of agricultural villages in

these provinces, and that as a matter of

fact Dip ( hand and Mansa Ram oould

have sold the house in suit at any time

with the right, of occupation and residence

and that the purchaser would thereby have
obtained a good title, which could not have
been contested by the Bharatpur State.

The plaintiff has rested his case ms inly

upon two sets of documents, the Settlement
Papers prepared in the year 1 1 50, which
are printed at pages All— A23 of our
record, and secondly, a certified copy of the

n'ajil»ul arz or Record of Rights of Mauza
Sakitra prepaied at the Settlement of 1877
A. J). The learned Judge cf the Court
below has found that, on a true inter-

pretation of the terms of that wajib ul arz

(1) 7 Iiul. Cas. 231; 33 A. Ill; 7 A. L. J. 1011 (F.B.).

the custom intended to be laid down is

that all residents in houses situated within

the limits of Mauza Sakitra, even though

their houses may form part of the town

of Gobardhan, have no proprietary right in
'

anything except the materials of the houses,

they cannot sell the site, or sell the house

along with a right of residence on the said

site; and in the event of the occupier of

such a house abandoning the,-, same, or

dying without legal heirs, the proprietor

of Mauza Sakitra, that is to say, the Bharat-

pur State, will be entitled to possession

of the bouse along with its sit£. Never-

theless the learned Subordinate Judge has

come to the conclusion that the custom

thus stated in the wajib-ul-arz of 1877 is

not correctly stated and is not a oustom

binding as between the parties to this liti-

gation. He says that the document in

question as it stands is not a record of

custom at all but merely a claim prefer-

red on behalf, of the proprietor of the

Bharatpur State by his agent. It does not

purport to have been signed by any person

representing the interests of Dip Chand and

Mansa Ram, would not have been binding

upon them and would not even have formed

a particularly stroug piece of evidence

against them, in the event of litigation

between the Bharatpur State and any

transferee of theirs. From this the Court

below has gone on to hold that the con-

ditions laid down in this dcoument are not

binding on the defendant and that, in

view of other evidenoe on the reoord.it

must be taken to be proved that Dip
Clmnd and Mansa Rain, along with all

other residents in the town of Gobardhan,
possessed an absolute right of transfer in

respect of the houses oocupiea by them, On
this ground the Court below has affirmed

the right of esoheat olaimed by the Secre-

tary of State as defendant and has dismiss-

ed the plaintiff’s suit. In the memorandum
of appeal before us a point is taken as to

the alleged wrongful exclusion of oertain

documentary evidence by the trial Court,

but it has been admitted in argument that

this plea cannot be pressed. For the rest,

the appellant’s case is that he is entitled to

suoceed under the terms of the village

.

Record of Rights and that, failing this, he

would, in any event, be entitled to suooeed

on the ground that he is the proprietor
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of tbe site and must be presumed to

possess in respect of any house standing

upon his land the ordinary rights of pro-

prietors of agricultural lands in respect of

the inhabited sites appertaining to the

Mauzas of which they are the owners.

A great deal of the argument before us

at the hearing of this appeal was devoted

to the question whether this Mauza Sakitra,

or more especially the particular mahal

of Mauza Sakitra in which the disputed

house is situated, was or was not to be

regarded as a purely agricultural village.

The most important documentary evidence on

this point is to be found in the Settlement

Papers of the year 18 d 0, to which reference

has already been made. It appears that

in that year the land of Mauza Sakitra

was settled by Government with the

Bharatpur State in a somewhat peculiar

manner. The village was divided into two

mahals of 15 biswas and of 5 biswas
,

of

- which the former alone was assessed to

revenue. With regard to the smaller

mahal of 5 biiwas a revenue- free grant

was made in favour of the Bharatpur

State, subject only to certain small pay-

ments on account of road cesses and

chaukidari dues, or local Police oharges.

The papers before us contain a complete

description of the land appertaining to

this revenue-free mahal of 5 biswas , I

note more particularly that the cultivated

area of this mahal amounted to a little

less than 41 per cent, of the whole: that

‘even if the land described as “old fallow”

be added to the cultivated area, the total

of the two comes to barely over 53 per

cent, of the whole. Almost 22 per cent,

of the entire area consists of groves and

the rest, is made up of thoroughfares,

inhabited sites, tanks and unculturable land.

Taking this description of the land along

with the oral evidence, by which it is

fully established that the inhabited site of

village Sakitra forms, and has long formed,

an integral part of the town of Gobardhao,

I should be quite prepared, if the oase

turned upon it, to' hold that the house in

suit was not situated upon land forming

part of the inhabited site of an ordinary

agricultural village, so as to make the

principles laid down by this Court in res-

pect of the proprietorship of land in

such village sites applicable in themselves

to the land now in suit. What impresse 8

me, however, on the other side is that this

is a litigation between the owner of Mauza
Sakitra and the Government, that is to

say, the very authority which granted to

him revenue-free proprietary rights over

the soil of this 5 biswas mahal of Mauza
Sakitra. I take it from the defendant’s

own case that in the year 1S50, when
th is grant was made, the only inhabited

site appertaining to Mauza Sakitra consist-

ed of houses, shops and the like which
formed part of the town of Gobardhan.

Nevertheless Government took a portion

of this town and, treating it as the in-

habited site or abadi of Mauza Sakitra, grant-

ed it to the Bharatpur State as forming

part of the revenue free mahal of 5 biswas

in the said Mauza. Presumably Government
meant something by making this grant and
by including in the area so granted that

portion of the town of Gobardhan in which

the house now in dispute is situated. In

an agreement which was taken from the

Bharatpur State at the Settlement of 1850
a number of details are given regarding

the inhabited area included in the 5 biswas

mahal. It is stated that there is a Ratra,

or large enclosure, in which there are a

number of houses or shops, which have been

constructed by the proprietor of the land,

that is to say by the Bharatpur State, that

all the other houses at that moment standing

have also been constructed by the same and
that the Bharatpur State is not merely
the owner of the soil but the owner of

all the houses and of the aforementioned
Katra standing in the abadi belonging to the

5 biswas mahal. It is ^asserted that the

proprietor has every right in respect of

the same and that, as regards the waste
land then in existence, no one will be

entitled to build upon it without his

permission. The agreement in question

appears to have been propounded by a duly
authorised agent on behalf of Maharaja
Balwant Singh, Raja of Bharatpur, and
it is endorsed as having been accepted and
ordered to be placed upon the record. At
the subsequent Settlement of 1877 A. D.,

an elaborate paragraph was drawn up and
inserted in the Record of Rights of Mauza
Sakitra regarding the inhabited land ap-

pertaining to the village. This shows that

there wa9 no other inhabited site, appertain-
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ing to the said village except that por-

tion of the town of Gobardhan in

whioh the house now in suit is situated.

Nevertheless it was provided that if the

cultivator, whether posseting occupancy

rights or tenants at will, and also the

riaya
,

or tenants generally, have built

any houses, cattle sheds or other enclosures

on this abaii site, their rights in the

same are limited to the materials. They

can sell the materials if they like, but

not the site
;
and the meaning of these

provisions I take to be that they have no

transferable right of residence. There are

other provisions in whioh more general

words are used, such as
"
bashindgan

”

(residents) and in whioh the word asami

is u^jd for tenant in plaoe of riaya.

In this connection it is expressly provided

that if any
“
asami” dies without an heir,

the house occupied by him will pass to

the Bharatpur State as proprietor of the

site. The question of the interpretation

of these provisions h&9 been before the

Courts on other occasions. A good deal

of reliance is placed on behalf of the

defendant-respondent on the result of a

litigation whioh took plaoe in the year

1906. Tho judgment is printed at page 6

of the book before us and in this judg-

ment reference is made to the result of

a previous litigation cf the years 1874-75.

Broadly speaking, it is sufficient to Jay

that in this former litigation individual

residents in the town of Gobardhan, and

in that part of the town which forms

the abadi of the 5 bisivas mahal of Manza

Sakitra, succeeded in assorting against the

Bharatpur State, tho present plaintiff, a

right to sell their houses together with a

right of residence in the same. Tho deci-

sion in the suit of ll 06 proceeds upon a

certain interpretation of the provisions of

tho wa'iib nl-aiz of lb77, according to whioh

those provisions are limited in their appli-

cation to agricultural tenants. In the

present case the learned Subordinate Judge

has refused to accept that interpretation,

lie holds that the words in the wajibul-

arz, as they stand, are wido enough to

include all residents (bashind'i in) in houses

situated on the abadi in question. The

point has been argued again before us

but I feel no hesitation in agreeing with

tho interpretation put upon this document

by the Court below. I think the word

“riaya” in itself is very general and is

intended to extend the provisions in ques-

tion to persons other than the occupancy

and non- occupancy cultivating tenants

spoken of immediately before. 1 think

also that the word asami is wide enough,

especially ir. this particular context, to

include all residents of the abadit
even

though not cultivating tenants or even

agriculturists. What has determined the

decision of this case in the Court below

has been the evidence of a number of

instances in whioh residents of houses

situated within the area in suit, that is

to say, within the abadi of the 5 biswas

mahal of Mauza Sakitra, have exercised a

right of transfer in respect of their houses,

along with the right of residence in the

same. In two of the instances already

referred to, the rights of the tenants in

question were affirmed against the Bharat-

pur State after litigation. Evidenoe has

also been given of at least four instances

in whioh, on the death of the owner or

occupier of a house within the area in

question without leaving any heir, the

right of escheat was successfully asserted on

behalf of the Crown, apparently without any

opposition by the Bharatpur State. More-

over, as the learned Subordinate Judge

correctly points out, the evidential value of

such a document as this wajib'Ul-art of

18/7 as against the occupiers of houses

within the area in question at the time when

this document was drawn np is not great.

There is nothing in the document itself

to show that any enquiry was made from

these persons as to whether the rights

recorded in favour of the proprietor of

the soil, and to the prejudice of themselves,

in this document were admitted by them

to exist. The case, however, seems to be

altogether otherwise in a litigation in

whioh the contesting party is the Seoretary

of State for India in Council, that is to

say, the Government itself. The Govern-

ment made the original grant of this 5

biswas revenue free mahal in the year

1850; and if it did not intend to convey

to the grantee, namely, the Bharatpur

State, in respect of that portion of the

site of the town of Gobardhan whioh was

included in the mahal nf 5 biswas of

Maim Sakitra, the ordinary rights of ft
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proprietor of an agricultural village in

the inhabited site of such a village, it is

difficult to see what rights it intended to

confer by the grant of the particular area

forming this inhabited site. It accepted at

the time from the representative of the

Bharatpur State a dooument which expressly

admitted full ownership on the part of the

said proprietor in respect of all existing

houses on the abadi in question and recog-

nised the justice of his claim that no

one should in future build any house

upon the unoccupied land appertaining to

the said abadi without permission. Then

at the Ssttlement of 1877 a Record of

Rights was drawn up under the direction

of Government and included in the Settle-

ment Papers, in which, as I hold, the

right now olaimed by the plaintiff in res-

pect of the land in question is once more

reoognised. I do not wish to complicate

what seems to me a tolerably straight-

forward case by suggesting that these

Settlement Papers of i860 and 1877 can

be used so as to estop the Government,
that is to say the defendant in this suit,

from asserting that the papers in question

were incorrectly prepared and that the rights

acknowledged in these papers in favour of the

plaintiff never in fact existed. I think, however,
that it is very difficult for • the defendant
to get round these documents, otherwise
than by proving some definite case of

adverse possession on the part of the
deceased owners through whom the defend-
ant claims. It is not suggested that any
case of this sort can be set up. On the

evidence as it stands, as between the
parties to this present suit, I think it

must be held that the plaintiff has sucess-

fully discharged the burden of proof

which lay upon him, and that Dip Chand
and Mansa Ham did not possess an absolute

interest, alienable at their will and pleasure,

in respect of the property now in suit,

but merely a limited interest which cannot

be the subject of escheat to the Crown.

The Full Bauch case of this Court, Tulshi

Ram Sahu v. Gur Dayal
.
Singh (1), to

which reference has already baen made,

was a case of the devolution of a fixed rate

tenancy ;
but the arguments there used seem

to me to apply with a great deal of

oogenoy to the facts of the present oase.

I would almost go so far as to say that,

unless the defendant can show that the

effect of the Settlement of 18 d0 in favour

of the Bharatpur State was not to grant

to the proprietor of the 5 biswas mahal in

village Sakitra any substantial rights of

ownership in respect of what was described

in the papers of ti at settlement as the

abadi appertaining to this mahal
,

the de-

fendant in the present suit cannot successfully

maintain that Dip Chand and Mansa Ram
possessed anything more than a limited

interest in the house in question and in

its site. Practically it seems to me that

in taking possession of this house the

defendant is derogating from the grant

made in 1850 in favour of the Bharatpur

State. The fact that there have been 3 or

4 other instances of similar encroachments

on the part of the defendant, which have

not been contested by the plaintiff,

cannot take away from the plaintiff

rights in respect of the land now in suit,

if those rights are sufficiently established,

as I hold them to be, by the plaintiffs

documents of title, namely, the Settlement

Reooris of 1850 and of 1877. In my
opinion, therefore, we must accept this

appeal, set aside the decree of the Court

below and decree the plaintiff’s claim as

brought with costs throughout, includ-

ing in this Court-fee on the higher

5 C ci 1 0

Walsh, J.— I think this is a clear oase.

Mr. Motilal Nehru’s argument on the

dooument of September lS£0is well founded.

That document seems to me consistent

only with the existence at sometime or

another of an old agricultural village, and

it is dearly proved that this house was

in that village. The indications of an

agricultural village, unless I am much mis-

taken, are overwhelming.

Village customs, uncultivated land, a

former settlement, and field maps are referred

to from time to time Fairs are said to

take place. There are no village expenses

but the Ba a’s Karinda manages the village.

The income from sewai items is taken by

the weighmen on behalf of the Baja. No

taxes are fixed but blankets are taken

from the shepherds every year and

various contributions in kind are raised

from a oarpenter, a blaoksmith and a

barber. The duties of the c'lamars are

elaborately defined ;
and the whole thing
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seems to me to contain overwhelming

internal evidence of the character of the

collection of houses, and of the cultivated

and uncultivated lands, with which it deals.

The corresponding khatra speaks of the

tenants residing in the village, including

the carpenter already referred to, and by

a singular coincidence a person of the

same name, carrying on business as a

bania
,

who bears a suspicious resemblanoe

to the person through whom it is suggested

that the Government are now entitled to

esoheat. This person’s house is in a

Katra (which I understand to be, whether

in village or in town, a nondescript

collection of every kind of house) in this

village and I am satisfied that the house

in question, which it is admitted on the

part of the Government is 100 years old,

was situated in that Katra at that date.

The map is even more significant. It shows

the position of the tank which has been

much spoken of, and of the serial No. 3,

and it also shows what, I am satisfied,

at that date was the south-east boundary

of this abadi where it abutted upon the

town of Gobardlnn. 1 think the judgment

of the Court below, reading between the

lines, proceeded upon the assumption that

this was really common ground as the case

was contested in the Court below. It is

perfectly clear that the point now relied upon

on behalf of Government was not specifically

raised by the defence and that paragraph

3 of the defence, which contains the

real contention of the Government, dealt

with the class of the property or

class of occupier, and not with the

geographical situation of the building.

The w ajib id- irz 1ms been dealt with by

my brother. 1 accept bis construction of

tho words which 1 do not myself profess

to understand, but if this is correctly

translated it would clearly bear the meaning

which 1ms been put upon it by the learned

Judge in the Court below. The view 1 take

about these documents is this
;
not that

they aie necessarily binding on the Govern-

ment, not that the Government could not

prove by affirmative evidence tlmt the real

state of facts was something quite different,

or tlmt there is any estoppel, but that as

against (he Government they contain entries

which the Government must bo taken to

have accepted as an accurate record of

the then existing state of facts. They raise

a very strong presumption of fact an<j

they get rid of the difficulty which so

constantly attends the disoussion of the

meaning of waiib ul-araiz in this country

when no body is left alive to testify

to the true facts, and each contending

party relies on something or another

tending either to strengthen or to qnalify

the effect cf the wajibtilarz, The plaint;

iff, therefore, starts with what I may call a

trump card. Tho Government Advocate

attempted to get rid of the effect of this

piece of evidence in two ways, firstly , by •

the description and history of the con-

dition of the town of Gobardhan contained

in the Gazetteer; secondly
, by the evidence

of sales and dealings largely ooming from

the side of the plaintiff and admittedly

quite inconsistent with the plaintiff’s case.

Assuming for the moment that every

statement in the Gazetteer is correct and

that we are entitled to take judicial

notice of its contents as facts established

without other proof, it seems to me that

every one of them is quite consistent

with the plaintiff’s case. They do not

speak in the present tense of the existing

conditions from an earlier date than 1884?

hut 1 will assume, as appears to he the

fact, that there was always in or about

this tank, which has great historical

associations and great attractions for

itinerant pilgrims, a town which through

the growth of pilgrimage, commerce, fairs

and so forth and through local develop-

ment, generally called progress, has overrun

and in substance, so far as identity is

concerned, submerged its humbler neigh-

bours. Towns in England, I do uot

know if it applies to India, frequently

owe their development to people who

wish to live near them aud not iu them.

Everything points to the remains of this

village having been submerged in the

superior growth and development of the

old town which apparently was originally

only a neighbour. However that may be,

1 agree with the contention made on

behalf of the appellant that once it is

established that rights of this kind to

property have existed they o&nnot he

affected by a change in the character of

the neighbourhood only. I think the sales

to some extent admitted on the plaintiffs
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side, and for the rest proved by the
defendant’s witnesses, are quite intelligible

upon the same footing. In fact in a

conglomerate neighbourhood of this kind
it is not unnatural to Gnd instances

%

,
entirely inconsistent with one another
within a very short distance. The Govern-
ment Advocate said that there was really

no evidence on behalf of the plaintiff of

any similar transaction to that whioh he
is setting up in this case. I think in

that respect he was wrong. There is no
documentary evidence and it is certainly

surprising that the plaintiff has failed to

produce any. Bat there is positive and
direct evidence of a considerable amount
given by the plaintiff’s Vakil or Agent,
or Pleader, whoever he may be, of posses-
sion by the plaintiff Raja, which it is

alleged has been recovered under similar

circumstances to those relied on by the
plaintiff in this case. Nothing would have
been easier for the Government than to

give direct evidence contradicting these
allegations. In the absence of some evi-

dence I think it must be taken to be
proved that the Raja as Zemindar has, in

previous cases in this abadi
,
resumed posses-

sion of houses which apparently were not
occupied by persons who could be correctly
described as agricultural tenants.

I always speak with hesitation about
questions of custom because there are few
questions about which misoonoeption so
easily arises. It 9eems to me that this
oa3e at any rate is a question of contract
between the original Zemindar and the
former occapiers of this property, and the
question of what that contract was is one
^hich we are called upon to presume in
the absence of direot evidence about it.

But if it does turn upon a question of
custom, the learned Judge of the Court below
has found in favour of the plaintiff in
spite of everything that has been said in
support of the contrary by the Government
Advooate. The learned Judge of the Court
below rightly said that the plaintiff was
bound to prove the existence of the custom
if he relied upon ir, and went on to bold
that it did exist, and then by an unfortunate
misdirection, for which I can find no explana-
tion in the judgment instead of giving
effect to that finding, went on to say that
the general customary law of escheat to

the Zemindar no longer holds good in

Gobardhan.” If that means anything it

means what Mr. Motilal argued is not the

law, namely, that owing to the changed
condition of the neighbourhood the former

rights of the Zemindar have been lost.

That ground is clearly fallacious and I see

no other ground upon which the decision for

the defendant oan be supported. 1 agree,

therefore, with my brother that this appeal

must be allowed.

By the Cookt.—We allow this appeal, set

aside the decree and order of the Court below

and decree the plaintiff’s suit with costs in

both Courts.

Appeal allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2305 of

1916.

June 17, 1918.

Present :—Justice Sir Charles Chilty, Kt.,

and Mr. Justioe Walmsley.

KAMAL BAIDYA and another—
Defendants—Appellants

versus

GANESH CHANDRA BISWAS and others

— Plaintiffs—Respondents.
Bengal Tenancy Act (VIII D C. oj 1885.1, •-•. 182

—

Homestead, occupation of, for more th>ni twelve years—

Occupier
,
whether becomes raiyat— Settled raivnt.

Before a person can become a settled raiyat of a

,-Hinge he must be a iaiyaf. More occupation of a

lomestead in a village for more than twelve years

youId not. make the occupier a settled raiyat of the

,'illagc. [p. 830, col. I.]

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-

ludge of 24:* Pergannabs, dated the 3rd

August 1916, reversing that of the Munsif,

^oirhat. dated the 22nd January 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babn Probadh Chandra Roy, for the Ap-

pellants.—The appeal arises out of a

suit for ejectment from a land held

by the defendant under a habuliyat. The

defenoe is that the defendant is a settled

raiyat of the village and has acquired a

right of occupancy and, therefore, not liable

to eviction. Although under the terms of
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the kabuliyat the defendant is to vacate the

land on the expiry of the term, yet he

refuses to do so on the ground that he

has acquired a right of oooupancy in the

land and so is not liable to ejectment. My

submission is that under section 182 of the

Bengal Tenanoy Act the defendant has, by

holding the homestead land for over twelve

years, acquired a right of occupancy in the

agricultural land in suit held by him under

the lease for a term. The defendant is a

settled raiyat of the homestead land, and,

therefore, as soon as he begins to hold the

agricultural land he acquires an oocupanoy

right in it. Refers to sections *20 and 21 of

the Bengal Tenancy Act.

Babu Surendra Chandra Sen (with him

Babu Hem Chnndtr *$*«), for the Res-

pondents.—A tenant of homestead land is

not a settled raiyat. To acquire oooupancy

right by virtue of section 21 the defendant

must first of all be a settled raiyat. At

the time when the defendant took the lease

he was not a raiyat within the meaning of

section 5 of the Bengal Tenancy Act, so

section 182 has no application to the case.

Babu Probodh Chandra Roy
,
in reply.

JUDGMENT.—This was a suit in eject-

ment, and the only question was whether

the defendants had acquired occupancy

rights in the land which would protect them

from eviction. The lower Appellate Court

found that though the defendants had a

homestead in the village for over 30 years,

they had no land in the village other than

the land on which they entered under the

kabuliyat in 1906 and that, therefore, they

had not acquired any suoh rights. Before

they could become settled raiyat

s

in the

village they would have to be raiyat.

s

%
and

that they entirely failed to prove. Section

182 of the Bengal Tenancy Act does not

help the appellants. The appeal must ba

dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Civil Revision No. 51 op 1918.

July 24, 1918.

Present: — Sir Henry Richards, Kt., Chief

Justice, and Mr. Justice Tudball.

PULE BISHUNATH RAI

—

Dependant

—Applicant

versus

BRAMHANAND SWAMI— Plaintiff-

Opposite Party.

(’Icil Procedure Code (Act r of 190SJ, ss. us, 151,

152 Mortgage decree mal.ing mortgaged property liable

for mortgage as icell as sub-mortgage—Amendment of

decree ,
application for ,

dismissal oj—Revision.

Plaintiff mortgagee brought a suit on his mort-

and obtained a decree. From the judgment it

appeared that the Court intended that the property

should be sold for the amount of the plaintiffs

mortgage, interest and costs but finding that the

plaintiff had made a sub-mortgage, it directed that

the sub-mortgagee should get the amount of her

uiort-a^e out of the proceeds of the sale before the

plaintiff was paid. But the decree as drawn up

directed the property to be sold not only for the

amount of t lie plaintiff's mortgage but also for the

amount of the sub-mortgage, that is to say, that the

defendant was made liable not only for the mortgage

which he had created but also for the sub-mortgage

which the mortgagee had created. The defendant,

therefore, applied for amendment of the decree in

order to bring it into accordance with the judgment,

but the Court dismissed the application:

Held that the decree as drawn up was quite

incorrect and unjust and that the refusal of the

Court to amend the decree amounted to a refusali to

exercise jurisdiction vested in the Court, an a

the High Court was, therefore, entitled to interfere

.11 revision, [p. 831, col. 1.]

Civil revision from an order of tbe Addi-

tional Subordinate Judge of Benares, dated

the 29th November 1917.

Mr. (hkul Prasad (for whom Mr. Bhagwah

Shankar)
,
for Hie Applicant.

i t 1 i

« .i r\

Party.

JUDGMENT.—This application in revision

arises under tbe following oiroumstanoes.

A suit was brought to realise the amount

of a mortgage. It appears that tbe plaint-

iff bad made a sub-mortgage. The Court

decreed tbe plaintiff’s claim. Reading t ie

judgment it is absolutely clear that the

Court intended that tbe property should

be sold for tbe amount of the plaintiffs

mortgage, interest and oosts hut finding

that tbe plaintiff bad made a sub mor

gage it directed that tbe sub-mortgages

should get the amount of her mortgage

out of the proceeds of tbe sale

tbe plaintiff was paid. There seems to p0
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V8ry littl© doubt that the decree as drawn
up directed the property to be sold not
only for the amount of the plaintiff’s mort-
gage but also for the amount of the sub
mortgage, that is to say, the defendant
and the defendant’s property was being
made liable not only for the mortgage
which the defendant had made but also
the sub-mortgage which the plaintiff had
made. Nothing could possibly be more
unjust and unequitable and it is im-
possible to read the judgment as having
any such meaning. An application was made
by the defendant to bring the decree into
accordance with the judgment, pointing out
this and another alleged error as to interest.
We may point out that there had been
an aotual report made by the office of the
Court that the amount of the sub-mortgage
had been added to the amount of the
plaintiff’s mortgage in the decree by mistake.
The only order which the Court below
has^made is to state that an amendment
is “uncalled for.” We think that under
the special oircumstanoes of this case this
amounted to a refusal to exercise a juris-
diction vested in the Court. We allow
the application and direot the lower Court
to take up the application of the defendant
for amendment of the decree and to proceed
to deal with it according to law, paying due
regard to what we have stated above. We
have mentioned that there was another
allegation about, interest, that the decree
was not in accordance - with the judgment
in respect of interest also. We have not
gone into this matter but the lower Court
will do so when the case goes baokr. The
lower Court must take up the judgment
and the decree and see whether the latter

is in accordance with the former.
, The

applicant will have his costs, including
in this Court fees on the higher
scale.

Application allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Order No. 29,-1 of 1916.

May 27, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Fletcher and
Justice Sir Syed Sbamsul Huda, Kt

LAK6MMI PRASANNA MOJUMDAR
J ODGMENT- DEB TOR— APPELLANT

versus

RAJINDRA PODDAR — Decree holder
— Respondent.

Execution— Sale, postponement of, on judgment-debtor
undertaking to wane objections— Objections, lehef/ter
cun be raised after sule—Estoppel.
A judgment-debtor who gets an execution sale of

h«s properties postponed by giving an undertaking
that lie would not raise any objection on the ground
of illegality or irregularity, cannot, after the sale has
taken place on the postponed date, ask to set it
aside on the ground of any illegality or irregularity
of which lie was cognisant at the time lie gave his
undertaking, [p. 832, col. 2.]

Appeal against the order of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, Ncakhali, dated the 21st
June 1916.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Babu Troilakhya Nath Ghose.ior the Appel-

lant.— This is an appeal from an order of
the Sub Judge refusing to set aside a
sale on the ground that the judgment-debtor
waived his right to objeot to the sale on
the ground of illegality or irregularity.
There cannot he such a waiver. See Dhanuk •

dhari v. Nathum Sahu (1).

[Fle^orer, J.—The f riots in the oase of
Dhanu dhari v. Nathuni £ahu (1) do not
correspond to the facts of this case. Give
me a oase where the judgment debtor under-
took to waive all irregularities and illegali-
ties of sale. J

I submit the facts of that oa^e were
similar. There also the judgment-deb:or
undertook to waive all irregularities.

[Fletcher, J.—But here the waiver is

much wider.]

A person cannot waive bis right to objeot
to illegalities which might take place in a
sale in execution of a decree.

[Fletcher, J.—The question is whether the
undertaking covered present illegalities and
irregularities or referred to those subse-
quent to the issue of the sale proclamation?]

At the time of sale I made an appli.
cation I said I did not know that there was
any sale proclamation. What has been
waived is a mixed question of law and faot,

$
X

(1) 6 C. L. J. 62; 11 C. W, N. 848.
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It has been laid down in the ease of

Dhanukdhari v. Nalhuni Sahu (1) that it

should he determined from the Court’s

order as to how far the waiver extended.

What was waived by my client in the

lower Court, must he decided from the

circumstances of Cue case and not from the

petition or judgment.

[Fmctckbk, J.— It was not an agreement

with any party but you gave an under-

taking to the Court to waive illegalities and

irregularities in the sale. In 1Vianukdhari

v. Nathnni Sahu ( 1) the waiver was with

regard to objections to sale proclamation,

but here there was an undertaking to waive

objections to all illegalities and irregular-

ities. Therefore the facts in this case are

quite different from those in Dhannkdhari

v. Nathnni Palm (l). You waived every ir-

regularity and illegality, fraudulent or other-

wise. It is nowhere stated in your appli-

cation that you were not aware of these

illegalities and irregularities.]

At least my submission is that I did not

and 1 could not waive my right to set

aside the sale on the ground of fraud.

There is nothing in the application of waiver

to show that 1 waived all objections to

irregularities or illegalities previous to the

publication of sale, even those which were

the outcome of fraud.

Hahn Hnpendra Lai for the Respond-

ent, not called upon.

JUDGMENT.
Kletchkr, J.—This is an appeal by the

judgment debtor against the deoision of the

learned Subordinate Judge of Nonkhali,

dated the ‘21st. of June 1910. 'The point

lies in a very narrow compass and it is

this: The properties of the judgment-

debtor had been attached and were to he

brought to sale on the 17th April 1 1 6.

On that date, the judgment-debtor put in

a petition to the Judge asking that the

sale might he postponed and that it might

take place on the next sale day without

a fresh proclamation of sale and the attach-

ment subsisting. The petition shows that

the Court was not satisfied with that and

required that the judgment-debtor should

add a further undertaking to the petition,

namely, that the judgment-debtor should

not raise any objection on the ground of

illegality or irregularity. That being added,

the Court granted a postponement of the

sale and the properties were not sold

until the 16th May. Then - the properties

haviDg been sold, the judgment-debtor pre-

ferred a petition on the 17th June 1916

to the Judge asking that the sale should

be set aside on the ground of illegality and

irregularity. The learned Judge took the

view that there was a distinct breach of

the undertaking given to the Court ou the

footing of which the judgment-debtor ob-

tained a postponement of the sale. I think

the learned Judge was right; and for this

reason: whatever view may be taken of

the terras of the undertaking given on the

1 ; th April 1916, it is quite clear that that

undertaking covered all illegalities and

irregularities of which the judgment debtor

was then aware. In the present case,

there is no allegation by the judgment-

debtor that be "as not aware of the matters

stated in his petition at the time he gave

his undertaking to the Court on the 17th

April 1916. It is quite clear that as re-

gards all matters, at least of which he was

oognizant at the time, he gave his under-

taking on the 17th April, the judgment-

debtor waived his right to object. Tho

case of Dhanukdhari v. Nathuni Sahu (1)»

that has been cited before us, is clearly

distinguishable. In that oase, the learned

Judge found that the judgment-debtor,

could not waive bis objection as regards

certain particulars on the ground that he

bad been kept out of knowledge of them

by the fraud of the decree-holder, which is

a totally different case from the present.

The facts in the present case seem to be

extremely simple. I think the learned

Subordinate Judge came to a correct con-

clusion that, on the allegations made by

tho judgment- debtor, be precluded himse

from going into these matters. That being

so, the present appeal fails and must

be dismissed with oosts, one hundred

rupees.

Shamsol Huda, J.— I agree.

Appeal dismissed
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WAZIR ALI V. ALI ISLAM.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Ciy;l Appeal No. 1395 of 1916.

July 2, 1 918.
Present: Justice Sir P. C. B-inerji, Kt., and

Mr. Justice Ryves
WAZIR ALI AND ANOTHER—DEFENDANTS

Appellants

833

versus
ALI ISLAM— Plaintiff— Respondent.
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decree of the
dated the 24th

S. M. Sulaiman.

Second appeal from the
District Judge, Azimgarh
August 1916.

.,
M
£ M'L Agarwala, Dr.

the Hou ble Dr. Tej Bahadur Sapru and Dr.
Surendra Nath Sen, for the Appellan's

P^sad, for the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out of

a suit for redemption brought under the
oiroumstanoes mentioned in detail in the
judgment of the Court below. It is un-
neoessary to repeat all the facts and
it is sufficient to say that on the 21st
of December 1864 one Iradut Ullah made
. . ... 1 certain shares
in four villages, one of whioh was the
village Gangapur. The present suit

°n of that village
The equity of redemption in one of
the mortgaged villages, namely. Pul Ralni,
was sold by auction and purchased by one
Mazhar Ali in 1874. He sold it in 1882,
and the share whioh he purchased
ultimately came to one Sarju Singh. In
1 o87, iSarja Singh brought a suit for
redemption and got a decree for redemp*
ion of all the four mortgaged villages
and obtained possession in 1891. The
present appellant Wazir Ali is the pur-

53

,

chaser of the rights of Sarju in Gangapur
and he is in possession by virtue of his
purchase. In 187.1 the share in Gangapur
was purchased at auction by Kali Charan
defendant No. 15, who sold it to the plain-’
tiff on the 11th of October 1913. By
virtue of thispuroha.se the plaintiff brought
the present suiton the 18th of May 1915
for redemption of Gangapur as against
Wazir Ali, who is in possession of that
village He has made other persons parties
to the suit and one of these is Musammat
baidan Bibi, the second appellant, the
widow of Iradut Ullah, the mortgagor.
Ihe Court of first instance decreed the
claim and the decree of that Court was
confirmed by the lower Appellate Court.
The first contention raised before us on

behalf of the appellants is that the
claim is time-barred. This point is con-
cluded by the authority of the Pull Benoh
decision in Ashfaq Ahmad v. Wazir Ali (1),
This case has been followed in subsequent
oases by this Court and we as a Divisional
Benoh are bound by it. Following that
ruling we must hold that the limitation
applicable to a suit of this description is
that provided by Artiole 148, namely, sixty
years from the date on whioh tbe mort-
gage beoame oapable of redemption It is
contended that the word “ oo mortgagor ”

should not be extended to purchasers of the
equity of^redemption. \Ve are unable to agree
with this contention. All persons who
have stepped into the shoes of the original
mortgagor are oomortgagors ” for all
purposes and, therefore, the rule laid down
in the Full Banoh oase is applicable to the
present ease, which is that of a purchaser
of the equity of redemption in a part
of the mortgaged property.

The learned Counsel for the appellant
referred to the oase of Jai Kishen Joshi
v. Buihanand Joshi (2). That oase so far
from helping him seems to us to be against
his contention. That case was deoided
on (he ground that the representative
of the mortgagor who had redeemed
the mortgage had as3erted a proprietary
title and claimed adversely to the true
owner. It was held that in a oase of

H) 14 A. I; A. W. X. (1891) 21); (I A. 423- 7 IndDec (n. s ) 373 (P. 13.).
1 ‘ na ’

(2) 34 Ind. Cas. 244; 14 A. L. J. 4!
; 38 A. 138.
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1

1

1 a ^ description Article 141 would apply

but one of the learned Judges who de-

cided the case observed as follows at page

47* of the report:—
“ If Jaidat had not dealt further with

the property but had merely taken posses-

sion and held it, the plaintiff would [under

the ruling of this Court in Ashfaq Ahmad v.

Wazir Ali (1)] have had a period of sixty years

from the dato of the mortgage of I860

within which to recover his share from

Jaidat on payment of his share of the

debt.”

Wo are accordingly of opinion that the

Court below was right in holding that the

limitation applicable to the case was that

provided by Article 148 and that the suit

was not barred by limitation.

It was next contended that the suit should

be deemed to bo one for a declaratory

decree as regards the title of the plaintiff

or his vendor Kali Charan. This contention is,

in our opinion, untenable as the suit is not

for a declaratory decree but for consequential

relief, namely, redemption of the mortgage

and possession of the property. For the

purpose of maintaining the suit it was
necessary for the plaintiff to ask the Court

to declare his title.

The last contention put forward was that

as Kali Charan did not bring a suit to

assert his titlo within twelve years of the

date of his purohase, that title must bo

deemed to have become extinct. This con-

tention has no force inasmuch as KaliChaiv.n

had no occasion to bring a suit to establish

his titlo. The mortgagee wa9 in possession

and the possession of the mortgagee must
be deemed to be that of the person entitled

to the equity of redemption.

For these reasons the appeal must, in

our opinion, fail. Wo dismiss it with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

#Pago of 14 A. L. J.—Ed.

1 .,

»*t

>n /

MADRAS HIDH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 137 of 1916.

September 17, 1917.

Present:— Mr. Justice Spencer and Mr.

Justice Krishnan.

SUBBA RAO and others

—

Defendants

Nos. 3, 4 and 5—Appellants

versus

P. SWAMIA PILLAI and others—
Plaintiff and Defendant No. 2—

Respondents.
Hindu Luv — Mitahshara— Decree against undivided

father, execution of, against sons' shares—Liability of

sons in absence of proof of immorality or illegality—

Antecedent debt — Attachment oj property—Intention of

decree-holder
,

when material—Proof oj immorality
,

mitu re of.

An execution creditor is entitled to sell the whole

of the estate of a joint Hindu family consisting of ft

father and his sons and governed by the Mitakshara

Law in execution of a decree obtained against the

lather alone, unless it is shown that the debt for

which the decree was obtained was incurred for

illegal or immoral purposes, [p. 836, col. 1.]

Where joint family property including the shares

of two undivided sons was attached and sold in

execution of a decree obtained agaiust the father on

a pro-note executed by him, and the sons preferred a

claim for the release of their shares which was

dismissed and subsequently brought a suit for a

declarat ion that their share of the property could

not be attached and sold in execution of the decree:

Held, that in the absence of proof that the debt in

respect of which the decree was obtained was (i)

incurred for illegal or immoral purposes or vn J

borrowed by the father solely to enable him to sell

the whole property including the sons’ shares, the

decree-holder was entitled in execution to proceed

against tire whole of the property including tho

shares of tho sons, [p 836, cols. 1 & 2.]

Per Kri>hnan
t
J .— It is only when it is doubtful

what was attached and sold in Court-auction, as, for

example, wlu'n the property attached and sold was

“the right, title and interest of tho judgment-debtor*

that the intention of the attaching creditor becomes

important, [p. 835, col. 2.]

If the father's debt in execution of whioli the

shares of the sons are also attached was contracted

merely for the purpose of enabling the father to sell

t he whole property including his sons’ shares and if

the father suffered a decree to be passed in further-

ance of that purpose, the decree-holder cannot be per-

mitted to sell the shares of tho sons. [p. 836, col. 2.]

Evidence to show that the father led an immoral

life will not be sufficient to exclude the father’s right

to sell the joint property. There must be evidence

to show that the particular debt in question was

contracted for an immoral purpose, [p. 836, col. 2.]

Second appeal against the deoree of the

Distriot Court, Triohinopoly, in Appeal

Suit No. 47 of 1915, preferred against

the deoree of the Court of the Distriot

Munsif, Srir^uagam, in Original Suit No. 125

1913.
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for the

SUBBA RAO V. SWAMIA PILLAI.

Mr T. B. Venkatarama Sastriar,

Appellants.

R.W.L* Faid“"“l'° -«»«'. lor tb.

JUDGMENT.
Spencer

, J.—I am unable to follow the
District Judge when he prooeede upon the
assumption that the 1 st defendant, in exe-
ou mg h lg gmall cause decree, attachedomy the fathers interest in the property.

is were so, the plaintiffs had no
cause of action to put in a claim petition
tor the release of their three-fourths share,
and when that failed, to institute the
present suit to establish their title against
the execution creditor. The District Judge
failed to see that his assumption destroyed
the very foundation of the plaintiffs’ claim
and that their suit must consequently fail.
here is no doubt, however, that both

parties considered that the entire estate
had been attached. In his written state-
ment the 1 st defendant asserted the liabili-
ty of the sons to pay the debts of their
father, if not tainted with illegality and
immorahty No doubt he at first maintain-
ed that the property was the father’s self-
aoqu.sit.on, but the fact that he also plead-
ed the sons liability to pay their father’s
debts showed that he did not abandon
his claim against the entire property, if
it turned out to be ancestral. At the
trial the 1 st defendant failed in his
attempt to prove that the property was
the self-acquisition of the 2nd defendant:
the plaintiffs also on their part failed to
prove that the debt was incurred for an
immoral purpose, as they had only general
evidence of their father’s immoral con-
duct.

But this failure of the plaintiffs to estab-
lish

.

their contention that the debt was
an immoral one must be regarded as fatal
to their whole suit. As observed by the
Privy Counoil in Sripat Singh Dugar v.

I a • . 0
^ ^ ^ in every

other event it is open to the execution
creditor to sell the whole of the estate in
satisfaction of the judgment obtained against
the father alone.”

INDIAN OASES,
835

in

T
slfrp

defen
tant obtaiued the decreein Small Cause No. 321 of 1912 uponwo promissory notes executed in his favour

y 2nd defendant for what became due

that" h

h

e‘

m
t l°

r th
i

6 r6nt °f °ertain ,andsthat he took on lease from the 1st defend-
Thl,S

-..
faot 13 asserted in 1 st defen-dant s written statement in this suit • itappears also in 2nd defendant’s written

statement in the Small Cause suit (Exhibit” “1 has °0t b
,

60n 00°troverted by the
plaintiffs. Thus there was in existence in
this case an antecedent debt, to dischargewhich the ancestral propsrty of the

father*
°0 “^^ b® validIy al >enatsd by the

We allow the second appeal and restore
the decree of the District Muusif dismiss-
ing the suit. Respondents N03 . 1 to 3 willbear their own and appellants’ costs in thisand in the lower Appellate Court.

Khlsunan, J.—The plaintiffs-appellants are
the sons of the 2 nd defendant against whom
the 1 st defendunt had obtained a decree ontwo promissory notes exaouted by him. In
execution of that decree the 1st defendant
had attaohed the plaint property describing it
as 2nd defendant’s own property. Thesons filed a claim petition to have their
share released, but it was dismissed. There-upon they filed the present suit for adeclaration that the 1st defendant was notentitled to execute the decree against their
share in the property and for an injunc

r Q ^n(^‘ ^a3, ^52; 44 C. 524 at pp. 532, 533- 32 M
W \147i (m7) M 'V - N. 193; 21 c!

L.R.290;44 I. A.^l (P? o!)f
* ^ ^ 222i 19 B °m '

The question whether the property was
self-acquired or ancestral has been settled
it being found that it is the ancestral
property of the family. On this finding
the Uistriot Judge decreed the plaintiffs’
suit holding that the 1st defendant show-
ed no intention to proceed against it as
anoestral property in whioh he held the
sons’ share also liable for their father’s
debt. His judgment cannot be supported
It is only when it is doubtful what was
attaohed and sold in Conrt-auotion as, for
example, when the property attaohed and
sold was described as “the right, title and
interest of the judgment-debtor” that the
intention of the attaching decree-holder
becomes important. Here the whole pro-
perty has been attaohed including the
shares of the plaintiffs, and that is the
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footing on which they themselves filed

the olaim petition and have now brought

this suit. If plaintiffs’ shares had not

been attached, there would be no cause of

action for the claim petition or for this

suit, both of which refer only to their

shares. Before the plaintiffs’ shares can be

released from attachment, what has to be

decided is whether those shares are not

liable to be sold for the decree-debt. The

description of the property attached as the

debtor’s own is immaterial in this con-

nection. It is settled law that an execution

creditor is entitled to sell the whole of

the estate of the joint Hindu family, con-

sisting of a father and his sons and govern-

ed by the Mitakshara Law, in execution

of a decree obtained against the father

alone, unless it is shown that the debt for

which the decree was obtained was incur-

red for illegal or immoral purposes. It is

sufficient to refer to the latest statement

of this law by the Privy Council in the

case of Sripat Singh lhigar v. PunJyot

Kumar Tagore (1). Their Lordships say,

“The property in question was joint

property governed by the Mitakshara Law.

By that law a judgment against tho

father of tho family cannot bo executed

against tho whole of the Mitakshara pro-

perty if the debt in respect of which the

judgment has been obtained was a debt

incurred for illegal or immoral purposes.

In every other event it is open to the

execution oreditor to sell tho whole of

the estate in satisfaction of the judgment

obtained against tho father alone.” The
recent ruling of the Privy Counoil in

Sahti Bam Chandra v. Bhup Singh 2 ) to

which our attention has been drawn, that

the pious obligation of the son to pay

his father’s debt arises only after the

death of tho father, does not affect this

question, a9 the father has power to sell

joint property of his son and himself for

an antecedent debt of hi3 to pvy off that

debt, when the debt w;i3 not incurred

for an illegal or immoral purpose and tho

Court oan in execution of a decree for that

debt exercise the same power and direct

(2) 30 Iiul. Cus. 280; 39 A. 437; (i L. W. 213; 21 0.

\V. N. (39

S

;
1 l\ L. W. 557; 15 A. L. .). 437; 19 Horn.

L. It. 493; 2li G. h. J. 1; 33 M. L. J. 14; (1917) M. \Y.

N. 439; 2 2 M. L. T. 22; it i. A. 12G

tho sale of such joint property. No doubt

if the father had borrowed the original

promissiory note debts merely for the pur-

pose of enabling him to sell the whole

property including his sons’ shares and

allowed the decree to be passed in further-

ance of that purpose, the oase may be

one where there is only a colourable and

not a “real dissociation in faot” between

the debts and the final sale. In such a case

the power to sell will not arise, under

the Privy Council ruling above quoted.

But such a posit-on does not arise on the

facts here, as it is not alleged that the 2nd

defendant had any such purpose.

It follows, therefore, that as in the

present oase the plaintiffs did not give

any evidence to show that the debts in

question were incurred by the 2nd defend-

ant for any illegal or immoral purpose,

their suit must fail. They complain before

us that they bad evidence to show that their

father led an immoral life and that theMunsif

shut out sreb evidence; but such evidence is

quite insufficient, in the absence of evidence

that the particular debt was incurred for

an immoral purpose, to exclude the father s

right to sell the joint property. See Sri

Karain v. Baghuhans Rai (3). The exola-

sion of evidence by the M»nsif has, there-

fore, led to no prejudice to the plaintiffs

and is, therefore, no groand for second

appeal. It was also urged that they had

evidence to prove that they lived separately

from their father and had nothing to do

with the promissory notes. That evidence

was equally immaterial, as they did not allege

any division from the father.

I agree, therefore, that the decree of

tho District Judge must be reversed and

that of the Munsif bo restored with oosts,

hero and in the Court below, of the appel*

lanta.

m. v. r.

Appeal allowed.

(3) 17 I ml. Cas. 729; 17 0. \Y. N. 124; 25 M. L. J.

27; (1913) M.W. N. 70S (l\ C.).
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RAM FAQIR r. BINDESHKI SINGH.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1874 of 1916

July 30, 191b.
Present: Mr. Justice Piggntt and Mr. Justice

Walsh.
RAM FAQIR

—

Plaintiff—Appellant
VGTSKS

BINDESHRI SINGH and another—Defendants— Respondents.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of I908J, a 11—R us

judicata

—

Cross-appeals —Appeal front one decree,
whether maintainable—Suit of Small Cause nature
deciding question of title—Subsequent suit invoicing
same question

, whether res judicata.

Plaintiff brought a suit claiming possession of a
half share in each of two groves Nos. 2 and 123

,

situate in different villages. His suit was dismissed
in respect of grove No. 2 and decreed in respect of
grove No. 123. There were appeals both bv the de-
fendant and by the plaintiff. The latter’s appeal was
dismissed and the defendant’s was allowed, the case
being remanded. The plaintiff appealed to the High
Court against the order of remand:

Held, that the failure of the plaintiff to appeal
against the order, dismissing his own appeal to the
lower Appellate Court, did not debar him from
appealing against t lie order remanding the suit in
the defendant’s appeal, [p. 838, col. }.]

Plaintiff brought a suit against the defendants to
recover his share of the price of two trees cut down
by the defendants, on the ground that he was entitl-
ed to a moiety share in the grove. The suit was
one of the nature cognizable by a Court of Small
Causes, but was instituted in the Court of the
Munsif, who tried it as a regular suit and decided
that the plaintiff was entitled to a half share in the
grove. In a subsequent suit by the plaintiff to
recover possession of his half share in the grove:

Held, that under Explanation II to section 1 of the
Civil Procedure Code, the question of the plaintiff’s
title to a half share in the grove was res judicata.

[p. 839, col. 2.]

Second appeal from a decree of the
Officiating Second Additional Subordinate
Judge, Jaunpur.

837

Mr. Gokul Prasad
, for the Appellant.

Dr. 8, M. Sulaiman
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—In the suit cut of which
this appeal arises the plaintiff, who is the
appellant in this Court, claimed posses-
sion of a half share in each of two
groves, together with .damages. The groves
are situated in different villages and may
be described by the serial numbers in the
village papers under which they are
referred to in the judgments of the Courts
below. One grove wa9 numbered 123
apd the other was numbered 2. The

Court of first instanoe in substanoe d s-
missed the plaintiff’s claim in respect of
giove No. 2, but it decreed bis claim for
grove No 123. There was an appeal by
the plaintiff against the decree of the
Court of first instance, in so far as that
decree dismissed his olaim for grove No. 2.
There was also an appeal by the defend-
ants against the same decree in so far
as it allowed the plaintiff’s claim for
grove No. 123. The two appeals were
heard together and a single judgment was
written by which the questions raised in
both the appeals were disposed of. Differ-
ent decrees were passed. On the plaintiff's
appeal the order was that this appeal be
dismissed so that the decision of the Court
of first instance, in so far as it was oalledm question by the plaintiff, was affirmed
On the defendants’ appeal there was an"
order of remand arising out of certain
pleatings and findings to be referred to
presently. The appeal now before us is
againtt the deoision of the lower Appellate
Court on the appeal filed by tho defend-
ants against the decree of the Court of
first instance. When this appeal oame up
for bearing before a single Judge of this
Court, two preliminary objections were
raised. One of these was well founded so
far as it went, that is to say, the defend-
ants respondents oorreotly urged that this
appeal was not really a second appeal, but
a first appeal from an order of remand, and
should have been filed assuob. This objection
is of a technical nature and it has been dis-
posed of by the referring of the appeal itself
to a Beuoh of two Judges. We have juris-
diction to hear this appeal under the
rules of this Court and a mere misdesorip.

- r the appeal as “Second Appeal No.
so” instead of “First Appeal from

tion of

so and
Order,”

case or

does not affect

the jurisdiction

appellant will not, in

titled to recover costs

he would have had

the merits of the
of this Court. The
any event, be en-
in excess of what

to pay on a first
appeal from order, but that matter can be
considered when the decree of this Court
oomes to be prepared. The other objec-
tion was that the plaintiff was not en-
titled to appeal against this order of
remand, or against any other order or
decree which the lower Appellate Court
might have seen fit tg pass on the de-
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fendants’ appeal unless he also appealed

against the decision dismissing his own

appeal about grove No. 2. Reliance is placed

ori a large number of authorities of this Court,

out of which it is quite sufficient to refer

to the decision in Earn Lai v. Chhab Nath

(1), which is the foundation of the sub-

sequent case-law on the subject. The case

now before us is clearly distinguishable

from any cf these. In the appeal brought

by the plaintiff against the decision of the

Court of first instanoe no question was

raised, and none could be deoided, as to

the rights of the parties in respect of

grove No. 123. The Court simply deter-

mined the question of the respective

rights of the parties to grove No. 2. Its

decision on this point was final ;
it pro-

ceeded upon findings of fact and no second

appeal oould have been brought against

it with the slightest prospect of suc-

cess. The plaintiff was bound to acquiesce

in the decision against him so far as grove

No. 2 was concerned, but there was no-

thing in the deoree by which his appeal

to the Court below stood dismissed, which

in any way affected or purported to affeot

his rights in respect of grove No. 123.

It is not even as if it oould be contended

that the plaintiff was injuriously affected

by the dismissal of his appeal, because

that dismissal left the decision of the Court

of first instanoe intaot. The plaintiff had

a deoision in his favour about grove No. 123

and the order passed upon his appeal left

that deoision where it was. That decision

has only been disturbed by the order of

remand passed upon the appeal of the

defendants in the Court below, and against

that order the present appeal lies. It is clearly

not barred either by the words of seotion

11 of the Code of Civil Procedure, or by

any conceivable principle of res judicata.

We have now to oonsider the main point

raised by the appeal itself, and for this

purpose it is necessary to set out certain

additional facts. In the year 1914 this

same plaintiff had brought against these

same defendants a suit in which he claimed

damages amounting to Rs. 30, as his share

of the price of ttwo trees which the de-

( 1 ) 12 A. 578; A. W. N. (1800) 183; G 1ml. Dec.

(N. s.) 11H.

fendants had out down io grove No. 123,

on the ground that the defendants had

appropriated the timber entirely to them-

selves in derogation of the plaintiff s rights

as owner of a moiety share in the grove.

This suit was a suit of the nature cogniz-

able by a Court of Small Causes; but

it was not instituted in such a Court.

Presumably there was no Court of Small

Causes in existence at Jaunpur, and this

suit for damages was instituted in the Court

of the Additional Munsif and was tried

by him as a regular suit. In reply to

the plaintiff’s claim the defendants denied

his title to a moiety share, or to any

other share in grove No. 123. There was

an issue on this point and that issue was

deoided in favour of the plaintiff. After

also determining the further issue raised

as to the amount of damages, the Munsif

proceeded to give the plaintiff in that

suit a deoree for Rs. 20. Now in the present

litigation the plaintiff onoe more sets up his

title to the moiety share in grove No. 123.

The suit has aotually been brought in the very

same Court which tried the suit of 1914, and

the first issue for disposal is precisely the

same issue as was tried out in the former

suit, namely, the validity or otherwise of

the plaintiff’s olaim to a moiety share in

grove No. 123. The learned Additional

Munsif held that he had himself once

already decided this issue in a previous

suit between the same parties, that

deoision operated as res judicata and

the question could not be tried over

again. This finding has been reversed by

the learned Subordinate Judge on appeal.

Holding that the question of title iu respect

of grove No. 123 was not res judicata iu the

plaintiff’s favour by leason of the suit of 1914*

that Court has remanded the oa9e, so far as it

concerned the plaintiff’s claim to grove No. 1*.3,

for trial on the merits. The appeal being

against this order of remand, what we

have to determine is whether the decision

in the suit of 1914 was or was not res

judicata in the present litigatiou. On the

wording of section 11 of the Code of

Civil Procedure the case seems ft clear

one. The suit was between the 9ame

parties litigating under the same title. The

same question was directly ftnd substantially

in issue iu both the suits, and in the suit

of 1914 it was decided in the plaintiff Q
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favour by a Court oompetenfc to try the
subsequent suit now under consideration
by us in this appeal. As a matter of
fa?t both the suits, as we have already
pointed out, were brought in one and the
same Court, that is to say, the Court of
the Additional Munsif of Jaunpur. The
former was of a nature triable by a Court
of Small Causes and the present suit is

not. There is, therefore, this distinction,
that in the suit of 1914 no second appeal
would lie, whereas in the present suit a
second appeal will lie, subject to the
appropriate provisions of the law. The
Second Explanation to section 11 of the
Code of Civil Procedure has been inserted
in the present Aot (No. V of 1 90S), and
it expressly provides that for the purposes
of this section, the competence of a Court
(that is to say, its competence to try any
subsequent suit) shall be determined irres-

pective of any provisions as to a right
of appeal from the deoision of such Court.
This explanation would seem to have been
expressly designed to set at rest the con-
troversy sought to be raised on behalf of
the present respondents. This view has
been taken by a learned Judge of this
Court in the only reported case we can find
in which the question has been expressly
considered and decided since the passing
of Aot No. V of 1908; namely, the case of
Musaddi Lai v. Jwala Prasad (2). We have
been referred to a number of older rulings
cf this Court, ore of wbioh is discussed
by Mr. Justice Chamier in Musaddi Lai v.

Jwala Prasad (2). All those decisions

were passed before the Second Explana-
ation to what is now seotion 11 of the
Code of Civil Procedure had been enacted.
It is quite true that, in order to apply the
rule of res judicata at all, it must be
founl that the question of title was
directly and substantially in issue in the

suit of 1914, It has been contended before

us that in some of the older decisions, as
for instance in Inayatkhan v. Rahmat
Bibi (3), in Chet Ram v. Gatiga (4), it

has been taken for granted that the deci-

sion of aDy Court in a suit of a Small
Qause Court nature about a question of

(2) 16 Ind. Cas. 496; 10 A. L. J. 106.
(3) 2 A. 97; 1 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 610.

(4) A. W. N, (1886) 44,4 Ind, Dec. (x. s.) U41.

title should be regarded as merely inci-
dental. In view of the change in the law
effected by the passing of Act No. V of
1908, it seems unnecessary to discuss these
older decisions. We find ourselves in entire
agreement with the view taken by Mr.
Justice Chamier in Musaddi Lai v. Jwala
Prasad (2), which was a case in all
essential matters on all fours with the pre-
sent one. It is worth noting that we
have been referred to one other case of
this Court decided since the passing of
the present Code of Civil Procedure,
namely, the case of Dulare Lai v. Hazari
Lai (5). That oase is distinguishable
from the present in one essential point.
The suit for damages, the deoision in

which it was sought to plead as res

judicata in a subsequent suit for the
establishment of title, had been brought
in a Court of Small Causes, and subse-
quently transferred to the Court of a
Munsif. It was pointed out that, under the
provisions of the Provincial Small Causes
Courts Aot itself, a suit would not ohange its

nature when it was transferred from a
Court of Small Causes to that of a
Munsif, but that it would be tried by the
Munsif only as a Court of Small Causes.
This is the reason given by the learned
Judge of this Court for holding, in the
appeal before him, the deoision in the suit
for damages would not operate as res
judicata in the subsequent suit for es-
tablishment of title, in that oase the suit
for damages was instituted in and was,
in the eye of the law, tried by a Court
of Small Causes, that is to say, by a Court
which, independently altogether of any
provisions as to a right of appeal, would
not be a Court competent to try a sub-
sequent suit for title. We are of opinion,
therefore, that the deoision of the lower
Appellate Court on this question of res

judicata was wrong and must be re-

versed. On this appeal, therefore, we set
aside the order of remand which was
passed on the appeal of the defendants
in the Court below, and in lieu thereof
we dismi c s th9 appeal of the defendants
to that Court. The plain* iff will be
entitled to his costs in this and in ihe

(5) 26 Ind. Cas. 56; 12 A, L. J. 853,
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ower Appellate Court, subject only to

this qualification that lie will not be

entitled to recover as costs in this Court

anything more than he would have paid

on a first appeal from order. It

may be pointed out that the result

o the order which we now pass is that

the decree of the Court of first instance

is restored in its entirety. There is no

possible question of an appellate decision

resulting in the existence of two in-

consistent decrees on one and the same
litigation eaoh of them apparently cap-

able of independent execution. We
mention this faot as further illustrating

our deoision upon the preliminary objection.

Appeal decreed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. ‘2261

of 1916.

July 1, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Walmsley and Mr.

Justice Panton.

MONOHAR MU KHERJEK -Plaintiff
— Appellant

versus

KALI DAS NANDI and others

—

Respondents.
Chowkiilnri chakran Iamis > Hunt, ' within putni

—

Resit nipt ion—Putnidar, title of— Rent, liability of

putnidar to pay.

Choivkidari chakran lands situate within tLo ambit
of a putni belong, on their resumption, to the putni-

dar, and where the putnidar has been enjoying the

services of t ho chnwkidar before the resumption, he
is not liable to pay for those lands any rent or

cesses in excess of what the :< mimine has to pay to

tho choivkidari fund, unless by the terms of the
putni lease the zemindar is entitled ton profit in

respect of such lands. I p. 811, col. 2; p 812, col. 2.J

Appeal against the decree of tho Sub-
ordinate Judge, 2nd Court, Burdwan, dated

the 4th of August 1916, affirming that

of the Munsif, 2nd Court at that place,

dated tho 19th of August 1913.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Balm llira Lai Chuckerlnrty (with him Babu

Taradas Chatterjee ), for the Appellant.— 1 beg

to draw your Lordships’ attention to a

case reported as Ranjit Singh v. Kali Dasi

Behi (1). There the suit was for a declara-

tion of title in certain choivkidari chakran

lands on the ground that the plaintiff

acquired putni rights in them. It was

held there that the putnidars were entitled

to the possession of resumed choivkidari

chakran lands. The question, therefore, is does

the present Privy Council deoision in Banjit

Singh v. Kali Dasi Dehi (l) affect this deoi-

sionh My submission is that the Privy

Council decision does not state the terms

under which the putnidars shall hold. The

Privy Council decision does not touch the

present point. No doubt we are bound by

the Privy Council decision so far as it deals

with this point. Again in the case in Suren -

dra Mohan Sinha v. Rajendra Nath Roy (2)

Your Lordships relied on the previous Privy

Council case in Rarijit Singh v. Roli Dasi

Debi (1) and discussed it at page 662*, and

said that that case is not conclusive as to

the terms under which the putnidars are

entitled to hold possession of resumed chowki-

lari chakran lands'. Therefore, it becomes

lecessary for me to refer to the earlier

•ases, which deal with this point, hirst of

ill 1 refer your Lordships to the case of

llari Narain Mozumdar v. Mukund Lai

Mundal (3). There the principle on whioh to

assess the rent payable by putnidars to the

Zemindar in respect to resumed choivkidari

?haktiran lands is laid down. The same prim

?iple is followed in a later case in

Uarak Chand v. Charu Chandra Singha (4).

Again in lxajendra Nath v. llira Lai (•>) the

same principle is accepted. In the Kabtiliat

the words * * * ( hareebari malguzan) oocur.

These words mean proportionate rent, lb®

word malguzari may sometimes mean rent with

reference to the contract and not revenue

So 1 am entitled to get something more than

has beendeeieed in my favour according to

the Privy Council rulings.

Babu Btpin Behan Qhose (with him Babu

Sajani Kanta Sinha)
,
for the Respondents.—

(1) 10 hub Cas. 9*1; 21 C. W. N. 609; *5 C. L. J.

400; 32 M. L. .1. 505; 15 A. L. J. 890: 19 Bam. L

402; 2 1\ L. W. 1; (1917) M.W. N. 459; 6 L. W. 101

41 C. 841; 22 M. L. T. 489; 44 I. A. D7 (P. C.).
_ - ~ ^ ^ ^ mmw A »40 I

100 .

(3) 4 0. W. N. 814.

(4) s lmb Cas. 700, 13 C. L. J. 102 at p. 107; 15 C

W. N. 5.

(5) 7 hub Cas. 554; 14 C. W. N 995.

* Page of 22 C. W. N.—Ed.
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The question must be decided according
to the terms of the contract into which the
parties entered. In section 51 of the Chowki-
dari Act (VI of 1870) it is laid down
that if there is a contract the parties are
bound by the oon tract. In Raniit Singh v.

Kali Basi Debi (1) it has been held that
parties are bound by their contracts. There-
fore, the first question is whether these elwwki

•

dari chakaran ] ands were let out to me in

putni by the Zemindar at the time of the
putni lease aDd my friend concedes that
suoh was the fact. In the Chowkidari Act
the rights of parties who hold under the
Zemindar are preserved and their only
liability is to pay more rent for excess of land.

Kaii Neicaz Khoda v. Ram Jadu Bey (6)
referred to. There Mr. Justice Rampini
deals with this excess payment of rent
and his Lordship says that the Zemindar
cannot claim from the putnidars more in

excess than he has to pay to the Govern-
ment. At page 116 Mr. Justice Mukherjee
holds the same view; see also Nalinakhya
Basu, v. Bijoy Chand Mahatap (7). My learned
friend says malguzari means rent. This is

the first time that I bear that the word
malguzari also means payment of rent, where-
as it only means payment of revenue. Wil-
son’s Glossary referred to for the meaning
of the word. Mai is contraction of malgu-
zari and means revenue. It is not stated
at what rate profits are to be given to

Zemindars and hence it is idle for my
friend to contend that the putnidar is liable

to pay any additional rent for the resumed
chowkidari chakran lands. Both in Rajendra
Nath v. Bira Lai (5) and in Barak Ghand
v. Charu Chandra Sinha (4) there

was an admission on behalf of

the putnidar. Before Ban it Singh's case

(1) there was some doubt in the minds
of putnidars as to whether they would get

resumed chakran lands and hence they would
always make offer to pay a certain amount
of the profit to the Zemindar in order to get

the chakran lands. But since that case has
settled this point, the Zemindar cannot claim

suoh profit aDy further if the putnidars stand

upon their right and refuse to pay anything
in excess of the Government assessment.

[Walwsley, J.— Before Aot VI of 1S70

(6) 34 C. 1C9 atp. 112; 5 C. L. J. 33; II C. W. N.
201 .

(7) 40 Ind. Cas. 3^5,

CASES.

was passed no one had any means of know-
ing as to what resumption would lead to.]

The resumption began long before the
passing of that Act and the Government
used then to settle such lands with the

• highest bidders.

Babu Hira Lai Cliackerburty
, in reply.

As regards the two cases which my friend
cited, the judgment there proceeded entirely
on a construction of the contract entered
into between Zemindars and putnidars. As
regards the case of Razi Neicaz Khoda
v. ham Jadu Boy (6) that had been cited
in all oases which J have cited. Therefore,
my point is that that case has not conclu-
sively decided the points which I have sub-
mitted. Then as regards the word

“
malgu -

zam" my friend puts too narrow a construc-
tion on the word. It means both payment
of rent and revenue, i.e.

y any payment whe-
ther payable to the Zemindar or to the
Government, and the word ‘ jnaV ’ as opposed
to “ lakheraj ” implies rent.

JUDGMENT.
Walmsley, J.—The suit out of which this

appeal arises was brought by the plaintiff
against his putnidars for a declaration that
he was eutitled to khns possession of some
chakran lands which had been resumed Or, in
the alternative, for a declaration that the
putnidars must pay him rent at the rate of
Rs. 3 per bigha. Both the lower Courts
dismissed the plaintiff’s claim for khas
possession, and with regard to his claim for
rent, they limited him to the sum which
the Zemindar had to pay to the chowkidari
fund and ceases. The plaintiff has preferred
an appeal to this Court. So f»r as his
original prayer for khas possession is con-
cerned, the case of Ranjit Kingh v. Kali Basi
Debi ( 1) is conclusive against him. With
regard to his other claim, the Courts below
proceeded, fir^t, on the wurdings of the
Pattahs granted to ti e putnidars and, secondly,
on the fact that it wa9 the putnidars who
enjoyed the services of the eh wkidars prior
to the resumption. The Pattahs have been
placed before us and the passages w hioh
relate to the matter of the chowki lari chakran
lands and the contingency of resumption have
been discussed in detail. It appears to me
that the Courts below have put a righfc

interpretation upon the words used in those
Pattahs, and on that ground alone I think
that the Zemindar’s claim oannot be sus-
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tained. The further faot that it was the

putnidars who were enjoying the services

of the chowkidars makes it even more im-

possible to allow the Zemindar more than

has been awarded to him On these ground,

I think that the appeal should be dismissed

with costs.

Panton, J.—I agree.
.

Amnp.al dismissed.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Civil Revision No. 21 of 1918.

July 3.\ 1918.

Present Sir Henry Richards, Kt., Chief

Justice, and Mr. Justice Tudball.

MAHMUD ALI-

—

Defendant—Applicant

versus

TAMIZ-UN-NISSA BIB I -Plaintiff-

Opposite Partv.

Provincial Small Causes Courts Act (IX oj 1887),

Sch 11, Art. 41— Licit paid off by one of several heirs

—Suit'to recover share from co-heir—Jurisdiction of

Small Cause Court.

Where one of several heirs of a deceased Muham-

madan pays oft* a debt due by the deceased and then

sues his co-heirs to recover their share of the debt,

the suit is cognisable by a Court of Small Causes and

is not excluded from its cognisance by Article 41 of

Schedule 11 to the Provincial Small Causes Courts

Act. [p. 844, col. 1.]

Civil revision from an order of the Judge

of the Court of Small Causes, Bulandshahr.

FACTS appear from the following Refer-

ring Order of

Abdul Raoof, J.—This application

revision arises out of a suit brought

Musammat Tamiz-un-nissa against

defendant Mahmud Ali for a certain

of money. The oase as stated by

plaintiff in the plaint was this:— One

Mahbub Ali died leaving as his heirs

Mahmud Ali and Yakub Ali, brothers,

Musammat Rasul-un-nissa, a sister, and

Musammat Tamiz-un-nissa, a daughter. On
his death he left certain property which

was inherited by these heirs according to

their shares under the Muhammadan Law,

At the time of his death he was indebted,

and among the creditors there was one

for

by
the

sum
the

[ yib

Jas Ram who held two pro notes executed

by Mahbub Ali. The plaintiff states that

her share under the Muhammadan Law
in the property left by the ancestor was

five sehams. The share of Mahmud Ali

and Yakub Ali, the brothers of Mahbub

Ali, was two sehams eaoh, and that of

Musammat Rasul un-nissa, one seham . The

plaintiff further states that she paid off

the debt due to Jas Ram by executing a

bond in favour of the sons of Jas Ram.

In paragraph 3 of the plaint the plaintiff

stated that having purchased the shares

of Yakub Ali and Musammat Rusul un-nissa

in the property left by Mahbub Ali, she

became the owner of eight sehams and

the defendant Mahmud Ali owned two

sehams out of the entire property of 10

sehams. It is further stated that the

defendant Mahmud Ali was, therefore, liable

to pay the debts due from Mahbub Ali

to the extent of 2 lOths, and it was to recover

this 2/10th s of the debt paid off by the

plaintiff to the sons of Jas Ram that this

suit was filed. The suit was instituted in

the Court of the Judge of Small Causes at

Bulandshahr. One of the pleas raised in

defence by the defendant was that the

suit was not co rnizable by a Small Cause

Court. The defendant relied upon Article

41 of Schedule II of the Provincial Small

Causes Courts Act. The Court of firvt

instance, relying upon the rulirg in the

case of Eoshan Lai v. Earn Lai i(0, dis-

allowed the plea and decided ihe suit

upon the merits and gave a dcoree in

favour of the plaintiff. The present

application for revision has been tiled

against the decree of the Judge of the

Small Cause Court. The deoree of the

Court below is given in these terms:

—

“The plaintiff’s olaim for Rs. 101*8*3, the

amount in claim, and Rs. 32-14»0, costs of suit,

be decreed against the estate of Mahbub Ali

Khan, which is in the possession of the

defendant.” In the first ground of revision,

the defendant-applioant repeats his ground

of objection as to the jurisdiction of the

Judge of the Small Cause Court, and in

the second ground ho raises the plea that

as the plaintiff in her own plaint asks for

a decree against the assets of Mahbub

Ali, the suit was not [cognizable by the

(1) l A. L. J. 543; A. W. N. (1907) 230.
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Court of Small Causes. The ease has been
argued before me at some length on behalf

of both the parties and a number of

rulings have been cited by the Counsel on
either side, to which I will refer later on.

Dr. Sulaiman who appears for the appli-

cant argues that upon the plaint filed by
the plaintiff, it is clear that she based
her claim upon the ground that the

parties were sharers in a joint property
whioh had come to the heirs of Mahbub
Ali as his assets and that, therefore, they
were all liable to pay the debts cf

Mahbub Ali proportionately according to

their shares in the assets left by him.

That being the nature of the suit, he
argues that the suit was a suit ior contri •

button by a sharer in joint property in

respeot of payment made by him of money
due from a co-sharer. On the other hand
Mr. Yusuf Hasan has argued that in

order to make the Article applicable, it

ought to be made clear that the payment in

respeot to whioh contribution was olaimed,

was made on aooount of the joint property.

He also argues that the present suit oan
hardly be called a suit for contribution.

He says the debt due to J as Ram was
not a debt for which the parties may be
said to be jointly responsible. It was not
a debt due upon a joint bond or under
a joint decree, but it was a debt due
against each of the heirs of Mahbub Ali

separately on aooount of his share of

liability attaching to him on account of

having inherited assets from the common
ancestor. It is difficult to decide what Article

41 contemplates by the words a suit for

contribution by a sharer in joint property.”

The oases whioh have been relied upon
either side have no direct bearing on the facts

of the present case. Mr. Yusuf Hasan
has relied upon the case reported as

Bhairon v. Ram Baran (2), whioh was a

case of joint judgment-debtors; one of

the judgment-debtors having paid off the

money due on the joint decree sued

the others for contribution. He has

relied upon the case reported as Roshan
Lai v. Ram Lai (1). That was also a

case of a joint decree. He has also relied

upon the case reported as Bhairon v.

Ram Baran (2). That also was a case

OASES. S43
i

cf a joint decree against co- judgment-

debtors On the other side Dr. Sulaiman has

relied upon the cases reported as Fatima

Bibi v. Hamida Bibi (3), Bhatoo Stngh

v. Ramoo Mahlon (4), Satya Bhushan Bando

•

padhyaya v. Krishnakali Bandopadhyaya (5)

and Rajani Kanta Ohose v. Rama Nath Roy

(6). In the case reported as Satya Bhushan
Bandopadhyaya v. Krishnakali Bando -

padhydya (5) the plaintiff came on the

allegation that he was not liable to make
any payment at all, but that he had
made a payment for the benefit of the

defendant. It was held in that case that

the suit could not be said to be one for

contribution at all, and, therefore, could not

come under Article 41. In Bhatoo Singh

v. Ramoo Mahton (4) the facts were quite

different from those of the present case

and the rule there laid down was rather

too broad. In the oase reported as Fatima

Bibi v. Hamida Bibi (3) the payment
there made was oertainly on account of

the property jointly held by the parties.

Joint tenants holding land jointly under

a Zemindar were held jointly responsible

for payment of rent, although they had

by private arrangement divided the plots for

their separate cultivation and one of the

tenants had been made to pay the rent

for the entire holding. When be sued for

contribution, it was held that the suit

came strictly within Article 41 and it was
excepted from the cognizanoe of the Court
of Small Causes also. As I have stated

above, none of the cases relied upon by

the parties have a direct bearing on the

facts of this oase. The point raised is of

some importance and I think it will be

better if it is decided by a larger Bench.

I, therefore, refer this case to a Bench of
'

two Judges.

Dr. S. M. Sulaiman
,
for the Applicant.

Mr. S. M. Y. Hasan (for whom Mr. S. A

.

Haidar)
,
for the Opposite Party.

JUDGMENT.—The main point raised

as a ground for revision is that the suit

was one whioh was not cognizable by the

Small Cause Court. It is contended that

(3) 28 Ind. Cas. 587; 13 A. L. J. 452.

(4) 23 C. 189; 12 Ind. Dec. (n. s.) 125.

(5) 24 Ind. Cas. 259; 18 C. W. N. 1308; 20 C. L. J.

196.

(6) 27 In4. Cas. 56; 19 C. W. N. 458; 20 0f
L. J. 200

f(2) 28 A. 292; A. W. N. (1906) 6 ; 3 A. L. J. 6.
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it is excluded by Article 41 to the Sche-

dule to the Small Causes Courts Act. We

are satisSed that the suit brought by the

plaintiff was not of the nature speeihed in

Artiole 41 of the Act. We .see no sufficient

reason to interfere with the deoree of the

Small Cause Court in any other matter

raised by the memorandum of appeal. We

reject the application and make no order

aa to costs.
.

'

A pphcat ion dismissed.

PATNA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 951

of 1917.

July *5, 1918.

Present:— Justice Sir All Imam, l\ r.

JAGESUR SINGH MAHAPATRA—
Appellant

versus

SRIDHAR SARDAR and others —
RESP •

• DENTS.

Civd Procedure Code (Act V of 19USJ, ‘17

—

1. imi-

tation Act (IK of IDUSy, Sch. /, Art,. 1 38, I SO Suit

by a net ion -June I, user to recover property purchased by

him after confirmation of sale, maintainability o /
—

Limitation.

A suit by an auction- |»invli:is<'r for (lie recovery ot

possession oi property which he has purchased at an

auction sale which has been conlinned, is not a suit

which is barred under section c7 of the Code of

Civil Procedure. Such a suit is governed by Article

13 S nnd not by Article Im«» of Schedule I oft ho

Limitation Act, and the period of limitation is

twelve years after the confirmation of the sale. [p.

815, col. l.J

Appeal from a decision of the Distriot

Judge, Manbhum-Purulia.

Mr. Atul Krishna Ray, for the Appellant.

Mr. Abani Bhnsan Makerji
,
for the Reg.

pondents.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiffs and the

pro forma defendant No. 4 and the prede-

oessor-in interest of the pro forma defend-

ants Nos. 5 to 10 obtained a deoree against

the principal defendants in this case. In

execution of the decree which was for

rent, the property in suit Was sold and

the sale was continued on the 6th of

May 1910. it appears that after the confir-

mation of the sale there was a partition in

the family of the plaintiffs and the pro

forma defendants. By the partition the

property in suit was allotted to the

plaintiffs. The plaintiffs now seek to ob-

tain possession of this property as after

the confirmation of the sale no aotion was

taken and the principal defendants remain-

ed in possession. The principal defendants

in paragraph 7 of the written statement

have pleaded that although the sale had

taken place and it was confirmed, yet the

plaintiffs as a matter of fact continued to

receive rent from them and that as suoh

the relationship of landlord and tenant

continued. The learned Mun9i'f who decreed

the suit of the plaintiffs has come to a

distinct finding that there is no evidence

to support the allegation in the written

statement to the effect that the relation-

ship of landlord and tenant had subsisted

between the plaintiffs and the principal

defendants after the confirmation of the

sale. The principal defendants preferred

an appeal to the learned District Judge

of Manbhum-Purulia, who has set aside the

decree given by the learned Munsif and

lias dismissed the suit. The points on

which the lower Appellate Court

dismissed the suit of the plaintiffs

are the points of limitation and that of

jurisdiction. A perusal of the judgment

of the learned Judge shows that he is

labouring under the imprecision that the

present aotion is a proceeding in execution

of the decree obtained for rent. He has

treated this case as one that is governed

by the provisions of the Chota Nagpur

Tenancy Act, VI of 19uS. It seems to

me that the learned Judge has overlooked

the fact that the action in question is in

no way governed by that Act. If the

relationship of landlord and tenant had

continued to exist between the plaintiffs

and the principal defendants, there might

be something to say as regards the applica-

tion of the provisions of that Act, but on

this point the finding arrived at by the •

Trial Court is conclusive. The position

of the parties, therefore, is that the auction-

purchaser has instituted a regular

suit for the recovery of possession cf the

property that he bought at an auction sale

that was confirmed. In the circumstances

it appears to me that sections 139 aud 231

of Act VI cf 1903 have no application.

The next question is, whether the suit is
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barred under the general law of limita-
tion. The learned Vakil appearing on
behalf of the respondents has drawn my
attention to Article 180 of the Limitation
Act and has invited me to hold that under
that Article the suit should be regaided
as barred because of the provision of three
years’ limitation. I do not think that
Article 180 of the Limitation Act was
intended to apply to a case like this; on
the contrary by reading the language of

Article 13S of the Limitation Act it is

quite evident that the present action is

governed by that Article. The period of

limitation provided by that Article is 12
years. The suit having been instituted

within twelve years of the confirmation of

the sale is, therefore, not barred by limita-

tion.

In the oourse of his address the learned
Vakil for the respondents also raised the
question as to whether or not the suit

is barred under section 47 of the Code of

Civil Procedure. His contention is that
to ask for delivery of possession is a ques-
tion arising between the parties to the
suit in which the decree was passed and
relates to the execution of the decree, and
that, therefore, under the provisions of that
section a separate suit is not permissible.
This view of the case receives no help
from the clear and emphatic pronounce*
ment of their Lordships of the Allahabad
High Court in a Full Bench case reported
as Bhagivati v. Bamvciri Lai (1). It has

been held that a suit for the recovery of

possession of a property whioh has been
the subject of sale and the sale of which
bas been confirmed is not a suit which
is barred under section 47 of the Code.

It seems to me, therefore, that the learned

Judge in dismissing the suit both on the

ground of limitation as well as on the

ground of jurisdiction has misconceived
the nature of the action. In the circum-

stances the order of dismissal of the learned

Judge is set aside, the appeal is deoreed,

and the decree awarded by the learned

Munsif is restored. The appellants will get

their costs throughout.

Appeal allowed .

(1) 1 Ind. Cas. 416; 31 A- 82; 6 A. L. J. 71; 5 M.
L. T. 185.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1652 of 1916.

August 1, 1918.

Tresent Mr. Justice Piggott and
Mr. Justice Walsh.

RAUSHAN LAL and others—Defendants
— Appellants

versus

KANHAIYA LAL and others— Plaintiffs
— Respondents.

Limitation Act (IX of I908J, s. 20

—

Mortgage—
Interest, payment of, bg mortgagor— Limitation, exten-
sion of, against purchaser oj equity of redemption.
A payment of interest due on a mortgage made by

the mortgagor saves limitation under section 20 of
the Limitation Act not only as against the mortgagor,
but also as against a subsequent purchaser of a
portion of the equity of redemption or a subsequent
mortgagee of a portion of the mortgaged property,
[p. S i0, col s. 1 A 2 ]

Second appeal from a decree of the District
Judge, Agra, modifying that of the Addi-
tional Subordinate Judge, Muttra.

Air. Nehnl Chand for Mr. B. E. O'Conor
(with him The Hon’ble Dr. Tej Bahadur
Sapru ), for the Appellants.

Mr. Narain Prasad Asthana (with him Mr.
Surendra Nath Sen), for the Repondents

JUDGMENT.
Piggott, J.—The essential point for deter-

mination in this second appeal lie3 within
a very narrow compass. The plaintiffs sued
to enforce a simple mortgage of January
the 8th, 1891. They impleaded the mort-
gagors [as defendants first party, one set
of subsequent mortgagees as defendants second
party and the present appellants, as pur-
chasers of a portion of the equity of re-
demption, as defendants third party. The
defendants of the first and second parties
do not contest the suit, at any rate at this
stage. The defendants third party contend
that the claim is barred by limitation.
Frima facie this suit instituted on
7 th of November 1914 would be
well outside the prescribed period of
limitation for a suit on a simple mortgage
of January the 8th, 1891. The plaintiffs*

case is that limitation is saved under
section 20 of the Indian Limitation Aot
(IX of 190S) by three payments on
account of interest as suob, the last of these
payments is of a sum of Rs. 800 made on
the 25th of November 1902. This pay-
ment is proved beyond doubt. It was
made by means of a sale by the mortgagors
to the prior mortgagees of certain property
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other than that hypotheoated in the simple

mortgage-deed in suit. The cons,deration

for the sale was a sum of Rs. 800. i here

was an express acknowledgment that on that

date, namely, the 25th of November 1902 a

sum of Rs. 1,400 was due as in erest on

the deed of January the bth, 1&91 ,
in

order to pay off a portion of this interes

the property specified in the deed of

Nove^er the 25th, 19C2, was sold for a

sum of Rs. 800 and the entire considera-

tion was set off in part payment of the

interest as above stated. The present suit

is within limitation from the 25th November

1902 and it is not denied that section

20 of the Indian Limitation Act would

apply as against the mortgagors themselves

The contention is that the provisions of

that seotion oannot be applied so as to

save limitation as against these appellants,

who are subsequent purchasers of a per-

tion of the equity of redemption The

aonellants bought under a sale-deed of Juno

the 24th, 1913, a portion of the property

hypotheoated under the plaintiffs’ mortgage

of January the 8th, 1891, along with certain

other property with which of course this

suit is not concerned. They paid the sum of

R g 9 000 a large part of which was due

to them on aooount of previous transactions

between themselves and their vendors. They

undertook, however, to pay off a certain

older mortgage of the year 1911, whioh

again seems to have been exeouted in satis-

faction of an older mortgage of 1905, by

which again a still older mortgage of

December the 21st, 1899, was paid oil
;

and under this mortgage a portion of the

property now in suit was hypothecated.

The appellants contend before us that they

occupy two positions. They are not merely

purchasers of a portion of the equity of

redemption under their deed of Juno the

24th, 1913) but they are also entitled to

stand in the shoes of the mortgagees undor

the deed of Deoeraber 21st, 1S99. Even

this mortgage, however, is subsequent in

date to the mortgage in suit, so that the

real question for determination, namely,

whether the payment of interst effeoted by

the deed of November the 25th, 1902,

does or does not save limitation as against

these appellants, has to be determined upon

the wording of seotion 20 of the Indian

Limitation Aot on substantially the same

principles, whether we deal with these

appellants as purchasers of the equity of

redemption or as subsequent mortgagees in

respect of a portion of the property in

suit. We have not been referred to any

reported case of this Court, but in the

Caloutta High Court there is a good

deal of authority and this authority

seems to us, as to the learned Judge of

the Court below, very strongly in

favour of the plaintiffs-respondents. The

important oases are Krishna Ohandra Sahay.

Bhairab Chandra Saha (1) and Domi Lai

Saliu v. Rofhan Dobay (2). In eaoh of these

oases the transaction pleaded as extending

the period of limitation was a payment

on aooount of interest. Now on behalf of

the appellauts strong relianoe has been

placed on another oase of the same Court

deoided a little before either of the two

oases reported above. This is the oase of

Snrjiram Marwari v. Barhamdeo Persad (3) to

be found in Volume 1 of the Caloutta

Law Journal Reports at page 337. The

question there was of an aoknowledgment

by the mortgagor assaying limitation against

a subsequent mortgagee. Thelearned Judges

who deoided that oase relied partly on the

wording of Beotion 19 of the Indian Limita-

tion Aot and partly on nn English oase,

that of Bolding v. Lane (-1). That case was

itsolf disoussed shortly afterwards before the

1 Iouso of Lords in a case referred to in

the subsequent Calcutta decisions, namely,

Uie oase of Phinnery v. Evans (5). The case

of Bolding v. Lane (4) was not dissented

from in Chinnery v. Evans (5), but it was

distinguished against and explained. And

it is quite clear that a distinction was

drawn between the effect of a paymen

and tlio effeot of a mere acknowledgment.

This point has been very dearly brought

out in another decision of the Privy Counoil,

oil appeal from the Supreme Court oI

Canada, in the case of Lewin v. H twon Wi-

fi) 32 C. 1077; 9 C. W. N 863.

(2) 33 C. 1278: 11 C. \Y. N. 107.

(3) 1 O. L. J. 337. _ pi »)iq q
(4) (1S63) 1 Do G. J. & S. 122: 32 L. T-Ch 219: 9

Jar. (n. s.) 506: 7 L. T. S12; 11 \Y. R. 38b: 46 h. “•

47: 137 U. R. 174. „
15) (1861) 11 II. L. C. 115: 4 N . K. 520:

10 Jar.

(n. 9 .) S55: 11 L. T. 6S; 13 \Y. R. 20: U E - R '

146 R. It. ( n r r T T*

(6) (1886) 11 A. C. 639; 55 L. J. P. C. (5; 55 L.

410 (F. C.).
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The words of Lord Hobhouse at page 645

of that report are worth quoting :

—
‘ It

must be remembered that payment and
acknowledgment are two very different things.

As regards the person making them,

acknowledgment may, as pointed out in

Bolding v. Lane (4) ,
be made by a person

who, though a party to the mortgage

contract, has ceased to have any substantial

interest in it, and has nothing to lose by

the acknowledgment
;

whereas payment is

certain to be made only by those who have

some duty or interest to pay. As regards

the recipient, so long as he is paid according

to the intention of the contracting parties,

he 'is in full enjoyment of his bargain and

is not put upon any further assertion of

his rights
;

but not so if he only receives

acknowledgment. If, therefore, we find

that the Legislature has used different

language about the two cases we mu9t

not readily conclude that it has done so

by accident or without meaning it.” This

is probably the reason why the decision

in Surjiram Marwari v. Barhamdeo Persad

(3), although referred to in argument, was

not discussed by the learned Chief Justice

of the Caloutta High Court when deciding

the case of Krishna Chandra Saha v. Bhairab

Chandra Saha (1). He felt that he was deal-

ing with a different section of the Statute, and

that a decision based upon section J 9 of the

Indian Limitation Act, whether correct or

not, was not necessarily an authority on a case

which turned on the wording of section

20 of the same Act. We have been re-

ferred to one or two other decisions sub-

stantially to the same effect, but we think

that on the authorities and on the word-

ing of section 20 of the Indian Limitation

Act the decision of the Court below was

clearly right and that this appeal must

fail. It may be that the mortgagors dealt

unfairly with these appellants on June the

24th, 1913, when they conveyed certain

property to the latter without stating that

a portion of this property was also subject,

along with other property, to a simple

mortgage of the year 1891 which was

still in force. But it is to be noted that

in the sale-deed above referred to in favour

of the appellants there is no definite

statement on the part of the vendors that

the property which they are conveying is

subject to no charge other than those

specified in the deed itself, still less is

there any express covenant of title or of

indemnity. The question, however, of the

rights and liabilities inter se of these

appellants and their vendors, the persons

impleaded as defendants first party in

this suit, is not before us. The question

is whether anything which took place

between these parties in the year 1913,

can affect the rights of the present plaintiffs

in respect of their mortgage deed of Janu-
ary the 8th, 1891. If the question is put

in this way it seems clear that the

answer mu9t be in the negative. The
suit as brought is not barred by limitation,

time being saved by the payment on
account of interest effected by the sale of

January the 25tb, 1902. This appeal,

therefore, fails, and we dismiss it with

008tS.

Appeal dismissed .

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 1257

of 1916.

June 6, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Fletcher

and Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.
INDRA NARAIN RAY

—

Plaintiff

—

Appellant
versus

NABIN CHANDRA BANERJEE and
others—Defendants—Respondents.

Bengal Tenancy Act (VII B. C. of 1885J, ss. 161, 167—Incumbrance—Mortgagee -purchaser of holding
,

in-

terest of, whether incumbrance.

The interest of a mortgagee of a part of a holding
who has purchased the holding in execution of his

mortgage decree is an incumbrance within the mean-
ing of section 161 of the Bengal Tenancy Act. Such
a mortgagee-purchaser cannot be ejected by the

purchaser of the holding in execution of a rent

decree until his incumbrance is annulled under the

provisions of section 167 of the Bengal Tenancy
Act. [p. 848, col, 2.]

Banbihari Kapur v. Khetra Pal Singh

,

13 Ind. Cas.

7S5; 38 C. 923; 16 C. W. N. 259, followed.

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge, Birbhum, dated the 9th March 1916,

affirming that of the Munsif, Suri, dated

the 23rd of January 1915.
i

!
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FACTS appear from t-lie judgment.

Biba Bepin Bekiri (Jkoss II (with him

Babn B'inkim Chandra Mukhenee ), for the

Appellant.—The learned Judge has erred in

holding that the sale in execution of the

decree for rent w is not a rent sale and it

did not pass the holding hut only the right,

title and interest of the judgment-debtor,

because the learned Judge thinks that the

plaint in the rent suit did not comply with

the provisions of section 148 A of tho Bengal

Tenancy Act. If your Lordships be pleased

to go through tho plaint which is on the

record, your Lordships will bo satisfied

that it did comply with the provisions of

section 143A, The plaint, the decree, the

sale proclamation show that at, the sale the

holding did pass.

As regards the question as to

whether tho defendant as purchaser

of a portion of tho holding in execution

of a mortgage decree was the holder of

an incumbrance which has been annulled by

a proper notice, 1 submit that tho finding of

tho Court of Appeal below is clearly wrong.

Refers to tho definition of ‘ incumbrance ’

in section 1G1 of the Bengal Tenancy Act.

See also Banbihari Kapur v. Khetra Pal

Singh (1). AAioy Kumar Sour v. Bejoy Ghand

Mohatap (‘-0. After the property lias been

sold, it cannot be said that the mortgagee

has a lien on the property. I rely on the

wording of section 161 of the Bengal

Tenancy Act and the observation of Sir

Lawrence Jenkins in Abdul Rahman v.

Ahmadar Rahman ( 3 )

.

Bibu Jyotish Chandra Sarkar
,

for the

Respondents, not called upon.

JUDGMENT. — This appeal will stand

dismissed. Two grounds have been raised

before us, and they are these: First of all,

it is said that the present suit is a suit

for possession of about 4 bighas of land,

the plaintiff claiming through a purchase

in execution of a rent decree. The
plaintiff’s claim was rasisted by certain

mortgagee purchasers, who had a mortgage

of this property whioh is a part of a

holding and who had purchased in execution

of their mortgage-decree. The foundation

of the plaintiffs claim is that he is the

(1) 13 I ml. (’as. 785; BS C. 923; 16 C. \V. N. 259.

(2) 29 C. 613 at p. 820

(3) 31 I ml. Cas. 551; 43 C. 558; 19 C. W. N. 1217;

22 C. L. J. BCG.

purchaser in execution of a rent decree.

Otherwise, he would only get the right,

title and interest of the judgment-debtor.

It is said that the rent suit is a speoial

suit, namely, a suit brought by^a co-sharer

landlord under section 148A of the Bengal

Tenancy Act. But the learned Judge has

found that the plaintiff had failed to show

that he had brought the case within the

provisions of section 148A.

The second point is also equally against

the plaintiff. In a case like the present,

the defendant has got an incumbranoe on the

properly because for the purpose of the

present suit he in entitled, having regard to

the decision in Banbihari Kapur v. Khetra

Fal Singh (1), to fall back on his mortgage

as a shield against the purchase of the

plaintiff. If that be so, he oannot be ejected

until his encumbrance is annulled under the

provisions of seotion 167 of the Bengal Te-

nancy Act. We agree with the conclusion

arrived at by the learned Judge of the

lower Appellate Court. The present appeal,

therefore, fails and must be dismissed. The

appellant must pay to the respondent his

costs in this appeal.

Appeal dismissed,

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
First Appeal from Order No. 53 of 1918.

August 3, 1918.

Present:— Sir lieury Riohards, Kt.,

Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Tudball.

The MUNICIPAL BOARD of BENARES
—-Deken pant—Appellant

versus

GAJADHAR- Plaintiff—Respondent.

U. J\ Municipalities Act (II of 1916,), *. $2&—Su\t

against Municipality for declaration of title and injufir-

(ion—Notice, whether necessary—Suit, maintainability

of.

Tho defendant.Municipality served a notice on

tho plaintiff, on 17th June .916, requiring him to

remove a platform which projected on to a pubUo

road. Plaintiff served a notice of action on the

Municipality on 4th July 1916, and on the 4tii

August instituted a suit ngaimt the Municipality to

a declaration that the platform was his ancestral

property, and that tho notice issued by tho Munici-

pality for tho demolition thereof was invalid, anu a so

prayed for on injunction:
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Held, (1) that the suit was in substance one for a
declaration of title and was not a suit in which the
only relief claimed was an injunction and that,
therefore, the exemption contained in clause (4) of
section 326 of the U. P. Municipalities Act
was not applicable to it; [p. 849, col. 2.]

(2) that the suit having been commenced before
the expiry ot two months after the service of the
notice prescribed by section 326 (1) of the U.
P. Municipalities Act was premature and must
be dismissed, [p. 849, col. 2.]

First appeal from an order of the Addi-
tional Subordinate Judge, Benares.

Mr. Gokul Frasud
,
for the Appellant.

Mr. Saila Nath Mukerji, for the Respondent,

JUDGMENT.
Richards, C. J.— This appeal arises out

of a suit brought by the plaintiff against
the Municipal Board. Later on we shall
refer to the relief the plaintiff claimed before
and after the amendment of the plaint. The
dispute between the parties commenced by
an application for leave to build or re build a
chabutra and saiban. The Municipality refused
leave and there were various negotiations bet-
ween the parties to which it is unneces-
sary for us to refer, except to say that
no final agreement was arrived at between
the parties. If a map which is on the
record correctly describes the premises, it

would appear that the chabutra projects
on to a public road. All orders made by
the Municipality on these applications for
leave to build and re-build are subject to
appeal as mentioned in the Municipalities
Act of 1916 and they cannot be challenged
in any other Court. Accordingly if the
plaintiff s cause of action has anything to
do with the orders which the Municipality
made upon the application of the plaintiff
he has no cause of action. It has been
suggested on behalf of the plaintiff that
the structure is very old. Even if this
be true, the Municipal Board under section
211 of the Act have power to require the
owner to remove the structure if it over-
hangs, projects or encroaches on a street
or into or upon any drain, sewer or
aoqueduot therein. The present suit seems
to have' been founded on a notice which
the Municipal Board caused to be served
requiring the plaintiff to remove the
chabutra . This notice was served on the
17th of June 1916. beotion 326 of the
Act provides that no suit shall be
instituted against a Board in respect
of any act done until after the expiration

54

of two months affer the notice prescribed
in that section has been served. Now the
act of the Municipality which gave rise to
the present cause of action was the notice
which they caused to be served in June
1916. Admittedly the notice of action serv-
ed by the plaintiff was on the 14th cf July
1916, and the suit was commenced on the
4th of August cf the same year, that if,

admittedly less than two months after the
notice of aotion had been given. It would
seem, therefore, that prima facie the plaintiff’s
suit was premature. As it originally steed
it was clearly a suit for a declaration to
establish the plaintiff’s title to the land,
and ancillary thereto an injunction. In
order to avoid the consequence of (be want
of the prescribed notice under the Act, the
plaintiff amended his plaint but only in res-
pect of the relief asked for. His amend-
ment is in reality an amendment in langu-
age only not in substance; he still asks for
a declaration that the platform and the
saiban is ancestral property of the plaintiff

and that the plaintiff and his ancestors have
been for a long time in possession and
occupation thereof, that the Municipal Board
has no right to get the same demolished
and that according to law the notice issued
by the Municipal Board regarding the
demolition thereof is invalid and void, and
then be prays that an injunction may be
issued. The only exception to the provision
requiring notice of action is to be found in

olause 4 of section 326, which is as fol-

lows:
—

“ Provided that nothing in sub-section

(1) shall be construed to apply to a suit
wherein the only relief claimed is an injunc-
tion of which the object would be defeated by
the giving of the notice or the postponement
of the commencement of the suit or pro-
ceeding.” Even after the amendment the
suit is not a suit in which the only relief
claimed is an injunction. Furthermore, from
the very nature cf the suit and the allega-
tions made by the plaintiff and defendant
respectively, it is absolutely clear that the
object of i he suit would not be defeated
either by (he giving of the notice or the
postponement of the commencement of the
suit. The real substance of the suit is the
title to the land. Even if (he Municipal
Board had carried out their alleged threat
to demolish (he building as it stands, it

could very easily be restored after the plaint-
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iff had established his title. The total

value placed upon the chobutra is the sum

of Rs. 25. We think that the deoree of the

Conrt of first instance is correct and should

be restored. We allow the appeal, set

aside the order of the lower Appellate Conrt

and restore the deoree of the Court of first

instanoe with oosts in both Courts

Appeal allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Order No. 20 of 1917.

May 31, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justioe Fletoher and Justice

Sir Syed Sharnsnl Huda, Ivr.

ABDUL HAMID SADAGAR—Decree-

Holder—Appellant
versus

Srimati AKHINA KHATUN, Dacobier of

ABDUL RAHAMAN— Judgment- Debtor—
Kj k s po n dent.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V oj 1908), (>. XLllI
y

i • 1

(w), 0. XLVIIj r. 7

—

Review, order gran tiny—Appeal,

ichelhc) lies.

An order granting si review of judgment, though

appealable under the provisions of Order XU II, rule

1 lie), Civil Procedure Code, is subject to the

limitations mentioned in Order XL\ II, rule 7, ot the

Code, namely, that there can be an appeal only upon

the grounds mentioned in that rule.

Appeal against the order of the Subordi-

nate Judge, 1st Court, Chittagong, dated

the 16th of December 1916.

FACTS material to this report are as fol-

DAUSH4N DAS V . COLLECTOR OF MEERUT.

consequential relief. Gopi Naram Rhanna

v. Babu Bansidhar (1) was relied upon. -

On the ground of “sufficient reason’
1 under

Order XLYII, rule 1, the review was allowed.

Against the order granting the applica-

tion for review this appeal was prefer-

red.

Babas Mohendra Nath Roy and Chandra

Sekhar Sen, for the Appellant.

Babu Natish Chandra Lahiri for Babu

Probodh Coomar Idas, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal by the

defendant against the decision of the learn-

ed Subordinate Judge of the First Court at

Chittagong, dated the 16th December 1916,

The appeal is preferred against an order

of the learned Judge granting a review

of judgment. Such order, though appealable

under the provisions of Order XIjIII, rule 1

(tr), is subject to the limitations mentioned

in Order XL VII, rule 7, namely, that there

can be an appeal only upon the grounds

mentioned in that rule. It is quite clear

that the present case comes within none

of the grounds mentioned in Ordeij XLVII,

rule 7. That, being so, no right of appeal

is given to the appellant against the order

of the learned Judge granting a review of

the judgment. The present appeal fails and

mu 9 t be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

(1) 9 C. 'V. N. 577 (P. OJ; 27 A. 32o : 2 A. L. J.

336; 2 C. L. J. 173: 7 Bom. L. R. 427; 15 M. L.

191; 32 I. A. 123; 8 Sur. P. C. J. 799.

lows: —
The plaintiff (the present respondent)

instituted a suit that a certain Sole-

namah, dated 22nd August 1911, “be declared

as based on false claim, illegal, fraudulent,

false, fabricated, invalid, null and void and

fit to be set aside.” it was objected that

the plaintiff not having prayed for any

consequential relief, the suit was not main-

tainable. The Pleader for plaintiff prayed

for time to insert the necessary prayer and

amend the plaint. But before he could

file the petition, the judgment was delivered

aud the suit dismissed.

An application for review was tiled, it

was argil sd that the prayer ‘ for any other

r 0 liuf
” included tho necessary prayer for

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT, ,

Civil Revision No. 122 of 1 ^18 ,

July 4, 1918.

Present :— Mr. Justioe Tudball and Mr.

Justice Abdul Raoof.

Mahant PARSHAN DAS—Opposite

Party—Appellant

versus . »

The COLLECTOR of MEERUT
NO ANOTHER — PeTITIONERS— RESPONDENTS.

in/ Procedure Code (Act 1 oj 1905), 92—
lions purposes, mismanagement of—Vistn

>jc, power of,
to interfere oh application of private

ton— Procedure . . . »

'he Civil Procedure Code docs uot give a Uistrie*

•w anv power to interfere with the management
o • i
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of a reiigious trust unless and until a ^lar suit isfiled m his Court, when it is open to him to exercise

to t
eJZTS " Wch thc Code Irive, him "Sto protect the property He has no power to inter-

annlW
° srpe,ld atrMt« Ws post on theS to the f 1

P
:,‘

V
'a
.

te P
t
rS0U who has culled atten-

i™ l0
l
tho fact ‘hat a breach of trust appears to

lavs d
beU“ comn ’ltted - The ' ini Procedure Code

and untTi

n
tL

r

p
e ^ ?rocedure for suits in such easesand until the Court ,s moved in that way, it has no

[p. 85 1 oo'h^Tp.'
85°

‘co^hf
el'° a"d t0 PaSS 0rdeps -

Civn revision from an order of the
Distriot Judge, Meerut, dated the 9th Febru-
ary 1918.

• r!
r ' C ' Haini^on, for the Aopeliant.

Ir. W. ]\allach, Offiofat.ing Government
Advocate, and Mr. H. K. Mukerji, for the Re .

spondents.
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JUDGMENT.—The facts of this casemay be briefly stated. One Puran Atal
was the manager of a certain gaddi. It
is an admitted fact that the gaddi in
question is a trust for religious purposes.
Puran Atal was removed from his posi-
tion as trustee by the order of the Dis-

lono
® °£ Meerut on ^e 7th of May

19U9. The present appellant Darshan Das
was appointed in his plaoe and oertain direo-
tions were given to him, among whichwas one that he should file aooounts
annuaHy m the month of January. In
191d two suits were brought against
Darshan Das under seotion 92 of the
Code of Oi^l Frooedure both of which
failed. In 19 1 6 Puran Atal filed an
application before the District Judge
calling attention to the fact that Darshan
Das had never filed any aooounts and
making oertain allegations against him.
I he District Judge started an enquiry, in
the course of which the Collector of
Meerut applied through the Government
Pleader asking the Court to make some
arrangements for the better management of
the gaddi. Notice was issued to Darshan
Das and efforts were made to bring him
into Court. For reasons with which we
are Dot now concerned, ha did not appear
and the District Judge made an ex parte
enquiry and finally passed the order of
the 9fch of February from which the
present appeal has been preferred. The
order was as follows: -“Mahant Darshan
Das is prohibited from having any further
dealings with the property of the gaddi.
Proclamation will be made in the villages

belonging to the gaddi that Darshan Das
is prohibited from receiving rents or
revenue aoting in any way on behalf of the
gaddi for the future ” Certain gentlemen
appeared and they were also appointed as
a sort of committee to look after the
estate, and the Judge suspended Darshan
Das from his post pending the filing
of a regular suit under section 92 of the
Code of Civil Procedure. We also note
that more than five months have passed
and no attempt whatsoever has been made
to file any such suit or to obtain the
sanction which is necessary under section
92 for the filing thereof. A preliminary
objection is taken that no appeal is allowed
by the Code from th e order which was
passed. As far as we are able to judge
the order has 1 been passed without any
jurisdiction whatsoever. The preliminary
objection, therefore, ha3 force, namely, that
no appeal lies. At the same time we
are asked to treat this as an application
in revision and we think that in the
circumstances of the case we ought to do
so. If Puran Atal had shown any activity
or energy in obtaining sanction or in
bringing a suit under section 92 we might
have been prepared to reject this appeal
on the ground that no appeal lies and to
have refused to treat this as an applica-
tion in revision, because in all probability
the matter would come before the Court
at a very early date in a regular suit,
but it is to the interest of Puran Atal
to delay in bringing such a suit and
already a delay of some five months has
occurred. We, therefore, think it best that
we should take up this matter in revision.
As we have pointed out, the order is

clearly without jurisdiction. There is no suit
under section 92 pending before the District
Judge. The Code gives him no powers to
interfere in this matter unless and until
a regular suit is filed in his Court, when it
wiil be open to him to exercise all the powers
as to the appointment of a Receiver, etc.,
the Code gives him in order to
protect the property. We fail to see that he
has any powers to interfere, as he has done
in this ca^e; and to suspened a trustee
from his post on the application of a
private person who has called at.
tention to the fact that a breach of
trust appears to have been commit,

i|

I
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tnd The Code lays down a regular

procedure for suits on such facts

as have been brought to the notioe

of the Court and until the Court

is moved in that way, the Judge

certainly has no power of supervision

to interfere and to pass such an order.

We therefore, set aside in revision the

order passed by the Court below suspend-

ing Mahant Darshan Das and prohibiting

him from having anything to do with

the estate. The Court below has also

passed an order directing that the fees

of the Government Pleader and the

Collector's costs should be met from the

gaddi funds. Wp can see no justifica-

tion for suoh an order. That order will

also be set aside. The Collector will

have to bear his own oosts. We think

also that in the circumstances of this

case, the other two parties to this matter

should also bear their own oosts throughout

the litigation.
Order set aside .
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RAMZAN V. BHUKHAL RAT.

Mr. T. V. Muthukrzshna Ayyar,
for the

Appellant.

Mr. K. S. Ramabadra Ayyar t
for the

Respondents.

* i

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Seond Civil Appeal No. 749 ok 1917.

Maroh 19, 1918.

Present :—Mr, Justice I hillips and Mr.

Justice Krishnan.

RANGA PILL AI

—

Plaintiff

—

Appellant
versus

NARASIMMA AYYANGAR and another—
Defendants— Respondents.

Vo nstmet ion of document—Mortgage—Stipulation to

tedcan in any Chittirai month at end of 10 years—
Covenant y

nahne and effect of

A mortgage-deed contained a stipulation that the

amount due° thereunder might, he paid “at any cul-

tivation Reason in the month of Chiltiiai alter the

stipulated period of 10 years”:

Held, that there was no implied personal covenant,

to pay lit t ho end of 10 years, which the mortgagee

could enforce at once at the expiry of tin* period.

Second appeal against the deoree of the

Court of the Subordinate Judge, Madura,

in Appeal Suit No. 39 of 1916, preferred

against the decree of the Additional

District Munsif, Dindigul, in Original Suit

No. 4^ of 1911.

JUDGMENT.—It is contended for

appellant that the words at whatever

cultivation season in the month of Chittirai

in aDy year after the stipulated period

of ten years, I may pay the principal

amount, yon shall at that time reoeivethe

amount’* oontain an implied oovenant to

pay at the end of ten years. This stipu-

lation as to payment is one entirely . for„

the benefit of the mortgagor, for it

allows him to choose his own time for

payment if be wishes to pay. To construe

this as a personal oovenant to pay at the

end of ten years which the mortgagee

could enforoe at once would be to destroy

the whole benefit of the stipulation so far

as the mortgagor is concerned. We are

not, therefore, prepared to read into the

words a covenant which would destroy

the whole effeot of the express arrange-

ment between the parties. There are no

other recitals in the deed to suggest that

there was any personal covenant, an°*

therefore, we agree with the Subordinate

Judge’s finding that there is none.

As this is the only point argued the

Recond appeal is dismissed with costs.
.

Appeal dismissed .

. m. c. r.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 1401 or 191b.

July 19, 1918.

Present Sir Henry Richards, Kt..

Chief Justice, and Mr. Justioe TudbalJ.

RAM/.AN—Plainth'I'—AppkliOT

versus

BHUK.HAL RAI and oinsKS—Dsykhdahts—

I'cnuncij Ac t (11 of

occupancy holSing, ralulit'J of-Redemptvo, **>< I

maintainability of. mort*
Plaint iff purported to make ft usufruct™?

{

gage of an occupancy tenancy, wlmh vras 3
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rROSAL‘.
liaving regard to the provisions of section zxr- c
Agra lenancy Act. Ho then brought a suit to redeem
the property:

Held, that the suit was maintainable and that the
plaintiff was entitled to get back the property
on payment of the mortgage money.

Second appeal against the deoree of the
District Judge, Gorakhpur, reversing that
of the Munsif, Deoria.

Mr. J. N . Misra
, for Mr. Bhagu-ati Shanker,

for the Appellant.
Dr. Surendra Nath Sen

, for the Respond-
ents.

JUDGMENT.— In this case it appears
that the plaintiff purported to make a
usufructuary mortgage of an occupancy
tenancy, whioh was illegal having regard
to the provisions of sectiop 20 of the
Agra Tenancy Act. The present suit was
instituted by the plaintiff in effect to

redeem the property. The Court of first

instance decreed the claim. The lower
Appellate Court reversed the deoree of the
Court

. of first in 9tanoe and dismissed the
plaintiff’s suit upon the ground that the
mortgage was null and void. It seems
to us that this decision is wholly wrong
and inequitable. It might be that if the
plaintiff came into Court and asked to get
back his property without payment of the
mortgage money at all on the ground of
the illegality of the transaction, that the
Court would put him upon terms of pay-
ing the mortgage money. Even this view
18 not universally taken, for one learned
Judge at least has held that in such a
oase the owner of the occupancy tenancy
could get back the property without pay-
ing the mortgage money. However, in the
present oase the plaintiff very honestly
comes in - offering to pay the mortgage
money. In our opinion he is clearly
entitled to get possession on so doing.
We allow the appeal, set aside the deoree
of the lower Appellate Court and restore
the deoree of the Court of first instance,
with this modification that we deoree the
plaintiff s costs in all Courts and that we
deoree that the time for payment be extended
for six months from this date.

Appeal allowed
;
Decree modified.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
a
''°*cals from Appellate Decrees Nos. 2074

‘\o 2858 of 1915,
Maiuv. n 191%

Present Mr. Justice ftIcnaio^n ftrW
Mr. Justioe Walmsley.

SHYAMADAS ROY CHOWDHURY
AND OTHERS—PLAINTIFFS

Appellants
versus

In No. 2074 of 1915
RADHIKA PROSAD CHATTERJEE

AND OTHERS—DEFENDANTS—
Respondents.

In No. 2858 of 1915
Srimati PANCH KAURI DEBI and others— Defendants—Respondents.

Transfer of Property Act (IY of 1882J, ss. 6 (a), 38—
Hindu Law—Reversioner

,
interest of, whether transfer-

able— Widow, relinquishment of estate by, validity of
—Alienation by widow, validity of— Legal necessity
—Consent of reversioner, value of—Bona fide transferee

,

position of—Joint heiresses, position and rights of—
Separate possession and enjoyment of inheritance, effect

of.

A reversionary heir has a mere spes successionis

which he cannot validly transfer, [p. 854-, col. 1.]

If two widows or two daughters taking jointly the

estate of their deceased husbaud or father make an
arrangement for separate possession and enjoyment,

the arrangement will not ordinarily deprive the

survivor of her right to the whole estate or enable

the ladies to confer a title on a third party which
will not terminate at the latest with the life of that

survivor, [p. 854-, cols. I & 2.J

There can be no relinquishment by a Hindu female

heiress of anything less than the entire estate, fp.

854-, col. 2.]

The case-law of Bengal recognizes not merely the

relinquishment by the widow of her husband’s entire

estate but the sale of the entirety to the next rever-

sioner or with his consent to a third party, [p. 85*,

col. 2.]

A partial alienation of her husband’s estate by a

Hindu widow, even with the consent of the next

reversioner, is not valid unless made for legal neces-

sitv. The consent of the next reversioner is merely

strong presumptive evidence of necessity, but the

presumption is not conclusive* fp. 855, col. J.j

The propriety of an alienation with the consent

of the next reversioner may come in question not

only with reference to the conduct of the widow,

whether or not she was justified by necessity, but

also with reference to the conduct of the next rever-

sioner whether or not his conduct was honest. If

in the absence of legal necessity he engineered the

transaction to suit his own ends and for his own

immediate gain, his consent would lose all its virtue.

The transaction would stand no higher than a

partial alienation in his favour, and would have to

be judged from that standpoint. Nevertheless

whatever might be said of the conduct of the widow

or the next reversioner, the transferee, if he made

l,ie enquiry and acted bona fide, would acquire a good
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title. Nor would the nntccedent mismanngement

of the estate affect him unlots he was in eomo^
a contributory party thereto [ p 850,

f .

Appeals against the d^rs of the Die-

triot Judge, Burdwan, dated the *3rd of

July 1915, reversing those of the bub*

ordinate Judge, 2nd Court of that District,

dated the 29th January 1914-

Sir Rash Bchary Ghoset
Babns Rpptn Behary

Qhosc IF and Jyotish Chander ^ arkar for

Babu Surendra K. Bose
,
for the Appellants.

Babus Dwarka Nath Chakrabarly,
Bankim

Chandra Mukherjee and Nakulesiear Mukerjee

for Babu Kalidas Sarkar
t
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
No. 2074 ok 1915.

Richardson, J.— Parbati Charan Roy Chou-

dhnri died many years aeo leaving him

surviving a widow Mangala D-*b», and two

daughters Laksbmimani and Saraswati.

His estate devolved first on bis widow and

on her death in 1S49 on bis two daughters

jointly. Saraswati difd in 1856 leaving a

son Paresb, who died in 1873, The plaint-

iffs, the appellants before us, claim the pro-

perty in dispute as the reversionary heirs

of Parbati Charan when the succession

opened on the death of Laksbmimani in

June 1899. The defendants on the other

hand set up a title under a conveyance

executed by Paresb in their favour on the

11th December 18-2. Now at that date

Paresb was the reversionary heir of Par-

bati Charan expectant on the death of

Laksbmimani. As such he had a mere

spes successions which ho could not validly

transfer. That was the view taken by the

learned Subordinate Judge in the trial

Court by whom the plaintiffs’ suit was

decreed. In the lower Appellate Court,

however, the learned District Judge appears

to have found that by some arrangement be-

tween Laksbmimani and Saraswati each wrs

in enjoyment of a moiety of Parbati Charan’s

estate and that on the death of Saraswati

her moiety came into the possession of

Paresb, who with the consent and sanction

of Laksbmimani dealt with it as his own.

It is not disputed that if two widows or

two daughters taking jointly the est ite of

their deceased husband or father make an

arrangement for separate possession and

enjoyment, the arrangement will not ordi-

narily deprive the survivor of the right

to the whole estate or enable the ladies

. ^nffr a title on a third party which -

will t ot terminate at the latest with the

life of that survivor [Pharani Chand Lai v.

Bho ita hi Mtsroin (1), Pol hoer v. Barbas Kotr

(2) and Chittor Kuar y. Goura Knar (3) j.But

it is strenuously argued that the District

Judge’s finding amounts to this that Lakshrai-,

maid, by allowing Paresb to retain pos-

t€ KMcn ot Saraswati’s moiety after her death,

rtlir quit bed that moiety in favour of Paresb,

who thus acquired an absolute title under

aid by virtue of the doctrine of accelera-

tion On the face of it the decision of the

Full Bench in D(bi rrosad Ohowdhiy v.

Gt.lap hhogat (4) completely disposes of that

contention, because according to that decision

there can be no relii quishment of anything

less than the entire estate.

It is argued, however, that the judgments

of the learned Judges, and especially the

propositions on which the late Chief Justice

and Mookerjee, J., summed up their views,

went beyond the actual point to be deoided

and are not entitled to the binding force

which attaches to judicial precedents. I am

not prepared to assent to that. In that

case a widow hftd transferred by way of

mortgage, with the consent of the next rever-

si. mr a potion rf frti,e es<nte left

by her bustard. The case turned on the

iffict if such a transfer. It is said that

lie quest i« n night lave been decided cn

the raiTow ground that ft transfer of a

particular property, part of the entire estate

by way cf mortgage, is rot a trainer of

the whole estate even in that part, because

the widow retains what is commonly known

ns the equity cf redemption. But it is

obvious that the case as put by feir Rash

Bebary Glue e in argument for the respond-

ent elaimirg under the transfer had a wider

aspect and that the limited answer suggested

would i"*ot lave been a complete or suffi-

cient answer.
,

T ho cn?e low of Bengal recognises net

merely the relinquishment by the widow cf

her hueVard’e entiie relate but the sale of

the entirety to the next reversioner or with

his consent to a third party [Kobokuhcre

(|1 I A is?; 2f c. li-P: I C W. N 697; 7 Sar. P.

C. .1 24i; i: hut Pec (n s Its (P C.).

< 3 > I? llid f ns :i 0: ?4 A. 18Pi p A. b. J-
JO®-

(41 .(i lust. Cns 17«: 40 C. 721 at pp. i8?i |42j U.

1\ . N. 70; It C. L. J. 4WP.
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Sarma Roy v. Hari Nath Sarma Roy (5)]. It

was the recognition of snoh a transaction

which caused the diffhulty. Did the result

depend on the consent of the reversioner

or on the doctrine of relinquishment

and what were the legal consequences ?

Sir Rash Behari Gho3e contended for the

broad generalization that, apart from any

question of relinquishment, the widow and

the next reversioner possessed between them

a complete power of disposal over the whole

or any- part of the husband’s estate. The

Full Bench had to deal with that contention

and they rejeoted it.

' The power of the widow to sell the entire

inheritance to the next reversioner or with

his consent, was traoed to a lax application

of the doctrine of relinquishment and ac-

celeration. It could only be supported, if at

all, on the basis of a sort of Bctitious re-

linquishment. But the ficticious relinquish-

ment still resembled the true relinquish-

ment in this that it must be a relinquish-

ment of the entirety of the husband’s estate.

It followed that Nobokishore Sarma

Roy's case (5) was no authority for

the validity of a partial alienation of

the husband’s estate, even with the consent

of the next reversioner. It was held that

a partial trausfer, whether by way of sale

or mortgage, had nothing to do with relin-

quishment. The term had no meaning in

such a connection and so much had

really been conceded by Sir Rash

Behari Ghose himself \_Debi Prosad Ghou'dkry

v. Oolap Bhagat (4)]. A partial transfer was

a transfer and nothing more and could on y

be supported by necessity. The consent n

the next reversioner was merely strong

presumptive evidence of necessity 1
Nalee

Mohun Deb Roy v. Dhununjoy Shaha (6), Ra)

Lukhee Dabea v. Gokool thunder Ghowdhry

(7), Bijoy Gopal Mukerji v. Girindra Lath

Mukerji (8)]. . .

/ That, as I understand it, wa9 the decision

of the Full Benoh on the oase presented for

(5) 10 C. 1102; 5 Iml. Dec, (n. s) 737-

(6) 6 W. R. 51. OT) T p
(7) 13 M. I. A. 209; 12 W. R- P- C. <*<; 3 R. D. R.

P. C. 57; 2 Suth. P. C. J. 27?; 2 Sar. P. C. J 518: 20

E, R. 529. T iq
(8) 23 Ind. Cas. 1G2; 41 C. 791; 18 C. W. N. « J

™
C. L. J. 620; 27 M. L J. 123; 16 M. h. T. 68; ‘19 4,

M. W. N. 430; 1 L. W. 5,33; 16 Bom. L. R. 4--'; ^ A *

L, J. 711 (P. C.),

their consideration and we are bound to

follow and apply it.

In arriving at the decision the majority

of the learned Judges expressly relied on

the language of the Privy Council in Behari

Lai v. Madho Lai Ahir Gayaical (9). The
relevant passages in the judgments of Sir

Lawrence Jenkins, C. J., Stephen, J., and

Mookerjee, J., will be found at pages 750, 765*

and 780* of the report. Harington, J., ex-

pressed a somewhat different view on the

point (page 756*), but arrived at the same con-

clusion as the other members of the Benoh as

to the principle applicable to partial aliena-

tions (page 759*). Holmwood, J., concur-

red generally with the Chief Justice.

It is idle, therefore, for the learned Pleader

for the respondents in the present case to

rely upon the two subsequent cases which

purport to follow Nobokishore Sarma Roy's

oase (5\ namely, Hem Ch under Sanyal v.

Sarnamoyi Debi (10) and Pulin Chandra

Man dal v. Bolai Mandal (11). These two

cases were fully considered in Debi Prosad'

s

CJse (4), where Sir Lawrence Jenkins, C. J.,

and Moqke'jee, J., pointed out that the

results arrived at were in part due to a

misapprehension of the effect of Nobokishore

Sarma Roy's case (5).

A few days after DM Prosad Choicdhry's

cise (4) vas decided, judgment was

delivered by a Benoh presided over by

Mookerjee, J., in Gopeswar Misra v. Gopini

Baishnabi (l 2). It was held that Debi

Prosad's case (4) had settled the law relating

to partial alienations and that Pulin

Chandra Mandal's case (11) had been

overruled. Apart from anything else we

are bound by that view of the effeot of

the deoision of the Full Benoh.

In the present case, the result is plain.

On Saras wati’s death, Lakshmimani, apart

from any arrangement which might be

binding on her for her life-time, became

entitled as the survivor to the entire estate.

It she oho^e to leave half the estate in the

hands of Paresh, that-was not a relinquish-

men t, Paresh, though he was the next rever-

(9 i 19 I. A. 30; -9 C. 236; 6 Sar. P. C.J. 83
; 9 Ind.

1 Ind. Dec. i N R.) 23*.

( • n 35 C 939 • 2 U. W. N. 637; 8 C. L. J. 25'0.

, 12 )
:,l Ind. Cas. :09: 17 C. W. N. 1062; ,9 C. L.

J. 3 8
* Pages of 40 C. A'h
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siocer, did not acquire an absolute title by
acceleration and no alienation made by him
could enure for a period longer than
Lakshmimani’s life.

Tn opinion the judgment and denree
of the District Judge in the suit out of

which Appeal No. 2074 arises should be dis-

charged and the decree of the Subordinate
Judge decreeing the suit restored. The
plaintiffs are entitled to their costs in this

Court and the Court below from (he defend-
ants.

No. 2858 of 1915.

In the suit out of which Appeal No. 2858
arises the plaintiffs olaim under a conveyance,
dated the 14th November lo72, executed
not only by Lakshmimani but by Paresh the
then next reversioner. No doubt the faot

that Paresh joined in the conveyance is

strong presumptive evidence of necessity but
the presumption is not conclusive. The trial

Court held on a careful consideration of

the evidence and the circumstances that it

had been rebutted. The learned District
Judge came to a different conclusion, but the
reasons assigned by him in his judgment
are unsatisfactory. He seems to be of opi-
nion that the Privy Council in Ilciri Kishen
Bhagat v. Kashi Parshad Singh (13), “held
that the consent of the reversioners will
make the sale valid. ** It is hardly neces-
sary to say that that is not the effect of
the decision.

The propriety of an alienation with the
consent of the next reversioner may come
in question not only with reference to the
conduct of the widow, whether or not she
was justified by necessity, but also with
reference to the conduct of the next rover-
sioner, whether or not his conduct was
honest. If in the absence of legal necessity
he engineered the transaction to suit his
own ends and for his own immediate gain,
his consent would lose all its virtue. The
transaction would stand no higher than a
partial alienation in his favour and would
have to be judged from that standpoint.
Nevertheless whatever might be said of the
conduot of the widow on the next rever-
sioner, the transferee if he made due en-

L
M
13

(13) ‘->7 Iml. C as. 071; 12 T. A. 04; 42 rj. 870- 28 M
• 19 c- W. N. 370; 17 M. L. T. nn

; 001M
[. W. N. oil; 13 A. L. J. 223; 21 C L T 2*' rv 17
om. L. K. 420; 2 L. W.219(P. C./.

' I?

quiry and aoted bona, fide would still be
entitled to the benefit of the equitable rule
laid down by the Privy Council in Hunoo -

manpersaud Panday v. Musammat Babooes
Munraj Koonweree (14) and now enacted in

section 3S of the Transfer of Property Act.
Nor would the antecedent mismanagement
of the estate affect him unless be was in

some way a contributory party thereto
(Mayne’s Hindu Law, section 636).

In the present case the Appellate Court
has not oorreotly stated the law applicable.
As to the facts, the express findings of the
Subordinate Judge are not oategorioally
displaced and the conclusions—so far as
any definite conclusions are

t

stated—seem to

be based rather on a priori considerations
than on an examination of the evidence.

If the case must, as I think, be remand-
ed, it is undesirable to say more, exoept
perhaps this that the question of necessity,
as it arises here, must be considered with
reference to the estate as a whole, not
solely with reference to that portion of it

which was in the actual possession of Laksh-
mimani or solely with reference to that
portion which was in the possession of

Paresh.

The appeal should, in my opinion, suooeed
to this extent that the decree of the Coart
below should be discharged and the case
remitted to that Court in order that the
appeal thereto may be re-heard,

Walmsley, J.— I agree.

Appeals allowed.
(14) G M. I. A. 393; 18 W. R. 81 notej Sovestre

263n. ; 2 Suth. P. C. J. 29; 1 Snr. P. C J. 552; 19 K.
R. 147.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1066 of 1 916.

June 4, 1918.
Present:— Justice Sir P. C. Banerji,

Kt., and Mr. Justice Ryves.
RATAN MOTI—Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

TILAK. CHAND AND OTHERS DEFENDANTS
—Respondents.

Specific Relief Jet (I of 1S77) y *. 42— Declaration,
smt j ( ,r, m ni ntdftdwi l

i

t y of—Property in possession of
thinl person— Pirrther relief whether can be asked.
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Where on the death of a person several persons
claim to be his heirs, and t lie property
in dispute is

x
in possession of a tenant who

refuses to pay r£nt to either party until one party
or the other establishes his title to the property,
the possession of the tenant must be deemed to be*
on behalf of the rightful owner, and each of the
claimants entitled to bring a suit for a declaration
of his ^tle without suing for possession of the pro-
pertyin dispute, [p. 857, col. 2.]

Second appeal from a decree of the
Additional Judge, Meerut.

The Hon ble Dr. Tei Bahadur Sapru and
Mr. Ziihal Chand

t
for the Appellant.

Mr. S. A. Haidar and Dr. S. M. Sulaiman
,

for the Respondents.

\
JUDGMENT.—This and the connected

Appeal No. 1065 of 1916 arise out of a
suit brought by Musammat Ratan Moti for a
declaration that a sale-deed executed by
Jagan Lai, defendant No. 3, in favour of
Tilak Chand and Hushiar Singh, defendants

iq°i
S
;

1
.

and 2> °n the Uth of February
.

'll 19 nnl1 and void as against her
interest. The sale-deed relates to a shop
which admittedly belonged originally to
one Chunni Lai. Chunni Lai had a son
Kunwar Sen, whose widow was Musammat
Badamo. It is alleged by one party and
denied by the other that Kunwar Sen
predeceased his father, but the fact is
admitted that after Kunwar Sen’s death
Musammat Badamo was in possession. It
is alleged on behalf of the plaintiff that
the affairs of Musammat Badamo were

rDag
o
e

,

d her 8on * ln ‘^aw, Fakir Chand.
in 1881 Musammat Badamo made a gift
in favour of Roshan Lai, the son of Fakir
Lhand by Badamo’s daughter. Fakir
Chand had another wife by whom he
had another son, Mahabir defendant No. 5.
Roshan Lai died in 1900 leaving his
widow Musammat Parsandi defendant N. 4.
On the 22nd of June 1911, Parsandi
made a gift in favour of the plaintiff.
By virtue of this gift the plaintiff claims
to be the owner of the property and she
alleges that Jagan Lai had no right to
sell it to Tilak Chand and Hoshiar Singh.
The defendant. Mahabir claims the owner-
ship of the property by reason of his
being the son of Fakir Chand who, he
says, became entitled to it under the gift
made in favour of Roshan Lai. Mahabir
has, therefore, been arrayed as a defendant,

The Court of first instance made a decree
in the plaintiff’s favour but the lower
Appellate Court has reversed it without
trying the suit on the merits but only on
the ground that the plaintiff was entitled
to further relief, that she ought to have
claimed possession of the property and that
as she had not done so section 42 of the
Specific Relief Act barred the claim. The
lower Appellate Court holds that the shop
being in the possession of one Moti Lai
who executed a rent agreement in 1906
in favour of Fakir Chand, the plaintiff
must be deemed to be out of possession
and it must be held that Fakir Chand'
was in possession and after his death
Mahabir Prasad (his son) is in possession.
The plaintiff has preferred this appeal and

it is contended on her behalf that having
regard to the oiroumstances of the case
the only relief that she could have olaimed
was a declaratory decree. In our opinion
th is contention is well-founded. It has been
found by the lower Appellate Court that
a rent agreement was executed in favour
of Fakir CHand; but it has also found
that Moti Lai paid rent to Musammat
Badamo so long as she lived and that
after Badamo’s death Moti Lai refused to
pay rent to either party until one party
or the other established his or her title
to the property. This being the state of
things, Moti Lai’s possession cannot be
faid to be the possession of the defendant
Mahabir. It is true that as between a
landlord and his tenant the latter is
estopped from denying the title of the
former. But there is no question in the
present case as between landlord and tenant.
Therefore the numerous rulings whioh
have been cited on behalf of the respon-
dents do not seem to us to have any bearing
on this case. Moti La 1 having refused to
pay rent to any one his possession can
only be deemed to be possession on behalf
of the rightful owner and, therefore, the
Court in this case instead of dismissing
the suit on a preliminary ground should
have tried the question of title and deter-
mined whether title was in the plaintiff,
or in Mahabir, or in the defendants'
Nos. 1—3. As no question of title
has been tried it oannot he said that
the possession of Moti Lai is the posses-
sion of Mahabir. The plaintiff could not
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frame the present suit a au,t for

possession

possession

[1918

as a

inasmuch as the person in

nossession, namely. M"t. Lai. has not

denied her right and she ^s cojequen^ly

n0 cause of action against him. Under

r ui-ssrs s
roo

r

rd“«l»
5
'*ll«” th.

Ss *=a°-“ °:s
directions to re admit it under its origi

number in the register and to try it

on the merits bearing in mind the

observations made above. Costs here

and hitherto will be costs in the cause.

Appeal decreed ;
Cause reminded .

MADRAS HIGH (,OURT.

Second Civil Appe.l No. 1904 of 1916.

January 22, 1918.

Present:— Sir John Wallis, Kr„ Chief.Iust.ee,

and Mr. Justice SftdaHva Aiyar.

The MADURA, etc., DAVASTaNAM
S JH1NTHL

NARAYANA AYYARof MADURA—
Plaintiff— Appellant

versus

CHENA kondama naicken—
Defe ' d \ nt— Respondent.

Halifax Estates lend Art (1 of IfiOS;
,
« .40, 1™-

Turisdiction uj Civil and Revenue Courts in suits foi

rent-Erccutiiin of instrument by
(

Collector ccnjeinng

occupnncg right oil person not non-occii paneg ryot,

<,i7

Where there is no dispute al.out the rate of rent

under the proviso to section 4fi of tlie Madras

Estates Land Act, there is nothing in section 180 or

• H,e Schedule to the Act to oust the jurisdiction of

the Civil Court or confer jurisdiction on the Collec-

tor as a Bcvcnuo Court [p 801, col. l.J

Where the Colloctor acting under section 4P> (d)

of the Madras Bsta'os Act executes an instrument

conferring occupancy right on a person who is not a

‘non-occupancy ryot: ho acts ultra r.rrs ant the jm s-

diction of the Civil Court is not ousted. L p. MU, col _.J

Second appeal against the decree of Hie

District Judge, Madura, in Appeal Suit No.

404 of 1915, preferred against the decree of the

District Munsif, Tirumangalam, in Original

Suit No. 295 of 1915.

FACTS. A suit was hied in the Court of the

District Munsif of Tirumangalam to declare

that the decision of the Sub-Colleotor of

Dindigul in Miscellaneous Case No. I of 1914,

dated 8th May 1915, was void and invalid

and not binding on the plaintiff and that

it did not confer any right on the de-

fendant, and to recover Rs. 4.8.IDO as

damages.
,

•

The plaint allegations were these, lhe

land in question was old waste land belonging

to the plaintiff. In Fashes 1321 and 1322 de-

fendant cultivated and enjoyed it unlawfully

without taking the plaintiff’s permission.

Plaintiff gave ‘Angami’ Pattas to the de-

fendant for the said Faslies Merging him

with Rs, 14-13-6 for Fash 1321 and Rs. 23-2-0

for Fasli 1322 for rent and damages for un-

authorized cultivation. Defendant received

those Pftttas but refused to pay more than

Rs 11-12-5 per Fasli. Defendant had no

right to the land. In Fash 13231 defendant

demanded the plaintiff to give him a per-

manent Patta but the latter refused to do

so. He then applied to the Sub-Collector

of Dindigul on the 29th August 1914 for

a permanent Patta alleging some P0y“00t

of kist to the Village Munsif for rent of

Fasli 1313. The land had prior thereto

been sold by the plaintiff in a“ot,on *
.

it had been purchased by one R4"«ft9wa®1

Konan. Plaintiff contested the above ap-

plication put in by the defendant to the

Sub-Collector, on the ground that the

defendant had no right to maintain it and

the Mimmary Court had no 3“rlsd,0‘°“

to try it, but the Sub-Colleotor overrated

these objections and decided the app io

in favour .of the defendant on the,
8th

May 1915. An appeal against that decision

made by the plaintiff was pending with the

Distriot Collector. For the above

reasons,

opposed to law and invalid and «D«J
bind the plaintiff.” Besides, under section

4b of the Estates Land Aot, the
..

Collector oan only issue a PatU
. .

defendant and cannot »<iy
^

It did not appear that a Patta was

to the defendant by the Sub.°oU.jt£

decision, the suit was brought to declare

that it was void and invalid and to

cover the damages due to plaintiff for

Faslies 1321-22. fellows:-
The defendant stated as « y

The plaint mentioned lands were not
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St ?°\,
1 tbereof wa9 land belong-

had Lw defendant for which the plaintiff

h-Tutf
U
n’

t

" hi"h

n
pu

;

ln a Darkhast to the plaintiff inD.rb„ , 910 and obtaiMs
"

ft. »*.T
1

7

pl“«^ >° <«»*
l6nn

87 Iand a3 defendant’s temporary
occupation and refused to grant him a

Su°b
P
Co]]

Pa
t

ta- ^ therefore
- aPPh'ed to thebub Co lector 0f Dindigul under section

I ®' *he Madras Estates Land Act for

S' a prop
f
r Patta by Miscellaneous Ap-

le oI'°H

n
5% l

-

°l 1914
’ and the Sub-Col-eotor deotded it in his favour overrulingthe plaintiff’s objection. No “Angami”

Act I
3

,

reo"g
f
n,6®d “Oder the Estates Land

fn„;-
The

.
defendant is not aware of the

auction-sale referred to in the plaint orthe alleged purchase by Rangaswami Kone.

etW
are

’ 6V6n if tlrU6
’ invalid and of no

efleot as against the defendant. RangaswamiKone never took possession of the plaint

STt- and8 ' Thi8 Court b as no

Iy th ' 8 suit ‘ lt oa™otset aside an order of the Revenue Court

triahl °t
which was exclusively

t table by it. The suit is res juditata ty thedeem,on of the Sub-Collector of Dindigul

It P*'0fit9 °laimed are excessive.The suit is barred by limitation and shouldbe dismissed with costs.

. t

D
n
Stri“‘ Mr8if dismissed the suitby^ the following judgment:

—

Miscellaneous Application No. 1 of 1914
on the file of the Court of the Spb-f’olleotor
of Dtndigul was put in by this defendant
under section 46 of the Madras Estates Land
Act. Clause 2 of that seotion entitles a
non. occupancy ryot of old waste, whose
application for a grant of a permanent right
of occupancy under the preceding clause is
not accepted by the land-holder, to make the
necessary deposit in the Collector’s Office and
aPP y to the Collector to confer on him suoh
permanent right of occupancy, and the

owing clause empowers the Collector
to comply with suoh application after
giving notice to t be land-holder and

anTg h 'm ’ ,f be appears, and making
”? eD

?
Dlry as he thinks necessary.

ai._
G fcn o-Colleotor duly issued notice of

present
°^e

*

II1P

^
tl0ned aPPHcation to the

an j ^ ajntjff, the landlord, who appeareda*d contested it and after making such

859

enquiry as he thought neoe.-sary, he gavejudgment to the applicant the !
defendant, with costs.

* 9 PreSent

Now, it cannot and w'iq nnf i it
that the Sub Collector had do jurisdiction toentertain or dispose of an application filed

a non. occupancy ryot" within the meaningof the said section but a mere h>PQn
S

and the Sub-Colleotor ought not, therefore’to have applied that seotion in his favoulor given judgment for him. This is thea.mp e ground on which this Court is asked to declare that the Sub Collector’s
decision is void and invalid,

-fkj P°"jt above mentioned as to whetherthis defendant was a non-occupancy ryot

«
r trescasser was raised before theSub Collector in the above-mentioned ap.

plioation and decided by him in fQ
P

»• *hi» i.
g ve judgment in his favour. That deci?s.on may be right or may be wrong Assuming for the sake of argument that it
ia wrong, the plaintiff may appeal against
it (as admittedly he has done), but hoapnot, it seems to me, maintain a separatesmt to declare the judgment void andinvalid. Even apart trom any specialprovision of the Eslales Land A at 1

laTiki°
he an ekmentary principle oflaw that a decision made in one pro-oeed.ng cannot be declared void by a senarate and independent proceeding 0n thesimple ground that that decision is notcorrect (assuming the decision is not correct)A suit or proceeding may l,e to declare thedeoision made in another suit or pro-ceeurng void if it had been obtained byfraud or there was total absence ofjuried, cticn, or under an express provision

of Statute as ,n cases of summary orders
on claim petitions and the like, but nosuch considerations exist in the present
case.

It also appears to me that the suit is
barred by section 189 of the Estates Land
Act, clause 3 of which provides that the
deoision of a Revenue (. curt in any suit
or proceeding under the Act falling within
the exclusive jurisdiction of that Court
*hall be binding on the parties thereto and
persons claiming under them, in any suit
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or proceeding in a Civil Court, in whioh

such matter may be in iesue between them.

The application contemplated by clause

2, section 46, is within the exclusive juris-

diction of the Revenue Court and the

decision therein that this defendant was

a non-occupancy ryot and entitled to get

a permanent right of occupancy is, there-

fore, binding cn the plaintiff, who was

a party thereto. And on this footing the

plaintiff has no case in this Court.

For the above reasons I hold that

this suit is not maintainable and dismiss the

same with costs.”

On appeal, the District Judge confirmed

the Munsif’s decree in the following judg-

ment:

—

“Plaintiff 3ued to declare that the decision

of the Sub-Collector of Dindigul in Miscel-

laneous Case No. 1 of 1914 is void and

invalid and not binding on plaintiff and

does not confer any right on the defendant

and to recover Rs. 48-11-0 damages.

The lower Court has held that it had

no jurisdiction to try the suit.

The land in dispute is an old waste, and

under section 46 of the Estates Land Act

defendant applied to the Revenue Officer

to oonfer on him a permanent right of

oooupanoy therein. The Sub-Colleotor aoting

under section 46 (3) gave notice to the

land-holder and after hearing him and making
an enquiry conferred a permanent right of

oooupanoy upon the defendant.

It is sought in this suit in the Civil

Court to deolare that that order is invalid

on the ground that the
.
Revenue Court had

no right to maintain the application, as

the defendant was not a non-occupancy ryot .

Also that the order under section 46 (3)

of the Collector conferring a permanent
right of oooupanoy is not a judicial order,

but an executive order and that, therefore,

a civil suit will lie to establish that it

is not binding on plaintiff.

There would be something in this argu-

ment if the wording of section 46 (3) were
not as clear as it is, that notice is to be
given to the land-holder and after hearing him
and making such enquiry as is necessary, the
Collector is to exeoute the instrument

required. It is clear from this that the

act is not a purely official one, but is an
enquiry in whioh both sides are to be heard

other words, the Collector is to constitute

himself into a Revenue Court for the

purpose of the section.

It is true that the order so passed has

no appeal provided, bat there is a right

of revision to the Distnot Colleotor still.

The order of the Sub-Colleotor is a deoi-

sion’ and, therefore, it oannot be questioned

by a Civil Court.

It is argued that seotion 189 shows that,

as seotion 46 (3) is not within part A or

B of the Sohedule, it is a matter which is

not taken from the jurisdiction of the

Civil Courts.

But the wording of the seotion is very

wide. ‘ Of the nature specified ’ is intended

to include all suits and applications (.this

is an application) whioh in substance amount

to proceedings of the character enumerated

in the sohedule [Samxasi Kavundan v. Akku-

lammal ( 1 )].

It is to be noted

proviso, is included

seotion 46 (2) is a

and ft decision is to be arrived at or in

that section 46, the

in the A Sohedule and

aou ..uu ™ - - corollary of the pro-

viso and, therefore, in substanoe amounts to

proceedings of the charaoter enumerated in

the sohedule. ..

I think it is well established law that suits

do not lie in Civil Courts to obtain deola-

rations that the decisions of Revenue Courts

do not bind the plaintiff, provided tb«

matter adjudicated upon falls wit in eir

exclusive jurisdiction even though suo ma w
is not specified in the sohedule, or 1

would amount to the Civil Court deoiding

matters whioh have been taken from t

Statute, Thiruvengadam i Ufa*

Naidu (2) and liman Shanker v. Bhafjwan inn

(3). ,
..

In this case the Colleotor under sec

46(3) had to decide whether the appliow

before him (defendant here) had
.

a rl8

to a permanent Patta and had, 0

to decide that, to decide whether he *

or was not a non oocupanoy tenant.

Collector after his enquiry deoided t ia

was a non oocupanoy teuant and t ere o

gave Patta. ,

This is a matter that the Collector

to deoids in order to decide on, giving

withholding the Patta and, therefor®* '
g

( 1 ) 9 I ml. Cas. 278; (1911) 2 M.W.N. 339, *

^nina'cas. 874; 3 M. L T. 330; (19>0) M. W- N>

512.

13) S Iml. Gas. 56$; 7 A. L. J. 1064.
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a matter which once he has deoided, the
Oivil Court oannot again decide as it would
have to do for the purposes of this deolara-
tory suit; The finding of the Revenue
Court is binding on the Civil Cburt, and as the
Revenue Court has found the defendant to be
a non-ooeapanoy tenant entitled to a nermanent Patta, the Civil Court oannot
re-open the question—it is resjudicata

I consider the lower Court was correct
in finding that the suit was not maintainable
in a Civil Court.

lb.

T
Hi^Coirt .

PrS,""d ‘ SS”"d “*,“1 *°

App.'li.S.
F

' *<««, forth.

Messrs. L. A. Govindaraghava Aiyar and

vinrZZvT
m

i
Aihar

’ for the Respondent.

the Madras Estates Land Act, jurisdiction is
conferred upon the Collector to hear and
determine, as a Revenue Court, the suitsand apphoations specified in parts A and Bof the Schedule to the Act, and there isa corresponding provision depriving the
Civil Courts of jurisdiction in such matters.As regards seotion 40, part B of the Sche-dule confers upon the Collector jur'isdiction
to dispose, as Revenue Court, of applica-
tions for settlement of rent of land for thepurpose of section 40 under the proviso tothat section, and makes orders passed under
that seotion appealable to the Court ofthe District Collector, if there is no dis-
pute about the rate of rent under the pro-
Viso to section 46(1), there is nothing in
section 189 or in the Schedule to oust the
jurisd.c ion of the Civil Court or confer
jurisdiction on the Collector as a Revenue
Court, and even if there is such a dispute,
junsdiotmn is only conferred with respeot

Under seotion 46 (3) the Collector may
exeoute an instrument conferring a perma-
nent right of cooupanoy upon the tenant,
and the execution is to have the same
efteot as execution by the land-holder. The
right to apply for a permanent right ofoccupancy is only conferred by the seotion on
a non-ocoupanoy ryot”, and the power

conferred upon the Collector to exeoute an
instrument oonferriDg it is subject to thesame limitation. If the Collector purport-

INDIAN OASES,
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ing to act under the section executes aninstrument conferring occupancy right on
°

person who is not "a non-occupancy ryot”

jurisdiction of the Civil Pnn i *

The appeal Lust be
reversed and the suit remanded for dlLTlaccording to law. Costshithtl^S
M . c _ p

Appeal allowed.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURTSecond Civil Appeal No. 1925 of 1916
August 7, 1918. '

’

Present:—S,r Henry Riohards, Kt
, Chief

mrrr
9
/
106

’ and ^r - 9Dstioe TudballMUHAMMAD HUSAIN KHAN—
Plaintiff—Appellant

versus
HANUMAN and others—Defendants—

Kespondents.
ltansfer of Property Act (IV of IHH2) • qi .lcnancy Act (l[ of 190] ) « in ir

9
.

—

Agra
— Sale oj proprietary rights bu mart ®lr Plot*
whether can redeem.

J <ja^or—Mortgagor,

certain ‘sO- ^S^Subsequen'tly’
1*1

?-
moH^e °(

rights in the land were sold anri
^ hlS ProPn'etary

the defendants, who ]a“er on aT,n
6 pui

;

chased b/
mortgagee rights in the L p lots p&ifd the— "*

rights were sold he°beeame a°n ^
,aintlff s

.
Proprietary

of the sir plots under
Act, and that as the mortal f

gra Ten‘™oy
and his right to occupy the land as on

between
tenant, he was a person who had anproperty within the meaning

an interest m the
Transfer of Property Act and°was

91 of the
to redeem it. [p. 862, col. J.]

’ thorefore
> entitled

Second nnoo 1 i
j 9 J

Mr. Kam.hka.l. Fam„, ,„ ti„ A „
„£'• Banbm **»'. ?» tb. C3:

JUDGMENT
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be very shortly stated for the

of explaining the question whioh we

to decide.

In the years 1896 and 899 two usufructuary

mortgages were made. The property

mortgaged was sir plots. L^ter on, after

the year 1902. the mortgagor’s proprietary

rights were sold and purchased by the

defendants or some of them or the pre-

decessors of some of them. Subsequently

the defendants (or some of them) purchas-

ed the mortgagee rights. It is unnecessary

to disouPS which of the defendants purchased

which of the mortgagee rights. Then the

present suit was instituted to redeem the

mortgage of 1 S9S. The Court of tirst in-

stance decreed the claim, The lower

Appellate Court reversed the decree of the

Court of first instance and dismissed the

suit. On the case coming before a single

Judge of this Court it was referred to a

larger 13enoh.

The argument in favour of the defend-

ants is that the plaintiff having lost his

proprietary right has ceased to have any

interest in the property and he cannot,

therefore, redeem. It is said that what he

mortgaged was his proprietary right in

the sir plot. When the proprietary right

was sold the right to redeem the mortgage

(if any) was transferred to the vendee of

the proprietary right. This is the argu-

ment. 1 consider that the contention is not

well founded. As soon as the proprietary

rights of the mortgagor were sold, he

became entitled to the rights whioh

the Tenancy Act gives to an ex-

proprietor in respect of his sir land,

that is, the light to occupy the sir land at

a preferential rent so long as that rent is

paid and the statutory conditions fulfilled. The

mortgage of 1898 stood between the mort-

gagor and his right to occupy the sir land

as an ex- proprietary tenant and in my
opinion he was a person who had an

interest in the property within the mean-

ing of section 9l of the Transfer of Pro-

perty Act. In my opinion if the mortgagor,

or his representative, of the mortgage of

1898 had gone to the original usufructuary

mortgagee, and if that usufruotuary mortgagee

had never parted with his mortgagee rights,

the mortgagee would have no answer to

the claim for redemption upon payment of

the mortgage money. If the original mort-

gagpe would have had do defeDC© to suo

a suit 1 cannot see that the purchaser o*

mortgagee rights, even if be has also ao'

quired the proprietary rights, has any

answer to a suit for redemption. I would

allow the appeal and restore the decree of

the Court of first instance.

TuDBiLL, J.— I fully agree. When the

appellant’s proprietary rights were sold the

law reserved\ to the ex-proprietor one out

of his bundle of rights, so that he certainly

still retains an interest in the property

mortgaged sufficient in my opinion to en-

able him to redeem *

Bi The Court.—We allow the appeal,

set aside the decree of the lower Appellate

Court and restore the decree of the Court

of first instance with costs in all Courts.

We extend the time for payment to three

months from this date.

Appeal allowed .

-

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Civil Revision Petition No. 397 of

1918.

April -2, 1918

T resent:- Mr. Justice OldBeld.

MALRA.1U LAKSHIM1 VENKAYAMMA
RAO GARU - DxFENbANT No. 3— Petitioner

versus

MEKA VENKATARAMIAH APPA RAO
BAHADUR GARU and others—

Plaintiffs Nos. 2 and 3 and Defendants

Nos. 2 ani> 4— Respondents.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908),?. 3-

1

' (-)>

(). XXI 11—Costs—Remand by Appellate Court—'Costs

to abide and follow result,' inclining of— M’ithdra%eal ot

suit— Order of trial Coart silent as to costs in Api'cllnlc

Court— Discretion of Court.

An order of remaud by an Appellate Court con-

tained a direction that costs before it should abide

and follow the result:

Held, that the meaning of the direction was that

such costs should be paid to the party in whoso

favour the litigation mi*. lit end, and inhere the suit is

withdrawn, effect should be given to the consequences

of suclovithdruwul mentioned in Order XX1IJ, Civil

RAO 0. VENKATARAMIAH APPA RAO.

purpose

have
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DATA DIN V . NANKU.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1656 op

1916.

July 26, 1918.

Prssent: —Sir Henry Riohards, Kt.,

Chief Justioe, and Mr. Justice Tudball.

DATA DIN

—

Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

NANKU AND OTHERS— DEFENDANTS

—Respondents.

Civil Procedure Code (Act P of 1908J, s. 47 Mutt-

ijnjc decree against father- Son “exempted" from

decree
,

effect of— Execution against, sons estate

Objection by son allowed— Suit against sun for declara-

tion
,
maintainability of.

A suit was instituted against a father and son on

the basis of a mortgage. The eon put forward the

plea that there was no family necessity. The Court

gave a simple money decree against the father, which

stated that the son was “exempted” and that he

should get his costs from the plaintiff. The latter

executed the decree against the father’s estate, and

that having proved insullicient, he sought to attach

and sell the son’s estate. The son objected in

execution and his objection was allowed. 1 here-

upon the plaintiff brought the present suit seeking a

declaration that the son’s property could he sold in

execution of the decree on the principle of the pious

obligation of a son to pay his father’s debts:

l fold, (1 ) that the effect of the decree was to dis-

miss the suit as against the son with costs;

(2) that under section 47 of the Civil Procedure

Code the order on the son’s objection in execution

was final and that the suit was barred under that

section.

11918

Seoond appeal from a deoree of the

Judge of the Court of Small Causes,

exeroising the powers of a Subordinate

Judge of Allahabad.

Mr. Jfaribans Snhni (with him Mr. Oajadhar

Prasad ), for the Appellant.

Mr. Kanhaya Lai
,

for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.— This appeal arises under

the following circumstances. A suit was

instituted against a father and son on the

basis of a mortgage. A plea was put

forward on behalf of the son that there

was no famil}7 necessity. The result of

the suit was that the Court gave a simple

money deoree against the father and held that

the son was not liable, and in the deoree

stated that (he son was “exempted” and

that he should get his oosts from the

plaintiff. We may pause here to say that

we consider that this was exactly the

same as if the Court had by the deoree

expressly dismissed the suit with oosts as

against the son. The plaintiff-deoree-holder

executed the deoree against the father’s

estate. That having proved insufficient he

sought to attach and sell the son’s estate.

The son objected in execution and his

objection was allowed. Thereupon the

plaintiff brought the present suit seeking

a declaration that, the son’s property could

he sold in execution of the deoree on

the principle of the pious obligation of

a son to pay his father’s debts. The

learned Judge of this Court, on being

informed that a difficult question of Hindu

Law, particularly having regard to certain

remarks of their Lordships of the Privy

Council in the recent case - of Sahu Bam

Ohandra v. Bhup Singh (1) arose, referred the

appeal for (he decision of two Judges.

On behalf of the respondent it has

been pointed out that this question of.law

really does not arise because the allowing of

the son’s objection in execution was final and

the present suit oannot be brought. Under

section 47' all matters relating to the

execution and discharge of the deoree aris-

ing between parties to the suit must be

disposed of in execution and not , by a

separate suit. There had been some con-

flict of authority previous to the passing

of the Code of Civil Procedure of 1908.

This Court had held that the parties must

not only he parties to the suit but they

must be parties to the decree. Any oonfliot

of authority has been set at rest by the

explanation whioh has been a^ded to section

47, namely “for the purposes of this seotion,

a plaintiff whose suit has been dismissed and a

defendant against whom a $uit has been dis-

missed ftre parties to the suit.” It was con*

tended on behalf of the appellant that this

explanation doe9 not apply where a defendant

has been merely “exempted.” We think

there is no force whatever in this content

tion. The expression in the decree

exempting a particular defendant was

probably an inaccurate expression, but

the operation of the deoree wa9 to dismiss

the suit as against that particular defend-

ant. We dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed .

(1) 39 I ml. Cus. 280; 39 A. 437; 15 A L. J. 437; 21

C. W. N. 60S; 1 P. L. W. 557; 19 Bom. L. R. 498j 26

C. L. J. 1; 33 M. L. J. H; (1917) M. W N. 439; 22

M. L.T. 22; 6 L. W. 213; 44 I. A. 126 (P. C.).
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PUBLIC PROSECUfOR V. MADDILA MUTAYALC.
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MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Criminal ‘Appeal No. 706 of 1917.

April 24, 1918.
Fiesent: Mr. Justioe^AfyJur Rahim and Mr.

Jua t. i
.

The PUBLKJ PRO^T^tTOR—Appellant
V6Tsit&

MADDILA MUTAYALU and another
- * Accused.iW Code (Act XL V oj 1860), *. b72,373, scope of

-

Uthng to hi re
, obtaining possession," meaning of—Xanyarikam ceremony, performance of, whether with .

in the section.

Under sections 372 and 373, Indian Penal Code theremust be making over of possession of the minor 1
cither by sale or by hire or by some similar
arrangement in order that a case may come within
the mischief of the law. [p. «66, col. 1.]

-fofir- v. Arunachcllam, 1 M. 164; 1 Weir 358: 1 Ind.
Dec. (N. s.) 109, Pailmavati, Ex parte, 5 M. H. C. l(

f

*

5
t

;

} ^cir 356 >* Public Prosecutor v. Kannammal,
IS Iml. Cas. 257; 24 M. L. .T. 211; J3 M. L. T. 13; • 14
Cr. L. J. 33; ( 1913, M. W. N. 207, Srinivasa v.
Annasumi 15 M. f ;3: 1 Weir 366; 5 Ind. Dec. (n. s.)
077 and Public Prosecutor v. Rajammul, 12 Ind C is
654, <491

J

J 2 M. W. N. 479; 10 M. L. T. 50l" 12 Cr.‘
L. J v

. 566, distinguished. ^
Where the only evidence against the accused was

that lie performed the ka nyarikam ceremony, /. e.
the nuptials of a. minor girl and had sexual inter-
course with her for 3 days successively, but the "ill
continued to live with her parents who never
parted wTth possession of her to the accused:

Held, that these facts were not sufficient to
^eonviction of the accused under section

373 of the Penal Cckle and the conviction of the

f
rlLPare

,

Ut
(!i

Under section 372 of the PcnaL Code.
Lp. fc66, col. 2*.] )

Appeal under seotion 417 '

of the Code of
Crnpmal Procedure, 189S, against the a3qit-

Vtal^of the aforesaid accused by the Ses-
sions Judge, Ganjam, in Criminal Appeals
Nos. 25 and 26 of 1917, on his file (Calendar
Case No. 39 of 1917 on the filfe of the Court
of the Sub-Divisional Magistrate, Berham-
pore)'.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Mr. E . R, Osborne v.Publio Prosecutor^, for

the Crown.—The order of aoquittal is wrong
and is based on an erroneous view of the law.
Tho Kanyarikam ceremony performed by the
2nd accused was to effectuate an immoral
purpose. The ceremonial has the effect of
permitting the man who does it to use the
bed of the girl for 3 successive days. That
is tantamount to taking possession of the
girl on hire for a short period and is

within the mischief of seotions 372 and 373,
Indian Penal Code. The house where the 2nd
aoonsed had sexual congress with the girl

55

was rented by him. The case is analogous
to the dedication to temples as Dasis.

Mr. T. Pralcasam, for the Accused.—Seotions
37c and 373, Indian Penal Code, do not
apply to the facts of this particular case.
There is no- evidence that the parents of the
girl ever parted with possession of her and
the sections require a loss of control or
dominion over the girl ...to make the aotion
indictable. The performance of the “Kan-
yarikam” ceremony will not affect the
case as the essentials of the offence are
wanting.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal against
the acquittal of two persons, the first ofwhom was charged with an offence under
section 372, Indian Penal Code, and the
other under section 373, Indian Penal Code
The first accused is the mother of a Hindu
girl under 16^ years of age aDd the 2nd
accused is a Jiomattee. The latter kept
the elder sister of the girl until she died
and on her death, the evidence is that a
ceremony called Kanyarikam was performed
between the 2nd accused and the girl
with the help of the 1st acoused. The
Kanyarikam ceremony, according to the
witnesses, has the effect of „u arrange-
ment by which a person has intercourse
with a girl who has just attained puberty
for 3 days. P. W. No. 1 says; "The 2nd
aooused Krishnamurthy performed the Kan-

means her
nuptials. The man that performed the cere-
mony enjoys the girl’s bed for 3 days
successively. They may afterwards continue
their friendship or may separate. The
evidence, however, shows that the minor
girl continued to live with her parents, that
is, the 1st accused and her father in the same
house as before. The house had been rented
by the 2nd accused and he paid the rent while
his former mistress, who was the sister
of the girl concerned in this ease, was
living. The same arrangement was continu-
ed. There is evidence to show that the
parents of the girl in no way parted with
the possession of her to the 2nd aooused.
There is no suggestion, except that the
oeremony of Kanyarikam was performed
that she was let to hire for any term'
The question is, whether the performance
of this ceremony and the above mentioned
facts bring the case within seotion 372
Indian Penal Code, so far as the mother
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of the girl is concerned, and within flec-

tion 373, Indian Penal Code, so far as

the 2nd accu-ed is concerned. We may-

take it that the 2nd accused did have

intercourse wi»h this girl L). W. No. 9.

The main question in the case is, whether

what has taken place amounts to

letting to hire or otherwise disposing of

the minor within the meaning of section

372, Indian Penal Code, or hiring or

otherwise obtaining possession within the

meaning of section 373, Indian Penal

Code. The fir.-t section is aimed at the

person who disposes of the person of a

minor for immoral purposes, and the other

section is direoted against the man who

obtains possession of a minor girl for

such purposes. We think that the language

of the two seotions is sutlioiently clear to

show that there must be making over of

possession of tha minor girl either by sale

or by hire or by some similar arrange-

ment in order that the case may come

within the mischief of the law. This

seems to us to be also the effect of the

rulings. One of the earliest cases in this Court

is that reported as (Jueen v. bhaik Ali

(1). That is a decision of three Judges.

It is pointed out by {Scotland, C. J., in bis

judgment in that case that to bring a

case within section 373, Indian Penal Code,

there must be evidence to show that com-

plete possession and control of the minor’s

person was obtained by buying, hiring

or otherwise with the intent or know-
ledge speoitied in the section. It is further

pointed out that the provision seems to

exoludo the supposition that an obtaining

of possession in the sense in which that

expression is, no doubt, sometimes used, of

merely having sexual connection with a

woman, oould have been in the contemplation

of the framers of the section.” Innes, J., says:

I am of opinion that ‘possession
1

in the

section undor which he is indicted means
possession with a power of disposal, and
in this sense there is no evidence that

the prisoner had possession of the girl.”

The same view of the law was taken in

Queen Empress v. iSukee Raur (2). That
was a case under section 373 and Pigot,

J,
f

held that section 372, Indiau Per.al

(1)5 M. II. C. R..I73; 1 Weir 377%

(2; 21 0. 07; 10 iiid. Dec. ^N, s.j 007,

Code, contemplates a case of lettmg or

hiring or other similar transaction by which
the poflflession of a girl is obtained with

the intention of employing her habitually

for the purpose of indiscriminate sexual

intercourse. Mr. Mayne in his commen-
tary on this section at page 589, fourth

edition, states the law to be that “the

words refer to a making over of a minor
either in perpetuity or for a term, and not

merely for the commission of isolated acts of

sexual intercourse.” We have on the other

hand been referred to a number of deci-

sions with respect to the dedication of a

minor girl to a temple or a god as a

J)asi. We do not think that those cases

have a very close bearing on the present

question. Those are the class of cases

reported as Reg. v. Arunachellam (3),

Fadmavati, Ex parte (4), Fublic Frosecutor

v. Kannammal (5), Srinivasa v. Annasami
(6) and Fublic Frosecutor v. Rajammul (7).

We hold that the facts proved in the case

are not sufficient to support oonviotions

under sections 372 and 3^3. The order of

acquittal will, therefore, stand.

Appea l dismissed .

M. C. P.

(3) 1 M. 104; 1 Weir. 358; 1 Tnd. Dec. (n. s.) 109.

(4) 5 M. II C. R. 415; 1 Weir 350.

(5) IS I ml. Cas. 257; 24 M. L. J. 211; 13 M. L. T.
131; 14 Ur. L. J. 33; (1913 M. W. N. 207. .

(6: 15 M. 328; 1 Weir 306; 5 Iml. Dec. (n. s.) 577.
v7) 12 hid. Cas. 054; U911) 2 M. W. N. 4<9; 10 M.

L. T. 501; 12 Cl*. L. J. 566'

LOWER BURMA CHIEF COURT.
Okiminal Revision No. *.6o-B of a9i7,

November 16, 1917.

Present: - Mr. Justice Pratt.

PO NY El '**'— Applicant
versus

M A SHWE KIN—Respondent.
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 189S), S. 488

(4j—Maintenance—B ;»ddh is

t

Late, Burmese—
.Husba*&
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KARIM-UD-DIN V
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EMPEROR.
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a seParate house. Where, however a

his firstS aSCC°^ ,"-
ife 0wi,lg fco the refusal*of
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w,th him
» is willing to take

r
c ilI

L
st W1 fe» the latter is not entitled to main

cedure Code.
61^ 4S8 ‘4' °f “>c

„ M
r

‘ uZn3 1
vi ’ for the A PPlioant.

nrnrvM?' for the
.

ResP° n(1 ent.UDGMENT.— Applicant has been order-

Shwe Kin
m
p' nfcenanCe for hi8 wife Ma

oase was that there wasa divoroe but this was not proved. It is

b h
a

tv 0ir
eV8r

’ that ° wing f° inoompati-bd.ty of temper or other cause they separatedand the w,fe ceased to live under her

afteS th

8 Pr0te3t 'on - Ab™‘ ^ven monthsf ‘ 6 8eP»rat,on applicant remarried.

?DDbca
Ud

t

e
.

deoI
!

D03 t0 return to live with

pr",a“ k" w" b * -»»<• »>»b.

. 2™J
riiy

,

“• lh*‘ ">• took

for the first wife declining to live with

house T

SS

th
6 Pr°vides her with a separate

f
'

,

In tb ® Present circumstance, however,

R fi
° } ?°

n
!
lder the claim is reasonable.

Respondent chose to li ve separately from

asked
n

t

Sband
.

andthere ,s evidence that whenasked to re join hna-ahe deolined.
bhe was app^pp7 willing to effect a

divoroe. By her oonduot she oould only
expect that the natural result would beto force her husband into marrying again.

r«a,lt
0tAIS re’“arria^e was the natural

result of her refusing to live with him and
separating from him for a number of months.
Applicant is not a well-to-do man, and

Kit! •»“*“ »i»"-

Hi. offer, therefore, to eepport hi. wife,
it she will resume conjugal relations, is
easonable and I do not oonsider that she

is entitled to maintenance beoafuse she eleots
to live apart from him. She must be pre-
pared to.aooept the result of her own oonduot.
I set aside the order of the Magistrate for
maintenance of Ma Shwe Kin

£6?

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT
Cfiaiinal Revision No. 85 op 1918.

April 11, 1918.
Justioe Sir George Knox, Kt,K A RIM-UD-DlN—

A

cccsed
Applicant

versus

KVTPEROR—-Opposite PartyPenal Code (Act XL V of i860) « 40k V •
• ?breach of trust hu w*,./. . .

'
* —Criminal

by statin,, master, whether servant
"~(*? r

!!
s,nanen3a9ed

-Overcharge retaiJTy

Xztxi
kitter also entrusted the accuser! with tut ...
up of the cash re-iat-r T

° "TxfclnS

Of“VaawavC^S* ZonltZXau offence uader section’ of he pTXcol.
?f

respect of the sum received by hiun [p 868
. c^l.]

Criminal revision from an order of theSessions Judge, Allahabad.

oan^
Feir,> L 'd Buner]i

' for tb e Appli-

Application allowed.

Ad“
r

.AS'rspt
4“ ,,‘“,G"”»"«‘

JUDGMENT.—Karim-ud-din haa hoon

fzrdv
ifoc:h

*;
br:™

record and the arguments addressed to methat station masters on the East Indian

the rV -

80me k,
'

nd0f ^owanoe fromthe Railway in return for goods to hi
despatched by the Railway to be markedand loaded or otherwise handled. Thestation master Raghunath Pershad appoint!ed Kanm-nd-dm and gave him Rg 10a month for doing this work. Therewas no contract of any kind between theast Indian Railway Company and Karim-nd-din. Raghunath Pershad appears tohave made or permited Karim-ud-din towrite a nnmber of Railway register!. ItIS not for a moment asserted that th*

thlf t

RXay
,

G°mpany sanctioned
this allotment of work to Karim-nd-din
or were in any way cognizant of it
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Raghnnath Pershad took leave and was
succeded by one Rikhi Lai. Rikhi Lai

appears to have gone a step further than

Raghunath Pershad in employing Karim-
ud-din in this kind of work and to have

given him the cash registers to write

up. The result or alleged result of

these proceedings was that certain items

of money disappeared. The accused was
charged with embezzling three separate

different items. The nature of these items is

somewhat different. The first item is an item

of Rs. 510 0. The proseoution allege that

this was an overcharge upon certain goods

consigned through the East Indian Railway
to one Sat Narain. Sat Narain appears to

have paid the sum under protest, and to have

written to the Railway Company on the

point. The item was represented in a letter,

the writing of which is traced to the

accused but the signature on the writing

is that of Rikhi Lai’s. The money never

came into the hands of the East Indian

Railway Company. It was described as a

demurrage oharge, while 1 understand that

the Railway have never put it forward
as money due to them either on account
of goods consigned or demurrage thereon.

The other two items are of the same
description, but for the purposes of this

revision I need not go into them. The
contention raised before mo is that with
reference to the tirst item no offence com-
ing within seotion 408 of the Indian
Penal Code has been proved and the trial

of the accused for the three offences under
seotion 108 of the Indian Penal Code is

illegal, a joint tiial of the throe items not

being allowable by law. It is really round
this first charge that the argument in ie-

vision centres. I accept the plea that even
if the faots bo considered proved, the first

is not an offence which falls within seotion

408 of the Indian Penal Code. Karim ud-
din was neither clerk nor servant of the
Railway Compary, he was not employed
as olerk or servant of theirs and not being
so, he could not be entrusted in such
oapaoity with this sum of Rs. 5-10 0. It is

contended bofore me that Karim-ud din
having chosen to take upon himself
the duties and responsibilities of a clerk

of the East Indian Railway Company,
must be regarded as a clerk and cannot
afterwards say that be is not such a clerk, and

my attention was called to the case of

Queen Empress v. Farmeshar Bat (1). There

is, however, an important difference in the

oase cited and the present case, Parmeshar
Dat was recognised by the authorities as

filling the position of a public servant.

There was no such recognition in this oase,

nor can I suppose that there would ever

have been such a recognition.' The pro-

babilities .are that if the attention of the

East Indian Railway Company had been

called to the fact that this marksman was

posting up registers and receiving moneys,

they would have utterly refused to recognise

him and would have oalled Rikhi Lai to

account for 6uoh an irregularity. Then

further my attention was oalled to what

was argued, how far the sum of Rs. 5-10-0

taken under the circumstances stated would

come at all under the orime of embezzle-

ment. It wa9 not the property of the East

Indian Raliway Company, it was repudiated

as not being their property and whatever

may have been the offence committed

in respect of - that R9 . 5-10 0, it was

not the offence of embezzlement. The joint

trial under the circumstances was illegal.

I quash it, set aside the conviotions and

sentences. Karim- ud-din must be released.

Conviction set aside .

( 1) S A. 201; A. \V. X. (18$tL 63; 4 li d. Pec. (>\ s

1150.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
^

Criminal Revision No. 75 ok 1918.

February 8, 191S.

Present :— Justice Sir Charles Chitty, Kt.,

and Mr. Justioe Smither.

GAHAR MAHAMMED SARKAR
AND OTHERS— A COPSE D—PETITIONERS

versus

PITAMBAR DAS—Complainant-
Opposite Party.

Penal Cotlc (Act X

L

1
' of 1S6'V- >•. ISO—Decree for

restitution of conjugal rights— Uurranf to seize wife,

legality of—Resistance to warrant - Offence*

In execution of a decree for restitution of conjugal

rights a warrant was issued directing the executing
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peou to seize tlie wife and deliver her bodily over to

before
S

fi

and
’ fa,l

'.
ng wbich t0 bl'iB£ l>er under arrest

iietoie the executing- Court:
th° waiTant was SO that resist-

7J ts elocution was not an offence underaction 186 of the Penal Code. [p. 670, col. ].'>

Rule against the order of the Deputy Magis-
Dinajpur

* dated the 31st October

FACTS material to the report will appear
from the following orders of the Deputy
Magistrate and the District Magistrate of
Dinajpur, respectively:

—

The complaint is that on the morning
of the 21st August, Pitambar Das, a peon
of the Civil Court, went to execute a
warrant of arrest in the house of the accused
Gaher Muhammad and the accused persons
obstructed him in the discharge of his
public functions. Halimuddin instituted a
civil suit against his wife Masiran Bib

i

for the restitution of conjugal rights and
got a decree. An appeal was preferred
by the defendants against the order of the
Munsif, and it was dismissed with costs.
Masiran Bibi was detained by the accused
Gaher Muhammad in his house as he
wanted to marry her with his son Abdul
Aziz. The peon went to Gaher Muhammad’s
house on the morning of the 21st August
accompanied by Nasir Sheik, Halimuddin
and Ajibulla. They found Masiran Bibi
sweeping the inner yard of Gahar Muham-
mad’s house. Halimuddin identified his wife,
whereupon the peon asked him to seize her.
Gaher Muhammad wanted to see the letter
of authority and the peon showed him the
warrant of arrest (Exhibit I). Halimud-
din and Nasir were beaten by Gaher Mu-
hammad and others. Nasir Sheik instituted
a oase under seotion 223, Indian Penal
Code, against Gaher Muhammad and others,
and it has been

^

disposed of by me to day.
The peon gave dohai” of Government, but
to no effect. The accused Gaher Muhammad
ordered to snatch away Masiran Bibi.
Abdul Az'z, Esar and others then dragged
her away. The peon then wrote a report
(Exhibit 2) in the outer yard ^of Gaher
Muhammad’s house. The first Munsif granted
sanction to the peon to file a case under
section 1€6, Indian Penal Code (Exhibit 3),
on the 22nd August.

R appears from the deposition of P. Ws.
^ 08 , 1 and 2, that the peon asked Halimuddin

to sefzs Masiran Bibi. The prosecution
witnesses nave satisfactorily proved that
the peon showed the warrant to the aoensed
Gaher Maharamad and that Masiran Bibi
was dragged away by Abdul Aziz, Esar
and others under the order of Gaher Mu-hammad Sarkar.

‘'The defence story is that Nasir Sheik,
Halimuddin and others numbering about
dO or 40 men trespassed into (he house of
Gaher Muhammad, at about 4 a. m. of the
-1st August. There was no peon with
them and that nobody gave “dohai” of
Government. Rai Mahamed, the father of
Halimuddin, asked Gaher Muhammad
to produce Masiran Bibi. An altercation
ensued and Gaher Muhammad was wounded
on his head by Rai Muhammad. The
defence story does not seem to me to be
a probable one. I oan not believe that
D. Ws. 1 and 2 were sitting wide awake at
that hour of the night and saw 30 or 40
men passing by their houses. Apparently
the defence attempted to change the time
of occurrence for their own advantage. I
have seen the General Diary Book of the
Chirirbandar Police Station for the 21st
August. One of the sons of the accused Gaher
Muhammad lodged an information of mar pit
at the Thana. He stated then that there
was a Hindu peon with the party. The
prosecution ought to have examined the
Polioe Officer and got the entry in the
Diary marked as an Exhibit.

‘‘The warrant was a legal one as Masiran
Bibi bad an opportunity of obeying the
decree and wilfully failed to obey it (vide
rule 32, Order XX[, Civil Procedure Code).
Masiran Bibi had appealed against the
order of the Munsif, and consequently she
bad full knowledge of the deoree. The
appeal was dismissed by the Officiating
Additional Sub-Judge on the 31st July.
The warrant was issued on the 20th
August. It is clear, therefore, that she had
nearly three weeks’ time to obey the deoree.
Pitambar Das peon was obstructed in the
discharge of his public duties by the afore-
said aoonsed persons and he was authorised
by law to execute the warrant

I, therefore, find the accused Gaher Muham-
mad Sarkar, Abdul Aziz and Esar Muhami
mad guilty under seotion 186, Indian Penal
Code, and sentence each of them to pay a
fine of Rs. IQ (ten only), in default to
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undergo rigorous imprisonment for a fort-

night. They are further directed to pay
Rh. 18 0 to the complainant as the cost of

Court-fee.”

“The facts of the oase seem properly proved.

It is urged that the procedure was irregular

on the part of the peon as he did not properly

communicate the purport of the warrant to

the woman, and that the proper way was to

inform her of the order and then for the

Court to deal with her by civil imprison-

ment or fine if she did not obey. But
it seems from the evidence that the peon
was not given time for attending to any
such procedure but was attacked at once,

I oan bardly tbink that the action of the

appellants in resisting the orders of the Court
was not punishable. I think the oonviotion

is correct. The appeal is dismissed.”

Babu Girija Prasonna Sanyal
,

for the

Petitioners.

JUDGMENT.—In this oase we think that

the warrant, the execution of which is said to

have been resisted, was illegal. The peti-

tioners should not, therefore, have been eon-

vioted under section 186, Indian Penal Code.
We set aside the oonviotion and sentence and
direct that the fines, if paid, be refunded.

Pule made absolute.

UPPER BURMA JUDICIAL COMMIS-
SIONER’S COURT.

Criminal Revision No. 76 of 1918.

April 23, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Saunders, J. C.

EMPEROR

—

Prosecutor
versus

NGA PO KYAN— Con vht.
Jtinma li.rcise Act (Y of 1917), s. H7— Cidunjul

2>f>K<ession of tori in district U'hcre tw.tujr system is not

j/i force— Offence.

In a disirict in which the tree-tax system is not in*

force and in which, consequently, the law does not

prohibit or place any restriction upon the manu-
facture of tari, it cannot he unlawfully manu-
factured, and section o7 of the Burma Kxciso Act
docs not, therefore, apply to the possession of tori

manufactured in such a District, [p 870, col. 2.]

Mr. h. II, Lutttr , for the Crown.
JUDGMENT.—This is one of seven cases

in which the aooused have been convicted and
sentenced to pay fines under section 37 of the
Burma Excise Aot (Burma Aot V of 1917).
The charge in each case was that the aooused
lmd been in possession of less than four-

quarts of tan whioh bad been illegally

manufactured, and that snob possession

was within five miles of a licensed tari

shop. The District Magistrate is doubtful

whether the convictions can stand.

Burma Aot V of 1917 only came into

force on the 1st October 1917, and though

the law in respect of the possession of

tari does not appear to have been materi-

ally altered, this result has been arrived at

by a somewhat different method to that

followed in the Aot which has been super-

seded. For the purpose of the present oase

it is sufficient to point out that unferment-

ed tari has been declared to be aloobolio

liquor, and that alooholio liquor is includ-

ed in the meaning of the term excisable

article,” while “manufacture” includes the

tapping of fan-producing trees and the

drawing of tori from trees, seotion 2, sub-

seotions (a), (/,» and (m). The manufacture

of excisable articles is forbidden except

under the authority and subject to the

conditions of a license granted under the

Aot by section 12 (a) of the Aot, and by

a notification of the Financial Deparment

No. 72, dated the 1 St h September 1917,

the Local Government has been pleased

to exempt from the provisions of seotion 12

of the Act tari where the tree tax system i9

notin force.

The District Magistrate reports that the

tree-tax system is not in force in his

District. The provisions of section 12 (a)

do not, therefore, apply to tari and there

is no other provision in the Act making

its manufacture illegal. Seotion 37 of the

Act provides a penalty for the possession

of an excisable article which the person

possessing it knows or has reason to believe

has been unlawfully manufactured. It is

dear, therefore, that in a District in whioh

the law does not prohibit or place any restric-

tion upon the manufacture of fan, it cannot

ho unlawfully manufactured, and seotion 37

does not, therefore, apply to the possession

of tari manufactured in such a District

The District Magistrate has expressed

doubt as to whether the possession was

lawful in view of the fact that it has not been

shown that the t ri had been collected in

unsmoked or unlimed pots. This doubt,

however, has reference to another set of

facts. Section 16 (1) of the Aot provides

that the Local Government may, by notiti*
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cation,
.

prescribe a limit of quantity for
possession of any excisable article, and in
exercise of the authority so granted the
Local Government has, hy Financial Depart-
ment Notification No. 77, dated the 18th
September 1917, prescribed a limit of four
reputed quart bottles in the case of tori; where
the quantity of tari exceeds four quart bottles,
its possession is an offence punishable under
seotion 30 (a

)

of the Aot subject to further
exceptions made by Notification No. 72 refer-
red to above, of which the first clause
permits possession of tori intended for the
manufacture of gur, jaggery, molasses or
sugar, in a District where the tree tax
system is not in foroe, if the tari is drawn
either in smoked pots or in pots treated
with lime. But inasmuch as in each of
the oases here referred to the quantity of
\°ri' was less than four quart bottles,
it is clear that no offence was committed,
however the tari may have been
drawn.

The convictions and sentences are
set aside and the fines must be re-
funded.

Convictions set aside.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Criminal Appeals Nos. 476 and 4b4 of 1915,

August 19, 1915.
Present:—Justice Sir Charles Chitty, K r., and

Mr. Justice Richardson.
MOHESH CHANDRA CHAUDHURY

AND ANOTHER—APPELLANTS
versus

EMPEROR— Respondent.
Penal Code (Act XLV of I860), ss 192, 1G3, 465,

109— Forgery—False evidence, fabrication of.

A sale under a Kobala written out by one X. on a
stamp paper of Rs 5 and dated the 2: rd May hav-
ing fallen through, it became necessary to apply to the
Collector for a refund of the stamp duty. A’, was told
by one M. that as no refund could be made afeer two
months the date in the document might be altered
from -.'rd May to 2 rd September Accordingly the
alteration was made, although itwas quite unnecessary
as the period forgetting refund was not two months
^ ut six months;

Held, that N. and AT. were respectively guilty of
fabricating and abetting the fabrication of false
evidence [p ^72, col .J

Qtuere — •' hether the offences committed were not
forgery and abetment of forgery

Appeals against the orders of the
Officiating Sessions Judge, Caohar, dated the
24th April 1915,

Baba Manmathanath fthtkherjee, for the Ap.
pellant in No. 476 of i915.

Babus Dasarathi Sanyal
, Sasadhar Roy (Sr.)

and Govinda Chunder Dey Roy, for the Ap.
pellant in No. 484 of 19i5.

Mr. Orr (Deputy Legal Remembrancer)
and Babu Jyotish Chandra Hazru

, for the
Crown.
JUDGMENT.—These are two appeals

by Nosha Mia and Mohesh Chandra
Chaudhury who were convicted of forgery
and abetment of forgery respectively, and
sentenced, Nosha Mia to six months’ rigo-
rous imprisonment, and Mohesh Chandra
Chaudhury to one year’s rigorous imprison-
ment. The case is a somewhat peculiar
one. It appears that Nosha Mia was
proposing to sell some property to another
person of the same name. A Kobala was
written out by Nosha Mia— the appellant
— on a stamp paper ofRs. 5. The K- bala
was to have been executed sometime in
May 1914 and bore the date 23rd May
written by the appellant Nosha Mia, Ihe
sale having fallen through, it became
necessary to apply <o the Collector for a
refund of the stamp duty. The appel.i nt
Nosha Mia took, advice with regard to
this and he was told that no refund
would be made after two months. The
other appellant Mohesh Chandra Chau-
dhury, who is a Pleader’s clerk of some
three years’ standing, gave him this
advice, and also told him that he might
alter the date in the document from
23rd May to 23rd September, which would
bring the application for the refund within
the two months. This was quite unneces-
sary on their part inasmuch as the period
wa9 not two months but six months. The
application for the refund would, therefore,

have been within six months from the
date 23rd May, inserted in the document.
Upon this they were charged with forgery
and abetment of forgery and found guilty

as above stated.

The question then arises what was the
offence committed, There was undoubtedly a
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dishonest and fraudulent intention, for the

appellants clearly intended to cheat the

Government, being unaware that they could,

in fact, obtain their object honestly. At

the same time it may be argued with

some show of reason that what they did

does not fall within the definition of forgery

contained in section 404, Indian Penal Code.

So far as the document was an unexecuted

Ivobala, the appellant Nosha Mia had

authority to alter it as it was his own
document. But for the purposes of this

oase, the document must be regarded

rather as an used or spoilt stamp paper,

on which the appellants were applying

for a refund. It is, however, unnecessary

to decide this point, as they were clearly

guilty of fabricating, and abetting the

fabrication of, false evidence (sections 192,

193, Indian Penal Code). As was done

in the case of Empress v. Mir Ekrar Ali

(1), we convict the appellants under

section 193 and sections 193 109 respectively.

The term of imprisonment already under-

gone by Nosha Mia is, in our opinion,

sufficient. We accordingly reduce the

sentence in his case to the period of

imprisonment already undegone, and direct

that he be released.

In the oase of Mohesh Chandra Chau-
dhury we think that the period of im-

prisonment whioh he has already undergone

(? e.
t
nearly two months) is sufficient im-

prisonment, and we accordingly reduce the

term of imprisonment in his case to that

period, but we sentence him in addition

to a fine of lls. 50, and, in default, one

month’s rigorous imprisonment.

Appeals dismissed] Sentences reduced.

(1) G C. 28*; 3 I ml. Doc (\\ s.) 313.

PUNJAB OHIO1 COURT.
Criminal Appeal No. 863 of 1917.

April 19, 1918.

Trese tit: — Sir Henry Rattigan, Kt., Chief

Judge, and Mr. Justice LeRossignol.

E M P E R0 R—A F P E LLA NT

versus

J AGAT RAM— R e sfondest.
penal Code(AdXLVofmOJ

t
s. U)3-C’m7 Pro.

red

n

re Code (Act V of 1908), 0. Will, >*. 5—Evidence

Act (I of 1872;, s. 80—Perjury, trial for—Statement
read over to witness—Proof - Presumption— Locus

]Mi*nitenti;r when can he allowed.

There is no provision of law that a Judge, who
records the evideneo of a witness in eases to which

Order XYTII, rnlo 5, of the Civil Procedure Code

applies, shall append a note to the effect that the

evidence of the witness when completed has been

duly read out to him. In every such case it should

be presumed under section 80 of the Evidence Act

that the statement was duly taken, [p. 873, col. l.J

Where, therefore, there is no evidence to show

that the deposition of a witness in a civil suit was

not read over to him by the Judge, it must be pre-

sumed under section 80 of the Evidence Act that

the Judge complied with the provisions of Order

Will, rule 5 of the Civil Procedure Code. [p. b73,

col. l.j

A / orus pimitentiw should not l>e allowed to an

accused person who has made a false statement in

Court and who, when subsequently tried for perjury,

adheres to bis former statement, admits it was

correctly recorded and asserts that it is tru?. [p. 873,

col. ).]

Appeal from the order of the Magistrate,

1st Cla99, Gurdaspur, dated the oOth April

1917.

Mr. Mul Chand
,
R. S., Public Prosecutor,

for the Appellant.

Messrs. Dairytuple and Ilari Lai Bahl ,
for

the Respondent.

JU DGMENT.— Therespondent in this case,

Jagat Ram, and the respondent in Criminal

Appeal No. 864 of 1917, Mahant Kaul Das,

were tried before Khan Faiz Mohammad
Khan, Extra Assistant Commissioner,

Magistrate of the 1st Class, upon charges

under section 193, Indian Penal Code, of

having given false evidence in a judicial

proceeding before the Subordinate Judge

of Gurdaspur in the case of /« gat lienn

v. Manga! Das. The alleged false

statements made by the two respondents,

respectively, as recorded by the Subordinate

Judge, were duly set forth in the charges

against them, and they both stated, when

examined by the Magistrate who tried

tho>e cases, that the statements as reoorded

by the Subordinate Judge were true. The

Magistrate at the conclusion of the trials

(for each respondent was tried separately)

found that in point of fact the said

statements were false to the knowledge of

the respondents, and that they bad both

deliberately and dishonestly perjured them-

selves in the Court of the Subordinate

Judge. In view, however of the decision

of a single Judge of this Court reported
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as Kariar Singh v. Emperor (1), he held that
it was impossible to oonviot the respondents,
inasmuch as the reoord of the deposition*
of eaoh of them in the Subordinate Judge’s
Court did not have appended to it “the
usual note” that the depositions had been
read over to the respondents and admitted
by them to be correct. Ho felt compelled,
therefore, to acquit them on the technical
ground set forth in the judgment of this
Court above referred to, that there can
be no conviction based on “ a false state-
ment which is not made and recorded
with all formalities in the manner requir-
ed by law.”

From this order of acquittal the Local
brovernment has preferred an appeal under
section 417, Criminal Procedure Code,
and we have heard Mr. Mul Chand on
behalf of the Crown and Mr. Dalrymple
on. behalf of the respondents. In our

1 ^ 9 _
was in error in

holding that in the absence of “ a dehnite
note.’ on the Subordinate Judge’s record, it
was impossible for him to say that the
statements were in faot read over to the
accused persons when they gave evidence
as witnesses in the civil suit. There is
no provision of law that a Judge who
records the evidence of a witness incases
to which Order AVIII, rule 5, of the Civil
Procedure Code applies, shall append a
note to the effect that the evidence of
the witness, when completed, has been
duly read out to him. As a matter of
practice, and as a very wholesome rule, such
notes are frequently appended, but it is
not obligatory on the Courts in civil cases
to make a note to that effect. Accordingly
in every suoh case it should be presumed
under section 80 of the Indian Evidence
Aot that the statement was duly taken,
or, in other words, was taken in accordance
with the provisions of section 182 of the Civil
Procedure Code. This is, of coarse, merely
a presumption and can be rebutted by
evidence that the deposition in question
was not duly taken, but in the absence of
suoh evidence the Court is bound to pre-
sume that the provisions of the law as to
the reading over of the evidenoe in the
presence of the Judge and of the witness

p
Cas ‘ S47; 12 R R - 19J 7 Cr. ; 15 P. W.

1917 Cr
; 18 Cr. L. J. 607.

were duly complied with. Upon this pointwe must w,th every respect, differ fromthe learned Judge who decided the anth
r.ty relied upon by the Magistrate

that the
9

d
reSen

r
0286 th6re is no ev,denoetha the depositions were not read over

cedure Code. Upon these facts it 7s unnecessary for us to discuss the nno Qr
whether a locus penitent* shouid he aledto a person who has made a false statement

with°t

U

h«
th8 Ccu

j‘
has °mitted t0 °°fflply

of the Code. Be, whether i, iVto & .itojjdor not, we cannot but- think tha*. ,

indulgence is excessive in a case wherS

p/r" 10 qUeSti0D
- w, > en subsequentlytried for perjury, adheres to his form

7
a atement, admits it was oorreotly recorded”and asserts that it is true,

worried

For the reasons given we accept th»appeal and setting aside the order ofacquittal we direct the Magistrate to prooe dto judgment in accordance with law.

Appeal accept„

madras high court
Criminal Revision Case No. 317 ov 1&lg(Criminal Revision Petition No 252

OF 1918.)
August 20, 1918.

Present: -Mr. Justice Sadasiva Aiyar
and Mr. Justice NapierAMBALAM IBRAHI and others—

Accused Nos. 1 to 5-Pktitioneks
versus

r .
.

EMPEROR—Respondent.

& -Criminal Pules of Prlttfce j£,
(2 >

Xo.in-AppHa.tion to

Of judgment-search fee, levy of, legality of
1 PV

No search fee can be levied alon- with
cation for a copy of a judgment

0
of a

Magistrate. Order No. 173 0f tho Qio V
^ a

^
31^ar

of the Board of Kevcuuo doos not ap,X
application which is governed by Rule lfio i*.f

n
Criminal Rules of Fractice frame/by the Hhfh °r

h
!under section 55A sub-section 2 clause fcf of tTeCrmnual Procedure Code. [p. 874, col. l.]

1 ' * th

Petitions, under sections 435 and 439
the Code of Criminal Procedure

*
praying the High Court to revise the judg!
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of the Coart of the Sub-Divisional

Magistrate of Ramnad. in Criminal Appeal

7 0 f 1918, preferred against the ]udg-

^
f nf the Coart of the Sub-Magistrate

“Xmir in Calendar Case No. 314 of

^Br S. Swaminadhan, for the Petitioners

Mr. C. Narasincha Chariar, for the Public

Proseoutor, for the Crown.

ORDER This must be taken as a peti-

tion of revision directed solely against the

nf the Tahsildar Magistrate refusing

. :.py »<

ment the refusal having been based on

the ground that the petitioner ought to

pay eight-annas searoh fees along with his

application for oopy under the Board s Stand-

10

The^app^oation for oopy was mado to the

officer as a Magistrate (a Criminal Court) by

an accused convicted by li.m and the Board s

Standing Order has absolutely no relevancy

that kind is governed by rule 188 of he

Criminal Rules of Practice framed by the

High Court under the powers vested in the

High Court by seotion 554 sub seotion U).

olause <r) of the Criminal Procedure Code.

The Magistrate is. therefore, direoted to

R ive the copy applied for without further

delay.

M» Ci P* % i
Order reversed.

SIND JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Criminal Revision Application No. 15 of

1918.

April 5, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Pratt, J. C., and Mr. Fawcett,

HOTCHAND ATMARAM—
Applicant *

versus

EMPEROR— Opponent.

Cantonment Co<lc ,
*. 231 W-"Ab*n ee

t

" mean.

0f—failure to appoint agent during absence of

tn
°,

g from Cantonment—Ojfence.

"‘la .,mst .'.ling "1C ‘absence” as u»od in sect,,,,,

2;u (2) of ill© Cantonment Code, the word should

receive tt larger or more restricted meaning

according to what the Court believes to be the inten-

tion of the Legislature in framing the particular pro-

vision in which the word is used, [p- 874, col. 2.J

An absonce of nine days from a Cantonment is such

absence as is contemplated by section 231 (2) of the

Code and would render the delinquent liable to con-

vietionand punishment under the section, [p. 8io,

col. 1.]

Application for revision of an order passed

by the Cantonment Magistrate, Hyder-

abad. .

Mr. F. «). Be Yerteuil
,

for the Applicant.

Mr. T. 0. Elphinston ,
Acting Public Pro-

secutor, for the Crown.

JUDGMENT. This is an application for

revision of an order of the Cantonment

Magistrate, Hyderabad, convioting the appli-

cant under seotion 23 i (2) of the Canton-

ment Code for failing to appoint an agent

during a period when he was absent from

the cantonment in which he owned a

bungalow. ,

The applicant admitted that he aid

remain absent for nine days at Karachi. He

was oodv

to pay a fine of Rs. 20 or in default lo

suffer one week’s simple imprisonment.

Mr. De Verteuil for the applicant states

that the absence of nine days is too short

a period to constitute absence within the

meaning of section 231 12) of the Canton-

ment Code. But the seotion does nol

specify any period of absence and, we ttuntf,

the same rule must be applied to the construe-

tion of the word “absence” as was applied

in the case of Mahomed Shu\)h v. LMin

Abdula (1) to the word residence. His

there said that the word may receive a

larger or more restricted meaning according

to what the Court believes the intention

of the Legislature had been in framing

the particular provision in which the wor

was used. The intention of the Legislature

in this case was, no doubt, that the

owner when absent should be represented

,

by an agent to receive notices and other-

wise to assist, the Cantonment Authority in

the performance of the sanitary and muni-

cipal duties imposed upon it by the rules

mado under the Cantonment Act. If the

absence is of such a period as to cause

i- inconvenience to the Cantonment Authority

in perfounanoe of its duties, the accused

(1) 3 B, 227; 2 lml. Deo. (n. s,)
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must be considered to have been absent with-
in the meaning of section 231 0 f the
Cantonment Code. In this view we think
the absence of nine days at Karachi was such
absence as was contemplated by section 231
\6) or the Cantonment Code.

tio^
therefore

’ re ieot this applioa-

Ayplication reject :•

INDIAN CASES.

LABHU RAM V. NAVH RAM.

^75

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT
Criminal Revision No. 1 02 of 191?

„
May 23, 1918.

Present :—Justioe Sir P. C. Banerieo ITpHARNAM SINGH „„
Applicants

versus

p ^ p^ rOR~Opposite Party

S.'Sft-'y
zsr*-***? s
Certain moveable property tp« nffo/.r, , .

execution ot a decree. The officer of the Cm !?who made the attachment placed the pronertvcharge of the accused. When the timoff c
sale of the property arrived, notice was issued to tT'accused to produce the pronertv TW ‘

?
service of the notice on .eSSEl
property was not produced:

‘ anct * 10

fleW, (I) that the accused could not bo convictedof criminal breach of trust under section ton 1 iPenal Code inasmuch as the proper?, ,md notbeen misappropriated or converted to the use ofthe accused, nor had it been used or disposed of inany manner contrary to the terms of the tfust
f

(2) that the accused were o-iiiltrv ™ a

of Court under section 172 of the° Penal Code.
te "lpt

t

Criminal revision from an order of the
oessions Judge, Mainpuri.

Mr. Satya Chandra Muksrji, for fl,„
Applioai ts.

Mr. Rl Malcornson (Assistant Government
Advocate), for the Crown.

JUDGMENT.—The applicant in this
ease has been convicted under seotion 40 5 of
the Indian Penal Code. What happened
was this. Certain moveable property was
attached in execution of a decree. The
Qinoer of the Court who made the attachment

placed the properly in ohsrpA nf fL ,

property arrived, notice was issued to haccused to produce the property Thevaded service of
^ ^ * -they

occasions and the property'^wa
0 " S® Veral

duced. For this they have been' Kd^tobe guilty of criminal breach of trust Th=- WC“ tf
.Sti,

the property to theTolT^oZT^
used or disposed of it in v;riK^ to

f
nesf,y

direction of law desoribim? th
t 'on

.

of auy
the trust which
oharged. In tbe present ease the Twas n0t misappropriated orcon verted to thT

*
of tbe acoused, nor was it used or disposed ofTnany manner contrary to the term*

°* ,D

Therefore, they could not be convicted
8 tr

“,
St ‘

seotion 406 . They were no donht
*
*
u

°

der

contempt of Court and their offence amoltd'
iudV'^iT^oTSS \l

2 ofthe
’

only be sentenced to one month^i™".
1 '*

imprisonment. Tbev q t ,

s
.
8lm Pie

gone rigorous imprisonment fo/leirlytbr^weeks. The result ; Q tu i r
earjy three

conviction, acquit the wowed ^f the off

8

under section 406 and convict the
&

?
Ce

172 °< «.• Indian P. ” & ”"d”
imprisonment already underarm

The
than sufficient for l eir ll, -

' S more
this section. The JutenToT’£^
to their bail. The fine if „«vi

* ender

refunded.
’ lf pa,d

- must be

Qonvicion altered.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT
Criminal Revision No. 176 of 1918

April 19, 1918.
Present.-—Mr. Justioe ChevisLABHU RAM Accused—Petitioner

versus
NAND RAM—Complainant Rp CDn
Criminal Procedure Code (Act r

(7) (a) - Sanction to prosecute, refusal of, by’ Munsif
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ABDCL WAZED V

.

EMPEROR.

, T n.ni.t vhcthcr mbonlimttc to District
—XmivJ »

»

195 -Appeal to District Judge ,

Tnilac tor purposes oj s. wo
Sir ro^ent-ProccHare-Punjab C-Ucts Act

(III W-
of lhe Criminal Procedure

Cod"Cs down t'hat where appeal He to more
CoiU

Appellate Court, of inferior

Uu-isdiction'is the' Court to which the lower Court is

deemed to he subordinate for the purposes of the

S

° w'here therefore, on a Munsifs refusal to sanction

a prosecution, an appeal was preferred to the District

'ftclil that as under section 39 (4) of the Punjab

Courts Act and Chief Court SoUhcat.on No. 44940

i i 9( i h Tulv 191**, certain appeals fiom th

decrees lay to the Subordinate Judge, the

rtjmte had no jurisdiction to hear the appeal

Whth oughfto have been preferred to the Suhordt-

"
Revision from the order of the Sessions

Judge, Hoshiarpur and Kangra, dated the

‘22nd Deoember 1917.

Mr. Fakir Chand, for the Petitioner.

JUDGMENT.—The Munsif having refus-

ed sanction to proseoute, Nand Ram applied

to the District Judge who granted leave

to proseoute Labhu Ram and Sal. g Ram.

Labhu Ram applies to this Court for

revision. . . „ • u
Under section 39 (4) of the Punjab

Courts Act, and Chief Court NoDBca ion

No. 4424G., dated the 20th July 1914, certain

appeals from Munsifs’ decrees lie to the 1st

Class Subordinate Judge.

Section 195 (7) («). Criminal Procedure

Code, lays down that where appeals lie to

more than one Court, the Appellate

Court of inferior jurisdiction is the Court

to whioh the lower Court is deemed

to be subordinate for purposes of the

section. So the District Judge had no

jurisdiction ;
Nand Ram should have appeal-

ed to the 1st Class Subordinate Judge. If

any authority be needed, reference may

be made to Bare Khan v. Queen-Empress (1)

and Boddu Bamayya v. ChUturi Surayya

(2 )

1 revoke the District Judge’s order grant-

ing sanction for the prosecution of Labhu

Ram and Salig Ram as having been passed

without jurisdiction.
Bcvision accepted.

(1) lb 1\ K. 1898 Or.

(2) 29 I nd. Cas. 71; 28 M. L. J

440; 16 Cr. L. J. '139.

•180; 17 M. L. T.

CALCUTTA. HIGH COURT.

Criminal Revision No. 434 of 1918.

Juue 21, 19lb.

Present :
—Mr. Justioe Riohardson and

Justice Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

ABDUL WAZED anu others— Accused

—Petitionees

versus

EMPEROR-Opposite Party.
.

Piniit Colic (Act Xl.V Of I860;,*. 186—Restitution

„J
n.njujul rights, tlecrce Jor— Warrant /

or execution,

legality of-Ob&trnction to warrant—Offence.

A decree in a contested suit for restitution ^ of

conjugal rights passed on 3rd March 1917 directed

the wife to mturn to her husband within 3 months of

its date. The wife not having obeyed tho decree, on

the loth September 1917 a warrant was issued

mminst her without giving her any previous notice;

°][el,l, that the wife was not entitled to a notice

before the warrant was issued and that obstruction

to tho execution of the warrant was an offence

punishable under section 186 of the Penal Code.

[p. 877, cols 1 & 2.] ...
FACTS.— Petitioners, accused, obstructed

a publio servant, Naib-Nazir of a Court, who

went to exeoute a deoree by arresting one

Ayesha Khatmi, a Muhammadan woman, for

restitution of oonjngftl rights. Henoei they

were oonvioted and sentenced, one set con-

vioted under sections 353 and 323 and the

other set under sections 186, 226 and 323,

Indian Penal Code.

Babu Chandra Sekhar Sen, for the Petl-

tioner.— Order A XI, rules 22 of the Civil Pro-

oedure Code, does not contemplate arrest

but only detention. Judgment debtor Ayesha

Khaturn had no opportunity of obeying the

order of the Court, i.e., the deoree passed

l,y the Civil Court. There is nothing in

the reoord to show that the accused refused

to obey the order of the Court.

[Shamsul Huda, J.—The time for obeying

the Court’s decree is within 3 months and if

yon did not comply with tlie Court’s order

within that timo the warrant was all right.

J

The question is whether the arrest was

legal or not, i.e., whether the Court could,

under the circumstances, issue such a war-

rant. Before executing the decree a notice

ought to have been given to the judgment-

debtor about its execution, but in this oase

nothing was done i.e., notioe was not issued

to give her time to comply with the Court 8

order. Henoe where is the justification of

the Court’s order ? The judgment debtor

being an illiterate pardanashin lady, the
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warrant ought to have been explained to

In an unreported case of this CourtCriminal Revision Case No. 175 of 1918the facts were exactly the same as in this’

As the T iSSU6d ty thei
'

r lordships,

o,V ”1 “
e"w

,

“d"
i 70 *<,„£„

b

:gj:,
r

a‘ou ion of an illegal warrant was no obstruotion which is punishable under the lawAs soon as the time for execution viz 3"“’ 5". •7' red
;
« ll '» d.or»,.h„]d,r

i „*x ™",d

the Crown,
Dep “ ty Legal Remembrancer, for

JUDGMENT.
Richardson, J.-The petitioners before us

terms of

n
i

0

m
0nVIOted “d S6nfenoed to variousterms of imprisonment, and one of them

and 353° T ^ fi

p
6<)

’

,

under seotl
‘

ons 186, 323

these
3
\Ind,aD

£enal Code
- orone or more ofthese sections. This Rule was issued on theDistrict Magistrate to show cause why theonviotmns and sentences should not beet aside on the ground that the warrant

Ayesha That
0 W&8 DOt shown ‘hat

Cheviot H a"
h8d aD °PP°rtunity of

obey if Tb T Wi,fnl,y failed t0

has been argued before us is Whether

Rulf
8

ha^
atUD

' the kdy mentioned in the

oDD(!:t

bad an “PPortonity or a sufficient
pportunity to obey the deoree. The deoree

W, 3
,
d6
ree °bta 'Ded against her by herhusband for restitution of oonjugal rightsD -as made on the 3rd March 1917

till thTTSh ,

qne
f
ti0n was not »»oed‘

1 the 15th September 1917. The decree
1Mr .bo«,d„,„

e

0rc
It is not I /6 m0Dths 0f its date-

ih."S
e 6( ih' t”- «i 5,1”

* 9 SUlt wao a untested bu it and no ouch

$77

suggestion could be successfully made intbe cirou instances Tn »n,r • •
n

facts stated, there is no *
*”7?’ °D tbe

that the lady had no sniff e

for raying

to obey tb.
r
de,i T

“.
^ .‘U p!"'"U

£*^iri7L”?,ed

Tb
l

,r°‘
i“

SET TZ
sr B“ «

"

T hose^of ho

°

n
' !v

Ru *e mast dis°hargedx nose or the petitioners who were rolnf jon bail must surrender tn tw u .,

easec^

°ir, “•srs
Rule discharged,

0) 33 O. 306; 3 C. L. J. 112,. 10 C. Vf. N. 297.

madras high court
Criminal Revision Case No. 716 of 19 17

( kiminal Revision Petition Ho 567
of 1917.)

April 9, 1918.

SANKARA KYLASA MUDALIAR
and another— Respondents—

Petitioners

versus

kuthalinga MUDALIAR
and OTHERS—CODNTER.PfiTITIONiRS—

n . , ,
Respondents

CtmtitM/ Procedure Code (Act V of lSQa)
?
4
°/

14
.

6
> wr ty both Zn;TJLp 140

’

to, legal, t,j Oj-Laying warps in. street-R^n, l
a*—Custom-Order

, appropriate—Possess™ T " °f
to, necessary, at date of preliminary order

fi "9 "s
Sections 145 and 146 of the Criminal P„ ,,Code authorize no recognition of T ,

Prooei3urc
and no order can be passed forbidding n

P0SSe
^
sion

.

parties to interfere with the joint p
0

-
0" 6 °{ thc

both. [p. 878, cols. 1 & 2 J
J 6

by-“-i as a*
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Chaicdhuni v Oirija Kanta Lnhinj Chowdhury, 8 C.

W N 485-1 Cr. L. J .357 mid Makhun. Ltd Roy v.

i/ in tin it 11C W. N. 51 2; 5 Cr. L. J. 2«6, followed.

Under section 145, the Court must record a Cndii.R

ns to which party was in possession at d.

its preliminary order. Ip 878, col. a.

Petitioners claimed the sole right to lay

Court, holding that joint user of both

established, forbade pc itioners from >" tc

with the joint enjoyment of the stieet by

S1

’°"l> that it was not competent to the Court

to find joint possession under ^ctums l-lo and 110,

Criminal Procedure Code: []>. Lo1 - Z -J

2) Unt the right to lay warps was not a right

to the possession of land but a right to the use o

if nnd the Court should have dealt uith the io.uul

under section 147, Criminal Procedure Code; [p. b< ,

CUl

(1

2 ']

tl.al tl.c Court could find that by custom each

,,.,1 was entitled to use a particular part of the

street."prov ided the right alleged by either sue was

sustainable under the proviso to the section, [p. 87l».

'
Petition, under section 20 of the Latteis

Patent, praying the High Court to revise

the order of the Joint let Class Magwtru e

of Tinnevelly. dated the 8th August 1917, in

Miscellaneous Case No. 1(3 of 1917.

(2) the

former

This ease coming on for hearing, upon

perusing the petition and the order of the

lower Court and the reoord in the ease and

upon hearing the arguments of Mr. M. U.

Vevadoss, for the Petitioners, and of

Messrs. IT. U. Ouruswami Aiyar and A.

Subramania Aiyar, for Respondents R os -

and 5, and the 1st respondent having died, the

Court made the following

ORDER.—The dispute between the parties

in this oase is regarding the rights of

respondents to lay their warps in a certain

street in their village, petitioners claiming

the exclusive right to do so and respondents

alleging that they are entitled also. 1 be

lower Court, holding what it refers to as

joint user established, has, under section HU

of the Code of Criminal Procedure, forbid-

den petitioners to interfere with the joint

enjoyment of the street by respondents in

the manner in question.

Petitioners have objeoted to this order on

the ground that it was passed after admis-

sible evidence, oral and documentary, bad been

excluded. But the view I take involves

consideration only of two more substan la

objections that U> sections 145 and 140

authoriso no recognition of joint possession,

lower Court did not decide, as the

section directs, which party was in

possession on 23rd June 1917, the date of

the preliminary order. The first of these

objections is jn titled by the description in

the sections of the different orders whioh

can be passed and by reference to authority,

the latest oase being Feerabhadra Pillai v

Pliunmugnm Pxllai ( 1); see als i. Dharar.i Kanta

Lib'ry Chnxvdhu'y v. Qirija Kanta Lahny

Chowdhury t2) and Slakhan Lai Roy V. Barada

Kanta Roy '3). The second is based on the

contention whioh is consistent apparently Uor

the lower Court has not dealt with the point)

with petitioners’ petition of 3rd February

1917 and respondents’ evidenoe that the

latter were prevented from laying warps

on 1st E’ebruary 1917 and did not do so

subsequently and, therefore, if possession was

in question, bad none either at the date

of the preliminary order or within the two

months preceding it referred to .in the

proviso to section 145. If this contention

had been established it would have entitled

petitioners to sucoeed, if an order under seotion

H5 of the Code of Criminal Procedure

had been appropriate, and such an order,

passed in disregard of this faot oinnot be

sustained. That the first of these objections

to the lower Court’s order is available is, how-

ever, entailed by the fact that it made a

fundamental mistake in attempting to apply

seotion 145 at all. On that acoonnt its order

must bo sot aside.

The right to lay warps in a street is

clearly, as respondents argue here and as

petitioners contended in their review pet.-

tion to the lower Court of September 19H.

not a right to possession of land but a

right to the use of it such as seotion 14/ 01

the Code of Criminal Procedure deals witN

and the lower Court should have proceeded

under that section. If it had done so, '

would have avoided not only the legally

inadmissible recognition of joint possession,

but also the use of terms joint user ,

and “joint enjoyment” in its judgment

and final order, to whioh it is impossible

to attaoh any definite significance. *or

it oannot be said that A who lays

(1) 32 Iml. Gas. 66$; 17 Or. L. J. 76.

(2) 8 C. \V. N. 485; 1 Cr. L. J. 367.

(3) 11 C. W. N, 512$ 5 Cr. L. J. 296.

hia
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e
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frXtiV6 PeMl f&FA
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1
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only, to new eJcroocLentst 1f °i‘ “V*1 »<*
proviso m which encroachments of veA ni/?

m
Sheure referred to. [p. 880, col. 2.]

^ ° d stancJhi

T> ? • .

Order set aside.
hacked
°r not
steps)

street

;

AGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
_ COURT.
Criminal Revision No. 55 of 1916

May 10, 191e.

f^’
eseni: ~ Mr. Batten, A. J. CMADAN GOPAb DEOKARAN

Applicant
versus

OOkSS
S
Tl

C
E
RE
NAa

8
r
T
DE
MCrTAL

Revision of the judgmenf
sentence passed by the MagistVat^' n?

nd
ln CrimiDal Case No. 675 of ioi*

tCJass
*

tbe 21st March 1916. dated

Mr' A' c'r!
10

)

8
' f

°b

the ApPlioa»t!A - ^> for the ^-Applicant.
JUDGMENT.—The applicant

seouted by the Nagpur Munhdnfl? Pr°'
section 122 of the Municipal;

*
e8 ? 0

"D
J
er

encroaching on a public street ^
* f°r

‘° the le^«d Magistrate whothe case summarily there fs
!° tr,ed

chabutra of dressed stones 7 •
pacca

constitutes an encroachment, and .

ltsel

Jthe chabutra is a line of L i

b0yond
.to... (wbidb 1 .„“

l0,d”'J™XI oanoot ea,, oaQ be
f’r

projeotmg even further into the .
-

but the proseoution is in r.^ a
street

;

line of stones only It i*
o{ the

tb. learned Plead.', £ J by
the stones constituted a strunf

'°aDt that

the meaning of section 67 aT 7
m°

Municipalities Act. The case for theseoution was that the anni; . .
pro '

had placed this structure in &,
'WSe

|

f

but among other contentions the al
41-66

*,’

alleged that the stones have beenthey are for a long time from £ *
here

date on which he inherited fL®
0^ tbe

The City Magistrate in the bourse ^f
1188,

very_reasonable and

"The fact is that no one knows ex ref 1when these stones were added Ua
7

they do not form a conspicuous’ iv"
the defene. ^.b.^r]?
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Municipal, Madan Gopal, the present

accused, cannot be prosecuted for the

encroachment because he inherited the

house as it stands at present. The word-

ing of section 122, Municipal Act, is who-

ever encroaches’, and it is
.

argue a

only the person who originally made

the encroachment can be proseouted. this

is of importance beoause in view of the

oor.tfiot of the evidenoe I cannot

that the proseoution have proved that it

was Madan Gopal who aotually put the

stones there. It seems to me clear that

the word ‘enoroaoh’ inoludes the continu-

ing of an enoroaohment as well as the

making of it and that Madan Gopal can

be proseouted even though it was not he

who put the stones there.” The proseou-

tion referred to by the Magistrate, of

course, refers to the proseoution under

seotion 122 of the Aot.

That part of section 122 which relates

to obstructions or encroachments upon

streets made in connection with a house

without the written permission of the

Committee, must be read with seotion b7

(1) which enacts that No person shall,

without the written permission of the

Committee, place in front of any building

any structure enoroaoh ing on any street.

The words “plaoe in front of any

building” in section 67, and the word

‘encroachment’ in seotion 122 prma facie

mean “commits an aot of enoroaohment : a

man oannot be held liable for an act or

omission unless such aot or omission is

definitely declared to be an offence. What

is made oriminally punishable under

seotion 122 is the aot of making an

enoroaohment; the seotion oannot reason-

ably be oonstrued as making punishable

the omission to remove an existing

enoroaohment not made by the aooused

person. The learned District Magistrate

who oharaoterises the view that the word

‘encroach’ applies only to the original

intention as a ‘ ndenl proposition

says, “any other view (than his own)

would reduoe this provision of the law to

absurdity. Any individual oould other-

wise steal property not his own, and

convey a good title to another, or certainly

transmit a good title to a successor. It

Booms hardly neoeooary to demonstrate

the fallacy of this argument; the law

provides ample remedies against a guilty

receiver of stolen property, and provides

means of restitution of the property to

its lawful owner, and an innocent reoeiver

of stolen property oannot be proseouted

criminally, although the law can force

him to make restitution. Suoh analogies,

however, are wide of the mark. The

District Magistrate writes as if the

Municipality in the case of an old standing

enoroaohment not made by the present

owner of the adjoining premises were

without a remedy if a proseoution under

seotion 122 is not available. Suoh is not,

however, the ease. Sub-seotion (2) ot

seotion 67 of the Aot provides full means

of redress, and these means oan be

enforoed by the penal provisions of seotion

139, and otherwise. The word such

the sub-seotion refers back to the words

“strnoture encroaching on any street in

sub seotion (1), and not only to new

enoroaohment, as is dear from the Prov,*°

in whioh enoroaohments of very old stand-

ing are referred to. The Municipality has,

therefore, ample meaus of enforcing the

Munioipal law without employing seotion

122 in a oase to whioh that seotion does

not apply. On the ground that a person

oannot be oonvioted under seotion 1--- ot

encroaching in respect of an enoroaohment

not proved to have been made by himself,

I find the oonviotion to be illegal. 1 se

aside the oonviotion and sentence and

acquit the applicant. The fine, if paid, must

be refunded.

Conviction set aside .
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NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Ciyil Revision No. 15 B of 1918.
September 12, 1918.

Present :

—

Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.
BINYA BAI AND ANOTHER—DEFENDANTS—Applicants

versus

GANPAT AND ANOTHER—PLAINTIFFS

.. „
—Non-Applicants.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of J 90*) O II r 2—
Abandonment of claim-Knowlcdge of , ight, constructive,
whether bars subsequent suit.

In order to make Order H, rule 2, of the Civil
Procedure Code, applicable to a subsequent suit, it is
necessary to show that the plaintiff had at the date
ot the institution of the previous suit actual and not
merely constructive knowledge of the right which
he is seeking to enforce in the subsequent suit.
Lp. os I, col. 2.J
Amanat Bibt v. Imdad Husain

,
15 C. 800 at p. 80S-

lo LA.l°8
; 12Ii,d. Jur. 255; 5 Sar. P. C. J. 214;

fnT* (P.'co*: foliowe
C ' N°- '°3i 7 Ind ' DeC ' (N ^

Revision of the decree of the Judge, Small
Cause Court, Amraoti, dated the 26th Novem-
ber 1917, in Civil Suit No. 770 of 1917.

Dr. B. S. Gour
% for the Applicants.

Mr. V. V. Chetale
t for the Non- Applicants.

ORDER.— On the 24th June 1918 one
Homa, who was the owner of Survey Num-
her 25, leased it for two years to the plaint-
iffs. Subsequently Honia sold to Motilal,
the predeoessor-in- title of (he defendant
applicants, a number of Gelds including
urvey Number 25. Criminal proceedings

were instituted under section 145 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure in view of disputes
etween Honia and Motilal regarding the

possession of these Gelds. They were ordered
to be kept under attachment and the Gelds
were leased out by the Tahsildar. On the

March 1916 the plaintiffs instituted
Suit No. 73 of 1916 against Motilal and the
heirs of Honia for a declaration that the
plaintiffs were entitled to the rent of Geld

°* ^ alleged to have been in deposit with
the Criminal Court. This claim was admit-
ed by Motilal and the other defendants and
o plaintiffs were given a declaration as

prayed for.
.

The present suit has been
instituted against the widows of Motilal for
the recovery of the amount of rent whioh
y the previous suit it has already been
eolared that the plaintiffs were entitled to.

.

0 main p ea of the defendants applicants
is jlthat the suit is barred by Order II, rulei2.

56

The Small Causes Court has overruled
this plea and has passed a decree for the
amount claimed.

It has been found by the lower Court that
the plaintiffs were not aware of the fact
that the money had been paid over to
Motilal prior to the institution of Suit No
73 of 1916. Their allegation in the
previous suit was that money was still in
deposit, an allegation which was not denied
by Motilal. The Gnding regarding the plaint-
iffs’ ignorance of the Criminal Court having
paid over (he lease money to the defendant
appears to me to be justihed by the evidence
on record, and I must aooept thisGnding. It is,

however, urged that the plaintiffs had notice
of the payment, inasmuch as the slightest
enquiry would have led to the discovery of
this fact. This may be conceded. The
lower Court has decided the case fallow-
ing a passage from the judgment of the
Privy Counoil, and the argument before
me has been practically oonGned to a dis-
cussion as to the meaning of the passage.

In Amanat Bibi v
;|

Imdad Husain (l)
their Lordships say; “the fair result of the
evidence is that at the date of the former
suit the respondent was not aware of the
right on which he is now insisting. A
right, whioh a litigant possesses without
knowing or ever having known that be
possesses it, can hardly be regarded as a
portion of his claim” within the meaning
of the section in question. For the applicants
it is contended that by the use of the
word “ aware ” their Lordships were refer-
ring to cases of both actual and construc-
tive knowledge. I do not think so, for
in a subsequent passage their Lordships
speak of knowing. I hold that the view
taken by the lower Court is correot.

Reference is made to the provisions 0f
section 42 of the SpeoiGo Relief Act, and it

is urged that the plaintiffs were entitled
to consequential relief in the former suit
by way of injunction, if not also by way
of an order for payment of the money.
This may be true, and if the plea had
been raised in Suit No. 73 the plaint would
have been allowed to be amended or the
suit dismissed in accordance with the
provisions of section 42. This oannot how

(1) I* C. 00 at p. 80S; 15 I. A. 106; 12 Ind. jTP
‘

255; 5 Sar. P. C. J. 214; Ralique <fc Jackson’s P C \T
r>*

103; 7 Ind. Dec. (,N. s.) 1117IUMC.).
* *
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ever, in any way attest the present suit if

it is not barred by Order II, rule 2, as I

have already held.

The result is that the application for

revision is dismissed with oosts. I allow

fifteen rupees as Pleader’s fee in this Court.

Revision dismissed.

INDIAN OASES. fl9l8

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 902 of 1917.

February 18, 1918.

Present Mr. Justice Phillips and

Mr. Justice Krishnan.

A. RAMA RAO- Defendant No. 4 -

Appellant

versus

MANDACHALUGAI and others—

Plaintiffs and Defendants Nos. 1 to 3

and 6— Respondents.

Transfer oj Propeilg Act (IV of 1882;, 74, 101-

Morlgagc- Subrogation, right .»/, a.forccinent t>;, by suit

— Payment oj yrior mortgage, whether gives right to

subroyatc — Intention — l*resumption.

'1’hc right of subrogation is an equitable right ami

where it is a simple mortgage right that lias been

acquired, it can be enforced by a suit against an

auction- purchaser.

Arumugusundara v. iSom^nnha Iyer, 29 ind. Cas.

DIG; 29 M. L J.E83; 2 L. W. 542; (1915) M. W. N.

397- 18 M. L. T. 110 and Ihjah of Kalahari v. Pro gag

Dos'-yec, 35 Ind. Cas. 224; (1910) 2 M. W. N. 92;

3) M. b. J. 391, distinguished.

ti n »• So rot n w Shod i Lot, 1 2 Ind. Cas. C0<; 31 A.

102; 8 A. b. J. 1289, followed.

A purchaser of the equity of redemption paying

off a prior mortgage out of the purchase-money is

presumed to keep it alive as against puisne mort-

gagees whim it is to Ids interest to do so. 1 he ques-

tion is one of intention

Sacond appoal against the decree of the

District Court of Madura, in Appeal Suit

No. 250 of 1916, preferred against the

decree of the Court of the Temporary Sub-

ordinate Judge of Madura, in Original Suit

No. 16 of 1916.

but oin only be used as a defence against

subsequent encumbrance?, and reliance is

placed on certain observations in Arumugu*

sundarn v. Narasimha Iyer (1), quoted with

approval in Rajah of Kalahasti v. Prayaq

Vossjee (2). In the present case, however, the

right was used as a shield and plaintiff’s

mortgage right was recognised by the subse-

quent mortgagee when the* property was

brought to sale in execution of his decree.

The right of subrogation is an equitable

right and in the present case, being a mere

simple mortgage right, it can now only be

enforced against the auction-purchaser by

suit. To recognise an equitable right and

then refuse the means of enforcing it

would in effect result in -refusing the

equity.

We cannot, therefore, acoept the conten-

tion that such right cannot in any event

bo enforced by suit and we are supported

in this view by the opinion of the Allah-

abad High Court in Gur Narain v. Shadi Lai

( 0. This objection must, therefore, fail.

It is next contended that plaintiff has

obtained no right of subrogation because

he paid off the prior mortgage out of the

purchase money, and we have been referred

to numerous oases in support of this con-

tention. The principle that has been ap-

plied in all these oases is the same, and

each case has been decided on the ques-

tion of whether it was or was not the in-

tention of the purchaser to keep the mort-

gage alive, and the presumption is in favour

of its being so kept when it is to the

purchaser’s interest to do so. In this case

the question of intention was not raised in

the lower Courts. As plaintiffs’ right had

been recognised by the puisne mortgagee,

we cannot allow this question of fact to be

re-opened, especially as the available evi-

dence is against appellant.

The appeal is dismissed with oosts.

Appeal dismissed .

m, o. P.

Mr. K. S. Jayarama Aiyar, for the Appel-

lant.

Messrs C. 1\ Ananthakrislina Aiy.it and K.

Sankarasnhha Aiyar ,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.— It is first contended that

the right of a prior mortgagee obtained

by subrogation cannot bo enforced by suit,

(1) 29 Iml. Cas. 91*'; 29 M. L. J. 5S3; 2 L. W. 542;

(1915) M. W. N. 397; 18 M. L. T. 110.

(2) 35 Ind. Cas. 224; (1916)2 M. W. N. 92; 30 11.

L. J. 391.

(3) 12 Iud. Cas. 607; 34 A. 102; 8 A. L. J. 1289.
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BOMBAY HIGH COURT.
oecond Civil Appeal No. 172 of 1917

.

July 5, 1918.
Present:—Sir Basil Soott, Kt., Chief

nVTwn°SAwd Mr - Ju8tioe Say ward.GOVIND RAMAJI GANJALE

—

Defendant—Appellant

ci i vrr«, versus
SAVITRI RAMA THOSAR-Plaint.fe-

Respondent.

pofittottL(n
%

18S
(

2;
- * M-rerson in fiducian

benefit—Trans ?dvantf?e of position and securing

1872;,iXXCh: J of~GM r/x l

.• TJ
a 'n‘,£E and her sister, who had been brought ui

unde
h
h?ri°

th6ir UUCle
'
the defendant and we“

favour fnr
’ nfI

.

ueace
> executed a sale-deed iu his

delth ofT
inadequate consideration. After the

recover the
the P ' aintiff brouShfc a^S ner y,TVeJed the sale-deed:

that the defendant stood in a fiduciary

tliat thercfo
ardS

*** plaintiff and her sister andtnat, therefore, under section 88 of the Trusts Act the

0fU;e"laS
1U,^;°^ b0tl1 aS ro°ards fc,,e share

p. 88S,
P
coI

]

'!]

ai ‘d b ° f ,et' Si!itor
' CP- 884

' “1.1;

Second appeal from the decision of the
Assistant Judge, Poona, in Appeal No. 113 of

AdA-
00n

,^
m

,

,Dgthedeoree Passed by the

iD oi"‘

Mr. Ooyajee (with him Mr. K. H. Kelkar)
for the Appellant.

Mr. Jayakar (with him Mr. K. P. Fadhye)
tor the Respondent.
JUDGMENT.-- The plaintiff sued for a

declaration that a sale-deed executed by
her and her sister Manjoola on the 3rd
August 1911 in favour of their uncle, the
defendant, was null and void, and to re-
cover possession of the property described
therein. Manjoola, the plaintiffs sister
died in February 1912, and the plaintiff
olaims both in her own right, and in the
right of Manjoola as her heir, to reoover the
property.

The first question is whether the plaint-
iff is the heir of Manjoola. That depends
npon the question whether Manjoola was
married by the asura form of marriage or
by an approved form. If she was married
by the asura form, then the plaintiff is
her heir. It is held by both Courts that
dej was paid on Manjoola’s marriage, and
that the defendant postponed that marriage
because the dej had not been paid. They,
therefore, oame to the oonolusion that the

dej was paid to the defendant as a bride
price. The marriage was, therefore, in the
asura form,

It has l>een held by the lower Courts
that the appellant was in a fiduciary rela-
tion to his nieces. They were brought up
in his house and acted under his influence.
The Courts also held that the price paid
under the sale-deed as a consideration for
the transfer of the plaintiff and her
sister’s property to the defendant was
inadequate.

Assuming the plaintiff is the heiress of
Manjoola, it is contended that claiming
through Manjoola she has no right to
exercise the option to avoid the deed as
to one moiety of the property, since Man.
joola in her lifetime did not exeroise the
option and a right dependent on the will
of an individual is not transmissible to
his heirs to exeroise at their will and
not that of the person through whom they
claim.

The argument may be put thus:—
Under the Indian Contract Act all agree-

ments fulfilling the conditions of section 10
are contracts.

One of those conditions is free consent of
competent parties. But the absenoe of free
oonsent from causes specified in section 14
namely, ooeroion, etc., does not prevent the
agreement from being a oontraot. The oon-
traot only beoomes voidable at the option
of the party whose oonsent is oaused (seotions
19 and 19A).

In dealing with performance of such
oontraots in Chapter IV, seotion 64, the
Act reserves no right expressly to the
representative of the party whose unfree
oonsent was obtained, although seotion 45
of the same Chapter provides for devolu-
tion of oertain contractual rights where
but for express provision the death of a
joint promisee would bar suoh devolution

Moreover section 86 of the Indian Trusts
Act, which is in pan materia with sections 19
and 19A of the Indian Contract Act, is
open to similar criticism since sections 81
and 83 refer expressly to representatives,
while section 86 apparently only relates
to the lifetime of a transferor.

Again Act XII of 1855, though it gives
a right to representatives to sue for com-
pensation for wrongs whioh have oaused
peoumary loss to the estate of a deoeased
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person, does not give any right of suit to fraudulent as

avoid contracts for wrongful action.

The Probate and Administration Act,

-section 88, gives the executor or adminis-

trator the same power to sue as the de-

ceased in respect of all causes of action

that survive the deceased. But it is contended

that there is no cause of action till the

person unduly influenced has indicated his

election to avoid the contract.

This argument might be pertinent and

require serious consideration, if we were

dealing with a case of a oontraot effected

by undue influence in whioh the parties

were not in a finduoiary relation to each

other and in which the influencing party

had not acquired possession of property of

the party influenced. When property has

been aoquired by a party by using for his

own advantage his fiduciary position, the

oase falls under section 88 of the Indian

Trusts Act, which runs as follows:—
“Where a trustee, executor, partner, agent,

director of a company, legal adviser, or

other person bound in a fiduciary charact-

er to protect the interests of another

person, by availing himself of his charact-

er, gains for himself any pecuniary ad-

vantage, or where any person so bound

enters into any dealings under circumstances

in whioh his own interests are, or may be,

adverse to those of such other person and

thereby gains for himself a pecuniary ad-

vantage, he must hold for

such other person the

gained

the benefit of

advantage so

n

This seotion embodies a principle acted

on in many English oases. It is sufficient

to mention Stump v. Oahu (1) and

Gresley v. Honshu (2), where devisees of

the party influenced were allowed to set

aside conveyances of their testators to

solicitors on the ground that the testator

by reasen cf the breaoh of trust of his

grantee still retained a devisable right to the

property in equity.

In Stump v. Gaby (1) it was said :
—

“r do not deny that a deed may be so

to be set aside at law I

this, however, is not snoh a oase ;
hut

I will assume that the oonveyanoe might

have been set aside in equity for fraud
^

what then is the interest of a party in

an estate whioh he has oonveyed to his

attorney under oiroumstanoes whioh would

give a right in this Court to have the

oonveyanoe set aside? In the view of this

Court he remains the owner, subjeot to

the repayment of the money w 10 as

been advanced by the attorney, and the

consequence is that he may evise

estate, not as a legal estate, but as

eiu liable estate, wholly irrespective of ail

question as to any rights of entry or

action, leaving the oonveyanoe to have its

full operation at law, bnt looking at the

equitable right to have it set aside in

this Court. The testator, therefore, had a

devisable interest. My strong ,“Pre9a,°"

is that this very point is concluded upon

authority, but if not I am ready to mate

an authority on the present oooasion, ana

to decide that, assuming the oonveyanoe to

have been voidable, the grantor had an

equitable estate whioh he might have

devised, nud that being so he has m
clearest terms devised the estate, a

thereby prevented the descent to his heir-

at-law. I give no opinion as to what

would have been the oase if he had no

devised the estate.” . .

Apparently this is the idea underlying

suits by representatives suoh as Holman V.

Loynes Id) and Wright v. Vanderplank W.
In suoh oases one oomes very near treat-

ing the oonveyanoes as void in e<

J

nl ^

and thus taking them in substanoe out of the

range of voidable contracts.

The English Courts, however, have ap-

plied to them the tests applicable to oases

of voidable contracts, suoh as that lapse

of time without rescinding will f“rD*s

evidence that the party influenced has

determined to atBrrn the oontraot, though

delay is not imputable against l\un till he

has suoh knowledge as he was boun o

avail himself of, the onus being on the

(1) (1852) 2 Dc G. M. it G. 023 ul j». 630; 22 L. J.

Cli. 352; 17 J nr. f»; l W. K. S3; 42 E U. 1015; liO L. T.

(o. 8.) 213; 05 R. R. 257.

[2) (1850) 4 Do G. * J. 78 at }>. 93; 28 L. J. Oh 620:

5 J u i*. (N. 8 ) 583; 7 \Y. R. 127. 45 E. R. 3); 124 R. R.

161.

(3) ( 1854) 4 Do G. M. & G. 27Ch 23 L. J. Ch. 529i

18 Jur. 839; 2 IV. R. 205; 43 E. Pv. 510; 22 L. 1. (o. s.)

206; 102 R. R. 127- _ « » « oe

(4) (1856) 8 Do G. M. &* G. 133; 2 K. & J- h -5

E. J. Ch. 7 53; 2 Jar. (x. 8.) 599; 4 W. R. 410; 41 E. R,

310: 114 R. R 00.
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other side to prove such knowledge and
the time of its acquisition : see Leake on
Contract, Part I, Chapter VI, s. II.

Sinoe the faots of this case as found by
the lower Courts clearly bring it within the
scope of section 88 of the Indian Trusts Act,
we affirm the decree declaring the sale-
deed to be null and void. We direot
inquiry as to the amount of the consider-
ation paid by the appellant in discharg-
ing the mortgages which were binding on
the estate and that on the respondent pay-
ing within six momhs the sum which
may be found due on such account the
appellant do deliver to her possession of the
property ip suit.

The costs of this appeal and the oosts in
the lower Courts up to date to be paid by
the appellant.

Decree confirmed

.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
First Appeal prom Order No. 65

of 1918.
July 24, 1918.

Present:—Sir Henry Richards, Kt.,
Chief Justice, and Mr. Justioe Tudball.
MUHAMMAD ABDUL RASHID ALI
KHAN-—Judgment-debtor—Appellant

versus

BUDH SEN and another—Decree-
holders— Respondents.

Execution of decree—Mortgage-decree—Sale— Com.
;
promise—Sale, -whether can he set aside by consent —
Court, 'power of.

Certain property was sold in execution of a mort-
gage decree and -was purchased by one of the decree-
holders. The judgment-debtor applied to set aside
the sale on the ground that a compromise had been
arrived at between the parties prior to the sale.
The decree-holders, through their Pleader, consented
to the sale being set aside:

Held, that there being no opposition on the part
either of the purchaser or of the decree-holders, the
Court had power to set aside the sale.

First appeal from an order of the
First Additional Subordinate Judge, Aligarh.

Mr. Bency Kumar Mukerji
, for the

Appellant.

JUDGMENT.— The facts connected with
this appeal are as follows:—There had beep

a mortgage decree. The property was
advertised and put up to sale in the
usual way and actually sold. After the
sale one of the decree-holders purchased it

(in all probability on behalf of himself
and the other decree-holder). It appears
that there had been some attempt at a
compromise before the sale actually took
place, which fell through. It is alleged
that the property was sold considerably
below its value, because possible bidders
were kept away thinking that the matter
had been compromised between the parties.

That something of this kind occurred is

strongly corroborated by the fact that when
an application to set aside the sale was
made, the Pleader for both decree-holders
signed the petition in token of the agreement
of the decree- holders that the sale should
be set aside. The learned Judge has not
disputed the matters that we have men-
tioned in his judgment. On the contrary
his judgment simply says that there is

no law by which a sale can be set
aside when the judgment-debtor and deoree-
holder consent. In the present case both
the deoree holders through their Pleader
consented to the sale being set aside; and
one or both of the decree-holders was the
purchaser or purchasers of the property,
Therefore every one concerned consented,
and there does not appear to have been
any opposition on the part of either the
purchaser or the decree-holders. Under
these circumstances we think the Court
below ought to have set aside the sale
and had power to do so. Even in this

Court apparently the decree-holders, who,
as we have already said, are also the pur-
chasers, are absent and apparently raise no
objection to the appeal being allowed. We
allow the appeal, set aside the order of

the Court below and set aside the sale,

and direct that the property be re-sold

according to law. We make no order as
to costs.

Let our order be sent down as soon as
possible.

Appeal allowed.
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DHARAMCHAND V . GORELAL.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 450 of 1917.

January 28, 1918.

Tresent :—Sir Henry Drake-Brockman,

Kt., J. C.

DHARAMCHAND and others—Plaintiffs
—Appellants

versus

GORELAL son of MUKANDLAL—
Defendant—Respondent.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 19089, s. 105 (2)

—

Appeal—Remand
,
order oj

,
whether can he questioned by

lower Court—Jurisdiction
,
question of, failure to raise,

effect of—Court Fees Act (VII of 1870J, .<?. 17, appli-

cability of—Alternative reliefs arising from more causes

of action than one—Limitation Act (IX of 1908,), Sch.

I, Arts. 62, 97, 116, applicability of—Sale-Considera-

tion, failure of— Suit to recover purchase-money—
Limitation, commencement oj—Transfer of Property

Act (IV of \882) }
s. 55 (2)

—

Covenant, implied, nature

°f-

Section 105 (2) of the Civil Procedure Code pre-

cludes a lower Court from treating the remand order

of the Appellate Court as a nullity owing to the want

of jurisdiction in the latter to pass it. [p. 889, col. 2.]

A party who omits to raise tho question of the

jurisdiction of the Appellate Court at the hearing of

an appeal and to appeal from the decision reached,

cannot be allowed to objoct to that decision in the

subordinate Court to which tho matter in dispute is

remanded, [p. 889, col. 2.]

Section 17 of the Court Fees Act applies to alterna-

tive reliefs claimed with reference to more causes

of action than one. Tho operation of the section is

not necessarily confined to cases where cumulative

reliefs are claimed, [p. 889, col.^.]

It is only where a sale is void ab initio that

Article 62 of Schedulo I of tho Limitation Act can

apply to a suit by the voiuleo for refund of tho

purchase-money. If, however, tho vendee 1ms

actually obtained and hold possession of the pro-

perty, Article 97 may he npplied evon if the sale

turns out to be void ab initio
,

for otherwise the

claim for refund might bo barred although tho vendee

had been given no occasion to sue. Tho same Artido

is applicable where there is a subsequent failure of

consideration, [p. 890, cols. 1 2 ]

Whore tho vendor has no title to convoy, tho Article

applicable to a suit for refund of the purchase-money

is Articlo 116, and timo in such a case begins to run

from tho date of the execution of the conveyance

if there is no question of fraud
;

[p. 890, cols. 1 & 2.]

The covenant implied under section 55 (2) of tho

Transfer of Property Act is merely that the interest

which tho seller professes to transfer to tho buyer

subsists and that he has power to transfer tho samo.

[p. 890, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the Dis-

trict Judge, Saugor, dated the 26th July

1917, in Civil Appeal No. 12/111 of 1917,

against the deoree of the Subordinate Judge,

Saugor, dated the 22nd March 1917, in Civil

Suit No. 22 of 1915.

Messrs. P. R. Kcidu and G. R. rrudhan.

for the Appellants.

Mr. S. Ramdas
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.— For the apprehension of

the questions which arise for determina-

tion in this appeal it is necessary to

state at some length the history of the

relations between the parties.

On the 19th October 1908 a party of

persons, who will hereinafter be referred

to as Duli Chand, obtained a deoree for

money against one Mukundi Lai, sinoe

deceased, and his son, the present respond-

ent Gore Lai. In execution of this deoree

Duli Chand on the 20th October 1908
attached Mukundi Lai’s house in the

town of Saugor. On the same day the

judgment-debtors had oonveyed the house

to the present appellants, who may con-

veniently be indicated by the single name
Dharam Chand, the price mentioned in the

sale-deed being Rs. 999.

Dharam Chand objeoted to the attach-

ment, but his objection was dismissed on
the 5th December 1908, the Court hold-

ing under section 276, Code of Civil Pro-

cedure, 1882, that the sale was void as

against all olaim9 enforceable under the

attachment. The house wa9 then 9old on
the 17th December 1 LOS in execution of

Duli Chand’s decree and on the 14th

April 1909 the auction purchaser Muoi
Lai, who had paid Rs. 560, lentered] into

possession.

Meanwhile on the 15th December 1908
Mukundi Lai and Gore Lai had preferred

an appeal from the deoree passed against

them, with the result that the Divisional

Judge remanded the oase for a oomplete

retrial. The claim of Dali Chand was
eventually dismissed on the 13th September
1910 and exactly a year later the Divi-

sional Judge affirmed that decision.

On the 15th August 1911 Dharam
Chand brought against Muni Lai a suit

of the kind rontemplated by rule 63,

Order XXI, First Schedule, to the Civil

Procedure Code. This was dismissed as

time-barred by the Distriot Judge on the

28th February 1912 and his deoision was
upheld, first by the Divisional Judge on

the 15th July 1912 and finally by this

Court in Second Appeal No 539 of 1912

on the 22nd July 1913.
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Meanwhile in a suit for money (No. 99
cf 1911) filed by Dharam Chand against

Mnkundi Lai and Gore Lai the character

of the sale effected on the 20fch Ootober
1908 was put in issue, the defence having
denounced it as fictitious and designed to

shield the house from sale in execution of

Dali Chand’s decree. The decision was
in favour of Dharam Chand, the trial

Judge deciding that the sale *as real

and for oonsideraticn, and his view was
upheld in first appeal by the Distriot

Judge on the 25th March 1913 and by
this Court in Second Appeal No. 350 of

1913 on the 16th April 1914.

On the 10th January 1912 Mukundi
Lai and Gore Lai applied to the Court
which had finally dismissed Dali Chand’s
suit of 1908 demanding restitution of the

house bought by Muni Lai or alternatively

Rs. 5,000 as its value. Dharam Chand was
allowed to intervene in this proceeding
and to plead that any order for restitution

must be for his benefit, inasmuch as his

title to the house had been held to be

good in Suit No. 99 of 1911: eventually
his application was dismissed on the 22nd
December 1914 on the ground that he had
no locus ttandi as against Duli Chand or
Muni Lai.

Dharam Chand’s next step was to file

the suit out of which the present appeal
arises. Mrkandi Lai had by this time

died and Gore Lai and Duli Chand were
joined a9 defendants. The following alter-

native leliefs were claimed:

(1) Rs. 560, the auction-price cf the

house, together with such compensation as

might be awarded to Gore Lai as the

result of his application for restitution in

Duli Chand’s suit and an injunction res-

training Duli Chand from paying this com-
pensation, when determined, to Gore Lai.

(2) Rs. 999 from Gore Lai only by way
of compensation for the eviction due to his

defective title.

The plaint also contained the usual prayer

for any other relief whioh the Court might
think fit to grant.

The trial Judge held that the plaintiff’s

olaim for restitution in Duli Chand’s suit

having been dismissed by the order of

the 22nd December 1914 whioh had not

been appealed from, no relief could be

granted against Duli Chand. The alter*

native olaim he regarded a9 time-barred,
more than thr«e years having elapsed from
the 5th December 1908 when the plaintiff’s

objection to the attachment in Duli Chand’s
suit was disallowed.

In appeal the Distriot Judge allowed
the plaintiff to withdraw from the suit as
against Duli Chand. He then remanded
the case for a fresh deoision on the ground
that the judgment did not comply with
the requirements of rules 4 and 5, Order XX,
First Schedule, to the Code of Civil Pro-
cedure, and that .the pleadings required
amplification. The date of the remand
order is the 13th May 1916.
By the time the further hearing in the

Court of first instance began, the Divi-
sional Judge had awarded Gore Lai
Rs. 2,5C0 by way of restitution for loss of
the house. The trial Judge then per-
mitted the plaint to be amended so as
to claim the following reliefs as against
Gore Lai only

:

(1) A declaration that the plaintiff is

entitled to receive the sum of Rs. 2,500
awarded to the defendant' as damages for
loss of his house and a direction for pay-
ment of the same by the defendant.

(2) That on the aforesaid compen-
sation being deposited in Court by
Duli Chand it should be paid to the
plaintiff.

The trial Judge again dismissed tie
suit. The first ground for his deoision is

that the District Judge had no jurisdic-
tion to hear the appeal from the first decree
of dismissal, the reason being that the
value of the suit as originally framed was
in excess of Rs. 1,000, and that oonse-
quently the first decree must be regarded
as still in force and final, no proper
appeal having been preferred against it

within the time allowed by law. He went
o/» to hold that the plaintiff had no cause
of action, inasmuch as the defendant was
in no way accountable for the dispossession
and no convenant for quiet enjoyment is

included in the sale-deed. Lastly he con-
sidered that even conceding that the plaint-
iff could have claimed refund of his purchase-
money from the defendant, the claim
would be time-barred under Artiole 116
of the Limitation Schedule, the cause of
action for such relief having arisen either
on the date of the sale or on the 5th
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December 1908, when the objection to the

attachment of the house was disallowed.

in appeal the District Judge held that

section 105 (2), , Civil Procedure Code,

precluded the lower Court from treating

hie predecessor’s remand order of the 13th

May 1916 as a nullity. With regard to

the merits he considered that no cause of

action would arise until the defendant

aotually received the compensation claimed

from Duli Chand and that until su3h

reoeipt no question of limitation could

arise. The appeal was aooordingly dis-

missed on the 26th July last, the rarties

being directed to tear their own costs in

the Distriot Judge’s Court. On the same

day the learned Judge passed an order

on Gore Lai’s application for restitution

in Duli Chand’s suit that Duli Chand
should pay Gore Lai Rs. 2,154*9-7, a

direction against which no appeal has yet been

preferred.

The plaintiff has appealed to this Court and

Gore Lai has preferred cross-objections. In

thisCourt it is contended for the appellant that

the suit is one for breach of a covenant

for title and that the defendant must be

regarded as a trustee for any sum he may
eventually reoover by way of restitution

from Duli Chand, also that the lower

Appellate Court has overlooked the general

prayer under whioh the plaintiff would

at any rate be entitled to get back his pur-

ohase-money.

With regard to the question whether

the defendant can be regarded as trustee

of such money as he may hereafter reoover

from Duli Chand sections 63 and 94,

Indian Trusts Act, lSb2, are relied upon.

The following are the terms of those pro-

visions:

—

6i. Where the trustee has disposed of

trust property and the money or other

property whioh he has rooeived therefor

can be traced in his hands, or the hands

of his legal representative or legatee,

the benetioiary has, in respeot thereof,

rights as nearly as may be the same as

his rights in respeot of the original trust

property.”

94. In any case not coming within

the scope of any of the preceding sections,

whero there is no trust, but the person

having possession of property has not the

whole benetioial interest therein, he must

[1918

hold the property for the benefit of the

persons having such interest, or the

residue thereof (as the case may be), to

the extent necessary to satisfy their just

demands.”
\

It is said that the defendant should

be regarded as having disposed of the

house and as having held it until dis-

posal by auotiou-sale in trust for the

plaintiff. Neither of these propositions

seems to me to be tenable. The
, house

was in fact held by the plaintiff and it

was diposed of not by but in spite of the

defendant, and from the moment of parting

with the house to the plaintiff the defend-

ant ceased to have anything to whioh .a

trust could attach. I am referred in this

connection to Torrance v. Bolton (1). In

that case certain property was put up for

sale, and in the particulars, whioh were

advertised, it was described as an immediate

absolute reversion in a free-hold estate,

falling into possession on the death of a

lady in her seventieth year; and by the

conditions of sale, whioh were read in the

auotion-room immediately before the sale

but were not printed or circulated among
those present, the property was stated

to be subject to three mortgages. The
property was bought by the plaintiff, who
stated that he was deaf and did not

understand that he was buying merely an

equity of redemption. It was held on a

bill filed by the plaintiff to have the con-

tract for sale rescinded, that the description

of the property and the particulars of sale

were misleading, that the onus was there-

fore on the vendor to show that the pur-

chaser was not actually misled and that

as he had failed to do so the plaintiff wa9
entitled to have the contract rescinded and
his deposit returned. This decision wa9
aflirmod in appeal: see Torranc3 v. Bolton

(2). There is evidently nothing in the

circumstances of that case to support the

contention that the vendor in the present case

should ba deemed to be a trustee for any
restitution he may obtain in a suit of his

own against the third person. The plaintiff-

appellant in the present oasa has really

no locus stanli of any sort with regard
%

(1) (1S72) 14 E) 1 2 4.

(2) (1873 1 8 Oh. 1 IS; L.J.Ch. 177; 27 L. T. 733;

21 W. R. m. V
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to the litigation between Gore Lai and
Dali Cband, inasmuch as for the purposes
of that litigation his purohase from Gore
Lai is of no effect. For this reasnn,
and not because it should be regarded as
premature, I hold that the new relief asked
for in the amended plaint has been rightly
disallowed.

It will be convenient to deal at this
stage with the oross- objection of the de-
fendant to the effect that the Distriot
Judge’s order of remand dated the 13th
May 1916 was without jurisdiction. That
view was based upon the assumption that the
value of the suit for the purposes of jurisdic-
tion should be treated as exceeding Rs, ],C00,
a Court fee being payable on eaoh of’ the
reliefs claimed in the original plaint.
Neelakundhan v. Anavthakrishna Ayyar (3)
was relied upon. In that oase it was
held that the operation of seotion 17,
Court Pees -Act, is not necessarily confined’
to oases where cumulative reliefs are
olaimed. The alternative olaims there
were :

—

(1) For redemption based upon the
alleged right of the plaintiff as mortgagor,

(2) for various sums of money on the
" fo°tin» of a further mortgage to be exe-

outed by the plaintiff to the defendants
accordance with certain provisions con-

tamed in the earlier niDrtgage.
It was held that these olaims were dis-

tinct matters which could have been the
grounds of separate suits and that they
were, therefore, distinct subjects within the
meaning of section 17. The learned Judges
also remarked as follows :

—

“The phrase ‘two or more distinct sub-
jects’ in section 17 may not admit of
precise definition applicable to all oases,
and it may be that where reliefs are
olaimed in the alternative with reference
to the same cause of aotion, seotion 17
would not govern the case: That may
also be so • where the relief olaimed
is one and the same, though the claim
is sought to be made out on distinot or alter-
native grounds.”
The present seems to be a case of

alternative reliefs being olaimed with
*

(3)

30 M. 61; 16 M, L. J. 462; 1 SI. L. T. 426,

or a°t'°n of which

rlrf,3 ]T ° f ih6 h0U?e b°Ught
,

tbe dafendan ‘ Gore Lai forme part.The foundations of the claims are not

ouT y
r ‘I

6 Eame As Pointed

I)uli Phn l r
g6 the relief gainstDull Chand was based on the plaintiff’s

right as vendee to stand in Gore Lai’s
shoes, whereas refund of the purchase-money was asked for on the ground thatthe sale had faded owing to a defect
in Gore La]Is title. The position somewhat
resembles that in Hashmat un nissa Bcgam
v. Muhammad Abdul Karim (4) nhe re

be rY M
1

C

°Ur
T

t Fees Aot
’ ^ Id tobe applicable. In KaMnath Naroyan y.Gomnda (5) there was dearly a singlecause of action and the decision that

seotion 17, i 8 applicable only to a oa=o
of cumulative reliefs sought by the plaint-
iff appears to go further than the language
of seotion ^0 warrants. On the wholethen, I am inclined to think that the trialJudge was right as to the valuation ofthe suit in its original shape for thepurposes of jurisdiction. I agree, however

tdd I H
Appe!Iate Court that the

trial Judge had no power to treat theAppellate Court’s order as passed without
jurisdiction. The trial Judge relied on

MTVa
d

v. Ga»°«ram RatanchandMarwadr (Q) and Rajalakekmi Basee vKatyayam Basee (7) but in hnth

the
6S

A
the

,?

b
.

je0t

^
n t0 ,h ® Jurisdiction ofthe Appellate Court was raised in ahigher Court and in neither had therebeen an order of remand * a ,

0

r*r i?
5
.

<».
In the Caloutta oase the point was takenin a distinct litigation from that in whichthe appellate deoree held bad for want ofjurisdiction was passed. I know of noIS y

.

espre
r
fly 00verl'ug the point undercons,dera ion. On the other hand it

a^Dartv h
““ nDre“ble thata party having omitted to raise the ques-tion of jurisdiction at the hearing and toappeal from the decision reaohed shouldbe allowed to °bjeot to that decision inthe Subordinate Court to which the matter

(4) 29 A. J5 r
; A. W. N. (1907) 4- 4 A r T io't

(5) 15 B 82; 8 Ind. Dec <n. s.) 56
’

' ^ ^ 7 '

Ind - Cas 816; 33 B. 664; HEom L B S17
t7) 12 Jnd. Cas. 464; 38 C. 639.

' L ' K ’ 817 *
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in dispute his been reminded. The objeotion,

therefore, fails. .

It remains to consider the alternative

claim of the plaintiff for refund of his

purohase-money (Rs. 999). This, though

not expressly reproduoed in the amended

plaint, is covered by the general prayer

which appears there as in the original

plaint. With this the lower Appellate

Court has entirely failed to deal Nor

has the trial Judge oomplied with the

directions in the remand order of the

13th May 1916. In connection with the

alternative relief which has already been

disallowed, the learned Distriot Judge con-

sidered that Article 62 or possibly Article

29 of the Limitation Schedule might apply

when the defendant reoovers the money

payable to him by way of restitution.

Artiole 29 has dearly no application,

Gore Lai not being the person res-

ponsible for seizure of the property and

the property being immoveable, Article 6-

applies to a suit for money payable by

defendant to the plaintiff for money received

by the defendant for the plaintiffs use.

But when the purohase-monoy was paid

Gore Lai had still a title wh,oh he could

transfer and the position which subsequently

arose amounted to a failure of consideration,

so that Artiole 97 as more specific

than Artiole 02 would govern the oasei

see Nagoba v. AUdholala Kalar (b). Uanunan

hamat v. Hanumar. Mandur (9/ and

Bahadur Lai v. Jadhao 10). It is only

where a sale is void ab imho that Artiole

62 can apply to a suit like the present:

see Venkatanarasimhula v. Peramma (U).

And if the vendee has actually obtained

and held possession, Artiole 97 may be

applied even if the sale turns out to be

void ab initio ,
for otherwise the olaun for

refund might be barred although the vendee

had been given no occasion to sue: see

Nursing Shivbakas Marwadi v. Faehu Ram -

bakas (12). In this Court it is urged that

Artiole 116 applies. That this is so where

the vendor has no title to convey appears

(8)

4N. L. It. *10.

(9) 19 0.123; 18 I. A. 158; G

Tml. Doc. (n. s.) 527 (V. C.).

1\ C. J. 91; 9

(10) 2 N. L. R. 174.
, ^ .

(11) 18 M. 173; 5 M. L. J. 32; G huh Doc (n. a.)

470.

(12) 20 lml. Cas. 251; 37 B. 038; 15 Bom. L. U. 569.

liviS

from numerous authorities of whioh it

will suffice to oite Bahadur Lai v. Jadhaoi

(10), Arunaehala A'.yar v. Ramasami

Aiyar (13) and Firbhu v. Watirbi (14).

Aooording to the later of the two decisions

of this Court time in such a oase will

run from the exeoution of the oonveyaDoe

if there is no question of fraud. In the

present oase, however, it oannot be said

that the defendant had absolutely no title

and it is no part of the plaintiff s oase

as against the defendant that the attaoh-

ment of Dali Chand preceded his purohase.

The oovenant implied under seotion 55

(2), Transfer of Property Act, is merely

that the interest whioh the seller pro-

fesses to transfer to the buyer subsists

and that he has power to transfer the

same. The defendant has mw in faot

established by seouring dismissal of Dull

Chand’s suit that the attachment whioh he

all along resisted should not have bsen made,

and in the oiroumstauoes I do not think it oan

be held that he has been guilty of any breaoh

of the implied coutraot at any rate if the

sale to the plaint ff preoeded l)uli Chand s

attachment. The plaintiff on the other

hand failed to do all that he might have

done, in that he delayed suing to sstablish

his title to the house until the .suit

allowed by rule 63, Order XXI, First ioobe-

dule, io the Cede of Civil Procedure, had

become time-barred. The case then reduoes

itself to one in whioh the consideration

has failed and is, therefore, governed by

Artiole 97 cf the Limitation Sohedule: the

plaintiff having been dispossessed on the

14th April 1909, the snit is long time barred

and must fail accordingly. If, however, it

betaken that Duli Chand’s attachment was

effeoted before the sale to the plaintiff,

then suoh Haw as the attachment oreated

in the plaintiff’s title was already in

existence when the sale took place an

the cause of action for a suit to reocyer

compensation for the breach of the implied

oovenant of title arose either cm the h

Ootober UOS or at latest on the date (17th

December 1908) of the anotion-purohase by

Muni Lai. Whichever of those dates is

adopted the suit is beyond time. Ssotion

(13) 25 Ind. Cas. 018; 88 M. 117b 27 M. L. J. 5'7j

10 M. b. T. 897: 1 L. W. 849.

(14) 81 I ml. Cns. 677} 11 ^ L* R*^
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14 of the Indian Limitation Aot affords
the plaintiff no protection for his suit
against Muni Lai was dismissed as
time-barred and that suit, therefore, did
not fail from defective jurisdiction or other
oauee of a like nature: see Btshambhur
Haidar v. Bonomali Haidar (15). I hold,
therefore, that the alternative claim for
refund of the plaintiff’s purch ase-monr y
is barred by time, whether Duli C hand’s
attachment was effected before or after the
sale to the plaintiff.

‘ It remains to consider the cross-objection
to the effect that the lower Appellate
Court should not have directed the defend-
ant to bear his own costs in that Court
merely because the plaintiff succeeded on
the question whether the trial • Judge had
power to treat the order of remand
dated the 17th May 1916 as bad for
want of jurisdiction. Inasmuch as the
raising of this question involved no extra
cost to either side and its deoision in roway
affected the amount of relief allowed,
which was actually nil, I do not think
there was any good reason for departing
from the general rule that costs follow the
event.

,
The appeal is dismissed and the plaint-

iff will pay the defendant’s costs in all
three Courts, including the Court-fee on the
defendant’s cross objection which has been
paid solely on the amount of the defendant’s
costs in the lower Appellate Court.
J Appeal dismissed.

(15) 26 C. 4 4 at p. 417; 3 C. W. N. 2c 3; 13 Ind.
Dec. (n. s.) £68.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 429 of 1915.

' May 25, 1916.

Present:—Sir Henry Richards, Kt., Chief
Justice, and Justice Sir P.C. Banerji, Kt.
DEO NARAIN SINGH and otpers

—

Defendants—Appellants
versus

S1TLA BAKSH SINGH and others—
Plaintiffs—Respondents.

Agra Tenancy Act (II oj 1900, »*. 95, 177 (f), 202

K,' < »U / ( £
ttuicitUH OJ IieiChUe

f i i .
v ' u«(( u/iupp s'

for declaration oj naiu,c of tenaacy-Objection as tCoart- A^eal, ubetber UeV,°0

Courtf
C°Urt “^Z

dieted by a Civil Court, under section202 of the Agra Tenancy Act, to brine- a suit in f i,

n

Revenue Court for determination of the nature ofhis tenancy. He thereupon brought a suit
section 95 of the Act which was heard by an Arc* /ont Collector. The defendant objected that iRevenue Court bad no jurisdiction to hear the s , t°but the objection was overruled:

‘'i?
1 the suit

,
being one under section P5 0fthe Agra Tenancy Act and having been broughtcompliance with an order of the Civil Court eou dbe heard only by a Revenue Court and that

“

question of jurisdiction had, therefore, been decidedby the Revenue Court, so that an appeal against thedecision of the Revenue Court did not he to [heDistuct Judge under section 177, clause (f) ofAgra Tenancy Act. [p. 892, col. ),]

{ f the

Seocntl appeal from a deoree of theDistrust Judge Benares, modifying that ofthe Assistant Collector, First Class, Jaunpur.

lan^'
HariUnS Sahai

‘ fpr the Appel.

Mr. A. P. Dube
, fer

enfs.
tbe Respond-

JLDGMENT.—This appeal aiises nnder
the ft JJowirg oiroumstanees. The present
defendants trought a suit in the Civiltemt for possession against the plaintiffs
as trespassers The latter pleaded that

y
t

d
r f

E
n

88 <eDaD(s t0 <be
iffs. The Civil Court thereupon made an
order directing the defendants in that suit
to inshtufe within three months a suit
•n the Revenue Court for determination
of the question. This order was made
under the provisions of seotion 202 of
the Tenancy Aot. This suit was thereupon
instituted asking for a declaration of the
nature of the tenanoy under seotion 95
of the Tenanoy Aot. An objection was
taken as to his jurisdiction to hear the
suit, which he at onoe overruled. He then
dealt with the suit and made a deoreeAn appeal was preferred to the Distriot
Judge and oross-objeotions filed by the
other side. The learned Distriot Judge
entertained the appeal on the ground that
a question of jurisdiction had been deoided
He then dealt with the case on the merits'
An appeal has been preferred by the defend-’
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ants and the plaintiffs have filed cross-

objections. In our opinion no question of

jurisdiction was in reality decided by the

Assistant Collector. In the first place, the

suit was brought in compliance with the

order of the Civil Court that a suifshould

be'instituted in the Revenue CourL In the

next plaoe, the suit was under section 95 of

the Tenancy Act, which Act expressly pro-

vides that suits under section 95 must be

brought in the Revenue Court and no other.

It was, therefore, absolutely absurd to con-

tend that the Revenue Court had no juris-

diction to hear the present suit. It would

be reducing matters to an absolute absurdity

to hold that the defendants in a revenue

suit could by formally raising an absolutely

untenable plea of jurisdiction take every

case from the Revenue Court to the Civil

Court. We accordingly allow the appeal to

this extent that we set aside the decree of

the learned District Judge and remand the

case to him with directions to return the

memorandum of appeal and the cross ob-

jections for presentation to the proper Court.

Costs here and heretofore will be costs in

' the cause.

Case remanded.

\

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 11 ‘2 of 1 9 1 S.

September 7, 191S.

Present:— Sir Henry Drake- Brockman, Kt.,

J. C.

PRALHAD SINGH— Appellant
versus

ABDUL AZIZ KHAN— Respondent.
C. r. Municipal Act (XVI nf lMHD, ss. 5?, 53—

Municipal Committee, whet In r tamer of nil laud

within I inula <»/ Municipal Toien — Ad verse posses-

sion— Question <J law and fact —Possession sufficient

lo ertintjuish t Hie of I rue t>wner
,
nature of.

Tliero is no mil liorit y for I ho proposition that all

land within the limits of a Municipal town must, in

tho absence of evidence to tlm contrary, bo taken to

belong to the Municipal Committee, [p. 8; 3, col 1 ]

A claim of title by adverse possession raises a

mixed question of law and fact and should, therefore,

be raised in the Court of the first instance so that

the opposite party may plead to the claim and

evidence may be adduced thereon, [p. 893, col. 2.J

A person who seeks to establish such a claim has

to sliow that his
,

possession was adequate in con-

tinuity, publicity and in extent to extinguish the

title of the true owner [p. 893, col. 2.]

RatViamoni Dcbi v. Collector of Khulna
,
27 C. 943 at

p. 950; 27 I. A. 136; 4 C. W. N. 697; 2 Bom L. R. 692;

7 Sar. P. C. J. 714; 14 Ind Dec. (n. s.) 617 (P. C.),

followed.
.

Appeal from the decree of the Additional

District Judge, Balaghat, in Civil Appeal

No. 450 of 19 1 7, dated the 1 2th January 1918.

Mr. K. K. Gandhi ,
for the Appellant.

JUDGMENT.—The suit out of whioh

this second appeal arises was brought by

the respondent Diwan as transferee of the

malguzar Abdul Az.z Khan, defendant No. 2,

to recover possession of a house site in the

town of Balaghat from the present appel-

lant Fralbad Singh, defendant No. 1. ..The

malguzar supported the olaim of the plaintiff

as his transferee, alleging that toe site

was originally occupied by the hon90 of

one Sukhia, who left Balaghat over 12

years before the suit and had since been

lying vacant and was, therefore, under the

• wajib-uUarz the property of the malguzar.

The present appellant pleaded that the

land belonged to him and to his ancestors

before him and that Sukhia, a relative,

oooupied it on bis behalf.

The conveyance (Exhibit P2^ to the plaint-

iff is dated the 1st November 11)16.

The trial Judge found that the land

was first occupied by the house of Sukhia

8

mother Gajri who wa9 succeeded in

possession by Sukhia, that Sukhia abandoned

the site mere than 12 years before the

suit, and that it became the property of the

malguzar but lay vacant till oooupied by the

plaintiff. The claim for possession was, there-

fore, decreed.
* In appeal the Additional District Judge

held that Sukhia left the house and ita

site 10 or 12 years before the suit; that

in the absence of any evidence to establish
.

the title of tho plaintiff or any anoestor

of his Sukhia must be deemed to have

been the owner by reason of the presump-

tion on which section 110, Indian Evidence

Act, is based ; that Sukhia abandoned the

land which consequently reverted to t e

malguzar
;

and that the appellant ma e

some show of occupying the site a er

Sukhia left it, but that being a mere tres-

passer his occupation, eveu if it exceeded
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12 years in duration, oould not afford a
title as against the malguzar or his trans-
feree,. Narain v. Behan (1) was cited as
negativing any acquisition of title by the
appellant. The appeal was accordingly
dismissed and- Pralhad Singh has now come
to this Court.

An entirely new point is taken in the
first ground of. appeal, viz., that as Bala-
ghat i3 a

/
Municipal town the Municipality,

not the malguzar
, must be the owner if the

title of the original owner has been ex-
tinguished by abandonment. There is,

however, no basis in the pleadings or
evidence for the assumption that the site
in question does not form part of the
area settled with the malguzar . The
wajib-ul arz was relied upon by the plaint-
iff and the defendant Abdul Aziz Khan
and I know, no authority for the proposi-
tion that the land within the limits
of a Municipal town must, in the absence
of evidence to the oontrary, be taken to
belong to the Municipal Committee. The
oontrary is clearly indicated by sections
52 and 53 of the C. P. Municipal Act, 1903,
where the property which vests in and
belongs to the Committee is described and
the acquisition of land within the limits of
the Municipality, under the Land Acquisition
Aot, 1894, is contemplated. This ground is

thus without substance.

In the second ground it is said that
having found the appellant to have exercised
some sort of possession over the land, the
presumption recognized by seofcion 110, Indian
Evidence Aot, should have been made in
his favour. To this the answer is that
Sukhia having been the owner till she
left Balaghat and the appellant not claim-
ing through her, there is in view of the
terms of the wajib-ul- arz no room for any
presumption in favour of the appellant, who
set up an independent title and altogether
failed to adduoe evidence in support of it.

Thirdly it is said that Narain v. Behari
(1), the oase cited by the lower Appellate
Court, has no bearing, inasmuch as the
point deoided there was merely that a
transferee from the oooupant of a village
site cannot claim a greater right than
his transferor had. -The appellant further

OASES.

• N/ — — « - V v« & VII

adverse possession for more than 12 years
as giving him a good title against the
malguzar

.

There is, however, no finding that
he enjoyed adverse possession for more
than 12 years, nor was it part of his
ease that after Sukhia left Balaghat hehad suoh possession as against the malguzar.
the position he now seeks to take up
was not even suggested in the grounds of
appeal to the lower Appellate Court in
faot one of the grounds of first appeal
is that abandonment of site by Sukhia
had not been made out. It appears that
on leaving Balaghat Sukhia went to live
with the appellant at Kanki, and it is said
1D

l •i

hl

%ni°
U

i

r
-

t
-

t lat She died at Kanki
wh'le st, 11 living vwth him some three
or Lour years later. There is nothing in
the evidence to show that the appellant
tooi possession of the land in Sukhia’s
lifetime and set up independent title inhimself, and if he made any show of
oooupat on before Sukhia died that maywe 1 have been regarded as made withSukhia s oonsent. A claim of title by adverts
possession raises a mixed question of lawand fact and should, therefore, be raised
in the Court of the first instanoe so thatthe opposite party may plead to the olaimand evidence may be adduced thereofThe appellant to establish suoh a „]!;
had to show that his possession wasadequat”m continuity, in publicity and in extent toextinguish the title of the true owner S£the judgment, of the Privy Cnnn.ii
Radhamoni Debt v. Collector of Khulna (2?have read the evidence adduced by theapplicant and am clearly of opinion that itcannot suffice for this purpose and even ,7 twere regarded as sufficient, there J
remain the objection that the plaintiff'?

^

the malguzar had no notice on the pleadinesof a olaira by adverse
p

.

In#s

T)ass
*\.\ M«dhoo Chunder^Sircar(3) it was held that a plaintiff mayTallowed to suooeed on a title by a/vo

possession pleaded for the first timt
Court of Appeal, provided suoh a oase ar'

D &

on the faots stated in the plaint ar
defendant is not taken by surprise

! A
(2) 27 C. 943 at p. 950; 27 I. A. 136; 4 C W xr

.597; 2 Bom. L. It. 592; 7 Sar. P. C. J. 714; 14 Inj n5'
(s. s.) 017 (P. C.).

luti Dec -

(3) 14 C. 592; 7 fuel. Dec. (s. s.) 392.
(1) 31 Ind, Cas. 307; 11 N. L. R. 126.
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similar rule shonld, in my opinion, be applied

to a defendant and in the present ease the

element of surprise cannot fairly be said

to be absent.
.

The appeal fails and is dismissed with-

out notice to the respondent.

Appeal dismissed.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Fir3t Ciyil Appeal No. 101 of 1917.

May 27, 1918.

Pres in t: -Pandit Eanhaiya Lai, A. J. 0.

NAU NEHAL SINGH—Plaintiff-

Appellant

versus

The DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, UNAO,

Manager of GHARIBULLA’S property

UNDER THE COURT OF WARDS, AND OTHERS

Defendants—Respondents.
V. 1\ Court of Worth Act (IV oj 191<D, s. 54,

applicability of—Title of ward defeasible
,

effect of-

Pre-emption ,
suit for,

whether must embrace entire

property sold—Civil Procedure Code {Act V of 1908,),

0. I, r. 3

—

Limitation Act (IX of 1P08J, $. 11 Suit

instituted against dead person—Limitation, extension

of, against heirs.

The provisions of section 54 of the U. P.

Court of Wards Act cover all suits relating

to the property of any ward, that is, any property

belonging to him, though his title thereto may be

defeasible by reason of a claim for pre-emption which

may be maintainable in regard to the same. [p. 895,

col. 1.] .

The rule that a suit for pre-emption must embraco

the entiro property sold, unless the plaintiff is not

entitled to claim pre-emption in regard to any

portion thereof, is inapplicable where the interests

of the vendees, inter se, are distinct or where they

have since been separated or divided, [p. 89G, col. 1.]

A plaintiff cannot claim the benefit of tlio

institution of a suit against a dead person for the

purposo of extending the period of limitation

against his heirs, [p. 895, col. 2.J

Order I, rule 3, of the Code of Civil Frocoduro

does not apply to a case whore a suit is filod against

a deceased person and his heirs are subsequently

sought to ho brought on the record. For the pur-

poses of section 22 of the Limitation Act such heirs,

whether added or substituted, must be treated as

powly impleaded and the suit as against thorn will

be deemed to liavo been instituted when they were
so made parties. |_p. 895, col. 2.]

Sreekishen Chowdhry v. Ram Kristo Bhuttacliarjee
,

10 W. R. 317, distinguished from.

Appeal from the decree of the Sub*

ordinate Judge, Unao, dated the 28th May
1 17.

Babus Basudeo Lai, Hari Kishen Dhaon
,

and Qulab Chand Srimal, for the Appellant.

Babu Nagendra Nath Qhoshal, for Re-

spondent No. 1.

Babu Salig Ram, for Respondents Nos, 2

to 6.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out

of a suit for pre-emption. It appears that

on the 18th January 1898 Gajraj Singh

mortgaged the entire village Mubarakpur
and an 8 annas of the village Shahpur,

describing the mortgagee as Habibullab,

son of Aminullah. Half of the said pro-

perty was subsequently found to belong to

other persons. Aminullah died on the 27th

September 1898. A dispute arose on his

death in regard to bis estate between

Gharibnllab, his so oalled son, and his

nephews, Ruhullab,Rahmatullab,Niamatullah

and Mohammad Yakub. He also left a

widow Musammat Raisuunisa. On the 1st

June 1901 an agreement was arrived at

between the said claimants, whereby Gharib-

ullah oontented himself with a 7-annas

share in the property left by Aminullah,

a 4-annas share went to Musammat Raisun-

nisa, while tbb remaining 5 annas went

to Ruhullah, Rahmatullah, Niamatullah and

Mohammad Yakub. A deoree appears to have

been passed in accordance with this oompro-

mise.

Gharibullah subsequently died and his

property was taken charge of by the Court

of Wards. On the 25th January 1909 the

Deputy Commissioner of Unao, acting as

the Manager of the estate of Gharibullah,

and the other persons, to whom the pro-

perty of Aminullah had been allotted, filed

a suit for the recovery of money due on

the mortgage aforesaid, treating it as form-

ing part of the property held by Amin-

ullah. The plaint reoited the agreement

made between the heirs of Aminullah,

whereby the shares of the different claim-

ants to the estatb were defined and asked

that in oase the heirs and representatives

of the mortgagor failed to pay the mort-

gage money, the mortgage might be fore-

closed. On tho 21st January 1911 tha
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than plaintiffs obtained a final decree for

foreclosure in regard to the half share
belonging to the mortgagor (Exhibit 1),

which has given rise to the present claim
for pre &mption. The suit was filed on
the 20vh January 1917 within six

years from the date of the said decree.

The Court below dismissed the claim,

holding that no notice had been sent to

the Court of Wards as required by section

54 of U. P. AotlY of 1912, that the claim
against the heirs of Mohammad Yakub was
barred by limitation, and that a suit for

pre-emption in regard to the property held
by the remaining defendants, was not main-
tainable.

The provisions of section £4 of U. P. Act
IY of 1912 cover all suits relating to the

property of any ward, that is, any property
belonging to him, though his title thereto
may be defeasible by reason of a claim for

pre emption whioh may be maintainable
in regard to the same. The contention
urged on behalf of the plaintiff-appellant

is that the position of a mortgagee who
obtains a final decree for foreclosure
without sending the notice required
by section 10 of the Oudh Laws Act
(XYIII of 1876) continues in spite of that
decree to be that of a mortgagee qua a
person entitled to claim the property by
pre-emption. But such a contention is

obviously untenable, because the effect of a
decree for pre-emption is only to displace
the title of the purchaser or of the person
who obtains the final decree for foreclosure

from the date when the payment is

made in pursuance of that decree. Till

such a decree is obtained and payment is

made in accordance with it, the title of

the purchaser or of the person obtaining
foreclosure holds good, and if he is a
ward within the meaning of section 54
of U. P. Act 1Y of 1912, no suit for

pre-emption can lie in respect of any pro-

perty held by him, till the notice required

by that seotion is given. The share of

Gharibullah, which is held by the Court
of Wards, being 7 annas, that portion of the

olaim whioh relates to it cannot, therefore, be

entertained.

The olaim in regard to the 1 i aonas
share held by Mohammad Yakub is simi-

larly not maintainable, because Mohammad
Yakub had died before the institution of

the suit and his heirs were not implead-
ed till the period of limitation for a suit
for pre emption against them had expired.
Order I, rule 3, of the Code of Civil
Procedure does not apply to a case where
a suit is filed against a deceased person
and his heirs are subsequently sought to
be brought on the record. For the pur-
psses of section 22 of the Indian Limi-
tation Act (IX of 1908; such heirs,
whether added or substituted, must be
treated as newly impleaded and the suit
as against them will be deemed to have
been instituted when they were so made
parties. The plaintiff -appellant cannot
claim the benefit of the institution of a
suit agaiost a dead parson for the purpose
of extending the period of limitation
against his heirs. In Fatmabai v. Pirbhai
Virji (1), where a suit was instituted by
a person who chimed to be the heir of
a deceased creditor, for the recovery of
money due on a promissory note, and
disputes subsequently cropped up between
that person and the other heirs of the
deceased, who were subsequently added as
oo- plaintiffs, resulting in the latter being
declared to be entitled to Letters of Ad-
ministration, it was held that the in-
stitution of the suit by the former did not
avail for the benefit of the latter who
were subsequently added as co-plaintiffs,
because the former was eventually found
to have had no right at all, and when
the latter were impleaded, the suit had
become -barred by time. As pointed out
in Veerappa Ghetty v. Tindal Ponnen (2),
there is nothing in the Code of Civil
Procedure to authorise the institution of a
suit against a deceased person, and the
claim against the heirs of Mohammad
Yakub, who were added after the period
of limitation for a suit for pre-emption
had expired, will be deemed to have
been barred by time. The learned Counsel
{or the plaintiff-appellant relies on a
decision in Sreekishen Chowdhry v. Earn
Kristo Bhuttacharjee (3), but the rules of
limitation now in force were not then the

8
ame.

(
580i Chitty ’

8 S ‘ C * C * R * 52 7; 11 lad. Deo.
v^» S. j uo9 l

(2) 31 M. 86; 17 M. L. J. 65lj 3 M. L. T. 12.
(3) 10W. It. 317.
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The claim as against the other defendants,

who represent a 7 J annas share, is, how-

ever, maintainable. The general rule, as

laid down in Mujtb- Ullah v. Umed Bibi (4)

and Mahabir Prasad v. Ram Jiwan Lai (o),

is that a suit for pre eruption must embraoe

the entire property sold, unless the plaintiff

is not entitled to claim pre eruption in

regard to any portion thereof. But as

explained in Skeobharos Rai v. Jiach Rai

(6), Ram Nath v. Badri Narain (7) and

Lachhman v. 'l'ulsi Ram (8), that rule is

inapplicable where the interests of the

vendees, inter -e, are distinct or where they

have since been separated or divided. The

principle of denying a right of pre-emption,

except as to the whole of the property

sold, is that by breaking up the bargain,

the pre eraptor may seek to take the best

portion of the property and leave the

wor3 t part of it with the vendee, Rut

where the share of each purchaser is

separate and distinct, there is really no

breaking up of the bargain. The pre-

ferential right cf the plaintiff-appellant

not being disputed, he should have been

allowed a decree for pre emption in re-

gard to the said 7 -annas share out of the

Mahah, which now constitute the mort-

gaged property.

The appeal is, therefore, allowed, and

the claim of the plaintiff appellant decreed

for pre-emption in respect of a 7
J -annas

share out of the Mahals, which now con-

stitute the mortgaged property, and in

respect of which the decree for foreclosure

was obtained, subject to the payment of

Rs. 2,689-2-6 within one month from
this date. In case of payment, the plaintiffs

and defendants, other than defendant

No. 1 and the heirs of Mohammad Yakub,
will bear their own costs throughout. In

oase of non-payment the defendants shall

get their costs hare and hitherto from the

plaintiffs. Defendant No. 1 and the heirs

of Mohammad Yakub will in any event

(4)

21 A. Ill); A. W. N. (lStH) 202; 9 lml. Doc.
(n. a.) 780.

(5) H lml (J;i 272; 1 3 0 C. 20).

0») S A 1)1; A. \V X. vHij ; 2 l, o 1 it 1. D.'_\

(N. s.) 170.

G) 19 A US; A. \V. N. ( IS97 ) 20, 9 Ini. Doc.
(n.

(S) 2 A. L. J. 199.

get their cost3 here and hitherto from the

plaintiffs.

Appeal allowed .

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Seond Civil Appeal No. 354-B of 1917.

September 13, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.

KASHI BAI and another— Defendants

—Appellants

versus

SHEORAM KHUPCHAND—Plaintiff

— Respondent.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 190SJ, 0. ll> r. 2,

applicability of— Suit against one debtor—Subsequent

suit against different debtor
,
whether barred.

Order II, rule 2 of the Civil Procedure Codo, applies

only where the defendant in the subsequent suit

was also the defendant in the previous suit. The
rule does not apply where the subsequent suit is

brought against a different defendant [p. 897, col. 1.]

Appeal from the deoree of the District

Judge, Amraoti, dated the 2nd July 1917, in

Appeal No. 34 of 1917.

Messrs. G. L. Bubhedar and M . V. Joshi,

for the Appellants.

Dr. IP S. Gour
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The two defendants and
one Rajaram executed a bond on the 28th

June 1913. Rajaram was at that time a

minor and the defendants acted a9 his

guardians. They also personally covenanted

to repay the money. In a previous suit

the plaintiff has recovered one-third of the

amount due under the bond by a judgment
against Rajaram. The point for deoision

is whether the present suit for the reoovery

of the remaining two-thirds is barred by
any rule of law. Admittedly there is no

statutory provision which bars the sait.

Order II, rule 2, only applies if the second

suit is brought against the same defendant.

However, it is contended that the rnle of

English Law recognizsd in King v. Hoare

(1) should be applied. The lower Courts

have held that the rule does not apply to

Mofussil of India. This view is well sup*

(1) (184 4) 13 M. A W. 494; 14 L. J. Ex. 29; 8Jur.
11*27; 2 Dowl. & L. S82;07 R. K. 094; 103 E. R. 206.
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ported by the decisions of the Allahabad
and Madras High Courts, Muhammad Askari
V. Radhe Ram Singh (2) and Ramanjulu
Naidu v. Aramudu Iyengar (3). There is no
othev ground pressed in this second appeal.
I accordingly dismiss it with oosts.

Appeal dismissed

.

(2) 22 A. 307; A. W. N. (1900) 73; 9 Ind. Dec. (x s )
1236.

'

(3) 5 Ind. Cas. 735; 33 M. 317; 7 M. L. T.
(1910) M. W. N. 35.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 97 of 1916.
June 11, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Lindsay, J. C., and
Mr. Daniels, A. J. C.

CHAUBAR SINGH and others

—

Plaintiffs—Appellants
x versus

BAKHTAWAR SINGH and another

—

Defendants—Respondents.
Hindu, Law—Joint family—Ag rcement to separate

effect of—U. P. Land Revenue Act (III of 1901J, s. in
—Partition—Jurisdiction of Civil Court to determine
question of title.

Once the members of a joint Hindu family have
agreed and declared their intention to hold the joint
family property in definite shares, the family is no
longer a joint family. It may be that no actual division
of the property takes place, but the result of such
agreement and declaration is that from the time it
is made the parties thenceforth hold the property
not as joint tenants but as tcnants-in-common
[p. 90"), col. 2.]

A Civil Court has no jurisdiction to determine a
question of title with regard to a property under
partition before a Revenue Court, unless the latter
Court refers the question for decision to the former
Court by an order passed explicitly under section 111
of the U. P. Land Revenue Act. [p. 902, col. 1.]

Appeal from the decree of the Sub-
ordinate Judge, Kheri, dated the 17th Mav
1916 .

Mr. St. George Juchson
, PaDd it Ilarkaran

Nath Mxsra and Pandit Bnjnath Sharga
, for

the Appellants.

The Hon’ble Pandit Gokaran Nath Misra
and Babu Mohan , Lai

, for the Respon-
dents.

JUDGMENT.—This is a plaintiffs’ appeal
arising out of a suit for partition of
certain property described in List A attach-

57

CU IU llltf pi U V

to be joint family property.
The defendants belong to the same family

as the plaintiffs, all being descendants
from a common ancestor named Phoka
S.ngh who had three sons Rap Singh,
Girand Singh or Gend Singh and Mehar-
ban Singh. The latter died without
issue. The plaintiffs are the sons and
grandsons of Girand Singh, whilst the de-
fendants are, respectively, the son and grand-
S
?
n

. ?
f

,,

R“ P
i i

Sln
f
h ’ Zt was sieged in the

platnt hat the family had remained jointup till just before the time this suitwas brought. In paragraph 5 of the
plaint ,t was stated that a year and a
halt or two years before the suit a
separation was effected between the parties
in mess and residence but that the family
property had not so far been divided.

^ .
-

A *1
j # 1 .

rise im-
mediately to the suit for partition was an
application filed by the defendants at theend of 1913, or the beginning of 1914, for
partition of Mauza SehanDa whioh is the
family property. The plaintiffs alleged
that when the application to the Revenue
Court for partition was made by the de-
fendants, the latter represented their share
in the property to be two-thirds and that
of the plaintiffs to be one third only. The
plaintiffs deny this and say that they are
entitled to a one-half share of all the family
property; and so this suit has been brought
for the purp .se of obtaining a declaration
to this effect and in order to have a partitionmade upon this basis.

The case for the defendants is that the^ 'Iw
l0n8er a joint fam 'ly. It was

pleaded that separation took place some 60or 65 years before the suit was filed, whenGirand biogl, separated himself from histwo brothers Mehar ban Singh and Rup
Singh. The defendants pleaded that after
this division Meharban Singh and Rup Singh

r.ai

;,

e

t
" nited

G .

Jt
L
waa further pleaded

that Meharban Singh made a gift 0f his
one-third share of the family property toBakhtawar the first defendant on the 6th
of September 1873 With regard to Mauza
Sehauna the family village, the allegation
is that the lands have been aotuallv divided
and that the plaintiffs are in possession
of a one-third share, whioh is all tbev
are entitled to. With regard to the other

vijd t'iaiutms maimed
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items of immoveable property specified

in the List A attached to the plaint, the

case for the defendants was that this was

all self-acquired property, having come into

the possession of the defendants since the

time the partition was made.

The principal issues before the Subordinate

Judge were, therefore, whether the family

consisting of the plaintiffs and the defendants

was joint or separate and whether or not

the property described in the List A was

joint family property With regard to the

first of these issues the Court below

rightly laid the burden of proof upon the

defendants. On the pleadings it clearly

lay upon them to establish that the family

was no longer joint but separate. The

defendants called a large number of

witnesses and they also produced a con-

siderable volume of documentary evidence.

A few witnesses were produced on behalf

of the plaintiffs and a few documents

were also put in to support the plaintiffs’

case. The result was that the Subordi-

nate Judge held that the defendants had

succeeded in proving that the family had

become a separate family at a period not

less than 40 years before the suit was

brought. Ho believed the oral testimony

of the defendants’ witnesses and ho also

relied strongly upon the documents which

the defendants put in. In consequence of

this finding he reached the further con-

clusion that the items of immoveable pro-

perty specified in List A, other than the

village Sehanna, and two houses situated

in Sehaui a, were the separate piopprty of

the defendant*-; in short, that items 2, 3, I, 5

and 6 in the list belonged exclusively to

the defendants and that the plaintiffs were

not entitled to have any share. He held

that the plaintiffs were entitled to have

a one third sharo in village Sehauna
and their share of the family houses.

It has already been mentioned

that before this suit was brought

the defendants had applied for parti-

tion of Mauza Sehanna, and the Sub-

ordinate Judge has further held that in

consequence of those partition proceedings

the present suit, in so far as it relates to

the division of Selmunn, is not enter-

tainable by a Civil Court. The case for

the plaintiff's 0 therefore, substantially

failed,

[191$

They now oome in appeal and the

memorandum of appeal contains eight

grounds upon which the findings of the

learned Subordinate Judge are ,chal-

lenged. Of these grounds Nos. 1, 6, <

and 8 relate to the status of the

family. They all in one shape or

other raise the plea that the lower Court

was wrong in deciding that the family

was separate. Ground No. 2 at‘aokath®

decision of the Court below to the effect

that the present suit for partition of Mau.a

Sehanna k barred. The other grounds

relate to the admissibility and "eight of

the evidence which was before the Court

below.
,

•

The main issue we have to consider is

whether or not the family to whioh the

parties belong was separate at the time

the suit was brought. We have been re-

ferred to the evidence of 18 witnesses who

were called by the defendants. The

learned Counsel for the Pla,"‘ !fi

J’
appellants does not rely upon the evidence

put forward on behalf of his clients. The

only evidence of a plaintiffs witness to

which we were referred '8 the state-

ment of Bakhtawar Singh the 1st de-

fendant, who was examined [as plaintiffs

witness No. 3. t

The general tenor of the evidence for the

defendants is to show that for many years

Gii and Singh or Gend Singh lived sepal ate

from his brothers. Many of the defendants

witnesses are men of respectable position,

zemindars and mahajans, and the lower

Court has treated them as reliable and

independent witnesses. Theirstatements vary

to somt extent ;
some of them can test'

_

y

to longer periods of acquaintance with the

history of the family than others, for ex-

ample the first witness for the defendants

is a Kalwar whose age is 80. His memory

goes back as far as 56 years before the

date of the suit. He deposes to the effeot

that Girand Singh was separate from his

brothers and nothing of any importance

was elicited in cross-examination to snase

his credit. The ‘2nd defendants witness

is a Brahman who gives similar evidence.

We have also the evidence of the defendants

witness No. 5, a Bania who has bad money

dealings with the parties. It >3 tru® th
.

his evidence relates only to a perio

some 15 years before the suit. He
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able to prove, however, that that Chaubar
hlngh

> one °f the plaintiffs, had exeouied
a mortgage of his own share in favour
ot this witness whose name is Bhagwandin.
I he mortgage-deed was put in Court
and was proved. Then we have an im-
portant witness in Rim Nath D. W. No. <5.

He is a Kayasth and is the Sadar
Qinungo in the Kheri Uistriot. He knew
the parties some time ago because the
village used to lie in his oirole. He speaks
of them as living in separate houses and
having separate business, that is to say
separate sir cultivation. The eighth witness'
for the defendants is a Brahman named
Biij Nath. He speaks oonoerning a village
called Ghaghpur which was held in mortgage
by the defendants, and his evidence was
given for the purpose of showing that he
had paid rent for lands in his cultiva-
tion in that village to the defendant
and never to the plaintiffs. The ninth
witness for the defendants is a Kaobhi
who gave similar evidence. Khanna Chamar
who was called as defendants’ witness No.
10 is an old man who has lived in
Sebauna for many years. He deposes to
having known the family for over 40 years
and he swears that Gend Singh or Girand
isingh was separate from his brothers He
also deposes that the land of the village
was aotually divided by the Patwari Mohan
Lai some 20 or 22 years before the suit.
Mohan Lai has been called as a witness
(D. W. No. 13). He deposes definitely to
the division of the Sehauna village lands.
He swears that he himself made the
divifion some z2 or 23 years before the
suit was brought, that a one third share
of the village lands was allotted to the
plaintiffs while two-third.-, was given to
the defendants. He swears that even before
the actual division of the land was made
by fields the parties bad been separately
collecting .their shares of the village inoome.
In one respect his evidence difFers from
that of Khanna Chamar, for while the
latter deposed that papers were drawn up
at the time of partition the Patwari’s story
is that he prepared no partition papers at
all. Great stress has also been laid upon
the statement made by Mohan Lai to the
effect that the parties used to live in the
same house. We are not inclined to attaoh
very much importance to this statement,

899

for even from what appears from the

cwTi °
u
° thr witnesses it seems

clear that although the parties resided
separately for a long period, they lived atany rate for a considerable time inside

V? sa<ne enclosure. Two witnesses Nos.
,

,*nd
G
5 dep

r

08e t0 mort^a^es of oertain
lands made in favour of the defendants and
to the payment of rant to the defendants.These witnesses say that the plaintiffs
never received any rent of the mortgaged
properties. We may pass over the otherevidence which is in a similar strain,
mentioning only the statement of the de-fendants witness No. IS, a Bania namedHazar. bah. His ev.denoe is of considerable
importance for it is proved that he has hadmoney dealings with the parties. He deposes
that he has known the family all his life and hesupports the statements of the other witnessesregarding the separation of Girand Singh

both th

S
,

,n
?
h

-.

ff

T,la witness swore thatboth the plaintiffs and the defendants had

dueeri
m
K
ey

K *r
lng

x

S Wfth ^ and he P«>-duoed his books of aooount to show that

him 'h i! h
ha

5,
separate accounts withm. It is hardly neoessary to dwell uponthe evidence of the defendant BakhtawarSingh who was examined as a witnessfor the plaintiff. Bakhtawar supports the

sr:‘ h - “* -
It is not to be denied, therefore, thatthere is a considerable volume of oraltestimony to support the case for thedefendants and we are not convinced thatthe Sul ordinate Judge was wrong in rely-ing upon ,t. It is not we think correctto say that the evidence is vague and tosome extent contradictory. We think onthe contrary that it is as good evidenceas could reasonably be expected from per-sons who are not actually members of thefamily and whose only opportunities ofjudging of the status of the family wa gdenved from tbeir visits and friendly „la?

lltled Y P^t,e8 - But the »settled conclusively m our opinion by thedocumentary evidence in the oase
The defendants put in a large number

of documents for the purpose of showing
ha property had been acquired separate

ly by hateh Singh, the son of Rup Singhunder various transactions beginning withthe year 1887. It is also manifest from
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the copies of the village papers which

were filed that at any rate since the time

of the recent Settlement almost 20 years

ago, the parties have been recorded a9

being in possession of separate pitti ? of

Mauza Sehauna, the plaintiffs’ pitti repre-

senting one-third of the entire village. I he

appellants rely principally upon Exhibit I,

which is a certified oopy of the wajib-

dl-arz of Sehauna prepared in the year 1869.

They also rely on a certain copy of the

khasra of the village of Sehauna which

was prepared in the year 1867. It has

been boldly contended on behalf of the

appellants that these documents prove con-

clusively that the family was joint on the

dates mentioned, and it is argued that no

definite and reliable evidence of a separa-

tion since that time having been given, the

plaintiffs are entitled to a finding that the

whole of the property, both what existed

in the year i860 and what was subsequent-

ly acquired, is joint family property. On

the other hand the learned Counsel for the

respondents also relies upon the wajibnU

aiz ju 9t mentioned and contends that it

supports the case of the defendants and

not the case of the plaintiffs. After hearing

the arguments on this point and considering

the language of the ivajib ularz we are

satisfied that it is quite impossible for

the plaintiffs- appellants to rely upon that

document for the purpose of showing that

the family was a joint family in the year

1869. The only possible conclusion to be

drawn from the language of the document

is the other way. The first section of the

wijib ul-arz relates to the history of the

village, and the only statement we need

notice in this part of it is one to the

effect that from the years 125) to 1263

Fasli the village wa9 in possession of Liup

Singh the father of Fateh Singh who

was lambardar at the time of the Settlement,

and from a further statement contained

in the same part of the u a ib-ul arz it is made

olear that both the summary settlements

of this village were made with Rup Singh.

The appellants rely strongly upon section

11 of the wajib til arz and in particular

upon the following passage: — This village

is hold as joint undivided zemindar

i

and

all the co-sharers are joint in mess; no

oo-sharer has separated up till the present

time. All the lands of the village are

[19i 8

held jointly and undivided by reason of

the mutual good relations ( ittifaq ) between

the parties and because they live together.

All the co-sharers are agreed that each

of them has a right to have his share

made separate according to the entries

contained in the khewat. He can do so at

any time he pleases and no co-sharer can

make any objection.” Following upon this

statement we have an extract from the

khewat ,
which sets out the names of the

o sharers. First we have the share of

Fateh Innbardar and his brother Bakhta-

war. They are described as having equal

shares in a one-third share of the mauza.

Gend Singh brother of Rup Singh is shown

as being the owner of a one-third share

and Meharban is shown as being the

owner of the remaining one-third share.

In each case the extent of the share

is specified in one of the columns of the

statement, and it is further to be noticed that

the revenue payable in respect of each one-

third share is set out in detail. It seems

to us, therefore, that it is idle for the ap-

pellants to argue upon this document that

the family was a joint Hindu family at the

time it was prepared. Here we have a

plain statement that the parties have agreed

to hold the property iD definite
^

suites

which are specified with all the particularity

which is possible, and we have it definitely

laid down that at any time a oo sharer

pleases lie may call for partition, that is,

actual division of the village upon the basis

of the shares so recorded. Onoe the

members of a joint family have agreed and

declared their intention to hold the
.

pro-

party in definite shares the family is no

longer a joint family at all and we deem

it unnecessary to cite any authority for a

proposition so well established. It may, o

course, be that no actual division of the

property takes place, but the result of an

agreement or declaration such as we have

referred to is that from the time it «

made the parties thenoeforth hold the pro-

perty not as joint tenants but as tenants-

in com mon.

Tiiero are other statements in this loy'ib-

ul-ars wliioh support this obvious ioterpre-

tati in. For oxample, in section 111 o 0

w nib-id an, wliioh deals with the oolleotion

of rents an.l the payment of revenue, we
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have a statement that every oo-sharer h »3
the right of realizing his portion of the
rents from the tenants and that the col •

lection of rents is not the sole prerogative
of the lambardar. It seems needless for
us to pursue this matter any further. The
wajib'Ul-arz entirely supports the case for
the defendants and can in no way be treated
as evidence for the purpose of showing
that in the year 1869 this family was a
joint family holding joint family property in
the proper sense of the terra.

With regard to the khasra Exhibit 6
upon which the plaintiffs rely so strongly,
all we need say is that it does not appear
to 11s to justify the conclusion that the
family was joint. It is true that in the
column describing the owners of the various
plots of land in the village all the
members of the family are mentioned
together and there is no statement regard-
ing the definite shares in which the parties
hold. W6 doubt whether in any case it

• would be necessary for the purpose of the
khasra to set out any definition of shares,

5 but after all what really matters are
statements contained in the khewat and the
wnjib-ul-arz

t for those are the documents to
which regard must be had for the purpose
of ascertaining the proprietary rights of
the parties. The khewat is the proprietary
register and we have already referred to
the extract from that document whioh is

set out in the wajib ul-arz and whioh decides
the matter conclusively.

It has already been stated that in the
year 1873 Meharban Singh made a gift
of his oDe-third share mentioned in the
wajib-ul-arz to the defendant Bakhtawar
Singh, and it is in this way that the de-
fendants between them have come to own
a two-thirds share of the village. The
fact that such a gift was made so long
back is, we think, a very strong proof that
the family was separate at that time.
We have already mentioned that one of
the defendants* witnesses—deposed to a
mortgage made by the plaintiff Chaubar
Singh in his favour. This document is

Exhibit A-33 and was executed by Chaubar
c>ingh_ on the 16th of September 1912.
It purports to be a mortage of Chaubar
Singh’s own separate share in the village
of Sehauna. If anything ware needed to

settle the matter more conclusively than
*

GASES, cqj

it has been, we might refer to a document
called a tamliknama whioh is Exhibit A 2.
It is proved that this document was executed
by Chaubar Singh, TCalha Singh and
Khuman Singh, the father 0f the third
and fourth plaintiffs, on the 21st of November
1>"90. The document was executed for the
purpose of securing maintenance to the
w.dow of one Chhattar Singh, who was
the brother of Chaubar Singh. It is
expressly stated in this dooument that a
one twelfth share of Mauza Sehauna be-
longed to the deoeased Chhattar Singh and
was in his possession. It was further stated
that after the death of Chhattar Singh this
property oame into possession of the execu-
tants of the deed. The deed went on to provide
for an annuity payable to Chhattar Singh’s
widow on her executing a deed of release to any
claim to the one-twelfth share of the village
held by her husband. These documents
knock the bottom out of the plaintiffs’ oase
that the family was a joint family up till
the time the present suit was brought.
The result is that we have no doubt

whatever that the finding of the Subordi-
nate Judge on this issue was perfectly
oorreot. The family is not a joint family
and the property in suit is not joint family
property, but is proved to have been divided
in the<^3|^nse that the • parties agreed
years ago to hold it in definite shares. On
this part of the case the appeal must
fail. We are satisfied also that the Sub-
ordinate Judge was right in finding that
the items of properly Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
specified in List A attaohed to the plaint
are the separate property of the defendants.

There remains only the other point de-
cided by the Court below, namely, that
the suit for the partition of Mauza Sehauna
is not entertainable by a Civil Court.
We think this deoision is oorreot. What
appears to have happened in the Revenue
Court was this. An application for parti-
tion was made by the defendants in whioh
they stated that their share of the village
amounted to two-thirds. Notices were issued
to the other oo sharers and the present
plaintiffs oame in and objeoted that the
khewat had been wrongly prepared and
that the shares were not oorreotlv stalmt
The plaintiffs olaimed that they were the
owners of a one-half share of the village
They asked the Assistant Collector to stay the
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partition proceedings until they could apply

to have the khewat amended. This application

was granted and a separate petition was then

put in asking that the khewat might be framed

in the manner contended for by the plaintiffs.

This application wns sent for an inquiry

to a Naib-Tahsildar, who investigated the

matter and reported that the plaintiffs were

not entitled to have any correction of the

khewat made. His opinion was that the

plaintiffs had only a one-third share in the

village and he suggested in his report that

if the plaintiffs had any case to make out

on this ground, they should go to a Civil

Court for a declaration of their right. This

report was afterwards considered by the

Assistant Collector, who agreed with the

Naib-Tahsildar and dismissed the application.

It so happened thot the Assistant Collector

who dealt with this application for correc-

tion of the khewat was the same officer

before whom the partition proceedings were

pending. We are unable to entertain the

argument that the order of the Assistant

Collector disposing of the application for

amendment of the khewat can be treated in

any way as an order passed under section

111 of the Land Revenue Aot requiring the

present plaintiffs to go to a Civil Court

for the purpose of having their title deter-

mined. Jf no. order is made j^tyler this

last named section by which tmS^question

of title is referred for disposal to a Civil

Court, the Civil Court lias no jurisdiction

to entertain any suit for partition. The

exclusive right to make the partition is

reserved to the Revenue Court. The Court

below was right, therefore, in saying that

the present suit, so far as it regards the

division of Mauza Sehauna, is not entertain-

able.

The result of all this is that the decision

of the Court below is affirmed The appeal

fails and is dismissed with costs.

Appea l d ism issed .

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
- COURT.

Cn'iL Revision Petition No. 65B of 1917.

September 13, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.

KARAN KHAN—Plaintiff— Applicant

versus

DANGUSHTI and another—Defendants

Nos. 1 and 2—Non- Applicants.

fro nitfcr of Fropert ij Act (l I of 1882,), >. 6

A**ign>n onl—Contract of service, whether assignable.

A. contract\£>f service being a personal contract i9

not assignable before breach, as the transfer would be

of a mere right to'sue. [p. 902, col. 2.]

Petition for revision of the deoree of the

Judge, Small Cause Court, Daryapur, in Civil

Suit No. 1035 of 1916, dated the 12th
x

February 1917.

FACTS appear from the following judg-

ment of the lower Court:

—

“The facts of the case are that the defend-

ants Nos. 1 and 2 had executed a service

bond in favour of defendant No. 3 on 16th

May 1913. The defendant No. 1 reoeived

Rs 4 2 thereunder and agreed to serve for

G months. It was further agreed that in

case defendant No. 1 failed to serve,, he

shall be liable to pay damages at Gannas

per day. The defendant No. 1 served

only for 3 months till \lCth August 1913.

The defendant No. 3, therefore, sold his .

right under the deed to plaintiff under a

deed of assignment dated 20th July 1916.

Plaintiff now brings this suit to reoover

damages Rs. 33-12 0. It is contended for

the defendants Nos. 1 and 2 that the suit

cannot lie. In view of the case reported

as Abu Mahomed v. S. C. Chunder (l).

I hold that this suit cannot lie, as de-

fendant No. 3 clearly transferred his mere

right to sue, which cannot bo transferred

under section 6, Transfer of Property Aot,

It is held in the above case9 that such a

claim does not fall under the definition of

actionable claim. Suit dismissed with oosts.

Defendants’ costs on plaintiff.”

Mr. K. V. Peoskar
,
for the Applicant.

Mr. Atmaram Shagwant 9
for the Non-

Applicants.

ORDER.— Following Abu Mahomed .
S. C, Chunder (1). I agree with the lower

Court that the contract of service was not

assignable. The transfer was of a mere

right to sue. It was certainly not assign-

able before the breach, as the contract

( 1)1 1ml. Cas. 827; S6 C. 345; 13 C. W. X. 384.
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was a personal one. After the breach the
master was entitled to damages only,
although the parties have named a fixed rate
of damages for eaoh day of absenoe from
work. The petition of revision is, therefore,
dismissed with costs. I fix Rs. 5 as Pleader’s
fee in this Court.

Petition dismissed.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No 299 of 1916

April 10,1918.
* T resent :—-Sir Henry Richards, K~t.

,

Chief Justice, and Justice Sir P. C.
Banerjee, Kt,

SURAJ, BHAN

—

Defendant—Appellant
versus

HASHIM BEGAM and others— Plaintiffs—Respondents.
Contract Act fIX o/ 1872;, *. 70 -Sale-Considera.

turn part of, left with vendee to pay off creditor ofvendor Payment in excess of amount left with vendee
Excess amount, whether can be recovered from vendor.
under a sale-deed executed by the plaintiff iti

tlie defendant, a sum of money was left
with the defendant for payment to a creditor of
the plaintiff who held a mortgage over some other
property belonging to the plaintiff. Defendant
paid off the mortgage with a sum in excess of that
which was loft with him. In a suit by the plaintiff
o recover a portion of the consideration for the salewhich had been loft unpaid:

^iafc defendant could not be allowed to set
off the amount paid by him to the plaintiff s creditor
in excess of the amount that was left with him inas-much as the excess payment was not obligatory upon
the defendant, [p. 903, col. 1; p. 901, col! 1.]

Second appeal from a deoreeof the District
Judge, Moradabad.
Mr. Kailas Nath Katju. for The Hon’ble Dr.

lei Bahadur Sapru, for the Appellant.
Dr. S. M. Sulaiman

t for the Respondents.
.
UDGMENT.— The point which arises in

this appeal is as follows. Certain im-
moveable property was sold for a considerable
sum of money. In the sale-deed the oon-
si eration is stated to have been receivedm a certain way (as per details
at the foot of 'the deed). According
to this detail the vendee was to retain a
gum of R>3. 8,150 for payment tD a certain

creditor of the vendors who had a mort-
gage upon other property belonging to the
vendors, and whioh was no part of
the property sold to the vendee. Some
delay seems to have taken plaoe in the
registration of the deed and as a con-
sequence, the vendee alleges that he did
not pay the Ra 8 , 150 . Eventually when
he succeeded in getting the sale-deed re-
gistered he went to the creditor and
offered him the Rs. 8,150, whioh the
creditor refused to receive because further
interest had in the meantime aoorued
amounting to the sum of Rs, 749 or
thereabouts. The present suit was instituted
by the plaintiffs to reoover the portion of the
purchase- money whioh they alleged had not
been paid. The defendant admitted that a
portion of the purchase- money had not been
paid but ho olaimed credit as against theamount that remained unpaid for the sum
of Rs. 749 interest, whioh he alleged he had
paid the creditor of the vendors. Both
the Courts below held that assuming that
the defendant had paid the creditor the extrasum of Rs. 749 for the interest whioh had
aoorued, he oould not plead this as a set-
off against the plaintiffs’ olaim for the
unpaid purchase-money upon the ground
that there was no obligation on the vendee
to pay any mouey to the creditor exoept the
Rs. 8,150, whioh had been left with him by the
vendors. In second appeal to this Court it has
been urged that the view taken by the Courts
below was iuoorreot and seotion 70 of the
Contract Act i-^relied upon. That seotion
provides that where a person lawfully
does anything for another person, or delivers
anything to him, not intending to do so
gratuitously and snob other person enjoys
the benefit thereof, the latter is bound to
make compensation to the former in respeot
of or to restore the thing so done or
delivered.” We do not think that this
section applies to the oiroumstanoes of the
present oase. It was admitted at the Bar
that if the sale-deed had been silent
about payment to the creditor of the
vendors and that the vendee of his own
motion had paid off the creditor, he oould
not have pleaded suoh payment as a set-
off again-4 the purchase money. We think
that exactly the same reasoning applies to
the present oase. A oording to the sale-deed
the only sum whioh the yeqdee was requested
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to retain out of the purchase-money and

pay to the creditor, was the sum of

Rs. 8,150. The payment of the balance

was a payment gratuitously made. We
have already pointed out that the property

mortgaged to secure the sum due to the

creditors was no part of the property sold.

It may be of course that the plaintiffs

have benefited by the payment to the

creditor, but this by itself is no sufficient

ground to entitle the defendant to set it

off against the plaintiffs’ claim. We dismiss

the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 363 of 1917.

July 16, 1918.

Present :— Mr. Batten, A. J. C.

GANDELAL M. G. HAZARILAL—
Defendant—Appellant

versus

MANJEE SO \'AR—Plaintiff

—

Respondent.
Civil Procedure Code (Act Y of 1 008,1 , s. 47, 0,

XX/, rr. 58, G3

—

P reculion—Attachment—Objection by

stranger
,
dismissal of,

on ground that he was party to

suit—Appeal
,

whether lies— Suit, regular, maintain-

ability of.

Whore in execution of a decree a person who
claims that ho was not a party to t ho suit prefers an
objection to the attachment of certain property in

the capacity of a stranger to the suit and the

objection is dismissed on the ground that he was
a party to the suit, no appeal lies against the order
dismissing the objection but it is open to t ho objector
to tile a regular civil suit to establish his right to

t he property attached.
[ p 1)05, col. I J

In such cases the test is whether the claim as
laid by the objector is adverse to the claims of the
real judgment-debtor, and an objector claiming under
a paramount title is not deprived of his ordinary
remedy of a regular suit merely because his objection
is dismissed on the ground that ho is held to he a
party to the suit, [p col 1.]

Appeal against the decree of the Divi-

sional Judge, Nagpur Division, in Civil

Appeal No. 132 of 1916, decided on 16th
April 19 1 7, arising out of Civil Suit No.
5S of 1915, decided by the Additional
Sub Judge, Kamptee, on the 26th Septem-
ber 1916.

Messrs. M. V. Joshi and V. V. Ghetale,
for

the Appellant.

The Hon’ble Sir B. K. Bose and Messrs. F.

Bose and Eraksha
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—Appeal by the defendant.

The facts out of which this appeal arises

are brie ll y these. T(ie defendant in. 1907

filed a suit in the Court of bmall Causes,

Bombay, for the price of goods sold, the

defendant in the suit being described as
.

Mannalal Ramohandra residing in Bombay.

An ex parte decree for Rs. 1,710-6- 0 was

passed. In execution the judgment debtor

was arrested and imprisoned, and then re-

leased as his subsistence allowance was not

paid. The Bombay decree was transferred

for execution to the Court of the Distriot

Judge, Nagpur, and the jewelry of the pre-

sent plaintiff-respondent Manji son of Dipa-

ram was attached He lodged an objection m

under rule 5^, Order aAI of the 1st

Schedule to the Civil Procedure Code, on

the ground that he was not a party to the

suit and that the jewelry was his. The

Additional District Judge dismissed the

objection, holding that the objector was a

party to the suit. The objection was dis-

missed as the executing Court held that

the objeotor was a party to the suit, since

the debtor in the suit was a firm of which

the objeotor and his brother Ramohandra

were the partners. The respondent has

brought the present suit to recover from

the decree-holder the money whioh he paid

in .satisfaction of the decree to get his

jewelry leleased from attachment. The

learned Sub- Judge held that the respondent

was not a party to the suit, the person

against whom the decree had been passed

bsing bis brother Ramohandra in his in-

dividual capacity, and decreed the respond-

ent’s claim. In appeal the learned Distriot

.lud go upheld the decree, taking the same

view as to the facts. It was also contended

in first appeal that the suit was barred by

the rule of res judicata
,

it having been

decided in the execution proceedings that

the respondent was a party to the suit and

that the remedy of the objeotor wa9 by

way of appeal from that decision. The

learned Divisional Judge held that

the dismissal of the objection was not a

decision under section 47, Civil Procedure

Code, of a question arising between parties

to the suit, and that a separate suit lay

\

X
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under rule 63 of Order XXL The first

ground of appeal to this Court is that the
executing Court having held that the re-
spondent was a party to the suit, that finding,
not having been appealed against is con-
elusive. It is argued that the executing
Court was bound to determine whether or
not the objeotor was a part* to the suit,
and its decision that he was such a party
is a decision that the question was one be-
tween the parties to tha suit within the
meaning of section 47, and not having been
appealed against is a final decision.

I am of opinion that the view taken by
the Divisional Judge is oorreot. There is

no reported case exactly on all fours, but
in Uper.dra Nath Kalamuri v. Kusum Kumari
Dost (l) it was held that an objection
made by a shebait of a deity, against whom
a decre had been passed as shebait

, that
the property attached was his private pro.
perty, was not an objection by a party to
the suit as such within the meaning of
section 47, and an appeal did not lie against
the order on the objection. If the same
individual can claim to be regarded as
having two capacities in one of whioh he
was not a party to the suit, a fortiori a
person who claims that he was not a party
to the suit oan make an objection in the
capacity of a stranger to the suit. The
test is laid down at page 450* of the case
cited, and is whether the claim laid by the
objeotor is adverse to the claims of the real

judgment debtor. The nature of the pro-
ceedings is to be judged by the claim of
the objeotor, and an objector claiming
under a paramount title is not deprived
of his ordinary remedy merely because his

objection is dismissed on the ' ground that
he is'held to be a party to the suit.

The second ground of appeal calls in

question the concurrent findingof both the
lower Courts that the decree was against
Ramohandra individually. This appears to

be a finding of fact, binding on this Court.
It is argued by the learned Advooate for
the appellant that the interpretation of a
decree is a question of law. In any case
I am of opinion after studying the record
that the decision of the lower Courts is

indubitably correct. Whatever the nature
(1) 27 Ind. Cas. 328; 42 C. 440; 19 C. W. M. 520;

20 C. L. J. 485.

~*Page of 42 C—m.

of the suit, that the appellant should have
brought or intended to bring, the suit and
deoree were actually against the individual
Ramchandra.
The appeal is dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

ALLAHABAD HTGH COURT.
First Civil appeal No. 397 of 1915,

April 12, 1918.
Present:—Mr. Justice Piggott

and Mr. Justice Walsh.
UMRAO SINGH and another—

.

Plaintiffs— Appellants
versus

UMRAO SINGH

—

Defendant
Respondent.

Partition Act (IV of 1893), 2, 3-Partition, suit
for— Defendant claiming to exercise right oj pur.
chase Withdrawal of suit, application for, whether can
be allowed— Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908J O

In a suit for partition of a house the plaintiff
stated that the partition of the house by metes and
bounds would spoil t lie house altogether and asked
the Court under section 2 of the Partition Act to
order a sale of the house. The defendant claimed
to exercise his right under section 3 of the Act to
buy the plaintiff’s share at a valuation to be fixed by
the Court. The Court proceeded to cause a valuation
ot the house to be made and after it had fixed the
valuation of the plaintiff’s share, the latter filed an
application for leave to withdraw the suit with
liberty to bring a fresh suit, which was dismissed-

Held, that the application having been made at a
time when matters had readied a stage at which the
defendant was entitled to the benefit of the claim
which he had put forward under section 3 of the
Partition Act, the Court exercised a sound discretion
in refusing to allow the application, [p. ^06, col. 2.]

First appeal from a decree of the
Additional Subordinate Judge, Meerut.

Dr. Surendra Nath Sen (with him Mr
B. E. O'Conor), for the Appellants.
The Hon’ble Dr. Te) Bahadur Sapm and Mr

Girdhari Lai Agarwala
, for the Respondent.*

JUDGMENT —The appellants in this Court
were the plaintiffs in a suit for partition.
They owned between them8-19ths of a certain
house. The defendant owned the remaining
1.19th share. In their plaint at paragraph
4 the plaintiffs stated that, regard being
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had to its accommodation, the partition of

the house in suit would spoil the house

altogether so that it would not ‘ at all remain

comfortable for residential purposes.”

Hence the plaintiffs asked the Court under

section 2 of the Partition Act (IV of 1893)

to order a sale of the house. In reply the

defendant raised alternative pleas. In the

first place he alleged that a partition of

the house by metes and bounds could be

effected to the mutual oonvenienoe of the.'

parties, provided it were effeoted in a

certain way. In the alternative he pleaded

that if the Court held that the house oould

not ’reasonably or conveniently be parti-

tioned and was prepared to accept the

plaintiffs’ prayer for an auotion-sale, then

the defendant claimed to exercise his right

‘under seotion 3 of the same Act to buy

the plaintiffs’ share at a valuation. At a

later stage it is quite clear that the defend-

ant was prepared to withdraw, and did

withdraw, his objection to the plaintiffs’

allegation that the hou^e could not con-

veniently be partitioned. He eleoted to

abide by his alternative claim to purohase

at a valuation to be fixed by the Court. The

Court proceeded accordingly to oause a valua-

tion to be made, obtained a report from

Commissioners, heard objections to that

report and fixed the value of the plaintiffs’

share at IU 6,000. It has framed its

deoree accordingly, permitting the defendant

to purohase at this price. In the memo,

randum of appeal before us it is o intended,

firstly, that the Court bebw has misinter-

preted sections 2 and 3 of the Partition Act.

We think that on the contrary the Court

below has properly applied those sections

according to their plain meaning. The

suggestion that the Court could not legally

take the action which it did, without first

taking evidence and recording an atlirmative

finding to the effect that the house could

not conveniently be partitioned and that its

sale by auction would bo more beneficial

to the share-holders, comes with an ill-

graoe from the plaintiffs-appellants. They

are, as a matter of fact, trying to make

it a grievance that the Court accepted their

own allegations of fact to be correct.

Moreover, as we have already pointed out,

the defendant in a ' subsequent pleading had

virtually accepted the same position. Finally

it has been urged upon us that, at a later

stage of the trial, when the plaintiffs

discovered what the result of the proceedings

was likely to be, they asked permission of

the Court to withdraw from their suit, with

leave to bring a fresh suit, and that this

request was refused. Under the circumstances

the Court below exercised a sound discretion

in refusing to aliow this application. Matters

had reached a stage at which the defendant

was entitled to the benefit of the claim

which he had put forward under seotion

3 of the Partition Act, and in any case

the application for withdrawal filed by thd

plaintiffs does not satisfy the conditions

laid down by Order XXIII of the Code of Civil

Procedure. In the memorandum of appeal

before us there is no definite plea that

the finding of the Court below, fixing the

value of the plaiutiffs’ share at Rs. 6,000,

is incorrect. Even if we oan understand the

paragraph of the memorandum of appeal

before us as suggesting such a plea, it seems

to u 9 that the finding of the Court below

is in accordance with the weight of the

evidence. The result is that this appeal

fails and we dismiss it with oosts.

Appeal dismissed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 334 of 1917.

September 12* 1918.

Present:—Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.

BALLRAM—Plaintiff - Appellant

versus

G ANP \T - Defendant— Respondent.

Civil Procedure Cod-: (Act I oj UK)S), O. 1 /, 17,

). XXII I, r. \ —Amendment of plaint- Withdrawal oj

. ii if— . | ppnil }
second— Dela [i in waking application

,

'fleet of.
.

Plaintiff brought a suit, for a declaration that a

•erhiin sale- dot'd executed by his father was a bogus

transaction. At a later stage the plaint was amend-

nl so as to incliulo a claim for possession of the

[iroporty sold. Both the trial Court and the Court

>f lirst appeal hold that consideration had passed

for the silo and dismissed the suit. In second

\ppoal it n as sought to impeach the sale on the

ground that it was not for antecedent debts or for

legal necessity and was, therefore,not binding on

the plaintiff:
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flcZd, that at such a late stage of the proceedings
the plaintiff could not be allowed either to amend
his pleadings or to withdraw from the suit with
liberty to bring a fresh suit.

Appeal against the decree of the Special
Additional District Judge, Akola, dated the
27th April 1917.

Mr. V. V. Chitale
,

for the Appel-
lant.

JUDGMENT.—This second appeal arises
out of a suit for a declaration that a sale-deed

the 5th December 1910 executed by the
plaintiff’s father Parashram in favour of
the defendant’s father was a bogus transac-
tion. At a later stage

.
the plaint was

amended so as to include a claim for posses-
sion of a half share of the property sold.
It may be noted that in a previous liti-

gation between the defendant’s father and
the plaintiff’s uncle Krishna it has
been decided that Parashram had only a
right to convey a half share in the field.
Now both the Courts below have held
that the transaction in favour of the de-
fendant’s father was not a bogus transaction
and that there was consideration for the t

sale. The suit has, therefore, been dismiss-
ed.

In second appeal it is contended that *
the sale by the father was not for an (

antecedent debt nor for legal necessity.
This is a point which the plaintiff never s ,

raised in the Courts below. Having regard 9
to the fact that the plaintiff originally
eame.into Court with a relief for a deolara-

|||tion 'based upon a particular ground, it t

c

is not competent to him now to insist of

upon the invalidity of the sale-deed upon th

grounds not raised before. There is j”

soaroely any suggestion that' the property m
'

Was joint anoestral property in which the th

plaintiff had a right by birth. After four
years of litigation I cannot allow the
plaintiff either to amend hi3 pleadings
or to withdraw from the suit with ag
liberty to bring a fresh suit. It is argued
that recent decisions have pointed out that
a father has no power <o sell ancestral na
family property except for legal necessity

^°r *s strictly an antecedent debt.
The Privy Council decisions cite ^ ai

with approval the Pull Bench ruling

^ Allahabad High Court in
Ohandradeo Singh v. Mata Prasad (l), a

907

°,
as

f. .

w
,

bl°h wa8 followed in 19)3 by (heJudioial Commissioner in Hita Ram v . JJdheRam (2). I am, therefore, unable to accede
to the prayer that either the pleadings shouldb
u

a
, ?.‘r

d t0 be araended or that the plaintiffshould be given liberty t 0 bring a fresh suit

&
The appeal IS

, therefore, dismissed. There
w.ll be no order for costs, as the respondent
appears in person.

p ent

Appeal dismissed.

(2) 19 Ind. Cas. 801; 9 N. L. R. 74.

(1) 1 Ind. Cas. 479; 31 A. 176; 6 A, L. J. 263,

.CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal fko^j 0.<der No. 310 cf 1916.

June 4, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syed Shamsul Huda KtSATISH MOHINf DEBYA M others
J ULG.M ENT- PERTORS - APPELLANTS

versus
PABNA BANK, LIMITED- Decree holler— Responden
Mortgage decree

, whether can be executed against

7t7J\ZZ
0/T V- ,Cdem Pfion -Limdatioi Act(IX oj 1908J, s. 15—Execution of decree T /».

t

•

Ct

suspension of, while case struck off.

' atlon
t

A mortgage decree cannot bo executed no-o- .some of the owners of the equity of redemption”
908

,
col. 1 .]

- i coemption
[p.

After the final decree in a mortgage suit hadbeen sot as.de in appeal as against some of hedefendants and the case as against them was orderedto be retried, the decree-holders applied for evocationof the decree as against the other defendants 1 ?
the executing Court, declining to issue n! ™, '

until the liability of the defendants against ,1
the decree had been set aside was finally settled*

the'pres'enT
^ ^ —tio/cat for'

Held, that the execution of the decree cf i

ty the Court’s order striking off the execution caseso that limitation in respect of execution ,i,vi /
begin to run until the liability of the 2fendantaagainst whom the decree had been set asirln ^
finally settled, [p. 908, cols. 1 & 2.]

‘ as

Appeal against the order of the Subordi-
"a

5
e L'!?6 ’ Pabna and Bogra, dated the 18thJuly 191o.
Dr. Dwarkanath Hitter, for the Appel,

lant.
'

Babus Brojalal Chuckerbutty and Gurudas
binha\ for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.-Thia is an appeal by theby the

representative, the widow, of a deceased

/
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judgment- debtor against the order of the

learned first Subordinate Judge of Pabna,

dated the 10th July 1916, directing exe-

cution to issue in respeot of a certain decree.

The matter is an extremely^imple one if

we take the material fact9 and confine our

attention to them. The husband of the

appellant was a party to a mortgage in

favour of an institution called the Pabna

Bank, Limited, which is a financial insti-

tution, 1 am told, constituted of the local

lawyers practising at Pabna. That mort-

gage was dated the 16th June 1908. It is

stated that nine days before the mortgage,

the husband of the appellant, that is the

judgment debtor Basant Kumar Roy, exe-

cuted a deed of gift of one of the properties

in the town of Pabna in favour of his

wife, the present applicant. Be that as it

may, the Pabna Bank, Limited, instituted

in the year 1908 a suit on their mortgage.

They obtained a deoree on the 15th Febru-

ary 1909, and the order absolute for sale

was made on the 25th November of the

same year. Subsequently, the defendants

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 took further proceedings

in the matter. The case came up to the

High Court. The deoree as against the

defendants Nos. 2, 3 and 4 was set aside

and the case was ordered to be retried.

But the decree and the order absolute for

sale as against the other defendants were

not interfered with. In the meantime, on

the 27th May 1913, an application was

made for execution as against the defend-

ants other than the defendants Nos. 2, 3

and 4. It is quite obvious that a mort-

gage deoree cannot be executed against

some of the owners of the equity of re-

demption, and the learned Judge to whom
the application for execution was made said

that he was not going on with that case

until the liability of the defendants ftos.

2, 3 and 4 had been finally settled. This

was clearly a proper order. In the result

the case was tried against the defendants

Nos. 2, 3 and 4. It was decreed on the

6th February 1915 by a preliminary decree

and the final decree was passed on the

27th September 1915, Then comes the pre-

sent application.

The point made is that the decree-holders

cannot execute the first deoree because it is

barred by limitation. That is quite clearly

not so, Fxeoution was clearly stayed by the

order of the 27th May 1913. The Judge

said that he declined to make any order

in the execution case until the liability

of the defendants Nos. 2, 3 and 4 .was

finally settled and he struck off, as he

stated in his order, the execution case for

the present. What could a party da then

when the Judge said that until the liability

of the defendants No9. 2 3, and 4 was

settled, be declined to issue execution? As

a matter of faot, the learned Judge was

quite right. It is quite impossible to exe-

cute a deoree in a mortgage suit in the

way it was suggested. If that i3 so, then

limitation did not begin to run until the

liability of the defendants Nos. 2, 3 and 4

was finally settled; and that was done o^

the 27th September 1915. In that view,

the case was clearly withiu time and no

point can possibly be raised as against the

present application on the ground of limit-

ation. Dr. Mitter who appears for the

appellant did not make a point as to

whether the tabular statement did or did

not comply with the terms of Order

XXI, rule 11, Code of Civil Procedure,

That matter seems to be dealt with by tbe

learned Judge of the Court below._ If

necessary, it is only a matter of amend*

ment and amendment oan easily be made.

The decree was passed in 1909 against the

defendants other than the defendants Nos,

2, 3 and 4 and the deoree passed against

the defendants Nos. 2, 3 and 4 on the

6th February 1915. was made absolute on

the 27th September of tbe same year.

Under and by virtue of those deorees, the

mortgagees, the Bank, are entitled to have

the property brought to sale and the pro-

ceeds dealt with in accordance with the

terms thereof. The real point that Dr.

Mitter has raised in the present appeal

is the question of fraud and various oharges

of a similar nature made against the

Pabna Bank in tbe Court below.
.

That

question obviously cannot be gone into in

a matter of this nature. This is an appli-

oation to execute certain deorees that

have been passed and are found to be bind-

ing. So long as those decrees remain un-

disturbed, it is quite clear that it oanuot

be said that execution ought not to issue

because they were obtained by some -ini*

proper means. Those decrees, as long as

they stand, obviously must be treated as
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decrees binding on the parties, and are
liable to be executed. In my opinion, the
learned Judge of the Court below came
to a correct conclusion when he directed
execution to issue in this oase. In that
view,, the present appeal fails and must
be dismissed with costs. We assess the
hearing fee at one hundred rupees.

Shamsifl Huda, J — I agree.

Appeal dismissed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COxMMrSStONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 243 of 1917,
August 24, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Mittrs, A. J. C.
DEODHAR SHEOSINGH—Defendant

—Appellant
versus

Thakur NIHAL SINGH

—

Plaintiff—
Respondent.

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908J, s. II, 0. 77,
r. 2—Bes judicata—Former suit dismissed on technical
point—Subsequent suit

,
whether barred.

In order to conclude a plaintiff by a plea of res
judicata it is not sufficient to show that there was
a former suit between the same parties, for the same
matter, upon the tame cause of action. It is
necessary also to show that there was a decision
finally granting or withholding the relief sought,

here a suit is dismissed for misjoinder or multi-
fariousness or because all the necessary parties
have not been joined in it or on any other purely
technical point, a subsequent suit on the same cause
of aotion is not barred, [p. 910, col. J.]

Appeal from the decree of the Court
of the District Judge, Raipur, dated the 7th
March 1917, in Appeal No. 342 of 1916,
The Hon’ble Sir Bipin Krishna Bose

,
for

the Appellant.
Mr. P. S. Kotwal

, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiff is the Zemin-
-uar of Gunderdehi and the defendant
was a thekadar of Mauza Pinkapar, which
is one of the villages in the Zemindari.
The defendant held the village, according

the plaintiff, under a lease from the
plaintiff’s grandfather which expired in
1911.

.

The plaintiff, therefore, sues for
possession of the village including sir and
khudkast appertaining thereto.

In Suit No. 350 of 1913 the present
plaintiff sued for possession of sir and
khudkast lands of Pinkapar, alleging that
he had already received possession of the
rest of the village. The defendant denied
in that suit that he had given back pos-
session of the village, and pleaded that
the plaintiff could not bring a suit for
possession of the sir and khudkast land
without ejecting the defendant from the
village. The Court held that there was
no voluntary surrender of the village by
the defendant, though the Court of Wards
on behalf of the plaintiff realized rents
from the tenants. The following passage
from the judgment in Suit No. 350 of
1913 gives the reasons for the dismissal
of the suit :

—
‘As the suit has not been properly

framed nor does it include the whole of
the claim which the plaintiff is entitled
to make in respeot. of the village and the
allegations made by plaintiff have not
been established, I find that the plaintiff
cannot succeed. His present suit, there-
fore, fails and is dismissed with oosfq ”

(Exhibit D 1),

A- * W LU J — — o V U

but the appeal was withdrawn. The
Appellate Court refused to give the
plaintiff liberty to bring a fresh suit
(Exhibit D 3).

In seoond appeal it

that the decree in

operates as res judicata

sent suit is barred by
The plaintiff, it is

pressed the appeal

possession of sir

was entitled to and

is now contended
the previous suit
and that the pre-
Order II, rule 2.

urged, should have
with regard to the
and khudkast as he
left it to a future

suit to decide whether there was an
omission or relinquishment of his claim
to the rest of the village, within the
meaning of Order II, rule 2. Farther it

is pointed out that the plaintiff obtained
no permission to withdraw from the suit
with liberty to bring a fresh suit, that
the plaint was not rejected, but the
suit was dismissed by a decree. It is

urged that even if the decision of
former Court was erroneous in law
decree is still binding on the pJaint-

also

the

the

iff.

In Suit No. 350 all the issues were
found in favour of the plaintiff ex 3ept
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that the Court held that there was no

surrender of the village. The Court rightly

or wrongly held that the plaintiff was

bound to bring a suit for the village as '

well as the home farm land : in other words,

the Court held that there was a defect

in the frame of the suit, and hence the

suit as framed was dismissed.

Cases were cited before me to show

that the oause of action in the suits is

identical. I will assume this in favour

of the appellant throughout this judg-

ment.

In Saikappa GhetU v. Rani Kulandapuri

Nachiyar (1) it was laid down: "To

oonolude a plaintiff by a plea of

res indical

a

it is not sufficient to show that

there was a former suit between the same

parties -for the same matter upon the

same oause of aotion. It is necessary

also to show that there was a deoision

finally granting or withholding the relief

sought.” There was no final grant or

withholding of the relief sought. The

suit as framed was held to be not main-

tainable.

Neill, J. C., in Ganpat Rao v. Doma Patel

(2) speaking of the rule of res judicata says:

"It is sound law when a suit has been

dismissed for misjoinder or multifarious-

ness or because all
x
the proper parties

have not been joined in it or when it

has been dismissed on a purely technical

point, a subsequent suit is not barred.”

The dooreo read by itself is an un-

conditional dismissal of the suit, but we

are entitled to look at the judgment to

see what was actually decided. In the

view taken in the previous suit the

frame of the suit prevented its '‘determina-

tion on the merits of the case. To use

the words of Phear, J„ in Futteh Singh v.

Musanirnat Luchmee Kooer (3), The fact that

the Court has in form passed a decree

dismissing the suit, does not alter the

character of the determination.”

The decree, even if erroneous, must be

held to be binding upon the plaintiff, as

contended for the appellant; the appeal

(1) 3 M. II. C. K. 84.

(2) 3 C. L*. L. It. 3.

(3) 21 W. lt. 10*.

was withdrawn and no liberty to bring a

fresh suit was given.

The appellate proceedings have not,’

however, » plaoed (he plaintiff in a worse

position than he was under the deoree of

the first Court. It is true he might have
pressed the appeal for his claim for home
farm land relinquishing his olaim to the

rest of the village, but this he was not

bound to do, if he was prepared to take

the risk of a different construction being

put upon the deoree of the first Court.

The decree, I have now held, does not

operate as res judicata.

The oa9e is analogous to the case when
a suit for a purely declaratory deoree is

disuissed on the ground that consequen-

tial relief should have been asked

for. There are a number of oases where it

has been held that a subsequent suit

for possession is not barred either^ by
section 11 or by Order II, rule 2. The
difficulty has been felt mainly with re-

ference to the application of section 43 of

the Code of 1882. All the oases cited are in

favour of the plaintiff and none in favour of

the defendant. In L. Rookev Dosai Sonar (4)

Stevens, J.C., followed the oases mentioned in

Jihunti Nath Khan v. Shib Nath Chuckerb !itty

^5), Komola Earning l)ebia v. Lake Nath Kur
((3), Ram Sneak Singh v. Nakched Singh (7)

and Mohan Lai v. Bilaso (8). To these I may
add Bhola Singh v. Gurdit Singh (9).

I find the weight of authority is distinctly

against the appellants’ contention. I hold that

the suit is not barred either by section 11 or

Order XX, rule 2.

The appeal is, therefore, dismissed with

costs.

Appeal dismissed.

(4) 7 C. l\ li. K. 63.

(*) 8 C. 819; 10 C. L. R. 537; 4 lad. Dec (n\ 8.)

52).

U>) 8 0. 825 foot-note; 11 C. L. R. 183; 4 Ind. Deo.
(n. s.) 532.

(7

1

4 A. 261; 2 Iml. Doc. (s. s.l 830.

(5) 14 A. 5)2: A. \Y. N. [1832) 80; 7 Ind. Deo. (n.s.)

696.

(9) 66 P. R. 1884.
'

*
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Ord'e r No. 348 of

1917.

July 31, 1918.
Present: Mr. Justice Teunon and

Mr. Justice Cuming.
MOHINI MOHAN SIRKAR, minor, and
others Decree -holders—Appellants

versus
NAVADWIP CHANDRA BISWAS—

Judgment debtor—Respondent.
Execution of decree—Application for attachment ofmoveables—Subsequent application for - attachment of

immoveables
, xvhether in continuation of previous appli-

cation—Limitation. 11

On the 26th of August 1918 a decree- holder madean application for execution of a decree for
arrears of rent, which lie had obtained on the 10th of
December 19 JR, praying for the attachment and sale
ot the judgment-debtor’s moveable properties. Pro-
cesses were issued accordingly, but as the result of
proceedings taken by the judgmeut-debtor, the
attachment of moveables was found to be impracti-camc. Thereupon on the 22nd February 1917 the
decree-holder prayed that he should be permitted
to proceed against the judgment-debtor’s immove.

Permission was granted and on the
<54th February 1917 the decree-holder hied a list of
he immoveable properties against which he desired
that proceedings should be taken:

Held, that the applications of the 22nd and 24th
February 1917 should be regarded and treated as in
continuation of the application made on the 26th
August 1916 and that, therefore, there was no bar of
imitation to the execution sought bv the decree-
holder. [p. 912, col. 1.]
Asgar Ali v. Troilokya Nath Uhosc

,
17 C. 631: 8 lud.

Dec.
(N . s.) 960 (F. B.), distinguished.

trnanendra Kumar Rti Choicdhury v. Shayama
T t on/™’

44Ind ‘ Caa - 553; 22 C. W. N. 540; 27 C.
J. d98, applied.
Where on an application for execution of a decreemade in accordance with law, execution cannot be

successfully taken against the property specified in

\
e application by reason of causes for which the

aecree-holder is in no way responsible, he should not
e confined to the properties first specified, but it
open to linn to ask the Court to proceed against
ie

,

r
.

°Perties specified in his further supplement-ary list. [p. 912, col. 1.]

Appeal against the order of the Dis-
of ^iUah Murshidabad, dated

e 16th June 19*7, reversing that of the
Ufcoiating Munsif, Berhampur, dated the 24th
Maroh 1917.

11

BISWAS.

holder appellant obtained a deoree for
arrears of rent against the judgment-debtor-
respondent in this appeal. On the 26thAugust 1916 the deoree-holder made an
application for execution, and in the same
application prayed for the attachment and
sale of the judgment debtor’s moveable
properties. Processes were issued aooording-
ly, but as the result of proceedings taken
apparently by the judgment-debtor the
attachment of moveables was found to be
impracticable. Thereupon on the 22nd
hebruary 1917 the deoree-holder prayed
that he should be permitted to proceed
against the judgment-debtor’s immoveable
properties. Permission was granted and on
the 24th February 19(7, the deoree-holder
filed a list of the immoveable properties
agamstwh'd. he desired that proceedings
should be taken.

Babus Gunada Charan Sen for Babu Moh ini
Mohan Chntterjee, for the Appellants.
Babu turna Chandra Roy, for the Respond-

ent.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out of
oer am exeoution proceedings. It appears
mat on the 10th December 1913 the decree-

rhe application made on the 26th August
1916 was admittedly within time. But
the Court of first appeal has held that the
applications made on the 27nd and 24th
February 1 -17 were barred by the three
years rule of limitation to be found in
Article 6 of Schedule [I, of the Bengal
TenaDoy Aot. In appeal the deoree-holder
contends that the applications made on the
22nd and 24th February 1917 should be
considered and treated, not as fresh ornew applications, but a9 applications made
as parts of and in continuation of the first
application rendered necessary by the fact
that the Court was unable to give the deoree-
holder the remedy sought for in the first
instance. The judgment debtor-respondent
on the other hand cites the Full Bench
case of Asgar Aliv ; Troilohja Nath Ghose (l)
and on the authority of that case contends
that the applications of the 22nd and 24th
February 1917 should be looked upon Ts in
the nature of amendments of the original
application and, therefore, as amendments
which could not be made after the original
application had been admitted and registered.
The present case may, however, be distin-
guished from the Full Bench case in the
manner in which the case of Gnanendra
Kumar Rai Chnwdhury v. Shayama Sunder Jen
(2), to the decision of which I was myself a 1

(1) 17 C. 6 31; 8 1ml. Dec. (v.

(2; 41 lud. Cas. 553; 22 C. VY,

398.

(v.s.) 930 (F. B.).
X. 519; 27 C. L. J.
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party, was distinguished. In this oase, as

in that case, the application of the 26th

August 1916 was one made in accordance

with law. Iu this case, as in that oase, by

reason of causes for which the decree-holder

was in no way responsible, execution could

not be successfully taken against the pro-

perties 6rst specified. As in that oase, we

are of opinion that in such a case the decree-

holder should not be confined to the pro-

perties first specified and it was open to

him to ask the Court to proceed against

the properties specified in his further and

supplementary list. For the reasous given,

therefore, we are of opinion that the

applications of the 22nd and 2Hh February

1917 should be regarded and treated as in

continuation of the application made on

the 26th August 1 '16, and that there is

no bar of limitation to the execution sought

by the decree-holder.

In this view of the oase *e need not

consider the question, namely, whether by

reason of the iudgment-debtor’s conduct he

has net brought himself within the excep-

tion to Article 6 of the 3rd Schedule of

the Bengal Tenancy Act. That is a ques-

tion which we leave open.

This appeal is accordingly decreed with

costs. We assess the hearing fee at two

gold mohurs.

Coming, J.— I agree.

Appeal allowed.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Fir^t Civil Appeal No. 2 ok 1918.

June 10, 1918

Present :
— Mr. Lindsay, J. C., and Pandit

Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C.

RUDRA PRATAP SINGH alias GUDAR
and another— Plaintiffs— Appellants

versus

Musammat UM RAI KUN W AR
AND A NOTH K R— DEK E N DAN TS— ReSPON DENTS.

Construction of document— Will, interpretation of—
Intention of testator— Lije-eslote, transfer of, to

ream in derm a n
, <

fleet oj — Su rrender—Accelera tion.

A Hindu test at or devised a life-estate in favour

of Ids widow, and on her death, a vested remained

iu favour of Ids grandson by a predeceased daughter,

whom he had Inought upas his own son, subject to

certain devises for maintenance in favour of the

plaint ilTs, who were also his grandsons by another

daughter:
« j

Held, that the intention of the testator was to

provide immediate means for the maintenance of

the plaintiffs after his death, and that, therefore,

the plaintiffs became entitled to the properties

devised to them immediately on the happening of

that event, [p. 913, col. 2.]

A transfer of his entire interest effected by the

holder of a life-estate in favour of the remainderman

operates as a surrender accelerating the devolution

of the estate in favour of the latter, [p. 913, col. 2.]

Appeal from the decree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, Bara Banki, dated the 15th

December 1917.

Babu Basudeo Lai
,

the Hon’ble Pandit

Gokaran Nath Misra and Babu Gopal Sahai
,

for the Appellants.

The Hon’ble Syed Wazir Hasan and

Syed Ali Mohammad
,

for the Respond-

ents.

JUDGMENT.—The dispute in this

case relates to the village Madarpur

Bahadur Singh, which formed part of the

estate belonging to Sarabjit Singh. Sarab-

jit Singh was a taluqiar whose father

was entered at No. 41 in List I and

No. 7 in List IT, appended to Act I of 1869.

He had a wife, Musammat Umrai Knnwar,

who is defendant No. 1, and 4 daughters,,

Musammat Balraja, Musammat Sheoraja,

Musammat Dilaram and Musammat Sirtaja.

Musammat Balraja was a widow. Musam-

mat Sheoraja had died, leaving two

sons, Rudra Pratap Singh and Dasrath

Lai, who are the plaintiffs- appellants.

Musammat Dilaram died, leaving a son,

Piare Lai, who is defendant No> 2.

Musammat Sirtaja is said to have had no

issue.

On the 1C th February 1904 Sarabjit

Singh executed a Will by which he gave

to his wife, Musammat Umrai Knnwar, a

life-estate in all the immoveable property

belonging to him without any power of

alienation, with a vested remainder in

favour of Piare Lai, the son of the deceased

daughter Musammat Dilaram, whom he

had brought upas his own son, subjeotto a

devise in favour of the present plaintiffs

of the village Madarpur Bahadur Singh

for their maintenance without any power

of alienation, free from the payment of

Government revenue, generation after genera-

tion, so long as their line of descendants

continued to exist, and an annuity of Rs. 300

per year to Musammat Balraja for her

life and of Rs. 1,000 per annum to

Musammat Sirtaja and her male descend-
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ant«, so long as the male line of t '>3
desoendants did not become exHnof, and
thereafter of Rs . 100 per annum to her
female hne. The Will reoited a previous
gitt of some property in favour of V.usnm-
mat Jafri Begam, his oonoubine, and
the grant of a gv.zara to her son, Ki.at
bingh and further stated that alt Hie
moveatde property and effects in the house,
which Musammat Jafri Begam oooupied,

T
i

er®
,

ers ant^ ^ a t none of his successors
shall have any power to interfere with
her possession of the same.

iof«
Pab

i
it S ‘n?h died on the 6fch March

*. Musammat Umrai Kunwar got muta-
ion o names effected in her favour onhn death in respeot of the entire estate,
but subsequently surrendered her life estate
in favour of Piare Lai, the remainder-man mentioned in the Will, by a documentwhmh she executed in his favour on the 17thMay 1917.

The plaintiffs state that under the
aforesaid Will they beoarae entitled to the
possession of the village Madarp ir Bahadur

fi!

D
o r°

n
,

th ® death of Sarabjit Singh; but
the defendants contend that the Will gave
no right to the plaintiffs to olaim the said
village, so long as Musammat Umrai Kunwar
was alive. The Court bslow accepted the
oon en ion of the defendants and dismissed
tne olaim.

The interpretation put by the Court

fi%
0V

u °v.
^1Q 18 no ^> however, justi-

0 y ita terms. Excluding the preamble,
the operative part of the Will is divided
into two paragraphs, the first of which
states that by virtue of that Will the

oanoelled his previous Will of the
3 ober 1895, and the secoud pro-

080 s to make a devise of a life-estate in
avour o Mus immat Umrai Kunwar with-
out any power of alienation and averted
remainder in favour of P,are Lai on her
ea

, subject to certain bequests which
ere escribed in four sub paragraphs or
uses y one 0 f these clauses the

a f?
9 a^arpur Bahadur Singh was given

anf f
Plea 0nt plaintiffs and their desoend-

n
0r

. ,^
eir maintenanoe without any

* ° a ^ ,ena^on. By the other clauses

Bal /.
leS

^
0re provided for Musammat

deqonn^
Musammat Sirtaja and the

mado #

an
^ afc ^er a°d a provision

or o exclusion of certain property

58

013

°f

r

*

r
*

lg
!V

S previ0U3^ given to Musammat
datn Begam and her son, Kirat Singh,
and the effects or goods lying in the
house oooupied by Musammat Jafri Begam
from the operation of the Will in favour
of Musammat Umrai Kunwar and Piare
Lai. Each of these clauses restricts or
oontrols the main bequests made by the
second paragraph of the Will in favour
of Musammat Umrai Kunwar and Piare

al. The contention of the learned Counsel
for the defendants-respondents that these
clauses restrict and control only the vesting
of the estate in favour of Piare Lai on
the death of Musammat Umrai Kunwar
and do not affect the intermediate life-estate
granted to Musammat Umrai Kunwar, is
on the face of the document entirely
untenable. So far as Piare Lai is con-
cerned, no immediate bequest was made in
his favour, because as the testator says in
his Will and Musammat Umrai Kunwar
affirms in her dead of surrender, Piare Lai
was brought up and maintained by the
testator as his own son and Musammat
Umrai Kunwar was expeoted to look
after him after bis death. The construe-
tion adopted by the learned Subordinate
Judge is entirely unnatural, and does not
carry cut the intention of the testator,
which was to provide immediate means for
the maintenance of the plaintiffs and
his surviving daughters after his death.

The transfer effected by Musammat Umrai
Kunwar of her life-interest in favour of
the remainderman, moreover, operates as
a surrender, accelerating the devolution
in favour of the latter [ Behari Laly. Madho
Lai Ahir Gayawal (1)].

\\ e allow the appeal accordingly and
decree the claim of the plaintiffs for pos-
session and mesne profits to be ascertained
hereafter with costs here and hitherto and
direct that the amount of the said mesne
profits shall be determined by the Court below
in the manner provided by Order XX, rule 13
(c), of the Code of Civil Procedure. ' The
defendants respondents shall bear their o*n
costs throughout.

Appeal allowed.

(1) 19 C. 2?.6 19 I. A. SO; 6 Sar. P. C. J. 88; 9 Ind.
Dcs. (n. s.) 603 (P. C.)
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MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Appeal against Appellate Order

No. ^9 of 1917.

March 8, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Oldfield

and Mr. Justice Sadasiva Aiyar.

K. NANU NAIR and anotufk-Re-

fponients Nos. 1 and 3?— Appellants

t ersus

K. M. KUNDAN ASHTAMU RTH1
NAMBU DRIPAl) by MUKTEAR
KUNDAN DAMODARAN NAM-

BURR IPAD

—

Petitioner -Respondent.
Malabar Compensat ion far Tenants' 1mproeements

Art (l if 1L0(V, ss. 3 (2), H (3)— Ejectment suit

w/ainsl inn) tyajre—t inter fur payment of amount < Inc

aial improvements within certain time, nature and effect

,

,f
— Tel iminary and Jin'll decrees— Civil Troccdnrc

Code (Art V oj lyofV, s. -17,". XXXIV, re. 7, S, appli-

cability of, to cans under Mai ilnrr Conipensal ion Act—
tinier for i ral unt n'U of i inpmci nicnfs passed ajlcr

Art V of 1 DOS, whether peel iminary decree—Amend-

ment of a pf l ical ion for / e- ral nat ion an t order thereon

as pruceedinys in ereeution— Jurisdiction oj e.recutiny

Court— Appeal ayainst onler
,
maintainability oj.

The word “ejectment*’ in section 3 (2) of the Malabar

Compensation for Tenants’ Improvements Act

includes “redemption’’ or recovery of possession of the

land mortgaged. [p. 1)14, col. 2.J

'1 lie distinction between preliminary and final

decrees made in rules 7 and 8 of Order XXXIV, Civ il

Procedure Code, is unknown to decrees passed under

section (> (1) of the Malabar Compensation for

Tenants’ Improvements Act. The latter Act provides

only for one decree which is a decree in ejectment,

though that decree is liable to be revised by orders

passed by the executing Court under section 0 (3)

of the Act. [p. 915, col. 2; p, 9 Hi, col. 1.
)

An application for enhancement of tho value of

improvements owing to further improvements effect-

ed by the defendant after the date of the decree

cannot be treated as an application for a final decree,

nor can the order thereon be deemed to be the

final decree in the suit. An order for re-valuation

of improvements can only be passed by tho execut-

ing Com t. [p.
( )I5, col 2; p ‘MB, col. l.j

Where an appeal was preferred against an order

for re-valuation of improvements which was followed

by the passing of what was called a final decree

and tho appeal was dismissed on the ground that

no appeal lay:

Held, (1) that the application of the decree-holder,

though styled as one for the passing of a final decree,

was, in substance, one for the execution of the decree
already passed; pp. 910, col. 2.]

(2) that the Court should have ordered the amend-
ment of the application as one in execution and
passed its order thereon, in which case the order
for re-valuation would fall under section 47, Civil

Procedure Code, and be appealable; [p. 91?, col 1.]

(3) that tho Appellate Court could make the
amendment itself and pass the necessary orders after
the amendment, [p. 917, cjI 1.]

Appeal against the order, dated the 26th
June 191/, of tho Court of tho Temporary

Subordinate Judge, Palghat at Calicut,

in Original Suit No. 106 of 1917, and the

memorandum of objections to the said appeal

preferred against the order, dated the 6th

November 1916, of the Court of the

District Munsif, Palghat, in Miscellaneous

Petition No. 2350 of 1915 in Original Suit

No. 322 of 1907.

Mr. T. Eromani Unni %
for the Appel*

lants.

Mr. P. V. Parameswara Aiyar ,
for tho

Respondent.

The appeal and the memorandum of

objections coming on for hearing on

26th February 1918 and the oase having

stood over to this day for consideration,

the Court delivered the following

JUDGMENT.
Sad, Siva Aiyar, J.—This is an appeal

by two of the judgment debtors, mortgagees

and tenants under the Malabar Compensation

for Tenants’ Improvements Act, the re-

spondent being the mortgagor landlord

who brought this suit for ejectment and

obtained a decree. Under seotion 3, clause

(2) of the Malabar Compensation for Ten-

ants’ Improvements Act (Madras Aot

1 of 1900) “ejeotraant” include! “redemp-

t ion” or recovery of possession of the

land mortgaged. The revised deoree in

the suit passed by the Subordinate Judge

(the lower Appellate Court) on the 14th

February 1913 was to the following effeot:

that on plaintiff’s depositing into Court on

or before the 14th day of August

1913 the amount shown above as due to

various defendants less the arrears of rent

and costs and future rent till the date of

deposit, the defendants do surrender the

plaint properties with all improvements

thereon and if such payment is not made

on or before the said 14th August 1913

(he property shall be sold. This deoree

seems to have been substantially oonfirmed

by the High Court on 9th February 1915 .

Tho decree expressly mentions the value of

improvements due to the respective de-

fendants as required by seotion 6, clause (1)*

of the Malabar Compensation for Tenants

Improvements Act and does not order the

taking of any accounts either as regards

the amount which may be found due

under the mortgage on the date fixed for

redemption as in an ordinary mortgage

doorco or as regards improvements. The
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Malabar Compensation for Tenants’ Improve-

Se
°'

, ,
Aot

,,

wa9 P^sed in 19C0 when
the old Civil Procedure Code of 1882 was

fn
^nder that Code (according

to the law as finally settled in this Court!
only one decree is passed in an ordinary
mortgage suit for redemption in districts

r?7 -i°

6r *han the Malabar District; see
Lir.gamurti Pantulu (i).

he Malabar Compensation Aot by seotion

; M
n
i

Se
u

(1) ’ treated a suit for redemption

““flabar 88 a suit in ejectment and
provided for only one decree whiob, of
ourse, is a deoree in ejectment. As re-

gards decrees in ejectment there is no ques-
tion of preliminary decrees and final
decrees. As regards decrees for redemption
passed in other districts under the Transfer

Pr°Perty A °t and the old Civil Pro-
ure Code, there was only an order

absolute for foreclosure or for sale pro-
v.ded for, after the simple decree for re-
demption was passed. There was under

ese Acts no preliminary deoree and nohnal deoree as distinguished from the

daT/rl
6 de

°r *°r redemPtion, which was
on *be day that the judgment was

pronounced in the suit. The Malabar

frZ
P6
fK
Sa

m°
n A0t

’ however- made departuresm
,f

8

p
Tr;*r o f Property Act and

e old Civil Procedure Code as regards
procedure in a suit for ejeotment brought

againS t tenants [which term includes
mortgagees, see seotion 3, clause (1)], by (1)
providing m sub-seotions 3 and 4 of seotion

vaW,-
p

.

ass,n£ of an order as to re-

ftnri
° lm Provements even after deoree

eilH ( i.

eje
J
0tment by an ord8r of Court

the co
deoree, (2) by providing for

in
ry * n^ °f the deoree (originally passed)n accordance with the said order of the

imnrL
eX60a

r
deoree ^-valuing the

maUers
emen

1

tS
;-
(3) by Providing that the

“t;*!-
8 re

t
latl

,

D« t0 revaluation and to

auoh a"
0

l*^
8

. -

deoree in aooordanoe with

questions

'v
.

a aatlon sIla11 be deemed to be

decrerwit
r

b
a

.T
*° the 6xeontion °f tbe

of seotil o^
th

f
meani

'

n« of clause (1)
p ,

l0E °* the old Code of Civil

fhe nt“
r

-

0 aDd
t

(4) by D0t Providing for

or absolnt^
° &n or^er *or 8aIe either nisi

88 M Ti' <*«•
» » 92 and 93 of the Transfer

0) 2o M. 244, 12 Af, L. J. 279 (r. B.),

of Property Aot). The new Civil Procedure
Code of 1908 by Order XXXIV, rule 7, (see
marginal note) styled the only deoree passed
in a suit for redemption in other distriots
under the old Code as a 'preliminary deoree
and provided newly by Order XXXIV, rule 8,
for the passing of a final deoree in a re*
demption suit instead of the order
absolute for sale provided for in the Trans-
fer of Property Aot, the provisions in
which as regards deorees in mortgage
suits were repealed by the new Civil
Procedure Code. The new Civil Procedure
Code, however, makes no reference to the

< Malabar Compensation Act, seotion 6, under
which deorees in suits against mortgagees
of Malabar are :

direoted to be passed in
a particular form which makes no pro-
vision for the two kinds of deorees, “pre-
liminary ” and “final”. The new Civil
Procedure Code in seotion 4, clause (1), says:
In the absence of any specific provision to the

contrary, nothing in this Code shall be deemed
to limit or otherwise affect any special or
local law now in force or any special juris-
diction or power conferred or any special
form or procedure prescribed by or under any
other law for the time being in force.”
It is thus clear that notwithstanding the
passing of the new Civil Procedure Code,
as far as suits in Malabar against mort-
gagees are concerned, there could be only
one deoree passed in a suit, under seotion
6, clause (1) of the Malabar Compensation
for Tenants’

^

Improvements Aot, and not
two decrees, “ preliminary ” and “ final

Provisions like directions for sale in default,
allowing time to pay moneys declared as
due and soon, not inconsistent with the Improve*
ments Act and directed or allowed by the
new Civil Procedure Code to be mention-
ed in decrees for redemption or ejeotment,
can, of course, be mentioned in deorees
passed in suits fallingunder the Compen-
sation Aot also.

I am, therefore, of opinion that the
decree passed in the present suit, though
passed in 1913 after the new Civil Procedure
Code came into force, was not a preliminary
deoree under Order XXXIV, rule 7, of the
new Civil Procedure Code, to be followed by
a final deoree under rule 8, but that it is

only the one deoree which has to be passed
under seotion 6, clause (1), of the Malabar
Compensation Aot, though this one deoree

«
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is liable to be revised by orders passed

by the executing Court under section 6,

clause 3.

I shall now proceed to set out the several

irregularities which have been committed

in this case. The plaintiff in ejectment

(the decree-holder), instead of treating this

decree as the only decree in ejectment,

treated it os a preliminary deoree passed

under the Civil Procedure Code and applied

nnder Order XXXIV, rule 8, on 31st

July 1915, to the District Mu naif for a

final deoree for redemption. On the 27th

August 1915 the contesting defendants ap-

peared and without objecting to the petition

to pass a final decree as one not provided

for by law contended that the value of

improvements mentioned in the decree

should be enhanced before they are eject-

ed, and then on the 10th September 1915

filed a statement showing the further

improvements made by them between 1913

and 1915. It is clear from section 6, clause 3

of the Act, that it is only the Court executing

the decree that can re-value the improve-

ments. Unless the application to pass a final

decree is treated as an execution applica-

tion, the Court considering that applica-

tion cannot be called a Court executing

the decree ” and hence had no jurisdiction

to pass orders, as regards the ro- valuation

of improvements. The District Munsif,

however, (neither party objecting) appointed

a Commissioner to re-value the improvements,

and the Commissioner’s report made in

April 1 9 1 G and the objections thereto

were considered by the District Munsif on

3Cth October 1916, when he pronounced

a partial judgment dealing with most of

the matters argued before him in view

to pass a final deoree as prayed for by

the plaintiff. At the end of that judgment

of 30th October 1916, he allowed the

plaintiff a week’s time to deposit the

balance payable by him for the value of

the excess improvements and adjourned

the matter for one week, that is, to the 6th

November 1916 in order to complete his

judgment before passing the final decree

in accordance with such judgment, as some

minor questions (as to costs, as to the rights

to gather the second crops on some lands,

the liability for payment of revenue, etc.)

had still to be disposed of. Then on the

6th November 1916 he completed his

judgment by expressing bis opinions on

these points also. In aooordanoa with this

judgment of 6th November 1916 a formal

final deoree, dated the same day, 6th

November 1916, seems to nave been drawn

up in the Muusif’s Court.

Against the order of the Distnot Munsif

of 6th November 1916 increasing the

value of improvement, an appeal was hied

to the Sub Court at Palghat. The temporary

Subordinate Judge dismissed the appeal,

on a preliminary objection taken by the

respondent to the effect that the appeal

was misconceived, beoause the appeal

was filed not against the final deoree but

against the order passed on an interlocu-

tory petition made by the judgment-

debtor for the enhancement - of the value

of improvements, though that interlocutory

petition was made as an answer to the

decree-holder’s petition for the passing ° f

a final decree. The learned Subordinate

Judge further held that an application for

a final deoree is not an application arising

in execution of the deoree and held, there-

fore, that no appeal lay under section 4/,

Civil Procedure Code. I think that no

serious notice need be taken of another

contention urged before us by Mr.
^

Fara-

meswara Aiyar fcr the respondent that

the appeal ought to have been against the

incomplete judgment of 30th October

1916 (and not against the complete order ot

6th November 1916).
. . ,

The appeal before ns is against the

order of the Subordinate Judge dismiMing

the appeal to him on the preliminary

point above stated. I think that the order

having been followed up by the drawing

up of a final deoree, the technical obla-

tion upheld by the lower Appellate Court

that the appeal to it was made against

the order and not against the final

decree and, therefore, incompetent is unsub-

stantial, the grounds urged in appeal against

the order applying of oourse to the final deoree.

Further, on the view which I have

expressed above, there being no final

decree contemplated by the Malabar Com-

pensation Act, the application o e

decree-holder, though styled as one for tbe

passing of the final decree, was in sub-

stance one for execution of the deoree

already passed. As it was, however not

in proper fo.m, the learned District
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Munsif ought to have directed it to be
amended by quoting the proper order and
rule applicable and then passed his orders
in execution. The order altering the
compensation value would, under the Com-
pensation Aot, fall within the description
ot an order passed by the executing Court
in execution and would be deemed to have
fallen under section 244 of the old Civil
Procedure Code if that Code was in force
and would, after the present Code came
into force, fall under section 47 thereof
(see section 8 of the General Clauses Aot).
lienee an appeal lay against such an order.
If the decree is altered in accordance with
suoh order and if the order itself is set aside

_ __ ITT* a ^ decree is
cancelled ipso facto, just as when a prelimi-
nary decree in the plaintiffs favour is set
aside on appeal and the suit is dismissed,
tbe final deoree drawn up pending the appeal
loses all its legal effeot.

This appeal and the memorandum of
objections have, therefore, to be allowed
and I would set aside the Sub-Judge's
order and remand the case to him with
directions to him to order the plaintiff to
amend his application for the passing of
a tna l deoree as an application in execution
Uhe amendment may be made by filing a
separate paper in tbe proper form prescrib-
ed for an execution application), to treat,
after such amendment is made, the order
of the District Munsif of 6th November

p
b as an order passed by tbe executing

ourt for re- valuing the improvements, to treat
Jne appeal and the memorandum of objec-
tions filed before him (the Subordinate Judge)
as an appeal and as an objection memorandum
against that order filed against an order passed
under seotion 47 and to dispose of themm due course according to law. The parties
WIU bear respective costs in this
appeal.

Oldfield, J.—

I

agree.

Case remanded.
M. c. p,

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2010

of 1917.
June 25, 1918.

Present: Justice Sir Charles Chitty, Kt.,
and Mr. Justice Walmsley.

DC RGA GHARAN BOSE— Plunttff
Appellant

versus
L AKH[ NARAIN BEIiA and another

Defendants— Respondents.
Dcrcc.whether can be set aside in subsequent suit~ eo-note, suit i-Qucstion whether executant siqu.nlU as security for other persons, whether can be deter-mined—Appeal by some of several defendants—Co.

defendant not made party to appeal-decree against co.
defendant validity of-Appellate Court

,
power or, toand parties.

It is not open toa litigant, except on the ground
ot fraud, to maintain a suit to rescind or nullify adecree passed in a former suit to which he was a

[p

1

918
m
co\

V]^h WaS tr,ed °Ut hy a competent Court.

In a suit on a promissory note the question whether
the defendant, executant of the note, signed it byway of security for others cannot he tried' or determined except so far as it affects the question of con-
sideration. [p. 919, col. ).]
Where some of several defendants anpeal from adecree without bringing their co-defendants before

the Appellate Court as respondents, the Appellate
Court has no jurisdiction to pass any decree against
the co-defendants without adding them us parties to
the appeal, fp. 919, col. 2.]
An appeal having been preferred by some of the

defendants, the Appellate Court set aside the decree
of the lower Court as against them and made a new
decree against a co-defendant who was not are.
spondent to the appeal. Thereupon the latter applied
for the restoration and re-hearing of the appeal in
his presence:

Held, that although no provision of the Civil Pro-
cedure Code dealt with such a case, yet the Appellate
Court should restore the appeal and re-hear it in
the presence of the co-defendant after adding him
as a party, [p. 919, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the District
Judge, 24 Pergannabs, dated tbe 26fch
May 1917, reversing that of the Munsif,
3rd Court at Diamond Harbour, dated the
26th June 1916.

Babu Cham Chandra Biswas, for the Ap-
pellant.

Bibu Manmotho Nath Roy, for the Re- -

spondents.

JUDGMENT.—This is an appeal preferred
by Durga Charan Bose, plaintiff in Suit
No. 398 of 1915, which suit has been dismiss-
ed by the District Judge. We are also
asked to revise the deoree and order of
the Additional District Judge in Appeal
No, 291 of 1913 arising out of Sait No, 12
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of 1912 in which Durga Charan Bose was

defendant No. 9.

The facts of the case are somewhat

peculiar. There was a dispute between

Lakhi Narain Bara and Hari Krista Bera

on the one side and Gopal Chandra Jana

of Nadabhouga and others on the other

over certain paddy, which resulted in pro-

ceedings under section 107 and section 145,

Criminal Procedure Code. The matter was

referred to the arbitration of Pramada

Nath Dutt, Muktear of the Beras, and

Durga Charan Bose, the present appellant,

the Muktear of the opposite party. Of

the merits of that dispute we have no

means of judging, nor is it necessary for

the present purpose to discuss them. It

is sufficient to say that on 19th January

1910 Durga Charan Bose exeouted a

promissory note for Rs. 250 in favour

of the Beras payable on demand. On

that promissory note the Beras instituted

Suit No. 12 of 1912 against Gopal Chandra

Jana and 7 others, defendants Nos. 1 to 8,

and Durga Charan Bose, defendant No. 9.

The suit came on for hearing before the

Munsif. Defendants Nos. 3 and 8 not being

served, the suit was dismissed as against

them. Defendants Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

denied all knowledge cf the promissory note,

pleaded that it was void for want cf con-

sideration, and raised other defences. Durga

Charan Bose contended that there was no

consideration for the note and that, if

there was, it had in fact been satisfied.

It may he noted that he no longer puis

forward these pleas but admits his liability

on the promissory note. The Munsif found

that the promissory note was exeouted by

Durga Charan Bose for good consideration

but really as a surety for defendants Nos. 1

to 8 who owed certain moneys to the

Beras. He accordingly on 31st March 1913

passed a decree against all the defendants

(other than defendants Nos. 3 and 8 who were

not served) and directed that the

decretal amount should be realised first from

the properties, or persons, or both, of defend-

ants Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 only, and then

the balance, if necessary, from the properties

of the defendant No. 9 (Durga Charan

Bose).

Against this decree the defendants

Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 appealed making

the Beras, the plaintiffs, respondents, but

not Durga Charan B^se their co-defendant.

The appeal was heard by the Additional

District Judge, Mr. Duval, on 28t.h Feb-

ruary 1914. Before him the plaintiffs’

Pleader admitted that on the pleadings

there was no cause of aotion against

defendants Nos. 1 to 8, whatever rights

defendant No. 9 might have against,

them. The learned Additional Distnofc

Judge accordingly set aside the decree

against defendants Nos. 1,2, 4, 5, 6 and 7

bat added (and those words appear also

in his deoree) “a decree will be given

against the defendant No. 9 only.

On '20th Maroh, 1914 Darga Charan

Bose applied for the restoration of the

appeal. After hearing the parties the

Additional Distriot Judge on 24th June

1914 passed the following order:— The

deoree in the lower Court was against

defendants Nos. 1 to 7” (it was not as a faot

against defendant No. 3) “and defendant

No. 9 and it was acquiesced in by defend-

ant No. 9. I do not see how I can permit

defendant No. 9 to re argue the appeal.

I dismiss the application, 1 find no seotion

under which it oan come.”

Durga Charan Bo3e took no further

steps of any kind until 24th April 1915,

when he filed the suit out of which the

present appeal arises (Suit No. 398 of

1915;. In this suit he proceeded only

against the Beras, plaintiffs in Suit No. 12 of

1912, and not against his oo defendants

in that suit. He prayed for a declaration

that the appellate deoree of the Additional

Distriot Judge above mentioned (money

Appeal No. 291 of 1913) was not bind-

ing upon him, but fraudulent, illegal

invalid, inoperative, null and void and
“
dictum” (whatever that may mean); that

the Additional District Judge had no

jurisdiction to pass such
^

a deoree; and

that the said deoree was * non-executable

against him. The Munsif granted him a

decree, but that has been reversed by the

Distriot Judge, Mr. Cuming, and the

plaintiffs’ suit dismissed. We think that

the decision of the learned Distriot Judge

is correct. It is not open to a litigant,

except on the ground of fraud, to maintain

a second suit to rescind or nullify 0

decree in a former suit to which he

a party and which was tried out S a

competent Court. The case of Bahcant
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” I u uv.

radically incompetent ”

Jf.
6 aPP6aI fail3 and dismissed with
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t0 do under seotion 115 of theCivil Prosed are Code. In this suit a
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the last of whiob, we regret to see, wasoommitted in this Court in the issue of

“•2ft i
h
f
r,"'* *» dir,sl.d to r„a
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on the 8 defendants- respondents.” What

Rule T 8l

f
iDt

?
nd6d was t0 i«»ne aRule on the two plaintiffs, the Beras, andthe six defendants Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7against whom the suit had proeeeded. The

tu.
a p,aiDtlffs

> though not served withthe Rule, are before us in the oognate

m L t

P'?1

u
NO ' 2010 0f 1917 and ha veno objection to the order which we pro-pose to pass on this Rule. The petitionerDurga Charan Bose is to blame in thismatter as he gave in paragraph 11 0 f his

petition the names of the 8 persons whowere to be served. They are the personswho were the original defendants Nos. 1

from ‘t"h i
U
,

°{ 19i2 ' 11 ^Pearsfrom the record that defendant No 8 isnow dead and his heirs have not beenbrought on the record. This is, however,
no importance inasmuch as the suit

never proceeded against defendants N03 . 3and b, and they have no oonoern with
the subsequent proceedings. None of the
Persons, defendants Nos. 1 to 7, who havebeen served appear in this Rule.

it l°Tg
i°u [

he> PTOCeedir'ZS in the suit

sued oil
‘ha
A the plaintiffs

- ^e Baras,

had th
7
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D thS promissory note. Theybad, therefore, no cause of action against
defendants Nos. 1 to 8 who were no parties
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The «ueatmn whether Durga
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ad 8ign6d the Promissorynote by way o security for the defendants
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- ex°ept so far as it affected
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the question of consideration DurgaCharan Bose alone could be held liable onthe promissory note, and the decree of theilunsif making defendants Nos. 1 2 4 5 6
«»<! 7 liable „ „ rlWp.i debi.;. '.idDurga Charan Bose liable as a surety onlywas clearly erroneous. For some extraordinary reason defendants Nos, 1,2 4 5 6

n?>P“jL, •£, tri-
jurisdiction to pass the decree whichhe passed, or indeed any decree, againstDurga Charan Bose, who was no partvto the appeal before him, VVe thinlfthatthe learned Additional District Judgewas in error m refusing to restore theappeal and re-hear it in the presence ofDurga Charan Bose after adding him as aparty. It is true that no section of the
Civil Prooedure Code deals with such

that a .Court would deal with a personwho was no party to the proceeding before
it as i. he were a party properly addedand properly served. The learned Ad-
ditional Distrust Judge would have been
in order ,f In allowing the appeal ofdefendants Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 he had
said nothing about defendant No. V. I n
that case the decree of the Munsif against
defendant No. 9 would have stood. But
as it was, he made the decree againsthim a decree of the Appellate Court which
he had no jurisdiction to do. There are
two courses open to us. We may set aside
the decree of the Additional Distriot
Judge and remand the appeal for re-
hearing in the presence of Durga Charan
Bose, or we may now pass suoh final
decree in Suit No. 12 of 1912 as in our
opinion ought to have been passed by
the Courts below. As we entertain no
manner of doubt as to what the decree
should be, we adopt the latter oourse.
We set aside the deorees of both the

Courts and pass a deoree in favour of
the plaintiffs against defendant No. 9
Durga Charan Bose, for Rs. 307-8 0 and
oosts, and interest at six per oent. per
annum from 31st Maroh 1913 until
realization. The suit is dismissed against
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defendants Nos. 3 and 8, who were not

served, witbont costs, and against defend-

ants Nos. 1,2, 4, 5,6 and 7 with costs

in both the lower Courts and interest

on such costs at six per cent, per annum
until realization.

We make no order as to costs of this

Rule, as the plaintiffs have inourred no

additional costs in respect of it and the

defendants Nos. 1 to 7 have not appeared.

This decree will not affect the rights,

if any, which Durga Charan Bose may

have against defendants Nos. 1 to S and

which, as we have said, could not be

investigated in this suit.

Appeal dismissed.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 79 ok 1916.

May 9, 191 S.

Present:— Pandit Kanhaiya Lai,

A. J. C., and Mr. Daniels, A. J. C.

Thakur RAGIIUBAR SINGH

—

Defend-

ant—Appellant

versus

GAJRAJ SINGH and another—Plaintiffs

—

Respondents.
Custom, proof of—W n jib-ul-ui /., entries in, value oj.

The value of a irujib-ul-arz us evidence of a custom

depends upon (ho circumstances under which the

entry with regard to the custom came to he recorded

in it. [p. 021, col. 2.]

Appeal from the decree of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, Unao, dated the 3 1st March

1.916.

The Hon’ble Pandit Goharan Nath Misra

and Sayed Zahur Ahmad
t
for the Appellant.

Mr. A. P. Sen. for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out of a

suit for the partition of a two-thirds share out

of certain joint properties. The relationship

between the parties will appear from the

pedigree given by the learned Subordinate

Judge in his judgment. It is not disputed

that the parties were living jointly till the

date of the suit. The main contention of

the defendant appellant is that tho pro-

perties, the partition of w hich was decreed

by the Court below', were impartible and

belonged exclusively to the defendant-

appellant

The learned Subordinate Judge found

that the said properties were partible and

belonged to the joint family, of which the

plaintiffs and the defendant were members.

The allegation of impartiality rests on, a

very slender foundation. The defendant-

appellant alleges that by reason of a family

custom one member of the family, prefer-

ably the eldest, is entitled to possession *

of the family property and the other

members are only entitled to olaim a

maintenance-allowance. He relies in support

of that contention on a statement made

in the wojib-ularz of the village Beoli

Islamabad prepared at the first Regular

Settlement, on certain statements made by

Meharban Singh in previous suits, and

some oral evidence showing the mode in

which the property is said to have devolved

from time to time.

As regards the tcajib uUarz, its value as

evidence of a custom is considerably dis-

counted by the fact that Mebarban Singh,

who was recorded, as the sole owner of

Taraf Rautana of this village at the first

Regular Settlement and who was probably

responsible for the entry contained in it,

knew that other claimants might come

forward to claim a share in the estate.

In the history of the village appended to the

wajib-ul-arz (ExhibitA S) it was stated

that the first Summary Settlement of Patti

Rautana was made by the British Govern-

ment with Ram Bakhsh Singh in 1264 Fasli.

Ram Bakhsh Singh was the grandson of

Dalganjan Singh, one of the uncles of

Mebarban Singh. The defendantappellant

admitted before the Court below on the

24th January 1911 that the person who

held the estate before Mebarban Singh was

Dalganjan Singh. Dalganjan Singh had

two sons, Narpat Singh and Bhawani Singh.

Rum Bakhsh Singh was the son of the

latter, and even if the devolution of the

estate was governed by a family custom of

impartibility, Meharban Singh oould not have

succeeded Dalganjan Singh, so long as

Narpat Singh and Ram Bakhsh Singh were

alive. The first Summary Settlement was

followed by the Mutiny, in the course of

which numerous persons left their holdiugs

or estates for fear or other cause. In the

Settlement, which took place after the

Mutiny, Meharban Singh got himself re-

cognised as the sole proprietor of the Patti,
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known as Taraf Rautana, and exeouted a
kabultyat in regard to the same. He was
naturally anxious at the same time to
ensure that no member of the family
should olaim a share from him, and this he
safeguarded by getting a custom reoordedm respect of Taraf Rautana that if a per-
son died leaving several sons by a married
wife, bis eldest son was to be the owner
of the property and to be responsible for
the education and maintenance of the re-
maining sons. No suoh oustom was reoorded
as prevailing in the other Tarafs or PattisHe meant thereby to hold the property
exclusively for his life and to exolude the
junior members of the family from parti-
cipation, and this he did effectively, for
when Lalta Singh and Narpat Singh filed
separate suits for the recovery of their
shares in the Patti, he pleaded that there
was no custom of division in the family
and that the claimants had no right to get
possession of any share. The suits of Lalta
Singh and Narpat Singh were dismissed
on the ground that they had failed to
establish their possession within limitation.
Ram Bakbsh Singh Sled no suit. On the
death of Meharban Singh the names of
his sons, Sanwal Singh, Raghubar Singh,
Dhurendra Singh and Gajraj Singh, were
entered in the revenue papers in pursuance
of an order of the Revenue Court dated
the 9th November 1881 (Exhibit 5), and
when Sanwal Singh died mutation of names
was similarly effected in respect of his
share in favour of his widow Musammat
Kalkin (Exhibit 16). So far as Lalta Singh
and Narpat Singh were concerned, they only
succeeded in retaining possession of oertain
oultivatory plots on payment of rent [Exhibit
A1 (2)J, while Musammat Narain Kuar,
the widow of Ram Bakhsh Singh, was
allowed to remain in possession of certain
other land free of rent as a guzaradar
(.Exhibit 2).

It is significant, however, that in the
partition which took place in 1SS7 Taraf
Kautana was formed into a Mahal and
reoorded as belonging to Raghubar Singh
and his brothers (Exhibit 9/, and in the
loaji mul-xrz whioh was prepared at the
Jast settlement in 1300 Fasli the Mahal

» 0Wn a
.

8 an UQdivided Zemindari with
ag nbar Singh, the present defendant-
Ppe ant, as lambardar, One of the para*

graphs of the wz-ib-ul-arz then preparedstated: Raghubar Singh lambardar aftermaking collections from the tenants, de’pos tshe revenue and other demands in theGovernment Treasury, and incurs villa

4

expenses, if any, and, being joint in m'e’ssno necessity lias arisen for a rendih'^n r
accounts among Raghubar Singh, Sanwal

?E fk’? 7 ?
n
o
ra S,

'

ngh and Gajraj Singh ”
7 ' Raghubar Sineh himself ferified this entry. There can be no doubtherefore, from the subsequent treatment ofthe property both on the deaths of Mebarban Singh and Sanwal Singh at tho +•

of partition and subsequent settlement thatthe so-oalled oustom of impartiality reoordedin the wanb-ul-arz was a hnl! ,
or a nuUity and was never put into fore

e“ ^
The statemen s made by Meharban Singl,in the suits filed against him by LaltaSingh and Narpat Singh were similarly

Iti ns of ""if -T
6

?
r0mpted consider

^
f

. 4 nter68t
- The ora l evidenceadduced by the plaintffs is of a most un-satisfao ory character. The family to whichthe parties belong is known as the family

of Rawats; but the suggestion that one ofthe members of the family, whoever isconsidered fit and eligible, is selected as aRawat by the Janwar Thakurs of the 24villages roundabout Beoli Islamabad tosettle their disputes and to receive theirhomage annually on the oooasion of Holiseems to be entirely unfounded. The wit!nesses of the defendant stated that Rawatwas the ancestor who founded the Patti-but whether that was so or not the office
of Rawat if ,t existed, had no connection
with or bearing on the partibdity of the
esta e held by the family. fn his state .

ment of the 24th January 1911 the defend
ant-appellant admitted: “We belong tolaraf Rautana and are oalJed Ra *atsn and
°n® ° f

Is®
witnesses Bhabhuti Singh’ (DM No. 8) Mated that he was also a Rawatand all of the Rautana Thoks were called by

that name. Rawat is obviously a family
title and no inference as to the imparti.
bility ot the property held by the family
can 09 drawn from the possession of that
title by its members.
The learned Subordinate Judge who

heard the evidence, adduced by the plaintiff
disbelieved it and we see no reason to oome
to a different conclusion.
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The family having been admittedly joint,

the property in dispute has been rightly

treated as joint family property. The

plaintiffs are entered as the owners of the

landed property in dispute to the extent of

a two-thirds share, and the mere faot that

any portion of it may have been purohased

in the name of one or other of the mem-

bers makes no difference. In faot no

argument has been addressed by the

learned Counsel for the appellant on that

point.

The question raised in the memorandum

of appeal regarding the theft of Rs. 85,000

by the plaintiffs-respondents has similarly

not been pressed. The partition of the

landed property can proceed in the manner

provided by section 54? of the Code of Civil

Procedure.
.

The appeal fails and is dismissed with

Anneal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Civil Rule No. 289 ok 19IS.

July 22, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Justice Newbould and

Mr. Justice Panton.

MUKUNDA LAL ROY and another—

Principal Defendants— Petitioners

versus

Srimati BHABASUNDARI DEBYA
CHOWDHURANI and another—Plaintiff

and Pro forma Defendants —
Opposite Party.

Bengal Tenancy Act ( VIII of 1885,), s. 153(h)—
Kent suit, dismissal of, on ground that relationship of

landlord and tenant not established—Appeal, whether

l ics.

In a suit for rent, in which the amount claimed did

not exceed Rs. 50, the plaintiff alleged that the

defendant held two jamas under him, one at.

lls. 3-12-0 and the other at Rs. 3-15-0 and ho claimed

to recover arrears of tho jatna of Rs. 3-15-0.

Tho dofendant admitted holding only one jama at

Rs. 3-12-0 under tho plaintiff, but denied holding any

jama at Rs. 3-15-0. The Munsif, who had final powers

under section 153 (b of the Bengal Tenancy Act,

holding that tho jama claimed by ihe plaiutiff was

identical with that alleged by the defendant, dis-

missed tho suit on tho ground that there was no

relationship of landlord and tenant between tho

parties in regard to the jama of Rs. 3-15-0

alleged by tho plaintiff:

Held
,
that no appeal lay to the District Judge as

the decision of the Munsif was not a decision of

the question of tho amount of rent annually payable,

hut was a decision as to the existence of the relation-

ship of landlord and tenant between the parties

in respect of tho jama sued for. [p. 924, col. l.J

Rule against the judgment of the Distriot

Judge, Rangpur.

FACTS material to the report will

appear from the following judgment of the

Munsif:—
“This is a suit for recovery of arrears

of rent for the plaintiff's share said to be

due for the years 1319 to 1322 in respeot

of a Jama of Rs. 3-15-0 for 1 Done of land

situated in Taluq Radha Callan. The claim

includes damages at 25 per oent. and is

laid at Rs. 19-11-0 as dotailed in the

plaint.

The defendants contend that they do not

hold the di sputed Jama under the plaintiff,

that they hold a Jama of Rs. 3- 12*0 and

odd under the plaintiff and that W93 sued

for up to 1320, and that the defendants hold

a portion of the disputed land under another

landlord.

The point for determination in this c*se

is, whether the relationship of landlord and

tenant exists between the parties.

The plaintiff’s Pleader maintain© 1 that

the Jama in suit was different from that

alleged by the defendants, and that being

so, the previous suit alleged by the defend-

ants does not oome into play in this suit

at all. The plaintiff’s collection papers, to

show the existence of the Jama of Rs. 3 12 0

and odd and as a separate thing from the

Jama in suit, were called for by the defend-

ants and the plaintiff failed to produce them

on the ground that her Gomastha was absent,

but I do not consider this to be a sufficient

excuse for the non- production of the said

papers. The plaintiff’s-papers show that

the Jama in suit was one of Rs. 3-14 0 and

odd up to 1312 when it was raised to

Rs. 3«lo*0 as claimed; but realisation of the

Jama after 1312 is meagre and scanty. In

my thinking the Jama as claimed is

identical with that alleged by the defend

\
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ants, but as that is not the plaintiff’s ease
I oannot grant the plaintiff any relief on
that ground and I hold that the relation-
ship of landlord and tenant does not
exist between the parties in respeet to the
Jama in suit.

The result, therefore, is that the plaint-
lffs suit will be dismissed with oosts and
interest at 6 per cent, per annum until reali-
sation.”

Plaintiff appealed to the Distriot Judge
who overruled the preliminary objeotion of
the respondent that no appeal lay to his
Court, on the ground that as the decision
of the suit involved a question of title or
of the variation of the rate of rent, the
appeal to him was oompetent and allowed
the appeal.

The defendant then moved the High
Court in revision.

.

Babu Brojendra Nath Chatter]eet for the Peti-
tioners.—The lower Appellate Court was
wrong in holding that an appeal lay from the
decision of the Munsif, as that decision in-
volved a question of title or of the vari-
ation of the rate of rent. The question is
not what was pleaded by the parties or
what questions were raised in the suit, but
the question is what was decided by the
Munsif in dismissing the suit.

Section 153 of the Bengal Tenancy Act
dearly lays down that an appeal would
lie only if the decree or order has decided a
question to land or to some interest in
land as between parties having conflicting
claims thereto or a question of the amount
of the rent annually payable by the ten-
ant. ^ Here the Munsif expressly held that
the relationship of landlord and tenant
does not exist between the parties in respect
of the Jama in suit.” He did not decide
any other question. Therefore, the lower
Appellate Court had no jurisdiction to enter-
tain the appeal.

Referred to Shilabali Debi v. Roderigues
UR Gangadhar Karmakar v. Shekharbasini
a«j/a (2), Sashi Bhusan Hazrah v. Beno

Moyee Basi (3).
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B&'ou Bepin Bthari Ghosh II (with h ;m
Parly T { °Z

rta)
' for the Opposite

?ded

Ue

tt°
n

°V it,e t0 kDd bnt -l-o de

0.

ded the question as to the amount of

held thit th
P
T

ayablS by the teM He
to the plaintiff and thereby deoided fh«t
1. Plaintiff bad „„ fQ ^
rr :L‘Zxt tidi ™ t
SSTtfi « » i-.p~.ibi.TJythat the Munsif did not decide the questurn as to the amount of rent payabte bvthe tenant What did he decide? His

thffr /e T tUt the PHintiff allegedthat the defendants held two Jamas under

of7h
°
f ° f W

i
h ’°h tbe rent was 3-12-0 and

Th«
he
M

° h
f u°

f Wbi0h the reDt »as 3-15-0The Munsif has held that the defendants'did not hold any Jamas of whioh therent was Rs. 3-15-0, but he has held that the

identical with that alleged by the defend!
ants. By the word 'Jama” he evidentlymeant the jote or tenancy. Now the plaint
iff claimed for the jote iu suit on -> i

rentof Rs 3- 15-a -But the Munsif has foundthat this Jama was a Jama of 3-12-0 asalleged by the defendants. Henoe it i aapparent that the question deoided by theMunsif was that the rent annually payablewas Rs. 3-12-0 as alleged by the defendant-
and not Rs 3 15 0 as claimed by (he plaintiff!There ore, I submit the Munsif’s decision wasappealuble as by it be deoided (be question
of title to land as well as the question ofrent annually payable.

$ 547; 12 W. N. 448.

87^24 C L.'

j

a

2

S

35
48: 20 N - 967 “ PP - 97,1

(3) 34Ind. Cas. 301.

Babu Brojendra Nath Chatter.ji, in reply.-

wnnV S
e

°'r\
r'8 a

?
Uestion of ‘-tie to landwon t do. The question must be decided asbetween the parties having conllictxna

claims thereto . There was no third party
laying any conflicting claim to the land
in
^
Ea

!r *

A
?u

t0 ® argnment of the other
side thet the Munsif deoided the question
of the amount of rent payable, I submit,
that is obviously fallacious. The Munsif
b.. b.ld eh., ,h, „ it 5

n m Therefore, the suit
should be dismissed. If he had held that theJama m suit did belong to the plaintiff, but
its rent was Rs. 3-12*0 and not Rs. 3-15.

0

t
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then of coarse it might have been

the question of the amount

annually payable was decided.

rent suit had nothin? to do

Jama of R-. 3 12 0 which the defendant ad-

mitted to hold under the plaintiff, the

suit was in respect of a Jama of which

the annual rent was alleged to be Rs. 6 15-U,

but the Munsif found that such a Jama

was not held by the defendant under the

plaintiff. Could it be believed that the

Munsif would wholly dismiss the suit, if

he had in reality held that the rent for

the daraa in suit was Rs. 3-12-0 and not

3-15-0? The judgment clearly shows that the

Jama sued for was non-existent and,

thorefore, the plaintiff was not entitled to

a deoree.
. „ . ...

JUDGMENT.—This is a Rule calling upon

the opposite party to show cause why the

judgment and deoree of the learned Dis-

trict Judge of Rangpur should not be set

aside. The judgment and deoree in question

were* passed in an appeal against a decision

of the Munsif of Rangpur in a suit for

rent. The Munsif in question had final

powers under section 15.1 (b) of the Bengal

Tenancy Act and the amount claimed in

the rent suit was Rs. 19-11-0 only. 4 he

question on which this Rule depends is,

whether any appeal lay to the District

Judge. The point was raised in his Court

and he held that the decision of the suit

involved a question of title or of the varia-

tion of the rate of rent. To this decision

we are unable to agree. All that the

Munsif decided was that the relationship

of landlord and tenant did not exist

between the parties in respect of the Jama

for which rent was claimed in this suit.

Por authority that the decision on such a

point is not sufficient to make the proviso

to section 153 applicable, we may refer to

the case of Philnbati Debi v. Uoderigues (0.

Plaintiff’s case was that the defendant held

two Jamas under him one at Rs, 3-12-0 and

one at Rs. 3 15-0, and the present suit was

for arrears of the Jain a of Rs. 3 l«) 0. The

defendant admitted holding one Jama at

Rs. 312 0 only. On the.^e pleadings the

remark of the Munsif that “in my thinking

the Jama as claimed is identical with that

alleged by the defendant” could not amount

to a decision as to the rate of rent. The

Munsif’s remark, as it stands, is meaningless,

INDIAN OASES. [l91S
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said that sinus a Jama of Rs. 3-12-Ocannot be identical

of rent

But this

with the

with a lamma of Rs. 3-15-0, but apparently he

meant that the land of the Jama admitted

by the defendant was the only land held

by him under the plaintiff and that the

rent of this was Rs. 3-12 0 only. But this was

not a decision of a question of the amount

annually payable by the tenant. The

remaik of the Munsif was inoidental and

had nothing to do with the decision of

the suit, since the suit was bound to fail

on the finding that the relationship of

landlord and tenant did not exist between

the parties in respeot of the Jama in suit.

We accordingly hold that the order of the

learned Distriot Judge was without jurisdic-

tion, since no appeal lay to him. We

accordingly set it aside and restore the

deoree of the Munsif

(which we

and in the
this Court

gold mohur)

Court.

with oosta in

assess at one

lower Appellate

Appeal accepted.

MADRAS HIGH COURT
Appeal Slit No. 161 of 1917.

February 20, 191S.

Present:— Justice Sir William Ayling,

and* Mr. Justice Seshagiri Aiyar

PARVATANENI VENKATARAMAYYA
AND OTHERS— PLAINTIFFS

—

Appellants

vers us

LANKA RAMBRAHMAN and others

-

Dkfsndants— Respondents.

Construction of Document-Vendor and

Sote-decd-lndem n it V do use- Vendor
agreeingJo

clear

disputes—Continuing covenant -Breach of <

molds of covenantee—Suit for cancellation of saleand

damages— Cause of action—Limitation Art (IA I

190SJ, Sell, f, Art. 11 S. .1 „ f.Ulnwillff
V dot'd of sale of land contained the following

danse: ‘‘Should dispute, of any kind arise at «»' "

touching the said land on the part of anybody, w

will clear them all with onr own funds and »

this sale to continue to yon uninterruptedly
^

without

anv kind of loss to von.” On attempting to obtain

possession, the vendee was resisted by the’*«««*

wh » asserted occupancy rights m t ic

vendee thereupon sued the tenants, whose claim was

finally uphold by .he High Court. In.> »m
'JT

vendee against the vendor for cancellation of
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aud damages brought more tliau six vears after ,, .

date ot the sale:
7 C tbe that as the suit was

925

date of the sale:
—^ years alter the

HeW, (!) that the provision in the sale-deed wasan indemnity clause and should be construed as acontinuing covenant; [p. 925, col. 2.]
(2) that the cause of action for the suit arose

he,tL t
.
hat

,

the P ,aintiff’s vendor hadno Kudivaram right in the property and the suitwas therefore, within time under Article 115 of theLimitation Act. [p. 925, col. 2.]

ciSe°o7ohltat
WhiCh

,

PT,id,e for a continuous oxer-

ooveninti TnT S Sh0
",
ld be reKarded as continuing

of which tl„ i

n
l

a
•

tte sub
ie«t-natter in respectot Which the duty is cast subsists. Thereforethough a cause of action may arise on the date ofthe covenant or as soon as there is a bleach thelnjuied person is not bound to sue once and for allor present and prospective damages for the breachof the covenant. He is entitled” to uait untif liehas exhausted all possible means of obtainingteparation before he has recourse to the covenanto

^

He will then be entitled to sue for consolTdateddamages caused to him by the act of the intervenerand for the expense he has been put to in attempting
to vindicate his title against that party, [p. 925, cob

Appeal against the deoree of the Court
ot the Temporary Subordinate Judge, Masuli-

ioi«
’ In 0riginal Su 't No. 24 of

Messrs. K. Srinivasa Aiyangar, W. Chakra -

pam Nayuau and B. Narayanaswami Nayudu
for tbe Appellants.

*

Mr. P. Narayanamurthi, for the Respond-
ents.

JUDGMENT.—The 1st defendant sold the
property in suit to tbe plaintiff on the
»th of Deoember 1906. The document
purports to convey both the Melvaram and
Kudivaram rights in the property. It is
oommon ground that possession of one of 1

the items, namely, a house site was deliver- 1

ed to tbe plaintiff. He was unable to .<

get physical possession of tbe rest of the *

property as the tenants asserted an ooou- t

pancy right. Thereupon, he sued the tenants t

in the District Munsif’s Court. He obtain- (
ed a deoree in ejeotment on the 30th n
of Deoember 1909. There was an appeal h
y the tenants. The ower Appellate Court 1

reversed the Munsif’s decision and dismissed v
the Plamtiff’s suit on the 13th of Septem- -F
er 910. The High Court confirmed that

deoree on 23rd August 1912. The present tc
suit was instituted on 22nd August 1915 for C
oaneellation of the sale or for damages in the
alternative.

,,

r

^^le Subordinate Judge has dismissed , sthe suit on the ground that the cause of
action arose on the date of the sale and L.

mat as the suit was filed more than 6
as

f
ears affer that date, it was barred by

a limitation In this Court, reliance was

50 T" f 1°*? UP°n a °,ause in th ° deed
id x-

t8
,

e W
^
,ch ,s In tbese terms: “Should

it
.

d,Sr'“! es of any kind arise at any time
,c touching the said land on the part cf

“5jody. wb w:ill clear them all with our ownfunds and ailow this sale to oontinue to you
t interruptedly without any kind of loss to

y,°U - lu our opinion this is an indemnity
f clause and should be construed as a continuing

covenant. As was pointed out by Stirling J
,

in socol v. Dovn (1), covenants which Zvid’e
. for a continuous exercise of obligations

should be regarded as continuing covenants
so long as the subject-matter in respectof which the duty is oast subsists. The
instance of covenants for repairs is cited

in t hi
purP°se

’
.

In our opinion, the clause
in the deed which we have quoted is ofthe same character as a clause providing
for continuous repairs; and consequently wehold that it is a continuous covenant. In
this view although a cause of action may
arise on the date of the covenant or assoon as there is a breach, the injured
party is not bound to sue onoe and for
all for present and prospective damages
for the breaoh of the oovenant. The plain-
tiff is entitled to wait until he exhausts
all possible means of obtaining reparation,
before he has recourse to the covenantor.H® wd

l
t
]"3n be ent,tled to sue for con-

solidated damages caused to him by the
act of the intervener and for the expenses
he has been put to in attempting to vindi-
gate his title against that party: we must,
therefore, hold that the suit will be in
time if it was brought within 6 years of
the date on which it was held by a
Court of Law against him that neither he
nor his vendor had any Kudivaram rightsm the property. The language of Article
115 ot the Limitation Aofc supports this
view. See also Secretary of State yPemmaraju Venkayya Go.ru (2).
But there is one difficulty in this case

to which apparently the attention of the
Court below was not invited. The indem-

0) (1900) 2 Ch. 150; 09 L. J. Cli. 493; 83 L T 191.
48 W. R. 441; 64 J. P. 552.

iyi
»

(2) 35 Ind. Cas. 254; 40 AL 910; 19 M. L T 318- a
L. W. 413; (1916) 1 M. W. N. 342; 30 AI. L- J. 575*

*
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nity olause imposes tbe duty in the first

instance on the 1st defendant. There is

no issue on the question whether the 1st

defendant was aware of the opposition by

the tenants and whether be was asked to

carry out his promise contained in the

covenant. If the plaintiff had chosen to

go to Court without calling upon the

defendant to fulfil his undertaking, it may

be that he is not entitled to any damages.

Moreover, the question as to whin the

defendants’ duty arose and whether there

was an understanding that the plaintiff

should wait until recourse to law was

had, are considerations which ought to be

taken into account before deciding the

question of limitation finally. lor these

reasons, we are unable to accept the con-

clusion of the Subordinate Judge; we would

'draw his attention to the decision in Hari

Tiwari v. Baghunath Tiwari (3), which

seems nearer to the present case than all

the other decisions quoted by him. Having

regard to the faot that the real points

in dispute have not been adjudicated upon,

we have indicated the general principles

on which questions of this kind should be

tried. It may be necessary to recast the

issues and to add additional issues in the

view we have taken of the rights of the

parties. The Subordinate Judge will hear

applications in that behalf and pass the

necessary orders.

We must reverse the decree of the Sub-

ordinate Judge and remand the suit to

him for disposal in the light of the above

observations. Costs in the appeal and in the

memorandum of objections will abide.

M. 0. f.

Appeal allowed
;
Case remanded .

(3)11 A. 27; A. W. N. (1888) 254; 6 Ind Doc.

(n. s.) 448.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Civil Revision No. 65 ok 1918.

July 9, 1918.

Present .—Mr. Justice Abdnr Raoof.

MOHAN LAL

—

Plaintiff—Petitioner

versus

TIKA RAM— Defendant—Opposite Party.
Construction oj document—Instalment bond—Default

in payment of instalment— Waiver of right to sue for

entire amount —Limitation, commeticement of.

An instalment bond provided that the money was

to be re-paid by live annual instalments and that

if there was any default in payment of any of the

instalments, the creditor would have the power to

recover the entire amount in a lump sum. The

bond was executed in 1900 and default was made

in payment of the first instalment, but the plaintiff

waited t ill the term provided in the bond had expired,

wlimi he brought a suit stating that his claim for

th" lirst 2 instalments being barred by time, he

made a claim only with regard to tllo remaining

three instalments:

ll-'l /, that under the terms of the bond the plaint-

iff had an option to waive his right to bring the suit

at once on the happening of the first default, which

rich*- he had exercised and that, therefore, his suit

with regard to the last three instalments was not

barred, [p. 927, col. 1.]

Civil revision from an order of tbe Judge

of the Court of Small Causes, Bareilly, dated

the 13th August 1917.

Mr. Sital Prasad Ghosh ,
for tbe Appellant.

Mr. P. iV. Banerji ,
for the Opposite Party.

JUDGMENT. -This was a suit brought

upon an instalment bond in tbe Court of the

Judge of Small Causes. The bond was for

Rs. 175 with interest and it wa9 to be

paid by five annual instalments of R9. 35

each. The method provided for the payment

of the instalments was in these words. A9

regards the payment of the money it is

agreed that the said amount will be paid by

instalments in five years. It was further

provided that if there was any default in

payment of any of the instalments, then

the creditor would have the power to claim

the entire amount in the lump sum:— Dayin

mausnf ko akhtiar hui ke ku\ rapid 6k muskt ha

sharah sul fi sadi do rapid mahwari tarikh

tahrir tamasuk haza se hi erjai nalish adaldt

diwani wasul kar lewe” The document was

written on the 23rd of February 1909. The

first instalment would be payable, according

to this bond, at the end of February 1910.

It appears from the facts found by the

Court below that nothing was paid on a°oou^
of the first two instalments. Tbe plaintiff

then had a cause of aotion, if he so ohose,

to bring a suit at once for the reoovery

of tbe whole amount due under tbe bond

He, however, did not choose to sue then. He

has brought this suit after the term
J
)r0 *

vided in the bond, and in paragraph 3 of

his plaint he states that as the claim, tor

the first two instalments is barred by time,

he makos a olaim only with regard to the
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remaining three instalments. The olafm
was resisted in the Court below on the ground
of limitation. The questions for considera-
tion in the Court below were whether under
the terms of the instalment bond in suit
the cause of action arose on the first default,
and whether the plaintiff ought then to have
brought the suit and whether by reason of
the faot that he allowed the limitation
period to elapse his entire claim was barred

X- r\ A. I \ ^
to him to sue

for the remaining instalments as being
within time. The real question for decision,
however, was whether under the terms of the
bond the plaintiff had an option to waive
his right to bring the suit at once on the
happening of the first default and whether,
as a matter of fact, he did exercise this
right of waiver. On the face of the docu-ment there oan be no possible doubt that
he had such a right and his subsequent
conduct shows that he did exercise it

Ihe learned Judge of the Court below has
r® 1 'e

.

d ,°u oase of Amolak Chand v. Baij
Nath (1 ) and has held that the plaints in thetwo cases were similar. The facts of that case,
however, are clearly distinguishable from the
taols of the present oase. The facts of that
oase as stated at pages 457* and 458* were
these The instalment bond was dated the
7th of July 1904, the whole amount was
repayable in 4, years in equal instalments
ot Hs. / 5 payable every six months. There
was a condition in the bond that if any
instalment remained unpaid on the due date,
then the oreditor would be entitled to re-
oover the whole sum at once with interest
or that he might sue for each instalment
as it tell due and remained unpaid. The
hrst two instalments were paid on the

?,

ne date9
> V

10 third instalment was due on
the 7th of January 1906. Neither this nor

°* t0
f

subsequent instalments were
Paid. On the 17th of August 1912, i. e., six
years and seven months after the 7th of
January 1906, the plaintiff brought the suit.An examination of the plaint showed that
the plaintiff sued to recover the full amountwhmh was due on the 7th of January 1906
together with interest which fell due
y reason oi the default of the 7th of

th^^i?'
^ 1S Pia’nt he distinctly stated

0) 20
h

f, 1T9
°o
f
,
aotion for the suit accrued

933i 35 A. 455; 11 A. L. J. 661.
*Pagaa of 35 A.—Ed,

'— —

—

on the /th of January 1906 On * i, r .

the learned Judges held that the !?%
in that oase had elected to take on/two options given him by the bond, 4 th at

amount of the debt due by reason nf Sdefault in one instalment Their *
to say: “ It is perfectly clear from tZ

D

itself that the plaintiffs have not
P "j

that right, which entitled thL l
the whole of the balance due l?

* reoover

the default of the 7th of Januarj SSfl" ffact, they take their stand upon thatnrn
‘

and seek to enforoe their right The
'0
/ence of a waiver is distin nil!

’
.

exist’

the plaint, which sttea tlt^h

t

accrued on the 7th of January lgQx

p

~,r :ztas to the first two instalments
J"* claim

by time and that his suit related
h?"6

/
the three remaining instalments hT j

t0

not base his oause of aotion on the^ f °i!of payment of the first ,Wni
6 defan^

does not olaim the entire amounTd
the bond. He has no doubt claimeW

Q? rde
!on the amounts due with respect !?

ter
.

eat

first instalments. But ha vine- r
*

j
le two

oause of aotion stated in the^DlafT* t°
tb ®

not entitled to claim such in
’ he is

learned Judges in tb/case menf ^
distinguish the case before thenTfr ^tl*case of Ajudhia v. Kunja

’

to)
f om

,

the

words:- In regard to the ruling i/Y^?®
6

v. Kunjal (2) an examination th
A]udhla

clearly that it cannot apply ti
,

e
.

reo
^
shows

the present oase. That suit /
faots °f

reoover the last three of the
8 to

that were due under that bond I
talments

whd. a„. by
““

To, TL;ia’

payment of an instalment. It
'

1

*

4
!

n

have been proved or OHQri

apP0ars to

plaintiffs had forborne to sue f£
h<#

words, had waived their rights’ in

°the
?

of the instalments that werf
r08Peot

not been paid.” These remarks makecase of Ajudhya y. Kunjal (2) Mly ^ucable to this oase. The faots of th.
Pl

case and those of Ajudhia y Kunhl (2)almost parallel.
^ungat, (2) are

The oase of Ohandan Singh v T),m.
(3) i. .1.. “w
S «W!

C,'«
J' 721

A

- »• <'»«» 36.
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KAILASH CNANDRA KANDOR t’. HARIHAR PATRA.

sent case. Mr. Justice Chamier distinguished

the case before him from the case of Ajndhia

v. Kunjal (2) upon the ground that the bond

before him provided that in default of

payment of any instalment, the debtor was

hound to pay the whole amount at once., He

held that that circumstance distinguished

the case from Ajudhia v. Kunv.l (2). The

same reasoning is equally applicable in this

case. In my opinion the learned Judge of

the Court below did not correctly appreciate

the terms of the bond in suit. The suit

was within time and it ought not to have

been dismissed as being barred by time, i

allow this application, set aside* the judg-

ment and decree of the Court below and

remand the case to that Court to be restored

to its original number on the file and to

be disposed of on the merits. The costs to

abido the event.
Application allowed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2413 ok

1916.

June 5, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Fletcher and Justice

Sir Syed Shamsul Huda, Kt.

KAILASH CHANDRA KANDOR
— Plaintiff—'Appellant

versus

HARIHAR PATRA and others—
Defendants—Respondents.

Appeal—Minor respondent—Appellant, failure of, la

furnish security for costs of gun rdian ml \item— Dis-

missal of appeal against minor— Transfer of appeal—
Decree against minor— Dismissal order, effect of.

One of the respondents to an appeal in a mortgage

suit being a minor, the District Judge appointed the

Nazir of bis Court to act as the guardian ad litem of

the minor. The appellant, however, failed to furnish

security for the costs of the guardian ad litem and

the appeal was consequently dismissed as against

the minor. Subsequently the appeal was transferred

to the Subordinate Judge, who heanl a Pleader

instructed by a third person on behalf of tlm minor

and decreed the appeal. A few days after, the

Subordinate Judge, on being informed of the order

passed by the District Judge, vacated his own order

against the minor and dismissed the appeal as

against him:

Held, that (lie order of dismissal passed by the

the District Judge was a perfectly good order and

was operative until it was set aside, [p. 930, col. l.J

Appeal against the decree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, 2nd Court, Midnapur, dated

the 24th May 1916, modifying that of the

Munsif, 1st Court at Contai, dated the 7th

December 1914.

FACTS appear from the judgment and

the arguments.

Babu Jpntish Chandra Hazrah ,
for the Ap-

pellant,—In this case the appellants brought

a suit for sale against the minor respondent

(mortgagor), who was represented by the

Nazir of the Munsif’s Court at Contai. The

suit was dismissed and my client appealed,

making the minor a respondent and treating

the Nazir of the Munsif’s Conrt as guard-

ian ad litem. He was so made guardian

because in the decree of the Munsif the

Nazir of the Munsif’s Court at Contai was

described a 9 guardian of the minor. Notice

was duly served upon the Nazir of the

Munsif’s Court at Contai and he instructed

a Pleader, who duly entered appearance.

But the Nazir at the same time wrote a

letter to the District Judge saying that he

was going on leave, and asked for the Dis-

trict Judgo’s orders as to whether he could

oontinue as a guardian while on leave. The

District Judge received that letter in Cham-

bers and passed an order in the order-sheet

it* the absence of the parties appointing the

District Judge’s Nazir as guardian ad litem

of the minor and noted down that talabana

was to be paid within three days. The order

was not communicated to the appellant

and after three days, talabana not having

been paid, the appeal against the minor re-

spondent was dismissed. Nobody knew of

this order and the appeal was finally beard

by the Subordinate Judge before whom the

minor was represented by the Pleader in-

structed by the first Nazir, t. e., the Munsif 8

Court Nazir. The appeal was allowed by

the Sub Judge. At the time of the drawing

up of the decree, however, it was pointed

out to the Subordinate Judge that the appeal

against the minor h^d been dismissed by

the District Judge. The Subordinate Judge

thereupon vacated his judgment and drew

up a decree dismissing the appeal.

I submit that the Nazir of the Munsif s

Court was competent to represent the minor

in all stages of the litigation. As he reoeived

the notice of the appeal and instructed a

Pleader to appear, there was no oooasion to

paso any order appointing anybody else as
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guardian. The order of the District Judge
to that effect is without jurisdiction, besides,
the order was full of illegalities. The letter
was received in Chambers, the order appoint-
ing the fresh guardian ad litem was passedm Chambers and talabana was called for in
Chambers. The orders were never com-
municated to the appellant.

[Fletcher, J.—Why did you not lock to
the order-sheet P]

Because it is no part of the appellant’s busi-
ness. The rules of the High Court, Ciroular
Orders, Volume I, Rule 39, page S3, direct
that orders directing anything to be done
by the parties shall be communioated to them
or to their Pleaders and shall be signed by
them or their Pleaders. Besides, the minor,
although he has lost his case, cannot say
that he went unrepresented. Therefore he
oannot complain of any prejudice.

In any event if your Lordships be
of ooinion that the minor was not legally
represented by the Pleader, even then the
case ought to be remanded to enable the
appellant to serve notice upon the iNazir of
the District Judge, Midnapur, and have the
appeal re*heard.

[b letc jer, J.—Why did you not move to
have the order of the District Judge dis-
missing the appeal against the minor set
aside P We can’t help you now.]

I oannot move against an interlocutory
order. Besides I had no notice then.
Babu Santimoy Majumdar, for the Respond-

ents, submitted that after the decree of
the Subordinate Judge was drawn up, the
appellant preferred a review of the order of
the District Judge, which was dismissed for
default.

JUDGMENT.
Fletcher, J.—This is an apppal by the

plaintiff against the decision of the learned
Subordinate Judge of Midnapur modifying
the dioision of the Munsif of Contai. The
suit was brought to enforce a mortgage.
Amongai. the defendants was a minor, uamely,
the defendant No. I, who appeared in court
through a guardian ad litem. The guardian
(id litem appointed in the Munsif’s Court was
the Nazir, the Chief Ministerial Officer of chat
Court, and the Nazir seems to have acted all
right. That gentleman, however, went on
leave when the appeal was preferred against
the judgment of the Munsif and the person
who was officiating for him was supposed

59

O have succeeded by virtue of his office

L ®- P0S
V.

n
i the guardian ad litem ofthe minor defendant No. 1. Whether that

ever
P
f?

Per
ff

°r n0t
’
n does not matter. How.ever the officiating Nazir of the Munsif’s

behalf of tT
* P)eader appear onbehalf of the minor. But before that—almost a month before-the District Judge

CourtV„T fl

apP °' n ‘ed an offi^r of his ownCourt to be the guardian ad litem of the minorand. the appellant having failed to giveproper seounty for the costs of the guardianad htem appointed by the District Judgethe appeal as against the defendant No Iwas dismissed. That is how the matterstood at he date cf the hearing of theappeal. At the hearing of the appeal whathappened was this: The Pleader instructed

cfJt
,° ffialatlDfir Nazir the Munsif’s

the guardian ad litem of the minor at allappeared and argued tbs case, which he lostand the minors nghts were very seriously
prejudiced. Seven days after that theSubordinate Judge who heard the appealwas informed of what the District Judgehad done, dismissing the appeal as againstthe minor defe. dant No. I on the ground
that the plaintiff had been in default innot giving security for the easts of theguardian ad litem, i’hercuoon. the learned
Subordinate Judge reviewed his judgment
decreeing l be suit against the minor de-fendant Iso. I and in lieu thereof dismissed
it as against him. Subsequently the plaint-

n-
“a

. r Z applloation to the learned
Disi riot Judge to set asi | e the order ordecree dismissing the suit as against
defendant No. I for default in find.J thecosts of the guardian ad litem. Thatapplication was not heard, solely owimr tn
the default of the plaintiff. The plaintiffdid not provide the necessary materials toenable the Court to adjudicate on thatand, having adopted that course, he hasonly got himself to thank if tbe ex vaZorder of the District Judge dismiss, ng thesuit against the minor derendant No 1 fnrdefaul is given effect to. The plaintiffhad ample opportunity before the learned
Distriot Judge for showing that thisorder of dismissal made by him ought tobe set aside. As he allowed that opportunity
|° pass

,

:for
,

hls own default, he must bebound by the order of dismissal. That
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order of dismissal is a perfectly good order

until it is set aside. In that view of the

case, the present appeal fails and must be

dismissed with costs.

Shamsul Hupa, J.— J agree.

Appeal dismissed .

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeal No. 304 of 1917.

June 19, 1918.

Fyeserit:— Pandit Kanfcaiya Lai, A. J. C.

SHEO GOBIND and others— Plaintiffs

—

Appellants

tv rsus

Lula AMBIKA PKASAD and others —
Defendants - Respondents.

Adverse possession— Trespasser
,

position of— Owner

,

remedies of—Ejectment
,

suit for
,

after twelve years

,

maintainabilit a of.

Although a landlord has an option to treat a

person cultivating his land without his permission

as a trespasser and to sue him for possession and

damaires in the Civil Court or to treat him as a
» l

tenant and to sue him for rent for the occupation

of the same at a fair and equitable rate, he cannot

exercise that choice with any elTcct after a hostile

title has been acquired by the occupant by reason

of his adverse possession for more than 12 years.

The effect of the existence of adverse possession

for such a period is to extinguish the remedy of

the real owner and the proceedings, if any, tak^n
by him in the Revenue Court to eject the occupant

bv notice, as if he were a tenant-at-will, aro without
jurisdiction, [p. 930, col. 2; p. 931, col. J.]

Appeal from the decree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, Unao, dated the lwth June 1917,

modifying that of the Munsif, South Unao,

dated the 21st December 1916.

Babu Bisheshivar Nath Srivastava
,
for the

Appellants.

The Hon’ble Pandit Qokaran Nath Misra

and Mr. P. 0. Gupta, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—The dispute in these

appeals relates to plots Nos. 52/2, 52/3 and
65/2 old, corresponding with Nos. 78, 79

and 80 new, khasra. The plaintiffs sued

for possession of the said plots on the

allegation that they were the owners thereof

and that the defendants wrongfully got

them ejected from the same through the

Revenue Court. They further set up a

title by adverse possession. The defendants

denied the plaintiffs’ title and pleaded

that the land in dispute had a grove which

was cut long ago and that the plaintiffs

were estopped from asserting an adverse

title.

The Court of first instanoe found in

favour of the plaintiffs and decreed the

claim, but the lower Appellate Court dis-

missed it in regard to plots Nos. 52/2 and

52/3 old, corresponding with Nos. 78 and 79

new, khasra and upheld the remainder of

the decree. Both the parties appeal.

On behalf of the plaintiffs reliauce is

placed on what happened in two previous

suits, filed by the predeoessor-in-title of

the defendants against the predeoessor-in

title of the plaintiffs in 1885 for the recovery

of possession of plot No. 65 old khasra

measuring 2 bighas 3^ biswas and plot

No. 52 old khasra measuring 5 bighas 15 biswas

8 Liswansis respectively. The suits were

brought in the Court of the Munsif of

Purwa. The allegation on behalf of the plaint-

iffs in those suits was that the former plot

was ban ar land, of which the predeoessor

in-title of the present plaintiffs had taken

wrongful possession and the latter was a

grove, of which the trees had fallen down
and which the predeoessor-in-title of the

present plaintiffs had wrongfully brought

under cultivation. The predeoessors-in-title

of the defendants in both those oases set

up their proprietary right, alleging that they

were mortgagees of both the plots from

Prag Kalwar, whose right to redeem the

mortgage had become barred by time, and

that they had been in adverse possession

of the same for more than 12 years. On
the date fixed for hearing of those oases,

no one appeared for the then plaintiffs.

The defendant was present, Both the

suits were, therefore, dismissed for default

on the 14th December 1S86. The Courts

below rightly held that the dismissal of

the former suit in regard to plot No. 65

old khasra rendered a fresh suit in regard

to the same unmaintainable and that it

was not open to the defendants after the

lapse of nearly 20 years to treat the

plaintiffs as tenants and to seek their

ejectment through the Revenue Court.

Although a landlord has an option to

treat a person cultivating his land without

his permission as a trespasser and to sue

him for possession and damages in the

Civil Court or to treat him as a tenant

*
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and sne him for rent for the occupation
of the same at a fair and equitable rate,
he cannot exercise that choice with any
effect after a hostile title has been acquired
by the ocoupant by reason of his adverse
possession for more than 12 years. As
pointed out in Muhammad Taqi v. Muham-mad Baqar (1), the effect of the existence
of adverse possession for such a period is
to extinguish the remedy of the real
owner and the proceedings taken by the
defendants in the Revenue Court to ejeot
the plaintiffs by notice, as if they were
tenants-at-will, were without jurisdiction.

in regard to plots Nos. 52^2 and 52/3 old
khasra the lower Appellate Court, however
observes that as they contained a grove
which was mortgaged with the predecessor-
in-title of the present plaintiffs, a suit for
the resumption of the land after the grove
was out oould have been instituted only

I?
Court of the District Judge and

the institution of a suit in the Court of
the Munsif of Purwa for the possession of

e land in 18c6 had, therefore, no effeot.
flat the faot that the defendants held
possession under the assertion of an adverse
right sinoe 1836 cannot be ignored. Ao-
cording to the predeosssor-in-title of the
defendants the land had ceased to retain
the character of a grove prior to 1886 and
had been brought under cultivation by the
predeoes3or-in*title of the present plaintiffs.A suit to ejeot him as a trespasser was
dismissed for default. The suit as then
brought was entertainable in the Court in
which it was brought and the right of the
present defendants to resume the.land is now

' barred by time.
It is pointed out that plot No. 80 new

khasra includes No. 52/4 old khasra. But it
oannot be said that plot No. 52/4 old khasra
was not included in the former suit which
related to the entire plot No. 52 old
khasra, measuring 5 bighas 15 biswas 8
oiswansis.

50^! ?
ppeaI

.

filed the Plaintiffs No.

fl|
1917 is, therefore, allowed and that

Died by the defendants No. 334 of 1917
dismissed, the claim of the plaintiffs being
decreed with oosts here and hitherto. The
defendants will bear their own oosts through-
oat.

Appeal allowed.
(1) 20 Iud, Cag, 580; IQ 0. C. 163.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Civil Appeal No. 1159 of 1917,

March 14, 1918.
P^enfi-Mr. Justice Shadi Lai.HAiATand others—Defendants

Appellants
versus

Musammat CULLAN

—

Plaintiff
Respondent.

Custom—Alienation by sonless proprietor of j

is ^sra»rsa

Of Ills daughters in the presence of Tis brntl
°UJnephews, [p. 932, col. ].]

,Ub brothers and

Although the initial presumption throughout thnI unjah is against the power of alienationTreLect—
•
proband, at the outfet rc" tTm fhe"!

““
asserting such a power, vet in cases ofthcVTS°Q
mailau tribes of the Jhelum District th„

Muham.

to a daughter or daughter's son is llot 0f
P
"reatHeight and may be easily shifted [,,. 93 ] col 2y

eat

Sacond appeal from the decree of the
District Judge, Jhelum, dated the 16thFebruary 1917.

Dt“

Mr Nanak Chand, for the Appellants.
Syed Mohsm Shah, for the Rsspondent.

JUDGMENT—The parties are Mair
Rajputs of the Chakwal Tahsil of theJhelum District, and the question for
consideration is whether a sonless proprietor
is competent to devise the whole of hia
ancestral estate in favour of his daughter in
the presence of hia brother and neDhew
The Courts below have concurred 7n
answering the question in the affirmative
and after hearing arguments and examin-
ing the evidence upon the record I see no
adequate reason for dissenting from their
conclusion.

As pointed out in Rattigan’s Digest of
Customary Law (Eighth Edition), paragraph
59, remark 2, although the initial presump,
tion throughout the provinoe is against
the power of alienation in respeot of
anoestral land in village communities, and
the onus probandi at the outset rests on the
person asserting such a power, yet in oases
of the Muhammadan tribes of the Jhelum
Dietriot the presumption against the validity
of a gift by a sonless proprietor to a
daughter or daughter’s son is not of great
weight, and may be easily shifted, vide

f
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inter alia, Sher Jang v. Ghulam Mohi-ud din

(1). It appears from the list of cases appended

to the judgment of the Munsif that the

Mairs recognise a very extensive power of

alienation in respect of ancestral propeit},

and there are in that list four instances of

the gift or devise of ancestral property in

favour of a daughter or a daughter s son to

the exclusion of a brother or brother s son.

In Fazl v. Musammat Bhagbari (2) a Divi-

sion Bench of this Court (iSmythe and Roe,

JJ.) held that among Mair Rajputs of the

Chakwal Tahsil a proprietor without male

issue can by custom m ke a Will leaving his

entire estate to bis daughter to the prejudice

of his near collaterals. The judgment report-

er! as Faiz Bukhsh v. Jahan tohtih (3) also

relates to Mair Rajputs of the Chakwal

Tahsil and lays down that a gift by a childless

proprietor of his entire estate in favour of

two of his grand nephews in the presence of

other nephews and grand-nephews is valid

by custom.

Upon the record there are two judgments

by the Divisional Judge, dated 27th March

1916 ( Musahib Khalun v. Khalas) and

6th April 1916 (Lai Khan v. Haider ),

both of which recognise the validity of

a gift by a soilless Mair proprietor in

favour of a daughter or daughter’s son

to the prejudice of his collaterals. On the

other hand, we have only two compromises

in which the property was divided between

the collaterals and the daughters

In view' of the judicial authorities re-

ferred to above and the evidence adduced

by the daughter, I am of opinion that

even if the onus was on her to establish

the validity of the Will in her favour,

that onus has been fully discharged, and

that the collaterals have failed to adduce

any instance showing that the power of devise

in favour of daughters is not recognised

among the Mair Rajputs of the Chakwal

Tahsil. Accordingly I atlirm the decree of tho

lower Appella e Court and dismiss the

appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissal.

(1) 22 l\ H. 1904; 10 r. L. It. 1HU.

(2) 01 1\ It. 1885.

(3) 00 T. It. 1907; 28 1*. L. It. 1008.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 2040

of 1916.

July 3, 1918.

Present :
— Mr. Justice Walmeley

and Mr. Justice Panton.

MAMRAJ AGARWALA and on his death

HIS HEIRS AND LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES

CHHAGMAL AGARWALA and others—
Defendants—Appellants

versus

AHAMAD ALI M AHAMAD--Plaintiff-

Respondent.
Transfer of Property Act (1 V of 1882J, s, 53

—

I'ra ttd n lent transfer—Presumption— Suits Valuation

Art (VII of 1 SS7 ), s. 1 1 — Vnder-valuation of suit—

Prejudice to defendant .

In a suit for declaration of title, the plaintiff set

uj> a kobala (conveyance) executed in his favour by

his father. The defendant, a judgmeut-creditor of

the father, pleaded that the kobala was voidable

under section 53 of the Transfer of Property Act.

Both the lower Courts, holding that there was no

evidence that tho plaintiff’s father had any debts

at the time of the kobala
,
decreed the suit, although

it was proved that the kobala was executed in the

very year in which the defendant obtained his

decree against the plaintiff’s father:

Held
,
that the decision of tho lower Courts could (

not stand, as neither of them had considered the fact |

that the kobala was executed at a time when the *

executant was well aware of the probability of the
;

decree of a substantial sum being passed against

him, and also as neither Court in considering the •

evidence and facts of the ease had set clearly j

before its mind the presumption created by clause
j

(2) of section 53 of the Transfer of Property Act.

[p. 933, col. 2.

J

WTuto a suit which has boon undervalued is

tried by a Munsif’s Court, tho defendant cau

reasonably say that he has been prejudiced by

the case being tried bv a Court which had no

jurisdiction to try it. [p. 934, col. l.J

Appeal against the decree of the Officiat-

ing Subordinate Judge, Jalpaignri, dated

the 23rd May 1916, affirming that of the

Muosif, 2nd Court at that place, dated the

23rd January 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Brojo Lai Chakravarti (with bin)

Babu Hemeudra Nath Bose), for the Appel-

lants — After the rejection of a claim case

the plaintiff brought this suit for declaration

of his title to thd properties attached

by a creditor in execution of a deoree

obtained against the plaintiff’s vendor. The

Munsif decreed the suit, holding that the

kobala was really a gift aud conveyed good

title to the plaintiff, the kobala that was

without consideration and that the presump-

tion under section 5 > of the Transfer of
t
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Property Act did not arise with regard to
subsequent debts and that there was no
evideno9 to show when plaintiff’s vendor be-
oame indebted. He also found tb 9 value of
the properties in suit to be Rs. 3 COO. On
appeal the lower Appellate Court held that
the kobala was a real document and not a
benami transaction,

•

The lower Appellate Court has not at all

considered the effect of section 53 of the
Transfer of Property Act upon the trans-
action and the fact that the Munsif had
no jurisdiction to try this suit, as the value
of the subject-matter exoeeded his pecuniary
jurisdiction.

The presumption under section 53 is

applicable to subsequent debts as well.
Referred to Falamalai Mndaliyar v. South
Indian Export Go., Ltd. (l) and Sadashiv
Yaman Dhamankar v. Trimbah Divakar
Karandikar (2).

Babus Upendra Kumar Roy, for Babu
Krishna Kamal Maiha

,
for the Respondent.

—

Section 11 of the Suits Valuation Act cured
the defeot of jurisdiction, if any. No pre-

judice has been proved in this case. The
plaintiff was entitled to value his suit at

Rs. 300 as mentioned in the kobala. Re-
ferred to Bibi Phul Kumari v. Ghansyam
Misra (3).

The lower Appellate Court not only

affirmed the finding of the Munsif as to the

bearing of section 53, Transfer of Property
Act, upon the facts of this case but also

found that the dooum9nt was a real one
and the inadequacy of the consideration, if

any, was immaterial.

The question is whether a third person

could raise the qaestion of adequacy of con-

sideration whioh was a matter between the

assignor and the assignee. Referred to

Bhigwat Dayal Singh v. Debi Dayal Sahu
(4).1

As to the cases referred to by the appal-

lants, the principles enunciated therein

(1) 5 Ind. Cas. 33; 33 M. 334; 7 M. L. T. 167; 20
M. L. J. 21l; (1910) M. W.N. 239.

(2) 23 B. 146; 12 Ind. Dec. (a. s ) 97.

(3) 7 C. L. J 36; 12 C. \V. N. 169; 10 Bom. L. R.

1; 5 A. L. J. 10; 17 M. L. J. 618; 2 M 1, T. 503; 35

C.20?; 14 Bar L. R. 41: 35 I A 2 2 (P. C.).

(4) 35 C. 4 .0; 10 Bom. L. R. 230; 12 0. W. N. 393;

7 C. L. J. 335; 5 A. L. J. 1 84; IS vl. L. J. 10 >; 3 Af. L.

T. 341; 14 Bur, L R. 49; 35 J. A- *48 (P. 0 ).

apply equally to third parsons and no
distinction should b * made on that score.

Babu Brojo Lai Chahravarti replied.

JUDGMENT.
Walmsley, J.— Dffeniant obtained a

decree against the plaintiff’s father and in
execution of that decree attached certain
property. Plaintiff then objected that the
property was his and not his father’s and
he tiled a claim before the executing Court.
That claim was dismissed. He thereupon
brought the present suit for a declaration
that the property attached by the deoree-
holder-defendant was his own property and
not his father’s. Defendant objected that
the suit was undervalued as the property
was worth not Rs. 300 but Rs. 3,030 and,
therefore, the Munsif in whose Court it
was instituted had no jurisdiction to try
it. He also contended that the document
was not genuine but that it was executed
for the purpose of defrauding or defeating
the father’s creditors.

lo take the second point first. The
Munsif was of opinion that the document
was intended to be a gift and that the
consideration money set out in it was only
nominal. On appeal the learned Subordi-
nate Judge held that the consideration had
actually baen paid. Bith the Courts then
remarked no doubt, with reference to the
provisions of seotion 53 of the Transfer of
Property Aot, that there wa 9 no evidence
that the plaintiff’s father had any debts
at the time of the kobala. This s-ems to me
rather an extraordinary remark to make,
because the kobala was executed in the very
year in which the defendant obtained his
decree against the plaintiff’s father. It is
not apparent whether the decree was ob-
tained before the kobala or after; but at
any rate, the suit had been instituted, ’and
the plaintiff’s father was well aware of the
probability of a decree for a substantial
sum being pa33ed against him. That is a
fact whioh boJi the lower Courts ought to
have considered oarefully. Their remarks
show that they were thinking of seoti^n 53
of the Transfer of Property Aot; but neither
Court s<=t clearly before its mind the pre-
sumption wnioh is created by clause (2)
of that section, and I think that in con-
sidering the evidence and the facts in this
case they ought to have paid very great
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attention to tbe presumption. They have

referred to certain rulings as sufficient to

.-justify the deoision to which they have

come. But the circumstances of those

rulings are entirely different, because in

those oases the dispute was not between a

third person and one of the contracting

parties but between the representatives of

one contracting party and the other con-

tracting party. This omission in the judg-

ments of the lower Courts necessitates a

remand.

Then, with regard to the other objection

that the suit was tried by a Munsif who
had no jurisdiction to try it, the Munsif

remarked that the objection was disposed

of by the deoision in the case of Bibi Phul
Kumari v. Ohamyam Misra (3). That view

appears to me entirely wrong. Their

Lordships of the Privy Council did not lay

down any proposition suoh as is suggested

by the Munsif. I think that, having found

the value of the property to be Rs. 3,000,

the Munsif should have gone on to hold

that he had no jurisdiction to try the suit.

It is objected that section 11 (2) of the

Suits Valuation Act prevents us from enter-

taining tbe objection at the present stage.

It appears to me, however, that the defend-

ant can reasonably say that he has been

prejudiced by the oase being tried by a

Court which had no jurisdiction to try it; and
in the present instanoe, as the case is being

remanded, 1 am the more unwilling to accept

respondent’s contention.

I think that the decrees of the lower
Courts must be set aside, and the case be
sent back to the District Judge for him to

make it over for trial to a Subordinate
Judge with jurisdiction. Costs of this Court
and of the two lower Courts will abide the
result.

Panton, J.

—

1 agree.

Decrees set aside; Case sent back.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 91 of 1916.

June 12, 1918.

Present :—Mr. Lindsay, J. C., and Pandit

Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C.

Shri Pandit BADRI BISHAL and another

—

Plaintiffs— Appellants
versus

BAIJ NATH andotbers—Defendants

—

Respondents.
Estoppel —Privy to person to whom representation

made
,

position of—Arrangement contrary to represent .

at ion between pieties to representation, effect of.

The benefit of an estoppel can be claimed either

by the person to whom the representation is made
or by his privy: and, the privy cannot, be deprived of

such benefit by the fact that since the time the

representation was made and the privity of estato

commenced, the person to whom the representation

was made and the person who made the representa-

tion have come to an arrangement contrary to the

representation, [p. 937, col. 1.]

Appeal from the decree of the Subordinate
Judge, Unao, dated the 11th May 1916.

Mr. A. P. Sen and Babu Basudeo Lal
t

for

the Appellants.

The Hon’ble Pandit Gnkaran Nalh Misra
,

for Respondents Nos. 1 and 2.

Babu Bisheshwar Nath Srivastava
,

for

Respondent No. 2.

JUDGMENT.—The only question for

decision in this appeal is one of estoppel.

The judgment of the Court below is to

the effect that the plaintiffs, who are the

appellants here, are estopped from suing on
a mortgage executed in their favour whioh
was the basis of their claim in the lower
Court.

In order to elucidate the point before us
it is necessary to refer to what took place

previous to the present litigation.

In the year 1868 one Baldeo Bakbsh,
who was the grandfather of the defendant-

respondent Har Dayal, executed a mortgage
in favour of one Daya Shankar in respect

of a four annas share in a village oalled

Satan. It is admitted that eventually the

mortgagee obtained possession over the

whole of the mortgaged property and that

his representatives in- interest were in posses-

sion till a short time ago.

In February 1912 the defendant Har
Dayal executed a mortgage with possession

in favour of the plaintiffs appellants Badri

Bishal and Sheo Salmi. The mortgage
• * mM
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money wag a sum of over R*. 4,030 and
a portion of the consideration was left with
the mortgagees to redeem the mortgage of

18oS. About a fortnight after this mortgage
was executed, a suit was brought against
the mortgagees on behalf of Har Dayal by
his next friend Baij Nath for the purpose
of having the mortgage-deed set aside on
the ground that Har Dayal was a minor
and that he had been trioked into making
the mortgage in the defendants’ favour.
Shortly after this it is admitted that
Baij Nath who appeared in the suit as
Har Dayal’s next friend was appointed
guardian of the person and property of
Har Dayal.

The suit was contended in the Court
of the Additional Judge of Unao. Issues
were framed and we have now to consider
what took place on the 2dth of March 1913
in the Court of the Additional Judge. The
order-sheet of the record of that suit shows
that the case was up for hearing on the
date just mentioned in the presence of the
next friend Baij Nath, who was represented by
Babu Lakshmi Narain, Vakil. The defend-
ants on that date were represeutei by a
Vakil named Bibu Prag Narain. Ifc was
intimated by the Pleaders to the Court
that an arrangement had been come to

between the parties and that payment of

the money whioh the defendants had agreed
to receive was not possible on that date,

inasmuch as the banker who was to have
brought the money to Court had been
unable to produoe ifc. The Pleaders asked
the Courfc for four days’ adjournment pro-

mising to put in a compromise on the
next date for hearing. The learned Judge
took down the statements of the Pleaders
and the parties. Baij Nath, the next
friend of the plaintiff Har Dayal, told the
learned Judge that he had agreed to pay
a fixed sum to the defendants, who in their

turn had agreed to relinquish their rights

under the mortgage-deed in suit. The
general agent of the 1st defendant made
the following statement:

—
‘T have agreed

to relinquish my right under the mortgage
in suit if the sum Sxed to-day is paid

to my master Badri Biahal by plaintiff’s

next friend,” A similar statement was
made by the 2nd defendant Sheo Sahai,

who was present in person. He deposed

be had agreed to relinquish his right

unler the mortgage in suit if the sum
agreed upon was paid to himself and the
other mortgagee.

After these statements had been record-
ed, the learned Judge fixed the 29th of
March 1913 for the filing of the compromise.
On the 29th of March 1913 what took place
was this. The plaintiff’s Pleader Babu Lak-
shmi Narain withdrew the plea of minority
which had be9n set up in the plaint, and in.
timated that it ought to be considered that his
client was of full age at the time he
made the mortgage in the defendants’
favour. The defendants on this date were
represented by two Pleaders and both of
the Pleaders informed the Court that they
had no objection to the withdrawal of the
plea, the faot being that the defence to
the suit was that Har Dayal was of full
age at the time the mortgage was made.

This statement having been made, the
Additional Judge ordered the plaint to be
returned to the plaintiff for amendment.
Obviously it was neoessary to alter the
plaint in view of the withdrawal of the
allegation that the plaintiff was a minor.
The plaint was duly amended, signed by
Har Dayal himself who was present, and
lodged in Courfc. After this had been done,
the learned Judge proceeded to inquire

regarding the terms of the settlement.

The plaintiff’s Pleader admitted that the

agreement was that the plaintiff was to

pay a sum of R}. 1,300 to the defendants,

who were for this consideration to relin-

quish all their rights under the mortgage-
deed. The general agent of the defendant,

Badri Bishal was present in Court and when
he was questioned regarding this matter, the

only answer he could give was that he oould

not say exactly if Rs. 1,300 was the sum fixed.

The matter, however, wa9 made dear by
the evidence of Babu Prag Narain, who
was thereupon called as a witness. He
deposed that the terms which were settled

between the parties on the 26fch of March
1913 ivere that the plaintiff was to pay
a sum of Ri. 1,300 to the defendants and
that the defenda its were to give up their

claim under the mortar igs deed in suit. It

was further agree! that the parties would

bear their own costs. Having ascertained

these facts the Judge proceeded to deliver

judgment. He found that the parties had
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Gome to terms in the sense above men-
tioned and he consequently directed that

the plaintiff’s Miim to have t he mortgage-

deed of the 9fch of February 19!*2 executed

by him in favour of the defendants Badri

Bishal ar.d Sheo Sahai sot aside shoild

be decreed upon payment of Rg. 1,300

to the defendants. The judgment directed

that tho sum of Rs. 1,300 was to be paid

on or before the 3rd of April 1913, fail-

ing which the plaintiff’s claim would stand

dismissed with costs.

In order to raise the money which he had
to pay according to the directions contained

in this judgment, idar Dayal on the 3lst

of March 1913 executed a mortgage of the

four annas share of Msnza Satan in favour

of Jagan Nath, who is the 2nd defend-

ant in the present suit, .lagan Nath, it

may be mentioned, is the full bi other of

Baij Nath who had been acting as the

next friend of Har Dayal in the suit, of

191*2. The mortgage in favour of .lagan

Nath was for a sum of Rs. 5,000. It was
arranged that out of this money Rs 1,300

should be deposited in C< art. to satisfy

the decree of the 29th of March 1913.

We find from the record (Exhibit B-lfi) that

this sum of Rs. 1,300 was actually lodged

in Court on the 31st of March by Har
Dayal and his mortgagee Jagan Nath.

Alter the dose of the proceeding! in the

Court of the Additional Judge, Bidri Bishal

and Sheo Sahai brought an appeal in this

C mrt whioh was disposed of on tho 10th

of March 1915. The case was compromis-
ed in this Court between Badri Bishal

' and Sheo Sahai on the one side and Har
Dayal on the other, and the result of the

judgment of this Court was that the appeal

of Badri Bishal and Sheo Sahai was allowed

in consequence of which the decree of the

29th March 1913 of the Additional Judge was
set aside, .lagan Nath tho mortgagee and
his brother Baij Nath were made parties

to the appeal in this Court, but their

I names wore removed from the record and it

is common ground that whatever was decided

in this Court i o no way affects the rights

of either Baij N tth or lagan Nath, whatever
they may he. We may mention here that

after tailing this mortgage of the 3 1st of

March 1913 Jagan Nath brought a suit

for redemption of the mortgage of ISo8
and obtained a decree. He paid the money

into Court on the 23rd of March 1914.

The result, therefore, is that at the present

moment .Tagan Nath is in possession of

the four annas share of Mauza Satan as a

mortgagee.

Bidri Bishal and Sheo Sahai, having
managed to get the deoree of the 29th of

March 1913 set aside in appeal in this

* ourt, have now brought the present sait

in which they claim possession of the four-

annas share under the mortgage whioh
was executed in their favour on the 9th

of February 1912. One of the defences

which has been set up to this claim and
the defence whioh the Subordinate Judge
has accepted is that Badri Bishal and
Sheo Sahai are estopped from setting up
any rights under their mortgage of the

9th of February 1912. The Subordinate
Judge has found in favour of the defend-

ants and has dismissed the suit on this

groui d alone.

It is this question of estoppel whioh
has been argued before us by the learned

Counsel for the appellants In our opinion

the decision of the lower Court is perfeotly

correct. The faots have been stated iu.

detail and it is impossible, in our opinion,

for the appellants to contend that

on these faots they are now in a

position to set up their righ's as mort*
gagees under the deed of the 9th cf

February 1912. It is perfeotly olear that

by the proceedings whioh were taken in

the Court of the Additional Judge of

Unao on the 29th of March 1913 the
present plaintiffs surrendered whatever
claim they had under this mortgage for

a payment of Rs. I,c00 to be made to

them by Har Dayal Har Dayal had be-

come the plaintiff in the case, and it i*9

not to be doubted that there wa9 a de-

finite agreement between him and the

present appellant. That agreement vas
communicated to the Court and a decree
was passed upon it. On the strength of

this agreement Jagan Nuth respondent ad-

vanced the money on the mortgage of the

31 of March i9 3, and it was out of

this money that Har Dayal deposited in

Court the Rs. 1,300 which he was bound
to pay to Badri Bishal and Sheo Sahai*

In these circumstances Jagan Nath ha9

cei tail lv the right to say that the present

plaintiffs appellants cannot as against him
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UNJAB CHIEF court.

rittST Civil Appbap No. 1384 cf 1915
Maroh 16, I91S.

resent — Mr. Justice Cheyis and Mr.
- Justice Broadway.

KISHEN NA HAIN— Plaintiff
Appellant
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versus

A MAL AND OTHERS—DEFENDANTS •

Oil.,7 p ,
Respondents.
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February 1915.
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property
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fir«t Court disallowed his
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u. 2. 5.„..
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,r. xlor the appellant it is urged tt.

respondent is estopped from pfeadiW^II, rule 2. as he has himself i„ hl

"

objections invoked the aid of Order Vv^ er

rule 14, which itself lays down
IJ

. ru'e 2, is not to b e a bar to a^suit in suoli oases. We are b
1 esb

opinion that all that the judgmentS^

(2) Il
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P
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907; 157 P' L - K - J9°6 ’
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meant to do when he quoted Order XXXIV

was to claim the benefit of the pr.no,

embodied in the first part of clause. d)

nf the rule. He cannot have meant to

Z wh.1. .1 Ib.t

down that nothing in the first clau.e shall

to any territories to which the

Transfer of Properly Aot has not een

itended So Order XXXIV. rule 14 (1),

doos not apply to Delhi at all, and the second

«art of it cannot be used to evade the

the

V

first part of it be applied, but it is,

of course, arguable that the principle there

in embodied may be applied, for in faot tha

is practically Rai Sahib Moti Sagar s aicond

contention in this case. The respondent oer-

tainly never bound himself down to refrain

rom pleading Order IT, rule 2, as a defence,

and we are of opinion that in quotlng r
.

XXXIV in his objections he only meant to

rely on the principle embodied in the first

part of Order XXXIV, rule 14 clause 1.

P
Whether Mr. Clifford’s order was right

or wrong we need not now deoide. We can

only hold that Order XXXIV. rule 14 clause

(1) is inapplicable to the Punjab or Delhi,

and we have considerable doubts whether

Nath v. Fudhwa (l)stillholds good underthe

new Civil Procedure Code. But if M r. Clifford

^

s

order was wrong, the decree-holder should

have attacked it by further appeal. A

that we have to decide now 19 the 51" e!,t,on

of estoppel, and as we hold that he

respondent never meant :

r

®,y
vvviv

latter part of olause ( 1 ) of Order XXXIV,

role 14 or to bind himself down not to plead

Order II, rule 2, we hold that there is no

^RaiTsahib Moti Sagar’s next contention

i, to, „» apsrtfrnm Ord.r XXXIV. ,.1.

H, he can still maintain the suit, the

principles of section 99 of the Transfer rf

Property Aot being still applicable to the

Punjab. But this section has been deliberate-

ly repealed by the Legislature and has

been replaced by Order X XX IV, rule 14 which

has been expressly held to be not applicable

to the Punjab. After this to apply the

principles of section 99 is, in our opinion,

out of the question As is aptly

said in Mehr Bakhsh v. Sanjhe Khan (6),

(3) 33 Tml. Cus. 802; 18 \\ U. 1010; 104 1*. W. K.

1&1R.

It is exceedingly difficult to see how

in view of the change of the law thus

effected by the latest legislative enactment on

the subject under consideration i

transfer
of this Province, to which the Transfer

of Property Aot has never been extended,

* a act uDon the technical
oan recognize and act upon

„

rule embodied in section 99 of the A°l
:

We note also that the principle embo
J

,ed

^
section 99 is contained in the first fav

lines and .that the last two line- which

say “he may insti'ute such suit notwitb-

standing anything contained in the Code of

Civil Procedure, section 43, can scarcely

be described as containing a principle.

Lastly Rai Sahib Moti Sagar urges that

Order II, rule 2, is no bar because h.s client

was not bound under the terms of the

mortgage- deed to sue for principal and

“terest at once. True, but the fao -

mains that at the time when he sued for

interest he could also have sued for

principal; he did not dci so. andIs

'

the

subsequent suit is now barred by Order

H
This

6

appeal fails and is dismissed but

the appellant sesms to bs a heavy loiar.

and we pass ns order as to cats of this

appeal.
Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.

Appeal from Appellate Decree o.

of 1916.

June 17, 191S.

Fresent:- Justice Sir Charles Chitty, XT,

and Mr. Justice Walmsley.

KANAILAL KUNDU

—

Plaintiff

versus

NITYA SAR\N MUKHERJEE asp others

-Defendants- Rssponosmts

Contribution, suit for, mnintomaUUty o/-0 f

T'J”, (J& r

°f o"rm r 8 -S Zff-Clainr barrel atdutr

date of the decree, wont on to or.h r that

fqilnro to .jo so the money shoihl be realiseci uy
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the

28th

of the properties hypothecated rw , e n , »
ants, who find since he decree hn

f ‘ ,e defend -

four-fifths of the proper ies
“. ',

nU posscsSL'd of

decretal amount and then cnp<l
1 Pan) off the
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Pl1 thr> other defendants
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a
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S
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t
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a
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|

’u ‘necesRftr
J' for tho

it. the claiKf on H t on
Jt
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[p- 940, col. 2 ]

eontn tuition could not succeed.

atlheZe^f filing^ theTitle'

T

,imitat!™
anitis not a debt legailv-

* at,‘",cn
f

in a
ant from the plaintiff and

a ,le the defend-
allowed to be set off o-n ; t- °f

nnof
» therefore, be

rP . 911, col l.f
agam3t the Plaintiff's claim.

Appea 1 against the deoision of the

JnlvTqifi
U gS

’ Nadla
' dated the 28thJuly 1916, reversing that of the MnnsifKnehnagore, dated the 16th DeoeS

from
AC

t

T
he Tn

6' 1

'

81 t0 th6 rep0H wi]1 aPP<^trom the following extracts from theOiidgment of the lower Appellate Court—These appeals have arisen out of asuit for contribution. Akliov JCnmot.*beoame entitled to realife a Snm for

that

nt

d

nan°e aooordin^ t0 a deoree. Under

ff was ZL°hT
n P;°Per,y of the P iaif‘t-was a^aohed and to release if h*

s r-r ,o r *« b..
'1S

"°T
seeks t0 obtain from thedefendants the share of the amount paid

J

tbe p,“nS:°
h W3S d" them

P
to

;

th„
The °lai

r

m 0f Akb°y Kumari as against !

Settled^ th
aintiff

„
aDd defendants^ was

j

brought h
th ® apPe)

^
te decrees in a suit .

and to ,

Akho3
f
^umar i against them,

‘

plaintiff ’! ?, liabili^ uf the present
?

P aintiff and defendants to Akhoy Kumari
S<

The
an

s
0t

b
g

°,-
beh,Vd th °Se i*™' C

held tl e

nate Jndge in ‘bat suit
P

a chartrH
oertam property was subject to
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Akhov K
°r tbe ™aintenan°e money due to

(defendant™" T* 86

ledge S the b
hat Pr0P6rty w| tb know- be

he exonerated 5h
rg6, the Same time de

Personal liabHitv f
defendant e from ge

Sudani
D,Str,0t Jadge be,d that the

was no 1W6W liable and there Ba
by the dL-Tw

011

j
he pr°Perty purchased No

the charge
&nd he had no noti °e of ‘he

aside" the"!?
116 H

c
0n ’

b]° High Court set da
re»ards th

r

i

9
- °- tbe Histriot Judge as

[

-

" 41,9
(defendant No. 7 in aga

of'
!J

a4 suft) and aI™ modified that decree
" a3 t0 exempt defendant No 5 from
ts personal liability. The result is that the

ZZ L° ‘"V™™ b*« purchased
' f

for tho
h
T‘

remai " 8 8ubjeot t0 a ebarge
1 .

tor the maintenance and all the defend

a
aWe

' However, Akhoy Kumari, in reeasing defendant No. 5 from personal
0

lability cannot equitably make the remain
.

mg defendants personally liable for morethan 8ix-sevenths of the mainf
3 charge.

tPe maintenance

v {‘’I™
*he

.

ckramamah referred to inx h i bit B it is clear that the maintenanceallowance was, by agreement between allhose liable, to be realised, if it fe ]i • ,

' arrears, by the sale of the hypothecated

be regarded ,n tbe first instance as aarge upon that property and should onlybe realised personally from the defendants
n case Akhoy Kumari failed to realise itby the sale of the property.

In this view of the case the defendants arenot liable at all for contribution * * #>»
BabuilfoWra Nath Roy (with him Babusila«,natha Nath Rly and SurenJra KumarHoy), for the Appellant.-I come „ndl

seotion 69 of the Indian Contraot Act. Thelearned Judge refers to Order VITr miA r
illustration (,) o, CM
thJ

e

d
P
f

hT >{

l
° aTed joint,y against allthe defendants and one of the defendants

f°
• ^ cannot claim a set-off asa inst himseparately Upon what principle can heclaim such a set off ? I 8nbm it on noprinciple is the defendant entitled to claim aS0t OIi #

[C BITTY, J — How do you get 0ut of
section /0 of the Indian Contraot Aot?]He paid o£F tbe deoretaJ amount for the
benefit of myself and of other judgment-
debtors. Therefore, he is not entitled to
get that from me alone, but from others
as well.

Babu Kara Prasad Chatterjee (with him
Babus Manmotho Nath Mukerjte and Satindra
bath MuJeherjee), for the Respondents.—As to
the first point I am under no liability to con-
tribute at all. On the other hand 1 can
claim a set-off.

[Chitty, J.—If the suit is dismissed
against you your setroff is gone.]
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Your Lordships have jurisdiction to

grant equitable relief.
r,. . /,<.

In Ramdhari Singh v. Par manund jingh{l)

it has been held that there is a right of srt-off

not only in oases of mutual debts but also in

cases of cross demands, arising out of the

same transaction. Under the Indian Contract

Act, section 70, the plaintiff is bound to pay

compensation to me.

[Ch TTY, J.—You do not fill the same

character as in Order VIII, rule 6, illus-

tration (»). You oan only claim against

defendant No. 7 and you cannot claim against

the other defendants.]

The provisions of the Civil Procedure

Code are not exhaustive. They do not

take awav from parses their equitable rights

of set-oS Order VIII, ruled, illustration

(g), is applicable in oases of joint olaims

but if the claim is both a joint and

separate one as in the present case, it

won’t apply.

[Chitty J.— You paid the sum for whioh

you claim' set-off, t. e., R«. 430. -bioh was

paid by you in satisfaction of another

decree of Akhoy Kumari Debi for main-

tenance on April 1911. How can you

claim it in September 19U when the

present suit was filed,
,

for it was time-

barred? For the rule says legally eooverable,

and so even an equitable set-off must be

claimed within time, not to speak of vour set-

otf in this oase, whioh is in respect of an

ascertained sum of money.]

In Shea Satan Singh v. Mahabir Pershad

ohftJi (2) it has been held that hmi-

taUon is no bar to a set-off. Provisions

of the Civil Procedure Code do not take

away the right to equitable set-off.

rCHlTTY, J.-Butthat IS not the case of

a set-off by a defendant in a mil. An

equitable set-off is an unascertained sum.

But this is the case of a definite legal

1. th.l~.lio.ro ol th.

Indian Contract Act is not applicable in

th

'[C„

C

mT, J.— But your claim to a set-off

is barred by limitation. )

' lUDQMBNT.-This is an appeal by Lie

nlaintiff Kanailal Kundu arising out of

a suit for contribution brought by him

(1) 21 hid Cns. <10; C. "f
. H83.

t‘2)
32 C. 570; 3 C. L. J. 73.

against a number of defendants. We are

no v only concerned with Gopal Das

Mukherjee defendant No. 5 or rather, as

that defendant is dead, his legal representa-

tives, and with Mohini Mohan Mukherjee, the

defendant No. 6.

Gopal Das Mukherjee defendant No. 5

was expressly exempted from personal

liability under the decree in favour of

Akhoy Kumari Debi passed by thi3 Court,

and the learned Pleader for the appellant

admits that he cannot press the appeal

as against the representatives of this

defendant, more particularly as Gopsl Das

Mukherjee had no further interest left in

the properties charged.

As against defendant No. 6 it 19 urged

that he was made personally liable by the

deoree of the lower Appellate Court in favour

of Akhoy Kumari Debi and that he is

liable to contribute. The answer to the

plaintiff’s suit for contribution against this

defendant is that the deoree of the Court

of first instance in the maintenance suit,

while providing that certain defendants

should pay off the decretal amount within

four months from the date of the deoree,

went on to order that, on their failure

to do so, the money should be realized by

sale of the properties hypothecated. It

was, therefore, quite unnecessary for the

plaintiff to pay off this debt, or any part

of it, in order to save the properties

charged from being sold. His reason for

doing this is obvious, because we are told

that he has now become possessed of four-

fifths of the properties charged. It was,

therefore, to his benefit to save the pro-

perties charged from the burden of this

debt at the expense of the persons who

were his co-defendants in that suit. We
think, therefore, that his suit agaiust the

defendant No. 6 was rightly dismissed by

the learned District Judge.

Then comes the question of the set- off

which was claimed by defendant No. C in

his written statement. He asked that a

decree might be passed in his favour for

Rs. 345- 1 2-6, which represented the four-

fifths share which was held by the

plaintiff in the property together with

interest. It appears that the defendant

No. 6 made a payment of R^. 430 on 12th

April 1911. He did this to save from

4
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attachment, not the properties which were

n5
a
A
g^ 6 Pajment of iterance

of Akhoy Kcman Debi, but other properties

that l a
°W

-

D Wh,,3h had been attached by
that lady in execution of her decree. Here
again, the defendant No. 6 was equally
at fault with the present plaintiff in
paying off money whioh he was not really
bound to pay. He might have answered
in those execution proceedings that thelady must first prooeed against the pro-
pert.es charged and it would certainly
have been to his advantage to do so
because, as we understand, he has no
further interest in those properties. How-
ever that may be, his right to contribu-
tion from the plaintiff or any other of
his oo-judgment-debtors aoorued from 12th
April 1911 - This suit was filed on 17th
September 1914 and his written statement
claiming the set-off was filed on 28th
January 1915. By that time any claim
whioh he had against the plaintiff for
contribution had beoome time- barred, and
it could not be said to be a debt legally
recoverable by the defendant No. 6 from the
plaintiff. For this reason alone his olaim
to set-off must neoessarily fail. There is
the further objeotion to his set off regarded
as a substantive olaim, that he was under
no obligation to pay this money and that
ne ought not to have paid it but should
have insisted on the plaintiff Akhoy Kumari

e t proceeding against the properties
charged.

This appeal must be dismissed against
the representatives of defendant No. 5
wi oosts. It must also be dismissed against

,

® defendant No. 6 as regards contribution,
hut the deoree in his favour for set off
must also be reversed and his olaim on
that aooount dismissed. As between him
and the plaintiff we make no order as to
costs.

Walhslev, J,—I agree.

Appeal dismissed)

Decree varied.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Cm. Appeal No. 1938 of 1916

April 15, 1918,
Present:-— Justice Sir William Ayling Kt

and Mr. Justice Coutts Trotter
' ’

CASPAR! LOUIS—D- pendant -Appellant
versus

RkV. Fa. C. P. GONSALVES

—

Plaintiff
ReSPO * DCNT,

Canon Law—Roman Catholic Church ,
'U.J law applicable to-Church adapting rule diffZwl
uZ ,° P"‘Z

l0d ‘J’ e#eCt »r-C*itom pro!?of-Question of law or fact.
1 J J

The Church of England k , j

and is, therefore, subject to the ordinal'/courtTofL.ni not only as to matters temporal but^ven as tomatters of doctrine, [p 94,2 co 2 1
t0

The Roman Catholic Church is not -n, , „ - ,

idiurch but a voluntary association, and any memberwhojoius that church will bo bound hv ,

1

which it )ia s framed for its internal discipline
1

andfo^tbe nnmagoment of its affairs [p. 942?col. p.

Lomj v BZhoiJ of Capo Town, ( 1863) 1 Moo P C(n. s ) 4 11; 16 E. K. 75b; 13s R R 5, I
7A -***”t&RZ

md3 then the members of that association willi.ot he members of the parent body bat will be an

Scoh I".]'

O1 "a“iSati0U " ith theil- own rules.

,Z La
," recognises no distinction between

- sPult ual anti temporal powers of the Pamovand the Episcopate and a member of any cWh’winch is part and parcel of the Universal CatholicChurch would be bound by the Canon Law. [p. 94 -t,

If a church, while adopting in the main the
doctrines of the Roman Catholic Clmtch, has veterected certa.n rules different front the rules of the
Catholic t hurch ,n matters of discipline and mana-w-
incut those rules must be proved in the same wavm which a custom would have to be proved in aCourt of Law. [p. 943, coi. I.]

Questions ot custom, though they may in the end
become questions of law, arc at the outset necessarily
questions ot fact. [p. 943, col. \]
Where an appointment as manager of a Vicar in

a Homan Catholic Parish Church by the Bishop was
questioned on the ground that he was not appointed
by the junta composed of the heads of houses in a
village as was the custom and that the delegation
of any authority by the Bishop was only permissive*

Held, (> ) that whether the church be viewed as a
branch of the Homan < atholic Church oras a voluntary
association the appointment was valid [p 943, col. I.]

(2 j that the question whether tho custom was for
the junta to appoint was one of fact on which the
linding of the lower Appellate Court could not bo
interfered with in second appeal, [p. 943, col. I J

Second appeal against the decreed the
District Court, South Canara, in Appeal Suit
No. 502of 1915, preferred against the decree
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of the Court of the District Munsif, Udipi,

in Original Suit No. 232 of 1914.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Mr. T. U. Rcnnachandra Aryar (with him

Mr. K. P. Ldkshman 2 R* o), for the Appel-

lant —The plaintiff has no right to sue. The

appointment of Vicar for the church in ques-

tion rests with the junta
,

1 . e.
t
the heads of

houses. They have not exercised their right

and the plaintiff was not nominated by

them. The Bishop had no power to ap-

point the plaintiff as Moktessor. In matters

spiritual, the Parish Church is no doubt

bound by the authority of the Canon Law,

but tbe temporal possessions of the church

and rights of property are governed by the

law of the land.

Mr. B. Sita Rama Row ,
for the Respond-

ent,—The church in question is bound by

the Canon Law as it is part of the estab-

lished Catholic Church. The Bishops, to

whom the Pope’s authority is delegated, have

absolute oontrol over tha churches in their

diocese in matters both spiritual and tern-

poral. The right claimed on behalf of the

junta is only of a permissive character and

it is open to the Bishop to resume the power

delegated to them at his will. The lower

Appellate Court has found that there was

no recognised or binding custom whereby

the appointment of Moktessor vested in the

junta. That finding cannot be interfered

with in second appeal.

JUDGMENT.— This suit, together with

an execution petition which turns upon it,

was brought by the Reverend Gonsalves,

Vicar of the Roman Catholic Parish Church

at Kalianpur, for arrears of rent due by

tenants of church property. The only defence

with whioh we are concerned is the defence

that the plaintiff was not entitled to sue, as

his appointment as Manager or Moktessor

of the church property was not a valid

one. The Vicar was appointed by the

Bishop upon the 14th November 1914 and

the facts leading up to the appointment

were these. The temporal affairs of the

church were ordinarily administered by

a body known as the junta
,
composed of

the heads of houses in the village. This

body has been in existence for something

like thirty years and has claimed and

exercised the right to appoint the Mokte3-

sor. The last Moktessor appointed by tbe

junta was a Mr. Louis, who resigned his

appointment in 1S13. Attempts were then

made to, get the junta to appoint a succes-

sor, but” the meeting held was so disorder-

ly that no valid appointment could be

made, and the Vicar so informed the

Bishop. The Bishop thereupon appointed

the Vicar to the office of Moktessor pending

further arrangements. In that capacity he

brought this suit and the validity of his ap-

pointment is challenged.

The plaintiff puts his case at its highest

on this broad ground. This church is part of

the Universal Catholic Church and is bound by

i»s laws, that is tc say, by the Canon Law, and

it is au unquestioned tenet of the Canon Law

that the temporalities of the ohnroh vest in

the Pope whose authority may be regarded as

delegated to the Bishops to the extent

of their several dioceses. On this view

any further delegation of his complete author-

ity over the church property by the

Bishop is msrely permissive and can be resum-

ed by him at will.

On the other side it was argued that

the authority of the Cauon Law is confined

to the spiritual side and could not affect

rights of property or kindred rights in the

temporal possessions of the ohnroh, which

would be governed by the law of the laud as

administered by tbe Courts.

We may say at once that we think any

analogies drawn from the decisions relating

to the property of tbe English Established

Church are not really applicable to the

present case. The Church of England is

properly described as established just be-

cause of this unique feature about it, that

it is subjected to the ordinary Courts of

Law not only as to matters temporal but

even as to matters of doctrine. This is

due to a variety of historical causes which

need not now be examined. The Rpman

Catholic Church is not an established

ohuroh. It is what is desoribed as a volan-

tary association in the English oases; an

the result of those oases, of whioh ^the

most important are Long v. Bishop of Cap*

Town (1) and Merriman v. Williams vw*

seems to be this; If you join a voluntary

association, you will be bound by any

(1) (18631 1 Moo. P. C. (n. s.) 411; 15 E. R. 756;

138 R. R. 553. ^ T T
(2) (1882) 7 A. C. 4S4; 51 L. J. P. C. 9o; 47 I*-

51.
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mbs whioh it has framed for its internal
discipline and for the management of its

tlT
lrS

'* uT-
0

!

1

J
may adopi the doctrines of

the established or any other church en bloc,
but if the voluntary association has adopted
rules which differ materially from those ofwhat may be oalled the parent body, themembers of that association will not bemembers of the parent churoh but will bean independent organization with their

a™li
r

*

0
-‘ Ifc

. .

seems t0 os that the
appellant m this oase is in a dilemma.

n •

8 °
1

h "roh
,

is part ai)d parcel of the
mversal Catholic Churoh, as apparently he

wishes ,t to be regarded, he must beassumed to be bound by the law of the
ohurob, (j. e.,) the Canon Law, and if that
be so it is clear that the control of tem-
poral, t,es vests in the Bishop, since thetanon Law recognizes no distinction between

p
s P |ritual and temporal powers of the

(ln

a

„
P“y a"d ,ts .local representatives, the Epis
pate. If this churoh is to be regarded

1,*” '^dependent voluntary association
which while adopting in the main the
ootrines of the Roman Catholio Churohbaa yet erected certain rules different fromthe rules °f the Catholic Church in matters

rnW
P T L

and management, then those
rales must be proved in the same way

in a P T'Z T
W° nld have t0 b8 proved

ma -17 nf?
ar

•

ljaw
- Questions of custom

of Lot
6n

•

,D
/
be end become questions

th« P
a
! "? tbe familiar ''stances where

is roaa
UT

ui
aVe

•

say whether a custom

the law”**
°r

,

18 DOt lnoonsi8tent with

ome dn
th

f
laDd> 0r with terms of

BuTa? ,r
ent

;

8U °h 38 e ‘ a cootraot.

bs nnoar
6 on

,

ts
.
et tbey 1111131 necessarily

that th 'i?
8 01 ^on mas t first provethat the ‘hmg is done before you can go

done T Wh6ther i<! legally may ba

pmnt of
•'"*

,

at ‘b® case from this

that th ,
view

’ ,fc seems enflloient to say

evidence
Judge has [°™d *bat the

the oonfa^ forward has failed to support

ed a
n J°D

,
tbat the ,un(a bas establish-

hands Tgn,sed ca3tom of holding in its

He h aH f
appomtement of a Moktessor.

Pointmo ,

ound as a faot that suoh ap*

merely Derm*
8

•

they 1)370 m&de baVe been

and that
's31ve as a matter of convenience

qniahed h- •

Bishop has neyer reIin '

of thfi

15 ° aim rePOsifcarytbe power 0f appointment. Wo
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v-X b

:

=nLrt z pt%¥
jrr'rblished usage to the contrary Tho Ur j

S: by

0f"
>*«

esisteuoe of smh , ,„fe in ,,

°

r
do ” i thi° k b°"X

costs'.

6 aPPeal fails and is dismissed with

M. C. P.

Appeal dismissed.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURTA

i

peal ksom ApPELtm Deckee No '2039
(*' 1916.

June 20, 1 918.
Pr6Sent :~]Zti0e Sir Charles Chitty, Ktand Mr. Justice WalmsW ’

H1E1 SAH4 •

ala in tiffs Appellants
t €TSU

S

RAM CHANDRA PAL aND others-
DEFENDANTS— Respondents

Limitation Act (IX W 190.S1, Sch I Art'

V

,mat bond Default inpayment ofinttahnent tvforbearance to sue, whether amounts In p • ,

i a>ver,

ft of 187 2), s. 92-Oral undertaL ~t
Act

waive right to enforce bond, admissibility 'of

C ' edUo '' to

A mere forbearance to sue for th* ,

of a bond payable by instalments on defa° n
amount

ment of one or more instalments is n i

W Pay'

within the meaning of Article 7 S nf <3 ^ ?
waiver

the Limitation Act.°[p. 9™|? 21
ScheduIe 1 of

Where a registered bond payable bv 1

Tided that on default in payment of f“f
a,ments Pro-

instalments the creditor wifuld be entitWl
C

°i

n,eCUti 're

the whole amount due under the bond
S“e for

Held, that a subsequent oral unilerinU
Part of the creditors at the request of s .

g °n the
waive their right to enforce the

01'

8 to

whole amount on two successive defZT*
°f the

variation of the contract ancf was th
"

f
W“3 a

admissible in evidence under section 9^’ f,
0t

Evidence Act [p. 945, col. 1 .]

Appeal against the decree of the n;=+ • .
Judge, Dacca, dated the 27th May loV?
confirming that of the Oflloiating Snhif !r’

;ji
e

5

Jndge
’ Daooa

- dat«d the 22nd aS
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j£S bi.

!"«r„d
r
L ». «< * -^-rL

™”‘, b

2
”

drr]1. h,b» .1

has' been dismissed on the ground of limita-

4 - n and the question involved is one of

tion, and
hnnd were that

waiver The terms in the bona we

• nf default in two consecutive instal*

»» ease of default in

b3 entilled to

111611

for !he realization of the whole of their

dues. The Ust instalment to be paid under

<be original bond was Asar 13^

B- »E
-JSESi

S&r a
3°

• in advanoe to waive some right or

Cshow some favour equ. valent to varying

the terms of the contract V 1 ^
U is a promise to give up a right to

debtor It the time when the right o sue

1 ises on the default. Mere abstinence

Vr02 suing is evidence of waiver. Refers

to Rup Nurain Bhattncharya v. Qapi bath

Mandol (1). AbinaA Chandra Bose. v. Rama

Bewa (2). To give up ft right wl. oh

®Trues on the contract, is not varying the

terms of the contract, it was a refraining

from suing at the request of the debtor,

i„d section 92 of the Evidence Act has no

application in a oase like this.

CASES.
[1918

|)r Sarot Chandra Basah, for the Respond-

ents. -There could be no waiver before the

Instalments actually fell due. It w a clear

ease of variation of the contract as made

by the registered bond. No question o

waiver arises in this case and under sect on

92 of the Evidence Act variation of the

contract cannot be proved by oral evidence.

Upon the facts found, the Courts below

S.TT.cT'n;i3C. w.n. ioio at ... ioi3.

have rightly hsld that the suit is barred

by limitation.

Babu Gopal Chandra Vas, in reply, referred

to the oase of Ajudhia v. Kunjal (3).

JUDGMENT.

CuiTrv, J.-l have had the advantage of

reading the judgment which is ab
°h

I

be delivered by my learned brother and

agree that the appeal must fail. It may

now be taken to be settled, so far as th»

Court, is concerned, that mere forbearance

to sue is not sufficient proof of waiver on

the part of he plamtiff. In -hisoas. the

pHinOT, (..lio.

“J” h" they h«l .rrewed fb «»

defendants qot to insist in the Mar* on

the elause in the bond, which provided .hat

on failure of two instalments the whole

amount would become due To thu. com

tention there are two objections. T e

is one of fact that no such arrangemeq

was pleaded nor was it found by the'Courts

to have been actually made. What d

take place was that in 1 <12 there was ft

default and ft waiver of the plaintiffs rlS

in respect of that default, with the resul

that further instalments were paid the last

instalment being .hat for Ba.sakh 13 Id.

If it he argued that there was suoh

arrangement with regard to future pay-

ments, the answer would be that such a

arrangement would amount to R

of the oontraot which could only be effected

by a writing similar to that of the contract

itself, namely, a writing registered. 1

appeal is dismissed with costs.

WaLMSley, J.-The plaintiffs prefer this

appeal. The defendants, or their prede-

oessors, owed a large sum of money to the

Brm which is now represented by tne

plaintiffs, and ou Sraban 24ib, 1312, they

exeou-ed a bond by which they agreed to

pay Rs. H.UOO by monthly instalments ot

Rs 25. The bond was registered. It con-

tained a provision that if the defendants

made default in two oon»eoative months,

the creditors should be entitled to sue for

the whole amount due under the bond, it

is found by the lower Courts that the

defendants paid ten instalments only, the

(3) 30 A. 123; 5 A. L. J. 72; A. W. N. (IWS) 36.
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they have no evidence of waiver to offerexcept mere forbearance to sue, and a vague
promise to show indulgence made beforethe kgt payment and the subsequent de-

waiver.°
ann°t °° nVe '' t 8U ° h forbearance into

Court
h '"k tHat t,ie deo ‘9ion of ‘he lowerCou. ts is oorreot, and that the appeal shouldbe dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

0°Qtracti was wai
oonforrecl by the

** said th fl
6

’ su * fc H birr0d.

subsequent in r^
0 protniS0 explain? the

Plaintiffs anil? ?u
fche pirfc of fche

ea°b month as d % n^
0 ngllt was waived

tha
fc argamenf ^^ Wis c>mrnitted; but

^ffi3altie9:Tthev
a

H ,
^ pWntiff

?
into

°*u?e their « ^ no ^ a°tiori be-

the right to dTsT tb

id dspr
7
9d them of

n iSi, Lz‘r, 92
f “• b ,id.„„

me»t of th«
g
f

t

1

t0 demand immediate pay-

(4) i
T ,

W 0 0 °°ntinued undiminished,

N. loot.’
aS ‘ 49’ 36 C * 394; 9 c - b. J. 226; 13 C.

**

,
MADRAS high court.

&ECONO Civil Aipeal No. 1927 ok 1914.
December 19, 1917.

Present: Mr. Justice Oldfield and
—^lr » Justice Phillips.

4

PuranrA pandikasaliyal
ABDULLA KOYA—Defendant No. 4 —

Appellant

MAVILERI EACHARAN NAIR, ueojased
and others— Plaintiffs and Defendants

’

lNuS. 1 TO 3 AND LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES
of deceased— Respondent No. 1—Respondents.

Malabar Law—Kama van. ru/kfs nf ~\r,.

y
fl

ya/''d t0 f'csR mption of^Mdcharlh^alt
f b

tfrC exPu'J °f Knn °"' term, validity ot-Imtr»ei.dent ti attraction* by Kaniavan, effect of.
^

It is open to the Karnavau of a Malabar Tanvaclwho has delegated h.s duties to another, to ethe management at any time [p. U4Q Coi 2 -i

C

ft a Kamavan habitually wants improvident lease*aud thereby renders hhnself unable to f” fil ,•
obligations towards the other men. hers of the Tarw- dIns would be a ground for removing him fromKarnavastanam, hut a particular lease cannot '

n

declared to be invalid as against the lessee merelybecause .t .» not proved to he beneficial to the

The grant of a Melcharth by a Karnavau beforethe expiry of the previous Kanom does not render itab mit.0 void but it will not bind tire grantor'ssuccessor. j_p. 94D, col. 2.]
Cheria Chirikandan v. Krishna n Xambiar Ifi rnd

Cas. 3^1; 27 M L .1 690; .2 M. L T 600 J?
‘

Nambiar v. Raman Xambiar, 25 Ind Cas. 57s : 27 Af’V
J, i i5; ! L. W. 5+0 and Moulin Kutti v Kunhi Knn
27 Ind. Cas. 1007; x7 M. L. J distifjnished"’

second appeal against the decree of the
Temporary Subordinate Judge, Tellicherry
in Appeal Suit No. 142 of 1913, preferred

60
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against the decree of the Court of the

District Munsif, Quilandi, in Original Suit

No. 638 of 1911.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Mr. Govinia Ma)-ar
,

for the Appellant.—

•

The actual Karnavan was the 1st defendant.

He had the po^er to grant the lease and

th is power was not affected by the faot that,

by a delegated authority from 1st defend-

ant, the 2nd defendant was discharging the

Karnavan‘s duties. The arrangement was

only tentative and it was open to 1st defend-

ant to resume management when he pleased.

The lower Court was wrong in holding

that a lease granted by a Karnavan, to be

binding on the Tarwad, must be beneficial

to it. The grant of a lease does not

amount to an alienation of the property

and an improvident lease will only diminish

the income whereby the liabilities have to

he met. Such a grant may be a ground

for dismissing the Karnavan, but the lessee

cannot be prejudiced by it. A Karnavan

lias large discretion in the management of

the Tarwad property.

Mr. C. Madhavan NuiY, for the Respond-

ents.—Thedefac'o Karnavan only can grant

a lease and not the Karnavan who is out

of office. A Karnavan has not unlimited

discretion in the grant of leases. If he is

reckless in management and grants

improvident leases prejudicial to the Tarwad,

the latter cannot be bound by it.

The Melcharth in this oaso was granted

two years before the prior Kanom term

expired. It is, therefore, invalid. Chena

Ohirikandan v. Krishnan Nambiar (l),

1Inman hambiar v. Raman Nambiar (2)

and Moidin Kutli v. Knnhi Koyan (3).

JUDGMENT.—In this oaso the 1st

defendant as Karnavan of the Tarwad

granted a Melcharth to the 4th defendant,

whereby he empowered him to recover 2

items of property held under 2 leases,

the term of one of which had expired

and the term of the other would expire

in 2 years. This Melohatth has been held

by the lower Courts to be invalid ap-

parently on two grounds, that is, vO that the

2nd defendant was the de jacto Karnavan,

and (2) that the lease was not beuefioial

(1) 10 Iml. Cas. 391; 27 M. L. J. 090; 12 M. L. T.

000 .

(2) 25 Iud. Cas. 57*; 27 M. L. J. 175; 1 L. W. 510.

(3) 27 lad, Cas, 1007i 27 M. L. J, 001.

to the Tai wad. Aa regards the first point

it is not. disputed that 1st defendant was

actually Karnavan, and consequently, although

he may have allowed 2nd defendant to

discharge the duties of Karnavan, it was

open to him to resume the management

at any time. On the seoond point the

learned Vakil for the appellant argnes

that a Karnavan lias absolute powers as

regards bases, and leases granted by him

cannot ba questioned on the ground that

they are not benefioial to the Tarwad. the

Karnavan, by the grant of a lease, does

not alienate Tarwad property and although

the income of the Tarwad may be diminish-

ed by the grant of improvident leases,

that is mainly a matter which conoerns

the Karnavan alone, for it rcduoes the

inoome out of which he has to mee

liabilities. No doubt ;f a Karnavan habi-

tually grants improvident leases and thereby

renders himself unable to ful61 his obliga-

tions towards the other members of tte

Tarwad, this would he a ground for

removing him from Kornavastanam, bnt

we do not think that a particular lease

oan he declared to be invalid as against

the lessee merely because it is not proved

to be beneficial to the Tarwad. To fett®r a

Karnavan’s discretion in this way would be

to render liis whole management of the

property liable to oritioism and reversal at

any moment.

It is then argued for the respondent

that the grant of this lease, 2 years before

the expiry of the term under which the

land was held, is ipso facto invalid and

relianoe is plaoed on Chena Chinitandan

v. Krishnan Nambiyar (1) and Raman

Nambiar v. Raman Nambiar (2) and

Moidin Kutti v. Knnhi Koyan (3). These

cases are, however, only authority for hold-

ing that a Melcharth granted by a Karnavan

before the expiry of the previous term -iU

not bind his snooessor, and not that suon

Meloharths are neoessarily invalid ab vntxo.

In this view we think that the deoision

of the lower Courts is wrong and in

allowance of the seoond appeal we dismiss

the plaintiff's suit with oosts throughout.

[This second appeal ooming on for hear-

ing on 19th Deoember 1917 in pursuance

of the order of this Court, dated the 2 1st

November 1916, the Court delivered the
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following,]

JUDGMBNT.-The guardian of 17 th and

party 'Tv'S haS n°" been -al a

nothing n?wfo l
an
w air °D hi8 behalf has

alC thp! I
°a °n 24tb ° 3t°b9r 1916

suit ^h ,S$£!£xA dismiss plai”^’a

M. C. P.

Appeal allowed
.
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- dated the
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al A0arwala, for “the Re-

JUDGMENT—
°f a suit bronffU u ..

appea* arises out
f°r

Possession of <f 1T8 p,ai?tiff-appellant

belonged to the tl f

bo
,

as0 whl°h originally

oseoution of

8 defendant-respondent. In
8aid defendant

d
u“

ree
,

obta,ned against the
5 tlle houae was sold by

i

a

Sl0
O

and
O

it

far

w
ba°k \tLe 23rd of November

Si Shifts'
be brought the present ZZ nTS!™mmm
provisions of section 60 (c) of 7fc« r *3
of Civil Prooedure Th s I *•

C°de
vailed in the Courts W0

”
and IT

Td I
i8miS8ed

',
Tbe Plaintiff has prefer-

The ^firsDs
3

that

6

ZhT l'™
que
f

iona -

house
Ult

T
St °r WaS apPurtenant to thebouse of an agriculturist within hemeaning of clause (c ) 0 f section 60 • and

r
^ ,f tbe h0US8 ™s of

’

thedesoript.on mentioned in that clause, whetherafter tbe sale and confirmation of sale it TTopan to thedefendantat this staee tn nnLr
toe validity of the sale and the title whiche plaintiff bad acquired under it Aaregards the first point tbe lower Appellate

ed°

D

t

r

hat The 5
WSS a faot -oidSSf

that the house in dispute was an appur.tenance to his tenancy. We must acceptthis statement of faot a9 00 .

ep
fassume that the house in dispute is anappurtenance to the tenancy of an agrU

oulturist as such. If an objection had been

notT kjf
0™

n
tbe an °f10n -8ale it oughtnot to have been sold, but the questionwhich arises is, whether after the sale andthe confirmation of the sale its validity cannow be questioned by the defendant as

against whom the sale, has become 00

“
elusive by reason of its confirmation
Under Order XXI, rule 92, after a sale
has taken place and his been confirmed,
the auction-purchaser aoquires a title to
the property In the present instance no
objection to the sale was raised before
it took place cr at any time. It is not
suggested in the pleadings that the defend-
ant-judgment debtor was not aware of
the execution proceedings; so that as between
him and the auction-purchaser the sale
has become conclusive and the auction-
purchaser has acquired a vested interest
in tbe property sold. If objeotion had
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bun laised on behalf of the defendant

before the auction-sale, the Court would

lave bed jurisdiction to consider and

decide whether the property was of the

description mentioned in section 60 {c) t

and if it had decided that the property

was liable to sale and no appeal had

been preferred against such decision, the

sale of the property could never be

questioned. In the present case no objec-

tion bavirg been taken and the sale

having become conclusive as between the

parties, it is not open, in our opinion, to

the defendant, after the lapse of so it any

years frcm the date of the sale, to contend

that the sale ought never to have taken

place and conveyed no title to the purchaser.

This view is supported by the decision of

this Court in Lmed v.Jas Ram (l) and also

by the deoision referred to in the judg-

ment in that case. The rulings of the

Bombay High Court in Pandut any v.

hrishnaii (2) and of the Calcutta High

Court in Bwarkanath Pal v. Tarini Sankar

Roy (3) are to the same effeot. The only

case in which a contrary view appears to

have been held is the unreported judgment

of a Single Judge of this Court in Second

Appeal No. 327 of 1910, decided on the

16th of January 1911. In that case the

learned Judge held that an objection as

to attachment and sale could not be made

before the auction sale. We are unable

to agree with this view and we do not

feel ourselves justified in following that

ruling in the face of the other rulings

to which we have already referred. The

result is that we allow the appeal, set

aside the decrees of the Courts below and

decree the plaint iff’s suit with costs in all

Courts.
Appeal allowed.

(1) 29 A. 612 ; A. W. N. (1907) 103; 4 A. L. J. 519.

(2) 28 13. 125; 5 Horn. L. It. 799.

(3) 34 C. 199; 5 C. L. J. 291; 1 1 C. w . N. 513.

MADRAS HIGH COURT. •

Civil. Appeal No. 231 op 191/.

July 12,1918.

Present: — Sir John Wallis, Kt., Chief Justice,

and Mr. Jnstioe Seshagiri Aiyar.

S. A. CHELLAPPA CHETTY-
De pendant No. 1

—

Appellant

V6T8US

E Pr. Vr. S. SUBRAMANIA CHETTY
and others - Pluntiff and Defendants

Nos. 6 and 2 to 5—Respondents.

Limitation Act (IK of 190S;, Sell. I, Art. 60-

Deposit for term, payable on demand alter expiry of

term - Sait for recovery of deposit —Limitation Maral

deposit—'Deposit in name of one person maral another
^

meaning of—Rights of maral man—Xattukvttai Chettie*

,

praeticc u/. . , e

A suit for recovery of money deposited f°r «

term which is re-payable on demand after t e

expire of the term is governed by Article 60 of the

Limitation Act, as the money is still left in deposit

p. 950, col. 2.] .

‘A deposit in the name of one person maial

another* means only that the deposit was made on

the recommendation or introduction of the lattei,

and the maral man can neither be regarded as a

trustee in respect of the money nor has he a right

to operate on it, as by directing the transfer of the

deposit in the inme of another person Ip. 9
t

50 »
c
?
h N

Though a usage lias sprung up among Nattukottai

Chetlies tlmt,whon money is deposited on the want

of a third party, it should not be allowed to bo

drawn out unless with the consent of the inter,

medinrv, the usual remedy by suit is open to the

depositor when the maral man declines to give ins

consent, and the hands of the Court are not tied

down by the usage, [p. 950, col. l.j

Appeal against the deoree of the Court

of the Temporary Subordinate Judge,

Sivaganga, in Original Suit No. 51 of

1916.

Messrs. K. Srinivasa Aiyanyar ,
0 . 8.

Venkatachariar and C. V. Rajagopalachariar,

for the Appellant.

Mr. A. Krishnaswami Aiyar, for the

Respondents.
JUDGMENT.

Wallis, C. J. - Two questions arise in this

appeal. The first question is whether the de-

fendants Nos.l to 5, with whom the suit .deposit

was made, were justified in acting on the order

of the 6th defendant to transfer the deposit

which was in the name of the plaintiff

to the name of the plaintiff’s wife, because

the deposit had been made with them in

the plaiutiff’s name maral the 6th

defendant. Maral literally means that the

deposit had been made on tho reoommenda-

, lion or introduction of the 6th defendant,
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Defendants Nos. 1 to 5 have treated it as if
it meant that the money was deposited to
the order of the 6th defendant, so that
tne bth defendant was authorised to operate
on the deposit although it was in the

V*®
plaintiff ’ In A Ppeal No. 17

ot md there was some discussion on the
meaning of the word maral and it was sug-
gested that it might mean that the money
oould not be withdrawn by the person in
whose name it hod been deposited without the
oonsent of the person under whose maral
the deposit had been made. Some of the
evidence in this case, including the evidence
ot one of the defendants’ own witnesses, goes
to show that that is the meaning. Whether

a 0 so or not, the evidence for the
e en ants Nos. 1 to 5 altogether fails

s ow that a deposit in the name of
one m q n under the maral of another
justifies the firm with whom the money
as been deposited in aoting on the orders

ot the person under whose maral the
deposit has been made without the authority
0

.

e P0rson in whose name the de*
® a“ds * We, therefore, agree with

e Subordinate Judge that defendants Nos. I
0 .™ere n°t justified in transferring this
deposit from the name of the plaintiff to
the name of the plaintiff’s wife and in
nbaeqnently transferring it to another firm

on the order of the 6th defendant, under

in *!?

e maral *t continued to be when depositedm the name of the plaintiff’s wife.
the only other serious question in the

case is one of limitation. There is no

wi?°, ®^ldenoe as to the terras upon
wniob this money was deposited, so far

in
rePaynient goes. But

1

'r
^ w^i°h 18 a letter from one

fnrw
fondants’ firm to another

that Ik
^ a ^Undl

’ Exhibit B, it is said

/
jnoney was to be credited in the

th« ft!i% i

Q
r
Pontiff under the maral of

inUr 4-

Cendant for G Thavanais with

monthV Vk**
ra

-

te
.

exoeedin g the two

1/32 P

Thavanai interest of E. R. by

Aiun r»° u
ruPep» an(^ Mr. K. Srinivasa

the o
^ar as ar^ned that this shows that

be
Was *bat ^be m°ney should

and r! 6V0r a term of « Thavanais

Thavan ^ repaya ble at the end of 6

monev H*

8
* °°nsequently it was not

H rd Under an weement that
e payable on demand, within the

911

meaning of Article 60 of the Limitation
Act.

Now in the first plane, I do not think that
that is the effeot of the evidenoe. The
surrounding cirourastaiioes show that the
money was deposited in the name of
a minor and in connection with the
marriage of a minor, and it cannot have been
the intention of the parties that it should
be repayable at the end of 6 Thavanais.
lhe agreement appears to have been that
at any rate for 6 Thavanais interest should
be payable at a rate exceeding nadappu
interest by 1/32 of a rupee. This is also
borne out by the way in whioh the
deposit was dealt with after it had been
transferred to the name of the plaintiff’s
wife, because in Exhibit IX we find that
interest is allowed at 1 32 of a rupee in exoess
of the nadappu rate for 3 Thavanais and
afterwards at the nadappu rate, so that
the agreement seems to have been simply
that at any rate for 6 Thavanais interest
should be paid in exoess of the nadappu
rate.

Now Mr. Srinivana Aiyangar contended
that it was not open to the plaintiff or those
acting on his behalf to demand the money
back until the exoiration of 6 Thavanais. I
am not satisfied that that is so. But on a full
consideration of the .question, I think it
makes no difference. Supposing that the
agreement was that the money should
be deposited for 6 Thavanais and be not re-
payable until the end of 6 Thavanais
and thereafter that it should remain on
deposit payable on demand, I think that
that would come within the terms of Article
60 of the Limitation Aot, and I need
only refer to what I had already said
with regard to the history and meaning
of this Article in Balakrishnudu v. Nar<.yana-
sawmy Ghetty /l), where l pointed out
that the Legislature in 1877 treated
deposits of money repayable on demand as
a special class of loans whioh ought to
have a special starting point. Coming,
as I do, to the conclusion that this
money was intended to be left on de-
posit after the expiration of the 6
Thavanais, it seems to me that Article 60
is clearly applicable and, therefore, that
the suit is not barred.

(1) 2 l Tnd. Cns. 852; 37 M. 175
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In other respects, I agree with the

Subordinate Judge, and dismiss the appeal

with costs.
# .

We do not pronounce any opinion as to

the respective rights of the 6th defendant

and the other defendants inter se.

SeshaGIRI Aiyar, J.~ I entirely agree.

Having regard to the fact that the decision

in this case rests largely upon the construc-

tion to be placed on the Tamil word

maral }
I wish to add a few words. It

is not denied that the natural meaning of

the term is “through” or “on the recommend-

ation of.” The evidence disoussed by the

Subordinate Judge shows that it is in this

sense that Chetties use the expression.

No doubt there is also evidence that a usage

has sprung up among Chetties that when

money is deposited on the moral of a

third party, it should not be allowed to

be drawn out unless it be with the consent

of the person who is the intermediary.

This praotice is mainly attributable to the

fact that usually third perscns intervene

to reoommend a Bank to a depositor who

is a youog man and in order that that

young man may not waste mdney, the precau-

tion has been taken by the Banks not to allow

him to draw it out unless he has the

consent of the moral man. Evidence also

shows that where the moral man deolines

to give his consent the usual remedy by suit

is open to the depositor; of course, the hands

of the Court are not to be tied down by the

usage; the necessity for the oonsent of the

moral man is obvmled by a decision autho-

rising the taking away of the money from

the Bank and the Bank is safeguarded.

The praotice and the evidence show that

I he moral man is neither the trustee in

respect of the money nor has ho any

right to operate on it. This conclusion of

mine is supported by the judgment whioh

the learned Chief Justice referred to, namely,

the judgment of this Court in Appeal No.

17 of 1913, of which one of the members

had very large and considerable practice

in litigation among Chetties. It seems to

me, therefore, that the money on deposit

remained as the money of the plaintiff and

the defendants were not justified in allowing

it to be deposited first in the name of

the plaintiff's wife and subsequently in

allowing it to be transferred to another

firm.

On the question of limitation, the Sub-

ordinate Judge has discussed the evidence

and has come to the conclusion that the

original condition of the deposit was that

it should le d:awn out on demand. It

may be said that the evidence is not

very full or conclusive, but even supposing

that the only possible conclusion upon the

evidenoe is as spoken to by tbe 2nd defendant

himself, that there was an agreement that the

money should remain with the Bank for a year

certain (that is, 6_ Thavanais of 2 months

eaoh) and that it should be drawn out

thereafter on demand ,
I entirely agree

with the learned Chief Justice that Article

60 of the Limitation Act is not made

inapplicable by that fact. 1 think the history

of the Article given by the learned Chief

Justioe in Bdahrishnudu v. Narayancsairmy

Chetty (1) clearly shows that in such a case

it would still be a oase of deposit repayable

o.i demand.

I, therefore, agree in holding that the

appeal should be dismissed with costs.

M. C. P.
1 ,

Appeal at<museil.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Second Civil Appeals Nos. 367 and 392

ok 1916.

April 16, 1918.

Present:- Mr. Lindsay, J. C. \

KUNJ BIHARI PRASAD— Defendant

—Appellant

versus

Mahout BASDEO PRASAD, minor, toder

the guardianship ok Roi Bahadur

KISHEN LAL- Plaintiff—Respondent.

Apifal, second -Finding of fact ,
when binding—

Evidence not considered, effect oj— Ti'cspass Ckhajjaa

projecting over neighbour's land

The High Court is competent to determine a point

of fact in second appeal if it appears from the

judgment, of the lower Appellate Court that it failed

to consider all the evidence on the record relating

to that point, [p. 95?, col. 1.]
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Erection of chhajjas ^cornices) in a, house so us to
project over a neighbour’s land constitutes a trespass
on that land. [p. 953, col. 2.]

Appeals from the deorees of the District
Judge, Gonda, dated the 3rd August 1916,
modifying the order of the Munsif,
Utraula (Gorida), dated the 1st July 1916,

Mr, John Jackson and Babu Adilya Prasad
,

for the Appellant.

Babu Ram Chandra and Mr. A. P. Sen,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—These are cross appeals
arising out of a suit which was filed in
the Court of the Munsif of Utraula in
the Gonda Distriot. The plaintiff was a
minor, one Mahant Basdeo Prasad, and
the two defendants were Kunj Bihari
Prasad and Jagdish Prasad. The allega-
tions upon wbioh the plaintiff came into
Court were that the defendants, who are
owners of a house situated on a plot
No. 727, situated in the village of Chhapiya,
had encroaohed upon an adjacent plot of
land No. 728, which belongs to the plaintiff,
by extending their house to the south. It
was stated that by reason of this encroach-
ment, whioh the plaintiff said had been
made within two years from the suit, a
certain road, leading from the north to
the ^south past the corner of the defend-
ants house, had been narrowed so as to in-
terfere with the free passage of persons going
backwards and forwards to the temple of
whioh the plaintiff is the Mahant. A further
allegation was to the effect that ^long
the east and south sides of the house the
defendants had erected chhajjas or cornices
which projected over plot No. 728 and
whioh constituted a trespass on the plaintiff’s
Property. A third complaint was that the
efendants had opened new doors on the

east and south sides of their house and
at they were in the habit of causing

obstruction on the plot No. 728 by placing
various articles outside these doors and by
e hering cattle and by doing similar
o er acts. The plaintiff, therefore, prayed
for wmcvai 0 f so much 0 f the building

6 defendants as encroached upon his
P o No. 728. He also prayed for the
removal of the chhajjas or cornioes and for
eoosingupof the new doors which the

defendants had opened.

n main defence in the oase wa9 that
9 alleged encroachment was no encroach*

m9nt at 'all. The defendants^stated that
the new portion of the home regarding
which the plaintiff was complaining had
been built some • 6 or 7 years before
the suit upon the site occupied by old
walls. They further claimed that the
chhaiias constituted no encroachment or
trespass on the plaintiff’s land and they
also denied that any new doors had been
opened. They pleaded in any case that
the plaintiff was not entitled to have the
doors closed.

On the main question in the oase, namely,
whether the house of the defendants had
been so built as to encroach on plot No.
728. the Court of first instance came to
a finding in favour of the plaintiff. Tho
Munsif, however, did not think it necessary
to order removal of the entire portion of
the defendants’ building whioh encroaohed
upon the plaintiff’s land. He ordered a
corner of it to be removed so as to remove
any obstruction to the 'road leading from
the north to the plaintiff's temple. He
held that the chhajja cn the east side of
the defendants’ house interfered with tho
convenience of passengers and he ordered
its removal accordingly. As for the chhajja
on the south side of the house he was of
opinion that it caused no inconvenience
and he refused to make any order for
its removal. As for the oa^e about the
doors he gave directions that the doors
should be closed.

The defendants went in appeal to the
Distriot Judge and the plaintiff filed cross-

objections. The result was that the learned
Judge, differing from the Court of first

instance, found that there had been no
recent encroachment on the plaintiff’s land
No. 728. He reversed the order of the
first Court directing the removal of a
portion of the defendants’ building. As
regards the chhajjas he affirmed the order

of the first Court. As for the oase aboct
the doors he was of opinion that the
defendants were entitled to open as many
doors in their house as they ohose and
consequently he set aside that portion of

the first Court’s order which directed the

doors to be closed.

Both parties come here in appeal and
I deal first with the appeal of the plaintiff

No. 392 of 1916. The main question for

decision here is with respect to the encroach*

/
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merit alleged to have been made by the

defendants on plot No. 7*8. It is argued

that the judgment of the lower Appellate

Court is wrong in this respect and that

the order of the first Court ought to have

been allowed tc stand.

Referring to the map which was pre-

pared during the trial in the first Court

by a Commissioner Babu Sant Bakhsh, th6

portion of the defendants’ premises which

the plaintiff alleges to constitute an en-

croachment on his land is an oblong

delineated in pink on the map and running

lengthwise from oast to west between the

letters D and E. The amount of the

encroachment is alleged ki be about 8

feet.

p7 ima facie the finding of the learned

District Judge that this portion of the

defendants’ house is not a fresh encroach-

ment upon the plaintiff’s land is a finding

of fact which cannot be disturbed in second

appeal. It is argued, however, that the

learned Judge has not referred to certain

important pieces of documentary evidence

on the record, which were relied upon in

the Court of first instance and whioh it

is argued the learned Judge ought to have

dealt with in his judgment, especially as

he proposed to interfere with the finding

arrived at by the Munsif. For the purpose

of arriving at his deoision the learned

Judge relied principally upon two statements;

one of these was the statement of a Com-
missioner, Babu Satish Chandra, who was

appointed to inspect the site. According

to his statement the portion of the defend-

ants’ house, which is marked pink upon

the map, was not a new building, that is

to RDy, Balm Satish Chandra was of opinion

that the walls, although new, had been

erected upon old foundations. The learned

Judge says that to his mind the statement

of Babu Satish Chandra on this point is

conclusive. He also relied very strongly

upon the evidence of an old Qanungo, named
Dhanpat Rai, who gave evidence in the

case on the defendants’ behalf. His 9tory

was that in the year 188 t he had been

ordered to piepare a map of the boundaries

of the plaintiff’s plot No. 728. A copy of

the map whioh was prepared by him in

that year together with a copy of the

Uiasra which he prepared by way of ex-

plaining the map were on the record and

the originals wore also summoned from

the Revenue Court. I have no doubt that

if the statement of the Qanungo Dhanpat

Rai can be accepted in its entirety, the

decision of the learned Judge is oorreot.

The Court of first instance thought, the

evidence of the Qanungo was unreliable

but the learned Judge, as he was perfectly

entitled to do, took the opposite opinion.

It is, however, the fact that although the

learned Judge in the opening portion of

his judgment sets out that he has considered

all the oral and documentary evidence in

the case, he doss not in his judgment

discuss certain documentary evidence whioh

it is olaimed supports the case of the

plaintiff. I have been referred in this .

connection to three documents. One of

these is a map of the abadi of Mauza

Cbhapiya which was prepared at the time

of the Settlement in 1901. This map is

relied on the plaintiff for the purpose of

showing that at the time when it was

prepared the road at the south-east corner

of the defendants’ bouse was some 13 odd

feet wide. According to the Commissioner’s

map prepared during the trial in the first

Court the road is now only 7.V feet wide,

and so it is olaimed that this constitutes

dear evidence of the fact that the original

boutdary of the defendants' house has

been advanced to the south so as to

narrow the width of the road to about

half of its previous extent. Another map

to whioh I am referred is Exhibit 4, ft

partition map which was prepared in the

year 1892. If we aooept the measurements

shown on this map, the total leDgth of the

eastern wall of the defendants’ house from

north to south was at that time only
f v

about S.‘5 feet. Aoeoiding to the map
now prepared by the Commissioner the

total length would be 92 feet, thus showing

that the southern boundary had been ad-

vanced by -n distance of over S feet. This

latter map was examined by fcbe Munsif.

He was r.ofc prepared to rely on it ex-

clusively as proof of the encroachment,

saying that he could not trust a mftp of

suoh a small scale for the purpose of

coming to a definite conclusion in the

plaintiff’s favour. Si far as the Settle-

ment Map of HOI is concerned, I have

to observe that it is on a very small

scale and that it would be praotioally
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impossible to hold that it proves conclusively
that the space between the width of the
road at the south-east oorner of the de-
fendants’ house was 13 feet odd. Being
on a small scale the minutest error in
making a oopy of the map or in taking
measurements by it would lead to false
conclusions. The difference of a pin’s
point in making a measurement would
correspond to an error of perhaps 8 or
10 feet on the ground. As regards the
partition map of 1892 it supports to a
certain extent the case of the plaintiff.
It is a map on a larger soale than the
map which was prepared in 1901. At the
same time there is this muoh to be observed
that the ro»d regarding whioh the com-
plaint is now made is not delineated upon
this particular map. The oorner of the
tank which faoes the south-east oorner of
the defendants’ house is not shown on

13 map. On the other hand, it seems
to me that the statement of the QanuDgo
which the learned Judge has accept-
ed is entitled to preference as against
these pieoes of evidence. We have the
fact that the Qanungo was deputed for

e purpose of defining the boundaries of
Plot No. 728 whioh is the plaintiff’s pro-
Party, We have it also that he prepared
a map, that he set up boundary pillars
and that he had prepared a khasra ex-
p aining the map. These documents were
before the Qtnungo at the time h e gave
bis evidence. The result of the Qanungo’s
statement is that in the year J884 the
southern boundary of the defendants’ house
extended south of the pillar No. 15
whioh he set up on that occasion. He
s a es quite dearly that this particular

a
Ji.

WSS D0* soa fh-ea8t oorner
?.

e defendants’ house but was some
distance north of that corner. Another im-
por ant faot to whioh he deposes is that
according to the oorreot measurements the
north-west oorner of plot No. 728 was
round to be inside the defendants’, house;
n other words, in the year 1884 an
noroaoiment had already been made and

a poriion of plot No. 723 had been
bni t over by the defendants. He ex-

th

08 ^° r PnrP09e of marking
ue north-west corner of plot No. 728 he

th« j^
a

,

pi^ar ^°* 1 at a spot outside
6 ^ndaots house and one gattha south

of the correct spot, the reason being that
he was unable to set up a boundary pillar
inside the defendants’ premises. He has
further stated in his evidence that the
line between pillar No. 15 and pillar No.
1 ran due east and west. If this be so*
then it seems to me that comparing his
statement with the map of the Commie
sioner which I have now before me it
must he held that the portion of the
defendants’ house delineated in /pink was
in existence, though possibly, not in the
same form, in the year 188l.

I have given all this evidence my care-
ful attention and the conclusion 1 arrive
at is that the plaintiff failed to establish
that the portion of the defendants’ house
delineated in pink constituted a fresh
encroachment whioh he was entitled to
have removed. I think the proper con-
clusion is that the encroaohment had taken
place so far back as the year 1884
The judgment of the lower Appellate
Oourt on this point must, I think be
supported. *

The next question I have to deal with
is that of the chhaijas. It is fairly
obvious that these chajjas

, whioh admittedly
are of recent construe fcion, constitute a
trespass on the plaintiff’s land No 72^
The learned Judge concedes that the*
maxim cuius est solum

, ejus est usque ad
ccclum” applies to the oase and if that
be so, it seems to ms to necessarily fol-
low that the chhajja on the south side
of the defendants’ premises constitutes
just as much a tregpass as does the
chhajja on the east

.

side, t hough it may
be the faot that it does not oause so
muoh inoonvenienoe. It is not to be doubted
that the plaintiff is entitled to relief in
respect of this chhajja on the south side,
for as the learned Counsel observes if
this chh'ijja is allowed to remain for a
period of 20 years, the defendants will
acquire a right of easement. The question
was not to be determined merely upon
considerations of convenience. Once it
was found that the trespass had been
committed and that the effects of the
trespass could be removed it was the
duty of the Courts, I think, to give the
plaintiff relief; and I am therefore, of
opinion that the Courts below should have
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passed an order for the removal of the

chhajja on the south side.

Lastly there remains the question of

the doors. The learned Counsel for the

plaintiff-appellant admits that he is not

entitled to ask that the doors should be

closed, but he says that he is entitled to

an order restraining the defendants from

using these doors for any purpose other

than those of ingress and egress and from

using the land outside their house for

the purpose of tethering oattle or causing

any other obstruction to the free use of

the land by the plaintiff. It seems to me

that this argument cannot be controverted

and I think the plaintiff was entitled

to this relief. So much for the plaintiff’s

appeal.

The appeal of the defendants (No. 367

of 1916) relates to the eastern chhajja

the demolition of which has been ordered

by the Court below. As to this my

opinion is, for the reasons already given

above, that the defendants have no case

at all. The chhajja undoubtedly constitutes

a trespass and the plaintiff is certainly

entitled to have this erection removed.

The result, therefore, is that 1 allow

the appeal of the plaintiff-appellant in

part and order the decree of the lower

Appellate Court to be varied by the insertion

of a direction for the removal of the chhajja

along the south side of the defendants’

house within three months from the date

of this decree. I further give the plaintiff-

appellant an injunction restraining the

defendants from using the doors of their

house for any other purposes than ingress

and egress and directing the defendants not

to use the ground on the east or south

side of their house for the purpose of

tethering cattle or to cause any other

obstruction to the free use by the plaintiff

of the land in question. As for the de-

fendants’ appeal I order it to be dismissed.

1 leave the parties to bear their own

osts.

Appeal No. 367 dismissed
;

Appeal No. 392 partly allowed .

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 822 of 1916.

May IS, 1918.

Present :—Mr Justice Tudball and Mr.

Justice Abdur Raoof.

MOTI RAM—Plaintiff— Appellant

versus

BANKE LAL—Defendant - Respondent.

Mnrtoagc suit -Prior mortgage paid oft by purchaser

„f equity of redemption—Lieu of purchaser not

,'ccognised in Jhicd decree—Suit, separate ,
to enforce

lien
,
maintainability of— Civil Procedme Code (Act

of MOV, ss. 11, 47—Res judicata.
.

Defendant brought ft suit on ft mortgage against

the plaintiff, who was the purchaser of the equity of

redemption of the mortgaged property and had paid

otT a prior mortgage. The plaintiff set up the

prior mortgage a 4
* a shield and the preliminary

decree recognised his lien. But no mention of his

lion was made in the final decree and the property

was sold and purchased by the defendant, who took

possession of it without discharging the plaintiffs

lien The plaintiff thereupon applied to be put m
possession of the property until his hen was dis-

charged. The application was rejected and plaintiff

then brought a suit to recover tho amount of his

Held
,
that the suit was barred both by the princi-

ple of res judicata and l»y section 47 of the Civil

Procedure Code, f o. 1)56. col. 2.
|

Second appeal from a decree of the

Dis’riot Judge, Agra, reversing that of

the Subordinate Judge, Muttra.

Mr. Shiam Krishna Dar, for the Appel-

lant.

Mr. M. L. Agarwala t
for the Respond-

ent.

JUDGMENT.—The facts of this case

are as follows The property in dispute

was owned by one Kalian. There

was an usufructuary mortgage upon it

for the sum of Rs. 290. It was subse-

quently mortgaged • to Banke Lai, the

defendant, under two deeds dated the 20th

of February 1895 for Rs. 150 and 27th

of June 1895 for Rs. 150. The property,

i>., the equity of redemption, was subse-

quently sold in execution of a decree on

the 28th of March U00 and was pnr-

ebase by the plaintiff, Moti Ram. In that

year 1900, Banke Lai brought a suit on

his first deed of the 20th of February

1895 for sale of the property and he

joined Moti Ram as a defendant. In this

suit Banke Lai mentioned the prior

usufiuctuary mortgage and the fact that

Rs. 290 thereon was due to Mathura

Prasad, the mortgagee. He offered to pay
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this snm. He prayed for a decree for
sale. He paid off the Rs. 290. His decree
was dated the 16th of July 1900 and he
got a final decree for sale on the 23rd
of February 1901. In neither of these
decrees was there any specific mention of
the sum of Rs 290, but it was actually
paid into Court by Banke Lai and was
withdrawn by the prior mortgagee in
July 1901, The property was not sold
as Moti Ram came to terms with Banke
Lai. A certain sum of money was paid
down in 1901 and other sums were paid
on subsequent dates up to the year H04,
when the full claim of Rs. 737 odd was
paid off by Mnti Ram. This included the
sum of Rs. 290 mentioned above. In 1909
Banke Lai brought a suit on the basis
of his second mortgage, dated the 27th
° dune 1895, and he asked for sale of
this property. Moti Ram was impleaded
as a defendant. He proceeded to hold up
as a shield his rights which had accrued
o im by payment of the sum due on
e two prior mortgages mentioned above,

* ,e
.' the sum of Rs. 737 odd. In his

defence he made a mistake in figures, but
jt was finally admitted that the sum which
he had paid was Rs. 737 odd. His case
was that the plaintiff Banke Lai had no
rig t to sell this property without first
paying off to him the above-mentioned
sum. The Court in its judgment held that
® "as Wally entitled to hold up this

8 lF a
; and it held further that tb e pro-

perty could only bs sold "subject to htsun
* (whatever the Judge may have

“jean thereby). A preliminary decree for
6 was drawn up and mention of (lie

en was entered therein. The decree-

denro
**

•

an ^ e aPPLed for his final
66 ln‘accordance with the preliminary

^otloe was issued to Moti Ram.

draw
* n°^

.

apPear * A final decree was

the
wbi°h was simply an order for

in* mx- lhe Pr°Perfy without mention-

proner^
**?'* lien in any "ay The

lion of
^en pat to s& i0 in exeou-

Barilr0 t f ,

ree and was purchased by

deno-it
a * himself. Banke Lai did not

Ram* K
aDy S

-

Um *or payment tr> Moti

Dnrnlio
6 appl,-ed ^or possession as auotion-

ZZT T* in May 1912 Pnt into

Ram Court. Thereupon Moti
ade ap application to the Court,

pointing out that the money bad not
been paid to him and asking that } emight he re placed in possession of the
pioperfy until the money had been no,M
The Court held that it could not g 0 in ?0

’

th.s matter in the course of the execution
of the decree and that if Moti Ham had anyremedy he must seek it by a separate
suit, hence the suit out of which this appeal
has arisen Mot. Ram has Maimed to recover
the sum of Rs 737 plus interest from

The Cou t of “ft"

° tte
f
r°Perty in qDestf0D -The Court of first instance decreed the

ola.m The lower Appellate Court dismissed
barred by limitation. It held

that Mot. Ram was driven to sue upon
the two original mortgages and as thev
dated back to 1895 in the one case and
prior to that in the other, the suit was
barred by limitation.

The pleas taken before us are, first of all
that the present suit is a suit to enforce a liabi

’

lity created by the judgment which was passed
between the parties in Banke Lai’s second
suit; that Artiole 122 applies, and that the suit
is within time. In the alternative it is urged
that lfc 18 “ suit t0 enf°r°e a charge under
Arhe! 0 132; that no charge arose in favour
of the plaintiff unt*T the deoision of the
suit or at least until the years 1901 to
1901 when he paid the money; since which
time the e have been certain aoknowledg
ments of liabilities made by Banke Lai
which under section 19 of the Limitation Act
would operate to extend limitation. There
has been a great deal of discussion over the
meaning of sections 74 and 101 of the
Transfer of Property Aot, but we do not
think that they are at all relevant to the
point that we have to decide. Section 101
of the Transfer of Property Act does not
apply to the case in question. Moti Ram
was not the owner of a oharge or encumb-
rance who had become absolutely entitled
to the property. He was a person who had
become entitled to the property by auction-
purohase: who subsequently paid off two
prior mortgages and when he was sued by
Banke Lai, be, by the application of equit-
able principles, was entitled to hold up the
payments that he had made as a shield and
to demand that Banke Lai should repay
to him that sum before he could oust him
from the property. The judgment in the
suit between him and Banke Lai did nfct
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create a liability. It merely declared the

right of Moti Ram and did not create it.

We do not think that Artiole 122 has any

application to the facts of the present suit.

In both the Courts below the defendant

raised the plea that this suit was barred

by the provisions of section 47 of the Code

of Civil Procedure. The first Court dis-

missed this plea in two lines, rhe lower

Appellate Court did not touoh it, It has

been raised and discussed before us. We

have summoned the Collector’s reoord of

the sale proceedings in order to satisfy

ourselves as to what took plaoe therein

between the parties; but it has been of

no assistance, as the proclamation of sale

is not to be found in it. If this suit

were treated as one upon the original

mortgages, it would be barred by limitation.

It dearly oannot be treated as a suit based

upon the previous judgment and to enforoe

a liability oreated thereby, and Artiole 122

of the Limitation Aot does not apply. Nor

does Artiole L32 apply. Even if it did,

the bar of limitation would still be there

as we have not been able to find the alleged

acknowledgments.

The plaintiff’s present position is due

to his own negligence. He was duly im-

pleaded in Banke Lai’s last suit and he

rightly raised the plea that the property

could not be sold until the sum of Rs. 737

had been paid to him. The Court passed a

wrong deoree directing the property to be sold

subject to his lien. It ought to have direoted

Banke Lai to pay the money before he put the

property to sale. The plaintiff remained

satisfied with that decree.

If we assume that the Court meant by

the words "subject to the lien of Moti Rom"

that the money was to be paid before the

property was sold, then Moti Ram has

been most negligent. Even when the final

decree was prepared, he did not appear to

see that the deoree was properly drawn up

and as a matter of aotual fact it omitted all

mention of his rights.

When the decree was put into execution

and notice issued to him, he did not appear

and the property was sold and possession

awarded. He then came into Court and

asked to be re placed into possession. The

Court refused his plea and he did not

appeal.

It is dear that no separate suit will now

lie. The matter was one that ought to have

been raised and aotually was raised between

the parties in the previous litigation and

Moti Ram asked for the relief to which

he was entitled, viz., that the property

should not be sold until he had been paid

off. The Court’s deoree did not in terms

grant, him that relief. If its deoree be

taken as a refusal to grant the relief he oan-

not now sue for it again.

If it be taken as having granted him

that relief, he ought to have enforced it

in the execution department and no separate

suit will lie. If the present suit be treated

as an application in the execution proceed-

ings, he is met with the fact that the final

decree is silent on the point and no attempt

has been made to make it agree with the

preliminary deoree. If that error be now

amended, he will then be met with the

fact that when notice was issued to him

he took no objection and when after the

property had been sold he came into Court

and the Court refused to give him his

relief in those proceedings, he remained

satisfied with that order. The principle of the"

rule of res judicata must be applied. He

ought to have appealed and obtained his

relief then and there. He oannot re-open

the point again by a fresh application in

the execution proceedings. M e oan see no

wftj' of giving him relief now, and he

has merely himself and his own negligence

to thank for his present difficulty.

The appeal must fail aud we dismiss it.

In the circumstances of the case, however, we

order the parties to bear their own oosts of

this appeal.
Appeal dismissed.

NAGPUR JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Civil Revision No. 5 B ok ! 91S.

~

August 19, 19. S.

Present : — Mr. Mittra, A. J. C.

KlIKTSIDAS RADHAKISAN MARWARl
— Plaintiff— Apflicint

versus

HARBA MARATHE—Dfkknpant

—

Nox- Applicant.
Civil Procedure Code (Act 1' of 1908), v* 144 0.
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XXI, r. 43 'Execution—Attachment of cattle— Siqjrat-
dar, liability oj, whether can be enquired into by
executing Couit.

Hie liability of a supratdar or depositary of pro-
perty attached in execution of a decree who has
made default, cannot be enquired into lnr the execut-
ing Court but must form the subject of a separate
suit. •

Application for revision of the order of
the Munsif, Yeotmal, dated the 26th Novem-
ber 1917, in Execution Case in Civil Suit
No. 162 of 1917.

Mr. W. H. Dhabe
,
for the Applicant.

Mr. Atmaram Bhagwant
,

for the Non-
Applicant.

ORDER.—The question raised in this
petition of revision is whether the liability,
if any, of the non applicant No. 1 can be
enforoed by an order of the executing Court.
The non-applicant was a Supratdar or de-
positary of cattle attached under Order XXI,
rule 43, and entrusted to him in accordance
with Circular 1-31 on his executing a se-
curity bond to the extent of the value of

e sai^ ljvestook for its production in
good condition when required. The appli-
cant who had applied for rateable distri-
bution, after an attachment of the cattle at

e instance of another decree-holder, com-
P ains that the cattle had been returned
without the order of the Court to the
JUgmcnt.debtor who had compromised
Wl the attaching creditor, and whose
compromis0 was certified to the Court.

0 nnsif has held that the matter oannot
0 enquired into hy the executing Court
o must form the subject of a regular

suit.

For the applicant relianoe is plaoed upon

Oku
^am v ’ Kamal Ram (1), where

ink
ar

* J hat the Court has an
©rent power to enforce a security- bond

or ^
D<^er s fmilar circumstances. This

8e
, however, was dissented from by

^ Fowar v. Jiwraj Plazari-

Tinri
' Both these cases were decided

pi
* 6 Code of 1882. The applicant’s

fiflnf p
8,r

Mn 8 upon section 151 of the pre-
1V1 Prooedare Code (Act Y of 1903)

j Q
^P°r ^lng the view taken by Obbard,

Section 151 runs thus :
—

to
ln Code shall be deemed

1 or otherwise affect the inherent

957

power of the Court to make such orders as
may be necessary for (he ends of justice
or to prevent abuse of the process of the
Court”,

-The terms of the section are very wide
and if an order can be passed under this
section to enforce the depositary’s liability,
that order will not obviously be a decree
and will not be open to appeal.

Section 1 15 of the Civil Procedure Code
deals with the liability of a surety. It is

clear that the Supratdar was not a surety for
the judgment-debtor. It may, however, be
noted that section 145 declares that the surety
shall, for the purposes of the appeal, be
deemed a party within the meaning of
section 47.

Order AL, rule 4, enables the Court to
enforce the duties of a Receiver by directing
his property to be attached and sold. It

is clear that the Supratdar in this case
was not appointed a Reoeiver. An appeal
lies under Order XLIIf, rule 1 (s), from
such an order. In both these instances
where proceedings may be taken for the
enforcement of the liability of a person
other tbau the parties to the suit, an appeal
has been given by law. In JS’at/tou Ram v.

Eamal Ram (1) the Court declined to say
whether the order was appealable or not,

and whether, if unjust, it oould be impeached
by a separate suit.

The mode in which the liability of the
depositary is to be enforced has also been
considered in that case. There being no
decree, the depositary’s property cannot be
attached and sold in the absence of a statu-

tory power as now contained in Order XL,
rule 4. It has also been pointed out by
Ismay, J. C., that the refusal of the de-

positary to deliver up the attached pro-

perty cannot be summarily dealt with in

the Mofussil as a contempt of Court. For
these reasons I agree with the later ruling

in Jcshi Powar v. Jiwraj Hazarimal (2),

and dismiss this application for revision

with oosis. I fix Rs. 10 as Pleader’s fees

in this Court.

Revision dismissed.

INDIAN CASES.
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SESBl AMMAL V. VAIRAVAN CBETTIAP,

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Appeal Suit No. 419 of 1917.

July 24, 1918.

Present :

—

Sir John Wallis,

Justice, and Mr. Justice

Aiyar.

SESHI AMMAL and another— Defendants

Nos. 2 and 3—Appellants

versus

VAIRAVAN CHETTIAR p.y his authorised

Agent R AM ASWAM I CHETTIAR,
AND ANOTHER—PLAINTIFF AND

Defendant No. 1—Respondents.

Contract ActJlX of 18723, w. 249,251, 261, 263—

1‘urtncrship— Contract by partners— Debt contracted

, Iter death of partner by surviving partner Jar per -

for,nance of contract— Estate of deceased partner,

liability of—Remedy of creditor.
_

The estate of a deceased partner is not liable lor

a debt contracted by the surviving partner to enable

him to perform a contract entered into during the

former's lifetime. The creditor is entitled to pro-

ceed against the suiviving partner personally and

against the assets of the partnership which the

surviving partner has power to pledge m discharge

of an obligation created by the partnership, [p 959,

col. 2; ]>. 960, cols. 1 & 2.J ...
Ter Walli «, C. J.—Sect ion 203 of the Contract Act

cannot override the express provisions of section 261.

[p. 959, col. 2.j

Per Scshayiri Aiyar, J.— Unhampered by authority,

tlio plain interpretation of sections 251, 261 uml

263 of the Contract Act read together would seem

to be that a deceased partner’s estate would be

liable for obligations necessitated by the process of

winding up the partnership business. The implica-

tion of section 261 seems to be that the estate

should not be answerable for fresh liabilities created

solely after the death of the partner. It is difficult

to construe section 263 as not dealing with devolu-

tion caused by the death of a partner. The expression

“partners” in that section must mean those who

constituted the partnership before it was dissolved

by the death of one of them and prima Jacic in the

case of dissolution by death the same liability would

attach as baforo death, provided the obligation was

incurred for winding up t lio business, [p. 959, col. 2.J

Appeal against the decree of the Court

of the Additional Temporary Sub-Judge,

Tanjore, in Original Suit No, 29 of 1917

(Original Suit No. 95 of 1910 on the tile of

the Sub- Judge, Negapatam).

Mr. T. R. Venkatrama S<istri
,

for the

Appellant.

Messrs. A. Krishnaswami Aiyar *u& Af. Sub*

raya Aiyar ,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.
Wallis, C. J.—The main question argued

in this appeal is as to tho liability of the

defendants Nos. 2 and 3, tho representatives of

a deceased partnor of tho 1st defendant,

for an advance of Rs. 2,301 made by the

plaintiff to the 1st defendant after his

partner’s death to enable him to take up

bills of lading for, and obtain delivery of,

goods which had been ordered by the

partners during the lifetime of the deceased

partner but did not come forward until

after his death. While section 2 19, Indian

Contract Act, nukes any partner liable

for all debts and obligations incurred while

he is a partner in the usual course of,

business by or on behalf of the partnership,

section 261 provides that the estate of a

partner who has died is not, in the absence

of an express agreement, liable in respect

of any obligation incurred by the firm

after bis death. The debt now sued for

was an obligation incurred by the 6rm

after bis death and, therefore, is covered

by the section. It is true that it was

incurred by the surviving partner to enable

him to perform a contract entered into

during tho lifetime of the deceased partner,

but this is n°t enough to take it out of

the section. S-.otion 263, no doubt, provides

that ‘ after a dissolution of partnership

the rights and obligations of the partners

continue in all things ,
necessary for the

winding up the business of the partner-

ship”, but these provisions cannot override

the express provisions of section 261 that

obligations created by the firm after the death

of the deceased partner are not binding

on his estate, “it may be taken as a

general proposition that the estate of a

deceased partner is not liable to third

parties, for what may be done after his

decease by the surviving partners.” Lindley

on Partnership, 13k. IV, Chap. 3, s. 2, page

70S 1 8th Edition). Section 9 of the Partner-

ships Act, 1890, makes the estate of a

deceased partner liable iu a due oourse

of administration for all debts aud obliga-

tions of the firm inourred while he was a

partuer. At Common Law the estate of a

deceased partner was not entitled to the

benefit of, or liable under, partnership con-

tracts, and equity seems only to have

imposed a liability in the oase of oontraota

entered into by the partnership in the lifetime

of the deoeased partner. It has been held

under section 9 of the Partnership Aot

in Bagel v. Miller (1) that the representa-

(1) (1903) 2 K. 13. 212; 73 h, J, K, B, 495; S3 L. T,

769; 8 Com, Cas, 218,
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tives of a deceased partner oould not be
sued in a County Court together with
the surviving partner for the price of
goods ordered by the partnership during
hia lifetime but not delivered till after
his death on the ground that the obligation
to pay was not incurred while he was a
partner, though, apparently, the Court
considered some other remedy was avail-
able against his representatives on the con-
tract to purchase made during his lifetime,
as to which see M'Clean v. Kennard (2).
ft is case the suit debt was binding on

the
#

partnership assets, which the first
surviving partner had power to pledge in
iso arge of it, and I think, as regards
ie amount in question, the decree must

be against the 1st defendant personally
an against the partnership assets in his
a

Ji
the decree accordingly

and dismiss the appeal in other respects.
ar les to pay and receive proportionate oosts

throughout.

Seshagiri Aiyak, J.-I agree. The short
and interesting point raised by Mr. Ven-
Katarama Sastriar is res Integra in this
country and has very meagre authority in
avour of it in England. The faots are

j
^rm 00n8 ' s t> D& of two partners

?
0ods duriDg tbe lifetime of

o them. After consignment and
before delivery one of them died. The

KH,™ borrowe<l money to honour the
™’Dg and took possession of the

th«
d
f: ul

b° l6Dder ncw enforce
ia 1 i y on ^he assets of the partner-

dftno
WG^ as 011 Pr°P8 rties of the

thTi
8ed

,

partoep- The learDed Vakil f°r^ egal representatives of the deceased

liahl«

Gr °0n*end8 that the estate is not
Die. 1 he sections of the Indian Contract

Ofii
n°g on the point are sections 251,

it ifl

an
f re^ards section 251

bill nf
10

i ,.
eDled that the honouring of the

Roods
adlng and the acceptance of the

done in™
a

-

tS neoessary f°r or usually

fore if

°arryinfir on the business.” There-

his flafof^
6 0
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partner were alive be and

261 rftf«

e W°u d ^ave been bound. Section

the dp ft f£
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esempts the estate of the deceased from
liability for such obligations. In this case
he obligation to pay for and to accept
the gends was incurred during the lifetime
of the deceased partner. It is true that
the borrowing was after but the borrow-
ing, in my opinion, is only the substitu-
t.°n °* a ™w liability for an existing
one and not the creation of a fresh liability
The implication of the section seems to
be that the estate should net be answer-

f
ble

,

f0r
,,

fres
,

b llab,,,tie3 orated solely after
the death of the partner. Then comes
seotion 263. It is difficult to oonstrue this
seotion as not dealing with devolution
oaused by the death of a partner. The
expression partners must mean those who
constituted the partnership before it was
dissolved by the death of one of them and prima
Jaeie in oases of dissolution by death thesame liability would attach as before death
provided the obligation «as incurred for
winding up the business. It cannot serious-
y be argued that th e acceptance of
the goods ordered and their payment
were not necessary for winding up the
business. Consequently, subfeot l0 the
speoial apportionment of liability between
private debts and partnership debts men
tioned in seotion 262, it seems fairly olear
from the language of seotion 263, that
the deoeased partner’s estate would be liable
for obligations necessitated by the prooess
of winding up the business. Unhampered
by authority, this seems to be the plain
interpretation of tbe sections referred
to.

Mr. Venkatarama Sastriar relied strong,
ly on Bagel v. Miller (1) for his con-
tention already referred to. The decision
certainly supports him. The learned Chief
Justice, Lord Alverstone, says: “There
may be an obligation, but not the obligation
alleged in the present case.” Seotion 9 of
English Partnership Aot, on which the
decision is based,

.
provides that “after his

death his estate is also severally liable in
a due course of administration for such
debts and obligations.” The judgment may
be said to have proceeded upon the
unsustainability of the form of action com-
menced by the plaintiff, and not on a denial
of the liability of the estate of the deoeased
partner to contribute. The observation of
Channel, J., “The plaintiff’s remedy is not by
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means of an action for goods sold and deliver-

ed” supports this suggestion. But the weight

of authority is against restricting the

principle of the Lord Chief Justice’s deci-

sion to forms of action
^

alone. Lord

Lindley at page 708 says:—“With respect

to the direct liability of the assets of

the deceased to creditors, it may be takeu

as a general proposition that the estate

of the deoeased partner is not liable to

third parties for what may be done after his

decease by the surviving partners”.

In 22 Halasbury in the note to paragraph

47 the law is thus stated: But though

he has authority to pledge the partner-

ship property, this does not enable him to

bind his partners personally”. The autho-

rity quoted for this proposition, namely,

Blaine v. Holland (3), does not support

it. Pollock in his Digest of the Law of

Partnership puts the abovo statement of

the law as an illustration to section 9 of

the Partnership Act. Sir H. H. Shephard

in his commentaries upon sections 261 and

263 of the Contract Act inolines to the

view that the estate would not be liable.

It must be stated that there is praotioally

no difference in language between the sec-

tions of the English Partnership Act and

those of the Indian Contraot Act on this

grouud.

As I felt considerable doubt on the

question, with diflidenoe, I examined the

American Law on the subject. In 30

Cyolopsoiia of Law and Procedure, page 634,

it is mentioned, “As a rule, however, the

estate of the deceased partner cannot be

made directly liable to third persons by

the contracts of the survivor.” In this

stale of authorities, I feel compelled to

hold that the contention of the learned

Vakil for the appellant should he accepted.

The result of this view would be to

restriot the operation of section 263 so as

to give the surviving partner alone, and

not the oreditor, a right to proceed against

the estate of the deceased partner in regard

to an obligation incurred for winding up

the business of the partnership. This does

not, in my opinion, stand in the way of

the oreditor proceeding against the assets

of the partnership. The surviving partner

is befcro the Court, and he represents the

{ <) (1669) 60 L. T. 266.

partnership effectually, and a decree

against him oan be executed against the

assets of the partnership in his bauds.

I would modify the deoree by directing

that for the sum of Rs. 2,300 and odd

borrowed after the death of the husband

of the 2nd defendant, the assets of the

partnership in the hands of the 1st defendant

would be alone liable. The latter will also

be personally liable as mentioned by the

learned Chief Justice. I agree in the order as

to costs.

M. C. P.

Appeal allowed ;

Decree varied.

OUDll JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Civil Revision No. 30 cf 1918.

May 23, 1918.

Present:—Pandit lxanhaiya Lai, A. J. C.

GUR BAKHSH SINGH and other?—
Plaintiffs—Appellants—

Applicants

versus

CHUTTA SINGH and others—
Defendants— Respondents

—

Opposite Party.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908J, $ch. II, para.

17 -Evidence Act (I of 1872;, s. 9?, vrov. (2)—A'bi-
t ration Award bij some only of arlitiators, validity of

— Agreement, oral, that decision of majority of a»6i-

t rotors would be binding, whether can be proved— Court,

whether can remit award.

Where a matter was referred to the arbitration

of several persons without the intervention of a

Court, and t ho deed of agreement to refer explicitly

slated that whatever award was made bv the arbitra*
•

tors would be binding on the parties to the reference,

and the award was made only by a majority of the

arbitrators:

lleld, (l> that it coaid not be proved under section

9?, proviso 2 of the Evidence Act, that there had
been a contemporaneous separate oral agreement
between the parties to the effect that the decision of

a majority of the arbitrators would be binding on the

parties; [p. 93i, col. 2.]

(2) that thb award having been made by some
only of the arbitrators was a nullity, [p. 961, col. 2 j

The powers of the Court in a proceeding under

paragraph 20, Schedule 11. of the Code of Civil

Procedure are exhausted as soon as the Court decides

either to tile the award or refuses to tile it. [p. 962,

col. 1.1
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Revision against the order of the Submdi-
nate^Judge, Hardoi, dated the 27tb July

Syed Nahi Ullah, for the Applicants.
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valid aid binding. They wan'ed to pro-
d ,ce evi fence m,support , f thatc men io„, hot
tbs Court hel m held that oral evidence in-
O' insistent with the agreement could not hoau anted.

In the U Kingdom Mutual Steamship

h
S

n
r(

T,

[

Ass
:
ciation V- H.>ns‘on (1. ic Washeld that where a matter was referred for

decision to three arbitrators, all three must
concur m the making of the award and
that the award made by only two of them
coo J not be treated as valid. In Lula vAhdm Sam °d (2/ it was similarly ruled
that on a reference to several arbitrators
together, where there was no clause provid-
ing- for an award made by less than all
euig valid, each of them must act personal-

ly in performance of the duties of hit offioe
at if he were t be sole arbitrator. The
efl-ecs of thtse decisions is to lay down
that an agreement must be taken for what
it is worth, and that, if it d -es not men-
tion that an award by a majority would
be valid, the award should be made by all
the arbitrators unanimously. Section 92
proviso 2, of the Evidence Act permits’
evidence to be given as to the existence
of any separate oral agreement in regard
'o any matrer on which a d cument is silent
and w hich is not inconsistent with its terms
But in considering whether or not any 'of
those provisions applies, the Court has to
take into consideration the degree of form-
ality of the d cument concerned.
The agreement in the present case com.

prises all the terms and cover ants govern-
ing the arbitration. It states that whatever
decision is given by the ar bitrators, punches
and sarpanches included, shall be acceptable
to and Lo binding on the parties. The
suggestion that there was a contemporaneous
separate oral agreement to the effect that
the decision of a majority would be binding
is obvi usly inconsistent with the tenor of
the agreement, which bad been reduced to
writing, and the production of oral evidence
to vary that agreement cannot be permitted.
The award was, therefore, on the face of it

a nullity.

The matter cannot be referred hick now
to the same arbitrators, because as laid

(I (1836) 1 Q. B. 567; 65 L J. Q. B. 4S4.
1-) 17 I ml Cas. 320; 16 0. C. 94.
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down in Mustafa Khan v. Phulja Dibi (3),

the poweis of the Court in a proceeding

under paragraph 20 Schedule II, of the

Code of Civil Procedure are exhausted as

soon as the Court decides either to tile

the award or refuses to tile it. In regard

to an agreement of reference to arbitration

dealt with in ra ra:raph 17, Schedule II,

of the Code, the situation is somewhat

different. The applicants admitted soon

after an application was made under that

paragraph that it, was irregular, inasmuch

as an award had already been made before

the application was tiled. The Court below'

treated the subsequent proceeding as one

under paragraph 20, Schedule II, of the

Code and rjfusei to tile the award, tiom

that order an appeal hy under sect; m 104

of the Cede. The present application for

revision is, therefo e, irregular.

The application is acoordingly dismissed

with costs.

Revision receded.

cation (.<) for setting aside the c.v parte decree in the

pre-emptePs appeal and (b) for getting himself

substituted on the record as appellant in his father’s

place:

Held, (U that no notico having been served on

the applicant, limitation for the application for

re-hearing tin 1 appeal which hail been deciccd cj)

parte eoimimnccd from the date on which the appli-

cant had knowledge of the decree: [p 962, col. 2.J

• 21 that as the deceased vendee could not make

default, his representative had the usual period of

six months for applying to be brought on to the

record, the order of dismissal for default being inap-

propriate and inoperative as a bar. [p. 9133, eol. 1.]

Miscellaneous appeal from the order of

the District Judge, Multan, dated the 14th

November 1916.

Mr. llargopcd ,
for the Appellant. ^

Mr. Cooper
,
for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT —This judgment will oover

the connected Appeal No. 2b05 of 1917.

Jagat Ram plaintiff sued for pre-emption

and the first Court passed a decree for

possession on payment of a certain sum.

Both plaintiff and Jhe vendee lodged appeals.

On the 14th November 1916 the vendee’s

appeal was dismissed, as neither he nor his

(3) 27 A. 5 20; A, W. N. (R0>) 80; 2 A. L. J. 410.

PUNJAB CHIEE COURT.
Miscellaneous Civil Appeal No. SOI of 1917.

April 8, 1918.

Present :— Mr Justice Chevis.

DAULAT RA1— Plaintiff -Appellant

vsrsus

JAGAT RAM and anothek— Defendants
— Respondents.

Limitation Act (IX of 1 908J ,
Sell. /, Arts. 109, I/O

— Civil Procedure Code {Act V of 1 90S,) ,
O XXIf r.

3_Appeal -Death of respondent - Notice not served on

representative—Appeal decreed ex parte—Application

for re hearing- Limitation—Death of appellant —
Appeal dismissed for default—Application to bring

representative on record. Procedure.

The pre-emptor and the vendee both appealed from

a decree in a pre-emption suit. Before the appeals

could he hoard the vendee died, and his appeal was

dismissed for default, The pre-emptor applied to

bring the representative of the deceased vendee on

the record. The application was granted, but before

the notice could he served on the representative

tlio pro-emptor’s appeal was decreed c.v parte. Tlio

vcndecT representative thereupon made au appli-

Pleader was present.

On the same day the plaintiff lodged an

application saying the vendee had died in

Ootober 1916 and that his son Daulat Rai

should be brought on to the record as his re-

presentative. This was granted, and notice

issued but was not served. Notioe again

issued, and then the plaintiff’s appeal was

aooepted ex part

n

on 9th January 1917,

though notioe to Daulat Rai had not yet

returned and was afterwards reoeived back

unserved,

On 13th March 1917 Daulat Rai applied

through Amir Chand, Pleader, (1) for

setting aside the (x parte decree and (2)

for getting himself brought on to the record

as appellant in his father’s place.

The Distriot Judge holds that the former

application is time-barred, and that the

latter is futile as suoh au application

can only apply to pending suits or ap-

peals.

The Distriot Judge overlooks that where

notice has not been served, limitation for

an application for re-hearing the appeal

dates from the time when the applicant

had knowledge of the decree, see Artiole

169. And as to the other application I

need only refer to the Privy Council
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Appeal accepted.
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OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
_ COURT.

ST Clva No. 52 of 1916.
p_ . ,

J nne 4, 19i8.
Mr. Lindsay, J. C., and Mr.

RAT t? a
Daniels, A - J.C.

J BACHAN SINGH

—

Defendant

—

Appellant

alias BHANWARLALJI,
Eathsb, MaHaVT r

GGakdunshi p of his

SINQH.L ^ p
1J KCJNWAR SARDAR

_

Will—
Execution

Pr,UN
,
riFf' -RssPOVDS.tr.

deposing
mind, what ?f

~P/es™Pti™~Soiind
i wfwc is—Burden of proof.

~ z v-/ . w, ivuuweu,
Appeal from the decree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, Tahsil Mohanlalganj, Lucknow
dated the 18th March 1916

kD°W
’

,J'
he H°“£le

-

Sysd
}
Vazir Easan

< Messrs,Mohammad Nan

m

and Mohammad
IVasim,

for the Appellant. 9

Mr. St. George Jackson, Babus Sita BamHarnam Sunder Lai Varma and Fandit
Shim Narain Shukla, for the RespondentJUDGMENT The appellant" 7n this
case, Raj Baohan Singh, was the defendant
in the Court below to a suit for deolara-
t.on brought by the plaintiff-respondent
onatranji altos Bhanwar Lalji.
The plaintiff is a minor, his age at

the time of the institution of the suit
being ten years, and the purpose of the
suit was to obtain a declaration of the
plaintiff’s right to certain property speoi.
fied in the plaint—a right whioh he alleged
he derived under a Will exeouted by his
maternal grandfather Raj Gobardhan
Singh,

The property in dispute admittedly forms
part of what was known originally as the
Bhira Estate in the Kheri distriot. A
reference to List No. 1 prepared under
seotion 8 of the Oudh Estates Aot (Aot
I of 18fi9) shows that the Bhira Estate
was conferred upon four persons, one of
whom was Raj Sadho Singh. It is admitted
that Raj Gobhardhan Singh was the son
of Raj Sadho Singh, and it further
appears that subsequent to the date of
the grant tbe estate was divided up into
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o. -

def cnbed in the proceedings as Ta uqas

Taluqdari Mahals. The names of these

Taluqas aieset out as being B.jua, Ramnagar,

Danlatpur and Nighasan.

The estate as originally granted

a List No. IV estate, the rule of suoce.-

sion being that where the owner dies

‘intestate the property descends

to the ordinary law to which members of

the intestate’s tribe and lel.g.on are subject

Raj Gobardhan Singh had no male

issue • He had an only daughter Musammat

Raj Kunwar alic, Bitto Saheb who "as

married in the month of April 1.0.

Maharai Kunwar Sardar SiDgnj ,

, I" .’.., of the Kol'oe Chief of Sh-hper.

in Kaiputana. This lady gave birth to

a son, the plaintiff in the present case,

in the month of June 1904. She died in

July of the samo year about ft n'on

after the birth of the child. Gobardhan

Singh oied in March If 05, leaving three

widows tlani Suraj Kunwar Ram Devi

Kunwar and Rani Dammar Kumar. Dev •

It is proved that shortly after the death

of Raj Gobardhan Singh mutation m

respect of the immoveable estate laft by him

was made in favour of two of these Rains,

namely, the senior and the junior Rams

These ladies were placed in possession of

HO villages each, constituting the estate

which had been left by tlieir husband,

and the older for mutation was passed in

accordance with the terms of a Will purport-

it,g to be the Will of Raj (mbardhen

Singh whioh was produced in the Revenue

Courts in i he month of June 1 05. The

plaint. 11 in this suit claims (hat under ihe

Will in question he has a vested interest

in the property left by Raj Gobardhan Singh

and that lie has the right to snooeed as

absolute owner of Hie property on the death

of the survivor of tho widows of Raj

Gobardhan Singh. It may be mentioned

here that since the death of Raj Gobardhan

Singh one of his widows, who is described

as the "mavjhli" tmiddle) Rani, has died.

Under the teima of the Will she took no

share in the estate, but was entitled to a

grunt of maintenance at the late of Ils. 250

a month.

The Will left by Rai Gobardhan Singh

al» SanVTi Ba^Si^
et ffi r„P he determination of the

take effect o
favour of the widows,

life-estates created in fav
Bachan Singh
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J q{
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STS’ purpose of aisposii^is appeal

to notice all the grounds of defence
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*

for example that the pla.nt.ff was no

son of Raj Gobardhan

dele,,(Hint d.ni.d tho

In bis written statement lie h»a P

ward v“ ri°n9
bat

e

the° Will "could have no

of pleading that the ^ averments

Uiat'uie' defendant declined to verifyr or

vouch for the truth of them- The res^

of the exclusion of these P
wa9

was that the only averment ^
left in the written statemsti ^ one
attacked tho valic.ty o 16

Q0bardhan
to the effect that the testator Raj Coha

Singh was at. ignorant and iterate

who ,v», ino.p.hle of „«
i.i.«»«« “• y r

r7h
‘ I,, J .h. d..

produced m Court.
document

fondant, therefore, was that ‘ -

upon which the pla.nt.fi ^ Raj

could not represent the in

Gobardhan Singh and could not »
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8iroumsfances take effect as a valid
ion of Gobardhan Singh's property.
The genuineness and validity of the Will

were the principal matters for discussion
and decision in the Court below. The
Subordinate Judge has found that the Will
is a genuine and valid document. He
as found that it was duly ex°cuted

and attested on the date on which it

purports to have been executed and attested.
He has also found that Raj Gobardhan
ingh was of sound disposing mind and.

that he knew and approved of the oontents
of the Will which, according to the Sub-
or mate Judge, was prepared agreeably to

e instructions given by Raj Gobardhan
ingh himself. Acting upon this finding
0

.

earned Subordinate Judge gave the
P ami iff the declaration which he sought,
an now the defendant has come
ere ln aPP e&l and has attacked the judg-
m0!^ the Court below cn vinous grounds
w JO are set out in the thirty paragraphs
oontamed in the memorandum of appeal.

e may state here that the learned
Advooate for the appellant has not attempted
o argue all the ma<ters which are raised

ln

c
th® Pe^tion of appeal. He has

oon ned his arguments to a few points
oo y, and the first and principal one of

# 1%

68 £enuiD©ness and validity of
8

au
*

* D su ^' H claimed here that
on the evidence placed before the trial
Umrt the finding that the Will was duly
exeou ed by Raj Gobardhan Singh is
erroneous. We are asked to hold that it
was proved that Gobardhan Singh, although
no in any way of unsound mind, was aman ° no education and of feeble under*

1D
iL

could not possibly have under-
to<xi the language in which the Will is

"
j
611

* an(^ ^at he oould not have under-
00 or approved of the dispositions of
s property which are set out in the

• .
*

.

In shorfc
. that he never had any real

thfi

80 100 bequeathing his estate in

WiU—r and on the terms set out in th9

origrinal Will wa3 produced in Court
is marked as Exhibit 92 on th e reoordt

inff

a
^®^ lstered document, ^whioh accord-

ret>i*o^° i*
8 ondorse nent3 was presented for

the
a

-

Q(^ re£i*tered ,n the office of

Uil »
* 9^* 3 trar of 'Lakhimpar on the

h ofj -tfoyemb^r 19 j 3. At the bottom
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of the deed, which purports to be in the
handwriting of one Murli Manohar now
deceased, are to be found the signature of
Raj Gobardhan Singh as executant and the
signature of two attesting witnesses Roshan
L il and Zamin A li, who have been examin-
ed in the ca e. The text of the Will pur-
ports to have bean written on the 29th
of August I9J3, but the story for the
plaintiff is that although the Will was
drawn up and ready for execution on the date

.
last mentioned, it was not actually executed
or attested until the time it was presented
for registration on the 13th of November
1 903.

It may b3 observed here that some
importance attaches to the dates which
we have referred? The Will being the
Will of a Taluqlar and purporting to dis-
pose of property which is taluqdari pro-
perty, regard must be had to the special
provisions of section 13 of Act J of 1869
which provide that in certain cases of
bequest (of which the present case is one)
the Will in order to take effect must be
registered within one month from the
date of its execution. It has been argued
here that as a matter of fact the Will, if
it was ever properly executed at all, was
executed on the 29th of August 19J1 as
SDon as it was ready and that consequent-
ly registration having been delayed be-
yond the period of one nrcnth just referred
to, the Will has no effect in law.

B fire proceeding to an examination of
the evidence wnioh is relevant for the
purpose of deciding the question of
execution and the further question of the
legal validity of the document in suit,
we may refer to the law which applies
to suits in which a Will is propounded
by a plaintiff. We have been referred
to a great many authorities, principally
decisions of the English Courts, on this
question. Moat of the cases which were
cited before us have been -referred to in

a judgment of the Calcutta High Court
reputed as Woy-msh 0 :iniier Blsiois v.

Rashmohini Dasi (i). We accept tne Jaw
as laid down in this ruling of the Calcutta
Court.

A plaintiff who secs up a title under
a Will mist satisfy ^je Court that the
Will was “duly rxocubeJ”, tint is to say,

(1) 21 C. 27Ui iu Ind. Doc. ^x. s.) 8 IS.
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i. „,„ at furnish proof of execution whioh
6

'ph with it a oOnvbtioh that the testa-

S T„.r »d »PP.=»eJ Pi tto .«pt.p.. Of

JL instrument. This involves the proposition

that he was a free and capable testator.

The ordinary rule is that the execution

p o Will bv a competent testator raises
°

a presumption (sufficient, if nothing ap-

pears to the oontrary) that he knew and

ortnrnved of the oontents of the Will
;
and

ordinarily the competency of the testator

is presumed, if nothing appears to rebut

the ordinary presumption. But where the

mental eapaoity of the testator is challenged

by evidence, it is the duty of the Court

to find whether upon the evidenoe it is

established that the testator was of sound

^nosing mind and did know and approve

i’T. ..I.*, "f ">• win- 'vb«t

«Htutes a ‘‘sound disposing mind has

been defined in one of the English oases

referred to in the Caloutta report [bef/on

v Uopwood (2)]. According to this authority

it must be shown that the testator was

able to understand his position, able to

appreciate bis property and able to form

a judgment with respect to the parties

whom he chooses to benefit. If the testator

has this capacity, it is sufficient for the pur-

pose of showing that he had what .s known

in law as “a sound disposing mind.

We have already indicated the line of

defence which was set up regarding the

capacity of Baj Gobardhan Smgb.

It was not stated that he was in any

way of unsound mind. Hie allegation

was that he was an uneduoated man, of

a low degree of intelligence and that he

was incapable of understanding the langu-

age or purport of the Will whioh he is

said to have exeouted. We have, there-

fore to oonsider the evidenoe whioh was

put ’forward by the defendant in support

of this plea, consisting of statements made

by some sixteen witnesses all of whom

profess to have had some acquaintance,

more or less intimate, with the character

and manner of life of Raj Gobardhau

Singh. The whole of the evidenoe on

this part of the oase has been analysed

at great length by the learned Subordinate

Judge in his judgment. The evidence has

again been read oyer to us at the time

(2) (1868) I 1\ & !', 579.

of the hearing cf the appeal and we do

not deem it necessary to subjeot it to

further recapitulation and analysis. We
may say at once that our estimate of the

evidence agrees generally with that whioh

was formed by the Judge of the trial

Court and we are satisfied that it falls

very far short of proving that Gobardhan

Singh was a man of less than ordinary mental

capacity.

To begin with.it is evident that some

of the witnesses who depose in support

of the defendant’s oase had very meagre

opportunities of forming an opinion regard-

ing the mental power of the testator.

It is further manifest that a good deal

of the evidence of those of the witnesses

who profess to have had a more extensive

acquaintance with Gobardhan bingh s ways

of life was biased and in parts certainly

untrue. Some of the evidenoe has been

discarded altogether by the learned

Subordinate Judge, for example, the

testimony of a Hakim named Niamatullah

Khan who was examined as defendant s

witness No. 16. The admissions of this

witness in the course of cross-examination

lead us to the conclusion that he was

hired for the purposes of the suit and *as

prepared to stick at nothing, not merely

to support the oase put forward by the

defendant but to^ c*rry it much further

than the defendant was himself prepared

to go. This witness ventures to assert on

the strength of an alleged medical acquaint-

ance with Gobardhan bingh whioh began

and terminated many years ago that Go-

bardhau Singh was a man whose mental

faculties were impaired. The witness des-

cribes him as suffering from what he calls

“Humuq" or imbecility. We agree *ith

the learned Subordinate Judge that no

reliance whatever can be placed upon this

man’s testimony, then we have the state-

ments made by other witnesses describing

various eccentricities of behaviour on the part

of Raj Gobardhan Singh. If it be assumed

that all these statements are true (though

we think the assumption would in some

instances at least bs a very ra^h one),

all that they tend to show in our opinion

is not that Gobardhan Singh, to quote

the words of the deponents themselves,

was a “fool” but a rough, uneduoated man

of unpleasant manners. Gobardhau Sing
i
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according to these witnesses, spoke nothing
but the ooarse village dialect and was un-
able to comprehend the more elegant
language affeoted by his visitors. Aooord-
ing to their evidence he seems to have
been a man who was lacking in any sense
of dignity and a man who comported him-
self in defiance of the conventions of polite

society—conventions which he seems to

have been ignorant of or to have despised.
Some of the acts attributed to Gobardhan
Singh, on the strength of which the witness-
es have expressed their opinion that
be was a man of mean intelligence, would
suggest to us rather that Gobardhan Singh
was the possessor of a fund of rough
humour whioh the witnesses themselves
had not the intelligence to appreciate.
What they describe as acts of imbecility
might equally well be understood to be
the efforts of a man who had a strong
propensity for practical joking. It is

asking too much of us to invite us to
assume that a man who had not the
manners to send for a groom to hold
his

^

visitors’ horse or to offer his friends a
ohair is a person of low mental calibre,
nor are we prepared to believe that a
rough and boorish mi n who walked with
a line of beaters and made facetious
remarks to a Deputy Collector about the
lack cf game is necessarily a person who is in

any way mentally deficient. Some of the wit-
nesses who were most vigorous in their de-
clarations regarding Gobardhan Sitgh's
immoderate use of intoxicants cut a poor
figure in cross examination. In many
instances their affected knowledge dwindled
down in cross-examination to information
which had been pioked up in the course
of idle gossip. One witness, who com-
mitted himself to the opinion that Gobar-
dhan Singh was a fool because he wa 3

fond of singing, had to admit that he
ad never listened to any of Gobardhan
ingh s preformances. The same witness

referred to Gobardhan Singh’s indulgence
ln a oertain form of sport which for the
want of a more suitable expression we
may describe as “lark fighting”. This
was described by the witness as being a

?
1T

!
g example of Gobardhan Singh’s

in rmity of mind. In cross-examination,
owever, the witness was constrained to

a mi^ that he had only seen Gobardhan

Singh following this harmless pastime on
one occasion. It would, we think, be
useless to desoribe in detail the various
aots to which the defence witnesses refer.

It may be that Gobardhan Singh was a
bit of a buffoon, but we decline to draw
the conclusion that he was a man of less

than ordinary mental power. After
reading all the evidence produced on this

head for the defence we think that

Gobardhan Singh may be fairly described

in the language whioh was used by one
of the defendant’s own witnesses, a

respectable Taluqdar named Saiyed Raza
Husain who was on intimate terms with

Gobardhan Singh. He speaks of him as

being an uneducated man. of ordinary

intellect who could converse in the ordinary

Urdu language and understand it.

Another defence witness is Sheo Dayal
D. W. No. 11, who knew Gobardhan
Singh for many years and was in fact in

his employ for a time. While he did his

best to support the case for the defendant,

he was obliged to admit in cross-exami-

nation that although Gobardhan Singh
was of “weak intellect”, he nevertheless

had sense enough not to sign documents
until their meaning had been explained to

him. The witness says distinctly that

when any matter was under discussion

Raj Gobardhan Singh used always to ask

for explanation of things he did not

understand. We think «e may safely act

upon this statement whioh was obviously

made with considerable ‘reluctance and, if

we do, the matter of Gobardhan Singh’s

capacity to make a Will is disposed of

at once. It may be mentioned that this

same witness further deposed that Gobar-

dhan Singh knew that he had an estate,

that there must be an heir to his estate,

and that he had quite sufficient under-

standing to be able to express an opinion as

to who his heir and successor should be.

The witness also speaks of Gobardhan

Singh as being able to read and write

the Hindi language. We need only refer

to the deposition of another witness

Merdai Ual D. W. No. 12, who started life as

a menial servant in obaidhar. Sineh’s

employment. He says he was with Gobar-

dhan Singh for about 24 years and

while he was ieady to depose to various

aots of imbecility committed by Gobardhan
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Singh, he .stated in cross-examination that

Gobardhan Siugh had sufficient intelligence

to be able to talk about his heir and

to indicate where his estate should go

after his death. The question of Gobardhan

Singh’s testamentary capacity may, we

think, be allowed to rest upon these state-

ments. We think it, however, proper to

mention that although Gobardhan Singh’s

two widows were examined as witnesses

in the case, no question seems to have

been put to them for the purpose of

eliciting any information regarding their

husband’s mental powers. It would almost

seem from the manner in which this

part of the case was presented that

Gobardhan Singh mast have reserved his

eccentricities of behaviour for people

cutside his family oircle. Not a single

question was asked of these ladies for

the purpose of showing that Gobardhan

Singh was in the habit of using intoxicants

freely and yet we have the statement of

a defence witness, one Thakur Gobardhan

Singh (L). W. ISo. 17;, who went the length

of saying that he had never seen Kaj

Gobardhan bingh sober outside his house.

The last comment which we shall make
on this part of the case is that the de-

fendant, who admittedly lived next door to

Gobardhan Singh, who was constantly in

Gobardhan Singh’s society and who from

all aooounts was managing Gobardhan Singh’s

estate for him for some time before his

death, did not think it fit to enter the

witness-box to support the case put forwaid

by him in his written statement. Obviously

if these stories which the defence witnesses

told about Gobardhan Singh’s manner of

life and habits are true, tho defendant

was in a p isition to depose to his own
impressions gathered from an intimate

personal experience. He has, however, chosen

to leave the task of proving this part

of his oa3o to a miscell ineous collection

of outsiders, and his keeping away from
the witness-box is hardly to be explained

nr excused on the ground that he is deeply

interested in tne result of the suit, i here

can, we think, be n > doubt r,n it Rij Gobir-
dhan Singh in spue of his rough ways
was a g.iod natmvd man. Tim is tne

testimony or Ins oil servant Mendai Lii.

It is also proved uy evidence on both sides

that Gobardhan Siugh always showed a

kindly disposition towards tha present

defendant appellant. He treated him very

kindly and entrusted the management of

h

i

3 e :ate to him. Bearing in mind the

o induct of Baohan Singh since the time

of G ibardnan Siugh’s death and in parti-

cular his conduct with regard to tho present

suit, it might w’ell have been suggested that

if any folly is to be imputed to Gobardhan

Singh the most conspicuous and convincing

proof of it is to be found in the fact

that he treated Bacban Singh so well.

Rij Gobardhan Singh, if ho could come

to life again, would probably acknowledge

readily that bis kindly treatment of Bacban

Singh, viewed in the light of subsequent

events, has laid him opsn to the

imputation of a serious lack of discretion.

We have no doubt, therefore, that Raj

Gobardhan Siugh bad a sound - disposing

mind; and we proceed now to examine

the evidence relating to the preparation

and execution of ihe Will. The three

principal witnesses on this part of the

case are Kamta Prasad, Zimin Ali and

Rushan Lil. The two last-named witnesses

are attesting witnesses of the Will. Kamta

Prasad does not profess to have been present

at the time the Will was actually signed

by the testator. He deposes, however, to

events which took place up till the time

the draft of the Will was prepared.

Three other witnesses, whose evidence is

material on this part of the oase, are the

two Ranis Suraj Kunvvar and Dammar
Kumari Devi and a man named Parbhu

Dayal. Both the Ranis depose that Gobar-

dhan had expressed to them his intention

of making a Will in favour of his daughter’s

son. The evidence of the junior Rani

is more particular in this respect, and we

have it from her statement that her hus-

band during his lifetime showed her the

Will on one occasion. She also deposes

that she found the Will in a bo* after her

hasband’s death.

Kamta Prasad is a man who was in

the service of Gobardhan Singh for a

considerable period and according to his

story, Gobai doan Singh trst express! his

intention of making a Will at a time when

a suit known as the Mallanpur suit was

going on. In order to explain wh^t the
• *a •

witnesvS means in this connection, it is
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necessary to refer shortly to this litigation.
The history of it is to be found in Volume
VIII, Oudh Cases, at page 9-1 [Musammat
Par-bati Kuar v. Rani Chandrapal Knar (3j].
The suit was brought by one Parbati Kunwar
claiming the property which had been left

y her father Milap Singh. Her suit was
resisted by a number of defendants and
it is proved that Gobardhan Singh himself
was a defendant in the suit, being at that
time in possession of some property which
the lady was claiming. The main defence
whioh was set up to her claim was that
UD er a family custom daughters were
excluded from inheritance, and her suit was
israissed on the finding that the custom

was proved to exist. The learned Counsel
or the respondent in addressing us on

this part 6f the oase has pointed out that
o ardhan Singh did not actually file any

written statement of defence in the suit
just mentioned. It appears, however, that
he was represented by an agent and that

e agent intimated to the Court that his
principal took the same line of defence as
the other defendants in the case.
To continue the story of Kamta Prasad,

e says that Gobardhan Singh first conceived
the idea of bequeathing the estate to his
aughter some 5 or 6 months before the

marriage of the girl took place. Accord-
]ng to the witness the reason whioh
prompted Gobardhan Singh to make a Will
in avour of his daughter was that the present
e en ant Baohan Singh, who was the

nearest male heir, had no sons of his own
u ad only a daughter. According to
amta Prasad, Gobardhan .Singh expressed

an apprehension that if the estate devolved
jBachan fcingh he would make it over

o is daughter, and consequently Gobardhan

^•
1Dg

.
fought he might as well make a

disposition of his estate in favour of his
wn aughter. The witness proceeds ’ to

state that a draft Will was prepared on
tnese lines by one Afurli Manohar, who
as m the service of the estate and who
now ead. Afterwards Gobardhan Singh

a e certain alterations in the draft, the
incipal one being the introduction of a

to
*}?*

e

a
the estate was t.equeathed

a

18 aQghter ,

s son, if she sLould have

in i

a ter t *3e term,ra fcion of the life-estate
avour of the widows. The daughter’sW 8 0. C. 94 .

DC 9

right to succeed was postponed to her son
according to the new arrangement. Kamta
Prasad’s story is that this alteration in
the Will was suggested to Gobardhan Singh
by a Pleader named Babu Sheo Bakhsb
Bai, wno was consulted at Rakhimpur at
the time the draft of the Will was being
prepared. The witness goes on to say that
afler these changes had been made a fresh
copy of the Will wa9 prepared, namely, the
document which is now before the Court.
The witness speaks of the contents of this
document being read over to Gobardhan
Singh, who afterwards put i he document
away in his box. Kamta Prasad was not
present at the time the Will was executed
and he was, therefore, unable to depose to
the events whioh happened later, that is to
say, in the month of November 1903,

The evidence of this witness has been
exposed to a good deal of critioism. It
has been sugges'ed that hi*3 story regard-
ing the motive of Gobardhan bhngh in
making this Will is a false, story and we
have also been asked to find that his state-
ment regarding the circumstances in which
the bequest came to he made in favour of
the daughter’s son is also untrue. It is

pointed out in particular that Kamta Prasad’s
story regarding the advice or suggestion
given by Babu Sheo Bakhsh Rai was intro-
duced at a late stage of his story.

We are not much impressed by this oritioism
and we agree with the Subordinate Judge
in thinking that in substance this story of

Kamta Prasad is perfectly true. No doubt,
as has been pointed out, there are some
variations between the statement of Kamta
Piasad and that of Rushan Lai, whioh we
shall presently consider; but it is fair to

say as regards these that they are dis-

crepancies of minor importance and that

they are probably due to the fact that the

witness was being examined and cross-exa-

mined regarding events which had taken
place s< me twelve years before the date

upon which he was giving his evidence.

In oi/ cumstances like these it would be

unreasonable to expect a witness to remember
every petty detail or to preserve an accurate

recollection of events in their chronological

sequence. Kamta Prasad was subjected to

a very severe oros9 examination, and it is

due to him to say that nothing was elicited
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in the orarse of it which can reasonably

he pointed to as indicating that he was giving

falseevider.ee.

We next proceed to discuss the evidence

of Roshan Lil, one of the attesting witnesses

in the ease. Like Kamta Prasad he makes

certain statements relating
_

to a point ot

time anterior to the execution of the Will.

In some respects his story regarding the

story of the preparation of the Will does

not agree with that of Kamta Prasad As

to this fact we are content to acoept what

the Subordinate Judge has found in this

connection, namely, that the discrepances

between Roshan Lai’s story on this part

of the case and the story of Kamta Prasad

are really of no importance whatever. To

come now to the important statements of

Roshan Lai, he began his evidence by saying

that Gobardhan Singh exeouted a Will in

favour of his daughter’s son. The witness

says he attested it and that the other

' attesting witness was Zamin All. lie

deposed that the attestation took plaoe in

the oltioe of the Sub Registrar of Lakhimpur.

His first statement regarding the execution

of the Will by Gobardhan Singh was

that Gobardhan Singh’s signature was

already on the Will. He stated tha

Gobardhan Singh admitted before him that

he had exeouted the Will and asked him

to attest it. Accordingly he made the

attestation in the Sub- Registrar’s othce

and the Will was thereafter registered in

his presence. In answer to a question put

by the Court the witness seated that he

did not remember whether Gobardhan fcingh

had or had not signed in his presence.

He admitted, however, that lie had given

evidence regarding the execution of this

Will in the Court of the Tahsildar in

the year 1935. Before this statement was

pat to him, he was asked if he could

remember what he said on that occasion.

His story wa9 that he could not, but that

he was prepared to say that any state-

ment he made before the Tahsildar was

true. Roshan Lai confirmed the statement

of Kamta Prasad regarding the prepara-

tion of the Will by Murli Manohar and

he too states that Murli Manohar read the

Will over to the Raja. The witness was

cross-examined at very great length and

clearly a very strenuous effort was made

to break (Jovyn his credit. He admitted

that in the suit which was broughi^by

the Allahabad Bank a year or two before

the institution of the present suit he had

told the Court that he had attested a

Will of Gobardhan Singh but was unable

to say where Gobardhan Singh had got

it written. He admitted that he told the

Court on that oooasion that Gobardhan

Singh did not sign the Will iD his presenoe

but that it bore his signature. When

this statement was put to the witness in

oioss examination, he stated plainly that i

was not a true statement. He explained

that when he was being examined in the

Bank case his memory must have -failed

him at the time. He said that he had

come to Court on that oooasion in a hurry

and the Will was not shown to him. He

went on to say that at the time he was

making his deposition in the present case,

he was able to say definitely that the

Raja actually did sign the Will in his

presence in the offioe of the Sub Registrar.

This statement was made in the course of

cross-examination. The witness admitte

that in his examination in-ohief he failed

to make a definite statement on thi3 poin h
,

but his explanation *as that he had

stirred up his memory since the time his

examination began and that at the time

his answer was given he was thoroughly

assured that the Raja execute! the Mill

in his preseine. His last statement regard-

ing the execution of the W ill reads a9

follows;
—
“The Sub Registrar read the

Will to the Raja and tnen told him to sign

it and get it attested. It was then he signed

and after it we attested.”

It is not to be doubted that Roshan

Lai’s evidence is open to the adverse

oritioism whioh has been freely bestowed

upon it. The Subordinate Judge 9eems to

have thought that Roshan Lai was a wit-

ness who in the matter of giving fahe

evidence was prepared to sail as near the

wind as he dared. We are inclined to

agree with the Subordinate Judge on thi3

point, and we think there is reason to sus-

peot that some attempt had been made to

tamper with the witness. We have it that

although a summons was duly served on

him, Roshan Lai kept away from the Court

and it was only when the plaintiff, who

was bound to call him as being one of

the attesting witnesses, applied to the Court

J
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for a warrant for his arrest that he
appaared in Court. We think it is a for-
tanate oircu nstanca that tha plaintiff was
able to show that Rashan Lai wa 3 examin-
ed on two occasions in the year 1905
shortly after the death of Gobardhan Singh
for the purpose of proving the execution
of the Will. The reoord of those state-
ments still exists, and it was no doubt the
knowledge of this fact that helped to keep
Roshan Lai in the present case from com-
mitting downright perjury. Exhibit 13 is
a copy of the statement which Roshan Lai
made to the Tahsildar of Lakbirapur on
the 19th of July 1905 in the course of
the mutation proceedings. Obviously the
original Will was before the Court at that
time and after seeing it Roshan Lil de-
P03ed that he identified the signatures
of Gobardhan Singh on the Will—signa-
tures whioh he said were made in his pre-
sence in the office of the Sub-Registrar.

e told the lahsildar that he was one
of the attesting witnesses, that Zamin Ali
was the other attesting witness, that the
Will had been written by Murli Manohar
Who was then dead, ihat the Raja .took

e_ Will to the Sub-Registrar and handed

tw
°V0

u
f°r reS i8tration and that it was

then that he made the signatures on the Will
in the Sub- Registrar’s office.

he word “signatures” used in the

f,
18 to he explained by the fact

p
a there are three signatures of
0 ardhan Singh on the document, one

a tne bottom of the document intended

?,
8

.

8,£nature as executant, the
o er two signatures are on the back of the
ooument and are made underneath the two

on oreements made by the registering officer
on the iJth November 19 j3.

xhibit 90 is a certified copy of an-
othor statement made Gy Roshan Lai to

iak8,
_
ldar of Nighasan on the 28th of

Q
^ original Will was not

ro uoe before this Tahsildar, but Roshan
eposed that he had already given

-J*

ke ^ore the Lakhimpur Tahsildar

*
1Q

'n i^?
original Will. His statement

1 \ aksddar °f Nighasan agrees with
what he stated before the Tahsildar of

cmT
l°lpur

* agree with the Sub-
rdmate Judge that Roshan Lai’s attempt

in
P

,

a 'vay the statement he made
* *ank Pase regarding, the execution

of this Will is a clumsy one, but we are
not prepared to reject his statement on
this ground as being false and unreliable.
With regard to some of the contradictions
which appear in his evidence, it is fair
to make allowance for the very long
period which elapsed between the time of
the events deposed to and the time on
which the witness was giving his evidence.
We must attach very great importance to
Roshan Lai’s present statement, namely,
that the story he told in the Counts of
the two Tahsildars was the true story
regarding the execution of the Will. At
the time the Will was produced in the
Revenue Courts there was no particular
reason why Roshan Lai should have made
anything but a straightforward statement;
and besides at that time the circumstances
attending the execution of the Will were
all fresh in his memory. A good deal has
happened since the time Roshan Lai gave
evidence before the Tahsildar?; and it is

only too probable that some attempt has
been made to corrupt him and induce him
to give false evidence. This conjecture ir>

we think, fortified by the fact that he
appeared as an unwilling witness in the
present suit.

1

The next witness Zamin Ali entered
Gobardhan Singh’s service in the month
of November 1903, only a few days before
the date of the registration of the Will.
There is documentary evidence on the
record to prove that the power-of-attorney
whioh Gobardhan Singh gave this witness
was registered at Lakhimpur on the luth
of November 1903, that is to say, three
days before the Will was registered. Zamin
Ali began his evidence by saying that he
did not remember whether or not Gobardhan
SiDgh signed the Will in his presenoe. He
was able, however, to say that Gobardhan
Singh made his signatures on the back of

the Will in his presenoe. 'Ihe document
was then shown to the witness. He admitted
that it bore his signature and that his

signature was dated the 13th of November
1903. It is important to note, moreover,
that the witness signed as “Mukhtar-am”
(general attorney) of the Bijua Estate.

The witness admitted that Roshan Lai
attested the document on the same date

and that the attestation took place in the

offioe of the Sub- Registrar. The witness
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was pressed for an answer as to whether

the Raja signed the Will in bis presence

in the Sub- Registrar’s office; his answer was

that he did not remember. He deposed that

the Raja had asked him to attest saying that

he had executed the Will. The witness was

then confronted with the statement which he

had made before the Tahsil lar in the mutation

proceedings in the year 1905 (Exhibit 14).

This dooument having been put to him

the witness made the following answor:—
“I did tell the Tahsildar that the Raja

signed in the Sub- Registrar’s office in my

presence ar.d that I attested. The state-

ment is true and correct.” I he witness

went on to explain that without his

memory having been refreshed by hearing

his previous statement read out to him, he

could not have reoolleoted fill that had

taken plaoe at such a distant time. He

was, however, prepared to say after hear-

ing his previous statement that as a matter

of fact the Raja did sign the Will at the

registration offioe in his presence. Lhe

witness, it may he remarked, does not pro-

fess to know anything about the contents

of the Will. He says he never read it and

he was unable to say whether the Will had

been read out in the Sub Registrar’s office.

Roshan Lais story on this p-int was that

the Will had been read out. The cross-

examination of this witness brought out no-

thing to his discredit. He merely reiterated

the statements he had made in his examina-

tion in-chief. In answer to a question put ly

the Court he deposed that after the Will had

been executed, ho heard the Raja discussing

the matter with one Nil Kanth Dr.uj Sah

who was employed for some time as a

manager. .His story was that Nil Kanth

told the Raja that he had done wrong

to make such a Will. The Raja’s answer

was that he was sorry for having done

so and would cancel it. \\ e may dismiss

this statement as being pure invention.

We do not believe a word of it.

Lastly there is the evidence of the

witness Parbhu Dayal. He was not called

upon to attest the document, but he swears

that he was present at the registration

office at the time the Will was presented

and that he saw the Raja sign the Will

and saw the two witnesses Roshan Lil

and / am i n Ali attest it. It is the fact

that neither Roshan Lai nor Zamin Ali

[1916

made any mention of the oresanca of this

m\n at the registration offi39 at the time

the Will was put iu. The .Subordinate

Judge says that it is not necessarily to

ha assumed from this faot that Parbhu

Diyal was not there. Tnere is no reasou

to disbelieve the story of Parbhu Dayal

that he was in the emoloyment of Raj

G )hardhan Singh. Ho says that he was

called to Likhimpur at the time this

document was registered and that he went

there bringing with him some money which

the Raia wanted. Wo are not prepared

to differ from the view which the Sub-

ordinate Judge took regarding the evidence

of Parbhu Dayal.

What then is the sum and subHanee

of the statements of all these witnesses,

statements which we are prepared to ac-

cept as being in the main true accounts of

what took place? They show to us very

clearly that the Raja had male up

his mind to make a Will, first, in favour

of his daughter and, afterwards, when

the suggestion was made to him, in favour

of his daughter’s 9on. A great deal of

argument has been addressed to us regard-

ing the probabilities of suoh a thing

having taken plaoe.

It is pointed out that the Raja in the

Mallanpur case had taken up the line

that daughters were excluded from in-

heritance and so, it is said, teing oonsoious

of this faot, it is not likely that he would

have male up his mind to make a Will

either in favour of his daughter or of

her son, if she had one. It is one thing

to say that a custom of explosion of

daughters existed in this family, but it is

^
another thing to say that Gobardhan

Singh necessarily approved of the oastom.

Being a Tilaqdar he had full powers to

disp .98 of his property as he thought fit

and if, as we believe, he entertained great

affection for Musamm.it Bitto who was his

only child, then we can see no reason

whatever why Gobardhan S ngh should

not have decided to defy the custom and

to pass the property on to his daughter

or her ohillren; and we thine there is

every reason to believe the story toll by

Kamta Prasad regarding the motive which

prompted Gobardhan Singh to prepare

this Will. If Beotian Singh had no 9on

of his own and if there wai any likelihood
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of his handing over the property to his Liakat AH Khan at this time, ilis story
daughter, then we think Gibardhan Singh is that no such conversation ever passed
might very well make up his mind to see between Gobardhan Singh and himself. We
that his own daughter or her children have n * hesitation, therefore, in disposing of
should get the benefit of his property Liakat Ali Khan’s story as being ULtrue.
rather than Bachan Singh’s daughter. As for the evidence of the Sub-Inspeotor

Another argument put forward is that we are unable to attach much importance
Gobardhan Singh could never have in- to it. It appears that he was sent to
tended to make a Will of this kind in view Gobardhan Singh’s house for the purpose
of the fact that he was greatly displeased of keeping order at the time of wedding
with the family into which his daughter festivities. He was not invited there as a

* was married. In fact evidence has been guest, and his cross-examination tends to
led for the defence to show that Gobardhan show that his knowledge of the events he
Singh was so much dissatisfied with his deposes to was acquired by hearsay. Other
daughter’s marriage that he expressed an evidence was given for the purpose of show-
intention of never having anything to do ing that Gobardhan Singh practically out
with her. We may say at once that we off all connection with his daughter. The
elieve. that all the evidence given to this lie to all this has been given in the evidence

effect is false, The man who might have of the two Ranis, whose statements we
been expected to give the best evidence are prepared to accept. We might observe
on this part of the case was Bachan Singh here that neither of these ladies is the
lmself. He, however, as we have already mother of Musammal Ditto who was Gobar-

mentioned, preferred to remain away from dhan’s daughter by another wife. It can
he witness-box. It is proved that Bachan hardly be suggested, therefore, that they
«ingh was present at the marriage and have any particular interest in supporting
ook a prominent part in the marriage the plaintiff’s case. They deny altogether
ceremonies and festivities. He now asks that Gobardhan Singh was displeased with

e Court to believe that certain events the marriage and they swore that presents
0

.
P]aoe & t the* time of the wedding were sent on various occasions to the lady

whioh^inoensed Gobardhan Singh so much after she bad gone to her husband’s home,
at he shut himself up and refused to There is also evidence from the Shahpura
aye anything to do with the proceedings. estate which proves, in our opinion, conclu-

f
-
?^ory has been allowed to be told by two sively that these presents were actually sent

outside witnesses, one of whom is a retired and we, therefore, dismiss as fiotiou the story
ab-Inspeotor of Polioe named Ghulam that Gobardhan Singh had made up his
azaani; another is D. W. No. 1, a fellow mind to have nothing more to do with his

named Liakat Ali Khan who follows daughter or any child that might be born
0 profession of a mukhtar or karinda . from her. Even the defendant’s witnesses
ccording to Liakat Ali Khan’s statement were not prepared to go the length of

?
th e time when the marriage took place saying that Gobardhan Singh had ceased to

th t i

witness ) was in the service of # have any regaid for his child. We have

th

6

T
Dqdar°^0t^ wara * He mentions that • the statement of the witness Mendai Lai

® raInqdRr was unable to attend the that Gobardhan Singh had a great affeo-
wedding but went some little time after- tion fcr Bifcto and that be was not in any

'
°rder t0 pay his congratulations way displeased wii h her marriage.

o liobardban Singh. According to Liakat Ali Another objection put forward to the
nan on that occasien the Raja told the story regarding the execution of the Will
aiuqdar of Kothwara that it was a good is the circumstance that the act of execution

he had not been present at the was postponed for a considerable period,

had 1?* becaase he (Gobardhan Singh) It is argued that there was no reason why,

dan If
di8graoed

. He said that his if the Will in its present form was ready for
er bad lost her religion ( bd dhatuvi execution at the end of August J 903, it

only
’

f'

Aa regard8 this statement we need should not have been there and then signed

Husai*
re e

/u
*° *be evi(lenee of Saiyed Raza and attested.

lD
» the Talnqdar who was employing It is hardly to be expected that any
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definite evidence should be forthcoming for

the purpose of explaining the delay -an

execution. Kamta Prasad indeed suggests

that the Raja was suddenly oalled away,

after the fair oopy cf Will had been

prepared, by reason of his wife s illness

That statement may or may not be true, but it

is as likely as not that Gobardhan Singh

determined not to be in too great a hurry

about making a final deoision regarding

the disposal of his estate. The evidence

all shows that he took a long time in

discussing the matter before be arrived at

the stage of having a preliminary draft

prepared; and it is by no means unliaely

that he was further determined to deliberate

over the matter before he finally demded

to put his name to the Will. While it

may be an unusual thing for a document

of this kind to be presented for registration

without having been previously executed,

we are not prepared to say that this oir-

cumHance is so suspicious as to justify us

in rejecting the story of the witnesses

regarding the execution and attestation.

To sum up this part of the case, we

think the learned Subordinate Judge has

expressed a correct appreciation of the evi-

dence which was before him. He refers in Ins

judgment to certain pieoes of circumstantial

evidence which fortified him in accepting the

statements of the plaintiff’s witnesses

He points in the first place to the faot that

the Will was produced very shortly after

the death of Gobardhan cdngh. He further

points out that at the time the Will was pro-

duced and the mutation proceedings were go-

ing on, Baohan Singh was still the manager

of Gobardhan Singh’s estate. It is not to

be doubted that Baohan Singh knew all

about this Will from the very moment

it was produced, if not before, and it is '•

impossible to suppose that the terms of

this Will could have been kept from his

knowledge, and yet we have it that a Will

about which so muoli is said in the present

suit was allowed to go unchallenged by Bachan

Singh up till the time the suit was brought

by the Allahabad Bank in the year 1912.

Then again, as the learned Judge observes,

the publicity attending the execution and

attestation of the Will is a strong point in

favour of the view that it is an absolutely

genuine document, and due weight must

also bo givon to tho faot that it was

registered. We have no hesitation, therefore*

in affirming the finding of the Court be-

low. We believe that this Will was as a

matter of faot executed by Gobardhan Singh

on the 1 3th of November 19G3, that it

was attested on the same date by the

two witnesses Roshan Lai and Zamin Ali,

that it was prepared in accordance with

instructions given by Gobardhan tingh,

that it was read over and explained to

him after the fair copy had been drawn

out and that it expresses correctly the -

intentions
|

which Gobardhan Singh had

formed regarding the disposal of his estate.

It is not necessary for us to find that

Gobardhan Singh could have understood

every single word contained in the "W ill.

Most probably he could uot understand

such of the expressions as are technical and

high- llown, but we entertain no doubt

whatever that Gobardhan Singh did in-

tend that his properly should pass after

the death of his widows to his daughter’s

son
;
and we have no reason, therefore, for

supposing that he did not understand and

approve of the coutents of the Will. In

our opinion, the plaiutiff has established

everything which under the law’ he was

bound to establish for the purpose of ob-

taining a declaration that tho Will was a

genuine and valid dooument.

This is the main part of the appellant’s

oase and we have only now to deal with

one or two other points relating to the

construction of the Will and to
s
the form

of the decree wdiich the Subordinate Judge

has granted. As regards the construction

of the Will, the view taken by the learned

Subordinate Judge is that it creates a

vested remainder in favour of the plaintiff

which is to take effect in possession im-

mediately on the termination of the life-

estates oreated in favour of the two widows,

.ss regards the teu villages which under

the Will are to go to Baohan Singh for

life after the death of the two widows,

the Subordinate Judge declared that the

plaintiff has a oontigeut remainder.

It has been argued very strenuously

that we ought not to find on the language

of the Will that the plaintiff has any

vested interest in the property bequeathed

to him. We are asked to find that

Gobardhan Singh could only have intended

that the plaintiff was to have this pro-
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perty in the event of
.

!' is surviving the
tivo widows. To this one answer is that
if Gobardhan Singh had any suoh in-
tention, it wonld have been very easy for
him to give expression to it by providing
in the Will that the plaintiff was only to
take the estate in oase hs survived the
Ranis. The faot, however, is that there
is nothing in the language of the doeument
to indicate that Gobardhan Singh had any
suoh intention. There is a gift of a life-
estate to the Ranis with an absolute gift
over to the daughter’s son, and it is not
denied that this language, if given its
ue legal effect, amounts to the bequest

of a vested remainder in favour of the
present plaintiff. But it is said we ought
not to construe the language of the Will
by the rules which would be observed in
dealing with the Will of a testator in Eng-
land. It is argued that Gobardhan Singh
knew nothing about vested or contingent
remainders and that it is more natural to
suppose that he intended the property to
go in the usual way it would go acoord-

to the Provisions of the Hindu Law.
It Gobardhan Singh was content to let
his property devolve according t£> the Hindu
Juaw, there appears to have been no particular
reason why he should have gone to the trouble
o making a Will, at any rate of making a

•

11 oonta *n *n& the directions which we 6nd
in the dooument now before us. We have
already expressed our belief that it was the
in ention of Gobardhan Singh to prevent

is property from going away to the
aug ter of Baohan Singh, and this being
°> ere can, we think, be no good reason

T 7 we should not assume that in order
o an km pate suoh a contingency Gobardhan

had made up his mind that the prc^
Perty should go into the family into whioh
nis daughter had married. We have no
011 .therefore, that the Subordinate Judge

was perfectly right in holding that under
the terns of this Will the plaintiff ha, a

Sin \
lflw eS ^ *n e8^e left by Grobardhan

IS . We may conclude our observa-

in®*
8 ^.1S Par^ the oase by draw-ng attention to the faot that although
Question of the nature of the interest

I.
Q

Y ^e Pontiff under the Will was
su jeot of an issue in the Court below,

bv
Was ^dressed to the Court

e defendant’s learned Counsel. It

is only when the oase comes up here
in appeal that it has been argued seriously
that the interest of the plaintiff in the
property is not a vested interest.

Before concluding our judgment we have
to refer to one point which it was sought
to make on behalf of the appellant, a
paint which is raised in paragraph 26
of the memorandum of appeal. It is com-
plained that the Subordinate Judge wrong
ly refused to allow the issue of a oom-
mi-'sion for the examination of Sir Har-
oourt Butler, who was at the time the
trial was going on the Lieutenant-Gover-
nor of Burma. The ohjeot 0 f applying
for toe jssue of this commission was to
obtain Sir Haroourt’s evidence regarding
his opinion of the state of mind of Raj
Gobardhan Singh with whom, it i3 3^
he was acquainted many years ago at the
time when he was the Settlement Officer
of the Kheri district. The application for
the issue of a commission was made to
the Court on the oth January 191(5, i.e
more than a year after the institution of
the suit. On the 6ih of January the
Subordinate Judge refused to issue the order.
It appears from the proceedings of the Court
below that an affidavit was filed in support
o£ the application for the issue of a com-
mission. The learned Subordinate Judge
pointed out that certain material parti-
oulars were not disclosed in the affidavit.
He further pointed out that no sugges-
tion to call Sir Harcourt Butler was ever
made until the 5th of January 1916, after
the plaintiff had closed his evidence. At
the time the application was presented
the evidence of the defence witnesses was
being taken. In these circumstances we
think the Subordinate Judge was thorough-
ly justified in refusing to issue a com-
mission.

Lastly there remains the form of the
declaration contained in the decree. We
have already said that we agree with the
finding of the Subordinate Judge that the
plaintiff has a vested interest in the pro-
perty bequeathed to him by Raj Gobardhan
Singh, and so far as the decree declares
the nature of this interest we can see no
reason to interfere. The plaintiff, who has
succeeded in establishing the genuineness
and validity of the Will, is certainly
entitled to have an expression of the
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opinion of the Couru regarling the nature

of the interest whioh has aoorued tc

him.
There remains, however, the question as

to whether in the circumstances the Court

was justified in making any declaration

regarding the nature of the plaintiff’s interest

in the ten villages which were referred

to in the Will. With regard to this portion

of the property the position is this. The

villages are named by name in the Will,

and it is provided that after ihe demise

of all the three widows of the testator

these villages are to be held by Raj

lUchau Singh for the period of his life.

It is further provided that, if Baohan

Singh should have a son, the ten villages

are to descend to him in full ownership

after the termination of Bachan Siugh’s

life estate. Further it is provided that in

the event of Bachan Singh’s having no

male issue, the ten villages are to revert

to the estate after Bachan Siugh’s death

and are to become the property of the

testator’s daughter. From this last olause

in the Will it would appear that this pro-

vision was made at the time when Gobardhan

Singh was still minded to dispose of his

estate in favour or his daughter and be-

fore it had been suggested to him that the

bequest in the first instance should be made

in favour of the daughter’s son, if she had

one.

After hearing the argument of the learned

Counsel on both sides we have come

to the conclusion that in view of the

contingencies whioh may happen, the interest

of the plaintiff in these ten villages is

so remote and uncertain that it would bo

premature and fu ilo to give any declara-

tion regarding it in the present case, in

the first place both the widows are still alive

and one of them is a comparatively young

woman. In the next place Bachan Singh

is at present not much over 49 years of

ago, and it may very well happen that a

son may still be born to him, in which

oase of course the ten villages will pass

to his issue. In these circumstances we

think the plaintiff cannot reasonably call

upon the Court to give any pronounce-

ment regarding the nature and extent of his

interest in the ton villages just mentioned and

we direct, therefore, that the decree of the

Subordinate Julge bo modified in this res-

pect by striking out the declaration con-

tained in paragraph 3 of the lower Court s

decree, whioh reads:—
(;j) “That he has a contingent remain-

der in the said excepted items Nos. 2, 6, 7,

11 to 14, 18, 21 and 61.”

m other respects the decree is affirmed and

we dismiss this appeal with costs to the re-

spondent.
Appeal dismissed.

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 14b7 of 1917.

August 14, 1918.

Present:—Mr. Justice Phillips and Mr. Justice

Kumaraswami dastri.

SRE 1 J RAM N A R AS l AH-P l ai nti yf—
Appellant

versus

BOMMIREDDI VENKATARAM IAH

—

Defendant No. 3— Respondent.

Mortgage of moveables -Mortgagor in possession—

Purchaser, bona lido, Jrom owner without notice ot

mortgage, position of -Contract Act (IX of 1872J,s.

108
,
applicability of. s

A buna file purchaser of hypothecated goods

without notice of the encumbrance takes the goods

lice of the encumbrance, [p. 1*77, col. 1.]

Second appeal against the decree of the

District Court, Cnddappah, in Appeal Suit

No. 71 of 1916, perferred against the decree of

theCourtof the Distriot Munsif, Nandalur, iu

Original Suit No. 153 of 1915.

Messrs. E. Doraisumi Aiyar and C. Baktha -

mutsalu Hindu, for the Appellant,

f Mr. K Ko>i Heidi, f or the Respondent.

^JUDGMENT.— Plaintiff obtained amort-

gage* of certain properties including a ball,

with whioh alone we are concerned here.

The bull was left in the mortgagor’s

p issession- and was eventually purchased

by 3 d defendant from the mortgagor’s

vendee. The hypothecation of moveables

has been recognised in Indiau Courts [vide

Shyam Sunder v. Cheitu (1) and Shrish

Chandra Roy v. Mu^gri B tva (2)] but that

is not th s question for consideration now.

We have to determine whether a Iona tide

(1) a X. \V. \\ H C. R. 71.

(2 ) 9 C. W. N. 14.
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purohaser for value of hypothecated goods
withouu notio9 of the hypothecation m bound
by it. There is no direot authority on the
point, nor is hyontheoati m of moveobNs
recognised by any Statute. Wh are, there
fore, thrown back upon principles of equity
and justice.

Under section 108 of the Indian Con-
tract Act a person jn possession of move-
ables, although not the owner, can pass
the property in the goods to an innocent
purohaser. Muoh more, then, would it ap-
pear that the leal owner could pass the
property, which was only subject to an
undisclosed hypothecation. Even if we are
to apply the principles of English Law on
this iquestion, which is perl aps doubtful,
we find that it has been held that goods
included in a bill of sale and left with
toe original owner oan be purchased in the
ordinary oourse of business by a bo,ia fide
purohaser: Notional Mercantile Bunk v. Himp-

UU. When goods are left in the posses
sion of the mortgagor, a wide donr is
opened for fraud, and when the equities
Detween the innooent purohaser and themor gagee have to be weighed, the pre-
ponderance must be given to the purchaser,
tor the mortgagee has, by his omission to
secure possession of the goods, facilitated

r? “fission of the fraud. In this view
id that a bona fide purohaser of

hypothecated goods without notice of the
encumbrance takes the goods free of it.
the second appeal is dismissed with costs.
M. C. P.

Appeal dismissed.

W.'tt. 424
305 5 B - !»• 177, 49 Jj. J. Q. B. 480; 23

977
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. *
-PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.

ecosd Civir, Appeal No. 477 ok 1918.
April 8 1918

GANF(!R?*ir^
r ' Justioe Broadway.

A RAM and otheks— Defendants— Appellants

PANJU SINGH P™— a LiAlNTIFiT AND ANOTHER—
Punjab limitin

'!
DtNT—

R

kspon cents.
of 19001 AITT CTCesfral Lund Alienation) Act (

I

,

’ ' aPPl >0'ibdit,j of—Limitation Act (IX

62

,J

!
'9T8), Sen. /, Art. 141—Suit hj reeersiuner after

death of. n idoic— Limitation applinihJc.
A smr by a reversioner to recover possession of

ancestral land nfrer the death of the alienor’s widow
is "overned by Article Hi of the Limitation Act and
not. by the Punjab Limitation Act, even where the
ahenor died after the latter Act came into force,
inasmuch as the reversioner could not sue for
possession during the lifetime of the widow of the
alienor [p. 978, col. 1.]

Miscellaneous second appeal from the order
of the District Judge, Lahore, dated the
21st December 1917.

The Hon’ble Mr. Muhammad Shaft and Mr.
Muhammad Rafil, for the Appellants.

Lala Amur Nath Chopra, for the Respond-
ents.

JUDGMENT.— The facts of the suit out
cf which this appeal has arisen are these.
In 1899 Kishen Singh and Mahna Singh
alienated certain lands in favour of Devi
Das, etc. Kishen Singh died in March 1905
and was succeeded by his widow who,
however, died in April 1906. In March
19 '7 Panju Singh, a reversioner, instituted
a suit for possession of half of the land
so alienated, the defendants being the
descendants of Devi Das, etc., the original
alienees. Panju Singh’s suit was dismissed
as barred by the Punjab Limitation Act
I of 1900. On appeal the learned District

Judge held that inasmuch as the reversioner
could not sue for possession during the
lifetime of the widow of the alienor,

Article 141 of the Indian Limitation Act
applied and not the Punjab Limitation Act
1 of 90 ', and that the suit was, therefore,

within time. He accordingly remanded the
case for decision on the merits.

Against this decision Ganesha Ram,
Gopi Ram and Munsbi Ram, the defendants,
have preferred this appeal and on their

ehalf I have heard Mr. Sha6, while Lala
Atnar Nath Chopra has addressed me on
behalf of Panju Singh. Mr. Shafi referred

me to Sahib Bad v Rahmnt (1), Rasul
Bakhsh v. Nubi Bahhsh ( 2), Khiali Ram v.

Gulab Khan ( 3), Miron Bakhsh v. Ahmad (4\
Jivcana v. Abdullah (5), Sohr.u v. Labha (6)

(1 OOP. R. 1904: 8$ P. L. R. 1904 F. B.).

(2 9 ; P. L K. 3 90 i.

(<> 11 In ). Cas.;'92 ; 33 P. IL 1911; 190 P. L. R.

1911.

< 4 145 P. R. 1907.

(5) 2 Ind. Cas. 962; 64 P. R. 1909; 56 P. L. R. 1909;

62 P. W. K. '909.

(6) 7 Ind. Cas. 476; 62 P. R. 191C; 98 P. W, R.

1910; 111 1910.
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and Bhagat Singh w. Sher Singh (7). I have

also consulted the unreported oases referred

to in Sohnu v. Labha (6). These oases

support the view expressed by the learned

Distriot Judge, and Mr. Shaft has sought

to differentiate them by pointing out that

in all of them the alienor had died before

Aot I of 1900 oarae into foroe. ^ his was

the preoise line taken before the learned

District Judge and after giving careful

consideration to Mr. Shaft’s argument I am

of opinion that the view taken by the

learned Distriot Judge is correct. It is in

consonance with Mitan Bakhsh v. Ahtnfid

(4), which deoision has been referred

to in most of the other oases cited with

approval.

Following that decision I dismiss this

appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

(7) 24 1ml. Uas. 212;

191 1.

29 1\ It. 1914. 150 l\ L. K

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 297

of 1917.

June 13, 1918.

Present:— Mr. Justice Fletoher and

Justice Sir Syed Sharasul Huda, Kt.

JOG FNDR a. NATH BHUNYA

—

Plaintiff—Appellant

versus

MOHINDRA GHORA and others

—

Defendants - Respondents. «

llstoppcl— Reversioner
,
relinquish in: nl by, of portion

of estate in favour of widow, effect of.

Where ail expectant reversioner relinquished his

title to a portion of the inheritance in favour of the

widow by a deed of agreement, in consideration of

receiving a relinquishment from the widow of nil

her interest in the remaining portion of the inherit-

ance:

Held, that neither the reversioner nor any person

claiming through him could set up that the deed of

agreement was not binding on him and did not

operate on the portion of the inheritance relinquished

in favour of the widow, [p. 979, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the Sub-

ordinate Judge, 3rd Court, Midnapur, dated

the 20th November 1916, affirming that

of the Munsif, 4th Court, Tamluk, dated the

26th April 1915.

FACTS material to the report are as

follows: —
One Krishna Majhi died leaving him

surviving his widow Putti Dasi and a

sister’s son Haradhan Maity, defendant

No. 3 in the present suit. After the

death of Krishna Majhi his widow Patti

I)asi and the nephew Haradhan entered

into on agreement by ft deed dated 4th

June 1903. whereby the widow got the

disputed plots absolutely and the remain-

ing plots left by Krishna Majhi went to

the nephew absolutely, shortly afterwards,

the reversioners of one Purnima Dasi,

from whom the late Krishna Majhi

purchased one of the plots allotted to the

widow by the aforesaid arrangement, in

the name of his preieoeased wife Sundari

Dasi, brought a suit for setting aside the

sale of the said plot against the widow

Putti Dasi and her brother Mohendra,

defendant No. 1 in the present suit (who

was alleged to be in possession of the

said plot). The said suit was contested

up to the Appellate Court and it ended

in a compromise by which Putti Dasi and

her brother got the said plot on payment

of a certain sum of money to the plaintiffs.

After the death of Putti Dasi the defend-

ant No 3 sold his interest in the disputed

plots to the plaintiff Jogendra Nath

Bhunya.
The plaintiff brought this suit for

possession after declaration of his title by

purchase against Mohendra and Debendra,

defendants No3. 1 and 2 respectively*

alleging them to be in wrongful possession

of the disputed plots without any title. The

defendants Nos. 1 aud 2 contested the

suit and their main defence was that the

plaiutiff’s predecessor, the proforma defend-

ant No. 3 Haradhan Maity, havibg

given up his interest in favour of Patti

Dasi for a consideration of having himself

got the remaining plots, both the

defendant No. 3 and the plaintiff whose title

was derivative, were estopped from bringing

this suit, and that the alleged kobala in

favour of the plaintiff wa9 fraudulent,

collusive and without consideration.

The lower Appellate Court found

against the plaintiff on both.^the points*

Hence this appeal. /
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purchased in the name of Sundari fromone Iarmma Das.. The other p ]otr.shna Majhi apparently acqaired himself.Sundari predeceased Krishna Majhi. OnKrishna Majh.’s death, h e ] eft himsurviving Putt, Dasi as his heiress anda sister whose son the defendant No. 3s the vendor to the plaintiff. On the 4thJune 1903, the defendant No. 3 relinquished
<n favour of Putti Dasi both the plotsnow sued for for a consideration of the
defendant No. 3 receiving a relinquish,men from Putti Dasi of all her interest

e other plots. Subsequently, Patti
Dasi sold one half of plot No. 2 to her
brother, the defendant No. I. Then the
sons of Purnima in the year 1911 brought
a suit against Putti Dasi and her brother,
t e defendant No. 1, to recover plot No. 2.that suit was compromised on the defend-
ant No. 1 paying a sum of money to
the son of i arn.ma Dasi for relinquishing
ali their claims. In 1913, Putti Dasi died
and the defendant No. 1 succeeded to the
property. In February 1914, the defendantNo 3 sold to the plaintiff. The learned
Judge of the lower Appellate Court has
held that it is a oase of estoppel and
that the defendant No. 3 having taken
the benefit of the deed of the 4th June
1903, he or any person claiming through
him oannot now set up that the document
is not binding on him and did not operate
on the plots relinquished in favour of
Putti Dasi. It seems to me, speaking
generally, that he is quite right. The
defendant No. 3, having had the benefit
and having retained the benefit of this
doonment of the 4th June 1903, oannot now
turn round and say that he is not bound
by its terms.

A supplemental point was attempted to
be made with regard to plot No. 2, and
that was that the title of the defendant
No. 1 arose under the solenama with the
sons of Purnima Dasi and that he did
not claim through the deed of the 4th
June 1903. Although the compromise
might have been by way of confirmation,
there is nothing to suggest that the parties
intended to give up the rights that they
had under and by virtue of the deed of
the 4th June 1903. I think the learned
Judge of the lower Appellate Court came
to a oorreot conclusion on the facts found

i
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in the case. The present appeal, therefore,

fails and must be dismissed with costs.

SuAMBi'L Huda, J.— 1 agree.

Appeal disniissed.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.

Sccond Civil, ArptAL No. 1246 of 1916.

June 28, 1918.

Present : Mr Justice Tudball and Mr. Justice

Abdur Ranof.

NANDLAL SINGH— Plaintiff -
Appellant

versus

BENI MADHO SINGH and others—

DEFEND' NTS— RESPONDENTS.

(

•

ontribution ,
suit fnr, maintainability of— Trespassers

independent, decree n,joins, -Costs recovered eon,

one dctcndoiU- other defendant, whether Unite to

Plaintiff ami defenilant each obtained a halt blmic

in certain property under separate deeds ot gut.

A third person brought a suit for recovery ot a

certain share in the property, in which both were

impleaded as defendants. I'lnintiil contested he

suit but the defendant di.l not, and ultimately ho

suit was decreed against hath with costs. Inc

dueree-hohler recovered the full amount of the costs

from the plaintiff, who thereupon brought n suit for

contribution again t the defendant, claiming halt

tlm costs which he had been compelled to pay;

Held, that Hi" plaintiff and the .defendant, were

independent trespassers who derived their titles

under separate deeds of gift and who were separate-

ly liable fur t ho trespass committed by each, ami

that, therefore, 'the defend oil was not liable to

contribute anything towards the amount which had

been recovered from the plaintiff [p 9»l,eol, I.J

Seootid appeal from a decree of the Judge

of the Court of Small Causes, exercising

the powers of a Subordinate Judge,

Cawnpore, dated the 9th May 1916.

The Double Ur. Trj Bahadur Sapru (with

him Messrs. Bhamnath Mushran and Kailash

Nath Kuttu), for the Appellant.

Mr. Baldeo Bam Dave (with him Messrs.

Braj Nath Vy-s and Nawul Bishore), for the

Respondents.

JUDGMKNT.—The plaintiff appellant in

this suit was a person who under a deed

of gift executed by one Jagat Singh

obtained a half share in certain property.

The respondent Ram Lai Singh is a per-

son who received a half share in the same

prnpeny by an entirely separate deed of

gift from the same Jagat Singh. Beni

Madho Singh and Zalim are oertain per-

sons Maiming to be the lawful owners of

a certain share in that property. They

brought a suit to recover their shares and

they impleaded both Ram Lai Singh and

Nand Lai Singh in the suit. Rani Lai

Singh did not defend the suit, but Nand

Lai Singh did and in ibe oourse of his

pleadings he stated that Ram Lai Singh

was at the bottom of the snit and that

he hud instigated the plaintiffs to sue.

Tart of the claim was deoreed and part

of the olaim was dismissed. The plaintiffs

appealed in respect to so much of their

claim as was disallowed. Nand Lai Singh

appealed in respect to so much of the

olaim as had been deoreed against him.

The plaintiffs’ appeal was allowed, and

Nand Lai Singh’s appeal was dismissed. Ram

Lai Siugh was a respondent to both the

appeals. He oon'ested neither. In the exe-

outinn department, Ram Lai Singh plead-

ed that no portion ot the share deoreed

to the plaintiffs should be taken from him

but that it should all be taken from

Nand Lai Singh. Nand Lai Singh opposed

him. The Court held that each of them

had in his hands half of the share decreed.

The appellate decree, which is the deoree

of this Court in the plaintiff’s appeal, shows

clearly that this Court held that eaoh

defendant was separately liable in respect

of the property whioh was in his hands.

The order for costs was a joint one. The

plaintiffs in the former suit have recover-

ed the whole of their oosts from Nand

Lai Singh. He has now brought the

present suit for contribution, claiming half

from the defendant Ram Lai Singh.

This is clearly not ft case of joint tort-feasors.

Ram Lai Singh derived his title to the

property which was in his hands by an

entirely separate deed from Jagat Singh

and Nand Lai Singh dotived his title, suoh

as it was, by a separate deed of gift.

The two defendants were not at one in

defending the snit. They were as ft

matter of faot opposed to eaoh other.

Paragraph 15 of the written statement of

Naud Lai Singh shows this clearly. R*m

Lai Singh in no way contested the snit,

whereas Nand Lai Singh did and it is
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Quite clear that the extra costs that were
inoarred in that suit were due to the
action of the present plaintiff Nar.d Lai Singh
alone. The case is very much like that of
Fakir

e

v. Tasadduq Husain (1). T n this
oase there was no contract between the
present parties. E *oh was in separate
possession of property and there was no-
thing joint. Each was separately liable for
the trespass that he had committed. Each
trespass was committed separately, and
each defendant’s liability for mesne profits
was entirely separate. The only thing
oommon between them was that they were
arrayed as defendants to the suit. We
cannot find any equity in the present case
that will enable us to hold that the re-
spondent Ram Lai Singh is in any way
liable to the plaintiff for a share of the
costs that were recovered from him. The
appeal is dismissed with costs to Ram Lai
bingb.

It is to be noted that the action of the
Plaintiff is directed solely against Ram
^al Singh and not against the other re-
spondents. This is dearly admitted before us

open Court.

Appeal dismissed,

(n
(1

sV297
-462! A ‘ W-N ' (18971 I07i 9 InJ - Dcc '

MADRAS HIGH COURT.
wil Miscellaneous Petition No, 27S9
-

- OF l 17.

November 14, 1917.
Present:—Mr. Justice Abdur Rahim and

Mr. Justice Oldfield.
n re N. KR1SHNASWAMI A1YANGAR—

Accused—Petitioner.

8 10iZTS*** ?f India Act, 191S (5& 6 Geo. V, C. 61 .),

Courts ?0?
er
J?tenamIC0’’ of—Judgments or

scandaln
** 0l<̂ lnafe *° Sigh Court—Irrelevant and

Jurisdiction
ma1ter

* exIun0 ing of, application for—

Uizh \*7‘
f 01dfl?ld, J dissenting*.—The

and r i

aS
i ur,

*

sdiction to expunge irrelevant

fi«bordinat
a
A°t

a8
v
matt

f
rS in f

l
ie Judgments of 1 ourts

Went of T t ° lfc Un6er section 10/ of the Govern-
n ia Act, 1915. Such powers are of extremely

98

1

wide character but must be exercised in extremely
exceptional ca cos, and with gr at caution They
are covered by the expression ‘superintendence’ in
the section, [p PS I, col 2 p 9M2, col. ]
Ramnbndra Xaidu v. Sub ra man in Iyer, MR Ind Gas.

60S; 3 \j XV. vS \ considered.
Per Oldfield, J — 1 he High Gourt lias not the

power to expunge irrelevant and scandalous matters
in Gm judgments of subordinate Gourts under section
1°7 of the Government of India Act, H4Io, especially
when the application to expunge them is made by
persons who are not parties to the proceedings
[p. 9*2, col. 2]

* ‘

Petition under section 107 of the Govern-
ment of India Act and section 15 f of the
Civil Procedure Code praying that, in the
circumstances stated therein, the High
Court will be pleased to direct that first

three sentences in paragraph 14, whole of
paragraph 15, the words specified in para-
graph 23 and the whole of paragraph 27
be deleted from the judgment of the Court
of the Subordinate Judge, Kumbakonam,
in Original Suit No. 79 of 1914.

Mr. K. Srinivasa Iyengar, for the Petitioner.

JUDGMENT.
Abdur Rahim, J.— I have had the advan-

tage of reading the judgment which ha9 been
just delivered by my learned brother, and I

agree that the petition ought to be dismissed,
though not on the ground on which be has
proceeded.

I am of opinion that we have jurisdic-

tion to direot the expunging of irrelevant

and scandalous matters in the judgment of

the Subordinate Court under section 107 of

the Government of India Act of 1915
The powers of superintendence vested in

the High Court are of extremely wide
character, and it seems to me that if we
find a oase in which a Subordinate Court
has gone out of its way to introduce matters

in its judgment which are absolutely

irrelevant and scandalous in their nature,

we can remove those passages from the

judgment, so that they may not be circu-

lated and published to the prejudice of

persons who are or are not concerned in

the suit either as a party or as a witness.

It is quite true that, as pointed out, there

is no precedent for such action except in

a recent case (C. R. P. No. 888 of 1916),

to which I was a party. There the Question

of jurisdiction was not discussed, though it

was assumed that we had ju riVd >ction to

delete certain passages from the judgment

of the Subordinate Court. On the other
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hand, the question was considered in an-

other recent oase (C. R. P. Nos. 587, 588
and A. A. 0. Nos. 205 and 20G of 1914)
[Ramabadra Noidu v. Subra mania Iyer (l)]

by Sadasiva Aiyar and Moore, JJ., in which
Sadasiva Aiyar, J., expressed his opinion
affirming our jurisdiction. I quite realise

that it must be in extremely exceptional

oases that the High Court will be called

upon to interfere in a matter of this sort,

and I am entirely of opinion that we
ought to aot with the greatest caution in

making such an order as has been applied
for in this case. On the merits, however,
the application, in my opinion, must fail,

because it could not be said that the
remarks which are objeoted to were
altogether irrelevant in the view which
the Subordinate Judge took of the oase.

I do not suggest for a moment that those
remarks were justified upon the evidence
and in fact. We have expressed our
opinion in the judgment in the appeal
that they were not justified at all. But,
on the other band, it could not be said that
the observations were clearly irrelevant
and did not bear on the merits of the case.

For these reasons I agree in dismissing
the petition.

Oldfikld, J.—In this petition we are
asked to expunge certain portions of the
judgment of the Subordinate Judge of
Kumbakonam, in Original Suit No. 79 0f

1914, which has come before U3 on appeal.
We are asked to do so by a person, who
was not a party to that suit and was
merely the Vakil of a party, in the exercise
of our alleged powers under section 107 5
A 6 Geo. V, C. 61.

It has not been shown that any Court
in England has ever given similar relief
or that any other High Court has done
so, either under the provisions above speci-
fied or the corresponding seotion 15, 25 &
26 Vic. C. 104. In this High Court
such relief has been given only, so far as
we have been shown, in one reoent casp
C. R. P. No. 888 of 1916, but without
disoussion of the Court’s power to give
it, whilst in another C. R. P. Nos. 5S7
588 and A. A. 0. Nos. 205 and 203

^

0 f

19U [Ramabadra Naidu v. Subramania
Iyer (1 ) J, one learned Judge held that it

(1) 33 Iml. Cas. 60S; 3 L, W. 283,

might be given in suitable oases and the
other refused to express an opinion

;
and

in the latter oase it may be observed that
the appellants petitioners were parties to

the proceedings. There is accordingly no
oourse of authority binding on us in

petitioner’s favour
;
and the absenoe of such

authority is further material as justifying a
doubt whether the exercise of the power
in question is essential to the performance
of our duty of superintendence under the
provision above referred to.

In the absenoe of authority the matter
must be deoided on general principles. It

seems to me, with great respeot, that
the exercise of ^t h is power is not necessary
and would not be advisable and that,
therefore, the right to ask for it should
not be newly recognised at this date as
covered by the general term 'superintend-
enoe . It has not been shown that any
function resembling this has ever been
treated as covered by it. It is true that
in some oases, to which (as I understand
my learned brother) he would oon6ne
interference, the judgment may contain
irrelevant matter, scandalous or blasphemous,
by which strangers to the proceedings
may be aggrieved and whioh, as in the
instance above referred to, could justly be
expunged without investigation of any
fact in issue. But such cases will be very
rare

;
and it is not necessary on their

account to authorise a oourse of procedure,
whioh would involve us in the risk of grave
inconvenience. For there would be entailed,
firstly, in many cases the novel recogni-
tion of the right to the Court’s assistance
in favour of persons not parties to or
directly interested in any proceeding before
it

; secondly, the investigation of many
oases, in whioh the relevancy and correct-
ness of the observations complained of
would not be ascertainable readily or with-
out enquiry into the merits. Such inquiry
would frequently, it is to be feared, be
asked for on account of personal enmity
against the Judge

; and its result would not
necessarily be in any degree convincing,
since it would have been reached without
the assistance of any one interested to oppose
the petition.

In these ciroumstances, I would not
interpret the Court’s duty of superintend-
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enoe as covering the grant of the relief
asked, for by petitioner and I would, there-
for, dismiss his petition without expressing
an opinion on its merits.

M. c. P.

Petition dismissed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Second Civil Appeal No. 1995 of 1 9J 4.

April 11, 191S.
Present :— Mr. Justice Soott-Sraith.

GOPI DAS—Defendant—Appellant
versus

LAL DAS—Plaintiff—Respondent.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 190SJ, s. 92- Suit

for removal of old mahant, appointment of new mahantand vexing of trust property in new mahant, main -

tairwhility of—Pa rt i es, necessary—Court. fee payable.
Where certain persons, who were entitled to elect

the mahant of a Dora, decided that for certain
reasons the defendant the old mahant

,

was no
onger fit for the office of mahant and elected
another person as the new mahant and thereupon a
suit was brought under seotiou 92 of the Civil
Procedure^ Code for the removal of the defendant
who was in charge of the trust properties, from the
office of mahant, the appointment of a new mahant and
the vesting of the trust properties in the now mahant:

Held, (1) that the suit was properly brought under
section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code; [p. 984, col.

(2) that the new mahant elect was not a necessary
party to the suit; [p. 984, col. 2 ]

t
Jl
at ifc was not necessary to slamp the plaint

with a Court- fee stamp calculated ad valorem on the
value of the trust property, inasmuch as the plaint.
lfts were seeking nothing for themselves but merely
the removal, of the defendant from the office of
mahant, which would involve hi? ejectment from
the immoveable property of which he was in posses-
siqn as mahant. [p. 984, col. 2.]

Miscellaneous second appeal from tbe
order of the Additional Divisional Judge,
Lahore, dated the 22nd July 1914.

Mr. Beechey
, for the Appellant.

Mr. B. Bevan Petrnan
,
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The 9uit, out of which the
present appeal arises, was brought by the
wo plaintiffs with the permission of the

Lolleotor under section 92, Civil Procedure
Lode The,. trust property in suit i9 con-
nected with a religious institution in Ka3ur
known as Dera Bawa Hari Har, of which
defendant Q-opi J)as waa said to bay? b§ep

9S3

eleoted Mahant some eighteen years before
suit. The prayers in the plaint were—

(a) that the defendant be removed from
the Mahantship of the temple of DeraBawa Hari Har and ejected from the pro-
perty attached thereto

;

(b) that Pritam Das or some other Beragi
Sadhu be appointed Mahant in accordance
wdh the custom of the Dera, and that itmay be directed that the waqf property
be made over to the new Mahant
The first Court held that Pritam Das

was a necessary plaintiff, as there was an
allegation in the plaint that he was elect-
ed a Mahant in place of Gopi Das, and
secondly that there should be a Court-fee
on the plaint oalonlated ad valorem on the
value of the property attaohed to the
shrine. It direoted the amendment of the
plaint by adding Pritam Das as a plaintiff
and by making up the Cou.t-fee, and as
its order was not oomplied with, it reject-
ed the plaint. On appeal it was held
by the Additional Divisional Judge of
Lahore that Pritam Das was not a neces-
sary plaint.ff and that the plaint was
properly stamped. He accordingly accept-
ed the appeal, set aside the order of the
lower Court and remanded the case to
tbe first Court for deoision on the merit®

Defendant has filed a second appeal in
tLis Court. Attention is drawn in ergu-
ment to paragraph 7 of the plaint, in
wb,oh it is stated that the Beragi ^ad hus
in their general meeting and with the
oonourrencs of the Mahant of Bahali all
assembled at Ka.ur, had unanimously
declared the defendant unfit for Mahantship
and had in his place elected Pritam Das
to be Mahant. It is argued that according
to this statement the defendant has been
dismissed from the office of Mahant and
Pritam Das has been eleoted in his stead
and that, therefore, there can be no suit
for removal of the Mahant or for appoint-
ment of a new one within the meaning
of seotion 92, Civil Prooadure Code. Ifc is
further argued that as defendant is no
longer the Mahant or trustee his posses-
sion of the trust property is unlawful
that he is in other words a trespasser
and that any person suing to dispossess
him from the trust property must sue on
a fully stamped plaint. Defendant is ad-
rpittedly acting as Mahant of the shrine

INDIAN OASES.
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even though Pritam Das may have been

ejected in his place. In the words of the

lower Appellate Court, Gopi Das is still dc

facto Mahant of the shrine even though Pritam

Das may be dc iure Mabant. What I under-

stand the plaintiffs to say in their plaint is this.

For certain reasons stated, the persons who

were entitled to elect the Mahant have decided

that the defendant is no longer tit for

the office of Mabant and have elected

Pritam Das as the new Mahant. They liavo

not as yet removed Gopi Das from the

c ilice of Mahant. For the purpose of his

removal they have brought this case and

invoked the aid of the Court. 1 am quite

unable to agree with Mr. Beechey, Counsel

for the appellant, that the effect of the re-

solution referred to in paragraph 7 of the r hint

was to remove the defendant from the office

of Mahant. He is still acting as Mahant

and is in charge of the trust property

and in order to remove him it was necessary

fora suit to be brought. I hold that the suit

is one such as is contemplated by section 1-2,

Civil Procedure Code.

In Ghazni)'cir IImain hhan v. Yawar Husain
• %

(1), the following passage occurs:—
“A suit instituted under section 539 is not

a suit in which plaintiffs claim or can

claim for themselves possession of the trust

property. They merely ask the Court to

vest the trust property in trustees dn’y

appointed to manage the trust and to take

it out of the hands of trustees who have

been guilty of mismanagement. No change

in the beneficial ownership is sought. The
Court has undoubtedly power under the

section to vest the trust property in the

new tiustees aim it seems to me reason-

ably clear that the Court may direct, a

trustee who is being removed from the

trusteeship io make over the trust proper y
to the new trustee or trustees

As regards

the Court- fee, in many cases the costs of

snob a suit as this fall on the trust

estate, and it seems 1o me that a the

decree in such suit works no charge in

the beneficial ownership of the pmpiity,
it would be a hardship to impose upon
the trust estate the payment of the

ordinary Court foe payable in respect of a

(1) 28 A. 112 at p. 117; 2 A. L. J. 591; A. W. N.
(1905) 208.

hostile suit for recovery of land on

title.”

In Yad Aliv. Mubarak AU (2), the follow-

ing passage ocoujs:
‘ The prayer for consequential relief in the

amended plaint, however, it will he observed,

did not take the form of a prayer for

delivery to the plaintiffs of possession of

the mosque and of the immoveable property

appertaining thereto, because had it taken

that form, the plaintiffs would have had to pay

an ad valorem Court-fee stamp upon the value

of the said property, which in this case was

found by the first Court, after a remand by the

lower Appellate Court, to be Rs. 5,fi4S-10-0.

In fact the defendant took the objection

that the Court-fee stamp affixed by

the plaintiffs was insufficient, but the

first Court decided, and. decided we think

rightly, upon the authority of the ruling in

Mahant Mangal Das Mahant Narinian Das (3),

that since the plaintiffs simply sought the

removal of the defendant from the office

of mnhrnlU,
which would involve his

ejectment from the immoveable property

of which be was in possession in that

capacity, and did not seek possession of

the property for themselves, full stamp

could not be levied upon the value of

the said property.”

Following these . authorities I am of

opinion that it was not necessary to stamp

the plaint with a Court-fee stamp calculated

ad valotem on the value of the tru-t property.

The plaintiffs seek nothing for themselves

in the present suit. They seek the removal

of the defendant from the office of Mahant,

which would involve his ejectment fro™

the immoveable property of which he is in

possession in that capacity.

1 also fully agree with the lower Ap-

pellate Court that there is no necessity

for Pritam Das to be joined as a plaintiff in

the present suit. The suit has been correctly

instituted by two of the three persons to

whom the Collector gave leave to sue

under section 92, Civil Procedure Code,

and there is no su ffijieut reason why they

should not alone maintain the suit. Mr.

Beechey has contended that defendant
• •

claims part of the property in suit as

12 * 2 Iml. Cns. 107; 53 P. R. 1009; 37 P. W. R.

1908.

(3) 56 1\ R. 1S95.
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his own private property. No - plea to

this effect ha9 as yet been made by the
defendant, so it is not necessary for me
to deal with it. It will be dealt with by
the Court whioh trie3 the suit. Mr Petman
who appears for the respondent has
brought to my notice that one of the original
plaintiffs has died. He cites Parameswarem
Munpu v. Narayanan Namboodri (i) as
authority for the proposition that the death
of one of the plaintiffs in a suit under
section 92, Civil Procedure Code, would
not cause the abatement of the suit. As
at. present advised, I am disposed to agree
with this ruling. But the point is not
before me directly and if it arises, it

should be disposed of by the Court trying
the case.

The appeal is dismissed with oo9 ts.

Appeal dismissed.

(4) 34, Ind. Cas. 384; 40 M. 110; 3 L. W. 305;
(191G) 1 M. VV. N. 402; 31 M. L. J. 279.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeals from Appellate Decrees Nos. 2154

and 2703 to 2713 of 1916.
July 1, 1918,

Present: —Mr. Justice Walmsley and Mr.
Justice Panton.

ANNADA PRASANNA LAHIRI—
Plaintiff— Appellant

versus

BADULLA M AN DAL and others
—Defendants— Respondents.

Landlord and tenant— Tenure-holder,, whether can
change status to prejudice of tenants - Estoppel by
p endings, whether can be proved by copy of judgment
which contains summary of pleadings.
A tenure-holder cannot be allowed to change his

status to that of a raiyat to the prejudice of tenants
on lw laud at the time of the change and even as
regards teuants who outer upon the land after the
ciange, their status would not bo prejudicially affect-
ed it the change in the status of the tenure-holder

!

3 on y m respect of an undivided portion of his
tenancy and not in respect of the whole of that
tenancy, [p. 987, col. 1.]A plaintiff who wants to show that the defendants
ie es opped from raising a cert jin plea by reason of

tueir pleadings in a previous suit between the

till n'

S ca
,

nu
?
t do so hy merely producing a copv of

•
Lourt s judgment in the previous suit which

contains a summary of - the pleadings in (hat suit,
but must produce t lie written statement filed bv the
defendants in that suit. [p. 9^7, col. !.]

Appeal* against the decrees of the Addi-
tional Subordinate Judge, Rajshahi, dated the
llth July 19 6, affirming che decrees of
the Munsif, Naogoan, dated the 24th May
1915.

FACTS.— Iswar Chandra Ghose and Bbag-
wan Chandra Ghose had a tenancy of 184
bighas (which according to the plaintiff
was an occupancy jote and according to the
defendants a tenure) under the entire body
of landlords from before 1890. In
1S90 the Ghoses executed 3 kaluliynts, each
for less than 100 bighas

,
in respect of

these lands, whioh on measurement were
then found to b9 about 250 bighas

, in
favour of Bindeshwari Debf, the proprietor
of a 2/3rd share. Before the execution of
these kabuliyats the Ghoses had in 1883
mortgaged these lands to one Tarini Kanta
Chowdhury, who subsequently purchased
them in execution of his own mortgage
decree. Later on Tarini Kantasold his auction-
purchased lands to one Siva Sahai in the
year l£94. After the mortgage to Tarini
Kanta the Ghoses again mortgaged these
lands in 1892 to the aforesaid Bindeshwari
Debi, the proprietor of a 2/3 rd share. At
the sale in execution of this second mort-
gage decree the plaintiff purchased them
iu 1897. In 19C3 the plaintiff brought a
redemption suit against Siva Sahai Sukul.
All the present defendants were made
parties to that suit, which was decreed.
Subsequently the plaintiff redeemed.* In
the year 1911 the plaintiff instituted suits

for arrears of rent against the defendants,

whioh were all deoreed. The present suits

were brought in the yeer <9.3 for eject-

ing the defendants from their holdings.

'Babu Mohendra Nath Hoy, (with him
Bibu Profulla Chandra Chakraverty), for

the Appellants —In the mortgage-deed

iu favour of Tarini Kanta the Ghoses
described their tenancy as a transferable

occupancy tote. So the status of Siva

Saba- who wa-i a transferee from Tarini

Kanta was that of an oocupanoy raiyat.

The lower Appellate Court has found

that the defendants were inducted on the

land by Siva oihai Sukui. They can’t

now be beard to say that their landlord
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was a tenure-holder and not an occupancy

raiyat. The plaintiff appellant is dow in

the position of M*va Sahai.

The three kabuliyats in favour of Bindesh-

wari, the 2/3rd landlord, were executed

before the defendants came on the land.

In these kabuliyats also the Ghoses described

their holdings as oooupanoy jotes. The

aooeptanoe of rent by the remaining 1 /3rd

landlord at the rates fixed in these kabuliyats

amounted to a ratification on his part

of the sub division of the holding into

three separate oooupanoy jotes. Oral evidence

to show that the lands formed a tenure

and not occupancy jotes
t

was inad-

missible. ... . . ,,

It appears from the judgment in the

rent suits brought by the appellant

against the respondents that the latter

resisted the plaintiff’s claim for rent in

those suits, mainly on the ground that

the oooupanoy jotes purchased by the

plaintiff were not transferable. This

admission on the part of the defendants

as regards the oharaoter of the tenancy

was binding on them. The written state-

ment of the defendants in those suits

ought to have been put in. But the

summary of the pleadings as given in

the judgment is also admissible to show

the nature of the defence.

Babu Krishna Kamal Miitra, for the

Respondents.—The first point was not

taken in either of the Courts below. The

appellant is not entitled to raise it in

this Court for the first time. Further it

is not clear from the mortgage deed in

favour of Tarini Kanta that *hat was

mortgaged was 'an occupancy jote. The

words used to describe the tenancy are

jote jama.

As regards the second point, the

original tenanoy of the Ghoses was of

more than 100 bighas. The presumption

is that it was a tenure. A tenure-holder

cannot be allowed to change his status

to the prejudice of the tenants on the

land. Jagabandhu Saha v. Magnamoyi

Dassi (1).

As regards the third point, the judgment

in the rent suits is Wo evidence of the

contents of the written statement filed by

the defendants in those suits. The written

(1)

36 I nil. Ciis. 884; 22 0. W. N, 89; 24 O.L. J. 363;

44 Q»

tl9l8

statement ought to have been put in.

Further the defence set * forth in the

written statement was meant to meet the

allegations contained in the plaint. . It

oancot bind the defendants in the present

suit.

Babu Profulla Chandra Chakraverty replied.

JUDGMENT.

Walmsley, J.—These appeals are preferred

by the plaintiff: he brought the suits

from whioh they arise to ejeot the defend-

ants from various parcels of land, which

they hold under him. His case is that

the defendants are under- raiyats, and that

his own interest is that of a raiyat. The

Courts below have found that the

plaintiff served notices on the defendants,

but they have upheld the defence plea

that the plaintiff is a tenure holder and

that the defendants are raiyats
,
not under-

raiyats.

The * learned Subordinate Judge has

compiled a very careful narrative of the

transactions affecting the tenanoy siroe 1888

when the Ghoses, who may be called the

plaintiff’s predecessors, executed a mortgage

in favour of one Tarini Kanta, ’and it is

unnecessary to reproduce the narrative in

this judgment.

Three points have been pressed on be-

half of the plaintiff, namely, (l) that it

was not open to the lower Courts to go

into the conduct of the paities for the

purpose of determining the origin of the

tenancy.

(2) That the kabuliyats executed by

the Ghoses speak of raiyati interests an<J

oral evidence could not be admitted to

vary the terras of the contracts.

(3) That if any presumption arises from

the area of the holding, it is rebutted by

the admissions of the defendants made in

certain rent suits of 1911.

Regarding the first argument it is said

that the Ghoses, when mortgaging the

tenanoy to Tarini Kant, described it a9 a

jote jama in whioh they had a transferable

oooupanoy right; Tariui bought the holding

in exeoution of a deoree on the mortgage:
Siva Sahai bought from Tarini, and the

defendants were indcoted by Siva Sahai,

and, therefore, they cannot deny that the

interest of the Ghoses was that of pcou-

panpy raiyats. It is pointed opt, however,
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on behalf cf the respondents that this argu-
ment was not put before either of the
lower Courts, I think? therefore, that we
shoold notallow it to be urged in this Court;
and I may add that the expressions used
in the mortgage are wanting in exactitude.
As for the seoond contention, tbe kabuliyats

exeouted by the Ghoses in 1890 are des-
cribed as ordinary raiyoti kabuliyats. The
learned Subordinate Judge, however, finds
as a faot that the tenants were inducted
on the land by Siva Sahai before the
earliest date at which Jnanada Sukul can
possibly be regarded as having agreed to
the division of the tenanoy effected by
the kabuliyats

. It is conceded that a
tenure-holder cannot be allowed to change
is status to that of a raiyat to the pre-

judice of tenants on the land at the time
o the change, and it follows that, to the
©xtent of Jnanada Sukul’s share, the
o ange could not be operative as against

e tenants. It is suggested that the ohange
C0Q d be sanctioned by Bindeshwari and
was sanctioned to the extent of her share
at the time of the execution of the
a utiyats, that is, a few years before the

defendants entered on the land. We have
no .®n referred to any authority for this
proposition, and it is one which I should
0 very unwilling to accept in a case like
e present where the kabuliyats do r.ot

re er to specific land, but to an undivided

fails

6
^ think this argument also

With respect tj the third contention,
© plaintiff took tbs extraordinary step cf

pro uoing a copy of the Court’s judgment

Th
G

. ,

0^ defendants’ written statement.

1

6
contains a summary of the

Pleadings no doubt, but if the plaintiff
wan ed to show that the defendants are
8 opped from pleading that the plaintiff
s a tenure holder, be should have produced
e written statement. In any event,
owever, it is dear that the defendants

^ere meeting the particular allegations
® f'k® ' plaintiff, and when tfiley

ea ed that occupancy rights were not
they did not admit that the

,

ln 3 nght was tlJat of a raiyat and
that of a tenure-holder.

°Pinion, the arguments urged on

R
the plaintiff cannot be sustained,

on the yerjr definite finding of faot re*

corded by tbe learned Subordinate Judge

the appeals must fail. They are dismissed

with costs.

Panton, J.— I agree.

Appeals dismissed.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

First Civil Appeal No. 47 of 1916.

June 21, 1918.

Present:— Pandit Kanhaiya Lai, A. J. C., and
Mr. Daniels, A. J. C.

RAMMAN LAL and another— Plaintiffs

—

Appellants

versus

RAM GOPAL and another—Defendants

—

Respondents, 1

Uindu Law—Joint family—Debt
,

antecedent— Per-

sonal covenant in simple mortgage
,
whether antecedent

debt— Son
,
liability of, to pay father’s debts.

The personal obligation comprised in every

simple mortgage may be separated from the

mortgage debt, and though the mortgage may in
-

certain circumstances be invalid, the personal

obligation to repay the money may amount to an
antecedent debt which a Hindu son may be under
an obligation to pay if it was incurred for purposes

neither illegal nor immoral [p. 99, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the Subordi-

nate Judge, Hardoi, dated the 6th April

1916,

The Hon’ble Pandit Gokaran Nath Misra

and Mr J A. Chak
t
for the Appellants.

( Mr. A. P. Sen, for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—This appeal arises out

of a suit brought by the plaintiffs-appel-

lants for the reoovery of possession of

the mortgaged property. Tbe mortgage

in question wa9 effected by Ram Narain,

the father of defendant No. 1 and father-

in-law cf defendant No. 2 who is the

widow of another son of his, in favour

of Narain Prasad, the predecessor-in-

interest of the plaintiffs, on the 11th Octo-

ber 1105, The amount secured by the

mortgage was Rs. 12,500, out of which

Rs. 7,COO were credited towards a prior

mortgage of the 12th March 1902 held

by Narain Prasad, Rs. 1,091-8-3 were

credited towards interest due thereon,

Rs. 5,0C0 were left for payment to Ban-

wari Lai in satisfaction of his decree

against the mortgagor dated the bOth

November 1904, Rs. ‘^,911 were credited

towards a bahi debt due to the mortgagee

and the balance was paid in cash before

the Sub-Registrar. The properties mort-
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gaeed r-nmprised th« entire vi.lages of

Sikandarpar and Ratanpnr situated in

Tabsil Aligarh, district Farrukhabad, and

the mortgagee right in a grove standing

in Chak Bamiari, district Hardoi. The

registration of the mortgage detd was effect,

ed in the latter district. The mortgagr-

deed provided for the payment of the

mortgage money— with interest thereon at

fi per cent, per a num oomponndable

half-yearly —within live years, and one of

the conditions in the mortgage-deed was

that if the mortgagor failed to pay the

said mortgage money within five years,

he shall deliver possession of the mortgaged

properties to the mortgagee.

On the 21st April 19.3 the learned

Subordinate Judge decreed the claim of

the plaintiffs for possession- of the grove

hut dismissed it in regard to the remaining

properties mortgaged, ho ding that the

registration of the mortgage deed, so tar

as’ it affected the latter properties, was

invalid. On appeal this Court set aside

that deoree and remanded the ease to the

Court below for its decision on the merits

after determination of suoh of the issues

as had remained undecided. The only

issues on which this Cmiit in common

with the Court below expressed its find-

ings, were those relating to the nature of

the interest which the mortgagor held in

the mortgaged properties, the validity of

the registration of the deed of gift and

the obtaining of the deed of mortgage by

fraud and undue influence. The finding

of this Court and of the Court below on

the point last mentioned was that no

fraud or undue influence was established.

On the other matters the findings of this

Court disagreed with those of the

learned Subordinate .fudge and were to

the effect that the Farrukhabad property

was acquired out. of joint family funds

possessed by the family of which Bhajan

Lai and Ham Narain were members, and

in which Banwari Lai and Ram Gopal

obtained rights as co parceners upon their

birth, that Banwari L il had relinquished

his share under an amicable arrangement

by which he was allowed a sum of

Hs. 5,000 in lieu of his rights and that the

registration of the deed of mortgage was

invalid. The matters which remained

determination, were whether the mort-

gagor had received the consideration of

the mortgage deed in suit, whether defend-

ant No. 1 was benefited by the loan

and was bound by it and whether the

covenant to put the mortgagee in posses-

sion of the mortgaged properties, if the

mortgage money was not paid within

5 years, was enforceable against him.

The learned Subordinate Judge oame

to the conclusion that the consideration

paid by the mortgagee did not exceed

Rs. 6,232-7-9, out of which Rs. 497'7-9

were shown not to have been taken for

the benefit of the minor and the rest

represented antecedent debts for whioh

the minor was liable. He refused, how-

ever, to give a deoree for possession of

the mortgaged villages, but decreed the

claim for the recovery of Rs. 5,735 with

interest thereon at the stipulated rate by

the sale of the mortgaged properties.

The findings of the learned Subordinate

Judge on these points cannot be sustained.

He considered that the sum of Rs. 3,000

principal and Rs. 1,091-8 3 interest oredit-

ed in the mortgage-deed in snit towards

an earlier mortgage of the 12th March.

1902 was not really due, because the

alleged earlier mortgage was fictitious. The

reason suggested foi the execution of the ficti-

tious mortgage by Hulas brnghtD. W . No. b)

is that there was a quarrel between Ram

Narain and bis son, Banwari Lai, and that

the former said that he had exeouted the

deed in favour of one of his relations to

defeat the claim whioh the latter might

bring for partition. On the 15th August 1904

a suit for partition was brought by Banwari

Lai (Exhibit 42). It was compromised on

the 30th Noveniber 1904 (Exhibit 44L

whereby Banwari Lai agreed to accept

Rq. 5,000 in lieu of his claim to a share

in the family properties. That sum of

Rs. 5,000 was paid to Banwari Lai out of

the consideration of the mortgage in suit,

and if the mortgage of the l‘2th Maroh

1902 was fictitious, there is no reason why

after the claim of Banwari Lai had been

amicably settled, the money due on that

mortgage should have been acknowledged

and credited in the mortgage in suit.

Hulas Singh holds a lease of one of the

villages in suit from Ram Narain and he is

naturally interested in helping hi9 Jessor

to defeat the claim of the mortgagees. He

I
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alleges that he was present at the time of
the registration of the aforesaid mortgage
and learnt therefrom Ram Narain that it

was fictitious, having gone there to pay the
revenue due by him: but no instalment of
revenue is generally payable in March. The
statement of Hulas Singh cannot, therefore,
be trusted.

Another witness produced by the defend-
ants to prove that the earlier mortgage was
fictitious is Jagannath (D. W. No. 2). He is
an attesting witness to the said mortgage.
He states that Ram Narain executed it to
ring pressure on Banwari Lai who w.is

quarrelling with him. He further states
that Ram Narain gave him Rs. 2,550
from his own house and that the said
money was shown before the Sub- Registrar
as aving been paid by the mortgagee
a«d was then returned to him. The
a Slty of the former statement is ap-
parent from the fact that after the claim
0

4
anwari Lai was settled by com pro

mise, the mortgage of the 12th March
was oredited in the mortgage deed

ln suit and the falsity of the latter is
Wally apparent, because if the mort-
gage-deed was fiotitions, there was more
reason for Ram Narain to have concealed

« ui- .

^rom outsiders than to have
18 ed ^ by giving the money to be

own before the Sub-Registrar to such a
erson.

.

He is not a resident of the
1 age m which Ram Narain lived. He
as at one time a chaukidar but was d is-
*98e

. /{f
om serv, oe for making a false

report (Exhibit 49). He
rother was for sometime
Aam Narain. No relianoe
hls statement.

(P^W tbe plaintiffs Makhai

that th
°* ^ bas been exailiined. He state:

ed
‘

® mortgage in question v\as exenut

him
ln

*u
18 Preeenoe a.nd was attested bj

» at Ra. */,550 were paid befor*

th(

admits that hi

in the service o

can be placed or

18

as

thft O v D tvcic yam uk
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forward in the witness-box to give evidence

and that the non production of the
original mortgage deed is also suspicious.

But Mangladin, one of the plaintiffs, has

given evidence in the case and has pro-

duced account- books, proving that Rs. 450
were advanced on different dates to Ram
Narain prior to the execution of the

said mortgage for the expenses of some
litigation which was then going on in

re-pect of his e3tate in Farrukhabad

(0. P. 224) aud that the balance was
paid before the Sub Registrar. It is

suggested that anotr.er mortgage-deed

exeou fed by Run Narain in favour of

Ramman Lai on the 12th February 1894
for Ri 5,000 was held by the Subordi -

nate Judge of Farrukhabad, in a suit

filed for the recovery of the money due

on the same, to have been fictitious

(Exhibit A-18). But no inference can be

drawn from the nature of the transaction,

represented by that mortgage, in regard to

the mortgage of the 12th March 1902.

Mangladin explains that the original mort-

gage deed of the 12th March ltr02 was
returned to Ram Narain when the money
due on it was credited in the mortgage-

deed in suit. The defendants have not pro-

duced that moi tgage-deed and the failure of

the plaintiffs to produce it cannot in the cir-

cumstances be construed as evidence to estab-

lish that it was fictitious and was in the

custody of the plaintiffs. On the evidence

adduced, there oan be no doubt that the mort-

gage ot the 12th March 1902 represented a

genuine debt due by Ram Narain and as it was

an antecedent debt, there was a pious

obligation on Ram Gopa\ the minor son

of Ram Narain, to pay it; and the mort-

gage effected in lieu of such a debt by

Ram Narain is binding on him.

The next item of consideration compromis

ing the mortgage in suit is the sum of

Rs 5,000 paid by Banwari Lai on the

10th January 1906 (Exhibit 2) in pur-

suance of the compromise arrived at in

the suit filed by Banwari Lai against

Ram Narain. The effect of this com-

promise was to relieve the family pro-

perty from the claim brought by Banwari

Lai and to enlarge the share of Ram
Narain and b is son, Ram Gopal. By virtue

of that compromise, Banwari Lai gave up

all possible interest in the property whiok
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might aoorne to him in favour of Ram

Narain (Exhibit 44.) and as the defendant

Ram Gapal was the only other son of

Ram Narain, he was obviously benefited

by the compromise and the loan taken

from the plaintiffs to comply with its terms.
.

The third item of consideration is a bahi

debt of Rs. 2,911, which is sufficiently proved

by the evidence of Mangladin and the account-

books produced. The learned Subordinate

Judge found that there was corroborative

evidence to prove items worth Rs. 735;

but the letters on which he relie3, show

that there was a general course of dealings

between the parties from a long time.

On some occasions Ram Narain sent

letters asking for specific suras of money.

On other occasions, he might have gone

to borrow the money or might have

obtained it otherwise through some

messenger. The mere fact that letters

are not forthcoming in regard to the other

items, is not necessarily evidence of the

fact that no money was taken tc Ram

Narain. Ganesh Prasad (D. W. No. 5), who

is a cousin of Ram Narain used to say

to him that he had bahi khata aooounts

with Ramman Lai and that he took loans

from him from time to time as necessity

arose (0. P. 85). On the 23rd August

Ram Narain wrote a letter to Ramman

Lai asking for an advance of Rs. 2,500

(Exhibit 26). On the 26th August 1901

he acknowledged the receipt of Rs, 100

(Exhibit 27). Between the 29th June

1902 and the 31st January 1903 he wrote

various letters, asking for different sums

of money (Exhibits If, 18, 19 and 28).

On the 26th February 1913 and again on

the 28th December 190 i he wrote letters

acknowledging the receipt of different

items (Exhibits 16 and 20). On the 25th

January 1904 he asked for a loan of

Rs. 100 (Exhibit 21), On the 27th March

1904 he acknowledged the receipt of an-

other sum of Rs. 100 (Exhibit 29). On

the 13th October 1.04 he acknowledged

the receipt of another similar sum

(Exhibit 22). On the 3rd June 190 5

sometime after the execution of the mort-

gage-deed in suit, Ram Narain wrote to

Ramman Lai, saying that he was unable

to pay the interest demanded (Exhibit 30).

By the terms of the mortgage the plaint-

iffs vrere entitled to olaim possession of

the mortgaged property, if the mortgage

money was not paid within five years,

Ram Narain wrote, suggesting that posses-

sion might be taken over on6 or both

the villages mortgaged, provision being

made for hi3 maintenance, if both were

taken (Exhibit 30). On the 1st July 19 J7

Ganesh Prasad similarly wrote that one

or both the villages mortgaged might be

taken in possession in lieu of interest

(Exhibit 24). On the 23rd July 1907

Ram Narain wrote again, asking Ramman
Lai to take possession of one of the

villages (Exhibit 23) and sent other

letters asking for a further loan of

Rs. 50 for the marriage of his daughter

(Exhibits 25 and 31). On the 24th of

January 1910 Ram Narain applied to the

Collector asking that the Court of Wards

might take a mortgage of his estate and

pay his debts (Exhibit 48) and stating

that he owed Rs. 16,0 0 to Ramman Lai

and others. After the death of Ram
Narain, Ganesh Prasad again wrote on

behalf of his widow to Ramman Lil,

asking him to give six months’ v time for

the payraeit of the money due to him

(Exhibit 32). On the 2nd March 1912

he asked Pandit Lajja Ram, a Deputy

Collector, to intercede on behalf of the

defendants in inducing Ramman Lai to

wait for four months for the repayment of

the mortgage-money (Exhibit 33). Ganesh

Prasad admitted having sent the letters pro*
a

duoed by the plaintiffs.

The aooounts filed show that R9 , 4,612-13-0

were due by Ram Narain on Phagun, Sudi

4, i960- Ram Narain struck the balance and

signed it with his own hand (Exhibit 12).

Thereafter other items were borrowed from

time to time as shown by the day-book. The

total amount due was thu9 Rs. 7,002-8-3

inclusive of Rs. 3,000 principal and

R 3 . 1,091 8-3 interest payable on the /earlier

mortgage. The whole of this amount was

oredited in the mortgage deed in suit.

The account books tiled by the plaint-

iffs were kept in the regular oourse of

business and there is no sufficient reason

for supposing that the debts entered in

them were not genuine. Apart from the

statement of Ram Narain iu the mort-

gage-deed in suit wherein the existence

of the said debts was admitted by him,

the evidence produced iu corroboration ot
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the same is sufficient. Ramman Lai (sic)
was admittedly the manager of the family
comprising himself and his minor son,
Ram Gopal, and as pointed out by their
Lordships of the Privy Counoil in Suraj
Narain v. Baton Lai (1), the statements
made by him are admissible in evidence
against the other members of the family.
A sum of Rs, 497.7*9, representing the

balance of the consideration, was paid
before the Sub*Registrar. There is evi-
dence to show that that money was taken

.

y
.

m Narain for the expenses of the
investiture of his son, Ram Gopal, with
the saored thread. According to Shiam
Lai, one of the witnesses for the defend*
ants, the ceremony was attended by 509
or 600 persons. Mangla Prasad states
that the amount aforesaid "was taken by
am Narain for the expenses of that

oeremony.
v In the mutation proceeding,

consequent on the death of Ram Narain,
Ganesh Prasad (D. W. No. 5), who was pre*
«enc at that oeremony, admitted that the

3 ky Ram Narain were incurred
meet the expense! of the

nf
j*?

e
j
naD

°f
b * 8 family, the marriage

W daughtera and *be Oaneo of his son.

ftnf
V.
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tion compromised in every simp.'e mor fc.

gage cannot be separated from the mort.
gage debt, and that though the mortgage"
may in oertain circumstances be invalid
the personal obligation to repay the money
may not amount to an antecedent debt
whioh a son may be under an obliga-*
tion to pay if it was incurred for pur-
poses neither illegal nor immoral. There
is no allegation in this case that aDy of
the debts comprised in the mortgage in
suit was incurred for purposes illegal or
immoral.

The plaintiffs ask for a decree for pos.
session in enforcement of the terms com-
prised in the mortgage; but the learned
Subordinate Judge gave them a deoree for
the money whioh, according to his finding,
the defendants were liable to pay. The
plaintiffs had, however, a right to insist
on getting possession, to which they had
become entitled in oonsequenoe of the failure
of the mortgagors to pay the mortgage
money within 5 years; and as held in
Jawahir Singh v. Chandika Bakhsh (3)
and Muhammad Sher Khan y. Sicami
Dayal (4), a deoree for money ought not
to have been forced upon them. The plaint-
iffs became entitled to possession on the
11th October 1910. The present suit was
filed on the 1st March 1912 and by the
frivolous pleas and defences raised by the
defendants, some of which found favour
with the Court below, they have been kept
out of possession of the mortgaged property
all this time. Ganesh Prasad, a relation
of the defendants, said jn one of his letters

that if the plaintiffs were not amenable
to his suggestion, they would suffer trouble
as they had suffered before, and whoever
may be responsible for the attitude whioh
the defendants took up firstly in questioning

the validity of the registration and seoondly

in questioning the necessity for the mort-
gage, there oan be no justification in deny-
ing to the plaintiffs the relief they ask for.

The appeal is, therefore, allowed and the

claim of the plaintiffs decreed with costs

here and hitherto. The defendants will, in

the circumstances, bear their own costs

throughout.

Appeal allowed.

(3) 2 O. C. 14*.

(4) 3U Ind. Cas. 377; IS 0. C. 105; 2 0. L. J. 372,

\
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qYAM-UD-DIN V. DELHI FLOUR MILLS COM PANT.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT. i:

Second Civil Appeal No. 12-7 of 1918. s

August- 7,1918. . a

Present:— Mr. Justice Shadi Lai and Mr. r

Justice LeRossignol. {

OY aM-UD -DIN—Plaintiff — Appellant i

° versus c

Tbe DELHI FLOUR MILLS COMPANY, c

f pi. DiuHi—

D

efendant— Respondent. f

Ow'l’iw Act « VII Of 1 *70 ), < 1 : 1 ), Selt. /, Art.
,

,
aptAicubilily of-So.it for recovery of money

WJLunsttaentofaccoHnts-Courl.jcc payable.

"section 7, clause 1), of the Court I

rot. Act the fee payable in a suit for money must
,

, ^ a in.r to the amount claimed.
j

>C

\rticle
1° of Jclmdule 1 of the Court Fees Act

applies only to those cases which arc not othci-

*

-io nrovided for under tlm Act.

"’There plaintiff sued for the recovery of

,, l.u alleged to he due to him, after deductii.g
1

’

,tf Ks T oo said to he due by him to the

deCdant ou account of the price of certain goods)

l» ^ (1
^ 5 . 4 -0

,
which lie assessed as the amount

Tda^f' suffered by him by reason of the

defendant's failure to perform cortnm contracts

i.nteredl into between the parties:

ulbl that the Court-fee paid a, l valorem on the

amount actually claimed was sufficient.

Seoond appeal from the decree of the

District Judge, Delhi, dated tbe 4th

February 1918, affirming the decree of the

Subordinate Judge, ‘2nd class, Delhi, dated

the 20th August 1917, dismissing the

°
^'lessrs. Abdnr Rashid and Muhammad Raji,

for the Appellant.

Lala Moti dogar, R. S„ for the Respond-

611

JUDGMENT.—The sole question for de-

termination in this appeal is whether the

plaintiff has correctly valued the relief claim-

ed by him and whether the Court-fee affixed

to the plaint and the memorandum of appeal

to the lower Appellate Court is adequate.

The action brought by the plaintiff
^

was

for tbe recovery of a sum of R*. 1,125-4-0

and on that amount he has
,

admittedly

paid ad valorem Court-fee. 1 he plaint,

however, shows that the plaintiff arrived

at the amount after deducting a sum of

Rs 2,500 (said to be due by him to

the defendant on account of the price of

certain goods) from Rs. 3/ 25-4-0, which he

assessed as the amount of damages suffered

by him by reason of the defendant’s failure

lu perform certain contracts entered into

between the parties.

The learned District Judge bolds that

the bone of contention between the parties

is tbe amount of loss said to have been

suffered by the plaintiff, and that the credit

allowed by him to the defendant should

not be taken into consideration for the

purpose of determining the Court-fee to be

levied upon the plaint. We are unable to

concur in this view. Section 7, danse (I),

of the Court Fees Act prescribes that the

fee payable in a suit for money must be

according to the amount claimed. Now, the

plaintiff has, as stated above, paid the Court-

fee in accordance with this clause, and we

are not prepared to hold that Article 1 of

Schedule I of the Act, which p’ovides that

a plaint or a memorandum of appeal should

bear Court-fee on the amount or value of

the subject matter in dispute, militates

against his contention. It is to be observed

that this Article applies only to those oases

which are not otherwise provided for under

the Act.

There can be no manner of doubt that/

in determining the sum to be awarded to

the plaintiff, the Court has to adjudicate

upon the amount of the loss sustained by

the plaintiff on account of the breaoh of

contracts ;
but we do not think that that

amoant should determine the value for the

purpose of Court fee. Indeed, there are

many suits, e. 0 ., those for the rendition of

accounts between parties or between princi-

pals and agents or suits involving oroas-

demands, in which the Court has to adjndii

cate upon various large items in dispute

between the parties, though the aotaal

amount claimed by tbe plaintiff is a com-

paratively small sum of money. In all

these suits it is the amount claimed by,

or decreed to, the plaintiff which deter-

mines the Court-fee leviable on the plaint,

and not the various sums which may be the

subject-matter of controversy between the

parties and upon which the Court may have

,
to record its findings before arriving at the

l final conclusion.

For these reasons we are of opinion that

) the Court fee is sufficient and that the

l lower Appellate Court's decree must be dis-

i charged We accordingly acoept the appeal

1 and setting aside the deoree of the District

3 Judge remand the case for re decision. The

.) Court-fee on the memorandum of appeal

shall be refunded, and other oosts shall

t abide the event.

* A fpeal allowed

i
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SBAHZADI V. AHMAD ALI SHAH.

OUDH JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER’S
COURT.

Execujion of Decree Appeal No. 20
of 1918.

July 2, 191S.
Present:—Mr. Stuart, A. J. C.

Musammat SHAHZADI and others—
Judgment- debtors— Appellants

versus

hafiz AHMAD ALI SHAH — Auction-
porcbapkr and S. T. WILLI AMS-Deckee.
„ .

holder— Respondents.
Execution ofdecree - Sale—Bid of one person, whrthei

tau
.

lc llSc(l h ’J mother -Bidder's consent, effect of.A person cannot avail himself of the bid made
r at a Court-auction and constitute

uaeit the purchaser by depositing the purchase-

hh -

CaU collsen t of the bidder improve
his position in tins matter.

INDIAN OASES. 993

ARJUN NAIK V. LAEHAN.

I do not consider that there was any
regular purchase. The sale should have
been to Bahadur Khan if Bahadur Khan
deposited the money. He did not do so.
The sale to Ahmad Ali Shah, in my
opinion, was an irregular sale which can-
not be upheld. Irrespective of the fact
that the appellants did not deposit 5 per
cent, of the purchase-money, the sale
is a bad sale. Therefore, this appeal must
succeed. I direct that the sale be set aside
and that the amount deposited by Ahmad
Ali Shah be returned to him. Costs on
parties.

Appeal allowed.

Appeal against the decree of the Dis-

Ir?' l in?!
6
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PATNA HIGH COURT.
C o ita c e Circuit

Miscellaneous Appeal No. 2 ok 1918,
April 9, 1918.

Fresent:— Mr. Justice Chapman and Mr.

Justice Roe.

ARJUN NAIK—Decree. Holder—
Appellant

versns

LAKHAN— Judgment Debtor—
Respondent.

Limitation Act (IX of I90S;, Sch. /, Art. lyi—
Civil Procedure Code (Aet V of 19J3), (K XXI. r. 11

(3 )—Execution of decree
,
application for—Failure to

file copy of decree
,
effect of—Application, whether in

accordance, with law—Limitation, saving of.

The question whether an application for execu-

tion is in accordance with law or not must be

determined with regard to what the law requires

to be done at the time when t lie application is

made, and it is not permissible tt) consider what
the law requires to be dene after th? application has

been made. [p. 994, col. 2.]’
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An application for execution of a decree, which
Satisfies nil the requirements of rule 11 Of Order

XXI of the Civil Procedure Code, but which is

subsequently dismissed on account of the decree-

holder’s failure to file a copy of the decree within

the time specified by the Court, is an application

in accordance with law within the meaning of

Article IS2 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act

and operates to save limitation, [p. 904, col. 2.]

Appeal against an order of the Distr.ct

Judge, Cuttack.

Mr. B. N. Sinha
,
for the Appellant.

Mr. S. N. Boy, for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT. -This appeal arises out of

proceedings in execution. Two questions

arose, (1) whether the decree tad been

satisfied, and (2) whether the particular

application for execution was barred by

limitation. In regard to the first point

there is a concurrent finding of the origi-

nal Court and (he Court of first appeal.

We are concerned only with the second

question. The application for execution

was filed on the 11th May 1917. It

lecited that the suit had been decreed by

the Muneif on the SOth April 1911, aid

tbit the appeal had been disposed of by the

High Court on the 15th of May 1914

The only defects in the application when
filed were that the amount of costs were
stated under the heading ((7) of sub rule

2 of rule 11, Order XXI, namely, under
the head the amount with interest (if

any) due upon the decree.” It would have
been more regular to state the amount of

costs separately under heading (h) of that

sub-rule. Another defect in the application

a3 filed was that reference was made to

a previous execution petition filed with
reference to the original decree made by
the Munsif. It is not dear whether this

is or is not a defect; all that can be
said is that the previous application was
not an application for the execution of

the deoree of the High Court. So far as
the actual requirements of rule 11 are

concerned, all the requirements of that
rule were complied with when the appli-

cation was presented. It appears, however,
that the Court under sub-rule 3 of that
rule required the applicant to produce a
certified copy of the High Court deoree
within fifteen days’ time and on the
failure of the applicant to oomply the
application was rejected. The learned
Diatriot Judge in first] appeal has held

that on the failure to comply with . the

order of the Court requiring a copy of

the deoree the application became an ap-

plication not in accordance with law and was,

therefore, not sufficient to save limitation.

Under Article 182 cf the First Schedule

to the Indian Limitation Act, three years

limitation commences to run from the date

of applying in accordance with law to the

proper Court for execution or for 9ome

steps taken in aid of execution of the

decree or order. Where ho suoh applica-

tion has been made or any suoh steps takeD,

the limitation run9 from the date of the

decree or order. Execution would in the

present case be barred unless it i9 possible

to say that the application in execution

was made in accordance with law or a

step in aid of the execution is taken.

In the case of Pachiappa Achat

i

v. Foojali

Sccnan (1) it was held by the Madrta

High Court, an application for execution is

in accordance with law although the applicant

does not comply with the order of the Court

requiring a- copy of the deoree. The same

view was taken by the Allahabad High Court

in Raghunandan Lai v. Badan Singh (2).

1 am of opinion that a correct view wa9

taken in these two decisions, namely, that

the questions whether the application is in

accordance with law or not, must be

determined with regard to what-the law

requires to be done at the time when

the application is made, and in order to

ascertain whether the application is in

accordance with law it is not permissible

to consider what the law requires to be

done after the application has been made.

With the exception of informalities to

which I have above referred, whioh would be

exoused under the rule long ago established

by the Calcutta High Court that mere

matters of informalities are disregarded,

the application was in accordance with law

at the time it wa9 made. We have been

referred to sub rule 2 of rule 17, Order

XXI, whioh provides, where an application

has been amended within time under the

order of the Court, it is deemed to be an

application in accordance with law and

presented on the date when it was first

presented. We have been asked to hold

(1) 28 M. 557.

(2) 43 Ind. Cus. 914j 16 A L. J. 87i 40 A 209.
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this as meaning that where a Court
requires a copy of the deoree to bo filed
and the oopy is not supplied in time, the
original application should bo deemed to
oe not m aooordanoe with law. This is
not what the sub rule says. The intention
of the sub rule is to relax the law in
favour of the deoree. holder, it is not pos-
sible to interpret it in the direation of
mating the law more striofc against the

area-holder. In these oiroumstanoes this
appeal must be allowed. The order of the

th 0 A?
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?
d = 0 13 Sat ai,

'

d9 aad that of

en it£L7 T t0rai - ThB aPP9^nt3 are
tied to oosts, one gold mohur.

Appeal allowed.
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a p ,
privy council.

Appeal from the Calcd rr.i Hum Cocrt.

p ,
June 18, 1918.^ Srr John Edge, Mr.
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dari in n \ Z3min«B^3ora District of Orbs*.

’fc Meanwhile there was defaalfc in payment
d of revenue and the Zemindari, the sadr-jama
e (revenue) of which was Rs. 1,586, was
o put up for sale under Aot XI of 1859
s and purchased by defendants. Plaintiffs
a brought the present suit to set aside the
a sale on the ground that it had not been

notified in the Urya Government Gazette
f (although notified in that published in

s Caloutta). Before 1895 it was the prao*
9 tioe to notify suoh sales in both Gazettes,
3 but from 1895 to 1911 publication in
f the vernacular Gazette was discontinued
j under orders of the Local Government.

The Subordinate Judge of Cuttack held
that tbe vernacular Gazette was included in
the term “official Gazette” in section 6
of Aot XI of 1859, and that in view of
the Full Bench ruling of Lala M&baruch
Lai v. Secretary of State (I) the omission
to notify the publication in such vernacular
Gazette was an illegality not cured by section
33.

He, therefore, set aside the sale.

On the question of substantial injury
he observed: Although the property waa
sold at a much lower than its fair price,

had it been sold at a private sale, it

cannot be said that tbe price was inade-
quate when it was made at a revenue
sale and when the purchaser knows that

he would have to plunge into litigation

before getting quiet possession.” The
Caloutta High Court (Richardson and
Newbould, JJ.) reversed this decision: they

held that the Full Benoh ruling relied on
by the lower Court had been practically

overruled by the Privy Council decision

in Gobind Lai Roy v. Ramjanam Misser

(2), “the effect of which,” they observed,

“is to annul to a very great extent the

distinction between illegalities and irregu-

larities”: that publication in the Calcutta

Gazette was a sufficient compliance with

section 6 of the Aot, but that even if it

were not section 33 applied to the case

and that the sale could not be set aside

without proof of substantial injury by

reason of the irregularity complained of.

Hence this appeal.

Mr. A. M. Dunne (with him Mr. Ramsay)
i

for the Appellants.—The case is outside

(1) 11 C. 200; 5 Iml. Dec. (s. s.) 893 (F. B.).

(2) 20 I. A. 165; 21 C. 70; 17 Ind. Jur. 536; 6 Sar,

p, C. J. 356; 10 lad, Dec, (n, s.) 679 (P. 0.),

V
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section 33 of the Act, but even if that

section applies, the plaintiffs have suffered

substantial injury. As to this there are

concurrent findings against us, but the first

Court has adopted a wrong test of what

is a fair price. Our main ground, however,

is that the Subordinate Judge was right

in holding that the failure to notify the

sale in the Urya Gazette was an illegality

which in itself vitiated the sale. The

Act should be construed generously in

favour of those whose property is sold.

“Gazette” in section 6 includes Gazettes:

the Legislature did not mean o.ne Gazette

only in a language which nine-tenths of

the people do not understand. Lola Alobar uck

LjI v. Secretary oj State (1) is an express

authority in my favour, and Gobind Lai Boy

v. Ramjanam Misser (2\ though there are

observations of the Board against me,

was deoided on an entirely different

point, viz., that the ground of complaint

bad not been taken before the Commis-

sioner.

Their Lordships intimated -to Mr. Kenworthy

Brown
,

who appeared for Respondents,

that they did not desire to hear argument

but would like a reference to any further

authorities. He referred to Tasuddnk Rasul

Khan v. Ahmad Husain (3).

[ Lord Shaw — That is a complete negation

of the Indian case cited.]

JUDGMENT.
Lord Shaw.—This is an appeal from a

judgment and deciee of the High Court

at Calcutta, dated the 1st July 1913*.

That decree reversed a judgment and decree

of the Subordinate Court of Cuttack, dated

the cOth March 1911.

The suit was one to set aside a sale

for arrears of Government revenue. The
sale had been conducted under the provisions

of the leading Statute, Act XI of the year

1859.

, By section 33 of that Statute it is

provided that no such sale ’shall be

annulled by a Court of Justice, exoept

upon the ground of its having been made
contrary to the provisions of this Act, and
then only on proof that the plaintiff has

(3) ‘JO 1 A. 170; 21 C. till; 17 1 ml Jur. 5114; 0 Sar.

t\ C. J. 324; Ita lu|Ut' A Jackson's P. U. No. 131; 10

I ml. Doc. (n s ) t>7G ll\ l\).

1ml. Cas. 423. 1H.

sustained substantial injury by reason of

the irregularity complained of.” The defect

of procedure which is said not to be merely

an irregularity but to amount to an illegality

is this: that publication of the notification of

sale was necessary in the Urya vernacular

Government * Gazette,” circulating in the

district. By order of the Lieutenant

Governor, manifestly made for purposes of

public convenience; it was provided that a

notification of sales should not appear in

that publication. On the hypothesis, which

is by no means admitted, that non-publication

in the “Urya Gazette” was an irregularity,

the question for the Board is, whether

this was an illegality, so as to make

the sale “contrary to the provisions” of the

Act,

It is admitted by Mr. Dunne, with bis

usual candour, in the argument presented

to the Board, that the main provisions

applicable to the oonduot of-sales, namely,

those of sections 3, 5, and (3 of the

Statute, have been, in all points, complied

with. These sections provide, not only for

notification in the official Gazette, which

is, on the proper interpretation of those

sections, the official Gazette published

in Calcutta, but they also make provisions

for a local mode of communication in the

particular district, viz., * in the language of

that district, in the office of the Collector,

otherwise as set forth in section 3.

In these circumstances their Lordships

are of opinion that no ground has been

made out in tbe present case for the

argument that this sale has been made by

procedure contrary to the provisions of this

Act.

Ther6 remains further the question of

irregularity. Their Lordships are of opinion,

not only that there has been no con-

travention of the provision of the Statute,

but that, even if their view was that

any irregularity had been committed, upon

which it is not necessary to enter, there

has been no proof offered that any

substantial injury arose to the appellants

in consequence of the irregularity complained

of.

Their Lordships say no more upon the

question, except that on the latter point

all the Courts below are agreed, that is

to say, that it is not established that tbe

appellants briDg forward a case of any
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substantial injury attributable to the irregu-
larity which they allege. The essential
conditions for setting aside the sale have
accordingly not been satisfied.

In those oiroumstances their Lordships
do not doubt that the High Court have
come to a oorreot conclusion, and they will
humbly advise His Majesty that this appeal
be dismissed with oosts.

Appeal dismissed.
Solicitors for the Appellants — Messrs. T.

L. Wilson Sr Co.

Solicitors for the Respondents.— ranken t

Ford Sf Chesler .

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
Miscellaneous Fikst Civil Appeal No. 248

of 1918.

April 2, 1918.
—

^
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versus

POPAT RAM and others— Decree-
~ .
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a decree for execution after sub-

stitution of his name can bo entertained only by
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Sections TOO and 2CI of the Companies Act are
subject to the special provisions of rule 1G of Order
XX [ of the Civil Procedure Code. [p. 999, col, 2.]

Miscellaneous first appeal from the order

of the District Judge, Dera Ghazi Khan,
dated the 9th December 1917.

Mr. Muliand Lai Puri, for the Appel-

lant.

Mr. Sangam Lai
,

for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT.—The Aya Ram Ginning
and Press Company, Limited, of Dera Ghazi

Khar, went into liquidation, and on the

20th July 1916, the Liquidation Judge,

Lala Damodar Das, passed an order under

section 1S6 against various persons includ-

ing Lala Tharya Ram of Dera Ghazi

Khan, who was ordered to pay a sum of

Rs. 1,409-3*11. The Official Liquidator,

one Narain Das Sethi, Bar-at-Law, on the

cOth day of July 1917, executed a deed

of assignment in favour of Lalas Sohan

Lai and Popat Ram under which, amongst

others, the debt due by Lala Tharya Ram
was assigned to the said Sohan Lai and

Popat Ram. On the 16th of October 1917,

the said assignees applied in the Court

of the District Judge at Dera Ghazi Khan

for execution of the said order as against

Lala Tharya Ram and sought to have the

judgment-debtor arrested. On the 30th

November 1917, the learned Distriot Judge

held that he had no jurisdiction in the

matter irasmuoh as the decree sought to

be executed was not that of his Court.

The assignees filed a petition for review

of this order on the 3rd December 1917,

in which they pointed out that the order

passed by the Additional Judge amounted

to a decree by virtue of section 199,

Indian Companies Act, 1913, and that the

assignees were entitled to proceed with the

execution of the said^ decree having com-

plied with the provisions of section 201 of

the said Act. This petition of review

was accepted by the learned District Judge

on the 9th December 1917, and execution

of the decree . was ordered to proceed.

Lala Thar j a Fam thereupon preferred

this appeal io this Court through Mr

Mukand Lai Puri, and Mr Sangam Lai

has been heard on behalf of the respondents.

On behalf of the appellant it was oon.

tended that sections 199, 200 and 201 of
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the Indian Companies Act, 1913, were

not intended to, and did not, override the

provisions of Order XXI, rule 16, Civil

Procedure Cede, and that, therefore, the

Court of the District Judge at Dera Ghazi

Khan had no jurisdiction in the matter

of the execution of the decree passed

under section 166 of the Companies Aot,

1913
Under Order XXT, rule 16, Civil Pro-

cedure Code, a decree may he executed on

the application of the transferee of such

decree

—

(1) when the decree has been transferred

by assignment in writing or by operation

of law ;

(2) when the decree has been transferred

by assigment and notice of the application

has been given to both the transferor and the

judgment-debtor ;
and

(3) when the application for execution

is made to the Court which passed the decree.

It seems clear, therefore, that under the

ordinary procedure the transferee of a decree

must apply to the Court passing the deoree.

That is apparent from the terras of rule

16, and if authorityisneeded.it is to be

found in Tameshar Frasad v. Thakur Frasad

(1) as well as Amar Ghundra Banerjee v.

Guru Trosunr.o Milkerjee (2). The question

remains whether there is anything in the

Indian Companies Aot, 1913, which ousts

the ordinaiy rules of procedure as laid

down by the Civil Procedure Code. Under

section 199, Indian Companies Aot, 1913,

all orders made by a Couit under the

Aot are enforceable in the same manner

in whioh decrees of such Court made in

any suit pending therein are enforceable.

The order under consideration was passed

under seotion 1S6 of the said Aot and is,

therefore, enforceable ss a deoree. Seotion

200, Indian Companies Aot, 1913, enacts

that any order made by a Court in the

course of the winding up of a Company
shall be enforced in any place in British

India other than that in whioh such Court

is situate by the Court that would have

had jurisdiction in respect of such Com-
pany if the registered office of the Company
had been situate at suoh other place and

“in the same manner in all respects as

(1) 25 A. 443; A. W.N. (19C3) 99.

(2) 27 C. 488; 141ml. Dec. (n. s.) 321.

if suoh order had been made by the Court

that is hereby required to enforce the

?ame.’
v In other words, an order passed

by a Court winding up a Company is

enforceable by any other Court in British

India whioh would have had jurisdiction

to w ind up the Company, in the same

manner as if suoh other Court had passed the

order itself.

Further seotion 201, Indian Companies

Aot, 1913, lays down that when any order

passed by one Court is to be enforced

by another, a certified copy of the order

so made shall be produced to the proper

officer of the Court that is required to en-

force the same and that the production of

suoh certified copy shall be sufficient evi-

dence of suoh order having been made,

and further that the Court before whioh

suoh certified copy is produced shall take

the requisite steps in the matter for enforc-

ing the order “in the same manner as if it

were the order of the Court enforcing the

same”.
Admittedly the Official Liquidator could

have executed this order by complying

with the provisions of seotion 201, and

applying to the Court at Dera Ghazi Khan

for its enforcement. Mr. Puri, however,

contended that this special facility was not

intended to apply in the case of a trans-

feree from the Official Liquidator. On the

other hand Mr. Sangam Lai contended that

seotion 200, Indian Companies Act, 1913,

entitled the transferee to apply to any

Court in British India in spite of the

provisions of Order XXI, rule 16. Xeitber

side has produced any authorities in sup-

port of their contentions and as far as

I have been able to ascertain, the matter is res

integra . ,

Now section 199 of the Indian Com-

panies, Act, 1913, enacts that any order passed

by a Court under the said Aot is enforce-

able in the same manner in whioh a decree

passed by suoh Court would be.

It follows, therefore, that an order of

payment made under section 166 of the

Act has to be regarded as a decree and

enforced as such.
^

• ..

This means that the provisions of the Civil

Procedure Code relating to the execution

of decrees are applicable.

Ordinarily, therefore, it would be necessary

for ft Liquidator to make ftn application
%
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tinder Order XXI, rules 10 and 11 (2),

Civil Procedure Cede, and if it was desir-

ed to get the order enforced in a part of

British India other than that in which
the Court making it had jurisdiction, it

would be necessary for the said Liquidator
to have recourse to section 39 and Order
XXI, rules 4, 5 and 6, etc., Civil Procedure
Code. Here, however, section 201 of the
Act steps iD, removes the necessity for
complying with the procedure laid down
in seotion 39 and Order XXI, rules 4 and
5, dispenses with the requirements of rule
6 and empowers the other Court to acton a
certified copy of the order alone.

Farther, seotion 200 of the Aot also
varies the provisions of Order XXT, rules
4, 5, 7, etc., to this extent that it enacts
that when it is necessary to obtain the
assistance of another Court for the enforce-
ment of such an order, such Court shall be the
Court specified therein.

Here, however, the Indian Companies
Act, 1913, stops and the other provisions
of the Civil Procedure Code relating to
the execution of decrees remain, and must be
regarded as in force.

I think it must be conceded that as in
e case of decrees so in the case of

orders of payment under seotion 186 of the
Indian Companies Act, 1913, the person
o apply for the enforcement of an order
or decree is the person in whose favour

o order or decree has been made or
passed.

An assignee or transferee cannot make
8U0 an application unless and until his
^ame has been substituted’ for that cf

e person in whose favour the decree or order
oas been passed or made.

he Indian Companies Act, 1913, makes
no provision for this being done in the

o- °
.

orders passed under seotion 186

b u
and

> therefore, recourse must
a the procedure laid down in

Code
r ru ^e the Civil Procedure

smni?
as the person seeking to enforce

an,

i

cr(^er the person in whose

n i°
Ur 1 was made, it is not difficult to

n T8 and the reason why the more

the P-
8

-i

me Prooedare to be found in

,

P
.

rooedn re Code was dispensed

re
* 0 °bject being to provide for the
very of a Company’s debts expeditious*

ly and with a9 little trouble and expense
as possible.

When, however, the person applying for

enforcement is a transferee from the Liqui-

dator, the same reasons do not apply, and
there appears to be no necessity or justifica-

tion for a departure from the procedure
laid down in rule 16, which provides certain

safeguards for the benefit of the judgment-
debtor and the decree-holder alike.

The use of the words “in the same
manner in all respects as if such order had

been made by the Court that is hereby
required to enforce the same”, in section

200 and “in the same manner as if it

were the order of the Court enforcing the

same,” in section 20 1, presents no real

difficulty inasmuch as a reference to section

42 of the Civil Procedure Code shows

that a “Court executing a deoree sent to

it shall have the same powers in executing

such decree as if it has been passed by

itself,” and as wa9 held in Tameshar Prasad v.

Thakur Prasad (l)and Amar Chundra Banerjee

v. Guru Prosunno Mukerjee (2), seotion 42 is

subject to (he special provisions of Order

XXI, rule 16, Civil Procedure Code, which

require that an application by a transferee

of a decree for execution after substitution

of his name can be entertained only by the

Court which passed the decree.

It seems to me that sections 2C0 and

201 of the Indian Companies Act, 1913,

must also be held to be subjeot to the

special provisions of rule 16 of Order XX[
of the Civil Procedure Cede and that, there-

fore, a transferee of an order under section

1 86 of the Indian Companies Aot, 1913, must,

in the first instance, apply to the Court which

made the order.

I accordingly hold that the District Judge

of Dera Ghazi Khan had no jurisdiction to

entertain the present application and aocept

this appeal with costs.

Appeal accepted.
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MADRAS HIGH COURT.
FULL BENCH.

Second Civil Appeal No. 1561 of 1916.

July 22, 1918.

Present :— Sir John Wallis, Kt., Chief

Justioo, Mr. Justioe Oldfield and Mr.

Justice Seshagiri Aiyar.

Srimantk Rajah YARD AG ADDA
MALLIKHARJUNA PRASADA NAIDU

BAHADUR ZAMINDAR GARU
— 1st Defendant—Appella>t

icrsus

MATLAPALLI VIRAYYA and others—
Plaintiff and Defendants Nos. 2 to 2 L

—Respondents.
Civil Procedure Cede (Act V of iPOSh 0. XXI, r. 63,

0. XXXVIII
,
r. 6—Attachment before judgment —Claim

to attached property, order on— Applicability of 0.

XXI ,
r. 03

—

Suit, regular, maintainability of.

Rule 63 of Order XXI, Civil Procedure Code,

applies to orders on claims preferred to property

.attached before judgment, [p. 1C02, col. 2.]

Humanamma v. Bothnia Kamarajn, 39 Ind.Cas. 863;

41 M. 23; 6 I.. VV. 701, overruled.

The general policy of the law is that questions of

title raised by claims against attachments before or

after judgment should be promptly disposed of.

[p. 1002, col. 2.]

Second appeal against the deoree of the

Court of the Temporary Subordinate Judge,

Masulipatam, in Appeal Suit No. 132 of 1915,

preferred against the dt-oree of the Principal

District Munsif, Masulipatam, in Original

Suit No. 622 of 912.

This second appeal coming on for

hearing on the 4th February 1918,

upon perusing the grounds of appeal,

the judgments and decrees of the lower

Appellate Court and the Court of first

instance and the reoord in the case and
upon hearing the arguments of Mr. C. V.

Ananfliakrishna Aiyir, for the Appellant,

and of Mr. C. Rama Ran for Mr. P,

Narayanamurthi
,

for the 1st Respondent,

the 13th respondent having diod and no
legal representative having been brought
on reoord within the time allowed by
law and the other respondents not appearing

in person or by [header and the case

having stood over for consideration till

the 15 th February 1918, the Court
(Bake well and Krishnan, JJ.) made the
following

ORDER OF REFERENCE TO A FULL
BENCH.

Kki.-iman, J.—The facts necessary for

this reference may be briefly stated as

follows: The 1st defendant, who i9 the

appellant before us, brought a suit for

money against defendants Nos. 2 to 4 and

when that suit was pending, he obtained an

order uuder rule 6, Order XXXVIII, of

the Code of Civil Proceduie for attachment

before judgment and attached the plaint

properties. The plaintiff intervened and

claimed the properties as belonging to

him by reason of a prior purchase from

the same defendants. The olaim was enquir-

ed into and an order was passed in March

1910 in plaintiff’s favour disallowing the

attachment. In 1912, 1st defendant obtained

his deoree for money against defendants

Nos. 2 to 4 and he then proceeded again

to attach the same properties. He had

taken no steps to contest the order on

the claim petition, nor has he done so up

to date. Novertheless when plaintiff again

filed a olaim against the second attach-

ment his claim was dismissed and the

attachment was confirmed. For some reason

not apparent the Coart failed to consider

the effect of the first order. Plaintiff ha9

filed this suit under rule 63 of Order XXI
of the Code of Civil Procedure for a

declaration of his title and for netting aside

the order of attachment.

Both the lower Courts have decreed

the plaintiff’s suit without going into the

merits, on the ground that the order on

the first olaim petition was conclusive

between the parties because that order

had deoided in favour of plaintiff’s .
title

and against the first defendant’s right to

attach. In second appeal it is argued

before us that as that order was passed

on a olaim to property attaohed before

judgment, it is of no force now and that

it is not an order to which rule 63 applies

or which need be set aside.

The appellant’s Vakil has relied on the

ruling in Rnmanamma v. Buthuli Kamaraju

(l), which certainly .supports him. Bat

on the order side our attention has been

drawn to the decision in Second Appeal

No. 601 of 1916, [ SIuthukumaui Chetttar

v. Alagappa Cheitiar (2)]. where my learned

brother Mr. Justice Spencer and I were

of opinion that rule 63 did apply to

oa?e9 of attachment before judgment. As

(D 39 Ind. Gas. 863; 5 L. W. 704; 41 M. 23.

(2) 12 hid. Cas. 554; 6 L. W. 51S.
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there is a clear conflict between the two
decisions on the point before us and as I
still adhere to the view expressed by us
in the second appeal, I consider that the
question should be referred to the Full
Bench,

As our attention was notdrawn to the ruling
in the 5 Law Weekly L Ramanamma v. Bothnia
Kamaraiu (1)] when we were hearing the
Second Appeal No. 601 of 1916 [Muthukumara
Chethiar v, Alagappa Chettiar (2)], we then
stated our reasons for our view only
very briefly. It is necessary now to

r
state my reasons more fully, as with all
respeot to my learned brothers who decided

e case in the Law Weekly [ Ravianamma v.

, .

u ^a Rnmaraju ( 1 ) J ,
I am unable to accept

them view that rule 63 is inapplicable in
oases of attachment before judgment,

he deoision on the point turns upon the
construction of rule 63 of Order XXI and on
the meaning to be attached to the word
investigated” in rule 8, Order XXXVIII.
e wording of rule 63 is dearly wide

enoug to include claims before decrees,
or he rule speaks of “claims and objec-
tions preferred” without restricting them
in any way to claims after decree. The
0 ange in the wording of that rule fromw at it was in the corresponding section 283

le dd Code of 1882, by omission of all
eterence to seotiors 280 to 282, seems
o in ioate that it was intended to widen
e scope of the rule and to make it

inn?

r

^
r j^*a ^

.
of aB kinds were

d

•

,

Q 10 This is the view taken in

anrl

6S

j

Qr ^QS v * Ambika Pershad (3),

frn
a£ree with it in spite of the dissentm i in the 5 Law Weekly case [ Rama -

mlT^rT* ^atfiu ^a Kamaraju (1)]. As
_•

.

19 an enabling rule which

0 1

a rigkt °f suit to parties defeated in
proceedings whioh they will not

that
W1S6 ^ave

* ^ am inclined to think

snr.

W
1

e
.

should not unduly restrict its

the rfsn it

thS r “ le is held not to apply '

oriffn l j
seems to me to be that the

suh^i- f
r

,

r becomes final without being

on wh° f

° resu ll a suit; I fail to see

fore
a ® roilr1^ it can be treated as of no

partiPQ
8

!!

argae^* If is an order between

certain
* & 00mpe fen f Court deciding that a

for *,aq i • •
^ can or cannot be attached

on
181ng by sale the amount of the

' ’ 9 Ind - Cas - 622
j 37 A, 575; 13 A. L. J. 732,

decree that may be passed and as such it

seems to me, it is binding on the parties
thereto unless set aside. Considering tbat
the two sets of orders, those before and
those after decree, are passed after similar
enquiries, no distinction should be made
between them as to their effect unless the
Legislature has dearly indicated a distinotior.
Such a distinction is sought to be made out

by reference to the word “investigated” in
rule 8 cf Order XXXVIII. It is argued that
the word refers only to the enquiry on the
claim and nothing more, in other words, only
rules 56 and 59 of Order XXI apply. Now it

will be seen that the heading of the Sub-
Division of Order XXt where these rules
are i9 investigation of claims and objections”
and under this heading we have grouped
all the rules from 50 to 63. It is a reason-
able inference from this that the Legis-
lature treated them all as steps in “investiga-
tion” or parts of it. If we adopt a res-
tricted meaning for the word “investigated ”

rules 60 to 62 will not be inoluded in it

as they deal with orders to be passed after
the “investigation” proper is completed: and
as a result we will have to hold that the
Legislature ha9 not made any provision for

orders to be passed in claims under that
rule, as there is no other provision with
regard to it exoept rule 8. Such a con-
struction seems to me to be hardly right.

If we consider that the order in the present
case was passed under rule 60, Order
XXI, read with rule 8 of Order XXXVIII,
as I think we should, it follows that

rule 63 applies to it as being an order
under rule 60.

The restricted meaning is adopted in the

5 Law Weekly case [ Ramanamma v.

Buthula Kamaraju (1)], as the learned Judges
considered that it would be unfair and
inexpedient- to drive a plaintiff into a fresh

litigation which might eventually turn out

to be a futile proceeding if he failed to

secure a decree. It may be remarked that

even in cases of attachments after decree,

the suit under rule 63 may turn out to

be futile if the first decree is reversed on

appeal or second appeal and plaintiff’s

suit is dismissed, and yet the Legislature

has clearly given the right of suit. I can

see nothing unfair in making a person sue

if he wishes to insist on his right to attach

a certain property in execution of his antici^
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pftted decree in spite of the adverse order

against him in the claim. If his stoond

Emit turns cut to be futile beoause he

fails to seoure a deoree, the fault is his

own in bringing an unfounded suit in the

first instance. It seems to me, however,

these are not relevant considerations in

deciding whether a suit lies under rule

G3 nor can the wording of the Article it

of ’the Limitation Aot bo used to deoide

the question. If that artiole does not apply,

as to whioh I express no opinion, it will be

necessary to find what artiole does when the

question arises.

A similar question as the one before us

whioh arose in an attachment before judg-

ment when the Code (Aot VIII of 1&59)

was in force was ooDSidered by Sir

Barnes Peaoook, C. J., and Mr. Justice

Mitter; the learned Judges held on a oon-

struoti'on of sections 86 and 246 of that

Code, whioh were the corresponding provi-

sions then in force, that the words Investi-

gated in the same manner as a claim to

property attaohed in execution of a deoree

incorporated all the provisions of seotion

246 and gave the remedy by suit, which

was the only and proper remedy, to contest the

order on the claim. This was decided in U6S

and till the decision in Ramanamma v. Bathula

Katr.araw (1), no ruling has been cited to us to

the contrary. 1 feel, therefore, fortified in

my view that rule 63 does apply to claims

before deorees as well. But on account

of the coi lliot of authority in this Court

the question must now be decided by the

Full Bench.
. .

I would submit the case for the opinion

of the Full Baneh on the following ques-

tion:

—

“Does rule 63 of Order XXI, Civil Pro-

cedure Code, apply to orders on claims re-
ferred to property attaohed before .judgment.”

Bakkwell, J.— I agree.

The second appeal came on for hearing

before the Full Bench on the 15th July 1918.

Mr. C. V. Anantliahrishna Aiyar
,

for the

Appellant.— Order XXI, rule 63, Civil Prooe-

dure Cede, cannot apply to orders passed

on olaims to property attaohed before judg-

ment. That order has no leg^l effect after

the judgment was passed. The rule is in-

tended to coyer oases of claims preferred

VIRATA.

after deoree. The word ‘ investigated ’ in

Order XXXVIII, rule 8, refers only to the

enquiry on the olaim petition and rule 63 of

Order XXI only covers cises of investigation

under rule 58: Ramanamma v. Bathula

Kamaraju (1). ,

Mr. P. Narayanmurthi ,
for the xiespona-

ent. — Rale 63 of Order XXI is an enabling

r -.le and it should be liberally oonstxued.

Orders on olaims to attaohed property pass-

ed before deoree stand in the same position

as orders passed after deoree, and the Legis-

lature did not intend to make any distinction

between the two kinds of orders. The

intention of the Legislature was to give a

remedy to the party aggrieved by the order,

and that remedy is provided for in rule

6 5. The order in the present oase should

be deemed to have been passed under Order

XXf, rule 60, read with Order XXXV 111,

ruleS, and, therefore, Order XXI, rule 63,

dearly applies. Reference was made'0

Muthukumara Chettiar v. Alagappa Lhettiar

(2 ). . ,
. , ,

OPINION.—Seotion S6 of the oode of

Civil Procedure of 1859, whioh was re enaoted

without material ((Iteration in seo'ion
;
b7

of the Code of 1S77 and in Order XXXV1I1,
1

rule S of the present Code, admittedly had

> the effect of applying to olaims in respeot

1

of attachments before judgment all the

* provisions of seotion 246 of that Code, in-

1

oluding the final provision enabling the

s
party against whom the order was given

t
to bring ft suit to establish his riglu at

t
any time within one year from the date

e
of the order. By the Indian Limitation

Aot, IX of 1S71, the provision as to limita-

n
tion was taken out of seotion 246 and

‘ dealt with in Artiole 15 of that Aot. lu

the Code (f 1S77, seotions 278 to 281 were

” substituted for seotion 246 of the Code of

®; 1859. In section 283, whioh corresponded to

the last sentence of seotion 246, the language

was altered, but there was nothing in the

alteration from whioh an intention to make

any of these provisions inapplicable to attach-

^ monts bsfore judgment oould be inferred,

le nor is there anything of the sort in te

e- changes made in the Code of 190s.
_

®

?d general policy of the law is that questions

g- of title raised by olaims against attachments

er before or after judgment should be prompt-

n- ly disposed of and as has been pointe

ed out to us, (bis seotion was applied witboqt
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question to a case of attachment before
judgment which came before the Privy
Council in Kissorimohun Roy v. Haisukh
Das (4).

We must overrule Bamanamma v. Bathula
Kcmaraju (1; and answer the question in the
affirmative.

m.c.p.

Answered in the affirmative.

P C
5

I

7
4“9

42
«
6

’t ^ l'
A

',17; 13 Ilul - Tur - 452
i
5 Sar -c * J - 4/2; 8 In*. Dei. (n. a ) 883.

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 122

of 1917.
May 30, 1918.

Testnl
. Mr. Justioe Fletoher and Justioe

. xT
r
mSyed Sha*nsul Huda, Kt.HEMANTA KUMAR KAR—Dee fi NOANT

t —Appellant
V6TSUS

BIRENDRA NATH ROYCHOUDHURY
BtL

D
0 7°T

HERS—Plaintiffs— Respondents.

“pS renanc
'-> Act mu B. C. oj 18S5J, s. 148-

renTeZ,'Z
eaT9 °f~Suit l» ihird «•’* ethe,

decree—Tn{
r

,ii

Ct
“,
0US b 'J Plaintiff in rent suit, obtaining,

tered kuhnV °l -

aw<^ tenant—Tenant ftroving reg\s

-yssssstassr-
Beng-al'r^no

p*e^s” as used in section 149 of the

should set nn
C
J nofc mean that the tenant

him in nr^
va^ plea or a plea that is open tc

good badT

-

a
v«

Withlaw ‘ Whether the plea U

amount elm*

m*1

1

1

^?
renfc> ^ ^ie *enant hands in t"

third partv n
* * l

.

e Courfc serve notice out
suit withi^ ti

n Un ess ^ie third party brings

suit SSl UL the P^intiff in the

A sui insUfcut^f -

° the *rer- Cp. 1004, col. 5

section .

”stItuted m accordance with clause (3

“third person” ml*
1

?-
Ber

l"
al Tenancy Act by i

tiered infnw
ent

|

oned in that section is not r

9°arts’ delay w!? tho
•

fact t
.

hat owinS to 1

1® in the nr‘ • ?
re ^ ia^ su^ 7S tried ou t, the plai

2-l

S a Cle°ree aSal ’

tenant is \
executed and registered by

aothing
in Hi/

tenant in a suit, there
Act which ^ ,

“®glstrntion Act or the Evidei
that he nevJ?™

lBl
.

ts the landlord from showi
Lp. 1005, col j]

Sentedto or accepted the l-abuliy

ordinatc^
a8a

^
n8 ^ the decree of the

Pabna and
^' lst Coart

' Pabna
-

September I9 i°/
ra,

ffi

dated the 20th
• affirming that of

CASKS. IOC 3

Munsif, 1st Court at Pabna, dated the 12th
c f August 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.
Bafcu Scsadhur Rcy (Junior), for the

Respondent, raised a preliminary objec-
tion that the second appeal was not compe-
tent. Judgment was pronounced under
section 149 of the Bengal Tenanoy Act. It

is an order and not a deoree.

Babu Brojo Lall Chakroturtty (with him
Babu Gurudas Sinha ), for the Appellant.

—

When the question of title is raised in the
pleadings or arises out of the pleadings, a
second appeal lies. Refers to Tirthahaii

Singh v. Puma Chandra Nag (1). If the order
be in terms of seotion 149, Bengal Tenanoy
Act, then I may not have a right of appeal,

but when in this case the plaintiff prays that

his right and title to the money deposited

in Court be declared, surely I have got a

right of appeal.

As to the merits of the appeal the defendant

is* the appellant, and the appeal arises out

of a suit brought under section 149 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act. Under the terms of

section 149 the deposit of rent is allowed

only under particular circumstances and the

question is, whether the Court was compe-

tent under the oircumstanoes of the case

to accept the deposit. So far as the pre-

set t appellant is concerned, the tenant is

bound to pay him rent and there can be

no hona fide doubt on his part as to whether

the present appellant is bis landlord and is

entitled to recover the rent. Further, the

point is res judicata
,
the appellant bavirg in

a previous suit obtained a deoree for rent

against the tenant. In the face of that

decision, the tenant cannot plead that the

rent is due not to the present appellant but

to some other person.

My next point is that the Courts below

have erred in deciding a question of title

between the parties. In a suit under seotion

149, the Court is only competent to make

an order restraining payment out of the

money deposited in Court.

The third point is that the present

appellant having obtained a rent deoree

against the tenant before the decision of

the plaintiff’s suit under seotion 149, the

plaintiff is not entitled to any relief.

(1) 14 Iiul. Cas 230; 16 C. W- N. 5qS; Id C. L. J,

501.
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Further, it appears that the defendant s

father executed a registered kabuliyat in

favour of the plaintiff’s father. That kabuliyat

has been proved in this case. Evidence has

been allowed to be given to prove that that

kabuliyat was never acted upon and that the

plaintiff’s father never assented to the terms

of that document. The learned Judge was,

having regard to the provisions of section

92 of the Evidence Act, wrong in admit-

ting oral evidenoe in variation of the terms

of the registered dooument.

Babu Sasadhar Boy (Junior), for the "Re-

spondent, submitted that the decision of the

lower Appellate Court was concluded by

findings of fact, and that the Courts below

were right in holding that the plaintiff was

entitled to the money deposited in Court.

The wording of section 149 of the Bengal

Tenancy Aot shows that the order shad

not only restrain one party from taking out

the money in deposit but shall also allow

the other party to withdraw the money,

otherwise the provisions of the section would

be rendered nugatory. Refers to clause (3)

of section 149. The Courts below were

quite right in declaring that the plaintiff

had a right to the money. Refers to

Rubi-un-nessa v. Gooljan Bibee (2). Further,

the suit having been instituted within the

time mentioned in section 149, it was

maintainable.

Babu Brojo Ball Chakraburtty
,
for the Ap-

pellant, replied.

JIJDGM ENT.
Fletcher, J.—This is an appeal by the

defendant against the decision of the

learned Subordinate Judge of Pabna,

dated the 20th September 1916, affirming

the decision of the Munsif of the same

place. It is stated that the suit is brought

under the terms of section 149 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act. That is not strictly

accurate. The suit goes far beyond the

terms of a suit authorised by section 149

of the Bengal Tenancy Act.

The facts are these. The defendant sued

a person alleged to be his tenant for rent.

The tenant pleaded that the present defend-

ant was not his landlord but a third

party was and, in compliance with the

terms of section 119 of the Bengal Tenancy
Aot, he paid into Court the amount claimed

(‘2) 17 C. 829; 8 I ml. Dec. (x. s.) 1097.

for rent. Thereupon the Court directed

notice to be served on the third party, that

is, the present plaintiffs. The objections to

the suit are these: It is said, first of all,

that, in a former rent suit, the present

defendant had recorded judgment against

the tenant for rent and that, therefore, it

is a case of ves judicata and it is said that

the word ‘pleads’ as used in section 149

means that the tenant sets up a valid plea

or pica that is open to him in accordance

with the law. It does not mean anything

of the sort. Plea means plea, pure and

simple, whether good or bad. Whether it is

good, bad or indifferent, if the tenant

hands in the amount claimed, the Court

serves notice on the third party and, unless

the third party brings his suit within

three months, the plaintiff in the first suit

is entitled to the money. There is no-

thing in the point that the word ‘ plea
’

used in section 149 means a valid plea or

plea according to the provisions of the law.

The second point is a point which, if I

may say so, is worthy of less respect even

than the first. The plaintiffs in the pre-

sent oase brought the suit within the period

mentioned in section 149 of the Bengal

Tenancy Aot. Owing to the state of busi-

ness prevailing in the Civil Courts in this

country, the Court was not immediately

able to give its consideration to the plaint-

iffs’ case. In the meantime, the present

defendant had managed to go on with hi9

rent suit and to get a decree against the

tenant and, therefore, it is said that the

Court was incompetent to consider the pre-

sent suit of the plaintiffs. That is clearly

not so. Obviously, the parties are not res-

ponsible, at any rate, they cannot be held

responsible, for the state of the delay

that exists in the Civil Courts in this

country.

Another point that is raised is that, in a

suit under section 149 of the Bengal Ten-

ancy Act, the question of title cannot be

gone into. But the decisions of this Court

show that suits have been admitted both

founded on the provisions of section 149

of the Bengal Tenancy Act and also on the

question of title. That being so, we must

follow the established practice.

The last point on the merits is one that

has less support than even the point <f

law that 1ms been raised. The facts are
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these: The defendant’s father wrote out

and registered a kabuliyat relating to land
belonging to the plaintiffs’ father. The
finding is that the plaintiffs’ father never
assented to all the terms of the kabuliyat.

The learned Vakil for the defendant-
appellant says that bis client’s father having
written out the document relating to the
plaintiffs’ land and having registered it

—

although the facts prove that the plaintiffs’

father never assented to it— under the terms
of the Registration Act, the plaintiffs are

precluded from giving oral evidence that
their father did not assent to any docu-
ment being executed by the defendant’s
father relating to the plaintiffs’ land. It
is quite clear that there is nothing in the
Registration Act or the Indian Evidence
Act prohibiting the plaintiffs from showing
that the defendant’s father was not authoris-
ed to deal with the land or that it was
not aooepted by the plaintiffs’ father. In
that view, the appeal fails and must be
dismissed with costs.

Shamsul Huda, J.—I agree,

Appeal dismissed.

PUNJAB CHIEF COURT.
UviL Miscellaneous Appeal No. 122 of 1918.

April 2, 1918.
Present :—Mr. Justice Broadway,

JAWAHIR SINGH SUNDAR SINGH
—Petitioners

versus
SPINNING and WEAVING MILLS

Coy, Ltd., SHAHDARA—
.Defendant—R&spondent.Compaq Act (VII of 1913), #. 17 L —Suit against

in r
paRy -L'Wdatxon—Leave to continue suit

,
when

to oe granted.

confi
Gr SeC ^°.u I7l of the Companies Act leave to

should
0
K

0 S
-

Uit a£ainsfc a Company in liquidation

whirl
be ^ven °nly where some question arises
cailu°t satisfactorily be determined in themcling up proceedings.

pplioation for sanction to be allowed to

of Tlfo the case, pending in the Court

Subordinate Judge, Amritsar,
B8a,nbt the respondent Company.

Mr. I). N. Mehra
,
for the Petitioners.

Mr. Dalip Singh
,
Official Liquidator, for the

Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—Messrs Jawahir Singh
Sander Singh of Amritsar instituted a case

against the Lahore Spinning and Weaving
Mills Company, Limited, for Rs. 7,820.

During the pendency of this suit on the

26th January 1918, the said Company was
put into liquidation by an order of this

Court, and the said Jawahir SiDgh Sundar
Singh have theieupon made this application

under section 171 of the Indian Companies
Act, 1913, asking for leave to proceed with

the suit. Mr, Dalip Singh, the Official Liqui-

dator of the said Company, hasj’aised an ob-

jection to the granting of such leave and has

urged that the matter is one which can satis-

factorily be determined in the winding up. As
a general rule in England leave to continue

an action is given only where some
question arises which cannot satisfactorily

be determined in the winding up

proceeding, tide, Wilson v. Natal Invest-

ment Co. (1), Life Association of England
,

In re (2) and Pool Firebrick and Blue Clay

Co In re (3). Mr. Dina Nath on

behalf of the applicants has been unable to

show me any reason why the same rule should

not be applied in this country, nor has he

been able to refer to any question which

arises in this matter which cannot satis-

factorily be determined in the winding up,

and I accordingly follow the authorities cited

above and refuse the application. In the

circumstances, however, I direot that the

applicants be admitted to prove for their

debt and the costs they have incurred in the

suit.

Application refused.

(1) (18(37) 36 L. J. Cli. 312 ; 15 L. T. 658.

(2) (1864) 34 L. J. Cli. 64; 10 Jur. (N. s.) / 62; 10

L. T. (jr.s.j 833; 12 W. R. 1069; 146 R. R. 570.

(3) (1874) 17 Eq. 263; 43 L. J. Ch. 447; 21 W . R.

247.
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CALCUTTA HIGH COURT.
Appeal from Appellate Decree No. 329

of 1917.

June 24, 191 8.

Present :—Mr. Justice Walmsley and

Mr. Justice PantoD.

Srimati MUKTA KESHI DEBI and

another— Plaintiffs

—

Appellants

versus

Srimati GIRI BALA. DEVI and others

Defendants—Respondents.

Bengal Tenancy Act (VIII B. C. of 1885;, * £6 -

under section for more than one years rent,

nuintainability of—Remedy prodded by section when

an be availed of— Decree granting ejectment on default

i/ payment offour years' rent
,
validity cf.

If a landlord in a suit under section GC of the

3cn* ral Tenancy Act asks for more than one year’s

•ent? he disentitles himself to the remedy granted by

hat section, [p. 1007, col. 2.]

A decree under section 66 of the Bengal Tenancy

Act directing that the plaintiff landlord should be

entitled to recover /. has possession of the land if four

years’ rent in arrears claimed and decreed in the suit

is not paid, is bad [p. 1007, col. 2.]

Appeal against the decree of the District

Judge, Birbhum, dated the 14th of

November 1916, affirming that of the

Mnnsif, 2nd Court, Bolpur, dated the 18th

of December 1915.

FACTS appear from the judgment.

Babu Khitisli Chander Chakerbarty, for the

Appellant.—The learned Judge in the

lower Appellate Court has relied

Sitanath Midda v. Basudeb Midda

That oase is not good law. 1 invite

Lordships attention to Malkarjun

Shidramrppa Pasare v. Narliari

Shivappa (2). There an objection

taken that a certain wrong person

made a party to represent a defendant and

on the basis of that, a sale took place.

The Court held that even if the Court was

wrong, the decree was null and void and

the only thing for the wronged party was

to apply to the Court for amendment.

Then the oase of Dayamoyi v. Ananda Mohan

Roy (3) does not say anything about under-

raiyats
,
but the lower Court says that this oase

is also applicable to the oase of ui der-raiyats.

Transferee of an under -raiyati holding has no

right: Akhil Chandra Biswas v. Hasan Ali
(1) 2 C. L. J. 540.

(2) 5 C. W. N. 10 at pp. 15 and 16; 2 Bom. L. R. 927;

27 1. A. 216; 25 B. 337; 10 M. L. J. 368; 7 Snr. T. C.

J. 739 (P. C.).

(3) 27 Inti. Cas. 61; 42 C. 172; 18 C. \V. X. 971; 20
C. L, J. 52 (F. 13.).

Oil

( 1 ).

your

bin

bin

was
was

Sadagar (4) referred to. It has been held .

there that unless the under raiyat has

acquired oocupanoy right he cannot transfer.

In the present oase the defendantshaving

acquired no occupanoy right their right was

non transferable. Kven if Dayamoyi' s case

(3) is applicable, there having been

relinquishment and abandonment I am

entitled to khas possession, and it has been

found thnt during the pendency of the

suit there has been abandonment>within the

meaning of section 87, Bengal Tenancy Act.

Babu Santosh Kumar Bose
,

for the Re-

spondents.—The landlord, afterbavingtreated

the holding all along as one and not split

up, is now estopped from raising the

point that the lands were split up. So

far as splitting up is concerned, he has

no oase. So far as Sitanath Midda v.

Basudeb Midda (1) is concerned, that oase

does not stand alone in my favour. 1

beg to draw your Lordships’ attention to a

case reported as Jogeshuri Chowdhrain v.

Mahomed Ebrahim (5). There it was held

that such a decree which makes a condition

precedent that non-payment of rent for

four consecutive years will make the

tenant liable to ejectment, is illegal. The

decree being illegal and my client 8
S

vendor, being not a party to the suit in

which the decree was passed, is not bound

by the decree; henoe the purchaser also

is not liable, and this was also held m
Sitanath Midda v. Basudeb Midila UL
Henoe the plaintiff cannot bring a suit

against me for my ejectment for non-

payment of the rent-deoree in the suit

of the plaintiff under seotion 66 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act.

Babu Khitish Chamier Chakerbarty ,
in

reply.—My friend’s client may not be

bound by the decree, but the plaintiff is

not bound by the transfer of the tenanoy.

I have not recognised him. As regards

abandonment seotion 67 is not exhaustive

and this has been held in Dayamoyi's case's* ft

and your Lordships have held the same

view in Ramyad Sahu v. Bindeswari Kumar

Upadhay (6). So far as the oases in

Jogeshuri Chowdhrain v. Mahomed Ebrativn

(5) and Ramyad Sahu v. Bindeswari Kumar

(4) 20 Ind. Cas. 69S; ISC. L. J. 262 at p. 26*| 19

C. W. N. 246.

(5) 14 C.33; 7 Ind. Doc. (n. ».) 23.

(6) G C. L.J. 102.
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Upadhay (5) cited by my learned friend
are oonoerned, those were decided on the
basis of the case in Sitanath Midda v.

Basudeb Midda (I) and hence those were
correctly decided as well.

JUDGMENT.
Walmsley, J.—The plaintiffs- appellants

brought this suit to recover hhas possession
of a certain plot of land on declaration
of their title thereto. Their case was that
two brothers Jagabandhu and Nabin held
the land under them as underrafya^s,
each brother having a separate plot which
he held apart from the other brother.
Both brothers are dead and the defendants
Nos. 4, 5 and 7 now represent the deceased
Nabin. Sometime in 1913 the plaintiffs
brought a suit purporting to be under
seotion 66 of the Bengal Tenancy Act
against the representatives of both the
brothers and obtained a decree to the
effect that if the deoretal amount were not
paid within fifteen -days, the plaintiffs
would be entitled to enter into possession
0 the land. The amount specified was
n°t paid and the plaintiffs obtained
symbolical possession. Then the defendant

°*. 1, the contesting defendant, appeared
the scene. She said that defendant

°* ^ ^ad obtained a decree against Nabin

TSTk*^^
decree into execution against

abin s widow and daughters and in
execution sold Nabin’s share in the holding
an bought it himself and that he had
su sequently transferred it to her, i.e. t the
e endant No. 1. She made a claim under

f

r

fk
rn ^e Civil Procedure Code,

or the purpose of recovering possession,

? during the course of the investigation

°ff f
r °^a *m 8^e m&de a statement to the

a
™"a^ 8^ e was ao *;uaBy in possession;

o he Couyt accordingly dismissed the
^len on 23rd January 1915 the

ain 1®s brought the present suit. In
answer to the plaintiffs the defendant

0t filed a long written statement,
mong8t other things, challenging the nature

xi .
0 Pontiffs’ interest in the land and

• f
lr a88er^°n8 regarding the defendant’s
erest. When the case came to Court

sh
a^ree.^ that two preliminary issues

tn fk j
*'r *e(^* th 0 first of them relating

nnH
8 <*e0re

? obtained by the plaintiffs

tn ,
ep &e°tion 66, and the Munsif proceeded

t0 deoide these two isaues.

1007

In the suit brought by the plaintiff

against the brothers under section 66 they
had asked for rent of four years, not for

one year only, and an objection was taken
on behalf of the defendant No. 1 that

by asking for four years’ re:.t they had
disentitled themselves to the remedy
granted by section 66. The Munsif upheld
this contention, relying on the case of

Sitanath Midda v. Basudeb Midda (1).

He also found the other issues against the

plaintiffs, but that followed as a necessary

consequence on his finding on the first

issue. The plaintiffs appealed to the

District Judge and the learned District

Judge upheld the deoision of the first

Court.

It is now contended before us that the

Courts below are wroDg in holding that

the decree passed in the plaintiffs’ suit

under section 66 was bad. The authority

I have just mentioned is quite clear on

the point. It follows an earlier case

reported as Jogeshuri Choicdhrain v. Mahomed
Ebrahim (5) and I do not mysslf entertain

any doubt about the correctness of these

decisions. It follows that the decree

directing that the plaintiffs should be

entitled to recover khas possession of the

land if four years’ rent was not paid

was bad. Further the defendant No. 1

was not a party to those proceedings,

although she was aotually at that time

in possession of the land. Now the case

for the plaintiffs as set out in their plaint

is clearly based upon that deoree. The
whole of the plaint makes it plain that

they claimed to be put in possession of

the land on the ground that the sum of

money mentioned in the decree passed in

that suit had not 'been paid to them by

the defendants. It follows, therefore, I

think, that on tbi3 ground alone the

plaintiffs’ suit was rightly dismissed. If

the plaintiffs bring another suit to evict

the defendant No. 1 as a trespasser, the

other points which have been mentioned

in this appeal will arise. We express

no opinion regarding those points or

regarding the views set out in the judg-

ment of the learned Judges. For the reasons

given I think that the appeal should be

dismissed with costs.

Panton, J.—I agree.

Appeal dismissed ,
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ANANDGIR V. 3R1N1YAS.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT.
^

Second Civil Appeal No. 10-14 ok 1916.

June 5, 1 9 1 S.

Present:—Sir George Ivnox, Kt., Acting Chief

Justice, and Justice Sir P. C. Banerji, Kt.

ANANUGIR— Defendant—Appellant
versus

SRI NIWAS—Plaintiff—Respondent.

A>pn Tenancy Act (ll of 1900, 158, 193—Suit to

at atdish right to liiuali, dismissal of—Appeal -llano nd

order of— Appeal, second, nhether lies.

Plaintiff brought n suit in 1 lie Hevenue Court l<*r

declaration that lie n\us tin* proprietor of a

disputed munfi. The suit was dismissed but on

appeal the District Judge declared that the plaintiff

was a rent-free grantee of so much of the land in

suit as he was occupancy tenant of, and remanded

the suit to the lower Court for determination of

i lie revenue payable by the plaintiff:

llcht y
that by virtue of section 193 («/) of the Agra

Tenancy Act no second appeal lay against the order

of the District Judge.

Second appeal from a decision of the

District Judge, Cawnpore, modifying a decree

of the Assistant Collector, First Class,

Fatehpur.

Hr. Haribans'Sahai ,
for Mr. Nawal Khishore

,

for the Appellant.

Mr. N. C. Vaish
t
for the Respondent.

JUDGMENT.—The plaintiff in the Court

of first instance is the respondent here,

lie brought a suit in the Revenue Court

in which he prayed that he might be

declared proprietor of a disputed muafi and

that costs, eto., might bo granted to him.

The Court of first instance dismissed his

claim altogether. He then went in appeal

to the District Judge of Cawnpore, who order-

ed that the decree of the lower Court,

that is to say, the Court of first instance,

dated the 13th of March 1916, be set

aside 'and the appeal be allowed to the

extent that the plaintiff was entitled to

be declared rent free grantee of so much

of the land in suit as he was then enter-

ed in the revenue papers as occupancy ten

ant of the same. The order, however, did

not stop here. It went on as follows:—
“That the suit be remanded to the lower

Court for determination of the revenue

payable by the plaintiff appellant.” The
defendant has now come to this Court and

asks that the decree of the lower Appellate

Caurt be -
cet aside and the decree of the

Assistant Collector bo restored or any other

order, that may be deemed tit, may

be passed. Various pleas were then set

out attacking the judgment of the Distriot

Judge. Upon the appeal being called on

in this Court for hearing, a preliminary

objection was at once raised on behalf of

the plaintiff-respondent, namely, that no ,

second appeal lies from the order of the

District Judge. In support of the conten-

tion stand was taken upon section 193 of

the Agra Tenancy Act of 1901, and it

was contended on the ground set out in

olause (a) of section 193 that the provi-

sions of the Code of Civil Procedure did

not apply to the procedure in suits and

other proceedings under the Rent Act.

Our attention was called to the case of

Vilaynt Husen v. Maharaja Makendia

Chandra NanJy (l) aud Gulzari Lai v. .

Latif Husain (2). The learned Vakil for

the appellant meets this objection by main-

taining that he is not appealing from any

order but from a decree, and so 6eeks to

bring the case away from clause (a) of

seotion 193. He dwelt a great deal upon

the hardship that, if it was held otherwise,

he would have no remedy. Be that as

it may, we are here not to make law but

to expound it as it stands, and it appears

to us that the only meaning we can put

upon olause (a) of seotion 193 of the Rent

Act is that no appeal lies from an order

of this kind. He contended that the deci-

sion of the District Judge of Cawnpore

was in reality a preliminary decree. Me
have considered this, but we are unable to

agree with it. The Tenancy Act says

nothing from first to last about prelimi-

nary or final decrees. The result is that

the objection prevails and the appeal is

dismissed with costs. There is a oross ob-

jection but we have heard nothing about

it from the beginning of the oase up to this

moment. It stands dismissed.

A ppsal dismissed.

(!) 28 A. 88; A. W. N. (1905) 19S.

(2) 35 1ml. Cns. 27; U A. L. J. 84; 38 A. 181

i

END OF VOLUME XLVll.
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AbWab—Annual payment for upkeep of embank.
meats, nature of— Long.continued payment from
time immemorial, whether creates title in favour of
recipient.

An annual sum claimed by tho Government from
Government khas mahal tenants iu respect of certain
embankments the upkeep of which is necessary for
the preservation of the lands of the tenants, is not an
abivab

.

A long.continued payment beyond the memory
of man of an annual sum is in itself a title in
favour of the recipient of such sum. C Udav
Narain Jana v. Secretary op State, 22 C. W. X. 823

Accounts, suit- for— Death of agent—Legal repre-
sentatives of agent, liability of—Procedure.
The death of an agent during the pendency of a

suit against him for accounts does not exonerate his
legal representatives from all liability to the priuci-
pal. After the death of the agent the proper pro-
cedurc in the suit would be that the statement ofelaim pat in by the plaintiff should be investigated,
pieferably by a Commissioner in the presence ofthe representatives of the deceased agent. Theonus would be on the plaintiff to ,>rove° each item

i the sum which he claims, i. c ., to prove that eachitem was actually realised by the agent and further

atirea nfH l

1 hiS Credifc - The ^present-
atires of the deceased agent would be at liberty toadduce such evidence as they please to show eitherthat the money was not realised by the agent or

1 f

roa
4

1,sa
1

lor
\

was paid to the plaintiff.

Cour^wnnH ^ ^^ thuS a^ertained, theCourt would pass a decree against the assets of thedeceased agent in the hands of the representatives.O Sasi Seshareswar Boy Hajirannessa Biri

371
— whether can be adjudicated where no further

relief can be granted.

Apart from any speoial statutory provisionaccounts cannot bo adjudicated upon by a Courtwhen no further relief can be granted. Ordinarily

L?ned
f0
hv
aC
tT

Urit9 UP°n a m0rfc"a°e cannot bo main-

fltptL
m°ngaff0r Uul039 he asks for

Au adjudication which cannot bo theany rehef 18 not binding on the parties. NBam Sukul v . Sheo Narain

basis of

Mukand
21

Acts -General.
Act 1850—XXI. Srr Caste Disabilities Removal

Act.

1859—

XIT1 ore Workman's Breach of Cox.
tract Act.

1860

—

XLY. See Penal Code.
18(35— X. Sec vSuc'CEc'hiox Act.
1867—111. Sec Public Gambling Act.
1869

—

IV. See Divorce Act.

1870—

VII. See Court Fees Act.
1872— I. See Evidence Act.
1872— IX. See Contract Act.
1872—XV. See Christian Marriage Act.
]h
l
7- 1 Specific Relief Act.

1878—XI. See Arms Act.
. 1881—V. Sec Prorate and Administration Act.

1881—

XXVI. See Negotiable Instruments AtV
1882— II. See Trusts Act.
1882

-

IV. See Transfer of Property Act.
1882—V. See Easements Act.
1 88 2 X L V. See Civil Procedure Code.

^ mprovement Loans Act.

o -
' Scc SoiT8 Valuation Act.

188/—IX. See Provincial Small Causes
Courts Act.

— ISiv11
;
See Guardians and Wards Act.ispo— IX. See Railways Act.

1893—17. See Partition Act.

!

8
oI~X

n
i

Se
rf

Rkfo«matory Schools Act.
j

'98 -V. See Criminal Procedure Code
l.via—II. See Stamp Act.

. is99—IX. See Arbitration Act.
1904
—

"V III. See Universities Act

— !q!!s~v
r'/CC

r

PK0V
:;

VCIAL Ins°^ency Act.JP08 v
. Sec Civil Procedure Code.

1908—IX. See Limitation Act.
1908—XVI. See Registration Act.— 1909— lit. See Presidency Towns Insolvency

Act.
1913

—

VII. See Companies Act.

1914—

-VIII. See Motor Vehicles Act.

1

Acts—(Local)— Bengra.1.
-859 XI. See Bengal Land Revenue Salfs

Act,
~~ See Calcijtta Police Act.

18,b-M. Se* Chota Nagpur Encumbered
E t- TEa Act.

v REv'° At''^D'tEQ , STRAT ,0>(Ari,

;
See i -^ngal Municipal Act.^.no—^ III. See Bengal Tenancy Act

ibU3 I. See Bengal Tenancy .Validation
— iono wo AISD Amendment) Act.

Ib09— V. Sec Bengal Excise Act.
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Acts—(Local)—Bihar and Orissa. Administration of —concld.

Act 913—11. See Orissa Tenancy Act.

Acts -(Local)—Bombay.

1879— V See Bombxy Land Revenue 'ode

18*8 III Sec City ok Bombay .Municipal Act.

l8s8— VI See Gujarat Taluqdars* Act

1901—III. Sec Bombay District Municipali-

ties Act.

Acts—(Local)—Burma.

1898—XIII See Burma Laws Act.

1917 v. Sec Burma Excise Act.

Acts- (Local)—C. P-

1S98-XI. See C P Tenancy act

1903—XVI. Sec C. P. Municipal Act.

Acts-(Local)-Madras.

1859 XXIV. See Madras Police Act.

18P4-1I. Sec Madras Revenue Recovery Ac r

1895—111. See M auras Hereditary A illage

1000-I. See Malabo Compensation for

tenants’ Improvements Act

1904—III See Madras ity Municipal Act.

1908—1 Sec Madras Estates Land Act.

Acts- (Local)—Punjab.

1887— XVI. See Punjab Tenanc y Act.

1900—1. See Punjab Limitation (Ancestral

Land Alienation) Act.

1913— 1. See Punjab Pre-emption Act.

1914

ill. See Punjab Courts Act.

Acts-(Local)—U. P.

1868

—

XIX. See Oudii Rent Act.

1869—

1. See Oudii Estates Act.

1876— XVIII. $<v Oudii Laws Act.

1880—XXII. Sec Oudii Rent Act.

1901—11. See Agra Tenancy Act.

1901—111. See U. P. Land Revenue Act.

1912— IV. Sec U. P. Court oe Wards Act.

1916—11. Sec U. P. Municipalities Act.

Regulations.
Reg. 1802—XXV. See Regulation.

1803—1. Sec Madras Regulation.

1803—11. See Madras Regulation.

1825—XL Sec Bengal Alluvion and Dilution

Regulation.

1828— VII. See Madras Regulation.

1831—VI. See Regulation.

1872— 111. See Santiial Paroanas Regulation.

Statutes.

1915— v v & VI Geo. V. G. 61), See Government of
India Act.

Administration Of assets—Priority-

Crown debts—Mortgage
,
English

,
debts secured by—

Mortgagee
,
rights of—Fixtures

,
whether pass to mort-

gagee —Shares
,
deposit of, effect of— Civil Procedure

Code (Act V of 1908), O. XX,
r . 13 (2)—Presidency

Towns Insolvency Act (HI of 1909), s 49.

In tho distribution of the assets of a deceased

person whoso estato is under administrai ion by
" A . I /'• - I 1 x > « ' t

debts, secured or unsecured, except debts secured by

a first mortgage in English form.
.

In an English mortgage the ownership is wholly

transferred to the creditor, which is_ however, liable

to bo divested bv the repayment of the loan on an

•ipoointoddav. Tho mortgagees has the right to

'e er upon possession of tho property immediately

upon execution of the deed, unless the possession of

he mortgagor is protected by a covenant for quiet

enjoyment Till default. The mortgagor lias only the

riffht to redeem. The mortgagee is not obliged to

apply for sale of the property mortgaged under

rule 18 Of the Presidency Towns “solvency Act

Ho has no debt proveable in the insolvency until his

“curity has boon valued or realised. He stands

The°goliera
“
rubeii that unless a contrary intention

is shown, a mortgage of land or ^ d-^- esthe

right to the fixtures then upon the ““

vf nros attached by the mortgagor to the property

aft the date of". he mortgage will .ho except

under an agreement to the contrary, pass to the

m
Thfownership of tho property passes tc. the first

mortgagee in an English mortgage but not to the

„uisno mortgagees.

’ Tho rule of law, that where the titles of the Ctown

•iml of the subject concur the title of tho Crown shall

be preferred, Lcept so far as the Legislature ha.

thought tit to interfere with it, appears to be one of

“tares Zti? deposited and not actually trans

forrod do not c/eate a right in favour of the deposd 0

superior to tho right of the Crown. C u”“
lMMir. .\DMiNISTR4TOR-GENERAL OF BENGAL, 2-

a

W. N. 793; 45 C. (553

Adverse possession
as against trustee—Limitation Act (IX tj

100S) *. 10, Sch. If Art. 124, applicability of.

Section 10 of the Limitation Act applies only

where the person setting up adversa posse ^n

claims adversely to the beneficial owner. Where,

however, a person has been performing the duties

of a sheba it of an idol and applying the triast fund 1
to

the proper purposes of tho trust and clamis the r^it

to hold that office and to perform those duties,

section M of tho Limitation Act has no application

and he can acquire that right as against the original

shebait bv adverse possession. .

Bv \rtiele 1

2

1 of tho Limitation Act a suit for p \

session of an hereditary office is barred after 12 years

fr.mi^ho time when the defendant takes posse«.io

adversely to the plaintiff. Article. W*™* 1*'d°

not. apply to such cases. Nathe

Radha Binopk Naik, 4 P. L. W. 28- ;
3 P. . '

(DIM 1 kj\~
f \ 0pung -Co-sharer in exclusive posses-

Wliereono rnombor of a joint family alono °ceu.

pies tho joint estate, that by itself affords iio e •

donee of exclusion of other interested membera^of

MUiau ,i uiimm ~ ^ IV tho family Uninterrupted solo possession

decree of tho Court, under urdor XX, rule 1 3 . 2», property, without more, must be re er
^

Code of Civil Procedure, read with section 49 of tho lawful title possessed by tho joint 10 «. 1

1

v

tlv, j-n.it esta e, an l can mt bs regarded as an

insertion of a right to hold it as s.parata, so as N
Code ot Civil rroceuure, reau with section -..Jot tho

Presidency Towns Insolvency Act, all debts due to

tho Crown must bo paid in priority over all other
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Adverse possession— conoid.

GENERAL INDEX. loll

Ag-ra Tenancy Act—conoid.

assert an adverse claim against other interested
members.
Where possession can be either lawful or unlaw,

ful, in the absence of evidence, it must be assumed
to be the former.

Plaintiffs and defendants were joint owners of
an estate and were recorded in the revenue papers
as such. It appeared, however, that the defendants
alone had been in possession of the joint estate. In
1890 the revenue records were the subject of
challenge, but the defendants took no steps to get
them rectified, with the result that the plaintiffs
continued to be recorded as owners of their joint
share:

Held, that the mere fact that the defendants had
all along held possession of the joint estate did not
amount to an adverse exclusion of the plaintiffs from
their joint share. PC Hardit Singh v. Guruukh
Singh, 58 P. W. R. 19*8; 04 P. R. 1 9 i

8

; 24 M. L. T.
889; 28 C.^L. J. 437; 20 Bom. L. R. 106 t 626
' Question of law and fact— Possession suffi-

cient to extinguish title of true owner, nature of

,
tacknig o/*

t when allowable— Mortgagee from
trespasser

,
whether can tack possession of himself and

trespasser as against true owner.
In cases where the tacking of possessions is

allowed, it is essential that the adverse possessions
which are to be tacked must be of the same or of
an identical nature. Thus, a mortgagee from a
trespasser cannot, as against the true owner, tack his
mortgagee possession to that of his mortgagor the
reason being that the latter is a trespasser on the
proprietary right, whilst the mortgagee holds
adversely merely to the extent of his mortgage
interest. O Saiyed-un-nisa v. Maiku Lae, 5 O b
j • l 687~ Trespasser, position of—Owner

, remedies of—

-

Ejectment, suit Jor, after twelve years, maintainability
Oj •

Although a landlord has an option to treat a
person cultivating his land with jut his permission
as a trespasser and to sue him for possession and
damages in the Civil Court or to treat him as a
tenant and to sue him for rent for the occupation
of the same at a fair and equitable rate, he cannot
exercise that choice with any effect after a hostile
title has been acquired by the occupant by reason
of ins adverse possession for more than 12 yearsThe effect of the existence of adverse possession
for such a period is to extinguish the remedy ofthe real owner and the proceedings, if any, takenby him in the Revenue Court to eject the occupantby notice, as if he were a tenant-at-will, are without
jurisdiction. O Sheo Gobindu. Ambika Prasad, 5 O.
»

J * 455 Qqn
Ag-ra Tenancy Act (II of 1901), s. IO

861S ' 20—Mortgage of occupancy holding,
unidxty of—Redemption, suit for, maintainability of.
laintiff purported to make a usufructuary mort-gage of an occupancy tenancy, which was illegal

aving regard to the provisions of section '0 of TheAgra.Tenancy Act. He then brought a suit to redeemtne property:

fchafc the suit was maintainable and that Hi -

plaintiff was entitled to get back the property

on payment of the mortgage money. A Ramzan c.
Bhukhal Rai, 6 A L. .1. 747 852

SS. 95, 177 (f), 202 —Jurisdiction of
Revenue Courts -Suit under s. 95 for declaration of
natutc of tenancy—Objection as to juris liction of
Revenue Court -Appeal, whether lies to District
Judge.
A defendant in a revenue suit cannot be allowed

by formally raising an untenable plea of jurisdiction
to take the case from the Revenue Court to the Civil
Court.

Plaintiff was directed by a Civil Court, under section
292 pf the Agra Tenancy Act, to bring a suit in the
Revenue Court for determination of the nature of
his tenancy. He thereupon brought a suit under
section 9."> of the Act which was heard by an Assist-
ant Collector. The defendant objected that the
Rovenuo Court had no jurisdiction to hear the suit,
but the objection was overruled:

Held, that the suit, being one under 4
section 95 of

the Agra Tenancy Act and having been brought in
compliance with an order of the Civil Court, °could
be heard only by a Revenue Court, and that no
question of jurisdiction had, therefore, been decided
by the Revenue Court, so that an appeal against the
decision of the Revenue Court did not lie to the
District udge under section 177, clause if) of the
Agra Tenancy Act. A Deo Narain Singh v. Situ
Baksh Singh, *0 A. 1 77 : 1 6 A L. J. 5-0 891

-SS. 153, 193—Suit to establish right to
muafi, dismissal of—Appeal—Remand, order of—

-

Appeal, second, whether lies.

Plaintiff brought a suit in the Revenue Court for
a declaration that lie was the proprietor of a
disputed muafi. The suit was dismissed but on
appeal the District Judge declared that the plaintiff
was a rent-free grantee of sn much of the land in
suit as he was occupancy tei ant of, and remanded
the suit to the lower Couri for determination of
the revenue payable by the plaintiff:

Held, that by virtue of sectic^ \\n (a) of the A«*raTenancy Act no second appeal hay ,gai .st the order
of the District Judge. A Ananpgir i>. Srinivas, 16
A. L. J. / 1

1 I ru~\Q— ; \n«> si?
S. 202 'sgfAppeal (Civil) 17 ,— Appellate Court refusing to accept report of

Commissioner, whether bound to order Iresh local
enquiry -Commissioner, examination of —Discretion
oj Cowrt.
Where an Appellate Court refuses to accept the

report of the Commissioner for local inquiry it is
not bound to order a fresh local inquiry. The matter
is within the discretion of the Court.
On an application by a party for the examination

of the Commissioner for local inquiry the Court isbound to see that there is some real ground forexamining the Commissioner and that the application
has not been made for the purpose of annoyin°* him
or for some frivolous purpose. The < ourt has adiscretion as to whether it should permit or refusea partv to examine the Commissioner. C Jadav*ndraNan dan Das Maiiaptra v. Gajendra Narain Das
-M a H AP\TR4, ^ Lj.

/ 650
- by some of several defendants—Co-defendant
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Appeal (Civil)—tuutJ.
Appeal (Civil) "concid

not made party to appeal -Decree again*

ant, validity of-Appellate Court, power of, to add

Whit 80.no of several defendants appeal from a

decree without bringing then- co-defendants befo

the Appellate Court as respondents, the Appel ate

Court has no jurisdiction to pass any decree against

the co-defendants without adding them as parties t

th
AnTppcal having been preferred by some of the

defendants, the Appellate < ourt set aside the dec.i

m

of the lower ourt as against them and made a ne

decree against a eo-defendant who wa- not a re-

spondent to the aiipeal. Thereupon the lutiei applie

for tlio restoration and re-hearing of the appeal 11

'"Yield, that although no provision of the Ci vil Pro-

cedure Code dealt with such a case, yet the Appellate

Court should restore the appeal and re hear it in

the presence of the eo-defendant alter adding him

as a party. C Dcrc A Charan c. Lakiii Nauain 9 I /

Death oj respondent Notice not stored on
*

. i ..L « A »» «a/ m'/I .

represcntativc-Appcal decreed ex piivte-Appica.

tionfor re-henring - Limitation Death o) appe lant

_ Appeal dismissed for default-Application to briny

representative on record — J’roccdiuc.

The pre-emptor uml the vendee both appealed Irom

a decreo in a pre-emption unit. Before tho appeals

could bo heard tho vendeo died, and his appeal was

dismissed for default Tho pre-emptor applied to

brin- the representative of the deceased vendeo on

tho record. Tho application was granted, but betore

tho notice could bo served on tho representative

tho pre-emptor’s appeal was decreed ex parte. I ho

vendee’s representative thereupon m .do an appli-

cation (a for setting aside tho cm* parte decreo m tho

pre-emptor’s appeal and (M for getting bimselt

substituted on tbo record as appellant in his fathei s

^Hcld, '1) that no notice having been served on

the applicant, limitation for the application for

re-hearing the appeal which had been decreed c*

parte commenced fiom the date on wlucli the appli-

cant had knowledge of the decree;

(2) that as the deceased vendo » could not make

default, his representative had tho usual period of

six months for applying to be brought on to the

record, the order of dismissal ford* fault being inap-

propriate and inoperativoas a bar. P D.um.at Kaii\

Jauat Ram, 9GP.lt. nus
M . .

f

96
f

Minor respondent—Appellant ,
Jaihtrc oj

,
to

furnish security for costs of guardian ad \hom-Ihs-

missal of appeal against minor—Transfer of appeal

Decree against minor— Dismissal ordcr
} cfleet of.

One of tbo respondents to an appeal in a mortgage

suit boinj? a minor, tho District Judge appointed tho

Nazir of bis Court to act as the guardian ad litem of

the m nor. Tho appellant, however, failed to furnish

security for tho costs of the guardian ad litem and

the appeal was consequently dismissed as against

the minor Subsequently tho appeal was transferred

to tho Subordinate Judge, who heard a Pleader

instructed by a third p tsoii on behalf of the minor

and decreed the appeal V few days at tor, tho

Subordinate Judge, on being informed of the order

passed by tho District Tidgc, vacated his own order

against the minor and dismissed the appeal as

aSHM 'that the order of dismissal passed by tho

the District Judge was a perfectly good order and

was operative until it was set as.de, C Kau,»*u

Chandra Kan dor a- Har.har Patra 9ZO
———Parties, necessary ,

not brought befoie Cour
,

An' appeal cannot proceed unless all tlio parties

necessary for the determination of the case are

Srou-ht before tho Court. C Az.muddin Manual^

Taka Sankar Giiose, 28 C. L. J. 201

ri«rht of, against order in execution that

certain properties were fraudulently concealed by

uul^mcnt-debtor . . . 7
3 "

-- right of—Execution—Order overruling judg-

ment-debtor's objection to valuation, whether appeal-

q here is no right of appeal against an order of the

executing Court overruling tho judgment-debtor s

Action to the valuation put in by the decree-

holder in tho sale proclamation and refu
?
ino

judgment-debtor's prayer for adjournment cnUe ^l

and issue of a fresh proclamation C Bejoa Kru • a

VANUY f. dharrndra Krishna Deu

whether competent against decision o
~ F I ^ nnrLtOA

nuestion of value for purposes of Court-feo

incidental to decision on question of value tor pui-

poses of lur.sd.ct.on ^ dirccting atuwh-

cd occupancy holding to be sold

whether lies against order directing costs

of suit ’to be recovered personally from mortgagor

Aooeal (second)—Appellate Court shutting

OI1 / admissible evidence, effect of—Remand- _

Where certain documents having some bearing on

the ease were improperly excluded from consider*.

li0„ by the Appellate Court ou tho ground that they

were inadmissible in evidence:
what

Held that as it was impossible to say what

effect the consideration of those documents, as evi-

dence, might have had upon tho judgment of the

ApnoInto Court it could not be said that the Appellate

Court had properly considered all the evidence m
t he ease and that, therefore, the decree of the

Amm 1 hito Court must bo set aside and the cas

remanded for a ro-hearing of the appeal on con-

siderntion of tho whole of the evidence including

those documents. C Urindaban Chandra Dr i-

Krishna Mohan De
, p ,

Document, statement in, value of—High Court,

whether cun interfere with finding of lower Appellate

The weight to he attached to n statement in a

rent receipt or any other document is a matter

within the cognisance of the Court of hrst appeal

with which tho High Court in second appeal is not

entitled to interfere. C Satisu Chandra MlsT^'
ij

Annul, M.vjin M.umun 70
.— finding of fact not based on evidence-

Whom tho finding of a lower Appellate Court on a

question of fact is not based on evidenco or proceeds

on a wrong principle, it is open to ques .on n

second appeal. P Ganoa Ham e. Dkwa Sim.u, 1.

L. K. 1918; 92 P. W. 11 1918 „ ^
finding of fact, when binding -h valence not

considered
,

effect of.
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Appeal (second)-concict.

Courtis competent to determine a pointof fact m second appeal if it appears from the
] udgment of the lower Appellate Court that it failedto consider ail the evidence on the record relaiim.

SiWofiA JS"
'
“f

’

for fi,~J‘time

ah0n
’ question °f> whether cun be raised

A question of limitation can bo raised in secondappeal even where it has not been set up as a

Bana f'n«r
y °f

o
1P lower Courts - C Narasixgha

994
trOS" AMI v. Prolhodmax Tevari, 22 C. W . X.
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fee
" heth

.

er lies *“ suit to recover registration

& o ofT9i35
tlon 31 of 0rissa Teuaucy Aat UI B.

Arbitmtiion Act (IX of 1899), s. 19-
y °[ wit Umpire, appointment of, certainty ofh

vaiid!!
l~°/d

ir f
ir
f
c,in

? sta
'J f°>- United period,

lJ of Mutual mistake on matter offact not
essential to contract, effect of.An arbitration tribunal in which the ultimate

one* of tlmn
8

V*
n°miaee °f a class to "Mc-h

impartial tHbunal
6 °nSS CaUUOt be S“id t0 bo an

to'JrWH »

a
f
COIU t Und

1
that ai1 a8reement of reference

umnire who
11 Pr

°,
V
1

ldeS for tl,e “PPointment of anumpiie Mho would most certainly tilt the scalesdE t°o

n
t

Pa
tn
y ’ *

°

0Urt should retain its juris-

Btay thereof
7 and xetuMO any aW>licatioa for

An
,

0r
t

der f°f sta7 “Oder section 19 of the Arbitra-

WW°o
USllt DOt t0 b° restricted h

i' a time limit,

in case of H-
a= r

,

eei“anfc of reference provided that

he arh,W P
r /

h6 maU° r ahou,d be referred to

of the K T t° t

W° luerohant3 who were members

ease of l

Indlan Merchants Association and in

umnhe
bet"'eeu the arbitrators, to an

Of their Th-rT'f V the Said arb 'trat°r3 or in case

Of the AW r
7 10 d° ?° by tlie Managiug Committee

that t],p r ?
afcl°

c
n

’,
aud lfc

,

was Proved at the trial

drafted
es of the Association were so imperfectly

that the eqf km •

A-ssociat i°n so loosely constituted

tors wa^ ab
;
8hni

r
enfc of a valid tribunal of arbitra-was a matter of considerable difficulty:

stances’ ^tho
P ‘

r
att,J ‘ C.—That under such circum-

arbitration
W0Uld hesitote to the

Anris Act (XI of IS7S), ss» lQff) *an
—Search by Police Officer specially empowered toconduct searches, legality of.

tpowetea to

The power of search in respect of on

erav-sz

aa=S;«s
under section 19, clause (f) of r »fL a . ?

ences

search conducted by such officer in respect of\r

A Babu
warrant from a Magisu-atoi* not Tlte-ul' A Bauu

! ' EMP«0R
>

lb A- L.J. 721
; 19°Cr. L^.T^949

- S. 30 80

1

Benami transaction r>, ,

801
father in name of ’Tl "*?* **

-Z rt~nft'u'u
fr0m °stensibl' owner, posifion of

,

c '• 1ltle °J true owner, effect of
J

Where a purclmso of real estate is made i„

Sf“£iryrrrd“*
put his son’s name on a tablet it i

10lls
.

e aild

that the house belongs to the son.
( °eS nofcsiSni ty

th y
hrr VCnde

f
fr0m an ostensible owner is awarethat he is purchasing a doubtful tftlp 0 ,

,

aoneareHTf'
A J* C~That bo«‘ tb« partiesirj;be under a mistake of fact as to the

as the^naf^h
0 conetltut ‘011 °f the Association but

the am'eement
Va

of
n0t

f

'“ ossential to the agreement,

section f,
referenco "as not void under

avoided on fl

Contl'act A^t and hence could not beuvoiaea on this ground.

to
T
,'!L

C“Urfc Sb0uId exercise its discretion, in refusing

mission in'
°r

-
grantiu° leavo to revoke a sub:

not do qn
sPann

f
and cautious manner and should

there is frnn?
nleSS th

?
applicant can establish that

will be aS'til
groand for apprehending that there

tratin^J o ,

6 ^ J usfcicL
‘ if the reference to arbi-

VisHi\D\q
l°wed to proceed. S Goveruhandas

S. L. K 41
^T^NCHAND v’ Hamchand MANJIMAL.J2

B
f4S

,

.atiJ
,

1i

uA,

,°s, ?s
"
2
d
5) ,

m’yon

is bf fact a^-e'-'for^^^ Jy
11 sll

5
)

'V char land
as his own, he is entitled to* thoM

a
?
d 1! len tibable

it mayhap ^
Regulation onua,,^ 1^‘“;'ion a,

.‘
d Di,a ''ion

apply to lands which had been previous']y'h T^fand the property of individuals. Sec fon 5 of °tT
‘

^Regulation was intended tn onni 7 Q 5 f t,lc

mt-(4) ot section 4 of tho Benwl ah,,,-
clause

Regulation is used in coZlLti^iiou tTtf
Di'UVion

ra°me7^n
and naViSMe"

USed “ cUnM tS)“
P
?he

26*;

A

5V‘ (,9 ‘ 8 ^ P^’
E

B
ts
Sa
ii KC

l%
e (V B - c - Of 1909)

2
SS. 46, 83 (a) -Offence under 7 m’Complaint by Police Officer below rank of

4&~
charge of Police Station, i rfr
jurisdiction of, to take cognizance of offend-O ’
^Procedure Code (Act V of ms/To30 TP f,
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Bengal Excise Act-conoid.

on tho report of a Junior Sub-Inspector of Polico

i i I tho n nk of an otlicer-in-chargo of a Polico

tj? ?• a Magistrate took cognizance of a case under2; otTc Bengal Excise -t and conwcted

INDIAN CASES. [1918

soctio

the offender:
(l)tUat the Magistrate's proceedings were

void under clause i p> of section n6 Onimna 1 l -

p<>dure Code, inasmuch as he was debaned >

cq n) of the Bengal Excise Act from taking

cognizance of the case on such a report or complaint;

%) that the defect in the proceedings was not a

mere irregularity to which section .57, Orimn.al to-

cidure Code, applied, as that section presupposed a

trial by a Court of competent jurisdiction. C
j^Luod.n Pksiiawari c. KMmtoit, .9 cn. L.

£{•£
813

Lan
(

u Registration Act (VII

Bengal°t-and
6>
Revenue sales

/vi b, C. of 1859;* ss. 3, 5* 6, 33

Sale for arrears of Government revenue— illegality
,

and “irrcgulant y,” distuietion between— tyficial

(iazette”—Publication
in vernacular Gazette, whether

Sire to notify in Uio vernacular Coverninout

Gazette tho sale of an estate, the Government

revenue of which exceeds its. 500, is not an illegality

which per sc vitiates tho sale as having been mode

“pontrarv to the provisions of Act XL ol IZoJ.

<*'>nible— It is a sufficient compliance with

iMPiitrrauh 2 of section (> of the Act if the sale is

notilted in the ollicial Gazette published iii Calcutta
III *

-

.

r>

P O SHARFUDDIN V. SAMANTA RaDHA G 11 ARAN

IB A. L.J.9I5: 3* M. L J. Gil

ss. 5, 6, 33— S. 33— Suit to set aside revenue sale—

Ground not urged bcfoic Commissioner taken in suit

' —Plaintiff, whether can succeed.

In a suit to set aside ft revenue sale the plaintiff

cannot urge any ground which ho did not take in his

animal to tho Commissioner under section - of

Bengal Act VU of 180H. C Svklal Ban.kva^

Bengal Municipal Act (111 B. C. of

I8ti4)* S. 57— Person holding office oj profit

under Municipality, whether qualified to be elected

Commissioner— Election Rules, r. \ meaning of

A person who is disqualified under section o? of tho

Bengal Municipal Act is tps<* facto disqualified for elec-

tioniv8 a Municipal Commissioner.

V person who hold and still holds an office of

profit under the Commissioners of a Municipality, such

!u a tcachership in a Municipal School, is not qnaliti-

ed to bo elected as a Commissioner.

ltulo 13 of the Election Rules means that only

those persons should be included in the list of candi-

dates who are qualified to be elected. C Lakshmi

Kanta Dr. 1'. Ciimuman of tii k Naiiiati MuMCU'AUTY
I Ul7

ss. 202, 204, 233— Encroachment on

Municipal street by projection—Right to ran up pro-

A^erson who has, without any objection oil the

_„ rt of a Municipality, encroached over tho surface

L Municipal street by a projection, has no right

to run up the projection to any height ho likes, even

Bengal Municipal Act-concid.

though he does not thereby make any further eu-

croachmentin breadth over tho street. C Rarhai.

ClIANDKA 1)E L*. CUAIBMAN OV THE SURI MUNICIPAUT£

oc oni 233 306

Bengal Tenancy Act (VIII B. C. of

1385)* S. 50 — Landlord and tenant Presump-

Go it of fixity of rent-instrument stating rent to be

variable, whether rebuts presumption-Purchasei of

nan-transferable holding, recognised rights o)-Sub-

division or amalgamation of raiyati holding- Uajat
,

Although^ the purchaser of a non-transferablo

occupancy holding cannot -claim recognition by tho

kndlord as a matter of right, yet when he obtains

recognition from the landlord, whether by payment

or otherwise, then in the absence of special circum-

stances he is admitted into tho original tonaD^/'th

all its incidents and becomes the successor-in-interest

of his vendor.

“Uniat” is a well-known expression for a sum

which though, described as rent but never having

been part of the rent, is held in terrorem over the

raiijat and is recorded as held in suspense for the

time being.

Per Richardson, J -The language of clause (0 of

section 50 of the Bengal Tenancy Act
£

elliptical

and tho words which must 1.0 supplied after nare

held at a renter rate of rent” are “a tenure or holding

or land constituting a tenure or holding

Both tho principal rule enacted m clause \ l *

the subsidiary, but in practice extremely important

presumption created by clause (2) of sectio

the Bengal Tonauoy Act assume the c0®t,“tt£-
and identity of the tenure or holding throughout t

whole period from the Permanent Settlement o *

wards. They are applicable to land which at the

time when the question arises may form part J

the rai gat's holding. Thus they apply U>&*****
parcels of land of which the holding o ft

consists when the question arises. Par 0

holding may be inherited land. Part may
. .

been acquired by purchase from another

]n either case the raiyat may tack on nm

occupation of the land at an unvaried rent to tn

occupation at an unvaried rent of his predeces

in-interest, who as regards lands acquire y

purchase from another raiyat will melu o

vendor and his vendor’s predecessors.
.

.

.Section 50 is not affected by tho vana

tho rent at the inception of a tenancy, it

rent of a tenancy created prior to the
*

Settlement, under an agreemont which provide 1

the rent should be variable, has not in fact

changed from tho time of tho Permanent e

uout”, thou it “shall not bo liable to be increased .

1110 lit
|

l UVU IV ^ .lILflrfl

If an instrument is executed forty or fifty y

later, tho mere fact that the rent is expressed

be variable will bv itself make no difference,

the provision for variability of rent may b* merely

a repetition of one of the original incidents 0

holding. Tho true question in such oases would oe

whether tho instrument created a new tenancy

whether it. was merely confirmatory of a pre-existing

iuterest or tenancy. C Auhoy SAXKAR

Kajaxi Manual, 22 C. W. N. 904
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Be ng-ai Tenancy Act— contd.
Si 50 (2)

—

Presumption
, rebuttal of, by

statement in rent receipts that holding is sarasari. •

Tho mere statement in some rent receipts that a
lidding is sarasari is not sufficient to rebut the pre-
sumption arising under section 50 (2) of the Bengal
Tenancy Act from the fact that the rent has be°en
unchanged for more than 50 years. C Satis Chandra
Mustafi Abdul Majid Maiiamad 7fcO

Si 6S —Suit under section for more than
one year's rent

, maintainability of—Remedy provided
by section, when can be availed of— Decree granting
ejectment on default of payment of four years' rent,

H a landiord in a suit under section 6C of the
Bengal Tenancy Act asks for more than one year’s
rent, he disentitles himself to the remedy granted by
that section.

A decree under section 66 of the Bengal Tenancy
Act da-ectmg that the plaintiff landlord should be
entitled to recover Jchas possession of the land if four
years rent in arrears claimed and decreed in the suit
is not paid, is bad. C Murta Kfsiii Dfbi v. GiriBala Devi

i 006
TT7

S
",

^i?t’r-raiyati lease, permanent,
validity of— ban ba sau/ meaning of.A permanent under-rat//ati lease registered in

contravention of section 85 (2) of the Bengal TenancyAct is not operative even as against the raiyut who
granted it.

A registered under- raiyati lease, while making
provision for the holding passing from generation to
generation and for being sold by the under- raiyat,
described itself as a san 6a sun, .year to year) leaseand stipulated that if the under-raiyat ever reduced
the rent by raising any objection he would be liable
to ejection without notice:

Held, that the under-?-aij/ah‘ lease was a perma-
nent lease and as such contravened the provisions
of section 8o, Bengal Tenancy Act, and was, therefore

.invalid, C Karim Baksha v. Abdul Jabbar Miaji—'S- 87—Landlord and tenant—Occupancy~9
’e

mortgage of-Abandon -ment of holding—Landlord, right of, to recover
possession.

tfll
leTe an ocoupanoy raiyat executes an usnfrnc-ary mortgage ot his non-transferable holding and

?" “
!
e mortgagee jn possession, the landlord isnot ordinarily entitled to recover possession of the

of ^h^^M-
683 the

-

r
t
haSbeen ta; an abandonement

of t B
“ the raean 'ng of section 87

ofthehnTl
?a Te““0y Act. or {bl a relinquishmentof the holding, or (c) a repudiation of the tenancyC Pbionath^Bose v. Kusum Kumari Dassi 332

lnnIi
he

a
a holdillg has >n fact been abandoned, thelandlord is entitled to re-enter without bavinsrecourse to the provisions of section 87 of the Bengalraf c wauid a“ b— -

, 8^> 16 I—Bengal Tenancy (Valida-

“liiWT ^ AV°J 19°3
’ 3 - Landlord

t

.f
nar

f
t~TransM of holding at fixed rentvalidity of—Landlord's fee not paid, effect of

’

rent °l
th° whole of a raiyati Voiding at fixed

fee s lr •

I

,

nVa
i
id merel? localise the landlord's

of .nM,
1 pa *d

', ,

But when the sale is only of a partOf .uoh a holding the landlord is not bound to

101

Beng-al Tenancy Act-contd.
4 •

-v.

recognize the purchaser, as such a sale constitutes a

Btksh '

M°
u

v

‘

e h0ld,u°- C Fazak ALl Misthi V. Amir

,

S-88—Ejectment of purchasers ofpaucy holding on failure to attorn, suit for—Suit

ZZifi 7 br7df a,jent * uJ,

Z

antnonty— Durden of proof
Section 88 of the Bengal Tenancy Act does notwarrant a decree in the landlord’s suit for the ejectment of the purchasers of a holding on their failJeto jointly and severally attorn to the landlord withina time to be fixed by the Court.
I11 a suit for the ejectment of the purchasers ofan occupancy holdmg, the defendants pleaded thatthe Slut u as bad as it was instituted by the naib ofthe plaintiff without her knowledge-

1

Hchl, that as the plaintiff was a ladv the nr,,wupon the defendants to prove affirmatively that theplaintiff was ignorant of the suit and that it wasnot enough for them to point to a few facts whichgave cause to suspect that it was the mil whoinstituted the smt and then to call upon the plaintiff

I

e

P
IuT h r

Sl ‘° had amfmrised the institution ofthe suit, c Girihala Dasi r. Kxprutclla Pramanik

s. 1 03 A

W ltlnn a patm taluk created in 1807 which waspurchased by the plaintiff in execution of a r ,decree there were certain lands in the possesionof the defendant which were recorded in the settlement records as rent-free lands. The plaintiff suedto recover possession of those lands by ejecting thedefendant on the allegation that the defendant's

section 161 of the BengalW U " °f

Held '1; that the defendant’s interest could not bedeemed to be an incumbrance unless it was shownthat the zemindar was in possession of those lands atthe time when the pnfni was granted-

708B n
t

tlL
h
B
Ving

i7Vd tQ t,,c Provisions of sectionJ03B °f ‘he Bengal lenancy Act and tho pleadingof the plaintiff and to the facts that there wa neevidence to show that any rent had ever been raised
in respect ef those lands and that the defendant andhis predecessor-, n- title had been in possession for along period without payment of rent, it was ineumbeat upon the plaintiff to show that the zeinfnZrwas in possession of the lands in dispute at the daleof toe creation of thepafmand that the incumbrance
of the defendant came into existence after that dateC Biprodas Pal C.howdhl’rv v. ICedar Nath Roy

s. 1 04 H
ss. I04H, I 1 1

A

502, 524
Specific Relief Actrr rf 1 Q77 1 . i t -a : sxenej Act(I of 18/7), s. 4 1, suits under—Limitation Timitn

tion Act (IX of 1908J, Sch.>[, Art 1*0 *

Section 104H of tho Rengal Tenancy Act refers

1 “ 1 11 ,r “»

-

j - "* ™
w here in a suit, which was described in the plaint

,s one under section J04H and section 1I1A ofthe Bengal Tenancy Act and .action 42 of the
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Specific ttclief Act, the reliefs claimed by the plaintiffs

wore inter alia the following:

(ka) That tho plaintiffs may be declared as occu-

pancy viiiyam,

a-ha) That the land of schedule cha below may be

declared a< included in the right which tho plaintiffs

may be held to have.
t

.

(yri) That proper rents may bo fixed of the lands

in tho possession of the plaintiffs and lime for pay-

ment of the said rent may be lived.

(aha) That tho tenants undor the plaint itls may

be held to have no rights as settled raiyats or occu-

pancy raiyats.
. ,

(unat That the tenants under tho plaintiffs may ho

declared to bo korfa tenants umder-tenants »:

}[eld that so far as relief •«/«> was concerned, the

suit was ono under section 10411 of the Bengal

Tenancy Act and was governed by the special law ot

limitation provided by that se *tion, but that the

claim for other reliefs was outside tho scope ot

that section, and to that extent the suit was ono

under section 42 of the Specific Relief Act, as pro-

vided by tho proviso to section 1 1 1 A of the Bengal

Tenancy Act, to which the limitation applicable was

that provided by Article 120 of Schedule I

of the Limitation Act. C IUjani Kanta Mookkr-

jbb v. Secretary ok State, 45 (J 6 15

S. 1 05 —Appli<•at ion for enhancement of

rent by two lit milord*—Appeal dismissed as against

one landlord, whether can proceed against other.

in a ease which arose out ot an application made

under section 103 of the Bengal Tenancy Act by

two landlords for settlement of fair rent, and tor

enhancement, after tho decision of tho lower

Appellate Court one of the landlords died leaving

two sons, of whom one was a major and the other

a minor. The tenant defendants, who preferred an

appeal to the High Court having failed to pay the

costs of the Deputy Registrar who was appointed

guardian of the minor son, tho appeal ns against

him was dismissed at tho risk of the appellants:

Held, that the appeal must fail in its entirety as

all the’ parties necessary for the disposal of tho case

were not before tho Court. O Azimiddin Manual i.

Tara Sank aii C« iiosk, 28 C. L. .1 20! 638
SS< 105, 106, 109 -Application under

s 105
,
subsequently withdrawn, effect oj —Suit tinier

s. 10G, dismissed for non-joinder of parties, whether

bars civil suit— Landlord and tenant— Rent, non-

payment of, whether bars landlord's right to assess

rent.

An application made under section !0;> of tho

Bengal Tenancy Act for assessment of fair rent, but

subsequently withdrawn should he treated as if it

had never been made, so that it, cannot hai a suit in

the Civil Court for tho same purpose under section 100

of the Bengal Tenancy Act.

Where a suit brought under the provisions of section

10G of the Bengal Tenancy Act, for a declaration that

ftn entry in tho Record of Bights that no rent was

paid in respect- of a tenure was wrong and that in

fact a certain sum was payable as rent, is dismissed

for non-joinder of pirlies, section 109 of the Act is

no bar to a subsequent suit in a Civil Court tor

assessment of fair rent upon tho tenure.

The mere non-payment of rent, for a certain period

does not bar the landlord’s right to have tho rent

[1918

Bengal Tenancy Act- contd.

assessed and to recover it from his tenant. C
Kamini Sundari Ciiowdhurani v. Ardul Aalim

Moulavi, 28 C. L J. 254 420
S. 106—Record of Rights, entry in, cor

-

red ion of— Plaintiff and defendant rccordcd'as joint

landlords—Partition—Burden of proof.

In a proceeding under section 106 of the Bengal

Tenancy Act for tho correction of an entry in the

Record of Rights, in which the names of the plaintiff

and his co-sharer defendant No. 7 were entered as

joint landlords, it was found that there had boon a

partition between them long before the Record of

Rights and that the plaintiff had been in sole pos-

session since the partition:

//.-/,?, that although there was nothing to show

wh it was the precise result of the partition, still in

the absence of any evidence on the part of

defendant No. 7 to show that the plaintiff's possession

was as a co-sharer on his behalf, the plaintiff should

be recorded as tlie solo landlord. O Brojendra

Kishore Roy v. Jugendra Kisiiore Roy 5
s- 109 420
S. I I I A 820

— S. 1
49—'“Pleads”, meaning ofSuit by

third person, whether rendered infruetuous by plaint-

iff in rent suit obtaining decree-

The word “pleads” as used in section 149 of the

Bengal Tenancy Act. does not mean that the tenant

should set up a valid plea or a plea that is open to

him in accordance with law. Whether tho plea is

good, bad or indifferent, if tho tenant hands in the

amount claimed, the Court will serve notice ou tho

third party and unless the third party brings his

suit within three months, tho plaintiff in the first

suit will bo entitled to tho money.

A suit instituted in accordance with clause (3) of

section 149 of the Bengal Tenancy Act by the

“third person” mentioned in that section is not ren-

dered infruetuous by tho fact that owing to the

Courts’ delay, before that suit is tried out, tho plaint-

iff in tho original rent suit gets a decree against

the defendant. C Hemanta Kumarkar v. Birendra

Nath Roy 1003
s. 153—Rent

,
suit for—Appeal, second,

whether lies.

In a suit for rent where tho amount claimed does

not exceed Rs 100, no special appeal lies to the

High Court where tho only question decided in the

suit is whether tho relation of landlord and tenant

oxists between the parties. C Jahiral IIaQDB e.

Sad ar Am 105
— S. 153 (b)—Rent suit, dismissal of, on

ground that relationship of landlord and tenant not

established—Appeal, whether lies.

In a suit for rent in which the amount claimed di 1

not exceed Rs. 50, the plaintiff alleged that the

defendant held two jamas under him, one at

Rs. 3-12-0 and tho other at Rs. 3-15-0 and he claimed

to recover arrears of the jama of Rs. 3-15-0.

» Tho defendant admitted holding only one jama at

Us - 1 2-0 under the plaintiff, but- denied holding any

jama at Rs. 3-15-0. The Munsif, who had final powers

under section 153 (b of tho Bengal Tenancy Act,

holding that tho jama claimed by the plaintiff was
identical with that, alleged by the defendant, dis-

missed tho suit on the ground that there was no

relationship of laudlord and tenant between tho

i
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parties in regard to the jama of Ks 3-15-0
alleged by the plaintiff:

Held, that no appeal lay to the District Judge as
the decision of the Munsif was not a decision of
the question of the amount of rent annually payable,
but was a decision a* to the existence of the relation-
ship of landlord and tenant between the parties
in respect of the jama sued for. C Mukunda Lai.
Hoy v. Bhabasuxdari Debya

s. 16 i

S. 1 6 I—Adverse possession against tenant
Title acquired bg adverse possession, whether in-

cumbrance.
A title acquired by adverse possession against a

tenant is an incumbrauce within the meaning of
section 161 of the Bengal Tenancy Act. C Fazar Ali
JuisTRi i’. Amir Buksh Mian 334

ss. 161, 167—Incumbrance—Mortgagee •

purchaser of holding
, interest of, whether incum -

b ranee*

The interest of a mortgagee of a part of a holding
who has purchased the holding in execution of his
mortgage decree is an incumbrance within the mean-
ing of section 161 of the Bengal Tenancy Act. Such
a mortgagee-purchaser cannot be ejected by the
purchaser of the holding in execution of a rent
decree until his incumbrance is annulled under the
provisions of section 167 of the Bengal Tenancy
Act. C Indra Narain Ray t>. Nabin Chandra
Banerjee 4

847
g- {67

( ,

765,847
o. 10/ Annulment of incumbrances—

Procedure -Rent-decree in respect of divided tenure
Sale in execution of decree, whether sale under

Bengal Tenancy Act .

Where in execution of a decree obtained in a
suit for the rent of a tenure which has long
betorc the suit been divided into separate taluks, the
tenure is sold, the sale is not one under the Bengal
lenancy Act. To have the benefits of a sale for
arrears of rent under the Bengal Tenancy Act
there should be a separate suit in respect of each
ot the separate taluks.
The destruction of valuable incumbrances is a

very severe measure, which the law allows only
it a certain procedure is strictly followed, audw ien a party wishes to enforce that severe
measure he must show that he has strictly follow-
eel the procedure laid down and there must be
Rood proof of his strict compliance with the pro-

99 nw Tt ?5
AFPLtA Nath Tagore u. Shital Khan,

*2 C. W. N. 788 gy
s. 174—Amount to be deposited—Decretal
™tih ^sts—Civil Procedure Code (Act V of

1 90S;, 0. XXI, r. 89.
J

The amount of money required to be depositedDy the judgment-debtor under section 174 of theenga Tenancy Act is the amount recoverable

a-
d"Cree with costs

>
and nofc the amount

r
proclamation, as is the case under

Paf* \t°
^rder AXl of the Civil Procedure Code.

ctL Ma kru ^ai V. Sarjug Pershad Misser 654
Homestead, occupation of, for more

— q
1

**/
06

/

ve ycar

6

—Occupier
f whether becomes raiyab—Settled raiyat.

J

f
a peraou can become a settled raiyat of a

e must be a raiyat . Mere occupation of a

- concld.Bengal Tenancy Act
homestead in a village for more than twelve years

village
1

"°r’y
e lhc

°i
cl,P ier a settled ™yat of the

Bpswa
C Kamal Uaidva l’- Ganesh Chandra

ss. 184, 185

B
Act

b
,t,Vo,

D
,'^',

,

,

ci full!Act (III or 1901). s. 96 —Application forpermission to buUd privy-Permission granted-
(Subsequent order cancelling permission

, legality of.Plaintill applied to the defendant Municipality
on tl.o 1st December 1913 for permission to builda privy on his own land, and the permission wasgranted by the Municipality on the 2.hid of Decern-
bei. On the 8th of January 19U the Municipality
gave a notice to the plaintiff requiring him not tobudd the privy until a farther order was made,the plaintiff thereupon brought a suit for a declare-tion that he had a right to construct the privv and
also preyed for a perpetual injunction restraining
the Municipality from preventing him from con.structing the privy:

Held, that the order of the Municipality dated 22ndDecember 1913, granting permission to the plaintiff
to build the privy, was a final order under sub-
section (2l of section 96 of the Bombay DistrictMuuic, paht.es Act, and that the subsequent order
of the Municipality was not justified under any
section of the Act and was, therefore, illegal. B
2
V
0Bo^. L

H
°r! 756

V

Bpmbay Land Revenue Code (ActV of I879), SS 3 (20), 2l7-*Alie*Zd
village, wliat is— Village in which the entire pro.
Pc

‘

.

f
,n

,

tbe
f°
U ha

t
been granted, whether alienated.

3 , 9m if H
6

r K
°f

r

he ";°rcl “
alie,lated” in section

3 (20) of the Bombay Land Revenue Code the words
transferred in so far as the rights of Government topayment of the rent or land revenue are concerned ”

prescribe a certain minimum requirement, and where
that minimum requirement is satisfied, the definition
also is satisfied, notwithstanding that the transfermay cover certain other interests over and above
those contained in the minimum requirement.
Where the Government has transferred to the

grantee of a village not merely its own rights to
receive the land revenue but the entire property in
the soil, the village is an “alienated" one within the
meaning of section 3 (20; of the Bombay Land
Revenue Code and section 217 of the Code is appli.
cable to it. 8 Dadoo Bhaoo v. Dinkar Vishnu
Aphale, 20 Bom. L. R. 887 745— SS. 144, 160—Attachment of village for
non-payment ofjama—Government, whether can levy
assessment from rent-free grantee

,

A village was settled by the Government with
the talukdar aud a jama was fixed on the whole of
the village. Subsequently, the village was attached
under section 144 of the Bombay Land Kevenuo
Code for non-payment of the jama and an assess-
ment was levied under section 160 of the Code
The plaintiffs, who held lauds rent-free under the
talukdar, contended that they were not liable to pay
the assessment: y J

Held
,
that the fact that the plaintiffs held lands

rent-free from the talukdar did not- affect the ight
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of Government to assess ilie lands, inasmuch as the

talukdar had no power to free any lands from liability

to pay assessment to the Government, d 1 ct.la

Sokiiakam Panova -r. Collector of Kaiiu, 20 Bom.

L. K. 748 |!4
s. 160 * *Z—

—

s > 217 * ,
745

breach of Contract—Damages, suit for

—

Party who has not performed his part oj the contract ,

whether can recover damages.

A plaintiff, who has himself failed to perform his

part of a contract and has given no evidence that ho

has suffered any damages by the defendant’s breach

of the contract, cannot succeed in a suit for damages

for breach of contract. C Narendka Lal Khan
^

Mammoth a Ranjan Pal 1 97
Buddhist Law, Burmese—Maintenance

Burma Laws Act—concid.

Succession—Pongyi, whether can

inherit from lay relatives after ordination.

A ponyyi or rahun divests himself of all worldly

possessions at the time of his ordination and there-

after is incapable of inheriting property from his lay

relatives. U B Maung Pwk v. U. Ingl’va, 3 U. 1L.It.

( 1918)91
681

Succession— Suit by step-children

for share in property of step-father, maintainability

oj— Thintlii property.

It is only where a step-father dies leaving no

natural issue uud no widow surviving him that the

children of his deceased wife by a former husband

arc entitled to his property under sections 294 and

29') of the Digest.

According to the ordinary rule for partition

between a step-father and step-children, the latter

can, immediately on their mother’s death, claim a

share of the property accpiired jointly by their

mother and step-father during their marriage, so

that such a ’claim, if not made within 12 years of

their mother’s death, would be barred under Article

123 of Schedule 1 of the Limitation Act.

in respect of their mother’s t hint hi property,

however, the claim can be made by t lie step-children

even on the subsequent happening of their step-

father’s death. L B San Pe v. Ma Shwf. /in, 9 L. B.

it. 170 139
Burden Of proof— Ancestral property I 7
Burma Excise Act (V of 1917), s. 37
—Unlaujul -possession of tari in district where tree•

lax system is not in force—Offence.

In a district in which the tree-tax system is uot in

force and in which, consequently, the law does not

prohibit or place any restriction upon t ho maim
facturo of tari, it cannot he unlawfully manu-
factured, and section 37 of the Burma Excise Act
does not, therefore, apply to tho possession of tari

manufactured in such a District. U B Emi’kror v.

Nga Po Kyan, 3 U. B. It. (1918) 86; 19 Cu. L. J. 970

870
Burma Laws Act (Xlllof 1898), s. 13,

applicability of —Buddhist, Chinaman professing

Buddhism, whether is—Chinese Customary Law.
applicability of—Adoption, validity of.

It is not necessary for tho application of section

]3 of the Burma Laws Act that tho person whoso
religion is under consideration should have been

born a Buddhist, Muhammadan or Hindu, as tho

case may be. A Chinaman who professes Buddhism

is a Buddhist within the meaning of this section.

Where on the death of a Chinaman who professed

Buddhism the plaintiff claimed to succeed him as

his adopted son:

Held, that the question of the plaintiff’s adoption

should be determined in accordance with the Chinese

Customary Law. L B Kyin Wet v. Ma Gyok, 9 L.

B. R. 179 1 48
Calcutta Police Act (IV of 1866), s.

54 (a), offence under—Findings necessary for

con viction.

The preliminary condition which must bo fulfilled

before effect can be given to section 54 (a) of tho

Calcutta Police Act is that there must bo reason to

believe that tho property found in tho accused’s

possession is stolen property.

The Court has first to find on sufficient materials

that there is reason for such belief, and it is not

until it has come to such a finding that it can

consider whether the accused has beon able to

account for possession of the property. C Sukhu
Kalwak r. Emceror, 22 C. W. N. 936; 28 C. L. J. 262;

19 Cr. L. J. 933 * 657
Canon Law—Roman Catholic Church, constitu-

tion of and law applicable to—Church adopting

rules different from those of parent body, effect of.

Tho Church of England is an established church

ami is, therefore, subject to the ordinary Courts of

Law not only as to matters temporal but even ns to

matters of doctrine.

The Roman Catholic Church is not an established

church but a voluntary association, and any member
who joins that church will bo bound by any rules

which it has framed for its internal discipline and

for the management of its affairs.

If tt branch voluntary association adopts rules

which differ materially from those of tho parent

body, then the members of that association will

not be members of the parent body but will be an

independent organisation with their own rules.

Tho Canon Law recognises no distinction between

the spiritual and temporal powers of tho Papacy,

and the Episeopato and a member of any church

which is part and parcel of tho Universal Catholic

Church would be bound by the Canon Law.
If a church, while adoptiug iu the main tho

doctrines of tho Roman Catholic Church, has yet

erected certain rules different from the rules of the

Catholic Church in matters of discipline and manage-
ment, those rules must be proved in the same way
in which a custom would have to bo proved iu a

Court of Law. V
Where an appointment as manager of a Vicar in

a Roman Catholic Parish Church by the Bishop was
questioned on the ground that ho was not appointed

by tho junta composed of the heads of houses in a
village as was tho custom and that the delegation

of any authority by tho Bishop was only permissive:

Held, (l) that whether the church bo viowod as a
branch of tho Roman Catholic Church eras a voluntary

association tho appointment was valid;

(2) that tho question whether tho custom was for

the junta toappoiut was one of fact on which the find-

ing of tho lower Appellate Court could uot be interior*

od with in second appeal. IYI Loves v. Gonsalves, 8

h. W. 208; 35 M. h. J, 407j (1918) M* W. M, 842 941
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Cantonment Code, s. 231 (2)~"Ab.
sence,' meaning of—Failure to appoint agent during
absence of nine days from Cantonment— Offence.
In construing the word “absence” as used in section

231 (2) of the Cantonment Code, the word should
receive a larger or more restricted meaning
according to what the Court believes to be the inten-
tion of the Legislature in framing the particular pro-
vision in which the word is used.
An absence of nine days from a Cantonment is such

absence as is contemplated by section 231 (2) of the
Code and would render the delinquent liable to con-
viction and punishment under the section. S
Hotchand v. Emperor, 19 Cr. L. J. 974; 12 S. L. R.
40 874
Carrfag-e Jby Sea—Short delivery

,
damages for

Freight illegally collected
,

suit for return of—
General average contribution

,
claim for -Jurisdic-

tion Peril to crew and cargo—Jettison—Principles
governing general average.
A claim for general average contribution can be

sustained only when the voyage has been completed
and the vessel has reached its place of destination or
some other port safely. If there are several general
average acts during the same voyage the principle is
to make each owner of a sacrificed interest contri-
bute to all the sacrifices in whatever' order of time
they may have occurred. The time of jettisoning
cannot be taken as the time when the value of the
goods is to be ascertained because the whole adventure
may afterwards be brought to an end by the total
oss ot the ship and cargo when there can be no
contribution at all.

A claim for general average may be laid at the place
where the voyage has safely ended.

Plaintiff chartered 1st defendant’s vessel to sail
trom Cutch to Basra; where it was to take 7U0
un les of dates and discharge them at Calicut. First

< etendant was a resident of Cutch where the
charter party was entered into. The ship experionc-
ecl rough weather on her way from Basra to Calicut,m consequence whereof the master 2nd ^defendant)
>a o jettison 165 bundles. The ship, ho wover,
eac ed Calicut in safety. The master refused to
ue liver to plaintiff any of the goods till the whole
lei?i " as Paid. Plaintiff paid the freight under
protest and sued the owner of the ship and the
master in the Calicut Munsif’s Court for (1) the
etmrn of the excess freight collected, and (2) the price

he bundles short-delivered, or (3) the amount
uue on a general average contribution. The defend,
ants objected to the jurisdiction of the Court:

e
> vU that the claim for return of freight was

j *
n ^ie Caveat Court as the freight was

collected at Calicut;

f

tLat, as Calicut was the place of performance of

p f ^n
.
rac,k,’ CaUcut Court had jurisdiction to

delivered goods-
fOT th<5 pri°e ° f the sll0rt ‘

aS
.

fc

~ e v°yage safely came to an end at

arnR . ;

’P ai
.

ntlff
’

s cause of action for general average

Karium^
lcut * IYI Rajabhai Narain of Cutcii v.

M vv v^o?
M
o
DOF Bo”Bay,35M. L. J. 189; (19I8»

52 24 M. L. T. 209 708
?Xx1rJ^i

f

l?SI Iities Removal ActcS«f 'a
8
c^„s- 1 8I

I^ emptor
9 doctrine of, applicabilitv of

37
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1
-i
ClpaI Act(XVI °f 1903),SS. D2, Oo—Municipal Committee

, whether owner
of all land within limits of Municipal Town
—Adverse possession—Question of law and fact

Possession sufficient to extinguish title of true owner
nature of,

1

There is no authority for the proposition that all
land within the limits of a Municipal town must in
the absence of evidence to the contrary, be taken to
belong to the Municipal Committee.
A claim of title by adverse possession raises a

mixed question of law and fact and should, therefore
be raised in the Court of the first instance so that
the opposite party may plead to the claim and
evidence may be adduced thereon.
A person who seeks to establish such a claim has

to show that his possession was adequate in con-
tinuity, publicity and in extent to extinguish the
title of the true owner. N Pralhad Sixgh v. Audit,
Aziz Khan 892

ss. 67 (I) (2), 139—Encroachment.
old, prosecution in respect of, legality of—Remedy.
In the case of an encroachment not made by

the accused, sub-section (2) of section 67 of the
Act provides full means of redress which can bo
enforced by the penal provisions of section 139
The word ‘such’ in sub-section (2) of section 67 of

the Act refers back to the words “structure en-
croaching on any street” in sub-section (l), and not
only to new encroachments as is clear from the
proviso in which encroachments of very old standing
are referred to. N Madax Gopal Deokarw v
Secretary, Municipal Committee, Nagpur, 19 Cr. L.’
J . 97

9

s. 122.
What is made criminally punishable under section

122 of the C. P. Municipal Act is the act
of making an encroachment. The section can-
not reasonably be construed as making punishable
an existing encroachment not made by the accused
peiSOll. N Ma^jAX CrOPAL DeoNARAX V. SECRETARY
Municipal Committee, Nagpur, 19 Cr. L. J. 979

s. 139
C. P. Tenancy Act (XI of 1898),
SS. 35* 36, 46—-Surrender of occupancy
holding for consideration—Heir of tenant placed in
possession— Failure oj consideration—La ndlord

,
whe-

ther can recover money paid by him —Provision
restraining heir from making claim, validity of
Section 36 of the C. P. Tenancy Act is only

exhaustive as to what the claimant is liable to
pay and does not deal with any remedy the landlord
may have against the tenant who surrenders his
holding for valuable consideration, -and certainly
does not say that lie has no remedy.
When an occupancy tenant surrenders his hold-

ing for consideration under section 35 of the C. P.
Tenancy Act and his nearest heir is put
in possession of the holding by a Revenue Officer
acting under section 36 (1) of the Act, the
landlord cau recover from the surrendering tenant
the consideration lie has paid less the amount he
has received under sub-section (1) of section 36.
A surrender of an occupancy, holding for a con-

sideration is not a transfer in contravention of the
provisions of section 46 of the C. P. Tenancy Act.
A deed of surrender of an occupancy holding

provided that if any one set up a claim to the fields

surrendered, the tenants would be responsible for
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costs incurred l»v Hi** landlord in defending the fields

against such claims The surrender was s. t aside at

the instance of i lie heirs of the tenants:

Held, that, the heirs were legally entitled to make

the claim, and the agreement to prevent them

making a claim was of such nature that, if permitted,

it would defeat the provisions of the C. P.

Tenancy Act and was, therefore, unlawful under

section 23 of the Contract Act and that the land-

lord could not, therefore, recover the costs incurred

by him in the revenue proceedings in defending the

surrender against the heirs. N Jairam r. Gupn

KisiiAN, 14 N. Ii. Tt. 125 ••

-SS. 35 (4), 94—Tenant right, whether

can be willed a wag -Ouster of true tenant by

devisee—Sait by tenant to recover possession—

Limitation.

S., a co-sharer of a village, gave a lease

of the ordinary tenant right of his sir holds

to R. f
another co-sharer, for 149 years. A sum

of Rs. 1,490 was paid in advance by way of rent

for the period of the lease. R. died leaving a

Will, by which ho bequeathed all his property to

his mother A., on whoso death R 's widow brought

a suit for possession of the holding on tho

ground that her husband had no right to will

away the holding and that notwithstanding the

bequest she remained the ordinary tenant of tho

holding:

Held, (1) that R. had no right to will away tho

tenant right;

(2) that section 94 of the C. P. Tenancy Act

was not applicable to the case as tho ouster, if

any, of the plaintiff from the holding was not at

tho instance of tho landlord;

(3) that there had been no implied surrender

under section 35 (4) of the C. P. Tenancy Act, inas-

much as tho payment of rent in advance must he

taken to have been on behalf of the true tenant.

N Shamrao v. Satya Biiawu Bai 28
s. 46

INDIAN CASKS. [1918

S. 81 (b)—Rent suit—Appeal, second,

whether lies.

To bring a caso under clause ( b

)

of section 81
of tho 0. P. Tonaucy Act it is necessary that
there should have boon an adjudication as
between persons impleaded as parties to tho suit
and having conflicting interests.

Plaintiff Malguzar sued the defendants for arrears
of rent, the amount of which was loss than
Rs. 100. The defendants pleaded that they wore not
liable for ront as they lmd relinquished their
share in the holding in favour of their nephew ,/.:

Held, that no second appeal lay, inasmuch as the
amount claimed was less than Rs 100, and tho
caso did not fall under clause ( b ) of section
81 of tho C. P. Tenancy Act, J. not being a
party to tho suit and tho defendants and J. not
having conflicting claims with regard to the
tenancy. N Dixdayai, Suv.omttta v. Sukha 540

5. 94 28

Chota Nagpur Encumbered Estates
Act (VI B. C. Of 1876), SS. 3 (C), I2A

Contract by disqualified proprietor, validity uj—
Ratification of' contract to pay debts incurred during

period of disqualification, validity of.

A disqualified proprietor under the Chota Nagpur

Encumbered Estates Act is incompetent to enter

into any contract which may involve him Or his

heirs in pecuniary liability.

No suit can be brought upon a contract entered

into by a disqualified proprietor after he emerges

out. of his disqualification by which he promises to pay

any debt incurred by him during his disqualification.

Pat Hanuman Baksii v. Tikait Ganesii Narayan

Saha Df.o, (1918) Pat. 318 705
S. I2A 705

Chowkidari chakran lands situate

within putni

—

Resumption—Putnidar, title of—Rent,

liability of patnidar to pay.

Chowkidari chakran lands situate within the ambit

of a putni belong, on their resumption, to the putni.

dar
,
and where the putnidar has been enjoying the

services of tho chowkidar before tho resumption, he

is not liable to pay for those lands any rent or

cesses in excess of what tho zemindar has to pay to

tho chowkidari fund,, unless by the terms of the

putni lease tho zemindar is entitled to a profit in

respect of such lands. C Monohar Mukhkrjkeil

Kali Das Nandi 8<™
within putni, resumption oj—Putnidar and

zemindar, rights of.

Chowkidari chakran lands included within a putm

belong to the putnidar after they are resumed, so

licit tho zemind ir's settlement of those lands after

their resumption with a third person is ineffectiio

as against the putnidar. Q Murari Mahax Dast.

Toff.l Sh a

Christian Marriage Act (XV or

1872), ss. 4, 5
,

. . A
544

City of Bombay Municipal Act (III

of 1888), ss. 140 (c), 143 ( ) (a),

(2) (d)— Universities Act (VIII of 1904^, 21

(1) (o'
,
(f), 25 (1), (2) (m)

—

College hostel, ichether

liable to be assessed to general tax— Hostel fee,

whether rent— Charitable purpose, what is- Portions

occupied by Superintendent and Professor ,

The extra sum paid by the resident students of a

College in respect of hostel accomodation is not

paid as rent within the meaning of sub-clause {d)

of section 143 (2) of the City of Bombay Municipal

Act, but is an additional foe paid by them for the

advantages derived by them and more attention

paid to them for looking after their social, moral and

physical welfare than the non-resident students

of the College.

The portions of a College hostel occupied by the

resident students of the College are exempt from

taxation under section 140 t c) of tho City of

Bombay Municipal Act, ns they are exclusively

occupied for charitable purposes within the meaning

of section 143 (1) (a) of the Act.

The portions of a Collego hostel occupied by tho

Superintendent or a Professor and the peons are

exempt from taxation under section 143 (1) (a) of

the City of Bombay Municipal Act, if the presence

of the occupants on the promises is absolutely

necessary for tho discharge of their duties of

supervision and physical welfare of the students $3
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required by section 21 (l) (r) of the U ni versifies
Act. B Mon ie v. Scott, 20 Bom L. H. 830 642
"l-s- 143 (1) (a), (2) (d) 642
Civi* Procedure Code (Act XIV of
1882), S« 2—Civil Procedure Code (Act 1' of
1 908J , s. 48

—

'Decree,’ meaning of— Order dismissing
appeal for default

, whether decree—Execut ion of
decree— Limitation

,
meaning of.

An order dismissing an appeal for default is not
a decree within the meaning of the definition of
that word contained in the Civil Procedure Code
of 1882.

Where an appeal was dismissed for default under
the Civil Procedure Code of 1882:
Held

,
that the only decree which could be executed

was the decree of the original Court and that limi-
tation for execution of the decree must be taken to
lave begun to run from the date of the original
ecree, and not from the date of the order dismissing
ie appeal from that decree for default. O Ram

Aduin v Ram Lot, 5 0. L. J. 252 1 25"
- S. 526 548

ioAofroc;
e
.
dure Code (Act V of

1908) s. 1 1 192
S. I I —Res judicata 954
S. II —Res judicata

—

Cross-appeals —Ap
peal^ from one decree

,
whether maintainable—Suit

of bmall Cause nature deciding question of title—
.

u
f
ecL uent suit involving same question, whether res

judicata.

v brought a suit claiming possession of a
a share in each of two groves Nos. 2 and 123,
ua e m different villages. His suit was dismissed
re8P©ct of grove No. 2 and decreed in respect of

? \
Q

*
’ There were appeals both by the do-

n ant and by the plaintiff. The latter’s appeal was
missed and the defendant’s was allowed, the case

P
rem

.

anded. The plaintiff appealed to the High

U 7 ?
ffains^ order of remand:

. .

e
failure of the plaintiff to appeal

low-

lnS
a

or^er
> dismissing his own appeal to the

annofr Court, did not debar him from

Hip ri

aoainst the order remanding the suit inthe defendant’s appeal.

r *l
nt
!5

brought a suit against the defendants to

ii
r

,
18 8^are of the price of two trees cut down

ed t*
G e

V^ ant8
>
on the ground tliat he was entitl-

one f

a moiety share in the grove. The suit was

CaucpB ? “ature cognizable by a Court of Small

Munti’f i

Ut
^ as

}
DStRuted in the Court of the

Ihnf ti
* W

, .

*r
/
e<* it as a regular suit and decided

^vp
,e

-P
aintitf was entitled to a half share in the

reoovny.
n a subsequent suit by the plaintiff to

P°S8ess *on °f his half share in the grove: *

Civil Pro
un(^er Explanation II to section 11 of the

title to
^0<^e

» the question of the plaintiff’s

A Rav
a ^ 8 iiare in the grave was res judicata,

x aqir Bindeshri Singh, 16 A„L. J. 78

rent ^ Res judicata, essentials of—Concur-

mattJl l \l
tWn in Penary limits and subject.

In ord’ +
ther necessary.

must ©constitute res judicata the two Courts

Peouniarv i;

c°ncurrent” jurisdiction as regards the

the suit " m S as weI1 as the subject matter of
-L.

amt
:

N Mdkand R*m Sokal V. Sheo Nara.n 2

1

• *Ij O. II, I*. 2—Res judicata

—

Former suit dismissed on technical point—Subsequent
suit

,
whether barred.

In order to conclude a plaintiff by a plea of res
judicata it is not sufficient to show that there was
a former suit between the same parties, for the same
matter, upon tho same cause of action. It is

necessary also to show that there was a decision
finally granting or withholding the relief sought.
Where a suit is dismissed for misjoinder or multi-
fariousness or because all the necessary parties
have not been joined in it or on any other purely
technical point, a subsequent suit on the same cause
of action is not barred. N Dkodhar Sheosingii v.

Nihal Singh 909
S. II—Res judicata— Litigating under

same title—Suit for recovery of money on promissory
note—Malicious prosecution— Cause of action
Plaintiff brought a suit aguiost defendant for

recovery of money on the basis of a promissory
note. The suit was dismissed and the pro-note was
found to be not genuine. Defendant then prosecut-
ed plaintiff for forgery but the plaintiff was acquitted.
He thereupon brought a suit for damages for
malicious prosecution:

field, that the finding as to the genuineness of the
pro-note in the previous suit was not res judicata in

the suit for malicious prosecution, inasmuch as the
plaintiff was not litigating under the same title in

both the suits. Pat Teju Bhagat v. Deoki Nandan
Prosad 141

S. II—Res judicata, plea of, whether can
be taken in appeal—Question left undecided by
Appellate Court but decided by trial Court, whether
res judicata.

The plea of res judicata is a question of law and
can be raised at any stage of a suit.

An Appellate Court’s judgment takes the place of

and supersedes the decision of the trial Court, so

that the principle of res judicata cannot apply where
a question is left open and undecided by an Appellate
Court, although it was decided bv the trial Court.

Pat Gobino Misserc. Bkhari Gore 685
-Si I I —Res judicata

—

Rent suit—Decision

as to rate of rent ,
whether operates as res judicata.

A judgment in a suit for rent deciding the ques-

tion of the annual jama

,

even where it does not

operate as res judicata on the same question in a
subsequent suit for rent, is good evidence as to the

rate of rent.

Semble.—The tendency of the more recent

decisions of the Calcutta High Court is that when
the question of the annual jama has been raised

in a suit for rent and decided, it will be regarded as

res judicata in later suits for rent of the same
holding. C Har Kumar Sen v. Raj Kumar Haldar

° 173
s. II,Sch. If. paras. 20, 21—

Civil Procedure Code ( Act XIV ot 1882), s. 526

—

Scheme for management of private endowment,

settlement of, by award— Award, filing of, in Court

and decree thereon— Variation of terms by consent

of parties, legality of— Res judicata.

A consent decree cannot he set aside by the

consent of the parties.

A decree embodying the terms of an award

settling a scheme of management for a private

endowment Cannot he varied or altered by consent of
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parties where the scheme does not provide for such

alteration.

Alterations in such a scheme can be secured only

by a suit filed for the purpose.

Per 1 Vnllis, C. J —Where a decree which settles

a scheme for a temple proceeds on the basis that it

is & private endowment, the Court should not inter-

fere with such decree by raising an issue in any

subsequent proceeding whether the endowment is

public. The lights of the public, if any, will not be

jeopardised by the decree or any subsequent order

made in proceedings between partios to the decree.

Per Spencer

,

J.—As against the parties themselves,

the decree will operate as resjudicata in subsequent

proceedings except when one of the issues before

the Court raises the question whether the scheme,

owing to a change of circumstances or for other good

reasons, needs to bo altered by the Court. IV1

Ykgnarama Dikshadar v, Gopa f.a Pattar, (19181 M.

W. N. 595; 8 L. W. 357 548

s. 20 624
s. 20—‘Cause oj action ,’ meaning of.

The term ‘cause of action’ as used in secton 20,

Civil Procedure Code, means the whole bundle of

material facts which it is necessary for a plaintiff to

allege and prove in order to entitle him to succeed.

IYI Trajarhai Narain of Cutch r.| Karim Mahomed
ok Bombay, 35 M. L. J. 189; (1918) M. NY. N. 521: 24

M . L. T. 209 708
S. 21 764

— S. 35 (2)* O. XX 1 1 1

—

Costs—Remand
by Appellate Court—‘Cos/s to abide and follow the

result ,' meaning of— Withdrawal of suit—Order of

trial Court silent as to costs in Appellate Court— Dis-

cretion of Court.

An order of remand by an Appellate Court con-

tained a direction that costs before it should abide

and follow the result:

Held, that the meaning of the direction was that

such costs should be paid to the party in whose
favour the litigation might end, and where the suit is

withdrawn, effect should be given to the consequences

of such withdrawal mentioned in Order A'XJII, Civil

Procedure Code. Tho trial Court has no discretion

to refuse such costs.

Tho word ‘event* means nothing but tho outcome or

result of the proceedings and includes the description

applicable to the withdrawal of a suit and its conse-

quences with reference to Order XXI II, Civil Pro-

cedure Code. IYI Laksiiimi Yenkayamma Kao v.

Vk.xkataramiah Appa Kao, 8 L. \V. 2.9; (1918) M.

\V. N. 501; 24 M. L. T. 212 862
- ss. 36, 47* O. XXI, rr. 53 (3,)
93—Maintenance ,

decree for,
charged on immove-

able property—Execution—Sale of property charged

— Sale, setting aside of—Order for re-payment oj

purchase-money ,
enforceability of.

Whero a property charged with maintenance is

brought to sale, but tho sale is subsequently set

aside, the purchaser is entitled under Order XXI,
rule 93, Civil Procedure Code, to an order for

refund of the purchase-money with or without

interest in the Court’s discretion and to execute

the order under section 30 as if it were a decree.

In such a case the purchaser can enforce pay.

ment of the amount ordered to be refunded to him

by attaching the maintenance decree and executing .

it under Order XXI, rule 53 (3) of the Civil Pro-

cedure Code. IYI Kuttiventi Venkataramanamur.

tiii v. Macherea Suxdara Ramiaii, 23 M. L. T. 355

630
SS. 39, 42 997
S. 47 374, 5 1 2, 630, 864,

— s. 47, O. XXXIV, rr. 7, 8, appU.

cability of, to cases under Malabar Compensation Act

Order jor re-valuation of improvements passed after

Act P of 1908, whether preliminary decree—Amend-

ment if application for re-valuation and order thereon

us proceedings in execution—Jurisdiction of executing

Court—Appeal against order
,
maintainability of.

Where an appeal was preferred against an order

for re- valuation of improvements which was followed

by the passing of what was called a tinal decree

and tho appeal was dismissed ou tho ground that

no appeal lay.

Held
,
(1) that the application of the decree-holder,

though styled as one for the passing of a final decree,

was, in substance, one for tho execution of the decree

already passed;

(2) that the Court should have ordered the amend-

ment of the application as one in execution and

passed its order thereon, in which case the onler

for re-valuation would fall under section 47, Civil

Procedure Code, and be appealable;

(3) that the Appellate Court could make tlier

amendment itself and pass the necessary orders after

the amendment. IYI Nanu Sair v. Kit vpan

murthi, (1918) M. NY. N. 551; 8 L. NY. 275 914

s. 47, O. XXI, rr. 58, 63-Execu-

tion—Attachment—Objection by stranger,
dismissal

of, on ground that he icas pirty to S'*d Appeal
t

whether lies— Suit, regular, maintainability of.

NY here in execution of a decree a person who

claims that he was not a party to the suit prefers an

objection to the attachment of certain property in

the capacity of a stranger to tho suit and the

objection is dismissed on the ground that he nas

a party to the suit, no appeal lies against the onler

dismissing the objection but it is open to the objector

to tile a regular civil suit to establish his right to

the property attached.

In such cases the test is whether the claim as

laid by the objector is adverse to tho claims of the

real judgment-debtor, and au objector claiming under

a paramount title is not deprived of his ordinary

remedy of a regular suit merely because his objection

is dismissed on the ground that he is held to^ be ft

party to the suit. N Gandelai. »\ Manjer Sonar

S.47— Limitation Act (IK of \Q08) }
Sch. I,

Arts. 138, 180

—

Suit by auction-purchaser to recorer

pro^M'rty pui'chased by him after coMfirmution of salet

maintainability of—Limitation.

A suit by an auction-purchaser for the reoovery of

possession of property which he has purchased at an

auction sale which has lx*on confirmed, is not a suit

which is barred under section 47 of the Code of

C ivil Procedure. Such a suit is governed by Article

i
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133 and not by Article 180 of Schedule I of the
imitation Act, and the period of limitation is

twelve years after the confirmation of the sale,rat Jagesur Singh Mahapatra r. Sridhar Sardar
844— $• 48 125, 143

0
(C), O. XXI, I*. 92 —Execution

bale of house—Suit for possession by auction-
purchaser—Plea that house could not be sold

, admis-
sibility of—Estoppel.
Plaintiff, who was the purchaser of a house in

execution of a decree and had obtained formal
lvery of possession, brought a suit for actual pos-

session of the house. The claim was contested on
io ground that the house claimed was the house

ot an agriculturist and was, therefore, not liable to

nf a

laexe °at*on °f a decree in view of the provisions

Tu°
nJ° (C) ° f fche Codeof Civil Procedure:

+i
1f!vv

fc“at
.

fche defendant having failed to takexne objection in execution of the decree and the sale
conclusive as between him and the

salp nn i

Was nofc °Peu to him to contend that the

nn HH?r S
e78r 40 have taken Place and conveyed

Pr A ?
nrchaser

- A Lala J<am v. ThakdrPRASAD, 16 A. L. J. 691 94760 (fir) —Grant, construction of—Sanad

WU 119 ,lka> ,n lieu of pension—‘Taluka’,
whether can be attached.

menl*wJ
0rat *Ve Parfc of a sannd recited that Govern-

a taluka with a11 lands cultivated

jaqir k v
L' atcd one K. for his life as revenue-free

death bf v
8
! J

na,n tenance and that after the

name of i
•

6 wou,d continue to stand in the

assessed tn a I

« a permanent zemindari

Held f i wu‘
ghfc amounfc of jama-.

land and l J*
the 8ubject-matter of the grant was

a Pension ?
money payment in the nature of

attachinpnf
an

^
Was nofc

> therefere, exempt from

cedure 'Code
|

Under SeCt'°n C° (?) ° f the Civil Pro '

the caseof
t

ff-°w
ant was a ma>“tenance grant in

P C sl ' o
Ut not in the ^se of his children.

**»«,» aV’N 577
BECiDM

’ ( ’ & l§£
held ?• KXh T* 55, 83-'Assets

ment •

decree -

held bu Court* .

• *-**-, f oo .

debtor ntt i
* meaning of—Property of judg

holders —

p

C 7nent °(> at instance of several d

Private nl?Jt
>n

f-

nt
’ lnt0 Court

’ °f money raised by

^an7 o/ !-LT °r
a7U^r °- ZX/

>
'• 83-Permission,

'

°f one dpr>-
e*ec*lton proceedings started at instance

,
^8«((«ching ct

r

dii^
e"Ue dis,ribution

’
ri*ht l0

’

modes mpnHA°^ *? Pa*d *nk° Court by any one of the

cedure CodeTt
e

-

d m
Prder XX r, rule 55, Civil Pro-

file meanino-’of
13 aa assefc held by the Court’ within

When nel
S

.

eCt,0D 73 of the Code,
nnier Order yy?

11 granted to a judgment-debtor
raise monev h

r
? e Civil Procedure Code, to

thus raised in £
private alienation and the money

Pending execuHo
1 m

v°
^ ourfc

> ifc is Paid under a
Where Br °l

l aPPbcation.

Several decreoT
*S aktached at the. instance of

granted mnw o°j
ers

’ Permission should not be
°ne of the decrees

** XXr> FQle 83, fc° safcisfy only

£rautod^und^r
*a ^° Court by virtue of a permissionUUder ^ 83 of Order XXI should not

Civil Procedure Code-1903-contd.

be credited to the decree of the person in whose
execution application the permission was ordered,
but should be rateably distributed among all the
attaching decree-holders.

Semble,—The language of section 73, Civil Procedure
Code, is wide enough to cover cases where money is

in the hands of the Court, however realised. IVI

Thiraviyam Pillai v. Lakshmana Pillai, 41 M. 616;
35 M. L. J. 150; (1918) M. W. N. 5 21

S. 73—Rateable distribution— Assets, pay -

mint of, and rateable distribution
,
applicat ion for, on

same day —Priority, presumption as to— Same judg.
ment-debtor,’ meaning ot.

Where the payment of assets and an application
for rateable distribution under section 73, Civil
Procedure Code, are made on the same day, no
presumption can be made by the Court as to which
event was prior in time. The party challenging the
action of the Court Officer must show that it" was
wrongful.
/To entitle decree-holders to rateable distribution
under section 73, Civil Procedure Code, the decrees
should be agaiusfcthe same judgment-debtor, i. c., the
individuals must be the same.
Where the fund in Court is the property of the

same person who is judgment-debtor under two
decrees, he may be regarded as the same debtor in

respect of that fund.

If the fund is the joint property of two persons,
their respective rights cannot be ascertained without
an enquiry which is beyond the scope of section 73.

Where, however, the joint debtors are entitled to

the fund in equal shares, and the plaintiff claims
only half, the provisions of section 73 can be
enforced, IVI Mutbiah Ciietty v. Alagappa Ciietty,

(1918) M. W. N. 520; 24 M. L. T. 179 296
S. 80 502, 524—- S» 90, O. XXXVI—Special case, whether

can be re-opened.

It is settled practice that where a special case is

stated by consent, it can only be re-opened by mutual
consent. B Munir v. Scott, 20 Bom. L. K. 839 642

— S« 92—Scheme for application of surplus
income—Compromise of scheme suit, validity c/.

A Court should not sanction a compromise of a
suit under section 92, Civil Procedure Code, under
which any portion of the trust properties is given
to any of the parties.

Under section 92, Civil Procedure Code, the Court
can sanction a scheme on a eg pres application of a

charitable trust. IVI Muthukrishxa Naicken V.

Kamachandra Naicken 61 I

s- 92, O. I, rr. 3, 10 (2)—Suit to

eject third person from trust properties, whether can
be brought under s. 92

—

Transferee oj trust properties,

whether can be made party to suit.

A claim for the recovery of possession of trust

property from a trespasser or from a transferee from

a trustee is not within the scope of section 92 of

the Civil Procedure Code, and a Court trying a

suit under that section is not competent to bring

before it under rule 3 or rule 10 (2) of Order I of

the Code any person who is in possession of trust

property either as a trespasser or as a transferee

C GhoIiAM Mowlah |v. Ali Hafiz, 28 C. L, J. 4

in
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-s. 92 — Suit for removal of old mahant,

appointment of new!mahant and vesting of trust pro.

perty in new mahant, maintainability of Pat tie >,

necessary— Court-fee payable.
.

Where certain persons, who were entitled to elect

the mahant of a Dera, decided that for certain

reasons the defendant, the old mahant

,

was no

longer fit for the office of mahant and elected

another person as the new mahant and thereupon a

suit was brought under section 92 of the Civil

Procedure Code for the removal of the defondant,

who was in charge of the trust properties, from the

office of mahant

,

the appointment of a new mahant and

the vesting of the trust properties in the new mahant:

Held, (1) that the suit was properly brought under

section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code;

(2) that the new mahant elect was cot a necessary

party to the suit;

(3) that it was not necessary to stamp the plaint

with a Court-feo stamp calculated ad valorem on tho

value of the trust property, inasmuch as the plaint-

iffs were seeking nothing for themselves but merely

the removal of the defendant from the office of

mahant
,
which would involve his ejectment from

the immoveable property of which he was in posses-

sion as mahant. P Gori Das v. Lal Das, 97 P. B«

1918 983
* S» 92—Trust for religious purposes

,
mis-

management of—District Judge
,
power of, to inter-

fere, on application of private person— Procedure.

The Civil Procedure Code does not give a District

Judge any pjwer to interfere with the management

of a religious trust unless and until a regular suit is

filod in his Court, when it is open to him to exercise

all the powers winch the Code gives him in order

to protect the property, lie has no power to inter-

fere and to suspend a trustco from his post on the

application of a private person who has called atten-

tion to the fact that a broach of trust appears to

have been committed. Tho Civil Procedure Code

lays down a regular procedure for suits in such cases

and until the Court is moved in that way, it has no

power of supervision to interfere and to pass orders.

A Darshan Das v. Collector of Meerut, 15 A. L.

J. 742 850— s. 104(f), scope of, Sch. II, paras. 1, 15,

17, 2)

—

Order refusing to Jile award on private

reference, nature oj—Application to file award on

private arbitration—Subsequent reference to new
arbitrator th rough Court -“Application to Jile second

award—Order setting aside award, whether decree —
Appea l—He v is ion.

Clause (f) of section 10 1, Civil Procedure Code,

refers to casos where a matter has boon referred to

arbitration without the intervention of tho Court.

There is an inherent difference between orders

refusing to lile an award on a matter referred to

arbitration without tho intervention of the Court

and those referred to under paragraph 1 of the

Second Schedule of tho Civil Procedure Code. In

tho former case, if the Court refuses to lilo an
award, its order am Hints to a formal adjudication on
the matter in controversy and conclusively deter-

mines tho rights of tho parties. In tho case of orders

sotting aside an award under paragraph 15 of tho

Second Schedule, tho order is only of au interlocutory

nature and is in no way a conclusive adjudication of

tho matter in dispute.

A dispute between members of a firm was pri-

vately referred by them to arbitration. An award being

criven, an application was made for filing it Objections

were raised and an issue as to the misconduct of

the arbitrators was framed. Meanwhile the parties

agreed to refer the whole matter in dispute to a

new' arbitrator and made an application to the Court

to that effect. The new arbitrator was then appoint-

ed and gave his award. Objections were made to

this second award and the Court, finding that one of

the parties had not signed tho application of reference

to the arbitrator and that the first award had not

been superseded, set aside the second award. An

appeal to the District Judge was dismissed as incoin-

potent and a second appeal was filed in the Chief

Court:

Held, (1) that inasmuch as the application for the

filing of the first award was numbered and registered

as a°suit between tho parties, a suit was pending at

the time the second reference was mado and the

order of the first Court was not, therefore, an order

referred to in section 101, Civil Procedure Code;

(2) that the order in question settiug aside the

award did not amount to a decree and was not

appealable as such;

(3) that tho order of the lower Appollato Court

disposed of a question of law and, oven if wrong, was

not open to revision as no material irregularity had

been committed. P Beiiari Lal v. Khan Chanp,

154, P. W. It. 1918 I/I

s. 105 (2)—Appeal—Remand, order oj,

whether can be questhned by lower Court—Jurisdic

•

/ion, question of, failure to raise, effect of.

Section 105 (2) of tho Civil Procedure Codo pre-

cludes a lower Court from treating tho remand order

of the Appellate Court as a nullity owing to the want

of jurisdiction in the latter to pass it.

A part)* who omits to raise t he quostion of tho

jurisdiction of tho Appellate Court at tho hearing of

an appeal and to appeal from the decision reached,

cannot be allowed to object to that decision iu tho

subordinate Court to which the matter in dispute• w

remanded. N Dharam Chand v. Gore Lal 8®**

s. I IO, O. XLIV, r. I , O. XLV-
Privy Council, appeal to —Leave to appeal iu forma

pauperis

—

Jurisdiction of High Court

,

The High Court has no jurisdiction |to grant lo*ve

ton party to appeal to the Privy Council in forma

pauperis. IVl Amba r Srinivasa Kampthi, 35 M. Ig

J. 258; 24 M. L. T. 207; 8 L. W. 460 64b
-SS. I IS, 151 « 152 -Mortgage decree

making mortgaged property liable for mortgage as

well as sub-mortgage—Amendment of decree, applica-

tion for
,
dismissal of—Revision.

Plaintiff mortgageo brought a suit on his mort-

gage and obtained a decree. From tho judgment it

appeared that the Court intended that the property

should be sold for tho amount of tho plaintiff s

mortgage, interest and costs but finding that tho

plaintiff had made a sub-mortgage, it directed that

tho sub-mortgagee should got tho amount of her

mortgage out of tho proceeds of tho sale boforo tho

plaintiff was paid. But tho decree as drawn up

dirootod tho proparty to bo sold not ouly for the

amount of the plaintiff’s mortgage^ but also .for the

i
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amount of the sub-mortgage, that is to say, that tl.edefendant was made liable not only for the mortgage
'vh.chhe had created but also for the sub-mortga-e

J
" '1" mortgagee had created The defendant,

theiefoie, applied for amendment of the decree in

butThoV^T r
!n -° acoordanco 'vitl* the judgment,but the Court dismissed the application:

.

Held
> t,iafc the decree as drawn up was quite

CoTt^
aDd

,
U
!V

US
i

and that tho refusal of the

exercise • r

he decree amountcd to a refusal to

til TT-VrSdlCt,0U vested iu th0 Court, and thatthe High Court was, therefore, entitled to interfere

SwavITfi

A

A
r

P
t
L
£o

ISHUNATH Bu r - B«*m«anani.ouami, 16 A. L. J. 749 830
~~Z~ p

S
* J

15—Receiver, leave to sue, application
foi —Procedure—Revision.

1

aDDlicaffnrf

^

a 1 appljin° t0 cases ^ whichapplication is made to sue a Receiver in respect ofproperties in charge of the Court is that unless the

t

Crl f i

a iShed that there is no question at all totry oi there is no legal foundation to the claimleave should not as a matter of course be refused.A petitioner in an application to sue a Receiver isentitled to an enquiry upon the materials furnished
y the parties and if he so desires, to ask the Court totake evidence if the Court is not inclined to °-iveeave as a matter of course. If the Court refuses totake evidence and proceeds to dispose of the appii-

1 4 1 .
® A • a ^ ^

irregularity
iu the exercise of its jurisdiction, and the High Court
is therefore, entitled to interfere in such a caseundei section 115 of tho Civil Procedure Code.An application for leave to sue a Receiver is acase within the meaning of section 115 of the CivilProcedure Code.

nnwufr I®
no atntutor7 provision which requires npart\ to take the leave of tl.e Court to sue a Receiver.Tie lule is based on public policy and the grant of

hv st ?
“ade

,

n
.

ot 111 exorcise of any power conferredby Statute but in exercise of the inherent power
’

which every Court possesses to prevent acts which
constitute or are akin to an abuse of its authority.

*" s“ c
“T,k

VlS^SS.JSz,VC a*z
_

petitioner, effect of.
’ F

The petitioner purchased a holding in execution

third Dart7 Tir
ee

.

0bt
m
Ued against the tenant hY athird party. The landlord refused to recognise the

vvas nonTm
3

f
** m

1

?
the ground that the holdingV 0 "r S erable ' T

^
ereafter the land lord brought

decree!” / ? -

SamSt the °‘d tenant and obtained a
i" ,!

1 parte m execution of which he sought to

Preferred
e°W

’ whereupon the petitioner

dMev,.“ objection contending that the landlord’s

was obtltn.?
7

'

a money.decree inasmuch as it

interest in fV,„
a
.

ga,nSt the old tenant who had no

object L of tL T-^'
Th° Coiu'

fc
- aiding ‘hat the

provision, of ni
0 ^rr WaS Preferred under the

tlode, overruled ifcnq n
rUle

^
8, ClviI Procedure

of- the Bengal Tp
hei*g barred under section 1 70

the High Sirf -

aanC7
.4 cfc ‘ The petitioner moved

Procedure Code
m r6V181°n Undor section 115, Civil

B«S’ottefa?d
e

tharer
t

h
,
ad 0ther reraedie3 ^e and that as tho error of the e^ecut-

ing Court if any, was at most an error of law themtervent.on of the High Court under sect on *116

K 'r1:'^"'6’ ™ “t called for. C Ha/akiivAMA Pal v. Kedar Nath Biswas J90
Aether f^n !

ColTlo 'u’fli
P‘ 0CPdm'e C°de

’ authorises the

S-iS& ‘where'tllere^

passed^luring Hie^course”

o

l

f

l

^t

,

ho*

l

he
l^”tU^0ly 0rdeM

made H.e .subject of revision, unlessS ordeTslav!mmsm
» * lifer fesafewaS

of Urn ev i d'enc
e° 1 1

S

o'r

r

C

b

v

b”
“j

“ lflate”a > P«rt

msmm
C.ORIWJT liAGLA r Rook.man

LB
—

7
ss . 141, 144, O. II, r, 2.

81

of s* %an execution proceeding- if w • ,,

a Sll,t nor

B«»..adba DA.V PL. J
P
3

a
67

KR ';P—

—

S
*

111 n
47 ’ 51 1

Attachment of cattle - Supratdar, thlilRifof^whTther can be enquired into bg executing LuitI he liability of a supratdar or depositary of nroperty attached m execution of a decree who hasmade default, cannot be enquired into bv the executmg Court but must form the subject of a separateSuit. N Khetsid.is Kadhakisan V. Harba JUrathb

S
.

s
v'
44’» 5, ’ o XXl,r.90-Sr . .

' 7 M I b C7U— Urdp)*
refusing to set aside execution sale, reversal of inappeal —Auction-purchaser not party to proceedings
Restitution, claim to, maintainability of

"

An order refusing to set aside an execution saleunder Order XXf, rule 90, Civil Procedure Codewas reversed on appeal. The auction.purchaser wasnot a party to the proceedings. The iud»mp»it
debtor applied for restitution of the propertyTromthe auction-purchaser: J

Held (1 that section 144 of the Civil ProcedureCode did not apply, inasmuch as no decree hadbeen varied or reversed on appeal but only anorder under Order XX t, rule 90, refusing to setaside a sale in execution;

, 4
2,

f

tbat a”
°f
d®r cou

,

Id nofc made under sectioniol of the Civil Procedure Code on the analogy ofsection 144, inasmuch as the auction.purchaser wap
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not a party to the proceedings instituted for setting

aside the sale. IY1 Mkpa Chinnasit.amma v. Pafi-

RF,ni)l (iAKl Cminnavva, 41 M 467 628

S. 15 1 154,628,830
~S. 151 — Revival of suit—Inherent power

of Court—Limitation Act (IX of 190SJ, Sch, I, Art.

]8] Helical application—Limitation, commencement

Of.

During the pendency of a pre-emption suit the

plaintiff lost his title to the property which qualified

him for the exercise of the right of pre-emption,

by virtue of a decree passed against him in another

suit, and he hied an appeal from that decree. The

Court trying the pre-emption suit thereupon dis-

missed it as not maintainable, but remarked in

its judgment that if the plaintiff’s appeal in the

other suit was accepted, lie might apply for revival

of the pre-emption suit. The plaintiff won his

appeal and within three years he applied under

section 151, Civil Procedure Code, to the Court,

which had decided the pre-emption suit, for its

revival The Court allowed the application:

Held, (11 that the Court had inherent power under

section 151, Civil Procedure Code, to revive the

suit;

(2) that the original order passed by the Court

in tho pre-emption suit was not the proper order to

be passed in tho circumstances, and that the proper

course for tho Court would have been to stay tho

proceedings until the pre-emptor lmd an opportunity

of getting the decision of tho Appcllato Common
the question of title under which he was claiming

pre-emption;

(3) that the application "as governed by Article

181, Schedule 1 of the Limitation Act, and was,

therefore, within time. O Ramfshwar Dayai, r.

Gur Sahai, 5 0. L. ,T. 259 1 37
s. 152 830
O. I, r. 3 III
O. I, I*- 3- Limitation Act (IX of IPONj,

s*. 22— Suit instituted against dead person— Limita-

tion, extension of, against heirs.

Order I, rule 9, of the Code of Civil Procedure

does not apply to a case where a suit is filed against

a deceased person and his heirs are subsequently

sought to be brought on the record. For the pur-

poses of section 22 of tho Limitation Act such heirs,

whether added or substituted, must be treated as

newly impleaded and the suit ns against them will

be deemed to have been instituted when they wero

so made parties O Nau Nkiial Sinc.h v. Deputy
Commissioner, Unao, 5 0. L. ,1. 5 K> 894

O. I, r. 10 725
O. I, r. 10 (2) I l I

O. II, r.2 909
O. II, r. 2.

Where a mortgagee has already sued and obtained

a decree for interest at a time when he could also

have sued for the principal, bis subsequent suit

for the recovery of the principal is barred by Order

II, rule 2 of the Civil Procedure Code. P Kishf.n

Narainv Pala M at., 88 P 11 1918 937
. O. II, r« 2—Abandonment of claim—Know-

ledge of light, constructive, whether bars subsequent

$vit'

In order to make Order II, rule 2, of tho Civil
,

Procedure Code, applicable to a subsequent suit, it is

necessary to show that the plaintiff had at the date

of tho institution of the previous suit actual and not

merely constructive knowledge of the right which

he is seeking to enforce in the subsequent suit.

N Binya Bai i\ Gan pat 881
O. II, 2, applicability of— Suit against

one debtor— Subsequent suit against different debtor,

whether barred

.

Order II, rule 2 of the Civil PrQcedure Code, applies

only where the defendant iu the subsequent suit

was also the defendant in tho previous suit. The

rule does not apply where tho subseauent suit is

brought against a different defendant N Kashi Bai

v. Sheoram Khupchand 896
— O- II, T, 2—Mortgage—Suit for interest—

Subsequent suit for principal, maintainability of.

\\ hero under a mortgage-deed both principal

and interest become due, the mortgagee must sue

for both together, otherwise he is debarred under

Order 11, rule 2, of the Civil Procedure Code, from

claiming in a subsequent suit what was not claimed

in the prior suit.

In a mortgage-deed executed by the defendant

in favour of the plaintiff iu 1909, interest was fixed

nominally at Rs. 6 per mensem and a reference

was made to an agreement between the parties to

draw up a deed of lease of the mortgaged property.

The leaso was drawn up on the same day and pro-

vided t hat the mortgagor should pay rent at Rs. 6

per mensem Plaintiff sued for the rent due to

him in 1911 and obtained a decree. Subsequently

ho brought a suit for tho recovery of the principal

and interest due after 1911:

Held, that the mortgage and lease constituted

one transaction and that the subsequent suit was

barred bv Order ] I, rule 2 of the Civil Procedure

Code. P Natiia Singh i\ Chuni Lal, 69 P. R. *918;

112 P. W. R ,1918 364
O. II, r. 2—Relinquishment of claim,

what amounts to.

Order II, rule 2, Civil Procedure Code, refers to a

case where there has been a suit iu which there hn9

been an omission to sue in respect of a portion of

a claim, and a decree has been made in that suit.

In such a case a second suit in respect of the portion

so omitted is barred Rut the rule does not apply to

the amendment of a plaint by the addition of a

claim which has been omitted in the plaint as

originally filed.

Where a person knowing of tho facts before the

institution of a suit omits to make a particular

claim by an oversight and the suit is carried to

a decision without any amendment, Order II, rule 2,

Code of Civil Procedure, prevents him from suing

subsequently in respect of the claim so omitted, and

it is no answer on his part to say that such omission

was due to a mere mistake and was not actuated ly

any fraudulent cr dishonest motive. Rut these

principles do not apply where he makes an applica-

tion for amendment before decree for the purpose

of including the claim which was omitted through

oversight. C Upenpra Narain Roy t\ Janaki Nath
Roy, 22 C W N. 611: 45 C. 805 1 29—— O. II, r.2, O. XXXIV, r. I - Suit

for redemption of kanow

—

Writ suit against karoft*
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van personally—Subsequent suit against tarwad,
maintainability of.

Where a mortgagor brings a suit for redemption
against / some of the co-owners of the equity of
redemption and obtains a decree, a subsequent suit
on the mortgage against the other co-owners is
barred under Order II, rule 2 of the Code of Civil
Procedure.

Plaintiff sued the karnavan of a tanvad in his
personal capacity for redemption of a kanom and
obtained a decree He then had knowledge of the
tai wad s interest in the kanom. Subsequently
he brought another suit for redemption against all
the member&.of the tarwad

:

Held, that the subsequent suit was barred by the
provisions of Order II, rule 2, Civil Procedure Code.

J*1
Kizhekke Manjambrath Avolla v. Kanna

Korop, 5 L. W. 152 '—

-

O- VI, 1% 4 —Pleadings—Failure to give
effect ntparticulars

, effect of.

The Court should not go into the question of
n ue influence at all where the defendant denies
6 e

J

ceou^on mortgage and no particulars of
e a eged undue influence are given as required bv

urderVl, rale of the Civil Procedure Code. C
£achhiranna?sa Chowdhurani v . Hem Char an
KA8YA

/ ||

to
^ ^—

^

,ne)û me)l t of plaint, when

th?L
a

,

n
o
applicafci0n ^or amendment of a plaint

the orH <»

0Urfc
’ without deciding anything, made

which th* i
)r

.
ai
^
en(^men t subject to any contentions

claimVo
def®ndanfcs flight raise in answer to the^iaim as amended:

re^qn^*
^ wou.^ have been better and more

been
G

-
^’mstion of the right to amend had

this woiilH^
1116

^ be ^ore t^ie order was made or, if

the samo
ave involved a lengthy enquiry covering

hearino- rS^fk^
&S fcbe

.

ev*dence in the suit, if the

adiournori f Ti
6 aPPiication to amend had been

on the PviH°
bear*nK °f the suit and determinedon the evi^nce then taken.

willallnw^ -

e *n
^ ^

esirou3 °f getting at the true facts

ditions?
Sub

jecfc to three Seneral con-

lb) PosLibilitv n^fo\ 0n the Parfc of the applicant;

to the nfk
^ ^ amendment without such prejudice

costs- ( r ) xfh
pa

,

1
.

t^ as cannot be compensated by
turn i lZT the ame“dment is not such as to

character n t?
116 c^aracfcer into a suit of another

Ror 22 r w xr
P
,?
NDRA ^ARAIN Roy v. Janaki Nath

——1. n * w.6U; 45 0 305 1 29

ce£“iTf ZPU
:t:^:ln that a

transition
e
A
6
?

6
,

X®Cutod b7 his father was a bogus
ed so as to inoi °a

afcer staoe the plaint was amend-
property sold

l

fWi,
a

4.u
Clairn for Posseasio11 of the

of CbLnlti ***• trial Court and the Court
for the sale

6
]
d

,
tbafc

.
consideration had passed

aPpeal it woo
an dismissed the suit. In second

ground that if w
S°Ught

i
*° imPeach the sale on the

legal nace«i^ a
UOt f°r aatecedent debts or

the plaintiff;
^ *** WaS

* tiierefore,nofc bindin

Civil Procedure Code-I908-coutd.

Held, that at such a late stage of the proceedings

the plaintiff could not be allowed either to amend

his pleadings or to withdraw from the suit with

liberty to bring a fresh suit. N Baliram v. Ganpat
J 906

O. VIII, r. 5, scope of—Minor, suit

aaainst—Omission to deny allegation offact in plaint,

effect of.
.

iiie scope of Order VIII, rule 5, is only this that

the omission to deny an allegation of lact in the

plaint is not to be taken as an admission in the

case of minor defendants, and the rule has nothing

to do with the conduct of the suit afterwards. For

instance, if at the framing of issues or at the trial

the persou representing a minor defendant admits

certain allegations of fact, it cannot be said that rule

5 in any way affects such admission. What the

Legislature apparently contemplated by rule 5 was

that if, for instance, the guardian of a minor defend-

ant allowed a case to proceed ex parte, then the

plaintiff must prove those facts alleged in the plaint

which were not expressly denied in the written

statement filed on behalf of the minor defendant.^

Nagappa v. Si dda li ngappa, 55 ill. L. J. 37*2

O. VIII, r. 6
— O. IX, rr. 8, 9—Appearance, what

_ _ .. . • < T .X .. .1

amounts to Plaintiff present in Court but not pro

secuting case—Dismissalfor default—Restoration, ap-

plication for.

A party may appear in two ways, either by per-

son or by .Pleader. If he is not appearing in person,

the mere fact that he is standing in Court does not

amount to an appearance within the real meaning of

the word.
.

On a case being called on, the parties appeared

in • ourt but the plaintiff did not prosecute the case.

The Court dismissed the suit for the plaintiff s

default. The plaintiff then applied for restoration

of the suit, but the Court now held that the suit

was not dismissed for default and that, therefore, it

had no jurisdiction to restore it:

Held that the order dismissing the suit was an

order made under Order IX, rule 8, of the Civil

Procedure Code, and that the Court was required to

deal with the matter under Order IX, rule y. Pat
Lalji Saiiu v. Lachmi Narain Singh, 3 P. L. J. doo

Cf

for

on

O. IX, r. 9 . ,

154
__ O. XIII, F« I—Documentary evidence

,

admissibility of. , . ,

Documentary evidence which lias not been pro-

duced at the first hearing of a suit in accordance

with Order XIII, rule 1 of the Code of Civil Proce-

dure, may be admitted at any subsequent sta0e at

the discretion of the Court P C i,

Mutsaddi, 35 M. L. J. 423; 16 A L J 800; 24 M L.

T. 330; 28 C. L J. 409; 23 C. W. N. oO, 5 R* • •

270; 20 Bom. L. R. 1022 010

0 B XVII, rr. 2, 3—Dismissal for default

— Procedure where both rules applicable.

Where a default takes place within the Tneamng

nf hoth rule 2 and rale 3 of Order XVII of the Cm
Procedure Code and there is not enough material

on the record to enable the Court to proceed to

judgment, the Court should proceed under rnlci 2 P
Haroopal v. HAIUSKCHANDAR,b6 P. L. H. 1918
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— O. XVII, r. 3— Appeal- Dejnult of appel-
lant in paying translation and copying fees— Pro-
cedure.

A Court does not act ultra vires in dismissing a
suit or appeal where materials essential for the
progress of a suit or appeal such as translation of
vernacular documents, preparation of Bench copies,

etc., are wanting owing to the plaintiff’s or appellant’s
default. ,L B Ma On Bwinv Ma Siiwe Mi 691

O. XVIII, r. 5—Evidence Act (I of
1872), s. 80

—

Peijury
,

trial for—Statement read
over to witness—Proof - Presumption.
There is no provision of law that a Judge, who

records the evidence of a witness in cases to which
Order XVIII, rule 5, of the Civil Procedure Code
applies, shall append a note to the effect that the
evidence of the witness when completed has been
duly read out to him. In every such case it should
be presumed under section 80 of the Evidence Act
that the statement was duly taken.

Where, therefore, there is no evidence to show
that the deposition of a witness in a civil suit was
not read over to him by the .fudge, it must bo pre-
sumed under section 80 of the Evidence Act that
the Judge complied with the provisions of Order
XVIII, rule 5 of the Civil Procedure Code. P
Emi'EROR v. Jaisat Ram, 28 P. U 1918 Cr.; 19 Cr. L. J.

972 872
O. XX, r. 1 3 (2) 529
O. XXI, r. 2(1) — Execution of decree—

Payment certified by decree-holder
, effect of—Judg-

menUlcbtor whether can object— Court, duty of—
Limitation

, extension of.

Order XXI, rule 2(1), of the Civil Procedure Code,
does not contemplate an inquiry being made into
the truth of the statements mado by tho decree-
holder when he comes to Court to certify a payment
and the judgment-debtor has no locus standi to
question the right of the decree-holder to make an

'

application under that provision of the law.
No particular time is fixed during which tho

decree-holder is bound to certify payments to the
Court.

When a decree-holder comes and informs the Court
that certain payments have been made to him in
satisfaction of the decree, all that the Court has to
do is to make a note of the statement made by the
decree-holder and no notice need issue to the judg-
ment-debtor even it tho decrcc-holdor asks this to
bo done.

The certifying of a payment under Order XXT,
l ule 2(1), Civil Procedure Code, is not. conclusive in
any way. On an application for execution of the
decree boing made, the judgment-debtor is ontitled
to show either that no such payment was in reality
made or that if it was, it. did not operate to extend
the period of limitation for execution of tho decree.
O Haider Mir/a i*. Kailasii Nakain Dar, 21 () C.
161; 5 O. [j. J >82

| yy
O. XXI, rr. 4, 5, 6, 7 997
O. XXI, r.

1^
(3) 993

O.XXI, I*. 14, applicability of— Decree
for sale on mortgage—Execution - Attachment, whe-
ther necessary.

A pi el im inary attachment is not necessarv in
cases where an application is made for safe in
execution of a decrco passed for sale of mort-

gaged property, and therefore Order XXI, rule 14,

Civil Procedure Code, does not apply to such au
application. O Iqbal Narain i>. Jaskaran, 5 0. L. J.

414 639
O. XXI, r. 16 997
O. XXI, r. 43 956
O. XXI, r. 53 (3) 630
O, XXI, r. 55 538
O. XXI, rr. 58, 63' 904
O. XXI, r. 63, O. XXXVIII, r. 6

—Attachment before judgment—Claim to attached

property
,
order on—Applicability of 0. XXI

,
r. 63

—

Suit, regular
,
maintainability of.

Rule 63 of Order XXI, Civil Procedure Code,

applies to orders on claims preferred to property
attached before judgment.
The general policy of the law is that questions of

title raised by claims against attachments before or

after judgment should be promptly disposed of.

IYI Mallikharjuna Prasad Naidu tv Matlapalli
Virayya, 8 L W. 197; 35 M. L. J. 231; 24 M. L. T.

134; 41 M. 849; (1918) M. W. N. 699 1000
0. XXI, r. 83 538
O. XXI, r. 89 654
O.XXI, r. 90 628
O. XXI, r. 92 947
O.XXI, r. 93 630
O.XXI, rr. 97, 98 308
O.XXII, r. 3 962
O. XXII, rr. 3, 5—Death of one of

several plaintiffs—Legal representative brought

on record—Subsequent dispute— Court
,
duty of—

Procedure.

One of sovoral plaintiffs having died one 0. was
brought on tho record as her legal representative, •

it being alleged that bo was tho adopted son of the

deceased. Subsequently the daughters of the

deceased applied tlmt G.’s namo should be deleted

from the record and that they should be substituted

as the legal representatives of their mother. Tho
Court held that it; could not alter its previous order

as rule 3 of Order XXII of tho Civil Procedure Codo
provided that after the record had been amended by
adding the representative of tho deceased plaintiff as

a party the Court shall proceed with tho suit;

Held, that a question having arisen as to whether

0 was or was not tho legal representative of the

deceased plaintiff, the Court was bound to determine
it under rule 5 of Order XXII of the Civil Procedure
Codo. B Vatsalabai Vishnu Sokhtakkar v. Sam-
biia.ii Pani>urani; Nabar, 20 Bom. L R. 902 757

O.XXII, r. 5 757
O. XXIII 862
O. XXIII, r. I • 905, 906
O. XXIII, rP. 1 ,

3

—Withdraxcal of suit

after decree
,

ichethc' permissible—Compromise re-

garding removal of guardian duly appointed by

Court
,

legality of.

Tho procedure of withdrawal from a suit under
Order XX II I, rule i, of tho Civil Procedure Codo
applies only to pendiug suits, before a docroe has

beet made.
An application for guardianship duly made under

tho Guardians and Wards Act, and on which an order

appointing a guardian has boon duly made, eanuot
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be withdrawn under Order XXIII, rule 1, Civil Pro-
cedure Code, by the applicant during the course of
an appeal filed by the opponent, in spite of both the
appellant and the respondent being consenting
parties to the withdrawal.

Nor can the respondent’s withdrawal be recorded
as a compromise under Order XXIII, rule < Civil
Procedure Code, inasmuch as its effect would be to
withdraw from the determination of the Court the
‘consideration of the welfare of the minor and to
defeat the provisions of sections 40 and 42 of the
Guard,ana and Wards Act. S Mahomed Yakub r.
Eadhibai, 12 S. L. K. 14 817
T~~7 O. XXIII, r. I — Withdrawal of suit on
behalf of minor, when permissible—Minor, benefit of

Court, duty of, to protect interests of minor.

minn^
tS S

a
°U

,

ld ^ Very
iealous of the interests of™ should not allow a suit or part of a

withnnf
t

B
U

-

ted °“ a minor ’

s behalf to be withdrawn
without being satisfied that it is for his benefit.

Jrr* /or a declaration that the sale of certain

t an.r a
the plaintiflV reversionary rights,

sneri»1
d the Pontiffs had in their minoritysued al°ng W'th certain others for the same relief

solda^w
6 a Joruative for pre-emption of the land

“f 1

f

that subsequently there had been an amend-

claim ,1

416 plamt hy
- whic ' 1 tlle other plaintiffs alone

nlaimnw
P
u
e
A
mpt'°n

’
U l 'e i n g- stated that the minor

plaint,ffs had no money with which to pre-empt.

ulainKffl e
n apph

.

catl0n was presented by all the

deolft^f
or

P®fmiss ^oa withdraw the prayer for

nor did :f

>n
* ^ ]

e ^ ourfc did not give its permission,

the hpnpfif
C
°f

lSl

^
er Aether tbe withdrawal was for

eventn«n
fifc

°Vhe mmors ’ The case Proceeded and

favonv f
a decree for pre-emption was passed in

nampL/ n
he adulfc Plainfciffs > but by mistake thenames of all were entered in the decree:

as no reason was given by the

minoJs ^f°r wlhdra'^ng the suit on behalf of the

iffg f0 * ,
was Court asked to allow the plaint-

to instiTn
fV
?
m parfc

.

0f fche suifc with liberty

matter of o u
^res^ su *t in respect of the subject-

considerpd
U
fi

Part> nor was the interest of the minors

separate ^ ino*? were
.

entitled to bring a

the previous o°- relief which was abandoned in

R. 1918
t% P fiAJADA ^ Ghulam, 164 P.\V

.

o. xxm, r. 3
Plaintiff "•

***** 6 —Suit against firm—
Btxtuti-n^

*1? ?/’
to *ncnu 7Ulmes of persons con-~a of-Part-

Codeia
plaint iff

rul
_
e !

> ?
f the Civil Procedure

the persona '

® smn© a firm is entitled to know who
information

&re w^°, constitute the firm and the

ianeoessom- .

Ca
I\
n

°.
t

..
be w‘thheld. The information
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as his individual appearance. P Bridges & Co v
S jiamas Din & Co

, 78 P. R. 1918; 155 P. W. It. 19’8

is necesssmr ~
,

wicnneid. rt
1)6 Personaffv Plaintiff may know who will

°f his decree
1&^e 111 execution for the satisfaction

tbeC
e

ivi^

0
pro

^,iI

i
<lividaally,, in 0rder XXX, rule 6 of

person.” m-
CG Ure ^ode

> is not synonymous with “in
to appear in n

Par *'ner can be forced under this rule
°f summons ?

erS
°*n’ ,^uc *n absence after service

ever. apDenii
6 W

-

ld dea^ with ex parte. If, how-
* ppearanc® is put in for him, it will be reckoned

O. XXX, r. 6
o. XXXIII, 1*. 8- Leave to sue in forma

pauperis—Insolvency oj plaintiff—Receiver
, whether

can continue suit.

Where a plaintiff obtains leave to sue in forma
pauperis and after the commencement of the suit
is adjudicated an insolvent, the Receiver in insol-
vency is entitled to continue the suit just as the
insolvent could have done. A Mohammad Zaki v.

Municipal Board of Mainpuri, 16 A. L. J. 440 577
O. XXXIV I7Q
O. XXXIV, i*. I 595
O. XXXIV, r. 5 206
O. XXXIV, f*. 6—Application for per-

sonal decree
,
whether application in execution—Limi.

tat ion
,
commencement of.

An application under Order XXXIV, rule 6, is an
application in* the original suit for a new decree and
it cannot be regarded as an application in execution.
Bucli an application should bo made within three
years from the time when the right to make such
application accrues and the Article which governs
the application is Article 181 of the Limitation Act.
Some mortgaged property was put up to sale in

execution of a mortgage decree in 1911 and was
purchased by the decree-holder. The proceeds of
the sale being insufficient to satisfy the mortgage
debt, the mortgagee made an application in ?9i3
under Order XXXIV, rule 6, for a personal decree.
That application proved ineffectual and lie made
another application for a similar decree in 1915:

Held

,

that the application, not being au application
for execution of the original mortgage decree, was
barred by time and that the interim application did
not save limitation A Mohammad Iltifat Husain v.

A Li M- L- X - N i ss A
, A L. .1 . 437: 40 A. 55 1 562

O. XXXIV, r. 6, order refusing to pass
decree under, irhciher decree— Court.fee on appeal,
calculation oj.

An order refusing to make a decree under Order
XXXI V, rule 6 of the Civil Procedure Code, is a
decree within the meaning of the definition of that
term in section 2 of the Code, and an appeal against
it must bear ail valorem Court-fees, calculated upon
the value of the subject-matter of the appeal.

A Mohammad Iltifat Husain v. Alim-un-Xissa, 16

A. L. J. 43

s

; 40 A 553 56 I— O. XXXIV, i*r. 7, 8 914
O. XXXIV, i*. 14.

There is nothing in Order XXXIV, rule 14, Civil

Procedure Code, to prevent a maintenance decree-

holder from proceeding in execution against the
properties charged under the maintenance decree. IYI

Kcttiventi Venkata ramanamurtbi v. Macherla
Sundara Rami ah, 23 M L. T 355 630

O. XXXIV,!*. 14— Transfer of Property
i- . i ..... i . .. * *7 ^ 7 t 7

m m v f a v; jl • ^ / i y
Act (II ol 1 s. 99, principle of, whether

applicable to Punjab—Mortgage—Interest, suit for

—Subsequent suit Jor principal and interest, main -

tairiabilitij of.

Section 99 of the Transfer of Property Act having

been repealed bv Order XXXIV, rule 14, Civil Pro.

cedure ^ode, which has been expressly held to bo

not applicable to the Punjab, the principle of that
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section can no longer be applicable to this Proving

P Kishen Narain v. Pala Mai,, 8H P. R. 191b 9o7
O. XXXVI 642
o. XXXVIII, r. 6 1000

- o! XXXIX—Injunction, effect of—ilalaW
• 1 ..o n / Ik)

bar Law—Injunction restraining karnavan from

contracting loans for managing tarwad property-

loans contracted for necessity— Creditor, rights of

—Tarwad, liability of.

In a suit by the members of a Tarwad to remove

the Karnavan from office, the Court passed an injunc

tiou restraining the latter from contracting loans

to manage the property. The Karnavan nevertl.e-

less borrowed money for the necessary purposes of

the Tarwad while the injunction was in force. In a

suit by the creditor for repayment of the loan:

Held, that the effect of the injunction was what

was laid down in Order XXXIX, Civil
,

Pr°ced"™,

Code, and that both the Karnavan and the Tarwad

wore liable for the debt. IVI Puzhakkal Edom v.

Mahdeva Pattar, 35 M. L. J. "
— O. XLI, f. 27—Appeal—Additional

evidence ,
when can be taken—Appellate Court, power

It is not open to a Court of Appeal to order

additional evidence to be taken except to cure an

inherent defect in the evidence already recorded.

Pat Teju PllAGAT r. Deoki Nandan 1’kosad IH*!

O. XLI, r. 27, scope of— Document sub -

mitted with memorandum of appeal, whether ad -

missible—Findings based on such document, whether

binding in second appeal.

The provisions of Order XLI, rule 27, Civil Pio-

cedure Code, are mandatory and an Appellate Court

is not entitled to admit and consider additional

documentary evidence in contravention of those

provisions.
.

.

Where an appellant attached certain documents

to his memorandum of appeal and the Appellate

Court passed an order that they should remain on

the record:
, , ,

Held that the Appellate Court had contravened

the provisions of Order XLI, rule 27, Civil Procedure

Code, in admitting and considering this cvidonco

and that a« its lindings had been vitiated by the

fact that they were based on evidence wrongly

admitted, they were liable to be set aside. P Katna

v. Harnam Singh, 150 P. W. R HHS 12
O.XLIII, r. I (a)— Order returning

i .• ii* i .. ^

O. XLIV, r. I

O. XLV
O. Xt-VII, r. 1
Sch. II, para. I

paras. 1

2

, 14,

646
646
850
171

15 -Ar-

memorandum oj appeal for presentation to proper

Court
,

whether appealable— Plaint, whether includes

memorandum of appeal.

A memorandum of appeal is not a plaint.

No appeal lies against an order of an Appellate

Court directing a memorandum of appeal to be

returned for presentation to the proper Court. A
Nr r-uu-Din Khan v. Pran Kisiian Ciiakarvarty, Iff

A.L. J. 630
. x _ VI ..,i

16
O.XLIII, r. 1 (w), O. XLVII, r.

7_Review, order granting—Appeal, whethei lies.

An order granting a review of judgment, though

appealable under the provisions of Order XLI 1 1,
rule

1 Or), Civil Procedure Code, is subject to the

limitations mentioned in Order XL\ II, rule 7, of the

Code, namely, that there can ho an appeal only upon

the grounds mentioned in thnfc rule. C Amh’Ij

Ham

i

u c. Amuna Kiiatun 850

bitration-Absence of some arbitrators at meetings

effect of—Award signed by some only of several

arbitrators, legality ol-Time for talcing objections

and for remission of award, ......
For a final award by arbitrators to bo valid, it is

essential that all tlie arbitrators should have been

present at all the meetings including the last, that

witnesses should have been examined in the presence

of all and that all should have consulted together

as to the form that their award should take.

The period of ten days' limitation for applying to

set aside an award proscribed under Article 158 of

the Limitation Act is not applicable to proceedings

under para. 12 or para. 14 of Schedule II of the

Civil Procedure Code, and there is no limitation for

makiu" an application to remit an award for reoon-

"deration of the arbitrators owing to some illegality

being apparent on the face of it

The fact that when an award is presented, it bear,

the signature of some only of the arbitrators is an

illegality on the face of the award which should lead

the Court to remit it for re-consuloratiou of the

arbitrators. IVI Mamidi Affayya r. Vkdan Vkv

kataswami, (1918) M. \Y. N. 477i'24 M. L. T. 10^8

L ' W’—
* paras. 14, 15 597

-paras. 15, 17 171
%

para. 17 —Evidence Act (l of

1 872) * 9* pro v. [?)—Arbitration—Award by some

only of arbitrators, validity of -Agreement, ora ,

that decision of majority of "bUrators *oM be

binding, whether can be peered- Court, whether can

Where" a matter was referred to the arbitration

„f several poisons without the intervention of a

Court and the deed of agreement to refer explicit y

stated that whatever award was made by the arbitra-

tors would be binding on the parties to the reforenre,

and the award was luado only by a majority of tlio

“Sin that it could not be proved under section

!) > proviso 2 of the Evidence Act, that there had

boon a contemporaneous separate oral agreomen

bet ween the parties to the effect that the decision of

a majority of the arbitrators would be binding on the

pa

(

l

2*1 that tho award having boon made by some

only of the arbitrators was a nullity.

The powers of the Court in a proceeding under

paragraph 20, Sehodnlo 11, of the Code of Cm
Procedure are exhausted as soon as the Court decides

either to tile the award or refuses to file it . U W «

Bakiish Singh v .
Chotta Singh, 5 0 L. J. 471 wu
para. 20 '7*

paras. 20, 2 1
548

Companies Act (VII of 191 3), s. 17

1

n rising out oj sni, in which Vo,lifting

was plaintiff-Leave oj Court, whether necessary.

An appeal or an application for revision arising

out of an action brought, by a Company iJoe*
«»t

come within the purview uf section 171 of the C

a

*
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panies Act and can be instituted or proceeded with
without the leave of the Court. P Kishkx Singh r.

Industrial Bank of India, 32 P. L. R. 1918; 62 ]\ R.
1918

S« 17 I—Suit against Company — Liquida-
tion—Leave to continue suit

,
when to he granted.

Under section 171 of the Companies Act leave, to
continue a suit against a Company in liquidation
should be given only where some question arises
^yhicli cannot satisfactorily be determined in the
winding up proceedings. P Jawaiiir Singh Sundar
Singh v. Spinning and Weaving Co., Ltd., 93 P. R.
1918 1005

186, 199, 200, 20 1 —Civil
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), ss. 39, 42, 0.
XXI, rr. 4, 5, 6, 7, 16

—

Order of payment—Assign-
ment of order—Application for execution by assignee—Procedure.

Section 199 of the Companies Act enacts that
any order passed by a Court under the Act is

enforceable in the same manner in which
a decree passed by such Court would be.
Therefore, an order of payment made under
section 186 of the Companies Act must be regarded
as a decree and enforced as such. This means
that the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code
relating to the execution of decrees are applicable
to the execution of such orders.
Where such an order is sought to be enforced

through a Court other than the one which passed
1

» se°tion 201 of the Companies Act removes the
necessity for complying with the procedure laid
aown in sectipn 39 and Order XXL rules 4 and 5, of

e Civil Procedure Code, dispenses with the
requirements of rule 6 of the Order, and ompowers

e other Court to act on a certified copy of the
order alone.

assignee or transferee of the order, however,

th
n°

,

makf an aPPbcation for the enforcement of
er without having recourse to the procedure

cert .°T<
n ^ ^r

.^er XXI, rule 16 of the Civil Pro-
uie Code, which requires that an application by

stiti

8

?
8 Gree a ^ecree f°r execution after sub-

th«n
1011

.

0 ^ name °an be entertained only by
tha Court Which passed the decree.

suhhf f

0
?
8 an<^ of the Companies Act are

yvl C
-
to t'he special provisions of rule 16 of Order

Pm> i -w t>
6 Civil Procedure Code. P Tharya Ram v.

^opat Ram, 92 P. R. lsjg 997
cimflciV ,99 > 200 > 201 997

p i.
esSIOn, retracted, value of— Ill-treatment by

' rouce, allegation of-Burden of proof.

fe flfn,!
CCU8ed PerSOn afc his trial retracts his con-

wa* fLo
feC

?
rded t ^10 Magistrate, alleging that it

the Prti*

ou^°me ill-treatment and inducement by

v K-

lce
> 8

}
10ui (I prove his allegations. C Emperor

abili Katoni, 22 C. W. N. 809; 19 Cr. L. J. 959

ancJ Buddhism, whe-

cZf
m*tu

? llV exclusive.

excluBivft
1^18

^1 and buddhism are not mutually

man inno i?
10113, ^h0 former does not render a

Well I Ef I? ^Mowing the latter religion as
• *- o Kyin Wet v. Ma Gyok, 9 L. B. R. 179

Construction of deed
143

Construction of document 225,
364 54

1

— Company's Sicca rupees, whether mean rupees
in current coin.

Where in a kabuliyat of 1850 by which a patni
taluk was created, the rent reserved was stated to be
“Company’s 8icca rupees 96:”

Held, that as the Calcutta Sicca rupee, though
coined by the Company, had never, become known
us the“( ‘ompany’s Sicca rupee ” the expression. “Com-
pany’s Sicca rupees” used in the kabuliyat must be
regarded as ambiguous; so that the intention of the
parties must be re-ascertained, having regard to the
surrounding circumstances, such as the conduct of
the parties, the date of the document, the stamp
duty paid on the document, and a reference to current
coin in a portion of t lie kabuliyat.

The history and origin of the term ‘Sicca rupee’
discussed C Maharaj Bahadur Singh v. Jadah
Chandra Ghose 109

Compromise restraining powers of transfer of
ividow.

Where a compromise deed entered into between
a Hindu widow and her husband’s reversioners
provided that if the widow made any transfer or
created any incumbrance it would be null and void
and that there would be no injury to the title of the
reversioners:

Held, that the compromise gave the widow the
rights of a Hindu widow in her husband’s estate
Pat Rama Singh v Harakhdhari Singh 710

Instalment bond -Default in payment of in.
stalment— Waiver of right to sue for entire amount
Limitation

,
commencement of.

An instalment bond provide d that the money was
to be re-paid by five annual instalments and* that
if there was any default in payment of any of the
instalments, the creditor would have the power to
recover the entire amount in a lump sum. 7 he
bond was executed in 1909 and default was made
in payment of the first instalment, but the plaintiff

waited till the term provided in the bond had expired,
when he brought a suit staling that his claim for
the first 2 instalments being barred by time, he
made a claim only with regard to the remaining
three instalments:

Held, that under the terms of t lie bond the plaintiff

had an option to waive his right to. bring the suit at

once on the happening of the first default, which right

he had exercised and that, therefore, his suit with
regard to the last three instalments was not barred.

A^Mohan Lal v. Tika Ram, 16 A L. .T. 929 926
Mortgage—Stipulation to redeem in any

Chittirai month at end of 10 years—Covenant, nature

and effect of,

A mortgage-deed contained a stipulation that the

amount due thereunder might be paid “at any cul-

tivation season in the month of Chittirai after the

stipulated period of 10 years”:
_

Held, that there was no implied personal covenant

to pay at the end of 10 years, which the mortgagee

could enforce at once at the expiry of the period. IYI

Ranga Pillai v. Xarasimma Ayyaxgar, (1918) M.

W. N. 672 852
. — Question of law—Appeal, second—Mortgage

with possession— Mortgagor taking mortgaged pro-

perty on lease—Intention—Right of mortgagee to

evict mortgagor
Defendants executed a deed of mortgage iu
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favour of the plaintiff on the 1 7th March 1913. The

mortgage was declared to be with possession and

redemption was to take place after two years < 'n t ie

same date a rent deed was executed under winch

the mortgagors agreed to fake the m otgaged house

on lease at Rs. 3 per mensem, it being definitely

stated that the mortgagee was in possession and

that lie was entitled to evict the mortgagors at any

time by giving them one month’s notice. It was,

however, agreed that the rent was to be credited to

the interest due under the mortgage-decd. Both

these documents were registered on the Oth March

1913. On the 4th October 1915, the. mortgagee

instituted the present suit for the eviction of the

mortgagors and recovery of Hs 9>-L'-0 duo as lent.

It was contended that the two documents evidenced a

single transaction and that, therefore, the suit for

eviction wasnot maintainable:

Held, ( 1) that the question involved in the suit

being one related to the construction to be placed

on the two documents concerned, a second appeal was

competent;

(2) that the fact that there was no reference to

the lease in the mortgage-deed was a strong indica-

tion of the separate nature of the two transactions

and all that was intended by the lease was that such

moneys as wore payable thereunder were to bo

given credit for;

(3) that at the time of the execution of the rent-

deed, the parties clearly intended to establish the

relation of landlord and tenant between themselves

and, therefore, the mortgagees were at liberty to

evict the mortgagors at any time P Ma.noia Ham r.

Ganesii Das, id 1\ W. K. 191S
r ,

35 1

Vendor and purchaser— Sale-deed Indem nity

clause— Vendor agreeing lo clear disputes—Continu

ing covenant -Breach oj covenant —Rights of co-

venantec—Suit for cancellation oj sale and damages

— Cause of action—Limitation Act (IX oj 1 908,1

,

Sch. I, Art. 1 15.
. „ .

A deed of sale of land contained the following

clause: “Should disputes of any kind arise at anv time

touching the said land on the part of anybody, wo

will clear them all with our own funds and allow

this sale to continue to you uninterruptedly without

any kind of loss to you.” On attempting to obtain

possession, the vendee was resisted by the tenants,

who asserted occupancy rights in the land. The

vendee thereupon sued the tenants, whose claim was

finally uphold by the High Court. In a suit by tlio

vendee against the vendor for cancellation of sale

and damages brought more than six years after the

date of the sale: /

Held, (1 ) that the provision in the sale-deed was

an indemnity clause and should be construed as a

continuing covenant;

(2) that t ho cause of action for the suit arose

when it was held that the plaintiff's vendor had

no Kudivaram right in the property and the suit

was, therefore, within time under Article 1 >5 of the

Limitation Act. IY1 Pakvatanksi Vkxkatvramavva

v. Lanka Ram Brahman, 35 M. L. .1. 124; 8 L. \\

•_>4 M. L, T. 104 924
Will, interpretation of — Intention oj testator

Lije-eslatc
,
transfer of, to remainderman, effect of

—Surrender— Acceleration.

A Hindu testator devised a life-estate in favour

Construction of document-conoid.

of his widow, and on her death, a vested remained

in favour of his grandson by a predeceased daughter,

whom he had brought up as his own son, subject to

certain devises for maintenance in favour of the

plaintiffs, who were also his grandsons by another

daughter:

Held, that the intention of the testator was to

provide immediate means for the maintenance of

the plaintiffs after his death, and that, therefore,

the plaintiffs became entitled to the properties

devised to them immediately on the happening of

that event. M , , . ..

A transfer of his entiro interest effected by the

holder of a life-estate in favour of the remainderman

operates as a surrender accelerating the devolution

of the estate in favour of the latter. O RudRA

Pratap Singh i\ Umrai Kunwar, 5 0. L. J. 5059 1

Z

‘ Year ,’ meaning of.

It is not desirable to impute repugnancy to the

terms of a document where a consistent intention

can be found from the study of the document as a

whole. ,

A year usually means a period of 12 months,

but the context of a document may show that a

particular year, ending with a specified month or

season was intended. O Prag r. Mohan Lal, 5 0*

I j # 2<v$ lO I

Contract for sale of rice milled by certain firms

— Election—Breach of contract.

Defendant contracted to sell a certain quantity of

rice to the plaintiff, and the contract gave the

seller the right of delivering the milling of seven

specified firms. One of the clauses of the contract

absolved the defendant from liability in caso of

accidents to machinery, etc. It appeared that the

plaintiff agreed to accept the milling of the defend-

ant's mill, but before the delivery was completed

the mill was burnt down. Plaintiff sued the defend-

unt for damages for non-delivery of the balance:

Held, tl) that the clause giving the option to the

defendant to deliver the milling of any of the

specified firms was inserted for the benefit of the

defendant and that the latter could not be com.

polled to deliver from all tho mills;

(2) that the clause relating to accidents to

machinery referred to the mill from which delivery

was to bo taken or was being taken and that that

mill having been burnt down, tho defendant was

absolved from giving or completing delivery of so

much of tho rice as remained Undelivered under the

contract L B Arracan Coy., Ltd v. Ramadan si A

Co., 11 Rob. L. T. 63 541
Contract Act (IX of 1872), ss. 19.

I 9 A, 64 883
s. 20 783
s. 23 82
s. 23— lienam i purchase—Go pernmen t

servant, purchase by, in contravention of Government

orders, validity of— Public policy

A purchase made benami by a Government

servant in contravention of Government orders in

that respect is void on tho ground of public policy,

and the real purchaser acquires no title an *er such a

puiohaso O Sa.md Mirzap Nanui Khanam 694
ss. 23, 32, 55, 64, 65 -Contract to

finance litigation and to share in property deerted on

success^ nature of—Loan—Contingent conhwt —
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Construction of document—Champerty— Failure to

advance full amount agreed upon, effect of — Breach
of contract—Refund of consideration advanced

,
right

of lender to—Stipulation for compromise in par

-

ticular manner and charge on amount of compro-
mise —Compromise effected differently— Charge, en-

forceability of—Assignment of future property,
validity of —Bench t of contract, participation in,

where no privity, effect of.

Where a person agrees to advance moneys to
another from time to time up to a certain limit
with the object of financing a litigation by the latter,
but fails or refuses to pay the full amount, he is,

nevertheless, entitled, under section 64 of the
Contract Act, to a refund of the amount actually
advanced by him.

It depend^ on the terms of the document whether
the subject of it is to be treated as a loan.

VVhere the agreement is to finance a litigation
against a person in possession of certain property
and in favour of persons who are themselves unable
to find the necessary funds, and the person financing
is to got a share of the property in the event of
the success of the litigation as if the full amount
was paid and no provision is made for the refund
of the amount in the event of failure, the trans-
action cannot be treated as a loan.

Such a contract is chauipertous, but the promisee
is entitled to recover what he has advanced in the
event of the litigation ending successfully to the
promisor.

A person cannot be charged with liability merely
on the ground that he has benefited by a contract
entered into by another.

Where a loan is charged on a property, a mere
default of the lender to pay the full amount of the
charge would not deprive him of his lien in respect
of the money actually advauced. There will bo a
hen pro tanto.

Where a loan advanced with the object of fiuanc-
lno a litigation is charged on an amount which
Djay be secured by a compromise in the suit to be
effected in a particular manner, and the compro-m

!
se *8 effected in a different manner, the lien

'ull not attach itself to the substituted property,
especially where the parties put an end to the
contract before the compromise.

Plaintiff’s husband agreed on 25th May 1903 to
ad vance moneys up to a limit of Rs. 1,^0,000 to
efendants Nos. 2, 3 and 4 with the object of
nancing a suit by the latter to recover a Zemindari,

in consideration whereof the latter agreed to convey
to plaintiff a 3/l6ths share in the properly in the event
0

,
r succeeding in the litigation. It was stipulat-

e that the defendants should not compromise the
suit with their adversaries without the lender’s con-
sent. This agreement was varied in 1908 by another,w ereunder the lender was to advance two lakhs
0 ruPees and get a fourth share and no compromise
was to be entered into by the defendants without the
consent of the lender or of his Vakil. The amount
a vanced was charged on the amount which might
e secured under the compromise. Plaintiff’s hus-
and, after advancing about Rs. 70,000, declined to
vance any further sum as there were misunder-
audings between himself and his debtors. The

,
1 -by defendants was compromised, but not

Contract Act—eoutd.

in the manner specified in the agreement.
Plaintiff's husband having died, plaintiff sued to

recover the amounts actually advanced and interest

thereon and to have it chaigcd ou the amount of the

compromise: *’

Held, (1) that plaintiff was entitled to a personal
decree for refund;

(2) that the lien created on property to come into

existence in future was valid;

(3) but that the lien could not be fastened on the

amount of the compromise as plaintiff’s husband had,

prior thereto, broken the contract and the compro-
mise effected was not in accordance with the

agreement. IYI Pusapati Vknkatapathiraji; Garu
v. Vatsavaya Vknkata Subhadray yamma 563—— S. 23 -Public policy—Agreement to refer

non-compoundablc case to arbitration—Award, whe-

ther can be enforced.

On a complaint of cheating being lodged by the

plaintiff against the defendants, the Magistrate

referred the case to a gentleman for enquiry with the

suggestion that perhaps he would be able to effect a

settlement between the parties. The parties then

agreed to refer their difference to arbitrators and the

Magistrate on being informed of this dismissed the

complaint. The arbitrators made an award in favour

of the plaintiff and the latter applied to have it

filed:

Held, that the award was not enforceable, as the

agreement to refer to arbitration was invalid having

been made to stifle a prosecution. C Tiiandamoyeb

Dasi v. Gooxamani Dasi 506
S> 23—Public policy —Contract to engage

dancing boy for a certain price
,
whether opposed to

public policy.

The plaintiff engaged the services of a dancing

and singing boy for a certain period, lie next con-

tracted with the defendant that for a monthly pay-

ment of a certain sum the boy should give exhibitions

in accordance with arrangements made by the defend-

ant. The defendant employed the boy for a period

of one mouth and twenty four days but refused to

make any payment to the plaintiff:

Held, that the contract between the plaintiff and

the defendant was not contrary to public policy and

that the defendant was bound to pay to the plaintiff

at the contract rate. C Samir v. Sved Ali 138

— ss. 32, 55
— S. 62, scope of

— S.64J— s. 65
-s. 70 —Sale—Consideration, part of, left

with vendee to pay off creditor of vendor-Payment

in excess of amount left with vendee -Excess amount
,

whether can be recovered from vendor.

Under a sale-deed executed by the plaintiff in

vour of the defendant, a sum of money was lelt

th the defendant for payment to a creditor of

e plaintiff who held a mortgage over some other

operty belonging to the plaintiff. Defendant

del off the mortgage with a sum in excess of that

hich wras left with him .In a suit by the plaintiff

recover a portion of the consideration for the sale

hich had been left unpaid.

Held that the defendant could not be allowed to set

f the amount paid by him to the plaintiff’s creditor
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in excess of the amount that was left with him, inas-

much as the excess payment was not obligatory upon
the defendant. A Suraj Biian v Hasiiim Bkgam, 16
A. L. J. 581; 40 A. 555 903

S« 1 08, applicability of 976
SS. I 1 3, I 16—Sale of goods by descrip,

tion— Warranty, implied—Inspection before purchase
,

effect of—Breach of contract— Damages.
Section 113 of the Contract Act closely follows

sections 14 and 15 of the English Sale of Goods Act.
Where goods are sold by description, there is an

implied warranty that they are of merchantable
quality, even where they have been inspected before
purchase. If, however, the buyer has examined
the goods, there is no implied condition as regards
defects which such examination ought to have
revealed.

Per Spencer, J.

—

Section llGof the Contract Act
deals with defects which are detectable only by
expert examination. IYI Peer Maiiamad Houtiikk v.

Dalooram Jayanarayan, 35 M. L. J. 180; 8 L W
19-; 24 M. L. T. 227; (1918) M. W. N. 658

S. I 16
s. 202 133
S. 239—Partnership— Sailing vessel, co-

owners of— Freight and earnings of ship—Accounts,
claim for

,
on basis of partnership, maintainability

of.

Co-ownors of a vessel are not, as such, partners,
but only tenauts-in-common, but if the vessel is

put to use to earn freight, the co-owners become
partners in the employment. IYI Vanamatti sSatte-
kaju v. Bollacrauada Pallamraju, 35 M. L. J. 87- 8
L. W. 583; 41 M. 939 640

SS. 249, 25 1 , 26 I y 263—larlncr-
ship- Contract by partners— Debt contracted after
death of partner by surviving partner for perform-
ance o) contract — Estate of deceased partner,
liability of—Remedy of creditor.

The estate of a deceased partner is not liable for
a debt contracted by the surviving partner to enable
him to perform a contract entered into during the
former’s lifetime. The creditor is entitled to pro-
ceed against the sui viving partner personally and
against the assets of the partnership which the
yiirviving partner has power to pledge in discharge

0f an obligation created by the partnership.

Per WallD, C. J.

—

Section 263 of the Contract Act
cannot override the express provisions of section 261

Per Scshagiri Aiyar, ./.— Unhampered by authority*
the plain interpretation of sections 25 1

, 261 and
263 ot the Contract Act read together would seem
to be that a deceased partner’s estate would be
liable lor obligations necessitated by the process of
winding up the partnership business. The implicit-
Lion of section 26L seems to be that the estate
should not be answorablo for fresh liabilities created
solely after the death of the partner. It is difficult
to construe section 263 as not dealing with devolu-
tion caused by the death of a partner. The expression
partners’ in that section must mean those who

constituted the partnership before it was dissolved
by the death of one of them and primi jacic in the
case ot dissolution by death the same liability would
attach as before death, provided the obligation was

incurred for winding up the business. IYI Seshi Amma&
*’• Vairavan Chettiar, 8 L. W. 503; 24 M.L. T. 392-
(1918) M. W. N. 806; 35 M. L. J. 669 958

ss. 251, 261, 263
C/Ontf*i£)UtiOn, suit for, maintainability of—
One of several judgment-debtors satisfying decree—
Liability of other judgment-debtors.
A decree in a suit for maintenance, while providing

that certain defendants in the suit should pay off
the decretal amount withiu four months from the
date of the decree, went on to order that on their
failure to do so the money should be realisod by sale
of the properties hypothecated. One of the defend-
ants, who had since the decree become possessed of
tour-fifths of the properties charged, paid off the
decretal amount and then sued the other defendants
for contribution:

Held, that as it was quite unnecessary for tho
plaintiff to pay off the decretal debt or any part of
it, the claim for contribution could not succeed.
C Kanailal Kundu v. Nitya Saran Mukukrjek

938
,
suit for, maintainability of— Trespassers inde-

pendent, decree against—Costs recovered from one
defendant— Other defendant, whether liable to contri-
bute.-

Plaintiff and defendant each obtained a half share
in certain property under separate deeds of gift.
A third person brought a suit for recovery of a
certain share in tho property, in which both were
impleaded as defendants. Plaintiff contested the
suit but tho defendant did not, and ultimately tho
suit was decreed against both with costs. Tho
decree-holder recovered the full amount of the costs
lrom the plaintiff, who thereupon brought a suit for
contribution against tho defendant, claiming half
the costs which ho had been compelled to pay:

Held, that the plaintiff and tho defendant were
independent trespassers who derived thoir titles
under separate deeds of gift and who were separate-
ly liable for the, trespass committed by each, and
that, therelore, tho defendant was not liable to
contribute anything towards tho amount which had
been recovered from tho plaintiff. A Nandlal Singh
r. Bkni Maduo Singh, 16 A. L. J. 689 980
Co/lV6y«inC6 —Consideration money, non-pay-

ment of, effect of.
r

The non-payment of tho consideration money
exploded to bo paid by a convoyaneo may be an
impoitant item to take into consideration to deter-
mine whether the conveyance is or is not a real
transaction, but a conveyance notwithstanding tho
non-payment of tho consideration money may boa
perfectly good transaction, except whore the oou-
voyaneo is drawn in such a form that tho transfer iscom itional upon the satisfaction cf tho consideration
mono}. C Kumud Kamini Dasi i*. Khudumani Dasi

202
Co-operative Benefit Society -Jiam.-
gy refusing to receive subscription of contributory—
Contributor, whether entitled to refund of past sub-
scriptions.

’ r

Plaintiff was a member of an association each
member ot which was bound to contribute a certain
nioii

\ y sum, and tUo total contributions wore then
p vi^Ok at, tuo disposal ot each contributor ia tiiTUi
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He alleged that the defendant who was the organiser
of the scheme had improperly refused to receive his
contributions, and he claimed to recover the sum of
his past contributions on the ground that by the
action of the defendant he had lost all prospect of
taking the pool:

Held, (1) that if it was found that it was the plaint-
iff who refused to continue his contribution he must
prove that he had a right to a refund, and if so at
what time;

(2) that if, on the other hand, the defendant was
responsible for the breach, the burden lay on him of
proving that no refund was claimable. P Giiul vm
Haidar i>. Beagan, 77 P. H 1918; 157 p. \y. r. 191s

415COStS—Discretion of Court—Appellate Court, inter-

ferenee by.

An order for costs made by a Court within its
discretion ought not to be interfered with by the
Appellate Court.
Where the trial Court made the costs of an appli-

cation for amendment costs in the cause:
Held, that as the amendment was opposed bv the

opposite party the trial Court was not wrong inmaking the order and that it ought not to bo inter-
fered with by the Appellate Court. C Upexi.ra
!“l s Koy v - Nath Roy, 2d C. W. N. Gil; 45

~ 1 29
"

i
''Successful party, whether can be deprived of

costs-Practice Discretion of Court—Appellate Court,
interference by.
Where a plaintiff comes to enforce a legal riVlit.nd there has been no misconduct on his part-- no

omission or neglect which would induce the Court, to
deprive him of l.is costs -the Court has no discretionand canuot take away the plaintiff's right to costs.

of2Pea
-

CT rtS ShouId iutcrfere with the exorcise

thoro n
eh

°?
b

'V th° lo "’er Courts as to costs when

violating f
b0CU any misapprehension of facts, or

has bo
Q ° an5' estublished principle, or where therehas been no real exercise of discretion at all. Baxmibai V. Radhabai, 20 Rom. L. R. 905; 42 R. 327

C
p^He^)0

P
s°uit

r 0f> t0 Sel1 Woperty °l persons not

antn„‘!.
Urfc

"‘f
1101 sel1 the right, title and interest of

j

Wh
?

*S n0t a Pai'ty to the suit. S Pamandas^Hiranand, 12 S. L. R, 1 792
' mrlf payable on suit for removal of old

nf
71

1
* appointment of new mahant and vesting

Lr°PertJ ™ new mahant 983
?n SVl1 of *870), S. 7
rpr.il.

*' Aft' I, applicability of—Suit for

nnu ,./f
°* money due after adjustment of accounts—

Louit-fee payable.

Pees °A or'
r° section 7, clause a), of the Court

beaeonr/i- Pa^a^e *n a suit for money mustbe accordmg to the amount claimed.

aoDlipq o i

°f ®®hftdule I of the Court Fees Act

wise nmvV" i^ t'^10se cases which are not other-wise provided for under the Act.

Bs l foe a
sued for the recovery of

a sum nf'-o
a
\J
e"e(* to Be due to him, after deducting

defendant
2

’
5°° <said to be due him to tho

from ft a Q°fio-
C
?
OUTlfc °f the price of certain goods)

of damo«
’ wBich he assessed as the amount

ges suffered by him by reason of the

defendant s failure to perform certain contracts
entered into between the parties:

H‘dd, that the Court-fee paid ad valorem on the
amount actually claimed was sufficient. P Qyam-ui>-
din v. Delhi Flour Mills Company 992

S. 7 (iv) (C)—Mortgage, suit on—Defend-
ant claiming prior charge—Suit decreed —Appeal by
defendant — Con rt

-fee payable.
In a suit on foot of a mortgage one of the defend-

ants claimed that she had a prior charge on the
property sought to bo sold. The defendant’s con-
tention was overruled and the suit was decreed.
Defendant appealed praying for a declaration that
she had a prior charge over the property and that
it could only be sold subject to that charge:

Held, that the defendant’s prayer was for a
declaration with consequential relief and that she
must, therefore, pay ad valorem Court-fee on the
amount of the charge claimed by her. A Moti
Bkc.am v. IIar Prasad, 16 A. L. J. 81 31 I

-S. 7 (V) (b), (Cf)—Suit for recovery of
land forming part of entire estate, but neither sub-

divided nor separately assessed— Valuation, method
of— Court-fee payable.

The Court-fee payable in respect of a suit for

recovery of land forming part of an entire area, but
neither sub-divided nor separately assessed to land
revenue, must be computed on the market value of

the land sued for under section 7 (e) id) of the Court
Fees Act. IYl Godavartiiy Sundaramma v. Godavar-
tiiy Mangamma, 34 M. L. J. 558; 8 L. W. 83

S. 12— Decision on question of value for
purposes of Court-fee incidental to decision on question

of value for purposes of jursidicliun—Appeal, whether
competent.

Plaintiff sued for possession of certain land which
he valued for purposes of Court-fee and juris-iicf ion

at Rs. 764-7-0. On an objection by the defendant that

the suit had been undervalued, the Munsif appoint-

ed a Local Commissioner who fixed the value at

Rs. 943, but the Munsif refused to accept this

valuation and having come to the conclusion that

the land was worth considerably over Rs. J,0u0

returned the plaint for presentation to the proper

Court. On appeal the District Judge held that the

Munsif had wrongly disregarded the Commissioner ’s

valuation and returned the case to him for disposal.

The defendant preferred a second appeal to tin* Chief

Court:
Held, (1) that in arriving at a valuation of tho

land the Munsif only looked at the question from

tho point of view of his own jurisdiction and al-

though he decided the value for purposes of Court-

fee, °this decision was merely incidental to his

decision on the question of the value for purposes

of jurisdiction and section 12 of the Court Fees Act

was not, therefore, applicable to the case;

(2) that under these circumstances the appeal to

the District Judge was competent and was rightly

decided. P Sikandar Siiaii v Giiulam ^abi Shah,

151 P. W. R. 1918 7
S. 17, applicability of - Alternative reliefs

arising from more causes of action than one.

Section 17 of the Court Fees Act applies to alterna-

tive reliefs claimed with reference to more causes

of action than one. The operation of the section is
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not necessarily confined to cases where cumulative

reliefs are claimed. N Diiaramcii a n

i

> v. (jokki.at.

880
Sch. I, Art. 1 561,992

Covenant, continuing—Broach of covenant—

•

Rights of covenantee.

Covenants which provide for a continuous exer-

cise of obligations should be regarded as continuing

covenants so long as the subject-matter in respect

of which the duty is cast subsists. Therefore,

though a cause of action may arise on the date of

the covenant or as soon as there is a breach, the

injured person is not bound to sue once and for all

for present and prospective damages for the breach

of the covenant. He is entitled to wait, until he

has exhausted all possible means of obtaining

reparation before he lias recourse to the covenantor.

He will then be entitled to sue for consolidated

damages caused to him by the act of tho intervener

and for the expense he has been put to in attempting

to vindicate kis title against that party. IYI Parvata-

nknI Vbnkataramayva v . Lanka Ram isra UMAX, 35 M.

L. J. 124; 8 L. W. 142: 24 M. L. T. 104 924
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of

1898), SS. 4, 195, 476—“Complaint", what

is—Sanction to prosecute— Perjury
,

trial for, without

sanction or complaint, legality of.

Accused, who held a decree against tho com-

plainant, recovered in execution of tho decree a sum
larger than was due thereunder. Tho complainant

thereupon applied to tho Court for sanction to

prosecute the accused. No sanction was granted,

nor was any action taken under section 476 of the

Criminal Procedure Code. Tho presiding otlicer of

1 he Court, however, addressed to tho Magistrate of

the district a letter in which ho stated all the facts

uml concluded by soliciting orders in the case. The
Sub-Divisional Otlicer through whom the letter was
submitted, instead of sending it on to tho District

Magistrate, himself ordered tho prosecution of the

accused and tried and convicted him under sections

103 and 210 of the Penal Code:

Held, (1) that tho letter addressed to the District

Magistrate did not amount to a complaint within

tho meaning of section 470 of the Criminal Procedure
Code;

(2) that no sanction having been granted under
section 195 of the Criminal Procedure Code and
there being no complaint under section 470 of tho

Code, tho trial and conviction of tho accused were
illegal. A Siif.o Sampat Pande r. Emperor, 10 A. L.

J. 062; 19 Cr. L. J. 903 8 1 5
— ss. 4(h), 200, 203, 437— Petition

of objection, whether complaint— Dismissal, irregular

—Recisional jurisdiction oj Magistrate, whether can
be exercised .

A charged B with house-breaking, and B lodged
an information against A for theft of his gun. The
Police reported B‘ s case to be false, and B tiled

a petition of objection asking the Magistrate to
make an investigation and to summon the accused.
B, in tho meantime, was tried on the charge of
house-breaking and acquitted, and tho Magistrate
passed tho following order on his petition of ob-
jection: “Judgment, of counter-case, record and
Police report gone through. Enter false.” Against
this order B made an application to the District

Magistrate, who, acting under section 437, Criminal
Procedure Code, held that it was premature to call

tho theft case false, and sent the case back to the

Magistrate:

Held, (1) that the petition of objection filed by B
wras a complaint within the meaning of section 4

(h) of tho Criminal Procedure Code.;*

(2) that the order of the Magistrate entering tho
theft case as false, was in substanco an order under
section 203 of the Criminal Procedure Code dis-

missing the complaint;

(3) that where the final order is in fact one
under section 203 of the Criminal Procedure Code,

the revisional jurisdiction of the District Magistrate

can bo exercised even though there may have been

some irregularity on the part of the officer taking

cognizance of the complaint lodged under section

200 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Pat Sadhu
Oh akan Kay r. Bai.ei Swain, 3 P. L J. 346; 19 Cr. L.

J. 874 70
S. 7 I

— Offence lolling under two sections—
Procedure—Jurisdiction of British Courts—Abetment

out of British India of offence committed in British

India.

Where one act constitutes offences under two
different sections of tho Penal Code, the proper

procedure is to frame charges under both sections in

one and the same trial and to award a sentence under

either of the sections.

Courts in British India have no jurisdiction to try

a person who is not a British subject for abetting out

of British India an offence committed by another in

British India. P Raj BAHADUR i\ Emperor, 28 P.

W. R. 1918 Cr; 23 P. R. 19.8 Cr.; 19 Cr. L. J. 931

447
s. 103 —Search of house— Witnesses present

at search , evidence of, value o/.

A Court is not bound to accept, as true the evi-

dence of witnesses called in under section 103 of the

Criminal Procedure Code to witness a search, if it

can bo shown to bo false. A Babu Ram v. Emperor,

16 A. L. J. 721: 19 Cr L. J. 919 801
— s. 1 06, scopo of 445
SS. 107, I 1

2

—Notice under s. 112,

contents of—Jurisdiction of Magistrate to proceed

under s, 107.

Section 112 of tho Criminal Procedure Code

should l>e read along with section 107 of the Code.

Where a Magistrate of the first class is informed

that, a person is likely to disturb tho public

tranquillity without any information being given

as to his intent to do wrongful acts and the Magis-

trate considers t he information to have come from

a reliable source, he has jurisdiction to make an

order under section 112 of the Criminal Procedure

Code. In such n case it is not necessary to specify

in the order anv definite acts which the person

intends to commit. A Jaiii’ji Rai r. Empkror, 16 A.

L. J. 567; 19 Cr E J. 876 72
1-— ss. 107, 125, 439—Order requiring

security for good behaviour - District Magistrate,

power of, to set aside order—Revision— High Court ,

interference by. —
An order requiring security for good behaviour

under section 107 of the. Criminal Procedure Code
can be cancelled by the District Magistrate under
section 125 of the Coi|o on the ground that there
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is no proof of any likelihood of a breach of the
peace, and the High Court will refuse to interfere
with the order on this ground in revision, unless
the District Magistrate has been moved under
section 125.

The High Court will on its re visional side inter-
fere only as a Court of last resort under vcrr
exceptional circumstances. N Martand Rao v
Emperor, 19 Cr. L J. 900 gg~ ~ SS- I I O, I I7f 528, 530—Bad liveli-
hood proceedings -Notice, issue of, bg Magistrate to
person not within jurisdiction, legality of--Proceed-
lngs drawn up on rejerence by District Magistrate
effect of, on want of jurisdiction-joint trial of two
Versons, legality of -Misjoinder— Undivided members
of Hindu family, liability of, for misconduct of par-
ticular members -Evidence, nature of—Rumour and
hearsay, admissibility of— ‘Repute', meaning of—
Notice to accused, form and contents of—Lanllord
keeping tenants of bad character, liability of—Forest
offences—Statements in office files, admissibility of.
1 lie issue of notice under section 110 of theU’lmma 1 Procedure Code is not a formal matter

/

n

th
*c
SeC

.

tl0U limits the Potver to issue the notice
to the Magistrate in whose jurisdiction the accused
is#

The issue of a notice under section 110, Criminal
roceduve Code, is a judicial act to be exercised

c°nsideration of the materials placed
oetore the Magistrate, and not merely an executive
oiuer to be passed as a matter of course on acompiamt by the Police. The issue of a notice by a
ag^strate without jurisdiction cannot be justified

1 .
£round that it was drawn up under orders fromthe District Magistrate.

defect in the issue of the notice is not a
j* ..

lireoUlanty, but the question is one of juris-

Prnpo!i
and fu1Is un ler section 530 of the Criminal

-Procedure Code.

nn^1S no
J\

leSal fc o, try two persons jointly charged
rpi

r ®ec
_

10n 110 (fj of the Criminal Procedure Code.

mi* •
® ?

s ?° be applied in cases where a plea of

hJ,,

I

0
,

°r IS raised is whether there has been

rp ?
association between the persons charged in

Tho f° u
m *sconduct alleged in the complaint.

famJiw

*

actthat persons are members of an undivided

liahlA^

f

W
°Ii

^ n?^ ^y itself render each member
whpra

m,
"f
C0Qduct of any other member, and,

the nm ^ f-
1
*6 separately, there is not oven

to
s
^

rrJPt>on that one member knew and assentedt0 the misdeeds of the other.

eyMen^
106 ® enera * rePute does not mean hearsay

indivbL^
6
!
0 ^ a c^ass of persons, that a particular

terishV«
a aS done particular acts or has charac-

tothnf ««
a certain kind because there are rumours

as evidp
ecfc m a particular place, is not admissible

to indioo^
00

*.! ,

re Pu^ where no facts are mentioned

impression
^ t,iere were sufficient reasons for the

Code^mn
0
?

UQder
>
section 110, Criminal Procedure

duction of th*
Q
f

am so™ething m°re than a repro-

be suffioio #.
• Sj

aa®es of the section. There should

acts
1Qdication of the time and place of the

accused
an(* sufficient details to enable the

a
°.W wbat fact he is to meet, but it is not

• essary to give a list of witnesses.

- contd.
Criminal Procedure Code
Where, however, the defect has not been objectedo in the trial Court, the High Court ou4?t notto quash the proceedings in revision in the absenceof any proof that the accused was prejudiced Iq tbe

The facts that a landlord has tenants of hadcharacter under him and lends them money whenthey are m difficulty or mediates between histenants who are accused of theft and their victimsare not grounds for requiring security from holandlord under section 1 10.
0

Inferences drawn by forest officials as to personswho committed forest offences are not evidenceof repute. The Court should test the sources of th linformation that led the officials to infer that th

l

accused had anything to do with the offences fVIKrifasindu Naiko p. Emperor, 19 Cr. L J qos. «t
W. 461; (1918) M. W. N. 751

* 9°%i^
bringing false cases inCivd Courts—Evidence of general repute, admissi-

0 It It IJ 0 /.

Section HO of the Criminal Procedure Code doeq

Ti
aK y

„
t0

,

a .Pe r
soa who has the reputation

of habitually bringing false claims in Civil CourtsSuch a person may be punishable under section209 of the Indian Penal Code, but he does notby so doing commit the offence either, if he sue
ceeds, of extortion or, if he fails, of attempting
to commit extortion. 0

In proceedings against such a person, although
evidence of general repute is admissible, it cannot
be allowed to override the findings arrived it hv
the Civil Courts after trial. N Bapujee v EmperoiT
19 Cr. L. J. 885 & i—~— Ss > I I O, I 90 (C)—Proceedings under
7 110—Local inspection by Magistrate before institut.
ing proceedings, effect of.

Although section 190 (c) of the Criminal Pro
cedure Code in terms applies only to offences, the
principle of that section must apply to cases of a
miscellaneous character, e. g., to proceedings under
section 110 of the Code.
Where a Magistrate was influenced by his pre

lim inary local investigation in coming to a finding
as to the guilt of an accused person under section 110
of the Criminal Procedure Code:

Held, that the conviction was bad inasmuch as the
Magistrate should not, under the circumstances, have
tried the case himself. Pat Godhan Ahir v.
Emperor, 19 Cr. L. J. 899 gej— ss. I 10 (f), 1 17(3)—Security proceed-
ings—Evidence of general repu te, admissibility of.
The provision in section 117 (X) of the Criminal

Procedure Code must be strictly construed and is
therefore, inapplicable where the charge is under
clause (f) of section 110 of the Code.

Clause (/) of section 110 of the Criminal Pro-
cedure Code is one of highly special character: evi-
dence of general repute is not sufficient to brin « a
case within it, but specific acts showing that the ac-
cused recklessly disregards the safety of the persons
or t lie property of his neighbours and actually causes
danger thereto must be proved. N Gan pat! v.
Emperor, 19 Cr L. J. 871 67

s. 112 72
S. 1 17 277
s. 117(3) 67
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party was in possession at the date of

its preliminary order.
lay their

warps .n a eei tain
with tho petitioners.

flho
claimed a joint 0

. f both parties was
C 'm

'iV 1'°'

f

V Vn« ' interfering

"hi! the joint enjoyment of the street hy the re.

spondents:
not competent to the Court

C1S“J'SS‘
C
S!">« - v ™ »;>

SrSIrtiu Ledeayvith -he tier

\ ,
• 117 rriminal Troeeduro C ode;

UU
;V tlmt the Court could find that, hy custom each

parly’ was entitled to use a particular part of .ho

"^llmminent danger- Order, Aether can l, set

aside after expiry of 2
tQ an order

F The luinsdictiou ofa
_

Ma^
rocodure^ dep0nds

under section
, A mere statement by

on the urgency of the uu
s tho case to bo

the Magistrate tlm 1
-

vc him jurisdiction, if the

^rr^im show that in reality there

is no urgent necessity for
order 0 f a Magis-

In a proceed)
i o - Criminal Procedure Code, tho

trate under section
,

listitied in considering
High Court would not tojntoe* ™ ^ ^
whether the opinion exP~®se

f Jr wrong: what
the civil rights of tho£ «

*
^.trate^ order

it has to consider is, nliotner w 0

was made with iarisdictmn or uot
ion

eSS

into his tank and the 0°
ldicating any imminent

Magistrate’s judgment .nd.cat ng a y

danger was that ra
„’

>f

n

a '

rfors aidcompel their

would flood the menial quarter*, aim v

° Vi

that this was an imminent danger of quite

£:s-„fTfsat 5
inconvenienced but was not a source oi «a o

'
U

‘,
b
';
C

’S‘
h

th0 order under section 144, Criminal

Pr,e duro Code, should be sc. osidooven though

more than 2 months had -^'“^^^Tnder
Code, fiwdisobedionoe to the

srxjftuft c.,
o
,

«3, 23 0. W. N. 14^ I45i M|1# ^Proceedings
. • i • i * i . . I « . 7

nnder s. Uu, when should In u ‘ ,‘'"^i

tho Criminal
Tho provisions of section 1 f t

specifio
Proeeduro Code were enacted " ,th

‘
fair

intention of definitely settling a <)““r0
J
*£

soctiou

hearing of each side, and proceed",gs ui e

144, M the Code should not be substitute^ for

proceedings under soot,on 14o
into the

provisions of law which require an inquiry >>'

question of possession with rofereneo to the evidence

adduced by tho parties. _ . . , tv^duro
The use of seel ion Hi of the crunin

^ ch 0f

Code is a suitable method of avoiding

tho peace only if it is clear, upon a reading o

Police reports, that the claim of the Pftr
>

\
the dist urbance is not ft claim made w &

Whore, however, the facts on tho recorda

cate that a proceeding under section

surv, the Magistrate has jtn

• ^ „
action under section 144. rv ~ t J.

Kmpkror, 3 P. L. J. 243; 4 P. h. W. 3o4; 19 Cr. h.*

8Q9
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Criminal Procedure Code— contd.

— S. 144—Trustee of temple required to
abstain from interfering with conduct of adyapakam
service—Order

,
whether definite.

.

Where a trustee of a Vaislinavite temple was
directed under section 144 to abstain from “in any
way interfering with the conduct of the adyapakam
service

Held, that the order was definite and sutficiently
defined the acts from which the trustee was
required to abstain, and that it rendered the acts
certain* within the meaning of the section IYI
Srinivasa Tiiatiiaohariar, In re, 19 Cr. L. J. 933

S. 1 44](4) —District Magistrate, power of
n tv?0 t* in fl rl & \Xft n \ i*/ o ii ^ 4 ^ L

— - "V "X ^
to alter order made by Magistrate subordinate to him,
extent of.

Clause (4) of section 144 of the Criminal Procedure
Code contemplates only a change in the nature of
the order made, and not a change in the party
against whom it is made. A District Magistrate
has, therefore, no power under this clause to set
aside an order made by a Magistrate against one
party and to substitute therefor a similar order
against the other party. Pat Ganpat Singh v.
Emperor, 3 P. L. J. 287; 4 P. L. YV. 357; 19 Cr. L. J.
880 76

ss. 1 45, 146, 147 877
SS. 165, 173—Search for stolen proper-

ty, when can be allowed—Investigation by Police after
submission of report

,
legality of.

Section 16-5 of the Criminal Procedure Code does
not authorize a general search for stolen property.
A search for specific stolen property is, however
allowed by the section.

*

The number of investigations into a crime that can
be made by the Police is not limited by law and
the Police, after submitting a report of an investi-
gation, have power to make further investigation on
receipt of further information. IYI Divakar Singh v
Ramamurthi Naidu, 35 M. L J. 127; 19 Cr. L. J. 901

s - *73
S. 181 (2) — Criminal breach of trust by

servant—Jurisdiction of trying Magistrate -Revision—Interference by High Court.
The accused, a Tahsildar, realised a large sum of

money from the tenants of his master at a place
M., aud being bound to render accounts at a place
B. presented there a false account with false entries
in his papers, shewing that a much lesser sum
than what he had realised was due from him:
Held

,
that it was doubtful whether the Court at B.

would have jurisdiction to try the offence of criminal
breach of trust against the accused.

.

Section 531, Criminal Procedure Code, is impera-
tive and the Court is required to see in every case, in
which it is asked to set aside a conviction on the
ground that the trying Magistrate had no jurisdic-
tmn to try the case, whether there has in fact been
a failure of justice. C Bimal Chandra Banerjee
v. Tez Chandra Banerjee, 19 Cr. L. J. 896

S. 190 (c)
S. 195 815
S- I 95—Sa net ion to prosecute—City Magis-

crate, whether permanent Court—Jurisdiction.
he Court of - the City Magistrate is not a perma-

nent Court with a perpetual succession of Judges,-

Criminal Procedure Code-contd.

so that where a City Magistrate has been trans
ferred, Ins successor has no power to sanction a
prosecution in respect of an offence committed before
his predecessor. In such a case the Sessions Jud-e
alone is competent to grant the necessary sanction
under section 195 of the Criminal Procedure CodeP Jia Lal v. Phogo Mae, 22 P. r. 19J8 Cr • 19 Cn
L. J. 914; 34 PMV. K.J918 Cr. ” 286

7 (J) (&)— So notion to prosecute
,refusei of, by Munsif—Munsij's Court, whether sub-

ordinate to District Judge for purposes of s. 195
Appeal to District Judge, whether competent Pro
cedurc—Punjab Courts Act fill cf 1914) s 39(4.)
Section 195 (7) (u) of the Criminal Procedure

Code lays down that where appeals lie to moreCour s than one, the Appellate Court of inferior
juusdiction is the Court to which the lower Court isdeemed to be subordinate for the purposes of the
section.

Where, therefore, on a Munsif's refusal to sanction
a prosecution, an appeal was preferred to the District
Judge:

Held, that as under section 39 (4) of the Punjab
Courts Act and Chief Court Notification No. 4424

G

dated 20th July 1914, certain appeals from theMunsff s decrees lay to the Subordinate Judge, the
District Judge had no jurisdiction to hear the appealwhich ought to have been preferred to the Subordi-
nate Judge. P Labhu Ram v. Nand Ram, 29 P R
1918 Cr

; 19 Cr^L- J. 975 . 49 p. vv. R. 1918 ’cr. 875
S« 199 77
SS. 200, 203 70

n .
.

*8.234, 235—Misjoinder of charges

-

Criminal misappropriation—Retrial.
Where to three charges of criminal misappropria-

tion, aHeged to have been committed by the accusedwithin a year, was added another charge of anoffence under section 210 of the Penal Code notcommitted within the same year:
Held, that there ivas a misjoinder of charges asthe last offence charged did not form one transactionwith the other three offences. C Emperor t> Raj f\nBA
g

R°v. 27 c. L. J. 81 1; 22 C. W. N. 596; 19 Cx L.

D .
,

S
",
2

,

98
~f

n
?.

1 b,J Judge’s charDuty of Judge—Misdirection and non.direction

—

n?nof
lne

?
“d ’" ,lted without Objection—Execution,

Proof of whether necessary -Failure to draw atlen.
t

ir
n
i

>

n
JU7 t0 presumPlioi‘ arising under Statute-High Court power of, to weigh evidence after exclu.sion of inadmissible matter.

Where a document, which is not per se inadmis-
Sible, is admitted by the Court in a criminal trialvuthout formal proof of execution, and the accusedhawng sufficient opportunity at the trial to callor formal proof omits to take any objection hecannot afterwards, in appeal, impeach the verdict
of the Jury on the ground that the document hadbeen admitted without formal proof
A parcha slip granted in the course of survey

proceedings is not a public document and is not inany way recognised by law. ft is, therefore, inadmis-
sible in evidence to prove title or possession. In acriminal trial, however, the Judge is competent todrav- the attention of the Jury to the fact that theparcha slip was granted to a particular person asa fact relevant to the question of possession,
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Criminal Procedure Code-contd. Criminal Procedure Code-contd.

The omission to draw the attention of the Jury to «

the provisions of section 103- B of tlio Bengal Tcnan y

Act and the presumption arising therefrom docs n
^

constitute a serious error on the part of tho = .

whero the point has been thoroughly discussc y

Counsel and the Jury are under no m.sconoepUon bs

r
° Where there is no evidence of a particular matter, to

it would be an error on the part of the Judge to »

lay down the law to tho Jury on that matter, which

U not a matter legally and properly before the &

J
The ability of tho Counsel engaged in the defence

doe not relieve the Judge of his task, which the t

law imposes upon him, of fully and fairly chaining d

the Jury At the same time it is reasonable that c

the Judge should take into account the elaboration t

£T-U in a criminal trial evidence i

has been admitted which should have been rejected,

it is competent t„ the High Court to consider
,

whether, after excluding the evidence wrong y «

\ iffmrl tho rebt of the evidence is suthcient to

SSlK-Pat U. w-g
IS Cl, L. J.^337t 339 forfrll.r.

. Aow-ovcr trial of -Withdrawal of pardon whetlici

1

iPcZy-ApproU whether hound to delate pre

Ag 'a prelim i nary to the triai of n„ approver under

section o3!) of the Criminal l’roceduro Code it is

unnecessary that there should be a formal with-

drawal of the pardon.
, ,

ft is not sufficient for an approver to help to

secure the conviction of some of his accomplices,

if lie lias screened the others.

All approver in order to satisfy the conditions if

his pardon is called upon to make a full ru.d .uo

disclosure of tho whole of tho ciroumstam 's w .thin

Ins knowledge relative to the offence or olTenej*

which are being enquired into, and not relative o

offences which are at the time not being enqmud

into, P Sun*.i Biun f Ksiriutoii, 24 1. H- 1J1K

i9 Ca. L.J.U2ffi30 1*. W. R. lDlbCa.

s. 339
S . 399, appl icahitit y of,

to Punjab.

Section 339 of the Criminal Procedure Code has

no application in the Punjab where the Reformatory

Schools Act of 1897 is in force _P mum v Nun

Muhammad, 17 P. R. 1918 Cr.; 'Z» V. W. R. 1918 On.,

19 Cr. L. J. 917; 91 ?. L. R 1918 433
— s. 422—Appeal by accused— Notice to com-

plainant ,
whether ncecssanj -Omission to ytv: notice

— Revision. .
,

Where an appeal by an accused is no. dismissed

summarily, section 422 of the Criminal Procedure

Code does not require that notice of the appeal

should be given to the complainant. It is, however,

the practice to give notice to tho complainant as

well as to the District Magistrate in a case institut-

ed upon a complaint, but failure to give notice to

tho complainant does not furnish a ground for

interference in revision. N Mangalchand v. Mohan

14 N. L. R. 131; 19 Cr. L. J. 927 443
— S. 436— Offence, minor

,
cognizance of

,
by

Court—Qraver offence disclosed, charge for, not press•

ed by prosecution—Commitment to Sessions on graver

Where ^Magistrate takes cognizance of a minor

offence against an accused, and a gravei 0

triable by the Sessions Court is disclosed in evidence

but the prosecution does not press for the framing

of a charge in respect of such offence, a commitment

to Ci9 Sessions Court in respect of the graver offence

is illegal. IY1 In re Marapi*a Gounuan, C l 91S) M.

W. N.°486; 24 M. L. T. 82; 19 Cr. L. J. 94d; 3d M. J.

067; 41 M. 982

"
Section ^37 of the Criminal Procedure Code con-

templates that where a complaint has in fact been

dismissed under section 203 of the Crimuia

cedure Code, tho rcvisional jurisdiction of tho E s-

t,.ict Magistrate can be invoked irrespective

consideration whethor tho dismissal .s legal or

illC

lfis absurd to hold that a Magistrate is com-

netont to revise tho dismissal of a complaint legal y

iamissod but that ho is not so competent to revue

i„ the case of a complaint illegally Bis.mssod. Pat

Sm.hu Chauan Roy r. Baui Swa.n, 3P. U J.

Cu. L. J. 874

_ s. 433-Ooren.monf of India Act, 1SH5

(o & 6 Geo, r, C.6U,s. 107

—

Revision—High Coa.t,

lower ol, lo direct Sessions' Judge to rehear appa .

Both under the Criminal I’roeeduro Code and

evidence. Pat Mahomko Z Mt.aunmN n.

19 CK - 1j

: s. 439—Rt vision—Conviction under wrong

section-Uigh Court, power of
and it

if ;• for the Courts below to Imd tho tacts an

further proceedings. Pax UA
‘ gQ

3 P. L. J. 351; 19 CR. L.. J. 884

476 815

swarrsiTj^i.. ....

Bur, h. T. 105; 19 Cu. L. J. 9bb
440

~ S,5
*?R 530 277

SS. 528, ooU a 1 3
SSt 530 (p)i 537
C 554 (2) (C) —Crim nal Rules of

m e-f ’-"^SSSSi
of Revenue Standing Order ^o, 17a &PP
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Criminal Procedure Code—concid. Custom—conoid.

to Talisildar Magistrate for copy of judgment—
Search fee, levy of, legality of.

No search fee can be levied along with an appli-

cation for a copy of a judgment of a Talisildar

Magistrate. Order No. 173 of the Standing Orders
of the Board of Revenue does not apply to such an
application which is governed by Rule 188 of the

Criminal Rules of Practice framed by the High Court
under section 554-, sub-section 2, clause c> of the

Criminal Procedure Code. IYI Ambalam Ibbaiii v.

Emperor, 35 M. L. J\ 401; 8 L. VV. 558; 19 UR. L J.

973 873
S. 562 - Penal Code (Act XLV oj 1860J,

s. 420—

‘

Cheating whether covers offence under s,

420, Penal Code.
The word “cheating” in section 532, Criminal Pro-

cedure Code, cannot be given an extended meaning
so as to cover an offence under section 420, Indian
Penal Code. IYI Sundaram Aytar v. Emperor, 41 M.

533; 19 Cr L. J. 934 658
Sch. V, Form XI 440

Criminal Rules of Practice, lYIadras
Higfh Court, r. 188 873

Criminal trial—Complainant's story disbeliev-

ed in essential details— Conviction based on part of
story

, propriety oj.

Where a party comes into Court with a story which
cannot be believed as to its essential details, it

is impossible to rely on a pare of the story for the
purpose of convicting the accused. Pat Phatali
Singii u. Emperor, 6 P. L. W. 157; (1918) Pat. 2^8;
19 Cr. L. J. 877 73—

• Procedure —Court, duty of, to pass orders on
petitions.

When petitions are made to the Court, it is
improper merely to direct them to be filed with the
record. Pat Mahomed Zamiruddin v. Emperor, 19
Cr. L. J. 902; 3 P. L. J. 632 274Custom 877

Alienation—Ancestral property—Burden oj
proof—Presumption— Adoption Reversion of pro-
perty

,
principle of, applicability of.

The burden of proving that a particular property
is ancestral lies on the person who claims it os
such, and the burden is not discharged by showing
that it is not unlikely that the common ancestor
acquired the property.

Where in 1851 three brothers were in joint
possession of certain land:

Held, that it was not unreasonable to presume
that they got the land from their father, but that
it could not be presumed further that the latter
got it from his father.
lhe principle of reversion to the heirs of a donor

or appointor is limited to property over which he
had not an unrestricted power of disposal, so that
the reversionary heirs of an appointor cannot
succeed to the land of the appointed heir on the
latter s death without descendants, where the land is
not ancestral qua themselves. P Ram Kaur v.
Achhru, 35 P. L. R. 1 9 i 8; 91 P. W. R. 1918 17

Alienation—Necessit y, proof of

.

In deciding the question of legal necessity for an
alienation the Court should take into consideration
the circumstances of the alienor. P Ganga Ram v.
Dsvta Singh, 38 P. L. R. 19 18; 92 P. W. R. 1918 39

— Alienation by sonless proprietor of ancestral

property in favour of daughter in presence oj colla •

terals, validity of—Ha ir Rajputs of TahsU Ghakwal,
Jhelum District.

A sonless Mair Rajput of the Cliakwal Talisil of

the Jhelum District is by custom competent to

devise the whole of his ancestral estate in favour
of his daughters in the presence of his brothers and
nephews.

Although the initial presumption throughout the
Punjab is against the power of alienation in respect
of ancestral land in village communities and the
onus probandi at the outset rests on the person
asserting such a power, yet in cases of the Muham-
madan tribes of the Jhelum District the presumption
against the validity of a gift by a sonless proprietor
to a daughter or daughter’s son is not of great
weight and may be easily shifted. P Hayat v.

Gullan, 87 P. R. 1918 931
allowing trees to overhang

,
whether reason-

aide.

A custom that a person over whose land trees
belonging to another overhang is not entitled to
complain is neither definite nor reasonable. B
Vishnu Jagannath J03HI v . Vasudko Raghunath
Ok: a, 20 Bom. L. R. 826 629

, family, proof of—Evidence 402
Hindu Law—Mantenance of junior members

of Mitakshara family out of impartible Zeraindari

-, prooj of—Question of law orjact.

Questions uf custom, though they may in the end
become questions of law, are at the outset necessarily
questions of fact. IYI Louis v. Gonsalves, 8 L. W,
208; 35 M. L. J. 407; (1918) M. W. N. 842 941

, proofof—Wajib-ul-arz, entries in, value of.

The valuo of a wajib-ul-arz as evidence of a custom
depends upon the circumstauces under which the
entry with regard to the custom came to be recorded
iu it O Raghubar Singh i>. Gajraj Singh, 5 0. L.
J. 508 920Cy pres, doctrine of, applicability of, to Indian
conditions 61 I

Decree conditional on payment of money within
certain period, whether can be altered—Jurisdiction
of Court- Discretion, exercise of—High Court

, power
of interference of.

Once certain terms are embodied in a decree the
Court itself which passed the decree, even if it so
desires, has no jurisdiction to alter it save on an
application for review of judgment.

'.V here, therefore, a Court made a decree in plaint-
iff's favour conditional upon his paying an extra Court-
fee within a certain time and directed that the
suit would stand dismissed in the caso of non-
compliance with the condition:

Held, that the Court had no jurisdiction to interfere
with the decree by extending the time for payment
of the extra Jourt-fee. A Sajjadi Begam v. Dilawar
Husain, 16 A. L. J. 625; 40 A. 579 4

"> whether can be set aside in subsequent suit.
It is not open to a litigant, except on the ground

of fraud, to maintain a suit to rescind or nullify a
decree passed in a former suit to which he was a
party and wuich was tried out by a competent Court.C Durga Charan v. Lakhi Narain Q I 7
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Defamation—Damages
,
suit fur ,

maintainability

oj

,

tit respect of charge which has formed subject

oj complaint.

Where one man charges another with a!^ offonco

and without unreasonable delay makes that chargo
the subject of a complaint to the Police or to the

Court, he is protected from an action for defamation
of character in respect of allegations contained in

the charge, if the complaint is dismissed, the

accused has two remedies, oue by obtaining sanction

for the prosecution of the complainant for bringing

a false charge, and the other, if he has suffered loss

or injury, by a suit for damages for false and
malicious prosecution. U B Mauno Mvo v . Maung
Kwet E, 3 U. B. It. (1918) 88 674

Fair comment, plea of
— Solicitor, comDict

of, whether matter of pujlic interest— Journalist,

duty of.

The conduct of a Solicitor of the High Court, as

disclosed in proceedings in the High Court, is a topic

of public interest and importance.
While a journalist is bound to comment on public

questions with care, reason and judgment, lie is not

necessarily deprived of his privilege merely because

there are slight unimportant deviations from abso-

lute accuracy of statement, where those deviations

do not affect the general fairness of the comment.
The articles must be considered rather in their

entirety than by separate insistence on isolated

passages, and the Court must decide what impression
would be produced on the mind of an unprejudiced
reader, who, knowing nothing of the matter before-

hand, read the article straight through.
Comment to bo fair must be comment on facts

truly stated, though later they may turn out not to

bo true at all.

It is no part of the law of fair comment that the

comment must bo the writer’s own: ho is as much
entitled to publish derivative as original comment if

it be fair, and lie chooses to adopt the former and
make it his own.

Fair comment impliedly permits of a much greater
latitude than the drawing of inevitable inferences.

All that is required is that the inference from facts

truly stated should be fair, that is, one possibly out
of many equally or almost equally fair inferences.

It is doubtful whether tho standard to be applied
in determining, whether comment is fair or not,

varies according to the station of the plaintiff, and
the degree of personality in the libel. All that is

essential in this connection is, whether the subject-

matter of the libel is of public importance. If it is,

it can make no difference whether tho person com-
plaining of it is an author, a statesman, or an attorney;
once that point is settled against the plaintiff the
resultant comment has to be just i tied upon exactly
the same loose general principles, and sentimental
considerations ought to have no play. B Suuajmal r.

Houniman, Bom. L. It. 185 4*9
Divorce Act (IV of I860), s. 4— Ch ristia n

Marriage Act {XV of 187*0, ss. 4, 6—Jurisdiction
of Court in matrimonial matters— Fraud, whether
ground for annulling marriage—Consent —'Rules,
rites, ceremonies and customs" of church, meaning
of
— *'Solemnised”, meaning of.

Section 4 of the Divoicc Act, which provides that
the jurisdiction exercised by tho High Court in all

causes, suits and matters matrimonial shall be
exorcised subject to the provisions of tho Divorce

Divorce Act— concid.

Act and not otherwise, does not preclude the Court

from considering the provisions of sections 4 and 5

of tho Christian Marriage Act and declaring a

particular marriage void as not having been solem-

nised in accordance therewith.

The word “solemnised” in section 5 of the Christian

Marriage Act means “celebrated” and refers to the

ceremony only.

Section 5 of the Christian Marriage Act deals

only with the ceremony and the person who may
perform it, and not with the capacity of the persons

on whom it is performed or with the capacity of

tho person who performs it, save that he should have

received episcopal ordination.

There is no degree of deception which can avail

to set aside a contract of majriago knowingly made,

unless the party imposed upon has been deceived

as to the person and thus has given no consent at all.

When fraud is spoken of as avoiding a marriage,

it means such fraud as procures the appearance

without the reality of consent; it does not include

such fraud as induces a consent, nor fraud which is

practised on a third party in order to procure a

license. L B Consterding v Smaine, 11 Bur L. T.

69 544
SS* 7, I I—Petition for dissolution oj

marriage—Co-respondent not made party—Procedure,

A petitioner cannot bo allowed to proceed in a

Court for tho dissolution of his marriage without

having observed all the safeguards imposed by the

law to prevent the chance of connivance or collusion.

Where a petitioner for dissolution of marriage is

unable to discover tho name of tho co-respondent, ho

' should apply to bo excusod from making him a

party to tho petition, on motion to tho Judge support-

ed by an affidavit before tho hearing of tho petition.

Whore there is no co-respondent to a petition for

dissolution of marriage, tho Master ought not to issue

citation to tho respondent unless tho Judge has

granted leave to tho petitioner to proceed without a

co-respondent. O Cox i’. Cox, 45 C, 625 510— s. II 510
Easements Act (V of I882) 9 s. 18—
Customary casement—Right to retain trees overhang-

ing another's land,

Qumrc.—Whether tho right to retain trees over-

hanging another’s land is a customary easemont

within the meaning of section 18 of tho Easements

Act? B Vishnu Jagannath Josiii v. Vaiudeo

Racjiiunath Oka, 20 Bom. L. R. 826 ^
629

Ejectment, suit for, by tenant-in-common

Claim for fractional possession— Co-tenant impleaded

as defendant, right oj, to obtain decree for his share

on plaintiff succeeding—Offer to pay Court-fee in

written statement.

Where a tonanf-in-common sues in ejectment for

his sharo alono of tho property, the co-tenants

who are impleaded as defendants and who did not

ask to be made co-plaintiffs cannot, on tho plaintiff

obtaining a decree, bo given a decreo for their

shares on payment of tho requisite Court-fee.
#

Tho procod uro applicable to partition suits where

one co-owner seeks a joint declaration by which all

co-owners can benefit, cannot be resorted to in tho

above class of cases. IYI Apiukari "\ ISUNUMAR;

THIAYYA v, Authaiya, 35 M. L. J. 153
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Equity— Void agreement
,
whether can be enforced.

The principles of equity cannot be invoked for tho

purpose of enforcing a void agreement. O Har Natii

Kuar v. Indba Bahadur Singh, 5 O. L. J. 277 214
ESCflCclt—Resident in village dying without heir

s

—Zemindar, rights of— VVajib-ul-arz, entry in, value

of—Grant, construction of—Burden of proof.

A sahuka r, who was t lie owner and occupier of a
house situate within the limits of Mouza S and also

within the limits of the town of G, died without leaving

heirs and the Secretary of State took possession of

the house and its site as the ultimate heir to the

property of a deceased person. The plaintiff claimed
the site as the Zemindar under the Settlement of

1850, by which the Government had conferred upon
him revenue-free proprietary rights over the soil of

Mouza S, and asserted that the deceased was owner
only of the materials of the house with a right of

residence therein but had no right to transfer the

site or the right of residence. The wajib-ul-arz of

the Mouza provided that residents of the Mouza had
no proprietary rights in anything except the

materials of the houses, that they could not sell the

site or the right of residence in the sites and that in

the event of the death of an occupier of such a
house, without legal heirs, the proprietor of the
Mouza would be entitled to possession of the house
along with the site. The defendant contended that
the house in suit, being situated within the limits of
a town, was not subject to the ordinary law govern-
ing the relations between occupiers of houses and
the ground landlord in the inhabited sites of agri-
cultural villages:

Held, ( l) that unless the defendant could show
that the effect of the Settlement of 1850 was not
to grant to the proprietor in the mahal in the
village any substantial rights of ownership iu res-
pect of what was described in the papers of that
Settlement as the abadi appertaining to the mahal

,

the defendant could not successfully maintain that
the residents possessed anything more than a
limited interest in the houses occupied by them or
in their sites;

(2) that upon the evidence, as between the parties
to the suit, it must be held that the plaintiff had
successfully discharged the burden of proof which
lay upon him and that the deceased did not possess
an absolute interest alienable at his will and
pleasure in respect of the property in suit but merely
a limited interest which could not be the subject of
escheat to the Crown. A Bharatpcjr State v.

Secretary of State, 16 A. L J. 653 823
Estoppel 29,207,367,790,831,947

by pleadings, whether can be proved by copy
ofjudgment which contains summary of pleadings.
A plaintiff who wants to show that the defendants

are estopped from raising a certain plea by reason of
their pleadings in a previous suit between the
parties cannot do so by merely producing a copy of
the Court’s judgment in the previous suit which
contains a summary of the pleadings in that suit,
but must produce the written statement filed by the
defendants in that suit. C Annada Prasanna Lahiri
v. Badulla Manual 985

—*** Privy to person to whom representation
made, position of—Arrangement contrary to repre-
sentation between parties to representation, effect of.

The benefit of an estoppel can be claimed either
by the person to whom the representation is made

Estoppel—concld.

or by his privy: and, the privy cannot be deprived of

such benefit by the fact that since the time the

representation was made and the privity of estate

commenced, t lie person to whom the representation

was made and the person who made the representa-

tion have come to an arrangement contrary to the

representation. O Badri Dismal v. Baij Nath, 5 O.

L J. 45 s 934
Reversioner ,

relinquishment by
, of portion of

estate in favour of widow, effect of.

Where an expectant reversioner relinquished his

title to a portion of the inheritance in favour of the

widow by a deed of agreement iu consideration of

receiving a relinquishment from the widow of all

her interest in the remaining portion of the inherit-

ance:
Held, that neither the reversioner nor any person

claiming through him could set up that the deed of

agreement was not bindiug on him and did not
operate outlie portion of the inheritance relinquished

in favour of the widow. C Jogendra Nath Bhunya
v. Mohendra Gho>k 978
Evidence, adinissibility of-—Purganah Registers,

Kanongo Registers, General and Mouzawari Regis-

ters under Bengal Land Registration Act (VII of

1876) —Thak map, probative value of —Omission of

entries of Laklieraj, effect of— Bengal Tenancy Act

(VIII B. C. of 1885), s. 103 A—Presumption, rebuttal

of—Long possession without payment of rent, presump,

tion arising from.
Where in tho Record of Rights an entry was

made in respect of a land that no rent was actually

paid for it but that the occupant was 'not entitled

to hold without payment of rent:

Held, that proof of long possession free from pay-
ment of rent was sufficient to rebut the presumption
arising under section 103A of the Bengal Tenancy
Act that the land was liable to be assessed to rent.

Held, also, that the mere fact that tho land in

question, which did not exceed 50 bighas in area, was
not shown as Laklieraj in the Parganah Register,
prepared under sections 2 and 3 of Bengal Regulation
VUE of 180"), or ill the Kanongo Register or account
kept under the provisions of Bengal Regulation I of
1819, read with section 7 of Bengal Regulation V of

1816, or in the General and Mouzawari Register kept
under the Bengal Land Registration Act or iu the
Thak maps and statements of - 8 5 was not sufficient

to prove that the land was the mal land of tho Zemin,
dari and as such liable to be assessed to rent. Q
BipradisPal v. Monorama Debi, 22 C. W. N. 396; 45
C. 574 49—— —

,
consideration of—Trial Judge, view of, value

of.

Where the evidence, taken as a whole, is

of such a character and so full of doubtful
statements that it ean only be weighed
adequately by the Judge who has seen the witnesses,

the conclusions arrived at by him should not be
lightly interfered with. P C Kundan Lal v. Begav-
UN-Nisa, 22 C. W. N. 937; 8 L. W. 233 337
Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. 3—Bengal

Land Registration Act (VII B. C. of 1876,) —

‘

Court ,’

meaning oj— Deputy Collector holding enquiry under

Land Registration Act, whether Court —Judicial
enquiry,
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Evidence Act—contd.

A Deputy Collector holding an enquiry under the

Bengal Land Registration Act for the purpose of

registering the names of rival claimants, is a Court

within the meaning of section 3 of the Evidence Act,

and the enquiry held by him is a judicial enquiry.

Pat Ra.vu Singh v. Harakhdhari Singh 710— s. 6 61 I

ss. 25, 27, 28—Statement made to

Police Ira>i inj /<* discovery r>f fact deponed, ad.

missibility of— Defence, right of, to insist upon pro-

duction and proof of record— Confession
,
admis-

sibility of—Part of confession disbelieved, effect of

—Criminal trial—Defence, whether bound to give

cxpla nation.

Accused went to a Police Station and made the re-

port “I have killod my wife and her corpse is lying in

my house,” in consequence of which the Police, pro-

ceeding to his house, discovered the corpse of his

wife in an inner room of the house:

Held, that under section 27 of tho Evidence Act

the officer who had taken down tho statement of

tho accusod was entitled to depose that the accus d

came to him at the time and place stated and said:

“I have killed my wife and her corpso is lying in

my house,” and that in consequence of that statement

tho woman’s corpso was discovered as indicated by

the accused; but that when this had been deposed

by the prosecution, the defence were entitled to

require tho production of tho rocord mado at tho

Police Station and to insist upon proof of tho wholo

of that record.

Per Walsh, J.—Where there is no evidence of

offence except a confession, tho confession must bo

taken as a wholo. Tho Court cannot select, from

the only evidence which it is proceeding to act upon,

in order to find the crime established as a fact at all,

portions which it rejects as untruo and treat tho

balance which remains as truthful evidence.

In a criminal trial it is not desirable to call upon

tho defence to frame a theory either at tho beginning

or at any other stage of tho hearing, particularly in

a caso of difficulty in which tho theory of tho pro-

secution itself is not clear. A Surexdra Natii

Mukerji v. Emperor, 1G A. L. J. 478; 19 Cr. L. J.

935 659
SS. 27, 28 659
s. 32(3), (7) 6! I

— S. 35— Official document, admissibility of—
Register of minhaidari villages.

A register of Minhaidari villages is an official

document and is admissible in evidence under
section 35 of the Evidence Act. If, however, it. can
be shown that a particular part of the register is in

excess of tho official duty by reason of which it

came into existence, that part would bo inadmissible.

P C Raj Kishorb Deo v Bani Mahto, 22 0. W. N.

439; (1918) M. W. N. 305; 28 C. L. J. 1; 23 M. L. T.

382; 20 Bom. L. R. 712 I

s. 4 1 308
S. 70 —Execution, admitted —Attestation,

whether to be proved— Mortgage executed by two
persons—Admission ofexecution by one, effect of.

Whore thcro are two executants of a mortgage-
deed, attestation may be according to law in respect
of ono of them and not in respect of the other.

Whore execution is admitted and duo attestation
not denied, the question of attestation does not arise

Evidence Act—contd.

or if it does arise, the maxim omnia prxsumuntur

rite esse acta comes in, unless there is evidence that

attestation is not according to law. N Dhanna Lal

v. Shamuuu 9
s. 80 872
S. 92, applicability of— Sale or mortgage—

Sale-deed— Oral evidence to shoiv that transaction

was mortgage
,

admissibility of—Pre-emption—Pre-

emptor, position of.

A deed of sale, containing a stipulation that the

sale was an out and out ono and that there was no

agreement to reconvey tho property was duly exe-

cuted and registered. The next day the vendee

executed an agreement which was duly registered

to reconvey tho property sold by tho deed of salo to

the vendor, provided the latter repaid tho purchase-

money together with tho price of improvements

within two years. Ono F. instituted a suit for pre-

emption of the property:

Held, { I ) that tho sale-deed being an out and out

sale in express terms, as soon as that salo was com-

pleted the right of pre-emption accrued and F. was,

therefore, entitled to a decree;

(2) that oral evidence to show that at tho time of

the execution of the salo-dood the agreement to re-

• convey was in contemplation was inadmissible under

section 92 of the Evidence Act.

Obiter dictum —Bad tho litigation lain solely

between tlm vendor and tho vendee, it might have

been held that the two transactions taken together

amounted merely to a conditional salo or to an

English mortgage. P Muhammad Mir v. Faizul

Hassan, 74?. R. 1918; 163 P. W. R. 1918 418
s. 92—Oral undertaking by creditor to

waive right to enforce bind, admissibility of.

Wheic a registered bond payable by instalments pro-

vided that on default in payment of tw o coniecutivo

instalments tho creditor would be entitled to suo for

the whole amount duo under the bond:

Held, that a subsequent oral undertaking on the

part of tho creditors at tho request of tho debtors to

waive their right to enforce tho payment of tho

whole amount on two successive defaults was a

variation of tho contract and was, therefore, not

admissible in evidence under section 92 of the

Evidence Act. C Kara Kumar Saha i\ Ram Chandra
Pal 943

s. 92.
Section 92 of the Indian Evidence Act is confined

to proceedings between tho parties to the doed or

thoir roprosontatives-in-intarost and has no appli-

cation to claims by or against third persons. O
Bishunath Sinqii i». Balpko Singh, 21 0. C. 105

194

s. 92, prov. (2) 960
— S. I I 4 —Presumption—Bond in possession

of obligor— Discharge—Burden of proof .

When in a suit on a bond tho plea of discharge is

set up ami the document creating the obligation is

produced by the defendant, tho onus of rebutting

the presumption of discharge lies in the first

instance on tho plaintiff, but this burden is one

which will under the circumstances easily shift as

the evidence is developed. P C Kundan Lal v.

Begam-un-nisa, 22 C. W.N. 937; SB. W. 233 337
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s.-- I 15, applicability of—Oral evidence
to shoio nature of transaction contained in deed

,

admissibility of—Pre-emption
,

suit for —Estoppel,
doctrine of, applicability of.
Parties to a transaction which is not really an

out and out sale are not estopped in a suit for pre-
emption brought by a third party from adducing oral
evidence to show the real nature of the transaction,
even when the document evidencing the transfer
stands in the form of a sale-deed.

Section 116 of the Evidence Act contemplates
some act or conduct affecting the party pleading it
and having the effect of inducing him to change hie
position for the worse.

,

Unless a transaction is really one which gives
rise in law to a right of pre-emption, no such right
can be obtained by means of an estoppel.

There is no estoppel where all that is proved is
that the transaction in dispute was in form a sale
and that the plaintiff treated it as a sale for the
purpose of bringing a suit for pre-emption which he
would not otherwise have been entitled to brm~ OBishunath Singh v. Baldeo Singii, 21 O. C.° 65

1 94
~~ S- IIS—Estoppel, requisites of— Suit in
Kevenue Court to establish occupancy rights—Sub-
sequent suit in Civil Court for possession as owner
maintainability of.

Plece °f
.

land
’ V llich was originally shamilat,

tell on partition to the share of the defendant, who
olafntlff

n
u
tlC0 of

,

e iectment to be served on theplaintiff who was in possession of the land. The
P 111 1 rought a suit in the Revenue Court to

that he
0 n0h

.

ce 0f e
iectraent . on the groundthat he was a tenant with rights of occupancym the land. The Kevenue Court held that lie wasnot au occupany tenant, and he was cense-quently ejected, fie then brought a suit for pos-session as owner of the land in the Civil Court

Held, that inasmuch as the defendant wasnot caused to shift his position iu consequence of
represented to him by the plaintiff, theequisites necessary to constitute estoppel as deflned
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n ~APPlication dismissed for default

—

*•151 0 °Ix?Q
d P™cedure Code CActY oj ,9OHJ,

jndicaW
7X

’ 9
’
aPPhc* hlli(V °f

—Jur(sdid :on - Res

Execution-contd.

Order IX of the Civil Procedure Code does not
apply to execution proceedings.
An application for execution dismissed for default

cannot be restored either under Order IX or under
section i 51 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
There is nothing in the < ivil Procedure Code

which ousts the jurisdiction of an executing Court
to go into the merits of the judgment-debtor’s
objection even though the executing creditor is
absent.

Where, rightly or wrongly, a Court with juris-
diction has disposed of the judgment-debtor's
objections on the merits and has decided that the
decree-holder is not competent by reason of adefect of parties to proceed with the execution the
decision is binding on the decree-holder till it is set
aside. Pat Kito Kuer a. Alakhdeo Naiuin
Sinqiia, (1918) Pat. 265; 5 P. L. W. 203 f 54
T" Attachment by consent, effect of—Estoppel—
Judgment-debtor, whether can object to sale—Order

theTlie!
0CClhpatlCy holdin9 to be sold—Appeal, whe-

The primary object of an attachment is thatpending the sale the right of the judgment-debtor
in the property shall be kept intact for the benefitof any possible purchaser.

Consent to attachment means only that the ownerof the property attached accepts the limitation put

attachment
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152
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Execution—ceticld.

— Sale, postponement of, on judgment-debtor

undertaking to waive objections -Objections, whether

can be raised after sale— Estoppel.

A judgment-debtor who gets an execution sale of

his properties postponed by giving an undertaking

that he would not raise any objection on the ground

of illegality or irregularity, cannot, after the sale has

taken ° place on the postponed date, ask to set it

aside on the ground of any illegality or irregularity

of which he was cognisant at the time he gave his

undertaking. C Lakshmi Frasaxxa Mojumdar u.

Rajindra Poddar
.

Execution of decree -Application for

attachment of moveables—Subsequent applicationfor

attachment of immoveables, whether in continuation

of previous application—IAnn tat ion.

On the 26th of August 1916 a decree-holder made

an application for execution of a decree for

arrears of rent, which ho had obtained on the ' 0th of

December 19M, praying for tho attachment and sale

of the judgment-debtor’s moveable properties. Pro-

cesses were issued accordingly, but as tho result of

proceedings taken by the judgment-debtor, tho

attachment of moveables was found to be impracti-

cable. Thereupon on the 22nd February 1917 tho

decree-holder prayed that he should be permitted

to proceed against the judgment-debtor’s immove-

able properties. Permission was granted and on the

24th February 1917 the decree-holder hied a list of

the immoveable properties against which ho desired

that proceedings should be taken:

Held, that the applications of the
'

’ml a ul 2 Uh

February 1917 should bo regarded an 1 treated as in

continuation of tho application mad on tho 26th

August 1916 and that, therefore, there was no bar of

limitation to tho execution sought by the decree-

holder.
. . e ,

Where on an application for execution of a decree

made in accordance with law, execution cannot be

successfully taken against tho property specified in

tho application by reason of causes for which tho

decree-holder is in no way responsible, ho should not

bo confined to tho properties first specified, but it

is open to him to ask the Court t.o proceed against

other properties specified in his further supplom mt-

ary list. C Moiiixi Mohan Sirkar v. Navai»\v»p

Chandra Biswas 911

Duty of executing Court.

A Court executing a decree is bound lo give CiToct

to it as it stands. A Nur-ud-din Khan v. 1’kankisiian

Chakarvarty, 16 A. L. .1. 6 H) 16

.
— —Mortgage-decree—Sale —Compro-

mise—Sale, whether can be set aside by consent

-

Court, power of.
#

Certain property was sold in execution of a mort-

gage Coerce and was purchased by one of the docroo-

holders The ju Igment-dobt >r applied to set asido

the sale on the ground that a compromise had been

arrived at between the parties prior to the sile.

The decree- holders, through tu *ir Flo idor, co none •

J

to the sale being set aside:

Held, tnat there being n > oppodti.m on thi part

either of th* purchaser or of tin it jereo- holders, the

Court had power to set aside the sale A Muhammad

Ab»ul Rashid Ali Khan v. Budii Sen, 16 A. L. J.

750 885

Execution of decree-eoncia.
Sale—Bid of one person

,
whether

can be used by another -Bidder's consent
, effect of.

A person cannot avail himself of the bid made
by another at a Court-auction and constitute

himself the purchaser by depositing the purchase,

money; nor can the consent of the bidder improve

his position in this matter. O Shahzadi v. Ahmad
Am Shah. 21 0 C. 212 993
FrSLlld —Decree obtained by false evidence, whether

can be set aside.

'1 ho mere fact that a decree has been obtained by

false evidence is not a sufficient ground for setting

it aside. C Kasiswar Goswami v. Amiruddix, 23 C.

W. N. 133 14
Ex parte decree set aside on ground of fraud

— Revival of suit—Procedure—Civil Procedure Code

(Act V of 1903J, 0. XXI11, r. 3—Adjustment of suit.

The defendants instituted a suit to set aside an

cx parte decree on tho ground of fraud. The specific

fraud alleged was to tho effect that the plaintiff had

agreed on a receipt of Rs. 44 from tho defendants to

withdraw from the suit but that he had not inti-

mated this arrangement to the Court and had, on

the other hand, taken advantage of the absence of

the defendants to secure against them an ex parte

decree. This allegation was fully established and the

ex parte decroo was set aside on the ground of fraud:

Held
,
that tho setting asido of the ex parte decree

revived the original suit and that the parties were

restored to tho position they occupied on the day the

cx parte decree was made, so that the agreement

between tho parties under which the plaintiff had to

withdraw from tho suit on receipt of Rs. 41 should be

carried into offect by a decroo of the Court under

Order XXI If, rule 3, Civil Frocoduro Code, as an

adjustment of tho suit. C Nistarini Dasi v»

Mohkndra Nath Kar, 28 C. L. J. 168 535
Godaverl Agency Rules* rr. 10, 16-

Decree of Government Agent
,
execution of, by Agency

Munsif—Order by Agency Mansif in execution

proceedings, nature of—Appeal to Government ,
main*

ta inability of.

The employment of an Agency Munsif by the

Government Agent to execute a decree of tho latter s

Court under rulo 10 of tho (Jodaveri Agency Rules

does not make tho Agency Munsif the incumbent

of tho judicial office of the Government Agent

himself. Tho Government Agent continues to pre-

side in his own Court and tho Agenoy Munsif is

only an employee under tho Government Agent in the

matter of the execution of that particular decree,

lie occupies the same position as a Commissioner or an

Amin ora Ministerial officer employed by an ordinary

Court to assist it in particular judicial proceedings.

An order, therefore, passed by tho Agenoy Munsif

in tho course of execution of a decree of tho Govern-

ment Agent, is njt a decree, and no appeal lies

against it to the Government tinder rulo 16 of tho

Agency Rules.

The proceedings of a Subordinate Officer of a

Court of Justice do not become the proceedings of the

Court itself unless tho Statute Law makes them so

in respect of particular matters or unless those pro-

ceedings are submitted to the Presiding Officer of

tho Court and adopted or approved of by him IYI

Manayam Mahalakshamamma Garu \v, Muchika

Appalaraju, 34 M. L. J. 473 713
r. I6J 7134
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services, or at his own will to discontinue the
services and resume the lauds. Grants under thesecond cat, gory are always resumable, unless thegrantee can show that they have beeu specially
conditioned otherwise so as to prevent their
resun.ab.hty In every case it is always a question
ol tact to determine, whether the grant in suit fallswithin the first or the second category and theburden of proof must necessarily be upon thegrantor seeking to resume to show that either thegiant was of a kind falling under the second cate-gory or it a grant of the kind falling under the firstcate0oiy, that it was specially conditioned. B
xxsszisrrts™ * •*“*
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Gujarat Talukdars’ Act— concld.

and that, therefore, the application of the 28tli
February 1916 was within time.

Per Shah, J — 'file apul'caci m of the 1st April
1914 was in accordance with law within t lie meaning
oi Article 182 (5> of Schedule I of the Limitation
Act and operated to save limitation, although no
certificate oi the managing offi-vr was produced as
required by se< lion 29 E 1 ) of the Gujarat Talukdars’
Act.

The words “in accordance with law” in Article 1 82
(5) of Schedule 1 of the Limitation Act refer to the
form and procedure relating to the application, unless
there is a clear and definite prohibition outside the
Act which would render an application not in accord-
ance with law within the meaning of the Limitation
Act.

Section 29E of the Gujarat Talukdars’ Act does
not lay down any prohibition against execution, but
only provides a method of securing the result that
execution shall not be proceeded with until tho
certificate that tho decree-claim has been duly
submitted, is produced or until tho prescribed
period lias expired after tho decreo-holdor has
made a proper effort to obtain tho certificate.
Therefore in spite of tho provisions of section
29E it is permissible to a decree-holder to
apply in accordance with law for execution iu
order to savo limitation under Article 182 of tho
Limitation Act without obtaining tho certificate
under section 2 E, though it is not permissible
to proceed with the actual execution in the absenco
of the certificate.

Per Marten
,
J.—An application for execution of a

decreo against a taluk.iar which is mot accompanied
by the certificate required by section 29E U) of the
Gujarat lalukdars Act, is neither “in accordance
with law” nor made to tho “proper Court” within tho
meaning of clauso (5) of Articlo 182 of Schedule I
of the Limitation Act and docs not, therefore, opera to
to extend the limitation under that clause. B
Hargovini) Fulciiand i*. Naja Suka, 20 Bom. L. R.
872 726Hindu Law— -Irc/m/aq succession to office and
emoluments of— Widow, whether excluded from

Held, por Curiam ! Sadasiva Aiyar, J.
y dissenting).

—

A Hindu widow is not disqualified by reason of her
sex from inheriting tho service and emoluments
ot an Archaka office held by her husband
.

1>or Wal h*> 0- J —The succession to temple offices
is governed by user, which is taken to represent
the intentions of the founder, and in Southern India
tho usiw m the case of temple Aivhakas is that tho
office is hereditary and descends in the ordinary
course of succession to women, who are not them-
selves competent to perform tho duties of tho
office by ministering in tho temple and perform thorn
by deputy.
Per Sadasiva Aiyar, .7-There is no distinction iu

panel pic between the mcoiii potency of a claimant
to the office of Archaka by reason of sex and the
mconipetcncy due to any other cause. So long asa Hindu widow is hold incompetent by reason of
her sex, from performing the duties of a priestly
office, she is also incompetent to inherit the service
and emoluments of the office. M An naya Tantri «
A.mmaka llKxcsr 85 M. L. J. 19(5; S L. W. 501* %)

i M
h. T. 1C* (1918) M. W. N.m 41 M. 886 ’ 341
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—Custom—Maintenance, suit for, by widow— Widow bound to reside in appointed residence —
Absence due to just and reasonable cause

,
whether

disentitles widow.
In defence to a suit for maintenance by a Hindu

widow, it was alleged that by a special family custom
the widow was bound to reside in a residence
appointed by the head of the family and that by
reason of her absence from such residence she had
forfeited her right to maintenance:

Held, that the custom, even if it were assumed to

be established, did not apply to a case of absenco
from tho appointed residence due to just and
reasonable causes. P C Braja SuNDAR Deb v.

Swarna Manjeri Dei, 22 C. W. N. 433; (1918) M. W.
N. 313 36——— Religious endowment— Trustee, whether can

transfer office or trust property.

A trustee of a public religious endowment cannot
alienate his office and duties or tho possession of the

trust, property at his own will eitner by sale or

gift, so as to create a valid title in tho transferee.

He cannot even create a life-interest in favour of

tho donee in respect of t lie shebaiti right. He has no
beneficial interest beyond what may bo oxpressed
in tho trust and has no powers of alienation beyond
what may bo necessary or beneficial for tho purposes
of tho trust. Pat Nathe Pujari v. Radha Bikode
Naik, 4 P. L. W. 283: 3 P. L. J. 327; C19»S) Pat. 247

290— Adoption—Authority to adopt given to

widow, w in can be coerciscd.

There is no limit of time during which a Hindu
widow may act upon tho authority given to her to

adopt a son to her deceased husband.
Where a Hindu son, whether natural or adopted,

having inherited the property of his deceased father,

dies leaving a son, or widow, or any other person as

his heir other than the widow of his fathor, auy
power to adopt held by his father’s widow comes to

an end. But this rule does not apply where tho

son dies leaving no heir other than his father’s

widow. N Narayan Ramkao v. Debidas Narsingh
41

by widow—Agreement between adop'
five mother and natural parents of adopted child,

n'hethcr binding on minor—Minor, benefit of

.

A minor can only act through a guardian, and
contracts entered into by a guardian on behalf of tho

minor are binding on tho minor, provided they havo
been properly entered into and are for his benefit.

Where a Hindu widow adopts a minor son to her
deceased husband and an agreement is entered into

between her and tho parents of tho adopted child

acting on tho latter’s behalf, whereby a life-interest
in tho estate of her deceased husband is reserved to

the widow, tho agreement is binding on the minor,
provided at the time it was entered into it was a
lair and reasonable agreement which to auy reason-
able man would havo appeared for tho benefit of the
minor. Pat K ksh obati Kumari i\ Satya Narayan
Singh, 5 P. L. W. 167; (191S) Pat. 294 55

by widow — Widow allowed to

remain in possession of estate—Adopted son, position

of — t ransfer of interest, validity ot—Transfer of Pro-
perty Act (IV of s. 6 («).-
Where on an adoption being made by a Hindu

widow it is agreed between the widow and tho
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tofw
1 V

°.
f the ad°Pfced son

» acting on the
atfcer s behalf, that the widow should remain in~^er

,

hu“s estate til1 ter death,
a vested right in the estate is created in favour of

ie adopted son and merely his right of enjoymentand possession is postponed till after the death ofthe widow A transfer of such vested right by
ad°Pted son during the widow’s lifetime is

unaffected by section 6 (a) of the Transfer of Pro-

f T

yi.ct' A Bal"’ant Singh u. Joti Prasad, 16 A.
J 599“Alienation by widow—Necessity

, nature
oj Lender

,
duty of, to make enquiry—Interest, high

rate of, whether can be recovered—Reasonable rate.Where a loan is advanced to a Hindu widow for
legal necessity, the lender is not bound to ascertain
ri n̂ ^

0 necessity for the loan was brought about.

x
1

\
1S that the necessity arose owing

to the mismanagement of the estate by the widow

l«tw
de
«

18
*

e
i

ntltled
i°

recover the loan, unless it
is showD that he acted mala fids.

,JY
here tha necessity for the “loan is apparent, the

aboutit
S n°^ rec

*
lured t0 mate any particular enquiry

,
A

,

creditor who advances money to a Hindu widow

°‘S necoss.ty at a high rate of interest is not
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c ,

1
'eC

H
Ve " mtcrest afc th»t fate, unless he
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,a ?te WaS fixetl Iu Such cases
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D" ARKA Prasab v. Pkitiiipal Singh, 5
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' ~ ay widow1— Suit for possession by

ZZZ'°
ner
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tnS
J aliefleefrom widow—Right of co-

plaintiff
" ,U c

t
nda 'U t0 decree for hu, share.

oerfcv frn® i
U
f
d

,

f
?
r recov®ry of his share of pro-

a Hindu win
Cendant, who was an alienee from

next after tl

* 01
-a

P*a ' nt:'® was a reversioner

T f
t‘ie

7
ld°w - “ a|so was the 2nd defendant.

share
2 defendan‘ °?ared t° PaJ Court-fee for his

shaie, m the event of the plaintiff succeeding in thesmt The Plam tiff obtained a decree for possession of

ivet n
r

f

e
9
a,

i H
e
t

en
f
antS Nos - 3 to 5

-
leSa < represeuta-

tives of 2nd defendant, claimed a decree for their
share:

Meld, that no decree could be passed in favour of
defendants Nos. 3 to 5 for their shares. IVI Adiukari
\ I8HN0M0RTHIAYYA V, AUTHAIYA, 3 1 M. L. J. 153 533Cuaraian—Father, rights of, as natural
guardian, whether affected by conversion to other
leligwn—Caste Disabilities Removal Act (XXI of
looiy, $, 1.

That portion of the Hindu taw which disqualifies a
father, on account of the loss of caste involved in hisconversmn to any other religion, from becoming theguardian of h.s children after his conversion having
been abrogated by Act XXI of i860, the mere fact of
conversion of a Hindu father to Islam is not, per se,
sufficient to deprive him of his natural rights of
guardianship over h,s children. S Mahomed Yakub
v . Radhibai, 12 S. L. K. 14 817—^—^jQint family-Agreement to separate,

°n°e tha members of a joint Hindu family haveagreed and declared their intention to hold the joint

wl7 W?7
J
n definite the family is noonger a joint family. It may be that no actual division

ot the property takes place, but the result of such

general index. 1049
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agreement and declaration is that from the time it
is made the parties thenceforth hold the property
not as joint tenants but as tenants-in-commonO Chaubar Singh v. Bakiitawar Singh 5 O r t
486 897

- Joint family — Alienation—Necessity
absence of—Decree against father—Decree held not
bindingon sons' soils

, effect of— Consideration, whether
charge on share—Pious obligation—Res judicata
Where a sale by a Hindu father is held to bo

not binding on the «hare of the sons, the purchaser
is not entitled to any charge on the latter’s share for
any portion of the consideration for the sale.

In such a case the purchaser cannot treat the
consideration which he seeks to get refunded as a
debt of the father which it is the pious duty of the
sons to repay. J

A decree against the father will not operate as res
judicata in a suit by the sons to set aside the sale in re
spect of their shares in the property. IYI KilaruKotayya v. PoLAVARAru Durgayya, 85 M. L. J. 451

192—
:

-Debt, antecedent — Personal
covenant in simple mortgage, whether antecedent debt— Son, liability of, to pay father's debts.
The personal obligation comprised in everv

simple mortgage may be separated from themortgage debt, and though the mortgage may incertain circumstances be invalid, the personal
obligation to repay the money may amount to anantecedent debt which a Hindu son may be underan obligation to pay if it was incurred for purposes
neither illegal nor immoral O Rahman Lalu RamGopal, 2 i O. C. 200; 5 O L. J. 629 987— -Debt incurred by fathcr-Sons, pious obliqa .

tion oj, nature of-Sons, position of, during father'slifetime—Decree against co-parcenerfor separate debt— Co-parceners interest in joint property whether
liable to attachment and sale - Creditor of co-parcener
position oj. *

, « . . . . * ^
familj' is alive*

the pious obligation to discharge his debts which
imposed by the Hindu Law upon his sons cannot beenforced. ^

Under a decree against any individual co-parceuer
for his separate debt, a creditor may duriuv the
life of the debtor seize and sell bis undivided in.
terest m the family property. O Manna Lag vBiiagwandin, 5 0 L J. 447 679

7 T
—Decree against father— Sale ofancestral property—Sons, whether can object

.

A Hindu son is bound b7 a sale of his share in
joint ancestral property held in execution of a decree
obtained against his father, even where it is notshown that the debt was incurred by the father f
legal necessity. The only exception is where the
debt was an immoral one.

In a suit for accounts the defendant obtained an
e.c parte decree against the plaintiffs’ father who
was his agent and in execution of that decree
brought to sale the joint property of the plaintiffs
and their father and purchased it himself:

Held, that the sale was binding on the nlainHff®
inasmuch as the liability of their father was anordinary civil liability and there was nothin^ toshow that it was immoral. Pat Gadadhar Rama
nuj Das v. Ghana Siiyam Das, 3 P. L. J. 533 212
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-Joint family—Decree against undivided
father

,
execution of

,
against sons’ shares— Liability of

sons in absence of proof of immorality or illegality -

Antecedent debt—-Attachment oj property—Intention

of decree-holder
,
when material—Proof oj immo-

rality
,
nature of.

An execution creditor is entitled to sell the whole
of the estate of a joint Hindu family consisting of a
father and his sons and governed by the Mitakshara
Law in execution of a decree obtained against the
father alone, unless it is shown that the debt for

which the decree was obtained was incurred for

illegal or immoral purposes.
Where joint family property including the shares

of two undivided sons was attached and sold in

execution of a decree obtained against the father on
a pro-note executed by him, and the sons preferred a
claim for the release of their shares which was
dismissed and subsequently brought a suit for a
declaration that their share of the property could
not be attached and sold in execution of the decree:

Held
,
that in the absence of proof that the debt in

respect of which the decree was obtained was. i)

incurred for illegal or immoral purposes or ( ii)

borrowed by the father solely to enable him to sell

the whole property including the sons’ shares, tho
decreo-holder was entitled in execution to proceed
against tho whole of the property including tho
hares of the sons.

/, Per Krishnan
,

J.— It is only when it is doubtful
what was attached and sold in Court-auction, as, for
example, when the property attached and sold was
“tho right, tit le and interest of the judgment-debtor, ’’

that tho intention of the attaching creditor becomes
important.

If the father’s debt in execution of which tho'
shares of tho sons are also attached was contracted
merely for tho purpose of enabling tho father to sell

the whole property including his sons’ shares and if

the father suffered a decree to bo passed in further-
ance of that purpose, the decree-holder cannot be per-
mitted to sell tho shares of the sons.

Evidence to show that the father led an immoral
life will not be sulliciont to exclude the father’s right
to sell tho joint property. There must be ovideuce
to show that the particular debt in question was
contracted for an immoral purpose. IY1 Subba Kao v

Swamia Pill Ai, 7 L. W. 4'j7 834
Maintenance of junior members—Basis of right -Impartible zemindari, whether

subject of co-parcenary—Custom—Maintenance out
of impartible zemindari.
The right to maintenance of the junior members

of a Mitakshara joint family, so far as founded
on or inseparable from the right of co- parcenary,
begins where co- parcenary begins and ceases whero
co- parcenary ceases.

Two other categories of persons have by special
texts a right to maintenance under the Mitak-
shara Law, viz,, (1) Those who are debarred
from inheriting by personal disqualifications
e g., the idiot, the blind from birth, the insane, etc. (2)
Certain near relations, viz

, tho widow, the parent and
tin 1 infant- child. Put these categories are exhaustive.

In impartible properties there is no co- parcen-
ary, hence in such properties no one can claim
iquiuleuanco on tho ground that but for the

[1919 t
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custom of impartibility he could sue for partition.
Custom may and does affirm a right to main-

tenance out of an impartible Raj in certain mem-
bers of the family. In the case of sons this
custom is so well recognised that proof of it in
individual cases is unnecessary. But there is no
invariable or certain custom that any one below
the first generation from the late Raja can claim
maintenance as of right: any special custom to that
effect must bo pleaded and proved.

The grandson of the late Hajah of Pittapur, an
impartible Raj, sued the deviseo of the Raj for
maintenance on the ground that by birth he had a
right to maintenance out of tho property constitut-

ing the Raj, which right followed the property into

the hands of a third party:

Held

,

that there was no legal basis for any such
claim. P C Ganoadhara Rama Rao v. Rajah or
Pittapur, 5 P. L. \V. 267; 35 M. L. J. 392; 24 M. L. T.

276: 16 A. L. J. 833; 41 M. 778; 28 C. L. J. 42*; 29

Bom L. R. 1056 354
Mitakshara -Parfifum—Step-inother,

right
,
of to share in estate.

Under the Mitakshara Law in a partition between
sons, the step-mother is entitled to a share equal to

that of a son. Pat Suba Raut i*. Manla Rautain
204

Putrika-putra son, whether re-

cognised—Presents to natural father, whether vitiate

adoption— Ceremonies for adoption, when can be

dispensed with—Gotrn, same, of adoptive father and
adopted boy

,
effect of.

Per Stuart, A J. C —Although the practice of

begetting a putrika-putra son has fallen into disuse,

it is nevertheless recognised by the Mitakshara Law.
Under tho Hindu Law an adoption is not vitiated

by the payment of a price for an adopted son.

A male Hindu under tho Mitakshara Law can
only change his gotra on adoption.

Per Kanhaiya Lai
,

A. J C. —According to tho
Hindu Law, a son affiliated in tho putrika-putra form
is a valid substitute for a son. The easo with which
a son could be obtained by adoption has had tho effect

in the course of time of rendering affiliation in the
form of putrika-putra more or less uncommon, but it

has by no means become obsolete and effect cannot
legitimately be refused to an affiliation in the putrika
putra form if it is made.
Tho supply of clothes or ornaments to the parents

of tho boy to bo adopted or tho payment of money
therefor in anticipation of tho adoption cannot
invalidate tho adoption or bo taken to indicate that

it was made from sinful or improper motives.
The performance of ' requisite ceremonies for

adoption can bo dispensed with, if the adoptive father

and the adopted boy belong to tho same gotra. O
Lal Trirhawan Nath Sim; ii v. Deputy Commissioner,
Fyzabau, 5 O. L. J. 294 225

Partition—Construction of deed-Divi-
sion of all family properties except outstandings—
Severance in status—Presumption—Partial jxirtition,

validity of.

A deed of partition executed between a Hindu
father and son recited tlmt the division was effected

owing to misunderstandings among tho female mem-
bers of tho family and that tho properties mentioned

INDIAN OASES.
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m the schedule were divided. The outstandings due tothe family were not mentioned in the schedule:
Held, (Walls, C. /., dubitante) that the family

standing
d

s

1Vlded m StatUS ° Ven in respeot of *1“ out-

a iofntS’ r'
J
:r

ThC mere fact that “embers ofa joint Hindu family execute a document dividing aparticular item of property is not sufficient to raise a

stetnT
P
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n^ they iDfcend to become divided instatus If such a presumption is to be raised therem
p
S

er slT
methin

/ e 'Se
r"

the dooument to raise it.Per Seshagin Aiyar, /.—When one member of a
'
}

omt family intimates his willingness to get separatefrom others, that effects a division in status and wherea partition is effected not specifically dealing with

mrcen«
emSOf h

! l°
mt Property, the status °of co-parcenary cannot be deemed to be continued inrespect of this property which is not divided IYISubbi Heddi v. Amgammal, 34 M. L. J. 596; 8 L. YV.

i

Partition —Jestabagam, or ailotmerti^fextra share to eldest member, validity of -Living incommensaUtyand failure to keep amounts after part!,ion, effect of—Re. union or release —Throwing ^extrashare into hotchpot, effect of-Registered documentwhether necessary.

.
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^
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agreement—Grant, conduction of~SZ„J bi*

down special rule of succession, validity of-LcvTsZlife-estates, whether can be created
J successive~ Custom

an^Kinlu!Tut *Ur of

succession unknown to the Hindu^awjs absolutely

The Hindu Law does not v»Q~ r a.i

successive life-estates in favour of unborn
“eation of

estate itself remaining undisposed of
P rS°nS

’ the

canno
t

°aUer*the a

A rule of succession1a"d dZTinTZ^ t0^
successive life-estates in the nl Z

fc creatm8‘

certain female members of a HinduT7
.,
grante(i to

be binding upon the famfly even th™^

of a family acquired by succession ownership to tho
family property, the fact that the female memberswho were in possession of the properties for the
time being made transfers and otherwise dealt with
the properties as if they were owners thereof, can-
not be excluded from consideration.

In order to establish a kulachar (family custom) itmust be shown that the custom lias existed from
time immemorial, and where the custom set up is
peculiar only to a single family the rule is moro
strictly enforced than in other cases. C Ambalika
Dasi v. ArpanaDasi, 45 C. 835; 23 0. W. N. 160 402Widow—Compromise by wifloxo

, whether
binding on reverswners-CoUusion—JBurden of proof

r,A^
m
i
a WI

l

dow is entitIed t0 avoid the expenses
of litigation by compromising a bona fide claim
subject to the qualification that the compromise ismade for the benefit of the estate and not for thepersonal advantage of the widow.
Where, however, the reversioners seek to set asidesuch a compromise, the burden is on them to showthat the compromise was entered into by the widow

collns, vely for the purpose of conferring upon herselfa benefit at the expense of the estate. Pat RamSumran Prosad v. Shyam Kumari 697~
:

Maintenance
, arrears of — Courtpower of, to award arrears-Demand, whether neves'.sa ? //*

In dealmg with claims for arrears of maintenancemade by Hindu widows Courts possess a largediscretion to grant or withhold those arrears with

ofThe w7dow
6Q°e th6 Urg6Dt ne6ds and necess*ties

!• As soon as the widow satisfies the Court thatshe was in want at the time at which sh«
entitled to maintenance, provided that tit -

within the period of limitkJn, lie Courfm^ inany given case award her arrears to that \
that would be quite independent of a Zt ’A*her part. In other words', while a demand faitto be prima facie evidence of need on ti « t -n

G
*

d

part, it is not in a demand that the right to ohr™
8

arrears of maintenance is rooted Nnr £« ^ obtain

necessary B Kabbasap^GooLVf nYb^T"Kallava Coolappa Nabegal,20 Bom. L. r 823
possession taken during lifetime ofby trespasser, whether adverse to reversioners

U
Possession taken by a trespasser during the

death 0f the widow
- A gZ°oTv.

remarriage of, effect of-SuccessionZ. J V- V*

deceased son of first, marriage.
A remarried Hindu widow is entity

to the property left by a son of her first hushYTY
the son dies after the re-marriage. N Apa

‘f

BANG V. Damdia, 14 N. L. R. 149
A

04 /

reversion falling in-Widow indwfdtTalter h’^
<0

Hon to her own detriment-ReverZltfX^Zn

Estoppel
C°mpr0miSe reversion ope/™

H. the widow of the last surviving Wm.
joint Hindu family which original^ CY„

^®r °f a
three brothers, brought, a suit for the recovery of the
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Hindu Law—contci. Hindu Law—concid’.

whole family properties against P. and K., the widows
of the two predeceased brothers, who both alleged

that the brothers died separate, and one L., who
claimed the whole estate as tho adopted son of P. and
her husband, agreeing with P.’s contention that her

husband died undivided. The adoption set up by L.

was questioned by R. and K. and the division set up

by P. and K. was questioned by R. and L. A com-
promise was entered into, whereby R. consented to

take a fourth of the estate absolutely for herself and

a fourth absolutely for her only daughter who was
then alive, P. and K. each got a fourth absolutely for

themselves and P.’s adoption was recognised but ho

was to take P.’s one-fourth. Subsequently L. got

himself registered as tho proprietor of P ’s one-fourth

share with her consent. On R ’s death, which had been

preceded by that of her daughter, L. brought two

suits against those who claimed under R. and her

daughter and against K. and those who claimed

under her claiming the properties respectively in

their possession:

|%Held, { 1 ) that L. had by his part in the compromise
induced R. to change her position to her own detri-

ment and to L.’s substantial benefit and that L. was,

therefore, estopped from claiming as a reversioner;

(2) that for the same reason, tho suit against

K. and those claiming under her must also fail. P C
Kanhai Lat. v. Brij Lal, 40 A. 4>7; 2b C. L. J. 3. '4;

5 P. L. W. 204; 22 C. W. N. 914; 8 L. W. 2l2; 24 M. L.

T. 236; 35 M. L. J. 459; 16 A. L. J. 825; (1918; M. W.

N. 709; 20 Bom. L. R. 1048 207
WidOW—Reversioner

,
interest of, whether

transferable— Widow, {relinquishment oj estate by,

validity of—Alienation by widow, validity of— Legal

necessity— Consent of reversioner, value of— Bona tide

transferee ,
position of—Joint heiresses, position and

rights of—Separate possession and enjoyment of

inheritance, effect of.

A reversionary heir lias a mere spes succcssionic

which he cannot validly transfer.

If two widows or two daughters taking jointly the

estate of their deceased husband or father make an
arrangement for separate possession and enjoyment,
the arrangement will not ordinarily deprive tho
survivor of her right to tho whole estate or enable
the ladies to confer a title on a third party which
will not terminate at the latest with the life of that

survivor.

There can be no relinquishment by a Hindu female
heiress of anything less than the entire estate.

The case-law of Bengal recognizes not merely the
relinquishment by the widow of her husband’s entire

(‘state but the salo of the entirety to the next rever-

sioner or with his consent to a third party.

A partial alienation of her husband’s estate by a
Hindu widow, even with tho consent of the next
reversioner, is not valid unless made for legal neces-
sity. The consent of the next reversioner is merely
strong presumptive evidence of necessity, but the
presumption is not conclusive.

The propriety of an alienation with the consent
of the next reversioner may come in question not
only with reference to the conduct of the widow
whether or not she was justified by necessity, but
also with reference to the conduct of tho next rever-
sioner, whether or not his conduct was honest. If

in tho absence of legal necessity he engineered the

transaction to suit his own ends and for his own
immediate gain, his consent would lose all its virtue.

The transaction wrould stand no higher than a

partial alienation in his favour, and w’ould have to

bo judged from that standpoint. Nevertheless

whatever might be said of the conduct of the widow
v

or the next reversioner, tho transferee, if ho made
due enquiry and acted bona fide, wrould acquire a good

title. Nor would tho antecedent mismanagement
of the estate affect him unless he was in somo way
a contributory party thereto. C Shyamadas Roy v.

Radiuka Prosad, 22 C. W. N- 846 853
Widow—Reversioner, tiansfer by,

validity of 214—
.— Reversioners, suit by—Compromise,

whereby reversioners take on widow s death Rever-

sioner predeceasing widow—Survivor, interest of,

nature of.

A suit by two of tho reversioners of a deceased

Hindu against his widow for a declaration that an

alleged Will by the deceased was not genuine ended

in a compromise which provided that the property

should go to tho reversioners on the widow’s death.

One of tho reversioners having predeceased the

widow, the survivor claimed the entire property, on

the death of the widow, to the exclusion of the

deceased reversioner’s sons:

Held, that, by the compromise, the reversioners

took a vested interest in the property which did not

pass by survivorship, but was heritable and divisible

between tho two donees IYI Krishna Iyrr v. Swami

natha Iyer, (1918) M. W. N. 503; 8 L. W. 140; 24M.

L. T. iul 723
Intent and attempt, distinction between :

An intent to commit an offence punishable with

imprisonment is not the samo thing os an attempt
,

to commit such offence. It exists before the attempt

is begun. A mere intent is not by itself an offence;

therefore, whore it is used as essential to bring a

particular act within tl\o category of criminal

offences, and proof has been given that such an

act accompanied by such an intent has been com-

mitted, the offence is complete, even though the

further net intended may not have been committed

or even attempted. N Emperor t*. Dhantua Loeiib

19 C r L J. 881
,

77
Interest, high rate of—Compound interest

,
whe-

ther j^enalty.

A covenant to pay compound interest in case of

default at the rate originally fixed is not necessarily

penal.

Where a mortgage-deed provided for paymeut of

interest at Rs. 1-8-0 pel cent, per mensem and for

payment, of compound interest with six-monthly rests

if the mortgage money was not paid within the fixed

period:

Held, that tho rate of interest secured by the

mortgage-deed was neither penal nor hard and

unconscionable. O Ram Sewak r. Baldko

Singh, 5 O. L. J. 442 ~

Interlocutory Order, whether. open to

revision
"

Interpretation of Statutes.
In interpreting tho plain words of a positive

enactment any suggestion of hardship is out o

place. C Secretary of State v Shib Narain Uazra,

22 C. W. N. S02 90S
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Interpretation of Statutes— conoid.

Proviso to section, whether can he considered.
Per Ayling, J.—Where there is doubt as to the

true meaning of the substantive part of a section,
it is legitimate to look to the words of a proviso
to it in order to determine which interpretation is

correct.

Per Seshagiri Aiyar, J

.

—Where the language of a
section is clear and unambiguous, the proviso should
not be construed as adding to any right or disability
created by the section, but where there is room for
doubt regarding the construction of the section it

has always been the practice to invoke the aid of
the proviso to help in the proper interpretation of
the section. IYI Sankaran Nambudripad v Kamasami
Iyer, 34 M. L. J. 446; 23 M. L. T. 346; 8 L. W. 12; 4?
M. 691 301

Statutes of Limitation.
Statutes of Limitation are in their nature strict

and inflexible and are not susceptible of equitable
construction. C Deutsch Asiatischk Bank v. Hira-
lal Burdhan and Sons 122

Words and phrases /raving technical meaning

,

interpretation of.

The first and most elementary rule of construction
is that it is to be assumed that words and phrases
are used in their technical meaning if they have
acquired one. S Jivanji Mamoojiv. Ghulam Hussain,
12 S. L. R. 20 771
ISSUCS 9 framing of—Duty of Court.

Courts are not bound to raise issues on questions
of fast of their own motion where parties do not ask
for them. The omission to raise such issues implies
an abandonment of such questions by the party
interested. Where, however, the question is one
purely of law, such as limitation or jurisdiction, it is
incumbent on the Court to frame proper issues on
such question. IYI Nagappa v. Siddalikgappa, 35 M.
L. J. 372 5Q9
Journalist, duty of, to comment on questions

of public interest 449
Jurisdiction, objection to

,
omission to raise,

in Trial Court—Appellate Court
,
power of, to lecord

finding on question of jurisdiction.

Where an objection to the jurisdiction of a Court
to try a suit is not taken in that Court at the proper
time, the Appellate Court should not allow such
objection to be raised before it and record a finding
thereon. IYI Chokkalingam Chettiar v. Kurun- '

thappan Chettiar, ( 1918) M. W. N. 66I 764
Jurisdiction of Civil and Revenue
Courts 594

Jurisdiction of Court 4
Jurisdiction of Small Cause Court

842
“Kanyarik^rm” ceremony, performance

of, whether within section 373 6f Penal Code 'Act
XLYof 1860) 865Land Improvement Loans Act (XIX
of 1 883), s. 7 ( I ) (c) 301

Landlord and tenant—Abandonment of
holding—Landlord

,
right oj re-entry of—Transfer of

non- transferable occupancy holding—Settlement by
landlord

, effect of.

The plaintiff purchased a non transferable occu-
pancy holding from the heirs of the original tenant;
a few days later the defendant purchased the same

.

a relation of the original tenant who

Landlord and tenant—contd.

had no right, title or interest in the occupancy
holding. Both the plaintiff and the defendant
obtained settlement of the land from the landlord,
the defendant s settlement being prior to that of
the plaintiff:

Held, that the settlements made by the landlord
might be regarded in the light that they signified the
landlord’s consent to the transfers respectively set
up by the plaintiff and the defendant and that
inasmuch as the transfer set up by the defendant
was from a pretended owner, the consent of the
landlord could have no validating effect upon the
title derived by the defendant from that transfer
but it operated to validate and confirm the title
derived by the plaintiff from the true owners. C
Wahid ali Bhuya v. Mahamad Ansar Ali 147

Darputni lease —Sum payable by darputnidar
to superior landlord

, whether rent—Revenue and
cesses paid by darputnidar, whether can be deducted.
Under the terms of a darputni lease out of Rs 142

fixed as the darputni rent, the darputnidar had to
pay Rs. 112 to the superior landlord of the putnidar
and the balance Rs. 3u to his landlord, the putnidar •

Held, (1) that the sum of Rs. 112 payable to the
superior landlord of the putnidar was rent;

(2) that the sum of money which the durputnidar
paid into the Collectorate as revenue and cesses on
behalf of the superior landlord by his direction
could not be disallowed as a voluntary payment
and that the darputnidar should get credit for the
same in respect of the rent payable by him. GNagendrabala Dassy v. Amrita Lall Chattopadhya

7 7
* i _

at certain amount of
' paddy or in default certain sum of money—Land-

lord, whether can recover price ot paddy.
Where a registered patta by which ’a tenancywas created provided that 52 am of paddy would

be delivered by the tenant every year as rent andon default of delivery of the paddy fixed the paddy
or its price Rs. 15 would be realised according tolaw with costs and interest:

Held, that under the terms of the patta the land-
lord was not entitled to recover more than Rs 15
as the price of the paddy in case of its non-deliveryC Pran Krishna Nath r. Mohesh ChandrI
ChoUDHDRY 12^

-Occupancy holding, transfer of, in favour of
zarpeshgidar

—

Landlord, right of re-entry of Eject

-

" here a lion-transferable holding is sold to azarpeshgidar of the holding, the landlord has
a right of re-entry even where the zarpeshgi right
of the purchaser had been recognized by the landlord
prior to the sale. Pat Mdkhram Singh v. SadasiKoer

122— Occupancy tenant executing fresh lease—Land-
lord, right >/, to eject tenant.
Where a r.iiyat acquires a right of occupancy in

his holding by virtue of twelve years' possession
and cultivati n and subsequently executes afiesh
lease, he cai not be ejected by the landlord on the
expirv of > he term of the lease. C Baiad Sha Maidat
V SRinH K E JLF.Y 157Lanati right, whether can be acquired bu

cultivator settled by trespasser. •
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Landlord and tenant—concld.

The actual cultivator of a land who honestly and
Iona fide believes that the person who settled him on
the land had a right to settle him may, after a
period of years, acquire a right in the land as a raiyat
even where It is proved that the settlor had no such
right. C Amah Chandra v. Noor Khatun 777

Tenant ejected from holding
,
whether can con

-

tinue to occupy house in village abadi. ,

Where a tenant is ejected from his agricultural

holding in a village, he has no right to occupy a house
in the village abadi against tho will of the zemindar.

o CrHIRRAO V. KARAM SlNGH, 5 O. L. J 453 645
Tenant proving registered kabuliyat

—

Land-
lord whether can show that he never accepted

kabuliyat.

Where a kabuliyat executed and registered by a

tenant is proved by the tenant in a suit, there is

nothing in the Registration Act or the Evidence
Act which prohibits the landlord from showing that

ho never assented to or accepted the kabuliyat. C
Hemanta Kumar Kau v. Birendra Nath Roy 1003

Tenure-holder
,
whether can change status to

prejudice of tenants.

A tenure-holder cannot bo allowed to change his

status to that of a raiyat to tho prejudice of tenants
on tho land at tho time of the change and oven as

regards tenants who enter upon the land after the

change, their status would not bo prejudicially affect-

ed if tho change in the status of tho tenure-holder
is only in respect of an undivided portion of his

tenancy and not in respect of tho wholo of that

tenancy. C Annada Prasanna Lahiri v. Badulla
Manual 985

Under- raiyati interest
,
whether transferable—

Purchaser of portion of under-raiyat, rights of.

The interest of an under- raiyat is not transferable.

A transferee of a portion of a non-transferablo
under -raiyati interest cannot get his title declared
by a suit as against the landlord who is in peaceful

possession of the land. C Rajani Kanta Giiosk r.

La la Rout 298
Letters Patent (Cal.)* cl. 1 5—

'

“Judy.
ment,” meaning of— Order dimissing appeal without
investigation

,
whether “judgment ”— Limitation Act

(IX of 1 908^ ,
s. 5..

Tho term “judgment” in clause 15 of tho Letters
Patent means ' decree” or “order”, consequently an
order of dismissal of an appeal without investigation
of the merits may be a “judgment.”

Quxre .—Whether an order dismissing an appeal
on the ground that it had boon preferred after iho
period of limitation prescribed therefor and that
sutlicicnt ground had not been mado out for exten-
sion of tho period under section 5 of tho Limitation
Act is a “judgment” within the meaning of clause 15
of tho Letters Patent. C Prosunno Kumar v. Ram
Chandra Dk, 28 C. L. J. 205 677
* Cl. 15—Order granting or refusing amend -

ment
,
whether judgment.

Ordinarily an order granting or refusing an
amendment would not be a “judgment” within the
meaning of clause lo of tho Letters l atent. QU TUNDRA N A rain Roy v. Janaki Nath Koy, 22 c W
N, (311; 45 C, 305

J29

License—Permanent structure built upon land
Revocation of license.

Where by an oral agreement the plaintiff allowed
fhe defendant to execute and work out on tho plaint-
ift’s land an irrigation scheme of considerable
permanent benefit to a very large number of
villages at a considerable amount of expense:

Held, that tho agreement created a license which
could not bo revoked at tho instance of the plaintiff
Pat Sf.cretary of State t\ Hiranand Ojha 166
Limitation 28,911

Instalment bond—Default in payment of
instalment—Waiver of right to sue for entire
amount 926

Limitation Act (IX of 1908), s. 3,
Sch. I, Arts. 120, 132—Turn of worship at
temple

,
whether immoveable property—Mortgage of

turn o I worship ,
suit to enforce—Limitation.

A turn of worship at a temple is not an interest
in immoveable property. Therefore, a suit to enforce
a mortgage of a turn of worship is not governed by
Article 132 of tho Limitation Act but by Article 120.

C Narasingiia Bana Goswami v.

’

Prolhodman
Tkvari, 22 C. W. N. 994 25

ss. 4, 14, scope oj—Limitation, expiry of,

on holiday - Plaint, presentation of, on succeeding
day, in wrong Court, effect of—Institution in wrong
Court for prompt realisation oj debt — Good faith—
Return of plaint for presentation to proper Court.

Section 4 of tho Limitation Act is a particular
statutory provision, not for the purpose of comput-
ing the period of limitation prescribed as in section

14, but allowing in certain circumstances the filing

of suits after tho period has expired.

The section can be availed of only if the suit,

appeal or application is filed in the proper Court
when the time for doing so has expired on a
holiday.

Section 14 of the Limitation Act only prescribes a
certain rule to be observed in computing the period
of limitation prescribed for a suit, appeal or appli-

cation, i. e., in reckoning the number of days if

time has expired, tho period allowed by the section

may be deducted from the period that has actually

expired.

Where a plaintiff instituted a suit on tho day after

the last day of limitation, tho lastday being a holiday
in a Court within wdioso jurisdiction one only of

tho defendants resided and tho Court declining to

give leave under soction 20 (b), Civil Procedure Code,
returned tho plaint for presentation to the proper
Court, which was subsequently done:

Held, that tho plaint not having been presented to

a proper Court on tho day after tho last day of

limitation, tho suit was barred.

Tho institution of a proceeding in a Court with a
viow to prompt realisation of the claim from the
defendant, who is an officer of that Court, is not a

proceeding lacking in good faith within the meaning
of section 14. M RaMALIXGAM AyYAR V. SUBBAIKR,
8 L. W. 256; 24 M. L. T. 2:4 624

S. 5—Appeal, delay in presenting —Review,
time spent in obtaining, exclusion ot— Sufficient

ca use.

An appellant is not entitled, as a matter of right,

to a deduction of tho period during which his

application for review remains pending in the Court
below. lie has to seek extension of time under
section 5 of the Limitation Act, in other words, to
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Limitation Act— 1908—COlltd.

S, 20—Mortgage - Interest
,

payment of,
by

mortgagor—Limitation, extension of, against pur-

chaser oj equity of redemption.

A payment of interest due on a mortgage made by

the mortgagor saves limitation under section 20 of

the Limitation Act not only as against t he mortgagor,

but also as against a subsequent purchaser of a

portion of the equity of redemption or a subsequent

mortgagee of a portion of the mortgaged property.

A Raushan Lal v. Kaniiaiya Lal, H A. L. J. /9n

s- 22 894
-s. 29(1) (lb) 502
Sch. I, Art, 10—Punjab Pre-emption

Act (7 oj 5913), 8- 30, applicability of—Sale including

specific plots and share in shamilat—Limitation.

Section 30 of the Punjab Pre-emption Act only

comes into operation in cases not provided for by

Article 10 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act.

A suit for pre-emption in respect of property

consisting of certain spccilic plots of laud together

with a share in the village shamilat is governed by

Article 10 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act, inas-

much as the share in the shamilat does not admit of

physical possession. P Lrhana Singh v. Biucat

Sisuii, 68 P. K 1918; 158 P. W. R. 19l8

I Art. 60
Art. 60—Deposit lor term, pay-

able on demand after expiry oi term—Suit for recovery

of deposit—Limitation.

A suit for recovery of money deposited for a

term which is re-payable on demand after the

expiry of the term is governed by Article 60 of the

Limitation Act, as the money is still left in deposit

aftor the termination of the term. IYI Chkllappa

CHBTTT V. SUBRAMANIA ClIKTTY, 8 L. W. 221; (l9l«)

M. W.N. 664-.24 M.L.T Mi S48
Art. 62 loi

Arts. 62, 97, I 16, applicabi.

lit y of— Sale— Consideration Jailure of—Suit to rcoo vc

r

purchase-money— Limitation, commencement of.

it is only where a sale is void a b initio that

Article 62 of Sche dule 1 of the Limitation Act can

apply to a suit by the vendee for refund of the

purchase-money. If, however, the vendee has

actually obtained and hold possession of the pro-

perty. Article 97 may be applied even if the salo

turns out to be void ab inith
,

for otherwise the

claim for refund might be 1 irred although the vendee

had h< cn given no occasion to sue. Ti e same Article

is applicable where there is a subsequent failure of

consideration. ...
Where the vendor has no title to com cy, the Article

applicable to a suit for refund of the purchase-money

is Articlo 116, and time in such a case begins to run

from Lho date of the execution of tie conveyance

if tlicro is no question of fraud. N Di vham (Jhand v.

Gore Lal 886
Art. 62 -Consult ration of deed,

Jailure of— Money, recovery of, suit for.

A suit to recover money advanced under a void

agreement is barred under Articlo 62, Schedule 1 of

the Limitation Act, if it is instituted aftor the

expiry of three years from the date of the execution

of Urn agreement. O Har Nath Kuar v. Indra

Bahadur Singh, 5 0. L. J. 277 214

Limitation Act— 1908—contd.

Sch. I, Art. 75—Instalment

bond—Default in payment of instalmertt—Waiver

,

forbearance to sue,
whether amounts to.

A mere forbearance to sue for the whole amount
of a bond payable by instalments, on default in pay-

ment of one or more instalments, is not a waiver

within the meaning of Article 75 of Schedule I of

the Limitation Act. C Hara Kumar Saha v. Ram
Chandra Pal 943

Art. 9 1 505
Art. 9 I , applicability of—Suit to

recover possession of property sold during minority—
Limitation.

Article 91 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act

does noo apply to a suit for possession, where the

plaintiff alleges and proves that a sale-deed is void

because it was executed by him while a minor, but

does not claim expressly to have it cancelled or set

aside. Narsauauda Savantgauda Patil v. Chawa-

gauda Adgauda Patil, *20 Bom. L. R. 802 581
Arts. 93, 95, 120—Suit Jor

declaration that document shall not bind reversion—

Limitation.

Articles 93 and 95 of the Limitation Act have no ap

plication to a suit by a roversioner for a declaration

that a hot kobala oxecuted by the last owner and a

compromise decrco mado in suit to enforce the

kot kobala aro not binding on the inheritance. Tho

Articlo that applies to such a suit is Articlo 120 and

where the plaintiff is in possession, limitation does

not begin to run until some act is done on the docu-

ments sought to be declared not binding on tho

inheritance. C Hara Narain Bkra v. Sriduar

Pande 2
Art. 95 2
Art. 97 886
Art. 115 924
Art. I 16 261,886

-Art. 1 19—Suit to establish adop-

tion—Limitation .

Where an adoption is challenged and tho rights

of tho adopted son are interfered with, the latter

is bound to bring his suit U establish his adoption

within six years of tho iutorf ronco under Articlo 119

of Schedule I of the Limitati >n Act.

Plaintiff’s adoption was c mllenged in 1901 and a

decroo was passed agaiust li m. in 1913 he brought

a suit for a declaration that ho was not bound by

tho decree in tho former suit:

Held, that tho plaintiff ha ing failed to establish

his adoption within six year i of Uio decreo in the

former suit, tho present suit vas barred by tirno. B
Bharma Shidatpa Bhorb i. Ballaram Sakharam

Gujar, 20 Bom. L. K. 8o6 o38
’ Art. 1 20 2, 25 733, 820

Arts. 120, 125—Alienation by

widow, what amounts to—Mortgage by husband, suiton

— Withdrawal of defence by widow—Collusion—Sale

in execution of mortgage decree—Purchaser, whether

alienee from widow — Sa t by reversioner— Limita-

tion.

A Hindu reversioner impeaching an alionation by

a widow nood not prove an uotu&l transfer by tho

widow. It is enough if ho proves that the widow

had done an act which resulted in the transfer of

tho property.
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The possession of a mortgagee must be deemed to

be that of the person entitled to the cquitj of

redemption. A Wazir Ali v. Am Islam, 16 A. L. J..

740 833

-Sch.I, Art. 158 597
Arts. 169, 176 962
Art. 180 844
Art. 18 1 137,562

Art. 18 1 — Civil Procedure Code

(Act V of 1908,), 0. XXXIV,
r. 5—Final decree, appli-

cation for— Limitation
,

commencement of.

The right to apply to have a decree for sale made

absolute arises when the time fixed for payment by

that decree has expired or where there has been an

appeal, when that appeal is decided, the date of tho

appellate decree, which finally determines the rights

of the parties, being taken to be the starting point

of limitation within the meaning of Article 181 of

tho Limitation Act, if it does not extend tho time

originally fixed or .if the time to fixed has not

expired. O Lallu Ram v. Jot Singh, 21 0. 0. 176
1 206

Art. 182 798
Art. 182— Civil Procedure Code

(Act V of 1008), 0. XXI, r. 11 (3)—Execution of

decree, application for—Failure to file copy of decree

,

effect of—Application, whether in accordance with

law—Limitation, saving of.

The question whether an application for execu-

tion is in accordance with law or not must bo

detefmined wilh regard to what the law requires

to be done at tho time when the application is

made, and it is not permissible to consider what

t he law requires to bo done after the application has

been made.
An application for execution of a decree, which

satisfies all the requirements of rule 1 1 of Order

XXI of tho Civil Procedure Code, but which is

subsequently dismissed on account of the decree-

holder’s failure to Glo a copy of the decree within

the time specified by the Court, is an application

in accordance with law within tho meaning of

Article 182 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act

and operates to savo limitation. Pat Arjun Naik v.

Lakiun, 5 P. L. W. 205 993
—Art. IB2—Execution of decree—

Instalment decree— Default in payment of instalment

,

effect of— Limitation .

A decree for Rs. 800 odd rnado on tho 28th June

1010 provided that the debt should bo paid off by

eight annual instalments of Hs. 100 each, and there

was a term in t he decree that on failure to pay any

one of theio instalments before the next had becomo

du(i the creditor could call in tho whole amount of

debt with interest at tho agreed rate. No instalment

was ever paid and in September 1915 tho decree-

holder applied for execution of the docrce:

Held, that tho right to execute the decreo for tho

whole amount of the dobt having accrued to tho

decree-holder as a complete legally enforceable right

before the end of 1910, and the limitation allowed to

thim within which to enforco it being threo years,

the application for execution was barred by time.

B IUichani) Motichand Gujak v . Diion I) Laxuman
Bhure, 20 Bom. L. It. 773 313

Art. 182 (5) 726

Limitation Act— 1908—ooncid.

Sch. I, Art. 188.
Article 181 of Schedule I of the Limitation Act

prescribes that the period of limitation for making

an application for restitution shall be three years

from the date when tho right to apply accrued.

Rut tho Article does not in any way control the

poriod during which mesne profits shall bo allowed

to accumulate, and whatever the number of years

during which the opposite party has been In posses-

sion, the applicant is entitled to be compensated in

respect of the whole of that poriod, provided he

applies within three years of the date on which the

right to relief accrues. Pat Krupasindiiu Roy v.

Balhhadri Das, 3 P. L. J. 367 47
LOCUS poenltentlae, when can he allowed.

A locus pccnitentice should not bo allowed to an

accused person who lias made a false statement in

Court and who, when subsequently tried for perjury,

adheres to his former statement, admits it was

correctly recorded and asserts that it is tru3. P
Emperor v. Jauat Ram, 28 P. R. 1918 Cr.; 19 Cr. L. J.

972; 39 P. W. R. 1918 Cr. ^ 872
Madras Board of Revenue Standing
Order No. 173 _ .

,.873
Madras City Municipal Act (III of
1904), SS. 282, 420 —Construction of inflam.-

mablc \mnda\— Offence— Owner and occupier, liabi-

lr

'

t y 0^

The words “whoevor contravenes” in section 420 of

tho Madras City Municipal Act, 1904, cover owners as

well as occupiers of tho premises.

The construction of an inflammable pandal or the

continuance of an existing one is an offence under

section 282 read with section 420 of the Act. In

Emperor i\ Varadachariar, 24 M. L. T. 180; 19 Cr.

L. J. 948; 8 L. W. 581 6/2

s 420 872
Madras' Estates Land Act (I oT
1903), SS. 3(16), 2.0— Tank-beds,* iwaning

In using tho expression ‘tank-beds’ in section 3

(16) of Madras Act I of 1903 the Legislature was

alluding to such class of tank-hods as aro cultivable,

i.e ,
as are capable of being cultivated when tho tank

has become dry or when there is no water in tho tank

in cortain years.
# ,

Whoro tank-hods are capablo of being cultivated or

used in any such manner, tlio rights of the land-

holders over them aro not affocted by tlio enactment

of section 20 of the Act. M Bolusawmy v. Vnn-

K ATADKl APPA RAO

s. 20
4

. 594
• SS. 46, 189—Jurisdiction of Civil and

Revenue Courts in suits for rent—Execution ofinstru

-

ynent by Collector conferring occujnncy right on

person not ‘non-occupancy ryot’, effect of.

Where there i 3 no dispute about the rate of ront

under tho proviso to section 46 of the Madras

Estates Land Act, thoro is nothing in section 189 or

in tho Schedule to the Act to oust tho jurisdiction of

the Civil Court or confer jurisdiction on tho Collec-

tor as a Revenue Court.
<

Where the Collector noting under section 46 (3)

of tho Madras Estates Act executes an instrument

conferring ocoupancy right on a person who is not a

‘non-ocoupancy ryot,* he acts ultra vires audthe juris-
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It is open to the Karnavan of a Malabar Tarwad,
who has delegated his duties to another, to resume
the management at any time.

If a Karnavan habitually grants improvident leases

and thereby renders himself unable to f ul til his

obligations towards the other members of the Tarwad,
this would bo a ground for removing him from
Karnavastanarn, but a particular lease cannot bo
declared to bo invalid as against the lessee merely
because it is not proved to be beneficial to the

Tarwad.
The grant of a Melcharth by a Karnavan before

the expiry of the previous Kanotn does not render it

ab initif) void, but it will not bind the grantor’s

successor. M Aijdulda Koya r. Mayilehi Eacharan
Nani, 35 M. L. J. 405 945
Maral deposit-*Deposit in name of one person

maral another, meaning of —Rights of maral man—
Nattnkottai Chettics

,
practice of.

‘A deposit in the name of one person maral
another’ moans only that the deposit was made on
the recommendation or introduction of the latter,

and the maral man can neither bo regarded as a
trustee in respect of the money nor has he a right

to operate on it, as by directing the transfer of the
deposit in the name of another person.
Though a usage has sprung up among Nattnkottai

Chettics that, when money is deposited on the mnnl
of a third party, it should not be allowed to bo
drawn out unless with the eonsont of the inter-

mediary, tho usual remedy by suit is open to the
depositor when tho maral man declines to give his

consent, and the hands of tho Court are not tied

down by tho usage. M Ohkllaita Ciietty v. Su»-
RAMANIA CllKTTY, 8 L. W. 221; (19l8) M. W. N. 504;

24 M. L. T. 204 948
Master and servant -Master, liability of,

for servant's acts.

The general rule is that a master is not criminally
answerable for the acts of his servant. C Bhuiian
Ram v. Biihiuti Bhusan Biswas, 22 C. \V. N. 1062: 19
Cu. L. J. 915 287
Maxim—Omnia prwsumunl ur rite esse acta, ap-

plication of 9
Memorandum written by witness, admissi-

bility of.

Where a witness, cm being asked if ho has had an
interview with a particular person and what the
purport of that interview was, replies that he has
had such an interview and had noted tho purport of
it at tho time in a written memorandum, and pro-
duces that memorandum, tho memorandum is

admissible in evidence. O Eal Tkiuhawan Nath
Sinciii v. Dr. Pi’ty Commissions Fyzadad, 5 O. E. J.

201 225
Mortg-ag-e— Decree against father— Son il

exempted"
from decree, effect of—Execution against son's estate—
Objection by son allowed — Suit against son for declara-
tion

, maintainability of.

A suit was instituted against a father and son on
the basis of a mortgage. Tho son put forward tho
plea that there was no family jioeossity. Tho Court
gave a simple money decree against tho father, which
stated that the son was “exempted” and that he
should get his costs from the plaintiff. Tho latter
executed the decree against the father’s estate, ami
that having proved insufficient, ho sought to attach

Mortg*ag*e—contd.

and sell the son’s estate. The son objected in

execution and his objection was allowed. There-
upon the plaintiff brought the present suit seeking a
declaration that the son’s property could be sold in

execution of the decree on the principle of the pious
obligation of a son to pay his father’s debts:

Held, (1) that the effect of tho decree was to dis-

miss the suit as against the son with costs;

(2) that under section 47 of the Civil Procedure
Code the order on the son’s objection in execution

was final and that the suit was barred under that

section. A Data Din v. Nanku, 16A.L, J. 752 864
decree, whether can be executed against

some owners of equity of redemption —Execution of

decree— Limitation, suspension of, while case struck

A mortgage decree cannot be executed against

some of the owners of the equity of redemption.

After the final decree in a mortgage suit had

been set aside in appeal as against some of the

defendants and the case as against them was ordered

to be retried, the decree-holders applied for execution

of the decree as against the other defendants, but

the executing Court, declining to issue execution

until the liability of the defendants against whom
the decree had been set aside was finally settled,

made an order striking off tho execution casj for

the present:

Held, that the execution of the decree was stayed

by the Court’s order striking off the execution case ,

so that limitation in respect of execution did not

begin to run until tho liability of the defendants

against whom tho decree had been sot asido was
finally settled. C Satish Mohini iDebya v. Fauna
Bank, Limited 907

.English, what is 529
in favour of manager of joint Hindu family—

Suit by sous of [ mortgagea Disclaimer of interest by

other members of family—Registered conveyance,

whether necessary— Succession certificate, whether

required.

A mortgage-deed stood in the name of a person

who together with li is sons and nephew formed a

joint Hindu family. After his death the sons claimed

the entire money duo on the mortgage, and the

nephew stated that he had received from the sons

his share of tho mortgage money and had no objection

to t he sons realizing the entire mortgage money:
Held, (1) that a registered doed of assignment ty

tho nephew was in tho circumstances not necessary

to give the sons a right to sue;

f
2 j that the plaintiffs being tho survivors of a joint

Hindu family, a succession certificate was not required

to enable them to bring a suit on the mortgage,

o Ram Srwak r. Baldko Bakhsii Singh, 5 O. L. J.

442 649
Foreclosure

,
suit for— Costs, personal decree

for, whether can be passed—Appeal, whether lies.

In a suit for foreclosure a Court may pass a

docreo directing that the costs of the suit should

bo rocovorod personally from tho mortgagor, if

there is a condition to that effect in the mortgage-

deed.

An appeal lies from a preliminary decree for

foreclosure directing the recovery of the costs of

the suit from the person of the mortgagor. N Shriram
v. Kao lit' ram 542
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i

Court should ordinarily refuse to order a sale unless

it be free of both the mortgages. S Pamandas v.

HlRAN AND, 12 S. L. R. 1 792
suit on—Decree absolute made on barred ap-

plication, whether can be challenged in execution—
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 4$, appli-

cability of, to execution proceedings in mortgage suit

which was pending at the date of coming into force of

the Code.

A decree absolute in a mortgage suit made by a

Court in the presence of both parties and on proper
adjudication cannot be challenged in execution

on the ground that the Court ought not to have
made the decree absolute inasmuch as the appli-

cation for it was barred by limitation.

The mere fact of the coming into force of the

now Code of Civil Procedure pending a suit on a

mortgago does not make the new section 48 appli-

cable to proceedings in execution of the decree in

that suit. C Syam Cuand Maiti v. Baikuntha Nath
Manual 143— - suit on—Interest from date fixed for payment

to date of realisation—Contractual rate of interest,

whether can be allowed —Discretion of Court ,

Tho rate of interest which a Court can allow in

a mortgage decree from the dato fixed for payment
to tho dato of realisation, is in its discretion. In

exercising its discretion, however, the Court will

ordinarily refer to the contractual rate, if it bo a

reasonable one. O Ajodhia Bank, Lp., Fyzabad r.

Abdul Guani 701— suit—Party impleaded without objection,

whether can complain of error in impleading him

after decision of suit.

A party who has boon impleaded in a suit on his

own motion or being impleaded does not object, can-

not, after being cast in the suit, chungo front and

complain of the error in imploading him Having

taken the chance of a favourable verdict, lie cannot

be permitted t.o undo tho effect of an adverse verdict

by being permitted to retiro from tho suit. Tho

adverse verdict must, however, be one which is correct

in point of law. N Adam Khan v. Dattauam 536
suit —Prior mortgage paid off by purchaser of

equity of redemption -Lien of purchaser not recognis-

ed in Jinc.l decree— Suit, separate, to enforce lien,

maintainability of.

Defendant brought a suit on a mortgago against

the plaintiff, who was tho purchaser of the equity of

redemption of the mortgaged property and had paid

off a prior mortgage. The plaintiff set up tho

prior mortgage us a shield and the preliminary

decree recognised his lien. But no mention of his

lien was made in tho final decree and the property

was sold and purchased by the defendant, who took

possession of it without discharging tho plaintiff’s

lien. The plaintiff thereupon applied to be put in

possession of tho property until his lien was dis-

charged. Tho application was rejected and plaintiff

then brought a suit to recover the amount of his

lien:

Held, that the suit was barrel both by the princi-

ple of res judicata and by section 47 of the Civil

Procedure Code. A Mori Ram v. Banki: Lai., 10 A L.

J. 085
.

954
- suit —Purchaser oj portion of equity of re-

demption, whether c*n object to sale in execution —

lYlortg-agre— concld.

Independent title, whether can be enforced in execu-

tion— Civil Procedure Code (Act Y of 1908,), s. 47.

A purchaser of a portion of the mortgaged pro-

perty who is joined as a defendant in the mortgage
suit, cannot, under section 47, Civil Procedure Code,
object to tho sale of tho mortgaged property under
the final decree in the mortgage suit on the ground
that he has acquired a new and independent interest

in that portion of the property.
Any right that ho has to an interest outside and

independent of the mortgage must be enforced by
proper proceedings outside the mortgage suit. C
Bin du Basiki Dasyya i’ Srimanta Sil 374

, usufructuary—Mortgagee, failure of, to keep
accounts—Presumption.

Where on taking the accounts of a usufructuary
mortgago it appears that the mortgagee has kept no
regular accounts, every reasonable presumption
should be made against him. N Mukand Ram Sukal
v. Shko Nahain 21

, usufructuary—Redemption before fixed date
,

whether can be allowed—Accounts
,

stipulation, not to

claim — Mortgagee failing to pay off prior encumbrance—Accounts, whether can be claimed—Mortgagor pay-
ing off incumbrance—Suit for re-imbursement—Limi-
tation, commencement of— Limitation Act (IX of

190$;, Sch. I, Arts. 62, 116.

A mortgagee has no right to remain in possession
of tho mortgaged property after the mortgage
money is satisfied from tho usufruct, even though
the parties may havo miscalculated that the liqui-

dation of tho mortgago mouoy from tho usufruct
shall take a louger period and may have said so

in the deed.

Whore in consequence of an usufructuary mort-
gagee’s failure to pay the 111000}' loft with him for

payment to a prior encumbrancer, the mortgagor
has to satisfy tho prior encumbrance, tho mortgagor
is entitled to claim at tho time of redemption
accounts of tho realizations made by the mortgagee
in spite of a stipulation to the contrary contained
in tho mortgage-deed. Such accounts should not
bo adjusted on tho footing of tho consideration
actually advanced by the mortgagee, but the mort-
gagor is entitled to a set-off for the amount paid
by him in satisfaction of tho prior cncumbranco.
Where a mortgagee who is bound to pay off a

prior incumbranco fails to do so and tho mortgagor
is compelled to pay it off and then suos tho mort-
gagee for re-imbursement the suit is governed by
Article 62 and nob by Article 116 of tho Limitation
Act and limitation would begin to run from tho date
on which tho plaintiff paid off tho prior incumbranco.
O Prag v. Mohan Lal, 5 O. L. ,T. 263 161
1Y1otor Vehicles Act (VIII of 1914), s.
(4—Punjab Motor Vehicle Rules

,
rr. 10, 17, ap-

plicability of— Servant driving motor cur without
lights—Master, liability of.

Rulos 10 and 17 of tho Punjab Motor Yeliiclo

Rules only apply to the driver or to a person using
tho car at tho timo it is being driven, and not to an
absent owner. Tho owner of a car, therefore, is

not liable to bo lined because in his absence his

servant drove his motor-car without lights after

light ing- up time. P Son an Singh r. Kmteror, 27 P.

R. 1918 Cu.; 19 Cr. L. J. 92$: 37 P. W. R. 191S Cr.

444
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Oiidh Estates Act-condd.

nn in tVio estate whicVi ho could nob transfer

Tthou^ unde
"

the scheme of inheritance pro-

l Hindu'laluqda

r

has an interest which is

Wl<
^

rq different from the interest held by

I!

1S:: under the ordinary Hindu Law. yet

W f^ct does not make* any difference in the
thl

,

b
nf tho i 0(yai position of the person who is

titled to succeed to the estate after tho widow s

death. O Hak Nath Koak e. Indra Bahadur Siikgh,

5 Q. L. J-
—Taluka. succession to— Daugli-

tor's son treated ns son dying intestate and issueless,

,‘ZeLHindu Law, rales of, whether applicable to

asr’St s&x&z

fa
An'adoption under tho provisions of section 22 of

i

A
n if Estates Act is merely a selection which
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hilufca

dar the° proviiions of Sion 22, clause 4, of the
under the p

, d • intestate, goes, in the
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^ y d^condftnt> to tho line o
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respects as a son and not to his natural^ ^
-5».isei~ii’KSi 7&
son and further dtree tod tn v

hor death,

"
^the adoption was good, as it did

JWcf that
tb0 talahdar ns expressed

effectuato the intention
could not lose its

character of .mobility in the hands of the adopte

son. O Lai, Tr.bi.awas. S*ti« Singh v. B^
5

ri
,M

rth“ Laws' Act (XVin of 1876),

°rh
h

I I 9 -Pre-emption -Sale of house by rinya

Suit for pre-emption, maintainability of.

A b o by in occupier of a house ... a village who

hat merely tho ordinary rights of a r,aya in it, does

t

"

vc rise to a right of pre-emption exercisable

w chanter II Of tho Oudh Laws Act, inasmuch

as under seiuon ft of that Act, unless the transferor

“a proprietor of a proprietary or undor-proprietary

to n uro ir a share in such a tenure, no right of pro-

imption comes into being. O Annas Band. B.n. v.

Annul. Giuni, 5 0. L. J. 4r>0

„ g 25 —“Transferred", meaning of.

Tho word' “transferred”, as used in section 25 of

the Oudh Laws Act, is of general import and its

meaning cannot be restricted to cases in which tho

transfer has Icon made under orders of the heart

Q Nadik Sixtiii v. iNinit Skn bison, 5 O. L. .^h.b

[1918

Oudh Rent Act (XIX of 1868), ss. 3,

52* 1 02- Oudh land laws—Tenures recognised tn

Oudh—Proprietor, under-proprietor and tenant—
Incidents of tenure attached by law

,
whether can

be varied by consent of tenure-holder.
^

The Oudh Rent Act; 1868, recognises
_

three

classes of persons, and three only, as having an

interest in and entitled to hold land for the pur-

poses of the Act in the province of Oudh, viz.,

'“proprietor”, “under-proprietor” and “tenant”.
.

The law attaches to the status of under-proprietor

certain rights, among them the right to tiansfer:

and while ho retains that status he cannot be

divested of any of those rights.

Where, therefore, at tho time of settlement a

landowner applied to be recorded as an under-

proprietor, and under pressure from the Settlement

Officer consented to be recorded as an under-

proprietor without right of transfer:

Held, that this was creating a tenure unknown to

the law and that no effect could be given to the

words “without right of transfer” in the Settlement

Officer’s decree. P C Lai# Sripat Singh r. Lal

Basant Singh, 22 C. W. N.985 : 21 O. 0. lWfc 8 L W
328- (1918) M. W. N. 638; 6 0. L. J. 497; 16 A. L. J.

817-. 5 P. L. W. 265; 35 M. L. J. 595; 28 C. L. J. 468t

24 M. L. T. 434; 20 Bom. L. R. 1101

Oudh^?ent Act (XXII of 1886), Ch.
Vll-A Thikadar — Enhancement of rent.

Chapter VII.A of the Oudh Rent Act, 1886, applies

to thikadars, and consequently a “favourable rent”

payable by a thikadar or person to whom the collection

of rents in a mauza has boen leased, is liable to be

enhanced in tho circumstances and subject to tho

condition therein provided. PC Parbat 1 Kunwar v.

Deputy Commissioner of Kukri, o 0. L. J. 433; 24

M L T. 292; 35 M. L. J. 525; 16 A. L. J. 865; 8 L. W.

686; 5 P. L. W. 302; 28 C. L- J. 449- 41 A. 641; (1918)

M . W. N . 880; 23 C. W. N. 125; 20 Bom. L. R 109o 394

S. 1 07

G

-Jurisdiction of Civil Court-

Declaration that plaintiff is under-proprietorand not

tenant, suit for, maintainability of.

?• a Civil Court has jurisdiction to try a suit filed

by a person who has been held, by {he Revenue

Court to be a tenant under section 107G of the

Oudh Rent Act, for the purpose of obtaining a

declaration that he is an under-proprietor and not a

tenant. O Nadir Singh v. Indar Sen Singh, 5 0.

I J 426 Ot>Z

Parganah Registers, Kanungo Registers,

General and Mouzawari Registers under Bengal

Registration Act (VII of 1876) ****

Partition—Burden of proof _ _ ®
Partition Act (IV of 1893), S9. 2, 3—
Partition ,

suit for— Defendant claiming to

right oj purchase -Withdrawal of suit, application

for, whether can be allowed. .

In a suit for partition of a house tho plaintiff

stated that tho partition of tho house by metes and

bounds would spoil the house altogether and asked

tho Court under section 2 of the Partition Act to

order a sale of the house. Tho defendant claimed

to exercise his right under section* 3 of the Act to

buy the plaintiff’s sharo at a valuation to bo fixed by

tho Court. The Court proceeded to cause a valuation

of tho house to bo made and after it had fixed e

valuation of the plaintiff's share, the latter filed an
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Partition Act—conoid, Penal Code—con td.
\ >

application for leave to withdraw the suit with
liberty to bring a fresh suit, which was dismissed:

Held
,
that the application having been made at a

time when matters had reached a stage at which the

defendant was entitled to the benefit of the claim
which he had put forward under section 3 of the
Partition Act, the Court exercised a sound discretion

in refusing to allow the application. A Umrao Singh
v. Umrao Singh, 16 A. L. J. 5S4 905
Partnership — Contract by partners 958
Penal Code (ActXLV of I860), ss.
34, 323, 325, 326, 392

—

Robbery—Grievous

hurt caused during robbery —Identification of offend-

er, absence of—Separate charge against each accused
without specification of common intent to cause griev-

ous hurt—Conviction under s. 325, legality of—
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), s. 106,

scope of
—
'Breach of peace,' meaning of.

Accused Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were charged with having
entered the complainant’s house, and removed his

ear-rings. The rightear was cut off with the ear-ring
and the left ear was torn. The accused were charged
separately and there was no specification of a
common intention to inflict grievous hurt.

The 1st accused was convicted under sections 326
and 392, the 2nd under sections 326, 325 and 109 and
the 3rd uuder sections 325 and 392, Indian Penal Code.
In appeal, the Sessions Judge substituted convictions
under sections 325 and 392 with 109 as regards 1st

accused. The accused were also ordered to furnish
security under section 106, Criminal Procedure Code:

Held, { 1) that as the identification of the person
who inflicted the grievous injury was not made out,

and as there was an absence of common intent, the
conviction under section 325 was bad, for which
must be substituted convictions under section 323;

(2) that the order under section 106 was not illegal

even though there was technically no breach of the
public peace by the accused.
A person who enters on another’s premises and uses

violence to him and deprives him of his property
commits a breach of the peace in the wider sense of
the expression. IYI Savarejulu Nayudu, In re, 19 Cr.
L. J. 929 445

SS. 79, 147, 448—Husband carrying
away wife by force against her will— Offence, nature

of—Husband, right of, to use force to compel wife to

live with him—Restitution of conjugal rights, suit

for.

Both under the English and Indian Law, although
it is the duty of a wife to reside and cohabit with her
husband, the husband has no right to use force or
violence to enforce this right even when the wife’s

refusal to live with him is without any reasonable
cause.

There is nothing in Hiudu or Muhammadan Law to

justify a husband in using force or restraint to

compel his wife to live with him, instead of having
resort to a Civil Court for restitution of conjugal
rights. Nor can such action be justified under
section 79 of the Penal Code.
Where a Hindu husband in company of several

associates forcibly entered the house of a third person
and took away by force his married wife from there
against her will:

Held, that the husband and his associates were
guilty of offences under sections 147 and 448, Indian

Penal Code. S Emperor v. Ramlo, 12 S. L. R. 29; 19

Cr. L. J. 955 807— s. 109 871
s. 147 807

-— SS. 172, 406 —Property placed in custody

of accused, non-production of, on demand—Criminal
breach of trust— Contempt of Court.

Certain moveable property was attached in

execution of a decree. The officer of the Court
who made the attachment placed the property in

charge of the accused. When the time for auction-

sale of the property arrived, notice was issued to the

accused to produce the property. They evaded
service of the notice on several occasions and the
property was not produced:

Held, (1) that the accused could not be convicted
of criminal breach of trust under section 406 of the
Penal Code inasmuch as the property had not
been misappropriated or converted to the use of

the accused, nor had it been used or disposed of in

any manner contrary to the terms of the trust:

(2) that the accused were guilty of contempt
of Court under section 172 of the Penal Code. A
IIarn’am Singh v. Emperor, 16 A. L. J. 600; 19 Cr. L.

J. 975 875
S. 182, applicability of— Petition to Dis-

trict Magistrate to unlock house containing false

allegations, whether falls within scope of section —
Offence, gist of.

Section 182, clause (ah of the Penal Code applies
to a case in which it is intended that a public servant
should do or omit to do something which he ought
to do or omit to do if he knew the true facts, that

is, which he would be legally justified in doing or
omitting to do if he knew the true facts.

Asking a Magistrate to do an act which would be
an illegal act even if true facts were stated to him,
would not come within the purview of the section.

Accused petitioned the District Magistrate praying
that as certain tenants occupying his houses had
absconded leaving the houses locked up, the houses
might be unlocked to enable him to execute the
necessary repairs. His application was sent for

compliance and report to the Police, who reported
that the allegations contained in the petition were
untrue, upon which the District Magistrate sanctioned
his prosecution under section 182 of the Penal Code:

held, that the section was inapplicable to the
circumstances of the present case. A Manohar v.

Emperor, 16 A. L. J. 614; 19 Cr. L. J. 895 91
S. 186—Decree for restitution of conjugal

rights— Warrant to seize wife, legality of—Resistance

to warrant — Offence.

In execution of a decree for restitution of conjugal
rights a warraut was issued directing the executing
peon to seize the wife and deliver her bodily over to

her husband, failing which to bring her under arrest

before the executing Court:

Held, that the warrant was illegal, so that resist-

ance to its execution was not an offence under
section 186 of the Penal Code. C Gahar Mahammad
v. Pitambar Das, 22 C. W. N. 8L4; 19 Cr. L. J. 968

868
— S. 186—Restitution of conjugal rights,

decree jor —Warrant for execution, legality of—
Obstruction to warrant—Offence ,
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A decree in a contested suit for restitution of

conjugal rights passed on 3rd March 19.7 directed
the wife to return to her husband within 3 months of

its date. The wife not having obeyed the decree, on
the 15th September 1917 a warrant was issued
against her without giving her any previous notice:

Held, that the wife was not entitled to a notice

before the warrant was issued and that obstruction

to the execution of the warrant was an offence

punishable under section 183 of the Penal Code.

C Ahmjl Wazed v. Emperor, 19 Cr. L. .1. 976 876
SS. 192, 193,465, 109—Forgery—

False evidence
,
fabrication of.

A sale under a Kobala written out by one N. on a
stamp paper of Rs. 5 and dated the 23rd May hav-

ing fallen through, it became necessary to apply to tho

Collector fora refund of the stamp duty. N. was told

by one M. that as no refund could bo made after two
months the date in tho document might be altered

from 23rd May to 23rd September. Accordingly the
alteration was made, although it was quite unnecessary
as tho period for getting refund was not two months
but six months:
Ueld, that N. and M. were respectively guilty of

fabricating and abetting the fabrication of false

evidence.
Quierc .

—

Whether the offences committed wero not
forgery and abetment of forgery. C Mohfsh Chandra
v. Emperor, 28 C. L. J. 213; 19 Cr. L. J. 971 871

S. 193
SS. 201, 203, 21 I,

815, 872
offences under—

Accomplice
,
whether can be convicted under ss. 201,

202

—

False information to Pol ice' implicating innocent
man— Offence—Intention.

A person who gives false information to the Police,
accusing another of an offence of murder in order to
screen the real offender, commits offences not only
under sections 201 and 203, Indian Penal Code, but
also under section 211.

Tho husband of tho accused having been murdered
at night, sho gave information to the Police falsely
implicating a certain porson:

Held, that although thero wero circumstances of
grave suspicion against the accused woman, as being
an accomplice, yet as it would bo impossible on tho
record as it stood to hold that she was tho murderer
or one of tho murderers, sho could bo convicted
under sections 201 and 203, Indian Penal Code. C
Taprinessa u . Emperor, 19 Cr. L. J. 903

S.
s.
s.
s.

203
209
210
21 I

64,
64

815

S. 290—Public nuisance, user of prem
giving rise to—Proprietors of premises, whet
liable.

Speaking generally, wliero the user of promi
gives rise to a nuisanco tho person liable un
section 290 of the Penal Code is the occupier for
time being, whoever ho may be. A proprietor v
is not in occupation of the premises is not lia
unless his conduct amounts to an abetment of
offence under that section. C Biiuban Bam v. Binn
Bn usa n Biswas, 22 C. W. N. 1062; 19 Cr. L J

— S. 295—'Defile,
1 meaning of—Entry of mem-

bers of Moothan caste into precincts of temple open
to non -Brahmins— Offence.

The word ‘defile’ in section 295, Indian Penal Code,
is not confined to the idea of making dirty but is also

extended to ceremonial pollution, which, however,
must be proved.

Where the accused, who belonged to the Moothan
caste in Malabar and claimed the status of Vaisyas,
entered into the Nallambalam of a temple which
was open to non- Brahmins:

Held, that their act did not amount to ‘defiling*

the temple within the meaning of section 295, Indian
Penal Code, IY1 Kotti Chami Moothan v. Rama
Pattar, 24 M. L.T. 181; 19 Cr. L. J. 961; 41 M. 980

812— SS. 300, Excep. 4, 304—Culpable
homicide not amounting to murder—Death caused in

sudden fight—Offence•

A dispute arose over the payment of tho rent of

a certain field between the three accused and the

deceased. The former attacked tho deceased and his

nephew with lathis and a regular fight took place

between the parties. Tho result was that consider-

able injuries wero caused on both sides and that the

deceased was killed:

Ueld
, (1) that lathis being lethal weapons, the

accused must have known that they were likely to

cause death;

(2) that tho caso fell under Exception 4 to section

300 of tho Ponal Code and that all tho accused were
guilty of an offence under seotion 304 of the Penal

Code. A Emperor v. Gular, 16 A. L. J. 731; 19 Cr,

L. J. 953 805
S. 304 433, 805
SS. 323, 325, 326 445
SS. 372, 420—Cheating—Selling marri-

ed girl as virgin.

Accused sold a minor married girl to the com-

plainant representing her to be a virgin:

Ueld, that tho accused wero guilty of cheating.

P Raj Bahadur v. Emperor, 28 P. W. R. 1918 Cr.;

23 P. R. 1918 Cr.; 19 Cr. L. J.931 447
SS. 372, 373, scope of - “Letting to hire,”

“
obtaining possession,” meaning of

—“Kanyarikam**

ceremony, performance of, whether within the section.

Under sections 372 and 373, Indian Penal Code, there

must be making over of possession of the minor girl

cither by sale or by hire or by some similar

arrangement in order that a caso may como within

tho mischief of tho law.

Whore the only evidence against tho accused was
that ho performed the kanyarikam ceremony, *. e. t

tho nuptials of a minor girl and had sexual inter-

course with her for 3 days successively, but tho girl

continued to live with her parents who never

parted with possession of her to tho accused:

Held, that these facts wero not sufficient to

support the conviction of the accused under seotion

373 of tho Ponal Code and tho conviction of tho

girl’s parents under section 372 of the Penal Code.
IY1 Public Prosecutor v. Maddila Mutayalu, (1918)

M. W. N 484; 35 M. L. J. 157; 24 M. L T. 77; 8 L W.
253; 19 Cr I*. .1. 965 865

S. 377 — Unnatural offence—Proof— Evi-

dence, uncorroborated
, of person on whom offence com-

mitted, whether sufficient,
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In cases under section 377 of the Penal Code it is,

as a rule, unsafe to convict on the uncorroborated
testimony of t lie person on whom the offence is
said to have been committed, unless for any reasons
that testimony is entitled to special weight P
Ganpat v. Emperor, 73 P. L. R. 1918; 19 Cr. L. .T.

946; 38 F. W. R. 1918 670
S. 380 -Theft from railway godown.

The accused went to a railway godown with a
carter. The latter removed a bag from the godown and
the accused accompanied the carter to his house and
there took delivery of the bag. The bag consisted of
pilferings from a number of bags consigned to
different persons.-

Held, that the bag being in the possession of
the railway as bailee until it left the godown, the
actually taking it out of the godown was theft and
that the accused and the cartman were jointly guilty
of theft. Pat Soukhi Chand r. Emperor, 3 P. L. J.
354; 19 Cr. L. J. 884 30

-S.392 - 445“ S. 403—Misappropriation—Dishonest mo -

lire Overt act of dishonesty
, evidence of.

The chief element for a conviction under section
403 of the Penal Code is the dishonest misappro-
priation of the property or conversion to one’s own
use. •

In the absence of any overt act on the part of
the accused no inference of dishonest motives
can be imputed to him simply because he has
retained certain documents in his custody. Pat
Ram Byas Rai v. Emperor, 19 Cr. L. J. 943

s. 406
s. 408
S. 408—Criminal breach of trust by clerk

or servant—Marksman engaged by station master
,whether servant of Raihcay Company- Overcharge

retained by marksman— Offence.
Accused was engaged by a station master to mark

and load goods delivered to the Railway Company
for despatch and was paid out of an allowance grant-
ed by the Company to the station master. The
latter also entrusted the accused with the writing
up of the cash register. The accused recovered a
certain sum as an overcharge from a consignor of
goods and converted it to his own use. He was
thereupon tried and convicted of an offence under
section 408 of the Penal Code:

Held, that the accused, not being a clerk or servant
of the Railway Company, could not be convicted of
an offence under section 408 of the Penal Code in
respect of the sum received by him. A Karim-ud-
Din u. Emperor, 16 A. L. J. 596; 19 Cr. L. J. 967:40A 665 867

S. 420 447, 658— ss. 447, 497, 5 1 I -Criminal trespass
with intent to commit adulteny—Complaint by hus-
band, whether necessary.
Where the object of a trespass is to commit an

offence, such offence must be possible on the part of
the person to be convicted of the trespass.
Where an offender enters the premises of his

neighbour on his way to the private apartments
occupied by that neighbour’s wife with intent to
commit adultery, the offence of criminal trespass
is complete long before the stage of an attempt
to commit the adultery is reached.

Therefore, the complaint of the husband is not
necessary for proceedings in respect of house-trespass
to commit adultery. N Emperor v. Dhantca Lodhi,
19 Cr. L. J. 831 77

s. 448 807
S. 465 371
ss. 497, 51 I 77Permanent tenure-holder, whether re-

presented by zemindar in title suit.

lhe interest ol a permanent tenure-holder is
not represented by either of the rival landlords in
a suit between themselves to establish title to lands
comprising the tenure. C Ship Chandra Roy
Chowdhury 1?. Harendra Lal Rai Chowdhury, 22
C. \V. N. 721; 28 C. L. J. 223 315
Pleading’S—Pleas

, inconsistent, whether can be
taken — Execution application, dismissal of, and re-
ference to suit—Suit, order in, effect of.

Where a suit to enforce a security bond filed in
a Privy Council appeal was dismissed, on the grounds
(I) that the necessary parties had not been implead-
ed, and (2) that the claim was barred by section
47 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and on an
application for execution to enforce the said security
being made, the decree-holder was met with the
plea that an order passed before the institution of
the above suit in a previous execution proceeding,
referring him to seek his remedy by suit, operated
as a bar to a fresh application for execution:

Held, that the order passed in the suit had the
effect of nullifying the previous order passed in the
execution proceeding.
A party who sets up a plea, to which effect has

been given by a Court in a previous proceeding,
should not be allowed to set up another plea incon-
sistent with it in a subsequent proceeding brought
for the same relief. O Basti Begam v. Sajjad Mir°za,
21 O. C, 188

of benami purchaser under void
transfer for more than 12 years, effect of—Adverse
possession.

A benami purchaser, holding under a void transfer
but remaining in possession of the property for more
than 12 years from the date of the purchase, acquires
by prescription a good title to the purchased property
as against the ostensible purchaser. O Sajjad Mirza
v. Nan hi Khanam 694

,
constructive, whether claimable by trespasser.

A trespasser cannot claim the benefit of constructive
possession. C Shib Chandra Roy Chowdhury v.
Harendra Lal Rai Chowdhury, 22 C. \V. N. 721; 28
C. L. J. 223 315
Power-of-attorney, construction of—
Minor

,
suit against—Admission by unauthorised

agent, whether binding on minor.
A power-of-attorney should be construed strictly.
Where a power-of-attorney relates to matters

connected with the management of a minor’s jagir
only, it cannot, in the absence of express provisions,
be held to authorize the person in whose favour it
has been executed to defend the minor’s title to the
jagir in a suit. Any statements or admissions made
by such agent in a suit against the minor relating
to the jagir cannot, therefore, bind the minor. N
Nazar Ali v . Ashraf Ali
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Pre-emption 3,418
Acquiescence

,
what amounts to—Plaintiff

willing to sell his own share.

In a suit brought by the plaintiff for pre-emption

on the ground that ho was a co-sharer in the pro-

perty sold and a brother of the vendor while the

vendee was a co-sharer only, it appeared that the

plaintiff was heavily in debt at the time of sale,

that ho had no money and that he was willing to

sell his own share in the property to the vendee

along with his brother:

Held
,
that this conduct of the plaintiff amounted

to an acquiescence by him in the sale, and that his

suit must, therefore, be dismissed. A Anciial v.

Dalip Singh, 16 A. L. J. 779 400
, suit for 194
, suit for ,

dismissal of— Vendee recovering

costs out of deposit—Suit decreed on appeal—
Deposit

,
whether to be treated as intact.

A suit for pre-emption was dismissed by the fust

Court with costs. The vendee thereupon recovered

his costs from the deposit of one-fifth of the purchaso

price made by the plaintiff. On appeal the suit was

remanded and the plaintiff eventually got a decree:

field, that the deposit made by tho plaintiff must

be treated as if it were intact, and that the plaintiff

was bound to pay into Court only the balance of tho

purchase price after deducting the full amount of liis

doposit. P (JriRDHARi Lal v. Attar, 96 P. W. R.

1918 51 I

, suit for, whether must embrace entire pro-

perty sold 894
Trees standing on land and right of easement,

whether go with land.

In a suit for possession of a piece of land by
pre-emption, the trees standing on the land and
all rights of easement appertaining to the land pass

with tho land. N Balobrao Aitaro i*. Anad Rao
654

Presidency Towns Insolvency Act
(III of 1909), s. 7, order under—Suit to set

aside order
,

maintainability o/

—

Appeal—Remedy,
proper.

b No suit lies to set asido an order passed under
section 7 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act.

Tho proper remedy for tho party aggrieved is to

appeal against the order. IYI Officat< Assignee of
Madras v. Manuayar Karasu Ammal, 40 M. 117 3

( Foot note) 298
SS. 17,25—Insolvency proceedings

,
whi-

ther bar execution of decree—Execution—Insolvency

of judgment-debtor—Limitation
,
running of.

The pendency of an insolvency proceeding under
the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act does not of
itself, in the absence of a protection order under
section 26 of tho Act, bar the remedy of a decree-
holder to execute his decree by arrest of tho judg-
ment-debtor. Limitation for execution of a decree,
therefore, continues to run against a decree-holder
during tho pendency of an insolvency proceeding and
he is not entitled to e\cludo the period during which
tho insolvency proceeding has been pending from tho
period allowed for execution of the deci'co.

A decree-holder arrested his judgment-debtor in

execution of his decree. Outlie 19th August 1011,

however, the judgment debtor was released on tho
production of an adjudication order made under tho
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. No further action

was taken by the decree-holder and the execution

tl918

Presidency Towns Insolvency Act
— concld.

proceedings dropped. In January 1916 the adjudica-

tion was annulled. The decree-holder theD applied
for execution:

Held, that in the absence of a protection order
under section 25 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency
Act the decree-holder was at liberty to execute his

decree by arresting the judgment-debtor, and that,

therefore, limitation continued to run against the

decree-holder and the present application for execu-

tion was barred by time. Pat Sheo Saran Ram r.

Basudeo Prasad Sahu, (1918) Pat. 357 798
S. 25 ~ 798

^ s. 49 529
Probate and Administration Act
(V of 1881), ss. 76, 98— Orders for exhibit-

ing accounts, scope of.

Sections 76 and 98 of tho Probate and Adminis-
tration Act contemplate orders merely directing tho

exhibiting of accounts in Court. Orders purporting

to fix tho capital of the trusts and giving directions

for their administration are entirely outside the scope

of these sections. S Notandas v. Kisiinibal, 12 S.

L. R. 27 750
S. 98 750

Proced U re—Judges, change of—Successor, xchc-

ther bound to accept finding of predecessor on certain

issues.

A Judge who is called upon to decide a case on

the conclusion of all the evidenco is not bound by

the previous decision of his predecessor on certain •

issues, and can decido them afresh. L* B Official

Assignee v. Mahomed Hady, 11 Bur. L. T. 97. 555
Pro-not0, suit on—Question whether executant

signed it as security for other persons, whether can be

determined.

In a suit on a promissory note tho quostiou whether

the defendant, executant of the noto, signed it by

way ofSocurity for others cannot bo tried or deter-

mined, except so far as it affects tho question ofcon-

sideration. C Durga Charan v. Lakhi Narain 917
Provincial Insolvency Act (III of
1907), s. I6-“ Pending ”, meaning of—Leave

to commence suit, when to be obtained—Court
,

in-

herent authority of, to terminable proceedings in

insolvency.

A legal proceeding is said to be “ponding,” as soon

as commenced, and until it is concluded, that is, so

long as tho Court having original cognizance of it

can mako an order on tho matters in issue, or to be

dealt with therein.

A Court 1ms no inherent authority to terminate tho

proceedings in an insolvency and deny to creditors

and debtors, the exerciso of rights clearly conferred

by Statuto.

Insolvency proceedings would bo considered as

still ‘pending’ within the meaning of section 16 of tho

Provincial Insolvency Act whore tho Receiver has not

yet been discharged and the insolvent has not

applied for and obtained his discharge.

Tho ‘leave’ to commence a suit, referred to in

section 16 (2’ of tho Provincial Insolvency Act should
bo obtained beforo tho institution of the suit, and
cannot bo obtained subsequently to its institution. S
Jivanji Mamooji v. Giiulam Hussain, 12 S. L. R. 20

771

INDIAN CASES.
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" SS. 18 (3), 20, 47—Sale by Official
Receiver—Purchaser obstructed in taking possession—
Enquiry by Insolvency Court—Order dircctiny deli-
very to purchaser— Civil Procedure Code {Act V of
1908), 0. XXL

,
rr. 97, 93

—

Jurisdiction of Insolvency
Court—Suit for declaration of obstructor's title, in-
junction and possession, maintainability of.
The power conferred by section 18 (3) of the

Provincial Insolvency Act is intended to enable the
Receiver to obtain control of the insolvent’s pro-
perty and not to provide for the determination of
questions of title as between the insolvent and
third parties. This provision is not intended to
confer jurisdiction over a person against whom
the insolvent has merely a right enforceable by
suit.

An Insolvency Court has, therefore, no jurisdiction
to institute an enquiry under Order XXI, rules 97
and 98, Civil Procedure Code, into an alleged resist-
ance to a purchaser at the Official Receiver’s sale
taking possession of the property.

Where an order has been passed by the Insolvency
Court directing the removal of the'obstructbn and
delivery of possession to the purchaser, the
aggrieved party has a right to file a suit for a
declaration of his title and for an injunction re-
straining delivery of the property to the purchaser.
It will not be correct to embody a prayer in such a
suit for the setting aside of the order \of the Insol-
vency Court, as that is a matter within the juris-
diction of the High Court.

Per Krishnan , /.—Under section 18 (3) of the
Provincial Insolvency Act, the Court has power, in
a proper proceeding instituted before it by the
Receiver, to enquire into and decide on the merits
of an adverse claim to possession set up by a third
party.

The rules of the Civil Procedure Code can be
availed of only where section 47 of the Insolvency
Act applies. To apply that section it must be shown
that there was some, proper proceeding under the
Act in the Insolvency Court, for section 47 merely
provides for the procedure to be adopted “in legaid
to proceedings under this Act.”
An order passed by an Insolvency Court under

Order XXI, rules 97 and 98 without jurisdiction may
be set aside by the High Court on appeal, but that
does not bar a fresh suit by the aggrieved party. IYI

Maddipoti Peramma v. Gandrapu Krishnayya, (1913)
M. W. N. 479; 8 L. W. 136; 24 M. L. T. 106 308

S. 20 308,577— S. 22—“Aggrieved,” meaning of—Applica «

tion under section—Limitation.
Where a Receiver in insolvency at the instance

of a creditor attaches and takes possession of a
property as the property of the insolvent, a third
person claiming to be the owner of the property
becomes “aggrieved” within the meaning of section 22
of the Provincial Insolvency Act; so that an applica-
tion by him under that section should be made within
21 days from the date of the act of the Receiver
in taking possession. C Charu Chandra Bhatta-
charjee v. IIem Chandra Mookerjee G2

. 47 SOS
Provincial Small Causes Courts
Act (IX of 1887), s. 25—Jurisdiction, ques-
tion of, decision of— Revision, whether lies.

Provincial Small Ca
Act— c-oncld.

uses Courts

A suit for compensation for breach of contract
having been brought in the Court of Small Causes
at Agra, a preliminary objection was raised that
the alleged breach having taken place at Allahabad,
the Court at Agra had no jurisdiction. The Court’
after taking evidence, held that it had jurisdiction:

’

HAd, that no revision Slay against the order, inas-
much as the case had not been decided on the merits
nor had it been ‘disposed of’ within the meaning
of section 25 of the Provincial Small Causes Courts
Act. A Makhan Lal Parsottam Das
Brij Lal, 16 A. L. J. 777

Sch. II, Art. 41—Debt

v. Chunni Lal
610

paid off by one
of several heirs—Suit to recover share from co-heii—Jurisdiction of Small Cause Court.
Where one of several heirs of a deceased Muham-

madan pays off a debt due by the deceased and then
sues his co-heirs to recover their share of the debt
the suit is cognisable by a Court of Small Causes and
is not excluded from its cognisance by Article 41 of
Schedule II to the Provincial Small Causes Courts
Act. A Mahmud Ali v. Tamjz-un-nissa 13ibx 16 A

Public Gambling- Act (III of I867)
2

as amended by Act I of 1917,
SS. 3, 4

—

Keeping common gambling house—Being
found in yarning house—ProoJ— Presumption.
Jn order to sustain the conviction of an accused

person for keeping a common gambling house it is
necessary for the prosecution not only to prove
that the accused owned the house, or was the oc-
cupier of it, and that instruments of gambling were
kept or used in it, but that they were kept or
used for the profit of the accused. In the absence
of evidence to show that profit or gain was actually
made, a conviction cannot be maintained uponmere suspicion. 1

Where it-ie not established that a particular
house is a common gaming house, the presence of
the accused in that house can raise no presump
tion against them, and even if the house is acommon gaming house, no presumption will arise
against them unless it can be shown that gambling
was going on at the time when they were present

0

A Raghunath v. Emperor, 16 A. L. J. 760; 19 Cr. L .

J . 95K 810— S. I 3—Public place, wlial is—Betting and
gaming, distinction between—Betting

, whether offence
—Betting book, whether instrument of gaming.
The words “public place” in section 13 of the

Public Gambling Act, 1867, signify a place to which
the public resort as a matter of fact, whether of rio-ht
or with the permission of a private owner.

°

Jn order to obtain a conviction under section 13 of
the Public Gambling Act, it must be proved that the
accused were found playing for money or other
valuable thing with some instrument of gaming
(ejusdem generis with cards, dice or counters) used in
playing any game not being a game of mere skill.

Recording bets or laying bets about an uncertain
event which the recorders and betters cannot prevent
or bring about is not playing a game within the
meaning of section 13 of the Public Gambling Act.
A book in which bets are recorded is °not an

“instrument of gaming” within the meaning of section
13 of the Public Gambling Act.
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Mere betting is no offence in the Central Pro-
vinces or Berar. N Gajju i\ Emperor, 14 N. L. R.
13/; 19 Cr. L. J. 917 433
PunjabCourts Act (III of 1914), s.
39 (4) 875

Punjab Limitation (Ancestral Land
Alienetion) Act (I of 1900), Art. 2,
applicability of—Limitation Act (IX of l93Sj, Sell.

/, Art. 141

—

Suit by reversioner after death of widow—Limitation applicable

.

A suit by a reversioner to recover possession of
ancestral land after the death of the alienor’s widow
is governed by Article 1 of the Limitation Act and
not by the Punjab Limitation Act, even where the
alienor died after the latter Act came into force,
inasmuch as the reversioner could not sue for
possession during the lifetime of the widow of the
alienor. P Ganesha Ram v. Panju Singh, 95 P. R.
1918 977
Punjab lYIotor Vehicle Rules, r. 10

444
r. 17 444

Punjab Pre-emption Act (I of 1913),
s. 30 359

Punjab Tenancy Act (XVI of 1887),
s. 4 (6)— “ Landlord ”, meaning of—Pre-emption
— Sale of occupancy rights to mortgagee with posses-
sion of proprietary rights— Vendor's collateral

,
whe-

ther can pre-empt.

The term ‘landlord* as defined in section 4 (6) of
the Tenancy Act includes a mortgagee in possession.

Where, therefore, plaintiff sued for possession by
pre-emption of certain land sold by defendant No. 1,

an occupancy tenant, to the mortgagees with possession
of the proprietary rights:.

Held
,

that the plaintiff was not entitled to succeed,
inasmuch as the sale must be held to have been
made in favour of the landlord. PN.vnak v. Bhagwan
Singh, 149 P. W. R. 1918 3

S. 77 -Proviso added by Art 111 of 191*2
— Jurisdiction of Civil and Revenue Courts- Suit
for possession -Pleadings— Examination of parties
by Court— Defendants claiming occupancy rights.
In an ejectment suit the plaintiffs assorted in the

plaint that the defendants were mere trespassers
and the defendants in their written statement con-
tended that the plaintiffs had no rights whatsoever
in the land, but on examination by Court the plaint-
itfs urged that the defendants wero their tonants-
at-will and the defendants pleaded that they were
occupancy tenants of tho settlers of the village:

Held, that under tho proviso added by Punjab
Act III of 1912 to section 77 of the Punjab Tenancy
Act the plaint must be returned for presentation to
the Revenue Court. P Ata Uij, ah Kiiax v. Umar
Din, 08 P. L R. 1918; 171 P. W. R. 101s 594
Railways Act (IX of 1890), s. 122-

Unlawtul entry upon Railway premises—Offence
essence of.

The essence of the offence under both t ho clauses
of section 122 of the Railways Act is unlawful entry.
Mere unlawful entry makes tho offender liable to a
fine of Rs. 20 but if after tho unlawful entry he
refuses to leave the Railway, on being requested to do
so, his offence becomes aggravated and he renders
himself liable to a tine of Us. 50.

[1918

Railways Act—coucld.

If the original entry is lawful, a subsequent refusal
to leave on being requested to do so would not make
the original entry unlawful or bring it under clause
(2) of section 122 of the Railways Act, which is but an
aggravated form of the offence under clause (1). C
Burrell v . Kumud Kanta Chakrabarty, 22 C, W. N.
575; 19 Cr. L. J. 878 74RCCOPd Of R ig* fits, entry in— Presumption

—

Burden of proof * 765
Reformatory Schools Act (VIII of
1897) Offender under s. 304, Penal Code, whe-
ther can be dealt with under that Act.
As laid down in Punjab Government Notification

No. 37 of 20th January 1906, a convict under section
304 of tho Penal Code is not liable to be dealt with
under the Reformatory Schools Act. P Emperor v.

Nur Muhammad, 17 P. R. 1918 Cr.
; 25 P. W. R. 1918

Cr.; 19 Cr. L. .1. 917: 91 P. L. R 1918 433
Registration Act (XVI of 1908), s.
17 __ _ 716

SS. 17,49—Map and ohittn showing al-

lotments on partition, whether require registration.
A map and a chitta put in to prove that tho land

in disputo was allotted on a partition to a certain
person, cannot be said to bo instruments falling within
the purview of section 17 of tho Registration Act and
thus requiring registration. C Brixdaban Chandra
De v . Kri8H.va Mohan De 159

S. 49 159
S. 49—Charge, unregistered, creation of, on

moveables and immoveables, effect oj.

Where there is a blond of moveablo and immove-
able properties in rospect of which a charge is

created, if tho document creating tho charge is not
registered, it will only deprivo the promisee of his

right in the immovoablo property and will not affect

his rights in tho moveable property. IYI Pusapati
Venkatapathiraju Garu v . Yatsavaya Venkata
SUBIIADRAYYAMMA 563
Regulation XXV of 1802 733
Regulation VI of 1831 733
Remand, order of—Party excepting remand

,
whe-

ther can object subsequently.
Tho appellant obtainod from tho District Judge

a remand on the ground among others that the
decision in a former boundary suit was not to bo
treated as res judicata botweon the parties:

Held, that if tho appellnnt was not satisfied with
tho order as to res judicata, ho should have appealed
against tho order but that having taken tho remand,
ho must bo takon to have acoepted the condition laid
down by tho Judgo as to res judicata

.

C Jadavendra
Nandan Das Mahapatra t». Gajkndra Narain Das
Mahapatra, 28 C. L. J. 203 650
Res Judicata 154

Co-sharer zemindar purchasing tenure—Suit
against neighbouring zemindars and their tenants for
declaration of title— Decree

,
whether res judicata as

regards zomindari title.

1 ho plaintiff, who was proprietor of a 4/5ths share
of a zemmdan, purchased a tenure under it in
execution of a decree for his share of the rent. One
of tho defendants having successfully put forward
a claim to tho tonuro in the execution proceeding
on the ground that lu\ held it under some other
defendants who were the proprietors of another
zomindari adjoining that of the plaintiff, tho plaintiff

INDIAN OASES.
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brought a title suit against all the defendants and
also the defaulting tenure-holder, asserting his 4/oths
zemindari title and his right to the tenure, in which
it was decided that as a certain river formed the
boundary between the two neighbouring zcmindaris

,

the plaintiff had title to the lands in suit:
Held, that the decision was res judicata between

the parties not only as regards the plaintiff’s title to
the tenure but also as regards his zemindari title to
the lands in suit:

Held, also, that the decision could not operate as
res judicata against the persons to whom the tenure
was mortgaged before its execution sale and who
purchased the same in execution of a decree on the
mortgage, as those persons were not made parties to
the suit and could not have been represented by the
defaulting tenure-holder, who held only the equity
of redemption, so that those persons were entitled
to show that some of the lands purchased by them
in execution of the mortgage decree were not includ-
ed in the defaulting tenure, but as regards such of
those lands to which the plaintiff’s zemindari title
was declared in the previous suit, those persons
being parties to the present suit should pay to the
plaintiff such rent as was agreed upon between them-
selves and the rival zemindars from whom they got
settlements of ' those lands. C Shib Chandra Roy
Chowdhury v. Harendra Lal Rai Cjiowdhcrv 22
C. W. N. 721: 28 C. L. J. 223 3 j 5

“ Custom
,
erroneous decision on point oj, whe-

ther operates as res judicata- Quest ion not necessary
to he decided.
The question of the existence of a custom is one

of fact and an erroneous decision on a question of
custom between the same parties operates as res
judicata in a subsequent suit, even though the
subsequent suit relates to other property than that
concerned in the former suit.

Where, however, it is not necessary to decide a
question of custom as against a party to a suit, a
decision on the question does not operate as res
judicata against that party in a subsequent suit. P
Tani v. Tara Chand, 82 P. R. 1918; 160 P. W. R. 1Q18

373
Execution proceedings—Non-transferable

holding—Failure to raise objection as to non-trans>
ferability in previous execution proceeding— Estoppel—Tenant

,
whether can object to sale of non-transfer-

able holding to which landlord consents.
A tenant can object to the sale of a non-transfer-

able holding in execution of a money-decree even if
the laudlord consents to it.

If a tenant judgment-debtor omits to raise an
objection as to the non-transferability of a holding in
an execution proceeding in which the holding is

attached, he is estopped from raising it in a subse-
quent execution proceeding in execution of the same
decree. Pat Ramesh.var Singh t>. Kesihvar Rai

790
" " " " Matter not decided by Court—Suit for

declaration of title by survivor.-'ll ip, dismissal of —
Subsequent suit for declaration that certain aliena-
tions shall not bind reversion

,
maintainability of—

Causes of action.

A decision cannot operate as res judicata on a
question which the Court deliberately abstained
fyom deciding.

n

xiiu dismissal '-'A- Oj

that the plaintiff took a
s lip on the death of a certain person, cannot operateas ies judicata on the claim of the plaintiff, put forward in a subsequent suit, for a declaration that ahot kobala executed by the deceased and a com romise decree entered into in a suit to enforce it aronot .binding on the inheritance when it comes othe hands of the plaintiff as a reversioner. Q Har*Narain Beard. Sridhar Pande 2-—Kent suit, finding in—Kabuliyat held to bevalid and-

^

effective—Subsequent suit to challengevalidity of kabuliyat, maintainability of ®
The question whether the decision in a rent suitcan operate as res judicata on matters other thanthe relationship of landlord and tenant, depends uponwhat were the issues raised and decided between theparties in the rent suit.

ne

Where in a rent suit, a kabuliyat has been heldon a judicial determination, to be valid and effectiveas against the tenant and to have been proner yexecuted, a subsequent suit bj the tenant t
7

declaration that the kabuliyat is null and v!
“

barred by the rule of res judicata C Lm MaohabC II ACKRA BUTTY V. BHOLA NaTH MAJILA oRestitution, application for, nature of—Restoration of possession—Application, subsenuent /VwT
profits, maintainability of-LimZZ ’ ' ^
On the 22nd March 1909 plaintiffs got a decreefor recovery of possession of some immoveable property. In pursuance of that decree they tookpossession on the 24th September 1 910 Thtdefendant appealed against that decree o theHigh Court and succeeded in getting it reverbthe 4th June i 913. 11,e defendanf I d °n

possession of the property on the 4th of Be"1913. On the Yndof June Q B u a .“mber
applied under section 144 of the Civil p

efendanfc

Code, fir restitution of mesne d ofiu i
°Cednre

the property for the period" Sinfiffs were in possession, namelv from .A.
1 '

Se
J

*e“'% lTf l

L
the Decen>^ m3:

24U‘

fr,™ t’l

' t lat the tlefendant was not debarredfrom claiming mesne profits by reason of (ill u -

sions of Order IJ, rule 2, of the Civil JW a ?!'0V1 -

profits for the whole of the period from ith s
"?Sn6

ber - 910 to 4 th December 1913 Pat K"pn
ePtem "

Roy r. Hatbuaora Das, 3 P.'d. j
P
?6
* KR°PiS“

Revenue papers, entries in, value Of-Unljproprietary right, claim for.
J unae>-

Where a person is entered in the revenue ^
as an under-proprietor, but it appears fron/nff™
evidence that he does not hold such a status theentry in the revenue papers is of no avail to hf ’ t
the purpose of establishing his title as an under

1

proprietor. O Ram Rcp Singh v Debi Ppp
Singh, 5 0. L. J. 513

VEBl Pe%h *2

Revenue Survey map, accuracy 0flf£sumption. J ' trie ‘

There is a rebuttal presumption of •

favour of the Revenue Survey map C Shib
ln

Rov Chowdhury d. Harendr
J
a

22 C, W. N. 721; 28 C. L, J. 223
°
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Revision 171,443
Santhal Parg-anas Regulation (III
of 1872), s. 6—Interest on interest

, whether
can be allowed—Mortgage suit - Paramount title

,

whether can be enquired into- -Decree, form of—Civil

Procedure Code (Act V of I908J, 0 XXXIV.
Under Order XXXIV of the Civil Procedure Code

a mortgage decree must set fourth the amount due
on the latest date of payment. This is the decree
which is contemplated by section 6 of the Santhal
Parganas Regulation.

Section (3 of the Santhal Parganas Regulation is a

bar to a decreo for interest upon interest. Interest

subsequent to the decree must be limited to interest

on the principal advanced and the costs of the

suit.

In mortgage suits the paramount title of parties

other than t lie mortgagor or his representative-in-

intercst cannot be gone into. Pat Keshodati
KUMARI V. SATYA N IRANJAN ClIAKRAHERTY, (19 IK)

Pat. 305 1 79
ScrviCC tenure, palayams held under—Grant

for Military and Police services—Alienation by

zemindar—Abolition of services before alienation
,

effect of —Liability of palayam for poligar’s debts—
Omission to issue permanent sanad, effect of—Regula-

tion XXV of Regulation 17 of 183 1 and Madras
Act III of 1895, scope and effect of—Spes succcs-

sionis
,
mortgage and sale of , effect of, on transferor's

title — Mortgage decree —Personal liability clause, sale

on foot of— Vendee, adverse possession of, whether
bars successors of mortgagor—Limitation, commence-
ment of.

In India, apart from Statute, lands held on service

tenure are inalienable beyond the lifetimo of tho

holder.

Tho subsequent enfranchisement of the lands
from service will not validate alienations previously

made.
Lands originally held on service tonure and which, on

that ground, aro inalienable, become alienable on the
abolition of the services.

r

i hey become subject to tho
ordinary laws of descent and disposal as in the case
of ordinary property.

Section 8 of Regulation XXV of 1802 recognises
and gives effect to the above principle.

The omission to issuo or the delay in issuing a
sanad under Regulation XXV of 1802 finally set tling

the peisheush payable by tho holder, will not affect

the alienability of such lands after tho abolition of

tho services

The effect of section 5 of the Regulation was to

release the lands forthwith from tho condition of
rendering Police service or at any rate that was tho
policy of the Government and there is nothing in

tho Regulation to prevent effect being given to that
intention without the grant of a permanent sanad.
The prohibition against alienation of the lands on
the grounds of public policy definitely ceased after
tho passing of Madras Act III of 1895 which has
repealed Regulation VI of 1831 except to a limited
extent

A mere transfer of a sprs successions in property
does not operate on the transferor's interest when
he gets possession of the property.

Obiter —Where a poligar or zemindar who ordi-
narily represents the estate is dispossessed and fails

to sue for possession, the person dispossessing him
gets an indefeasible title after 12 years and th 0
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successor of the dispossessed zemindar cannot claim

a fresh starting point from the date of his succession

unless he shows that tho previous holder had
effectually debarred himself from suing and there

was no ono who could have sued successfully. IYI

Midnapore Zemindari Company, Ltd v. Malayandi
Appayasami Naicker, 34 M. L. J. 553; 24 M. L. T.

1:41 M. 749; 8 L. W. 382 733
Set-off-Claim barred at date of filing of written

statement, whether can be set off.

A claim which has become barfed by limitation

at the time of filing of the written statement in a

suit is not a debt legally recoverable by tho defend-

ant from the plaintiff and cannot, therefore, be

allowed to be set off against the plaintiff’s claim.

C Kanailal Kundu v, Nitya Saran Mukherjek
938

Specific Relief Act (i of 1877), s.
39 -Limitation Act (IX of 1908), Sch. I, Art. 91—
Cancellation of instrument

,
suit for—Limitation

,

starting point of.

The word ‘entitled’ in Article 91 of Schedule I of

the Limitation Act means entitled bylaw, i e., under

section 39 of the Specific Relief Act.

In a suit for cancellation of a document time will

begin to run from tho time when plaintiff becomes
aware of facts which create in him a reasonable

apprehension that he will suffer injury if the document
bo left outstanding. IYI Balasundara Pandiam
Pili-ai v. Authimulam Chettiar 505

s. 42 820
s.42— Declaration, suit for,

maintainability

of—Property in possession of third person—Further

relief, whether can be ashed.

Where on the death of a person several persons

claim to bo his heirs, and the property

in dispute is in possession of a tenant who
refuses to pay rent to either party until ono party

or tho other establishes his title to tho property,

the possession of tho tenant must be deemed to bo

on behalf of the rightful owner, and each of tho

claimants is entitled to bring a suit for a declaration

of his title without suing for possession of the pro-

perty in dispute A Ratan Moti i\ Tilak Crand, 16

A. L. J 666 856
s.42—Declaration that Will containing

power to adopt icas not executed
,
suit for, maintain-

ability of— Discretion of Court.

A suit lies undor section 42 of the Specific Relief

Act for a declaration that a Will giving power to

tho testator’s widow to adopt a boy was not in fact

executed.
Per Seshagiri Aiyar

,
J.—Whenever a cloud is cast

or attempted to be oust on the title of a plaintiff, he
is entitled to come to Court under section 42. But
where tho cloud h llimsy or of a shadowy character
or where tho machinery of tho Court is utilised to

unnecessarily harass the defendant., tho Court might
refuse to grant relief even though the* plaintiff can
exercise his right of suit. IYI Padmanabjudu V.

Buciiamma, 35 M. L J. 144; 8 L. W. 335 702
Stamp Act (II of 1899), ss. 38, 40,
57—Document

, insufficiently stamped—Deficit duty
levied by Collector— Reference to High Court, whe-
ther competent.

W here a Collector holding that a documont is not
sufficiently stamped levies tho deficit duty and
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penalty and then certifies that the document is suffi-
ciently stamped, the case before the Collector is fully
decided and a reference to the High Court under
section 57 of the Stamp Act is not competent In
such a case there is no room for any further disposal
by the High Court in accordance with section 59 of
the Act. A In the matter of Khcb Chand, 16 A. L J
49; 40 A. 128

ss. 40, 57
Sell* I, Art. 13—Bill of exchange—

Order on firm to pay specified sum to certain
person or hearer.

An order directing a certain firm to pay a speci-
fied sum of money to a certain person or bearer is a
bill of exchange payable on demand and is charge-
able with a duty of one anna under Article 13°of
Schedule I of the Stamp Act. F C Bill" Raeburn
and Co., In re, 11 Bur. L. T. 87 56 J[

Subordinate Court,*,/!, °j, to follow ruling
of High Court.
A Magistrate should not follow a ruling of a Hi°ffi

Court to which he is not subordinate, when he has a
ruling of the High Court to which he is subordinate
before him. A Azizur Rahman v. Hansa, 16 A L. J
715; 19 Cr. L. J. 925 441
Succession Act (X of 1865), ss. 10 1,105

—

Remoteness—Charitable bequest, whether
subject to rule against perpetuities—English rule
whetner applicable to Indian bequests.
Section 101 of the Succession Act applies to all

bequests, whether they are of a charitable nature
or not.

The question whether a bequest is invalid for
remoteness, does not depend upon what did in fact

^
Ut Up°n whefcher under the terms of theW ill the bequest might be delayed beyond the time

specified m section 101 of the Succession Act.
The positive language of the Succession Act as

contained m the provisions 5f section 101 is sufficient
to preclude the application of English Law.A testator, after bequeathing certain properties to
a church subject to certain conditions, directed
that should the conditions be ever broken or in any
way infringed, then the properties -shall be made
over to another church:

Held, that the gift over was invalid for remoteness.C Jones, J. H. v. Administrator-General of
Bengal

sMOS^
SS« 269, 293

—

Executor, power of, to
deal with property of deceased -Legacy—Assent of
executor, effect of.

An executor, after having given liis assent to a
legacy, is not competent to deal further with the
property bequeathed.
An executor, although he has the power to dispose

of the property of the deceased in such manner as
he thinks fit under section 269 of the Succession Act
must be able to give reasons fordoing so. CPeniieiro
V. Jotindra Mohan Sen, 28 C. L. J. 141
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Suits Valuation Act~concid.

S. 293
Suits Valuation Act (VII of 1887ffsf.

I I Under-valuation of suit—Prejudice to defend-
ant.

Where a suit which has been undervalued is
tried by a Munsif’s Court, the defendant can

reasonably say that ho has been prejudiced bythe case being tried by a Court which had no
jurisdiction to try it. C Mamraj Agarwala r.A iiamad Ali Mahamad 932Surrender, implied—Payment of rent on behalf

of tenant. ’

, f ,'
nef "“"-cultivation of a holding by or onbehalf of a tenant is not in itself sufficient to con-

stitute an implied surrender. N Shamiuo r. Satya
15 iiaw v JJa i

Thak map, probative value of 4Q
£**,°Perty Act (IV of1882), SS. 3, 6 (e), 8 — Transler of sharealong with profits already accrued due, validity of—

buit to recover profits, maintainability of.Under section 8 of the Transfer of Property Actonly profits accruing after the transfer pass withhe land Profits already accrued due are not a
beneficial interest in the land, since the land cannot
he transferred with retrospective effect

by a " assignee of a village si,are along" ith the profits accrued due prior to the sale torecover such profits is not maintainable, inasmuchas it is a suit for the enforcement of a mere right

fi of ft.

W
t
m

^
6 of clause (e) of section

a. T,KA
e

HAM
an " ° f Pr°Perty ACt - N LaKHMI Saha^

SS. 5, 6, 58.
An assignment of future property is not invalid

in India. Section 6 of the Transfer of Property Actdoes not contain a total prohibition against theassignment of all future property, but must bo
construed as an exception to the general rule infavoui of transfers of property, present and future

Portions of a section should be construed cjusdem
generis with the rest of the section.
The words ‘of a like nature’ in clause (a) of section6 indicate that the possibility ’ referred to thereinmust bekmg to the same category as the chance ofan he r-apparent or the chance of a relationobtaining a legacy.

relation

Under section 58 of the Transfer of PropertyAct, a property can be specific so long as i s“ ‘ ble
l
tbou°h 14 not be in existence onthe date of the transfer. A transfer, therefore ifotherwise val,d, ,s not rendered inefficacious hireason of the subject-matter not having been inexistence on the date of the agreement M PdsapatIVenkata path iraju Garu t, Vatsavaya VbnkataSubhadrayyamma

S. 6 (a) 599
*7

S
# ? te)~~Taluqdar’s widow and

9

Hinduwidow, estates of, difference between
A transfer made by a Hindu reversioner of hisexpectant interest ,n an estate prior to the venr1882 was void not under section 6 (a) of the Trans-

nm, w°
P ACt

’ but Under the H >'ndu Law,O Har Nath Kuar U. Indra Bahaudr Singh, 5 0.
\J. O . Cl l ~

ss. 6 (b), 109, III (g-)_xc„jz
Reversion, transfer of-Forfeiture for breach of con-
dition—Pransferee, whether can enforce forfeiturewhere breach occurred before transfer.
A transfer of the reversion of a lease carrieswithit the right to enforce forfeiture of the leasefor breach of a condition, even where the breach
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has occurred prior to tbo transfer. B Yishveshvar
VlGHXESHVAR SlIASTRl V. M A H AHA L ESII V A U Sl'JIBA

Bhatta, 20 Bom. L. R. 767 198
s. 6(e) J58
S. 6 (e)—Assignment—Contract of service,

nhether assignable.

A contract of servico being a personal contract is

not assignable before breach, as the transfer would bo

of a mere right to sue. N Karan Khan v. Dangushti
902

S. 6 (e)—Profits, transfer if right tv receive

,

vat id it g if.

A transfer of a share of the profits of a village

which have at the time actually accrued due, is an
assignment of a debt and not of a mere right to sue

and is, therefore, not bad in law under the provisions

of section 6 l c; of the Transfer of Property Act,

although the transfer of a right to sue is a necessary

incident of the transaction. O Bharat Singh v.

Binda Charan, o O. L. J. 398 634
S. 8 158
s. 19
S. 38
S. 41 — Estoppel

,
doctrine of—Consent of

true oicner— Transferee from trespasser
,
position of—

Acquiescence of real owner, effect of.

The legal principle which is embodied in section

41 of the Transfer of Property Act is based upon the
doctrine of estoppel, and the mere circumstance
that the real owner kept silence and advanced no
claim for a long time cannot bo treated as ovidenco
of such an implied consent on his part to the con-
tinuance of the trespasser’s possession during that
time, as can be profitably availed of by a transferee
from the trespasser. O Saiyed-tn-nisa v. Maiku
Lal, 5 O. L. J. 391 687

S. 52—Lis pendens, doctrine of, applicahili.

tg of—Landlord and tenant—Lease by ijaradar,

after expiry of ijara and during pendency of eject

meat suit, validity of.

IT
,
who was the owner of a 12-annas share and

an ijaradar of the remaining four-annas share of
certain lands, made a settlement of the lands on
the expiry of the ijara

,

while a suit by the proprie-
tors for his ejectment from the four-annas share
covered hy the ijara waspending:

Held, that tho raiyats with whom IT. had settled
the lands were liable to bo ejected from tho four-
annas share covered by the ijara by the proprietors-
thereof, as W. did notact in good faith in making the
settlement. C Felu Sarkar v. Hkmakta Kumari
DrllYA „ 365—— SS. 52? GO—Mortgage—Redemption, suit

for, by some of several mortgagors—Acquisition of
portion of equity of redemption by mortgagee pending
suit, effect of— Lis pendens, doctrine oj

, applicability
of— Plaintiff, whether can redeem whole properly.
Where a mortgagee acquires a portion of the

mortgaged property, the right of tho owner of tho
other portion of tho property to redeem t he whole is
not absolute. In such a case tho right of redemption
depends upon tho will of tho mortgagee. H0 can
insist upon tho mortgagor’s seeking redemption of
tho ontiro mortgage; but if he acquires any portion
of the mortgaged estate, ho can in that case insist
that tho plaintiff shall not bo allowed to redeem
more than his owu share of the mortgaged estate

Transfer of Property Act— contd,

Where a mortgagee acquires a portion of the
mortgaged property, ponding a suit for redemption
by some of several mortgagors, it cannot bo 'said

that by taking such a transfer he affects the rights
of the plaintiffs under the decree or order which
may be made in the suit. Section 62 of tho Transfer
of Property Act has, therefore, no application to

such a case, and the mortgagee can insist upon his

right To confine the plaintiffs to a suit for redemp-
tion of their share of tho mortgaged property
only. O Ramadiun r. Jokhan, 5 O. L. J. 248 I 15

S. 53 -Fraudulent transfer—Presumption.

In a suit for declaration of title, the plaintiff set

up a hobala (conveyance) executed in his favour by
his father. The defendant, a judgment-creditor of

the father, pleaded that the hobala was voidable

under section C>3 of the Transfer of Property Act.

Both tho lower Courts, holding that there was no
evidence that the plaintiff’s father had any debts

at the timq of tho hobala, decreed tho suit, although

it was proved that tho hobala was executod in the

very year in which tho defendant obtained his

decree against the plaintiff’s father:

Held
,
that the decision of the lower Courts could

not stand, as neither of them had considered tho fact

that the hobala was executed at a time when the

executant was well aware of the probability- of the

decree of a substantial sum being passed against

him, and also ns neither Court in considering the

evidence and facts of tho case had set clearly

before its mind the presumption created by clause

(2) of section 53 of tho Transfer of Property Act. C
Mamraj Agarwala v. Ahamad Ali Mahamad 932

S. 53- Preference to one creditor—Mortgage

in favour of creditor to secure payment of genuine

L debt, validity of, as against other creditors.

A mortgage executed by a debtor in favour of

one of bis creditors to secure the payment of a

genuine debt, tho properties mortgaged not exceed-

ing in value tho amount which they arc intended

to secure, is not iuvalid under section 53 of the

Transfer of Property Act as against tho other

creditors, even where the mortgage bond is taken

after the mortgageo-cr^ditor has knowledge that

other creditors of tho mortgagor are exercising

pressure for tho ro-payment of debts duo to them.

C Rash Mohan Saiia v. Kristo Das Roy, 22 C. W.
N. 982 41 2

SS. 54, 59— Contract Act (IX of 1872),

s. 202— Mortgage by deposit of title-deed

s

—Possession

transferred to mortgagee— Registration, whether

necessary—Mortgagee, whether can be ejected without

payment of mortgage debt.

In consideration of a loan advanced by the defend-

ants to tho plaintiffs the latter made over certain

lands to the former together with their title-deeds,

the arrangement being that the defendants should

remain in possession of tho lands and take the rents

and profits thereof in lieu of interest Subsequently

tho plaintiffs sued for possession of the lands on tho

ground that no interest in the lands had passed to

tho defendants in tho absence of a registered docu-

ment: ,

Held, (1) that, there was nothing in the Transfer i

of Property Act or the Registration Act to require

a registered document for such a transfer of posses-

sion as was effected in this case, inasmuch q
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Transfer of Property Act—contd.

the transaction was not one of sale or mortgage

sQ
qu ' r*ng SU°h a" lnstrument under sections 54 and

59 of the Transfer of Property Act;
(2) that the defendants had a charge on the landand were entitled to retain possession thereof until

the charge was paid off, and in thj meantime to
take the rents and profits in lieu of interest as
rranged at the time when they were put into

possession;

\(3) that from another point of view the defendants
might be regarded as having received authority from
the plaintiffs to manage the lands and to receive the
rents and profits in lieu of interest, and as such
authority was given to them in consideration of the
Joan to the plaintiffs, the authority could not be
terminated under section 202, Indian Contract Act,
until the loan was repaid. L B Shwe Lon v. Hla
Gywb, 9 L. B. K._172

| 33“ S. 54, whether exhaustive —Ejectment—
Equities in favour of person in possession—Agree-
ment, unregistered

, for conveyance, whether can he
pleaded by defendant in answer to ejectment suit.
Under the influence of the defendant brought to

,

a
.

r n th
,
e execution-purchasers of his lands, the

plaintiff got from them a transfer of those lands for
a consideration subject to an oral agreement to
reconvey a part thereof to the defendant. While
the defendant was in possession of that part the
plaintiff brought a-suit to eject him therefrom:

Held, that as the defendant’s possession was itselfa title which the plaintiff must displace before hecould eject the defendant, the plaintiff’s suit could

SelnTnf f

GVen
J
h°Ugh ifc was to° late for the

oraUgrceu^t
U0 SPeCifiC P°rf°r 'na, ‘ce of the

Per Richardson, J. The Transfer of Property Actdoes not contain the whole law on. the subject of
transfer of property. C Maiiammad Shafikul Him vKrishna Gobtnda Dutta, 28 C. L. J. 77 42— S. 55 (2)—Covenant, implied

,
nature oj.

X lie covenant implied under section 55 (2) of the
OVansCer of Property Act is merely that the interestwhich the seller professes to transfer to the buyer
subsists and that he has power to transfer the same.N Dharam Chakd v. Gore Lal 886
HHH f • 563

I' 12 133
|-92 I 15

751
'

,
SS

;
IOI —Mortgage- Subrogation,

right of, enforcement of, by suit—Payment of prior
mortgage, whether gives right to subrogate -Intention—Presumption.
The right of subrogation is an equitable right and

where it is a simple mortgage right that has been
acquired, it can be enforced by a suit against an
auction- purchaser
A purchaser of the equity of redemption payino-

off a prior mortgage out of the purchasc-mouey i!
presumed to keep it alive as against puisne mort-
gagees when it is to his interest to do so. The ques-
tion is one of intention. IYI Kama Rao r. Mandacha-

T ‘tun ‘n

1
-
9
[V r

SI
T
'Y- N - 50r'

; 8 L - W - 175; 24 M. L.
1. 133; 3o M. L. J. 467 882

s. 76 751— SS. 76, IOI—Extinguishment of mortqaqee
rights—Accounts.

1C?

Transfer of Property Act—contd.

i Section 76 of the Transfer of Property Act does
not apply to a case where the mortgagees in fact
become extinct. Pat Basawan S/ngh r. Gangaphal

224
- S. 91—Agra Tenancy Act (II of 190V, s.

10—Mortgage of sir plots—Sale oj proprietary rights
by mortgagor—Mortgagor, whether can redeem.
Plaintiff executed a usufructuary mortgage of

certain sii plots. Subsequently his proprietary
rights in the land were sold and were purchased by
the defendants, who later on also purchased the
mortgagee rights in the sir plots. Plaintiff brought
a suit to redeem the usufructuary mortgage executed
by him:

,

that as soon as the plaintiff’s proprietary
rights were sold he became an ex-proprietary tenant
of the sir plots under section 10 of the Agra Tenancy
Act and that as the mortgage stood between him
and 1ns right to occupy the land as an ex-proprietary
tenant, he was a person who had an interest in the
property within the meaning of section 91 of the
Transfer of Property Act and was, therefore, entitled
to redeem it. A Muhammad Hussain Khan v.Hanuman, 16 A. L. J. 796 qq j

* S. 9 I— Mortgage—Redemption— Interest in
mortgaged property, what is—Perpetual lessee, whe -

ther can redeem .

I lie interest which entitles a person to redeem
must be derived directly or indirectly from the
mortgagor since the making of the mortgage. In
other words, a person may redeem onlj” if he is
affected by the mortgage? if lie is not affected by it
there is no occasion for his redeeming and he can-
not be permitted to do so.
A mortgagor in possession may make a leaseconformable to usage in the ordinary course ofmanagement; but it is not competent to him togrant a lease on unusual terms or to alter thecharacter of the land or to authorise its use in amanner or for a purpose different from the mode

in which he himself had used it before he created
the mortgage.
The owner of certain malik makbuza plots mort-gaged them to the defendant and subsequentlv

granted a perpetual lease thereof to the plaintiff.Ihe defendant obtained a sale decree upon the
mortgage, without making the plaintiff a party to
the suit,^ and himself purchased the morto-a^ed
property in the execution sale The plaintiff fhe°re-upon brought a suit to redeem the mortgage:

Held, (1) that the plaintiff’s lease was contrary
to usage and was, therefore, not binding on the
defendant; b

(2) that the foreclosure and sale in pursuance of
the mortgage prejudiced the plaintiff’s interest in
the mortgaged property and he was, therefore
entitled to redeem it. N Shanker Singh v . Hukum-
chand, 14 N. L. R. 117 gg

S* IOI 224, 882
S« 106 Landlord and tenant— Lease

providing for re-entry on certain conditions—Notice
to quit, whether necessary.
The provisions for serving a notice to quit on a

lessee were inserted in the Transfer of Property
Act to provide for cases where the parties to the
lease are not regulated by their contract.

«
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Transfer of Property Act— conoid. Trespass- conoid.

Where a lease itself provides that the landlord

may at any moment resume possession of the land
on payment of full compensation to the lessee for

the buildings he may have erected thereon, there

is no necessity for giving a notice to quit under
section 1O6 of the Transfer of Property Act in order
to entitle the landlord to get back khas possession
of the laud. C Monindka Nath Chowdhuri r. Badha
Prosanno Gon 19

SS. 108 (j), I 15—Lease, assignment of
—Assignee, position of—Forfeiture of lease.

Section 115 of the Transfer of Property Act
designedly coniines forfeiture to the case of an
under-lease, so that where a lessee lias assigned his

entire interest under the lease the assignee’s interest

cannot be forfeited by any act of the original lessee.

B Gopal Jayvant ShIRGAOMvAR v. Sh KIN IWAS
V itii al Pa i, 20 Bom. L. It. 830 635

S. 108 (j)— Lease, transfer of— Lessee,

original, linbilitg oj,for rent.

Under section 10*, elauso (j), of the Transfer of

Property Act, the liability of a lessee to pay rent con-
tinues even after he has parted with his interest in

the lease, and it is no answer to a suit for rent that
the transferee from the lessee is willing to pay the
rent. C Akrurmani Baisnaiu v. iVadiiab Chandra
Chakra party 800

SS. 109, III (gr) 198
s. I 15 635
s. 1 30— ‘Actionable ciaiinf assignment of

—Assignment effected by entry in accounts, validity

of -
l

Instrument in writing,' meaning of—Novation,
absence of, whether material.

The words ‘instrument in writing,’ in section IrO
of the Transfer of Property Act, do not mean a
document couched in technical language or in any
particular form. What is intended is that the
transfer should bo made in writing and it is sutlicient

if the intention of the creditor to transfer the debt
duo to him to the tiansferee, can bo gathered from
the writing.

After the date of the transfer, the transferoo is

tho only person entitled to sue for the debt.
An assignment made in a statement of accounts

by way of an entry is an assignment within, the
section.

An assignmentdoes not becomo invalid for want of
consent of the original debtor or by reason of tho
absence of a novation of contract. IYI Skktharama
AyYAR V. NaRAYANASWAMI PlLLAI 749
Trespass—Chhajjas projecting over neighbour’*•

land

Erection of chhajjas cornices) in a house so as to
project over a neighbour’s land constitutes a trespass
on that land. O Kunj Bihari Prasad v. Bappbo
Prasad, 5 O. L. J. 461 950

Injunction
,
suit for— Trees overhanging plaint-

iff s land —Damages, proof of, whether necessary.
Whero trees belonging to one man overhang

another man’s land the latter has tho right to cut
off tho overhanging portions of tho treos, and he
has tho right also to maintain an action to onforco
that right, if it is disputed, apart from any ques-
tion of damages. B Vishnu Jagannath Joshi v .

Vasudko Baghunath Oka, I'O Bom. L. B. 826 629

Suit against joint trespassers—Defendants act-

ing in concert- Title in one defendant, whether can
be relied upon by others.

A defendant >vho is sued as a trespasser can rely

upon the title of his co-defendant if both are alleged

to have been acting in concert, even though his

own derivative title is not proved. N Bhaosingh v.

Maui pa t 550
Trial by Jury -Functions oj Jury in appraising

value of confession.

The question of the relevancy and admissibility of

a confession is for tho Judgo to decide. When he has
decided that it is relevant and it has been laid before
the Jury, it ig for them to appraise its value a‘s evi-

dencc and one test which they will have to apply is

whether it appears to them to have been freelj and
voluntarily made. C Emperor v. Kabili Katoni, 22

C. W. N. 8i 9; 19 Cr. L. J. 959 8 1 I

Trusts Act (II of 1882), SS. 81, 82—
Property purchased by husband in name of wife—
Advancement—Presumption— English Law.
The rule of English Law that when a husband

buys property in tho name of his wifo he should bo

presumed to have done so for the benefit of the wifo,

applies to persons of British nationality resident in

India, and tire mcro fact that alter tho purchase
tho husband continues to manago the property and
collect rents is not sufficient to rebut the presumption.

L B Kerwick i\ K ehwick 376

s. 88-1*erson in fiduciary position taking

advantage of position and securing benefit—Trans-

action, validity of.

Plaintiff and hor sister, who had beon brought up
in tho house of their uncle, tho defendant, and wero
under his influence, executed a sale-deed in his

favour for an inadequate consideration. After tho

death of her sister the plaintiff brought a suit to

recover the property conveyed by the sale-deed:

Held, that tho defendant stood in a fiduciary

position towards tho plaintiff and her sister and
that, therefore, under section 88 of the Trusts Act, tho

sale-deed was null and void both as regards the share

of the plaintiff and that of her sister. B Govind Bamji
Ganjat.k i*. Savitri Bama Thosar, iO Bom I*. R.

9 1 1 ' 883
Undue Influence—Interest, heavy rate of

—

Proviso for capitalising arrears of interest I I

U. P. Court of Wards Act (IV of
1912), S. 54, applicability of~Title of ward
defeasible, effect of— Pre-emption, suit for,

whether
must embrace entire property sold.

The provisions of section 54 of tho U. P. Court of

Wards Act cover all suits relating to tho property
of any ward, that is, any property belonging to him,
though his title thereto may be defeasible by reason
of a claim for pre-emption which may bo maintainable
in regard to tho same.

The rule that a suit for pre-emption must embrace
the entire property sold, unless tho plaintiff is not
entitled to claim pre-emption iu regard to any
portion thereof, is inapplicable where the interests
of the vendees, inter sc, arc distinct or where they
have since been separated in* divided.
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U. P. Court of Wards Act—conoid.

A plaintiff cannot claim the benefit of the institu-

tion of a suit against a dead person for the purpose
of extending the period of limitation against his

heirs. O Nau Nehal Singh v. Deputy Commissioner,
Unao, 5 0. L. J. 5-16 894
U. P. Land Revenue Act (Illof 1901)*
Sall 1

—

Partition— Jurisdiction of Civil Court to

determine question of title.

A Civil Court has no jurisdiction to determine a

question of title with regard to a property under
partition before a Revenue Court, unless the latter

Court refers the question for decision to the former
Court by an order passed explicitly under section 1 * 1

of the U P. Land Hevenne Act. O Ohaubar Singh
v. Bakhtawar Singh, 5 Q. L. J. 486 897
U. P. Municipalities Act(!l of 1916),
Sa 326—Suit against Municipality for declaration

of title and injunction—Notice, whether necessary —
Suit, maintainability of
The defendant Municipality served a notice on

the plaintiff, on 17th June 1916, requiring him to

remove a platform which projected ou to a public
road. Plaintiff served a notice of action on the
Municipality on 14th July 1916, and on the 4th
August instituted a suit against the Municipality for

a declaration that the platform was his ancestral

property, and that the notice issued by the Munici-
pality for the demolition thereof was invalid, and also

prayed for an injunction:

Held, (1) that the suit was in substance one for a
declaration of title and was not a suit in which the
only relief claimed was ‘an injunction and that,

therefore, the exemption contained in clause (4* of
section 326 of die U. P. Municipalities Act
was not applicable to it;

(2)

that the suit having been commenced before
the expiry of two months after the service of the
notice prescribed by section 326 tl) of the U.
P. Municipalities Act was premature and must
be dismissed. A Municipal Board of Benares
v. Gajadhar, 16 A. L. J. 793 848
Universities Act (VIII of 1904),
ss. 21 (I) (c), (f), 25 (I), (2) (m)

642
Vendor and purchaser -stipulation in

conveyance that on purchaser being dispossessed

vendor would not be liable—Purchaser
,
failure of, to

get possession—Refund of purchase-money, suit for.

Plaintiff made a speculative purchase of a piece of

land from the defeudaut. The latter protected

himself by insering a clause in the conveyance to

the effect that if the plaintiff was dispossessed by
anybody other than the vendor defendant, the latter

would not be liable to the purchaser:

Held, that on his failure to get possession of the

land, the plaintiff was not entitled to a refund of the

purchase-money. C Indra Narain Das v. Badan
Chandra Das 340

Vendor, duty of, to protect purchaser's title—
Caveat emptor, doctrine of, applicability of.

Where a purchaser’s title is impeached in a
suit to which the vendor is a party and the latter

makes au admission which renders a decision

adverse to the purchaser inevitable, and the pur-

chaser thereupon allows the suit to go against

him, the vendor cannot subsequently, in a suit

by the purchaser to recover the purchase-money

Vendorand purchaser—concid.

from him, turn round and say that the abandon-
ment of the defence by the purchaser which was
brought about by Ins own admission was impro-
vident In such a case there is a failure of the
consideration for the contract of sale without any
fault on the part of the purchaser, and the
vendor is, therefore, liable to refund the purchase-
money. Pat Bhattu Ram v. Gang a Prasad Gope,

P. I/. J. 358 37
Wajib-u!-arz, entry in, value of 823, 920
Will, construction of— Bequest, religious, for perform-

ance o/thaligais in temples —Allocation of income
not indicated— Uncertainty— Surplus income, appro-
priation of, fur religious instruction, legality of—
Cy pres, doctrine of, applicability of, to Indian con-
ditions—Appointment of vars < successor ) for conduct-
ing charity, effect oj— Trust, creation of -Evidence
Act I of 872)..ss. 6, 32 1 3 ', [7)—Statements by
testator in judicial and other proceedings, admissibili-
ty of.

One A., a Hindu, left a Will appointing his brother’s
son as his vars “to conduct charities Tiruvedanthai,
Tirukkadalmalai and Tirupathi with the help of my
properties.” The mode of conducting the charity
was specified to be the giving of thaligais in
the teuiples on the Tirunakshatram day, but no
special allotments were made for the purpose.
At the registration of the Will in his house the
testator declared before the Registrar that he intend-
ed by the Will to bequeath properties to charities.

It also transpired that, in a suit agaiusfc the testator
for a declaration that part of the properties in
dispute and some other properties did not belong to
him solely, the testator had filed a written statement
stating that he acquired the properties for charity
and intended to make a testamentary disposition in
that behalf. In a suit instituted under section 92,
Civil Procedure Code, for removal of the 1st defend-
ant, the vars aforesaid, from trusteeship and for a
scheme for the management of the trust:

Held, (1) that the dedication was definite and not
void for vagueness or uncertainty.

(2) that the mention of the word l

vars }

iu the
Will did not make the 1st defendant the sole owner
of the properties subject to the carrying out of the
directions relating to charity, but only constituted
him trustee for the charities;

(3) that the direction as to the performance of thali-

gai was not meant to be exhaustive but only illustra-

tive and that it was competent to the Court, after
the allotment of a particular fund for the thaligai

,
to

direct the rest of the income to be devoted for impart-
ingreligious instruction;

(4) that statements made by the testator at the
registration of the Will and in judicial proceedings
relating to the properties comprised in the bequest
were admissible under sections 6 and 32 of the
Evidence Act;

:5, that the trust was a public and not a private
trust.

1'er Abdur Rahim, J.—The rule as to cy pres is

quite in harmouy with the teachings of Hindu
Sastras and has been applied in many cases relating

to charitable gifts by Hindus.
Her Seshagiri Aiyar % J—The principal consideration

where the object mentioned does not exhaust the
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Will—contd. Will—contd.

corpus of the fund, is to find out whether there
was a general testamentary intention or purpose.
Even though the object may be specified and the
bequest otherwise delink *, if the law will not allow
the application of the fund for the purpose, it may be
that the Courts are not at liberty ti infer a general
testamentary intention in i ivour of charity in general
and to direct the application of the property to

other purposes of a charitable kind

The primary rule is to ascertain whether the object
aimed at by the testator could bo can id out without
making a new Will for him. Although there may
be vagueness in the selection of the places or in

the allocation of the funds, so long as it is ascer-
tainable that the testator had a particular object in

view and that he intended that the funds ioft by
him should ho appropriated to that object, Courts
are bound to see that the persons appointed, by the
testator do not misappropriate the funds.

If the Court can ascertain that there was a general
charitable intention, the fact that tho particular
object for which the charity was intended did not
exist or that the fund intended for that charity
could not exhaust the whole income, will not bo
any reason for holding that tho bequest failed in

whole or in part. If it appears that tho donor intend-
ed that, in any event, the fund should be devoted
to charity and that a particular institution was
named merelv as tho channel by which that, intention
was to he effected, tho whole fund will be regarded
as having been dedicated to charity and the Court
will proceed to carry out the intention of the testator
on the principle of cy pres.

The rule of English Law that even answers to
interrogatories may be regarded either as a codicil
or a Will may not apply to testamentary dispositions
in India. Under the Hindu VN ills Act and the Indian
Succession Act it is doubtful whether such informal
declarations could be regarded as testamentary.

There is nothing in the religion of the Hindus
in their traditions and in the consciousness
of the people, which will compel Courts to respect
prejudices which sap at the root of religion and
which pervert and not advanco its precepts. There-
fore, whenever grants made to religious institu-
tions are not oar-marked or, if car-marked, are not
intended to exhaust the recurring income, and
whenever they are made as a general thanksoffering,
it is proper and legitimate to direct their application'
to the promotion of knowledge.

Indian Courts have ample powers to <dvo
directions towards tho application of the trust income
even though the trustee may not himself he com-
petent similarly to apply it. The doctrine of cy pres
should receive as extended an application as possible
so as to give effect to the true intent and aim of tho
donor. His lapses, his ignorance and his failure to
understand the situation should not fetter tho
Courts so long as the purposes specified by him aro
not violated IY1 Muthukrisjin^ Nad kkY; r. Kama
Chandra Naickkn 61 I

construct ion of— (lift {,y implications— English
rules, applicability of, to Hindu Wills —Bequest by
Hindu to his daughter—Absolute estate, grant of,
presumption " v to —Devise to two d ’". jitters, one with
a ltd the other without offspiiny Direction that off.
spring to be bora to daughter having no issue should

Uike tike offspring oj other daughter—Express xvords
of gijt to latter, absence of, effect of.

v ,

g
»n,

ral PrinciP,es Of construction governing
English Wills are applicable also to Hindu Wills eawhere there are no express words of gift but the 4ftcan be implied from the language used in the Will,
the Courts should have regard to the dominating
intention of the testator and effectuate that inten°-

thcVill
aSCertaining ifcfrom the e “t>re scheme of

There is no positive presumption of Hindu Law that
a gift by a person to his daughter is of an absolute
estate.

A Hindu testator devised his property to his two
daughters S and A. A had issue at the time of tho
death of the testator while S had none The* Will
recited that as A. was attending to tho testator’s
comforts and had male offspring who would perform
karmams (ceremonies after death) to him, ho gave her
two out ot three shares and ho gave 8. who had no
issue, tho remaining one share. The Will further
recited that any person adopted by S.

} should not
get her share, but that if any male child was bom to
her h 0> should, like tho children of A., enjoy his
mother’s share from generation to generation:

Held, that there was no gift of an absolute estate
to A. and that though thero wero no express words
ot gift to her children, they took tho reversion after
A. s death. IYI Komandar Srinivasa Sesiiachalu v.
Roman dur Sksiiamma, 34 M. L. J. 479 758

Execution, proof of - Disposing mind of testa,
trix— Evidence in support of Will ,

In an application for Lotters of Administration with
the Will annexed, it was not denied by the caveators
that the testatrix had a disposing mind ou the
date on which tho Will was alleged to have been
executed. Expert evidence proved decisively that
the impression on the Will was tho thumb-mark of
the tostatrix, but it was contended that though aW 1,1 was

* 1,1 fact# executed, it was lost and that the Will
propounded was a forgery, having been written to
the thumb-improssion which already existed on a
piece of paper in possession of the applicant’s
husband, who held a general power-of-attorney from
the testatrix. Tho Will was supported by the scribe
nnd the three attesting witnesses. The applicant
hersolt testified that sho had seen tho Will written,
that, it had been made over to her by the testatrix
and that sho had kept it with herself:

!
lcld

\

(,mfc wus not proved that the
original Will was lost and that tho theory of a
dishonest conspiracy to forgo a Will could' not bo
sustained in view of tho positive evidence produced
in support of the Will;

*

(2) that the Will was a genuine document duly
executed by tho testatrix. P IS.uoiRTHt r. (} insA
blNUll“ ‘Execution, proof of—Presumption—Sound

dispas i ng mind, what is— Burden of proof

.

A plaintiff who sets up a title under a Will must
satisfy t ho Court that the Will was ‘ duly executed”,
iit's o saj, lie must furnish proof of executionMuch carries with it a conviction that tho testatorknow am approved of tho contents of tho iustru-

merit. I his involves the proposition that ho was
a tree and capable testator. The ordinary rulo is
that tho execution of a Will by a competent testator
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Will—contd.

raises a presumption that he knew and approved of

the contents of the Will; and ordinarily the competency
of the testator is presumed, if nothing appears to

rebut the ordinary presumption. But where the

mental capacity of the testator is challenged by
evidence, it is the duty of the Court to find whether
upon the evidence it is established that the testator

was of sound disposing mind and did know and
approve of the contents of the Will. In order to

constitute what is known in law as “a sound dispos-

ing mind,” it must be shown that the testator was
able to understand his position, able to appreciate

his property and able to form a judgment with

respect to the parties whom he chose to benefit.

O Baj Bachan Singh v, Shatbakji, 5 O. L. J. 519

963
—

,
interpretation of 912

, revocation of,
'proof of—Construction cf docu-

ment— Will, interpretation of—Adoption
,
power of,

given by Will—Adoption
,
validity of— Testator, in-

tention of.

A Will duly executed is not to be treated as

revoked, either wholly or partially, by a Will which
is not forthcoming, . unless it is proved by clear and
satisfactory evidence that the later Will contained

either words of revocation, or dispositions so incon-

sistent with the dispositions of the earlier Will

that the two cannot stand together. It is not

enough to show that the Will which is not forth-

coming differed from the earlier Will, if it cannot be
shown in what the difference consisted. -

Where under a Will a talukdar gave to his

second wife in supersession of his first wife a life-

Will--concld.

estate in the taluka and a power to adopt a son,
and further stipulated that the adopted son would
after her death succeed as full proprietor in the
manner contemplated by section 22, clause 8, of the
Oudh Estates Act, and the second wife then adopted
a son:

Held, ' 1 ) that “clause 8” in tho Will was merely a
cleiical error for “clause 9”;

that the adoption was valid, inasmuch as the
talukdar could give to his second wife the power to
adopt a son irrespective of the Will and as the
intentions of the talukdar under the Will were sub-
stantially carried out, for tlio estate taken by the
adopted son retained the characteristics of a taluka.

A Will duly executed cannot be treated as revok-
ed, either wholly or in part, by a Will which is
not forthcoming, and the contents of which cannot
be definitely ascertained. It is not enough to show
that the Will which is not forthcoming differs from
the earlier one, if it cannot be shown in what the
difference consists. o Lal Trihhawan Nath Singh
v. Deputy Commissioner, Fyzaiiad, 6 0. L J °94

225
Workman’s Breach of Contract
Act (XIII Of 1859), SS- I, 2, application
under—Procedure—Magistrate, duty of.

An application to a Magistrate asking him to
enforce the provisions of sections 1 and 2 of Act
XIII of 1*59 should not be summarily disposed but
the matter should be enquired into and evidence
fully taken. A Azizhur Rahman v. Hansa, J6 A
L. J. 715; 19 Cr. L. J. 925 44.
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